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STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING 

N .0"1 READY 

T~HaSt foast (mise of t~e U j. ~. (ons fitution 
BY C. LEONARD ALBRIGHT 

This book ·is the first attempt to give a short informal hi sto ry of each port 
visited, to acquaint the reader with the interesting incidents of each visit, and to 
compile the data _ at -hand into authentic information for the collector. This is 
what you are looking for. Check lists .9.f daily cancella tions an d colored cachets 
are given. Illustrations of each officially sponsored cachets are reproduced. This 
is a most unusual book. It connects philately and history in a manner which is 
pl easing to the collector and non -coHector·· alike. 

MAIL YOUR ORl;>ER NOW TO 
LIMITED TO 

~ 0 0 Copies 
Price, $2.00 

Dr. C~ L. ALBRIGHT 

PHILATELIC BOOKS 

The Postal Service of the 
Confederate States 

of America 
BY AUGUST DIETZ 

Popular Style binding • 
Library Style • . . • 
De Luxe Style . . • 

• $10.00 
• 15.00 
• 50.00 

Specialized C onf ed er ate 
Catalog 

EDITED BY AUGUST DIETZ 

The first edi tion was published in 1932 a nd 
a Supplement in 19 33. No furth er editions are 
contemp lated within the next six months. 

Pocket size. Bound in gray Fabrikoid. 

Catalog $2.00. Supplement $1.00. 
ALL BOOKS SHIPPED POSTPAID. 

STAMP AND COVER 
COLLECT:i:NG 

109 E. CARY ST., RICHMOND, VA. 

THOSE IN SEARCH OF 

UNIQUE AND HIGH-CLASS 

CONFEDERATE MATERIAL 
OR THOSE WHO DESIRE TO SELL 

SHOULD COMMUNI CATE WIT!! THE EDITOR 

OF STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING, AUG. 
DIETZ, 2100 STUART AvE., RICHMOND, VA. 

OLD COVERS 
Are you interested in these odd, history telling 

covers-such things as the l e. '51 and '57, Valen
tine cov ers, or even a pair of the Sc. New 
York? Drop me a lin e about what you want. 

Ur if you want the early 3c. and later le., 
2c. and 3c. covers down to 1905 or so, drop a 
lin e a nyway. I can probably help you out. 

A. C . TOWNSEND 
6229 EDDY ST., CHICAGO, ILL. 

University of Ric..hmon<l, Virginia. 

Announcing 

New Penny Approval 
Department 

Stamps cataloging 2c. and up are 
now offered at only le. each. Some 
collectors have " pulled" stamps cata
loging $2.00 an d ove r off for le. 
References, please. 

RICHMOND STAMP SHOP 

.112 East Franklin Street 
Richmond, Va. 

Conf ederatf' Cover and 20 nld U. S. (' 1vers, $1. 
I 00 Var. U. S. stamps and 10 old U. S. 

Cove rs, $1.00. 

500 mixed U. S. stamp•, SOc., or )00 mixed 
Foreign. 

ALMA NEWCOMB 
South Brower. 

FIRST DAY of ISSUE 

DePart. e11ont o r Interior 

By t he Poet O!Oc e 

DePar~ent - Wnahlngton, o . c. 1934 

Maine. 

ZION NATIONAL PARK, UTAH 

AERO-PRINT, 

PERCY G. DOANE 
608-9 Tribune Bldg. 

154 Nassau Street, 

NEW YORK CITY. 

Auction Sales 
a Specialty 

Catalogues Free on Request. 

~~~ BOSTON 
AUCTION SALES 

I hold auctions regularly in Boston, and 
would be glad to send my Catalogues to any 
Col lec1or applying for them. 

1 am always in the market for collections, 
U. S. or B. N. A. which I will buy for cash 
outright, or sell at private sale, or at auction 
on a commission basis. If desired, a liberal 
advance against pending sales will be allowed 
011 any desi rable items. 

DANIEL F. KELLEHER 
Room 404 

7 w ATER STREET, BOSTON, MASS. 

URUGUAY 
offer Uruguay in Quantities of I, 

IO, 100, 1,000, and larger, at prices 
that defy competition. Largest stock 
in Uruguay. 

ESTEBA N WEINBERGER 

Vazquez 1252, Montevideo, Uruguay, 
South America. 

Subscription only $1 the year. 

Did You Miss 
-The
National 

Parks 
Covers? 

Complete Sets of Singles 
on Ten "MAP" Covers 

Price, $1.00 
Per Set! 

Parks or Wa.5h. Cancellation. 

Glen Allen, Virginia 
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Jam~'.$ Knox ,CoU~ 
of N"r th ~ar~Hna 

Jt lt~v~r~tlil1 Pr~$ib~r~t ~f th~tlnit~b -5taf~$ 
J3orn in lll~ddt.!nburg ~ountg1 Nortfj ~ar0Hna1 Non4.!mbt.?r 2 1 ~79"5' 

1'fo~ at N a$ljVH1 4.! 1 1!4.!nn4.!$$1.W 1 Jun~ 1.;1 fS49 
Ag~ .; ~ t; 4.!ar$ 

James Knox Polk, eleventh President of the United States, was born November 2, 1795, 
in Mecklenburg County, North Carolina. His ancestors, who bore the name of Pollock, emi
grated from the west of Ireland early in the 18th century. His father was Samuel Polk, a 
farmer and surveyor, and his mother, Jane Knox, was born in Iredell County, North Carolina. 
In 1806 the father of Polk moved, with his family, to the Tennessee country, becoming one 
of the pioneer settlers of Duck River Valley. 

In 1815 he entered the University of North Carolina, from which he was graduated, in 
the Spring of 1818, at the head of his class. Returning to Tennessee in 1819, Polk began to 
fit himself for a legal career, and his attention was early turned to politics. His rise was 
rapid, both in the legal and political field, and in 1823 he was elected to the Tennessee 
Legislature, and in 1824 to Congress. He was made chairman of the Committee of Ways 
and Means, and twice elected Speaker of the House. In Congress he was a consistent Demo
crat, supporting unwaveringly the administrations of Jackson and Van Buren. In 1839 he 
was elected Governor of Tennessee, and in 1844 unexpectedly nominated as a compromise 
candidate for the Presidency and elected over Henry Clay. 

His administration was eventful and brilliant. Texas was annexed, the Mexican War 
fought, which, with territorial purchases, add ed the great areas of Texas, California, New 
Mexico, Utah, Nevada, and the western part of Colorado to the United States. 

Polk married Sarah Childress, daughter of Joel Childress, a wealthy planter near Mur
freesboro, Tenn. She was a handsome woman of the Spanish type. Educated in a Moravian 
school, she banished drink and dancing from the White House. There were no children born 
to their union. 

Polk was a man of eminent administrative abilities, consistent principles, pure and up
right private character. At the close of his single term he declined to stand for renomination, 
and retired to private life in Nashville, Tenn. Scarce four months elapsed from the time when 1 he resigned the duties of the presidency until he laid down the cares of life on June 15, 1849. 

:j I I Polk'; pom,Ut ho; "" " •ppmtd on om po"•gt m.mp;. !J ! 
~~~ 
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In Our Next Issue 

The next issue will be our big 
Christmas number, replete with stamp 
news and gift suggestions for the holi
days. Note particularly our advertise
ment columns. 

Envelope collectors will be accorded 
special recognition by the serial from 
the pen of Mr. Thomas D. Perry 
entitled "Why Collect Stamped En
velopes?" We predict it will lead 
thousands to this once-popular specialty. 

Mr. Sergio Perez Grau, an eminent 
philatelist and writer of Fortuna, Porto 
Rico will tell us about the interesting 
issues of our Island Possession. 

Mr. T. Norman Palmer will disser
tate on "New Philately,"-its adver
tising feature, as recognized by Pro
gressive governments. 

Mr. Thompson's "Napoleon of the 
Western World" will be concluded, 
while Dr. Burton's mystery story 
reaches thrilling climaxes. 

The Editor will tell of a Priceless 
Letter and incidentally refer to early 
cancellations and postmarks. 

How the Twenty-Cent Confederate 
was Bisected will illustrate the method 
of the war-time short-of-stamps post
masters. 

And many other stampic news and 
stories for the Christmas holidays. 

In This Issue 
~ 

What the Colonel Thinks 

Dominica, 192 3-193 3 

Our School Club Department 

Phooey! 

Naval Cancellations 

Airmail and Cachet News 

The Dramatic Story of an Hawaiian 2-Cent Postage Stamp 
(Continued) 

Philatelic Agencies 

A Small Matter 

The Napoleon of the Western World 
(Continued) 

Virginia Federation's Exhibit 

Confederate 1 Oc. Bisects 

Our Monthly Puzzle 

Addenda Sellers Beware 

Confederate Control Marks 

The Forum 

~·===========================================================1~ 

STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING, published monthly by The Dietz Press, 109 E. Cary St., Richmond, Va., U. S. A. 
Subscription, $1.00 per year; Canada and Foreign, $3 .00. Advertising, $3.00 per inch. Entered as second-class matter 
Nov. 1, 1924 at the Post Office at Richmond, Va., under the Act of March 3, 1879. Copyright 1933 by The Dietz Press. 

411 AUGUST DIETZ, Editor. AUG. A. DIETZ, JR., Associate Editor and Business Manager. • 
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Volume II. 

W HEN the haze of Indian Summer veils the riot 
of Autumn colors at this season of the year in 
"Ole Virginny" we, too, turn over a new leaf

enter upon a new volume. And with each recurring 
anniversary there is the hope that our brush may be able 
to limn more brilliant pigments-make the vistas of 
Philately more enchanting-find more to entertain and 
gladden-than in all the years gone before. 

Philately lives and thrives on color-reds and blues 
and yellows, oranges and purples, and greens and 
vermilions. Black and grays and somber shades de
press-they do not belong in the tapestry of our 
temple. All must be brightness there-vivid lights and 
colors and forms in kaleidoscopic change. 

And thus we plan to fashion the fabric in the com
ing year- to make our columns scintillate with colorful 
stories and enlightening studies. The palette is charged, 
the mahlstock poised, and the canvas ready to reflect 
the scenes- native and foreign-that our artists will 
do in the wizardry of word-painting. 

It is said, that if one cover a piece of glass with a 
film of lamp-black and hold it to the sun, every color 
in the spectrum will be observed. It is thus that we 
would have you view and enjoy Volume Two, upon 
which STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING now enters. 
For back of the endless array of quaint, little black 
symbols that make up our alphabet, we would have you, 
too, find the sunlight and the colors wherein lies the 
beauty and the charm and the comfort of stamp-collect
ing. You shall find it-unless you are spiritually 
color-blind. 

Come with us then, into the wonderland of Philately 
for another year. 

Parks Plates Off the Press 
Reports from Washington tell us that the printing 

plates for the Parks stamps have been taken off the 
press, washed up, and put away for the time being. 
That's interesting news. Did you get your full set and 
a few well-centered blocks? If you did, you're lucky. 

However, I wouldn't be surprised if Jim got them 
out of the vault next year, about fly-time, and gave us 
a reissue in changed colors-just to urge us to "See 
America First." 

Great home-country booster-that boy Jim Farley. 

of the Ed itor's re
action to current 
events a s they re
late to Philately 
and the we!f are 
of her followers. 

~G. •;,': 

The Three Wise Men 
Three collectors visited our Sinctum Sanctum during 

the past month-each unknown to the other. Coming 
at different times, each had an interesting story, which 
will bear retelling. 

The younger of the trio was "making his way" 
around the world on-a stamp collection! He had 
started as a youth in his teens only ten years before. 
The Wanderlust had gript him. Godspeed to him! 
May he see the distant lands to which Philately's siren 
song lures us all. 

The second of our callers was "going down to 
Florida" on a winter's vacation. He had saved his 
business from financial ruin during the height of the 
depression by disposing of a collection started some 
forty years ago. We bade him godspeed, too, as his 
Lincoln pulled off from our door. 

The third was an older man-peering over the hori
zon of life-contented. For fifty years he had judici
ously invested his spare funds in building up a 
collection that today is one of the finest possessed by a 
man in moderate circumstances. He had lost heavily 
in stocks and bonds-even his bank failed to reopen. 
Yet, he was retiring from business with the firm belief 
that his collection would see him safely and comfort
ably to the journey's end. 

What wonderful lessons in living may be learned 
from these three devotees of Philately. 

Surely these were Three Wise Men. 

Sold Out Again ! 
For some inexplicable reason the demand for our 

October 1934 issue has been so great that no copies 
remain. Likewise with our January number of this 
year-both issues sold out. However, a small number 
of complete fi les have been saved. These will be fur
nished interested collectors at $3.00 per set of twelve 
copies. 
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Semper Fide/is 
To publish a stamp monthly that has been praised 

and damned for a decade may-or may not- be a 
matter of boasted record. But to have kept the confi
dence and respect of one man throughout all these 
years, is a claim of which we are inordinately proud. 
Here is the story. 

When the announcement of The Southern Philatelist 
was mailed in the early autumn of 1924, the first 
patron ,to respond by sending in his "copy" for an 
advertisement was Percy G. Doane of 154 N assau 
Street, New York City. And every year, regardless of 
time and circumstances, Percy Doane has renewed his 
contract. When the name of the publication was 
changed to The New Southern Philatelist, Doane's 
"ad" stuck; and when that magazine merged into the 
present STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING, the Doane 
copy remained "stet." 

And now, for the eleventh consecutive year, the same 
old advertisement of Percy G. Doane has been renewed. 
That is loyalty. 

And that is characteristic of the man. Twice has 
occasion presented itself to entrust him with the sale 
of collections which constituted the sole properly of 
widows and orphans. And in each case Percy Doane's 
checks more than doubled the amounts at which the 
material had been appraised. Need more be said? 

They have come to know-throughout his long and 
honorable business career- this quiet, earnest, kindly 
man (and not to forget his alter ego, dear old Hyde) 
who has built up an enviable reputation in auction sales 
both here in America and abroad. 

There is a deeper tone-a note of respect and esteem 
-when Phi-lately calls the name of "Percy Doane, 
Gentleman." May he continue to prosper. 

Klein Issues House Organ 
Our old friend Eugene Klein of 200 South 13th 

Street, Philadelphia, Pa., has decided to issue a house 
organ, which is to appear eight times the year. Its 
title is Klein's Philatelic Offers and Notes, and the sub
scription price is one dollar. As its name indicates, the 
contents is made up of interesting paragraphs and at
tractive offers from Mr. Klein's very choice stock of 
U. S. stamps and envelopes, airmai1 covers, better-grade 
British Colonies and foreign stamps, new issues, phila
telic literature and collectors' accessories. Handsomely 
clothed in a recess-printed cover, its sixteen closely 
printed pages contain most tempting morsels. We 
hope his business will double. 

James Waldo Fawcett is doing good missionary work 
in the Stamp Section of the Washington Sunday Post. 

Grateful Acknowledgment 
Particular attention is called to several of the leading 

dealers whose advertisements have appeared in most 
of our issues for the past ten years. These men have 
faithfully "stuck by" us, and it is through their co-ope
ration that the publication has survived for a decade. 
H is a pleasure to call your attention to these firms, and 
to bespeak for them your future patronage. 

George B. Sloane, M. Ohlman, Daniel F. Kelleher, 
Raymond H. Weill Co., Charles J. Phillips, and the 
late P. M. Wolsieffer. 

More Loyal Stand-Bys 
During the past two years the following firms and 

societies have carried their advertising to the readers of 
STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING and the former South
ern Philatelist, and it is gratifying to call especial 
attention to them: 

Stanley Gibbons, Inc., New York; H. E. Harris & 
Co.; Elbe File & Binder Co.; Nassau Stamp Co.; Eco
nomist Stamp Co.; M. Herbert & Co.; James S. Hardy; 
Batchelder Stamp Co.; Hoover Brothers; Frederick P. 
Proessel; Donald Dickason; Society of Philatelic Ameri
cans, and the American Philatelic Society. 

Why Collect Stamped Envelopes? 
One of the outstanding studies- and one that will 

cause American collectors to preserve Volume II of 
STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING-is the serial, begin
ning next month, by Thomas D. Perry: "Why Collect 
Stamped Envelopes?" We feel safe in predicting that 
it will revive this once-popular pursuit, inasmuch as the 
entires of our own country offer such a wide and in
expensive field for study, and fully reward those who 
take up this interesting line. 

As Mr. Peqy states, there are few dealers who carry 
large stocks of envelopes, and we believe that this very 
exhaustive study will prepare for them a rich harvest. 

The study will extend over an indefinite period. It 
will be fully illustrated, and, when completed, may be 
reprinted in pamphlet form as a guide and catalog of 
the Envelopes of the United States. 

The Stamps of Dominica 1923-33 
To the collector of British West Indies- and espec

ially Dominica- Mr. Harry E. Huber's exhaustive study 
of ,that Colony's stamps--covering the period 1923-
1933- will prove of inestimable value and serve to 
enlist the interest of those who would specialize in the 
inexpensive and attractive stamps of this country. 
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Virginia Federation Stamp Show 
The Annual Stamp Exhibition of the Virginia Phila

telic Federation took place from November 14th to the 
17th inclusive. The exhibits were displayed in the 
spacious and well-lighted Exhibition Hall of the City 
Library, corner First and Franklin streets, daily, from 
1 :00 to 9:00 P. M. 

A temporary postal station was in operation in the 
Exhibit Hall, with a full stock of Parks stamps and 
obsolete commemoratives, and an obliging postoffice 
clerk. Letters and cards posted there received a srecial 
cachet, and business was quite brisk. Through the 
courtesy of Third Assistant Postmaster Eilenberg, a 
magnificent grouping of our current postage stamps, 
handsomely framed for exhibition purposes, proved to 
be the great attraction for the youngsters, while their 
elders speculated on the cash value of that border of 
imperforate $2 stamps as well as the rest of our hand
some issues which made up the striking design. 

Virginia's oldest daily-The Times-Dispatck
honored the fraternity by a cartoon, on the openmg 
day, from the pen of the inimitable Fred Seibel. This 
is reproduced on another page. The Richmond ~ews
Leader, our evening daily, as well as the W ashmgton 
Post, accorded the event generous publicity. 

Mr. H. L. Robinette of Washington, D. C., acted as 
Judge of the exhibits, and our readers will find a list 
of awards elsewhere in this issue. The entire show was 
a decided success. 

The attendance during the four-day exhibition was 
unusually large, and disclosed the great interest taken 
in stamps by the public of Virginia. 

Alexander J. Sefi Passes Away 
It is with genuine grief that I learn of the death of 

Alexander J . Sefi, editor of the Philatelic f ournal of 
Great Britain, one of England's outstanding philatelic 
students and journalists. Bereft of his eyesight through 
an operation made necessary by a serious illness, Sefi' s 
undaunted courage had planned to study the Braille 
alphabet and carry on ... Perhaps it is better so, for I 
cannot picture that active mind groping in darkness for 
the stylus that is broken, and in spirit I stand at his 
bier, paraphrasing the words of Schwerin as he looked 
down upon the remains of Frederick the Great: 
"Messieurs, he has done much for Philately". 

"Richmond Stamp News" 
Mr. John Dennis, one of our progressive Richmond 

dealers, has issued the first number of a four-page 
stamp paper, Richmond Stamp News, which is being 
distributed among local collectors. Success to John! 

No More "War Stamps" Wanted 
True, a philatelic magazine is not a vehicle for 

politics-but stamp-collectors bear their full share of 
the burden imposed by political upheavals, and when
ever danger threatens this country in which we live, 
even a Sunday-School paper is justified in raising its 
voice of warning. Such a condition obtains at the 
present time. 

We are about to be "played for suckers" again. 
Twenty years ago we "went loco" and fought to "make 
the world a fit place to live in." We are "holding the 
bag" today. At the bottom of it all was that little 
slogan: "Made in Germany"-an indigestible hall
mark to our former allies. Today it is "Made in 
Japan" that gives our "dear cousins" sleepless nights, 
camouflaged by the fear of an outraged Germany. 
Watch the trend of events. Watch that Naval Con
ference. We are again being led into the trap, and 
will again end in "having the bag to hold," unless we 
remember our lesson. 

I am not a spineless Pacifist. Five years of service 
with the colors precludes such utopian dreams. I am 
for the biggest navy and air force on earth. I am for 
universal military training-for an efficient army-for 
preparedness-for defense. But I do not want to see 
these United Sta:tes hired out a second time to pull our 
"cousins' " chestnuts out of the fire and be rewarded by 
ingratitude. We played the sucker role once too of ten, 
even though it did yield us a lot of War and Occu
pation stamps-and disillusionment. 

Lord! when will we wake up, and learn to think for 
ourselves? 

Philatelic Agencies Abroad 
Collectors of foreign stamps, who desire new issues 

on cover, postmarked in the country of origin, are gen
erally at a loss regarding the method of securing this 
material. Several of our readers have requested that 
we print a reliable list of philatelic agencies, or parties 
abroad, through whom such covers can be secured. 

Our esteemed contemporary The Philatelic Gossip 
of Holton, Kans. has published a brochure entitled 
"Sources of Supply for Stamp Dealers," whic.h may 
be had for the small sum of 50 cents. Among the in
formation invaluable to collector and dealer in this 
booklet there is a fairly complete listing of philatelic 
agencies in nearly every stamp-issuing country and 
colony. Through the courtesy of the publishers we 
are printing the list in this number, and we trust it 
will prove of service to our friends. The larger volume, 
containing a complete directory of stamp sources, of 
inestimable value to the dealer, should be ordered from 
The Gossip Printery, Holton, Kansas. 
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Philatelic Literature Collecting 
Not many years ago the collecting of philatelic 

literature was an active pursuit in this country, probably 
second only to the collecting of stamps themselves. 
Unfortunately the widening fields of our hobby, occas
ioned by the advent of so many side-lines, has rele
gated literature to the rear-for the time being-and 
today but a limited number of philatelists and clubs 
preserve the files of our current philatelic publications. 
Hiram Deats' philatelic library, and that of the Collec
tors Club in New York are the two outstanding treas
ures that are preserved. The Deats' collection alone is 
said to be the second largest and most complete extant. 
And what a wealth of data it contains! 

"Die Philatelistische Literatur" (The Philatelic 
Literature) published by C. Schmittdiel, Torquiststrasse 
45, Hamburg, Germany, is the conservator of this im
portant branch of Philately. A monthly publication pre
sents a resume of the world's philatelic literature, list
ing every study and article of n0te appearing in the 
magazines devoted to our pursuit. American students' 
attention is directed to this magazine, and the pub
lishers of our stamp papers are urged to place "Die 
Philatelistische Literatur" on their exchange list, and 
to become members of the organization of The Friends 
of Phiilatelic Literature. The price of the publication 
is but 3 Reichsmark, and one issue is worth the cost. 

Britain's Philatelic Congress 
The Twenty-Second Philatelic Congress of Great 

Britain will be held June 18th to 21st, 1935, at Bath, 
under the auspices of the Bath Philatelic Society. Head
quarters will be the Pump Room Hotel, Bath. 

The 1935 Congress Labels are now ready. They are 
printed in sheets of twelve different designs, price 1/6 
per sheet, postage (in Great Britain) 2d. extra. The 
set of four different colors in complete sheets, price 
6/-, 2d. postage extra. Address Bath Philatelic Society, 
3 George St., Bath, England. 

Another Brazilian Commem. 
Our correspondent in Rio de Janeiro, Seiior Ber

nardino Souza, sends us two commemoratives issued to 
mark the visit of Cardinal Pacelli on October 20th. 
There are two values-300 reis red and 700 reis blue
both stamps of the same design: a statue of Christ. 
Thirty-two stamps compose the sheet which is water
marked "cRUSEIRo", the center rows of sixteen being 
tete-beche. 

STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING only $1 the year. 

Post-Card Collecting 
The collecting of Post-Cards seems to have been 

relegated to Philately's limbo, for we find no mention 
of it in our journals nowadays and rarely meet one who 
follows this line. And yet during the latter part of 
last century there was an active association of Post-Card 
collectors in this country, led by men well-known to the 
old-timers. I will mention just a few names.-How 
many of you still recall Adolph Lohmeier of Baltimore; 
E. ("Papa") Doeblin of Pittsburgh; Guy A. Bryant of 
Princeton; Herbert A. Croghan of San Diego, Calif.; 
Fred Doughty of Saginaw, Mich.; T. H. Gafford of 
Church Hill, Md.; W. D . Arnold of St. Paul, Minn.; 
N. Haskell Withee of La Crosse, Wis.; John N. Morse 
of Boston, and a number of other fine fellows?. My 
old Virginia Philatelist was the official organ of this 
Society, which numbered over 200 members! 

What an interesting pursuit it was-and how inex
pensive! Today, try to get together the entire types of 
postcards issued by the United States. You will have 
as much fun as is afforded by any other branch of our 
hobby, and when you succeed in getting the issues 
complete, you may look back proudly on a difficult task 
accomplished. 

Scarcity of Better Class Material 
One need but read the want advertisements of our 

leading dealers to realize the scarcity of real high-class 
stamps, both American and Foreign. There is a strong 
demand for this material, but a decided dearth of 
supply. And this market is not restricted to United 
States and Confederates, though these two specialties 
lead with us, but fine-condition Nineteenth Century 
rarities of Europe and South America, as well as a 
number of British Colonials, are just as much sought 
after today as they were before the depression set in. 
And, what's best: good prices are paid for them. 

The "big collectors" are becoming more fastidious 
about "condition," and they are willing to pay most 
attractive prices for exceptional pieces. During the past 
three-month I have examined a half-dozen remarkably 
fine Confederate covers which changed hands at figures 
that would have been flattering in boom years. 

There is no denying the fact that Nineteenth Century 
rarities in perfect condition are scarce-every one is a 
rara avis. They are growing more difficult to find every 
day, and there will be no slump in that market. 

Noticed in some philatelic paper that an organiza
tion nempt the Guild of Former Pipe-Organ Pumpers, 
are about to get out a cachet to end all cachets. Organi
zation misnamed. Should be "The Guild of Super
annuated Holy Wind-Makers." 
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Grids on Confederates 
Quite a number of Confederate postoffices employed 

Grids for "killers" in connection with-the town-dated 
postmarks, and, in a few instances_ these alone served 
for cancellation. No systematic record of Confederate 
Grids has ever been made, and the Editor is desirous 
of compiling this information. To that end he invites 
collectors to submit Grid Cancellations for the purpo>e 
of listing and illustrating. 

It is well known that counterfeiters frequently resort 
to grid imitations, and it is quite difficult to detect 
spurious pieces "treated" in this manner. An illus
trated list of Grid Towns will serve to warn collectors 
when such material is offered. 

Will you help? Send objects registered, with return 
postage. You will have such covers examined free. 

Quite Brazen About It 
During the past month I have had four Confederate 

pieces submitted for examination, all of which had 
been in my hands before and pronounced counterfeit. · 
One, in fact, has paid me its third visit. If the dealer 
who is persistently trying to find a home for that ille
gitimate waif, keeps up this little game, and his clients 
continue sendin8 it to me for authentication, I will get 
more money out of that one stamp than it would be 
worth if genuine! Some day this dealer will succeed 
in placing it with a bargain hunter- and everybody 
will be satisfied. 

I have repeatedly suggested the branding of counter
feits across their face, but it seems everybody is afraid 
of hurting somebody else. I will be glad to autograph 
fake Confederates and fight it out with the vendor. 
It's the only way to break up that racket. 

Soap and Stamps 
Every movement to popularize stamp-collecting de

serves the support of the philatelic press. And the 
Ivory soap people are going strong in that field. Thrice 
weekly for the next six months the Ivory Stamp Club 
will broadcast over a coast-to-coast network comprising 
twenty-nine of the largest stations in the country. The 
inimitable Captain Tim Healy will deliver the fifteen
minute talks on stamp-collecting in all its attractive 
phases. The soap company, in addition, is giving away 
a beginners' album, a packet of fifty stamps, and a 
membership badge in the Ivory Stamp Club. The mes
sages come over the air every Monday, Wednesday and 
Friday, except over WL W, Cincinnati. There Tuesday, 
Thursday and Saturday. Consult the radio program in 
your daily newspaper. 

Truly "World's Greatest Bargain'' 
Most of us stamp collectors have kindred hobbies to 

that of Philately, and it's just normal for you and I to 
collect odd coins, old books, quaint documents and 
various whatnots, if only occasionally. 

Aside from my collection of stamps, which, of 
course, is the greatest of my hobby-loves I have a con
glomeration of about everything from tobacco tags to 
musty money-and a few paid bills as souvenirs. And 
it is these side-lines that keep us from growing stale on 
our pi:;t hobby. 

About a month ago I read the advertisement of The 
George Washington Memorial Paper Co., in which 
they offer "The World's Greatest Bargain for $1.00". 
Forthwith I despatched my dollar via Uncle Sam's 
3-cent route. The package received in return was noth
ing short of amazing. Everything as promised-and 
just as promised. I've gotten more downright fun and 
excitement from this $1.00 package than I could get 
from a barrel of monkeys! If you don't believe it, turn 
to their full page advertisement in this issue-send 
them $1.00- say you read about them in STAMP AND 
COVER COLLECTING, and look forward to several 
nights of genuine delight. 

Not Our "Atlas Stamp Co." 
In one of our last month's editorials we stated that 

the Sekulas of Lucerne, against whom our government 
has issued a Fraud Order, were trying to camouflage 
under the new firm name of "Atlas Stamp Ltd" . Un
fortunately some of our readers have associated this 
information with the well-known and reputable Atlas 
Stamp Co. of 116 Nassau St., New York. While we 
in no wise feel responsible for the similarity of names 
in a news story, in common justice to the American 
firm which was established in 1878, and has come 
down through three generations, we are authorized to 
state that the Atlas Stamp Co. of New York never has 
had- and never will have-any connection with the 
concern in Lucerne. 

Tempus Fugit 
Ever so often one of our good friends will write 

and tell us that his subscription could hardly have 
expired, because he had just mailed a check "a couple 
of months ago". Upon investigating such complaints. 
we find in 99 cases that "a couple of months" has 
turned the corner into twelve months. Time is a fick!e 
thing, and the oind more so. 

Be sure that you renew you subscription when the 
notice is first received. 

Thank you! 
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Stamp, Stamp, Stamp, the Boys are Marching! 

Courtesy of The Richmond Times-Dispatch 
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Dominica, 1923-1933 

SHORTLY before the outbreak 
of the world war in 1914, a 
rumor was current that the 

View of Roseau from the sea design, 
used for the Presidential series of 
stamps for Dominica, was to be 
modified by the insertion of the 
head of His Majesty King George 
V in an oval, in the upper right 
hand corner. But no change was 
made, and the old key and duty 
plates manufactured in 1903, con
tinued in use, and ·even after the 
introduction of script CA water
marked paper in November, 1920, 
printings continued to be made 
from the old plates. The 2/6d. on 
Roman CA watermarked blue paper 
was issued September 2, 1920, and 
on September 16, 1921, the _Yi d. , 
ld., l _Yi d., 2d., 2,Yid., 6d., 2s. 
and 2/ 6d. (the two latter on blue), 
script CA watermarked were issued. 
The l _Yid. was a new denomination, 
not included in the series originally 
( 1903) and a new frame plate 
(somewhat different in design from 
the others) was manufactured. 

On two earlier occasions, print
ings from the 2 _Yid. duty plate had 
been made in orange, and over
printed " WAR TAX l _Yi d." (Febru
ary, 1919), and later merely "l j;id". 
(June 10, 1920). 

But a change was finally approved 
by the Colonial Office in, London, 
and on September 12, 1921, an 
Order in Council was made by the 
Governor (of the Leewards) m 
Council authorizing the use m 
Dominica, after 1st October, 1921, 
of stamps in a new design. 

(From the Leeward Islands Gazette of 15 
September, 1921). 

A t an Extraordinary meeting of the Execu
tive Council of the Leeward Islands held 
.at Government House, Antigua, on Mon
day, the 12'/h September, 1921. 

BY HARRY E. HUBER 

ORDER IN COUNCIL 
Whereas it is enacted by section 3 of rhe 

Leeward Islands General Scamp Act, 1890, 
as amended by the Leeward Islands Scamp 
Act, 1902, that "there shall be a uniform 
scamp or stamps for use throughout the 
Colony whereby all postage rates and stamp 
duties may be respectively denoted or ex
pressed, and such stamp shall be adhesive 
or embossed or impressed, or otherwise as 
the Governor shall by Order in Council 
from time to time direct-Provided that the 
Governor may from time to time by Order 
in Council direct that a special scamp or 
stamps may be used in each or any Presi
dency concurrently with such uniform stamp 
or stamps as aforesaid."-

And whereas it is further enacted by sec
tion 4 of the Leeward Islands General 
Stamp Act, 1890, that the Governor shall 
from time to time by Order in Council fix 
the design or designs and the mode in 
which each design shall be used and the 
several values of the scamp or stamps to be 
used in accordance with the said Act: 

And whereas it is desirable that there 
should be a special stamp of the designs 
and denominations set out herein for use 
in the Presidency of D ominica concurrently 
with the stamps of the Colony; 

Now, therefore, the Governor in Council 
doth hereby order and direct as follows : 

On and after the first day of October, 
1921, special stamps may be used in the 
Presidency of D ominica concurrently with 
the uniform scamps now in use throughout 
the Colony of the Leeward Islands. 

The several values of the said stamps 
shall be Y,d., Id ., 2d., 2Y,d., 3d., 6d., l s., 
2s. and 2/6d. 

The design of the said special stamps for 
the Presidency of Dominica shall be in rwo 
medallions, one containing the head of His 
Majesty the Kinll", and the ocher containing 
the device taken from the Arms on the 
Public Seal of the said P residency. 

This Order in Council shall come into 
force on the 1st day of October, 1921. 

Made by the Governor in Council this 
12th day of September, 1921. 

Signed, A. D. W . SKINNER, 
Acting Cle1·k of the Council. 

The stamps had not yet been 
ordered when another Order in 
Council of May 12, 1922, added six 
denominations to the series. 

(Fmm the Leeward Islands Gazette of 18th 
May, 1922). 

A t an Extraordinary meeting of the Execu
tive Council of the Leeward Islands, held 
at the Court H ouse, St. John's, Antigua, 
on JVednesday, the 12th May, 1922. 

ORDER IN COUNCIL 
Whereas by an Order in Council dated 

the 12th day of September, 1921, and pub
lished in the Leeward Islands Gazette 
No. 39 of 15th September, 1921, a special 
stamp of the designs and denominations set 
out therein was ordered for use in the 

Presidency of D ominica, concurrently with 
the stamps of the Colony: 

And whereas it is expedient to add to 
these values stamps of the value of l Y,d., 
4d., 3s., 4s., 5s. and £1. 

Now, thereafore, it is hereby ordered by 
the Governor in Council under the authori
ty of "The Leeward Islands Stamp Act, 
1890'", as amended by "The Leeward Is
lands Stamp A,t, 1902'" , as follows: 

On and after the 1st day of September, 
1922, there shall be in addition to the 
several values of stamps fixed by the here
inbefore recited O rder, stamps of the value 
of l Y,d., 4d., 3s., 4s., 5s. and £1. 

And it is hereby further ordered that the 
proper dies and other implements to be 
used in connection with the said new 
stamps be provided accordingly. 

Made in the Executive Council of the 
Leeward Islands this 12th day of May, 192 2. 

Signed, A. D. W. SKINNER, 
Acting Clerk of the Council. 

The stamps were announced by 
the Crown Agents as being in 
preparation, during the third quar
ter of 1922, and actual issue at 
Roseau, took place on March 1, 
1923. 

The stamps are horizontal rectan
gular, 30x25mm., typographically 
printed at two operations, from key 
(vignette) and duty ( frame) plates, 
by Messrs. Thomas de la Rue & Co., 
Ltd., London, in sheets of 60 ( 5 
horizontal by 12 vertical), on chalk 
surfaced paper (for all values) , and 
perforated comb 14. There is a 
double marginal line ( the outer one 
being part of the vignette plate, and 
printed in black) , and the vignette 
plate number " 1" appears twice in 
the upper margin, between the 1st 
and 2nd and the 4th and 5th verti
cal rows, and in corresponding posi
tions in the lower margin. 

The watermark which is multiple 
Crown and script CA (for all de
nominations except the 3s., Ss. and 
£1, which are Roman CA water
marked), is positioned sideways to 
the right. Blue paper was used for 
the 2s. and 2/6d. , yellow for the 
3s. and 5s., green for the ls. and 
4s., and red for the £1. 
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The vignette, printed in black on 
all denominations, consists. of two 
ovals, that at the right containing a 
profile portrait of King George V., 
facing left, on a horizontally lined 
ground, and that at the left, the 
Presidential Seal, consisting of an 
old time sailing vessel close by a 
pier; in the distance are the build
ings of a town behind which the 
sun is rising over hills. 

The frame design is one of the 
most pleasing emanating from the 
workshop of Messrs. De La Rue & 

Co., Ltd. for stamps in the large 
size double medallion type. It is a 
great improvement on that used for 
the St. Kitts-Nevis double medallion 
series of June I5 , 1920, and the 
first Legislative Tercentenary series 
of Bermuda, of November 11. 1920. 
In a central position at the top, be
tween the two ovals, is the Imperial 
Crown from which laurel and rib
bons extend to both upper corners, 
in which shields contain colorless 
denominational figures. Floriate or
namentation fills the lower corners, 
while at the bottom in two lines, of 
colorless lettering, is "DOMINICA

Postage & Revenue" . The design 
is well balanced, and lacks the heavy 
and awkward appearance of the St. 
Kitts-Nevis design in which the 
King's head, occupying the oval at 
the left, looks off the stamp. 

The color scheme is quite differ
ent from that used for other Colon
ial stamp issues, and in several in
stances white paper was used where 
the scheme calls for colored papers, 
and vice versa. For instance the 4d. 
which ordinarily would be in red 
and black on yellow, was printed in 
brown and black on white; the 4s. 
instead of being red and black on 
white. is red and black on green; 
the former combination (red and 
black on white) being assigned to 
the l 0d. The 3s. likewise, instead 
of being in violet and black on 
white (colors used for the 6d.) 
was printed in violet and black on 
yellow, colors usually assigned to 
the 3d. i. e. before the foreign post-

age rate was increased from 2 0 d. 
The stamps of this series having 

been printed affer the revised 
foreign postage rates became effec
tive February 1, 192 2 (Order in 
Council of January 9, 1922), i.e. 
3d. on letters, and 10d. on post
cards, were in new colors for the 
lower denominations: Id. violet, 
I Y;; d. red, 2 Yi d. orange, and 3d. 
blue, with the vignette in black in 
all cases. 

In the third quarter of 1924, an
other lot of Id. , 2d. and 3d. stamps 
was dispatched; in the third quarter 
of I926, I0d., and in the fourth 
quarter of I926, 3s. and 5s. were 
supplied, all in the same colors as 
before, but the 3s. and 5s. were on 
script CA yellow paper, and issued 
February I2 , I927. 

On April 1, 1926, the foreign 
letter rate was reduced from 3d. to 
2 Y;; d. by Statutory Rules and Orders 
No. 5 of March 1, I926. The post
card rate of I0d. remained in effect 
however; though from December I, 
1926. it was made ld. to the British 
Emp ire, and to the United States. 

In the third quarter of 1927, a 
supply of ld., 10 d., 3d., 4d. and 
6d. stamps was requisitioned, and 
on November 28, these "had just 
arrived" at Roseau. 

With the 2Y;;d. foreign letter 
rate restored, (from April I , 1926) 
it was necessary for the Crown 
Agents to find other colors for the 
3d. (as in ordinary course. blue 
would be restored to the 2 0 d. de
nomination in future printings) 
violet and black on yellow could 
not be used for the 3d., as the 3s. 
had taken this combination. The 
selection made for the 3d. was red 
and black on yellow (ordinarily 
used for the 4d. in the Crown 
Agents color scheme, but the 4d. in 
the Dominica series made use of 
brown and black on white) . 

Although the 3d. red and black 
on yellow script CA was received at 
Roseau at the end of November, 
I927, it was withheld from issue, as 
there was a stock of 3d. blue and 
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black which it was desired first to 
reduce. ' 

Meanwhile a further lot of 20d. 
stamps was ordered, and these were 
printed in blue and black (super
seding the 2 Yid. orange and black 
of March I , I923) , and dispatched 
to Dominica in December I 92 7. 

The 2 Yi d. blue and black, and 
the 3d. red and black on script CA 

yellow were issued February 22 , 
I927; the remainders in the original 
colors were then withdrawn from 
sale and burned. 

The stamps received in Novem
ber, I927, it had been expected 
would be in small size, and in a de
sign patterned after the King 
George V and Presidential Seal type 
as used in Antigua, Montserrat, and 
the Br"t"sl-i Virgins (and as wanted 
also by St. Kitts-Nevis) , but the 
supplies were from the existing 
plates, in large receipt size. The 
change to smaller size stamps was 
requested as far back as I925, but 
the change was not approved of by 
the Colonial Office in London. At 
first the change was to affect all de
nominations, but later the lower 
denominations only, i. e. to 6d. 
inclusive. 

"To other foreign destinations" 
(i. e. than the British Empire, and 
the United States) , the ld. rate on 
postcards was restored (a reduction 
from I 0 d.) on August I, I928 
(by S. R. & 0. No. IO of April 13. 
I928). 

This required another change in 
colors (that red might be restored 
to the Id.) , and during I929, Id. 
red and 10d. chestnut brown 
stamps were issued by all other 
Presi dencies, as well as changed in 
the Federal series. In Dominica, 
however, Id. red and black. and 
I 0 d. chestnut brown and black 
stamps, in the double medallion 
series, were not issued until I933. 

Mat"Ch 1, 1923. King George V. and 
Pres idential Seal; typographically printed 
by Messrs. Thomas De La Rue & Co., Ltd., 
London; watermarked multiple Crown and 
Roman CA ( 3s., 5s. and £1), or script CA. 

Vignette medallions in black- plate No. 1. 
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Chalk surfaced paper for all denomina
tions. 

Comb perforated 14. 
Y,d. green and black. 
ld. violet and black. 
lY,d. scarier and black. 
2d. gray and black. 
2;/,d . orange and black. 
3d. ultramarine and black. 
4d. brown and black. 
6d. red-violet and black. 
ls. black on green. 
2s . ultramarine and black on blue. 
2/6d . red and black on blue. 
3s. violet and black on yellow. 
4s. red and black on green. 
5s. green and black on yellow. 
£1 violet and black on red. 

February 12, 1927 . Change of watermark, 
to script CA. 

3s. violet and black on yellow. 
5s. green and black on yellow. 

Febrnary 22, 1928. Change of colors. 
2Y,d. ultramarine and black. 
3d. red and black on yellow. 

1933. Change of colors. 
ld. red and black. 
lY,d. chestnut brown and black. 

REMAINDERS BURNED, 1924 
(NOVEMBER). 

On January 29, 1924, a circular 
was dispatched by the Colonial 
Office in London to the officers ad
ministering the government of all 
Colonies · and Protectors, ordering 
that-

.. o new postage stamp of a particular 
denomination should be brought into use 
until all the remaining specimens of the 
previous issue of that denomination have 
been either sold, or if unduly large stocks 
exist, destroyed. Apart from rhe irregular
ity and inconvenience to foreign postal ad
ministrations of allowing two different 
stamps of the same denomination to cir
culate simultaneously, there is the further 
consideration that if comparatively poorly 
paid officers are permitted to retain in their 
possession simultaneously stamps of the 
same denominations and of different issues, 
they are subject quite unfairly to the temp
tation of attempting to induce members of 
the collecting public who are foolish en
ough to do so, to pay a premium for the 
obsolescent issues." 

This was probably intended by 
the Colonial Office to mean a change 
in design, but in some Colonies, on 
receipt of script watermarked sup
plies, in the same types as before, 
the Roman CA watermarked varie
ties were destroyed. 

In November, 1924, there were 
burned at Roseau, 463.045 stamps 
(View of Roseau type of 1903, and 
5s. King George V. of 1913) and 
4,893 envelopes of the Presidential 
series, valued at £7568.6.1 ;/id. No · 

stamps of the Federal series were 
burned. 

Y,d. 
ld. 
lY,d. 
2d. 
2Y,d. 
3d. 
6d. 
ls. 
2s. 
2/6d. 

l Y,d. War Tax. 
3d. ,, ,, 

5s . 
ld. envelopes. 
2Y, ,, 

98,530 
79,014 

176,836 
33,653 

6,930 
16,484. 

5,398 
17,946 
10,145 

5,820 
1,200 

959 
10,130 

1,728 
3,165 

£ 205. 5. 5 
329. 4. 6 

1105 . 4. 6 
280. 8.10 

72. 3. 9 
206. 1. 0 
134.19. 0 
897. 6. 0 

1014. 10. 0 
727.10. 0 

7.10. 0 
11.19. 9 

2532.10. 0 
8.10. OJI, 

35. 3. 4 

467,938 £7568. 6. l Y,d . 

In 1924 G. B. Seignoret was ap
pointed Colonial Postmaster at 
Roseau, following on the death (by 
suicide) of V. P. Blanchard, who 
had held that position for many 
years. Mr. Blanchard was charged 
with embezzling a large sum of 
money from the Government, and 
while the investigation was proceed
ing, he shot himself to escape the 
consequences. Remittances received 
for stamps from collectors and 
dealers, were used for personal 
needs, and when complaints were 
made that the stamps were not 
forthcoming, money remitted by 
others (later) was used to fill the 
orders of those who were most 
pressing. On several occasions, I 
had remittances in Mr. Blanchard's 
hands, (amounting to £3 and £4), 
for over a year, but when I wrote 
asking if my letters had been re
ceived, the stamps were then forth
coming immediately, with apologies 
for the delay, which was explained 
as being due to the small staff, and 
his many duties (other than that of 
Postmaster) . 

RE-ARRANGEMENT OF STAMP 
DUTIES, 1928. 

By Statutory Rules and Orders 
No. 15 of 1928, made by the Gov
ernor in Council at a meeting of the 
Executive Council of the Leeward 
Islands, held at Basseterre, St. Kitts, 
on April 26, 1928, 25 denomina
tional varieties of Postage and 
Revenue stamps ( £5 .11.1 ;;,i. d, face 
value) in use in the Federal Colony 
and in the five Presidencies were 

abolished; two added ( 30s. face), 
and in the re-arrangement there are 
63 varieties for the Colony and 
Presidencies, with ·a face value of 
£4.8.9y,j: d., instead of 86 varieties, 
with a face value of £8.9.10;/id. 

LEEWARD ISLANDS 
GENERAL GOVERNMENT 

STATUTORY RULES & ORDERS 1928, No. 15 
The. Stamps Order, 1928, dated 
'Apnl 26, 1928 made by the Gov
ernor in Council under sections 3 
and 4 of the l eeward Islands 
General Scamp Act (No. 3) 1890. 

At an ordinary meeting of the Executive 
Council of the Leeward Islands at the 
Council Chamber, Bassetel"l"e, St. Christo
pher,-the 26th day of April, 1928. 

ORDER IN COUNCIL 

Whereas it is expedient to consolidate 
and amend certain Orders in Council relat
ing to stamps for postage rates and stamp 
duties. . 

Now, therefore, the Governor in Council 
doth hereby order as follows: 

1. Short title. 
This Order may be cited as the Scamps 

Order, 1928. 

2. Definition. 
In this Order, the term '"s tamps" means 

adhesi.ve stamps for postage and revenue, 
and mcludes envelopes, post cards and 
wrappers stamped for postal purposes. 

3. Leeward Islands Stamps. 
The uniform stamps for use throughout 

the Colony shall be of the values and de
scriptions specified in the first schedule 
hereto. 

4. Presidential Stamps. 
There shall be used in the Presidencies 

of .Antigua, Dominica, Montserrat, St. 
Chnstopher and Nevis, and the Virgin Is
lands, respeaively, special stamps of the 
values specified in the second schedule 
hereto for use in the said Presidencies re
spectively, concurrently with the uniform 
stamps. 

5. D esigns. 
The designs of the several stamps hereby 

authorized shall be as specified in the third 
schedule hereto. 

6. Dies. 
( i) The several dies and other imple

ments required to give effect hereto shall 
be provided. 

(ii) The several dies and other imple
ments hitherto provided in respect of 
stamps heretofore authorized but not speci
fied in the first or second schedules hereto, 
shall be destroyed. 

7. Repeal. 
The Orders in Council specified in the 

fourth schedule hereto and all orders made 
prior to the date hereof under the authority 
of the leeward Islands General Stamp Act, 
1890, authorizing the issue of adhesive 
stamps are hereby rescinded; Provided that 
any stamps heretofore duly authorized but 
not specified in the first and second sche-
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dules hereto may continue to be used unless 
or until otherwise ordered, and such scamps 
may continue to be sold until the existing 
stocks are exhausted. 

Signed, HERBERT BOON, 
Acting Clerk of the Council. 

THE FIRST SCHEDULE-LEEWARD ISLANDS 
STAMPS. 

Adhesive stamps-%d., Y,d ., ld., lY,d., 
2d., 2;/,d., 3d., 6d., ls ., 2s., 5s., 10s., £1. 

Post Cards-single Y,d., ld. 
Post Cards, 1·eply-Y,d., ld. on each 

portion. 
Envelopes-Id ., 1;/,d. 
Registered Envelopes-3d. 
Wrappers-%d. , Y, d. 

THE SECOND SCHEDULE - PRESIDENTIAL 
STA!-1PS. 

Adhesive stamps-Y, d. , ld. , l J/,d., 2d., 
2J/,d., 3d., 6d ., l s., 2s. 6d., 5s. 

THE THIRD SCHE:JULE- DESIGNS. 

1. Leeward Is lands. 
The H ead of His Majesty King George V. 

2. Antigua. 

Two medallions, one containing the Head 
of His Majesty King George V., and the 
ocher a representati on of the device used 
on the public seal of the Presidency. 

3. Dominica. 

Two medallions, one containing the Head 
of His Majesty King George V ., and rhe 
ocher a representation of the device used 
on the public seal of the Presidency. 

4. Montsen·at. 

Two medallions, one containing the Head 
of His Majesty King George V. , and the 
ocher a representation of the device used 
on the public seal of the Presidency. 
5. St. ChriJ.topher and N evis. 

Two medallions , one containing the Head 
of His Majesty King George V . and the 
ocher representations of the devices used on 
the public seal of the United Presidency as 
follows:-

(a) The device emblematic of Columbus 
sighting land, scamps of the following 
values, viz., Y,d., l Y,d., 2Y,d ., 6d., 5s. 

(b) The device emblematic of the sul
phur baths at Nevis, ld., 2d., 3d., ls., 
2s. 6d. 

6. Virgin Islands. 

Two medallions, one contarnrng the 
Head of His Majesty King George V ., and 
the other a representation of the device 
used on the public seal of the Presidency. 

THE FOURTH SCHEDULE-ORDERS IN 
COUNCIL RESCINDED 

3 Sept., 1901. New Scamps for Leeward 
Islands. 

20 Feb., 1909. Adding new scamps for 
Leeward Islands. 

i5 Sept., 1916. New Stamps for Montser
rat. 

7 June, 1920. New Stamps for St. Chris
topher-Nevis. 

29 June, 1921. New Scamps for Antigua. 
12 Sepe., 1921. New Stamps for Dominica. 
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9 Jan., 1922. 

9 Jan., 1922. 

9 Jan., 1922. 

24 Mar., 1922. 

24 Mar. , 1922. 

24 Mar., 1922. 

24 Mar., 1922. 
12 May, 1922. 

17 May, 1926. 

Adding new scamps for 
Leeward Islands. 

Adding new stamps for 
Antigua. 

Adding new scamps for St. 
Christopher-Nevis. 

Overprinting the word 
"Barbuda" on Leeward 

• Islands scamps. 
New scamps for Virgin 

Islands. 
New scamps for Montser

rat. 
New scamps for Antigua. 
Adding new scamps for 

D ominica. 
Adding new scamps for 

Leeward Islands . 
8 Occr., 1926. Stamps on Wrappers, en

velopes and post cards 
for Leeward Islands. 

8 Octr ., 1926. Adding new scamps for the 
Virgin Islands. 

The denominations abolished in 
the Federal and Presidential series, 
were as follows: 

LEEWARD ISLANDS 

GENERAL GOVERNMENT 
STATUTORY RULES & ORDERS 1928, No. 14 

POST OFFICE 
Names, etc. of Pose Offices. 

The Post Office Rules, 1928, dated April 26, 
1928, made by the Governor in Council 
under section 9 of the Post Office Act 
(No. 9) of 1909, as amended by the Post 
Office Act, 1909, Amendment Act, 1927 
(No. 11). 

1. Short-title. 
These Rules may be cited as the Post 

Office Rules 1928. 

2. Post Office sub-divisions. 
The Post Offices established in chis 

Colony or to be established hereafter shall 
be divided into three groups, namely, Gen
eral Post Offices, Branch Pose Offices, and 
Sub-Post Offices. 

3. General Post Offices. 
The head post office in the chief town in 

each Presidency as specified in the first sche
dule hereto shall be the General Post Office 
for the Presidency, and all ocher Post 
Offices in the Presidency shall be managed 

Leeward Islands Federal series ' and controlled thereunder. 

-4d., 5d., 2/6d., 3s., 4s ... 5 10. 3d. 

Antigua-4d., 2s ., 3s., 4s. 
and £1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29. 4d. 

Dominica-4d., 2s. , 3s., 4s. 
and £1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 29. 4d. 

Montserrat-%d., 4d., 5d ., 
2s., 3s. and 4s.. . . . . . . . . . 6 

St. Kim-Nevis-2s., 10s. 
and £1 .. .... ........... 3 

British Virgins-5d ..... 

32. Od. 

5d. 

25 £5.ll.1%d. 

With the re-arrangement each of 
the five Presidencies has a series of 
ten denominations ( Yz d., Id., 13/id., 
2d., 2 )/id., 3d., 6d., ls., 2s. 6d. and 
5s., face 9s., 10)/id.), while in the 
Leeward Federal series; there are 
these same denominations, minus 
the 2s., 6d., but with the addit.ion 
of y,f d., 2s., 10s. and £1 (face 
£1.19.4~d). 

G. P. 0 ., BRANCH AND SUB-POST 

OFFICES, 1928. 

Collectors interested in the stamps 
and cancellations of the Presidencies 
comprising the Leeward Islands 
Federation, will find much infor
mation in Statutory Rules and 
Orders No. 14 of April 26, 1928, 
listing the Post Offices, branch and 
sub-offices in operation. 

4. Branch and Sub-Post Offices. 
The remaining Post Offices (other than 

General Post Offices) in the Colony shall 
be Branch Post Offices or Sub-Pose Offices 
respectively as specified in the first schedule 
hereto. 

5. Control by the General Post Office. 
Sub-Post Offices shall be managed and 

controlled under the appropriate General 
Post Office ei ch er directly or through a 
Branch Office as specified in the first sche
dule hereto. 

6. Branch Postmasters. 
The persons in charge of Branch Post 

Offices shall be styled Branch Postmasters, 
and there shall render such accounts and 
returns as the Postmaster may require. 

7. Sub-Postmasters. 
The persons in charge of Sub-Pose Offices 

shall be styled Sub-Postmasters and they 
shall render such accounts and returns as 
the Postmaster or Branch Postmaster may 
require. 

8 . Names of Post Offices. 
The designations contained in the first 

schedule hereto shall be the official names 
of the several Pose Offices and shall be 
used in all postmarks and for all purposes 
subject as hereinafter provided in respect of 
Money Orders. 

9. Money Order Offices . 
The Post Offices the names of which are 

printed in capital letters in the first sche
dule hereto are Money Order Offices. These 
Offices shall be described in the headings 
of Money Order forms with the name of 
the Presidency first in the manner set out 
in the second schedule hereto. 

10. Commencement. 
These rules shall come into operation on 

the first day of October, 1928. 
Signed, HERBERT BOON, 

Acting Clerk of the Council. 
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FIRST ScHEDULE 

Name of 
Presidency. 

General Post 
0 !fices. 

Branch Post Offices Sub-Post O ffi ces under Branch Post 
11nde1· General Offices or directly unde1· General 

Post Offices. Post Offices as designated. 

Antigua. 

Dominica. 

ST. JOHNS, 
ANnGUA. 

ROSEAU, 
D OMINICA. 

Nil. 

Nil. 

All Saints, Antigua. 
Barbuda. 
Barnes Hil 1, Antigua. 
Bethesda, Antigua. 
Bolans, Antigua. 
English Harbour, Antigua. 
Freetown, Antigua. 
Newfield, Antigua. 
Old Road, Antigua. 
Parkham, Antigua. 
St. James, Antigua. 
St. Stephens, Antigua. 

Castle Bruce, D ominica. 
Delices, Dominica. 
Grand Bay, D ominica. 
La Plaine, D ominica. 
Mahaut, D ominica. 
Pointe Michel, D ominica. 
Rosalie, Dominica. 
Soufriere. D ominica. 

PORTSMOUTH 
St. J oseph, Dominica. 
Calihaut, D ominica. 
M arigot, Dominica. 
Vieille Case, D ominica . 

M ontserrat. PLYMOUTH \ 

MONTSERRAT 
Nil. Cudjoe Head, Montserrat. 

H arris, Montserrat 
St. Peters, Montserrat. 

~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

St. Christopher BASSETERRE 
and Nevis. ST. KITTS. 

N il. Cayon, St. Kitts. 
Dieppe Bay, St. Kitts. 
Old Road, St. Kim. 

SANDY POINT Nil. 
ST. KITTS 

CHARLESTOWN Nil. 
NEVIS 

THE VALLEY Blowing Point, Anguilla. 
East End, Anguilla. 
Forest, Anguilla. 

ANGUILLA. 

Virgin ROA::> T OWN Nil. 
Islands TORTOLA 

SECOND SCHEDULE 

Official names of Money Order Offices (to 
be printed in the headings of M oney Order 
forms). 

Antigua (St. John's) 
D ominica (Roseau) 
M ontserrat (Plymouth) 
St. Christopher- evis (Basseterre) 
St. Christopher-N evis (Charlestown ) 
St. Christopher-Nevis (Sandy Point) 
St. Christopher-Nevis (The Valley) 
V irgin Islands (Road Town) 
Virgin Islands (Virgin Gorda) 
Virgin Islands (West End). 

HISTORICAL AND GEOGRAPHICAL 

On September 25, 1493, Colum
bus left Cadiz, Spain, on his second 
voyage to the New World, with 
seventeen vessels (fourteen of which 
were caravels) and 1,500 souls, dur-

The Road, Anguilla. 

An egad a. 
East End, Tortola. 
VIRGIN GORDA. 
WEST END, TORTOLA. 

ing which voyage most of the is
lands in the Caribbean, now British, 
were discovered. On Sunday morn
ing, November 3, 1493, they reach
ed an island "so covered with trees 
that they could not see so much as 
an ell space of bare earth or stony 
ground." This, Columbus called 
Dominica, because of the dav. The 
next day another island was' found, 
and called Maria Galante, after his 
own ship. After a few days' rest, 
the small fleet proceeded to the next 
island, which was called Guade
loupe. Martinique was next to be 
sighted, followed in rapid succession 
by Montserrat, Redonda, Antigua, 
St. Christopher, N~vis and San 
Martin. The island which the na-

tives called Ay-ay, but which Colum
bus renamed Santa Cruz, was next 
visited for water, and here the crew 
was attacked by Caribs. Sailing 
through the archipelago of small is
lands, which Columbus named the 
Virgins, after St. Ursula and her 
companions, Borinquen, which was 
called San Bautista, and afterwards 
Puerto Rico, was discovered on 
November 19. The eastern end of 
Hispaniola, his objective, was sight
ed November 22nd. 

Dominica was included in the 
grant of Caribbean islands to the 
Earl of Carlisle, in 1627, but all at
t~mpts to subdue the Caribs having 
failed, it was agreed by the Treaty 
of Aix la Chapelle, in 1748, that it 
with St. Vincent, St. Lucia and To
bago, should be considered neutral, 
and that ·the Caribs should be left 
in undisturbed possession of them. 
In spite of this arrangement, the 
French attracted by its great fertility, 
settled in Dominica and established 
plantations. The island was cap
tured by the English in 1759, and 
was confirmed to them by the Treaty 
of Paris of February 10, 1763. Dur
ing the early wars between Spain, 
France and England, the possession 
of all these islands changed many 
times. 

Dominica, the largest of the Lee
wards, lies 8 5 miles southeast of 
Montserrat, and half way between 
the two French islands of Guade
loupe and Martinique, from each of 
which it is distant about thirty miles. 
It has an area of 304 square miles, 
being 29 miles long, and 16 miles 
wide, with a population (according 
to census of 1921) of 37,059. 

The island is of volcanic forma
tion, and very mountainous, having 
a range of lofty hills running north 
and south, with spurs branching off 
to the sea. Morne Diablotin, over 
5,000 feet high, is the culminating 
peak of the Caribbean Andes. There 
are more than 300 rivers, so that the 
island is well watered. 

(T o be Continued) 
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Our School Club Department 
I HOPE that by now my readers 

have learned many things about 
their collections that they were 

unaware of before. I enjoy receiv
ing letters from my readers. Won't 
you send me news of your philatelic 
activities? I would like to know 
more about the different clubs and 
their activities. This kind of news 
is very welcome. The real sign of 
awakening interest in philately is the 
responses the collectors make. I 
sincerely desire to know about your 
club. Also remember to send me 
any question on philately of which 
you are uncertain of the answer. 

WHAT IS A PHILATELIST? 

This is a good philatelist. He is 
one who is interested in the collec
ting of stamps, first of all. Besides 
having an album and its trimmings, 
he must have a carefully selected 
collection! He must not have mere
ly a few carelessly chosen represen
tatives if each country's stamps, but 
as near perfect and interesting a col
lection as possible. It must be ad
mitted that it requires absolutely no 
serious thought to paste a few 
stamps in a book. It does require 
patience and careful attention to be 
able to have a really worth-while 
collection. In choosing stamps, the 
wise collector finds out what his 
stamps are worth, not only in money 
value but in numerous other phases. 
Is the stamp torn? It is worth noth
ing if it is. Is it perforated? It is 
remarkably interesting to find out 
what all these perforations are 
about. Two stamps, identical ex
cept for the perforations, may be 
considered in two entirely different 
lights. Is the stamp watermarked? 
The value of a stamp may depend 
upon the watermark or the lack of 
a watermark. Watermarking is used 
to prevent forgeries . 

After the stamps are selected and 

Contributions from students 
for this Department will be 
welcome, and should be sent 
to the Editor of this Page
Miss BEATRICE MASTER, 1916 
Grand Concourse, New York. 
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after they have been properly placed 
and identified, the philatelist has 
more to do. He must not only keep 
a collection but must also probe 
deeply into the things relating to it. 
He must ask himself all of these 
questions. What is the latest news 
relating to stamps? The answer to 
this changes very often. Where can 
I meet other stamp collectors and 
discuss the future of philately, 
among other things? This I will 
answer for the collector later. How 
can I get more worthwhile stamps 
and be sure their values are not mis
represented? The only way is to 
trade and buy stamps from a well 
known, honest, and respected dealer. 
After he has asked himself these 
questions, the collector must find 
out other important facts by asking 
himself questions on stamps as the 
need arises. He must constantly 
keep at his fingertips the real news 
about stamps that is of nation-wide 
interest. Stamp collecting is pro
gressing in rapid strides. The phi
latelist is very unfortunate and poor
ly equipped if he does not know 
what is going on in the stamp world. 

Now I come to the question
where can a stamp collector meet 
others with the same hobby? I 
would advise the collector to join a 
stamp club. Here he is not only 
able to exchange remarks about 
stamps and stamps themselves, but 
also can find out the views of the 
various kinds of collectors. For 
there really are a number of differ
ent kinds of collectors. There is the 
collector who likes this hobby for 

financial reasons. There is the phi · 
latelist who is interested in art and 
finds that many stamps portray 
beautiful works of art. There is 
the collector who likes history and 
finds that stamps are a wonderful 
source of historical knowledge. The 
geography student can see the work
ing men pictured stamps and relate 
them to their trades, and where they 
work as well as the things they mine 
for, plant, or build. There is also 
the writer who finds in philately an 
unlimited supply of facts that can 
be nicely wrought into interesting 
sketches and stories. 

When a stamp collector attends 
a meeting of a stamp club, if he is 
observant he can see what type each 
member is. The ordinary type of 
stamp collector is so common and 
taken for granted that I didn't think 
it was necessary to mention it. This 
is the kind that collects stamps 
merely because he enjoys doing so. 
Upon him the hobby ultimately de
pends. Everything must show it 
can be enjoyed before it becomes 
popular among many people. 

* * * 
ARMISTICE DAY AND WOODROW 

WILSON 

Now that Armistice Day had 
come again our thoughts, naturally, 
turned toward the World War. The 
World War and the war time presi
dent- Woodrow Wilson. We shall 
always remember this fine President 
who sincerely believed in Democracy 
and fought hard to save it. Whether 
he succeeded or not is not the point. 
We must always remember that this 
man loved his country and did all 
he could to respect it and win 
others' respect for it. I personally 
think he was very successful in 
everything he did. He was a well 
educated man and was at one time 
president of Princeton University. 
His picture is on the 1922-26 issue. 
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HONESTLY, the story that 
Ten - Cent Baltimore told 

· about herself made me tired. 
The way she went on you'd think 
she had led a life of wild adventure, 
but there was only one exciting 

.episode in it-the time when they 
were hunting for her on the closet 
shelf, so she could be sold to raise 
money. The rest of the time she just 
lay around in a trunk or a desk, and 
half the time she didn' t even know 
what was going on in the world. 

I heard the story the other night. 
My present owner read it aloud to 
his wife and several times I had to 
laugh over those tremendous hap
penings. Now I'm no ten thousand 
dollar beauty, tho I do claim to be 
a pretty good stamp, but you listen 
to my adventures and I think you'll 
agree that little lady bragged too 
much. 

I wasn't born until April, 1869. 
At that time there were two brothers 
living in a southern State. One was 
editor of a small town paper and of 
course had a house full of kids he 
was having trouble providing for. 
The other was a bachelor and post
master of a good sized town. He 
was fond of his brother's kids and 
once in a while visited them or sent 
them presents. 

He had never heard of stamp col
lecting but noticing the different 
kinds of stamps that came in on 
mail (a few of them from foreign 
countries) he got the idea that may
be they would amuse the youngest 
kid, who was named after him, so 
he got a school copybook and began 
pasting in it, any old way, the vari
ous stamps he could pick up. He 
never thought to put in any unused 
ones from his own office stock, but 
once in a while when a queer look
ing foreign or a high value U. S. 
would come in on a letter he'd ask 
the owner for it, so pretty soon 
there were several pages of us. 

By what is called "a dispensation 
of Providence" he cut us off with a 
little margin of paper on all sides, 
not trimming off our perforations as 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Phooey! 
BY CAPT. A. C. TOWNSEND 

cr.io-----------1<0¥ 

most greenhorns do, and while he 
used office mucilage to stick us in, 
by more good luck he left the paper 
on our backs so the mucilage didn't 
ruin us and take our color out, as is 
so often the case. 

We had some funny times in that 
old book. We fellows from the U. 
S. would ask each other where we 
came from, and then swap news and 
gather a good deal of information 
about the size of our country and 
the big cities and industries and so 
on. Then we would get the foreign 
stamps to tell us where they came 
from and about the country and the 
people, so we really got to know a 
good deal about the world-more 
than lots of people know who have 
whole libraries to learn from. 

I was one of the early stamps in 
the book. I came in on a big en
velope of legal papers and a lawyer 
called for the letter. When the 
postmaster handed it out he asked 
for the stamp and the lawyer tore 
me off and handed me over and Ed 
trimmed me down and pasted me 
in the book. 

Well, Christmas time came along 
and Ed sent down a box of things 
for his brother's family and into it 
we went. He put a letter in the box, 
which he knew darn well he had no 
business doing, but being postmas
ter he got away with it, so we knew 
what the letter said. He told who 
the different things were for and 
then added, "There is also a book 
of stamps for little Ed that I hope 
will interest him and he can keep 
on adding too. There are some 
queer looking ones from foreign 
countries that may stir up his in
terest in geography and history. " 

But you know how Christmas is 
in the South! They make a regular 
Fourth of July of it, so Ed hardly 
glanced at us, he was so anxious to 

know how many firecrackers and 
Roman candles he had received. 
Next day he showed us to the first 
two or three boys who came to see 
what was left of his presents, but 
they were so little interested he laid 
us aside and we were forgotten for 
davs. Then he ran onto the book 
ag~in , hesitated as to whether to 
throw us out or not, and finally put 
us on a closet shelf with some books 
he had up there. He was a reader, 
like his father. 

Now, as I said, his father was not 
making much of a living as an edi
tor, so about 1875 he applied for a 
government position up in St. Louis 
and got it. H e sold the paper for 
what he could get and the family 
packed up and went North. The 
thing that bothered him most was 
his books. He had a pretty nice lot 
of early editions of books about 
hunting and fishing, as well as some 
good literature, and he hated to part 
with them. 

He had a friend -in St. Louis who 
was a bookseller and from whom 
he had bought some of the books, 
so he wrote and asked if he might 
ship him a box of books to keep 
until he got settled. His friend said 
yes, so into a big box went the best 
of his books and those of the boys 
that they wanted to keep. And 
when little Ed came to the box with 
his treasures, there we .were. 

Then I had my first -narrow 
escape. Dad glanced at the little 
book, ruffled the pages and threw 
it aside. "No use paying any freight 
on canceled stamps. Going to cost 
me enough as it is. Put that with 
the trash." And right away Eddie 
set up a howl. H e hadn't cared a 
whoop about us, but now suddenly 
the book was a treasure and he 
wanted it. Fortunately his mother 
came to the rescue. "His Uncle Ed 
sent him those stamps, Charlie. Let 
him keep them." So into the box 
\.Ve went. 

We were shipped down to New 
Orleans by train and then by boat 
freight to St. Louis, up the Big 
River. And what a trip that was! 
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Our boat got stuck on sandbars three 
times. They carried some telegraph 
poles on deck and twice the darkies 
took those poles and pushed us off 
the bar, but the third time it was 
stuck so hard we had to wait for 
another boat to come along and then 
we hooked onto a big cable and 
were dragged off. 

Then we had some real excite
men, something that would have 
made that Baltimore lady curl up 
and die! The Captain was trying to 
make up for lost time and we were 
paddling merrily up the river under 
forced draft, smoke and cinders fly
ing, when the boat caught fire. 
There was a wild half hour with 
the officers yelling orders and the 
darkies coupling up the hose and 
trying to put out the fire, and the 
passengers shouting and running 
around and getting in the way, until 
finally they had to run her nose 
ashore and take the passengers off 
for safety. 

Then they turned to in earnest 
and finally got the fire out, but the 
boat was badly damaged and there 
it lay. It was a week before the 
freight was transferred to a new 
boat and by that time leaks had de
veloped and we came pretty near 
getting ruined by the muddy water. 
My luck held and it didn't quite 
reach us, so we were finally dragged 
up and off we went to St. Louis 
again. 

There we went into the cellar of 
that bookstore. Months went bv 
and finally a foot kicked our bo~ 
and a voice said, "There are your 
books' Charlie, all safe and sound." 
And a voice that I knew well re
plied, 'Tm glad they were not 
ruined in that boat fire. A lot of 
old ones there that will be valuable 
later on. I hate to ask you to keep 
them, Fred, but being ordered to 
San Antone this way has broken up 
my plans for getting settled here, 
and there is no sense in taking them 
along, when I may not stay there." 

"They' re no trouble, Charlie. 
You'll be back here sooner or later 
and they can just stay here until you 
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return." Then they moved away so 
I didn't hear any more, so I settled 
down for another long nap. · 

That nap lasted seven years! Of 
course I didn't know all this until 
later, but Charlie was sent from one 
place to another, going up in the 
service, and at last he was sent to 
Omaha, where he remained for long 
years. The older boys were through 
school and in business and Eddie 
was in high school when he met 
some stamp collectors. 

This time he took to collecting 
like a mosquito to a baby, got him
self a little album and was having 
a lot of fun. One day during the 
summer vacation he was looking at 
the album of an older collector 
when he saw a Triangular Cape. 
"Click!" went something in his 
brain and he sat and looked. "What 
is it, Ed?" said the older boy. 
"Never saw one of those before, 
did you?" 

"Yes, I have," Ed replied slowly, 
"and I can't think where." He went 
off home puzzling over the matter 
and for a couple of days he thought 
of it off and on. Where on earth 
could he have seen a stamp of that 
sort before? He had a very good 
memory and it made him mad not 
to be able to place it, so he studied 
over it and worried over it until at 
last he got a faint picture of a sheet 
of paper with some stamps pasted 
on it. And then he remembered 
that on the sheet was another stamp 
with the United States flag on it. 
What the dickens! He didn't know 
any such stamp. Must be crazy. 

At last he went to a friend who 
was pretty well posted. "Say, Larro, 
is there any U. S. stamp that shows 
the flag?" He told the story of that 
faint recollection. Larro was inter
ested but he didn't know any such 
stamp. So that night they went to 
see a Mr. Rogers and asked him and 
he promptly said, "You must mean 
the 30c. 1869. He got out his al
bum and pointed to the stamp and 
in a secoqd Ed knew. He recog
nized the stamp and knew where he 
had seen it, and he owned one-

or had owned one. Right now he 
had no recollection of what had be
come of that little copybook. He 
told Mr. Rogers the story. "Too bad," 
said that gentleman. "I hope yo~ 
find the book. That 30c. is worth 
a couple of dollars and all of the 
stamps way back there are some good." 

So Eddie went home with his 
brain afire. Two dollars! Not a 
stamp in his collection was worth 
over ten cents. And Mr. Rogers 
said that Cape was worth a quarter. 
Where was that book? We went to 
bed finally, trying to work back. 
Uncle Ed had sent him those stamps 
when they were living down South. 
And when they moved North, what? 

He hit the floor with a whoop! 
He galloped down stairs in his 
nightshirt to where his astonished 
mother and father were doing some 
quiet reading. "Say, Pop, where 
are those old books of yours?" 

"What are you talking about? 
What books? You having another 
nightmare?'' 

"All those old books you put in 
a big box and shipped somewhere 
when we left McComb. My old 
stamps that Uncle Ed sent me are 
in that box, and one of them is 
worth two dollars, and I want it!" 

Pop straightened up and stared. 
"By Jove! I haven't thought of 
those books in years. My 'Compleat 
Angler' is there and a lot of other 
rare books. I'll write old Fred to
morrow and ask him to ship them 
on. How on earth did you happen 
to think of them?" 

And at last Ed went back to bed, 
tingling all over with the happy 
thought of being able to show the 
other boys a two dollar stamp, and 
Pop wrote to "old Fred." And it 
turned out that Fred had departed 
this world two years before, but the 
family still ran the business and the 
box was found and headed for 
Omaha. And it is hard to say who 
was the most excited when it was 
brought home and put on the back 
porch and Pop arrived from the 
office and got the nail puller and 
began to open it up. 
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Pop and Mom were talking books 
and old times and Ed had half a 
dozen friends there who were 
mighty skeptical and Pop had to 
shoo them out of the way when he 
got the lid off and began to lift out 
his treasures and hand them to 
Mom. Many of the books were in 
poor shape from years and mildew, 
but the best ones had been wrapped 
in newspaper and Pop was beam
ing as he unwrapped and petted 
them and handed them to Mom. 
Down a ways he came to Eddie's 
"Arabian Nights" and a couple of 
other books and then Ed made a 
dive under Pop's arm and came up 
with us! 

He flopped down on the porch 
with the other boys clustered over 
him like bees. Our cover was mil
dewed and ~amp and stuck to the 
first page, but in a minute Eddie 
gave a yell and pointed and cried, 
"There! What did I tell you?" 
And he was pointing right at me, 
for there I was, just as he had re
membered. And then there was a 
great gabbling over some of · the 
other stamps and at last Pop had to 
chase the other boys home, so the 
family could have dinner. 

After that was over Eddie had a 
grand time cutting us out of the 
little blank book, soaking us and 
putting us in his album, and in spite 
of the pride he took in me he never 
saw anything special about me. For 
the next few days I was his pride 
and joy. One boy tried several 
times to get Eddie to trade me for a 
bunch of foreign stamps, but to my 
great relief Eddie absolutely refused 
to trade. 

Then a lot of things happened. 
School began, Eddie was made cap
tain of his ball club and stamps were 
forgotten. His album lay around 
for some time and was finally put 
in a drawer in the big bookcase and 
there we lay year after year. Eddie 
went off to college, and then came 
home and went into business, and 
the next thing we knew there was a 
wedding in the old home and Ed 

and his wife were preparing to move 
to a home of their own. 

In gathering his things for the 
move h~ was rooting around for his 
books and we turned up again. 
"Here's my old stamp album!" he 
cried. "Haven't thought of it for 
years." He called his wife and 
opened the book and pointed to me 
-still never noticing anything
and told her the tale of his early 
memory of me, and she said what a 
wonder he was, and into the moving 
we went. 

\'(! e went into another bookcase 
drawer in the new home, and more 
years passed, and at last the big day 
came. Ed by that time had a son 
who was finishing high school and 
of whom he was mighty proud. He 
.was head of his class and in every
thing that went on. The result was 
that he carried a heavy cold most of 
the winter and spring, and after the 
graduation exercises and the big 
game, in which he pitched his club 
to victory, he collapsed and was a 
mighty sick boy. 

Ed was scared almost to death. 
He had an old classmate and friend 
in to see him at once and after the 
examination the doctor brought Ed 
into the library for a talk, where we 
could hear it, fortunately for Ed. 

'Tm going to give it to you 
straight, Ed. H e is too fine a boy 
to take chances on. He has been 
running on his nerve for some time 
back, that's evident. One of his 
lungs is touched and just as soon as 
I get him braced up enough you've 
got to send him out to New Mexico 
for the summer. Air and that sun 
will cure him, but he has to go. 
You can afford it, I know." 

Ed got up and began to walk 
around the room. "I've got to send 
him, of course, but how on earth 
I'll raise the money I don't know. 
Things are pretty rotten with me." 
He went on to tell his old friend 
frankly how the hard times had hit 
him and messed up his business, and 
how the bank was pressing him to 
take up some notes, so he didn't 
know which way to turn. 

"I wish I could help you out, 
Ed," said the doctor, "but you know 
how they pay doctors in these times. 
Five hundred dollars would be en
ough. Can't you think of some 
way?" 

"Ed was staring right at the book
case, and there was where I got in 
my work. I said to the other 
stamps, "If you ever expect to get 
out of here now is the time. Help 
me pull him over here!" And we 
all pulled our best. 

And suddenly Ed said, "Say, 
Harry, you are a stamp collector. I 
have an old collection I made when 
I was a kid. Hung onto it all these 
years on account of the way it was 
started, and it used to have some 
pretty good stamps in it. I wonder 
if we could find anything there that 
might help a little. My uncle 
started the collection for me way 
back in the '70s." 

"Never heard of that before," said 
the Doc. Know where it is? No tell· 
ing. Ought to be some good ones." 

" I know," replied Ed. 'Tve kepl 
it in that bookcase ever since I was 
married." And he came over and 
got out the album and the Doc sat 
down to look it over. 

And on the third page he came 
to me and he looked at me, and then 
he bent over and stared at me. Then 
he pulled out a little magnifying 
glass and went over me carefully, 
tipping me up to look at my back 
and all. Then he looked up at Ed 
and grinned. "There's the boy's 
trip, Ed! I can get you five hun-
dred dollars for that stamp." · 

"What!" cried Ed. He stared at 
me. "That's only a 30c. 1869. It 
was only worth a couple of dollars 
when I was a kid and can't be worth 
but a few more now. What do you 
mean?" 

"Oh, nothing much," said Doc. 
"The only thing is that you have it 
in the album upside down. You 
placed it according to the flags and 
never noticed that the reading part 
was upside down as you have .it. 
It is what we call an inverted center, 
and a very fine copy." 
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ON and after November 13th 
the following ships will be 
stationed at the designated 

ports: 

At San Pedro, California
U. S. S. Pennsylvania, Arizona, 

Oklahoma, California, Nevada, 
Mississippi, Tennessee, Texas, West 
Virginia, Colorado, Salt Lake City, 
Houston, Chicago, Chester, Louis
ville, Indianapolis, Portland, Mil
waukee, Relief, Vestal, and Ar
gonne. 

At San Diego, California
U. S. S. Pennsylvania. 

At Mare Island, California
U. S. S. Medusa. 
On and after November 23rd : 

At San Pedro, California
U. S. S. Lexiniton, Rail, Robin, 

Saratof!.a, Tern, Brant, Grebe, and 
Chandler. 

At San Diego, California
U. S. S. Mem phis, Marblehead, 

Omaha. Raleigh, Detroit, Laniley, 
Melville, Brooks, and about forty 
other ships. 

· After a quick run to San Francis
co, and a stay there of about two 
weeks, the ships will return and 
base at San Diego. 

With the departure of my good 
friend Eric Tauer of the U. S. S. 
Texas, will come another one of his 
famous cachets. If you want this 
farewell cachet, send your covers to 
Eric on Board the Pennsylvania, in 
care of the Postmaster at San Pedro, 
California. 

A special Thanksgiving Day 
cachet will be sponsored by Henry 

Kraus, 707 North Main Street, San 
Springs, Oklahoma. You may send 
as many covers as you wish to be 
mailed from as many ships. Be 
sure to enclose forwarding postage! 

The Mail Clerk on board the 
U. S. S. New Mexico, New York, 
N. Y., is very obliging. Get this! 
He will give you three different 
fleet cancels providing you send not 
more than three covers. These are 
very neat cancels and will be wel
come additions to any collection. 
Be sure not to send more than three 
covers. Ask him for his fleet can
cels. 

Attractive Thanksgiving cancels 
may be expected from the following 
ships: 

U. S. S. Relief, San Pedro, Calif. 
U. S. S. West Virginia, San 

Pedro, Calif. 
U.S. S. A rgonne, San Pedro, Cal. 
U. S. S. Texas, San Pedro, Calif. 
U. S. S. Medusa, Mare Island, 

Calif. 
U. S. S. Pennsylvania, San Pedro, 

Calif. 
U. S. S. Brant, San Pedro, Calif. 
U.S. S. Chandler, San Pedro, Cal. 
U.S. S. Brooks, San Diego, Calif. 

Well, folks, another Naval Cover 
Club has been organized. Namely 
that of Linn's Weekly Stamp News. 
Linn's Naval Cover Club, under the 
direction of my good friend Mar
shall R. Hall, 1767 Bedford Road, 
Columbus, Ohio, is rapidly acquir
ing new members every day and will 
no doubt be one of the largest in 
the country very shortly. Inquiries 

should be sent to Mr. Hall and we 
wish the Linn's Naval Cover Club 
success. 

That's all for ·this month-more 
next time! Thanks to the following: 
D . C. Bartley, W. G. Crosby, Vivian 
M. Green, Bill Mersinger, Jimmie 
Crum, H. P. Faust, M. R. Hall, 
August Dietz, Jr., F. Whitney 
Davis, M. D ., M. F. }&Carnley, J. 
J. Haag, C. Ed Ceder, J. A. Matak, 
B. L. Powell, R. R. Razzette, F. R. 
Purdy, J. J. Walsh, Clara T. Crowe, 
and the Universal Ship Cancellation 
Society. 

---1Zl1---

Saar Pleb. Surcharges 
Our correspondent Mr. D. W. 

Graveman, 634 Morris Park Ave., 
New York, reports the following 
official news from the Post Office 
Department of the Saar-Basin. 

All denominations of the issue of 
1926-27, including the 10, 15, 20, 
25, 35, 40, 50, 60, 75 and 90 
ce'ntimes, the 1, l ?'i, 2, 3, 5 and 10 
francs plus the 50c., 60., 1 and 
5 francs Airmails are surcharged 
"Volksabstimmung 1935." 

In addition, the 50c. of the same 
issue is surcharged 40c. but without 
"Volksabstimmung 1935." 

-{8J---

There are two varieties of the 3-
cent Mount Rainer stamp, perfo
rated. One is the common type 
with which practically all collectors 
are familiar; the other is longer, 
narrower and a red purple in color. 
- Washington Sunday Star. 
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<4ii>G~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~---~------------------~~I®'> 

THE announcement in the daily d Thanksgiving cachet to covers. He 
P"" that the United State' .§223 1$ii y" i D will aim apply Chri,tm"' Doy Ma-
Post Office Department has -- ~- ~ con cachets to not more than two 

entered into a contract with the covers on December 25th. Send 
~C------~-~~~~!~ 

owners of the Graf Zeppelin to ready to go. 
carry trans-Atlantic mail beginning flights and needless to say that each Byrd L. Powell, Box 97, Long 
in the spring of 1935 is probably article was written by an authority. Beach, California, will apply ship 
the greatest cover "break" of the The single issue is alone worth the cachet to all covers on November 
day. It is believed that a 25c. Graf cost of a year's subscription. The 29th. 
Zeppelin stamp will be issued for monthly, ably edited and excellently The Norfolk Cover Service, P. 0. 
the regular service. It is sufficient to printed, is the official organ of the Box 5 7, DeBree Station, Norfolk, 
say this time that such trips to the American Air Mail Society and is Va. , will apply a printed cachet to 
U. S. A. and the issuance of a spe- sent to all members. My advise to all covers received before December 
cial stamp will revive the interest cover collectors is to make applica- 3rd for the SOth anniversary of the 
in Zepp issues and covers to such tion for membership in the Society. completion of the Washington 
an extent that it will be the out- Its benefits are worth many times Monument. Add le. to each cover 
standing event for American cover the small cost. for forwarding charges. 
collectors. It is also likely that the The recent auction conducted by The next test flights of the Macon 
present stock of 50c. U. S. Zepps, Don Dickason is worthy of atten- are scheduled for December 5th and 
which may st1·11 be obta1"ned from tion, because many who bid accord- 1 7th. Recent flights have brought 
the Philatelic Agency; will soon be ing to depression values were cer- forth many unusual cachets from 
exhausted by popular demand Bet tainly surprised by not getting a · - the base at Sunnyvale, California. 
ter get yours now Tomorrow 1·s single lot. Prices realized were un-. · You might try covers. · 
always too late in Philately usually good, which again proves 

As you already know this issue that air mails and covers are not on The recent flight of Roscoe Tur-
ner and Clyde Pangborn to Austra

marks the starting of the eleventh the wane. lia remainds me of an article I wrote 
year of this publication. Although Our regular monthly contributor, 
th · ·1 1 d"d b · Mr. D. W. Graveman of New York, in the old Southern Philatelist about e air ma1 co umn 1 not egm 
with the inception of the old South- has furnished a goodly portion of three years ago and part of the story 
ern Philatelist, it has, in a short the news that may be found in other may bear repeating briefly: 
time, brought us many new sub- columns of this issue. Co-operator Nearly ten years ago (the summer 
scribers-for which we are dulv Graveman never forgets to share his of 1925) one warm Saturday after
thankful. In the years to come w~ knowledge with fellow-readers of noon an old "Jenny" plane landed 
hope to make STAMP AND COVER STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING. on one of the grazing fields of my 
COLLECTING bigger and better. John Courtland of Modesto, father-in-law's farm. I happened 

Louis G. Nix, 1312 Maryland California, informs us thatthe Post- to be sitting on the fence (chewing 
Ave., N. W., Washington, D . C., master at Indian Diggins, Califor- the proverbial piece of urban straw) 
will forward covers to the U. S. ) . nia, found the old cancel that was when the plane taxied too close for 
Cuttlefish for colored Christmas used there in the "gold days" about the nervous system. Out jumped 
cachet if received by December 1 70 years ago, and will apply same one, who later turned out to be 
and each cover accompanied by le. to covers if you request the "Big Clyde Pangborn. "Say fellow", he 
to cover forwarding charges. Steel Cancel". Send covers to Post- said, "my name's Pangborn and I'm 

The last issue of The Air post master, Indian Diggins, El Dorado with the Gates' Flying Circus. May 
f ournal is one of the most interest- County, California. we park our planes · on this field 
ing I've ever read. It is devoted Clyde Welch, Foot 5th Ave., and use it for location for a few 
entirely to the pioneer air mail Oakland, California, will apply days?" Permission from the owner 
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was granted, and two more "Jennys" 
arrived. 

For three weeks the Flying Circus 
entertained and "rode" the good and 
frightened folks from far and wide. 
It was the most popular "circus" 
that ever came near Richmond. I 
got to know Pangborn well and all 
of the other boys-three of whom 
have since been killed in planes. I 
believe Clyde is the last of the out
fit, except perhaps, Gates, who did 
no flying at the time. I soared aloft 
twenty-two times, mainly with 
Pangborn, whom I figured the most 
careful of the lot, however I nearly 
fell out of the plane on the fir5t 
" ride" that Saturday afternoon 
when they announced from the sky 
that the Circus was " in town". In 
their language it was a "ballyhoo" 
with dives, spins. spirals and tho~e 

other things that we mortals who 
love terra firma prefer not. I hap
pened to be the only guest passen
ger on the "ballyhoo" and it is 
probably the unwritten law of the 
air that all "first fl ighters" who are 
taken up gratis should be given the 
works and kill Old Man Fear. In 
the attempt they nearly bumped off 
the future writer of this story. 
However, I met Clyde once since 
those days when he stopped over in 
town. My home is now on the 
same field where the Gates Flying 
Circus once held sway. 

About five years later the delight
ful Roscoe Turner turned up. Ros
me, it seems, landed in a similar 
measure in what appeared to me to 
be about the biggest plane I'd ever 
seen. I think it was a tri-motored 
Sikorsky. The name of the plane 
may fail my memory, but the de
scription is rather accurate. It could 
accomodate fifteen persons. We 
climed in after some persuasion an<l 
the darned thing wouldn't get nff 
the fi~ld . After numerous attempts 
she finally left the earth- and Ros
coe smiled a grin of achievement. 
It was quite a flight to be remem
bered and the pilot had ample to 
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do in . keeping the three motors 
perculating. 

From then on Roscoe and his 
ship became "one of the boys" . H e 
was admitted to one of our livest 
Richmond civic clubs and is today a 
fellow-member with me. Everybody 
knew Roscoe and everybody loved 
Roscoe. It is obvious that we all 
believe that Roscoe Turner still be
longs to Richmond, because it was 
while in Richmond for nearly two 
years that he dreamed his dreams 
and made his plans for the things 
he would do-those things that to
day are done. 

Perhaps, Clyde and Roscoe will 
come back to Richmond some day 
and then ... well, then, we'll get 
some specially autographed covers 
for the fellows who have so gra
ciously co-operated in making this 
column what it is. 

Milton H. Cullen, 1309 13th St. , 
N. W., Washington, D. C., will 
sponsor a cachet on December 6th 
for the anniversary of the dedication 
of the Washington Monument. 
Send envelopes addressed, stamped 
and unsealed. Enclose 5c. extra 1f 
you wish the history and a colored 
card of the monument. 

Two new publication on air mails 
received. Changers Stamp Journal, 
Kalamazoo, Michigan, is a weeklv 
and C. A. Hunter is in charge of 
the air mail news. The other ;~ 
Klein's Philatelic O ffers and NoteJ . 
published by the well-known dealer 
of Philadelphia, Mr. Eugene Kleir. . 
Air mails received considerable at
tention in the first issue. It mav 
also be noted that Mr. Klein is on~ 
of the pioneer air mail dealers in 
America and has done much for 
this branch of philately. 

It is reported that 'Albany, N . Y., 
will dedicate their airpost sometime 
in December and the Chamber of 
Commerce will cachet covers. 

F. H. W ilde, 917 Burris Ave., 
Compton, California, is holding 
covers for the dedication of the 
Allen Field about December 22nd. 

Stephen Platania, 188 Northland 
Ave., Rochester, N. Y., is direaor 
of the Rochester Centennial and 
will apply a last day cachet to covers 
on December 31st. It's a beauty! 

Co-operators this month, and 
many thanks to each : ,. *P. P. Penn
ing, ******** **W. D. Grave
man, ***Dr. S. E. Hutnick, Don 
Dickason, Clyde Welch, Rex 0 . 
Copp, H"x' John Robinson, 0 W. C. 
Hoyt, Harry Hoskins, "'** **Jerry 
Bishop, 0 W. G. Crosby, **Roy 
Hubbard, *H. E. Richmond, **A. 
H . Davis, ·~carter Glass, Jr., *Louis 
G. N ix, *Preston Sawyer, **C. E. 
Black, •HH· ~'*'uBob of the N orth
land, *Katharine I. Padden. W hat 
a list of eminent cover collectors! 

---c:sJ1--

0sborne Bond on Air 
Osborne B. Bond, Stamp Editor 

of The American Girl Magazine, 
Baltimore Sun, Pittsburgh Post Ga
zette and other newspapers will be 
heard in a new series of stamp 
broadcasts. After a most successful 
series of fifteen-minute stamp talks 
from a station at Baltimore, Mary
land, the American Broadcasting 
System has set aside a very swell 
period beginning N ovember 13th. 
The first broadcast will be heard on 
Tuesday, November 13th at 6:45 
P. M. Eastern Standard Time, or 
at 5 :45 P. M. Central Standard 
Time. It will continue at the same 
time on Tuesday evenings from 
then on. 

In order that these broadcasts may be 
c~ntin~ed indefini tely it is hoped that you 
will listen to them and write to Osborne 
B. Bond at the station telling him your 
reactions to the program. Only by your 
letters can the number of listeners be esti
mated and this additional stamp publicity 
will do much to help the hobby. The fol
lowing radio stations will carry the pro
gram- rune in the one nearest your home: 

N ew York City, W MCA; Cincinnati 
Ohio, W FBE; Providence, R. I., WPRO ; 
Baltimore. Md., W CBM ; D etroit, Mich., 
WJBK; Rock Island, Ill., WHBF ; Boston, 
Mass., W HDH ; Gary, Indiana, WIND· 
St. Louis, Mo., WIL ; Buffalo, N . Y. '. 
WEBR; Philadelphia, W IP ; T renton. ' ·]. 
W TNJ; Chicago, Ill., WJJD ; Pittsburgh, 
Pa., KQV ; Wilmington, D el., WDEL. 
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Dramatic Story of an Hawaiian 
• BY · 

L~~~~:;~F~~~~;1:i~~cs 2-Cent Postage Stamp 
~ ~ 

CHAPTER X:XXVII 

"A WORD PICTURE OF MALTA, BY PROFESSOR Noss1" 

"Our conception of Malta may be historical, geographi
cal or theological. " I glanced at Doreen, and groaned. 
"Or," readajusting his monocle, which gave one eye a par
ticularly fishy look, "from its philatelic standpoint. Philately 
coming, as you are aware, from two Greek words, meaning 
the liking for that which exempts from taxation." (I did 
my best to stifle a yawn.) Suddenly the monocle dropped 
from his eye, and Nossi became human. 

" Its philatelic output is probably, at the present day, 
greater than that of any other two countries added together. 
The group embraces three islands-Malta, Gozo and 
Comino. The last being set apart as a quarantine station. 
It is otherwise uninhabited. The island we are particularly 
interested in is 17_y:; miles long and 8~ miles broad. The 
general slope of its ridges is northwest. These face Sicily, 
with irs snow-capped 1Etna, possibly accounting for 
Malta's cool evening breezes. Mount Seeberras, a precipi
tous promontory, on which Valetta is built, faces the north
east. The waters on the south-east form the Grand Har
bor, which has a narrow entrance, between Ricasoli Point 
and Fort St. Elmo, shown on the farthing stamps of the 
1901 issue. One speculates what such a small value can 
possibly frank. A series of bays to the northwest consti 
tute Maramuscetta Harbor. About the Equinox a wind, 
'the Gregale', blows with hurricane force. In 15 5 5 it is 
said that 600 people were drowned in the harbor, while it 
was on . Before we leave the weather" his eyes twinkled, 
" I might mention that on October 19th, 1898, there was a 
hailstorm, and one hailstone measured four inches in length. 

"Valetta, as you are aware, is named after its founder, 
the Grand Master de la Valette. 

"All ladies are interested in lace. In Malta over 5,000 
women and children are engaged in this industry. Pottery 
and ornamental carving, the latter in stone, are also worked 
at in the Island. 

"But let us pass on. It will be news for most of you 
that the Maltese Islands were inhabited as early as the be
ginning of the Mousterian cultural period, about 40,000 
B. C., by Neanderthal man. The remains were discovered 
in a cave to the south-east of Malta . The Phcenicians 
probably took possession of Malta as soon as they had made 
themselves masters of the Mediterranean Sea. . 

"During the Punic Wars the Islands were held by 
Carthage, and later passed on to the Romans. 

"To us, from a philatelic point of view, the stamp which 

shows the shipwreck of St. Paul on the issue of February, 
1899, and January, 1918, takes its origin from an incident 
of actual fact. In the 9th Century the Island was three 
times invaded by the Arabs, who finally conquered it in 
870. In 1090 Count Roger, the Norman, with a few men, 
subjected the Islands for Sicily. The connection with Sicily 
was broken in 1530, when the Emperor Charles V gave 
Malta to the Knights of St. John of Jerusalem. These held 
it till 1 798. 

"Napoleon Bonaparte invested the Island on his way to 
Egypt and on the 12th of July, 1798, Ferdinand de Hom
pesch, the last Master of Malta, capitulated without any 
resistance and the Order was dispersed. 

"TJ1e French now took up residence in the Island. Their 
interference, however, with Maltese laws and customs 
brought about a reaction, and the Maltese, with the help of 
the British fleet, drove the French troops within the forti
fied towns and held them closely blockaded for two years. 
After this the French surrendered to the British in · 1800. 

"The Island has a large trade with Tunis, Algeria, Italy 
and the Levant. As you know, it is an important coaling 
station. The chief town and capital is Valetta, which, with 
its three suburbs, Floriana, Sliema and St. Julien, has a 
population of 48,000. 

"The Maltese language is akin to Arabic, though the 
educate~ and commercial classes speak, in addition, Italian 
and English. As a large porportion of the inhabitants are 
Roman Catholics you can understand the changes recently 
seen in , or rather on her stamps. Of foreign Consuls she 
has thirty-five. 

"Let us now tum to her stamps. In 1860 we have the 
Queen's head, which reigned undisturbed till i899. Then 
a 'Gozo fishing boat' followed by an Ancient Maltese 
galley, with its Maltese flag, sailed into view. These in 
tum were followed by the emblematical figure of Malta, 
on the half crown, and with this issue came the Shipwreck 
of St . Paul on the Island, and the Attack by the Asp. Next 
we have a view of the Harbor of Valetta. This was fol
lowed by a brief reign of King's heads, then, on the Janu
ary-April issue of 1922 we see the surcharge SELF GOVERN

MENT. 

"The issue of 1922 requires some explanation. Is he a 
Knight of St. John or Jerusalem who goes forth valiantly 
to the fight for the fair lady, who arrives when he has 
reached the shilling stage? The shield is almost laid aside, 
and as he bends one might well take it that the design was 
intended to typify 'wedded bliss' . 

"Now we arrive at an issue, which ~urely gives food for 
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thought. King George, on the y,l_d., to the 6d. Valetta 
Harbor, this time with a sailing boat on the shilling; St. 
Publius on the eighteen pence; Notabile on the two-shill
ing; a Gozo boat on the half crown. Now the three shill
ings. I would like you to " took at the figure. He is more 
suggestive of Satan, looking down on a wicked world, than 
anyone else I can compare him with. On the five-shilling, 
green and black, we are shown megalithic remains, other
wise large stone remains. In the lower right-hand corner 
of the stamp you read MNAIDRA. The ten shillings shows 
us the dominating figure of St. Paul. 

"I hold that the changes on the stamps of Malta cannot 
but arrest the attention, as giving abundant evidence of the 
growing influence of the Roman Catholic church in the 
Island. The brief notice given in one Encyclopedia is en
lightening. Having touched on the points already noted 
it continues: ' ... The Island is treeless, witih few streams, 
but fertile, and has many wells. Wheat, potatoes and fruit 
are largely cultivated, and filigree work, and cotton are 
manufactured. The people are industrious and thrifty. 
The population is the densest in Europe. The Roman 
Catholic church is very powerful.' With this last to . sink 
into your minds we turn to the lantern slides." 

The interest of Nossi's chat was certainly added to by 
his slides. They were beautifully clear and gave us Malta 

as she is. 
"Do you notice that the three cities are absent, Mr. 

Hipps?" For a moment I failed to 'catch on' as they say. 
Then it dawned. She was thinking of Ospopof, Pouvain 

and Blossom. 
"Yes." I replied, as I scanned the faces in the saloon. 

"You appear to be strangely indifferent, and yet do you 
think you, of all people, can afford to be?" The words 
were spoken so softly, as she leaned forward, that none 

could hear. 
"I was on the point of making a reply when the saloon 

door opened and Perkins made his way to where I was 
sitting. "Excuse me, sir, but would you mind coming out 
a moment?" he said quietly. 

I arose, and followed him out of the saloon. 

"Now what is it?" I fear, somewhat sharply. 

'Td like you to come to your cabin, sir. Someone has 
been . . . but perhaps it is best you should see for your

self. .. " 
Without another word I followed the man as he sped 

along the passage-way. Pausing at my cabin door, he threw 
it open. I stepped within. 

I gave an exclamation. "By jove, who's done this?" 
Cabin-trunk and suit-case were open. Things were scat
tered all over the floor. Both mattresses in the upper and 
lower bunk had been cut, and pillow cases slit. 

One glance had given evidence to one thing, that not a 
stitch of my personal belongings had escaped the attention 
of the individual who had sought for what he could not find. 

CHAPTER XXXVIII 

A TRIP TO MAURITIUS WITH MONSIEUR BONSAR 

Professor Nossi 's chat on Malta had certainly, as he had 
anticipated, given us all food for thought. In the zeal for 
collecting there was no doubt that interest in the place 
from which stamps were collected, and the condition of the 
inhabitants in these same spots on the map, were too often 
apt to be overlooked. 

Nossi's lecture had added considerably to our knowledge 
of the Island, but the recent chat was temporarily swept 
from my mind by the sight which now met my eyes. 

With the help of Perkins, I collected my various belong
ings and brought back once again a semblance of order to 
my cabin. 

"looks as if you might be a carrying the Kohinoor, or 
the Star of Hasia" he remarked, as he stitched steadily, for 
I had vetoed his informing the Second Steward. 

"Should you draw fresh pillows and mattresses, it is 
certain to give rise to considerable comment." 

"You're right there, sir. A ship's the worst place on 
the ocean for yarns. I remember ... " I drew his attention 
to something else which required his services, and so 
checked what might have kept him more busy than he 
looked to be with his needle. -

"Well, I'll leave you to finish it, Perkins, and remember, 
not a word." 

"Silent as the grave, sir," and glancing at his face I felt 
no further doubt on the matter. 

Doreen was strangely silent the following day, and 
though we were arriving at Singapore in the morning, she 
made no mention of the fact. 

" I see Monsieur Bonsar, of Mauritius, is taking us there 
tonight. It should be interesting," she remarked, during 
the meal. 

I made no reference to the earthquake, which had shaken 
up my cabin on the preceding evening. Possibly she was 
waiting for me to elucidate the reason for Perkins' s sudden 
descent, but if so, she said nothing. 

The day passed without further excitement. Inwardly I 
tried to arrive at a conclusion as to who had been responsi
ble for the incursion to my domain, but taking the three 
Cities in turn, as Doreen had dubbed them, I could not 
satisfy myself that any one of them had been the responsi
ble party. 

Punctually on time, Bonsar commenced his talk. "I trust 
you will all be able to follow me. English is not easy, and 
her idioms are often strange, but if I obscure the exact 
meaning of some of my words and phrases I am sure you 
will forgive." As Nossi had a particularly extensive knowl
edge of English we felt the talk would lose nothing by his 
choice of our language. 

"Mauritius is so well known by name, that it almost 
appears, what you describe as superfluous, to draw your 
attention to it in any way. I do so, however after listening 
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"An achievement in historical research; a wealth of unpublished material; a masterpiece of 
publishing; a great tribute to the 'Lost Cause'; a liberal education in Postal data; a book that 
every philatelic student, library and bibliophile should own." 

The Postal Service ol the Conlederate States 
ol America 

By AUGUST DIETZ 

It would take pages of advertising to tell you about this book. In fact, reams of paper were used 
to write the many reviews that appeared-and not one criticism. It is the story-a moving drama-of 
probably the most picturesque postal department in history, that served the armies and the people 
through every adversity. The story is graphically told by one who possesses a wizardry of words so 
spellbinding that even the layman feels himself an enthusiastic collector. 

But, you must read it to appreciate it. You should own your own copy of this rare volume. 

Only 1,275 copies were printed. It was a limited edition. The forms have been destroyed. There 
are no reprints. Today, only 107 copies remain for sale. When these are exhausted there will be no 
more. The edition was bound in three distinct styles: Popular (gray cloth) $10.00; Library (half bind· 
ing) $15.00; De Luxe (genuine full gray morocco) $50.00. All books are autographed by the author. 

Order your copy today! There are a few of each of the above styles left. Take your choice. 
~ 

• 

• 
The Specialized Conlederate Catalog 

Edited by AUGUST DIETZ 

This is the only catalog listing, describing, pricing and illustrating all of the known varieties of the 
General Issues of the Confederate States of America, "Paids", Provisionals and Handstamps. It was first pub· 
lished in 1932 and contains every item up to this date. It is frequently used and referred to in most auction 
sales, by the trade and by practically all collectors of Confederates. The Catalog is the real guide book to the 

stamps of the Southern States during the War of '61·'65. The text is not only informative, but very educ'"tional. 

Price $2.00 postpaid. 

In 1933 a Supplement to the above catalog was issued, listing all "finds" to date not included m the 
Catalog. The price of the Supplement is $1.00 postpaid. 

Special: Catalog and Supplement $2.50. 

An Addenda to this Catalog and its supplement, listing all finds to date, appears monthly ir1 ST AMP AND 

COVER COLLECTING. 

ADDRESS ORDERS TO 

109 E. Cary Street THE DIETZ PRESS Richmond, Virginia 
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Bool~s-Philatelic and Others 
- ------- ---

East Coast Cruise U. S. S. Constitution 
By C. LEONARD ALBRIGHT, PH. D. 

To any collector of "Old Ironsides" covers, cachets and data, 
and to every lover of maritime tales this book will prove to be a 
real treat. It is the story of the modern-day East Coast Cruise of 
America's great lighting ship of the last century. It is profusely 
illustrated and contains an accurate check list of cancellations and 
cachets. Bound in Navy blue cloth and each copy autographed 
by the author. Edition limited to 500 copies . . Price $2.00. 

Colonial and Revolutionary Posts 
By HARRY M. KONWISER 

Probably no other book ever written on this interesting subject 
has been so frequently referred to as Mr. Konwiser's scholarly 
story on the early American Postal Systems. It is one of those 
volumes that may be obtained now at its original price, but as 
soon as the first and only edition is exhausted collectors will pay 
two, three and live times the publisher's price for a copy. Only 
a few copies remain from an edition of 500. Price $2.00. 

Ham Chamherlayne- Virginian 
By C. G . CHAMBERLAYNE 

ot simply a book, but a human document of the Confederacy! 
Here are the papers and intimate letters of an artillery officer in 
the army of Northern Virginia, edited and annotated by his son. 
It is probably the outstanding book of its kind ever published 
and will remain for posterity as a saga of the South. Everyone 
interested in the heart-rending episode of the War of Secession 
should surely read and preserve this remarkable volume. Well 
indexed. Illustrated from old prints. Handsomely bound. All 
copies of the edition are autographed and numbered . Price $6.00. 

A Williamsburg Scrap Book 
By THE W ILLIAMSBURG GARD EN CLUB 

In less than ten days the entire first edition or this remarkable 
book was completely sold out-a record in Southern publishing! 
Copies of the first edition- and they are not two years old- have 
brought their owners five times the or iginal price. Just as the 
tide implies, the book contains scraps of information about 
Coionial Williamsburg, an unpublished letter of Major Andre, 
and other remarkable things. Attractively printed and lithographed 
illustrations. Price $2 .00. 

Justice John 
(Tales from the Coumoom of the Virginia Judge) 

By JOHN H. GWATHMEY 

For more than a decade a Nation ha~ waited for this delightfully 
written book by Virginia's foremost folklore author. It is a 
remarkable characterization of Richmond 's celebrated police justice, 
also whimsically humorous from the fi rst to the last page. A few 
copies of the firs t edition remain. Just published May 25, 1934. 
Price $2.50. 

Legends of Virginia Courthouses 
By JOHN H. GW ATHMEY 

Every lawyer and every lover of court-green tales should read 
these anecdotes told of the Virginia lawyers of other days. It is 
one of the outstanding items in Virginiana recently published. 
An exceptional gift book. Price $2.50. 

Legends of Virginia Lawyers 
By JOHN H. GWATHMEY 

The third book from this Press by the eminent writer of Vir
ginia folk-lore. Considered by many as Mr. Gwathmey's outstand
ing work. A companion volume to his Legends of Virginia Co11rt
ho11ses. A remarkable and very useful book for lawyers, speakers 
and lovers of the old-time bar and bench. Price $2.50. 

Love Stories of Famous Virginians 
By SALLY N ELSON ROBINS 

For the woman philatelist-in fact, for everyone who loves the 
intimate and personal side of American history and its outstanding 
characters-this beautiful volume is a treat. The true love stories 
of Virginia's statesmen, cavaliers, judges, soldiers and Presidents 
are enticingly told by the late historian of the D. A. R. The first 
edition of this book was published in 1924 and today copies are 
valued by their owners at ten times the original price. Well 
printed and substantially bound. Illustra:ted. Price $2.50. 

Virginia Oddities 
By T. BEVERLY CAMPBELL 

A strange book of strange happenings in 17th, 18th and 19th
century Virginia. The most peculiar and unusual historical facts
book you've ever read. Believe it or not, it will absorb your 
interest from cover to cover. Excellent for writers, speakers, 
students and thinkers. An addition to any library. Price $2.00. 

Goldin' Stairs 
By ROBERT ARMISTEAD STEW ART, PH. D . 

A rare collection of poems in negro dialect by one of the 
South's well-known writers, researchers and educators. A brochure 
worthy to grace the library table in any home. Only a very few 
of the first and only edition remain. Paper bound. Price 50c. 

Poe and the Southern Literary Messenger 
By DAVID K. JACKSON 

The outstanding contribution to Poeana for 1934. A remarkable 
and scientific study of the famous Southern literary monthly during 
Edgar Allan Poe's editorship. Printed in a handsome limited edi
tion of 500 copies. Very few remain . Price $5.00. 

The Dimity Sweetheart 
By FRANCES G. MALTBY 

This is 0. Henry's own love story written by the schoolmate of 
his first wife, Athol Estes. A charmingly written volume attrac
tively bound in real dimity cloth and handsomely printed. Illus
trated from old photographs. Edition numbered and very limited. 
Price $6.50. 

Virginia Silhouettes 
By MRS. GEORGE P. COLEMAN 

Considered a book of literary tid-bi ts for the student, historian 
and writer. A collection of Colonial letters on the important ques
cion of slavery. The lerrers are published in this volume for the 
first time and are from the rare collection in the Tucker House, 
Williamsburg, Va. Only copies of the second edition are available. 
Price $2 .50. 

THE DIETZ PRESS, 109 East Cary Street, Richmond, Virginia 
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Williamsburg-Richmond Post Rider and Plane Cover 
On July 26, 1932, at the celebration of the anniversary of the U. S. Postal System, a Post Rider, garbed 

in an original costume of the Colonial Period, left The Virginia Gazette (the oldest weekly newspaper in 

America and where the Colonial posts had headquarters) office in Williamsburg, Va., riding to the William and 
Mary airport with two genuine old saddle-sacks of valuable and official mail. These sacks were carried by plane 
to Fort Lee, Va., and received by the Richmond Postmaster. Thence by U. S. Mail truck to the main Post 
Office at Richmond where they were personally accepted by the Governor of the State to whom they were 

addressed. 

Every detail was official. Even the covers are facsimiles of the old Colonial letter sheets. It was the first 
~ and only time that air mail service contacted the Colonial Capital with the present-day Capital of Virginia. 

Each cover bears the official postmark and official backstamp, plus four genuine and very fine cachets-also 

the adhesive stamp of the Post Rider. 

No further sales talk is needed to convince the air mail, cachet specialist and collector of real American 
covers that this is an unusual offering with a limited supply for sale. Price $1.00, and this includes an illus
trated story of the event. 

Jamestown, Virginia, May 13, 1933 
The attention of all America was centered on this quaint and historic isle this year when notables from all 

over the world visited it on Founders' Day, yet just one year ago a cachet was issued and covers were officially 
postmarked in colors for the same event. 

These covers, too, are genuine American historicals and will remain for posterity as one of the outstand
ing objects in patriotic philately. No collection is complete without one. 

They are similar to the pre-Colonial parchment letter-sheets and offer a real study in 17th century postals. 
Some were postmarked in purple; others in green. Price 5 Oc. for one cover; or 90c. for two (a purple and a 
green cancellation). 

Confederate Reunion (Richmond, 1932) 
Here is probably the most talked-about cover issued during the past two years. During the last Confed

erate Reunion in the erstwhile Capital of the Confederacy a limited number of "turned" wall-paper covers 
were mailed by official permission from Washington, D . C. On the inside of each is a genuine Confederate 
stamp, officially postmarked "Richmond, Va., June 21, 1862" by the Postmaster in the old Post Office build
ing- just as it all happened during those fateful days of the Civil War. On the outside of the cover is the Bicen
tennial 3c. stamp postmarked "High Noon, Richmond, Va., June 21 , 1932"-70 years later. This is a cover 
from an event that occurs only once in a lifetime and an offer par excellence for the collector. Only six covers 
remain for sale. Ask any collector who owns one. Price $5.00- and worth every cent of it. 

Fae-simile Die Proofs of Confederate Postage Stamps 
Some years ago, August Dietz, editor of STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING, printed a complete set of the 

General Issues of these stamps in their original colors. They are enlarged in size and ideal for the students of 
"Confeds." Besides the set there is included a plate-proof from an identified section of the De La Rue elec
trotype, an Essay, and portrait of Frank Baptist in 1862, the boy-soldier-printer of these stamps. Each set is 
packed attractively in an envelope. They originally sold for $2.50 each. A few complete sets remain and are 
now offered at $1.00 each. 

THE DIETZ PRESS, 109 East Cary Street, Richmond, Virginia 
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to our friend Professor Nossi. We collect the stamp and 
forget the counrry. 

"Mauritius is 39 miles in length, and 29 in width. The 
island is of volcanic formation and is almost surrounded by 
coral reefs. It boasts three peaks- the Piton de la Riviere 
Noire, the Peter Both and the Puce. All have an altitude 
of over 18,000 meters, or 3,000 feet. It possesses many 
rivers a~d streams, broken by waterfalls and rapids. 

"The Island was discovered by the Portuguese between 
1506 and 1528. Pedro Mascarenhas is reputed to have 
been the discoverer. The first colonists were the Dutch, in 
1598. The Admiral of the fleet, Wybrandt van Warwyk, 
gave it the name of Mauritius, in honor of the Stadtholder, 
Prince Maurice of Nassau. 

"In 1715 the Island was taken possession of by the 
French, but not occupied till 1721, when a small parry of 
colonists were sent out on behalf of the French East India 
Company. The Island was then named L'Isle de France. 
On the landing of the English, in 1810, the name, la la 
again becomes Mauritius. 

"Of the Governors the most celebrated was the Mahe de 
Labourdonnais-1735 to 1746-a man of eminent talents, 
as said your Lord Macaulay. He encouraged the cultivation 
of the sugar-cane and introduced many other valuable 
plants. 

" In 1767 the French East India Company, having gone 
into liquidation, the Island was handed over to the Crown. 
Jean Daniel Dumas being appointed Governor General for 
the King, and Pierre Poivre, Intendant. Poivre was a man 
of great ability. He introduced into the Island cloves and 
nutmegs, obtained in secret from the Dutch Sunda Archi
pelago. In 1771 an epidemic of small-pox caused a great 
number of deaths among the slaves. In 1790, the year of 
the French Revolution, a Colonial Assembly was elected, 
which, for thirteen years governed the Island. 

"During the war between England and France, the Island 
was a source of great trouble to English merchant vessels, 
owing to the facilities with which sorties were made from 
the horbor, by the French men-of-war and privateers. 

"In 1809 a battle, known as the Battle of the Isle of 
France, was fought in the bay of the Grand Port between 
four English frigates and two French frigates, a corvette 
and a captured East Indiaman. The English lost, what you 
call 'the day', two of their ships went on shoals early in 
the engagement. A strong expeditionary force was then 
despatched from the three Presidencies of India and the 
Cape and the Island surrendered to Great Britain on the 
third of December, 1810. 

"On the 1st of April 1835, the emancipation of slaves 
took place without disorder. As, however, the freed men 
refused to labor, this had to be imported from India. In 
1868 and 1874 the Island was visited by a severe cyclone, 
while in 1893 the Port of St. Louis was destroyed by fire. 
In 1920 and 1921 an enormous rise in the price of sugar 
brought great prosperity to the Island-the value of the 
crop being over seventeen million pounds. 

"Eight daily newspapers, and ten other periodicals are 
published in Port Louis." 

CHAPTER XXXIX 

A FEW OF THE STAMPS OF MAURITIUS, AND SOME STORIES 

"We now arrive at the Stamps. The POST OFFICE 
Mauritius were produced by the simple form of line en
graving (sometimes caJled engraving in inragljo, or recess). 

It is seen in the copper plates from which visiting cards 
are printed. The plate is used by inking, so that the hollow 
lines are filled. The superfluous ink is then wiped away, 
and when the card is pressed on the plate, the ink of the 
resulting impression is seen standing up from the surface, 
so as to be perceptible to the touch. Now, where you wish 
to print whole sheets of stamps, a large plate is taken and 
the stamp engraved on it as often as may be required. 
The difficulty being to make every design alike. Yet this 
process was employed in the 'POST PAID' of Mauritius, and 
each stamp on the sheet shows differences. It is interesting 
to learn that this process was used in London as late as 
1861, when the Nevis stamps were produced in this way. 

"The first issue of Mauritius consisted of the ld. red, 
and the 2d. blue, inscribed 'Post Office, Mauritius'. They 
were engraved on copper, on the back of a plate which had 
been already used on one side for an hotel introduction 
card, by a watchmaker named Barnard, in Port Louis, and 
no more than one thousand copies were printed. As each 
plate contained one engraved die only, the impressions had 
to be made singly, and such a process being tedius, Bernard, 
in the following year made new plates, containing twelve 
stamps of each value. These stamps resembled the 1847 
issue, but were inscribed 'posT PAID Mauritius' . 

"As early as 1848 Perkins, Bacon & Co. sent out a 
supply of stamps of the Britannia type, but none of these 
were put into use until 1854, when the dark green im
pressions were lo<.a.lly overprinted FOURPENCE, to indicate 
their value. 

"In 1858 the plate of the 2d. :}tamp was worn away, till 
the impressions were mere shadows, and the Colonial Post
master wrote to the Crown recommending its repair. He 
added that Mr. Sherwin, who had done engraving work 
for the department, could do this. Sherwin offered to do 
it for £7, but other duties intervened and Mr. Lapirot said 
that the plate was beyond repair, and made a new one for 
£10. The result was the 2d. blue of March, 1859, com
monly known as the 'small fillet'. A plain band having 
replaced the Queen's diadem. 

"The fifteen-cent blue bears the portrait of Mahe de 
Labourdonnais, Governor from 1734-' 46. He defeated the 
English more than once, and passed some years in the 
Bastille on the accusation of Dupleix. The old plate was 
also re-engraved and brought into use. It is known as the 
'large fillet'. 

"But we must pass on. Early in July of 1887 the stock 
of two cents Mauritius ran short and a number of the 
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thirteen cents were sent off to the printing office of the 
Commercial Gazette to be surcharged '2 cents'. The work 
was so badly done that the Postmaster-General stopped the 
surcharging, after twenty sheets, each of 120 stamps, had 
been printed. Meanwhile the mail was signalled, bringing 
the fresh supply of stamps from England. It was now 
thought there would be an end of the difficulty, but fate 
stepped in. There was sickness on board, which rendered 
quarantine from 8 in the morning to noon necessary, when 
the packages were landed. That brief delay is answerable 
for the issue of a postage stamp, for the last two-cents had 
been sold, and (that value being in common use in the 
Island) application was soon made for others. There was 
therefore no alternative but to issue the badly printed sur
charged thirteen cents, which lay at the Post Office awaiting 
destruction. About forty of these provisional stamps were 
sold. Dealers made offers for the remainder, which was 
equally divided between thirteen of them. Magenta color 
was used for the ninepence of 1859. In 1862 there arose 
a scarcity of the one penny value, and this magenta label 
was then issued as a makeshift for the one penny. 

"It is still possible to tell, in the case of most obliterated 
specimens, for which value the stamp did duty, as in 1862 
a different form of postmark from that in use in the year 
1859 had been introduced into the Island. 

"A pair of the POST OFFICE Mauritius stamps is in the 
Tapling collection, and thirteen, out of the twenty-seven 
known copies of the POST OFFICE, were found by a widow, 
Mme. Borchard of Bordeaux, on her late husband's corres
pondence. 

"Of these POST OFFICE Mauritius stamps there were four 
specimens in the album of one Bordeaux collector: a pair 
unused, and a pair used. In the Autumn of 1893 he sold 
his entire collection to another French collector who dis
posed of a pair of the UNUSED stamps to a London dealer 
for £680. The French collector retained posse.-.'5ion of the 
USED pair until 1896, when a compacriot acquired the 
stamps for forty thousand francs, then £1,600. 

"Now that I have left you with a renewed longing to 
resurrect for yourselves one of these Kohinoors of the 
stamp ·wodd I will conclude." 

Bonsar then exhibited to half a dozen of us, who were 
invited to his cabin, his early copies, from March 1859 to 
the end of 1862. These called forth much admiration. 

It was a magnificient night, and I was pacing the deck 
with Wiggs, after we left Bonsar's cabin. 

"I feel inclined to warn Bonsar, Hipps. It strikes me 
that if he receives a visit, as Daniells and I have, there will 
be a pretty big haul. Those December issues were mag
nificient." 

"Daniells and I have been pretty hard hit. Fortunately 
we both insured before leaving, but even with reimburse
ment, the fact remains that stamps, which have taken us 
years to get together, have disappeared, and monetary 
equivalent does not make up for the loss." 

He had been speaking in a low tone as we leaned 
together, over the rail, at the top of the saloon deck and 
now, having thrown the stump of his cigar over the side, 
said " I think I'll turn in. Good night, Hipps." It was not 
quite five bells. I'd not had a chat with the Surgeon for 
some days. I found him lying in his bunk, reading. 

"Hullo, Hipps, come in! Thought you'd given me the 
push." Dropping on his settee I drew out my pipe. "Do 
you mind?" 

"Light up, I'll keep you company," and he threw the 
book he had been reading into the rack above his head. 
Leaning over the side of the bunk he took a well-worn 
briar from his coat pocket. 

"Say, Doc, is it true that you've had a run on sleeping 
tablets, lately?" 

"Well yes, I suppose there has been, but I've a good 
compounder and I leave such things to him, together with 
demands for patent medicines, the latest pills for pale 
complexions, and the newest 'Perfect Cure' for indigestion" 
with a laugh. But, do you require a soporific?" 

"No thanks," I replied, with a grin. 
"But this non-sleepers brigade. Has it ever struck you 

that it might be engineered for some definite purpose?" 
"Why, what do you suggest?" I mentioned my suspicions. 
"I quite agree. I had a chat with the chief the other day 

and he was full of it." 
"Won't do the Company any 'good, Doc, if we have a 

big theft. While, as for wholesale acts of larcency, it 
would finish the ship for passenger traffic." 

"Well, since then I've told my man nut to give any more 
tablets unless he receives verbal or written instructions 
from me." 

"Of course," he continued, "there are probably a number 
who carry their own supplies, and in a few cases they may 
be distributing to the 'Poor and Needy," with a twinkle 
in his eye. 

"I suppose you've not heard of any thefts, Hipps?" 
"I know I can trust you. The answer is-yes. Wiggs 

and Daniells have both suffered pretty heavily." 
"The deuce! Does any one else know this? I mean any 

officer, er the old man?" 
"That I can't say, neither has confided to me on this 

point." 
"Do you suspect anyone?" We had been talking in low 

tones, and the door was shut. 
"No" I replied mendaciously. Even to the Surgeon I 

could not breathe my suspicions with regard to the trio. 

(To be continued) 

At the conclusion of Dr. Burton's mystery story a 
revised printing will be made in book form of a very 
limited edition. Announcement will appear later. 

-THE PUBLISHERS. 
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Philatelic Agencies 
We are indebted to The Gossip Press of Holton, Kansas, for the courteous permis

sion to reprint this "List of Philatelic Agencies" from their publication "Sources of Supply 
for Stamp D ealers" (price 50 cents). The publishers preface this list with the following 
suggestions and advice: 

Our advice is to get in touch with each agency first, asking for their current list 
and rules, as such things change frequently. 

You will not find trading with all of these agencies as profitable as you might 
suppose, as a number of them charge commissions, others furnish abominable centering, 
and you must expect your stamps stuck together if ordered from tropical countrie~ 
during the rainy season . 

ANDORRA. - Address: Bureau Francais 
d' Andorre-la-Vieille, Vallees d' Andorre, 
Europe. Correspondence in French or 
Spanish. Send money-order on Spain, 
including face value, plus postage and 
registration. 

AITUTAK1.-Address: The Postmaster, Chief 
Post Office, Rarotonga, Cook Islands, or, 
Office of the High Commissioner, The 
Strand, London, England. 

ALGERIA.-Same as France, Offices in Egypt. 
ANTIGUA.-Address: Postmaster, Antigua, 

B. W. I. 
ARGENTINE REPUBLIC.-Address: The Di

rector General, General Post Office, 
Buenos Aires, Argentine Republic. 

AusTRALIA.-Address : Postmaster Gener
al's D epartment, General Post Office, 
Adelaide, South Australia. 

AUSTRIA. - Address: Verkaufsstelle for 
Postwertzeichen-Sammler und Handler, 
Hauptpost, Vienna 1, Austria. 

AZERBAIJAN. - Address: Phihtelistische 
iSowjett Assoziation, 1-te Twerskaja
Zamskaji, 3, Moscow, U.S.S.R. 

BAHAMAS.-Address: Postmaster, Bahamas, 
B. W. I. 

BARBADOS.-Address: Postmaster General , 
General Post Office, Barbados, B. W. I. 
Remit by money-order for face value, 
plus postage and registration. 

BECHUANALAND PROTECTORATE.-Address: 
The Postmaster, Mafeking, Bechuanaland 
P rotectorate. Remit by money-order for 
face value, plus postage and registration. 

BELGIUM. - Address: Administration des 
Postes, Place de Ia Monniae, Bruxelles, 
1, Belgium. Correspondence in French. 

BERMUDA.-Address: The Colonial Post
master, Hamilton, Bermuda. Remit by 
bank draft (if you live in America), or, 
by postal order (if you live in England 
and the British Colonies) . Make drafts 
payable to The Colonial Postmaster, 
Hamilton, Bermuda, and to cover face 
value of stamps plus postage and regis
tration. 

BOLIVIA. - Address: Administration des 
Postes, La Paz, Bolivia. Remittance must 
be for face value, plus postage. 

BRAZIL.-Address : Direction General des 
Postes, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. Remit 
by money-order for face value, plus 
postage. 

BRITISH COLONIES .-Stamps of most British 
colonies may be obtained direct from the 
G .P.O. of each colony. However a great 
many of the colonies' stamps can be ob
tained direct from the Controller, Colo
nial and Packet Service Department, 
General Post Office, St. Martins le Grand, 
London, E.C.l, England (this latter 
agency often being able to supply them 
before they are on issue in the colony). 

BRITISH HONDURAS. -Address: Colonial 

Postmaster, Belize, British Honduras. 
Remit by money-order or bank draft to 
cover face value plus postage. 

BRITISH SOLOMON ISLANDS. - Address: 
Postmaster, Tulagi, Br. Solomon Islands 

· (via Sydney) . 
BRUNEL-Address : British Resident Brunei, 

North Borneo (via Labuan ) . 
CANADA.-Address: Philatelic Section, Fi

nancial Branch, Post Office D epartment, 
Ottawa, Canada. Remit by cash, money
order or postal note, for face, plus 
postage and registration, made payable 
to the Receiver General of Canada, 
Ottawa. 

CANAL ZONE.-Address: Philatelic Agency, 
Balboa Heights , C. Z. Remit by money
order for face, plus postage and regis
trauon. 

CAPE VERDE IsLANDS.-Address: EI Di
rector, Direccao dos Services dos Correos 
e Telegrafos, Saint Vincent, Cape Verde 
Islands. Remit by money-order. 

CEYLON. - Address : Postmaster General, 
Ceylon. 

CHILE.-Address: Jefe de Sector, General 
Post Office, Santiago, Chile. Remit by 
money-order. 

CHINA.-Address: The Secretary, Foreign 
Correspondence Office, Shanghai , China. 
Remit by money-order for face, plus 
postage and registration. 

CoNGO.-Same as Belgium. 
COOK ISLANDS. -Address : New Zealand 

Government Office, 415, Strand, London, 
W.C.2, England. Remit by money-order 
for face plus y,( %, with a minimum of 
10 shillings for each order sent. (Stamps 
of Niue and Samoa may also be pur
chased from this office.) 

CuBA.-Address : Secretario de Communi
caciones, Direccion de Correos, Habana, 
Cuba. Remit by money-order Correspon
dence in Spanish. 

CuRACAO.-Same as Netherlands. 
CYPRUS. -Address: Postmaster General, 

Cyprus. 
CZECHOSLOVAKIA. - Address: Postovni 

Urad, Filatelie, Praha 1, Czechoslovakia. 
Remit by money-order for face, plus 
postage and registration. 

DANZIG.-Address: Post und Telegraphen
verwaltung der Freien Staclr Danzig, 
Danzig. Remit by mouey-order. Corre
spondence in German. Gulden denomi
nations can only be purchased at the 
following office: Caisse de la Direction 
Superieure des Postes, Danzig. 

DENMARK.-Address: Postvaesenecs Salg
s kontor for Frimaerkesamlere, Copen
hagen V, Denmark. Remit by money
order for face, plus postage and regi
stration. A list of scamps on sale may 
be bought for 25 ore (listed according 
to Champion's catalog). 

DoMINICA.-Address: Postmaster, Domi
nica, B. W . I. 

DOMINICAN RE PUBLIC. -Address: Senor 
Armando Ortiz, Admon. de Correos y 
Telegrafos, General Pose Office, Santo 
Domingo. 

D UTCH INDIES.-Same as Netherlands. 
EGYPT.-Address: Ministre des Communica

tions, Administration des Posces d'Egypce, 
Cairo, Egypt. Remit for face, plus post
age and registration. 

EsTONIA.-Address: Le Bureau de Posces 
de Tallinn, Tallinn, Estonia. 

FALKLAND ISLANDS.-Address: Postmaster, 
Stanley, Falkland Islands. 

FEDERATED MALAY STATES.-Address: Sec
retary for Postal Affairs, Federated Malay 
States, Kuala Lumpur, Selangor. 

F1;r.-Address: Colonial Pos tmaster, Fiji. 
FrNLAN::>.-Address: Post Office, Helsing

fors Finland. Stamps can be purchased 
at face value. 

FRANCE (Offices in Egypt). - Address: 
Recette Principale du D epartment de la 
Seine, 52 Rue du Louvre, Paris , France. 
(Stamps of Algeria , Offices in Morocco, 
and Tunis can also be purchased here) . 

FRANCE (Offices in Morocco) .-Same as 
France, Offices in Egypt. 

FRENCH COLONIES.-Address: Agence comp
table des Timbres Posies Coloniales, 80 
Rue de Faubourg, St. Denis, Paris lOe, 
France. This agency has regulations that 
prohibit them from sending colonial 
scamps abroad. An agent must call at 
their office, present his requisition and 
come back in three days for his order. 

FRENCH OCEANICA. -Address: Receveur, 
Etablissements Francais, Posies et Tele
graphes, Papeete, French Oceanica. Cor
respondence in French. 

FRENCH ToGo .-Address: Receveur, Prin
cipal des Postes, Lome, Togo. Corre
spondence in French. 

GAM1l!A.--Address: The Director of Posts 
& Telegraphs, General Pose Office, Bath
hurst, Gambia. Remit by bank drafts 
drawn on the Bank of British West 
Africa Limited, Bathhurst, and made 
payable to the D irector of Posts & Tele
graphs, or by money-order, for face, 

· plus postage and registration. 
GERMANY. - Address: Versandscelle for 

Sammlermarken des Postrechnungsamt, 
Berlin C2, Germany Correspondence in 
German. Current stamps are sold at 
face while obsolete stamps can be fur
nished at a premium (price list on 
request) . 

GIBRALTAR. -Address : Director General, 
Gibraltar. 

GILBERT AND ELLICE ISLANDS.-Address: 
Postmaster, Ocean Island, W. P., Gilbert 
and Ellice Islands. 

GOLD COAST. -Address . General Pose 
Office, Accra, Gold Coast· Colony, or, 
The Di.m.:tor, Gold Coast Government 
Coinmercial Intelligence Bureau, Abbey 
House, Victoria St., London, S.W.l, 
England . Remit by money-order on 
Great Britain. 

GREAT BRITAIN. -Address: Post Office 
Stores Department, Scamp Section, Somer
set House, London, W.C.2, England, or 
Assistant Comptroller, E.C. Section, Lon
don Postal Service, London, E.C.l, 
England. 

GREAT BRITAIN, Offices in Morocco.-Ad
dress: British Post Office, Tangier, 
Morocco. 

GRENADA.-Address: Postmaster Grenada, 
B. W. I. 
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G u ATEMALA.- Address: Direccion General 
de Correos, Republica de G uatemala, 
G uatemala City, Guatemala. 

HOLLAND.-See Netherlands. 
HoN.DURAS.-Address: Direccion General 

des Postes, General Post Office, Teguci
galpa, Honduras. 

HONG KoNG.-The Postmaster General, 
Hong Kong, China. Remit (only) by 
bank draft or certified check made pay
able tO the Hong Kong government, or 
money-order and postal order made pay
able tO the Postmaster General. 

HUNGARY.-Address: Am kir. posta belye
gertekesito irodaja, Budapes t 114, Hun
gary. Current stamps at face, plus post
age, and 2% (for sales abroad). Those 
in Budapest can call at the Head Post 
Office, Petofi Sandorutca 15, Budapest IV. 

ICELAND. - Address: Frimerkjasalan, Di
remon Generale des Postes, Reykjavik, 
Iceland. Current stamps at face, plus 
postage. 

lNDIA.--:-Address: Office of the High Com
mtSS1oner for India, India House Ald-
wich, W.C.Z., India. ' 

INDO-CHINA.- Address: Le Directeur des 
Postes, des Telegraphes et des Telephones 
de l'Indochine, Hanoi, Indo-China. 

IRAQ.-Address: Accountant-General, Bagh
dad, Iraq. 

IRISH FREE STATE.-Address: D epartment 
of Posts and Telegraphs, D ublin, Irish 
Free State. Current stamps at face, plus 
postage and registration. 

ITALIAN COLONIES.-Address: Ufficio Fila
telico Italiano per la Vendita dir franco
bolli, Rome, Italy. 

ITALY.- Address : Ufficio Filatelico, Piazza 
San Macuto, Rome, Italy. 

JAMAICA.-Address: Postmaster Kingston 
Jamaica. ' ' 

JAPAN.- Address: Postmaster Tokio Ja-
pan. ' ' 

J OHORE.- Address: Postmaster-General Jo-
hore, Bahru, Malay States. ' 

KEDAH.- Address : British Adviser, Alor 
Star, Kedah, Malay States. 

KELANTAN. -Address: British Adviser, 
Kelantan, Malay States. 

KENYA & UGANDA.-Address: The Post
master, General Office, Nairobi, Kenya 
Colony. 

LEEWARD ISLANDS.-Address: Postmaster, 
Leeward Islands, B.W.I. 

LIBERIA.- Address: W. Baccus Page, Secre
rary and Accountant, General Post Office, 
R. L., Monrovia, Liberia. Remit by cash, 
rn registered letter. Current issues at 
face and old issues at a discount. 

LIECHTENSTEIN. - Address: Postamt Trie
senberg, Triesenberg, Liechtenstein. 

LUJrnMmJRG.-Address: Directeur des Postes 
(Office des Timbres), Luxemburg. 

MACAO. - Address : Direction Superieure 
des. Postes et des Telegrapbes. Macao, 
Chrna. Remit by money order payable 
t0 the Postmaster General. Stamps at 
face, plus postage. 

MALTA. - Address: Postmaster - General 
Malta. ' 

MAURITIUS.- Address: Colonial Postmaster 
Mauritius. ' 

MEXlCO. - Address: Postmaster General 
City of Mexico. Remit by money-order'. 
O~s~lete. stamps are usually destroyed 
within six months after new issue super
sedes them. 

MONACO. -Address: Maitre des Postes 
Monaco. Current issues only, at face: 
'plus postage. 

MOROCCO (British Offices in) .- Address: 
British Post Office, Tangier, Morocco. 

MONTSERRAT. - Address : Postmaster, 
Montserrat, B. W. I. 

MOROCCO ( French) .-Address: Directeur 
de !'office des Postes et Telegraphes, 
Rabat, Maroc. (Also see "France, Offices 
in Morocco." ) 

MOZAMBIQUE COMPANY.- Address: Com
panhia de Mocambique, Largo da Biblio
teca 10, Lisbon, Portugal. 

NETHERLANDS. - Address: Postkantoor, 
Rotterdam, Netherlands. Stamps of the 
Dutch colonies of Dutch Indies, Curacao 
and Surinam may also be purchased from 
the same address. Orders are not accep
table under five gulden. 

NEWFOUNDLAND.-Address: Postal Depart
ment, St. John's Newfoundland. Orders 
under $50 not accepted . 

NEW HEBRWES.-Address: British Resident 
Commissioner, Villa, New Hebrides. 

NEW ZEAlAND.-Address: General Post 
Office, Wellington, New Zealand. Cur
rent stamps on! y. 

NICARAGUA. - Address : Director General, 
General Post Office, Managua, Nicaragua. 

NIGERIA. - Address: Chief Accountant, 
General P . 0., Tagos, Nigeria. 

NIUE.- (See Cook Islands ). 
NORTH BORNEO.- Address: British North 

Borneo (Chartered) Co., 17 St. Helen's 
Place, London, E.C.3, England. Face 
value. 

NORTHEN RHODESIA.-Address Postmaster 
General, General P . 0 ., Livingsont, 
Northern Rhodesia. 

NORWAY. - Address: Frimerkeforvalteren, 
Oslo, Norway. Remit for face value, 
plus postage and registration. 

NYASALAND PROTECTORATE. - Address : 
Postmaster, Post Office, Zomba, Nyasa
land Protectorate. 

OCEANIA, FRENCH.- Address: le Receveur, 
Etablissements Francais, Postes et Te!e
graphes, Papeete, French Oceania. 

PALESTINE .-Address: Postmaster-General 
Jerusalem, Palestine. ' 

PERSIA. - Address: Administration des 
Postes de Perse, Le Directeur Provinci2.l, 
General Post Office, Teheran, Persia. 

PERU.-Address: Buereau de Service Inter
national, General Post Office, Lima, Peru. 

PHILIPPINES. - Address: Philippine Trade 
Commissioner, Room 928, Barr Building, 
910 Seventeenth St., N. W., Washington, 
D.C. 

PORTUGAL- Address: Tesoureiro da Casa 
da Moneda, Lisbon, Portugal. 

PORTUGUESE G UINEA.-Address: Joaquim 
Rafael dos Santos, General Post Office 
Bissau, Portuguese Guinea, Africa. ' 

PORTUGUESE INDIA.- Address: The Post
master, Post Office, Janji, Portuguese 
India. 

RussIA.-:--Address: Philatelistische Sowjett, 
Assoziation, 1-te Twerskaja-Zamskaji, 3, 
Moscow, U.S.S.R. 

SAAR.--Address: Postamt 3, Saarbruck, 
Saar. 

ST. HELENA.-Address: Postmaster Gen
eral Post Office, Jamestown, Sc. Helena. 

ST. luCIA.-Address : Postmaster, St. Lucia, 
B. W. I. 

ST. PIERRE & MIQUELON.- Address : Post
master, General Post Office, St. Pierre. 

ST. VINCENT. - Address: Postmaster St. 
Vincent, B. W . I. 

SALVADOR.-Address: Senor Candido Ser
areis, San Salvador, Salvador. 

SAMOA.-( See Cook Island). 

SARAWAK.- Address: The Postmaster Gen
eral, General Post Office, Kuching, 
Sarawak. 

SEYCHELLES. - Address: The Postmaster, 
Central Post Office, Seychelles. 

SHANGHA1.-Address: The Secretary, For
eign Correspondence Office, Shanghai, 
China. 

SIAM.- Address: The Assistant Director 
General, Post & Telegraph Department, 
Bangkok, Siam. 

SIERRA LEONE.- Address: Postmaster Gen
eral, General Post Office, Freetown, Sierra 
Leone. Remit for face value, plus post
age and re~istration (currency, bank 
notes and checks not accepted). 

SoMALILAND.- Address : Director of Posts 
and Telegraphs, Berbera, Somaliland (via 
Aden). 

SOUTHERN RHODESIA. - Address: District 
Postmaster's Office, Bulawayo, Southern 
Rhodesia. 

SOVIET REPUBLIC.-( See Russia) . 
SPAIN.- Address: El Gerente de la Aso

ciacion P enefice de Empleados de Lorreos, 
General Post Office, Madrid, Spain. Re
mit by money-order (only) for face plus 
5% . 

STRAITS SETTLEMENTS. - Address: Stamp 
Commissioner, Singapore, Straits Settle
ments. 

SUDAN.-Address: Director, Posts and 
Telegraphs D epartment, Khartoum, Su
dan. 

SURINAM.- ( See Netherlands). 
.SWAZILAND. - Address: Postmaster, Mba

bane, Swazi land. 
SWEDEN .-Address: Frankoteckens-expedi

tionen, Fack P.F.F.S., Stockholm, Sweden. 
SWITZERLAND. -Address: D irection Gen

erale des Postes et des Telegraphes, 
Bollwerk 25, Berne, Switzerland. Stamps 
may be purchased only in quantities of 
ten or more of each variety. 

TANGANYIKA.- Address: Postmaster - Gen
eral Dar es Salaam, Tahganyika Territory. 

TASMANIA.- Address: T he Deputy Director, 
General Post Office, Hobart, Tasmania. 

ToNGA.-Address: The Chief P ostmaster, 
Nukualofa, Tonga. 

TRANS-JORDANIA. - Address: British Resi
dent, Amman, Trans-Jordan. 

TRENGGANU.-Address: The British Ad
viser, Trengganu, Malay Srates. 

TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO. - Address : Post
master-General, Trinidad, B. W . I. 

TRIPOLITANIA. - Address: Governo della 
Tripolitania e della Cirenaica, Direzione 
dei Servizi Pos tali et Electtrici, Tripoli. 

TUNIS.-( See France, Offices in Egypt ) . 
T URKS ISLAND.- Address: p 0 s t ma ste r 

T urks Island, B. W. I. ' 
UKRAINIA.-Address: Philatelistische Sow

jett, Assoziation, 1-te Twerskaja-Zamskaji, 
3, Moscow, U.S.S.R. 

UNION OF SOUTH AFRICA.-Address: (For 
Revenues) The Secretary, Office of the 
High Commissioner for the Union of 
South Africa, 32, Victoria St., Westminster, 
London, S.W. England. (For cigarette 
stamps) Office of the Hii!h Commissioner 

for the Union of South Africa South 
Africa House, 73, Strand London 
W .C.2, Enf!land. (For stamp;) Postmas'. 
'ter, Capetown, Union of South Africa. • 

UNITED STATEs.- Address: Philatelic Agen
cy, Division of Sq1mps, Post Office De
partment Bldg., Washington, D. C. 

VENEZUELA.- 11.ddress: Senor Alberto J. 
Plaut, Caracas, Venezuela. 

VIRGIN lSLANDS.- A d dress: Postmaster, 
Virgin Islands, B. W. I. 
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A Small Matter 
BY R. E. FARR world. Among them the boy soon 

~1-----------m~ located his Nyassa set below which 

STAVE I 

T HE boy threw himself face 
down upon his bed. He was 
not crying (that would come 

later) but his soul was raging at 
the horrible injustice of the thing 
that had happened to him. It all 
came back to him as he lay there in 
his own small room under the 
eaves. How gleefully he had raced 
along the sidewalk with his stamp 
album under his arm and a nickel 
in his pocket. He was bound for a 
certain stamp shop to buy a triangle 
stamp with a snake on it. 

In front of this delectable shop 
a well dressed man with a pasty 
face and pouches under his eyes 
was getting into a limousine. He 
also had a stamp album under his 
arm. H e saw the boy, called to 
him, and in no time was thumbing 
through the cheap album. Once he 
glanced sharply at the boy as a turn 
of the page disclosed an unused 
green triangle stamp with "Cape of 
Good Hope" on it. The boy had 
found it in an old book of voyages 
in his grandfather's attic and had 
taken it for his own peculiar trea
sure. From his pocket the man 
pulled out a handful of crisp tri
angle stamps labelled "Nyassa, " 
and with his dead-white hand began 
to arrange them in a design on a 
page of the cheap album. 

"Aren' t they beaut ies, son?" he 
asked, 'Tll give you the whole nine 
for that green triangle stamp and 
I'll add this new quarter, too." 

"All right," said the boy and the 
man waved his hand as the chauf
feur eased into the traffic. The 
boy's heart swelled. He had nine 
triangles instead of one and thirty
cents besides. He cocked a wary 
eye at the stamp display in the shop 
window, which as luck would have 
it, was of the triangle stamp of the 

was a neat card bearing the price 
"30c.". He searched until he found 
a green "Cape of Good Hope" tri
angle only it was not as pretty a 
copy as the one he had just traded. 
Under it was a little card also but 
it read "$ 5 O" . The boy gazed at it 
for a minute before the truth was 
made plain to him. Then he turned 
homeward with feet of lead. 

"He gypped me because I didn't 
know", the boy said to himself over 
and over, "If that's the way stamp 
collectors are I'm going to quit 
now. I hate the whole business. " 

At home he looked neither to the 
right nor to the left but marched to 
his room, locked the door, tore his 
stamp album to pieces and burned 
it in his stove. Then he lay with 
his head in the pillow and wished 
he was dead . 

STAVE II 

Three . men sat around a mahog
any library table. The chandelier 
blazed down upon catalogues, price 
lists from the far reaches of the 
earth, albums tastefully bound in a 
dozen different shades of leather, 
sheets of mint beauties and what
ever else is dear to the hearts of 
stamp collectors . The tobacco 
smoke and spirit of good fellow
ship was rife as the men talked 
lazily of the stock market, vacations 
spent in yacht and private Pullman, 
and laughed in that restrained man
ner approved by Emily Post. Final
ly the talk veered to lucky stamp 
finds and their host, who had a 
pasty face and pouches under his 
eyes, laid a stamp on the table with 
a shaking dead-white hand. It was 
a green triangle with "Cape of 
Good Hope" on it. 

"What do you think of it?" he 
asked with the fatuous look of a 
mother cat displaying her first 
kittens. 
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Both men examined it with 
enthusiasm. 

"Pretty," said a tall man, " In 
fact it is just what I need and I'll 
give you sixty for it, Harwood. 
Yes, I'll beat that. I' 11 give you-" 

"Over my dead body you will," 
chuckled Harwood, "I wouldn't 
trade you this for your railroads 
and your string of ocean liners to 
boot. Know what that stamp cost 
me? I gave a kid nine triangles 
and a quarter for it." 

The third man frowned. 
''Your business is your business, 

Harwood," he said, "but that wasn't 
giving the kid much of a break. 
Now, was it?" 

"Oh, that's a small matter," 
laughed Harwood, "What the kid 
don 't know won' t hurt him. and he 
was as happy as I was over the 
swap. Isn't that fair?" and he ap
pealed to the tall man. 

"Well, all I can say is that some 
people have all the luck," said the 
tall man. "My lot has never been 
cast into such verdant pastures. 
May you rest well, Harwood, for 
I'm hanged if you deserve it after 
that deal. Good night." And the 
two visitors took their leave. 

Harwood retired in the happiest 
frame of mind that it is given men 
here below to enjoy. He was so 
elated that he could not sleep and 
spent the time toying with the 
green triangle stamp until sleep 
should overtake him. Every nerve 
was strung as tight as a fiddle
string, and promptly on the stroke 
of midnight an old enemy of 
Harwood's, an enemy that the best 
physicians on two continents had 
warned him against, reached out 
and gripped him around the heart. 

STAVE III 

It was a busy day at the Golden 
Gate. The Recording Angel had 
his hands full with the multitudes 
trooping up from the earth. In 
line was H arwood. The Recording 
Angel opened the Great Ledger at 
his account and began to read: "so 
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many millions for this university 
and so many millions for that 
charity. " Harwood smiled compla
cently. 

"Quite right," he said, "You may 
have missed a few millions that I 
gave to Hospital but it 
shows in my income tax returns. 
May I step in now?" 

"Just a minute, please," said the 
Recording Angel. "I find here an 
item concerning a boy and a green 
triangle stamp." 

"Oh that was only a small 
matter, " said Harwood, "What of 
it?" 

"Nothing, except-" and the 
Gate crashed to in Harwood's face. 
The crash woke me up. I some
times wonder if it was altogether 
a dream. 

--IZ]--

Eucharistic Congress 
Our correspondent in Buenos 

Aires, Mr. H. A. Davis, favored 
us with a first-day cover franked 
with the stamps commemorating 
the XXXII International Eucharist
ic Congress, hel:" in the Capital 
City of Argentina last month. 
There are two values. The 10-
centavo, printed in rose-pink and 
brown, and showing the Christ of 
the Andes, is one of the most strik
ing stamps of the year. The 15 
centavos, in a deep blue-gray, pre
sents the Cathedral in Buenos Aires. 

------1~1---

Subscribe now. Only $1 the year. 

USED AIR MAILS 
ALL FINELY CANCELLED COPIES 

U. S.-1306, 4c.; 1307, 12c. ; 1J0 8, 7c.; 1J09, 
4c.; 1310, 2c.; 1J17, SOc. 

AUSTRALIA-301 perforated 0. S. (official); 
v ery rane, 3 Oc. 

AUSTRIA-688, 6c.; 689, 7c.; 696, 2c. 
ARGENTINA-S09, !Sc.; SIO, 20c.; Sil, 

30c.; S12, 22c.; S16, 60c.; Sl7, 60c.; Sl8, 
75c.; 519, $1.7S. 

BELGIUM-7Sc. Balloon, 2c. 
BOLIVIA-JOS/310 on two first flight covers, 

set, 50c. 
BRAZIL-917, 4c.; 918, 2c.; 920, 2c.; 921, 

Sc.; 922, 12c.; 92J, 20c. ; 924, 20c.; 92S, 
20c.; 931, 2Sc.; 9J2, 2c. 

CANAL ZONE-206, !Oc.; 208, Sc. 
CHILE-602, 6c.; 604, 9c.; 60S, 2Sc.; 607, 

4c.; 60.8, 2c.; 609, 4c.; 612, JSc.; 614, 6c.; 
61S, 20c.; 616, 4c.; 617, 2c.; 619, 6c.; 620, 
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The Napoleon of the Western World 
BY R. C. THOMPSON 

SYNOPSIS-After the capture of Fanin 
and his men, Santa Anna fdc that the back 
of the rebellion had been broken, and he 
prepared to return to Mexico. However, 
Anna was entirely wrong in his calculations, 
and his blunders worked exactly to Hous
ton's plans. 

Leaving his men to deliver the finishing 
blows, Anna decided he would capture the 
government at Harrisburg, thus providing 
the campaign with a dramatic finish. With
in only forty miles of Harrisburg the dic
tator prepared for a dash. T aking a picked 
body of dragoons and infantry, he hurried 
off, saying that he would return in three 
days. 

According to Anna's report the Texan 
army was still in camp on the Brazos, 
seventy-five miles away, and he felt no fear 
from that quarter. However, Houston's 
forces were watching his every move and 
were ready to strike. 

On his march to Harrisburg, Anna saw 
it necessary to capture Galveston and Ana
lmac, and there is where he met defeat. 
At 9 o'clock on the morning of April 21, 
1836, a body of Mexican troops were seen 
coming over the prairie from the north. 
It was thought that Anna was being joined 
by Sesma and Filisola, but as it was after
wards learned, the new arrivals were Gen
eral Cos and his five hundred. That night 
Houston ordered Deaf Smith and a com
panion to back-track to Vince's Creek and 
destroy the bridge. Bv this maneuver both 
armies were compelled to fight without any 
hope of retreat. When Smi\h returned in 
the morning and announced that the bridge 
was destroyed, the Texans leaped forward 
like tigers, their battle-cry, "Remember the 
Alamo". 

The Mexicans had given up all thought 
of auack. Anna himself was asleep. The 
banle lasted eighteen minutes and not a 
Mexican would have been left afive had 
not Almonte led some four hundred men 
out on the prairie and raised a white Rag. 
Anna escaped during the fight but was 
later captured at Lynch's Ferry. 

cr.iu-------------~ 

PART VIII 

W HILE Texas was still figh
ing for admission into the 
Union, Santa Anna, who 

was promised safe conduct back to 
Mexico, was fighting for his life. 
The Texans wanted Anna punished 
for the Alamo and Goliad and the 
fallen dictator and his staff were 
actually on board a steamer when a 
General Thomas Jefferson Green, 
just arrived from New Orleans wi'h 
150 men, announced that the vessel 
would not sail. 

Anna, convinced that he was 
about to be shot, threw ~1imself on 
the floor of the cabin an::l screamd 
for opium that he might kill him
self. However, when Green assurf'd 
him that he would be given a fair 
trial, he meekly followed his captors 
off the boat. In an effort to appea;;e 
the crowd, Anna took a Texas flag 
in his hand, and trembling, he 
waved it frantically. 

With Santa Anna safely in prison, 
the army boldly announced that it 
would proceed to deliberate Anna's 
fate. 

With nothing to do, and being 
re-enforced daily by other adven
turers from the United States, the 
army grew more and more restless. 
In July it was finally decided that 
Santa Anna should be turned over 
to the troops for instant execution. 
When Burnet refused he was threat
ened with death and it was his luck 
to possess a wife of the Spartan 
breed. Mrs. Burnet lighted her 
lamps, threw the parlor windows 
wide open and sat all through the 
night with a cocked pistol in her 
hand. 

A detachment, in command of 
Colonel Henry Millard, San Jacinto 
hero, was sent to seize Santa Anna, 
but a part of his men proceeded to 
take the event as a holiday and by 
the time they had sobered up, the 
citizens of the community had been 
rallied in Burnet's support. A row
dy business followed and what real
ly broke it up was Sam Houston's 
thunderous voice. He had just re
cently returned from New Orleans, 
and though still weak and suffering, 
anger gave him strength to pen. a 
letter of public protest: 

Disregard, if you will, our national char
acter, place what construction you please 
upon tl1e rnles of civilized warfare, we are 
compelled by every principle of humanity 
and morale to abstrain from every act of 
passion or inconsideration that is unproduc
tive for poscive good. Execute Santa Anna 
and what will be the face of the Texans 
who are held prisoners by the Mexicans) 

What will be the condition of· the North 
Americans residing within the limits of 
Mexico? D eath to them and consfication 
of their property is the least that can be 
expected. D oubtless torture will be added 
to the catastrophe, when stimulated by 
ignorance, fanaticism, and the last expiring 
struggle of the priesthood for power and 
dominion. Texas, to be respected, must be 
considerate, politic, and just in her actions. 
In cold blood to offer up the living to the 
manes of the departed only finds an ex
ample in the religion and warfare of the 
savages. 

The affairs of Texas, as connected with 
General Santa Anna as President of the 
Republic of Mexico, have become a matter 
of consideration to which the attention of 
che United States has been called, and for 
Texas, at this moment, to proceed co ex
treme measure, as to the merits or demerits 
of General Santa Anna, would be treating 
that government with high respect, and I 
would respectfully add, in my opinion, it 
would be incurring the most unfortunate 
responsibility for Texas. 

I, therefore, Commander-in-Chief of the 
army of the Republic, do solemnly protest 
against the trial, sentence, and execution 
of General Antonio Lopez de Santa Anna, 
President of the Republic of Mexico, until 
the relations in which we are to stand co 
che United Scates shall be ascertained. 

This letter was enough in itself, 
but it also happened to receive re
enforcement from no other person 
than Andrew Jackson. Anna, on 
the advice of Stephen Austin, had 
written the '.President of the United 
States begging him to aid in secur
ing his release·, and expressing a 
desire to return to Mexico in order 
to have the independence of Texas 
acknowledged. 

Burnet was eager to rid himself 
of an office that was beyond his 
powers so he issued a call for an 
election to be held in September. 
The first candidacies to be an
nounced were those of Stephen 
Austin and Henry Smith. There 
was a large demand that Houston 
enter the race, but still suffering 
from his wound and angered by his 
experiences in the public services, 
Houston had resolved not to seek 
office. But his change of mind was 
due to a conviction that it was the 
one chance for harmony. 

The result of the election was an 
overwhelming triumph for Houston 
as he received 4 3 7 4 votes to 7 4 5 for 
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Smith and 587 for Austin. The 
new constitution was ratified by an 
unamimous vote and the people 
signified their desire to be annexed 
to the United States. The inaugu
ration was set for December 1st, but 
President Burnet, eager to escape 
his responsibilities, resigned his of
fice in October, and Houston took 
the reins on October 22nd. 

The most important of the many 
problems that faced the new Presi
dent was the disposition of Santa 
Anna, and one of the first acts of 
Congress was to pass a resolution 
ordering the release of the dictator. 
Full · of gratitude, and pledging 
himself to gain an acknowledgment 
of the independence of Texas, Anna 
proceeded to Washington, where 
he was well received by President 
Jackson. He then sailed to Mexico 
on an American man-of-war, and 
landing at Vera Cruz, February 23, 
183 7, he found himself in disgrace 
and sought refuge on his estate near 
Jalapa. 

A second problem confronting 
Houston was that of the attitude of 
the United States. From the very 
beginning of the war the Texans 
had openly expressed their desire to 
be under the Stars and Stripes, and 
Austin, Archer, and Wharton, the 
first commissioners, were instructed 
to state that annexation was the de
sire of the revolutionists. 

During the election in September, 
the people had again declared br 
annexation, and it was Andrew 
Jackson who stood in the way. He 
wanted Texas as a part of the 
United States but his idea was to 
gain the territory by purchase. In 
the controversies over the annexa
tion of Texas, Henry Clay said: 
"The independence of Texas ought 
to be acknowledged by the United 
States, whenever satisfactory infor
mation shall be received that is has , 
in successful operation, a civil gov
ernment, capable of performing the 
duties and fulfilling the obligations 
of an independent power". 

Houston decided to deal with the 

matter earnestly so that it might 
either be settled by recognition or 
refusal at an early date. He sent 
William H. Wharton and Memucan 
Hunt to Washington with evidence 
to prove that Texas was indepen
dent. England was to be informed 
of the enormous cotton production 
of Texas; France was to learn that 
an independent Texas would act as 
a barrier to the expansion of the 
United States and prevent an Amer
ican monopoly of the Gulf trade. 

Wharton at once proceeded to 
carry out his instructions with rare 
skill, and on January 11 , 1837, 
Senator Walker of Mississippi in
troduced the following resolution : 

'That the Seate of Texas, having estab
lished and maintained an independent gov
ernment, is capable of performing those 
duties, foreign and domestic, which per
tain to independent governments; and it 
appearing that there is no longer need or 
reasonable prospect of the successfu l prose
cution of the war, by Mexico, against the 
Seate, it is expedient and proper, and in 
conformity with the laws of nations, and 
the practice of this governmenr in like 
places, Lat the independent political ex
istence of that State be acknowledged by 
the Government of rhe United States'·. 

Although the constituttion of 
Texas forbade the importation of 
slaves except from the United States, 
various smugglers were caught in 
the attempt to take captured Afri
cans across the Sabine. Wharton at 
once insisted that the American 
government co-operate with Texas 
for the suppression of the " infam
ous traffic". And at the same time, 
Houston instructed Wharton to let 
it be known that if the United States 
did not extend recognition to Texas, 
she would not ask again, but would 
enter into negotiations with Great 
Britain, and that assurances had 
been received that the British would 
go far in the matter of friendship 
and aid in return for commercial 
benefits. 

Santa Anna was still another 
factor that worked for the benefit 
of Texas. He had reached Wash
ington in January, and stated frank
ly that Mexico could never hope to 
regain Texas, that the independence 
of the Lone Star Republic was a 

fixed fact, and that his first activity, 
on arriving in his native land, 
would be to secure a ratification of 
the treaty that he had signed at an 
Jacinto. As a result, Texas feelings 
took an upward swing. The House 
voted for recognition on February 
28th, and the Senate followed the 
example on March 1st by a vote of 
23 to 19. The fate of Texas was 
now in Jackson's hands, and this 
dispatch from Wharton to Houston 
tells of his action: 

"I have at length the happiness to inform 
you that President Jackson has closed his 
Politica l career by admitting our country 
in to the great family of nations. On Fri
day night last (March 3r<l) , at near twelve 
o'clock, he consummated the recognition of 
the Senate and the diplomatic propriation 
bill of the lower H ouse, by nominating a 
Mr. Labranche of Louisiana, charge d'af
faires near the Republic of Texas. He also 
sent for General Hunt and myself and re
quested the pl easu re of a glass of wine" . 

This was the fashion in which 
Jackson recognized annexation of 
Texas to the United States, but it 
was not until several years later that 
any action was taken. 

In the years that followed, Lamar, 
piling folly upon folly, brought 
ruin to all that Houston had done. 
Houston had pointed the path
Lamar had but to follow, but of 
this he had no idea of doing! 
Where Houston had played close 
with the funds of the Republic, 
Lamar spent lavishly, putting him
self behind an issue of $2,000.000 
in treasury notes, a crack-brained 
proceeding. Where Houston had 
preserved peace with Mexico, Lamar 
derided, shouting: "The boundary 
lines of the Republic will be drawn 
with our sword". He was strictly 
against annexation. 

Lamar's undoing and follies 
brought about another war with 
Mexico in the years 1841-1842 and 
again Houston stepped in anJ 
cleaned up the "mess" . In Mexico, 
Santa Anna had again risen to 
power, and war with Texas appeal
ed to him as a short cut to popu
larity. He announced that he meant 
to reclaim Texas from thieves and 
usurpers, and as a result of this de-
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termination he sent General Rafael 
Vasquez across the Rio Grande with 
seven hundred soldiers, and on 
March 6, 1842, they took possession 
of San Antonio by a surprise attack. 
The raiding detachment retreated as 
quickly as it came and Houston .re
cognized the gesture and refused 
any reprisal. He addressed a scorch
ing letter to Santa Anna in which he 
ended with the high-flown threat: 
"Believe me sir, ere the banner of 
Mexico shall float triumphantly on 
the banks of the Sabine, the Texan 
standard of the single star, borne by 
the Anglo-Saxon race, shall display 
its bright folds in liberty's triumph 
on the Isthmus of Darien". 

Pride and courage were Hous
ton's distinguishing characteristics, 
and in spite of both, Mexico's atti
tude and domestic conditions forced 
the conclusion that Texas must ha1:e 
aid from the outside if the republic 
was to endure. Had it not been for 
Lamar's administration, the storn,s 
could have been weathered, but ;is 
it was, the treasury was empty and a 
huge public debt precluded any pns
sib1lity ot an adequate military es
tablishment. Yet, an army was nec
essary if Santa Anna persisted in his 
threats of war. 

Houston was doubtful as tJ 

where this needed aid would come 
from. He did, however, see an 
opening that might lead to success. 
England was desirous of obtaining 
cotton rights in Texas, of that there 
was no doubt. Why not pit the two 
countries, the United States and 
England, against each other? If 
England could be made to believe 
tha:t Texas was about to be· annexed 
to the United States, and if the 
United States could be made to be
lieve that Texas was planning an 
offensive and defensive alliance with 
England, it was certain that profit 
for Texas would come out of it. 

His mind made up, Houston ad
dressed the Governments of the 
United States, Great Britain and 
France on October 15, 1842, asking 
them to either require Mexico to 

recognize the independence of Tex.h 
or to make war upon her according 
to the rights established and recog
nized by civilized nations. In co11-
clusion Houston said: "All her 
boasted threats of invasion have re
sulted m nothing more than fitting 
out and sending petty marauding 
parties into our territory, for the 
purpose of pillaging and harassmg 
the weak and isolated settlements 
on our western border. If Mexico 
believes herself able to conquer this 
country, her right to make the effort 
to do so is not denied, for, on the 
contrary, if she chooses to inva-:le 
our territory for that purpose the 
President, in the name of the people 
of' all 1 exas, will bid her welcome. 
It is not against a war with Mexico 
that Texas would protest. She is 
willing at any time to stake her ex
istence as a nation upon the issue 
of a war conducted on Christian 
principles. It is alone against the 
unholy, inhuman, and fruitless char
acter it has assumed and still main
tains, which violates every rule of 
honorable warfare, e~ery precept )f 
religion, and sets at defiance even 
the common sentiments of humani
ty, against which she protests, and 
invokes the interposition of those 
powerful nations which have recog
nized her independence. 

All took the bait, each fearing to 
let the other prove the warmer 
friend. The United States proposed 
action, but Great Britain quickly in
sisted that it would be better, on all 
accounts, that each party act sepa
rately, but similarly in tone, in point 
of time and arguments. England 
then hastened to make secret ar
rangements with France, equally 
interested in blocking America's 
expans10n. 

Now, Houston was ready for the 
second move of his game. In order 
that Great Britain might be worked 
to the proper pitch, he instructed 
the Texas Minister, Van Zandt, to 
suggest the reopening of annexation 
discussions in Washington. Hous
ton, himself, wrote personally to 

Murphy, representative of the United 
States in Texas: "I find as news 
reaches me from both the United 
States and Texas, that the subject 
of annexation is one that has claim
ed much attention, and is well re
ceived. The eldest settlers, ev~n 
some of the original three hundred, 
are as anxious tor the event to ta!<e 
place as any that I meet with" . 

The British agent in Texas, Cap
tain Elliott, was allowed to gain the 
fullest know ledge of these actions, 
and his government, much alarmed, 
straightway brought such pressure 
upon Mexico that Santa Anr..a 
agreed to an armistice on June 15, 
1843. In order to stimulate Presi
dent Tyler, Houston wrote to Van 
Zandt: "The United States having 
taken no definite action in this mat
ter, and there now being an in
creased prospect of an adjustment 
of our difficulties with Mexico, the 
President deems it advisable to take 
no further action a:t present in refer
ence to annexation" . Further dis
patches, deliberately intended for 
the eyes of American leaders, told 
enthusiastically of Houston's plan 
for an alliance with Europe:i'1 
powers. 

Things were now working as 
Houston had planned. The South 
was in favor of annexation, and the 
North could not very well object to 
a course that would prevent Eng
land from gaining control of the 
Texas cotton industry, as well as a 
monopoly of the Gulf trade, both of 
which were threats against the 
Monroe Doctrine. Therefore, in 
September, President Tyler, inform
ed his Secretary of State, Abel 
Upshur, to suggest that annexation 
discussions be opened at once, and 
when Houston returned no reply, 
Upshur wrote a note in October 
that pro posed discussions. Mexico, 
hearing of the correspondence, flew 
into a characteristic passion, and an
nounced that annexation would be 
equivalent to an act of war. In his 
December message to Congress, 
however, Tyler dismissed Mexico's 
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explosions as idle vaporing, and 
showed himself determined to pro
ceed. Houston saw that it was now 
necessary to study the situation with 
care. England, working with France, 
was -attempting to have Mexico rec
ognize the independence of Texas, 
but both nations might possibly 
lapse into indifference if Texas 
broke off negotiations with the 
United States! 

Deciding that he could afford to 
resist the United States until Tyler 
stood ready to make a positive offe:, 
Houston, gave these instructions to 
Van Zandt on December 13th: 

"The interposition of foreign friendly 
governments, by which an armistice has 
been established between Texas and Mexico, 
and the prospect of a permanent peace with 
that power given, has been extended by the 
particular powers mostly influential in ob
taining these most desirable results chiefly 
with a view that, in the event of Mexico's 
agreeing to acknowledge the independence 
of Texas, she should continue to exist as a 
separate and independent nation. 

"The President thinks that, in the present 
state of our foreign relations, it would not 
be politic to abandon the expectations which 
now exist of a speedy settlement of our 
difficulties with Mexico through the good 
offices of other powers, for the very un
certain prospect of annexation to the United 
States, however desirable that event, if it 
be consumated, might be. Were Texas to 
agree to a treaty of ann,exation, the good 
office of these powers would, ir is believed, 
be immediately withdrawn, and were the 
treaty then ro fail of ratification of the 
Senate of the United States, Texas would 
be placed in a much worse situation than 
she is now, nor could she again ask for any 
interposition in her behalf, either by Eng
land or France; and with our consequent 
supposed dependence upon the United 
States, might again return to the apathy 
and indifference rowards us which bas 
always, until now, characterized that gov
ernment. In making a communication of 
this determination to the government of the 
United States, it will be proper t0 inform 
that government that whenever the Congress 
or Senate of the United States shall throw 
wide open the door to annexation, by a 
resolution authorizing the President of that 
country to propose a treaty for that purpose, 
the proposition will be immediately sub
mitted to the representatives of the people 
of this country, and promply responded to 
on the part of its government". 

There was a strong likelihood 
that Tyler would not be able to push 
a treaty through the Senate. Already 
the North was ablaze with excite
ment! John Quincy Adams de
clared that "the annexation of Texas 
to this Union is the first step to
wards conquest of all Mexico, of 

the West Indies, of a maritime 
colonizing, slave-tainted monarchy, 
and of extinguished freedom." All 
these were untrue, and Adams re
peated all of the old Mayo lies about 
Houston, stating that it was a fact 
that Houston had resigned as Gov
ernor of Tennessee under orders 
from Andrew Jackson, that he had 
gone straight to Texas to kindle 
an internal insurrection for the pur
pose of separating the province 
from Mexico, that the whole devil
ish business was a conspiracy of the 
slave-holding interests, and that 
Houston was their qead devil and 
the drunken and depraved successor 
of Aaron Burr! 

Again the treaty was rejected and 
again the pride of Texas was 
crushed. The people were de
nounced as "scoundrels, speculators 
and adventurers." Sam Houston 
had the additional humiliation of 
being outplayed at his own game. 
When Andrew Jackson wrote Hous
ton of his sincere regret, together 
with a prophecy that annexation 
would triumph eventually, Houston 
answered that he was glad to have 
Texas " free from all involvements 
and pledges," and that in his opin
ion she should maintain her inde
pendent position. Had his country 
not twice presented herself to the 
United States and been twice 
spurned? A third rejection was not 
to be contemplated. 

The population of Texas was in
creasing steadily and Santa Anna 
had been sent into exile. Houston 
thrilled to his dream of an indepen
dent empire. 

On December 9, 1843, in the 
farewell address that closed his sec
ond term as President of Texas, 
Houston said in respect to the an
nexation: "The United States have 
spurned Texas twice already. Let 
her therefore firmly maintain her 
position as it is, and work out her 
own political salvation. Let her 
legislation proceed upon the prin
ciple that we are to be and to re
main an independent people. If 
Texas goes begging again for ad-

m1ss1on to the United States, she 
will only degrade herself. If we re
main an independent nation our 
territory will become extensive and 
unlimited." 

Adams and the abolitionists still 
threatened secession if Texas was 
annexed, but the country, as a 
whole, was in the grip of a strong 
anti-British feeling. The London 
T imes had declared that Europe 
should resist the seizure of Texas 
by the United States. 

However, when the House met to 
cast its vote, in January, annexation 
carried overwhelmingly by a vote of 
123 to 76, and on March 1st, the 
joint resolution was placed before 
President Tyler for his signature. 
But Tyler prolonged the annexation, 
and now the matter was before the 
new President Polk. 

Jose Joaquin Herrera, who had 
succeeded Santa Anna in December, 
was an honest man and an intelli
gent one. He knew that talk of 
conquering Texas was absurd, and 
that Mexico's hope lay in the re
sumption of Anglo-French negotia
tions that Santa Anna had broken 
off. Better an independent Texas, 
friendly, than an annexed Texas, 
strengthening the North. In Janu
ary, 1845, he opened conversations, 
and Captain Elliott and Count 
Saligny, the representatives of 
Great Britain and France, received 
detailed instructions as to a new 
treaty. Mexico was to recognize the 
independence of Texas in return 
for a pledge that she would not per
mit herself to be annexed, or be
come subject to any other country 
whatsoever. It was Herrera's de
mand that Texas should first sign a 
preliminary treaty, and on March 
29, 1845, Ashbell Smith, Secretary 
of State, affixed the signature that 
bound his country to the terms 'of 
the agreement. The Congress of 
the United States had proved itself 
a parcel of "pettifogging, penny
pinching rascals, and it were well to 
be rid of them." 

Captain Elliott, with the signed 
treaty, slipped away to Mexico at 
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once, reaching the capital on April 
14th. Cuevas, the Minister of 
Foreign Relations, signed the treaty 
at once, and Herrera approved it, 
but they faced the difficulty of hav
ing to secure· the consent of Con
gress. 

President Polk, upon learning of 
the new negotiations, acted quickly 
and cleverly. H e sent A. J. Donel
son, Andrew Jackson's nephew, to 
Texas at once with various other 

outherners, and the sentiment of 
annexation was urged by fervent 
appeals to blood-ties. 

"Were Anglo-Saxons, sons of 
men who fought at Bunker Hill and 
Valley Forge, to reject union with 
the northland, and make alliance 
with foreign powers whose one pur
pose was injury to the United 
States? \'lfas Texas, with her mem
ories of the Alamo and Goliad, to 
forget the past and form a covenant 
with bloody Mexico?" 

Ashbell Smith, in his "Reminis
cences," deals forcefully with other 
activities and considerations that 
aided in the reversal of Texas senti
ment: 

''Major D onelson, the regularly accredited 
minister, and ocher official agents sent to 
T exas by the administratio_n of President 
Polk were most lavish of their averments 
of what the federal government would do 
for Texas so soon as the consummation of 
annexation would enable chem to execute 
their promises. Among the most distin
guished of these official ai?ents were ex
Governor Yell of Arkansas, General Wick
liff of Kentucky, and Commodore Stockton 
of the United States Navy. The promises 
were, among others, to clear out our rivers 
for navigation, to deepen the entrances of 
our harbors, to build light-houses on our 
coast for commerce, to erect military works, 
fortifications for the defense of the coast, to 
execute important works of internal im
provement, and to do various and sundry 
other good things for Texas which were 
beyond our means, or which they could do 
for us better than we could ourselves. 

"Under the fostering protection of the 
United States it was gloriously prophesied, 
with spread-eagle magniloquence, that capi
tal would flow into Texas in ocean streams 
to develop and utilize our incalculable nat
ural resources. Employment, wealth, pros
perity would reign in this land. H ere in 
the West, lay the inexhaustible Orient. It 
would afford the administration in Wash
ington its chiefest pleasure to do all goodly 
things for us. I can vouch for these facts. 
They are known to me of personal knowl
edge. Mayor D onelson and Governor Yell 
expatiated on these promises in my hearing! 

"There was in Texas, a party composed 
of gentlemen of great ability, of former 

public services, of high ambition, of ardent 
imaginations, of lofty patriotism, opposed 
to the administration of Sam Houston and 
of Anson Jones, with the unreasonable 
energy so often characteristic of party con
tests. They were out of office which they 
coveted and the success of the Houstonian 
policy, 'crowned with peace, seemed to in
sure indefinite continuance in power of the 
Houston party and indefinite exclusion of 
the leaders of the opposing party. The 
promises of high office, made to them by 
annexation emissaries, told on these gentle
men. In the opposition also were adven
turous spirits whose day dreams were of 
war-like expeditions, men as bold, as ardent, 
as Cortez or-Pizzaro, whose fancies revelled 
in desperate battles and in imaginary plun
der of the halls of the Montezumas. The 
pacific policy of H ouston, long and solid 
peace with Mexico, sounded a farewell , rhe 
occupation gone, for these restless spirits. 
War came, but alas for their dreams, it 
was waged under other auspices, other 
leaders, other counsels, in none of which 
they had part" . 

Donelson' s propaganda was suc
ceeding. Houston was charged with 
having taken British gold, and 
openly accused of treason, bribery 
and corruption! 

Anson Jones, President of the 
Republic, was forced to call a COil

vention and an extra session of 
Congress, due to threat of ejection 
from office. The convention of the 
people, meeting in Austin on July 
4th, ratified annexation with a 
shout, Congress indorsed with only 
one dissenting vote, and a consti
tution framed by the convention, 
received equally unanimous approv
al in October. The President approv
ed the document on December 29th, 
and necessary legislation extended 
the laws of the United States over 
what had been the Republic of 
Texas. Mexico, branding the act as 
a rape of her territory, declared war! 

(To be Continued) 

Marvelous-They All Say 
During the E?'hibiti_on of .the Virginia ~hi

latelic Federation m Richmond, en~mg 
November 17, a limited number of specially 
prepared envelopes were cacheted and can
celled at the Post Office in the Exhibition hall . 

T hese envelopes were made from panes of 
70 stamps printed from the electro of the 
"Five" altered to "Ten" cent of the Confed
erate General Issues. It is a r emarkable 
example of a "home-made" War-Between-the
States cov er, and is perhaps .the most unusual 
modern exhibition piece obtainable. 

Less than fifty are on hand for sale. 
Price $1.00 each, or three for $2.00. 

STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING 
109 East Cary St., Richmond, Va. 
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u. s. MINT u. s. 
219d .. ... 1.25 
344 . ... . .. 15 
348 ....... 11 
353 ...... 1.15 
383 ....... 05 
384 ...... . 06 
386 ....... 55 

m::::::3:g~ 
392 ...... . 90 
408 ..... . . 06 
409 ....... 06 
410 ....... 04 
412 ....... 0'9 
+41. . . .... 05 
442 ........ 50 
443 ... ...• 75 
447 ....... 60 
448 . . ... .. 04 
449 •...... 14 
452 ....... 05 

453 . . .... . 24 
457a . •...• 60 
458 ....... 40 
463 . ...••. 08 
486 ....... 02 
487 ..... . . 04 
487a ...... 19 
489 ....... 06 
490 ....... 02 
491. ...... 14 
493 ....... 07 
495 .. .... . 14 
496 ....... 12 
497 .... . . . 24 
504 .. .... . 11 
507. . . . . . .25 
509 ....... 16 
551. .... . . 02 
552 ....... 02 
553 ... . . . . 05 
554 ....... 06 
557 ....... 30 

558 ....... 30 
559 ... . ..• 15 
560. • • • . • .30 
561. ...... 20 
562 ....... 35 
565 .••.• ~ .30 
567 ....... 32 
568 .•..... 36 
597 .. . .. .. 07 
598. . . . . . .03 
599 ....... 03 
600 .....•. 07 
601. ... .. . 06 
602 ......• 07 
603 .....•• 14 
604 ......• 07 
605 .. . .. .. 03 
606. . . . . . .03 
686. . . . . . .03 
687 ....... 05 
121 . .. .... o~ 
722 .....•. 04 

Send us your want list. We want to 
buy stamps. What have you to offer? 

RIAL TO STAMP CO. 
109\/i W. 42nd St., New York 

Queens Stamp Co. 
Our new United States Commemorative price 

list is now ready, and will be sent upon 
request. 

Box 182, JAMAICA, N. Y. 

U.S. Color Error 
11/zc. Violet Envelope 

Around 800 copies of the 1 Y, violet ci 0cul~r 
die envelope have been located. This IS 
printed in the violet of the 3c. insread of the 
normal brovvn. All copies are on size 6, win
dow envelope and we offer a magnificent 
entire unused copy at a special p rice of $4.00. 

If you are looking for anyrhrng else in the 
'vay of U. S. postal or revenue issues your 
"·ant list is solicited. Our stock of U . S. is 
unsurpassed. 

We are in the market at all times to pur
chase anything outstanding or unusual in the 
way of U. S. issues. 

PHILIP H. WARD, JR. 
1616 Walnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 

Free !- John J, Colhictor- Free ! 
Whether you be John, Joe, Jim, 

Bill, Bohunkus, "Skinny", "Fatty", 
or whoever you be, you will he in
terested in this as a stamp collector: 

Starting immediately, the pub
lishers of STAMP AND COVER COL
LECTING will give a twenty-word 
classified advertisement for every 
renewal, extension or new subscrip
tion received. 

Just send in one dollar with a 
twenty-word classified advertise
ment and it will be published in the 
next issue without cost. 

Perhaps, there are some stamps 
you need to fill a few blank spaces 
-advertise for them. Maybe you 
wish to exchange with other collec
tors- advertise the fact. 

T hat's the story. Just send your 

~ 
twenty-word classified copy, "At
tention of our Subscription Depart
ment." Write plainly. 
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Virginia·Federation's Exhibit 
The popularity of stamp collect

ing in Virginia was attested by the 
large crowds of v1s1tors who 
thronged the exhibition hall on the 
second floor of the Richmond Pub
lic Library to view the widely varied 
exhibits of stamps displayed in the 
Third Annual Show of the Virginia 
Philatelic Federation. 

Philatelic experts who vis~ted the 
stamp show on the opening day pro
nounced it one of the finest exhibits 
ever seen in Richmond. 

A majority of the exhibitors are 
members of the Richmond Stamp 
Club, but Lynchburg and Peters
burg also were represented by at
tractive exhibits. 

Stamp collectors and students of 
philately who thronged the exhibi
tion hall were welcomed by a com
mittee representing the Richmond 
Stamp Club, of which R. R. Walker 
is chairman, and officers of the 
Federation. 

One of the largest and most 
varied collections in the show was 
contributed by August Dietz, Sr., of 
Richmond. It includes stamps of 
almost every type and denomination. 

Another interesting collection, 
obtained through the courtesy of 
Third Assistant Postmaster-General 
C. B. Eilenberger, who has general 
supervision of all stamp issues, and 
Postmaster Clyde W. Saunders, of 
Richmond, shows the entire current 
postal issue of the United States, in
cluding air mail, special delivery 
and commemorative stamps. 

A wards to exhibitors, announced 
by the board of judges, follow: 

United States stamps, section 1-A, 
nineteenth century, first place, 
Howard E. Jackson. 

United States stamps, twentieth 
century, first place, Charles L. Hof
mann. 

United States (Hawaiian), first 
place, Albert Horwitz. 

United States revenue stamps, 
first place, J. Pope Nash. 

United States, nineteenth century 
covers, first place, C. L. Hofmann. 

Confederate States, award to 
August Dietz, Sr. , for his war-time 
covers. 

Great Britain and Colonies, award 
to R.R. Walker, for Newfoundland 
exhibit. 

Other European countries: A ward 
to W. W. B. Yuhase, fo r Hungarian 
display. 

NorthAmerican countries: Award 
to R. Jack Greene, for Canadian 
collection. 

All other Nations: Award to Mrs. 
R. R. Walker, Guatamala exhibit. 

United States air mail covers, 
award to Carter Glass, Jr. , Lynch
burg. 

Pre-cancelled stamps, general col
lection, Alfred Haase; specialized 
collection of pre-cancelled stamps, 
Sam S. Rosendorf, Jr. 

Battleship covers, D . R. Markoff; 
metered mail exhibit, L. W . Gib
bon; U. S. post-cards, L. 0. White, 
firs t; B. B. Morgan, second. 

An educational display assembled 
by Charles L. Hofmann won first 
place in the specialty list, with an 
exhibit by J. N. Pierce ranking 
second. 

Awards to junior exhibitors were 
as follows: United States stamps, 
Jacob M. Van Doran; second place, 
Roger Walke third, Collie Goolsby. 
Foreign stamps-Miss Betty Sharp, 
first place; J. Hatcher, second, and 
Roger Walke, third. 

ELECTION OF OFFICERS 

The following officers were elect
ed for the ensuing year: 

Herbert Jackson, President Geo. 
F. Scheer, Vice-President Chas. L. 
Hofmann, Secretary-Treasurer; Al
fred Haase, Publicity Director. The 
Board of Directors will be appointed 
by the incoming President. Peters
burg, Va. has been tentatively se
lected for the 1935 Convention and 
Exhibition. 

Sw·azieland Mint 
SARAWAK, ZANZIBAR, 
AUSTRALIA, CANADA, 

and ten other stamps f'rom British 
colonies-

all for 5c. (unused stamps or coin) to 
approval applicants sending one good 
reference. Set of 2 Corea (scarce) for 
5c. extra to purchasers of above. 

IMPERIAL STAMP COMPANY 

Box 74-S, Chester, P enna. 

A SELEGT GONSIGNMENT OF 
STAMPS 

for your approval, upon request. A rare set 
free to those sending postage. 

IDEAL ST AMP CO. 
418 Maumee Ave., TOLEDO, OHIO 

MYSTERY PACKET 
100 Side Line Items such as M. & M. Tob., 

Cig., Reg., For. and U. S. Entires and Cut
Squares, also Postal Cards, Seals, Posters, Red 
Cross, Private T. B. Seals, Canals, Slogans, 
Mono., P . 0. Stationery, etc., etc. 

PRICE, $1.00. 
FENIMORE STAMP CO. 

87 Nassau Street, New York City 

WANTED 
YOUR OVERSTOCK OF U. S. STAMPS 

FOR THE NEW 
SCOTT'S U. S. CATALOG 

Send us $2.50 in stamps, any kind as long 
as rhey can be used for postage and we will 
send you the catalog postpaid. 

J. MERRITT BRUNDIGE 
1710 Home Savings Bank ALBANY, N. Y. 

SCARCE HA. WAII ! ! ! 
BOLIVIA TRIANGLE l 

Packiet of unusual stamps containing old 
Hawaii and scarce Bolivia triangle, famous 
Money Stamp (printed on cardboard and also 
used as currency!) ; airmails from Mexico and 
Paraguay ; Map, Ship, Animal, Commemora
tives, etc. No Europe! Only lOc. to approval 
appUcants ! 

DeSoto Stamp & Coin Co. 
105 N. Clark Street, CHICAGO, ILL. 

FINLAND "the country. that pays", offers 
' much of interest to stamp 

coll ectors. 
Send one dollar bill to us) and we will send 

you by return mail, free ot postage 
500 FINNISH STAMPS 

among which are at least 75 different kinds. 
Single stamps as w ell as series available. 
Price-List on request. 

AGENT 0 R C 0. 
KoTKANKATU 8, HELSINGFORS, FINLAND, 

EUROPE. 

EL PERU FILATELICO 
Bi-Monthly Review 

Official Organ of the "Centro Filate1ico" of PerU 
ln every number articLes on the different 

issues of Peril, as well as a General Catalo~ue 
of the Stamps of Peru, in Spanish and E nglish. 

Membership subscription, per annum, U. S. 
$1.0(t-(one U. S. Dollar). 

Address all correspondence regarding sub
scriptions and advertisements to 

APARTADO No. 2177 
LIMA, PERU, S. A. 
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Confederate lOc. Bisects 
BY THE EDITOR 

~c n~ 

I AM tempted to issue an "Open 
Letter to Counterfeiters and 
Fakirs of Confederate Material," 

and have its text run about thusly : 

D EAR OLD D ERELICTUS: 

I am sorry to see you degenerate to the 
level of a piker. As long as you manufac
tured things that baffied me for a time, and 
put it over on the suckers whose greed 
blinded them to the first rudiments of 
caution, you assumed the dignity of an 
artist, and I admired your skill. You were 
a foe worthy of my steel. But now- oh, 
say, you are a cheap skate. You are lower
ing your standard . You must be hard prest 
for a few dollars. You are not even clever 
-you make it so easy for me that I am 
almost ashamed to accept the fee for trap
ping you. Upham and Petri were patricians 
in comparison. You are so ordinary-just 
"plebs." Why, a generous kick in the pants 
would be a compliment-Phooey! 

As I open the letters that con -
stantly bring to me covers for ex
amination, I am amazed at the 
brazeness of the present-day fakers 
of Confederate material, Red-brown 
Twos, Twenties and their Bisects 
are the commoner things that are 
sent for examination and opinion. 
Some of these are most cleverly 
"planted," but in every case the 
"manufacturer" seems to be a bit 
foggy on his history. N orfolk and 
West Virginia postmarks on Con
federate covers in 1863 do not quite 
fit in with the authentic story of the 
W ar Between the States-unless I 

have been reading the wrong books 
-and bisected 1863 ten-cent stamps 
on 1861 covers are about "the last 
straw that broke the camel's back." 
It reminds me of that volume
"H istory of the World W ar," by 
Jeff. Davis. 

And the case becomes more griev
ous when men, popularly recognized 
to be "authorities"-both dealers 
and collectors- are led to think such 
material could possibly be genuine. 

The case before me is represented 
by two covers, each franked with a 
bisected Type I 10-cent stamp of 
1863, in addition to the well-known 
Richmond handstamped "Paid 5 
cts." of 1861. One of these covers 
is here illustrated. The other, a 
pale blue folded letter-sheet, bears 
the same handstamp, bisect and 
postmark, and is addressed: "Miss 
Minnie Boyce, Winnsboro, Fairfield 
Dist., South Carolina." 

It is quite remarkable that the last 
figure in the year of the Richmond 
canceller on both pieces should be 
too faint for recognition! But this 
fault has been somewhat awkwardly 
remedied by a pencilled "3," mak
ing the date appear "1863." Both 
bisects are "tied on" with the same 
grid! 

The envelope contains no enclos
ure from which a date might be 
established, and the letter part of 

the folded-sheet has been removed 
for the same .reason. 

The deception is really too palp
able for serious consideration, and 
any argument advanced in support 
of the case becomes ludicrous in 
face of the facts. 

The "Paid 5 cts" is authentic and 
establishes the date of mailing as 
1861. The postmark is genuine but 
has been altered from 1861 to 1863 
to " justify" the use of a stamp is
sued in that year. But as Richmond 
was never without this commodity 
from October 16, 1861 to the close 
of the war, and the letter rate being 
ten cents, the need of a five-cent 
stamp, supplied by bisecting a ten, 
is inconceivable. 

But still more incomprehensible 
-I repeat-is the fact that "ex
perts" have apparently been de
ceived by this clumsy fabrication 
and expressed a belief in its authen
ticity and even tried to explain 
"how it happened!" 

---01---

Careful of this Pair 
An unusually attractive cover, 

bearing a pair "Tens" and addressed 
to Mr. Alexander Meize, Berea 
P. 0., Granville Cot. , N. C., post
marked Richmond, Va., Jan 6, in 
blue, is floating around, a lucious 
bait for bargain hunters. 

The stamps are genuine, but the 
postmark is faked. Richmond never 
employed a canceller of this type, 
nor used blue ink during the period 
indicated by the date. 

---C8J-

Better have rare and odd Con
federate material examined before 
closing the deal. 
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Our Monthly Puzzle 
Try your luck! Here's a delightfully fascinating game. You may 

need the assistance of fellow-collectors in correctly working the puzzle. 
But find the r ight answer-it's fun! 

To the first five readers who send in the correct answer we will give a 
fine cacheted cover priced at $1.00. Send to Contest Editor, STAMP AND 
COVER COLLECTING, Richmond, Va. 

It is a Fact 
7hat 

CIRCLE 
PUZZLES 

GIVE YOU 
FACTS 

COPYRIGHT, 1933, BY 
P. P. SAUNIER 

RICHMOND, 
VA. 

if you fill in all the words in the " Circle Puzzle" from the outside 
toward the center (all five-letter words) and then read the outside circle 
of letters (A) from 1 to 32 plus the circle of letters ( D) from 1 to 32 

YOU WILL LEARN AN INTERESTING FACT. 

l. Ten minus seven. 17. Ruffile worn on the front of a woma.1's 
2. Place of refuge. 
3. Occurrence. 
4. Sac; pocket. 
5. Constellation containing the star "Rigel". 
6. Walk pompously. 
7. Poss. Pronoun and ad jective. 
8. Lessen. 
9 . Largest river in France. 

10. Free; unloose. 
11. At no time. 
12. i. e. (Latin). 
13. Bulb of the Allium family. 
14. Mid-days. 
15. Cain's Brother (poss). 

dress. 
18. Turn end upwards . 
19. Distance; interval between objects. 
20. Melodies . 
21. Impair; injure. 
22. Lower part of the face (plu). 
23. Applies heat ro. 
24. First letter of the Greek Alphabet. 
25 . Makes a loud noise. 
26. Sorrow. 
27. Go into. 
28. Remains. 
29. German Raider of the World War. 
30. Attempt; try . 
31. One of three equal parts. 

16. Work Horses. 32. Junction of the hand and the arm. 

If you want a book of these fascinating "Circle Puzzles send lOc. to 
Puzzle Department, STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING, Box 125, Station A, 
Richmond, Virginia. 
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Fine Used U. S. Blocks of 4 
Scott No. Price 
309 1902-3, 15c. olive-green ...•••..•. $1.80 
320b 1903, 2c. scarlet imperforate ...... 2.60 
379 1910, 6c. red-orange .............. 1.20 
399 1912-15, 5c. Pan Pacific ..... ..... 1.9S 
400 1912-15, lOc. oran&e Pan Pacific .. 3.50 
403 1915, Sc. Pan Pacific perf. 10 .... 1.75 
404 1915, lOc. Pan Pacific perf. 10 .... 5.25 
474 1916-17, 12c. claret-brown .... ... . 1.10 
532a 1918-20 , 2c. type VI imperforate .. 2.75 
547 1920, $2 carmine and black, full 

cross center line. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8. 50 
130-33 Uruguay 1897, commemorative, 

complete . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2. 50 
Send for our Price-List of U. S. and 

Depend.encies. Try us with a Want List of 
Foreign stamps. 

M. HERBERT & CO. 
80 NASSAU ST., NEW YORK 

40th Auction Sale 
November 24th and 26th 

GENE RAL COLLECTION 

40TH AUCTION SALE 
November 24th 

Illustrated Catalogs Sent on R equest. 
W ANTED-U. S. "Coll ections and 
Rarities" and remember that immediate 
payment is made. Cash to any amount 
is available for important purchases. 

Y. SOUREN CO. 
384 Park Ave., NEW YORK CITY 

FILL THOSE XIX CENTURY SPACES 
With Beautiful, Bright, Superb 

U . S. PLATE PROOFS 
OFFICIAL UNUSED STAMPS PROOF PRICES 
DEPARTMENTS Catalog Card India 
Agriculture, set of 9 .. . $ 58.00 $4.50 $8 .00 
Executive, set of 5 .•... 110.00 3.50 6.50 
I nterior set of 10..... 18.45 3.75 7.00 
Justice,' set of 10 . ... .. 137.50 5.25 9.50 
Navy, set of 11.... ... 78.00 5.00 9.00 
Post Office, set of 10.. 16.75 3.75 7.00 
State, se t of 11........ 67.50 4.75 9.00 
State, $2.00... . . . . . . . . . 50.00 !. 7 5 3.00 
State, $5.00 . ......... . 350.00 3.00 6.00 
State, $10 .00 .......... 175.00 2.00 4.00 
State $20.00. . . . . . . . . . 17 5.00 2.25 4. 50 
Trca~ury set of 11.... 26.90 4.00 7.50 
~la r, set' of 11........ 89.00 4.75 .8.50 

I can furn'.sh nearly all plate proofs listed 
in the new U. S. CATALOGUE. Also many 
interesting £~says un approval. Stnd me your 
want \is·. 

CLARENCE WILSON BRAZER 
LANSDOWNE, PA. 

u. s. STAMPS ON PARADE u. s. 
The following good used United States 

stamps @ 1 oent per stamp. Scott's Nos. 
15 8, 184, 210, 212, 220, 230, 231, 250, 267, 
279, 279b, 300, 30 1, 319, 331, 332, 374, 375, 
405, 406, 424, 425, 490, 491, 498, 499, 501 , 
503, 504, 510, 529, 55 1, 552, 553, 554, 555, 
556, 557, 562, 564, 566, 567, 597, 598, 599, 
600, 604, 611, 632, 633, 634, 635, 636, 637, 
638, 640, 642, 653, 684, 685, 686, 687, 690, 
693, 698, 702, 704, 705, 706, 707, 708, 709, 
710, 711, 715, 716, 717, 718, 720, 721, 724, 
725, 726, 727, 728, 729, 732, 736, 737, 1311, 
I 316, 1451, 1901, 1904, 2267, 2268, 2269, 2270,. 

All stamps guaranteed satisfactory or your 
money refunded. Postage extra on orders un
der $1.00. Send satisfactory references and a 
request for an approval selection with your 
order, and receive a copy of 4169, or 4218, free. 

CURBRO STAMP CO. 
Att. HELEN DAVlS 

6933 Kelly St., PITTSBURGH, PA . 
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ADDENDA 

A SPECIALIZED CATALOG 
OF THE 

POSTAGE STAMPS 
OF THE 

Confederate States of America 
Printed and Published by 

The Dietz Printing Co., Richmond, Va. 

COPYRIGHT, 1928 
THE DIETZ PRINTING CO. 

RICHMOND, VA. 

CONTRIBUTORS THIS MONTH: 

The material listed in this month's instalment 
of our Catalog was submitted by Dr. M. Y. 
Dabney, M essrs. Milton Moses and Charles L. 
Hofmann. 

FLORIDA 
Fernandina, Fla. 

PAID 
5 

Sc. handstamp, black................... 10.00 

Madison C. H., "Flo." 

®®10 
lOc. handstamps, black....... .. ......... 10.00 

GEORGIA 
Milledgeville, Ga. 

PAID 

JO 
!Oc. · hand stamps, black .............. ···· 5.00 

Washington, Ga. 

PAID JO 
!Oc. handstamps, black ..... . ......... ·.. S.00 

LOUISIANA 

Natchitoches, La. 

Sc. handstamps, black . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . S.00 

Greensburg, La. 

PAID 5 
Sc. handstamps, black . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S.00 

MISSISSIPPI 
Fulton, Miss. 

Sc. handstamp, black. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 5.00 

Miss. City, Miss. 

PAID 

® 
Sc. handstamps, black . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.00 

VIRGINIA 
Rapid Ann Station, Va. 

PAID 

10 
!Oc. handstamps, black. ... .. ............ 5.00 

Lynchburg, Va. 

q ~I() 
20 

20c. handstamp, blue........ . ........... 10.00 

Collectors of Confederates are urged 
to submit new finds in Varieties, es
pecially "Paids," for listing in this 
Cata log. Regis ter and enclose recurn 
postage and registration fee . There is 
no charge for illustra ting and listing. 

~I---

New British Guianas 
An attractive set of thirteen pic

torials has been issued for this 
Colony, two of which have been 
selected for illustrations. It consists 
of the following values: 

le. green. 
2c. chocolate. 
3c. carmine. 
4c. slate-violet. 
6c. deep ultramarine. 

l 2c. orange. 
2 4c. purple. 

48c. black. 
50c. green. 
60c. chocolate. 
72c. purple. 
96c. black. 
$1. bright violet. 

"Siteb" 
The Royal Federation of the phi

latelic circles of Belgium, with the 
endorsement of the International 
Federation of Philately, is organiz
ing, at Brussels, for the 25th May 
to the 3rd June, 1935 an Interna
tional Salon of Stamps, as well as an 
International Exhibition of Stamps 
of Belgium and the Belgian Congo 
- "Siteb." 

At the Salon of Stamps there will 
be found the most reputed collec
tions from the point of view of 
study and reference. 

There will only be admitted to 
the Salon collections that have been 
solicited by the Committee of Or
ganization of the "Siteb". 

The Committee will get together 
collections of different countries, 
and thus offer to visitors as vast and 
interesting a field as possible. 

The International Exhibition of 
Stamps of Belgium and the Belgian 
Congo will be open to collectors of 
the whole world. Classes and divis
ions will be provided in sufficient 
number to allow everyone to pre
sent his collection in such a way as 
to be in competition with other 
similar exhibits of importance. 

The Committee of the "Siteb" has 
chosen for these important demon
strations the admirable setting of 
the Pali as des Beaux Arts at Brussels. 

In Palais des Beaux Arts will also 
be held, at the same time, the first 
International Exhibition of the 
Press and of Philatelic Literature 
"Liphonprex", organized by the 
F. I. P. P., of which the headquar
ters is at Turin, Italy. 

These exhibitions, which will 
coin~ide with the Universal and In
ternational Exhibition at Brussels 
19 3 5, will not fail to attract a great 
many visitors. 

Persons desiring to receive bro
chures and notices giving full de
tails from the "Siteb" are requested 
to write to the President of the 
Executive Committee, Mr. Armand 
Ruhl, 2 rue de la Revolution, 
Brussels, Belgium. 
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Seller Beware! 
BY A. PALMER BAKER 

~r------------·~ 

'' I T may still be depression time to 
you, but to me the skies are rosy 
and the money is about to flow." 

"Sounds like too many 'Annie 
Rooneys' to me. Why the bubbling 
enthusiasm?" 

'Tm going to sell Jay Edgerton 
our complete line of canned goods, 
and here's where I leave you to get 
his signature on the dotted line," 
said Patsy Dolan as he and Eddie 
Foy stopped in front of the Edger
ton Emporium. Everything For The 
Inner and Outer Man'. 

"You don't mean you are going 
to try to take Edgerton away from 
the 'Self-help Canneries' do you?" 

"Sure. And why not? It's all in 
the approach, and I've got the right 
slant on that now." 

"Brother, you aren't going to get 
to first base. Why every new sales
man in this territory tries to contact 
that guy as soon as he hits town, 
and you can't touch him with a ten
foot pole." 

'TU bet I make a sale, Eddie. 
What do you say?" 

"Ridiculous kid. Come on, give 
up the idea. Let's go down to the 
'Elite' and shoot a game of pool. 
I'll spot you ten points." 

"Nothing doing. I'm getting 
Edgerton this afternoon." 

"You' re so sure, I'm beginning to 
think there's something in it. How 
are you going to snare this guy?" 

"His hobby, Eddie. I'm going to 
play up that. It gets 'em every time." 

"Sounds foolish to me. How 
does this Edgerton spend his spare 
time?" 

"Stamp collecting. The boys over 
at the hotel say he's got the best 
collection in this neck of the woods, 
and is as proud as a peacock about 
it." 

"Where do you come in? I didn't 
think you fell for that stuff." 

"Oh, I used to collect the things 
when I was a kid. I still know a 

little about it and all I have to do is 
get him started and he' 11 do the rest." 

"It doesn't sound so hot to me. 
Come on let's play that game of 
pool." 

"If you're so sure I'll flop, why 
don't you bet? I've got ten bucks 
that says I win." 

'TH take you on and wait right 
here to see you come flying out that 
door on your ear." 

"O. K. here I go, and I'll come 
out standing up." 

It was chilly on the corner and 
after fifteen minutes of waiting 
Eddie wished he had gone right on 
to the pool hall. Another fifteen 
minutes passed, the wind was cut
ting to the bone and still no Patsy 
Dolan. Eddie was ready to quit. 
He had tried t_o talk to Edgerton a 
dozen times and was shown the door 
in nothing flat. Maybe there was 
something in this hobby racket. 
He'd have to look into it and maybe 
change his brand of salesmanship. 

Another fifteen minutes passed 
and Eddie still waited. The lamp 
post and the cop lounging against 
the building across the street were 
taking on the familiarity of old 
home week. If ten bucks wasn't in
volved Eddie would have walked 
away, but ten bucks was ten bucks 
these days, so he stuck around. 

Maybe Patsy had gone out the 
back door. Eddie remembered that 
he was never a very forward guy at 
admitting he was licked. Eddie was 
just deciding to walk on when the 
door opened and Patsy stepped out. 
His face was wreathed in smiles that 
told of intense satisfaction. Eddie 
knew he was licked but decided to 
hear the fateful words. 

"So you sold the old vulture after 
all?" 

"Huh, what's that?" 
"So you sold Edgerton after all?" 
"Sell him? No he had enough 

canned goods in stock to last until 
next spring, but look what I bought 
from him. The sweetest little bunch 
of stamps I've had since I was a kid. 
You ought to take up stamp collect
ing Eddie, it's great stuff." 

D ollfuss Memorial 
The 24gr. Dollfuss memorial 

stamp, mentioned last month, has 
come to hand. It is printed in 
black and conforms in design and 
shape to the Poets' series. The 
smiling portrait of Dollfuss in an 
upright rectangular frame is sur
rounded by oak and laurel leaves, 
which spread out from the emblem 
of his political party-the "Jerusa
lem Cross." Like all Austrian 
stamps, the workmanship is very fine. 

~1--

German Charity Set 
This year's charity set was placed 

on sale November 5th and depicts 
men of the producing classes. The 
values and colors are as follows: 

3+2 Rpfg ., brown- Merchant. 
3+2 " dark gray- Smith. 
5+ 2 light green- Mason. 
6+ 4 dark green- Miner. 
s+4 orange-Architect. 

12+ 3 red-brown-Peasant. 
20+10 " blue-black-Researcher. 
25+15 " blue-Artist. 
40+35 " lilac-Judge. 

The designs are by Prof. Spiegel. 
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Golden Jubilee-Auction No. 50 
O/fering-
U. S. and Confederates, on and off cover. B. C . Collection on cover. 
Air Mail Rarities and Errors. Seapost Rarities-Early 19th. 
Pioneer Flights of the World. Early First Days. 
19th Century Class ics. Pioneer Air Mail Crashes. 

Air Mail Historical F lights and Association Items- Including piece of the 
"Spirit of St. Louis", Lindbergh signature as "Slim", signed photos of 
famous fliers, and covers flown on many historical flights-Trans-polar, 
Oceanic, etc. 

This Sale celebrates No. 50 of our special ized auction service, featuring air 
mails, and the more inte1 esting items of general philately. 

To be held at St. Louis, December 17. 
M ail bids conscientiously handled.-Ask for the Catalog. 

DONALD E. DliCKASON- THE BERKSHIRE EXCHANGE 
WOOSTE R, OHIO 

UNUSED PICTORIALS 
Armenia, 273 -277 . ..... . . .. Cat. $ .72 
Bavaria, 238-254 .. . ........... . 1.14 
Bosnia 105-119 .... .. .... . . ...... 73 
Cameroons, 130-134, 146. . . . . . . . .49 
Danzig, 1-1 5, No. 7 . . . .. . .... . . 1.17 
France! 411 . .. .. . . . . . .... . ... .. .50 
Guade oupe, 54-58 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .46 
Japan, 158-159.... ... ... . ...... .18 
Liechtenstein, 4-9. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .1 8 
Montenegro 74-85 . . . . • . . . . . . . . . .38 

yassa 51-60 . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .49 
Reunion, 60-64. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .24 
Somali Coast 80-84. . ........ . . . .27 
St. Pierre 79-83......... . ... . .. .46 
Ubangi, 1-5 . .... . . . .. . .. . .. .. . . .26 
Upper Volta, 1-8... ..... .. . . ... .89 
Venezuela, 245-247. . ... . . . .. ... .26 
Wallis and Fdrtuna, 1-5 . .. .... . .20 

VISTA ST AMP CO. 

$ .30 
.35 
.25 
.10 
.40 
.10 
.10 
.08 
.07 
.20 
.23 
.OS 
.08 
.10 
.08 
.25 
.10 
.06 

160 N. Vista St., Los A ngeles, Calif. 

NOT CACHETS 
BUT P ICTORIAL E NVELOPES AS COVERS 
with first day date from first day of issue 
postoflices for new U. S. Issues. Samples and 
prices on request. 

ALBERT B. PARSONS 

H yattsville, Md. 

,,. Mailed from Christmas Island, 
South Pacific, Via Papeete , a Beautiful Two .. 
Color CACHET COVER with a CHRIST
MAS ISLAND ancl Tahatian stamp cancelled 
on CHRISTMAS DAY. Send 35¢ NOW to 

Sierra Stamp 6 Cover Service 
Dept T . , 6 29 Gough Street 

San Francisco, California , U.S. A. ~ 

A REAL BARGAIN ! ! ! 
For the Specializ ing Collector in Loose-Leaf Album Pages 

A s long as they las t, we offer the following to the collector and dealer : 
No. 100: A quadrilled sheet, artistically printed in two colors (pal e blue 

and gray) for mounting of specialized collections. The full size of the sheet 
is 8x9Yz inches. The border (gray) is 5%x8 inches. The quadrilling is 
4-15/ 16x7-3/ 16 inches. The paper was specially made for these - pages and is 
equal to a 32-lb. l edger. There is ampl e margin on the left of the sheet for 
punching or inserting in any type of binder. 

Binders may be secured from various sources to fit this sheet, however we 
do not handle them. It is an excellent buy for the collector who is now special
izing or who wishes to properly mount his collection on very attractive pages. 

Prices: 100 sheets, or less, 3c. each_. 100 to 250 sheets 2Y2c. each. 250 or 
more 2c. each. 

No. 200: This sheet is not quadrilled, but has a very handsome gray border. 
The sheet siz e is 10xll inches, and the border size is 6%x8Yz inches. The 
paper for this was also specially made and is equal to a 100-lb. Index board. 

For specialized collections we believe this No. 200 is without a parallel. 
It makes a very attractive page for artistic mounting. Ample margin is on the 
left-hand s ide for punching or inserting into any cover. Binders may be secured 
to fit this size sheet, however we do not sell them. 

Prices: 100 sheets, or less, Sc. 100 to 250 sheets 4c. 250 or more 3Yzc. each. 
Samples will gladly be sent upon request for 3c. 

ST AMP AND COVER COLLECTING 
109 EAST CARY STREET RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 
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Liechtenstein 
The collector of Liechtenstein's 

attractive stamps will now add a 
miniature sheet of one stamp, issued 
on the occasion of the Agricultural 
Exhibition in Vaduz. The sheet 
measures 105x125 mm. The stamp 
shows the arms. of Liechtenstein, 
value 5 Francs, printed in chocolate 
brown, perf. 12, no watermark. 

Jj . 

. 
llfi (IJ' i kt'?l_il, 

Swiss Pro Juventute 
This year's Pro Juventute stamps 

again portray types of beauties from 
the Cantons and a commemorative 
with the portrait of Albrecht Haller, 
famous Swiss physiologist, botanist 
and poet. 

---c8J1--

Begin your subscription now with 
the new volume. Only $1 the year. 
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Announcing 
Fall Publications for Book Lov ers 
Poe and The Southern Literary Messenger 

By DAVID K. JACKSON 

A remarkable study of Edgar Allan Poe and the outstanding literary maga
zine of the day. Handsomely printed and bound in a limited edition of 500 copies. 
Advance subscription price $3.50. Ready November r. 

Virginia Silhouettes 
By MRS. GEORGE P. COLEMAN 

For the first time the letters pertaining to Colonial slavery have been un
earthed in the famous Tucker House in Williamsburg, Va., and published in 
book form. An outstanding contribution to American letters. Full of tid-bits 
for the student and historian. Price $3. 50. Ready November IO. 

Legends of Virginia Lawyers. 
By JOHN H. GWATHMEY 

Another of Mr. Gwathmey's well-known collection of Virginia folk-lore. A 
book that every lawyer and lover of early Virginia will appreciate. Mr. Gwath
mey's former books, Legends of Virginia Courtho uses and Justice John were 
among the leading Southern sellers last year and the first editions became exhausted 
in several weeks. Price $z.50. Ready N ovember 20. 

Cavaliers and Pioneers 
By NELL MARION N UGEN T 

These are the abstracts of the Virginia Land Grants and Patents published for 
the first time in five volumes. Handsomely printed a·nd bound. For complete 
details write for a prospectus describing the work. 

Send remittances and orders to-

THE DIETZ PRESS 
109 E ast Cary Street, RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 

1111 11~ 
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Confederate Control Marks 

Among the appreciative letters 
received in response to the article 
on "Control Marks on Confederate 
'Paids'," in the October number, 
one is of particular interest, since 
it presents an object I had not seen 
.before-and somewhat different 
from the rest. 

PAID 10 
The well-preserved piece is from 

the collection of Mr. H . C. Skinner 
of Chicago. The face of the cover 
bears the listed "Paid 1 O" (see 
Dietz Confederate Catalog, page 
96) and the well-known Green
ville C. H., S. C. postmark of 
October 10 ( 1861). 

,,.,. .... 
..C:.~r, ~ I .... . , . . 

. •t .: .... 0 ~ '[' "'!"> 
~ 1 v . .-,. 
~ ·C-J 
' s. c.. . 

On the back of the envelope, 
centering on the lower flap, appears 
another type of the Greenville C. 
H ., S. C. canceller, dated June 1. 

This is the first dated Control 
Mark I have seen, and since the 
five months' span between June and 
October requires some plausible ex
planation, I shall quote Mr. Skin
ner's letter, as I have no better 
solution to offer. 

D EAR MR. DIETZ: 

After reading you October article on 
Control Marks on Confederate Paids, I thot 
you would be interested in taking a look 
at the enclosed Greenville C.H. Paid which 
has a dated double circle back stamp that 
is entirely different from the usual Green
ville canceller. 

The back stamp date is June 1st and the 
postal date is Oct. 10th. It was my thot 

that the back stamp date probably repre
sented the date the postmaster sold the en
velop as the wide _difference i~ dates in
dicates that something like this must be 
the case. It may be that some individuals 
purchased these envelops in quantity and 
hoarded them in anticipation of a shortage. 

If this envelop was used in 1861, and my 
history is correct, then this would be a 
cover sold on the first day fol lowing the 
withdrawal of U. S. Postoffices from the 
South. 

I also checked up a Georgetown that I 
have with Control Marks and it agrees 
with your illustrations. 

Very truly yours, 
H. C. SKINNER, 

2346 S. D earborn St. , Chicago, Ill. 

The Editor will be grateful for 
discussions concerning this subject 
of Control Marks. He has, as yet, 
formed no definite opinion in the 
matter, but does believe these mark
ings on the reverse of Paid . covers 
have some specific significance, and 
should be separately classified. 

- - -C8:]<----

Honoring Schiller 
We have received from various 

correspondents in Germany the set 
of two commemoratives- 6 and 12 
Reichspfennig- marking the 175th 
anniversary of the birth of Friedrich 
von Schiller, one of Germany's 
greatest poets, dramatists and his
torians. The design, showing the 
profile of Schiller surrounded by 
laurel leaves, is most pleasing. 

Now, let us have a Gothe and a 
Heine commemorative set. 

---C8:]<---

Keep an Eye Skint 
Collectors should be on watch for 

a curious variety of the current 1 Yz
cent stamped envelope. It is printed 
in purple instead of brown and is 
worth $1 a specimen.-Washington 
Sunday Star. 
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T, T 18'"'-' ~~~ 
'l!JFREEA 
Large complete 36-page list, includ!ng British 

North America, Arrow and Center-hoe blocks, 
used blocks, etc. - -

U. S. LIBRARY 
Vol. I. Issues 1847-69 ............. .... $ .50 
Vol. IT. Issues 1870-93.......... . ..... .50 
Vol. Ill. Issues 1894-1900. ... ... ....... .50 
Vol. IV. 20th Century, Complete ... . ... . 1.00 

These volumes are indispensable to every U.S. 
collector, whether beginner or advanced student. 

ILLUSTRATED LIST OF U.S. AND B.N.A. 
Prices Proofs, Telegraph stamps, Center lines, 
LJSl'i etc., 50c. 

\10f7STANLEY GIBBONS, INC. 
38z PARK ROW, NEW YORK , N. Y. 

"An Introduction to 
St amp Collecting" 

A Handy Pocket Booklet that the beginner 
finds indispensable; thi rty-six pages of handy 
information for everybody. You' ll '"ant one 
to keep handy in your pocket at all times. 
Send 3c. stamp to cover cost of mailing. 

WEEKLY PHILATELIC 
GOSSIP 

Box 30, HOLTON, KANSAS 

Mother Day Flat Press 
Plate No. blocks of six mint, Agency stuff .50 
Used blocks of four, no plate number . . . .. 11 
5c. Aeronautics, u>ed blocks of fou r ....... 45 
Sc. Aeronautics, used blocks. one S. E .. .. . . 30 
Clark, used blocks of four . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .20 
Yorktown used blocks of four ........... 20 
Yorktovm' used blocks of four, line . ... ... 22 
Byrd perf. used blocks of four. ..... ... .. 11 
1 set nice used Biccnt. singles ......... . . 10 
10 nice used sets Bicent. singles ... ...... . . 75 

Postage extra under $r.oo. 

Please remit in M . 0. or unused stamp . 

R. E. FARR 
211 Morrison Ave., Hot Springo, Ark. 

:2c. Air Congress 
Lovely plate blocks of six, 

top or side, SOc. per plate. 

Geo. Rogers Clark 
Fine plate blocks of eight, 

top or bottom, SOc. a plate. 

A. C. TOWNSEND 

6229 Eddy Street, CHICAGO, ILL. 

Please mention S. AND C. C. 
when writing our advertisers. 
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i!rqr itutqrrfnril §tamp Q!lub 
A. P. S. CHAPTER No. 81 

Meets Every Monday Evening at 8 o'clock Except Holidays, 
at 287 Feronia Way, Rutherford, N. J. 

OFFICERS 

President, ADOLPH KLINCENSTDIN, 740 Hudson Ave., West New York, N. J. 
l'ice-President-0. G. REICHELT, Paramus, N. J. 
Secretary-S. LAKE P. 0. Box No. 136, Rutherford, N. J. 
Treasurer-]. J-1. G1ESECKE, 126 Prospect Place, Rutherford, N . J. 
Sales Manager, W. 0. STAEB, 287 Feronia Way, Ruth erford, N. J. 
Exchange Manag er, MONTROSE ERNST, 99 Nassau St., New York City. 
Cable Address-Staeb, Rutherford, N. J. 
Official Organ-STAMP AND COVER COLLECTIKG. 

DEAR MEMBER: 

Please give this letter your at.tention. Due 
to not reading our rules contained on the 
back of each circuit book, one of our mem
bers has been instrumental in causing us a 
large financial loss and poss ible loss of 
some members. 

Contrary to our rules to return circuits 
by express, properly insured, he sent it back 
by parcel post insured for only one hundred 
dollars. This package was stolen. Just be
cause he wanted to save a few cents and a 
few minutes time. Under the circumstances 
we are expected to assume a loss for his 
negligence. 

In the first place, the Post Office does 
not give the proper safeguards afld secondly 
our books are not acceptable for parcel 
post, because their ruling prohibits any 
writing to appear in the books except 
catalogue number, value and net price. Al
though certain Post Offices do accept such 
parcels, they do so because they are not 
aware of its contents . Several members 
even include in the parcel, the report slips 
and remittances in the form of checks or 
money-order. 

I enclose herewith our rules covering 
shipments and also a new form of receipt 
which must be properly signed and returned 
as soon as you receive the package. If this 
is not done. further shipments to you will 
not be made. 

Another point is to avoid the word 
"Stamp" on the package and it is advisable 
to address me personally in order to avoid 
undue attention to the contents of the 
package. 

Possibly you do not realize how difficult 
it is to operate a sales department and keep 
everyone satisfied. Perhaps you do receive 
books that do meet with _ your expectation; 
however, we do the bes t for all concerned 
with the material that is offered us. We 
try to get a good grade, realizing the im
portance of sending a desirable lot, so that 
you and your fellow collectors can derive 
the most out of vour membership. How
ever, please bear in mind that our books 
are not made from a dealer's stock, but in a 
majority of cases, come from a collector's 
duplicates. 

It is hard to educate a contributor as to 
what is desirable in the way of condition 
and fair prices. W e are continuously ex
panding and are in need of more material 
so that you should appreciate the fact tha; 
our material is always circulating and that 
when you return the circuits, we can only 
send you what happens to be on hand. 

Further, th ere are often complaints that 
you do not receive fresh books. This is 
due to the fact that we have local meetings 
and those who attend, naturally see thes~ 

books first. Among these members are 
collectors and sales managers from other 
clubs within a radius of thirty miles , who 
take books with them and others w1io re
turn them, so that it often happens that 
our books are circulating locally at least 
three months before they are placed on the 
big circuit. 

1t naturally follows that sales made local
ly save me certain expenses, and in many 
cases, give me the entire 20% which I 
must have in order t.o carry the overhead 
entailed by shipping books to you. You 
are familiar with our books. No doubt 
many of your members have seen them. Is 
it not possible that among the members 
there are some who have material and 
would be interested in entering some in 
our service. If so, I can offer a special 
inducement to the club. 

Why not help us to help you? 
. A . sale by you of less than $20.00 per 

orcuJt 1s a loss to me, when you consider 
forwarding charges and other incidentals. 
So it behooves you to make as large a sale 
as possible. 

Another point which retards sales and 
lessens the possibility of your getting better 
books, is the time element. Although we 
do allow thirty days time to clubs and con
sidering bow long it takes for dispatch of 
the circuit, it oftens cakes from 40 to 50 
days for the return of the circuit. We 
therefore sugges t that circuits should be 
returned quicker, and in this way books 
could move faster. While one circuit would 
not come up to expectations, the following 
one would no doubt give better results. 
. Although t~is is a lengthy article, I be

lieve the subiect needed clarification as to 
what we had to contend with and we would 
therefore appreciate a word from you that 
you wil l cooperate to make our service as 
belpfu! ~s. possible. Of wurse any construc
tive cr1t1c1 sm is always welcome. 

Ple~se bear in mind that the sales depart
ment ts only operated by me in the evening, 
and any obstacles and unfair tactics do not 
encoura<>e me to carry on. 

Your for better service, 
W . 0. STAEB, 

Sales Manager. 

WE NEED AND WILL BUY 
Early Uni ted States Stamps, unused, 

used on or off cover. 
Price liberally and send to us for inspection. 

Prompt cash for ,-.,•hat we can use. 

NASSAU STAMP CO. 

70 Nassau Street, New York, N. Y. 

November, 1934 

NEW CATALOG No. 7 

Just Published 

New Stamp Albums! 

New Stock Books! 

Engraved Title 
Sheets! 

(88 Different Countries) 

Mint Sheet Files! 
AND MANY OTHER NEW ITEMS 

Write for 

New Complete Catalog No. 7 

ELBE FILE & BINDER Co., INc. 
Manufacturers since 1909 

215 GREENE ST., NEW YORK , N. Y. 

Stamp Dealers 
Credit Bureau 

An International Service 
P. BRUYERE, Manager 

1115 15th St., N. W. Washington, D. C. 

Stamp dealers find it increasingly 
difficult to collect accounts ranging 
from $r.oo to $10.00 from retail custo
mers who are unsatisfactory credit risks. 
W c have a special service for this type 
of account, which works out in such a 
way that the overhead expense does 
not exceed roe. per account. 

This Service is Simple, Effective, 
Economical. 

Complete sample will be sent to you 
on approval. The cost to you if you 
like the system after you see it is $z.50. 
(This publication is a subscriber to ou r Service:.) 

COMMEMORATIVES 
Scott's No. Price 

*83-7 BAHAMAS, 1929, Ip. to 3sh ... $3.40 
*364-74 BRAZIL, 19 32, IOOr. to 10,000r. 3.00 

*S0-60 CANADA, 1897, Y,c. to SOc ... 8.30 
*186-93 DOMINICAN REP., 1914, Y,c. 

to 1 peso ..................... 1.2S 
*203-4 GT. BRITAIN, !92S, lp., ! Y,p .. SO 
*220-31 PANAMA, 1921, Y,c . to SOc . . . 4.90 
*244-SS PANAMA, 1926, Y,c. to SOc . .. 4.SO 
*36 1-67 PHILIPPINES, 1932 "von 

Gronau" 2c. to 32c.. . . . . . . . . . . 3.2S 
~30 1-31 PORTUGAL, 1924, 2c. to 20c .. 4.SO 
*33S-6 S PORTUGAL, 192S, 2c. to 20c .. 4.SO 

Send for our new Price List of U. S. 
and Dependencies. 

M. HERBERT & CO. 
80 Nassau St., New York 
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D EAR EDITOR : 
How TO GET A FROG OUT OF A WELL 
H ere is an easy way that we Arkansas 

folks have of getting a frog out of a well 
where we get our drinking water. First, 
untie the rope from the well-bucket. Then 
knot the rope every eighteen inches, fasten 
one ,end of it ro a tree, and let the other 
end down in to the well. Next you go off 
somewhere and buy some ice cream and 
cake. This you offer to the frog if he will 
climb the rope. He will try but fai l, of 
course. This will force you to eat the 
cream and cake yourself, which is the first 
step toward getting him out. 

Then you go ro you local post-office and 
ask the clerk ro bring out all the commemo
ratives on hand. After you look over sever
al thousand of these, buy a three-cent Stuart 
and stick it on an envelope, addressing it 
ro the H on . James A. Farley, Washingcon, 
D. C. In to the envelope insert a letter tell
ing Mr. Farley your trouble and asking him 
ro explain just how he pulled the P. 0. 
D ept. out of the hole. He will be so busy 
with his own troubles that he will never 
reply. Meanwhile the frog will die. Then 
tie the rope to the bucket again and pull 
him out. H ow simple things are when 
you know how to do them. 

R. E. FARR, 
211 M orrison, Hot Springs, Ark. 

D EAR EDITOR: 
Often the question comes up whether the 

"Banat Bacska" overprinted issues of Hun
garian stamps as well as the various occu
pational overprints are Hungarian govern
mental prints or else little orphan scamps 
listed as such by the stamp catologues. 

The Hungarian collectors claim that the 
scamps surcharged "Magyar Nemzeti Kor
many, Szeged 1919," were issued by the 
government. The "Banat Bacska" series 
are occupational (by the Serbian Army) 
and belong where occupational scamps 
should go: ro the land of the invading 
army. The other occupational issues are 
as follows: 

Regular .-:iungarian stamps were over
printed in every case except as mentioned. 

( 1) By the French Army occupying 
Arad , known as the Arad issue, stamps 
surcharged "Occupation Francaise". 

( 2) By the forces of Roumania: "Temes
var" issue, stamps surcharged with new 
value. "First Erdely" (Transylvania) issue. 
Scamps surcharged "Regatual Romaniei" 
(Kingdom of Roumania) in double circle 
and " Bani" or "Lei" in printed letters bel ow 
the surcharge. "Second Edely" issue similar 
ro first except "Bani" or " Lei" in italics 
above the surcharge. 

" First D ebreczen" issue surcharged "Zona 
D e Occupatie Romana 1919" (Roumanian 
occupied zone) in ellipse. "Second De
breczen" issue surcharged as above on 
specially issued stamps incribed "Magyar 
Posta". 

( 3) By the Serbian Army: " First Bar
anya" issue surcharged "1919 Baranya". 
"Second Baranya" issue surcharged "Bar-

anya" in fancy letters and new value. 
"Temesvar" issue surcharged with new 
value. 
. The following stamps were issued by the 
u;isurgent Magyars 01 .Western Hungary. 
l hese scamps are not listed in Scott's cat
ologue, so the writer has copied their value 
from a Budapest dealer's price list. 

lst Issue: "Felkelo M agyarok altal megs
zallt Nyugat Magyar Urszag 1921 Aug. 
Szept." Ten Values, $4.50. 

2nd Issue: "Nyugat Magya Orszagi 
felkelok", death head between "19" and 
"2 1 · "Szept: · and "A Zona" . 

3rd Issue: "Lajtabansag posta". Twelve 
values, $0.48. 

4th Issue: "Nyugat Magyar Orszag Nepe 
Nern Nern Soha" . Eleven values, $2.00. 

5th Issue: "Felkelo Magyarok Eszaki 
Hadserege". Three values, $0.25. 

6th Issue: "Nyugat Magyarorszag Ors
zve" value, "Westungarn Urgland". Seven 
values, $0.15. 

7th Iss ue: A special issue showing local 
scenes mcn~.ed "Lajrabansag" or "Lajca
bansag Posta . (Fmal issue ). Sixteen val
ues, ~0.25. 

I. have noticed some of these stamps at 
vanous dealers' counters and they would 
call them revenues. 

Respectfully, 

WILLIAM B. YUHASE. 
DEAR SIR: 

I have noticed your answer in the Forum 
of the October issue of STAMP AND COVER 
COLLECTING and beg to inform you, that 
l really have not ume, ro think of any
thing else but stamps and Philately, that is, 
after my day's work is completed and when 
I get home at 1:30 p. m. every day, all I 
have co do is co go rhr-0ugh my mail, and 
gee busy, to such an extent that Mrs. 
Graveman, at rimes feels like getting a 
divorce, a joke she gives me every time l 
do not listen to her calling me for lunch. 
But what I wanted to express is- this. 

1When I receive any new issues on stan:ops 
whether from the U. S. Post Office D epart
ment or from foreign departments I have 
made it my business and have gone over 
each stamp carefully, so as to be able to 
detect any errors of importance should there 
be any visible. That is how I found out 
about the 2c. Nationa l Park Issue. No, I 
do nor intend ro enter political field, which 
might have given me cause to think about 
our President, but I assure you, I have more 
than enough ro do, to do justice to my col
lection of stamps and covers, domestic as 
well as foreign. If you had become inter
ested about the oddities of postage stamps 
long ago, you surely would have given our 
valuable STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING, 
some of your findings for the benefit of the 
other subscribers. So, please be kind en
ough and let us in on your detections in 
the future. We all like ro find something, 
or at least try to see, what the other fellows 
find. One thing is sure, and I wager my 
life on it, that STAMP AND COVER COL
LECTING will never let a fellow down for 
giving some information worth while. 

Sincerely yours, 
D. W. GRAVEMAN. 

DEAR SIR: 
I don't want to miss any numbers. I am 

enclosing $1.00 for renewal of subscription. 
Yours truly, 

GEORGE C. HAM. 
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Our l 94th Sale I 
December 10- ll-12th 

Some fine U. S. on 

~ 
and off covers and the 
finest British Colonial 
Collection (about 65 % 

~ 20th century through £ 
..... ~~~j values) we have sold in 

I M.OHLMAM I several years . Also some 
n:.~.t·:1. rare Foreign. Catalog 

Free. 

M. OHLMAN 
116D Nassau St., NEw YoaK C1TY 

Be Sure to Advertise in 

ST AMP AND COVER 
COLLECTING 

Rates very reasonable for the first four 
months, after which they will probably advance. 

One Inch .... .•.•...• •• . .•... $ 3.00 
Two Inches . . . . . . . • .. .. .. .. . 5.50 
Sixth Page . . . .... . ...... . ... 13.50 
Third Page .........•.....•.. 25.00 
Half Page .......... . ........ 30.00 
Full Page ....... ............ 55 .00 

Copy must be in by the 15th of the month 
preceding date of issue. The circulation will 
amaze you. 

Stamp and Cover Collecting 
RICHMOND, VA. 

READ ... 

Colonial and Revolutionary 
Posts 

BY HARRY M. KONWISER 
One of the most exhaustive and comprehen

sive books1 written in a delightful, fascinating 
style, on tnc American Postal System from the 
e:irliest time~ through the Coloma! and Revolu
uonary Periods. A book that should be in 
the possession of every philatelist and library. 

Price $2.00 Postpaid. 
THE DIETZ PRESS 

109 E. CARY STREET 
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA. 

$1~03 
A packet of 100 B. W. I. and 

Central America current is
sues; some air mails and high 
values. Guaranteed to list S to 
7 times that sum. Returnable, 
but I have sold hundreds this 
year without a single return. 

A. C. TOWNSEND 
6229 Eddy Street, CHICAGO , ILL. 

FREE 
My U. S. Price-List on Request. 

M. G. HANNA 
335-Sth Avenue 

PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA 
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DEAR CoLLECTOR FRmND: 
I sent out on Navy Day, October 

27, 1934, a set of five all different 
Cachet'd Covers. All covers are 
printed in three different colors. 
These covers are ataographed by 
various officials, such as the Postmas
ter of San Pedro, Calif.-Cachet Artist 
-Cecil Klark; Cachet Director-W. G . 
Crosby. This is a beautiful set of fiv~ 
different Cachet Covers that will be 
mailed on Navy Day from various U. 
S. Ships, and Patriotic named Cities. 

I am taking orders at 75 cents per 
set of five different covers mailed 

· direct to collectors who order. I have 
extra sets in stock addressed to my
self in lead pencil that I will sell after 
the event for the above price. 

Yours for more and better Naval 
Cachet'd Covers. 

IMPROVED CROSBY NAVAL 
COVER SERVICE 

Original Crosby Cover Album Mfg., 
P. 0. Box 602, SAN PEDRO, CALIF. 

Everybody'1 Hobby 
h the Out1taodioe; Jv' vntbly Tabloid size 

Jlobby Nevr1paper in the World. New I 
Different I Youo1.I Tene I Di1tlnctive I Color
ful I Profu1ely Illu1trated. Complete artlcln 
by famoua authoritirs. ltl departments cover: 
Starop1, Coin1, Curio1, Alltlqueo, Boob Iiulian 
Relics, Firearms, G('an1, Au.01raph1 and many 
other intereotin~ 1ubjccta. Sample copy toe., 
' month•' tria! ZS ceou, One Wbple Year 
Only 3 5 ccnu. 

Ev,,yboJ11'1 H obbi., 
DEPT. NS, CROOKSTON, MINN. 

PHILATELIC AGENCY 
One Day Service. 

For dealers only, 5% commission plus 
forwarding charges. Orders must be 
over $5.00. 

(Orders under $5.00, 10 % , minimum 
charge 25c.). 

P. 0. Money Orders, Express Money Orders, 
or Cash. 

We Collect Stamp Accounts 
Ask About Our Rates. 

ST AMP DEALERS CREDIT 
BUREAU 

P. BRUYERE, Manager 
1115 15~h St., N. W., Washington, D. C. 
(This publication is a subscriber to our Service. ) 

Exchange or Sale 
TAX PAIDS 

STATE TAX-FOREIGN, LOCALS AND 
ALL NON-POSTAGE STAMPS 

E. R. VANDERHOOF 
339 Grand Ave., Long Beach, Calif. 

United States Specials 11 Used" 
$5.00 #524 good 65c.-line 80c. 
$5.00 #573 good 65c.- line 75c. 

Both getting very scarce, postage extra. 
·ro approval applicants, who do not want 

the above, we offer China $ 1, $2, and $5 , 
which are also getting quite scarce, for the 
sum of IOc. 

NORTH JERSEY STAMP CO. 
BERGENFIELD, NEW JERSEY 

Classilied Ads 
Classified advertisements under this head

ing are 4 cents per word, 500 words for 
$12.50. Payable in advance. Copy must 
be received 3 weeks before date of issue. 

OLD SHIP COMPANIES STAMPS WANTED 
-St. Thomas, La Guaira a11d !'to. Cabello Packet, 
Suez Canal Co., Danube Steam Navigation Co., 
Hamburg-American Packet Co., Royal Mail St eam 
Packet Co., Lady McLeod Packet Post, St. Lucia 
Steam Conveyance Co., Central Ameri·can Steam
ship Co., and others. Write, stating what you 
have to the Editor of STAMP AND CovER CoLLECT
l NG, 109 East Cary Street, Richmond, Virginia. 

"THE MID-WEST CACHET AND STAMP 
NEWS" offers to the readers of this new maga
zine, a Sample Copy of their publication fret to 
anyone sending their name and address to the 
editor, J. EDW. VINING at 4079 Concordia Ave., 
St. Louts, Mo. All that is necessary is to mention 
the name of STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING. [xi J 

25 JAPAN 3c. with approvals y.(c. up. Lists. 
JOSI BABCOCK, St. Joseph, Michigan. [map) 

STAMPS OF JAPAN sem on approval upon 
request. N. MIYAKE, P. 0. Box 35, Tsu C1tyj 
Japan. [mjp 

BUY, SELL or EXCHANGE anyt hing. Read 
Buy, Sell and Exchauge W ukly. Sample free. 
KRAUS, 411 W. Juneau, Milwaukee, Wis. [PJ] 

SEND IOc. FOR PROSPECTUS or $1.00 for 
yearly •ubscription. Over 2,700 members. INTER
NATIONAL STAMPS EXCHANGE CLUB, 
"SUOMI", Box 144, H elsinki, Finland (Europe). 

"HAVE ADAMOWICZ BROTHERS New York 
to Warsaw Trans-Atlantic flight covers. ROSEN
BLATT, 2104 E. 19th St., Brooklyn, New 
York.'' [pndJ 

'l'OlN THE R. F. C. Dues only 75c. a year, 
this includes 1 year membership to th e R. F. C., 
one year's subscription to the Home /Jobits Maga 
zine, half a year to STAMP AND CovEK CuL
LECTING. Also the Rainbo Bo.osier for onls 75c. 
Se11d your dues to MICHAEL FLEISCHHACKER, 
1642 N. Fairfield Ave., Chicago, 111. 

AMERICAN LOYALISTS. First Day Cover, a 
beautifull large IOc. stamp commemorating the 
150:h anniversary landi Pg in Canada, 25c. Small 
supply available. Cartier First Day Cove~ 15c. 
Limit ed issues. Collector's Magazine, uuebec 
Canada. 

WANTED: Mint and used U. S. in any 
quantity. Send for inspection with best prices. 
WASHINGTON STAMP EXCHANGE, 252 
Washington St., Newark, N. J. [x] 

AMERICANS! Coll ect Australian stamps and 
bring your collection up to date. Send a dollar 
note for a choice coll ection of 50 varieties of 
Australian stamps containing obsolete, current and 
commemoratives, including the latest Victorian 
Centenary. References this paper. A . D. SIMP
SON, 34 Dequetteville Terrace, Kent Town, South 
Australia. 

RARE AIRMAIL COVERS. Boyd Lyon First 
Haiti N. Y. Cover, $2.50 ; Sikorsky Brazilian 
Clipper Worlds Record, $1.50; Post and Gatti 
round the World, $25.00 each. Bvrds First Day 
and Departure Covers; also rare irans-Atlantics. 
Ask for Circular. Special Byrd Little Am erica 
cancelled Picture card and covers from $1.00 up . 
KATONAH STAMP CO., Katonah, N. Y. 

UNITED STATES-Commems., Precans., 19th 
Cent., 01d Envelopes, Revenu es, Cancellations, 
Postmarks, hi-values, many unused in each packet, 
and a special stampic oddil}' which you have 
never had before. Only the 1 cream of the crop" 
in'tluded in this Special U. S. Packet. 15c. , plus 
Jc. postage per packet. T. N. PALMER & CO., 
346 95th St., Brooklyn {Ft. H.), New York. 
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HOBBIES 
A beautiful, illustrated magazine for collec

tors of stamps, coins, Indian relics, firearms 
books, curios, autographs, prints, antiques and 
scores of other interesting hobbies. 

Our subscription list includes the famous 
and near-famous, leading educators and out
standing business men and women who arc 
anxious to improve their time with cultural 
and absorbing hobbies. · 

It is popular to havt a hobby and rtad 

Hobbies 
SAMPLE COPY 10 CENTS 

TWELVE BIG ISSUES FOR $1.00 

LIGHTNER PUBLISHING CORP. 
2810 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill. 

READ 
Two of the World's Finest Stamp 

Magazines 
For Only $1.50 a Year-Save 50c. 

Tf1t llu.o tralian Stamp Monthly 5/- per amt. 
and 

STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING $1.00 per ann. 
One i:.ublishrd at Melbourne, Australia, and 

the other at Richmond, Virginia, U. S. A.
nearly two extremes of the earth, but assuring 
you of all the news from everywhere. With 
these two fine monthlies coming to your office 
or home twelve times a year, you have all the 
philatelic news that's worth while. Subscribe 
now! 

Send your subscriptions to: 

Stamp and Cover Collecting 
109 E. Cary St., RICHMOND, VA. 

• 

Stamp Trade Protective 
Association, Inc. 

A Bureau for Collection, 
Protection, Information, 

and Co-operation. 

KALAMnDO, MICHIGAN, U.S.A 

MITCHELL-HOOVER BUREAU 

PRINT CAT A LOG 

13th Edition, August, 1934, 75c. 
THE PRECANCEL BEE 
The only monthly magazine of precancel 

collecting. 

POSTAL MARKINGS 
The only magazine of postmark collecting 

Edited by H. M. KoNWISER. · 
Profusely Illustra ted. 

Each-Single Copy 1 Oc. Subscription $1 per year 

STEPHEN G. RICH 
VERONA. NEW JRRSEY 

RIO GRANDE FILATELICO 
l11ternJtional Review for Stamp Collutors. 

Postcards, Numismatics, Esparanto. 
Members throughout the world, particularly 

America. 
Official organ of the "Sociedade Filatelica 

Rio Grandcnsc." 
Specimen copy will be sent on receipt of 

5 cents in unused stamps, to cover the cost 
of mailing. 

DR. BENJAMIN CAMOZATO 
RUA nos ANDRADAS, 1431, 

PORTO ALEGRE, BRAZIL. 
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A Dar~ain for t~e Dealer or (olledor 
I have the following stamps for immediate sale, to any one or more parties who send their 

remittance nrst, at the following prices : 

Washington Bicentennials 

Complete sheets, and parts of sheets, of the 4c., Sc., 6c ., 7c., Sc. and 9c. may still be secured at 20 % above face. 

There are no mor e copies avai lable of the Yzc., le. , 1 Yzc., 2c., 3c. and lOc. Please do not order these items. If 
you need any that are st ill on hand, better order immediately as the supply will not last long. I still have sheets of the 
1 and 3c. per£. C hicago, 3c. Penns and Websters. These may be had at 10 % above face. 

M os t of the above are well centered, but as usual some stamps on each sheet a re not any too good. They are offered 
as th ey are and cannot be picked. 

Yorktown Sesquicentennial 
There are +o compl ete sheets of 50 stam ps and 2,5 00 stamps in broken lots. These are not yv ell centered a nd 

are o ffered at I 5% abov e face. 

O rders fo r less than $1 .oo w il l not be accepted. Post age or registration must accompany each ord er. R emittances 
mmt be m~ d e by mon ey ord er, payabl e to STAMP AND Cov ER COLLECTI NG. 

ADDRESS: 

"Collector," care STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING, 109 E. Cary St., Richmond, Virginia 

Early U.S. 
Conlederates 
Provisionals 
Our stock is almost compl ete in 19th 

Cent ury U. S. and contains many 
Specialized Varieties and Cancellat ions. 

In the Confederat ::> General Issues 
we have all types, including many 
Blocks, Pairs, Covers, etc. 

Provisionals ere well represented 
with such items as Baton Rouge, 
Memphis, Mobile, New Orleans, 
Singles and Covers. 

Selections On Approval. 

Raymond H. Weill Co. 
407 Royal St., New Orleans 

The Home -Hobbiest 
400 Crilly Bldg., Dept. SCC, 

CHICAGO, ILL. 

A Quart erly publication for the hobbiest on 
Coins, M eda ls, Paper M oney, Stam ps, Antiques, 
Indian Relics, Antique Firearms, Curios, 
Au togra phs, Minerals. Fossils. Militarv Decor
ations, Lincolniana, Washingtoniana, Celluloid 
Buttons, Transporta tion T okens, Num ismatic 
Books, Collectors' Supplies and other hobby 
mat erial such as home m·eds, etc. Subsc ri ption 
SOc. per year, I Sc . per copy. Display ad. 
$1 . SO per inch; Cla,,ifi ed, For-Sal e or Want 
Ads., 4c. per word. Swap ads. le. per word, 
~Iinimum 2Sc. 

Subscribe now. Only $1 the year. 

4,000,000 

1 
New Collectors in U. S. 

If you are a dealer and want 
to supply your customers with 
low-priced and interesting 
E uropean stamps, write to 

FRISCH ER, 

Vienna IX/ l , Althanplatz 6, 

A U STRIA. 

FREE- NICE PACKET 
FOREIGN 

(INCLUDING AIRMAILS) 
If you send reference and a 3-cent 

stamp and request my large discount 
approvals. 

FREDERICK P. PROESSEL 
1501 U ndercliffe Avenue, 

NEW YORK, N. y . 

Join The 

RAINBO FRIENDSHIP CLUB 
World-wide membership. 

Rainbo Booster Journal official Club paper. 
Dues only 50c. per year. 

Send in you r membership to--

MICHA EL FLEISCHHACKER 
1642 No. Fai rfield Ave., Chicago, Ill. 

American Loyalists 
A Canadian stamp will be issued to 

commemorate the 150th anniversary of 

the landing of the American Loyalists 

in Upper Canada. Ten-cent J enomina

uon. First day cover, 15c.; with block, 

45c.; Mint stamps : single, llc.; pair, 

22c.; block, 44c.; sheet of 50, $5.50. 

Postage extra. Remi ttance by money 

order. 

Collector's Magaz ine 

Quebec, Canada. 

FOR A BEGINNING IN 

BUREAU PRINTS 
WE SUGGEST A PACK E T 

For instance : 
No. 227 400 different ............... . $ 3.00 
No. 228 750 di ffe rent .. ................ I S.00 

INTRODDCT!ON to Precancel C'ollecting
a 16 page booklet of the necessary in formau on 
on Precancels- 25c. postpaid. 

HOOVER BROTHERS 
126! Broadway, Room 81 1, NEW Y ORK. 

Please mention STAMP AND COVER 

COLLECTING when writing to our 
advertisers. 
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Stamps, Precancels 
Coins, N ewspapers 
Documents, E tc. 

STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING 

NEWEST LIST 33 
I TEMS 
Nearly 75 
Separate A rticles 

World's Greatest Bargain 
$1.00 Cash or Money Order, or $1.10 in Unused Stamps or Check. 
This Assortment Makes a Wonderful Display for Schools, Museums, Shop Windows 

I-California Gold Coins; California style from y,;: dollar size to 1 dollar size. One kind in a package. 
You receive either a y,;:, Yz or 1 dollar size. These usually sell from 28c. to $1.00 each. The y,;: 
dollar sizes are dated in the 1850's, also some of the Yz dollars, and some of the Yz and 1 dollar sizes 
have late dates. The envelopes are already sealed but we guarantee you get one of these coins. Won
derful to use as a gift, or to show to friends. No U. S. law against these coins as they are considered 
collectors pieces. . 

2-Washington's Funeral Paper; the earliest known black bordered mournmg newspaper; dated Dec. 31, 
1799; containing full account of the death and burial of George Washmgwn .. We have received $2 .00 
each for copies of this paper from America's most famous 11branes, universmes and museums. The 
only copy in U. S. Library of Congress came from us. 

3-A display card to go with Washington's funer al paper. 
4-A $5 .00 U. S. Stamp.· Not a revenue. 
5-A complete set of Washington Bicentennials. 12 stamps: . 
6- Stamps cataloging $5.00 according to Scott's. These are slightly damaged, good appeanng space fillers, 

or you can have $2.00 catalogue in good stamps. 
7-Four Different U. $'. Commemoratives, 1893 to date. . . . . 
8-An Absolutely Genuine Letter written to or by a Confederate soldier durmg the C1v1l War. Extremely 

interesting and worth your dollar alone. 
9-A U. S. Postage Stamp used on an entire envelope before 1869. 

10-An entire embossed U . S. stamped envelope used between 1855-1875 . 
11-Two different unused Historical Envelopes. Some rn colors. 
12-A document, genuine, used between 1790-1870. 
13-An absolutely fine genuine $10.00 Confederate Bill. 
14-Ten different U. S. Revenue Stamps up to and including $2.00 denominations. 
IS- Absolutely genuine paper money of Confederate States . You get one bill, anything from 50c. to $100.00. 
16-Abraham Lincoln Historical Cover. Colored. Unused. 
17-Bill of Sale of a slave before the Civil War. Human beings really sold like cattle and property. 

Very interesting relic of slave days. 
18-Another genuine document used between 1790-1860. 
19- U. S. Postmaster's Letter Sheet in use before th e Civil War. 
20-George Washington Historical Cover. Colored. Unused. 
21-"The Pioneers." Historical Cover. Colored. Unused. 
22-A Genuine Tax Receipt used before the Civil W ar. 
23-A Bank Check used nearly 80 years ago. 
24-Two more used Historical Envelopes. 
25-A U. S. Postal Card used nearly 60 years ago. 
26- A Beautiful Block of Four Confederate States Stamps struck from pane of original electro. 
27-0ne Confederate States Postage Stamp. Reprint. 
28-A $1.00 U. S. Stamp. Not a revenue. 
29- Block Bi-Centennial Precancels. Scarce Arkansas. Worth 50c. 
30- National Park Stamp with scarce Arkansas Precancel. 
31- Block of National Parks used to mail package. 
32-Another different block of National Parks used on package. 
33- All items mailed in a special Commemorative envelope. 

We use between 18c. and 2l c. postage on each package. 

Now we offer All Thirty-Three Items for One Dollar 
For those who are skeptical, we will call your attention to the fact that this concern has advertised in Mekeels, Linn's 

Maconi's, Stamps, Hobbies, IJVestem Stam p Collector, Collector's Journal, Midwest Cachet and Stamp News, Popular M echanics, 
Seapost Collector, White Mountain Philatelist, Wright's Hobby H erald, Globe Monthly Stamp News, Kaw Chief Stamp Jour
nal, Phila, etc., and there has never been a real complaint against the Greatest Bargain in the World for One Dollar. 

(NOTE)-To all Stamp and Hobby publications: Kindly quote us rate for full page ad. 

GEORGE WASHINGTON MEMORIAL PAPER CO. 
POUGHKEEPSIE, N. Y . 

• 

• 



Merry Chrstmas and A Happy New Year ! 
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1 
BY C. LEONARD ALBRIG*1T ' \\,.:"~I } 

... T~}s book _i~ the fir~t atteJ'n~t to ~!:'e a s~or-t--i]f?rmal .histo~J,~f. :ach port 
v 1S1ted, <o a qu-a rnt the reader with the rnterest1 rri;1nc1dents o( each v1s1t, and to 
compile the data at hand into authentic information for the collector. This is 
wr.n:arciu are looki~g for .. -Ch~e~· li~ts pf~:<l-a-iJ-y- ~~eeHations an~oloFed~.oache:s 
ar~ g iven. I.~ust r fit1ons ?f eafh <;i ffi c 1 ~ 1lo/?Sponspred ' cachets are Wtoduced. This 
is a most ''unus._ual 1 ~ook1 It connects phi la ely and history in , a manner which is 
y_leasing to\ the ' cqll'k tor an,p ,I non.-coll.ector l! alike. ' ~~ • Ii ':. 
• 1 ,1 i r, ' I \ • t I I 

l :: ·; MAir1YOUR) ORDER NOW TO ·. r . ·~"""' I 1! 
. I ), l I u ~ ' 

PERCY G. DOANE 
608-9 Tribune Bldg. 

154 Na.ssau Street, 
. NEW YORK CITY. 

·Auction Sales 
a SpeR_ia/ty 

., 

Catalogues Free ~n Request. 

LIMITEO j TO ; I i r 1 ;J . " 
s: ~~-~,C_opies D,r. IC. LJ: ~~-~-~~~~ ... ! 
Price,- $2.00 -~- · Urnvers1tyofR1chmentl,-V1rg1ma. 

~~~ BOSTON ./ 
·--A:UCTION SALES 

PHILATELIC BOOKS 
. --- ~ · 

.The Postal Service of the 
Confederate States 

of America 
BY AUGUST DIETZ 

Popular Style binding • 
Library Style • • • • 
De .. Luxe Style • • • 

• $10.00 
• 15.00 
• 50.00 

:specialized Confederate 
Catalog 

EDITED BY AUGUST DIETZ 

The first edition was published in 1932 and 
a Supplement in 1933. No further editions are 
contemplated within the next six months. 

Pocket size. Bound in gray Fabrikoid. 

Catalog $2.00. Supplement $1.00. 
ALL BOOKS SHIPPED POSTPAID. 

STAMP AND COVER 
COLLECTING 

10~ E. CARY ST., RICHMOND, VA. 

THOSE IN SEARCH OF 

U~IQUE A:-.!D HIGH-CLASS 

C~NFEDERAT~, MATERIAL 
OR~ THOSE WHO DESIRE TO SELL 
SHOULD COMMUNICATE WITH THE EDITOR 

OF STAMP AND COY ER COLLECTING, AUG. 
DIETZ, 2100 STUART AYE., RICHMOND, VA. 

i OLD COVERS 
Ate you interested in these odd, histo ry telling 

covers-such things as the l e. '51 and '57, Valen
ti ne ·;. covers, or ev en a pair of the 5c. New 
York? Drop me a line about ·what you want. 

Or if you wa nt the early 3c. and later le., 
2c. and 3c. covers down to 1905 or so, drop a 
li ne ijnyway, I can probably ·help-, yo_u _out. 

A. C. TOWNSEND 
6229 EDDY ST., CHICAGO, ILL. 

J 

' 1 

Announcing 

New Penny Approval 
Department 

Stamps cataloging 2c. and up are 
now offered at only le. each. Some 
coll ectors have "pull ed" stamps cata· 
toging $2.00 and over off for le. 
References, please . 

RICHMOND STAMP SHOP 

112 East Franklin Street 
Richmond, Va. 

Confederate Cover and 20 ol d U. S. (' •vrrs, $1. ',.~ 
100 Var. U. S. stamps and 10 old U. S. , 

Covers, $1.00. 

500 mixed U. S. stamps, SOc., or )00 mised -~ 
Foreign. ~ 

;~ 
ALMA NEWCOMB 

South Brewer, Maine. 

I 

FIRST DAY of ISSUE 

In Co::ipl1111ont. to t he 

DePBrtment or Interior 

By the Poat. Ofttc e 

Detl&rt:nent - W&&h 1ngton , D. C· 1;1}4 

ZION NATIONAL PARK, UTAH 

AERO~PRlNT, -
"' ~ 1;1. · ·~ 

I hold auctions regularly in Boston, and 
would be glad to send my Catalogues to any 
Collector applying for them. 

I am always in the market for collections, 
U. S. or B. N. A. which I will buy for cash 
outright, or sell at private sal e, or at auction 
on a c~mission basis. If desired, a liberal 
advance' against pending sales will be allowed 
on any desirable items. 

DANIEL F. KELLEHER 
Room 404 

7 w ATER STREET, BOSTON, MASS . 

URUGUAY 
offer Uruguay in Quantities of l, 

IO, 100, 1,000, an,d larger, at prices 
that ' defy competition.- Largest stock 
in Uruguay. 

ESTEBAN wEINBERGER 
Vazquez 1252, Montevideo, Uruguay, 

South America. , 

Subscription only $1 the year. 

Did You Miss 
- The 
National 

Parks 
· ,. Covers? 

Complete Sets of Singles 
on Ten " MAP" Covers 

Price, $1.00 
Per Set! 

Parks or Wash. Cancellation. 

Glen Allen, Virginia 
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~a~1fil~~) 
~ 

~f lHrginia 

~ 1u~l~f1Uti~ ,Pt:tt'.$ib~nt ~f th~ tlnitgb Stat~~ 
.G"rn in Oran91t \C"1mtg 1 llirginkt 1 N"v\!mb\!r 241 ~ 7S4 

l'i~~ in Wasfj in9fon1 1'. (:.i Jutg '>1 fS -50 
A~w ~4 tf ~Hlt's 

Zachary Taylor, twelfth President of the United States, was born at Meadow Farm in 
Orange County, Virginia, November 24, 178-t He was the son of a Virginia colonel, who 
had served in the Revolutionary War. His mother was Sarah Strother of Stafford County, Va. 

The family removed to Kentucky in 1785. In 1808 he was appointed a lieutenant of 
infantry, and in 1810 promoted to captain. 

In 1812 he was appointed to the command of Fort Harrison, near the present city of 
Terra Haute, Ind., which he defended with his troops from the attack of a large force of 
Indians, for which he was brevetted major. He served in the Black Hawk War of 1832, 
and in 183 7 was given full command in Florida, where he defeated the Indians in the battle 
of Okechobee, thereby putting an end to the Indian War. In 1840 he was given command 
in the Southwest. 

When Texas was annexed, he marched to Corpus Christi . In 1845 he was ordered to 
the Rio Grande, the Mexican invasion having been already planned. He established a camp 
opposite Matamoras. The Mexicans claimed that the Neuces was the actual Texas boundary, 
and the Mexican commander ordered Taylor to withdraw. Acting under orders from his 
government, he refused. Fearing his base of supplies at Point Isabel would be cut off, Taylor 
marched for that place. On the way he was attacked, and won the two victories of Palo Alto 
and Resaca de la Palma, on two successive days . Having been ordered to send his best troops 
to reinforce General Scott, he won the victory of Buena Vista, nevertheless, in 1847, with a 
force much inferior to the enemy's. 

In 1848 he was nominated by the Whig Convention for the presidency, and was elected. 
Inaugurated on March 4, 1849, he died in Washington, D . C., July 9, 1850. On account of 
his promptness and abrupt manner he was called "Old Rough and Ready." 

Taylor married Margaret Smith, a daughter of Walter Smith, a planter of Calvert County, 
Maryland. Her younger daughter Elizabeth ( "Betty" ) Taylor, wife of Maj . W . W . S. Bliss, 
was mistress of the White House. 

Taylor's portrait appeared on the five-cent blue of 1875. 

1~-----.------1 I 
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The Leading Monthly Stamp Magazine for the Junior and Senior Collector 
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VOL. II, No. 2 Successor to The New Southern Philatelist December 1934 

~m==============1 .. 1==============~ 
In Our Next Issue 

Mr. Thomas D. Perry will launch 
right into his interesting subject "Why 
Collect Stamped Envelopes?" and, we 
believe, this one-time favorite line of 
Philately will again come into its own. 

Captain Townsend will have another 
of his thrilling fireside stamp stories. 
You've got to light your old pipe and 
sit before the open fireplace when you 
read "Townsendiana." 

With the prospect of a revised edi
tion of the Confederate Catalog in the 
offing, the Editor will take up some 
more problems in connection with this 
work, and we hope to present the 
views of other students of these inter
esting stamps. 

Collectors of Airmails, Naval Cov
ers and Historical Cachets will find 
numerous articles along these lines. 

The story of the Zeppelin, by Mr. 
Oscar L. Mayer as it appeared in the 
Zefpelin number of The Airpost four
na will be reprinted, by permission, 
from that magazine. 

Mr. Jos. W . Jones will have some
thing pertinent to say to the kickers 
against our new issues. Watch for it. 

And many other timely stamp 
articles. 

Merry Christmas and Happy New 
Year! 

In This Issue 
~ 

What the Colonel Thinks 

Dr.]. D. Brock's 1826th Flight 

Status of the Control Marks 

Why Collect Stamped Envelopes ? 

More Confederate Finds 

A Priceless Letter 

How the Postmaster Bisected 

The Stamps of Puerto Rico in Outline 

Club News Our Monthly Puzzle Addenda 

New Philately 

The Dramatic Story of an Hawaiian 2-Cenc Postage Stamp 
(Continued) 

The Napoleon of the Western World 
(Concluded) 

Airmail and Cachet News 

Naval Cancellations 

Dominica, 1923-1933 
(Concluded) 

Are Illustrations Legal Now? 
The Forum 

~======================================================::A1.) 
STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING, published monthly by The Dietz Press, 109 E. Cary St., Richmond, Va., U. S. A. 
Subscription, $1.00 per year; Canada and Foreign, $3.00. Advertising, $3.00 per inch. Entered as second-class matter 
Nov. 1, 1924 at the Post Office at Richmond, Va., under the Act of March 3, 1879. Copyright 1933 by The Dietz Press. 

ta AUGUST DIETZ, Editor. AUG. A. DIETZ, JR., Associate Editor and Business Manager. llt 
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What the Colonel Thinks~~ 
•O·----------------·(!.,~ Being reflections r<:f-!>· 

Christmas Thoughts 
A GAIN we are on the threshold of Christmas and 

£l. looking forward, for a few days at least, to 
sending our cares and worries of the twelve

month on a vacation. We shall not need to run a 
classified advertisement for their return in the coming 
year. They'll show up alright. In fact, we don't want 
to be rid of all cares-we would become hypochon
driacs, and degenerate. Life must have its ups and 
downs to keep us balanced. The fellow who has never 
known work and want and illness and suffering can 
not experience 1the joy and thankfulness of recover~d 
health or the happiness of a holiday free from all toil. 
Nor can he feel for his less for.tunate brother. He is 
to be pitied. 

And so, it appears to me, that Christmas holds a 
deeper meaning than just swapping gifits. It seems to 
be set aside as a season in which to loosen up on our 
ego-cult, shed the mask that hides our better self, and 
grasp .the import of that message: "Peace on earth, 
good will to all men." Whart a kindlier, better world 
it would be on this Christmas. . . 

In this spirit we extend to our friends and readers 
the very best wishes for a "right merrie Yuletide" and 
a New Year in which the burden of cares may be 
lightened and health and happiness betide each day. 

Let's Hear from the Old Boys 
In the Forum, this month, is a delightful letter from 

my old friend Mr. William C. Michaels, a prominent 
attorney of Kansas City, Mo. I can see him reclining 
in his comfortable armchair, in front of the open fire
place wistfully gazing into the glowing embers and 
conjuring up the yesteryears, when stamp-collecting w~is 

stamp-collecting. Reaching for his pen, half-consci
ously reminiscences flow-into that letter. 

Do we "older fellows" understand him? Yes, we 
do! Every memory finds its echo in our hearts-and if 
it wasn't for the fact that it's stowed away in the woo<l
house, I would go this night and nnd that old "Private 
Box" with its leather hinges and its barn-door lock, 
and revel among the faded remnants of my collecting 
activities more than fifty years ago. To me it is the 
"lavender and old lace" in Memory's Chest. And 
now, let's hear from some more of the "Old Boys." 

Let's crowd around-all over fifty. 

of the Editor's re
action to current 
even ts as they re
late to Philately 
and the welfare 
of her followers. 

~G·--------

W hat's Happening in Philately 
For more than ten years this magazine, and its prede

cessors, has stuggled along as-what we ironically and 
humorously termed-"the Uplift Sheet of Philately." 

How the paper and engraver's bills were paid is a 
matter of speculation-and a few gray hairs-notwith
standing the support of a minority of the dealers who 
have patiently and persistently offered their best items 
through these columns. 

While it is true that we have "stepped on the toes" 
of a few, at times, by telling, what we believed to be 
the truth, it is evident that the majority agree with us. 
If an expose published in this magazine has toppled 
some idol, then that demigod of philately wasn't 
screwed on to his pedestal very tight. If we spoke the 
truth, and that truth hurt, then it must surely have 
been the truth. 

To travel in tranquility must certainly not be the 
chosen path of one who occupies the editorial tripod. 
As "Teddy" Roosevelt said: "Aggresive fighting for 
the ·right is the noblest sport the world affords." This 
principle should guide every editor of a philatelic peri
odical that claims to be a guide for the collector. 

And speaking about the collector who, after all, is 
the backbone of a magazine, we wish to repeat the 
following announcement made in our last issue: For 
every annual renewal, extension or new subscription, 
accompanied by One Dollar, we will insert a twenty
word classified advertisement free of charge. For a 
two-years' subscription, a forty-word advertisement will 
be published, and so on. For a five-years' subscription 
a one hundred-word advertisement will be given. 

This offer is designed, primarily, for collectors who 
wish to advertise their wants; however it is not limited, 
and dealers may participate in offering their material. 
Special pages will be set aside in each issue for these 
advertisements, and it behooves the dealer, especially, 
and also the collector, to read them very carefully. 

Send your dollar-or dollars-today: "Attention of 
Subscription Department," and tell the other fellow. 
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Revising the Confederate Catalog 
Toward the close of 1931 we published the first 

Specialized Catalog of the Postage Stamps of the Con
federate States ever attempted. The following year we 
issued a Supplement to this work, and, beginning in 
February, 1932, new-found material and varieties were 
listed in the Addenda, which appears monthly in this 
publication. Thus collectors have been kept informed 
to date. 

The Dietz Catalog has the distinction of being the 
only publication in its class that is not a house organ. 
Its pages are open to every reputable stamp dealer. We 
are his friend-not his competitor. 

There is now a growing demand for a new and 
revised edition of this work. Collectors want Catalog, 
Supplement and Addenda combined, and they want a 
more systematic classification and evaluation of this ma
terial. It is admitted that during the first years of 
assembling, a clear-cut policy of differentiation between 
the Handstamped material could not be pursued. 
There was too much of the newly-discovered to digest 
- too many factors to consider in arriving at a valu
ation-and so the compilers fixed upon a basic figure 
of five dollars on Handstamped "Paids", with a down
ward and upward price according to their fair judgment 
of relative scarcity. Thus Catalog, Supplement and 
Addenda have followed an arbitrary rule in the past, 
but one that seemed fair under the circumstances. In a 
large way it has served to keep up the interest in Con
federates, and it has come to be a reference work and 
guide to dealer, auctioneer and collector. But it is not 
yet the "Perfect Catalog." 

The perfect Catalog of Confederates must take into 
consideration- in its classification and pricing, especial
ly of handstamped covers-several obvious evidences of 
preparation and manner of use in the first case, and the 
relative importance of the places from which these 
handstamped covers emanated in the second place, in 
fixing upon a market value. This can only be under
taken by men who know the conditions that obtained 
in the Confederacy and thus form a definite opinion of 
a cover's eligibility to one of the different classes and 
of its comparative scarcity as a basis for evaluation. 

We believe that there are a sufficient number of well
qual ified student-collectors in the South who will volun
teer to collaborate with us in this undertaking. To this 
end we invite students from the Trans-Mississippi 
States-Texas, Arkansas and Louisiana; from the sec
tion comprising the States of Tennessee, Mississippi, 
Alabama, Georgia and Florida; and finally from the 
State group Virginia-North Carolina-South Carolina. 
Or, you may select to undertake a single State. 

The task will not be a difficult one. We will send 
you the proof-sheets of the collated Catalog of your 
States with full information concerning the rules of 

classification. All that you need do will be to check 
the class and affix a price. Remember that we are at
tempting to build a Collectors' Catalog-your Catalog 
and mine-and that you must be willing to see your 
name on its tide page as one of its compilers and 
sponsors. You will receive a special-bound copy when 
published. 

And to our friends, the dealers and auctioneers: We 
want your active cooperation in a work that will be 
chiefly to your benefit. Next to United States stamps, 
Confederates are your best stock-your best turn-ov€r.
You cannot buy your way into any of the standard 
catalogs on earth-you are forever barred from their 
"sacred precincts"-even though you "belong to the 
same chu.rch" and affiliate in all their lodges, fraterni
ties and clubs. But the Dietz Confederate Catalog is 
open to you, and through its doors you reach more 
collectors and buyers of Confederates than do all the 
other catalogs and stamp publications combined. Inci
dentally, by this means you can tell the collector all 
about your other stock and material, your auctions and 
your accessories. Let this suggestion work on your 
subconsciousness, and write us for details. 

It is believed that today ninety percent of all Confed
erate material is known and listed in our Catalog, 
Supplement and Addenda. More finds will be made, 
we are sure, but the major portion has been assembled 
and listed. What remains will, on the whole, be of 
minor importance. 

Based upon careful calculation, a new, revised and 
complete issue of this Catalog will take up from 800 
to 900 pages- more than twice the siz·e of the first 
issue. In addition to the informative notes in the 
present work, it should contain all the discoveries up 
to the present time, including such information as will 
guard collectors and dealers against the growing flood 
of counterfeits and faked covers. 

The Stamp-Illustrations Situation 
Like Ban quo' s ghost, that will not down, the ques

tion of that pesky Stamp Illustrating Law will continue 
to be hotted into the arena until some definite disposi
tion is made of it by Congress. 

This month we are printing an article on this subject 
from the pen of Mr. Paul H. Keating which should
as all of his writings do-command the attention of 
all those who strive for the abolition of this archaic 
restriction. 

And, by the way, can anyone supply us with the text 
of the Bill prepared by the committees appointed for 
this purpose, and which is to be presented to the 1935 
session of Congress? 

STAMP AND CovER CoLLECTJNG only $1 the year. 
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Going Off Half-Cocked 
Last month we carried-along with several other 

reputable contemporaries-a full-page advertisement of 
the George Washington Memorial Paper Co. of Pough
keepsie, N. Y. We are repea:ting their advertisement 
this month, notwithstanding the fact that our oldest 
weekly has seen fit to print a condemnatory statement 
about the business methods of this concern. 

We are afraid our careful confrere has been unwit
tingly led into an awkward situation by some jealous 
and impatient subscribers and, we trust, the proper 
amends will be forthcoming when the case 'clears up. 

For our part we would state that we can readily 
understand the conditions. We have ordel'ed several 
times-as individuals, not publishers-and in each in
stance received mor,e than expected. In fact, it is 
remarkable that this concern can and does offer the 
biggest dollar 's worth we have ever seen. Quite a 
number of our local friends , to whom we showed this 
packet, sent their orders and received the assortment. 
We have had no complaints. To be precise, there was 
one local case of uneasiness becaus·e the packet did not 
arrive within a week; but when it did come to hand, a 
letter of commendation was sent forthwith and a repeat 
order enclosed. Ev·ery packet received here has been a 
surprise. 

When one considers the make-up of these packets, 
requiring 3 3c. postage, and the further fact that over 
five hundred orders are received daily, one can overlook 
a slight delay in filling them. The Philatelic Bureau 
in Washington is not especially noted for speed, besides 
it does no more than give you your bare money's worth, 
plus charging you with registration and postage and 
forcing you to buy a money-order-and yet I have not 
seen that institution pilloried in the philatelic press as 
unreliable. If this concern was not reliable the P. 0. 
Department would have come down on it years ago. 

The boys seem beset with a bad case of jitters and, I 
am afraid, in this case, have gone off half-cocked. 

A Warning 
We have been shown a dangerous set of counterfeits 

of the entire General Issues of Confederate stamps, 
sold by a concern in Springfield, Mass. The cuts are 
reduced reproductions from the illustrations in "The 
Postal Service of the Confederate States of America", 
and an attempt has been made to match the colors of 
the genuine and imitate the paper. While the~e stamps 
are offered as "Reprints," they are, in fact, counterfeits. 

Collectors are warned against buying unused Con
federates of the better values-the 2c. green and lOc. 
rose; likewise the 5c. green and blue and the lOc. blue 
-before having them examined. 

Charles I. Corwin Selling Philately 
Those of non-philatelic America who have been 

reading Popular Science Monthly, Motor Boating, 
Lionel's Magazine for Boys, Advertising and Selling, 
Railroad Stories and The American Druggist, must have 
noticed the remarkable missionary work in Philately's 
behalf being done by Mr. Charles Irving Corwin of 
Rowayton, Connecticut. To break into the columns of 
Popular Science Monthly with a stamp story, illustrated 
in two colors, is the best evidence that this writer's 
marked ability t01 entice . and capture the interest of 
discriminating readers, is of an unusual quality. He 
possesses the happy faculty of making stamp-collecting 
attractive to the layman without the bewildering and 
discouraging minutia of compound perforations, in
verted watermarks, flat-bed and rotary printings, and 
all the other hairsplitting small detail stuff. He is 
satisfied to make converts-trusting that "nature will 
take care of the rest. " 

I have enjoyed his interesting stories. He is Phil3Jl:e
ly's true missionary. More power to the hand that 
wields this facile pen! 

Leaks or Favors - Which? 
Dame Rumor hath it that imperforate sheets of the 

2-cent and 5-cent Parks stamps have found thei·r way 
into the channels of trade. 

Whassermatter? Crew in the Big Shop getting care
less-or, somebody got a· pull with Santa Claus? 

Kennett & W ackerman 
Mr. William C. Kennett, Jr. , erstwhile philatelic 

secretary to the late Arthur Hind, has formed a partner
ship with Mr. E. H. W ackerman for the sale of postage 
stamps to collectors. The new concern has opened 
offices at 3160 Franklin Street, Tampa, Florida. 

An Apology 
In our November issue we inadvertently credited Mr. 

James Waldo Fawcett with doing good philatelic mis
sionary work on the Washington Sunday Post. We 
apologize for this error. Mr. William M. Stuart is 
doing that fine work on the Post, while Mr. Fawcett is 
engaged in like calling on the Washington Sunday Star. 

Remember the Shut-Ins 
Christmas time should again remind us of the many 

shut-ins and lead us to see that Santa Claus drops a 
packet of stamps in their stockings. Your own Christ
mas will be happier. 
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Dr. J. D. Brock's 1826th Daily Flight 
.AS the cachet was printed, the 

.fi. story would hardly be com-
plete without a little of its 

history. We submitted a couple of 
drawings to Dr. Brock for this 
cachet and his artist pmduced whait 
was used, Dr. Br:ock sponsoring 
same. The afternoon of Novem
ber 14, we made a clean-up tour 
on covers gathering 173 covers to 
be mailed from the different cities 
visited. Dr. Brock informed us 
that we were to be a passenger in 
his taper-winged Waco, piloted by 
Lieutenant E. P. Curry and it is an 
open cockpit, so you know we had 
to dress for it. Next the printing of 
the cachet was done in a short rtime. 

Before the chickens were up 
November 15, we were on our way 
to the airport. Planes, pilots and 
passengers stirring around, sky over
cast and nort so cold. 

We left the Kansas Gty Munici
pal Airport, at 6: 3 7 a. m., headed 
for Ottawa, Kansas, with the beacon 
lights blinking our way. Just passed 
the Dr. in his ship and another, .fly
ing low and fast. Passed two more 
planes, behind schedule. Each pilot 
having a schedule to adhere to, cups 
were to be awarded for first and 
second prizes. 

Landed Conard Airpor:t at 7: 07 
and upon arrival we were told that 
J. L. (Bud) Parker, Aeronautics 
Chairman of C. of C., (K. C.) was 
forced down near Olathe, Kans. , 
but no one was injured. · 

Just a bit off our subject. We 
met Mr. Conard, owner of airport, 
and immediately asked him about 
the airport dedication, reported on 
July 2, 1933. In reality it was no 
dedication - plans fell through, 
however a few planes were there. 

To Hotel American for breakfast. 
Mailed twenty-one covers. Pro
gram: Col. Ruby Garrett presents 
trophies to Mayor and President of 
C. of C.; Dr. Brock receives humi
dor from C. of C. 

BY REX 0. COPP 

<UfO)l1-----------·~ 

FIFTH ANNIVERSARY 
WILL BE CELEBRATED BY 

----D.R. J.D . :SROCK-·-· 
ON NOV. 15, 1934, BYTOURING 

OVER KANSASAND MISSOURI MAKING 
HIS 1826CONSECUTIVE DAILY FLIGHT 

Left airport at 9:22, Osawaitomie 
to our left. Several small towns to 
left and right, sun breaks through 
now and then. Flying low with the 
wind right on our nose. Back in 
Missouri; Nevada, landed at 10: 12 
at airport just no11th of Camp Clark. 
Ceremony at field, trophies pre
sented to Mayor and President of 
C. of C. Mailed nineteen covers. 

Left 10 :56, taking on some alti
tude, tail wind, Osceola, beautiful 
Lake of the Ozarks, hazy. Colum
bia, right over Capitol building, 
landing ait 12 :09 p. m. Mailed 
twenty-one covers and to Missouri 
Hotel for luncheon with Governor 
Park and other State officials. Tro
phies to Mayor, President C. of C., 
and Governor Park. 

About twenty planes and fifty 
persons took part in itour. At air
port Paramount cameraman took a 
few shots. Left 2 :40, right over 
M. U. stadium, Columbia at 2: 58. 
Mailed twenty-two covers. Again 
only field ceremonies, trophies were 
presented to the Mayor and Presi
dent of C. of C. 

Our last hop toward Kansas City, 
left Columbia Airport at 3: 20, Boon
ville to our left. Passed very close rto 
Dr. Brock's Monocoupe piloted by 
Jimmie Herndon. Down on terra 
firma at Kansas City Airport at 4: 32. 
Mailed balance of covers-ninety. 

Anniversary Banquet scheduled 
for 6: 30 at Hotel Muehlenbach 
with Col. Garrett in charge and his 
Democratic role. The question 
ar:ose again-when does Dr. Brock 
intend to quit his daily flights? 
Well it is his hobby and he says 
his day would be incomplete with
out the flight. Tomorrow he en
,ters his sixth year of daily flights 
and soon will complete his 2,000th. 
An old adage is "an apple a day 
keeps the doctor away" and his is 
"A flight . a day keeps the doctor 
away." 

Kansas Cities Continuity Ace 
was presented cups and trophies by 
the City Administration, the C. of 
C., Women's C. of C., Women's 
National Flying Corps and em
ployees of his company. Other tro
phies were given to Mr. Mann, 
Mayor Smith, Lieutenant R. H. Kut
terer and others. Reliability trophies 
were awarded to Wm. A. Ong, first, 
who piloted his plane over the trip 
within 10 Yi minutes of the schedule 
and Lieutenaint E. P. Curry, second, 
for missing ithe schedule by only 
11 minutes. 

Telegrams were read from Maj . 
Love, Jimmie Doolitde, Mr. and 
Mrs. Martin Johnson, The Waco 
Company and Federal Aviation 
Commission, praising Dr. Brock's 
world record. 

Incidentally, J. L. (Bud) Parker 
explains that last year four towns 
were visited for the fourth year and 
this year five were visited celebrat
ing the fifth year. 

We might mention here that Dr. 
Brock does very little talking. He 
says that is the reason why he takes 
Col. Garrett along, to do the talking 
and he'll do the flying. Thus ends 
another great day for Dr. Brock's 
achievements. 

Dr. Brock, we stand by in ad
miration and wish you many more 
such anniversaries. 
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Status of the Control Marks 

BY THE ED1TOR 

I F the proof demanded of a hand
stamped "Paid", to establish its 
status as a Confedernte Provis

ional, depends upon incontestable 
evidence of pre-sale preparation and 
method of use, then the covers with 
the so-called "Control-Mark" fully 
meet this requirement. 

This categorical statement will 
tend to somewhat upset the old 
order of things in the classification 
of Confederate Provisionals. But 
we may as well start this New Deal 
by a general revision, and once for 
all time place handstamped covers 
into definitely defined classes and 
evaluate them accordingly. 

Students of Confederate hand
stamped covers, finding envelopes 
with a town postmark (either dated 
or undated) in addition to ,the can
celling postmark, have been at a loss 
to explain this presence. Sometimes 
the mysterious marking-either on 
the face or on the back of the en
velope-will show a dating days or 
weeks prior to the canceller daite
never after the mailing date. 

What did this mean? Why was 
this done? 

In the October number of STAMP 
AND CovER COLLECTING I discussed 
these Control Marks--illustrating a 

P1\ID 10 ...:... •. 

number of them-and invited an 
expression of opinion from students 
of such covers. In the November 
number the subject was again taken 
up in a showing of additional 
Control Marks submitted by Mr. 
Skinner, who, among others, became 
interested in the subject. 

Following upon the heels of the 
November article, Mr. Stephen D. 
Brown, of Glens Falls, N . Y., an 
earnest student of matters pertain
ing to Confederates, calls my atten
tion to the fact (which had slipt my 
memory) that as far back as Sep
tember of 1931 I had discussed this 
subject in The New Southern Phila
telist, based upon covers from New 
Orleans, La. and Thomasville, Ga. 
which had been submi,tted by Mr. 
Brown, who, at that time, advanced 
the theory that they had been "back
stamped with the date of their 
manufacture-possibly for purposes 
of record-because their dates ante
dated those of the letters' post
marks." 

In our November number Mr. 
Skinner expressed a similar opinion, 
suggesting "that the backstamp date 
probably represented the date the 
postmaster sold the envelope, as the 
wide difference in dates indicates 
that something like this must be the 
case." 

In the arguments of these two 
gentlemen there is quite an affinity; 
but it remained for Mr. Kenneth G. 
Bentz of A.tlanta, Ga. , to supply the 
final solution supported by ample 
evidence. And now we shall know 
the status of "Control Marks." 
~- Captioning 

/ -S, 'J I~~ this discussion 
/~t'>- _ ; "'~.~~·,is the illus
/ µ.: N 0 \, ·_ trntion of a 
t 4 ' ) cover f r o m 
\~- '\, . 

V .v~"' I Greenville C. 
"· ') C. ,, -.. H., S. C., 

...._ '--- · ,..-· handstamped 
"Paid 10'', and postmarked "Nov. 
12." On the back of this cover, at 
the point of the flap, appears this 
handstamp, -dated "Nov. 4." 

But, "one swallow does not make 
a summer," and, by the same token, 
one cover with a Control Mark does 
not establish a Provisional. And 
this is where we have been flounder
ing in the pool of uncertainty: in 
every case we had but one cover 
upon which to build up our theories. 
But now Mr. Bentz submits four 
covers, all Control-Marked "Nov. 
4" but postmarked November 10 
( 1864), December 5 ( 1864) and 
February 7 ( 1865). 

/\\1T' /{,,, \\ I. ( '-, ..., /- <" \ 
: !.(..I ]JT~ \ 
i C"..:. ! . I I ~-_, I 
\c.::> /~ i 
'\ " ·-·· . 

· S. c. / ...... ___ -

In addition to 
the foregoing, 
there are ·two cov
ers ("Paid 10") 
Control - Marked 
"June l", in an
other type cancel

ler, here shown, and postmarked 
August 17 and 25 respectively. 

All covers are addressed to Col. 
Calhoun of Pendleton, S. C. , in the 
same bold handwriting. All covers 
are handmade. 

From this overwhelming evidence 
we are justified in deducing that the 
writer of these letters presented a 
number of blank envelopes to the 
postmaster of Greenville C. H.
probably ten or multiples thereof, 
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for one dollar was the smallest ac
ceptable Confederate currency -
who Control-Marked the envelopes 
(in this manner rendering receipt 
for the postage) , whereupon the 
writer of these letters to Col. Cal
houn used the envelopes as he re
quired them. The envelopes re
ceived their postmark dates when 
the letters were mailed. 

It all seems so very simple now 
that we have, in unbroken sequence, 
a series of identical handmade en
velopes to positively establish the 
fact that these covers were Control
Mark "prepared and sold over the 
counter prior to .the dates of use," 
as identified by the subsequent post
markings. The evidence is con
clusive. 

* * * 
In contemplating a new and re

vised edition of our Specialized Con
federate Catalog, it will become 
necessary to segregate the various 
classes of handstamped covers and 
list them according to their recog
nized manner of use. And the solu
tion of this problem indicates that 
we must either assign the so-called 
"Control-Mark" covers to a class all 
their own, or align them with the 
recognized Confederate Provisional 
Envelopes-for their title to this 
status is far clearer than that of a 
large number now accorded this dis
tinction in our standard catalogs. 

And thus, through the friendly 
co-operation of our readers, it has 
been possible to finally solve the 
mystery surrounding these Control
Marked covers and positively estab
lish the manner of their preparation 
and use. By all the accepted rules 
they are "Confederate Provisionals" 
-or we must revise the rules. 

* * * 
The Editor again invites a dis

cussion of these matters and adds 
the request that similar material be 
submitted for inspection and listing. 
Register all sendings and enclose 
sufficient postage for registered 
return. 
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Dutch Determination 

My old friend in Rotterdam, 
Mr. Peter den Outer, an 
enthusiastic airmail fan -

who insists that the Dutch engineers 
are the best in the world (and I 
shall not dispute this claim)
posted_, as his regular birthday greet
ing rto me (and he has never failed 
to do this for the past si~ty-five 
years!.) , a cov,er to enter the Lon
don-Melbourne Air Race-rather 
the "Nederland - Australia Mac
Robertson Race." My cover was 
carried on the "Uiver." It bears the 
Rotterdam-W aalhaven postmark of 
October 19th, and the Dutch flight 
cachet on its face. It arrived at 
Melbourne Wednesday, October 24, 
10 :54 a. m., as per backstamp, and 
was forwarded to me by the repre
sentative of the "K. L. M." Royal 
Dutch Air Lines in Sydney, by 
regular mail. 

Aside from these bare facts of 
dates there is a human irnterest story 
of friendship and loyalty. 

Den Outer has but recently re
covered from a severe illness, and 
his first outdoor venture was 
prompted by the urge to get this 
letter of congratulations off on that 
famous flight, dated October 19th. 
Speeding his car, he ra0ed to the 
office of the Royal Airmail Com
pany. Arriving there, he was in
formed that the flight mail had 
closed but five minutes before. He 
knew that he could beat the train to 
the airdrome at Waalhaven-eight 

miles from Rotterdam-and he 
"made it. " It was 12 :20. The start 
was scheduled to take place at 
12 : S 0. But there were no special 
flight stamps available at the air
drome! In a moment his plan was 
formed. Racing back to Rotterdam, 
he secured the special triangular 
stamp and again reached the airport 
just in time to place his covers 
aboard as the "Uiver" was about 
to take off. The mail pouches 
had been closed. He is wondering 
now if the cover reached me, and 
his reading of this page will be the 
first news that he succeeded. 

Dutch grit-and Dutch loyalty. 

----lZ]1--

Macarthur Centenary 
Owing to the earlier issue of the 

Victorian Centenary stamps, it has 
been decided to defer the issue of 
the Macarthur series until later in 
the year. No date has yet been 
fixed, but October has been sug
gested. The series will comprise 
three values ( 2d., 3d. and 9d.), and 
will be in the design showing a 
merino sheep in the foreground 
against a background of the Blue 
Mountains (N. S. W .), from a 
photograph taken actually on one of 
Macarthur's runs.-The Australian 
Stam p Monthly. 

---iC8:)i----

Mound City Visits 
The Mound City Stamp Club, 

and its over 100 members, will pay 
a fraternal visit November 1 S to the 
Webster Groves Stamp Club. The 
feature of the Mound City club's 
open meeting Monday, November 
S, will be an exhibit of covers of 
the period when the _U. S. mail was 
collected in St. Louis utilizing spe
cially constructed street cards. Mr. 
J. H . Snow will deliver a talk on 
this subject. 

Mention S. AND C. C. when an
swering advertisements. 
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U/1.Jy CollectStamped Envelopes? 
I 

SOME philatelists do, some don't 
and others hesitate. This appeal 
is aimed at the "hesitators", but 

it is hoped will help the "doers", 
and even might convert the 
"don'ters." 

Just why we collect what we do, 
defies logical explanation, and few 
try to constructively analyse the 
motives influencing their choice, 
even though it would always be in
forming and sometimes chastening. 

The collecting of stamped en
velopes and stationery (entire or cut 
square) ought to be a fascinating 
and worth-while side line, if not a 
major specialty in itself, but it seems 
to be in a zone of no more than 
semi-recognition by most catalogers, 
album publishers, auctioneers, deal
ers and stamp journals. Few, who 
have not been successfully inocu
lated with the virus of envelope col
lecting, appreciate the fertile field 
for making a well balanced collec
tion of envelopes for a most modest 
investment. The complications are 
much less than for many other phi
latelic branches, the accessories (al
bums, catalogs and dealers) are 
available, though not so well 
known, and even its semi-obscurity 
adds to the delights and allurements 
of the task. 

The author, smitten as a boy by 
the philatelic germ, in the pre
Columbian issue era, has gradually 
transformed his original general col
lection into a specialized entire 
United States Envelope collection, 
with U. S. adhesives, revenues, cut 
squares, locals, postmarks, and cov
ers as minor side lines. With little 
available cash, but a down-east 
swapping disposition, the result has 
been, with good luck and some 
fortunate finds, over 4,000 easily 
distinguishable varieties, and a suffi
cient duplicate stock for study, com-

BY THOMAS D. PERRY 

~ ~ 

parison and identification. There 
are few envelope rarities, but a 
large number of moderate priced 
varieties. Perhaps a few leaves from 
this book of experience wi ll help 
others to appreciate the zest of en
velope collecting. 

* * * 
There are many stages or degrees 

of envelope collecting from the ele
mentary to the advanced, and even 
to the post-graduate collecting of 
many intriguing and elusive distinc
tions. The three most popular are: 

Cut Squares, by issues, dies and 
papers. 

Entires, as above, but excluding 
sizes and watermarks. 

Entires, including sizes (knives) , 
and watermarks. , 

A brief outline of practicable 
methods and accessories for each of 
these branches will follow in a 
series of articles, supplemented by a 
more technical description of water
marks and knives. 

ADVANTAGES OF COLLECTING 

CUT SQUARES 

Cut square envelopes are much 
easier to identify than adhesives, 
since the perplexing complications 
of simple, compound and part per
forations do not exist; watermark 
classification is reserved for the col
lector of entires, and even then is 
observable without soaking; the 
problems of rotaries, flats, blocks, 
double transfers, strips, plate num
bers, and replating do not occur. 
The!'e are plenty of die varieties, 
with enough minor differences and 
retouchings to be interesting. Vari
ations in shade and paper colors 
abound, with a sprinkling of errors, 
essays and proofs. "Specimens" 
and various overprints (surcharges) 
are common both to envelopes and 

adhesives. The printing technique 
of envelopes is simpler than for ad
hesives, but the shading opportuni
ties are fully as great, and enhanced 
by color.ed papers. The claim that 
cut square envelopes are more com
plicated than adhesives cannot be 
supported by evidence. 

SIZE OF CUT SQUARES 

The standard printed albums 
average a plump 1,% " square for 
mounting, except in the case of the 
larger commemorative dies. This 
has seemed to develop a regretable 
habit of trimming too close, particu
larly in the Nesbitts and Reays, 
some of which were prepared many 
years ago. The best size for all ex
cept the larger commemoratives dies 
is 1 ~" square, with 2" square for 
the large dies. The 1 ~" square 
affords attractive centering in most 
cases, and permits a tasteful arrange
ment for album pages, and is much 
more marketable than the closely 
trimmed specimens. Some authori
ties -advocate entire corners of en
velopes, making three thickness of 
paper, but this adds bulk and makes 
hinging awkward and unsatisfac
tory; personally, the author does not 
advise it. 

The trimming of cut squares is 
best accomplished by providing 
celluloid or card board squares of 
the desired standard size, and hold
ing them firmly over the stamps 
while cutting. "Cut-arounds", if 
they are rare and worth saving for 
space fillers, can be neatly remount
ed on .the proper colored paper. 

CUT SQUARE ALBUMS 

A real zest for cut squares will 
develop a desire for a better ar
rangement and more room than is 
shown in the printed albums. A 
loose-leaf blank album affords much 
greater latitude for artistic arrange
ment, and is strongly recommended. 
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Fig. No. 1. Cut 0 111 Markers for Loose-Leaf Album Blank Pages. Showing arrangements 
for 12 to 5 specimens per page. Cut-outs are l~" square on 1-7 and 2" on 8. 

the bottom of the page. A mini
mum separation in either direction 
is y?". All markers are for 1 %" 
squares, except 8, which is 2" for 
commemoratives. These markers are 
made of heavy cardboard or press 
board, and the rectangles, where 
stamps are mounted, are cut out, as 
also the slots for page captions. Cut 
outs can be made accurately with a 
sharp knife, and weak spots or cor
ners reinforced with cloth tape. 
These markers should be the exact 
size of album page, and are placed 
over the blank page so that faint 
pencil lines can be drawn at corners 
of stamp locations, as well as for 
headings and punchings. 

The standard 3-ring, 8 y?"xll" 
binder makes a very satisfactory 
album, with leaves of 24-lb. (folio) 
weight, punched and reinforced 0 
around the holes. Cloth hinged '\:::!.) 
leaves are available at stationers, but 
are rather expensive. These binders 
cost from l 5c. (at chain stores) to 
$4.00 or $5.00 for real leather. 
The rings should be large enough 
to accommodate one inch or about 
100 pages. When pages are used 
one side only, and that is the only 
proper way, celophane or tissue in
terleaves may be used, but are not 
necessary. 

PAGE ARRANGEMENTS 

© 

@ 
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Fig. No. 2. Loose-Leaf Album Page. : 

Cross section, or quadrille ruled 
pages are obtainable, but not usually 
desirable. When cut square en
velope sizes are standardized it is 
helpful to prepare a series of cut
out marking sheets, with well pro
portioned grouping of different 
numbers of specimens per page. 
Eight of these are suggested in Fig. 
No. 1, but there are many other 
arrangements that skill and ingenu
ity may devise, with due regard for 
.balance and pleasing proportions. 
. Markers 3 and 7 show wider than 
normal separation in next to the bot
tom line-some may pref er main
taining the normal width. Speci
mens should not be nearer than 
%" to the right edge, nor Y:?" to Stamps mounted in gummed corners, obtainable in brown, gray, black and white transparent. 
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Personally the author prefers to 
limit each album page to one major 
variety on all its colors of paper, with 
minor varieties and shades. The cur
rent circular die envelopes come on 
three colors of paper and two quali
ties, with wrapper in addition, leav
ing some room for shades. Some 
issues have fewer papers and several 
varieties may go on a page, but indi
vidual desire may have free rein here. 

CATALOGS AND NUMBERING 

The standard catalog lists all en
velopes of a series or issue on white 
paper, then on amber, and so on, 
but few envelope collectors like this 
arrangement. However it has cer
tain advantages of standardization 
that are obvious. 

Bartels has an envelope catalog 
(cut square and entire) with its own 
individual scheme of numbering, 
cross indexed also with Scott. It 
groups all colors of paper, shades 
and minor varieties of a die to
gether, and offers an excellent ar
rangement for a cut square envelope 
collection. Its description of dies is 
thorough and precise. 

Stanley Gibbons has just publish
ed a similar envelope catalog, some
what briefer than Bartels, but with 
a satisfactory numbering scheme. 

Each collector should adopt and 
use the catalog and numbering plan 
of his choice, but it is worth noting 
that Bartels is regarded as an out
standing authority on United States 
envelopes. 

MOUNTING 

Regular large sized stamp hinges 
are good, but the size of the cut 
square envelope stamps makes 
them somewhat "floppy" when so 
mounted, especially in the case of 
entire corners. Gummed corners or 
c-orner mounts (see Fig. No.· 2) 
afford a better method, albeit some
what bulkier and more costly. Two 
mounts to a stamp, diagonally, are 
sufficient. They may be pre-mounted 
in the cut out markers (shown in 
Fig. No. 1) and the stamps slipped 
in place, or the mounts placed on 

the stamps first and then properly 
positioned on the page. 

Celophane covers for valuable 
specimem can be folded over the 
stamps and tucked into the corner 
mounts. In using this method, cut
outs in the markers should be 1/ 16" 
oversize to avoid crumpling the 
stamps. Extra pages to exhibit en
tire envelopes showing variations, 
postal markings, errors and the like, 
may be inserted in the loose-leaf 
binder at will. Closely trimmed 
square specimens may be remounted, 
or the corner mounts adjusted to 
accommodate them. 

The methods suggested give wide 
scope for individuality, but provide 
well standardized plans that have 
been tested and found satisfaaory. 

II 

T HE problems presented in the 
preserving and classifying of 
entires are quite different from 

those of adhesives or cut squares, 
which are especially adapted to ar
rangement and display in ordinary 
albums. Albums for entire envel
opes are obtainable, and are indes
pensible if one collects watermark, 
size and knife varieties. 

The first step in collecting entires 
is more or less an evolution from 
cut squares and a preparation for a 
full fledged entire collector, perhaps 
the creeping age before learning to 
walk. The usual plan is to secure 
one entire of every die, color and 
paper, no matter what size or water
mark. Unused, in the main, are 
more difficult to obtain, and used 
with postal markings, offer a much 
more interesting field. Some van
dals still persist in opening letters 
with a jimmy or ball bat, inuch to 
the discomfiture of the envelope col
lector, but neatly slit envelopes are 
not. too hard to find, and a limited 
amount of ragged edges can be trim
med off. Naturally medium sized 
and smaller envelopes are more de
sirable, but certain higher demoni
mations come only in the long offi
cial sizes. 

ALBUMS 

The albums for entires are best 
described as overgrown stock books, 
with seven continuous horizontal 
pockets on each page. Such an al
bum, with 16 pages, sized about 
16"x22" will hold about 700 en
velopes, when overlapped so as to 
show the stamp. Envelopes can be 
easily shifted around in these al
bums, for the insertion of new 
acquisitions or reclassification. There 
is no opportunity to note numbers 
or descriptions on the album page, 
but this can be done by inserting 
small erect cards at the left hand 
side of each slot or pocket. It is 
quite an advantage to strap or clamp 
together the open edges of the 
album when not in use, to keep en
velopes from slipping up and out 
of place. 

No·-------· 
Die _______ _ 

Type ••••• • 

Var ...... . 

Size ...... . 

Knf ••••• • • 

Wmk . .. . . . 

F Ol O -------

NO. 

TYPE 

KNI F E 

I~ 

Fig. No. 3 

Sia. 

Hntft 

SlffTC/I, GUM 
OR STAM P W/1 
MOMO&ll:Af¥1, 

Label Bands f or Entire Envelopes. 
Left, Standard for all issues. 

-

Center, Specially printed watermark mono
gram for each issue. 

Right, Provision for inserting watermark 
monogram. 

LABEL BANDS 

It is desirable, but not absolutely 
necessary, to put label bands on each 
envelope for complete identification. 
This becomes essential when making 
a collection by knives and water
marks. 

Three. types of label bands are 
shown in Fig. No. 3, the left hand 
being a standard blank applicable to 
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all issues and varieties; the center is 
specially printed with each water
mark, giving a most interesting 
graphic classification; the right hand 
offers an opportunity to sketch, rub
ber stamp, or paste a watermark 
monogram in the space provided. 
Label bands should be 10" to 11" 
long, and the ends gummed together 
behind the envelope. Celophane 
enclosures for the more valuable 
specimens can be folded over en
velopes and held in place by the 
label bands. Two or more shades 
of one number can be put in the 
same band. The author's rule is to 
put celophane over all envelopes 
cataloging three dollars and over. 

Label bands printed in black, red, 
purple, green and brown ink offer a 
simple classification that is easily 
distinguishable; 

!black, co llection, major var iety 
brown, collection, minor variety 
red, collecti on, valued over $5.00 
green, dupli ca tes 
purpl e, duplica tes of value. 

The same result can be obtained by 
printing in black ink on white, pink, 
blue, straw and russet paper. 

An economical method of accom
plishing the above, but considerably 
less pleasing in appearance, is to 
obtain a rubber stamp, containing 
the standard information required, 
and neatly stamp the bands as 
needed. Various colored inking 
pads, corresponding to the above, 
may be used on white paper, or a 
uniform color of ink used on colored 
strips of paper of proper size. 

Another way to designate envel
opes, if label bands are not used, is 
to number them faintly in pencil in 
the upper left hand corner. This is 
not so easily observable in the album 
method as in the cabinet filing 
method described below. 

FILING CABINETS 

Another satisfactory method of 
preserving entire envelope collec
tions is in a card index file, when 
each specimen rests on its bottom 
edge between index guides. The 
5"x8" standard index cabinets are a 
very suitable size, accommodating 
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Fig. No. 4. Cabinet Filing for Entire Envelopes. 

all envelope sizes except sizes 8 and 
9, which are the two largest official 
sizes. Such large envelopes can be 
folded back at the end away from 
the stamp, but there are very few 
varieties that do not exist more 
plentifully in the smaller sizes that 
will fit the above index. It should 
be observed that filing in cabinets, 
however, does not result in such an 
attractive display as when arranged 
in albums. 

These 5"x8" filing cabinets come 
in singles (with cover) and cases 
with 2, 4, and 6 drawers. The 
usual filing space, 12" front to rear 
(inside) , will accommodate about 
250 envelopes with suggested 
guides. 

NUMBERING SYSTEM 

It is imperative to choose some 
standard numbering system for such 
a file, and the numbering of the 
Scott standard catalog was not in
tended for this purpose, nor is it 
adequate nor suitable for this 
method of filing. The most com
prehensive and well arranged entire 
envelope list is that of J. M. Bartels 
Co. (last edition 1933), which as
signs numbers to all envelopes, with
out regard to size or watermark. It 
is equally applicable to entires or cut 
squares, and lists them substantially 
in the order of their issue. Major 
varieties, colors and papers have full 
numbers, while minor varieties, 
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shades and unusual items are given, 
or may be assigned sub letters under 
the proper consecutive number. 

The arrangement of index guides, 
in the filing cabinet method, is par
ticularly important, and Fig. No. 4 
shows a simple but efficient scheme 
based on Bartels numbers. Guides 
with left hand projections (one 
third of length) are used for issues 
or series, while the three right hand 
positions (one fifth of length) are 
to designate numbers 10, 20, 30, 
40, etc. Thus entire envelopes can 
be located easily either by issue or 
number. Additional guides for de
nominations or die varieties may be 
used, but are likely to complicate 
rather than simplify. A list of 
essential left hand guides is listed 
at the end of this article. 

It is important to note that en
velopes are in front of rather than 
behind the guide, i. e. envelope 
No. 10 lies on guide No. 10, 
rather than under it. This filing 
sequence is particularly desirable, as 
the next guide describing the speci
men in hand, is always in full sight, 
and one is not laboring under the 
handicap of a concealed or hidden 
guide. 

While th.e left (issue) projection 

has only room for one title and the 
corresponding serial numbers, there 
is plenty of room on the body of the 
guide for notations as to dies, colors, 
or other pertinent information. 
Guide projections may be hand let
tered, or labels may be typewritten 
on gummed paper, and extended 
over the top to the back side for 
reinforcement. 

CLASSIFYING DUPLICATE 

ENVELOPES 

A similar method of filing dupli
cate entires has been used by the 
author for many years. The differ
ence consisted in making special 
cloth covered boxes of two sizes, 
with inside measurements of 7y,J:"x-
4Yz"xl 5" for all except official sizes', 
and 10Yz"x4Yz"x15" for officials. 

Duplicates should either be light
ly marked in pencil in the upper 
l~ft hand corner, or banded as pre
viously described. Several like en
velopes can be loosely enclosed in 
the same band. 

Guides for duplicates should be 
sturdy and of several heights, vary
ing by approximately y,J: ". The 
highest guide should be for the 
issue (or watermark) , the next for 
denominations, then for dies, etc. 

LIST OF ISSUES FOR FILING CABINET GUIDES 

UNITED STATES ENTIRE ENVELOPES 

N esbitt .. ... . . . . . . . .. . . .. . 1853-5 
N esbitt ..... .. ............ 1860 
Nesbitt .... . ....... ... ... . 1861 
N esbitt .. .. . . . . . . . .. . ..... 1863-4 
Reay .. . . . ... . ..... . ... . .. 1870 
Plimpton . . ............... . 1874-86 
Centennial . . . ... . ....... 1876 
Plimpton-Morgan .... . .. .... 1882-6 
{ Plimpton-Morgan .... . ... 1887-94 } 

Purcell .......... . . . .. .. 1894-9 
Columbian ........... 1893 
Plimpton-Morgan ........ . ... 1899-1902 
H anford ........... 1903-7 
M ercantile ... .. . .. .. ... .... 1907-1 3 
Mercantile . .............. . 1915-6 
Middle West Supply ... ..... 1916-28 
Re-Valued 3c. . . . ....... .. .. 1920 
Middle West Supply ... ..... 1925-30 
Re-Valued l Y,c . ... ......... 1925 
Sesqui-Centenn ial ........... 1926 
Washington Bi-Centennial. ... 1932 
International Envelope . ... .. . 1929-36 

Air Mai l and Letter Sheet . .. . 1886-32 
Official , Post Office .......... 1873-7 
Official, War ............... 1873-5 
Posta l Savings . ...... .. . . ... 19ll 
Postal Cards .. ....... ... ... 1873-26 

Bartels 
Nos. 1-20 (Demonetized) 

21-41 (Demonetized) 
42-59 
60-101 

102-1 39 
140-260 
261-264 
265-336 

337-391 

392-395 
396-422 
423-45 3 
454-52 3 (Oval on laid paper) 
524-572 (Oval on wove paper) 
5 73 -651 (Circular) 
652-735 
736-743 ( lY,c.) 
744-81 3 
814-815 
815-820 
821 ( 3c. bright violet; 6c. orange) 

951-976 
1001-1017 
1018-1070 
1071-1075 

1-46 (To be Continued) 

Royal Jubilee Issue 

FOUR VALUES-SPECIAL SIZE-AND 

PHOTOGRAVURE 

It has now been definitely decided 
that the Post Office will mark the 
forthcoming 25th Anniversary of 
the Accession of H. M. King 
George V. by issuing a commemo
rative jubilee series. 

It will be the first jubilee issue of 
adhesive postage stamps ever issued 
in this country. 

The Stamp Collectors' Fortnightly 
learns that the stamps will be of 
rather larger size than the current 
ordinary low values. They will be 
printed by photogravure by Messrs. 
Harrison and Sons, Ltd., at High 
Wycombe, where the current photo
gravure stamps are being printed. 

It is not intended to issue a long 
series, or to include any high values, 
so the complete set will not be any 
tax upon the stamp collectors' pock
ets. The Postmaster General, Sir 
Kingsley Wood, has repeatedly as
serted his view that it is no function 
of the Post Office to make revenue 
out of stamp collectors by creating 
unnecessary issues. 

The proposed series will probably 
be of four values only, viz., Half
penny, One Penny, Three Half
pence, and Twopence, so the whole 
set will amount to only 5d. face 
value. 

The absence of the 2 Yz d. de
nomination may be regarded as 
conforming to the desire expressed 
in high quarters that next year's 
celebration shall be a family one, 
within the great commonwealth of 
nations comprising the British Em
pire. The 2 Yz d. denomination is 
chiefly used for the minimum rate 
for letters to foreign countries 
(excepting U.S. A.).-The Stamp 
Collectors' Fortnightly. 

~1--
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More Confederate Finds 
BY THE EDITOR 

I T is again our privilege to an
nounce the find of a Confederate 
typographically printed, and sur

charged Provisional Envelope of 
major importance. · 

A SURCHARGED COLUMBIA 

It is the well-known Columbia, 
S. C. 5-cent, blue on whi·te envelope 
with press-printed surcharge "10," 
likewise in blue. It probably repre
sents one of a stock of left-overs 
when the letter-rate was advanced 
to ten cents. 

Among an accumulation of Con
federate correspondence addressed 
to members of the Ward family of 
Tappahannock, Virginia, which has 
been submitted for examinaition and 
appraisal, this somewhat mutilated 
cover was found. The postmark 
date, in blue, is that of December 
19th ( 1861) . There were numer
ous covers postmarked Columbia in 
the lot, but all of subsequent dates, 
and franked with stamps of the 
General Issue. 

Unca:taloged-in fact, heretofore 
unknown-this rarity will encoun
ter no obstacles in its claim .to recog
nition. It is but another confirma
tion of the statement, that we have 
not yet come to ithe close of our list
ing of Confederate Provisionals, 
especially in the Envelope class. 

A SURCHARGED TALBOTTON 

Now, for another unique and 
attractive cover. 

In this same correspondence was 
a handstamped Talbotton, Ga. "5 
PAID" (converted canceller-page 
49 Dietz Specialized Catalog) sur
charged "IO." The postmark is that 
of October 3, 1861. 

This is another discovery of im
portance and must be added to our 
Catalog. The cover, of deep canary 
stock, is well preserved, as may be 
seen from the accompanying illus
tration. 

The postmark is of October 3, 
1861, while handstamp, surcharge 
and canceller are in black. 

A FIFTH KINGSTON TYPE! 

,-A-, I repeat: that Kingston, 
* ~ "' Tenn. postmaster-printer 
PAID must have · been an inge
nious and versatile official-with 
plenty of time on his hands in 
which to play at his little handpres:., 
setting and printing new composi
tions of "Paids"-for here is the 
fifth type! It was submitted by Mr. 
J. W. Jones of Bristol, Tenn., and 
represents the simplest of the King
ston type-setting feats. There is the 
well -known outline figure t t 5,, 
flanked by asterisks and crowned 
by a brace. Below the word "PAID". 
H is printed in black on a buff 
hand-made cover. 

And now for the sixth type!
Then to Ripley! 

KNOXVILLE TYPE II. 

And finally, 
Mr. Jones 
adds a second 
type of the 
Kno xvi 11 e, 
Ten n. co.:1-
verted cancel-
1 er hand

stamped 5c. Paid. The only type 
heretofore listed (see Dietz Supple
ment to Catalog, page 39) shows 
the figure "5" below the "PAID". 
Mr. Jones' cover shows the "5" 
above PAID. We must therefore list 
this variety as Type II. 

Send the Editor your finds. 
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A Priceless Letter 

/tJ 
~~J'uk 

/rtilt~'i~ 
/la, 

BY THE EDITOR 
o.i@IJl-~~~~~~~~~~~~~-t(.~ 

COLLECTORS of pre-stamp 
· postmarks have always been 

attracted by the varied types 
of Richmond's cancellers in their 
brilliant vermilions and reds and 
blues and black. From the straight
line type-set varieties of Colonial 
times up to the late Fifties of last 
century they offer an intriguing 
subject for study. 

But the old folded letter-sheets, 
too, upon which they are impressed, 
add zest to the study, for here we 
find the record of rates with which 
our forefathers were taxed when 
they " took pen in hand" to indite 
an epistle of business or sentiment. 

Down there in Williamsburg, the 
first Capital of Virginia, and the 
Cradle of American Liberty, a veri
table treasure of early correspon
dence has been brought to light. 
Letters from every celebrity in the 
history of the Colony and the Re
public-from its earliest period up 
to and including the War Between 
the States-have been found and 
are being carefully tabulated and 
preserved. They are not for sale, 
but they supply invaluable data for 
novelist and historian. 

Among this wealth of old letters 

there is one from Edgar Allan Poe, 
dated Richmond, Va., December 3, 
1835, which I have been privileged 
to read and quote, and to illustrate 
the address side of the folded letter 
which bears the Richmond post
mark of that time in brilliant ver
milion. The letter is addressed to 
Poe's friend, the cultured Judge 
Beverley Tucker of Williamsburg. 
I have reproduced Poe's character
istic signature, and print the letter, 
which is penned in his small, com
pact chirography. Permission to do 
this is granted by Mrs. George 
Coleman, wife of George Coleman, 
Esq., ex-Mayor of Williamsburg, 
and a lineal descendant of Judge 
Tucker. 

THE POE LETTER 

DEAR SIR: 
Richmond D ec : 1, 35 . 

Mr. White was so kind as to read me 
some portion of your letter to himself, 
dated Nov. 29, and I feel impelled, as much 
by gratitude for your many friendly ex
pressions of interest in my behalf, as by a 
desire to make some little explanations, to 
answer, personally, the passages alluded to. 

An justly-in relation to your own verses. 
That they are not poetry I will not allow, 
even when judging them by your own rules. 
A very cursory perusal enabled me, when I 
first saw them, to point out many instances 
of the 7TOl7JVl> you mention. Had I the 
lines before me now I would particularize 
them. But is there not a more lofty species 
of originality than originality of individual 
thoughts or individual passages ? I doubt 
very much whether a composition may not 
even be full of original things, and still be 

pure imitation as a whole. On the other 
hand I have seen writings, devoid of any 
new thought, and frequently destitute of 
any new express ion-writings which I could 
not help considering as full of creative 
power. But I have no wish to refine, and 
I dare say you have little desire that I 
should do so. What is, or what is not, 
poetry must not be told in a mere epistle. 
I sincerely think your lines excellent. 

The distinction you make between levity, 
and wit or humour (rhar which produces 
a smile) I perfectly understand; but that 
levity is unbecoming the chair of the critic, 
must be taken, I think cum grano salis. 
Morever-are you sure Jeffrey was never 
jocular or frivolous in his critical opinions? 
I think I can call to mind some instances 
of the purest grotesque in his Reviews
downright horse-laughter. Did you ever 
see a critique in Blackwood's Mag: upon 
an Epic Poem by a cockney tailor? Its 
chief witticisms were aimed not ar the 
poem, but at the goose and bandy legs of 
the author, and the notice ended, after in
numerable . oddities in-"ha! ha ' ha'-he! 
he! he!-hi! hi ! hi!-ho! ho! ho!-hu 1 hu 1 

hu 1" Yet it was, without exception, rhe 
most annihilating, and alrogerher the most 
effective Review I remember to have read. 
Of course I do nor mean to palliate such 
indecency. The reviewer should have been 
horsewhipped. Still I cannot help thinking 
levity here was indispensable. Indeed how 
otherwise the subject could have been 
treated I do not perceive. To treat a tailor 
Epic seriously, (and such an Epic too!) 
would have def eared the ends of rhe cri ric, 
in weakening his own authority by making 
himself ridiculous. 

Your opinion of "The M.S. found in a 
Bortle" is just. The Tale was written some 
years ago, and was one among the first I 
ever wrote. I have met with no one, with 
the exception of yourself and P. P. Cook 
of Winchester, whose judgment concerning 
these Tales I place any value upon. Gen
erally, people praise extravagantly those of 
which I am ashamed, and pass in silence 
what I fancy to be praiseworthy. The last 
tale I wrote was Morella and it was my 
best. When I write again I will write 
something better than Morella. At present, 
having no time upon my hands, from my 
editorial duties, I can write nothing worth 
reading. What articles I have published 
since Morella were all written some time 

· ago. I mention this to account for the 
"mere physique" of the horrible which pre
vails in the "M.S. found in a Bottle". I do 
not think I would be gui lty of a similar 
absurdity now. One or two words more of 
Egotism. 

I do nor entirely acquiesce in your stric
tures on the versification of my Drama. I 
find that versification is a point on which, 
very frequently. persons who agree in all 
important particulars, differ very essentially. 
I do not remember to have known any two 
persons agree, thoroughly, about metre. I 
have been puzzled to assign a reason for this 
-but can find none more satisfactory than 
that music is a most indefinite conception. I 
have made prosody, in all languages which 
I have studied, a particular subject of in
quiry. I have written many verses, and 
read more than you would be inclined to 
imagine. 11'. short-I especially pride my
self upon tile accuracy of my ear-and have 
established the fact of its accuracy, to my 
own satisfaction at least, by some odd 
chromatic experiments. I was therefore 
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astonished to find you objecting to the 
melody of my lines. Had I time just now, 
and were I nor afraid of tiring you, I would 
like ro discuss this point more full y. There 
is much room for speculation here. Your 
own verses (I remarked this, upon first 
reading them, ro Mr. White) are absolutely 
faultless, if considered as "pure harmony" 
- I mean to speak rechnically-"without 
the intervention of any discords" . I was 
formerly accustomed to write thus, and it 
would be an easy thing to convince you. of 
the accuracy of my ear by writing such at 
present- but imperceptibly the love of these 
discords grew upon me as my love of music 
grew stronger, and I at length came to feel 
all the melody of Pope" s later versification, 
and that of the present T. Moore. I should 
like to hear from you on this subject. T he 
D ream was admitted solely thro'/ necessity. 
I know nor the author. ' 

In speaking of my mother you have 
touched a string to which my heart fully 
responds. T o have known her is to be an 
object of great interest in my eyes. I my
self never knew her-and never knew the 
affection of a father. Both died (as you 
may remember) within · a few weeks of 
each other. I have many occasional deal
ings with Adversity-bur the want of pa
rental affection has been the heaviest of 
my trials. 

I would be proud if you would honor 
me frequently with your criticism. Believe 
me when I say that I value it. I would be 
gratified, also, if you write in reply to this 
letter. It will assure me that you have ex
cused my impertinence in addressing you 
without a previous acquaintance. 

Very resp. & sincerely 
Yr. ob. sr. 

~~ 
}UDGE BEVERLY TUCKER 

----@1--

Tin-Can Island Mail 
The San Diego Union of August 

17 stated: "The 'swimming mail
man' of the South Seas, Charles S. 
Ramsey, Vista rancher, returned 
home yesterday after a 5 7-day ex
ploration cruise on the Matson
Lassco liner, City of Los Angeles. 

"Going overboard in a shark-rid
den sea in mid-ocean at a spot be
tween Samoa and Fiji, Ramsey once 
more enacted the role which has 
made him famous, swimming ashore 
to Niuafou of Tin-Can Island, with 
15, 000 philatelists' covers. 

"On arrival at San Francisco, 
Monday night, Ramsey told of the 
reception given him by natives of 
the lonely and unique island."
Washington Sunday Star. 

----@1--

Subscribe now. Only $1 the year. 

How the Postmaster Bisected 
BY THE EDITOR 

A COLLECTION of Confederate 
fl. stamps is never complete with-

out a Bisected Twenty on 
cover, properly tied across the cut 
with a town postmark. And, inci
dentally, it is the favorite fake ob
ject of · the counterfeiter-this and 
the Two-Cent red-brown. But I do 
not intend to take up that subject; 
instead, I want to tell how the post
masters "prepared" their bisects for 
sale in Confederate times. 

Most of us, I dare say- if we 
gave the subj ect thought at all
were under the impression that 
postmasters "cut up" a quantity of 
Twenties by shearing them diago
nally, and kept the supply in a 
handy box or drawer. That was my 
belief, until I received, for inspec
tion, the strip illustrated at the head 
of this article from Mr. Norbert 
Gainey of Columbus, 0 . And that 
strip disclosed the very practical 
modus operandi of "rouletting" bi
sected Twenties. 

We can now visualize just how 
the postmasters "went about it" in 
getting their supply in convenient 
shape for the day's business. The 
sheet was first cut into strips-then 
diagonal cuts, from the upper left 
to the lower right, were made across 
each stamp with a pen-knife. The 
next cut was vertical, separating 
each unit. It will be noted that 
both the diagonal and vertical in
cisions extended to within one
sixteenth inch (or thereabout) of 
the top margin, thus leaving all the 
stamps of the strip attached. The 
incisions go all the way through on 
the lower margin of the strip. By 

this method the postmaster was en
abled to seperate the halves without 
resorting to the use of his scissors 
every time his patrons came to buy 
stamps. 

I have frequently encountered 
bisects on cover that seemed to have 
a small, irregular-shaped part of 
their mates attached, and others that 
lacked a corner. I had attributed 
this to carelessness in shearing them 
apart, but this strip discloses the 
cause of the apparent mutilation. 

Unfortunately, this unique strip 
will never command a great price, 
because, like the perforated Confed
erates, anyone can do the same job 
with a strip of Twenties and a pen
knife or shears. But this particular 
object in Mr. Gainey's collection is 
absolutely authentic. 

It's very simple. But, did you 
know it was done this way? 

----@1- 

Early Date Frame-Line 
When I compiled the statistics 

for the Confederate story in 1929, 
the earliest recorded date on the 
famous "Frame-Line" 10-Cent of 
1863 was April 26, 1863, as ;:e
ported by Messrs. Knapp and Ash
brook, who were engaged in the 
plating of this stamp at the time. 
I have recently come in possession 
of a cover franked with this stamp 
and clearly postmarked "Richmond, 
Va., April 25 , 1863". Unless still 
earlier April dates are known, stu
dents will make this errata in the 
volume "The Postal Service of the 
Confederate States of America''. 
page 201. 
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The Stamps of Puerto Rico in Outline 

I N accordance with a Royal Order 
of the preceding year, declaring 
compulsory the use of stamps on 

public correspondence in "Ultra
mar'' (lands beyond the sea) , post
age stamps were put on sale in 
Puerto Rico on the first day of 
January, 1857. The designs of 
these stamps were similar to those 
of the other sister colonies. 

However, Puerto Rico did not ac
quire its individuality in this branch 
of the postal system until 1873, 
when the stamps of King Amadeo 
came to the island. These were sur
charged with two flourishes in order 
to be distinguished from those of 
Cuba, which, though equal in de
sign, did not have these flourishes. 
Illustration No. 1 shows the stamps 
that were used in Puerto Rico since 
that date and up to 1876, with their 
respective surcharges. Values were: 
25c., soc. and 1 "peseta." 

In 1877, stamps in
. scribed with the name 
"Puerto Rico" were 

· issued. The design 
represented the head 
of King Alfonso XII 

and were used until 1879, bearing 
the respective year in the upper 
label. Values were: 5, 10, 15, 25, 
SO "centimos" and 1 "peseta." 

During the years 
1880 and 1881, the 
stamp here shown was 
put into use. It bore 
also the correspond
ing year, values being: 

~' Yz, I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 15, 25, 40, 
50 "centimos" and 1 "peseta." The 
1881 issue had values in "milesi
mas," also. 

BY SERGIO PEREZ GRAU 
Editor Philatelic Section of rrPuerto 

Rico llustrado" 
om .., 

The stamp illus
trated here was used 
since 1882, until the 
issuance of the one 
depicting the head of 
King Alfonso XIII. 

It had different values and colors, 
and some of them, issued after 
1882, were re-engraved. 

The stamp with the 
boyish head of King 
Alfonso XIII came in 
1890, in different 
colors and values. 

In 1893 a special 
stamp was issued to commemorate 
the landing of Columbus in Puerto 
Rico. It is known as the "sello del 

barquito" (boat stamp). Its value 
is 3 "centavos de peso", dark green
colored and is shown above. 

During the years 
' 1898 and 1899, the 

stamp here shown was 
used. Its values and 
colors were several. 
In those same years 

stamps of the distinct issues from 
Habilitado 1890-98, surcharged as 

PAM. shown here, were also 
1898 y '99 used. Similarly, various 
stamps of the 1898 issue were sur
charged "IMPUESTO DE GUERRA" 

(War Tax) . 

When the American troops in
vaded Puerto Rico in 1898, regular 
postage stamps, envelopes and 
wrappers of the United States, sur
charged "PORTO RICO' ', were issued. 
The ink used in these surcharges 
was: black on the stamps, red and 
blue on the envelopes and green on 
the wrappers. In 1900 the surcharge 
was changed to "PUERTO RICO'', the 
Spanish version of our name. With 
this the name of our island disap
peared from the map of stamp-is
suing countries. 

COlUtEOS During the time the 
American troops oc-

5 C-TS. cupied the City of 
Coamo, a stamp was 
issued which is one of 

COAMO our philatelic values. 
This stamp appears in ten varieties. 

Another stamp, not yet cataloged 
but which must be of some value, is 
one that I had the opportunity to 
examine in the collection of Mr . 
Manuel Mayoral, of Ponce. In some 
aspects, it is similar to the Coamo 
issue. Its background, almost unin
telligible, is supposed to be the 
crown, or emblematic seal of Ponce, 
during the Spanish dominion. Up
on this design, the words "Postages" 
and "Correo" are read, imprinted 
in semi-circular form. This stamp 
is square-shaped, imperforate, and 
its color is light blue. Value: 5 
cents. 

The stamps of Puerto Rico that 
could be considered as true philate
lic gems, are few; but having, as 
we do, several errors in our stamps, 
it is my intention to describe in a 
future article, those specimens of 
the highest importance and value. 
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Regarding philatelic interests in 
this island, I want to state that 
though we do not have our proper 
stamps (we use those of the United 
States) , this little island is keenly 
interested in stamp-collecting. In 
San Juan, our Capital city, we have 
organized a philatelic society with 
members from all over the island. 
Not so very long ago, Puerto Rico's 
most important social magazine
Puerto Rico Ilustrado-established 
a philatelic department which has 
greatly contributed to the betterment 
of our hobby in the island, since 
much enthusiasm is being noted 
among beginners as well as ad
vanced collectors. Interesting ac
tivities are under way of realization, 
and no doubt they will prove bene
ficial to Puerto-Rican philately. 

--lZl·-

Last of the Parks 
The last printings of the National 

Parks stamps have been run, and 
the plates have been cleaned and 
stored in the vaults of the Bureau of 
Engraving and Printing. Alvin W. 
Hall, director, gave the following 
figures for editions completed: 1-
cent, 99,600,000; 2-cent, 90,000,-
000; 3-cent, 119,870,000; 4-cent, 
19,800,000; 5-cent, 37,000,000; 6-
cent, 18,852,400; 7-cent, 15,800,-
000; 8-cent, 15,860,000; 9-cent, 
15,800,000, and 10-cent, 19,482,-
400.-Washington Sunday Star. 

--lZJ1--

s. P A. to Mound City 
The members of the Mound City 

Stamp Club of St. Louis are very 
much elated over the Society of 
Philatelic Americans accepting their 
invitation to hold the 1935 con
vention in St. Louis. The club has 
permanent quarters in room 303, 
Melbourne Hotel, and every Mon
day and Friday evenings hold open 
house. Visiting philatelist are in
vited to meet with us. 

SAM G. SMITH, 
Chairman of Publicity. 

·Our Monthly Puzzle 
Try your luck! Here's a delightfully fascinating game. You may 

need the assistance of fellow-collectors in correctly working the puzzle. 
But find the right answer-it's fun! 

To the fi~st five readers who send in the correct answer we will give a 
fine cacheted cover priced at $1.00. Send to Contest Editor, STAMP AND 
COVER COLLECTING, Richn:iond, Va. 

It is a Fact 
7hat 

CIRCLE 
PUZZLES 

GIVE YOU 
FACTS 

COPYRIGHT, 1933, BY 
P. P. SAUNIER 

RICHMOND, 
VA. 

if you fill in all the words in the "Circle Puzzle" from the outside 
toward the center (all six-letter words) and then read the outside circle 
of letters (A) from 1 to 32 plus .the circle of letters ( E) from 1 to 32 

YOU WILL LEARN AN INTERESTING FACT. 

1. Opposed to; moved by dislike. 
2. A toast-"May it benefit your health" 

(Latin). 
3. Green rust or film covering ancient 

coins. 
4. Recount; tell (as a story). 
5. A sister of Ruth (Biblical) ; Possessive. 
6. Persian King known as Ahasuerus. 
7. Place upon; intrude upon. 
8. Maternal relative. 
9. Bad feeling between persons. 

10. Push into. 
11. Create affection for. 
12. Works; exerts oneself. 
13. Past (used with day or year, etc.). 
14. Cause a shower of water with a blow. 
15. Jewish queen, wife of Xerxes. 

16. A writ for summoning a jury. 
17. Did weave into. 
18. Attendants of the sick. 
19. Musical tune. 
20. Drink. 
21. Fat, heavy persons. 
22. Ones affiicted with leprosy. 
23. Opposite of "outpour." 
24. Commands. 
25. Fabled drink of the gods. 
26. Father, mother, and children. 
27. Ignited and burning. 
28. Pertaining to the mind. 
29. Pertaining to iridium. 
30. Causes to be level. 
31. Put money into (as stocks and bonds). 
32. Uncover. 

If you want a book of these fascinating "Circle Puzzles send 1 Oc. to 
Puzzle Department, STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING, Box 125, Station A, 
Richmond, Virginia. 
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New Philately 
BY 

T. NORMAN PALMER, P. J. A. 

~ ·~ 
HE phrase New Philately T would appear to be either the 
name of a newly found island 

or the title of a French possession. 
In this particular instance, however, 
it implies neither; rather, it is just 
as the two words should be defined: 
New, meaning something recent, 
modern or fresh and Philately, 
meaning the hobby of collecting 
stamps or that pertaining to stamps. 

Years ago, when stamp collecting 
was in its infancy, the bits of paper 
(sometimes colored, occasionally ad
hesive) issued by the various gov
ernments told little but the amount 
paid for the stamp and the name of 
the country issuing it. As more 
countries issued stamps and more 
stamps were issued by each country 
new ideas were born. Instead of 
allowing the stamps to merely indi
cate the value paid, portraits of the 
ruler of the land were placed upon 
the stamps, and throughout the 19th 
century, with few exceptions, por
traits were all that could be found 
on our adhesives. 

Governments are at times very 
slow to recognize the worth of an 
object, but once that worth is real
ized they act fast and continue in 
their actions ever improving upon 
the object. It was the same with 
stamps. National heroes were next 
portrayed on stamps; past rulers 
were depicted; and finally the main 
step: they began to picture scenes of 
their national life. 

Whether or not collectors com
prehend that the beginning of pic
torials was not primarily a step to 
beautify the postal issues, or to give 
the post users prettily colored bits 
of paper to gaze upon in place of 
the dull stamps previously used. 
Pictorials came into use in the same 
way newspaper advertising was first 
introduced : it was the logical way to 

reach the greatest number of indi
viduals at the lowest cost per person. 
In the case of stamps, it was the 
most inexpensive method the gov
ernments had to sell their produce, 
which happened to be the natural 
beauty, the wonders, the quaintness 
and the people of the land. In short 
it was plain and simple advertising. 

Advertising has become the very 
life and breath of every nation, of 
every people. It is employed by 
everyone. When I say "Hello" to 
an acquaintance on the street I am 
advertising myself. When you walk 
along the avenue you are advertising 
yourself. Naturally the govern
ments must advertise to attract visi
tors and tourists to their lands. 

Just how far the stamp issuing 
countries have gone along this road 
of advertising can readily be seen. 
The stamps in your collection are 
the best example of what has hap
pened. The latest U. S. issues are 
outstanding models of clever 
stampic propaganda. The National 
Parks stamps will attract millions of 
people to our scenic wonders in the 
next few years. The beautiful, awe
inspiring views on these adhesives 
will cause thousands of dollars to 
float into our national treasury as 
extra money will be spent in this 
country by the visitors, and the in
creased sales and purchases of mer
chandise will directly increase the 
incomes of Uncle Sam's citizens, 
and indirectly increase the govern
ment's revenues. 

The Century of Progress is the 
finest example of all. The problem 
of attracting people to the Fair was 
a large one, but the Government set 
its mind on the confrontm.ent and 
began work. The logical way, they 
thought, was to be sure that every 
one was given some piece of propa
ganda relating to the Fair. Nor 
would this be enough, regularly 
from then on, a duplicate of this 
prnpaganda must be given to the 
same people. It was believed that 
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by continual repetition the name 
"Century of Progress" would be
come impressed upon the mind of 
everyone receiving the propaganda. 
The next step, now that they knew 
what the result was which they de
sired to achieve, was to decide upon 
the medium. Would it be news
paper advertising? No, very few 
people, comparatively, read the 
newspaper advertisements. Would 
it be magazine advertising? No, 
very few people buy magazines for 
that purpose. Direct mail, was the 
next suggestion. This was dis
carded as too much of an expense. 
With but one avenue of escape, the 
Government issued the set of two 
stamps so commonly called the 
World's Fair stamps. 

Nor is Uncle Sam the only fellow 
who has discovered this new use for 
stamps. Mauritania on its early le. 
shows the famous Sahara Desert; 
Oceania the picturesqueness of its 
natives; Ubangi-Chari its jungles 
and native animals; French Guinea 
its mountains; Sengal the customs 
of its natives and the quaint dances 
of its people; Greece its ancient 
ruins and heroes of its mythology; 
Andorra its little towns nestled in 
the natural beauty of its mountains; 
St. Pierre and Miquelon the indus
tries of its people; South Africa the 
wonders of the nation, its important 
sights and its historical importance; 
Indo-China the stillness and dreamy
ness of the country, the temples 
hidden in the distant hills and its 
pagan gods and goddesses; Cam
eroon its vast, beautifully sloping 
hills and inviting meadows. 

Even Togo advertises. On the le. 
and 2c. stamps of the country you 
can see the beautiful cocoanut plan
tations; Guadeloupe its sugar mills; 
Chad its ivory industry; Egypt its 
deserts and ancient pyramids to
gether with the famous Sphinx. 
Great Britain its special events and 
conventions. Spain its historical 
importance . and sights of note. 
France its great men · and their 
deeds, Germany its scenic beauties 
and famous castles. Every nation has 
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awakened to the advertising possi
bilities in stamps and, should the 
trend continue to grow and the 
treasury deficit keep in the down
ward path, it will not be long before 
we will be able to read about our 
favorite cigarette, or cigar on the le. 
stamp and advertisements for silk 
stockings on the 2c. with face pow
der on 3c. Distillers will, of course, 
be trying to reach the money class 
and will therefore advertise their 
gins and blends on the 50c., $1, $2, 
and $5, leaving the 20c. and 25c. 
to the brewers, and the lOc., 15c. 
and 17c. to the automobile manu
facturers. 
~---

Boy Scout Stamp 
Possibilities that the next stamp 

.to be issued by the Post Office 
Department will be a Boy Scout 
stamp of the three-cent value is in
dicated by advices that the depart
ment is seriously considering numer
ous requests for such an issue. 

Nothing definite has been de
cided, but it was learned from 
authoritative sources, according to 
Scouting Magazine that this stamp 
may make its appearance some time 
in February, at which time the 
twenty-fifth anniversary of the or
ganization of the Boy Scouts uf 
America will be celebrated. 

Commenting on the possibility of 
the Boy Scout stamp, Roy North, 
deputy third assistant Postmaster-

. general, said, "I believe that a stamp 
of this kind would be a valuable 
contribution to good citizenship and 
would tend to mould in the minds 
of the youth of the nation a greater 
love for their country. It would be 
particularly beneficial to issue a 
stamp of this kind in view of the 
efforts that the Administration is 
making for the advancement of 
youth of the land. Should the Boy 
Scout stamp be issued, it would be 
the first stamp ever gotten out by 
the Post Office D epartment of the 
nation."-THOMAS c. POLLOCK, 
Richmond Times-Dispatch. 

ADDENDA 

A SPECIALIZED CATALOG 
OF THE 

POSTAGE STAMPS 
OF THE 

Confederate States of America 
Printed and Publishe d by 

The Dietz Prin tmg Co., Richmond, Va. 

COPYRIGHT, 1928 
THE DIETZ PR INTING CO. 

RICHMOND, VA. 

CONTRIBUTORS THIS MONTH: 

The material listed in this month's instalmc!1lt 
of our Catalog was submitted by Messrs. A. Earl 
W earherly, R. T . Freeman1 Kenneth G. Bentz, 
Geo. F. Scheer, R. R. Murphey and Jos. W. Jones. 

GEORGIA 

Forsyth, Ga . 

I PAIDIO J 
lOc. handstamp, black . . . .. ....... . ..... S.00 

Milledgeville, Ga. 

PAID 

JO 
lOc. ha ndstamps, w i1h Co11tro l MarkJ on 

face, black . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50.00 

PAID.20 
20c. handstamp, value in manuscript, black 10.00 

Valdosta, Ga. 

lOc. ha ndstamp, black ...........•.. . .•• S.00 

Talbotton, Ga. 

lOc. Type II, surcharged on Sc. converted 
canceller, black . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S0.00 

NORTH CAROLINA 

Salisbury, N. C. 

PAJD £S 
Sc. handstamps, black . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . • S.00 

Rutherfordton, N. C. 

PAID j-. 
5c. handstamp, va lue in manuscript, black 3.00 

SOUTH CAROLINA 
Columbia, S. C. 

lOc. surcharged 0 11 Type ll 5c. with added 
"PAID," hlue ..... . ..... . . . ..... . . . 100.00 

Greenville C. H ., S. C. 

TENNESSEE 
Kingston, Tenn. 

,..,,;-... . ~ ,. 
PAID 

S0.00 

Sc. Type V. T ypeset on buff handmade 
envelope, black . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 7 5 00 

Knoxville, Tenn. 

Sc. T ype II, converted canceller-figure 
"5" abo'Ve "PAID," black . . . . . . . . . • 50.00 

VIRGINIA 
Tye River Warehouse, Va. 

Sc. handstamp over 3c. (by error ), black S.00 

Richmond, Va. 

PAID 20 
ZOc. handstamps, black. . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . • 10.00 

Collectors of Confederates are urged 
to submit new finds in Varieties, es
pecially "Paids," for listing in this 
Catalog. Register and enclose return 
postage and registration fee. There is 
no ch .. rge for illustrating and listing. 

I 

' 
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~711Jie Dramatic Story of an Hawaiian 
I~ L~~~~R;~iMii'~;1:~~cs 2-Cent Postage Stamp 
Two Cents. 

~e ~ 

CHAPTER XL 

N EMESIS ... THE D EATHS OF 0SPOPOF, BLOSSOM, AND 

P OUVAIN 

As I was shaving the following morning I debated what 
Ospopof, Blossom and Pouvain, provided these gentry were 
the guilty parties, would do with reference to any philatelic 
hauls they had, or might make. Of course it was all sup
position. Two of these astute gentlemen had certainly been 
proved by me to have-one a direct interest in Hawaiians, 
and the other an interest which might be assumed. I, 
therefore, was " the big catch." The losses sustained by 
Daniells and Wiggs were mere flea-bites compared with the 
loss which would be mine, should they get hold of the 
stamp entrusted to me by Horston. One thing was certain. 
The three were hardly likely to leave the ship at Singapore, 
as with cable and wireless the chances of getting very far 
would be more than remote. At present, while they re
mained on the ship, nothing could be done until one had 
proof. 

Suddenly a thought flashed into my mind. Heavens, why 
had I not thought of it before! Only a couple of nights 
ago my cabin had been ransacked, and nothing found. One 
attempt had been made to deal with me direct, if I was to 
credit Doreen's account of the eyervriter, and this had 
failed. Anyone must have noticed my growing intercourse 
with the girl. Might they not, even now have. . . I wiped 
my face hurriedly, finished the remainder of my toilet in 
record time, then throwing on my coat I rushed from my 
cabin along the passages, till I reached her cabin. Without 
pausing to consider I knocked at the door. 

"Yes?" 
"Excuse me for worrying you, but are you all right?" 
"Quite." 
"That's good. See you at breakfast." I was moving 

away, when she opened the door. 
Her eyes met mine, and in them there seemed to be 

something new, something. . . Oh how beautiful she was! 
"I was just wondering if I would have to take my morn

ing walk alone. Now, if you like, you can keep me com
pany." If I liked! 

We reached the deck and had fallen into step when 
Perkins came up. When he saw us he paused. 

"Excuse me, sir, but have you seen the Chief Officer?" 
It seemed as if the man could hardly speak. 

"Excuse me a moment" to Doreen. 
"What's the matter, Perkins, are you ill?" 
"Terrible affair, sir. Three of the passengers have com-

mitred suicide. Mr. Ospopof, Mr. Blossom and Monsieur 
Pouvain. They're in my section." 

"My God, surely you are mistaken! But there's the 
Chief." 

"Mr. Hipps" Perkins had just delivered his message. 
The Chief's eyes met mine, as he spoke, "will you come 
down? Perkins may be wrong." 

' 'I'll be back soon" turning to Doreen. "We'll hope my 
man has made a mistake," for she had caught his hastily 
delivered message. 

"Perkins must be mistaken" said the Chief, as we hurried 
along the deck. "All three were in perfect health last night." 

"Ah, here we are. Mr. Blossom's cabin". The ship 
Surgeon was already bending over the still body, having 
been sent for by the second steward, who had then ordered 
his man to get the Chief Officer. 

Dr. Staines looked up, as we entered. He gave a brief nod. 
"Yes, in his sleep. Possibly an overdose of his own 

dope. And now we may as well see the other two. Per
haps you'll follow me." 

It did not take long. There was no doubt in either 
case. Both Pouvain and Ospopof were dead. All faces 
wore the same peaceful expression. In the little shelf be
neath the dressing mirror we found similar bottles. Dr. 
Staines picked one up in Pou vain' s, the last cabin he had 
entered. 

"One of the new synthetic hypnotics. Pretty deadly, if 
more than a certain dose is taken. I suppose each was mak
ing sure of a night's rest, before the arrival at Singapore." 

Perkins stood, just outside the door, as we came out. 
"Hopes as I made a mistake, sir?" addressing the Surgeon. 
"Unfortunately not. When did you find them?" 
"It was like this, sir. The three gents gave strict orders 

that they was never to be woke in the morning. Said they'd 
come for a rest and change. I was to bring shaving water, 
not a tick before 7: 30." 

The Purser had by this time arrived, and he locked up 
all three doors. The deaths were so obviously due to nar
cotic poisoning that the Captain had no difficulty in accept
ing the Surgeon's statement. 

"We shall be in dock within a few hours. The authori
ties will, of course, go into the matter. In the mean time 
we can do nothing." 

"I communicated the news to Doreen· before brtakfast. 
She received it with little comment. 

"Poor fellows, one hardly expected that way out." It 
1Was not till later, that I recalled her last three words: 
"that way out." 
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Needless to say, at the inquiry, both Daniells and Wiggs 
recorded their suspicions, and all three men's belongings 
were searched thoroughly. The result was a blank, in each 
case. 

Nothing was found, except the North Borneos, belong
ing to poor Pouvain. A pitiful collections of Russians 
among Ospopof's effects, and a fair collection of Liberias, 
done with meticulous neatness, and contained in a cheap 
album, was found at the bottom of Blossom's cabin trunk. 
The page of Hawaiians I had seen proved to be of quite 
recent mounting. It contained nothing of value. 

It was the same afternoon. As soon as we docked the 
Police authorities came on board, as the result of the wire
less message sent by Captain Frast. The whole morning 
was taken up with the most exhaustive examination of 
officers, passengers and stewards. It transpired that the 
deceased had been bad sleepers. There was proof they had 
had recourse to tablets to overcome their insomnia. A 
passenger, with whom they had played bridge the night 
before, came forward with the information that when the 
game was finished Monsieur Pouvain had declared he was 
not going to have another sleepless night. 

"I also not well sleep, what not" Ospopof had replied. 
A clear case of suggestion, had been the summing up of 
the British Consul: "Here were three men, all of whom 
suffered from insomnia. The idea of a good night's rest, 
if they took a sleeping draught. All were, no doubt, look
ing forward to a day ashore. What more natural, than 
that all three should take, what had proved, unfortunately, 
to be an overdose of a narcotic drug." 

Perkins, their steward, admitted, under examination, see
ing sleeping tablets in all their cabins. The Ship Surgeon, 
on examination, said he had supplied sleeping draughts to a 
few passengers during the voyage, but he had never pre
scribed for any of the three gentlemen. The finding of the 
court was: "Death from misadventure, through taking an 
overdose of hypnotic tablets." 

CHAPTER XLI 

LIKE A FLASH IN ITS SUDDENNESS A NOOSE FELL OVER 

THE PLACE WHERE I HAD BEEN-IT WAS A 

PIECE OF CHINESE CORD 

A dinner was given to the passengers in the spacious 
dining room of the Adelphi Hotel, Singapore, by the city's 
Philatelic Club. It was a most delightful function. 

After proposing the health of those who had come to 
attend the Congress at Tokyo, their President referred in 
rriost feeling terms to "the sad event which had over
shadowed the ship within the last twenty-four hours. 
Though" he continued, "these three men were not known 
in the stamp world as specialists." He knew that the sym
pathy of their Club would be linked with our own, for 
the relatives and friends of the deceased. He then went on 
to speak in the most felicitous manner of some of those 
present with them that night, whose names were known 

the world over, not only for their collections, but for their 
labors in the field which had done so much to place Philately 
in the 'proud position it held at the present time. 

Replying, Professor Daniells thanked the speaker on be
half of the passengers for the sympathetic references he 
had made to their late fellow-passengers. He also voiced 
the appreciation each felt for the hospitality so kindly 
extended to us by the Club. "It was but a further proof of 
Philatelic brotherhood" (loud cheers) . He regretted that 
the steamer's time-table, together with the date of the 
Congress, debarred them from prolonging tlieir stay in this, 
the most important naval coaling station and commercial 
center of the East. He assurred the Singapore members of 
their great fraternity, that it would give us all extreme 
felicity to welcome any of their number should they, some 
day, come to Europe. As there were many who wished to 
see something of Singapore by night, the pleasing function 
was brought to a close soon after ten. 

It was a brilliant moonlight night, so, detatching myself 
from Renner and Hampton Wiggs, I looked around for 
Doreen. I found she was talking vivaciously with the 
secretary of the Club. On coming up she introduced me. 
After chatting for a few moments I asked her if she would 
care to go for a car-ride, as the night was so fine. 

"You've made arrangements?" she queried. 
"Yes, I took time by the forelock in the hope that you 

might agree." 
"It was kind of you, Mr. Hipps, and I know that Mr. 

Preston will excuse me, and now I'll just run away and 
get my things." 

"Well," she said, as a few moments later she took her 
seat beside me, "where are you going to take me?" 

"One of the most charming drives out of Singapore. I 
heard of it some years ago, and when a man offered to run 
me out after dinner I fixed it up at once." 

"Yes, but you have not yet said where, town or country?" 
'Tm afraid you won't be much the wiser when I tell you. 

The place is called The Gap'." 
"I seem to have heard the name before" and then she 

became silent. Certainly the scenery through which we 
were passing more than sufficed to take the place of con
versation. We had been running along for ten minutes, 
when the car was pulled up and a uniformed official thrust 
his head in. Some brief exchange took place between him 
and the driver and then we were off again. 

"I wonder what that was for?" I said. Instead of re
plying I noted that her gaze was concentrated on the beauty 
of tropical tree life between which we were passing. There 
came a slight turn in the road-the car slowed down-then 
quickened almost immediately. 

"I think it would be a good plan to put those five 
centavos stamps of Salvador in the front row. Yes, both 
of them." Some sense in me had become suddenly super
naturally keen. Nothing could have made me anticipate 
danger more quickly, nor did I fail to act, simultaneously 
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with herself, as she swiftly changed her seat, sitting with 
her back to the driver. At the same moment she raised 
her eyes. Following her glance I noted they were fixed on 
the folding hood at the back of the car ... 

And then it happened. Like a flash a looped cord fell 
over the place where I had been. Almost at the same 
moment a head shot up over the back of the car. Before 
the owner had recovered from his surprise at not finding 
his victim in the noose, my fist shot out. The cord dropped 
from his hands, and he fell backwards on the road. 

" I think, Mr. Hipps, that I would prefer to turn. It has 
been a long day, and as clouds are coming up, we would 
see nothing, if we went on." 

I leaned forward , and spoke to the driver. His only 
reply was to put his foot on the accelerator. 

"Possibly I can persuade him, John." Even in the tense
ness of the moment I noted her use oi my Christian name. 
Then, to my utter astonishment, she must have spoken to 
him in Malay, for, as she pressed the muzzle of a very 
efficient looking revolver into his back my order was 
obeyed, and the turning accomplished. It was beginning to 
rain, so I told the man to stop the car and put up the hood. 
It woulcf be a protection against other things than showers. 
I first assured myself that he had neither knife nor revolver. 
The hood was a heavy affair, and I saw it would be neces
sary for one of us to go to each side. It all happened quickly. 

It was Doreen who called out. "He's gone!" I took 
the wheel and she came in beside me. 
· "Now," I said, as I put my foot on the accelerator, "that 

I know you speak Malay, perhaps you will tell me what 
that chap was jabbering about who poked his head in the 
car about a couple of miles from the city." 

"I fear, Mr. Hipps." 
"I thought it was 'John' a few moments ago" letting 

my free hand drop over hers. 
"Well, 'John'-does that satisfy you?" softly. "You 

may as well be enlightened. The Gap is pretty well known 
as a delightfully convenient place for a quiet murder. 
There have been several in the last few years, so now the 
authorities examine cars both going and returning, and 
count the passengers on the outward trip and see if they are 
all present on the homeward run." 

"I expect there would have been no homeward run if 
that chap had got me, Doreen. It makes me shiver to think 
of what would have happened to you, i( he had caught me 
with that noose. Now, what on earth are we going to say 
when we arrive minus our driver? I've no desire to be 
run in." 

"I think I can satisfy the guard when they come out, 
John. You see, as a matter of fact, I had an idea that 
someone would take sufficient interest in you to suggest an 
excursion, somewhere. Perhaps that is why I decided to 
accompany you, and also why, when I got my hat I also 
stowed this away in a handy place," indicating the revolver 
which she now calmly placed in her hand bag. 

"Yes, you can pull up here, John" the last word softly, 
as a dark figure emerged from a kind of retreat at the side 
of the road. 

To say I was surprised at the ease with which she made 
explanations to the officer, who came out in the road as I 
drew the car up would be to express it mildly. It was not 
until we were once more well on our way that I ventured 
to give expression to my thoughts. 

"Well, you see, John, I informed him that someone had 
tried to use this ." I turned my head quickly at her words, 
then glanced down. In her hand was a piece of Chinese 
cord. At the moment we were running into a stream of 
city traffic, and my attention was diverted to negotiating 
tram lines, and avoiding an occasional reckless driver. I 
was just beginning to wonder what in the world I was 
going to do with the car, when Doreen suddenly gave me 
a quick direction. 

"To your right, for the Docks, John." 
"So, you know Singapore?" without turning my head. 
"Lived here with an uncle for some years. A whim of 

my father's . He maintained that, as the center of export 
of raw materials to the British Empire, it would be a 
liberal education, and I could also get up the language. 
Hence my ability to deal with the official we have just 
passed." 

There was no time for comment, as we were now 
approaching the docks. 

CHAPTER XLII 

IT W As A WICKED LooKING MALAY Kruss 

A few rapidly spoken words in Malay to the Policeman 
to whom Doreen had signalled, was followed by the car 
being taken charge of by another native. 

I quite expected all sorts of interrogations, but evidently 
she had dealt with the situation for the time being, for the 
policeman saluted deferentially, as I moved off at a sign 
from Doreen, in the direction of our ship. 

"I don't know how you've managed things" I said, as 
we made our way between sheds. 

"You see my uncle happened to know the Chief of 
Police pretty well. I would have taken you to see him, but 
he returned to England with me, just before I came out this 
trip, and ... well I don't think we need worry any more." 

"You can sleep peacefully tonight, John" she whispered 
coyly, as we reached the top of the companion stairs, and 
then, well, it happened all so quickly, that accustomed as 
she was never to be taken unaware, she capitulated grace
ful, only remarking: "There is the night watchman, John." 
But that first kiss had made me reckless. 

"What matter," I said gallantly. "We are only collect
ing the same stamp. It was not till I was in my bunk, that 
certain words of her' s came back to me. 

Why had she said: "You can sleep peacefully tonight, 
John." Sleep came, before I had settled the matter in my 
own mind. 
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Sowhow nothing mattered. Now I was sure of her love. 
Nothing, not even the Hawaiian stamp. 

It was the following day. Doreen greeted me with a 
commonplace "Good morning," but I caught the swift look 
she gave ·me as she took her seat. 

To me, and for me, that "Good Morning" was like some 
soft wind blowing through the corridors of my heart, and 
the words were not "Good Morning" but "I love yott." 

Not the faintest fleck of a cloud, marred the perfect 
intimacy of our new association. It seemed natural that we 
should be together. 

Renner, Mrs. Coppinger, and Daniells, appeared to be 
entirely taken up with a discussion of Singapore's charms, 
if one could judge by the few words that floated in our 
direction. Some were occupied with papers and magazines, 
and a few with developing, in the ship's dark room, snaps 
taken during our brief stay. 

It was not till the close of the day, when Doreen and I 
were slowly walking up and down, that a change seemed 
to come over my companion. 

"It might be that you are thinking again of last night, 
Doreen. Don't worry, there are no Gaps here." I had 
lowered my voice, even though we had this particular part 
of the deck to ourselves. 

"I hope there will never be any more Gaps, John." We 
were leaning over the rail. My hand over her's in the 
darkness. Suddenly I felt something slipped by her free 
hand, beneath my fingers. Then, without explanation, she 
turned. "Good night, dear, somehow I think the end of the 
Conspiracy is very near," and she was gone. I thrust, what 
she had placed beneath my fingers into my pocket. It was 
far too sacred to gaze at there. 

On reaching my cabin, I closed the door softly, drew 
the curtain and read. 

"You have a revolver. See that it is loaded, and 
then ... " The words which followed filled me with 
amazement. They were "use the enclosed wire. It can be 
so placed, just inside the door, which you can leave open, 
simply drawing the curtain, that you will have warning 
should anyone enter." From within the envelope I drew 
out a fine steel wire. 

Yes, it would certainly be effective. 

* * * 
I was instantly awake. Sprawling, full length across the 

floor of my cabin, as I switched on the electric light was a 
prostrate figure. I threw aside the bedclothes, and leapt to 
to the ground, but I was not quick enough. Almost he 
must have recovered himself as he fell over the wire I had 
stretched across the opening of my cabin, just a few inches 
above the deck. 

I dashed into the alleyway, but there was no sign of 
the intruder. As I returned slowly to my cabin I thought 
of the revolver. 

Still, I might have made a mistake, and should it have 
turned out to be a passenger, who had, in error, come to 

the wrong cabin in the dark and been shot by me, the 
consequences would have been more than unpleasant. 

I glanced round, as I re-entered the cabin, when my eye 
caught sight of something beneath the lower bunk. I bent, 
and picked it up . It was a wicked looking Malay Kriss. 

* * * 
"Good morning, Doreen." She glanced round quickly, 

when I came up behind her, as she stood leaning over the 
for'rard rail , gazing into the distance. 

"Thank God, you're safe, John. I feared all sorts of 
things after leaving you last night. So nothing happened, 
and I was wrong, after all?" 

"On the contrary, you were right, darling, but the beggar 
escaped. You're piling up a very big account against me. 
Had it not been for that steel wire, I wouldn't be here now." 

"And the man-you got him?" 
"No, he was too quick for me, and escaped." 
"You did not see who it was?" 
"No, you see the cabin was in darkness, and by the time 

I had switched on the light, and vaulted from the bunk he 
had recovered, and made good his escape." 

"Now look here, little girl, tell me whom you suspect. 
Surely you can trust me now. I have not asked before, 
leaving it to your better judgment to reveal all to me in 
your own time. I know you suspect someone. Why can't 
we go for that someone, and finish the business right away?" 

"John, the law demands proof, and so far I have no 
proof. I told you I was peculiarly susceptible to the aurre 
of certain people. I wonder ... " · 

"What?" I said, quickly. 
"If I could come to your cabin, now, before breakfast. 

Why it's early, only 6:30 and your coffee won't have 
arrived yet." 

"Come by all means, darling." She descended with me. 
The alleyway was empty. I had removed the steel wire, 
and held the door wide, for her to enter. 

For a moment she stood, with half closed eyes, just 
within the doorway. Then, with a little shiver, she turned. 

"Oh John, it is not the one." Don't ask me to talk, just 
now. We shall meet again at breakfast," and she was gone. 

I lit a cigarette, and threw myself down on the bunk. 
Perkins would be along in a few minutes with the coffee. 
Whom did she suspect? Why was it that when she said, 
"It was not the one" her face became more troubled than 
I had ever seen it? 

"Good morning, sir. Got some fresh fruit for you today. 
We took on quite a lot at Singapore. You're up early, sir." 

"Yes, Perkins, going in for exercise before breakfast." 

"Well, it's a fine thing, sir, keeps one fit, so to speak. 
Wish my other gents would do the same." 

"But since those deaths," dropping his voice-"it seems 
that they lie in bed longer than ever, sir," and with a 
salute he closed the door behind him. 

(To be continued) 
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The Napoleon of the Western World 
BY R. C. THOMPSON 

SYNOPSIS-The Republic of Texas and 
Santa Anna are fighting for their lives. One 
for admission into the Union, the ocher for 
a safe conduct to Mexico. 

Anna was actually on board a steamer 
when Thomas Jefferson Green, acting as a 
general, arrives from New Orleans with 
his so-called army and announced that the 
vessel would not sail. The Mexican Gen
eral immediately cakes it for granted chat 
he is to be shoe but Green promises him 
a trial and he follows his captors off the 
boat. In an effort to appease the crowd 
Santa Anna siezes a Texas flag and waves 
it frantically. 

The army is being re-enforced daily, and 
with nothing co do, grows more and more 
restless. In July, 1836, it is finally decided 
chat Anna should be turned over to the 
troops for execution. Burnet refuses to sur
render his prisoner and . is threatened with 
death. 

A Colonel Henry Millard, San Jacinto 
hero, was ordered co seize Santa Anna but 
his men proceeded to cake the event as a 
holiday and when they sobered up the citi
zens had been ra llied in the support of 
Burnet. A rowdy business follows which is 
broken up by the thunderous voice of Sam 
Houston, just returned from ew Orleans. 
Anna then turns to the President of the 
United Scates, begging him to aid in secur
ing his release and return to Mexico. 

In the meantime Burnet is eager to rid 
himself of an office beyond his powers so 
he issues a call for an election to be held 
in September. The first candidacies to be 
announced are chose of Stephen Austin and 
Henry Smith. There was a general demand 
chat H ouston enter the race but angered by 
his experiences in public services he de
cided not co seek office. H owever, his 
change of mind was due co a conviction chat 
it was the one chance of unison. 

The result of the election was an over
whelming triumph for Houston as he re
ceived 4,374 votes to 745 for Smith and 
587 for Austin. The inauguration was sec 
for December 1st, but Burnet, eager co 
escape his responsibilities, resigned office in 
October and Houston cook the reins on 
October 22nd. 

In the years chat folio-wed, Lamar, piling 
folly upon folly, brought ruin co all chat 
Houston had done. Houston had pointed 
the path-Lamar had but co follow; but of 
chis he had no idea of doing. Houston had 
played close with the funds of the Republic 
while Lamar spent lavishly, putting himself 
behind an issue of $2,000,000 in treasury 
notes. Houston had sought co preserve 
peace with Mexiccr-Lamar scorned, shout
ing: "The boundary line of the Republic 
will be drawn with Qur sword." 

Lamar's undoing bcoughc about another 
war with Mexico in the years 1841-42, and 
again Houston stepped in and cleaned up 
the mess. Anna again back in his native 
country had risen co power, and a war with 
Texas appealed to him as a short cue co 
popularity. He announced chat he meanr co 
reclaim T exas from the thieves and usur
pers. and as a result of chis determination 

he sent General Rafael Vasquez across the 
Rio Grande with seven hundred soldiers, 
and on March 6, 1842, they took possession 
of San Antonio by a surprise attack. 

By clever manipulation of his office, 
Houston, lured France and England co force 
such pressure on Mexico that Santa Anna 
agreed to an armistice on June 15, 1843. 
Now it was Houscon:s desire to reopen 
annexation discussions in Washington and 
he wrote Murphy, representative of the 
United States in T exas, in that regard. 
Things were now working as he had plan
ned but again the treaty was rejected and 
the pride of Texas crushed. 

On D ecember 9, 1843, H ouston closed 
his second term Qf office as Presidenr of the 
Republic and was succeeded by Anson 
Jones. Texas, twice spurned in seekine; ad
mission co the Union, was not intending a 
third trial. Ashbell Smith dealt forcefully 
with the reversal of Texas sentiment and 
Major Donelson's propaganda was succeed
ing almost too well as Houston was ac
cused of having taken British gold, an act 
of treason, bribery and corruption' 

Jones was now forced to call an extra 
session of Congress due co a threat of ejec
tion from office. The convention met on 
Tulv 4th and ratified annexation. Congress 
Pndorsed the treaty and a constitution was 
framed and approved in October. President 
Polk also approved the document on De
•<"mber 29th which extended the laws of the 
United Sc~ tes over what had been the Re
public of T exns. Mexico, branding the ace 
as a seizure of her territory, declared war' 

PART IX- Conclusion 

HOUSTON entered Washing
ton in March 1846 as 
Senator. Only fourteen years 

before, he had left the capital city 
with contempt, branded as a drunk
en ruffian. Now he returned in 
glory- the hero of San Jacinto, a 
successful administrator, and the 
man who had given an empire to 
his native land. His appearance, 
tall, majestic, draped in an Indian 
blanket, had the startling effect by 
being enhanced by a vest of tiger 
skin and a broad-brimmed white hat 
that flapped in the breeze. In the 
Senate he was just as distinguished, 
although his speeches had none of 
the beauty and finish of Webster, 
Clay, Calhoun or Benton, he 
brought a breath of the forest and 
prairie, and had the added value of 
being honest and courageous. 

Mexico had broken off relations 

when Texas was annexed and Polk 
begged for parleys. He dispatched 
John Slidell with instructions to pay 
as much as $5,000,000 for a satis
factory adjustment of the Texas 
boundary, and an additional $25,-
000,000 for California in event that 
Mexico was willing to part with the 
territory. 

President Herrera was more than 
willing to bargain and at once he 
was accused of "selling Mexico's 
honor." In a last effort to retain 
power, Herrera refused Slidell and 
ordered General Paredes to march 
to the Rio Grande. But Herrera 
quickly turned back with his troops 
and kicked Herrera out of office on 
the ground that he sought to "avoid 
a necessary and glorious war." 

Slidell was ordered out of Mexi
co. The Mexican press screamed 
that "the flag of Mexico would soon 
be waving over the ancient palace 
of George Washington." They were 
confident that they could whip 
the "ignorant Indian-fighters" with 
ease, and there was also the assur
ance that the Whigs had made that 
the people of the United States 
would not take arms in support of 
Polk's war. Morever, England and 
France had pledged aid! 

Paredes lost no time in sending 
General Arista and the army to the 
Rio Grande with orders to open 
hostilities without delay. Arista 
sent a detachment of cavalry across 
the river, and ambushed an Ameri
can scouting party. 

When President Polk went before 
Congress on May 11th, he declared 
that "war existed, and notwithstand
ing all our efforts to avoid it, existed 
by the act of Mexico herself." 

Hostilities were under way and 
Houston gave himself to the success 
of American arms. The peace 
treaty was not altogether to his lik
ing for he wanted the United States 
to establish a protectorate over the 
whole country. 
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It was in debates over Oregon 
and California that Houston rose to 
his full height. The bill for the 
establishment of a territorial gov
ernment for Oregon prohibited slav
ery, and when Calhoun led the 
Southern attack upon the provision, 
Houston took the lists against him 
with a passion and vigor that 
stamped him as a force to be reckon
ed with. The proposed admission 
of California as a Free State precipi
tated another war, and again the 
Texan Senator matched himself 
against the brilliant Southerner, 
winning a second victory. 

In 1856, James Buchanan, a 
Northern man with Southern princi
ples, entered the presidential office, 
and with this increase of power, 
Calhoun drove more than ever at his 
stubborn purpose. Houston still 
stood alone in opposition, fighting 
for what he believed to be the true 
interests of the South. But Texas 
was no longer at his back. Almost 
entirely Southern in population, 
Texas yielded to the pull of blood 
ties and Houston was warned by 
friends that his course would mean 
defeat, but he refused to change it, 
nor did he lift a hand to fight the 
growing anger. 

Many signs pointed to the fact 
that public life had become distate
ful to him. His position in the 
Senate was painful and he was now 
sixty-five years of age. The peace 
and quiet of home life were things 
that his tempestuous career had 
never known, and the loneliness of 
his Senate service strengthened his 
longing for uninterrupted days with 
his wife and family. And to add to 
his depression, there came news of 
the suicide of General Rusk, his 
comrade at San Jacinto. General 
Jam es Hamilton, chosen to succeed 
him, met death in a collision at sea 
while on his way to Washington. 

Sick of it all, Houston refused to 
make any effort for re-election, and 
sat silently by while the Texans 
named Lewis T. Wigfall as a candi
date. He counted the days until re-
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tirement, his true ambition receiv
ing expression when Senator Iver
son, of Georgia, in the course of a 
debate in 1859, charged him with 
carermg" for the presidency. 

Scornfully denying it, Houston said: 

"If every political party of this Union 
were to tender me this day the nomination 
for the presidency I would respectfully 
decline it. I have higher, nobler, tenderer 
duties to perform. I have to create a rest
ing-place for those who are dear to me as 
the people ·of this Union, and who form 
part of them. These are the cl uties I have 
to perform. If there is aught of public 
service that remains to me unfinished I am 
not apprized of it. My life has been meted 
out to sixty-five years; and forty-five years 
of that life devoted to my country's service, 
almost continuously, should entitle me to 
an honorable discharge. I claim that dis
charge from my country. I claim that, hav
ing performed every duty which developed 
upon me with fidelity, I ought to be per
mitted to retire from this chamber in ac
cordance with my heart-felt desires, with a 
constitution, thank God, not much im· 
paired, and with clean hands, and a clean 
conscience, to the retirement where duties 
are required of me as a father." 

It was on the 26 day of February, 
1859, that he delivered this farewell 
speech in the Senate. Having done 
this, he turned his face to the West 
where was the simple log cabin that 
promised rest and peace and happi
ness. 

Tired and worn, he reached 
Texas only to find that Runnels, re
nominated for governor, was run
ning on a platform that openly de
clared for sece5sion in the event that 
the North persisted in attacking 
"the vested rights and interests of 
the South," and a secret order, the 
Knights of the Golden Circle, 
stirred public opinion to a point 
where opposition did not dare to be 
expressed. There was but one man 
in the whole of Texas who might 
stem the secessionist tide, and the 
Unionist groups went to Sam Hous
ton. It was a movement without 
money, without power, and possess
ing nothing upon which hope of 
success could be based. Yet, when 
nominated for governor on an inde
pendent ticket, Houston accepted as 
though a great favor had been con
ferred upon him. 

Summoning his strength for one 
last effort, Houston plunged into 
the battle. Houston fought alone. 

Every force of wealth and power 
was committed to Calhoun. The 
entire press clamored for secession. 

Now, on his own ground, Hous
ton was without equal as a campaign 
orator, and it was a common saying 
that only two things . could draw a 
Texas crowd-Sam Houston or a 
circus. 

His weariness was gone now. 
And when he did not insult his op
ponents by lofty insolence or shame, 
he flayed them alive with a tongue 
that had all of its old cutting edge. 
At one meeting, Senator Wingfall 
sat upon the platform, waiting for 
his turn to speak. When Houston 
had finished, he turned to Wigfall, 
and casually remarked: "I hear that 
there's a little fellow following me 
around-Wiggletail or something 
like that-and he'll tell you a pack 
of lies." With that he turned and 
left the hall. 

As the days went by, his speaking 
tour became a triumphal march, and 
when the votes were counted, it was 
found that he had beaten Runnels 
by 36,257 to 27,500. The feature 
of Houston's inaugural address 
was this solemn declaration: "Texas 
will maintain the situation and 
stand by the Union; it is all that can 
save us as a nation. Destroy it and 
anarchy awaits us." 

On September 22, 1860, Hous
ton struggled from a sick-bed to 
address a mass-meeting at Austin. 
"The Union," he pleaded, "is worth 
more than Mr. Lincoln, whom I be
lieve will be elected, and if the 
battle is to be fought for the Consti
tution, let us fight it in the Union 
and for the sake of the Union." He 
denounced the secessionists as reck
less and mischievous conspirators 
who owned no property and had no 
interest in slavery, and declared that 
"some of them, who are making the 
most fuss, would not make good 
Negroes if they were blacked." 

With clear eyes he saw the dis
aster that secession would bring up
on the South. He sought to form a 
convention of Southern States to 
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discuss measures, but not a governor 
would acknowledge the invitation. 
Iverson of Georgia expressed hope 
that "some Texan Brutus would 
arise and rid his country of this old 
hoary-headed traitor.'' 

Texas, by reason of its nearness 
to Mexico, was richer in military 
supplies than any other State, its 
arsenals being packed with muni
tions of every kind. General David 
E. Twiggs, a veteran soldier, was in 
chief command, and Houston, 
knowing that he was a Southerner, 
lost little time in writing him this 
letter: 

"The present pressure of important 
events induces prompt action on the part 
of all public functionaries. In this view of 
the matter, I send you to General J. M. 
Smith of this State on a confidential mis
sion, to know what in the present crisis 
you consider your duty to do, as to main
taining in your behalf of the Federal Gov
ernment or passing over to the State the 
possession of the posts, arsenals and public 
property within the State; and also, if a 
demand for the possession of the same is 
made by the Executive, you are authorized, 
or it would be comfortable to your sense 
of duty, to place in possession of the au
thorities of the State the posts, arms, am
munitions and property of the Federal 
Government, on the order of the Executive, 
to an officer of the State, empowered to 
receive and receip t for the same. 

"The course is suggested by the fact that 
information has reached the Executive that 
an effort will be made by an unauthorized 
mob to take forcibly and appropriate the 
public stores and property to uses of their 
own, assuming to act on behalf of the State. 

"Any arrangements made by you with 
General Smith will be sanctioned and ap
proved by me, and should you require any 
assistance in resisting the contemplated and 
unauthorized attack upon the public prop
erty, and to take the same in possession of 
the State authorities, you are authorized to 
call on the Mayor and citizens of San 
Antonio for such assistance as you may 
deem necessary." 

But Twiggs evaded Houston's 
every order. He was a traitor and 
Houston saw a civil war ahead. 

On February 18th, Twiggs sur
rendered to the committee on public 
safety all of the arms, munitions of 
war, and public property of the 
United States in the Department of 
Texas. There was nothing for 
Houston to do now but to appeal to 
the people. They had listened to 
him before and he was sure they 
would listen again. There were 
threats of assassination if he dared 
to speak publicly, but he accepted 

the challenge and went directly to 
Galveston, the hotbed of secession. 
They would not let him have a hall 
and he announced his intention of 
speaking from the hotel balcony. 

An unruly mob packed the street 
at the appointed hour, and friends 
begged the ·governor not to add to 
popular fury by an attempt to speak. 
Pushing them aside, Houston walk
ed out of the open window and took 
his place unmoved as the great 
crowd roared its anger and hate. 

"Some of you," he cried, "laugh 
to scorn the idea of bloodshed as 
the result of secession, and jocularly 
propose to drink all the blood that 
will ever flow in consequence of it. 
But let me tell you what is coming 
on the heels of secession. The time 
will come when your fathers and 
husbands, your sons and brothers, 
will be herded together like sheep 
and cattle at the point of the bayo
net; and your mothers and wives, 
sisters and daughters, will ask, 
'Where are they?' and echo will 
answer, 'Where?' You may, after 
the sacrifice of countless of millions 
of treasurers and hundreds of thou
sands of precious lives, as a bare 
possibility, win Southern indepen
dence, if God be not against you; 
but I doubt it. I tell you that, while 
I believe with you in the doctrine of 
State rights, the North is deter
mined to preserve this Union." 

But Houston failed and the con
vention quickly adhered to the Con
federacy, and elected dele:gates to 
the Confederate Congress in Mont
gomery. On March 14th, an ordi
nance was adopted that required all 
State offi cers to take the oath of 
allegiance to the Confederacy or 
deposition. This action was aimed 
directly at Sam Houston. They 
knew that he would refuse, and 
when his refusal came, an official 
order declared the office of governor 
to be vacant. 

Lincoln offered Houston the com
mand of 50,000 troops but he re
fused . The Union was dear to him 
but Texas was even dearer. The 
end was not long delayed. When 

he entered his office on the morning 
of March 21st, he found Edward 
Clark, the lieutenant-governor, in 
full possession. Almost contemptu
ously he was told to leave. Without 
a word he hobbled about the room, 
collected his personal belonging in 
a small basket, and with this over 
his arm, walked out of the door and 
through a lane of hostile eyes that 
rejoiced in what they deemed his 
humiliation. 

Houston left at once for his home 
in Huntsville where his loved ones 
waited, to sit and watch the first 
great Texas crisis in which he did 
not play a leader's part. 

Exhausting emotions and anxie
ties brought on an illness in 1862 
that carried him to the grave's edge, 
but he repelled death's attack. In 
March 1863, the people of Houston, 
Texas, begged him to speak, and 
disregarding the doctor's orders, he 
struggled into his clothes and made 
the journey. It was to prove his last 
public appearance. Near at hand 
was the battle-ground where he had 
won Texas independence twenty
seven years before. 

"As you have gathered here," he 
continued, "to listen to the senti
ments of my heart, knowing that the 
days draw nigh unto me when all 
thoughts of ambition and worldly 
pride give place to the earnestness 
of age, I know you will bear with 
me, while with calmness, and with
out the fervor and eloquence of 
youth, I express these sentiments 
which seem natural to my mind in 
view of the condition of the country. 
I have been buffeted by the waves 
as I have been borne along time's 
ocean, until, shattered and worn, I 
approach the narrow isthmus which 
divides it from the sea of eternity 
beyond. 

"Ere I step forward to journey 
through the pilgrimage of death, I 
would say that all my thoughts and 
all my hopes are with my country. 
If one impulse arises before another, 
it is for the happiness of these 
people; the welfare and glory of 
Texas will be the uppermost 
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thought while the spark of life lin
gers in this breast. Let us go for
ward, nerved to nobler deeds than 
we have yet given to history. Let 
us bid defiance to all the hosts that 
our enemies can bring against us. 
Can Lincoln expect to subjugate a 
people thus resolved? From every 
conflict they will arise the stronger 
and more resolute. Are we de
prived of the luxuries which our 
enemies possess? We have learned 
how little necessary they are, and it 
is no privation to do without them." 

Sam Houston passed away on 
July 26, 1863, three weeks after the 
fall of Vicksburg. He had received 
his death-blow when Texas seceded, 
and now a death blow had fallen on 
the Confederacy. 

The worn, wasted body was car
ried to the first resting place it had 
ever known, and the plain slab was 
inscribed: "General Sam Houston. 
Born March 2, 1793. Died July 
26, 1863 ." How simple to have 
written: ''Sam Houston-Napoleon 
of the Western World!" 

THE END. 

------<C8'.J1---

Pittsburgh Elects 
Officers 

At the annual meeting of the 
Philatelic Society of Pittsburgh, held 
Monday evening, D ecember 3, 
1934, in the William Penn Hotel, 
R. R. Dickson and Harry E. Huber 
were re-elected President and Treas
urer, respectively, with Wallace A. 
Low and John P. Eaker, as Vice
Presidents, and Robert B. Neely, 
Secretary.-H. E. H. 

~I--

Kennett's Broadcasts 
Answering numerous enguiries

concerning Mr. William C. Ken
nett's philatelic broadcasts we are 
advised that they take place each 
Monday from 10 :00 to 10: 15 P. M., 
over WDAE. 
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Fine Used U. S. Blocks of 4 
Scott No. Price 
309 1902-3, !Sc. olive-green ..•••••... $1.80 
320b 1903, 2c. scarlet imperforate ...... 2.60 
379 1910, 6c. red-orange ........• ....• 1.20 
399 1912-lS, Sc. Pan Pacific . ........• 1.9S 
400 1912-lS, lOc. oran~e Pan Pacific .. 3.SO 
403 191S, Sc. Pan Pacific perf. 10 ... . 1.7S 
404 191S, !Oc. Pan Pacific perf. 10 .... S.2S 
474 1916-17, 12c. claret-brown ...... . . 1.10 
S32a 1918-20, 2c. type VI imperforate . . 2.7S 
547 1920, $2 carmrne and black, full 

cross center line ........ ...... .... 8.50 
130-33 Uruguay 1897, commemorative, 

comp lete ........•..... : ......... 2.SO 
Send for our Price-List of U. S. and 

Dependencies. Try us with a Want List of 
Foreign stamps. 

M. HERBERT & CO. 
80 NASSAU ST., NEW YORK 

43rd Auction Sale 
January 12, 1935 

GENERAL COLLECTION 

Illustrated Catalogs Sent on Request. 
WANTED-U. S. "Collections and 
Rarities" and remember that immediate 
payment is made. Cash to any amount 
is available for important purchases. 

Y. SOUREN CO. 
384 Park Ave., NEW YORK CITY 

Swazieland Mint 
SARAWAK, ZANZIBAR, 
AUSTRALIA, CANADA, 

and ten other stamps from British 
colonies-

all for 5c. (unused stamps or coin) to 
approval applicants sending one good 
reference. Set of 2 Corea (scarce ) for 
5c. extra to purchasers of above. 

IMPERIAL STAMP COMPANY 

Box 74-S, Chester, Penna. 

FINLAND "the country. that pays", offers 
' much of interest to stamp 

collectors. 
Send one dollar bill to us, and we will send 

you by return maili..Jree ot postage 
SOO FINNISH STAMPS 

among which are at least 75 different kinds. 
Single stamps as well as series available. 
Price-List on request. 

AGENT 0 R C 0 . 
KoTKA NKATU 8, HELSINGFORS, FINLAND, 

EUROPE. 

EL PERU F/LATELICO 
Bi-Monthly Review 

Official Organ of the "Centro Filatelico" of Peru 
In every number articLes on the differ.eat 

issues of Peru, as well as a General Catalo~ue 
of the Stamps of Peru, in Spanish and English. 

Membership subscription, per annum, U. S. 
$1.0(t-(one U. S. Dollar) . 

Address a ll correspondence regarding sub
scriptions and advertisements to 

APARTADO No. 2177 
LIMA, PERU, S. A. 

I 

THf: -

Hl.~rn 

NEW CATALOG No. 7 
Just Published 

New Stamp Albums! 

New Stock Books! 

Engraved Title 
Sheets! 

( 88 Different Countries) 

Mint Sheet Files! 
AND MANY OTHER NEW ITEMS 

Write for 

New Complete Catalog No. 7 

ELBE FILE & BINDER Co., INc. 
Manufacturers since 1909 

215 GREENE ST., NEW YORK, N . Y. 

Marvelous-They All Say 
During the Exhibition of the Virginia Phi

latelic Federation in Richmond ending 
November 17, a limited number of specially 
prepared env.elopes were cacheted and can
celled at the Post Office in the Exhibition hall. 

These envelopes were made from pan es of 
70 stamps printed from the electro of the 
'

1 Five" altered to "Ten" cent of the Confed
erate General Issues. It is a remarkable 
example of a "home-made" War-Between-the· 
States cover, and is perhaps the most unusual 
mod ern exhibition piece obtainable. 

Less than fifty are on hand for sale. 
Price $1. 00 each, or three for $2. 00. 

STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING 
109 East Cary St., Richmond, Va. 

2c. Air Congress 
Lovely plate blocks of six, 

top or side, SOc. per plate. 

Geo. Rogers Clark 
Fine plate blocks of eight, 

top or bottom, SOc. a plate. 

A. C. TOWNSEND 

6229 Eddy Street, CHICAGO, ILL. 

,,. Mailed from Christmas Island, 
South Pacific, Via Papeete, a Beautiful Two-
Color CACHET COVER with a CHRIST
MAS ISLAND a ncl Tahatian stamp cancelled 
on CHRISTMAS DAY. Send 35¢ NOW to 

Sierra Stamp 8 Cover Service 
Dept T . 629 Gough Street 

San Fcanci~co, California, U.S.A. ~ 
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Airmail and Cachet NeW"s 
CONDUCTED BY AUGUST DIETZ, JR., AND COOPERATORS. 

All news pertaining to this department should be addressed to August Dietz, Jr., 

109 East Cary Street, Richmond, Virginia. 
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M ERRY CHRISTMAS! And, In case you have overlooked the 
may Santy Claus fill your offer: During the next 90 days 
stockings brimful of air STAMP AND (OVER COLLECTING 

mail covers, beautiful cachets and I.Em-----------~ offers a 20-word classified advertise
aero stamps. May many of those control of tuberculosis is sponsoring ment free with each new, renewal 
vacant spaces be filled on Christmas a cachet for covers bearing rt:he 1934 or extension subscription received 
Day, and may you live long in hap- Christmas Seal which commemorates accompanied by $1.00. Renew your 
piness among your hobby treasures. the 50th anniversary of the found- subscription now and send a 20-

The most befitting cachet of the ing of The Trudeau Sanatorium. word classified advertisement along. 
moment that I know of, is that to As all collectors now know the It will be published in our next is
be applied to all covers at Wash- Christmas Seal has found a place in sue. Besides, read the classified 
ingtons Birthplace, Virginia, on the Scott Catalog. The covers will column today. Someone, somewhere 
December 25. The cachet will be be cacheted and postmarked at may be offering something that you 
applied by the Postmistress and it is Trudeau, N. Y. , on Christmas Day. want. 
very symbolical of the season. Bet- Send 5c. extra with each stamped One of our earlier co-operators, 
ter mail your covers now. It will be cover to pay the cost of the cachet Walter W. Miller, has recently been 
official and well worth your while. and seal. Profits will go to the bed elected as secretary and treasurer of 
As well as I know this will be the fund of the Sanatorium. Send ad- the Wisconsin Association of Phi
first official Christmas Day cachet dressed and stamped covers to: Mr. latelic Societies. Congratulations, 
authorized by the Postal authorities. Ernest Wood, Secretary, 64 Main Walter! 
So don't miss it. Street, Saranac Lake, N. Y. This is Through the courtesy of the 

J. P. Penning, 124 E. Eugene a worthy cause and every reader of Washington Stamp News, we are 
Ave., Homestead, Pa., will sponsor this column is urged to do his ut- pleased to list the air mail items 
a cachet on January 1, the Bicenten- most and send as many covers and that may still be obtained from the 
nial of the birth of Paul Revere. nickels as he can afford. We are Philatelic Agency in Washington: 
Add le. for forwarding charges on pleased to print this notice. 1926, lOc. and 15c. map. 1927, 
each cover. E. 0. Saltmarsh, P. 0. Box 4121, 20c. map. 1928, 5c. red and blue. 

Our okl and reliable friend, Mr. Station F, New Orleans, La., will 1931, 5c. purple rotary press. 1932, 
D. W. Graveman of New York sponsor a cachet on January 2, com- 8c. olive-green. 1933, 50c. Zeppe
City, never fails in sending in news memorating the Battle of New Or- lin. 1934, 6c. orange. 1934, 16c. 
for our readers. Much of the news leans-the battle that, according to air mail special delivery. 
contained in this column is through many, won the War of 1812-where Suggestion: get your supply of 
his efforts and thoughtfulness. He the Kentucky "long rifle" and the the 50c. Zeppelins as soon as 
writes: "Thel'e will be an inaugural expert marksmanship of the Ameri- possible. 
flight, on or about January 1, be- can frontiersmen made short work And, speaking of Zeppelins. You 
tween Kenora, Ontario, and White- of the British red-coats. A real his- should watch your daily newspaper 
fish Bay, Ontario, Canada, with torical cover. the early part of the coming spring 
cachets applied at both points. Send Harold U. Mussen, Box 265, for advance news of the proposed 
covers and 6c. in Money Orders to: Lake Placid, N. Y., is holding air Zeppelin flight to the U. S. A. 
District Superintendent of Postal mail covers, and will receive more, There will probably be a new U. S. 
Service, Winnipeg, Man., Canada, for the dedication of their local air- Zeppelin issue. 
for each cover." port. Counting the thousands of Byrd 

R. Kaplan, 345 Wilkins St., Remember, always use 6% en- Antarctic covers sent by American 
Rochester, N. Y., will sponsor a velopes for your covers. Stamp and collectors there are few offered on 
last-day cachet on December 31 for address properly, and put com- the market. Present prices of $1.00 
the Rochester Centennial series. memoratives on your outside wrap- indicate that even the large quantity 

The Saranac Lake Society for the pers when available. mailed assures a fellow of nearly a 
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100% profit. Not bad for the cov
er collector. 

The recent auctions conducted by 
that eminent airmailist, Don Dicka
son, prove that cover collecting is 
not on the wane as prediated some 
years ago. Prices have been very 
good. On the better grade of ma
terial bids have been exceedingly 
high. The last few auctions have 
not even contained a single Paris 
Balloon Post cover. Have they van
ished from the market entirely? 
Pioneer U. S. flights seem to be get
ting scarcer each year. 

As an indication of Bicentennial 
(Washington, of course) cover re
vival, a Noithern collector passed 
through Richmond last week and 
purchased a collection of these cov
ers for the goodly sum of $435.00. 
It was the finest collection of these 
items I have ever seen-each piece 
was perfect in condition, size, can
cellation, cachet and stamp. The 
buyer knows he has a bargain; the 
seller was happy to get the cash be
fore Christmas, yet today when I 
saw him he was lamenting the fact 
that the collection was ever sold. 
Needless to say that he is back in 
the market as a buyer attempting to 
gather together another array of 
these covers. Which all goes to 
prove that there are always buyers 
somewhere for something. 

Read our classified advertisements 
-someone is willing to buy, sell 
and exchange always. 

Stephen Plaitania, 188 Northland 
Ave., Rochester, N. Y., advises us 
that he is the authorized cachet 
director and reporter for the Roches
ter Centennial and that he will have 
a special and very fine cachet to ap
ply to all covers on December 31, 
the closing day of the celebration. 

Raymond C. Schaffer, 1833 Cali
fornia St., N. W., Washington, D. 
C., will sponsor a cachet on January 
3, 1935, for the convening of the 
74th Congress of the United States. 

Mr .. D. W. Graveman sends the 
following news: Canadian inaugural 
£,lights will be official as follows 
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with cachets: Siscoe to Val d'Or 
and vice versa on the same route. 
Send covers and 6c. money order 
for each to District Superintendent 
Postal Service, Quebec, P. Q., 
Canada. 

Mr. Graveman also advises us 
that the present exchange rate is 
$1.03 U. S. A. for $1.00 in Cana
dian funds. 

I am particularly indebted to Mr. 
Peter den Outer of Rotterdam, Hol
land, for the Dutch first flight cov
ers to the colonies. They are beau
tiful specimens-the first that I 
have seen- which reminds me that 
these foreign flights are coming 
right to the forefront. The covers 
themselves are most attractive and 
make the finest of exhibition pieces. 
Let's have more collecting of 
foreign first flights. 

Homer D. Hubbard, 515 North 
61st St., Philadelphia, Pa., will 
sponsor two interesting cachets. One 
is for the bicentennial anniversary 
of the birth of Paul Revere, on 
January 1st. It will be pictorially 
illustra:ted in color and mailed from 
Revere's birthplace in Boston. Five 
cents must be sent to include all 
costs. Bicentennials and Parks will 
be used in franking. 

The other on January 18 (1871) 
-anniversary of the union of all 
German States into an Empire, by 
Kaiser Wilhelm I and Bismarck. A 
cacheted cover will be mailed from 
Germany to all sending an Inter
national Reply Coupon (or 9c. cash) 
plus 3c. forwarding postage. New 
Hindenburg stamps will be used. 

Closing dates for these two 
cachets is December 29th. 

Co-operators, and many, many 
thanks to each and a most enjoyable 
Christmas season: * * * * * * * ** * * 
D. W. Graveman, ******Peter 
den Outer, Don Dickason, *Robert 
Sydney Nelson, **J. P. Penning, 
**Bob of the Northland, * *W. G. 
C:rosby, **Myron F. McCamley, 
*Francis J. Field, Ltd., and George 
Allen. 
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Large complete 36-page list, including British 
North America, Arrow and Center-line blocks, 
used blocks, etc. 

U. S. LIBRARY 
Vol. I. Issues 1847-69 ................. $ .SO 
Vol. II. Issues 1870-93.......... . ..... .SO 
Vol. III. Issues 1894-1900... ....... .... .SO 
Vol. JV. 20th Century, Complete .. ...... 1.00 

These volumes are indispensable to every U.S. 
co11ector, whether beginner or advanced student. 

ILLUSTRATED LIST OF U.S. AND B.N.A. 
Prices Proofs, Telegraph stamps, Center lines, 
l'.JS~ etc., SOc. 

'"IDf7sTANLEY GIBBONS, INC. 
38z PARK ROW, NEW YORK, N. Y. 

"An Introduction to 
Stamp Collecting" 

A Handy Pocket Booklet that the beginner 
finds indispensable; thirty-six pages of handy 
information for everybody. You'll want one 
to keep handy in your pocket at all times. 
Send 3c. stamp to cover cost of mailing. 

WEEKLY PHILATELIC 
G OSSIP 

Box 30, HOLTON, KANSAS 

Mother Day Flat Press 
Plate No. blocks of six mint, Agency stuff . SO 
Used blocks of four, no plate number ..... 11 
Sc. Aeronautics, used blocks of four ....... 4S 
Sc. Aeronautics, used blocks. one S. E ...... 30 
Clark, used blocks of four. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .20 
Yorktown, uoed blocks of four . . . . . . . . . . .20 
Yorktown. used blocks of four, line .. • . ..• 22 
Ryrd perf. used hlocks of four. . . . . . . . . . .11 
1 set nice used Ricent. singles ........... 10 
10 nice used sets Bicent. singles ........... 75 

Postage extra under $r.oo. 

Please remit in M. 0. or unused stamps. 

R. E. FARR 
211 Morrison Ave., Hot Springa, Ark. 

Everybod)"l Hobby 
Is the Outstanding Monthly Tabloid size 

Hobby Newspaper in the World. New! 
Different! Young! Terse! Distinctive! Color
ful! Profusely Illustrated. Complete articles 
by famous authorities. Its detJartments cover: 
Stamps, Coins, Curios, Antiques, Books Indian 
Relics, Firearms, Gems, Autographs and many 
other interesting subjects. Sample copy tOc., 
6 months' trial 25 cents, One Whole Year 
Only 3 S cents. 

Everybody's Hobbies 
DEPT. NS, CROOKSTON, MINN. 

7S Cents ... ............... ; 100 View Cards 
SO Cents ... ..•••••• • • .. .. . , ... 1,000 Stamps 
20 Cents ......••...•. One Silk Handkerchief 

I sell or exchange anything. 

HARNO FANAKA 
liyama Naganoken, Japan 
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"To Promote Fttrther Interest in the Collecting of Postmarks as Applied by United States Navy Mail Clerks." 
Address all communications to ROBERT C. THOMPSON, STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING, 

Glen Allen, Virginia. 

tc@I========================================================~ 

FROM Mr. M. F. McCamley, 
one of my Pacific Coast friends, 
comes the news that he will be 

glad to handle covers for readers of 
STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING on 
outbound Merchant Marine ships 
sailing from Portland, Oregon to all 
foreign ports in South America, 
Africa, Asia and Europe. Mr. Mc
Camley will dispatch covers twice 
monthly and apply his popular 
ships' cachets to each one. Aside 
·from his cachets, covers will receive 
the pursers' stamps, Ship-Paquebot 
cancel and postmark of the receiv
ing port. 

In sending covers for this service 
be sure they are franked with a 
three ( 3c.) cent stamp, or postage 
amounting to three cents or more, 
and include one (le.) cent forward
ing postage with each cover if you 
are not a member of the U. S. C. S. 

McCamley is undertaking this 
new service in an effort to bolster up 
the hobby of collecting Merchant 
Marine covers, so hop to it! His 
address is 5526 N. Delaware Ave., 
Portland, Oregon. Thanks Myron! 

I am informed that the new de
stroyer U. S. S. Monaghan will be 
commissioned on March 15, 1935. 
Launching will take place on Janu
ary 9th. However, do not send your 
covers yet. Mr. G. P. Ranney will 
be the Mail Clerk and the ship is 
stationed at Boston Navy Yard. 
Hold your covers until March 1st as 
Mr. Ranney has more than he can 
take care of. 

Mr. 0. R. Watts, Chester, Penn
sylvania, will be glad to handle~ cov-

ers for quick events. One cent for
warding postage must be included 
with each cover. Watts has turned 
out some mighty nice cachets. 

The new destroyer U. S. S. Mac
Donough will be commissioned 
about January 15.th at the Boston 
Navy Yard, Boston, Mass. No dope 
on cachet yet. 

Chapter No. 16 (Edwin Denby 
Chapter) of the U. S. C. S. will 
sponsor a New Years cachet for 
covers to be mailed from ten dif
ferent ships. Send your covers to 
Mr. L. A. Nace, Cachet Director, 
4028 Norwood Place, Detroit, 
Mich., with one cent per cover for
warding postage. 

Marshall R. Hall in Linn's Naval 
Column gives the following move
ments of ships: 

At San Pedro, California
Milwaukee, Arizona, Oklahoma, 

Nevada, Miss;ssippi, Texas, New 
Mexico, Tennessee, West Virginia, 
Colorado, California, Indianapolis, 
Salt Lake City, Chicago, Chester, 
Louisville, Houston, Portland, and 
Vestal. 

At San Diego, California
Mem phis, Omaha, Marblehead, 

Detroit, Mellville, Decatur, Brooks, 
Brant, Arctic, Litchfield, Raleigh, 
Dobbin, Whitney, and Argonne. 

At Seattle, Washington-
Black Hawk, Gold Star, Augusta, 

Isabella, Monocacy, Paul fones, 
Guam, Oahu and Palos. 

At Pearl Harbor, T . H.-

Quail, Argonaut, Breese and Sea 
Gull. 

At San Francisco, California
W hip poorwill, Samoa, Hender

s on and Chaumont. 

Thanks to the following: D. C. 
Bartley, M. F. McCamley, W. G. 
Crosby, Vivian M. Green, Clara T. 
Crowe, Bill Mersinger, Jimmie 
Crum, H. P. Faust, Aug. Dietz, Jr. , 
J. J. Haag, J. J. Walsh, R. R. Razz
ette, F. R. Purdy, M. R. Hall, C. E. 
Ceder, F. W. Davis, J. A. Matak 
and the Universal Ship Cancellation 
Society. 

Flash! Just received a beautiful 
cover from 0. G. Crosby, San 
Pedro, in which he states that he is 
preparing a set of specially designed 
Naval covers to offer collectors at 
10 cents each or 50 cents per set of 
five covers. Copies of the National 
Parks stamps will be used and 
colored cancellations secured. I 
have quit·e a number of Mr. Crosby's 
covers and I know he puts out good 
pieces. Give him a try! 

---~!---

Christmas Cachet 
To help us remember the real 

significance of Christmas an appro
priate religious Christmas cachet 
will be used on all first class mail 
from Washingtons Birthplace, Vir
ginia on December 2 5. 

Anyone desiring cancellations for 
that day may send their stamped 
and addressed covers to Postmaster, 
Washingtons ·Birthplace, Virginia. 
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New Issues Promised 
According to our European con

temporaries, the following are some 
of the new things philatelic in the 
offing: 

Bulgaria.-A commemorate series 
marking the dedication of the liberty 
monument at the Shipka Pass. 

Great Britain.-A jubilee series 
on the occasion of the twenty-fifth 
anniversary of the ascension to the 
throne of 'King George V, consist
ing of _0, 1, 1_0 and 2d. values. 

Italy.-The Colonial Exposition 
to be held in Naples will supply the 
occasion for another new issue. 

Russia.-The completion of Rus
sia's first subway in Moskow will be 
marked by a series of four com
memoratives-5, 10, 15 and 20 
kopeks. 

Sweden.-To commemorate the 
500th anniversary of her Parliament 
a special series of 5, 10, 15, 20 and 
25 ore stamps are to appear . . 

Argentina.-The announced new 
series will picture Argentina's na
tional heroes on her inland values, 
while the higher denominations 
will show her industries. 

Uruguay.-It is said that a new 
set in commemoration of the author 
Papini is in preparation. 

British Colonies.-According to 
the latest information, all British 
Colonies, Dominions and Mandates 
will issue commemorative stamps on 
the occasion of the twenty-fifth anni
versary of the reign of George V. 
The stamps will bear the portraits 
of the King and Queen. 

British Guiana.-A new series for 
this colony appeared on the first of 
this month. 

Trinidad and Tobago.-The new 
series values are in dollars and cents 
as follows: 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 12 and 
24 cents; $1.20 and $4.80. 

Chile.-A new value-1.20 peso 
-is announced. 

--t8J1--
Jugoslavia has issued her current 

set with the slain ruler's portrait 
surrounded by a black border. 
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25 misc. cacheted airmail covers; 15 
di ff. airport dedicaitions; 15 di ff. first 
official flights; 7 diff. FAM Flights; 
10 pilot-signed airmail covers; 20 diff. 
naval cancels and cachets; each lot 
$1.05 postpaid. Alaskan Emergency 
Star-Route Air Service covers, 5oc. ea. 

Multnomah Gover Service 
5526 Delaware, PORTLAND, OREG. 

Jumbo Approvals 
Of recent months we have had r.equ ests from 
advanced collectors for Jumbo Approval books 
showing better foreign stamps of the cheape; 
class-items that many collectors in the rush 
to get U. S. into their a lbums have ignor.ed . 
~here is a marked tendency toward the for
eign stamps. We can take care of this tend
ency, promptly, efficiently-our Jumbo Books 
of 500 and 1,000 varieties of stamps ranging 
from X1c. to 25c. net. If you are seriously 
interested in filling in lots of those blank 
for_eign spaces crying out for company, just 
wnte us. References are required. 

Country books our specialty. Express your 
preference. 

C. D. REIMERS COMPANY 
102 Flatiron, FT. WORTH, TEXAS 

WITHIN 48 HOURS 
I will dispatch the best avai lable stamps from 
the 

u. s. PHILATELIC AGENCY 
or local 

PHILIPPINE TRADE 

December, 1934 

U. S. Color Error 
lYic. Violet Envelope 

Around 800 copies of the 1 V. violet circular 
die envelope have been located. This is 
printed in the violet of the 3c. instead of the 
normal brown. All copies are on size 6, win
dow envelope and we offer a magnificent 
entire unused copy at a special price of $4.00. 

If you ar.e looking for anything else in the 

~=rir 011sruis ~~1fci:~d~ Ou:e~t~ke o~ssU~ S.0i~ 
unsurpassed. 

\Ve are in the market at all times to pur
chase anything outstanding or unusual in the 
way of U. S. issues. 

PHILIP H. WARD, JR. 
1616 Walnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 

Free! - John J. Golh1ctor- Free! 
Whether you be John, Joe, Jim, 

Bill, Bohunkus, "Skinny", "Fatty", 
or whoever you be, you will be in
terested in this as a stamp collector: 

Starting immediately, the pub
lishers of STAMP AND COVER COL· 
LECTING wiU give a twenty.word 
classified advertisement for every 
renewal, extension or new subscrip
tion received. 

Just send in one dollar with a 
twenty.word classified advertise
ment and it will be published in the 
next issue without cost. 

Perhaps, there are some stamps 
you need to fill a few blank spaces 
-advertise for them. Maybe you 
wish to exchange with other collec
tors-advertise the fact. 

COMMISSIONER 

That's the story. Just send your 
~ twenty-word classified copy, "At-

11 tention of our Subscription Depart
~. ment." Write plainly. 
~· 

at 10% over face with a 35c. minimum 
charge. Registration .extra, and1 if desired 
flat protected mailing of full sneets at !Oc'. 
extra. List sent upon receipt of return postage. 

ALBERT F. KUNZE 
P. 0. Box 41 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

Yosemite lmp~rf. Sheets 
3 for 25c. 

Mt. Rainier Imperf. Sheets, 25c. 
Byrd Imperf. Sheets, 25c.; Perf. Block 
of 6, 25c.; Plate No. Block of 6, 35c.; 
Zepps. 6oc. ; Plate No. Block of 4, 
$2.50; Cent. of Prog. Imperf. Sheets, 
$1.25 Set. One-Day Philatelic Agency 
Service, 10% charge, minimum service 
charge 35c. 

WASHINGTON SERVICE 
Box 611, Benjamin Franklin Station, 

WASHINGTON, 0 . C. 

What all do you need from 

ECUADOR 
Obtainable from PERRONE & CAMPANA. 

P. 0. Box 749 
GUAY AQUIL, ECUADOR, S. A. 

COINS AND ST AMPS 
Coins for sale, California gold, Quarter size, 

27c. each. $0 size, 53c. each. Dollar size, 
$1.10. Eighty page Catalog Stamps & Coins 
for sale, Lowest Prices in the U. S., lOc. 

Buying list U. S. Cents, Indianhead Cents, 
etc., !Oc. 

NORMAN SHULTZ 
Box 746, 

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH. Dept. S. 

For Christmas 
Give a NARIBO or SARIBO Loose-Leaf 

ALBUM. • • • 
SARIBO-Jr. (for beginners) .......... $1.00 
NARIBO for U. S. Commemoratives 

Blocks-1893-1934 complete with binder $2.50 
••Complete Price Llst Free•• 

JEWEL ST AMP CO. 
Box 683-C, Warren, Ohio 

CANADIAN STAMPS 
ON PAPER 

500 lbs. positively not looked over for coils, 
precancels or cancellations. These are for the 
most part, low values of late issues only, and 
stamps from every .part of Canada. 

$2.00 per pound- 5 pounds $8.50 

WICK'S STAMP COMPANY 
Brantford, Ont., Canada 
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A 11 • L 1 N ~ ment except for re I ustrat1ons ega ow- . ~~;::.~.~~~~~~ .*p:~ 
MAYBE they ar.e, or soon will 

be. The Bicentennial Com
mission's final report, re· 

leased November 27th, included sev
eral illustrations of U.S. stamps that 
weren't even defaced or cancelled! 

According to this, a magnificent 
set of U. S. stamp illustrations 
COULD be issued by the govern
ment for philatelic use, leaving the 
dreaded powers of the Secret Ser
vice unhampered in its prosecution 
of counterfeiting. 

The editors of most of the impor
tant philatelic magazines have 
known for the past year of an active 
campaign conducted with this very 
object of obtaining stamp illustra
tions from the government itself. I 
approached Senator Wagner early 
last year on the subject, and through 
his good offices the movement was 
started. A dynamic letter from the 
Secret Service Division put thumbs 
down on any tampering with Sec
tion 150 of the Penal Code-and 
Sec. 2322 of the Postal Laws would 
be equally well guarded by the Post
al Inspectors. I then made the fol
lowing suggestion to the Post Office 
Department and to the Division : 

Let the Government itself issue 
a booklet, illustrating in black 
and white, the various types of 
stamps issued since 1847. 

If this were done: 

1. All dies and plates would re
main in government hands. 

2. The order for the preparation 
of the booklet, coming from 
the Post Office Department 
would constitute the "compe
tent authority" required for 
the possession of such illustra
tions, (Sec. 15 0 of the Penal 
Code) : and the same order 
would cover these reproduc
tions "under the authority and 
at the specific direction of .the 
Department" required by Sec. 
2 322 of the Postal Laws. 

BY PAUL H. KEATING 

~1------------m<!n 

The Post Office seemed to like the 
idea, at least in the .terms "very in
teresting and pertinent", but "co
operation depends on the attitude of 
the Secret Service. We shall be 
glad to look into the matter further. " 

Well, those of us who marched 
and drilled in 1918 can get a per
fect picture of an Artillery Captain 
butting into the Quarter-Master 
Major's business. I think we can 
get the same picture of Depart
mental inquiry in peace time, and 
it's a wise official in Washington 
who is smart enough to mind his 
own strict and ample affairs-and 
not to go kicking a hornet's nest on 
a touchy subject. 

Correspondence, too voluminous 
to quote here, convinces me that we 
will never see those "anti-illustra
tion laws" altered. They are almost 
the only laws on the books that a 
smart lawyer can't steer a crooked 
client around. Secret Service Agents 
are up against deadly guns twenity
four hours a day, and the Power 
who is responsible for .the Presi
dent's personal safety is also power
ful enough to step on any such rela
tively minor legislation as stamp 
illustrations. A word from the 
Division on any subject is enough
and the monkey business is all over. 
And don't you forget ithat the word 
is ready every minute-not to per
secute stamp collectors, but to close 
up loopholes for wily lawyers to 
wriggle slippery crooks out of a de
served punishment. 

The Division's final answer
after a year of effort to get it-did 
not mention counterfeiting objec
tions to .this proposal. "* * * you 
are advised that there could be no 
exception made to the issue of any 
reproductions of stamps by the gov
ernment * * *; but I believe that 
acts forbidden in the statutes should 
not be committed by the govern-

all such laws are predicated en 
authority that must be had from 
proper officers of the government. " 

That last wasn't too clear at first 
reading: But if there is an officer 
with sufficient authority to order the 
reproduction of U. S. stamps in such 
a booklet, illustrations for the pres
ent generation of collectors are 
quite possible. They are just as 
legitimate as cardboard or India 
proofs of U. S. stamps, which some 
proper officer of the government 
ordered made. 

The story is by no means over. 
Other correspondence and develop
ments are pending. This Bicenten
nial affair is just a lucky "break", 
and this is no time to quit. 

The present problem is to find 
and convince .the proper official that 
we are legally entitled to illustra
tions obtained in this manner, under 
existing laws; that such a booklet 
would serve a governmental pur
pose; that it would satisfy millions 
of collectors; and leave the counter
feiter as miserable as ever. 

Your criticisms and suggestions 
will be appreciated. 

---IZJc----

An Unreconstructed 
Rebel 

~ Our good friend Mr. 

' 

~. Jos. W . Jones of Bris
~, tol, Tenn. submits a 3c. 
- - 1869 with an odd can

cellation, to say the 
least. Postal Markings, which spec
ializes in such postmarks, has not 
yet given us this Confederate battle
flag canceller. The postmaster, Mr. 
Jones thinks, must have been one of 
those "umeconstruoted Rebels" who 
still held out for the "Stars and 
Bars" and incorporated .that emblem 
in his canceller. No use trying to 
tell us it is a form of the Ma1tese 
Cross. It is ·the Confederate baittle
flag-and nothing else. 
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Announcing 
New Publications for Book Lovers 
Poe and The Southern Literary Messenger 

By DAVID K. JACKSON 

A remarkable study of Edgar Allan Poe a~d the outstanding literary maga
zine of the day .. Handsomely printed and bound in a limited edition of 500 copies. 
Advance subscription price $3.50. Ready November r. 

Virginia Silhouettes 
By MRS. GEORGE P. COLEMAN 

For the first time the letters pertaining to Colonial slavery have been un
earthed in the famous Tucker House in Williamsburg, Va., and published in 
book form. An outstanding contribution to American letters. Full of tid-bits 
for the student and historian. Price $3 . 50. Ready November IO. 

Legends of Virginia Lawyers 
By JOHN H. GWATHMEY 

Another of Mr. Gwathmey's well-known collection of Virginia folk-lore. A 
book that every lawyer and lover of early Virginia will appreciate. Mr. Gwath
mey's former books, Legends of Virginia Courthouses and Justice John were 
among the leading Southern sellers last year and the first editions became exhausted 
in several weeks. Price $z.50. Ready November 20. 

Cavaliers and Pioneers 
By NELL MARION NUGENT 

These are the abstracts of the Virginia Land Grants and Patents published for 
the first time in five volumes. Handsomely printed and bound. For complete 
details write for a prospectus describing the work. 

Send remittances and orders to-

THE DIETZ PRESS 
109 East Cary Street, RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 
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Dominica, 1923-1933 

Roseau, the capital, on the lee
ward side, has only an open road
stead, but Prince Rupert's Bay, on 
the west coast near the north of the 
island, is a fine natural harbor. 

Dominica is one of the five 
Presidencies forming the Leeward 
Islands Federation, under a Gover
nor and Commander-in-Chief (Sir 
T. R. St. Johnston--1934), who re
sides at St. John's, Antigua, the seat 
of government of the Colony. 
Dominica has an Executive and 
Legislative Council, over which the 
Governor, or (in his absence) the 
Administrator presides. In the 
Legislative Council there are six offi
cials, two nominated members, and 
four elected members. 

The principal exports of the 
Presidency are limes (and pro
ducts), vanilla, cacao, and cocoanuts. 

POSTAL SURVEY 

About May 1, 1858, British 
stamps were placed on sale at many 
ports in the Caribbean, and in par
ticular in the Leeward Islands. 
Stamps so used may be distinguished 
by the cancellations-a horizontal 
ellipse of three short graduated bars 
above and below a letter and num
ber inserted in the center (with two 
bars at either side) . 

In Her Majesty's Postmaster Gen
eral's report for 1858, he writes: 

'"lt having been found that the use of 
English postage stamps at Malta, Gibraltar 
and Constantinople Jed to no forgery, the 
privilege has been extended to the British 
West Indies, and to the foreign ports 
touched at by the Mail Packets on the West
ern Coast of Africa. It is obvious that such 
an arrangement is applicable only when the 
whole of the postage belongs to the British 
Post Office." 

The obliterators sent out to the 
Leeward Islands, by packet leaving 
April 17, 1858, were lettered as 
follows: 

CONCLUDED 

~ ·~ 
BY HARRY E. HUBER 

~ ~ 
A 02 St. John's Antigua. 

(known on ld. rose (1857); 2d. blue 
(1858); 4d . rose (1857); 6d. lilac 
1856); ls. green (1856). 

A 12 BaSJeterre, St. Ch1·istopher . 
ld ., 4d., 6d. and ls. 

A 09 Charlestown, Nevis. 
ld., 2d., 4d., 6. and ls. 

A 08 Plymouth, Monts<nat. 
ld., 4d., 6d. and ls. 

A 07 Roseau, Dominica. 
ld., 4d., 6d. and ls. 

A 13 Roadtown, Tortola. 
ld., 6d. and ls. 

A 18 was sent out to English 
Harbour, Antigua (known on the 
6d.), by the packet leaving June 1, 
1858; and A 91 to the British Vir
gins (known on ld., 2d., 6d. and 
ls.) at some later date. 

on the 1st day of May next ( 1?60) , t~is 
Department wi ll cease to charge melf with 
the management of the West Indian posts, 
and that from that date, the Colonial Gov
ernments must themselves undertake their 
control." 

And finally, from his report for 
1860-

'The uansfer of management of the posts 
in the West Indies from this. office to the 
loca l Governments, an object long desired 
by this Department, from a conviction that 
the direction on the spot would be much 
more efficient and economical than when 
conducted at a distance, was last year 
carried out." 

On May 1, 1860, the control of 
the Post Offices in the Leewards was 
assumed by the respective Colonial 
authorities, and sale of British 
stamps (inaugurated · in 1858) 
ceased. The method in force prior 
to 1858, of prepayment of postage 
rates in cash was reverted to, and 
continued until the several islands 
provided postage stamps of their 

With the obliterators sent out 
April 17, 1858, were British post
age stamps of 6d., 4d. and ld. de
nominations. Antigua received in 
the first consignment £100 worth, 
and the other islands £50 each, ex
cepting Nevis and Tortola, for 

. d own. 
which £25 each was cons1dere To Nevis belongs the distinction 
sufficient. One shilling stamps were _ of being the first of the Leewards 
~ent out at later dates to s?m~ of the to issue separate postage stamps, in 
islands, but as all denommat10ns of 1861. Antigua followed in 1862, 
the then current British stamps were the British Virgins in 1866, St. 
valid for the prepay!11ent o~ pack~t Christopher in 1870 and (after the 
postage, the 2d. m addition is formation of the Leeward Islands 
known _to have been used in some Federation in 1871) Dominica and 
of the islands. (The ld. , 4d., 6d. Montserrat, in 1874 and 1876, re
and ls. are known with the A 07 spectively. 

cancell~tion of Dominica) . The first postage stamps of Do-
In his report for 1857, Her ~fa- minica, in distinctiv.: design, were 

jesty's Postmaster General :vrites, issued May 4, 1874, when three de
relative to the Post Offices m the nominations, ld. lilac, 6d. green 
West Indies still under control of and ls. magenta, made appearance 
the Home Department- in the same design as used for the 

The recommendation of my predecessor Saint Christopher series of 1870. 
that such of the West Indian posts as are 
still under the direction of the British office "DOMINICA" in colorless letters ap
should be placed under that of the local pears around the top of the circular 
Government, has not yet been adopted, the 
Houses of Assembly of Jamaica and some medallion, enclosing a profile por
of the smaller colonies having adopted reso- trait of Queen Victoria; "Postage" 
lutiom 0 dverse to this measure." 

is at the bottom. The Clenomination 
Two years later, action was de- was added from separate duty 

cided upon, and in 1859, he writes: plates, in a horizontal label at the 
"It has now been formally announced to Th h. 

the West Indian Colonial Governments that foot. e stamps were typograp i-
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cally printed, by Messrs. Thomas 
De La Rue & Co., Ltd., on Crown 
GC watermarked paper, and perfo
rated 12 y;. In 18 77, all three de
nominations, in the same colors and 
design, were issued with the 14 
perforation. 

With the other islands of the 
Leeward Federation, Dominica join
ed the Universal Postal Union on 
July 1, 1879. This necessitated _Y:;d. 
(olive yellow), 2 _Y:; d. (red-brown), 
and 4d. (blue) postage stamps, 
which appeared in December of that 
year, Crown CC watermarked, and 
perforated 14. 

In November, 1882, there was a 
shortage of _Y:; d. stamps, and at first 
the Id. lilac, perforated 14, was 
halved and used without overprint. 
But on November 25, 1882, each 
half was surcharged with a small 
fraction " y;", in black. This being 
very indistinct, a larger fraction was 
applied, in red, and issued in De
cember. In March of the following 
year, the halves of ld. lilac stamps 
were surcharged "Half penny", in 
one line, black, reading up. 

In April 1883, a supply of _Y:; d. 
stamps was received printed on 
Crown CA paper, followed by the 
2_0d. red-brown, in Dec. 1884. 

A shortage of _Y:;d. and Id. 
stamps in March 1886, was met by 
surcharging 18,000 of the 6d. green, 
and 15,000 of the ls. magenta, 
Crown CC watermarked, perforated 
14, "Half Penny" and "One Penny" 
respectively, in two lines, with a bar · 
through the original value. The ld. 
on ls. is known with double over
print. One sheet of 60 of the 6d. 
green was inadvertently surcharged 
"One Penny." 

Fresh supplies of the _Y:;d. 
(changed in color to greeq), and 
ld. lilac, reached Dominica, in July 
1886-both Crown CA watermark
ed. The 4d. changed in color from 
ultramarine to gray was issued in 
May 1886. In May of 1887. the 
ld . changed to rose, appeared on 
Crown CA paper, followed by the 
21/:i d. ultramarine in September 

1888; the 6d. in orange Oaober, 
and the ls. magenta. The ld. rose 
was also halved and used as _Y:; d. 
stamps during a shortage of the 
lower denomination. 

St. Christopher and Nevis were 
united and made one Presidency in 
1882, but each continued to issue 
and use distinctive postage stamps, 
as did Dominica, and all other 
Presidencies of the Federation. But 
this was changed by Leeward Is
lands General Stamp Act No. 2 of 
February 3, 1890, which ordered 
that there should be a uniform series 
of postage and revenue stamps for 
use throughout the Leeward Islands 
Colony. By proclamation of Octo
ber 30, 1890, this act was declared 
in force from October 31, 1890, 
and on that day one common series 
of Postage & Revenue stamps was 
placed on sale at all post offices in 
the Presidencies. The separate 
Presidential issues were withdrawn 
from sale, and later disposed of by 
the Crown Agents for the Colonies 
in London. 

With one series of Postage and 
Revenue stamps common to all 
Presidencies, the Post Office revenue 
fell off considerably, and the goodly 
sums which each had received an
nually, from collectors and dealers, 
abroad, was now divided among the 
five Presidencies. 

In 1898, the Executive Council 
of the Leeward Islands approved of 
the use of special stamps in the 
British Virgin Islands, (although 
no formal Order in Council was 
ever made) , and these, in the Ma
donna with Lilies design, appeared 
in January 1899. This privilege 
was subsequently extended to the 
other Presidencies, when the Lee
ward Islands Stamp Act of 1902, 
provided that the Governor might 
from time to time by Order in 
Council, direct that special stamps 
be used in each or any of the Presi
dencies, concurrently with the uni
form Federal series. 

In the formal Order in Council 
of June 20, 1903, July 3rd was 

named as the date on and after 
which these special stamps might be 
used. However, those for St. Kitts
Nevis were issued as early as May; 
Antigua followed in July, Montser
rat in August, and Dominica on 
September 4, 1903. 

The special designs for Antigua, 
Montserrat, and St.Kitts-Nevis were 
based on the Seals of the respective 
Presidencies, while for that of Do
minica was used a view of Roseau, 
from the sea. The 5s. denomina
tion of Antigua, Dominica and 
Montserrat, however, was in a dif
ferent design from the low values, 
and bore the head of King Edward 
VII, who had succeeded to the 
throne on the death of Queen Vic
toria, on January 22, 1901. 

The several clauses in the Order 
in Council of June 20, 1903, relat
ing to Dominica, are as follows: 

'The design of the special stamps for the 
Presidency of D ominica shall be a design 
showing a view of D ominica from the sea, 
for all values, with the exception of the 
5s., which stamp will bear the design of 
the head of His Majesty the King. 

"The several values of the said special 
stamps in the said Presidencies shall be 
Y,d., ld. , 2d ., 2Y, d. , 3d., 6d. , ls. , 2s. , 2/6d . 
and 5s. 

"The post cards shall be single, Y,d .. ld. 
The envelopes shall be ld ., 2Y,d . and the 
registration envelopes shall be large and 
sma ll. 

"The post cards, wrappers and envelopes 
of the several Presidencies shall bear de
signs similar to those of the minor values 
of the postage stamps." 

The special stamps introduced by 
Dominica on September 4, 1903, 
were at first printed on Crown CC 
watermarked paper (ordinary sur
faced) ; later ( 1906) all except the 
6d. , 2s., 2/6d. and 5s. were sent out 
on chalk surfaced paper. Subse
quent to 1907, all denominations 
were printed on paper watermarked 
multiple Crown and CA; the _Y:;d., 
Id. , 2d., 2_0 d. and ls. appeared in 
1907 chalk surfaced (the _Y:; d. also 
on ordinary surface), and in the fol
lowing year, the 6d., 2s., 2/6d. and 
5s. Between 1908 and 1921, all 
denominations were printed in 
colors in agreement with the Crown 
Agents color scheme-the _Y:; d. , Id., 
2_0 . coming in 1908, the 2d., 3d. 
and 6d. in 1909, the ls. in 1910, 
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the 2s. in 1919 and the 2/6d. ori 
September 2, 1920. 

King George V. ascended the 
throne in May 1910, and in May 
1914, the 5s. with the head of the 
new sovereign, adapted to the 1903 
frame design, appeared, printed in 
red and green on yellow. 

Script watermarked paper was in
troduced in November, 1920, and 
earlier in this article, mention is 
made of stamps in the View of 
Roseau type, on this paper, being 
issued on September 16, 1921. 

The y,;d. stamp was variously 
overprinted between 1916 and 1919 
to denote a war tax on letters. It 
first appeared on September 1, 
1916, London overprinted in red 
"\Var Tax - One Halfpenny"; a 
local overprint, in black, '.'War Tax" 
was made in May 1918, and two 
months later, a consignment was re
ceived from London, with WAR TAX 

applied in black, but in caps very 
much larger than the first printing. 
This· same overprint was applied to 
the 3d. (is.sued February 1919), to 
care for a tax of 3d. levied on all 
parcels leaving the Presidency for 
destinations in the British Empire, 
beyond the Federal Colony; this tax 
became effective January 27, 1919. 

- --IZJ1-- -

0rrville Stamp Club 
The fact that stamp-collecting is 

rapidly spreading in the public 
schools of the South is evidenced by 
a letter from our old friend Robert 
Sidney Nelson of Selma, Ala., who 
has been fanning the flames of 
Philately among the pupils of the 
Blalock, Ala. school. They have 
organized the Orrville Stamp Club 
with Miss Margaret Carden as 
President. Enthusiasm runs high in 
their midst. 

- - - IZJ---
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wishes all of its friends a Merry 
Christmas and a Happy New Year. 
May all "Want List"-philatelic 
and otherwise- be filled! 

Virginia Philatelic 
Federation 

Our Richmond Convention held 
last month was a great success and 
as far as State representation goes it 
was the best representative exhibit 
ever held. With the election of 
Howard E. Jackson of Richmond as 
President and with Jackson's knowl
edge of Philately, and his ability to 
do things in a big way, there is no 
reason on earth, why our State Fed
eration should not make more pro
gress this coming year, than we hav€ 
made before. Our organization is 
no .one-man job. It takes teamwork. 
Like every other organization we 
are not perfeot, but even a:t that, the 
Virginia Philatelic Federation is the 
voice of the organized collectors and 
philatelists in this State. The Post 
Office Department in Washington 
saw fi.t to recognize this fact by 
loaning us one of their exhibits for 
our meeting. There are numerous 
collectors all over the State who be
long to no stamp club. There are 
also a number of clubs in the State 
that do not belong to our State 
organization. 

It is up to us, who are advancing 
their interest to try and interest 
them into our clubs and our State 
organization. We should leave no 
stone unturned until every collector 
in this State is a member of his or 
her respective club and our State 
Federation. The writer will be 
glad to help this cause in any way 
possible. If you feel that I can as
sist you, do not hesitate to call on 
me. If any club has any news they 
wish published in this column, 
please see that it reaches me by the 
first of each month. This is your 
organization and it will be just what 
you make it. Wishing you all A 
Merry Christmas and a Happy New 
Year, I am, 

Sincerely, 
ALFRED HAASE, 

Publicity Director, 

Petersburg, Va. 
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If You Buy At Auctions 
you cannot afford to miss our sales. 
If you have never bought at auction 

you do not know the 
opportunity you are 
missing for the most 
advantageous and cheap

: .. est way to buy. Mention 
"P.'~~~·"':· STAMP AND COVER COL

LECTING. 
Get on our list now 

for the winter season. 

l'.JSl'i M. OHLMAN 
qof7 1160 Nassau St., NEW YoRK C1TY 

Be Sure to Advertise in 

ST AMP AND COVER 
COLLECTING 

Rates very reasonable for the lint . four 
months, after which they will probably advance. 

One Inch .................... $ 3.00 
Two Inches . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 5.50 
Sixth Page. . . . . . .. . . .. .. . .. . 13. 50 
Third Page ...... . ........... 25.00 
Half Page ................ . .. 30.00 
Full Page ..................• 55.00 

Copy must be in by the 1 Sth of the month 
preceding date of issue. The circulation will 
amaze you. 

Stamp and Cover Collecting 
RICHMOND, VA. 

READ ... 

Colonial and Revolutionary 
Posts 

RY HARRY M. KoNWISER 
One of the most exhaustive and comprehen

sive booksh written in a delightful, fascinating 
style, on l e American Postal System from the 
ea rliest times through the Colonial and Revolu
tionary PeriOds. A book that should be in 
the possession of every philatelist and library. 

Price $2.00 Postpaid. 
THE DIETZ PRESS 

109 E. CARY STREET 
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA. 

$1<+03 
A packet of 100 B. W. I. and 

Central America current is
sues; some air mails and high 
values. Guaranteed to list 5 to 
7 times that sum. Returnable, 
but I have sold hundreds this 
year without a single return. 

A. C. TOWNSEND 
6229 Eddy Street, CHICAGO, ILL. 

FREE 
My U. S. Price-List on Request. 

M.G.HANNA 
335-Sth Avenue 

PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA 
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<!rqr itutqrrfnrik ~tamp <!tlub Pittsburg Elects 
Officers A. P. S. CHAPTER No. 8I 

M eets Every Monday Evening at 8 o'clock Except Holidays, 
at 287 Feronia Way, Rutherford, N. J. 

At the annual meeting of the 
Philatelic Society of Pittsburgh, held 
December 3, 1934, in the William 
Penn Hotel, R. R. Dickson and 
Harry E. Huber, were re-elected 
President, and Treasurer respective
ly, for 1935; with Wallace A. Low 
and John P. Eaker as Vice-Presi
dents, and Robert B. Noely, . Secre
tary. 

OFFICERS 

President, ADOLPH KLINGENSTDIN, 740 Hudson Ave., West New York, N. ]. 
Jlice-President-0. G. REICHELT, Paramus, N. J. 
Secretary-S. LAKE P. 0. Box No. I36, Rutherford, N. ]. 
Treasurer-]. H . GtESECKE, 126 Prospect Place, Rutherford, N. J. 
Sales Manager, W. 0. STAEB, 287 Feronia Way, Rutherford, N. J. 
Exchange Manager, MONTROSE ERNST, 99 Nassau St., New York City. 
Cable Address-Staeb, Rutherford, N. J. 
Official Organ-STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING. 

REPORT OF EXCHANGE MANAGER 

Will some Rutherford Stamp Club man 
be good enough to tell me what is necess~ry 
to make sleeping fellow members realize 
that this is a new day, and therefore time 
to wake up? I have repeatedly advised that 
the new Exchange D epartment of your Club 
is on its toes and anxious to serve, but 
there seem to be a great many members who 
need more than this to stir them up. In 
chis report I am going to give the following 
figures-, which should speak for themsel':'es, 
and should convince even the most skeptical 
chat we have a medium of Exchange 
through which you can successfully trade 
your duplicates. 

VALUE OF EXCHANGES CONSUMATED 
August, 1934 .... .. .... . $250.00 
September, 1934. . . . . . . . 400.00 
October, 1934 . . . . . . . . . . 480.00 

As you know the first active month of 
the Department, after its reorganization, 
was lase August. 

With your co-operation we should have 
no difficulty in developing a volume of One 
Thousand Dollars ($1,000), or more per 
month, and when this figure is reached, the 
members participating will be the real bene
ficiaries. 

If such members as have become aware of 
chis Department can find it to be good, 
why can't you? Let me suggest that you 
drop me a line to find out what it is about. 

Respectfully, 
MONTROSE ERNST, 

Exchange Manager. 

REPORT OF SALES MANAGER 

Sales are picking up rapidly, 40 clubs 
have indicated their desire to participate in 
our sales department, we therefore urge our 
contributing members to get busy and send 
us their material immediately, as the stamp 
season is in full swing now. 

The material that is most sought after 
is as follows: UNITED STATES AND COLO
NIES, BRITISH NORTH AMERICA, Belgium, 
ltaly, France, Latin America, British Colo
nials, Precancels (especially Bureau Prints) 
D enmark, Finland, Netherlands, early China 
and Corea, Bosnia, Guatemala. Greece 
Scandinavia, Air Mails, Switzerland, Austria 
Poland. POSTALLY USED BLOCKS OF 4. 

Sales for the 10 months 1934 were rn 
excess of $7,729.00. 

Sales for the 10 months 1933 were H1 
excess of $7,204 .00. 

Sales for the 10 months 1932 were in 
excess of $7,166.00. 
These comparisions will give you an 

idea as co the progress chat has been made, 
you must also bear in mind chat in the 
past three years our contributors have nor 
sent in as much material so char therefore 
the percentage in sales is much higher than 
appears on the surface. 

1932 new books entered 804 
1933 new books entered 623 
1934 new books entered 521 

( 11 months) 
It is quire natural chat larger sales could 

be recorded and so indicate that there is an 
improvement in scamp collecting if we had 
more material to work with. 

I cake chis opportunity to wish you the 
compliments of the season and do hope chat 
the New Year will be of mutual benefi t 
to all our members and the club. 

w. 0. STAEB, 
Sales Manager. 

--~IZJ1----

l i k es the Way We Jolt 'Em 
Put me down for five years! I 

like the way you jolt the Fakers! 
- JAMES S. HARDY, Glencoe, Ill. 

The Society went on record as 
being emphatically opposed to the 
practice of the U. S. Post Office De
partment, Washington, D. C., in 
presenting to certain favored in
dividuals sheets of stamps, imper
forate, or in any other form than 
that made available to the public. 
The recommendation was made that 
the Post Office Department enforce 
the rules and regulations, already on 
the statute books, regarding such 
"unfinished stamps", and severely 
penalize any official of the Bureau 
of Engraving and Printing, or Post 
Office Department, responsible for 
making such "gifts" to a favored 
few. 

A REAL BARGAIN ! ! ! 
For the Specializing Collector in Loose-Leaf Album Pages 

As long as they last, we offer the following to the collector and dealer: 
No. 100: A quadrilled sheet, artistically printed in two colors (pale blue 

and gray) for mounting of specialized collections. The full size of the sheet 
is 8x9Yz inches. The border (gray) is So/sx8 inches. The quadrilling is 
4-15/ 16x7-3/16 inches. The paper was specially made for these- pages and is 
equal to a 32-lb. ledger. There is ample margin on the left of the sheet for 
punching or inserting in any type of binder. 

Binders may be secured from various sources to fit this sheet, however we 
do not handle them. It is an excellent buy for the collector who is now special
izing or who wishes to properly mount his collection on very attractive pages. 

Prices : 100 sheets, or less, 3c. each. 100 to 250 sheets 2Yzc. each. 250 or 
more 2c. each. 

No. 200: This sheet is quadrilled, like above, with a very handsome gray 
border. The sheet size is lOxll inches, and the bor.der size is 6%x8\/z inches. 
The paper for this was also specially made and is equal to a 100-lb. Index board. 

For specialized collections we believe this No. 200 is without a parallel. 
It makes a very attractive page for artistic mounting. Ample margin is on the 
left-hand side for punching or inserting into any cover. Binders may be secured 
to fit this size sheet, however we d_o not sell them. 

Prices: 100 sheets, or less, Sc. 100 to 250 sheets 4c. 250 or more 3Yzc. each. 
Samples will gladly be sent upon request for 3c. 

ST AMP AND COVER COLLECTING 
109 EAST CARY STREET RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 
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I FORUM 
Ii """"""""' """""'"""""""""""""""~ 
MY DEAR MR. DIETZ: 

I enjoyed very much your reference in 
the last issue of STAMP AND COVER COL
LECTING to your early collecting activities 
for they almost duplicate mine. Up in our 
store room I have my old collection of tin 
tobacco tags, made in the '80s, all mounted 
on velvet covered boards with little curtain 
tacks. When I quit I had about eleven 
hundred varieties which was a tremendous 
collection in those days. And I remember 
the weekly papers that were printed in 
those days devoted to tag collecting. I re
tained for many years· a file of the Tag and 
Stamp Herald, but that file has been lost. 

I still have a lot of old fossils I collected 
as a boy and some mineral specimens and 
some old coins. I had quite a coin collec
tion at one time but I sold them, retaining 
some duplicates of Roman pennies and some 
early United States dimes, pennies, etc. I 
still have some Indian arrow heads, spear 
heads, skinners, axes and so on, although 
I have given away nearly all I had as a boy. 
I collected cigarette picture cards, the backs 
of playing cards and had quite a collection 
of birds' eggs at one time; and there were 
papers devoted to that hobby. The collect
ing instinct was very largely developed in 
me, but like yourself, everything has passed 
except stamps. Stamps still retain the same 
fascination for me as they did in the early 
'80s. I still have my boyhood collection in 
an old 1884 edition of. the International. 
The condition of the foreigns in that album 
is generally " terrible" ; some that the dogs 
have chewed ; others are mere fractions. 
We cared nothing about straight edges, off 
centers and all that stuff in those days , and 
in the last few years I have been, upon 
occasion, gratifying my boyhood ambition 
to fill up spaces with triangular Capes, 
early Germans and early British Colonies 
and I have been putting in a lot of sharp
shooting bids and it was astonishing t0 see 
what I would get from some of P. M.'s 
sales. I never bid over ten per cent of 
catal<;>~ue and often five per cent or below; 
condmon cuts no figure with me, I ~;rnply 
want to fi]J up spaces, and I would not tak~ 
a great deal for that boyhood collection. 

I have wondered many times if it would 
not be worthwhile for some stamp edit0r 
to invite reminiscences from old timers 
permitting no one to answer who started 
collecting after 1890, asking these old boys 
what they collected as boys. I should like 
to know how many of them collected tin 
tobacco tags, fossils, coins, mineral speci
ments, Indian relics, etc. 

Old N . E. Carter, who is now a dealer 
up in Wisconsin, is about your age and 
my age and we traded junk of all sons 
back in the '80s. 

Very sincerely yours, 
WILLIAM C. MICHAELS. 

CHICAGO, D ecember 14, 1934. 
I enclose my check for $LOO for renewal 

of STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING. I like 
it immensely. 

MARGARET CABELL. 

NEW YORK, N. Y., 
D ec. 10, 1934. 

EDITOR STAMP AND (OVER COLLECTING: 
I am deeply interested in the announceme~ t 

concerning a revised edition of the "Dietz 
Specialized Catalog of Confederates," and 
I am tempted to offer a few suggestions 
which you might give consideration at the 
proper time. If they do not appeal to you 
-into the wastebasket with them. Here 
goes! 

1.-In listing handstamped "Paids," sepa
rate them into two classes: one of Stampless 
Cover, e. g. the Columbia, S. C., Type III , 
(page 95 of your Catalog) ; the other of 
Provisionals. The first would require but 
one pricing column, while the second class 
would require either two or three price
columns: the Columbia, S. C. Type I, with 
seal on the back, would be priced unused 
and used, the Columbia Type II would 
be priced unused, used , and cut square. 

2.-Give the location of the Provisional 
on the cover. The Canton, Miss . is in the 
top right corner, whereas the Atlantas are 
apt to be anywhere, except in the place 
where you would expect to find such a thing. 

3 .- If the same H andsramp is used both 
as a Provisional and Stampless make a note 
of it and how to tell them ap~rt. 

In the Adde~ -fa in STAMP AND COVER 
COLLECTING: 

1.-Print nothing but advertisements on 
the other side of Addenda pages, so that it 
will not be necessary to wreck an article 
when (and if) you cut out the new material 
and, pas:e it in the Catalog. Above all, 
don t pnnt Addenda on both sides of the 
same page. 

· 2.-If you repeat items, call attention to 
the reason for doing so, as you did in the 
case of the Houston, Tex. in the September 
1931 New Southern Philatelist. But in the 
January .1932 issue .there is a story on a 
manuscnpt D emopo,J1s , and the item is listed 
label~d Provisional, and priced $100.00: 
and m the January 1933 Addenda the same 
manuscript Demopolis is illustrated with 
the addition of the manuscript cancellation 
- :iot labeled Provisional this time- and 
pnced at $150.00-at the time it was in 
the Supplement as it first appeared. 

3.- A vertical line between columns as 
a guide-line, would be useful to those .;,,ho 
keep the Catalog up to date-a shear's guide. 

I guess that's the whole works 
Best wishes for a non-teetotali~g Christ

mas and New Year ! 
Dizzy IzzY. 

STAMP AND C'JVER COLLECTING: -
Finally decided to renc-:v my subscription. 

I do not agree with you when j8'l say your 
magazine is getting better. For one th11.,;, 
you waste too much space telling what 
good fellows you think you are. 

w_ E. BYRNE, 
Apt. 9-F, 230 Riverside Drive, N. Y. 

Dec. 1, 1934. 
DEAR EDITOR: 

Enclosed please find my solution to the 
November 1934 puzzle. 

The "Fact" was a new and interesting 
one to me. 

Thanks for cover (prize) sent me last 
time. 

When are you going to change t0 weekly) 
Yours over the snowdrift. 

HERBERT J- PLAGGE. 

Buy Duck Stamp N ow 
With seasons opening in many 

States early in October, the Bureau 
of Biological Survey reminds all 
waterfowl hunters over 16 years of 
age that they must carry a migratory 
bird hunting stamp affixed to the 
State license or to a Federal certifi
cate. The new so-called "duck 
stamp" sells for $1 at post offices in 
all county seats, in all towns with 
populations of 2,500 or more, and 
in certain waterfowl centers. 

Emphasizing that the money col
lected from the duck-stamp sales 
will be used by the Federal Govern
ment to increase the supply of 
waterfowl, the Biological Survey 
also urges all conservationists to co
operate by buying stamps. Of the 
total proceeds 90 percent will be 
spent in acquiring and administer
ing waterfowl sanctuaries, and the 
remaining 10 percent will be used 
in administering the Act. 

The bureau expects the stamp will 
have an unusual appeal for collec
tors. It is the fi rst waterfowl stamp 
and is the work of J. N. Darling, 
Biological Survey Chief, well-known 
as the cartoonist "Ding." 

Stamp purchasers who are not 
hunters, the Bureau advises, should 
fill out the Federal certificate, stat
ing that they are not required to 
have a State game license. 

To correct a widespread misun
derstanding, the Biological Survey 
explains that every purchaser may 
buy as many stamps as he desires. 

Postmasters, according to instruc
tions recently issued by C. B. Eilen-

. ix:rger, Third Assi.stant Postmaster 
Genera:, are permitted to affix ad
hesively to the State g;une license of 
the applicant as many stamps as are 
desired, and only one application 
need be filled out by an applicant. 
Purchasers who are not required to 
have State hunting licenses may buy 
any desired number of Federal cer
tificates, but only one stamp will be 
affixed to each certificate. 
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0EAR COLLECTOR FRIEND: 
I sent out on Navy Day, October 

27, 1934, a set of five all different 
Cachet'd Covers. All covers are 
printed in three different colors. 
These covers are autographed by 
various officials, such as the Postmas
ter of San Pedro, Calif.- Cacbet Artist 
- Cecil Klark; Cachet Director-W. G. 
Crosby. This is a beautiful set of five 
different Cachet Covers that will be 
mailed on Navy Day from various U. 
S. Ships, and Patriotic named Cities. 

I am taking orders at 75 cents per 
set of five different covers mailed 
direct to collectors who order. I have 
extra sets in stock addressed to my
self in lead pencil that I will sell after 
the event for the above price. 

Yours for more and better Naval 
Cachet'd Covers. 

IMPROVED CROSBY NA VAL 
COVER SERVICE 

Original Crosby Cover Album Mfg., 
P. 0. Box 602, SAN PEDRO, CALIF. 

STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING 

PHILATELIC AGENCY 
One Day Service. 

For dealers only, 5% commission plus 
forwarding charges. Orders must be 
over $5.00. 

(Orders under $S.OO, 10% , minimum 
charge 2Sc.). 

P. 0. Money Orde~;· C~~ress Money Orders, 

We Collect Stamp Accounts 
Ask About Our Rates. 

ST AMP DEALERS CREDIT 
BUREAU 

P. BRUYERE, Manager 
1115 15th St., N. W., Washington, D. C. 
(This publication is a subscriber to our Service.) 

WE NEED AND WILL BUY 
Early United States Stamps, unused, 

used on or off cover. 
Price liberally and send to us for inspection. 

Prompt cash for what we can use. 

NASSAU STAMP CO. 

70 Nassau Street, New York, N. Y. 

Classified Ads 
Classified advertisements under this head

ing are 4 cents per word, 500 words for 
$I 2.50 . Payable in advance. Copy must 
be received 3 weeks before date of issue. 

FREE-1 S diff. Canada. Approval applicants. 
Po,tage Jc. DR. ALFRED BROWNE, FerridaJ', 
Loui,iana. -~- __ [pd] 

WANTED !-\.:ruguay No. 1 (60c. blue) good 
co1H·, no thin spots. State price. Also wanted Old 
Gefman States. ' Vrite what you have, stating 
condition and price. EDITOR, STAMP ANO COVER 
CoLLECT!KG, 109 E. Cary St., Richmond, Va. 

"THE MID-WEST CACHET AND STAMP 
NEWS" offers to the readen of this new maga
zine, a Sample Copy of their publication free to 
anyone sending their name and address to the 
editor, J· EDW. VINING at 4079 Concordia Ave., 
St. Louis, Mo. AB that is necessary is to mention 
the namc of STAMP AND Cov!R COLLECTING. [xi] 

STAMPS OF JAPAN scnt on approval upon 
requcst. N. MIYAKE, P. 0. Box 3S, Tsu C!tyj 
Japan. ___ [mJp 

SEND toe. FOR PROSPECTUS or $1.00 for 
vearly <ubscription. Over 2,700 members. INTER
NATIONAL STAMPS EXCHANGE CLUB, 
"SUOMI". Box 144. Helsinki, Finland (Europe). 

"HAVE AOAMOWICZ BROTHERS New York 
to Warsaw Trans-Atlantic flight covers. ROSEN
BLATT, 2104 E. 19th St., Brooklyn, New 
York." [pndJ 

FOREIGN HEVENl'ES. Want one Hn· fine 
collection for cash. GEO. D . CABOT, +z· Ki"•: 
Ave., 'Weehawken, N. J. [pdj 

GERMANY at face, La>t Air II-Jail i><tte $3.75. 
Charity 193+ $ 1, coml'lete an<l mint. Po~tage ~ll ... 
Payment may be mac l' in U. S. A. mint "; : Jmp~. 
PAUL HACSS\VALDT, Bad Schand•· ., Germa"'" 

[dj_!J 

FINE M~~l'I' ·u. S. BICENTENN\Al.S. Com
plete set singles 704-71S, 79c. Blocks (4), (6) at 
same rate. C. B . TUTTLE, 902 E . Main, Niles, 
Michigan. - ------ - ----

BYRD and RAINIER sheets Free, details 3c. 
J1n·ertcd Postcard lOc. with approvals, reference!'. 
Postage extra. HUGHES, 2S63 Flower, Hunting-
~on Park,~lifornia. ____ _ 

100 DIFFERENT CANADIAN POSTAGE 
STAMPS. Fine. Including Comtncmorati ,·e~ , Pic
torials, Vic., 50c., $1.00 Yalues, Airmails Coin
pletr, Onh· $2.SO.-CaHll Dollar 2Sc. 11. L. 
llEGGT\'EIT, P. 0. Box +H, Ottawa, Canada. 

PERRY W. FULLER-Stamps and Coins. Now 
located at 9 East Hamilton Street, Vernon 6086, 
Baltimore, Maryland. 

JOIN THE R. F. C. Dues only 75c. a year, 
this includes I year membership to the R. F. C., 
one vf"ar's subscription to the flomt Hobie.s ftfaga
zine; half a year to STAMP AND COVER CoL
LECTIKG. Also thc Rainbo Boos/tr for onlv 7Sc. 
Send your ducs to MICHAEL FLEISCHHACKER, 
_!i42 N. ~ai_i:_fi~\d A::'_e., Chi~o~, _I_ll_. _ ___ _ 

AMERICAN LOYALISTS. First Day Covcr, a 
beautifull large 10c. stamp commemorating the 
150th annh·ersary landing in Canada, 25c. Small 
supply available. Cartier First Day Cover, 1 Sc. 
Limited issues. Collutor's Magazine, Quebec 
Canada. 

AMERICANS! Collect Australian stamps and 
bring your collection up to date. Send a do\\ar 
note for a choice col1ection of SO varieties of 
Australian stamps containing obsolete, current and 
commemoratives, including the latest Victorian 
Centenary. References this paper. A. D. SIMP
SON, 34 Dequetteville Terrace, Kent Town, South 
Australia. 

RARE AIRMAIL COVERS. Boyd Lyon First 
Haiti N. Y. Cover, $2.SO; Sikorsky Brazilian 
Clipper Worlds Record, $1.SO; Post and Gatti 
round the World, $2S.OO each. Byrds First Day 
and Departure Covers; also rare t'rans-Atlantics. 
Ask for Circular. Special Byrd Little America 
cancelled Picture card and covers from $1.00 up. 
1-C'\TQNAH STAMP CO., Katonah, N. Y. 

UNITED STATES-Commems., Precans., 19th 
Cent., Old Envelopes, Revenues, · Cancel1ations, 
Postmarks, hi-values, many unused in each paclo'.!~, 
and a special stampic oddi~ which yo" have 
n.eycr had before. Only the 'cream r 1 the crop" 
included in this Special U. ~-.. P~cket. !Sc., plus 
3c. posta11:e per packet. T 1'. PALMER & CO., 
~+6 9Sth St., Bron':lyn (Ft. H.),~ew York. _ 

~ •_P.r;.·1 U-GET STAMPS up to 1930 for 
~uni or Album. Want Lists solici ted. UNCLE 
BTLLY J.YCETT, Cape May, ~ J. [s) 

POSTMARKS-70 pounds (approx. 40,000) 
"ell mixed, including: envelop.es, meters, etc. Cut 
approx. 2x4 inches. What am I offered! J. C. 
WATESKA, +12_ Ravine Sr.,_ Sharpsbi:rg,_~:_J_:;\ 

COl\JPI ETE AND SHORT SETS of Air 
~lail~, Commemoratives, ew Issue5.i. U. S., etc., 
reference~ necessary. H. A . BEHR.t.NDT, Glas-
to11bury1___.s'.onn._ _ _ ___ _ __ 

COMPLETE PARKS SINGLE SETS- MINT 
70c. Good t:sed 30c. Approval Service. NE~'
Cl' l\I S'°!:AMP CO., New C _ _ll_mberland, Pa. 

FREE EXAMINATION.-You take no risk! 
Postpaid both ways first time. Worthwhile foreign 
apprm·a\s onl"' FREDERIC HALL, · Dept. C, 329 
\Vellington, Roanoke, Virginia. 

I WILL BUY Entire Stamped Envelopes. No 
Cut Squares. I.. \ V. MOLTZ, l 028 E. North Ave., 
Baltimore, Md. 
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HOBBIES 
A beautiful, illustratcd magazine for collec

tors of stamps, coins, Indian relics, firearms 
books, curios, autographs, prints, antiques and 
scores of other interesting hobbics. 

Our subscription list includcs tbc famou• 
and near-famous, leading educators and out· 
standing business men and women who are 
anxious to improve their time with cultural 
and absorbing hobbics. 

It is popular to have a hobby and read 

Hobbies 
SAMPLE COPY 10 CENTS 

TWELVE BIG ISSUES FOR $1.00 

LIGHTNER PUBLISHING CORP. 

2810 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill. 

READ 
Two of the World's Finest Stamp 

!'v111gazines 
For Only $1.SO a Year-Save SOc. 

Tiu A u.o•ralian Stamp Monthly S/- per ann. 
and 

STAMP A"D CovER COLLECTING $1.00 per ann. 
One r-ublished at Melbourne, Australia, and 

the other at Richmond, Virginia, U. S. A.
nearly t\l"o extremes of the earth, but assuring 
you of a11 the news from everywhere. With 
these two fine monthlies coming to your office 
or home twelve times a year, you have all the 
philatelic news that's worth while. Subscribe 
now! 

Send your subscriptions to: 

Stamp and Cover Collecting 
109 E. Cary St., RICHMOND, VA. 

• 

Stamp Trade Protective 
Association, Inc. 

A Bureau for Collection, 
Protection, Information, 

and Co-operation. 

KALAMAZOO, MICHIGAN, U.S.A 

MITCHELL-HOOVER BUREAU 

PRINT CATALOG 

13th Edition, August, 1934, 75c. 
THE PRECANCEL BEE 
The only monthly magazine of precancel 

collecting. 

POST AL MARKINGS 
Featuring priced catalog of stampless 

covers- an installment each month. 
Each- Single Copy IOc. Subscription $1 per year 

STEPHEN G. RICH 
VERONA. NEW JERSEY 

RIO GRANDE FILATELICO 
l11tern.1tional Revitw for Stamp Collators. 

Postcards, Numismatics, Esparanto. 
Members throughout the world, particularly 

America. 
Ollicial organ of thc "Sociedade Filatelica 

Rio G randense." 
Specimen copy will be sent on rcceipt of 

5 cents in unused stamps, to cover the cost 
of mailing. 

DR. BENJAMIN CAMOZATO 
RUA DOS ANDRADAS, 1431, 

PORTO ALEGRE, BRAZIL. 
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A Dar~ain for t~e Dealer or (olledor 
I have the follo win g stamp s for immediate sale , to an y one or more parties who send th eir 

remittan ce fi.r st, at the following prices : 

Washington Bicentennials 

Complete sheets , and parts of sheets , of the 4c., Sc., 6c., 7c., 8c. a nd 9c. may still be secured at 20% above face. 

T here are no more copies avai lable of the Yzc., le., I Y2c., 2c., 3c. and I Oc. Pl ease do not order these items. If 
yo u need any that are sti ll on hand, better or der immediately as t he supply will not las t long. I still have sheets of the 

a nd 3c. perf. Chicago, 3c. P enns and W ebsters. These may be had at 10% above face. 

M os t of th e above are wel l centered, but as usual som e stamps on each sheet a re not any too good. T hey a re offered 
as they are an d ca nnot be picked. 

Yorktown Sesquicentennial 
T here are 40 comp le te shee ts of 50 stamps and 2,5 00 stamps in broken lots. T hese are no t )"ell centered and 

a re offered at 1 5% above face. 

O rders for less _th an $ 1 .00 will not be accep ted. Post age or registra tion must accomp any each order. Remittances 
must be ma de by money order, payable to STAMP AN D Cov ER COLLECTIN G. 

A DDRESS: 

"Collector," care STAMP AND CO VER COLLE CTING, 109 E. Cary St., Ric h m ond, Virginia 

Early U. S. 
Conlederates 
Provisionals 
Our stock is alm os t compl ete in 19th 

Century U. S. and contains many 
Specialized Variet ies and Cancellat ions. 

In the Confede ra • ~ G ene ral I ssues 
we have all types, including many 
Blocks, Pairs, Covers, etc. 

P rovis ionals a re well represented 
with such items as Baton Rouge, 
M emphis, M obil e, N ew O rl eans, 
Sin gl es and Covers. 

Selections On Approval. 

Raymond H. Weill Co. 
407 Royal St., New Orlean s 

The Home -Hobbiest 
400 Crilly Bldg., Dept. SCC. 

C HICAGO , ILL. 

A Quarterly publ ication for the hobbi est on 
Coins, M edals, Paper Money,,_ Stamps, Antiques, 
Indian Relics Antiqu e l'irearms, Curios, 
Au tog raphs, Min erals, Fossils, Military Decor
a tions, Li ncolniana, Washi ngtoniana, Celluloid 
Buttons, T ransportati on T okens, Numismatic 
Books, Coll ectors' Supp li es and other hobby 
mat erial such as home needs, etc. Subscription 
SOc. per year, I Sc. per copy. Display ad. 
$1. SO per inch ; Classifi ed, For-Sale or Want 
Ads., 4c. per word . Swap ads. le. per word, 
Minim um 25c. 

Subscribe now. Only $1 the year. 

4 ,000,000 

New Collectors in U. S. 
If you are a dealer and w ant 

to supply your customer s with 
low-priced and inter esting 
E uropean stamps, w r ite to 

F RISCH E R , 

Vienna IX/ I , A lthanplatz 6, 

AUSTRIA. 

LARGE U . S. WINES 
At Bargai n Prices 

l e. at 12c., +c. at 7c., 7~c. at 50c., l Oc. at 
7c., l 5c. at 20c., 20c. at 6c., 24c. at 9c. , 30c. 
ot 1 Sc., 60c. at 22c., SOc. at !Sc. , No. 4232 
+c., +23+ 2c., +236 Sc., +307 6c., 4309 ! Sc. , 
+315 6c., 4316 !Oc., 4406 13c., 4+23 !Sc., 
+2SS 13c., 42S7 l2c., 425S 9c., 43 41 13c., 
4 3 39 1 +c. Postage extra. 

BIG U. S. LISTS FREE. 

HAWK EY E STAMP CO. 
Cedar Rapids, South, Iowa. 

Join The 
RAINBO F R IENDSHIP CLUB 

World-w ide membership. 
Rainbo Booster J ournal official Club paper. 

Dues only SOc. per year. 
Send in your membership to--

MICHAEL FLEISCHH ACKE R 
1642 No. Fairfield Ave., Chicago, Ill. 

American Loyalists 
A Canadian stamp will be issued to 

commemorate the 150th anniversary of 

the landing of the American Loyalists 

in Upper Canada. T en-cent denomina

tion. Fi rst day cover, 15c.; with block, 

45 c. ; Mint stamps: single, llc.; pair, 

22c.; block, 44c.; sheet of 50, $5.50. 

Postage extra. Remittance by money 

order. 

C ollector's Magaz ine 

Q uebec, Canada . 

F OR A BEG INNING IN 

BUREAU PRINTS 
WE SU GG E S T A P A CK E T 

Fo r inst ance : 
No. 227 400 different .. ... ... . . . . .. . . $ 3 .00 
No. 228 750 different. . . . . . . .. ... .. . . . . I S.00 

I NTRODDCT!ON to Preca ncel Coll ecting
a 16 page bookl et of the necessary information 
on Precancels-25c. postpaid. 

HOOVER BROTHERS 
1261 Broadway , Room Sil . NEW Y ORK. 

Please mention ST AMP AND COVER 

COLLECTING when writing to our 
advertisers. 
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Stamps, Precancels 
Coins, Newspapers 
Documents, Etc. 

STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING 

NEWEST LIST 33 ITEMS 
Nearly 75 
Separate Articles 

World's Greatest Bargain 
$1.00 Cash or Money Order, or:.$ 1.10 in Unused Stamps or Check. 
This Assortment Makes a Wonderful Display for Schoois, Museums, Shop Windows 

I-California Gold Coins; California style from ~ dollar size to 1 dollar size. One kind in a package. 
You receive either a ~, Y, or 1 dollar size. These usually sell from 28c. to $1.00 each. The ~ 
dollar sizes are dated in the 1850's, also some of the Y, dollars, and some of the Y, and 1 ~ollar sizes 
have late dates. The envelopes are already sealed but we guarantee you get o.ne of these corns . . Won
derful to use as a gift, or to show to friends. No U. S. law against these corns as they are considered 
collectors pieces. 

2-Washington' s Funeral Paper ; the earliest known black bordered mourning newspaper; dated Dec. 31, 
1799; containing full account of the death and burial of George Washington. We have received $2.00 
each for copies of this paper from America's most famous libraries, universities and museums. The 
only copy in U. S. Library of Congress came fr om us. 

3-A display card to go with Washington's funeral paper. 
4-A $5.00 U. S. Stamp. Not a revenue. 
5-A complete set of Washington Bicentennials. 12 stamps. 
6-Stamps cataloging $5.00 according to Scott's. These are slightly damaged, good appearing space fillers, 

or you can have $2.00 catalogue in good stamps. 
7- Four Different U. S. Commemoratives, 1893 to date. 
8-An Absolutely Genuine Letter written to or by a Confederate soldier during the Civil War. Extremely 

interesting and worth your dollar alone. 
9-A U. S. Postage Stamp used on an entire envel ope before 1869. 

10-An entire embossed U. S. stamped envelope use d between 1855-1875. 
11-Two different unused Historical Envelopes. Some in colors. 
12-A document, genuine, used between 1790-1870. 
13- An absolutely fine genuine $10.00 Confederate Bill. 
14-Ten different U. S. Revenue Stamps up to and including 2.00 denominations. 
IS-Absolutely genuine paper money of Confederate States. You get one bill , anything from 50c. to $100.00. 
I6-Abraham Lincoln Historical Cover. Colored. Unused. 

« I7-Bill of Sale of a slave before the Civil War. Human beings really sold like cattle and property. 
Very interesting relic of slave days. 

18-Another genuine document used between 1790-1860. 
19-U. S. Postmaster's Letter Sheet in use before th e Civil W ar. 
20- George Washington Historical Cover. Colored. Unused. 
2I-"The Pioneers." Historical Cover. Colored. Unused . 
22-A Genuine Tax Receipt used before the Civil W ar. 
23-A Bank Check used nearly 80 years ago. 
24-Two more used Historical Envelopes. 
25-A U. S. Postal Card used nearly 60 years ago. 
26-A Beautiful Block of Four Confederate States Stamps struck from pane of original electro. 
27- 0ne Confederate States Postage Stamp. Reprint. 
28-A $1.00 U. S. Stamp. Not a revenue. 
29-Block Bi-Centennial Precancels. Scarce Arkansas. Worth 50c. 
30-National Park Stamp with scarce Arkansas Precancel. 
3I-Block of National Parks used to mail package. 
32-Another different block of National Parks used on package. 
33-All items mailed in a special Commemorative envelope. 

We use between 18c. and 21c. postage on each package. 

Now we offer All Thirty-Three Items for One Dollar 
For those who are skeptical, we will call your attention to the fact that this concern has advertised in Me keels, Linn's 

Mc.c?ni's, Stamps, Hobbies, Western Stamp Collector. Collector's Journal, Midwest Cachet and Stamp News, Popular Mechanics, 
Seapost Collector, White Mountain PhilateJw, Wright's Hobb y H erald, GJobe Monthly Stamp News, Kaw Chief Stamp Jour
nal, Phi la, etc., and there has never been a real complaint against the Greatest Bargain in the World for One Dollar. 

(NOTE)-To all Stamp and Hobby publications: Kind ly quote us rate for full page ad. 

GEORGE WASHINGTON MEMORIAL PAPER CO. 
HOT SPRINGS, ARK~NSAS 

• 

• 
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Thomas D. Perry 
Fred. J. Melville 

Capt. A. C. Townsend 
Oscar L. Mayer 

Jos. W. Jones 
Dr. L. L. Burtoq 

R. A. Barry 
William T. Raley 

Robert C. Thompson 
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STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING 

NOW READY 

l~e rast (oast (ruise of t~e u .~.~. (onstitution 
BY C. LEONARD ALBRIG HT 

T his book is the firs t attempt to give a short info rmal history of each port 
visited, to acquaint the reader with the interesting inciden ts of each visit, and to 
compile the data at hand into a uthentic information for the collector. This is 
what you are looking for. Check lists of daily cancell ations and colored cachets 
are given. Illustrations of each officially sponsored cachets are reproduced. Thi s 
is a most unusual book. I t connects phil ately and history in a mann er which is 
pleasing to the co llector and non-coll ector alike. 

MAIL YOUR ORDER NOW TO 
LIMITED TO 

5 0 0 Copies 
Price, $2.00 

Dr. C. L. ALBRIGH T 

PHILATELIC BOOKS 

The Postal Service of the 
Confederate States 

of America 
BY A UGUST DIET Z 

Popular Style binding • 
Library Style • • • • 
De Luxe Style • • • 

• $10.00 
• 15.00 
• SO.DO 

Specialized Confederate 
Cataiug 

EDITED BY AUG UST DIETZ 

T he firs t edition wa• published in 1932 and 
a Supplement in 193 3. No fu rther editions a re 
contemp lated wi thin the next six months. 

Pocket size. Bound in gray Fabrikoid. 

Catalog $2.00. Supplement $1.00. 
ALL BOOKS SlllPPED P OSTPAID. 

STAMP AND COVER 
COLLECTING 

109 E. CARY ST., RICHMOND, VA. 

THOSE IN S EAR C H OF 

UNIQUE AND HIGH-CLASS 

CONFEDERATE MATERIAL 
OR THOSE WHO DESIRE TO SE LL 

SHO U LD COMMU NICATE WITH THE EDITOR 
OF STAMP AND COVER. COLLECTI NG, AUG. 

DIETZ, 2 100 STUART A VE ., R ICHMOND, VA. 

WE NEED AND WILL BUY 
Early U nited States Stamps, unused, 

used on or off cove~ 
Price liberally and send to us for inspection. 

Prompt cash for what we can use. 

70 N assau Street, N ew York, N . Y. 

N ASSAU STAMP CO. 

University of Richmond, Virginia. 

Announcing 

New Penny Approval 
Department 

Stam ps cataloging 2c. and up are 
now offered at only l e. each. Some 
coll ecto rs have " pull ed" stamps cata
loging $2.00 and over off for le. 
References, pl ease. 

RICHMOND STAM P SHOP 

112 East Franklin Street 
Richmond, Va. 

Confederate Cover and 20 old U. S. \ •vers, $1. 
100 Var. U. S. stamps and 10 old U. S. 

Cove rs, $1.00. 

500 mi xed U. S. st am ps, SOc. , or 500 mix ed 
Foreign. 

ALMA NEWCOMB 

South Brewer, 

FIRST DAY of ISSUE 

Oe;>artmentor lntoer1or 

By the Po&t.Ofttc:e 

Oe:.-art:r.ent - 1'111.shtne,ton , o . c . 19}4 

Maine. 

ZION NATIONAL PARK, UTAH 

AERO-PRINT, 

PERCY G. DOANE 
608-9 Tribune Bldg. 

154 Nassau Street, 
N EW YORK CITY. 

Auction Sales 
a Specialty 

Catalogues Free on Request. 

~~~ BOSTON 
AUCTION SALES 

1 hold auctions regularly in Bo•ton, and 
would be glad to send my Catalogues to any 
Co ll ector applying tor them. 

I am always in the market for collections, 
U. S. or B. N. A. w hich I w ill buy for cash 
outright, or sell at pri vate sa le, or at aucti on 
0 11 a commission basis. If desired a liberal 
ad vance against pending sal es will 1bc allowed 
0 11 any d esirable items. 

DANIEL F. KELLEHER 
Room 404 

7 WATEI! STREET, BOSTON, MASS. 

URUGUAY 
I offer Uruguay in Quantities of 1, 

10, 100, 1,000, and larger, at prices 
that defy com petition. Largest stock 
in U ruguay. 

EST EBA N WEINBERGER 

Vaz qu ez 1252, Montevideo, Uruguay, 
So uth A merica. 

Subscription only $1 the year. 

Did You Miss 
-The
·National 

Parks 
Covers? 

Complete Sets of Singles 
on Ten "MAP" Covers 

Price, $1.00 
Per Set! 

P ar k s or W as h . Cancellation. 

Glen Allen, Virginia 
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A~w 7 4 t; i.!'11'$ 

~ 
Millard Fillmore, thirteenth President of the United States, was born at Locke, now 

Summer Hill, Cayuga County, New York, January 7, 1800, the eldest son of Nathaniel Fillmore 
and Phoebe Millard. The Fillmores were natives of Bennington, Vermont, and of English de
scent, the first of the name in the United States having been John, mariner of Ipswich, Mass. 

With practically no schooling, Millard grew up amid the hardships of pioneer life in the 
Genesee country. The family library consisted of the Bible, a hymn-book and an almanac. 
Nathaniel Fillmore's misfortune of losing the land he first 'settled on, and the scarcely less ill 
luck in his subsequent venture, gave him a distaste for farming, and he decided to have his 
sons learn some trade. And thus ;Millard was apprenticed to a wool-carder. His ambition to 

study and rise from his humble calling spurned him on, and he made up for th.e scantiness of 
his means by his zeal in the pursuit of knowledge, with the result that before he was of age, 
his talents and aptitude procured .for him the notice and esteem of Judge Wood, an eminent 
lawyer in his native County, who invited the young man to a desk in his. office. 

In 1821 he removed to Erie County and pursued his studies of law in the city of Buffalo. 
In 1827 he was admitted to the bar ; in 1829 as a counsellor in the supreme court ; and in 
1830 _he entered into partnership with an older member of the bar. In 1829 he commenced 
his political career as a representative in the State Legislature, and in 1832 he was elected to 

the Congressional House of Representatives. Elected in 1847 to the post of comptroller of 
the State of New York, he enjoyed in 1848, the higher honor of being elected by the Whig 

' party as Vice-President of the United States . . t Upon the sudden death of President Taylor in July, 1850, Fillmore became, in virtue of 
~ his office, President of the United States. Under his administration California was admitted to 

I the lf nion. At the close of his term he left the country .in a condition of peace and prosperity. 
Fillmore married Abigail Powers, who had been his school-teacher and. became his in-

. spiring mate. Upon he~ death and that of his only daughter, he again married a widow of 

I wealth and culture, Mrs. Caroline Mcintosh of Albany. He died in Buffalo March 8, 1874, 
leaving one son by his first marriage. 

:

1 

I Mill"d Fillmo"" pomoit h" nmr •pp<at<d on ' po,,•g< "'mp. I 
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In Our Next Issue 

Mr. Thomas Perry will continue 
with his serial, "Why Collect Stamped 
Envelopes?" and lead us farther into 
the data of this interesting line of 
U. S. postal stationery. Numerous 
letters of commendation are the best 
evidence that Envelope Collecting is 
still very much alive. 

You recall the Robinson Crusoe of 
your boyhood days. Well, next month 
we shall have a story telling of that 
far-away island and a series of over
prints once made for it b~ Chile. 

The revision of the Confederate 
Catalog will receive some more airing, 
and others of the Old Guard may tell 
us of stamp-collecting in the "gay 
eighties.:· 

. 
The Editor may spin another yarn 

on Confederates, provided other, more 
important, stampic events in the offing 
do not crowd him out. 

Rev. F. Cech will have a short story 
entitled "Cannons Into Saints." 

Bill Elliott will tell us of the "Mail 
Service in the West in 1865." 

Mr. A. C. Leduc will have a clever 
skit entitled "Ben and Jeff." 

·. 
And other stories of interest , to 

reader and collector. 

In This Issue 
~ 

What the Colonel Thinks 

That 3c. Nashville 

Why Collect Stamped Envelopes ? 
(Continued) 

The Chalmers' Essay 

A Story by A. C. Townsend ' 

Organized Philately Voices Its Protest 

Zeppelin Lore 

Too Many Stamps? 

The Dramatic Story of an Hawaiian 2-Cent Postage Stamp 
(Continued) 

Airmail and Cachet News 

South American Airmail News 

New Publications Received 

Washington Shrine at Tappan 

Our Monthly Puzzle 

Addenda 

Naval Cancellations 

The Forum 

I ' 

STAMP AND CovER COLLECTING, published monthly by The Dietz Press, 109 E. Cary St., Richmond, Va., U. S. A. 
Subscription, $1.00 per year; Canada and Foreign, $3 .00. Advertising, $3.00 per inch. Entered as second-class matter 
Nov. 1, 1924 at the Post Office at Richmond, Va., under the Act of March 3, 1879. Copyright 1933 by The Diet~ Press. 

-===== AUGUST DIETZ, Editor. AUG. A. DIETZ, JR., Associate Editor and Business Manager. • 
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Into the New Year 

F EW years in the past, if any, can match the phila
telic record of 1934--in the number of' converts 
gained-in the activity of the collectors' societies, 

and in the spread of interest iri stamp collecting. It 
was indeed a remarkable year. 

Much of this success must be credited to the press, 
the radio and the culture of our hobby in the public 
schools. But its sustaining forces, without doubt, have 
been the numerous and attractive commemorative and 
scenic stamps issued under Mr. Farley's administration. 
Then; too, the fact that President Roosevelt and Secre
tary Ickes "collect stamps" has silenced many an erst
while scoffer and led him to investigate this thing which 
aff9rds so much pleasure to thinking men-with the 
result that he is trying .it out himself. 

Needless, too, .to recount the various "blessings' ' 
showered upon us in the form of new issues from 
abroad, or to enumerate the outstanding stampic events 
of the last twelve-month. Our bulging albums and 
shrunken purses amply attest to these facts. 

Instead, let's take a peep into the future and specu
late on what 1935 holds "in the bag." Much of this 
is rumor, but that will not effect the fun of anticipation. 

There may be a Boy Scout stamp (and, to be im
partial, Mr. Farley should add one for the Girl Scouts); 
then Connecticut and Texas are promised commemo
ratives. Another Zeppelin is looked for; and there is 
considerable agitation for a Civil War Veterans me
morial stamp. The Presidential series is due this year, 
and there may be a few others in the offing. Suffice it 
to know, that Mr. Farley is not going to permit interest 
to lag on account of inactivity in his department! 

Political events abroad, too, will supply ample pre
texts for new issues. Italian expansion in· Africa and 
Japan's in Asia will probably bear philatelic fruit. 
Your collection of Saar may be closed _as far as separate 
stamp issues are concerned. British Colonies are so 
numerous that birthday celebrations may be staged with 
new stamp issues every week; and the rest of the 
Continent-well aware of the revenues to be derived
will manage to find sufficient historical ·events to com
memorate and keep us busy as ever. 

Besides all this, it does seem as if things in general 
were on the upward turn. At least, ·let's all try to feel 
that way, and do our part in making this new year 
bigger and better. Let's go! ' 

of the Editor's re
action to current 
even ts as they re
late to Philately 
and the welfare 
of her follower~. 

~c;·--------

The Confederate Catalog 
The most gratifying responses~ have been received to 

our tentative annou?cement of a revised and greatly 
enlarged edition of the Dietz Specialized Catalog of 
the Stamps of the Confeder.ate States. That enthusi
astic collector and student' of Confederates, Mr. Steve 
Brown of Glens Falls, N. Y., has assured us of his 
full assistance and co-operation. Several of his clear
cut suggestions are set forth in. a letter to the Editor 
of our Forum. Read them carefully, and let me have 
your reaction. Mr. Frederic Lentz of Marshall; Mr. 
A. H. Schumacher of Houston, and Mr. T. _E. Flick of 
Galveston, in the name of the Texas Philatelic Asso
ciation, have promptly volunteered to assist in working 
up the Texas items, and I feel that these students are 
eminently qualified for the task. Dr. Don Preston 
Peters of Lynchburg, and Mr. J. Mc. D. Wellford of 
Richmond, both "steeped in Confederate stamp lore" 
will collaborate in the work. • 

· The Dietz Catalog will carry advertfsements of 
stamp dealers and auctioneers. It will be the only 
Catalog to do this, and it is suggested that inquiry be 
made concerning terms of advertising. The Dietz Cata
log is not a house-organ and plays no favorites. 

To Our Host of Friends-Thanks' . . 
Again the Editor and Business Manager must take 

this means of expressing their heartfelt gratitude for 
the hundreds of Christmas and New Year greetings 
and gifts received during the holidays. It is humanly 
imposible to follow our inclinations and make reply to 
each friend in a personal letter. But they may be as
sured that every such evidence of kindly remembrance 
is deeply appreciated. May this new year hold for you 
the fulfillment of every heart's desire- above all good 
heal~h, work in abundance-and the means to buy that 
particular stamp or.cover you'vewanted for a long 'time! 

And now for another year of friendly cooperation. 
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"Hell's Busted!'' 
Order out the M. P.'s and muster in the Marines! 

Sum~on "Stonewall" Jackson and General Sherman! 
Call the League of N ations in special session, and bar 
the doors! Someone's lost a poker chip! 

Oh! Big Boy, sump'n serious has happened-for 
there's turbulent turmoil in the camps of Philately and 
things are just seething with indignation. ·Hell's busted! 

N o, no-be calmed, faint soul-the "Hun" is not at 
. our door, nor has Louisiana seceded, as yet, and pro
claimed my friend Huey Long dictator. It's worse 'n that! 

Do you see the marshalling lip.es on the horizon? 
Yes? well, that's not the Federation. Those are the 
independent stamp clubs, girding 'their loins for the 
fray. See their tirailleurs "fanning out" ? Now the 
crack of small arms! .They're getting contact! Hold 
your breath! Are you ready?-Really? "Whiz-bang!" 

But, what's it all about? you ask.. 
Lissen, son: It's awfully awful: "It is alleged" 

that several imperf orate sheets · of Mothers-Day anci 
Parks ·stamps have "escaped" from the sacred and 
hermetically sealed precincts of the Post-Office Depart
ment-escaped with the connivance of their trusted 
guardians-and found refuge with some favored ven
dors in Gotham and in the City of Brotherly Love, and 
that these callous Shylocks are holding them for enor
mous ransoms, to the detriment, damage and despair 
of some three million hitherto loyal, tax-paying, com
memorative-stamp-buying cits of our much-alphabeted 
United States. And now organized and outraged Phi
lately, awakened to the full horror of this atrocity and 
deception, has donned its war-bonnet, folly determined 
to get the scalp of my illustrious friend "Call-me-Jim" 
Farlt!y-and .that's bad. 

At best it's an embarassing position Mr. Farley has 
gotten into, aggravated by his alleged statements to the 
press implicating members of his chief's household. 
It is not the act, per se-which may have been actuated 
by the most altruistic motives-but the fact that these 
sheets should almost at once come into the possession 
.:if dealers and be made an object of speculation. That 
ts the unsavory phase of the whole thing. 

I'll admit it's all wrong in principle, and agin the 
Law and the Prophets, but what's the good of being a 
Democrat if you can't get in on the New Deal- ' em-out? 

But where's the Federation in this fight? Looks as if 
the Generalissimo and his staff had received orders to 
pussyfoot it. The silence at headquarters is painful. 

It's just as I predicted : 1that fantastic fraternity is as 
impotent as the League of Nations-too cumbersome 
to be effective, or, perhaps " too proud to fight. " 

A number of newspaper extracts covering this m
cident will be found in this issue. 

Our School Club Department 
It is with great regret that we ann~un_ce the resig

nation of Miss Beatrice Master, Editor of our popular 
School Club Department, from the staff of STAMP AND 
COVER COLLECTING. 

Miss Master had endeared herself to the members 
of the various School Clubs who subscribe 1:0 this maga
zine, and they will miss her sympathetic guidance in 
stamp-collecting, but increased studies and school duties 
have made it impossible to give the time required for 
the writing and correspondence connected with this 
feature. We, too, shall miss her, and trust that some 
young woman, eqt1ally gifted, will volunteer to take up 
Miss Master's work. To th.is end ·we invite anyone 
interested to communicate with us. 

That "Genuine" Nash ville 3 Cents 
Our esteemed contemporary, Mekeel' s Weekly, has 

again "fallen" for a Confederate story-this time tak
ing the bait-"hook, sinker and all. " Prominent sp9:ce 
has been given the "find" (with all the historical trim
mings of genealogy) of a used Nashville 3-cent carmine. 
The story is taken from The R ocky Mountain News. 
Fortunately this "relic," born long after the war, had 
been submitted to me, and the true story of its status 
appears in this issue. 

The Saar Goes Back to Germany 
As vie predicted, the plebiscite of January 13th re

sulted in an overwhelming vote for the return of the 
League-of-Nations administered area, comprising the 
Saar Valley, to the Fatherland, from which the most 
iniquitous treaty in history had separated it. This re
moves one of the greatest menaces to world peace, for 
which· every right-thinking man should give thanks. 
Now, we may close the section "Saar" in our albums. 

Death of Dr. Luis A. Micheloni 
Older New York collectors will probably recall Df. 

Luis A. Micheloni of Montevideo, Uruguay, a promi
nent collector and authori ty on the stamps of South 
America, and will be saddened to learn of his death, 
on December 13, 1934, resulting from an automobile 
accident in his native city, where he had been residing 
since leaving New York. · 

It was through the influence Qf Dr. Micheloni that 
I received my appointment from the President as Vice
Consul for Uruguay in 1914. I am' indebted to Mr. 
Hermann R. Stoeckle of Montevideo for a copy of 
La Maiiana, containing the notice of my friend's death. 
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U. S. Stampless Cover Catalog 
Collectors of U. S. Stampless Covers will be de

lighted to learn that a catalog of this interesting ma
terial is in course of preparation. The compilation :s 
being made under the direction of Mr. Harry M . Kon
wiser, editor-in-chief, assisted by such able co-workers 
as Messrs. Edward S. Knapp, Robert F. Chambers, Ezra 
Cole, Frank Bingham, R. H. Stannard, Milton R. Mil
ler, S. G. Rich, K. H. Bentz, G . M. Burr, Robert 
Lawrence, L. A. Mason, Eugene Costelles, Ralph A. 
Barry, Fred Klingenstein, Adolph Klingenstein, and a 

number of others conversant with this material. 
Mr. Konwiser earnestly invites those of our readers 

who possess U. S. stampless covers to list them accord
ing to the following method and send the records to 

him, addressed: 181 Claremont Ave., New York City: 

RICHMOND, VA.: July 1, 1836-Circle, 30mm.; 
Rate, 5; Color, red; Value. 

RICHMOND, VA.; July 1, 1836-Circle, 3lmm. ; 
Rate, 10; Color, red ; Value. 

The volume is to be a collectors' catalog in effect and 
purpose, and will carry no dealers' advertisements. 

The catalog will not list Confederate Handstamps. 

Our readers are urged to lend Mr. Konwiser and his 
co-workers every assistance in his stupendous undertak
ing, to the end that this catalog of United States Stamp
less Covers may become the recognized guide for col
lectors in this field. Further details will be announced 
later. 

Fatal Crash of the "Diver" 
Just last month we printed the proud story of the 

"Uiver," famous Dutch airplane, better known as "The 
Flying Hotel," which had won the handicap in the 
recent England-to-Melbourne race, and we told of the 
cover received, carried on this epochal flight, from our 
old friend Mr. P. den Outer of Rotterdam. 

Scarce had the news thrilled airmail collectors when 
it was followed by the report that this fine ship had 
been wrecked near Rutba Wells, Iraq, on its flight 
from Amsterdam to Batavia. In the total destruction 
its crew of four and three passengers perished, and the 
mail, intended for the holidays in the Dutch East 
Indies, was likewise destroyed. 

Terrible as this calamity is, Dutch determination and 
skill will carry on and continue to hold its place in the 
sun. We recall the early discouraging experiences of 
Count Zeppelin, and his final success. 

Mebbe full sheets of hundred-dollar bills will next 
be passed around as souvenirs, or a ha~ful of the new 
silver cartwheels. I'd like to have a bid to that party. 

Dr. Burton Returns to St. Helena 
After a well-merited but all too brief vacation in his 

home in England, with accasional side-trips to the Con
tinent, Dr. and M rs. L. L. Burton have returned to the 
Island of St. Helena, the Doctor's colonial post. 

In his letter to me the Doctor makes some pertinent 
observations, which, since, no doubt, others are mo
lested in like manner, I am printing here, in the hope 
that this nuisance may be abated to some extent. 

I quote from D r. Burton's letter: 
There exists, at the present time, an army of stamp collectors 

who are utterly selfish. I will, in charity, assume unwittingly so. 
Let me explain. I get letters from all over the world, registei-ed, 

and containing stamps that I do not collect. These letters run 
somewhat along the following lines: 

"Dear Sir:- Am sending you a packet of stamps of 
my country. Kindly send me, in return, a complete 
set of your new commemorative issue mint. Please 
1'egistei- your sending. Yours truly, X Y Z." 

You may ask- if you belong to this interesting type of "gentle-
men"-wherein have these writers sinned? And here is my answer: 

1.-You may not collect the country he sends. 
2.-You are asked to send mint copies, if you do accept. 
3.-You are expected to 1·egiste1', whether you take or not. 
If I were a Croesus I could not comply with all of these un

reasonable requests, and I am declining to return 1'egistered that 
for which I did not ask. 

The courteous procedure would be to first write me a brief note, 
stating what you can send, and what you want in return, and, if 
you are thoughtful, you will enclose a reply coupon. 

Doctor Burton is decidly within his rights when he 
declines to register back unsolicited lots of stamps, anJ 
his complaint against these discourteous persons is well 
founded. I have absolutely no patience with persons 
who lack the very fundamentals of courtesy and no 
treatment of this pest is radical enough. 

Death of Joel H. Du Bose 
Another of Philately's Old Guard has passed into 

the Beyond. Joel H . DuBose of Atlanta, Ga. died in 
that city, after an illness of several months, on Decem
ber 20th, 1934, at the age of seventy-four years. 

He was the son of the late Captain J. \Y!. DuBose, 
veteran of the War Between the States and famous 
Indian fighter, who settled in Atlanta in 1918. 

There are few collectors of the old school who, at 
some time during the past forty years, have not known 
Joel H. DuBose, either personally or through corre
spondence, and learned to love and respect this man, 
who was the soul of honor in all his dealings. 

I have known him for nearly four decades, and the 
bonds of our fri endship were only severed by his death. 

Mr. D uBose is survived by his widow, five daughters 
and three sons; two sisters and one brother, to whom 
the sincere sympathy of a host of friends is extended. 

A brief biographical sketch of Joel H. DuBose ap
pears elsewhere in this number. 
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Such is the World 
According to a story in the philatelic press, Mr. John 

Drinkwater has abjured stamp collecting. 
At one time classed among the leading exponents of 

United States and Confederate stamps, he had, on 
account of this fact, gained many admirers on this side, 
and the news of the sale of his collection of these coun
tries was received with mingled feelings in America. 

It will be recalled that Drinkwater was awarded an 
unusual distinction in London for his paper on the 
Stamps of the Confederacy- and this paper was, in its 
entirety, a paraphrasing of my work on this subject. 

It is the old story: Jones wins the war and Smith 
gets a monument on Trafalgar Square. 

De Snip-Netherlands-West Indies 
The mail from Cura~ao has brought me another 

famous flight cover from my old friend Peter den 
Outer in Rotterdam. This time "De Snip" carried the 
letter with its many stamps and markings on the Neder
land-Suriname-Cura~ao Flight, which left Rotterdam 
December 15 (if I read the postmark right) and was 
receipt-marked in Willemstad, Cura~ao, December 22, 
1934. The cover was again posted to me at Willemstad 
on January 4, 1935, arriving on the 14th inst. 

Put a Crimp in that Game 
Apropos of this deplorable incident concerning the 

gift of unfinished sheets of stamps to collectors, the 
Santa Monica (Calif.) Stamp Club suggests the proper 
antidote : Let Mr. Farley at once issue and place on 
·public sale identical imperforate sheets of the values 
and varieties now in hands of a few favored dealers. 
This will put a crimp in that little game and straighten 
out the whole unfortunate business. 

Washington Correspondence 
We are pleased to announce that-beginning with 

this issue-arrangements have been perfected to give 
our readers the latest stampic news from the Nation's 
Capital. This feature will be covered by Mr. Wm. T. 
Raley of W ashingron. 

Why Slight North and South? 
A strong movement is on foot to urge the adding of 

a I Yi-cent value to the 1934 Parks set depicting a scene 
of Mt. McKinley National Park in Alaska. 

Why not add a Yi-c. with Virginia's Natural Bridge? 

An Old Friend Bids Us Vale 
With the close of its thirtieth volume the Berliner 

Briefmarken-Zeitung bids its readers farewell. Pub
lished monthly by the old house of Philipp Kosack & 
Co. of Berlin, and exemplifying the best in philatelic 
literature, we regret that the weight of years and im
paired health has forced the editor to this step. While 
the textual part of the publication will cease to appear, 
the offerings of the house of Kosack will continue to 
reach its patrons in pamphlet form. 

Section 35, Kohl's Hand-Book 
Section 35 of the Kohl-Briefmarken-Handbuch, just 

to hand, concludes, in its thorough manner, the chapter 
on the stamps of Hong Kong. Then follow, in alpha
betical order, the stamps of Horta, Indore ( Holkar), 
Inhambane and Inini. The interesting trio of the 
Ionian Islands begin the chapter that will close in the 
next Section of the Hand Book. 

"Last-Day" Covers 
The Publicity Division of the Post-Office Depart

ment in .w ashington is said to be sounding the opinion 
of collectors on the question of "Last Day" covers. 
Briefly, if collectors desire this feature in connection. 
with the popular "First Days," provision may be made 
to give notice in advance whenever the stock of a cer
tain stamp reaches "low water mark." 

Harry Harris _in Larger Quarters 
Mr. Harry Harris, the leading stamp dealer of Rich

mond, Va. has moved from his old stand at No. 15 A 
East Franklin St., to the lobby of ths popular Hotel 
John· Marshall, Fifth St., between Franklin and Grace. 
He will continue to carry a choice line of better-class 
stamps and covers, including Confederate items of 
every description. Tourists are invited to call. 

Two Anniversaries 
Editor Wylie's natal day and that of his great oH 

publication, Mekeel' s Weekly Stamp News, fall very 
close together. The Weekly has just celebrated its 
forty-fourth anniversary and Mr. Wylie his-oh, well, 
what matters the count of years when the heart is still 
young? Here goes, then, to many more years of useful 
activity! 

Germany honors Schiller. Now, let's have a Gothe 
and a Heine stamp. 
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ope. They are either off cover or 
on small pieces of alleged "covers." 
This seems strange in view of the 
fact that by far the greater number 
of Locals exist on cover. 

But "let's get to business," as the 
Devil said, when he received a fresh 
consignment of philatelic "experts." 

That 3c. Nashville 
BY THE EDITOR 

~ ~ 

Ur to some ten years ago Ameri
can collectors accepted-albeit 
with occasional grumblings 

and unheeded protests-the listings 
and arbitrary classifications of Con
federate Provisionals ("Locals") in 
our standard catalogs. The British 
as well as the Continental authori
ties-habitually more circumspect in 
their compilations-were content to 
accept our dicta, copy our text and 
illustrations and pricings-and let 
it go at that. And thus we find in 
our own standard as well as in the 
foreign catalogs a blissful harmony 
in matters Confederate, absent in 
the listing of every other country's 
stamps. They have simply been 
content with status quo, conveni
ently oblivious to the evolution that 
has taken place in the last decade 
or two. 

Then dawned the era of research 
and investiga:.tion with its merciless 
searchlight and the dissecting scal
pel, led by such students as Gerald 
Curtis, Edward S. Knapp, George 
Walcott, Stanley B. Ashbrook and a 
few others. Their forum was The 
Southern Philatelist and its successor 
publications. STAMP AND COVER 
COLLECTING is still carrying on this 
work. The actors have changed. 
Younger enthusiasts have enrolled 
in the cause, and step by step we are 
clearing away the debris that hides 
Philately's Pompeii and Herculanum. 

Among the mooted questions 
concerning Confederate Locals that 
of the Three-Cent Nashville has 
occupied a prominent place. 

Aside from the fact that it repre
sents the sole Provisional of that 
denomination known in the Con
federacy, its authenticity has never 
been successfully challenged. Like 
the One Cent De La Rue stamp of 
the General Issues, it is acknowl
edged to have been prepared for 
use but never placed in circulation. 
The reason for this is identical in 
both cases: an advance in the postal 
rate. Thus, while both stamps are 
eligible to the catalog, accompanied 
by the proper explanatory notes, 
there has been no evidence of their 
postal use up to this time. 

In view of these facts-and I 
shall continue to believe them to be 
facts until incontestable evidence to 
the contrary is forthcoming-what 
could be more tempting to the un
scrupulous than the fabrication of a 
postmarked specimen of the Three
Cent Nashville Local? And this has 
been repeatedly attempted. 

During the past twelve-month I 
have had two such pieces submitted 
for examination and opinion. And 
in each instance, as in the case of 
other deceptive Confederate fakes, 
there were the opinions of well
known "authorities" who pro
nounced these pieces genuine! This 
phase of the matter is strange and 
incomprehensible to me. 

Both pieces were fraudulent, and 
it is in the interest of all those who 
collect Confederates that I am essay
ing to tell their story and describe 
these dangerous pieces. 

It is to be particularly noted that 
no used copy of this stamp has, as 
yet, turned up on the entire envel-

The first consisted of a pair, off 
cover, of course, but beautifully 
postmarked in blue "Nashville, 
Ten., Aug. 2, 1861". The stamps 
were genuine but the postmark was 
planted there long after the sur
render at Appomattox. Its type is 
unknown among Nashville's can
cellers. 

And now comes the latest culprit, 
represented by a single on a small 
piece of canary cover 1 ;/i-inch 
square and postmarked in bright 
red "Nashville, Ten. Aug. 7, 1861 ". 
This piece is an outright fake- both 
stamp and postmark being fraudu
lent-and so obviously fraudulent 
that I am surprised at its being sent 
to me for examination! 

In this case the "manufacturer" 
attempted to reproduce the genuine 
stamp by means of photo-engraving. 
He evidently made an enlarged 
negative from a Nash ville and then 
worked over a blue-print with pen 
and india ink, again reducing his 
drawing to normal size for the zinc 
etching. But he was a careless 
draughtsman, and failed to "follow 
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copy" , with the result that detection 
is instantaneous - provided, of 
course, that one is a student of types 
and printing methods. Let us ana
lyse this case. 

Heading this discussion is an 
illustration of the five types of the 
Nashville Three-Cent carmine. 
Were you to submit this to any 

. skilled printer, he would tell you 
that five separate forms were set in 
types, surrounded by brass rules 
(lines). These strips of brass rule 
were mitered at the corners so that, 
when placed around the type-set 
form, they would "frame the pic
ture" . Now, . this framing rule was 
made up of eight pieces on each 
stamp. You may verify this by 
noting the colorless "breaks" in the 
framing lines. Remember this, for 
it is one of your identifying marks. 
Next, note the large figure "3" in 
the genuine. There is a "break" in 
the lower loop, near the lower left 
"ball". And finally, familiarize 
yourself with the style of letter in 
the word "NASHVILLE". Note that 
there are "fat" lines and hairlines 
in the characters, which seem 
crowded together. This type is call
ed "Condensed Boldface Roman" , 
because the style is unadorned, plain 
Roman ; the downstrokes are exces
sively heavy in comparison to the 
hairline up-strokes, therefore it is 
called Boldface; and finally, because 
each character is compressed-nar
rowed- it is called "Condensed.'' 
Aside from a dozen or more minor 
identifying marks on the five types 
of the originals, these are the out
standing characteristics of the gen
uine stamp. 

And now turn to this counter
feit. Note that the framing rule is 
not alone narrower (thinner) , but 
there is no "break" in its continuity. 
Next, take up the figure "3": There 
is no break in the lower loop, and 
the spur points precisely in the 
center of the two balls, while in the 
genuine the spur points above the 
center, nearer the top ball of the 
figure " 3' '. And finally, note the 

word " NASHVILLE": the down
strokes are much thinner, the "H" 
lacks its crossbar, the serifs of "V" 
and 'T' join at the top, while the 
.final "E" is excessively broadened, 
and "CENTS" is somewhat smaller. 

These deviations from the gen
uine type are sufficient to establish 
the counterfeit. It is therefore hard
ly necessary to point out the ear
marks of the fake postmark in this 
case. It is not very probable that a 
genuine postmark could find its way 
to a counterfeit stamp at this late 
day. Besides, Nashville never can
celled in red. 

Now you know as much about 
detecting Nashville counterfeits as 
I-save probably a dozen or so ad
ditional "minor points" of ink and 
paper and such-and may join the 
proud, high-hatted Order of Con
federate Experts. I am not a mem
ber of their fraternity. I merely 
have lots o' fun sitting under my 
banyan tree and kicking the very 
stuffin' s out o' their wise decisions. 

And finally, let me repeat: In 
sending me Confederate pieces for 
examination and opinion it is un
necessary to tell me the history of 
the object, or that the owner is 
distantly related to General Lee or 
"Stonewall" Jackson. All such bed
time stories have no bearing on the 
case. I am so callous in these mat
ters that even link-ups with George 
Washington or President Roosevelt 
would not influence my decisions. 
On one occasion where a writer 
stated that a certain Confederate 
stamp had lay hidden in the family 
Bible for fifty years, my good friend 
Wm. S. Ahern, to whom I read the 
letter, opined that the Good Book 
evidently had not suffered from use 
in a long time. 

Long assoCiation with decent 
people will sometimes redeem hu
man derelicts, but even a thousand 
years' contact with the New Testa
ment will not cleanse a counterfeit 
Confederate stamp. 

Mr. Sheriff, trot the next case 
into the arena. 

January, 1935 

Joel H. DuBose 
Joel H. DuBose was born in El

bert County, Ga., May 29, 1860. 
His real activities in the stamp field 
star.ted in 1895, when he became so 
engrossed with the hobby that he 
got into correspondence with collec
tors all over the world, many of 
whom have become prominent fig
ures in philatelic and professional 
fields, and with many of whom he 
kept in constant touch to the end. 

Several months before he became 
interested in collecting he noticed 
an advertisement in the local post 
office of a stamp company offering 
to buy used stamps. As he had 
access to a vast amount of corre
spondence he decided to save stamps 
for the company. After getting to
gether several thousand he started 
sorting them for shipment. The 
various colors and designs so at
tracted him that he decided to start 
a collection; and as friends heard of 
his new hobby stamps began pour
ing in from all quarters. 

He wrote to consuls in all of the 
more important countries asking 
them to send him the names of 
stamp collectors interested in ex
changing. Because this was early 
in the game and at a time when 
public officials took special pains to 
comply with such requests, these in
quiries brought in a flood of re
sponses, and many of the consuls 
themselves sent him some stamps 
from their personal and official 
correspondence. 

He joined the S. P. A. in 1895 
and for several years took a very 
active part in the society's activities. 
In 1902-03 he served as President 
of the society. 

He was also interested in Indian 
relics, paper money, autographs, 
books and curios and continued to 
handle all lines until his death. 

Mr. DuBose was a prolific writer 
for the stamp papers up to about 
1925, and there are practically none 
of the old time publications which 
did not carry some of his articles. 
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Why Collect Stamped Envelopes? 
III 

WATERMARKED paper 
holds an important place in 
stamp collecting, but where 

watermarks are printed over, as in 
the case of adhesive stamps, their 
detection and identification is diffi
cult. Watermarked envelopes are 
more easily classified, since nearly 
every envelope has several full 
watermarks, and no artificial means, 
such as soaking, are needed to make 
them clear. 

As a matter of fact watermarks 
are thin areas in the paper, more 
transparent than the surrounding 
area, and hence clearly seen by hold
ing before a bright light. Opening 
or expanding the envelope and let
ting the light shine inside is the 
usual way of determining their 
classification. 

These thin areas, or watermarks 
are pressed by metal forms into the 
pulpy paper while still plastic, and 
hence may be somewhat irregular, 
due to subsequent manufacturing 
processes, that may partly fill up or 
distort the thin lines or letters. The 
lines of laid paper are impressed in 
the same way. The roller, or cylin
der, carrying the metal watermark 
monograms (in reverse) and/ or 
parallel laid lines, is called the 
"dandy roll," and is usually of 
heavy wire screen construction, re
volving against the paper in its early 
stages of manufacture. 

A complete series of United 
States Envelope watermark mono
grams is shown in Fig. No. 5a. and 
5b. , the black lines indicating the 
thin areas or translucent outlines of 
the watermark. The ornate and 
complicated monograms began with 
the Reay issue in 1870 and lasted 
through the early eighties (Wm.6). 
The subsequent partial simplifica
tion (Wms. 7 to 13) was inter
rupted by the Columbian (Wm. 

BY THOMAS D. PERRY 

11) watermark in 1893. The ear
lier twentieth century watermarks 
(Wms. 14 to 16) were somewhat 

No l No 2. 

No 5 

No 7 No8 

No 4 

of a reversion to ornateness, but 
subsequently we find only simple 
mechanical forms . Watermarks 4, 
9, and 10 were designed for gov
ernment stationery and not intended 

No 3 

No 6 

No 12 

LS 

No 9 No 10 

Fig. No. 5a. Nineteenth Century Watermarks (half size) 

5 and 6 are condensed horizontally 
4, 9 and 10 were not intended for public use 
L. S. was used only on the Grant letter sheet ( 1885) 
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for regular public envelopes, but 
were used for samples, proofs, re
prints, and occasionally through 
error. None of them are common, 
except Wm. 4 on official or penalty 
envelopes. The Grant letter-·sheet 
( 1886) used the monogram marked 
"L. S." 

Since different contractors made 
the paper and the envelopes, there 
was usually a "hang-over" of earlier 
watermarks in each succeeding issue 
of envelopes, indicating that rem
nants of paper stock were used up 
for the sake of economy, producing 
a number of relatively rare and in
teresting specimens, particularly 
where envelope contracts called for 
new stamp dies or new shapes and 
sizes, requiring new knives. 

Laid paper was standard for 
watermarks 1to18 (1853 to 1914) 
inclusive, although some proofs and 
special printings, during this period, 
were on wove paper and are quite 
rare. Wove paper has been the 
rule since 1915. 

An envelope, when unfolded and 
flattened out is approximately dia
mond shaped. Since the laid lines 
are usually parallel or perpendicular 
to the edges of the sheets of paper, 
the economical cutting into envel
ope shapes resulted in angling laid 
lines on the face of the envelope. 
Envelopes with laid lines parallel or 
perpendicular to the sides of the en
velopes are scarce and worth pre
serving; with the exception of the 
first envelope made (described here
after), such were probably caused by 
utilizing odd shapes or sizes of 
paper. Wrappers, on the other hand, 
were usually rectangular in shape, 
and regularly have laid lines parallel 
or perpendicular ·to their edges. 

The relation of the watermark to 
the laid lines has varied consider
ably, especially in the earlier issues. 
It seems certain that the first envel
ope made was No. 2 (Bartels), size 
3, knife 2, die A on white. In early 
examples of this envelope the 
monogram letters (Wm. 1) are 
erect, at right angles to the laid 

lines and the laid lines are parallel 
to the length of the envelope. Un
doubtedly the waste caused by thus 
cutting envelopes and maintaining 
this parallelism soon demanded 
manufacturing changes to eliminate 
this unnecessary waste in the use of 
paper, as is apparent in later ex
amples of this same envelope. No 
other envelopes of the first Nesbitt 

issue are recorded with horizontal 
laid lines. There are seven distinct 
varieties of watermark 1, of which 
the above is the first; varieties two 
to six have the monogram,with ap
proximately erect letters, set at vari
ous angles with the cross lines, with 
different spacing of letters, as well 
as with varying distances between 
the laid and cross lines; the seventh 

l:JPJ" $USS [ 
~01911 1911 

US-SE 

I 9 I I 

ltn 
No 19 

I~ 
No 2.4 

No 16 No 17 
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No 20 

'19Ck 
lSl0 

No 25 

I~ 
No 21 

No 18 

ltj) I~ 
No 22 No 23 
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No 26 No 27 
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No 28 No 28CL No 2.9 No 30 No 300. 

'tj) I~ 
No31 No 32. No 33 

Fig. No. 5b. Twentieth Century Watermarks (half size) 
13 is repeated, since it was used on envelopes of the 1899 series until 1903 
17 and 18 were spaced further apart than shown 
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variety is for letter sheets and closely 
resembles variety one, without any 
elements of angularity. For the sake 
of convenience, the seven are all 
grouped together as watermark 1. 
Apparently the attempt was made 
to have these monogram letters read 
approximately horizontal or vertical 
on the envelope face, when the en
velope blanks were cut economically 
with laid lines angling to the en
velope. Whether the varying de
grees of monogram angularity were 
originally intended for different sizes 
and shapes of envelopes is not cer
tain, but in any event the plan was 
far from successful, since the mono
gram letters are found in many ir
regular positions on most Nesbitt 
envelopes. 

In the case of watermarks 2, S 
and 6, the monograms are position
ed vertically and horizontally to the 
laid lines (i. e., circumferentially on 
the dandy roll), but the letters of 
the watermark monogram are sloped 
(italic) or diamond shaped, to per
mit easy reading on the envelope 
face. There are four minor varie
ties of monogram in watermarks 2, 
S, and 6, but not usually listed 
separately. Beginning with water
mark 7 the monogram is placed 
erect with reference to the laid lines, 
and hence appears angling on the 
envelope face. Official watermark 
4 is also erect and positioned as 
watermark 7. This positioning of 
watermarks in laid paper is graphi
cally shown in Fig. No. 6. 

With the advent of watermark 
19 wove paper appears, and the laid 
lines and their angularity disappear. 
The many knives and sizes require 
the reading of the watermarks from 
the S.E., S.W., N.E. and N.W., 
nautically speaking. If the paper is 
printed wrong side up, these four 
positions appear in reverse. These 
positions, however, have no collect
ing significance. 

The use of several watermarks 
concurrently began with monograms 
16 to 18, and was originally em
ployed to indicate paper from dif-

Fig. N o. 6 
Wat ermark Positioning on Envelope Paper. 

Upper, watermark 1 
Center, watermark 5 
Lower, watermark 8 

ferent contracting mills. The first 
use of a watermark to designate 
paper grade was monogram 21, 
used for manila and kraft papers of 
the cheapest quality. Subsequent to 
this manila envelopes and wrappers 
have no watermark. In the 1919, 
1921, and 1925 series (Wms. 22 to 
2 7) , the different watermarks indi
cated different paper manufacturers. 
Beginning with the 1929 series, the 
"down-hill" watermark, (29) was 
reserved exclusively for extra quali
ty paper in all colors, and likewise 
watermark 32 in the 1933 series. 

The broken line in the left side of 
the "u" in watermark 28a, as well 
as the missing top end of the "s" in 
monogram 30a, were altered water
marks to indicate a heavier paper: 
this change was made on January 1, 
1930 to a 24-lb. basis instead of 
22-lb. White paper only is used 
with watermarks 30, 30a, and 3 3 * , 
while watermarks 28, 28a, and 31 
occur in all colors. Extra quality 
paper, in white, was introduced on 
July 1, 1915 , and in blue and amber 
on January 1, 1930. Envelopes of 
the 4c. and Sc. denominations were 
limited to extra quality paper on 
January 1, 1929. 

There are times when the water
mark is either obscure, or the area 
of paper used (as in small window 
envelopes), does not supply a com
plete or recognizable watermark. In 
other cases the wires comprising the 
figures on the dandy roll become 
broken or displaced, so that a " S" 
may resemble a "9", or the water
mark tnay be otherwise defective. 
With two or three entire mono
grams on an envelope (as is usual) , 
it is almost always possible to deter
mine the watermark and classify 
properly. 

In the case of obscure watermarks, 
or of those so mutilated as to be 
wholly unidentifiable, the envelope 
loses its value as a watermarked en
tire (with a few exceptions), and is 
best reduced to cut square size for 
album use or exchange. 

The addition of watermarks to 
the envelope collecting method de
scribed in the last article in ST AMP 

AND COVER COLLECTING, (Decem
ber, 1934) adds greatly to the fasci
nation of the task and increases the 
number of collectible items in the 
low cost zones. It is not necessarily 
combined with the classification by 
sizes and knives as will be outlined 
in the next article. 

•Since the preparation of this article, water
mark 3 3 beg.an (December 1934) to appear on 
both a.mber. a_n? bl.ue envelop.,.. Evidently the 
regulation hm1tmg its use to white paper has 
peen annuHed_, for what reason, or to what ~xtent 
1s not yet evident. 

(To be continued) 
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The Chalmers' Essay ... 
BY FRED J. MEL VILLE 

but the remarkable thing is that 
they are all of the 1839 brand in 
the circular design. Every one was 
cancelled "Dundee Sept 30, '39", 
or "Used Dundee Oct 7, 39." 
There is no support here for the 

I N Mr. Harmer's fine catalogue 
of the Bates Collection, a ca ta -
logue that will no doubt be pre

served and ref erred to by British 
specialists for years to come, the 
auctioneer states that "James Chal
mers is rightly called 'The Father 
of the Postage Stamp.' " The old 

,, Patrick Chalmers' claim for 1834, 
~·.ti and no specimen of the rare square 
j types of 1837-38. 

b I' controversy, which was not etween · 
James Chalmers and ~ir Rowla.nd f:, 
Hill, but between their respective t 

sons, was settled long since for 
philatelists who took the trou?le to 
examine the evidence m detail. In 
these days, the controversy having 
died down long since, it is rare to 
find anyone who has examined the 
matter at all closely. 

-·. , • 
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THERE ARE STILL PRO

CI-IALMERITES 

'' 

·--·~ ~-. ·-"~~Sd 
The great "quarrel" of the 'eight

ies, as it is called in an article. in the 
Observer, mentioning the price 
realized on the eight Chalmers' 
Essays sold in the Bates sale, has 
left a sense of doubt or of uncer
tainty in many minds. It has been 
frequently insisted to us that we 
were all wrong in regarding Row
land Hill as being earlier in his dis
cussion of an adhesive stamp. We 
have even been waylaid on going to 
attend "Penny Black" banquets by 
irate old gentlemen, and ladies, not 
so irate as emphatic, armed with 
books to prove that James Chalmers 
invented the stamp. "There it is in 
print" they would say, as if that 
were evidence· enough. 

TI-IE D. N. B. 

One of the great standard works 
of reference, serves perhaps, more 
than any other to perpetuate and 
arouse the question again. The 
"Dictionary of National Biography" 
was founded in 1882, in the early 
days of Patrick Chalmers' vigorous 
pamphleteering, and actually fell 
for the Chalmers case. The Concise 
Dictionary of National Biography 

is, of course, based on the old orig;
nal, and even in the 1925 reprint, 
continues to state that James Chal
mers--"suggested an adhesive stamp 
1834; promulgated this plan 1837." 

A FALSE CENTENARY 

Possibly with the approach of the 
Centenary of Uniform Penny Post
age, the subject will crop up in 
many directions. Even this year it 
has been more or less revived in 
Scotland, where it is alleged that 
this 1934 is actually the centenary 
year of the adhesive postage stamp 
"invented by James Chalmers of 
Dundee in 1834." 

CIRCULAR TYPES ONLY 

Returning to the Bates collection, 
the catalogue states "the following 
eight lots comprise the finest and. 
most complete collection of these 
rare and remarkable essays. It is 
interesting to note that these essays 
were originally made in 1837, by 
James Chalmers, who was studying 
Postal Reform, and submitted offi
cially two years later." Certainly 
we can recall no such number of 
these essays coming up at auction, 

The prices realized should be of 
interest. They were:-

ONE PENNY ONE PENNY 

Lot. £ s d. Lot. £ s d. 
27 . . . . 7 10 0 31 .. . . 18 0 0 
28 .... 12 0 0 32 .... 17 0 0 
29 .. .. 11 0 0 33 .... 9 9 0 
30 . ... 10 0 0 34 .. . . 10 0 0 

-TheStampCollectors' Fortnightly. 

~--

President's Stamps to 
be Exhibited 

President Roosevelt will exhibit 
selected stamps from his collection at 
the National Museum next August. 
A message to this effect was sent by 
the Chief Executive to the Washing
ton Philatelic Society last night. 

Among Mr. Roosevelt's most 
valuable stamps are specimens from 
Hongkong and Haiti. He also has 
made special collections of the 
philatelic isues of the Argentine 
Republic and Egypt, and has sup
plementary collections of the stamps 
of Russia, the Netherlands, Costa 
Rica and the United States. Which 
of his treasures will be shown was 
not indicated. 

The exhibition probably will 
open August 4 and continue until 
September 1. It is to be a f ea:ture 
of the American Philatelic Society 
Convention. 

Plans are in the hands of a con
vention committee including Philip 
Simms Warren, Dr. Ellis Haworth, 
Valdemar W eiergang, Roy Miller 
and James Waldo Fawcett and an 
Exhibition committee, of which 
Charles H . Vaughan, Mrs. Cathe
rine L. Manning, Francis B. Leech, 
Ernest Kletsch, William C. Bond 
and H. D. Shorts are members.
The Evening Star, Washington, D.C. 
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W ELL, it seems to be the 
fashion these days for a 
stamp to tell its own story, 

. so I'd like to try telling mine. I 
may not make much of a fist at it, 
even· if I do hail right from the 
Halls of Congress, but here goes. 

We'll have to start back in the 
late '60s, before I was born. Out 
in Illinois there was a struggling 
young lawyer (I'm not talking about 
Lincoln) who was having a rather 
tough time making a living. And 
he had political ambitions and 
hoped to get up in the world. And, 
more important, he had a wife who 
really believed she could make a 
success of him. 

A wife has an awful lot to do 
with a man's career. She makes it 
or she mars it. With the best of 
tqem the man never half realizes it, 
but she pats him on the back and 
cheers him up and tells him how 
smart he is and how he is improv
ing, and gives him little hints and 
suggestions that he thinks came 
right out of his own noodle, and as 
he goes on up she says, "I knew 
you would" . And when he does 
something really big and people 
recognize the fact ,he is likely to get 
all puffed up and come home ready 
to rest on his oars after telling her 
about it, and' she smiles and pats 
him and says, "Fine! Now you 
have really made a start." And 
instead of resting up he sort of 
winces for a second over that word 
"start" and then braces up and 
replies, "YotL bet, Mary. Now just 
watch my smoke." And he goes 
out and gets busier than ever-and 
takes all the credit! 

As I say, he was having hard 
sledding. (I've heard her tell all 
this many a time.) He read and 
studied and could make a pretty 
good speech, but his clients were 
rather few and far between. Mary 
never complained. She took care 
of the children and took care of the 
house and did some sewing for 
neighbors, and at night she'd sit 
and listen to him rehearse a speech 

BY CAPT A. C. TOWNSEND 
~.------------·~ 

while she had to fight to keep the 
yawns back and her eyes open. 
Once in a while she'd slip in some ' 
little amendment and he'd stop and 
exclaim, "That's it! Thafs ji.'ist the 
way I was going to put it. Don't 
see how I came to forget." 

Well, by working hard and wit!-1 
Mary to push him, he got one local 
office after another and did well 
in them, and at last in 1872 he 
was nominated for Congress. The 
dickens of it was he. was still poor 
as a beanpole. It was queer, the 
way things went wrong with' him. 
If he bought a town lot, for in
stance, the town walked off in the 
other direction and the lot was· 
finally sold for taxes. If he bought 
into a railroad it went broke, and 
so on. And the children seemed to 
take every disease a kid can catch, 
so he was always way behind on 
his doctor bill. 

He wasn't holding any office at 
the time either, so it was pretty hard 
for him to dig• up his campaign 
expenses and Mary and the children 
were half starved, but never a 
whimper out of her . . She helped 
him with his speeches and she did 
what she . could talking to other 
wives, and when the election came 
along he won out. 

There was a lot of rejoicing in 
the family and Mary told him 
proudly, "Now you are really start
ed, John," and John had to gulp a 
little with surprise before he bucked 
up and replied, "You bet I am, 
Mary. I'll be · Senator in a few 
years." He hadn't thought of it 
before. Then he suddenly cooled 
off and said more slowly, "I wonder 
where I can borrow money enough 
to square up here and get to Wash
ington in March?'.' 

It wasn't easy. Times were hard 
and lat~ in February he was still in 

the hole and had hard luck getting 
enough ready cash for the trip. 
There was no possibility of ,taking 
the family on with him. It would 
be seve~al months before he could 
get his bills paid and enough more 
ahead so they could join him. They 
hated that, and Mary wanted the 
advantages of W asbington for the 
chfldren, but she was as cheerful as 
ever. "You'll be sending for us at 
just the right time, John. Schools 
will be closed and the children will 
have all summer' to enjoy the sights 
there." 

So John made the trip alone and 
got in to Washington late in the 
afternoon of March 3rd and put up 
at a cheap little hotel near the Capi
tol over night, and in his room he 
wrote a letter to Mary about the 
trip, telling her and the kids how 
hard and slow and uninteresting it 
had been, and what the city looked 
like to him. He closed saying he 
would mail the letter from the 
Capitol tomorrow and would enclose 
some money, as he would draw his 
travel expenses. 

But poor John miscalculated. The 
next day there· was nothing but the 
inauguration · and the opening and 
prompt closing o( both houses of 
Congress, so finally John went back 
to his little room and put a P. S. on 
his letter. He told Mary what the 
trouble was and then confessed that 
he had just 2 5c. in his pockets. He 
finished up, 'Tll send you some 
spending money tomorrow (unless 
there is more delay) but now I'm 
going to mail this at a little branch 
postoffice on Penn. A venue near 
here, and I'm going to enclose a 
few stamps so you can write me 
every day. Please do, for I miss 
you and the children .terribly." 

And this is where I come in. 
John walked up the Avenue to the 
postoffice at Four-and-a-Half-Street, 
now gone these many years, and 
there he bought eight 3c. stamps, 
put one on his letter and the others 
in.side, and mailed it. Then he and 
his penny went back to the little 
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hotel, a tiny bit afraid he would be 
asked to pay his bill, but his signa
ture on the register with "M. C." 
prevented that. 

That letter produced great excite
ment back home. Mary read it and 
cried over it and the pitiful little 
bunch of stamps enclosed. Then 
she read it to the children, or fr!OSt 
of it, and all day it was talked about 
and consulted, and Mary answered 
it that night. But she didn't use 
those stamps. She had already laid 
in a supply and had a letter half 
written, and after finishing it with 
brave words and cheer she kissed 
the letter from John, put the stamps 
he sent back in it and put it away 
with her treasures. 

And there we stayed. I shall not 
try to tell the tale of John's success 
or how Mary graced his home in 
Washington, or how thrilled she 
was when he became'Senator, as she 
had meant him to be, or any of 
those things. But in 1913 John 
had retired and was comfortably 
fixed, and Mary was 70 years old 
and a darling old lady. And John's 
son was a successful lawyer in 
Washington · and his youngest son, 
John III, adored his ·grandmother 
and was a rabid stamp collector. 

The story of grandp~'s coming 
to Washington had been told to 
each of the grandsons as they came 
along and got big enough to under
stand and appreciate it, and once 
every few years that letter had been 
produced from grandma's treasure 
box, and each child was allowed to 
handle it reverently and look at the 
funny green stamps folded away in 
it, and then it was put away again 
for the future. 

And now John III came to 
grandma to beg for stamps for his 
collection. "You must have a lot 
of old letters, Grandma. Won't 
you hunt them up and let me have 
the stamps on them? Gee! if 
Grandpa had only thought, he could 
have had unused sets of all the 
Departments, and sets of proofs 
that they used to give away, and all 

sorts of things. Why, he could 
have put away a small fortune if he 
had thought of it. (J oho was 15 
and pretty wise in stamps.) You 
have some old letters, haven't you, 
Grandma?" 

Grandma smiled at him and an
swered, "I have just one old letter, 
dear. I never saved any but the one 
you read three years ago. How 
Grandpa first came to Washington 
and only had 25c. in his pocket, 
you remember? But in that letter 
are the stamps he sent me to use in 
writing him. You can have those 
if you want them" . 

"That was in 1873, wasn't it, 
Grandma? They will only be 3c. 
greens but I'll be glad to have them 
anyway. I hope they are in a block. 
But are you sure you haven't any 
older letters? Any of your mother's 
or any valentines that Grandpa sent 
you, or anything of that sort?" 

Grandma was sorry but she was 
sure; that was the only old letter 
she had. So John waited while she 
went to her treasure box and got 
out the letter and came back to the 
living room with it, opened it with 
hands that trembled a little with age 
and memories, and handed John the 
stamps. 

John thanked, her and looked at 
them. They were just 3c. greens 
of course, but fortunately they were 
well centered and he saw he could 
get a single, a pair and a block from 
them. Then he suddenly took a 
closer look. Then he turned them 
over and stared at their backs, and 
then he gave a yell that startled 
Grandma. 

"Look!" he cried. " I never saw 
one before, but I. read of them. See 
that figure rut into them, al.most 
like a daisy? That is what they.call 
the 'cogwheel grill'. It was meant 
to keep people from using the 
stamps again, as the ink would soak 
into those cuts so it couldn't be 
cleaned out. It was somebody's 
patent process and the government 
tried it out in 1873, just when 
Grandpa took office the first time. 

It was only used on about ten thou
sand stamps if I remember right, 
and they must have been on sale 
when ·Grandpa got here and he 
bought some of them. What luck!" 

Another idea hit him. "Why the 
one ori that letter must be one ot 
them too, Grandma. May I see it, 
please. Yes, it is! May I have that 
one too, with the envelope? Will 
I make a hit! Some unused ones 
and one right on the envelope ad
dressed to my own family. Oh, 
Gee Whiz!" He wriggled all over 
with excitement. "May I have it, 
Grandma?'' 

"Grandma smiled. · Yes, dear 
boy, if you will promise me to keep 
it in the family. I think I have 
shown it to the last of the new 
generation, so you can have it to 
pass on to the next one and tell the 
story. I'll keep the letter and you 
keep the envelope". ' 

So here I am, a proud member 
of the collection of one of little 
John's children. Grandma and 
Grandpa have long since gone to 
their reward, and the unused copies 
were disposed of and scattered, but 
here I am and this is my story. An<l 
if you think I'~ not a rarity, look 
in your catalog at No. 158d. 

-----0•-. ~--

Another Variety? 

Our good friend, Capt. A. C. 
Townsend of Chicago, submits a 
copy of the Paterson light blue lOc. 
of 1862 on cover, postmarked 
"Richmond, Va., Jun. 2, 1863" in 
blue, and calls attention to a flaw 
in the star to the left of "POSTAGE," 

which, if it should prove to be. con
stant, will constitute another minor 
variety of this stamp. 
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Organized Philately Voices Its Protest 
N orfolk Starts Ball Rolling 

NORFOLK, Va., Jan. 7.-TheNor
folk Philatelic Society, today sent a 
letter to President Roosevelt, stating 
that they had learned that Post
master-General James A. Farley was 
disrributing to certain persons entire 
sheets of recent commemorative 
stamps "not available to the public," 
which, as a result, "have assumed 
speculative value ten t'.1ousand t imes 
greater than their original value" 
and urging the President to "take 
steps to immediately discontinue 
this species of favoritism." 

The letter called the president's 
artentioq to the general unfairness 
of the situation to the American 
collector and appealed to him to re
turn the postoffice department to its 
old policy of offering all items to 
the general public, except those re
tained by the postal museum. 

The matter first came to the at
tention of the local organization, 
when it was learned that a local 
stamp collector was in possession of 
a sheet o_f 200 unperforated Moth
er's Day stamps, which had a face 
value of only $6, but which, accord
ing to the story, he had insured for 
$20,000, and for which he had been 
offered $30,000 by a New York 
stamp company. 

BOY HAS RARE ISSUE 

This collector, when interviewed, 
denied having possession of the 
sheet and referred the question to 
his young son, a school boy. The 
youth, when questioned, admitted 
having had the sheet, but other
wise didn't "have anything to say." 

"It is not our idea," the presi
dent and secretary of the local so
ciety today said in a joint statement, 
"to create a political scandal. We 
are simply asking President Roose
velt to correct a situation which is 
proving unfair to stamp collectors." 
-Excerpts from feature story in 
The Richmond News Leader. 

Virginia Protests Favoritism 
Richmond stamp collectors sever

al weeks ago initiated a movement 
aimed at stopping the alleged prac
tice of Postmaster-General Farley in 
distributing to certain persons entire 
sheets of recent commemorative 
stamps not available to the public, 
it was disclosed last night by Charles 
L. Hofmann, l<.ichmond correspon
dent of the National Federation of 
Stamp Clubs, after a Norfolk pro
test to President Roosevelt on the 
subject had been made public. Post 
office officials refused yesterday in 
Washington to discuss the report~ . 

Mr. Hofmann, past president of 
· the Virginia Federation, said: 

"This practice has been generally 
realized by philatelists for some 
weeks. The Richmond Stamp Club 
already has officially deplored it and 
we are asking Carter Glass, Jr., who 
organized the Virginia State Phila
telic Federation, to bring the matter 
immediately to the attention of his 
distinguished father, Senator Glass. 

"We do not believe that Senator 
Glass would for a moment condone 
such a discriminatory practice. We 
were aware, of course, that Mr. 
Farley gets the fi rst sheet of each 
commemorative issue that comes off 
the press and that he probably in
dorses it and sends i to the Presi· 
dent, who is himself a collector. 

"We in Richmond agree with our · 
correspondent in Norfolk that the 
deliberate creation of philatelic 
freaks for the purpose of exploita
tion should be stopped. We think 
that no stil;ffip should be sold to the 
President or to any one else unless 
purchased over a post office counter 
or through the Post Office Depart
ment's philatelic agency. Of course, 
nobody would have said anything 
about it if .Mr. Farley had not sent 
these stamps to anybody but Presi
dent Roosevelt."-Excerpts from 
story in Richmond Times-Dispatch. 

N. Y.Heralcf-Tribune'sStory 
The letter from the Norfolk Phi

latelic Society urging Pres. Roosevelt 
to " take steps immediately to dis
continue .this favoritism in the dis
tribution of imperforate stamps" 
was prompted by the report that a 
collector in that locality had a sheet 
of 200 Mother's Day stamps which 
had a face value of $6 but which he 
had insured for $20,000 and for 
which he had been offered $30,000 
by a New York stamp company. 
Some time ago a similar sheet of the 
Mother's Day stamp was in New. 
York. It bore a signature, "James 
A. Farley, May 18, 1934", and, like 
the Norfolk sheet, was said to be in
sured for $20,000. The owner and 
dealer, however, could not come to 
terms. The first run of these stamps 
was on April 13, when a consider
able ceremony was staged in Wash
ington, with Mrs. Roosevelt repre
senting the mothers of America. 

Speaking of the Norfolk sheet, 
Mr. Farley, in reply to an inquiry 
by the H erald Tribune, said: "At 
the time of the Mother's Day stamp 
issuance, I purchased five sheets of 
the ungummed and imperforate 
stamps. These sheets went "to the 
President, Mrs. Roosevelt, Sec. Ickes 
and Louis McHenry Howe, the 
President's secretary. Also I pre
sented one to a fr iend of mine in 
Norfolk, Va. , and that probably 
was a mistake." 

Other press reports have credited 
the presentation of some of the 
recent stamps to William W. Howe, 
Jesse Donaldson, Clinton B. Eilen
berger and Mr. Farley's three chil
dren, Betty, Ann and Jimmy, Jr. In 
addition to the Mother's Dav 
stamps, other presentation stamps 
mentioned are the Maryland and 
Wisconsin Tercentenary issues, the 
16c. special delivery air mail and 
the complete set of N ational Parks 
stamps. - Excerpts from fea·ture 
story in New York H erald T ribune. 
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Santa Monica's Resolutions Richmond Club Protests 
The members of the Santa Moni

ca (California) Stamp Club, after 
full and free discussion, have gone 
on record against this practice. They 
ask that the stamps of the varieties 
already issued in imperforate form 
to the few favored recipients be 
issued to the general public, now, 
without restriction, except as to 
period of sale. In asking this they are 
animated solely by .the principle that 
every American citizen is entitled to 
full and equal rights and privileges 
upder his own government. 

The violation of this principle in 
the past has given rise to disrespect 
·and discontent. To feel that a few 
dealers can secure stamps whose 
value is measured in the thousands 
when the great body of collectors 
must go without does not conform 
to their sense of right and justice. 

The following resolution was 
adopted by the Santa Monica Stamp 
Club, at their regular meeting, 
December 11, 1934: 

RESOLUTIONS 

WHEREAS, Ir has been absolutely au
thenticated that several new stamps, includ
ing Mother's D ay, the 2c. and 5c. National 
Parks issue have been issued before being 
perforated and that they are now in the 
hands of dealers, and 

WHEREAS, The issuance of such im
perforared stamps for presentation or sale 
in the exclusive manner employed is con
trary both to equal rights and privileges· 
for all and to the American principle of a 
square deal to each and every citizen of our 
land, and 

WHEREAS, The issuance of such im
perforated stamps in the manner aforesaid 
mentioned has a strong tendency to cast the 
suspicion that favoritism is practiced by a 
department of our federal government that, 
like Caesar's wife, should be above and 
beyond suspicion; therefore be it 

RESOLVED, That this Society record its 
disapproval of the practice and request the 
consideration of the Postal Administration 
that the practice . be discontinued in the 
future; and, be it further 

RESOLVED, That this Society requests 
that in fa irness to all of the citizens of the 
United States, the Postal Administration 
forthwith issue a set of imperforated stamps 
of the denominations mentioned as a square 
deal to all; and, f!Jrther be it 

RESOLVED, That a copy of these reso
lutions be sent to the philatelic press, the 
Nat!onal stamp societies, the National Fed
eration of Stamp Clubs, and to our dele
gation . in Congress, requesting them to 
assist in this movement. 

The following resolutions were 
adopted by the Richmond Stamp 
Club of Richmond, Virginia, at 
their annual meeting, January 10, 
1935: 

RESOLUTIONS 

WHEREAS: Ir has been called to the 
attention of this Club, composed of made 
citizens of this City, that several of the new 
issues of Commemorative Postage Stamps 
of the United States have been released by 
the Post Office Department, to a certain 
privileged few, in a condition not available 
to the general public, and collectors of such 
items, and, 

WHEREAS, The issuing of such stamps 
for presentation, or sale in so exclusive a 
manner is contrary to the rights and privi
leges of the stamp buying public and collec
tors in general , and, 

WHEREAS, The issuing of such items 
in the above · manner indicates favoritism 
and questions the dignity of the Post Office 
D epartment; therefore be it 

RESOLVED, That this Stamp Club rec
ord its disapproval of the practice and 
request the Postal Administration to dis
continue this practice in the future, and 
further be it 

RESOLVED, That a copy of these reso
lutions be sent to the philatelic press and to 
Senators Carter Glass and Harry F. Byrd 
and Congressman A. ]. Montague with a 
request that they use their endeavors to 
have the above practice discontinued. 

Linn's Pertinent Questions 
We can not believe that Mr. Lindquist, 

publisher of Stamps and recognized Federa
tion head would approve of the issue of 
such stamps in this manner yet we fail to 
find a single editorial word of condemna
tion in his paper. Surely this is not to lead 
us to believe that he has no opinion of his 
own on a subject of so vital importance. 
Must he wait till the questionaire sent to 
individual clubs throughout the country is 
returned to him -in order that he may make 
up his mind on what to do about the matter' 

We have said before 'that if a Federation 
of Clubs is to be successful it must have 
bold, strong leadership, leadership that is 
100 per cent for the stamp collector, and it 
would nor take a very brilliant stamp man 
to determine what the stamp collector thinks 
of this present situation. 

While the ponderous Federation of 
Stamp Clubs is making up the federated 
mind of its leader, so that the Federation 
"organ" may voice the opinion of the Fed
erated Clubs, a small stamp club from Nor
folk, Virginia took the bull by the horns 
and has already stirred up so much protest 
that it begins to look as though results 
which will nullify the recent imperfs may 
be attained. 

Was it not the Virginia group of stamp 
clubs that refused to have none of the 
Fedc!ration mixed with their brand of 
stamp clubbing? Is a Federation needed 
when a really serious situation confronts 
the hobby'-Extract from Editorial io 
Linn's Weekly Stamp News. 
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Glass Doubts Intent 
LYNCHBURG, Jan. 7 - Carter 

Glass Jr., vice-president of the 
American Philatelic Society, de
clared today that if the Government 
is actually engaged in the practice 
of presenting imperforate sheets of 
stamps to high officials, the protest 
of the Norfolk Club is entirely justi
fied. However, he said, it is · his 
belief that the Post Office Depart
ment was not making presentation 
of imperforated sheets, but that 
through failure of employees of the 
Bureau of Printing and Engraving 
to observe the presence of . such 
sheets in bundles of stamps sent out 
of that bureau for use in post offices, 
an occasional sheet of imperforated 
stamps is sold in a legitimate man
ner at the stamp windows.-T he 
Richmond Times-Dispatch. 

"All a Mistake," Says Farley 
" It was all a mistake. " 
That was the explanation made 

today by Postmaster-General Farley 
in answer to complaints of the Nor
folk, Va., Philatelic Society that he 
had distributed to friends sheets of 
stamps not available to the public. 

He told reporters several sheets 
of commemorative stamps were pur
chased by him and his associates for 
gifts to friends . President Roose
velt, Mrs. Roosevelt, Secretary Ickes 
and Col. Louis McHenry Howe, 
presidential secretary, received some. 

"The worst part of it was," Far
ley said, "when that Mother's day 
stamp came out, I think Mr.; . 
Roosevelt got one of the sheets and 
another got loose. That's probably 
the one that is down in Norfolk. 
I autographed it myself. It was all 
a mistake. That's what caused all 
this embarrassment. All these sheets 
were bought anc paid for."-Wash
ington Evening Star. 

Subscribe to the magazine that's 
not hamstrung and def ends the 
rights of .dealer . and colfector. 
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Zeppelin Lore 

Medal cast from the nose-plate metal of the destroyed L. Z. 4 and presented to 
conmbutors to the fund for the construction of a new Zeppelin. 

BY"OSCAR L. MAYER 
~------------IC?P 

EDITOR'S Norn.-The foregoing article 
has been reprinted, by permission, from the 
Zeppelin Number of The Airpost Journal 
(Albion, Pa.), Official Organ of the Ameri
can Air Mail Society, to whom we are like
wise indebted for the use of illustrating cuts. 
tit.-, ~ 

The story is 
widely known that 
Count Ferdinand 
von Zeppelin first 
conceived the idea 
of a dirigible air

mliiiiiiiiiiiiiiillliMI ship from his ex
periments with free balloons during 
the Civil War in the United States. 
However true this may be, the Count 
himself tells us that his first definite 
ideas on the subject were the out
growth of reading Dr. Heinrich von 
Stephan's philatelically well known 
booklet, W eltpost und Luftschiff
fahrt, which was published in 1873 
- soon after the famous Paris bal
loon flights. · 

The early eighties saw quite a bit 
of aerial experimentation. Balloon 
flights had already grown to be com
monplace; a regular balloon detach
ment-the Deutscher Truppenteil 
fiir Luftschifffahrt-had been or
ganized in the Prussian Army in 
1884. Furthermore, the Count was 
no doubt inspired by the fact that 
an American, Mr. F. A. Gower had 

' managed to pilot a non-rigid auto-
powered airship across the English 
Channel, and that in 1884 the 
French army commissioned Col. 
Renard to build a semi-rigid ship. 
At any rate, it was about this time 
that Count Zeppelin submitted an 
official memorandum to King 
Charles of Wiirttemberg outlining 
the essential details an airship 
would have to possess, and making 
the. staten:ent that he (Count Zep
peim) believed that it could be done. 

In the nineties aviation had begun 
to take definite shape. In the first 
year of this decade, Count Zeppelin 
retired from activ}! service and be
gan to develop plans for an airship. 
He associated himself with famous 
engineers and prominent physicists 
of the time-Kuber, Durr, Herge
sell, von Bassus. Plans for the first 
dirigible, the L.Z. 1, were completed 
in 1893. It is interesting to note 
that this first airship was to be one
tenth as large as the L.Z. 127, and 
its total power, 30 H.P., as com
pared to the 2,650 H.P. of the pres-
ent Graf Zeppelin. • 

Otto Lilienthal had been experi
menting with his gliders in the nine
ties, and was killed in 1896. In a 
lecture at the time, Count Zeppelin 

. stated that it would be entirely 
feasible to attach motors to Lilien
thal's wings, and he thus predicted 
the airplane. Aviation had so 
aroused the world's imagination at 
this time that in 1899 the Hague 
Peace Conference saw fit to vote 
against the use of balloons or any 
other aerial equipment fqr the pur
pose of dropping dynamite and ex
plosives on the enemy! 

Now the question of financing 
both the airship and the floating 
hangar occupied Count Zeppelin. 
The Prussian government was ap
proached and after considerable 
"stalling" decided against subsidiz
ing the project. Count Zeppelin 
then submitted his drafts and plans 
to the German Engineers' Associa
~ion in 1896 for an unbiased opin
ion. Regardless of the fact that the 
Prussian Ministry of War had even 
refused to grant a patent on the air
ship on the grounds that it was en-

In 1885, the Count, who had 
built up quite a reputation in the 
Wiirttemberg army, managed to be 
transferred to the Wiirttemberg 
Legation at Berlin, where he as
sumed the post of Military Attache. 
As Attache he used every ·means 
possible to investigate and observe 
aeronautic developments of the time. Unofficial Zeppelin Labels. 
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Unofficial Zeppelin Labels. 

tirely imaginative and impracticable, caustic. . The story goes that Count 
the association of engineers issued Zeppelm mvesttgated and finally 
a very favorable report to the press n:an~ged to convert this Dr, E. to 
and urged financial support for the airships, and that the reporter was 
project, By 1898 a considerable none other than Dr. Eckener, 
sum had been gathered (to ".'hich It may be par·enthically stated at 
Count Zeppelin contributed rather this time that two other . Germans 
heavily himself) and the Aktienge- were also. in the field and were also 
sellschaft zur Fordemng der Luft- attempting'to win popular approval. 
schifffahrt-the Limited Company Major August von Parseval was con
for the Promotion of Aeronaviga- structing non-rigid powered craft 
tion-was founded and work on the similar to the blimps of today, and 
L.Z. 1 ,began. . Major Gross of the Prussian arrpy 

A floating hangar was built on was working on the semi-rigid idea. 
Lake Constance (the Bodensee) off Major Parseval soon realized that 
Manzell, n'ear Friedrichshafen. The his ship could never compete with 
use of aluminum was at that time or even be classed with the rigid 
still in the experimental stage, but a Zeppelins, but Major Gross-who 

. firm was found (the Karl Berg incidentally had the backing of the 
Company) that could supply suffi- Prussian ministry-remained a com
cient quantities of structural alumi- petitor until 1908. 
num. Under the personal super- Although the L. Z. 1 made more 
vision of the Count the work on the successful flights. later in the year, 
airship progressed, and _the L.Z. 1 public enthusiasm could not be 
was finally completed m August, aroused. The construction funds 

1899. . had by now been used up and the 
_After n~erous ~elays, the alt" company dissolved. Count Zeppelin 

ship made its first flight o~ July 2, was interested in building a new 
1900 in the presence of an immense 
crowd of reporters, scientists, engi
neers, plus the usual thrill-seekers. 
Defects in the stearing gear spoiled 
the demonstration and disappointed 
even the most optimistic of observers. 

The press was especially pessimis- , 
tic and chose to regard the flight of 
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improved airship but could find no 
sponsors. Kaiser Wilhelm ·sent a 
medal of recognition of achieve
ment, but the Prussian government 
would not grant a subsidy. The en
gineers' ~ssociation also decided not 
to participate again. 

Thrown on his own resources, 
Count Zeppelin began publicizing 
his second project with · advertising 
methods surprisingly similar to the 
technique used today. He sent cir
cular letters and enclosed blank 
money order forms with the return 
address printed thereon. These cir
cular letters and specially printed 
money order blanks are among the 
earliest of the so-called "related ma
terials" that the collector of Zeppe
lin posts prizes so highly. In addi
tion to the circularizing, Count 
Zeppelin also invented a slogan "A 
German Dirigible at the World's 
Fair." This slogan, while admir
able, was possibly somewhat too 
optimistic in that the Saint Louis 
World's Fair of 1904 was to occur 
within a year and it is doubtful 
whether even Count Zeppelin ex
pected his airships to do transatlan
tic flying at that time. 

Finally Count Zeppelin approach
ed his old friend, King William of 
Wiir:ttemberg, who granted gifts 
and authorized a State lottery for 
the benefit of the a,irship. Funds 
were soon made available and .the 
L. Z. 2 was finished in October, 
1905. 

The actual first flight of the L. Z. 
2 occurred o.n January 17, 1906. 
Because of strong headwin~s, it be-

· the L. Z. 1 as a demonstration of 
the lack of airworthiness of the 
rigid type of airship. Count Zep
pelin noted that one reporter on the 
Frankfttrter Zeitttng who signed his 
articles "Dr. E." was especially i, The Zeppelin "Sachsen", carrier of the 1913 souvenir mail. 
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came necessary to land the airship 
at Allgau. It was at this town that 
a viqlent storm that night broke the 
airship in two. Badly disappointed, 
Count Zeppelin returned with the 
remains of the L. Z . 2 by train to · 
Friedrichshaf en. · 

The question now arose concern
ing whether there was to be a L. Z. 
3. The Prussian ministry of War, 
and the Kaiser both flatly rdused to 
aid Count Zeppelin. ~ing William 
of Wiirttemberg again came to the 
rescue and permitted a second State 
lottery for Zeppelin's benefit , early 
in 1906. Indeed, it has. been stated 
that it was King William's financial 
and moral support that were largely 
responsible . for the ultimate success 
of the Zeppelin. 

Late in 1906 the L. Z . 3 was com
pleted and made the first of its 
numerous flights on October 9th 
and 10th, 1906. This flight, as 
well as many of the subsequent at
tempts, was very successful; the air
ship established a speed record of 
approximately 35 m.p.h. which was 
very brilliant indeed. Public opin
ion now began to change and in a 
short time Count Zeppelin became 
a hero. People and government 
now wanted to make up ·for their 
previous lack of attention- even the 
Prussian government authorized a 
nation-wide benefit lottery, and the 
Reichstag granted a small subsidy 
in 1907 with the condition that if 
an airship could be made to with
stand an endurance flight of twen
ty-four hours, a permanent and 
materially increased appropriation . 
would be forthcoming. The L. Z. 
3 became the first German army 
airship and was renamed the Z. 1. 

Count Zeppelin's success was 
now spoken of in all Germany. It 
became fashionable to be seen near 
the hangars; and Friedrichshafen 
became a holiday center where the 
elite of the nation gathered. Manu
facturers sought to commercialize on 
the good-will and trade value asso
ciated with Zeppelin's name: Zep
pelin cigarettes, candies, cookies, 

playing cards, and flowers appeared. 
One inspired leather. manufacturer 
began to advertise a special leather 
coat "to be worn in the air." Pres
ent •day Zeppelin post collectors 
treasure various trade stickers issued 
at the time, including, among 
others, those of Karl Berg ( alumi
num) , Metzelin (fabrics) , and 
August Korff . (motor oil) . Some 
of these stickers are shown in the 
accompanying illustrations. In ad~ 
dition to these, all sorts of souvenir 
cards, plaques, medallions, and pet
ty jewelry picturing Count Zeppelin 
or his airship appeared. 

Great care was taken on the next 
airship, the L. Z . 4, which was not 
completed until June, 1908, and 
made its first flight on the twentieth 
day of that month. The maneuver
ability of . the L. Z. 4 exceeded 
Count Zeppelin's expectations and 
he seriously began to think of at
tempting the Reichstag's twenty
four-hour flight. As a preliminaty 
test, a twelve-hour flight to Switzer
land was planned. This highly suc
cessful and now famous "Schweizer
fahrt" took place on July 1, 1908. 
Tremendous ovations and wide
spread publicity greeted 'Count Zep
pelin after the successful completion 
of this flight. CoUectors prize high
ly their special stickers and cards 
issued at that time in honor of the 
"conqueror of mountains." A few 
days later, on July 8, Count Zeppe
lin's seventieth birthday occurred. 
Diplomas, medals, gifts, parties, and 
speeches were showered on the 
Count galone. Indeed, the public's 
hysteria was very similar to that 
surrounding Lindbergh's achieve
ment some nineteen years later. 

On August 4, 1908, the L. Z. 4 
left Manzell on the attempted twen
ty-four hour flight. Basie, Strass
burg, Darmstadt, and Mainz were 
rapidly passed by, and the airship 
nosed about for the return flight. 
Proceeding past Stuttgart, it was de
cided to land for the night at 
Echterdingen. At this village ( im
portant for this reason only) early 

in the morning of the next day the 
airship .exploded and bumed to 
ashes, caus'ihg many injuries and 
several fatalities. This tragedy is 
brought to mirid in our collections 
by a special sheet of twdve different 
mourning stickers issued at the time, 
and the numerous souvenir cards of 
condolence. 

The next day, to Count Zeppe
lin 's pleasant surprise, contributions 
for a new airship began to arrive. 
Public enthusiasm arose to a white 
heat. Aviation groups were organ
ized purely for the purpose of rais
ing funds for the Zeppelin and to 

·publicize the project. Lecturers gave 
their time to the cause, and news
papers and magazines devoted ex
traordinary amounts of space. A 
national funding project was soon 
under way, and medallions cast 
from the r·emains of the unforturiate 
L. Z . 4 were distributed to contri
butors of material sums. Numerous 
types of funding and propaganda 
labels were issued. 

All the forthcoming funds were 
put into a national foundation 
known as the "Zeppelin Stiftung" 
which became the holding company 
of all the subsidiary Zeppelin en
terprizes. In the autumn of 1908 
the airship construction works, the 
"Luftschiffbau Zeppelin" was or
ganized with Stiftung funds at 
Friedrichshafen, and in 1909 the 
"Deutche Luf tschiff fahrt Aktienge
sellschaft", better known as the 
DELAG, was organized as a subsid
iary interest of the Luftschiffbau. 
Arrangements were made with the 
Hamburg-American Lines, the HA
P AG, to sell tickets and otherwise 
technically administer the airship . 
flights and thus the commercial air
ship ~ervice was born. 

The next airship, the L. Z. 5 
(later taken over and commissioned 
by the German army as the Z. II) 
carried experimental mails on two 
flights in August, 1909, and the 
story is here taken up in the various 
Zeppelin post catalogue~.-Air Post · 
f ournal. 
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Too Many Stamps? 
BY JOS. W. JONES 

EVERY human being comes in
to this world crying, and most 
of them go out of it in the 

same way, so possibly it is but 
natural that they should "belly
ache" most of the time in between. 
There has been a lot of this 
"trouble" among stamp collectors 
(?) in the last couple of years, over 
the large number of stamps which 
have been brought out, and it would 
seem unreasonable that they should 
take this attitude about them, but 
mayb'e it is explained above. Or it 
may be that it is just that same old 
human trait wherein if someone 
shies a brick at a dog, or ties a tin 
can to his tail, everyone feels the 
urge to do the same thing. 

As collectors we should appre
ciate new items which we can add to 
our collections, and we should get a 
"kick" out of every new item added. 
But apparently there are some who 
do not do this, and they are giving 
our friend Farley the devil about the 
stamps which he is issuing, when 
he is, in my opinion, doing more 
for the hobby than any man living. 
The excuse oftenest used, (and the · 
poorest one) is the complaint that 
"it will break any collector who tries 
to secure all he is ·turning out." 
Surely no one who says this has ever 
stopped to take . an actual inventory 
of these stamps, else they would not 
make such a statement. For the 
benefit of those who have this idea, 

· here is a list of all the stamps, with 
their cost. 

• 
N ewburgh . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .03 
N . R. A .. ... ... .. .. . .. . .. . . .. . .... 03 
C. of P ......... . . . ......... . ..... . 01 
C. of P .... . ..... . .. ... .. . .. ....... 03 
C. of P. le. sheet 25 .... ... . . .. .. . . 25 
C. of P. 3c. sheet 25 . .............. 75 
C. of P. l e. sheet 6 ... . .... .. .. ... 06 
C. of P. 3c. sheet 6 .. ... . .. ... . .. . 18 
Kosciuszko . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .05 
Byrd .. .. ... . .... ... .... .. .. . . . ... 03 
Byrd Imp. sheet of 6 . . ... . .... ..... 18 
Maryland . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .03 
Mothers Day Flat. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .03 

M?thers . Day .Rotary . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .03 
W1sconsm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .03 
Parks le. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .01 
Parks le. sheer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .06 
Parks 2c. . . . ... .. .. . .. .. ... . . . . . .'. .02 
Parks 3c. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .03 
Parks 3c. sheet. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .18 
Parks 4c . ... . . . .. . . . .. .. ... .. ... . . . 04 
Parks 5c. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .05 
Parks 6c . . . ... .. .. ... ... . .. .... . ... 06 
Parks 7c. .. . . .. ... . .... . ". . . . . . . . . .07 
Parks Sc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .08 
Parks 9c. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .09 
Par)<:s 1 Oc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1 0 
Graf Zep . .... . .. . . ... . . . . . . . . . .... . 50 
Ai r Mail . .. ........ .. .. . ... .. .. .. 08 
Air Mail . .. .... . ... . . . .. . ... . 06 
Air Mail-Special D elivery . . .. .. .. .. .. 16 

TOTAL . .. . .. . . . . $3.31 

Number of Stamps 104 
Number of Varieties 30 
Average price per stamp .0318 

(I hope I haven't missed any, but 
if so, it will not change the figures 
greatly.) 

From the above list, it is easy to 
see that no one has any real right to 
complain, since if they are unable to 
spend $3.31 in two years time, I fail 
to see why they are collecting, or 
what they could hope to get for their 
money. And in addition, they are 
not spending their money, but sav
ing it. When I say saving, I mean 
that these stamps will all be worth 
face .(or cost) and can be sold any 
day for that amount, even to a non
collector. 

Of course, if one collects plate 
numbers, corner blocks, arrow 
blocks, and whole sheets, that is an
other matter, but those who in
dulge in this should be able to 
gratify their desires. Not all of us 
can drive a Packard, and employ a 
chauffeur, but we may get more real 
pleasure out of our Ford. 

There has been some adverse 
comment on the 50c. charge for 
sending a letter to the South Pole, 
via the Byrd Expedition, but no one 
has to send a letter to get the stamp; 
that can be bought for 3c., and if he 
is too tight to help finance the Ex
pedition for so small an amount, 
and the receipt of a South Pole 
cover does not give him a thrill 

worth more than this amount, he 
can just let it slide. For my part, I 
think it wonderful that Admiral 
Byrd, and our Post Office Depart
ment would consent to do this for 
the collectors. 

I shall not at this time go into 
details about those who are suggest
ing that Mr. Farley is using the 
Stamp Collector to pull the P. 0. 
Department . out of the hole, and 
who quote the fact that the Agency 
sold $800,000 worth of stamps this 
year. Not all of these stamps, by 
any means, will go into collections, 
but even if they did,. just compare 
that amount with the former loss, 
or deficit, of $112,000,000, and 
then figure out just how far that 
would go toward wiping out that 
deficit. . 

Let us not take our stamp pur
chases too seriously, and thus make 
ourselves ridiculous. I am told that 
it takes 25,000,000 stamps daily to 
supply the normal, daily demand, 
so that what goes into our albums 
is not a drop in the bucket. 

As to the argument about the 
forthcoming Presidential Series, that 
some of the presidents were not 
worthy to be pictured thereon; those 
who think that, should take time to 
read up on their history, so that they 
do not expose their own ignorance 
to the public gaze. And the man 
who is so narrow, politically, that he 
would try such tactics because some 
of those presidents were of a differ
ent political faith, is far, far worse. 

And let. us not forget that the col
lector is free to leave out any stamp 
which does not meet his approval, 
and that no one is forced to collect 
stamps. What the collector does has 
but little effect on the production of 
stamps which are after all, mainly 
for the carrying of t~e mails over 
this broad land of ours. 

As a parting word, let me say that 
when a. collector can get 104 mint 
stamps of his ·own country, for 
$3.31 he surely is lucky, for he has 
added some of the nicest stamps 
ever printed by our government. 
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~-/·~r: Dra~atic Story of an Hawaiian 
~2 ~ BY · 

i~ L~,~;:;~F~~ii'~~~~cs 2-Cent Postage Stamp 
TwoCents. ~ • ' 

CHAPTER XLIII 

THE EARLY EGYPTIAN POST, AND ... STAMP CHARACTERS . 
'T d travelled on a number of lines, but rarely had I had 

the good fortune to have such an attentive steward as 
Perkins. I asked him, one day, how long he had been at 
the work. 

"Over twenty years, sir. Father, he died when I was a 
nipper, and I'd to kind of take his place." Yes, he was 
certainly the steward par excellence. One of the old fash
ioned type, who are now so fast dying out: steady, plod
<ling, civil and reliable. The kind of man that a Shipping 
Company likes to keep. 

At breakfast it appeared as if Doreen had thrown aside 
the cloud of depression, . as she was once again her dear 
self, full of life and spirits. 

"I had a most interesting half hour, after I left you 
this morning. The dear old Chief introduced me to the 
Third Engineer. He had just completed a piece of work 
as we came on deck. 

"Mr. Kerston, I want you to have a chat with Miss 
Wellyn. She is interested in stamps, and I remembered 
that you were two years in Cairo, and have quite a good 
colleci:ion." 

'TH leave ye. · He won't get his breakfast for half an 
hour, and ye may as well mak him wark," and with a 
chuckle, th~ Chief left us together. I can't remember it all, 
but I've a pretty good memory, and here is a bit of it. 

. "It appears that the Egyptian Post was practically inaugu
rated in 1843 by an Italian, Carlo Meratti, who started a 
local post with couriers trafficking between Cairo and 
Alexandria. Small offices were opened in each place; the 
chief purpose being the transmitting and receiving of Euro
pean letters. It came to be known as the 'European Post.' " 

A little room was devoted to it, situate in the Musky 
quarter of Cairo." 

I was very amused when he told me that "The office was 
usually empty, save for a table, supporting a basket, con
taining letters and newspaper packages." 

These, he says, those who came after letters look~d over 
for himself, and carried away any which w.ere for himself 
or family. 

"In the old days there were also Foreign Post Offices, in 
Alexandria, under the direction of various European Gov
ernments, known as the French Post, Austrian and Italian 
Post. These, it appears, have long since disappeared, ex
cept the French Post, which still carries on in shabby 
quarters in Alexandria. 

"On the death of Meratti, the business passed into the 
hands of his nephew, Tito Chini, who associated himself 
with a fellow countryman of great energy, and adminis
trative ability, Giacomo Muzzi, who opened additional 
offices, availing himself of every possible means of convey
ance-even the railway between Alexandria and Cairo, as 
with a fellow countryman of great energy and. adminis
fas t as its sections were opened." He received a formal 
Government concession in 1862, for ten years. 

"The undertaking proved so profitable that the Govern
ment purchased the monopoly, three years later, under the 
condition that Muzzi would remain as Director General. 
He worked at this till 1876, when he resigned. · 

"A story is told of his zeal, that, during an exceptionally 
high Nile, when communications were everywhere inter
rupted, his mail carriers always arrived punctually at their 
stations. 

"The Prince of Wales, when ascending the Nile, re
ceived his mail regularly every evening, from Muzzi's 
agents, who had outstripped the steamer. · 

"With reference to the Soldier'S' stamp of 1898, it seems 
that there is an error in the first right hand character of 
the Arabic surcharge- the figure for 3 having one curve 
only, which reduces it to 2. A correct figure was accord
ingly printed directly above it. 

" In one variety an error occurred, altering the meaning 
of one of the Arabic words of the surcharge. Whereas over 
the third character to the left there should be two dots, and 
the inscription then commences 'El Ghirsh', meaning the 
piastre. " In the error there is only one dot, making it read 
'El Farsh' which means 'the bed'." 

He also told me of the change in the 1888 issue, when 
the Sphynx's eyes were opened wider." 

"Did you see his colleaion?" I asked, when she had 
given me an account of the Third's chat. 

"He's promised to let me see it the next time he's free." 
N ot once did she make any further reference, either 

direcriy or indirectly, to our conversation of the early 
morning. 

There was no doubt that her bright and cheery manner 
had its effect on me as by the time breakfast was finished I 
had temporarily forgotten the happening in the night. 

The morning was filled with merry preparation for the 
evening's stamp character, which had taken the place of the 
suggested Book Evening. Daniells had tentatively mooted it. 

"I don't want to run up against your Book Competition, 
Miss Wellyn, but perhaps the stamp idea will give food 
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for imaginative treatment, and, as we are all stamp erithus-
iasts, it should go." , 

"I think it is simply ripping of you to evolve it, Pro
fessor. It will be ever so much more fascinating than the 
other which is as old as the hills, and done to death time 
after 'time, on every passenger steamer in the world. 

Before lunch everyone was in uproarious spirits. The 
Stamp Evening, with each comer ' representing a specific 
label, had caused the greatest enthusiasm. 

Young Linnie. the airman, set everyone roaring, as he 
said he was coming as the Spirit of St. Louis, on the 10 
cent, Lindbergh United States commemorative, and in order 
to give verisimilitude to the part, he said it was necessary 
to have three Scotches, in rapid succession. 

"On hearing what was going forward, Captain Frast 
became as keenly interested as anyone. 

He sent for the Chief Steward, and ordered him to put 
half a dozen stewards to decorate the saioon, the direction 
to be left in the hands of Mrs. Coppinger, Mrs. Hurst 
Harden, and Miss Wellyn. 

The result was certainly a. wonderful color scheme, 
arrived at by the tasteful blending of flags. 

At the top of the saloon appeared the words United We 
Stand. This was spelt out by the flags of the letters used. 
The first United States: next Norway: third Italy : fourth 
Turkey: fifth English ensign: sixth · Denmark. 
flag of Estonia. "S" by Spain. "T" by Turkey. This was 
certainly an ingenius flight of imagination. Mrs. Hurst 
Harden had worked, on a piece of linen of flag-like pro
portions a copy of the design of a Thibet stamp. "A" 
Austria. "N" Norway. Mrs. Coppinger had worked a 
violet and orange-brown flag of diamond shape, copying 
the IR. of Northern Mongolia stamp design. "D" Danzig." 

The ship's printer had drawn up cards with the names 
of the principal Philatelists on board, while beneath each 
name was pasted a stamp from the particular country 
colleC:ted. 

· Daniells' name was printed over a picture of the Kaietur 
Falls. 

Max Renner, over the five kop. of Russia, commemorat
ing the 10th anniversary of the First Red Cavalry, thus 
bringing back his chat on War Stamps. · 

Monsieur Bonsar's name over the stamp showing the 
Admiral de Labourdonnais. This more as a tribute to his 
indefatiguable push and energy in everything, since he had 
come on board. 

Beneath Professor Nossi's name appeared the emblemati
cal figure of Malta. 

A wonderfully striking portrait of Columbus on the one 
Peso of Chile, of the 1905 issue, was attached on a card 
below Wiggs's name. Wiggs himself was evidently tickled 
to death at this tribute to his lecture on the great Navigator. 
His chat to me having leaked out. 

By the time I had gone round on an early inspection of 
these little marks of appreciation I was more than amazed 

at the foresight that must have been used to enable him to 
have the stamps, some of which would. have been difficult 
to obtain for the purpose. 

CHAPTER XLIV 

A FIRING PARTY, AND . . . THE SPECTRE OF FAMINE 

On the saloon doors being thrown open, that evening, 
it was realized that this idea of Daniells ' had caught on, 
not only amongst passengers, but with officers and many 
members of the crew, who, with the permission of the 
Captain and Committee, .had been given invited to attend. 

Captain Frast had hung across his chest an enlarged copy 
of the famous Mulready envelope. It showed Britannia 
despatching winged messengers East and West. In the 
background, vessels at anchor, and a reindeer drawing a 
sleigh. To the right a group of Indian Sachems, shaking 
hands with William Penn. Beneath a palm tree, Indian 
women nursing their children. The Planter superintending 
the work of two negroes who are nailing up casks of sugar. 
On the left a pig-tailed Chinaman, bartering chests of tea. 
The turbaned writer inditing a letter. India and Africa 
represented by camels. Finally, in the wings of the fore
ground, a woman, with clasped hands, lifting her eyes to 
heaven, while her son reads a letter. On the other side a 
younger woman, whose eldest daughter is evidently sharing 
the reading of the letter with her. How the skipper had 
managed it was a mystery. 

Hampton Wiggs could not get away from his old love, 
and wore a magnificently made silk reproduction of the 
six cents of the United States, showing Columbus being 
welcomed at Barcelona. 

Lieutenant Linnie's appearance called for amazed excla
mations of astonishment, mingled with "That's got nothing 
to do with stamps." Those of us, with deeper knowledge 
smiled. 

He had decorated himself with a skull and cross-bones, 
which represented the issue by the provisional Government 
Committee of Epirus before the Greek occupation, where a 
skull and cross-bones figure definitely on' the one, five, ten, 
and twenty-five values. 

Professor Graham Sames puzzled me for a moment, as 
all he had was a tiny, hand, grasping a folded piece of 
paper, and then I recalled the Portuguese Centenary of the 
birth of the poet Camoens, and the saving of the "Lusiad" 
on the 8c. 

"One penny only" written on a tab, to which was at
tached two match sticks, tied together at one end. These, 
fixed to a tube of white paper, suggested the Transvaal 
Issue of '94 . . This was worn by Mr. Vryberg who, I un
derstood, had quite a brilliant collection of VRs. 

Mrs. Hurst Harden came as Ceryantes 'O 6' in violet. 
A stamp issued to commemorate the tercentenary of the 
death of the author of "Don Quixote." 

A dress, of an opulence rarely met with outside the stage 
of a theater, was the next which caught my eye. In the 
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· button hole one n:ad, 11 One A " . Over the breast of this 
gorgeous individual was printed in silk: "Maharaj ah Madam 
Singh." Later I was enlightened by hearing that this was 
the 1904 issue of Kishengarh, India. 

A dark featured gentleman, of decidedly Latin origin, 
came in a robe of perfect black, on which was designed a 
gateway, with figures in the foreground. On the hem, the 
one word "Larache". A big hunt, through the tablets of 
my mind, located this as one of the designs or M. Bertuchi, 
for the Spanish Post Offices in Morocco. He turned out to 

be Senor Castellani o'f Madrid, whose collection of the 
sub-post office stamps of Spain, was the result of intensive 
study and research. 

A most striking representation was that of Professor 
Graham Sames. He wore a perfectly white robe, in the · 
center of which was figured a king on his throne. A voi::e 
whispered in my ear: "King Darius on his throne, on the 
1915 stamp of Persia." 

Miss Krupatkin of Budapest transformed herself, with . 
the aid of a flowing beard and a monkish robe, into a most 
striking figure. In one hand she held a sheaf of papers, 
and in the other a quill pen. "Monk Paisey" quoted by 
Vazof, on the commemorative issue to celebrate the birth 
of the poet Ivan Vazof on the Bulgarian issue of 1920, 
came to my mind. 

Polycarpa Salvarrietta, with unbound hair, which fell in 
quite a coquettish manner, was splendidly portrayed by 
Mrs. Coppinger. Her recent chat on "Woman on Stamps" 
brought this representation of a Colombian stamp to my 
mind. 

"Say, have you seen that group in the corner? It is a mas
terpiece." I turned to find the Ship Surgeon at my elbow. 

"Of course it has nothing to .do with stamps" he 
continued. 

Interested, I followed him to the top of the saloon, on 
the starboard side. Here, in an alcove were kneeling 
figures, an upraised cross and a priest giving Mass. 

"You will have to take a trip to Mexico, Doc, then you 
will see that Senor Ricordo is in order in a representation 
of the five centavos of 1910, commemorative of the Inde
pendence of Mexico." 

The there-headed God "Swiatowit" might not have been 
spotted, if I had not been introduced to the young Pole, 
Borenski, an ardent collector of his Poland issues. This 
brought back the Agricultural Exhibition at Posen of 1929. 

The "Spectre of Famine." A masterpiece, in another 
corner of the saloon, was a most realistic piece of work, 
and I recalled the Charity stamps of Ukraine of 1923. The 
Spectre being warded off by Relief was very effective. This 
was a piece of philatelic work, done by three stewards. 

A becapped man, who feverishly scrutinized palpably 
used English envelopes, might have been queried, as far as 
his philatelic connection was concerned, had it not been 

. for the Japanese costume. 
It was Doreen, who whispered "A Censor of the ?th 

Century" commemorative of the Census October 1st, 1920, 
of the Japanese issue of that date. 

She must have slipped away, while I was examining 
another character, for wheri I turned to speak to her she 
was no longer at my side. 

I'd nearly finished my tour of inspection, when, near the 
door I caught sight of "The Madonna" by Ferruzio. What 
a wonderful representative of that famous painting Doreen 
made, from which the 10 franc Charity stamp of Saar had 
been taken. Sensing my regard she pressed some part of 
the anatomy of the child in her arms-a huge doll taken 
from the Barber's shop-and a mos~ realistic wail was the 
result. This drew peals of laughter from those who wit
nessed the incident. 

I now made my way from the saloon to my cabin,. where 
I donned a sufficiently impenetrable disguise, as I thought, 
this being the Black Cap of a Judge. a slitted mask, and a 
perfectly black robe, on which I had painted in white a 
firing party. This was to represent the Colombian issue 
of 1910. 

Above I have mentioned but a few of the various stamp 
characters represented. In addition we had farm girl, 
peasant, soldier, sailor, infantryman, and cavalryman of 
Russia; in addition the numerous presidents, generals, 
doctors of Peru, Argentina, and Chile were there, but I 
might go on almost indefinitely. 

In the final march past, Captain Frast awarded the First 
Lady's prize to Doreen, for her "Madonna", and the first 
Gentleman's to Professor James, for his "King Darius". 
The third prize was divided between the three stewards, 
who had conceived the Spectre of Famine. 

CHAPTER XLV 

"YES, I THINK HE' LL Do Now. PRETTY CLOSE 

SHAVE ••• " 

I'd shaved an hour before dinner, that night, and when 
I arrived at our table, Doreen, looking up, had said: 

"You've cut yourself." It was a little thing, but the 
nuisance was it would not stop bleeding. However I had 
controlled the tiny trickle at last. Now I was back in my 
cabin, drawing off the Judge's Black Cap, and the stifling 
mask. 

i threw them down on the bunk, washed hastily, and 
made my way on deck. I was almost certain of a chat 
with Doreen, if she had not turned in. Somehow I had an 
idea she would be waiting for me. 

It was tinder the light from a rose projector, that she 
halted me. 

"John, what did you do with that disguise? I can't 
understand how you could have borne the stuffy thing 
even for a few minutes." 

'"Twas a bit tropical," I returned, and then paused. She 
saw I was going to say something else, and waited. 

"What is it, John?" Long after I just remember putting 
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my hand to my head. What I said Doreen told me after-
wards. It was . . . 

"I don't know ... feel awfully sleepy, must go ... to 
bed. Excuse me ... I ... " · 

She told me she slipped her cool hand into mine, and 
said, "You shall go straight down now, John. Yoq've 
been overdoing it, as usual. Never mind, a long night's 
rest, and then tomorrow." 

"Yes, I recalled that last word "tomonow" I must have 
tried to realize what it meant, but failed. 

She says I managed to say "Good night, Doreen, see 
you ... " then speech had come to an end. 

She had taken my arm, and led me down to my cabin, 
seen me within and then . 

* * * 
"Yes, I think he'J! do now. Pretty close shave, but I 

sat up with him all night, and . . . No, you need not 
worry, Miss Wellyn, I've left a steward with him." 

"A steward, doctor, whose?" 
"Well mine, as it happens. I know the chap. He may 

be a bit slow, but is absolutely dependable. The sort of 
man you order to stop in a place for five minutes, till you 
come back. You forget, and return the next day, to find 
him still at his post," and the surgeon laughed. 

Then, becoming suddenly serious. 
"By Jove, Miss Doreen, if it hadn't been for you, well, I 

would not like to answer for what might have happened. 
What the ... Excuse me, but I feel pretty strongly. Who
ever did it is about as dangerous a customer as I'd care 
to meet." 

Doreen Wellyn had just come on deck. She had passed 
.a sleepless night, but the doctor's words wiped away the 
lines of dawning worry, between her eyes. 

This was the story she told me at dinner, the same night, 
when the Ship Surgeon permitted me to come down. All 
day Loach, his steward, had attended me sedulously. I 
had trie to get rid of the fellow, but it was no use. 

"Orders, and I can't go agin' 'em," and that was all that. 
I was almost myself again, when I tacked the mulliga

tawny soup. I followed this up with · fish, an entree, cus
tard and rice, ending with some passion fruit. 

Instead of leaving the table as usual, Doreen waited till 
the steward had moved away· to bring the coffee, which .we 
were taking there, instead of in the Music Room, as usual. 

"John, the Chief Engineer has invited us to his cabin. 
You'll come?" 

"Why, of course, darling, as long as you are there." 
The coffee had arrived. She sipped it in silence, while 

she smoked a cigarette. At last she put her cup down, 
arose, and said. 

"Follow the leader, John," with a rougueish smile. 
We reached the Chief's quarters, where a cheery voice 

bid us enter. To my surprise the Ship Surgeon was there. 
When we had dropped into seats the chief crossed to 

. the door, locked it, and drew the curtain. 

"What's this?" I asked. "A new kind of hold up?" 
"Kind of, is right," said the Doc, with a grin. 
'Tm afraid I'm the culprit," said Doreen, "But the 

doctor will tell you his story, and perhaps it's as well 
that ... " and pointing to the door, she touched her lips, 
significantly. 

"What I am going to tell you, Mr. Hipps, may be a bit 
of a facer, still you're a lucky man to be here to hear it, as 
you'll agree, when I've told you the story." 

"Last night, yqu cut yourself: later you donned a mask: 
later still you removed the mask, and made your way on 
deck. Fortunately for you, you made straight for the most 
level headed young lady on board, and she has eyes, almost, 
I am coming to think, at the back of her head. Anyway, 
she spotted that all was not as it should be with you, so 
after seeing you to your cabin, she came along to me. After 
hearing what she had to say I just made a bee line for your 
cabin, and stayed the night with you. I spent the time 
alternately prodding you with a hypodermic needle, and 
watching your pulse and respiration." . 

"The deuce you did!" was my startled exclamation. 
"And why, may I ask?" 

"Someone," he replied,. "who has a particularly kindly 
regard for your health pitched on the smart idea of giving 
you a pretty stiff dose of some drug, through that cut on 
your face, by the medium of that mask, you wore last 
night." · 

"But . . . " and then I stopped. 
"Yes, my boy, that's just it," broke in the Chief. 
"We've been trying to eliminate the 'buts', and find it a 

pretty stiff proposition." 
"It appears to me," I said, turning to the doctor, "that 

I've to thank you for saving my life"-jumping to my feet 
and gripping his hand. 

"If you want to spill thanks, turn 'em on the lady: She's 
your savior this time. But, to use your own word, we are 
met here tonight to talk of something which is as impor
tant, almost as saving life." 

Being in the dark as to who is the pleasing gentleman, 
who has designs on your life, we are thrown back on what 
is necessary, under the circumstances, and that is your cabin 
will have to be watched, and incidentally yourself. We do 
study preventive medicine, Mr. Hipps, but there is also the 
science of preventive murder. So, either I, or someone else 
we can trust, is going to sleep in that lower bunk till we 
reach Tokyo." 

"What about placing me in the Isolation Hospital, and 
giving out that I have the small pox?" I said with sarcasm. 

"That certainly gives me an idea," he replied. 
"Still, I almost think you would develope another com

plaint, if I carried out such a course, literally, and that 
would be to become insane." At this the laugh was all 
against me, for they must have intercepted the glance I 
shot at the girl on the old Chiefs settee. 

So, the murder was out at last. Neither man asked me 
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why I was being pursued so relentlessly. One, in the En· · 
gineer's cabin, that night, possibly knew, and that was 
Doreen. As for the Chief and the doctor, such a thing as 
a stamp of the value I had brought on board, would have 
been beyond even their wildest flight of imagination. 

That night Perkins was told to make up the lower bunk, 
for a friend of mine, wh9 had decided to keep me com
pany. The man looked mildly surprised, but was too well 
trained to make any comment. 

"Good steward that," remarked Linnie, who, for some 
reason I could not fathom, had decided to act the part of 
foster brother to me for the remainder of the trip. 

CHAPTER XL VI 

LINIE TALKS OF SYDNEY VIEW~, AND ... OTHER THINGS 

Linie was swinging his legs over the lower bunk, and 
gazing at me as I leaned back on an up-tilted camp stool. 

"Say Hipps, it hardly seems possible, does it, that in 
1889, five hundred volumes dealing with Philately were 
exhibited in Munich, and this year is .1930. It's made some 
big strides since then, eh?" 

"Wonder to me," he continued, " that more authors don't 
take Philately as a basis for a new plot. Stevenson did it 
in the 'Wreckers' and Mn;, B. Crocker in 'A Third Person.' 
Suppose you and I go into collaboration, Hipps? How 
about starting with that murder on the N ew York boat. 
Yes, I know all about it. Then these three deaths on this · 
old hooker, and a further attempt, for the 'nth time, on 
your valuable life. Why we would have copy till the cows 
came home." 

"Oh shut up, Linie. I'm off to sleep" coming to a level 
with the camp stool, and vaulting into my bunk, which 
feat Linie viewed with amazed astonishment. 

"Ye gods, I'm a bit on the springy side, but you can 
give me streets. What do you do it on, porridge?" 

· Oh stow it," attempting to feign the first symptoms of 
'Rocked in the Cradle of the Deep.' 

"You' re a nice one," he sai.d, with a friendly dig in 
the ribs nearest to him. 

" I give you my kind patronage, and this is all the return 
I get. Gross ingratitude, I call it. W ell, nighty, nighty," 

· and from the sound which came to me from below I 
judged he had dropped back into his bunk. 

It was sometime, however, before I slept. This new 
arrangement, by which Linie was giving me his companion
ship, had not been decided on without some opposition on 
my part. It had only been after the united efforts of the 
Chief, the Doctor, and perhaps most of. all, Doreen, that I 
had capitulated. 

Evidently they viewed this last attempt to make me un
conscious, if not something more serious, with greater 
gr~vity than I cared to admit. 

The Surgeon had evidently reported to the Captain, with 
the result that an additional night watchman had been put 

on, with special orders to patrol the alleyway, in which my 
cabin was situated, every half hour through the night. He 
had orders to. report at once to the officer on watch, should 
anything unusual occur. 

At last I fell asleep, and it was not till Perkins arrived 
with two steaming cups of coffee, and a double supply of 
fruit, that I realized that another day had dawned. 

"By jove, this r conciles me to a change of residence," 
came from the lower bunk, when Perkins had disappeared. 

"My man never used to provide me with anything better 
than a cup of coffee, which was more often cold than hot. 
Say Hipps," changing the subject in a way I found he had. 
"What do you think of this?" and he held out a 2d. grayish 
blue, New South Wales, plate 1, with · clouds, and very 
faintly postmarked. 

"By jove, that's a beauty. Engraved by John Carmichael, 
if I'm not mistaken," after I had examined it closely. 

"Possibly right, my boy, if it was not Clayton or Jervis. 
The three men were rivals at the work." 

"The stamp shows, as you see, the 18th Century seal of 
the Colony, with the motto: 'Sic for tis Etruria crevit'. The 
convict's fetters are taken off, and they are being received 
by Industry, who is sitt.ing on a bale of goods, surrounded 
by her attributes. A distaff, beehive, pickaxe, and spade. 
She points to the oxen ploughing, the buildings, and the 
hill in the distance, and to reassure them, to the fort for 
their defence." 

"There were three values. ld., 2d., 3d., printed from 
copper plates. Each stamp on the plate was siparately en
graved by hand. It beats me," he continued," how anyone 
could have the patience. Each plate contained 24 to 25 
stamps." 

"And here endeth the first lesson." I managed to dodge 
the pillow he threw at my head, as I said the words. 

Two minutes later we were .both off ·to the swimming 
bath. 

"I say, Linie," when we had reached rhe swimming barh, 
and found we 'were alone, "you're a fine sort of individual 
to have as a companion to guard me against wssible night 
attack. What about that stamp you showed me?" 

"Catalogued at £18, picked it up for £8," he said, as he 
dived off from' the deep end. 

" I suppose you don't happen to have any more like it?" 
I put in facetiously, as he came to the surface. 

"Tell you later," and he grinned. It was not till we 
were back in our cabin, with the door shut, that he said: 
"Re Sydney Views, I've a fairly good collection, but kept 
off the subject, as you can understand. I suspicioned, in 
my own mind, that we might have some light fingered 
gentry amongst us. That's why I gave that chat on Airs. 
It was just a side line of mine. Sydney Views are my pet 
hobby. I've some fine specimens. Type 5 horizontal lined 
background, with the bale on the left hand side, which 
supports the seared figure, dated ... but I'll show 'em to 
you sometime, if you're good." I laughed. 
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"Look here, linie, this is all very well, but instead of 
your being a defense in a possibly very present time of 
trouble, according to the Chief, the Doc, and Miss Wellyn, 
you descend on me to make danger still more dangerous. 

"Why, according to what you have just told me, you're 
carrying about somewhere in the neighborhood of a thou
sand pounds worth of stamps. It strikes me we had better 
get an armed guard." His reply comp!eted my astonish
ment. I had to look twice to assure myself of his sanity. 

What he said was this: 
"Having these Sydney Views is, or rather was, one of 

the principal arguments in favor of my taking up quarters 
with you. You see, I gave out, quite in secret. Best way 
to getting things bruited abroad," with a wink, "that I 
was carrying heavy metal in the way of early New South 
Wales, and 'cabbing' it together would give us better 
opportunities for chatting over our individual collections . 
I added, also in secret, that you were a dark horse, and 
possibly carried early Argentines, .possibly without the 
accent on the letter 'U' in Republica." 

"Well , I'm . .. " I burst out. 
"No, not yet," with a chuckle. 
"Much good that extra night watchman will be now," 

was my caustic comment. 
"Say, Hipps, do you know that we've an ADAM and EVE 

in the stamp issues of today?" 
"l a Maja is the. nearest approach to anything of the 

.kind, that I know" was my retort. 
"So, you rhink I'm drawing on my imagination? Well, 

all I can say is, look up your Danish locals." 
I 

"By the way Hipps, the United States issue of 1861 
with the head of Andrew Jackson, did you know that it 
marked an epoch in American history?" 

"It was at the outbreak of the Civil War, and was pro
duced as an issue of the Federal government in order to 
render obsolete the stamps of the previous issue that re
mained in the hands of the Confederate postmasters." 

As I laid down the razor, with which I was just clearing 
away the stubble of twenty-four hours' growth, I realized, 
that in fri end linie, I had found a man with a greater 
knowledge of stamps than I had credited him with 
possessing. 

"The Carlists," he continued, jumping, as I · discovered 
was his habit, in some things, from one subject or chapter 
of it, to another, "issued provisional stamps to frank their 
co rrespondence over the frontier of Spain, into France. 
These were in circulation, while the Carlists were estab
lishing a postal system, and preparing a stamp. 

"This stamp, ready in 1873, circulated in the Provinces 
of Biscaya, Navarra, Guipuzcoa, and Aiava. 

"Correspondence to ' points outside Spain, were sent in 
two envelopes:--the outer of which was directed to 
Bayonne, where it was removed; on the inner envelope 
were placed the necessary French stamps, for the value of 
which Ca.dist stamps were enclos.ed." 

"Say," he continued irrepressibly, as we were on our 
way to the saloon, for breakfast. "Do you know that on 

· those early issues the~e was no accent on the word ESPANA, 
owing to the French artist's lack of knowledge of the 
Spanish language?" 

(To be continued) 

A .REAL BARGAIN ! ! ! 
For the Specializing Collector in Loose-Leaf Album. Pages 

As long as they last, we offer the following to the collector and dealer: 
No. 100: A quadrilled sheet, artistically printed in two colors (pal e blue 

and gray) for mounting of specialized coll ections. The full size of the sheet 
is 8x9Yz inches. The border (gray} is 5%x8 inches. The quadrilling is 
4-15/ 16x7-3 / 16 inches. The paper was specially made for these · pages and is 
equal to a 32-lb. ledger. There is ample margin on the left of the sheet for 
punching or inserting in any type of binder. 

Binders may be secured from various sources to fit this sheet, however we 
do no~ handle them. It is an excellent buy for the collector who is now special
faing or who wishes to properly mount his collection on very attractive pages. 

Prices: 100 sheets, or less, 3c. each. 100 to 250 sheets 2Yzc. each. 250 or 
more 2c. each. 

No. 200: This sheet . is quadrilled, like above, with a very handsome gray 
border. The sheet size is !Oxll inches, and the border size is 6%x8Yz inches. 
The paper for this was also specially made and is equal to a 100-lb. Index board. 

For specialized collections we believe this No. 200 is without a parallel. 
It makes a very attractive page for artistic mounting. Ample margin is on the 
left-hand side for punching or inserting into any cover. Binders may be secured 
to fit this size sheet, however we do not sell them. 

Prices : 100 sheets , or less, Sc. 100 to 250 sheets 4c. 250 or more 3Yzc. each. 
Samples will gladly be sent upon request for 3c. 
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Lindquist in Nash ville 
At the regular meeting of the 

Nashville Philatelic Society on Janu
ary 14th, 1935, Mr. R L. Lind
quist, editor and publisher of Stamps 
was the guest speaker. Mr. Lind
quist discussed the present trend of 
Philately predicting that in a very 
short while the country of which the 
stamps are now the most unpopular 
will be the most popular. He stated 
that in his opinion nineteenth cen
tury stamps of the U. S. and Coo
f ederates will soon be on a boom, 
and the now popular twentieth 
century U . S. will take a nose dive. · 

The Society's officers are: F . B. 
Wilson, 403 Vendome Bldg., Pres.; 
H . D. Batson, 1007 Spain Ave., 
Sec.-Treas.; Board of Vice-Presi
dents: S. M . Wells, Rev. Dr. Joo. 
T. Reed and Walter Steffen, Jr. 
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Airmail and Cachet News 
CONDUCTED BY AUGUST DIETZ, JR., A1ND COOPERATORS. 

All news pertaining to t_his department should be addressed to August Dietz, Jr., 
109 East Cary Street, Richmond, Virginia. 

SPRING will soon be here and 
with it a multitude of flights 
cachets and the usual flotsam 

and jetsam of odd and quaint cov
ers. If you cannot collect all-and 
few can-select a few branches of 
air mail and cover collecting that 
appeal to you most. One must 
spec~alize to a certain extent in this 
field to get the real kick out of 
cover-philately. 

The proposed trans-Atlantic air 
mail service (probably via the new 
Zeppelin) will undoubtedly start 
within the next few months and if . 
the Post Office Department lives 
up to its past reputation we'll get 
another new stamp. A 25-cente.r 
will be more in line with the aver: 
age collector's purse. 

Robert ·S. Kelly, 204 Spring St., 
Nashville, Tenn., will sponsor a 
cachet on February 14, commemo
rating the Bicentennial Anniversary 
of the birth of Daniel Boone. Add 
le. per cover forwarding charges tb 
Doylestown, Pa. 

The Overbrook High School 
·Stamp Club, 59th St. and Lancaster 
Ave., Philadelphia, Pa., will spon
sor a cachet in honor of the birth of 
George Washington. Covers must be 
sent before February 16, accompa
nied by 3c. in coin or M. 0. for the 
purchase of appropriate stamps. 
Acld le. for forwarding. 

I understand that covers from the 
Amelia Earhart Hawaii-U. S. flight 
are already being offered. It will 
be recalled that she carried a limited 
number on her Atlantic flight a.nd 
were later offered at $50.00 each. 

A British press. report says that 
the French Air Ministry have au
thorized Herr Zucker, German 
Rocket Pioneer, to shoot a rocket 

*'Gr-----------~ 

containing mail, across the English 
'channel from Dover to Calais. The 
report says that 12,000 letters will 
be carried. 

Stephen Platania, 188 Northland 
Ave., Rochester, N. Y., will sponsor 
a Boy Scout cachet on February 8. 
Include le. each forwarding charge~. 

Martin Neuer, Hoboken, N. Y. , 
informs us that the Col. Hutchinson 
flight to Moscow has been post
poned until next spring. Monies 
have been returned. · 

Our West Coast reporter, Myron 
F . . McCamley, writes a most inter
esting letter concerning the coming 
events along the Pacific seaboarJ 
It is all confidential at this moment, 
but you can bet your bottom boots 
the scoops will appear in this col-

. umn ere long. 

Homer D. Hubbard, 515 N. 6lst 
St., Philadelphia, Pa., wiU sponsor 
two cachets as follows: February 8, 
25th anniversary founding of the 
Boy Scouts of America. For Sc. 
commem. stamp, envelope, forward
ing charges and all will be supplied. 
On March 1, he will sponsor a 
cachet on the return of Napoleon 
from the Isle of Elba. Send 9c. for 
each cover and 3c. forwarding 
charges. Covers will come from 
France. 

The increasing interest in Rocket 
flights have, to a certain extent, 
turned collectors' attention to this 
new and somewhat fascinating 
branch of philately. So far, I have 
seen very few of these covers and, 
frankly, w'ould like to see more of 
them. I am really becoming inter-

ested and would like for some of 
our kind readers to tip me off on 
future flights so covers may be sent. 
The field seems so alluring it might 
be a grand opening for some ener
getic and scinetifically inclined cov
er enthusiasts to try their hand, but 
be careful that the rocket is always 
pointed in the right direction. As 
P. T. Barnum once said : "Always 
cut from you, never cut to you, and 
you'll never cut yourself. " 

Our monthly friend who never 
fails to co-operate on news is with 
us again. Mr. D. W. Graveman is 
always on hand to give the most 
enlightening and authentic news. 
The following is from his interest
ing correspondence of the month : 

The Boston Cachet Cover Com
mittee, 9 Park St., Boston, Mass., 
is again issuing cachets· for 1935. 
Write the above organization for 1 

list of the forthcoming events. 

The "Ostropa" Philatelic Con
vention in ·Koenigsberg, Germany, 
is the European event for 1935 . 
Mr. Graveman has kindly and gen
erous! y consented to see that one 
cover will be mailed to readers of 
this magazine bearing the special 
stamps, cancellation, cachets, etc., 
for the actual cost of 77c. in U. S. 
currency. 

It is needless to remind our read
ers of the wonderful work done by 
Mr. Graveman last year on the 
Ship-to-Shore covers for the sub
scribers of STAMP AND COVER COL
LECTING. At that time, this gentle
man handled all such covers at 
actual cost (and many times, ex
pense to himself) in the most un
selfish manner and gained a host of 
friends for this magazine. His great 
love of 'philately and her disciples 
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has gained for him an enviable 
reputation in every State. As Mr. 
Graveman is a Jinguist and a stu
dent of the German language he is 
able to negotiate the proper mailing 
of covers more easily than many 
who do not understand foreign cor
respondence. His address is : D . 
W. Graveman, 634 Morris Park 
Avenue, New York, N. Y. 

And, by the way, he is looking 
for a picture of Admiral Perry. · Can · 
any of our readers help him? 

Through Mr. Graveman's interest 
I am pleased to inform our readers 
that Mr. H. L. Heggtveit, P. 0 . 
Box 474, Ottowa, Canada, has a 
very large surplus of excellent 
Canadian covers that may be se
cured at reasonable prices. Write 
h;!:1 especially about the 2c. New 
Brunswick issue which appeared so 
suddenly that few U . S. Collectors 
were informed . He will supply you 
at unusually low fellow-collector 
prices. 

The T wo City Bulletin, formerly 
edited by Ed. Brennecke, will be 
issued early in February through 
the co-operation of the Chicago 
Cover Club and Ben Guzo. Send a 
supply of l Yzc. stamped and self
addres5ed envelopes to Ben Guzo, 
4501 S. Albany Ave., Chicago, Ill. , 
and you will receive the Bulletin 
weekly. 

Charles E. Black, 423 N . 60th 
St. , West Philadelphia, Pa., will 
sponsor the following cachets: Feb. 
21, 50th anniversary Dedication of 
Washington's Monument. To be 
mailed from W ashingtons Birth
place. Feb. 23; 250th anniversary 
birth of George Frederick Handel, 
the master of oratory; March 10, 
225th anniversary of Alexander 
Selkirk's rescue. Selkirk was the 
prototype of Robinson Crusoe. To 
be mailed from ships at Naval Base 
at Guam. Forwarding charges of 
le. must accompany each cover. 

W. G. Crosby, P. 0. Box 602, 
San Pedro, Calif., is sponsoring a 
set of "Boost Old Ironsides" covers, 
which, from the samples, will prove 

most attractive to every collector of 
these interesting navals. They will 
be mailed from W ashingtons Birth
plac~. Each is carrying notable auto
graphs and many contain photo
graphs. I suggest that you write 
Crosby for all details. He is aiso 
the maker of "The Original Crosby 
Cover Album" -an excellent album 

· for the proper display of your covers. 
Co-operators, and many thanks 

to each, ******* ****** D. W. 
Graveman, ******W. G. Crosby, 
* *M . F. McCamley, Don Dickason, 
* *E. 0. Saltmarsh, **Mr. Rosen
blum, ****** Dr. S. E. Hutnick, 
****** Bob of the Northland, 
**Joe Stoutzenberg, *W. T. Raley, 
'~ H. A. Davis, **The Fryer Stamp 
Co., **Homer D. Hubbard,***** 
*Melvin Arledge, "* J. W. Rogers, 
E. E. Anderson, * * * *W. T. Hall, 
** Leroy Jones and I. Michel. 

---c8:'.]1--

Li phin prex Brussels 
The Organising Committee of 

Liphinprex has complied with the 
request received from many quarters 
to allow, under certain safeguards 
which will be communicated later, 
visitors to examine those of the 
volumes exhibited which may in
terest them. 

Naturally · the foregoing applies 
only _to those volumes the exhibitors 
of which shall · have previously 
given their consent. 

The Organising Committee has 
appointed: 

Mr. J. A. Bosshard, Zurich H erl
liberg, as Commissary for Switzer
land; Mr. Theodore Champion, 
Paris, 13 rue Drouot, as Commissary 
for France and its Colonies; Mr. 
Manuel Galvez, Madrid, Principe 1, 
as Commissary for Spain and its 
Colonies; Mr. Frank Godden, Lon
don, 359 Strand, as Commissary for 
Great Britain and Ireland; Dr. Louis 
Goldberg, Bruxelles, 61 rue de 
Venise, as Commissary for Belgium 
and Congo; Ing. Edwin Muller, 
Vienna, W allnerstrasse 6a, as Com
misary for Austria. 

Stop Press News 
A cachet will be applied to all 

covers by the Postmistress at Wash
ingtons Birthplace, Westmoreland 
County, Virginia, on February 22. 
This is a very attractive cachet and 
is part of the official sedes issued at 
this historic postoffice. 

R. J. Geiger, 391 Roycroft Drive, 
Rochester, N. Y. , will apply a Lin
coln-Rochester historicai cachet on 
a!I covers received by February 18. 

The Wisconsin Association of 
Philatelic Societies, under the able 
secretaryship of Walter Miller, has 
just issued its first Year Book. It 
is a comprehensive pamphlet con
taining much useful information on 
the activities and membership of the 
association. The clubs affiliated with 
the Wisconsin Association are: Ap
pleton Philatelic Society, Collectors 
Club of Camp Douglas, Fond du 
Lac Philatelic Society, Oshkosh Phi
latelic Society, Ripon Stamp Club, 
Belle City StampClub, Beloit Stamp 
Club, Green Bay Philateiic Society, 
Milwaukee Philatelic Society, Sparta 
Stamp Club, Sheboygan Stamp Club, 
University Stamp Club and the Tri
County Stamp Club. 

Collectors in Wisconsin are urged 
to communicate with the · nearest 
organization and request an appli
cation for membership. The bene
fits to be obtained from the asso
ciations of this organization are 
untold. The General Secretary is: 
Mr. Walter W . Miller, P. 0 . Box 
3, M adison, Wisconsin. 

WASHINGTON'S BIRTHDAY 
Official cachet of the De Wint House, where 

Andre was tried and where the evacuation of 
New York was arrang;ed~a Washington 
Shrine recently dedicated to the public by the 
Masons of New York. Envelope printed in 
coJor with story enclosed mailed from Tappan, 
N. Y. Send names and addresses and 15 cents 
per cover to 

NAT T. WORLEY 
71 WEST 23Ro STREET, NEW YORK 

STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING 

only $1 the year. Subscribe now. 
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South American Air Mail News 
Our South American correspon

dent, Mr. A. H. Davis, Casilla Cor
reo 1588, Buenos Aires, Argentina, 
sends the following air mail news: 

The Argentine Ministry of the 
Interior issued today a decree au
thorizing "Air France" to accept at 
the uniform rate of 25c., postcards 
addressed to Europe on the 7th, 
14th, 21st and 28th October next. 
These are the dates on which the 
airmails leave for abroad. The ordi
nary postal tariff of 1 Oc. per item 
will be maintained. 

This reduction has been conceded 
in deference to the 32nd Interna
tional Eucharistic Congress which 
opens on 10th approximately. 

The Lufthansa Company inaugu
rated today at Bathurst (Gambia) 
their private aerodrome with the 
arrival of the tri-motors Zephir, 
which brought mails from various 
European countries. These were 
transferred to the floating base 
Schwabenland which left immedi
ately for the open sea and cata
pulted the hydroplane, which is to 
carry the mails to Natal in Brazil. 

From October next this service 
will be weekly. 

On the 2nd inst. an agreement 
was made between Air France and 
the Portuguese government for the 
exploitation of an air line from 
Lisbon to Tangier in connection 
with the South American Air Mail. 

Senor Mussolini has forwarded to 
the Chamber of Deputies a project 
of law for the inversion of 1,200 
millions of liras to complete the 
new aerial squadrons and accessory 
constructions. 

From a reliable source I under
stand that next spring there will be 
attempted a flight from Rome to 
Buenos Aires by two Italian air 
squadrons. 

The flight of these squadrons is 
being prepared in the experimental 
aerodrome of Montecello situated 
near Rome, under the supervision of 
the most experienced experts in 
Italy. 

This flight is in the nature of an 
experiment to study the establish
ment of regular airways between 
Rome and Buenos Aires, the avia
tors of which would cover the dis
tance between both capitals in thir
ty-six hours. 

In consequence· of German com
petition the French Air Minister 
will apply to the Chamber of Depu
ties for an increase of fifteen mil
lion francs to the subsidy for Air 
France in 1935, provided eighty 
flights are made across the South 
Atlantic and that in 1936 another 
fifteen millions will be given if the 
number of trans-Atlantic flights 
total 104. At present Air France 
receives a subvention of 115 million 
francs. The previous project calls 
for only forty-five crossings in 1935. 

The government of the State of 
Pernambuco has exonerated Air 
France from the payment of various 
taxes and customs duties for a 
period of ten years on condition that 
the aviators of said Company make 
at least a weekly call in either direc
tion at Pernambuco. 

Mermoz took off from Natal 
(Brazil) at dawn yesterday in the 
Arc-en-Ciel with the mails which 
left Buenos Aires at midnight on 
the 20th-'!:his being the machine's 
eighth crossing of the South Atlan
tic. Amongst this mail are a few 
Eucharistic post cards which Air 
France have issued in connection 
with the Congress recently held 
here. No doubt these items will 
eventually come on the market as 
they are of attractive appearance. 

Instead of flying direct to Dokar 
he made an intermediate landing at 
Porto Praia, in the Cape Verde Is-

lands, an overseas hop of 2,820 
kilometers and then continued to 
Villa Cisneros and Casablanca 
where he arrived early this morning. 
He is due at Toulouse this evening. 

Under the direction of General 
Denain, the French air minister, the 
builders ar·e rushing to completion 
other land and sea planes which it 
is intended to put on the regular 
service over the South Atlantic and 
thus eliminate the use of the des
patch vessels between Dakar and 
Natal. 

A weekly all air service between 
France and Chile will then be 
maintained and will be in full ope
ration early in the New Year. 

A Bolivian correspondent advises 
that a new series of postage stamps 
will be issued there some time in 
October. Details are as follows: 

500,000 2c. blue, 500,000 3c. yellow, 
500,000 5c. red, 500,000 5c. green, 1,000,-
000 lOc. brown, 2,000,000 15c. light blue, 
2,000,000 15c. red, 500,000 20c. green, 
1,500,000 25c. light blue, 200,000 30c. 
rose, 200,000 40c. orange, 400,000 l bol. 
gold, 200,000 2 bols. brown, 500,000 50c. 
black. 

At the same time a new airmail 
set will appear: 

400,000 5c. red, 500,000 lOc. green, 
500,000 15c. black, 300,000 20c. black, 
1,000,000 30c. blue, 300,000 50c. orange, 
500,000 l bol. brown, 300,000 1.50 gold, 
300,000 2 bols. red, 300,000 5 bols. green, 
100,000 10 bols. brown. 

The stamps will be printed from 
steel plates and there will be three 
designs. The postage stamps will 
have a map of Bolivia and four mil
lions of the airmail stamps will have 
the same design with an aeroplane 
at the top. The remaining half
million will have a portrait of 
Mariano Baptista. 

"Air France" publishes the fol
lowing note: "The 149th airmail 
journey between South America and 
France has been made by the 'Santos 
Dumont' (pilot Boussoutrot) which 
arrived on the 5th inst. at Le Bourget. 

"The transportation of this mail 
from Buenos Aires to Paris has been 
effected in 88 hours 20 minutes, 
which signifies an improvement on 
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the previous record of 99 hours 
obtained by the Company on the 
143rd trip with the Arc-en-Ciel 
piloted by Jean Mermoz." 

In Uruguay a combined passenger 
~nd airmail service will shortly be 
maugurated between Montevideo 
and Artigas, calls being made at all 
the towns along the Uruguayan lit
toral. For this service two planes 
recently acquired by the postal 
authorities will be utilized and mili
tary pilots will be employed. This 
new service will run in combination 
with the Brazilian air line between 
Porto Alegre and Quarahy. 

By Argentine government decree 
the Civil Aviation Department is 
authorized to establish an aerial 
transport service between the cities 
of Cordoba and Salta which will 
operate in connection with the Aero 
Argentina line between Buenos 
Aires and Cordoba. 

---C8:]1--

Padre Anchieta 

Our correspondent in Rio de 
Janeiro, Senor Bernardino Souza 
sends us another attractive set of 
commemoratives from Brazil mark
ing the 400th anniversary of Padre 
Anchieta. The stamps are recess
printed on the very thick wove 
paper recently employed for Brazil's 
special issues. The sheets contain 
40 stamps, in ten rows of four, 
watermarked "K". The values are 
200 reis ocher, 300 reis lilac 700 
reis blue and 1000 reis gree~, all 
of the same design. 

-----<C8:]1---
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Washington Newsreel 
WILLIAM T. RALEY 

~!------------·~ 

With memories of the Southern 
Philatelist (in the days of G. J. 
Luhn), we shall try to give the high 
lights in Washington's philatelic 
spectrum. With an open mind we 
shall strive to give facts without 
fear or favor. We shall be no
body's press agent. 

Washington has suffered a period 
of philatelic quiet during December 
(strange as it seems) . Aside from 
the depleted stocks at the philatelic 
agency of Lindbergh booklets, Red 
Cross, Byrd perforate, Martha Wash
ington coil stamps, Airmail 5c. red 
and blue, 1928, and 5c. purple, 
19 31 (rotary) , the stocks seem to 
be holding out remarkably well. 

Rumors fl.y (and magnify), with 
Connecticut, Boy Scout, Supreme 
Court Building dedication, and G. 

· A. R. stamps as the so-called best 
bets, but they are only surmise>. 
Likewise the Presidential set. The 
Santa Claus stamp was an unfulfilled 
present. Perhaps Farley thought: 
"who wants to lick (not kill) Santa 
Claus?" 

Should Connecticut get one of 
the 1935 stickers, we wonder if the 
"wooden nutmeg" will be in the 
design. Well, there were a-plenty of 
wooden nutmegs offered this year. 

"A War to End Imperforate 
Stamps." Perhaps that is what the 
leading Washington stamp societies 
meant when they adopted resolu
tions against the Post Office Depart
ment selling ungummed and imper
forate sheets-and the only custo
mers officials of the Government. 

At a preliminary meeting of 
many collectors and non-collectors, 
the American Chapter of the New 
International Philatelic Exchange 
Union was held here. It is desig
ned to stimulate interest in foreign 
stamps, news and covers, and while 
it is planned to maintain Washing-

to~ as a clearing house, chapters 
will be established througout the 
world. Bona-fide collectors only will 
be . eligible. Committees were ap
pomted 'i:odraft a constitution and by
laws, and plan the scope of its work. 

Why not curb the munitions in
dustry so far as it applies to ammu
nition? We can bombard the enemy 
with the stamps of 1934 A. F. 
(After Farley). 

The new Philippine issue of 14 
stamps are expected to be on sale 
in Manila and at the Philippine 
Trade Commission, Washington on 
February 15, 1935. 

------IZl---

M a cart h ur Comm ems. 

We are indebted to our corre
spondent in Adelaide, South Aus
tralia, Mr. A. D . Simpson, ( 34 
Dequette Terrace, Kent Town), for 
the set of Macarthur commemo
ratives marking the centenary of the 
introduction of the Merino sheeo 
into Australia. It is an uncommonly 
well-executed design, and the three 
stamps are certainly attractive. The 
2d. is printed in red, the 3d. blue 
and the 9d. in violet-brown. 

Mr. Simpson has been offering a 
select assortment of 5 O better grade 
Australi~ns for one dollar, and they 
are certamly worth it. 

----IC8:J---

Do You Possess a Copy? 
The unused copy of No. 594, 

le. Rotary Press, Perforate 11 sold 
for $1,975.00 at auaion. Here is 
a stamp worth looking for.- The 
Texas Philatelist. · 

---'C8:J1---
Subscribe now. Only $1 the year. 
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New Publications Received 
QUITE a number of new pub

lications of interest to the 
stamp collector have made 

their appearance during the holiday 
season. Those coming to our desk 
deserve more than passing mention. 

The Beginner's Book of 
Stamp Collecting 

Dodd, Mead & Company, 443 
Fourth Ave., New York, have pub
lished another attractive volume 
under the above title by that recog
nized friend of stamp collectors
young and old- Stanley Phillips, 
editor of Stanley Gibbons' Stamp 
Catalogs, Gibbons' Stamp Monthly, 
and author of "Stamp Collecting" , 
"Postage Stamps and Their Stories," 
and many other useful and enter
taining philatelic works. 

The volume before me is de
signed, as its title implies, to guide 
and instruct the beginner-and it 
accomplishes this purpose thorough
ly, entertainingly and admirably. 
But the advanced collector, too, 
may gather a world of useful infor
mation from its text and explana
tory illustrations which, by the way, 
are far superior to those usually 
found in similar works. 

The book is handsomely bound 
in red cloth, its 224 pages of heavy, 
toned paper and large, readably type 
are brimful of stamp knowledge of 
inestimable value. 

The volume sells for $2.00. It 
is well worth the price. 

H. E. Harris Publications 
Messrs. H. E. Harris & Co., 108 

Massachusetts Ave., Boston, Mass. 
may always be counted on to get 
out something attractive and of real 
worth to stamp collectors. During 
the holiday season three items have 
come to hand. 

The first is their "Discoverer 
Album" for Postage Stamps of the 
World. Bound in flexible board 

covers, with suggestive designs in 
colors, its 64 pages provide illu
strated spaces for nearly 2,000 post
age stamps. In addition this album, 
which is planned for the beginner, 
contains articles on Famous Collec
tors, Stamp Treasures, How to Start 
a Stamp Collection, and How to 
Organize a Stamp Club. The pub
lishes have succeeded in producing 
an album that will retail for about 
15 cents. I predict it will be a good 
seller among the youngsters. 

The Harris Company has again 
favored me with a copy of that 
handsome art calendar for 1935 
published by the White & Wyckoff 
Mfg. Co., of Holyoke, Mass., whose 
rotogravure illustrations, accompa
nied by historical text, depict well
known scenes on postage stamps. 

And finally there is the firm's 
popular catalog of United States, 
British North America and Better 
Grade Foreign Stamps, with its 
latest pricings. H . E. Harris & Co., 
carry everything for the stamp col
lector- and that is no empty phrase. 

The Essentials of Stamp 
Collecting 

The Gossip Printery of Holton, 
Kam. has published another of Al 
Burns' little guide books for the 
beginner. J.ts 80 pages are enclosed 
in a heavy, dark gray, flexible cover 
and the text treats of practically 
every subject upon which the novice 
could desire information. The au
thor has essayed a chapter on 
"Name the Country" in which, 
quite uniquely, he attempts to make 
plain to the youngsters the mean
ings--or names--of inscriptions on 
stamps in foreign language alpha
bets, which naturally puzzle them. 
An effort is made to imitate Ger
man, Greek, Cyrillic and Gaelic 
characters with capitals from the 
Roman alphabet-which is quite 
impossible. In the next edition of 
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this otherwise very useful work, I 
trust this defect will be remedied. 

Unfortunately I find no price 
stated for this handy little guide, 
but our readers should write to the 
publishers, and not miss ordering 
a copy. 

Bavaria-A Hand-Book 
The collector specializing in the 

stamps of Bavaria will welcome a 
small handbook on this country by 
Otto E. Stiedl, with enlarged photo
graphic illustrations by Fritz Billig, 
by whom it is published at Herren
gasse 6, IV / 9, Vienna I, Austria. 
This work, prepared with character
istic thoroughness, illustrates an.:! 
describes the genuine as well as the 
numerous counterfeits of these pop
ular stamps. Every detail is clearly 
set forth by means of greatly en
larged, clear illustrations. Price 6 
Austrian shillings. To be had of 
the publisher. 

Hand-Book of Naval 
Postmarks 

The above is the title of an at
tractive handbook by Joseph M. 
Hale, well-known authority in this 
field. Collectors of Naval Covers 
will find this book invaluable as a 
reference work and a guide. Illu
strated throughout with excellent 
full-size plates of all the types of 
Naval postmarks, the textual part 
is complete in 1ts data and informa
tion concerning them. It is pub
lished by J. M. Hale and Everett 
W allster, Station A, Boston, Mass. 
Unfortunately no price is given, but 
we urge Naval Cover collectors to 
write the publishers for information, 
and secure a copy at once. 

"The Magic of Stamps" 
Vahan Mozian Inc., 10 E. 39th 

St., New York, has issued an in
teresting little pamphlet under the 
above title, which, while telling of 
the Packets offered by this house, 
intersperses its price listings with 
informative and entertaining stamp 
lore. It is sent free to applicant~. 
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Price Lists Received 
A number of enticing price-lists 

of stamps have come to hand, chief 
among them of interest to our read
ers is that of Mr. Perry W. Fuller, 
9 East Hamilton Street, Baltimore, 
Md. Mr. Fuller, who is well known 
to us, carries a complete stock of 
United States which are listed in the 
catalog before us in unused, as well 
as "fine" a,nd "good" used. Prices 
are attractive, and those who know 
Perry Fuller and his business meth
ods need no further references. He 
carries, in addition, a large stock of 
foreign stamps. 

Among the foreign price-lists 
received attention is directed to that 
of Whitfield King & Co. of Ipswich, 
England. This is the sixty-sixth 
annual edition of their listing of 
postage stamps in sets and packets. 
Whitfield King & Co. is known 
wherever men collect stamps. The 
list is gratis. To be had of the 
publishers. 

Another price list of stamps for 
collectors comes to us from G. 
Landmans, Corso Vittorio Emanuele 
No. 22, Milan, Italy. This 96-page 
catalog lists all the stamps of Italy 
and her Colonies, as well as a num
ber of '11ttractive packet goods in 
foreigns. The price list is free to 
applicants. 

From the Jersey Stamp Co., 
Channel Islands, Great Britain, 
comes a price list of original job lots 
of postage stamps, mixtures, dealers' 
stocks wholesale at bargain prices 
for dealers and collectors. The list 
is free. 

And finally there is a price-list 
of the stamps of Finland from Lauri 
Peltonen, Hanko, Finland, which 
will be welcome to all collectors of 
these popular stamps. It is fully 
illustrated with English text, and 
may be had free of the publishers. 

Our Monthly Puzzle 
Try your luck! Here's a delightfully fascinating game. You may 

need the assistance of fellow-collectors in correctly working the puzzle. 
But find the right answer-it's fun! 

To the first five readers who send in the correct answer we will give a 
fine cacheted cover priced at $1.00. Send to Contest Editor, STAMP AND 
COVER COLLECTING, Richmond, Va. 

C IRCLE 
PUZZLES 

GIVE YOU 
FACTS 

cw.v~~~AJU1~1r 
RICHMOND, 

VA. 

It is a Fact 
1hat 

if you fill in all the words in the "Circle Puzzle" from the outside 
toward the center (all six-letter words) and then read the outside circle 
of letters (A) from 1 to 32 plus the circle of letters ( D) from 1 to 32 

YOU WILL LEARN AN INTERESTING FACT. 

1. Full of sadness or sorrow. 
2. Phrases peculiar to a language. 
3. Imbibes knowledge. 
4. One who leaps. 
5. Imbeciles; fools. 
6. Gets up. 
7. Sma.lest principality of Europe. 
8. Household; domestic establishment. 
9. Pertaining to the Uvula. 

10. British Island colony of Oceania. 
11. Country of Europe and Asia where 100 

kopecs equal 1 ruble. 
12. Almost burnt out remnants of a fire. 
13. Language of Arbia. 
14. Puts off; delays. 
15. Image; likeness (spelled backwards.) 
16. Clods of sod cut out by golf clubs. 
17. Country in Europe where 100 lepta 

equal 1 drachma. 
18. Tacit; not noisy. 
19. Tall wading birds. 
20. Device for supporting stockings. 
21. Self governing colony, Un. So. Africa 

(poss.) 
22. Free from; untaxable. 
23. Device for controlling chimney draft. 
24. In Afghanistan 3 * * * * * * equal 2 kran. 
25. Simple person ; a know-little. 
26. To make dear. 
27. Closer to. 
28. Those who vote. 
29. Followed as a result of. 
30. Expires (as an insurance policy.) 
31. City and county of Central N. Y. State 

near falls. 
32. Deliberate; think over. 

The answer for December's Puzzle was: Approximately seven million 
families in these U. S. are served by rural mails. 
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ADDENDA 

A SPECIALIZED CATALOG 
OF THE 

POSTAGE ST AMPS 
OF THE 

Confederate States of America 
Printed and Published by 

The Dietz Printing Co., Richmond, Va. 

COPYRIGHT, 1928 
THE DIETZ PRINTING CO. 

RICHMOND, VA. 

CONTRIBUTORS T HIS MONTH : 
The material listed in this month's instalment 

of our Catalog was submitted by Messrs. Stephen 
D. Brown, Royden V. Rice and Capt. A. R. 
Reeves. • 

FLORIDA 
Marianna, Fla. 

rPAm\ 
\!V 

Q 
'0§) 

lOc. handstamps, l\·\10 types, black . ...... . 

LOUISIANA 
Bayou Conda, La. 

s.oo 

Sc. handstamps, black. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S.00 
lOc. on Sc. handstamps, black........... 10.00 
1 Oc. handstamps, black. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . S.OO 

MISSISSIPPI 
De Kalb, Miss. 

.PAIDS-
Sc. handstamp, value in manuscript, black S.00 

Quitman, Miss. 

PAID5 
Sc. Printer's type, black.... ............ S.00 

NORTH CAROLINA 
Lillington, N. C. 

Sc. handstamp, value in manuscript, black S.00 

TENNESSEE 
Chattanooga, Tenn. 

(~~A No 
I "'I;' PAID o 
(P: . 0 
~ 5 ~ 

<?' E ~, 
5c. converted canceller, black........... S0.00 

Somerville, Tenn. 

PA ID j(} 
lOc. handstamp, value in manuscript, black S.00 

VIRGINIA 
Richmond, Va. 

"Forwarded 10" handstamp, black on forwarded 
cover. 

Collectors of Confederates are urged 
to submit new finds in Varieties, es
pecially "Paids," for listing in this 
Catalog. Register and enclose return 
postage and registration fee. There is 
no ch .. rge for illustrating and listing. 

Are you in doubt about any Con
federate piece in you collection? 
Send it on for examination, but en
close return postage and registration. 

--~C8J1----

R e li ct of Confederacy 
Mrs. Pamela Orne Clapp, 93 

wife of the late Emory Clapp, died 
at her home in New Orleans at 
4 o'clock Sunday afternoon, Novem
ber 2 3, after a brief illness. 

Mrs. Clapp was born in N acog
doches, Texas, on October 19, 1841 
when Texas was a republic. She 
was the daughter of the late Dr. 
and Mrs. James Harper Starr and 
the sister of the late Major Jas . 
F. Starr and Amory Starr of this 
city. H er father, Dr. James H. 
Starr, was the postmaster general 
of the Trans-Mississippi Confed
eracy, the headquarters of which 
were then located in Marshall in 
the old Holcomb home that still 
stands on the grounds now occu
pied by Bishop College. He was 
also secretary-treasurer under Presi
dent Lamar.-Clipping. 
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D EAR COLLECTOR FRIEND: 
I sent out on Navy Day, October 

27, 1934, a set of five all different 
Cachet' d Covers. All covers are 
printed in three different colors. 
These covers are ai.:tographed by 
various officials, such as the Postmas
ter of San Pedro, Calif.-Cachet Artist 
-Cecil Klark; Cachet Director-W. G . 
Crosby. This is a beautiful set of five 
different Cachet Covers that will be 
mailed on Navy Day from various U. 
S. Ships, and Patriotic named Cities. 

I am taking orders at 75 cents per 
set of five different covers mailed 
direct to collectors who order. I have 
extra sets in stock addressed to my
self in lead pencil that I will sell after 
the event for the above price. 

Yours for more and better Naval 
Cachet'd Covers. 

IMPROVED CROSBY NAVAL 
COVER SERVICE 

Original Crosby Cover Album Mfg., 
P. 0. Box 602, SAN PEDRO, CALIF. 

To Stamp Clubs 
Want to make some money for 

the Club, kick up some excitement 
and make buyers happy? If so, let 
me tell you what some other clubs 
have done with those B ritish West 
India and Central America P ackets 
I have been offering he re. 

A. C. TOWNSEND 
6229 Eddy Street, CHICAGO, ILL. 

National Parks 
Set Mint Copies, 7 Sc. ; blocks 4, $2. 7 S. 

Zeppelin, 60c.; plate block $2.25. Mt. Rainier 
or Byrd im~er. sheet, 25c. 

Agency service S% (10% on orders less 
than $5 .) Minimum charge 2Sc. Postage extra. 

1 ew Philippine issue, set mint, $7.SO; 
centavo values only, set, $1.00. 

WILLIAM T . RALEY 
219 STEWART BLDG. 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 

Everybody'3 Hobby 
Is the Outstanding Monthly Tabloid size 

H obby Newspaper in the W orld . New! 
Different! Young! Terse! Distinctive! Color· 
ful ! Profusely Illustrated. Complete articles 
by famous authorities. Its departments cover: 
Stamps, Coins, Curios, Antiques, Books Indian 
Relics, Firearms, Gems, Autographs and many 
other interesting subj ects. Sample copy lOc., 
6 months' trial 2S cents, One Whole Year 
Only 3 5 cents. 

Everybody's Hobbies 
DEPT. NS, CROOKSTON, MINN. 

STAMP AND COVER C OLLECTIN G 

only $1 the year. Subscribe now. 
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Richmond Club Dines 
Elects Officers 

The annual dinner and election 
of officers of the Richmond Stamp 
Club was held in the Crystal Room 
of Murphy's H otel on. Thursday 
evening, January 10th, with a gooa
ly number of the members p~esent. 

Interesting talks were delivered 
by Msgr. Felix F. Kaup and Mr. 
Berkeley Williams, former Post
master of Richmond, which were 
thoroughly enjoyed by all. . 

After partaking of a deh_gh~ful 
repast and hearing the principal 
speakers, the Club was called to 
order by its President, Douglas B. 
Beattie, for the election of officers 
for 1935, with the result that Dr. 
A. O. James was elected Presiden~; 
Edw. H. Markhoff, First Vice-Presi
dent; R. R. Walker, Second Vice
President; Edgar M. Stanley, Secre
tary and Treasurer; R. Jack Greene, 
Sales Manager; and J . Pope Nash, 
Auctioneer. 

R. R. Walker, Chairman of the 
Exhibition Committee of the Vir
ginia Philatelic Federation's Annual 
Exhibit, held in Richmond on No
vember 14th through the 18th, 1934, 
presented the awards for that event. 

Charles L. Hofmann read some 
interesting correspondence on the 
subject of what the newspapers 
have chosen to term ·"Farley's 
Favoritism" in the disposal of "sou
venier stamps" to a select few; after 
which a resolution was adopted 
placing the Richmond Stamp Club 
on record as strongly opposed to 
and condemning such action by the 
Post Office Department and a copy 
of the resolution was ordered for
warded to Senators Carter Glass and 
Harry F . Byrd and Congressman 
A. J . Montague, with a letter of 
protest against such practice. 

Several others present spoke 
briefly for the good of the Club and 
Philately in general. 

~I---

Subscribe now. Only $1 the year. 

More "Hawaii" Fakes 
A new counterfeit, far more 

dangerous than those which first 
appeared about two years ago, has 
just been shown to me by Adam K. 
Bert, of Pittsburgh. A forged 
overprint which is extremely d!~
cult to distinguish from the origi
nal, so cleverly is it executed. 

Mr. Bert has submitted a vertical 
strip of five of the 5c. value, (Scott's 
N o. 648) and the tricksters have 
attempted to create not only the 
ordinary overprinted stamps but 
rare varieties (unknown in the origi
nals) as well, for the center stamp 
in this strip is without the overprint, 
and since it seems the intention to 
overlook very little with a possible 
sale value, we may subsequently 
expect to see double surcharges, and 
probably inverts. 

The setting, arrangement, and 
spacing of the words " HAWAII 

1778-1928" is about perfect, and 
the most careful comparison with 
stamps known to be originals is 
necessary in order to distinguish it. 
Some features of the originals, how
ever have been overlooked, and at 
the present I do not care to publish 
these omissions since those who are 
manufacturing this fake may reaJ. 
these notes and remedy the deficiency. 

I have seen only the 5c. value, 
but beyond a doubt the 2c. was also 
forged and attention may also have 
been given to the Molly Pitcher, 
Kansas and N ebraska overprints. 
The earlier fakes of about two years 
ago were set up in blocks of four, 
fairly easy to distinguish because of 
carelessness in spacing the type, but 
here is a strip of five stamps which 
may well indicate that a setting has 
been prepared large enough to over
print 25, 50 or 100 units at once. 
Efforts are now being made to trace 
the stamps to their source, and it 
would seem to be a matter of in
terest to the U. S. Secret Service. 

GEORGE B. SLOANE, 

Official Ex pert, 
American Philatelic Society. 
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Fine Used U. S. Blocks of 4 
Scott No. Prict 
309 1902-3, !Sc. olive-green .. •.. •.• . -$1.80 
320b 1903, 2c. scarlet imperforate ...... 2.60 
379 1910, 6c. red-orange.·. · . .•.• •····· 1.2~ 
399 1912-lS, Sc. Pan Pacific .... ··.···· 1.9 
40 0 1912-lS, lOc. oran~e Pan Pacific . • 3. SO 
403 191S, Sc. Pan PaCJfic perf. 10. · · · 1.7S 
404 l 91S, lOc. Pan Pacific perf. 10 .. · • S.ZS 
474 1916-17, 12c. claret-brown ........ 1.10 
S3Za 1918-20, 2c. type VI imperforate .. 2.7S 
547 1920, $2 ca:mine and black, full 

cross center hne .......... · · · · ·: · · 8.50 
130-33 Uruguay 1897, commemoranve, SO 

complete .. .. ........... · . . · · · · · · 2. 
Send for our Price-List of U. S •. an~ 

Dependencies. Try us with a Want List o 
Foreign stam ps. 

M. HERBERT & CO. 
80 NASSAU ST., NEW YORK 

45th Auction Sale 
February 9, 1935 

GENERAL COLLECTION 

Illustrated Catalogs Sent on .Request. 
W ANTED-U. S. " Collect10ns !ind 
Rarities" and remember that immediate 
payment is made. Cash to any amount 
is ava il abl e for important purchases. 

Y. SOUREN CO. 
384 Park Ave., NEW YORK CrrY 

PHILATELIC AGENCY 
One Day Service. 

For dealers only, 5% commission plus 
forwarding charges. Orders must be 
over $5 .00. . . 

(Orders under $S.OO, 10%, minimum 
charge 2Sc.) . 

0. Money Orders, Express Money Orders, 
P. or Cash. 

We Collect Stamp Accounts 
Ask About Our Rates. 

ST AMP DEALERS CREDIT 
BUREAU 

P. BRUYERE, Manager 
lllS lSth St., N. W., Washington, D_. C . 
(This publication is a subscriber to our Service.) 

Fl llLAND "the country that pays", offers 
n 1 much of interest to stamp 

collectors. ·11 d 
Send one dollar bill to us) and we w1 sen 

you by return mai1, free ot postage 
SOO FINNISH ST AMPS It" d 

among which are at least 75 d!ffurnt ·(i,1: · 
Single stamps as well as senes ava1 a . 
Price-List on request. 

AGENT 0 R C 0. 
KoTKANKATU 8, HELSINGFORS, FINLAND, 

EUROPE. 

EL PERU FILATELICO 
Bi-Monthly Revitw 

Official Organ of the "Centro Filatelico" ~f Peru 
ln every number articLes on the different 

issues of Peru, as well ~s a Ge_neral Catalop:ue 
of the Stamps of Per~, !n Spanish and Enfih•~· 

Membership subscnpuon, per annum, . . 
$1 o~(one U. S. Dollar) . . b 

Address all corresl;'onden~ regarding su -
scriptions and advertisements to 

APARTADO No. 2177 
LIMA, PERU, S. A. 
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Vir~inia PMlatelic f e~eration 
Special Protest Meeting 
A special meeting of the Virginia 

Philatelic Federation was called to 
order by President Howard E. Jack
son on the night of January 10, 
1935, in Murphy's Hotel, Rich
mond, Virginia to take action on 
the matter of the distribution of 
certain recent commemorative post
age stamps that have not been made 
available to the general public. 

A Resolution was adopted con
demning such practice on the part 
of the Postmaster General and the 
Secretary instructed to forward a 
copy of said resolution with a letter 
of protest to Senators Carter Glass 
and H arry F. Byrd and Congress
man A. ]. Montague, protesting 
against such emissions and request
ing that a stop be put to such 
practice. (Resolutions identical with 
those of the Richmond Stamp Club 
were adopted.) 

CHARLES L. HOFMANN, 
Secretary-Treasurer. 

Publicity Director's Letter 
The old year is gone and we can 

look back to the many new com
memoratives that were issued to in
crease our collections and also in
creaes the revenues of the Post 
Office Department. The Parks issue 
will be outstanding in years to come. 

What 1935 holds for us is hard 
to say; everybody admits that times 
are getting better. Rumor has it 
that we will have a new 3c. Boy 
Scout stamp next month. The Con
necticut stamp will follow later. 
Then comes the new Presidential 
set which will also be out probably 
by early summer and also perhaps 
a new Trans-Atlantic Zeppelin. 

Rumor also has it that Postmaster 
General Farley, realizing the large 
amount of gravy derived from First 
Day sales, will start running "Last 
Day Sales" in order to pick up more 

gravy. Whether or not last day 
sales will prov•e as profitable as first 
days remains to be seen. 

N ow is the time for us all to 
devote our efforts to the building up 
of our stamp clubs and our State 
Federation. Each new 1sue of 
stamps makes new collectors. Let 
us make the most of it, by taking 
these newcomers into our fold and 
tell them of the great pleasures to 
be derived from ST AMP AND COVER 
COLLECTING. This is your maga
zine. Make the most of it. Let me 
know what the various clubs are 
doing. 

ALFRED HAASE, 
Publicity Manager, Petersburg, Va. 

---C8:Jc---

Australian Airmail 

Our correspondent in Adelaide, 
S. A., Mr. A. D. Simpson, sends us 
the following newspaper clipping. 

The Director of Postal Services 
(Mr. H . P. Brown) announced to
day that the new 1/ 6 postage stamp 
for use on the Australia-England 
air mail service, would be available 
to the public on December 1. 

The stamp, which is also for gen
eral postage use, is an attractive 
claret in color, and shows the figure 
of Mercury, the messenger of the 
gods, as the carrier of tidings be
tween two hemispheres. 

~--

Chicago Elects Officers 
At the meeting of the Chicago 

Philatelic Society held on December 
20th, 1934, the following officers 
were elected for 1935. Elmer Stuart 
President; Richard Mc. P. Cabeen. 
Vice-President; Chas. F. Mann, 
Treasurer; Robt. B. Gear, Secretary. 

Directors : 0 . H. Hilding, Thos. 
C. E. Hunter, E. 0. Krueger, A. C. 
Townsend, A. L. Van N est. 
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U . S. Color Error 
l l/2 c. Violet Envelope 

Around 800 copies of the I Y, violet circular 
die envelope have been loca ted. T his is 
printed in the violet of the 3c. instead of the 
normal brow n. All copies are on size 6, win
dow envelope and we offer a magnificent 
entire unused copy at a special price of $4.00. 

If you are looking for anything else in the 

~;=~t 011stufs ~~li~?:~d~ Ou:e~t~ke o~ssU~ $.i~ 
unsurpassed . 

\ i\Te are in the market at all times to pur
chase any_thing outstanding or unusual in the 
way of U. S. issues. 

PHILIP H. WARD, JR. 
1616 Walnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 

"An Introduction to 
Stamp Collecting" 

A Handy Pocket Rookier that the beginner 
finds i11dispensable ; thi rty-six pages of handy 
information for everybody. You' ll want one 
to keep handy in your pocket at al1 times. 
Send 3c. stamp to cover cost of mailing. 

WEEKLY PHILATELIC 
GOSSIP 

Box 30, H OLTON , K ANSAS 

Marvelous-They All Say 
During the Exhibition of the Virginia Phi

latelic Fed eration in Richmond ending 
November 17, a limited number of specially 
prepared envelopes were cacheted and can
celled at the Post Office in the Exhibition hall. 

These envelopes were made from panes of 
70 stamps printed from the electro of the 
"Five" altered to "T en" cent of the Confed
erate G eneral Issues. It is a remarkable 
example of a " home-made" War-Between-the
States cover, and is perhaps the most unusual 
modern exhibition piece obtainable. 

Less than fifty are on hand for sale. 
Price $1. 00 each, or three for $2.00. 

STAMP AND C OVER COLLECTING 

109 East Cary St., Richmond, Va. 

URUGU AY 
offer Uruguay in Quantities of 1, 

10, 100, 1,000, and larger, at prices 
that defy competition. Largest stock 
in Uruguay. 

ESTEBAN WEINBERGER 
Vazquez 1252, Montevideo, Uruguay, 

South America. 

To A ll Collectors of 
BRIT ISH COLONIALS-

You cannot beat my selections at l-'.} rd~ !/6th 
Scott; buy ing as I do in the W orld' s cheapest 
market, London, I ~ive you v.alue unobtain
able elsewhere, as my many satisfied customers 
know already to their profit. Refer.ences on 
deposit appreciated from new customers. Spec
ial O ffer : 1,000 Different British Colonials 
(No Gt. B. ) $9. 50. 

EDM U ND S. EASTICK (B. P. A.) 
22 BANKSIDE R oAo, BOURNEMOUTH, ENG. [p.s.) 
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Wreck of the "Diver" 
BAGHDAD, Iraq., Dec. 21.-Thc 

giant American - built airplane 
"Uiver," pride of the Royal Dutch 
Air lines, was found wrecked and 
burned today, its seven occupants 
killed. 

The plane crashed during a des
ert thunderstorm yesterday, ten 
miles south of Rutba Wells, Iraq. 

Scouting planes of the British 
royal air force, who had searched 
for the liner since early yesterday, 
found the charred wreckage. 

Fresh from triumphs in the Eng
land to Melbourne air derby, the 
liner, popularly known as "The 
Flying Hotel," was seeking new 
laurels in a speed flight from Am
sterdam to Batavia, Java, when dis
aster overtook it. 

The victims were three passengers 
and four members of the crew: 
Professor Walch, of Batavia Uni
versity; M. Beretti, director of 
Aneta, official news agency of the 
Dutch East Indies; and M. Kort, a 
businessman. M. Beeknan, com
mander and chief pilot; Second Pi
lot Van Steenbergen; H. A. Wale
wyn, engineer; and Wireless Oper
ator C. Van Zadelhogg. 

Although the exact cause of the 
tragedy was not known, air officials 
here expressed belief it had been 
struck by lightning. The last radio 
message from the doomed craft, re
ceived early yesterday, said it was 
in difficulty during a storm near 
Rutba Wells and asked its position. 

Unaware of the fate which had 
overtaken their countrymen, two 
veteran Dutch pilots hopped off 
from Amsterdam this morning to 
aid in the search. They were G . J. 
Geysendorfer, who was pilot for 
the late Van Lear Black, Baltimore, 
Md., and commander Sillevis. 

Exactly one month ago today 
50,000 persons cheered "The Flying 
Hotel" when it returned to Amster
dam, after winning the handicap 
race in the Melbourne derby.- T he 
Richmond News L eader. 

6 Cuartas Spain 1850 
M. Galvez, Principe, 1, Madrid, 

Spain, announces the coming of a 
volume, in Spanish, English, French 
and German, on that most interest
ing first stamp of Spain-the 6 
cuartos black of 1850. 

With the collaboration of the 
leading specialists a work has been 
produced that will stand as a monu
ment to Spanish Philately. 

More than one hundred illustra
tions assist in plating. Flaws and 
retouches are shown in three hun
dred drawings, methodically ar
ranged with all known printing 
errors. Nearly two hundred post
marks are reproduced in colors-in 
fact nothing is left untold concern
ing the old classic. 

The volume consists of 300 page5 
with over 600 illustrations. There 
are, aside from a few Grand Luxe 
reserved copies, three styles of paper 
and binding, ran-ging in price from 
40 pesetas to 12 5 pesetas. Write 
the publishers for illustrated pros
pectus. 
~I--

Collectors Club Elects 
Officers 

At the Annual Meeting held 
January 2nd, the following thr-:e 
Governors were elected: Messrs. G. 
R. M. Ewing, E. S. Knapp and C. J. 
Phillips, representing the class of 
1937. Mr. Laurence B. Mason w::i.s 
re-elected President, A. W. Deas, 
Vice-President and Secretary, and G. 
R. M. Ewing, Treasurer for 1935. 

Plans are in progress for another 
Annual Dinner Dance to be held at 
the Hotel Astor on Saturday, March 
2nd. Invitations will be sent out 
in due time, but we hope that every 
member who receives this notice 
will put aside this evening in order 
to be present at this event. 

~--

STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING 
only $1 the year. Subscribe now. 

January, 1935 

If You Buy At Auctions 
you cannot afford to miss our sales. 
If you have never bought at auction 

you do not know the 
opportunity you are 
missing for the most 
advantageous and cheap

:•. est way to buy. Mention 
"lllaliimll*ll''ll:· STAMP AND COVER COL

LECTING. 
Get on our list now 

for the winter season. 

's M. OHLMAN 
~D~ 1160 Nassau St., NEW YORK CITY 

Be Sure to Advertise in 

ST AMP AND COVER 
COLLECTING 

Rates \·cry reasonable for the first four 
months, after which they will probably advance. 

One Inch .... . ........ .. . .... $ 1.00 
Two Inches . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.00 
Third Page . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9.00 
Full Page .................. . 27.00 

Copy must ·be in by the 15th of the month 
preceding dat e of issue. The circulation will 
amaze you. 

Stamp aud Cover Collecting 
RICHMOND, VA. 

READ ... 

Colonial and Revolutionary 
Posts 

BY HARRY M. KONWISER 
One of the most exhaustive and comprehen

sive booksh written in a delightful, fascinating 
style, on t c American Postal System from the 
earliest times through the Colonial and Revolu
tionary Periods. A book that should be in 
the possession of every philatelist and library. 

Price $2.00 Postpaid. 
THE DIETZ PRESS 

109 E. CARY STREET 
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA. 

Rare Covers 
Some fine covers at bargain 

prices. Mailed to Germany and 
returned here. 
IOc 1867, 9x13, (Cat. $7.50) . .... . . .. $ +.oo 
lOc 1867, llx13, (Cat. $15.00 ) . ....... 7. 50 

6c 1871, No. 159, (Cat. $1. 50) .. . .. .. 1.00 
7c 1871 , No. 160, (Cat. $45.00) ...... 10.00 
Sc Taylor, No. 179, (Cat. $1.50)..... .75 
Sc Garfield No. 205, (Cat. 50c.). ..... .30 

A. C. TOWNSEND 
6229 Eddy Street, CHICAGO, ILL. 

NEW PRICE LIST READY 
M y new 1935 Price List of U . S. is now 

ready, so don't fail to get your copy im
mediately. 

FREDERICK H. DIETZ 

135 West 42nd St., New York, N. Y. 
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· "To Promote Further Interest in the Cotiecting of Postmarks as Applied by United States Navy Mail Clerks.') 
Address all communications to ROBERT c. THOMPSON, STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING, 

Glen Allen, Virginia. 

~1==============================================================~ 
Rush a f.ew covers to Sarah Lit- for cachet on commissioning of the Crum, H . P. Faust, Aug. Dietz, Jr. , 

ton, Box 1235, San Pedro, Cali- U. S. S. Hull in the near futur·e. J. J. Haag, J . J. Walsh, R. R. Razz-
fornia, for som~ very interesting ette, F. R. Purdy, M. R. Hall, C. E. 
cachets and cancels. Be sure .ro in- Mr. o. R. Watts, Chester, Penn- Cedar, F. W. Davis, J . A. Matak 
elude forwarding postage! sylvania, will be glad t~ h~ndle cov- and the Universal.Ship Cancellation 

A special two-color cachet will be 
provided for Washington's birthday 
and covers will be mailed from the 
U. S. S. Cuttlefish. Send your cov
ers, together with 1 cent forwarding 
postage, to Louis G. Nix, 1312 
Maryland Ave., N. E., Washington, 
D.C. 

Launching of the U. S. S. Mac 
Donough will take place about Jan
uary 9th. Too late for this column, 
however, but we hope to pass the 
date of commissioning along to you 
in plenty of time. 

Another cachet for Washington's 
Birthday covers will be applied by 
Henry Kraus, 707 . N. Main St., 
Sand Springs, Oklahoma. You may 
send Kraus as many covers as you 
wish but forwarding. Postage must 
be included. Mention the ships on 
which you wish your covers can
celled and Kraus will do the rest! 

Leo Miller, Navy Mail Clerk on 
board the U. S. S. Northampton, 
will have special cachets for Lin
coln's and Washington's birthdays. 
His service is limited to two covers 
per collector for each event. Do 
not send more! 

Samuel Stein, 1450 40th St. , 
Brooklyn, N. Y. , is holding covers 

ers for quick events. One cent for- Society. 

warding postage must be included Flash! Just received a beautiful 
with each cover. Watrs has turned · 

cover from 0. G. Crosby, San 
out some mighty nice cachets. Pedro, in which he states that he is 

Marshall R. Hall in Linn's Naval 
Column gives the following move
ments of ships: 

At San Pedro, California

Milwaukee, Arizona, Oklahoma, 
Nevada, Mississippi, Texas, New 
Mexico, Tennessee, West Virginia, 
Colorado, California, Indianapolis, 
Salt Lake City, Chicage, Chester, 
Lo11isville, Houston, Portland, and 
Vestal. 

At San Diego, Califotnia
Memphis, Omaha, Marblehead, 

Detroit, Mellville, Decatur, Brooks, 
£!rant, Arctic, Litchfield, Raleigh, 
Dobbin, Whitney, and Argonne. 

At Seattle, Washington-

Black Hawk, Gold Star, Augusta, 
Isabella, Monocacy, Paul Jones, 
Guam, ·oahu, and Palos. 

At Pearl Harbor; T. H.-
Quail, Argonaut, Breese and Sea 

Gull. 
At San Francisco, California
W hip poorwill, Samoa, Hender

s on and Chaumont. 

Thanks to the following: D . C. 
Bartley, M. F. McCamley, W. G. 
Crosby, Vivian M. Green, Clara T. 
Crowe, Bill Mersinger, Jimmie 

preparing a set of specially designed 
Naval covers to offer collectors at 
10 cents each or 50 cents per set of 
five covers. Copies of the National 
Parks stamps will be used and 
colored cancellations secured. I 
have qu1te a number of Mr. Crosby's 
covers and I know he puts out good 
pieces. Give him a try! 

Come on! Let's have an Old 
Ironsides Stamp. Write your Con
gressman and Senator-ask for this 
stamp. Boost for an Old Ironsides 
stamp.' 

----1C8:)-·--

F inlay Commems. 
Our correspondent in Cuba, Mr. 

Antonia Anton, favored us with sev
eral first-day (December 3) covers 
franked with the 2c. red and 5c. 
blue issued to commemorate the 
centenary of Dr. Carlos J. Finlay, 
the eminent Cuban scientist, to 
whom the world is indebted for the 
discovery that yellow fe-~er is trans
mitted by the bite of the mosquito, 
and who found a serum for the pre-

. vention and cure of that once dreq.d- . 
ed and fatal disease. 

Finlay was born in Camagi.iey 
December · 3, 1833, and died in 
H avana August 20, 1915. 
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Washington Shrine at Tappan 
BY R. A : ·BARRY 

... 1~~~~~~~~~~~~¥.9' 

N EAR the old trail between 
Hackensack and West Point 
in Tappan Town stands an 

ancient Dutch farmhouse in which, 
at the time of the Revolution, there 
had lived for many years Johannis 
and his wife, Antje De Wint. Their 
daughter had married Major Blau
velt, one of Washington's aides, and 
it was on the invitation of the latter 
that Washington stopped in Tappan 
while on one of his many move
ments in the Hudson Valley. 

It was August 1780, at a time 
when the Colonial cause looked 
darkest. The British had transfer
red their operations south. Savan
nah and Charleston had fallen. Con
tinental paper money was worthless 
or nearly so. The troops were un
paid. The army was thinning by 
desertions and failures to re-enlist. 
For :three weeks of this trying time, 
Washington made the comfortable 
De Wint home his headquarters 
while striving to rehabilitate the 
waning strength of the Colonies. 

From Tappan Washington was 
called to Hartford and, while away, 
the treason of Arnold was discov
ered through Major Andre's arrest. 
Washington hastened back to Tap
pan and it was in the living room of 
the De Wint house that Andre was 
tried and his death warrant signed. 

Later when the British had been 
defeated and the evacuation of New 
York was to.be discussed, it was at 
this same farmhouse in Tappan that 
Washington met Sir Guy Carleton 
in May 1782 to arrange the terms. 

Washington's la~t visit was just 
prior to his triumphant entry into 
New York in November 1783 when 
he was storm bound in Tappan for 
three days, passing the time before 
the comfortable De Wint faeplace. 

The house was built in 1700 by 
Daniel De Clark of bricks brought 
from Holland and after the Revolu-

tion passed through the hands of a 
number of owners. Several times in 
the past fifty years movements had 
been started in the New York Legis
lature or among private individuals 
to buy the property and preserve iit 
as a permanent shrine. But, in each 
instance, the convolutions of poli
tics, or other reasons, prevented this. 
The matter was brought to a crisis 
in 1931 by the construction of a 
super-highway nearby and it became 
common knowledge in the neigh
borhood .that this Revolutionary 
Monument, comparable almost to 
Mt. Vernon, was destined to become 
a "tea shoppe" or . perhaps even 
worse, a roadhouse. 

It was at this point that the 
Masons of the State of New York 
stepped in and, as a fitting tribute 
in the Washington Bicentennial 
year, bought this famous house to 
p_reserve it forever as a Washington 
Memorial and Shrine and, in the 
words of Charles H. Johnson, 
Grand Master, "dedicate the De 
Wint House to use and enjoyment 
by the American people so long as 
human ingenuity and fostering care 
can preserve that priceless relic.'' 

Fortunately, the house had under
gone only minor changes and, 
thanks to its sound construction, the 
work oi restoration has been readily 
accompl~shed and the house is now, 
even to some of the furniture, in the 
condition it was when Washing.ton 
made it his headquarters. 

A Committee of the Grand-Lodge 
have prepared the story of the house 
to be mailed in ·a special envelope 
bearing its picture in a suitable 
printed cachet from Tappan, N. Y., 
on Washington's birthday next. A 
nominal charge of fifteen cents is 
being made which about covers cost. 
Any profit will go toward restora
tion of the grounds. Those inter
ested should send names and ad
dresses with remittances to Nat T. 
Worley, 71W.23rdSt.,NewYork. 

January, 1935 
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NEW CATALOG No. 7 
Just Published 

New Stamp Albuins ! 
New Stock Books! 

Engraved Title 
Sheets! 

(88 Different Countries) 

Mint Sheet Files! 
AND MANY OTHER NEW ITEMS 

Write for 

New Complete Catalog No. 7 

ELBE FILE & BINDER Co., INc. 
Manufacturers •ince 1909 

215 GRBBNB ST., NBW YORK, N. Y. 

Large complete 36-page list, including Briti1h 
North America, Arrow and Center-line blocks, 
used blocks, etc. ' 

U. S. LIBRARY · 
Vol. I. Issues 1847-69 ................. $ .SO 
Vol. II. Issues 1870-93.............. . . .SO 
Vol. III. Issues 1894-1900..... . . ... ... . . SO 
Vol. IV. 20th Century, Complete . ......• 1.00 

These volumes arc indispensable to every U.S. 
collector, whether beginner ·ar advanced student. 

ILLUSTRATED LIST OF U.S. AND B.N.A. 
Prices Proof!, Telegraph stamps, Center linca, 
l'.JSh etc., SOc. 

\'10f7ST ANLEY GIBBONS, INC. 
38z PARK ROW, NEW YORK, N. Y. 

25 misc. cacheted airmail covers; 15 
diff. airport dedications; 15 di ff. first 
official flights ; 7 <Ii ff. FAM Flights; 
10 · pilot-signed airmail covers; :io di ff. 
naval cancels and cachets; per lot 
$r.05 postpaid. Alaskan Emergency 
Star-Route Air Servic~ covers, 5oc. ea. 

Multnomah Cover Service 
5526 Delaware, PORTLAND, OREG. 

What all do you need from 

ECUADOR 
Obtainable from PBRRONB & CAMPANA. 

P. 0. Box 749 

GUAYAQUIL, ECUADOR, S. A. 
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Classilied Ads 
Classified advertisements under this head

ing are 4 cents per word, 500 words for 
$12.50. Payable in advance. Copy must 
be received 3 weeks before date of issue. 

WANTED !-Uruguay No. 1 (60c. blue) good 
copy, no thin spots. State price. Also wanted Old 
German States. Write what you have, stating 
condition and price. EDITOR, STAMP ANO COVER 
COLLECTING, 109 E. Cary St., Richmond, Va. 

"THE MID-WEST CACHET AND STAMP 
NEWS" offers to the readers of this new maga
zine, a Sample Copy of their publication fru to 
anyone send1ng their name and address to the 
editor, J. EDW. VINING at 4079 Concordia Ave., 
St. Louis, Mo. All that is necessary is to mention 
the name of STAMP ANO COVER COLLECTING. [xl] 

SEND lOc. FOR PROSPECTUS or $1.00 for 
vearly •ubscription. Over 2, 700 members. INTER
NATIONAL STAMPS EXCHANGE CLUB, 
"SUOMI'', Box 144, Helsinki, Finland (Europe) . 

GERMANY at face, Last Air Mail issue $3.7S. 
Charity 1934 $1, complete and mint. Postage 30c. 
Payment may be made in U. S. A. mint stamps. 
PAUL HAUSSWALDT, Bad Schandau, Germany. 

[djf] 

FINE MINT U. S. BICENTENNIALS. Com
plete set singles 704-71S, 79c. Blocks (4), (6) at 
same rate. C. B. TUTTLE, 902 E. Mam, Niles, 
Michigan. · 

BYRD and RAINIER sheets Fr.ee, details 3c. 
Inverted Postcard lOc. with approvals, reference!. 
Postage extra. HUGHES, 2S63 Flower, Hunting
ton Park, California. 

100 DIFFERENT CANADIAN POSTAGE 
STAMPS. Fine. Including Commemoratives, Pic
torials, Y,c., SOc., $1.00 Values, Airmails Com
plete, Only $2.SO.-Cavell Dollar 2Sc. H . L. 
HEGGTVEIT, p_. 0. Box 474, Ottawa, Canada. 

PERRY W . FULLER-Stamps and Coim. Now 
located at 9 East Hamilton Street, Vernon 6086, 
Baltifi!ore, Maryland. 

JOIN THE R. F. C. Dues only 7 Sc. a year. 
this includes 1 year membership to the R. F. C., 
one year'! subscription to the Home Hobiu Maga
zi11e, half a year to STAMP ANO CovER COL
LECTING. Also the Rainbo Booster for onlv 7 Sc . 
Se~d your dues to MICHAEL FLEISCHHACKER, 
1642 N. Fairfield Ave., Chicago, Ill. 

AMERICAN LOYALISTS. First Day Cover, a 
beautifull large I Oc. stamp commemorating tlie 
1 SOth anniversary landing in Canada, 2Sc. Small 
supply available. Cartier First Day Cove~ 15c. 
Limited issues. Coll~rtor's Magax..ine, \JUebec 
Canada. 

AMERICANS! Collect Australian stamps and 
bring your collection up to date. Send a dollar 
note for a choice collection of SO varieties of 
Au5tra1ian stamps containing obsolete, current and 
commemoratives, including the latest Victorian 
Centenary. References this paper. A. D. SIMP

. SON, 34 Dequettcville Terrace, Kent Town, South 
Australia. 

RARE AIRMAIL COVERS. Boyd Lyon First 
Haiti N. Y. Cover, $2.SO; Sikorsky Brazilian 
Clipper Worlds Record, $1.SO; Post and Gatti 
round the World, $2S.OO each. Bvrds First Day 
and Departure Covers; also rare Trans-Atlantics. 
Ask for Circular. Special Byrd Little America 
cancelled Picture card and covers from $1.00 up. 
KATONAH STAMP CO., Katonah, N. Y. 

UNITED STATES-Commems., Precans., 19th 
Cent., Old Envelopes, Revenues, Cancellations, 
Po5tmarks, hi-values, many unused in each packet, 
and a special stampic oddilr. which you have 
never had before. Only the ' cream of the crop" 
included in this Special U. S. Packet. 1 Sc., plus 
Jc. postage per packet. T. N. PALMER & CO., 
346 9Sth St., Brooklyn (Ft. H .), New York. 

COMPLETE AND SHORT SETS of Air 
Mails, Commemoratives, New Issues, U. S., etc., 
references necessary. H . A. BEHRENDT, Glas
tonbu·ry, Conn. 

COMPLETE PARKS SINGLE SETS-MINT 
70c. Good Used 30c. Approval Service. NEW
CUM STAMP CO., New Cumberland, Pa. 

I WILL BUY Entire Stamped Envelopes. No 
Cut Squares. L. W. MOLTZ, 1028 E. North Ave., 
Baltimore, Md. 

FREE EXAMINATION.-You take no risk! 
Postpaid both ways first time. Worthwhile foreign 
approvals only. FREDERIC HALL, Dept. C, 329 
Wellington, Roanol<e, Virginia. 

EXCELLENT PRECANCELS - 100 varieties 
2S cents. EVERETT L. CASTEEL, Ft. Sam 
Houston, Texas. · [s] 

S 0 S Wanted cover dated August 28, 1932. 
Have hundreds of duplicates dated 1932 covers. 
LOIS HOLMES, Alfred, New York. [s] 

COMPLETE COILS U. S. #496 for $28.SO 
five hundred stamps. DA VIS, 209 9th Cour~ 
West, Birmingham, Ala. [SJ 

WANTED-United States full sheets nicely 
centered. Must he before numben SS8 L. K . 
PRATT, SO Kellogg Blvd., St. Paul, Minn. [s] 

WILL TRADE Precancelled Bi-Centennial and 
commemoratives in singl es and blox for others. 
Prompt returns. ALFRED HAASE, Petersburg, 
Virginia. [sJ 

ONE CENT U. S. MINT ENVELOPE, 1907 
issue, broken inner circle, very scarce, SOc. eaoh. 
McDONIEL, 7H7 S. Talman Ave., Chicago, 
Illinois. [s] 

BETTER GRADE APPROVALS - British, 
French, Portugue£e Colonies at moderate price£. 
Your want list solicited. ANGEL, 11 S Bright
water Cou rt, Brooklyn, N. Y. [s] 

SAAR! 100 different $2.00, post fr ee. OTTO 
KAHLE, Cottbuss, Germany. [pj] 

WANTED TO BUY a quantity of unused 
Confederates at very reasonable prices. Cheaper 
grades desired. State quantity and prices. "Col
lector A," Care STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING. 

WANTED ALL KINDS of Confederate ma
teria I-broadsides, pamphlets, 1861 notes. covers. 
HARRY H~IS, 401 West 34th St., Richmond, 
Virginia. 

WILL TRADE a good lot of duplicates for a 
full stock, curly maple Kentucky rifle. Send com
plete description of gun. In return will send . list 
of stamps. Address "CoJlector B," Care STAMP 
AND COVER COLLECTING. 

WILL BUY a quantity e>f #4 Capes at reason
able prices. "CoJlector C," Car.e STAMP ANO 
COVER COLLECTING. 

WILL TRADE a fairly large lot of cacheted 
covers--official s, first days, commems, etc. for 19th 
Century U. S. and foreign . What have you? 
"-Collector D," Car.e STAMP AND CovEJt CoLLECT
JNG. 

PRIVATE COLLECTOR wishes to exchange 
first flight covers of U. S. as they appear with 
foreign collectors. "Collector E," Care STAMP 
AND COVER COLLECTING. 

WANTED TO BUY #36 and #S9 Colombian 
Republics' on or off cover. "Collector G," Care 
STAMP ANO COVER COLLECTING. 

2S MISCELLANEOUS cacheted airmail cov
ers. or IS different airport dedications, or IS 
different first official fli ght•, or 7 different FAM 
Ri~hts, or 10 Pilot-signed airmail covers, or 20 
different naval cancels and cachets for $1.0S per 
lot postpaid. Alaskan Emergencv Star-Route Air 
Service covers, SOc. each. MULTNOMAH COV
ER SERVICE, SS26 Delaware, Portland, Oregon. 

REMEMBER, STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING is 
giving a 20-word classified advertisement FREE 
for each annual nCW", renewal or extension sub
scription to this magazine. Send $1.00 and a 
20-word classified advertisement TODAY. 

\\'HEN IN RICHMOND visit the new shop of 
Harry HaTris in the Hotel John Marshall. Out
of-town collectors will receive a w.arm welcome. 

WILL EXCHANGE stamp duplicates for sev
eral Currier & Ives prints. "Collector H," Care. 
STAMP AKO COVER COLLECTING. 

FOR NAVAL, Old Ironsides and Macon cove" 
of the finest write W. G . CROSBY, P. 0. Box 
602, San Pedro, California. 

WANTED CAPE TRIANGULAR$ . on Covers. 
What have you? "Collector J," Care STAMP AND 
COVER COLLECTING. 
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,HOBBIES 
A beautiful, illustrated magazine for co11te

ton of stamps, coins, Indian relics, firearms 
books, curios, autographs, prints, antiques and 
scores of other interesting hobbies. 

Our subscription list includco the famou1 
and near-famous, leading educators and out
standing business men and women who are 
anxious to improve their time with cultural 
and absorbing hobbies. 

It is popular to hav< a hobb1 a11d rt.d 

Hobbies 
SAMPLE COPY 10 CENTS 

TWELVE BIG ISSUES FOR $1.00 

LIGHTNER PUBLl!;>HING CORP. 

2810 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111. 

READ 
Two of the World's Finest Stamp 

Magazines 
For Only $1.SO a Year-Save 50c. 

Th< AuJtralia11 Stamp Monthly SI- per ann. 
and 

STAMP ANO Cov!R COLLECTING $1.00 per ann. 
One published at Melbourne, Australia, and 

the other at Richmond, Virginia, U. S. A.
nearly two extremes of the earth, but assuring 
you of all the news from everywhere. With 
th~e two fine monthlies coming to your office 
or home twelve rim" a year, you have all the 
philatelic news that's worth while. Subscribe 
now! 

Send your subscription1 to: 

Stamp and Cover Collecting 
109 E. Cary St., RtCHMOND, VA. 

• 

Stamp Trade Prot1ctln 
Assoclatlo1, lac. 

· A Bureau for ColJcction, 
Protection, Information, 

and Co-operation. 

. KALAMAZOO, llCHIGU, U.U 

HA VE YOU SEEN THE 

Priced Catalog of 
1St1mpless Covers 
Now running in 

POSTAL 
MARKINGS 

A Dime a Copy; a Dollar a Year 

s. G. RICH 

VERONA, NEW JERSEY 

RIO GRANDE FILATELICO 
lnter11'11ional R<view for Stamp Collectors. 

Postcards, Numismatics, Esparanto. 
Members throughout the world, particularly 

· America. 
Official organ of the "Sociedade Filatelica 

Rio Grandense." 
Specimen copy will be sent on receipt of 

S cents in unused stamps, to cover the coot 
of mailing. 

DR. BENJAMIN CAMOZATO 
RUA DOS ANDRADA!, 1431, 

PORTO ALEGRE, BRAZIL 
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Catalog Suggestions 
GLEN FALL'S, N. Y., 

Dec. 20, 1934. 
DEAR MR. DIETZ: 

In the matter of a revised edition of the 
Dietz Confederate Catalog, you ask for 
some• standard by which to classify the 
handstamped "Paids" fixing their status as 
"Provisionals" or "Stampless Covers." 

Let us first analyse what constitutes a 
Provisional Envelope as distinguished from 
a Stampless Cover. 

A Provisional must be comparablt: to our 
present embossed envelopes-that is to say, 
it must be 

a) prepared in advance of sale, and be 
b) paid for in advance of use, and 
c) bear some marking calling attention 

to the fact that it is a prepaid letter. 
This may not be a very clear definition, 

but I think it covers the ground. 
A Stampless Cover may be prepaid, of 

course, or charged .to a Box Number or 
person-but it is never prepaid m advance; 
and the payment in advance. (if present) is 
very much dependent upon wh.at the post
offi<e clerk says, to pay at the trme of marl
ing, in . other words, extemporaneously pre
paid. So much for that. 

Now for the different classes. I would 
suggest' adding one to the three already in 
the Catalog, as follows: 

Class !.-Provisional Adhesives, 
Class 2.-Press-Printed Provisional En

velopes, 
Class 3.-Handstamped Provisional En

velopes, 
Class 4 .-Stampless Covers ( Handstamp

ed "Paids"). 
It is this third class that claims our 

principal interest, and that naturally leads 
to the question : How are we to distinguish 
an item of Class 3 from one of Class 4; 

Everyone has his own way of gauging 
the relative value of a doubtful item. Per
sonally, I think there are only two reliable 
tests of a Provisional (though you may be 
able to add another) as follows: 

1.-Does· any part of the supposed pro
visional handstamp "punch through," so 
that it appears like embossing on the back 
of the envelope? If the answer is in the 
affirmative, the.n it is a .Provisional. 

2.-Does the cover in question bear two 
handstamps denoting the town where the 
cover originated? If the answer is in the 
affirmative, then it is a Provisional. 

After reading the above, I feel that the 
language can stand some explanation. Test 
1 shows that the cover was empty when the 
handstamping . of the provisional was ap
plied-for even a thin piece of enclosure, 
such as a single letter sheet, would have 
"absorbed" the force o.f the handstamp
stroke and left no impression on the back 
of the cover. Therefore, such an envelope 
was positively prepared m advance of sale 
and is a Provisional. 

Test 2 speaks for itself, if you are at all 
conversant with the customs of· post-office 
clerks-and I suppose they are about the 
same today as they were then. If you care 
to check up on it, take a couple of dozen 
letters to the Registered Mail wmdow a 
few minutes before closing time, .and ask 
to have them marked "Return Receipt" and 
"Deliver to Addressee Only," and get a 
separate receipt for each letter! No clerk 
will take the trouble to handstam.P yo~r 
letters two three or four separate omes·, if 
one stroke' of the canceller will suffice. (I 
dare say the relative scarcity of the Ship 
Island cancellation is due to the fact that 
there was no provision for date log.os, 
which had to be struck separately.) Like 
the Control Marks, it is pretty much self
evident that no clerk would spare that 
much time from his newspaper or h.1s 
cronies, if he wa·s not required. to do so, m 
order to keep his records straight. 

It occurs to me that there are several 
other "tests"- or, perhaps it would be 
more definite to call them "proofs." They 
are self-evident, proving that the envelope 
was prepared in advance. of .sale .. If t.he 
answer is in the affirmauve m erther m
stance, the cover may be definitely classed 
with the Provisional Envelopes: . 

1.-Is the item known in mint condition, 
enti re? (Not addressed and original gum 
on the open flap--for there is no such 
thing as a "mint stampless cover." ) . 

2 -h the item known used, but with 
the .Provisional covered by (a) an adhesive 
stamp of the Confederate .qeneral Issues, 
which superseded the provlSl.onal; or, ( b) 
a United States stamp used eaher after the 
war or after the town had been occupied 
by Union forces ? . . 

Again the post-office clerk, m such m
stances 'would surely not bother to hand
stamp ~h e envelope, apply the adhesive, and 
then cancel the stamp. Even if he were 
energetic, he would risk discharge as a 
mental incompetent-and may I add, he 
would darn well deserve whatever they 
gave him! 

As to an opinion on values. realize 
that the world 's most thankless job is put
ting a figure on someone else's material. · 
We all know that there is no such thing as 
an impersonal and disinterested opinion by 
a very definitely interested person. . -But 
there are, nevertheless, some yardsticks: 
the number of ·examples known, the last 
prices actually paid, and the census of 
returns realized in the auctions. These, it 
seems to me, should constitute a reasonably 
fair guide in the pricing of all Confederate 
items. With the foregoing in view, I am 
willing to help in this work. 

STEVE BROWN. 

---c8'.]1--

Schumacher and Flick Ready 
HOUSTON, TEXAS, Jan. 9, 1935. 

DEAR MR. DIETZ: . 
In your D ecember issue of STAMP AND 

COVER ~OLLECTING you asked for volun
teers to collaborate with you in revising the 
Confederate Catalog. 

!Mr. T. E. Flick of Galveston and I , in 
the name of the Texas Philatelic Asso
ciation, will gladly help you. 

When do you ,plan to get started? With 
best wishes for the New Year. 

A. H. ScHUMACHER. 

Brodstone Reminisces 
SUPERIOR, NEB. J)ec . 25, 1934. 

DEAR DIETZ: 
Glad to see letters in Forum from Old 

.Timers. Wonder what has become of 
Gerrems? Gerrems was one of the old
time collectors when I toured Europe, over 
forty years ago, on a wheel. I kept :1!' a 
correspondence with him. He was livmg 
in Chicago at the time. I left London on 
the day the Prince of Wale~ was born, and 
rode to Oxford on my wheel of nickel with 
copper rims. This was mistaken by many 
for silver and gold when I toured England. 
It was during this time that Hanshaw of 
New York picked up D ollar Columbians 
for a quarter and then sold them for five 
dollars or more. I saw first issue of Reven
ues by the cracker-boxful in Liverpool. 
They were the only American stamps the 
owner had ever seen. Sold to Parker of 
Pennsylvania, then located side of ~cott Co. 
on 23rd Street. Many collected cigar box 
covers, cigarette picture cards and. what-not. 
Made my trip to Europe by sellmg a few 
U. S. 'scamps picked up in the place where 
I was born in Wisconsin. Sold most of 
them to Dr. Green of Cedar Rapids, Iowa, 
and to the postmaster of Chicago. 

I remember Wolsieffer's place. The site 
is now occupied by Marshal Field's big 
store. Old Man Pierce's· office was the 
hang-out place on Sundays and week-days, 
while collectors met at Kissinger's. That 
was the time the P. S. of A. was started 
in Kissinger's office. It was a most lively 
society for many years. Then we merged 
into the "Southern Philatelic Association". 
You were one of the Vice-Presidents in 
earlier years. It was the oldest stamp 
society. I think your city has had more 
fine stamp papers than any other. Even in 
London they speak of your paper as one of 
the finest gotten out in the United States. 

I am surely glad to read of your calling 
on collectors, who have been "at it" for 
forty .years or more, to tell their experi
ences. I still have many cuts of the old 
boys, and will gladly supply them if you 
wish. More reminiscences later. 

L. T. BRODSTONE. 

-----;C8:]1---

L en t z Volunteers 
MARSHALL, TEXAS, Dec. 30, 1934. 

DEAR MR. DIETZ: 
After looking through STAMP AND COVER 

COLLECTING for D ecember, I noticed the 
write-up on the new Confederate Catalog 
and in reply would like to do anything I 
could to help with the Texas items. 

}. FREDERIC LENTZ. 

---IZJr----

Scott Nixon Offers Services 
AUGUSTA, GA., Jan. 10, 1935. 

DEAR MR. DIETZ: 
Your article in the December is·sue re

garding the new edition of the Confederate 
Catalog has attracted my attention. I have 
quite a few Confederates both off and on 
covers and will be glad to be of help. 

You have a very good magazine and I 
look forward each month to receiving it. 

Scorr N1xoN, APS No. 12559. 
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A Dar~ain for t~e Dealer or (olledor 
I hav e the followin g s tamps for immediate sale, to any one or more parties w ho s end their 

remittan ce firs t, at the following prices : 

W ashington Bicentennia ls 

Complete sheets, and parts of sheets, of the 4c., Sc., 6c., 7c., Sc. and 9c. may still be secured at 20% above face. 

T here are no more copies available of the Yzc., le., 1 Yzc., 2c., 3c. and lOc. Pl ease do not order these items. If 
you need any that a re sti ll on hand, better order immediately as the supply will not last long. I st ill have sheets of the 
1 and 3c. perf. Chicago, 3c. Penns and Websters. These may be had at 10% above face. 

Most of the above are well centered, but as usual som e stamps on each sheet are not any too good. They are offered 
as they are and cannot be picked. 

Y orktow n Sesquicentennial 
There are 40 complete sheets of 50 stamps and 2,5 oo stamps in broken lots. T hese are not yvell centered and 

are offered at I 5 % above face. 

Orders for less than $Loo will not be accepted. Post age or registration must accompany each order. Remittances 
must be made by money order, payable to STAMP AND Cov ER COLLECTING. 

ADDRESS : 

"Collector," care STAMP AND CO VER COLLECTING, 109 E. Car y St., Rich mond, Virginia 

Early U. S. 
Confederates 
Provisionals 
Our stock is almost complete in 19th 

Century U. S. and contains many 
Specialized Variet ies and Cancellations. 

In the Confederate General Issues 
we have all types, including many 
Blocks, Pairs, Covers, etc. 

Provisionals are well represented 
with such items as Baton Rouge, 
Memphis, Mobile, N ew Orleans, 
Singl es and Covers. 

Selections On A pproval. 

Raymond H. Weill Co. 
407 Royal St., New Orleans 

The Home -Hobbiest 
400 Crilly Bldg., Dept. SCC, 

C H ICAGO, ILL. 

A Quarterly publication for the hobbiest on 
Coins, Medals, Paper Money, Stamps, Antiques, 
Indian Relics Antique Firearms, Curios, 
Autographs, Minerals, Fossils, Military Decor
ations, Lincolniana, Washingtonian~,,. Celluloid 
Buttons, Transportation Tokens, Numismatic 
Books, Collectors' Supplies and other hobby 
material such as home needs, etc. Subscription 
Soc. per year, ! Sc. per copy. Display ad. 
$1.SO per inch; Classified, For-Sale or Want 
Ads., 4c. per word. Sw ap ads. Jc. per word, 
Minimum 25c. 

Subscribe now. Only $1 the year. 

Free !- John J, Coll~ctor- Free ! 
Whether you be John, Joe, Jim, 

Bill, Bohunkus, "Skinny", "Fatty", 
or whoever you be, you will be in
terested in this as a stamp collector: 

Starting immediately, the pub
l ishers of STAMP AND COVER COL
LECTING will give a twenty-word 
classified advertisement for every 
renewal, extension or new subscrip
tion received. 

Just send in one dollar with a 
twenty.word classified advert ise
ment and it will be published in the 
next issue without cost. 

Perhaps, there are some stamps 
you need to fill a few blank spaces 
- advertise for them. Maybe you 
wish to exchange with other collec
tors- advert ise the fact. 

That's the story. Just send your 
twenty-word classified copy, "At
tention of our Subscription Depart
ment." Write plainly. 

VAH AN MOZIAN, INC. 
MONTHLY STAMP AUCTIONS 

Catalogue Upon Request. 

10 East 39th St., N EW YORK 

J oin The 
RAINBO FRIENDSHIP CLUB 

World-wide membership. 
Rai11bo Booster Journal official Club paper. 

Dues only SOc. per year. 
Send in your membership to--

MICHAEL FLEISCHHACKER 
1642 No. Fairfield Ave., Chicago, Ill. 

American Loyalists 
A Canadian stamp will be issued to 

commemorate the 150th anniversary of 

the landing of the American Loyalists 

in Upper Canada. Ten-cent denomina

tion. First day cover, 15c. ; with block, 

45c.; Mint stamps: single, llc. ; pair, 

22c.; block, 44c.; sheet of 50, $5.50. 

Postage extra. Remittance by money 

order. 

C ollector's Magazine 

Quebec, Canada. 

FOR A BEGINNING IN 

BURE A U PRINTS 
WE SUGG EST A PACKET 

For instance : 
o. 227 400 different .. ..... . ........ $ 3.00 

No. 228 7SO different .. .... . .......... . JS.00 

INTRODDCTION to Precancel Collecting
a 16 page booklet of the necessary information 
on Precancels-2Sc. postpaid. 

HOOV ER B R OTHERS 
1261 Broadway, Room 811, NEW YORK. 

Please mention STAMP AND COVER 
COLLECTING when writing to our 
advertisers. 
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Announcing 
New Publications for Book Lovers 
Poe and The Southern Literary Messenger 

By DAVID K. JACK.SON 

A remarkable study of Edgar Allan Poe and the outstanding literary maga
z ine of the day. Handsomely printed and bound in a limited edition of 500 copies. 
Advance subscription price $3.50. Ready November r. 

Virginia Silhouettes 
By M RS. GEORGE P. COLEMAN 

For the first time the letters pertaining to Colonial slavery have been un
earthed in the famous Tucker House in Willi amsburg, Va., and published in 
book form. An outstanding contribution to American letters. Full of tid-bits 
for the student and historian., Price $3. 50. Ready November IO. 

Legends of Virginia Lawyers 
By JOHN H. GWATHMEY 

Another of Mr. Gwathmey's well-kn own collection of Virginia folk-lore. A 
book that every lawyer and lover of early Virginia will appreciate. Mr. Gwath
mey's former books, Legends of Virginia Courthous es and Justice John were 
among the leading Southern sellers last ye ar and the first editions became exhausted 
in several weeks. Price $z.50. Ready N ovember 20. 

Cavaliers and Pioneers 
By NELL MARION NUGENT 

These are the abstracts of the Virginia Land Grants and Patents published for 
the first time in five volumes. Handsomely printed and bound. For complete 
details write for a prospectus describing the work. 

Send remittances and orders to-

THE DIETZ PRESS 
109 East Cary Street, RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 
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NO"' READY 

T~e rast (oast (ruise of t~e U.~.~. (onstitution 
BY C. LEONARD ALBRIGHT 

Thi~ book is the first attempt to give a short informal history of each port 
visited, to acquaint the reader with the interesting incidents of each visit, and to 
compile the data at hand into authentic information for the collector. This is 
what you are looking for. Check lists of daily cancellations and colored cachets 
are given. Illustrations of each officially sponsored cachets are rep roduced. This 
is a most unusual book. It connects philately and history in a manner which is 
pleasing to the collector and non-collector alike. 

MAIL YOUR ORDER NOW TO 
LIMITED TO 

5 0 0 Copies 
Price, $2.00 

Dr. C. L. ALBRIGHT 

PHILATELIC BOOKS 

The Postal Service of the 
Confederate States 

of America 
BY AUGUST DIETZ 

Popular Style binding • 
Library Style . • • • 
De Luxe Style . • • 

• $10.00 
• 15.00 
• 50.00 

Specialized Confederate 
Catalug 

EDITED BY AUGUST DIETZ 

The first edition was published in 1932 and 
a Supplement in 1933. No further editions arc 
contemplated within the next six months. 

Pocket size. Bound in gray Fabrikoid. 

Catalog $2.00. Supplement $1.00. 
ALL BOOKS SHIPPED POSTPAID. 

ST AMP AND COVER 
COLLECTING 

109 E. CARY ST., RICHMOND, VA. 

T 'HOSE IN SEARCH OF 

UNIQUE AND HIGH-CLASS 

CONFEDERATE MATERIAL 
OR T H OSE WHO DESIRE TO SELL 
SHOULD COM MU NICATE W ITH THE EDITOR 
OF STAMP AND COVER COLLECTlNG, AUG. 

DIETZ, 2100 STUART AVE., RICHMOND, VA. 

WE NEED AND WILL BUY 

University of Richmond, Virginia. 

FREE I FREE! FREE! 
New Year's Tl'ial Hargain Offer 

FREE! 30 different beautiful, pic
torial, genuine commemoratives, with 
6 months' trial subscription to the 
ne \YSy, colorful, illustrated, 4-J.-pages 
"M a rconi's Month ly Stamp News," 
for only !Sc . 

Marconi Publishing Go. 
73-3rd Place, BROOKLYN, N. Y. 

Confederate Cover and 20 old U.S.(' 1vers, $1. 
100 Var. U. S. stamps and 10 old U. S. 

Covers, $1.00. 

500 mixed U. S. stamps, SOc. , or '.•00 mixed 
Foreign. 

ALMA NEWCOMB 

South Brewer, 

FIRST DAY of ISSUE 

DePurtmont. or Inte rlor 

By tho Poet ornce 

DePa rtrtont. - Washl ngton, o . c . 19}4 

Maine. 

PERCY G. DOANE 
608-9 Tribune Bldg. 

154 Nassau Street, 

NEW YORK CITY. 

Auction Sales 
a Specialty 

Catalogues F ree on Request. 

~~~ BOSTON 
AUCTION SALES 

I hold auctions regularly in Boston, and 
wou Id be g lad to send my Catalogues to any 
Collector applying for them. 

I am always in the market for collections, 
U. S. or B. N. A. which I will buy for cash 
outright, or sell at private sale. or at auCtion 
on a commission basis. If desired, a !il)C'l!/ll 
advance against pending sales will be allowed 
on any d esirable itema. 

DANIEL F. KELLEHER 
Room 404 

7 w ATER STREET, BOSTON, MASS . 

URUGUAY 
offer Uruguay in Quantities of I, 

10, 100, 1,000, and larger, at prices 
that defy competition. Largest stock 
in Uruguay. 

ESTEBAN WEINBERGER 
Vazquez 1252, Montevideo, Uruguay, 

South America. 

Subscription only $1 the year. 

Did You Miss 
- The
National 

Parks 
Covers? 

Complete Sets of Singles 
on Ten "MAP" Covers 

Early United States Stamps, unused, 
used on or off cove~ 

----!!a·~ 
Price, $1.00 

Per Set! ZION NATIONAL PARK, UTAH 
Price liberally and send to us for inspection. 

Prompt cash for what we can use. 
Parks or Wash. Cancellation. 

70 Nassau Street, New York, N. Y. 

NASSAU STAMP CO. AERO-PRINT, Glen Allen, Virginia 
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~ 
Franklin Pierce, fourteenth President of the United States, was born November 23, 1804, 

at Hillsborough, New Hampshire. He was the sixth child of Benjamin Pierce, farmer and 
officer in the Revolutionary Army, and his second wife Anna Kendrick, both of good, old 
New England stock. The elder Pierce was a most active and public-spirited man. His liberal 
hospitality and a generosity of kindness made him a leader among his people. 

Young ,Franklin, under the influences of his father, developed into a sterling character in 
a life of simple habits and elevated action. His father inculcated the military spirit of the 
Revolution, while his mother .instilled the tenets of religion. 

Franklin y.ras early sent to the academy of Hancock, where his sympathetic disposition 
made him a favorite among his classmates. Leaving Hancock Academy, he went to Francis
town and lived with the family of his fath.er's old friend Peter Woodbury. Here he was pre
pared for college and at the age of sixteen entered Bowdoin at Brunswick, Maine. 

Pierce graduated with the author Hawthorne and the poet Longfellow and chose the pro-
fession of law. His first case was a failure. He early became active in politics. His father 
was an ardent disciple of Thomas Jefferson and his party and Franklin followed in his foot- · 
steps. He served in the New Hampshire Legislature, in the United States House of Represen
tatives and in the U. S. Senate, resigning in 1842 to resume the practice of law. 

At the outbreak of the war with Mexico, in 1847, Pierce was one of the first volunteers. 
Later on he was appointed Colonel of the Ninth Regiment, which was New England's quota, 
and then, as brigadier-general, distinguished himself in the valley of Mexico. 

He was elected President of the United States in 1852. After his term he made an ex
tended tour of Europe. 

He married Jane Means Appleton of Hampton, N. H., daughter of the Rev. Jesse 
Appleton, President of Bowdoin College. 

It is said of Pierce that he was handsome, graceful, well-dressed, and was a notable orator. 
It is a remarkable coincidence that Franklin Pierce was born on Friday, inaugurated on I F<idoy ond d;od on fodoy, Octobo< 8, 1869. 

~ 1~-1~=~~--H~is~p-o-rt-ra_i_t_h_a_s_n_e_ve-r~ap_p_e_a-re_d __ o_n_a~p-os-t-ag-e~s-ta_m_p_·~~~~--~~~~~~----~------~-' 
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In Our Next Issue 

A well-known Southern collector 
found, among an old correspondence, 
two covers bearing foreign stamps. 
Within were intensely interesting let
ters written by a famous Confederate 
General. The owner has permitted 
their reprinting. They will appear in 
our March issue. 

There must be lots of Envelope col
lectors in this country, for Mr. Perry's 
"Why Collect Stamped Envelopes" is 
certainly bringing them to the' fore. 
As he proceeds you, too, will grow · 
interested in our Government's postal 
stationery. 

More Confederate data will be 
printed; Airmail and Cachet News 
a-plenty- and, of course, the Forum 
will have several interesting letters. 

Capt. A. C. Townsend will have 
another of his entertaining · stamp 
stories entitled "What is a Street-Car 
For?" You will enjoy it. 

The Hawaiian mystery story is draw
ing to a close, and we shall surely treas
ure the stamp lessons it has taught us. 

The organizing of the collectors of 
Confederates into a mutually helpful 
~ody will be a feature paper in March. 

Zeppelin fans will read the story of 
the Liegnitz stamp-one of the first 
Zep labels. ___ . 

Further discussions of the projected 
Confederate Catalog will appear. 

In This Issue 
~ 

What the Colonel Thinks 

Unlisted Confederate Rarities 

Why Collect Stamped Envelopes ? 
(Continued) 

The Origin of Mother's Day Commemoratives 

The Buffalo Baloon Stamps and the King Ascension at 
Nashville, 1877 

Silver Jubilee Colonials 

Official Forgeries of the Great War 

The Isles of Juan Fernandez 

Hugo Junkers, Aeronaut 

The Dramatic Story of an Hawaiian 2-Cent Postage Stamp 
(Continued) 

Cannons Into Saints 

Washington Newsreel 

Airmail and Cachet News Naval Cancellations 

Burlington, Iowa, First Flight 

Ben and Jeff 

Mail Service in the West in '65 

Addenda Our Monthly Puzzle The Forum 

News from the Antipodes 

<.?fl:========================================================~ 

ST.A.MP .A.ND COVER COLLECTING, published monthly by The Dietz Press, 109 E. Cary St., Richmond, Va., U. S. A. 
Subscription, $1.00 per year; Canada and Foreign, $3.00. Advertising, $3.00 per inch. Entered as second-class matter 
Nov. 1, 1924 at the Post Office at Richmond, Va., under the Act of March 3, 1879. Copyright 1933 by The Dietz Press. 

t11 AUGUST DIETZ, Editor. AUG. A. DIETZ, JR., Associate Editor and Busineu Manager. • 
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What the Colonel Thinks 
Let's Close the Incident 

This incident of ~ostmaster-General Farley's gifts of 
imperforate stamps to high officialS, friends and 
friends-of-friends, is taking on the · serious proportions 
of a national scandal with repercussions in both Houses 
of Congress. I had hoped the case would be settled 
in the meantime in a manner equally satisfying to all 
concerned, especially since some of these sheets-ac
cording to the alleged admission of Mr. Farley-have 
been presented to the Chief Executive and a Member 
of his Cabinet. Surely none want to see these gentle
men, of whose fellowship in our fraternity we proudlv 
boast, placed in an embarrassing position. With this 
in mind, I penned, in a vein of levity, my last month's 
.editorial. eruption "Hell's Busted." 

But mob psychology is ever an interesting study. It 
changes little throughout the centuries. Yesterday they 
denuded the boulevards of Jerusalem to strew palm 
branches, and yelled themselves hoarse with hosannahs; 
tomorrow the wind will turn and the self-same crowd, 
in fiendish frenzy, will screech unto a falsetto: "Lynch 
him! Lynch him! " Once a man becomes the target of 
the mob, reason, judgment, common-sense and £air
play supinely yield to merciless persecution. The news- . 
papers see to it that the temperature is kept at 105. 
Inexorably it demands the pound of flesh-determined 
to "get" him ... 

And that brings me to this Farley stamp episode. 
Yesterday the Postmaster-General was Philately's 
"Good Fellow" and friend. Today nothing short of 
a penitent pilgrimage to Canossa-or abdication- will 
propitiate his erstwhile fair-weather friends. How un
certain and unstabie is .the favor of the multitude! 

Let's sift this case. Do you-or you-or I want a 
sheet of these imperforate Farley-autographed stamps? 
I am sure I do not. If there are such fool fetish- . 
worshippers in this country, who would pay $20,000 
for a sheet of Farley-autographed stamps, why, in the 
name of the Great Hornspoon, let them have their fun. 
They're headed for the bug-house anyway, and positive
ly have twenty thousand times more dollars than sense. 
If Scott's want .to catalog thes~ "souvenirs"-let 'em 
go to it. You and I need not buy ... 

Several suggestions are being put forth to straighten 
out this regrettable incident. One (which seems to 
have been accepted) recommends the issuance of the 
same stamps, imperforate and ungummed, and that 
they be placed on sale in the Philatelic Agency. The 
other plan-more vindictive-insists on ·the recall of 

action to current 
events as they re
late to Philately 
and the welfare 
of her'followers. 

~G·--------•;,'i 

all stamps presented to his friends by Mr. Farley. This 
latter intemperate demand is about as easy to fulfill as 
it would be to 'paste back those 200,000 tons of rock 
that recently got unhinged from "Niagara Falls ... 

I am reasonably sure that Mr. Farley is innocent of 
any intent to profit by these acts-that he did not fore
see the possibility of his friends' (?) turning his gifts 
into objects of commerce-and I feel equally certain 
that such things will never occur again during his 
administration. So, why all this excitement? Don't 
take it. too serious-forget it. 

Find It With Twenty Words 
For the purpose. of bringing about a closer. contact 

among our readers, and at the same time still further 
increase our circulation, "we are offering a 20-word 
advertisement in our Classified Columns for every 
new subscription, or renewal, to STAMP AND COVER 
COLLECTING. 

There surely is some stamp you have oeen looking 
for-some country you would like to complete-some 
duplicates you are willing to part with in order to do 
this-but you just have not been able to make connec
tions. Well, this chance is offered you now. 

In the earlier years stamp-collectors depended very 
largely upon their opportunities for exchange in build
ing up their collections. International clubs flourished, 
with large memberships, and wonderful contacts were 
established through this medium. Some of us, with a 
half-century of tollecting to our credit, still cherish 
these old connections and treasure the stamps obtained 
by this means. 

STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING enjoys an unusually 
large foreign circulation- especially in the British 
Colonies- in addition to its American subscribers, and 
there is very little you cannot get if you will only tell 
our readers what you are looking for. This is your 
opportunity: One year's subscription and your 20-word 
message to the world for one dollar. 
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'.'Cft" Advertisers and-Stamps 
Every publisher of a stamp paper has, at some time, 

been victimized ·by a fraudulent advertiser. It is 
humanly impossible to determine the honesty-status of 
every person before accepting a contract. The "copy" 
is ·read, and as it contains nothing obscene or of an 
apparently fraudulen~ nature-the space being paid for 
in advance-the advertisement appears. After a while 
complaints are received-rumors are confirmed-and 
rlaud is revealed. The realization that he has been 
duped is extremely mortifying to the publisher-the 
more so, because through him many of his readers have 
been made to suffer loss. There is some measure of 
excuse for the publisher in such cases, for he makes 
amends as best he can by placing the matter in hands of 
the Post-Office Department. In many instances the 
guilty persons effect a satisfactory settlement before the 
case is brought to trial. . 

But there is no such justification for admitting adver
tisements of counterfeits to our columns. Since the 
time of Dr. Petri and C. S. Upham, of unsavory fame, 
back in the seventies of last century, American stamp 
papers have managed to keep fairly clean of this sort 
of thing. If we publish such offers, we inferentially 
sanction the printing and sale of spurious stamps and, 
to be consistent, may no longer condemn counterfeiters. 
Whether the imitation be that of a United States stamp, 
or a foreign ·stamp, or a Confederate State.s stamp
once it is offered for sale-there is no moral difference: 
all counterfeits are intended to cfeceive and damage 
trusting collectors, though the backs be literally covered 
with the legend "Fae-Simile." All that is hidden when 
the "stamp" is skilfully planted on an old cover and 
tied with a cleverly faked postmark. Even Upham had 
the decency to offer his crude imitations as "Fae-Simile 
Rebel Postage Stamps." · 

Any number of well-paying contracts may be had 
from Switzerland", Belgium and France if we care to 
let down the bars and advertise counterfeits. 

Whenever we get to that point, we will quit pub
lishing a stamp magazine for American collectors. 

Valuable Cover Collection Stolen 
The Hon. W. Rufus Jackson, Postmaster of St. 

Louis, Mo., reports the theft of his valuable collection 
of covers representing the entire Lindbergh Good Will 
Flight of 1929. The collection was on exhibition on 
the mezzanine floor of a leading St. Louis hotel, and 
the theft occurred between Saturday night, February 9, 
and Monday morning, the 11th. 

We print the Postmaster's letter, giving full details, 
and urge our readers to be on the lookout for any such 
pieces offered them, reporting to Mr. Jackson. 

Anent the Confederate Catalog 
A chorus of general approval is the response to our 

announcement that a new and thoroughly revised edi
tion of the Dietz Specialized Catalog of the Stamps of 
the Confederacy is in contemplation. A few over
enthusiastic friends have even sent their subscriptions 
in advance-five of them, to be precise. It reminds us 
of the year preceding the publication of "The Postal 
Service of the Confederate States of America." At that 
time some of our good friends (?) in Gotham spread 
the report that the book would never materialize-that 
we would "fall down on the job," and that those who 
sent us their subscriptions might as well "kiss the 
money goodbye." Whereupon a few frightened souls 
demanded the return of their remittan!=e. They got it 
back pronto. Strange as it may seem, the book did 
appear. And there has been nothing in this country 
up to this time that can match it-at least, that is what 
competent judges have said. Since that time these 
"friends" have crawled into their little holes and pulled 
the holes in after them. They are no longer so "cock-. 
sure" of themselves. In fact, they were discredited . . 

And now again there is an audible squawk from 
these prophets- but nevertheless some few of the old 
boys are showing enough confidence in our ability to 
get out this Catalog to send their subscriptions in ad
vance. That's faith. In addition, note the letters in 
the "Forum." There's a spontaneous response to the 
call: "Will you help build this Catalog?" 

And now we issue the final challenge: Will you sub
scribe to the new and revised edition of the Confederate 
Catalog? Two dollars in advance, or two-fifty after it 
appears. A list of names of the patrons will be printed 
in the publication. 

It will cost in the neighborhood of five hundred 
dollars to publish this book. We want to come clear 
on the cost-that's only fair. As soon as two hundred 
subscriptions are received, the Catalog will go to press, 
and be delivered thirty days later. In case of failure to 
secure the necessary amount in subscriptions within a 
reasonable time, your money will be returned, and there 
will be no Catalog. It's up to you. 

Indexes for Our Publications 
Complying with numerous requests, we are printing 

an Index to each volume of The Southern Philatelist, 
The New S(mthern Philatelist, and Volume I of STAMP 
AND COVER COLLECTING. These Indexes will be fur
nished gratis to those of our subscribers who desire to 
bind their magazines. A postcard request will suffice. 

The new Philippine set has appeared. 
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Look Out for · the Avalanche! 
Our good friends in England have frequently in

dulged in philippics against those governments who are 
somewhat generous with their new issues, pictorials and 
commemoratives, assuming that superior, holier-than
thou attitude of the long-visaged parson suddenly 
bumping into a crap game. Great Britain would never 
stoop to such practices, they said by inference-though 
they admit counterfeiting German stamps during the 
World War-to be able to li~k them, I suppose. 

I had always counselled: Just be patient, brothers
they'll come down off the high perch in due time. 
They' re not going to sit quietly and just look on while 
the bullet-headed Boers' are digging diamonds in Kim
berly, or some myopic Mesop strikes oil in Mesopo
tamia. That isn't Johnny Bull's way of doing things. 
When- and wherever an honest penny is to be turned, 
believe me, he'll be there with his sample-tray. Altruism 
is found only in his dictionary. With John "business is 
Geschaft" -then, now and always. Can you blame him? 
He's just constituted that way. And thus I have won
\dered why he did not get into this souvenir starilp
game long ago. The other fellows were getting all the 
gravy, and if he hesitated much longer there might be 
the possibility of a turn of the tide against new issues
and then John wouldn't get "his'n." 

But, suffering Jerusalemt see what's in the offing' 
This year of our Universal Misery 1935 will mark 
the Silver Jubilee of king George's reign, the which 
supplies a convenient pretext for the coming--on May 
6th-of four bi-colored commemoratives from each of 
Britain's forty-three colonies! ergo, one hundred and 
seventy-two stamps, all told. Now, digest that. 

John isn't going to stand for anyone cornering a 
good thing if he "knows his onions" -and he does. I 
knew he'd "bust loose" sooner or later. And he has. 

The full story of this spirit-reviving news is reprinted 
in this issue from The Stamp Collectors' Fortnightly. 

"Buffalo" Balloon Stamps 
Airmail collectors will be fascinated by Mr. Erik 

Hildesheim' s story of the first flight mail carried by 
balloon in this country, and the "stamps" prepared for 
this event. Back in the seventies of last century, Samuel 
Archer King, veteran American aeronaut, made one of 
his spectacular balloon ascensions from Nashville and 
on this trip a quantity of mail was carried, franked 
with 3c U. S. stamps and a special airmail "stamp." 
While we let Mr. Hildesheim tell you the story, we 
would repeat the author's request and appeal to collec
tors-:esp"ecially in the South-who may possess copies 
of this stamp, to write Mr. Hildesheim at 143 West 
49th St., New York City. 

New Orleans 2c. Red Provisional 
Sincere congratulations to Mr. Edward Stern upon 

his masterly paper on the New Orleans Confederate 2c. 
Red Provisional of 1861, which appeared in the January 
number of the CollectofS Club Philatelist. It is a task 
completed for which Philately owes this student a last
ing debt of gratitude. 

The Provisionals of the Confederacy-many of them 
still to be plated-w.ill continue to challenge the stu
dent until the last sheet is reconstructed. In their study 
we gain a clearer vision of the difficulties of the Con
federate printers and their meager resources. 

There is one statement-inadvertent, I am sure-to 
which attention must be called. The author writes: 
" ... which, of course, proved that they were printed, 
as were the 5c., from woodcuts in panes of 40, in 5 
horizontal rows of 8 each . . . " As a matter of fact, 
the New Orleans 2c. (as well as the Sc.) were printed 

· from stereotypes-not from woodcuts. The originals 
were engraved on wood, and the required number of 
replicas made from this block, which was never used 
in the printing of the stamps. , 

May We Remind You Again ? 
Not a · month passes but some subscriber's copy is 

returne~with the notation "Removed" to such-and-such 
an address. We are taxed. three cents, ·and shortly 
after a letter arrives from this subscriber, complaining 
that the magazine has not been received. This means 
another unnecessary expenditure of postage-all be
cause of the unpardonable negligence in not advising 
our mailing department of the contemplated change of 
address. May we, therefore, again remind you-in 
order that your copy may reach you promptly, and that 
we may be spared the unnecessary expense-to notify 
us of any. change of address? Thank you. 

Hurray for Old Springfield! 
The Springfield (Mass.) Stamp Club, of which our 

dear old friend William Carlos Stone is the President, 
has just celebrated .its Fortieth Anniversary with "re
joicing and feasting" at the Hotel Worthy on the 
eighth of this month. Now, there's a record to be 
proud of! 

The event afforded President Stone a fitting occasion 
for the issuing of a broadside "Proclamation," the text 
of which we are reproducing in free imitation of the 
original. Measuring 8Yzxl4, it bore the seal of the· 
venerable club and the autographs of the President and 
the Secretary, George K. Clough. 

Vivat! crescat! ftoreat! 
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Cyclopedia of U. S. Postmarks 
Mr. Delf Norona, chairman and editor of the Hand

book Co~mittee of the American Philatelic Society, 
advises us that Volume II of the "Cyclopedia of U. S. 
Postmarks and Postal History" is ready for publication. 

Mr. Norona has sent us specimen pages of his forth
coming publication, which convey some idea of the 
thoroughness of his research. The style is loose-leaf, 
permitting supplements in case of revisions. Volume I . 
will be reprinted in the same form later. 

The author likewise announces the appearance of his 
"General Catalog of U. S. Postmarks." This work will 
be distinctively a catalog, not a price-list of single 
items, but dealing in generalities. It will embrace 
everything in U. S. postmarks, from the earliest to the 
latest, including all groups and classes into which post
marks may be divided. 

·"Stamp Collecting," by H. Renouf 
The Leisure League of America, 30 Rockefeller 

Plaza, New York, is engaged in the altruistic occupation 
of publishing, at bare cost, a series of entertaining little 
brochures treating of the various hobbies, the latest of 
which, under the above title and authorship, has been 
received for review. After a leisurely reading of the 

· story I am convinced that Renouf is not alone a gifted 
writer, but a real collector, and well qualifiel to make 
this book-and a bigger one. An exceptionally fine piece 
of typography fittingly clothes a well-written text, with 

· illustrations in halftone and line. Eighty-eight pages 
of informative arid entertaining narrative is offered for 
25 cents-more than one ordinarily gets for $2.50. 

W or Id Philatelic Association 
• There's no end to the number of stamp clubs, socie

ties, associations and federations in this country, the 
range . of whose ambitions take in anywhere from the 
local ward boundaries to this far-flung United States. 
And now we present the World Philatelic Association, 
whose ur1selfish aim it is to unite the collectors of all 
countries, "to work together for a common cause; to 
bring about a closer relationship between dealer and 
collector; to iron out differences between collectors; to 
weed out racketeers, and to be of help to Juniors and 
Seniors." There are .no dues and no assessments. 
Headquarters: 1110 N. Vermont Ave., Hollywood, Cal. 

Daniel F. Kelleher, 7 Water St., Boston, will auction 
the magnificent collection of Mr. M. A. Slater, consist
ing of U. S. 1847 material only, on March 23. Send 
for catalog. 

Hoover Precancel Stamp Catalog 
One begins to form some idea of the popularity and 

extent of Precancel collecting when confronted with 
the "Official Precancel Stamp Catalog," Part II of 
which has just appeared from the publishers: Hoover 
Brothers, 1261 Broadway, New York. Greater in 
volume than Scott's Standard or the U .. S. Postal Guide, 
this catalog, now in its fifteenth edition, takes up only 
from Maine to Wyoming and Bureau Prints. Volume 
I, including Alabama to Louisiana, was published in 
1932. With the exception of Kohl's Handbook, it is 
the biggest philatelic catalog in existence. Exhaustive 
in its information, copiously illustrated, and systemati
cally arranged, it is the last word as a work of reference 
for the collector of the Precancels of the United States. 
Substantially bound in purple cloth with vermilion 
lettering, and containing 1,094 closely printed pages, 
this catalog sells for $4.25, postpaid. Volume I may 
be had for $2.60 postpaid, and the Mitchell-Hoover 
Bureau Print Catalog fo~ 75 cents-all from the same 
publishers. All invaluable . and indispensable books. 

"Know Your Stamps" 
A neat little brochure of 64 pages, bound in boards, 

has come to our desk under the above title. The text 
is by Ted M. Black, and it is published by Walter J. 
Black, Inc., 2 Park Ave. at 33rd St., New York. It is 
virtually a Dictionary of Words and Terms Used ii: 
Stamp Collecting, with full and easily understood ex
planations of these sometimes perplexing expressions. 
Preston Holden Thorp has rnntributed the foreword 
for a reference work that should be in the library of 
every collector. No price stated. Write the publishers. 

H. E. Harris & Co.'s 1935 Catalog 
We have received a copy of "The Stamp Dealer's 

Annual Catalog- 1935" from the well-known house.of 
H. E. Harris & Co., 108 Massachusetts Ave., Boston, 
Mass. This volume of 224 pages contains about every
thing required by the dealer catering to the general 
public. But the house of H. E. Harris & Co. is suffi
ciently and favorably known and needs no further 
comment on our part. The catalog is sent to ~tamp 
dealers only-none other need apply-on receipt of a 
deposit of fifty cents. It is well worth it. · 

Mussolini! Mussolini! 
Wl'ly you wanta Abyssini? 
He no gotta no petroli-
Why you wanta him controlli? 
Ah! You printa francobolli! 
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Unlisted Wnf ederateRarities 
0 NE does not of ten have the 

good fortune of seeing, at 
one time, a half-dozen or 

more unlisted Confederate Hand
stamped Provisionals of the first 
rank-covers that are not alone ex
ceptionally well-preserved, but of 
whose very existence this catalog
maker was not aware. 

Such an experience came to me 
last month in a package from Mr. 
Stephen D. Brown of Glens Falls, 
N. Y. All regular "show-pieces"
such as the Germans call "Salon
stiicke." It is well known that this 
gentleman ranks among the leading 
collectors of Confederate covers, 
especially the Postmasters' Provis
ionals and that class of Hand
stamped material which, we are 
learning to know, rightfully belongs 
with the pre-sale prepared envelopes. 

The material submitted-which 
is to be incorporated in the new 
Confederate Catalog - consists . of 
hitherto unknown values of known 
and listed Provisionals, and these 
additions should make the new 
Catalog nearly complete. 

We will recall, some two years 
ago, the finding of a Press-Printed 
10 Cents Charleston, S. C. Provis
ional Envelope. The 5 Cents from 
that city had been known for seven
ty years. And likewise, if we rum 
back to our Addenda to the Catalog, 
we find quite a number of 10-cent 
"Paids" from places where only the 
5-Cent value had hitherto been 
recorded. It is possible that wher
ever a 5-Cent Provisional was is
sued, a 10-Cent value may turn up 
from the same town, and in a few 
instances even a surcharged "1 O" 
on "5 ." 

Some of these surcharges have 
been illustrat·ed and listed from 
time to time in the Addenda, and 
there is a new one among the covers 
submitted by Mr. Brown. 

But let's take a look at them. 

BY THE EDITOR 
~~~~~~~~~~~-01""J 

Here is a 
Sa 1 em N. C. 
"Paid 10" with 
its manuscript 
value in the fa
miliar, labored 
handwriting of 
0. A. Keehln. 

The cover is of amber wove paper, 
3-1/8x5-7/16, machine-made and 
postmarked "Salem, N. C., Sep. 27" 
( 1861). It is addressed to New Or
leans. Have you ever seen another? 

Another 10-(f!;::--._ 
Cent value is ~ N o~ 
represented by '.L ).- ..... 
a fine Lexing- Y p A I D ~ 
t o n, M i s s. c.iJ I 0 0 
cover, size~H l' 1\f ~ 
5-1 / 2x3-l /4, / · ., · · · ~ 
machi:ie-made !1{ i SS · 
envelope of _., 
cream laid paper, and addressed to 
Watkins Ville, Ga. We have known 
and listed the 5-cent of Lexington, 
but this 10-cent is a "new one" to 
be sure. Date of letter May, 1862. 
Mr. Brown reports that Mr. Bartels, 
who originally owned this cover, 
told him that the handstamp was 
covered by a 10-cent rose when 
bought by him; but this stamp has 
been removed. 

And here is 
th e surcharged 
cover we men
t i o n ·e d earlier. 
This handstamp 
is similar to the 
10-cent Type II in the Catalog, but 
is of course in the 5-cent value, 
which has not been listed. We have 
never seen the 5-cent, but it ought 
to exist. The 5-cent is handstamped 
with a new value as shown. The 
cover is of orange laid stock, ma
chine-made, 5-7 / 16x3-l/8, and the 
letter was addressed to Richmond, 
Va. The postmark is Aug. 18, 1861. 

. 5 Greenville pi\. ID c. H., S. C., 
has been iden-

THE HANDSTAMP .fi d 
ti e as one 

of the · towns that issued control
marked 10-cent Provisionals. Here is 
the Sc. value, postmarked Aug. 12, 
and address- ~-·-
ed1 to Carters- . ~ \! I -l 
ville, Ga. The 4.; . _ .( 
cover ;, of ~ AU~ 
orange l a i d ·1 \;:... 1 2 _() 1 

stock, ma- \ .~~ 
chine - made, ~ · ~- v • 

and on the <-: • C · 
back, tieing THE POSTMARK 

the flap like a seal, is the Greenville 

C. H., S. C. Control Mark dated 
Aug. 1. This is a third type of 
control-mark. Apparently the post
master used whichever canceller he 
happened to · grab first. 

Next comes 
a new Mil
ledgeville, Ga. 
This, too, rep
resents a here
tofore uncata
loged type. 
The hand-
stamping was done in three distinct 
impressions- the "PAID" being in 
a jet black. The small, neat cover 
of straw paper is hand-made, meas
uring 4-3/4x2-11/16. The post
mark is of Nov. 1 7 ( 1864), and 
it is addressed to Americus, Ga. 
One interesting feature about this 
cover is the "showing-through" im
pression of the "p AID" on the back . 
of the envelope-an evidence of 
having been prepared before sale. 
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Our next ex
hibit consists of 
t w o Columbia, 
S. C. covers with 
the familiar oval 

THE CONTROL MARK Control Mark in 
blue on their backs. The first is the 
"Paid 5," listed in the Supplement 
to the Catalog as Type IV. hand
stamped in blue. The illustration 
above shows the complete flag of 
the 5, which the Supplement does 
not. The cover is of orange laid 
paper, 5-7/ 16x3-l /8, and addressed 
to Concord, N. C. Handstamps 
and postmark in blue, as usual. 
The second piece is an unlisted 
type. There is a circle-enclosed 
"PAID" with a second handstamp
ing of the figures "1 O," both in 
blue, as well as the postmark, 
which is dated Jul. 15. This neat 
little cover of white wove paper 
with fancy cut flap-machine-mad~ 

- measures 5x2y,t., and is addressed 
to Fairfax C. H., Va. 

And finally 
there are two 
covers bearing 
heretofore un
listed South
ern Express 
Co. cancella
tions. Bothare 
in black. The Macon, Ga., is on a 
stampless cover to Grahamville, S. C. 
The New Orleans cover is about one 
of the prettiest pieces to be found. 
The cover is of deep orange, wove 
stock, machine-made. In the upper 

left corner it 
carries the em
bossed card 
of the City 
Hotel, R. S. 
Morse & Co., 
Proprietors, 
New Orleans. 

It is franked with a boardwalk-

margined New Orleans Local 5-cent 
brown on bluish, and the cancella
tion ties this stamp on all four sides. 
It is addressed to Memphis, Ten. 

It will be noted that I have pur
posely stressed the various sizes qf 
the envelopes. The reason is this: I 
thought it might be possible to classi
fy Provisional envelopes in general. 

But now after looking over this 
lot of material, all postmaster-pre
pared covers of various shapes, sizes, 
colors and textures, it seems to me 
enti~ely useless to attempt a classifi
cation of papers · and paper colors, 
and essay to base a value on their 
relative scarcity in our cataloging. 
In preparing these Handstamped 
Provisionals there were no specifica
tions governing sizes and shapes and 
papers and colors. Postmasters 
availed themselves of whatever ma
terial they happened to have on 
hand or could secure by purchase to 
replenish their stocks. 

Here is a representative lot of 
seven covers---0ne hand- and six 
machine-made envelopes-and no 
two of them are alike! And this 
wide range of varieties applies to all 
Postmasters' Handstamped Provis
ionals. There are no records to 
guide us in establishing the relative 
quantities prepared of white, buff, 
lemon, orange and blue-wove or 
laid paper ·envelopes, not to men
tion the hand-made varieties, includ
ing straw paper, brought in to the 
Postmaster for control - marking. 
With these facts before us, it is not 
difficult to realize the futility of 
attempting such classification. We 
may list the colors, to be sure-but 
there is no difference of value in 
these Provisionals from any given 
town on account of color. I have 

. seen a sufficie~t quantity throughout 
the years to convince me of this fact. 

·~ * * 
The Ed~tor will be grateful to col

lectors of Confederates for the 
submitting of heretofore unlisted 
material-varieties of the General 
Issues, Provisionals and "Paids" in 
time for entry in the new Catalog. 

February, 1935 

SEP .-
7 l'T'! 

T E''h 

Another New One 
Among a number of interesting 

covers received for examination 
from Mr. Morris Everett of Cleve
land, Ohio, is another unlisted Con
federate Handstamped Provision~! 
-that of Hollandale, Tex. The 
cover is of deep orange laid stock, 
and the markings are clear and dis
tinct. In the right upper corner 
appears the impression illustrated 
above: converted canceller with 
large figure "5" in center. The 
postmark, likewise here · shown, ap
pears to the left of the Provisional. 

While both designs appear alike, 
there is a wide difference in the 
spacing of the name "HOLLAN

DALE" indicating that a separate 
handstamp----probably cut complete 
with the figure "5" in center-was 
employed for each operation, which 
would indicate preparation prior to 
sale, and fix its status in the Con -
federate Catalog. 

A FIRST-DAY CONFEDERATE "PAID" 

Mr. Everett likewise submitted a 
Milledgeville, Ga. "Paid 5" of the 
listed type, but not surroilnded by 
converted canceller. The date of its 
postmark is June 1st (1861), which 
would constitute this a first-day 
cover of the five-cent Confederate 
letter-rate. 

-----1C8J1----

U.S. Oddity 
A Richmond (Va.) collector, ex

amining a large lot of 3c. 1861 
(Scott No. 65), discovered a variety 
not heretofore listed. The final "E" 

in "THREE" (CENTS) shows a per
fect letter "B," and the word reads 
"THREB." 
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Why Collect Stamped Envelopes? 
IV 

UNITED STATES ENTIRE EN
VELOPES AS A MAJOR 

SPECIALTY 

CLASSIFIED ACCORDING TO ISSUE DIE 
PAPER, SIZE, KNIFE AND WATER~ARKS1 

BUT EXCLUDING MINOR DIE VARIETIES'. 

ENTIRE envelope collecting, 
when it becomes a major 
specialty, requires the recog

nition of watermark monograms, 
sizes and knives, in addition to the 
collectible distinctions previously· 
enumerated. The fascination of 
finding either unusual knives or the 
scarcer watermark combinations is 
ample reward for the study and 
attention required. Frequently these 
are discovered in bundles or .ooxes 
of used envelopes, acquired at auc
tions or by exchange, and often 
deale'rs, who do not devote much 
attention to entires, hav.e interesting 
lots, arranged only by standard cata
log, that .contain most worth-while 
items for the envelope specialist. 
Lots may be harder to find, but are 
almost always "unpicked," a condi
tion rarely existing in adhesives. 

The best sequence for identifi
cation and classification is to suc
cessively separate the specimehs in 
the lot under examination m the 
following order: 

Issues or Series 

Denominations and Dies 
Watermarks 

Sizes and Knives 

Colors and Qualities of Paper 

ISSUES 

The most satisfactory classification 
of distinct issues is given in the 
"C:hronology of United States En
velopes" (at the end of this article). 
This indicates the corresponding 
watermarks, knives and dies, so 
nearly as they can be determined. 
Remnants of paper were often used 

BY THOMAS D. PERRY 

in subsequent issues, knives were 
sometimes passed on to succeeding 
contractors, and old dies were occasi
onally put back into service, so that 
clear cut divisions are not always 
practicable. The issue numbers, 1 
to 20, have been published in 
Bartels' catalogs, but numbers 21 to 
27 have been tentatively assigned by 
the author, and are subject to re
vision when more consideration can 
be given to catalog requirements. 

DENOMINATIONS AND Drns 

This information is available in 
almost any envelope catalog, al
though Scott omits some die dis
tinctions in the twentieth century 
envelopes. When die number has 
been determined, note the same 
faintly in pencil on the lower left 
hand comer or reverse of the en
velope. A compl~te list of the serial 
numbers of stamp dies is in prepa
ration for later publication. 

The minor varieties of the Nes
bitt issues, as well as the retouching 
and/ or r-ecutting of dies or types in 
the le. 1874, 2c. 1884, 2c. 1904 
and le. and 2c. 1910 should be re
served for the advanced collector. 

WATERMARKS 

These are easily read m extra 
quality papers and also in other 
than white paper. They are not 
always so readily identifiable in the 
common white papers, especially in 
window envelopes and small sizes, 
with limited paper area, where per
haps only part of a monogram is 
observable. Unless the watermark 
is clearly recognizable, its entire en
velope is of little value for. collect

' in~ or exchange, but it can be 
advantageously cut down into a cut 
square. . 

The best way to read watermarks 
is to provide a small frosted lamp 

bulb ( 2 5 watt) on a low table 
stand, so that the envelope can be 
spread by the fingers and almost 
slipped over the light bulb. A little 
twisting and turning will usually 
reveal the watermark in readable 
pos1tion. After identifying, it is 
good practice to indicate the mono
gram number on envelope in pencil, 
noting if it is especially clear: if 
poor demote it to the cut square 
collection. Do not use usual ad
hesive watermark detection methods, 
as the liquid may stain the paper 
and ' wrinkle the envelope. All of 
the 39 watermarks so far used on 
United States envelopes are illus
trated in Figs. No. Sa and 5b in the 
January 1935 issue of STAMP AND 
COVER COLLECTING. Put all envel
opes with like watermarks in a 
rubber band, arranging according to 
sizes, with sequence of paper colors 
the same as in the catalog used. 

SIZES AND KNIVES 

The Post Office Department has 
varied its standard designations, as 
well as sizes, from time to time, so 
that the comparison in Fig. No. 7 
will be indespensible in avoiding 
confusion. This table gives a per
spective view of the range of sizes 
used in the last eighty years and 
shows that sizes 5 and 7 are the 
only ones that have endured rela
tively uhchanged. Many odd sizes 
have come and gone, and the trend 
has been from the small note sizes 
in the Nesbitt, through the usual 
letter sizes (approximating size S), 
until the majority of stamped en
velopes in usual business mail are 
sizes 8 and 13. The exaGt date at 
which new siz-es appeared is seldom 
available, while the dates of the dis
continuance of a size in the official 
schedules is frequently after the 
size has become virtually obsolete. 
Hence this table shows the sizes 
found and listed in the various 
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ENVELOPE SIZE DESIGNATIOllS UNITED STATES POST OFFICE DKP ARTllEllT . 
Dimensions in JUllemeters; 1 to :2 mm Variations not noted 

Note sizes Letter Official Baronial Comm'c'l 
118 120 134 140 130 139 149 149 160 219 225 191 241 258 118 134 140 171 160 

Issue x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x 
65 73 73 78 80 82 85 92 89 92 98 99 105 111 92 108 108 98 95 

1 1 1 3 7c 
2 1 1 2b 3 7c 

ad 3 1 l• 2b 3 5 7c 
4 1 3 5 7 a• 
5 1 2 3-4 5-G 7 8 
6 1 2 3-4 4i 5-6 7 8 

6a Centen 11 3 

I 7 1 2 3-4 5-6 7 ~ 
8 1 2 3-4 5-6 7 8 

11r 9 1 2 2 3 5 7 8 10 9 
10 1 2 3 5-G 7 0· 10 ur 9 
11 1 2 3-4 5-6 7 8 10 11r 9 

12 L A-B c D-E G H I JI l'I F 
13 Columb'n A p G H I N R& Q 

14 1 2 3 5-6 7 8 l'O 11 13 14 
15 1 2 3 4 5-6 7 8 9 10 11 13 14 
16 1 2 3 4 5-6 7 8 9 10 11 13 14 
17 1 2 3 4 5-6 7 8 9 10 11 13 14 
18 1 2 3 4 5-6 7 8 9 10 11 13 14 
19 1 2 3 4 5-6 7 8 9 10 11 11 13 14 
20 1 2 3 4 5 7 8 9 10 11 13 14 

21 (Issue 2la Revalued 3¢) 2 3 4 5-6 7 8 9 10 11 13 14 
22 2 3 5-6 , 7 8 9 10 11 13 
23 (Issue 23a Revalued 1!¢) 3 5-6 7 8 9 10 13 
24 2 3 5-6 7 8 9 13 
24• Sesquicentennial 5 8 13 
25 3 5 6 7 71 8 9 13 
26 Washington Bicentennial 5 8 13 
27 5 6 7 7! 8 9 13 

When two fi&Ures (5-6) are used in one column, the second desiplates paper quality 

a. Also 122 x 76 b. Also 137 x ·77 c. Size 221 x 99 d. Also 241 x lCO 
e. Size 249 x 104 t. Size 130 x 105 g. Size 143 x 111 and 249 x 104 

Fig. No. 7 

Since making this Engraving Sizes 4 and 14 have been located in the 22nd Issue and 
should be extended down one line each in both columns. 

issues, without regard to official 
actions. A complete list of envel
ope knives, with practicable identi
fying description, is to be printed 
in later articles. The diagrams of 
Bartels' 1911 catalog are better if 
available. 

(oriental) that became obsolete a 
few years ago. Manila, manila 
amber, kraft and' orange have been 
used for the cheaper en~elopes. The 
buff of the Nesbitt issues varied 
widely in color and weight and it is 
even doubtful whether ·the amber 
cataloged here, was more than an 
unintentional shade of buff. The 
fawn used in the seventies and 
'eighties may be described as a dark 
buff. Experience will soon teach 
color distinctions. 

The extra quality papers, intro-

0 . 
g 

duced in white in 1915 and in 
colors in l930; are usually enough 
thi~ker and stiffer than standard to 
be easily identified. Watermarks 29 
and 32 are reserved exclusively for 
extra quality envelopes. 

CATALOGS 

Bartel's entire envelope catalog, 
1911 edition, is the indispensible 
handbook for nineteenth century en
velopes, and while out of print, 
second-hand copies can usually be 
obtained by adv·ertising for a reason
able price. The illustration plates 
(by Albert Frisch, Berlin, to avoid 
U. S. counter£ eiting laws) made to 
accompany it are desirable and use
. ful, but not so important. For the 
twentieth century envelopes Bartels 
has a current catalog (1930) soon 
due for revision. This later catalog 
makes the dies the predominant 
classification, whereas the author 
prefers to classify and arrange by 
watermarks, but either can be de
veloped under the Bartels catalog 
system and numbers. This difficulty 
appeared when first placing together 
in the album some dozen specimens 
identically alike except for water
mark (requiring removal from the 
album to verify). A much more 
attractive ·and less confusing ar
rangement resulted from placing to
gether in .the album one watermark 
with its successive denominations, 
dies, stamp colors, sizes, knives, and 
paper colors. 

--r SIZES CURRENT -13.34 

- - 2011'. CENTURY .StZf~ OBSClCTE 

"Fl s 
8 

In order to simplify the determi
nation of sizes and to assist in the 
identification of . knives, a gauge 
(Fig. No. 8) should be prepared. 
A · pair of millemeter scales or rules 
may be screwed at right angles to 
e'ach other, on a thin paper faced 
panel. Sketching current siz-es on 
the paper face will be very helpful. 
The ledge made by the scales will 
provide a shoulder that holds the 
envelope in position while measur
ing. A little ingenuity will produce 
such a gauge at very moderate cost. 

------ : 14!~ _______ _10:-1 ~s 
7;; 7 _,_ 
~ 

COLORS AND QUALITIES OF PAPER 

The predetermination of a stand
ard color by paper manufacturers 
has only recently been mastered, and 
.then 'not too well, so that even the 
white papers for envelopes fre
quently vary from a bluish white to 
an ivory. White, amber and blue 
are the current colors, with a buff 
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Fig. No. 8 Measuring Guage for Envelope Sizes 
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ALBUMS 

The large albums previously de
scribed are almost essential for such 
an entire collection as herein out
lined, although the filing cabinet 
system can be used. 

LABEL BANDS 

These (see Fig. N o. 3) add much 
to the attractiveness of an entire en
velope collection, and are essential 

for study purposes. Stock bands 
( left i'n the illustration) are avail
able at dealers, or a collector can 
make his own by obtaining a suit
able rubber stamp. The standard 
printed labels are much to be pre
f erred. A replica of the watermark 
monogram is very desirable on a11 
bands, and special bands may be 
printed in sheet;s, using a zinc etch
ing of the monograms, and cutting 

CHRONOLOGY OF UNITED STATES ENVELOPES 

. Issue Dates Prin. Knives Stamp Dies Contractors 
Contract 

Wmks. Originated Originated Dates 
-

1 185 3-60 1 ~5 1-8 George F. Nesbitt & Co., 1853 to 
2 1860-1 1 6-9 9-14 New York City 
3 1861-3 1 10-20 15-21 
4 1863-70 l 21,22 22-33 7/1/1870 

5 1870-4 2 23-36 • 34-45 George H. Reay· & Co., · 7 / 1/1870 to 
New York City 9/30/1874 

6 1874-8 2,4 37-45 46-66 Plimpton Manufacturing Co., 10/1/1874 to 
6a 1876 (Cent) 3 67,68 Hartford, Conn. 9/30/1878 

(Round gum introduced 1875) 

7 1878 2 46-52 Pl impton Mfg. Co., (Jointly with) 
8 1879-83 5,6 69-71 Morgan Env\!lope Co., 10/ 1/ 1878 to 
9 1883-6 6 53-56 72-81 Hartford, Conn. 

10 1886-7 7 
11 1887-9 7 82-89 (Official watermarks 
12 1890-4 8 57-61 9 and 10 used rn 
13 1893 ( Colmn) 11 62-64 90-93 error in 10th issue) 9/30/1894 

14 1894-5 12 65-73 94 J ames Purcell , Holyoke, Mass. 10/1/1894 to 
15 1895-8 12 95-98 do (Hartford series) 9/30/1898 

(Manufacture of Hartford series 
sublet by Purcell to Plimpton-
Morgan combination above) 

16 1899-1902 13 74-86 101-108 Plimpton-Morgan (Jointly) 10/1/1898 to 
Hartford, Conn. 12/31/1902 

17 1903-7 14 109-113 Hartford Manufacturing Co., 1/1/1903 to 
Hartford, Conn. 6/30/1907 

18 1907-11 15 114-127* Mercantile Corporation (Oval 7 / 1/1907 to 
19 1911-5 16-18 87-98 117, 123 Dayton, Ohio Dies) 6/30/1915 

& 104 *Except 117 and 123 in next issue 

20 1915-6 19-21 99-102 128, 129 (Oval dies, wove paper) 7 / 1/ 1915 to 
21 1916-9 19-21 130-146 (Circular dies) 

21a 1920 19-21 Reva!., 3c over 2c Middle West Supply Co., 
i2 1919-2 1 22,23 D ayton, Ohio 
23 1921-5 24,25 147 (Re-organization of 
23a 1925 19-27 Reval.1,!/,c over le Mercantile Corporation) 

24 1925-8 26,27 148, 149 (Beginning with 20th issue 
24a 1926 (Seq!) 27 150, 151 wove paper is standa'rd) 12/31/1928 

25 1929-32 28-30 103, 105 152-161 * Internat ional Envelope ·Corp., 1/ 1/ 1929 to 
26 1932 (BiCl) 29 154-159 New York City (Office) 
27 1933-6 31-33 (Purchased plant of predeces- 12/31/1936 

sor, M . W. S. Co. at Dayton, 
Ohio) 

*Except 154-159 in next issue 

The following numbers were not finally assigned, although reserved for use 
Knife 100 
Dies 65, 99 and 100 

Knives 13, 15, 16 and 17 were used for proofs only 

Serial numbers on W atermarks, Knives and Stamp Dies after Bartels 

apart as required, as shown in the 
center of the illustration. Still an
other method is to obtain gummed 
and printed monograms in reduced 
sizes, and attach the proper one to 
each band, as shown at the right of 
the illustration. 

* * * ' 

Other Opinions on 
Envelopes 

Some valuable criticisms have been made 
on the articles in the D ecember number, by 
no less an authority than Dr. D . D. Berolz
heimer, whose knowledge of envelopes is 
outstanding. Perhaps it should be said that 
~he author endeavored to make envelope 
collecting simpler and easier, to attract new 
devotees, while Dr. Berolzheimer's wide ex
perience has trained him in an exact techni
q'ue that few others can hope to attain. 

First : Envelope co.rners, marketwise, are 
considered more valuable than when trim
med to a single thickness. While more 
bulky, the extra thicknesses eliminate "thin
ning" in removing ·hinges, and are less 
easily creased or damaged in handling. The 
outstanding collections are full corners. 

Second: The attempt to collect both cut 
squares and entires is likely to result in 
sacrificing entires to fill a cut square va
cancy. T his is quite possible, but the author 
has a number of cut squares, that as entires 
are beyond reach. Cut ,squares also form 
an almost indespemible identification bureau 
for di·e varieties and other minor distinctions. 

Third: A zinc square is a better model 
for cut square shapes than celluloid or card
board. The author promises co get one for 
his own use immediately! A small photo- . 
trimmer is still better, but these are de
pression days! 

Fourth: Cellophane (two !l's) covers 
should not fit snug as they shrink and 
wrinkle the contents. Kodapak or cellulose 
acetate is better. 

Fifth : Envelopes should never be pencil 
marked on the front, always on the back. 
Undoubtedly right, but hard to change the 
habits of twenty-five years. 

Sixth: Large official sizes should never 
be folded for a filing case, as that is equiva
lent to m~tilation. Again absolutely right, 
but what 1s a poor collector to do, when 
the cost of a special sized cabinet un
balances his budget? 

Seventh: T he guide arran~ement for fil
ing cabinets is too condensed. Unquestion
ably so for a specialist, but a beginner can 

· always add guides as his collection expands. 
The guides suggested follow Bartels 
( 1933), and are an excellent start. 

Eighth: The current 3c. should be de
scribed as bluish purple, not bright violet. 
Chromatically correct, but the author fol
lowed Bartels listing, which will be revised 
in the next edition. 

The author has built up his entire collec
{ion in the remote fastnesses of the Middle 
West, far from the haunts of Nassau Street, 
and can make no claims as a connoisseur. 
He is most appreciative of consuuctive 
criticism .. 

(T o be continued) 
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The Origin of the Mother's 
.!:YEDWINBROOKS,P. J ~ Day Commemoratives 
T A TE as it may be for comment 
L on the Mother's Day com-

memorative, we nevertheless, 
know that many readers and collec
tors will be interested in the facts 
contained herein, may also clip the 
entire article to be pasted in the 
album page along side that of the 
stamp in question as well as cachet 
covers. 

This year was the twenty-fifth 
anniversary and it started this way: 

On Sunday, May 9, 1907, a wo
man grieving for •and honoring her 
mother, who had died the year be
fore, thought out a manner of 
observan0e which would be a tribute 
not only to mothers departed but to 
living mothers, and her idea so 
stirred the affections of mankind 
that Mother's Day has become not 
only a nation-wide festival with us, 
but is being celebrated in England. 

That woman was Miss Anna 
Jarvis of Philadelphia. . 

On the first anniversary of her 
mother's death she asked a friend to 
take part with her in a little com
memoration of the woman who had 
been dear to them both. In the 
course of the day she imparted to 
the friend her fond dream of seeing 
a day dedicated to all mothers. 

Before another year had passed 
many persons and many organiza
tions in Philadelphia had been 
touched by the intimate glamour of 
her dream. It became a .reality. On 
May 10, 1908, took place the first 
formal observance of Mother's Day, 
Philadelphia celebrating the new 
festival with gifts, with family re
unions, with flowers , and with ser
vices in the churches. 

That was a period when "slo
gans" were taken more piously than 
they are now, and Miss Jarvis' 
slogan at a public meeting where 
arrangements for the first festival 
were planned was, "In honor of. the 

best mother that ever lived-your 
mothh." One token of observance 
was to be the wearing of a white 
carnation if one's mother had passed 
on, a colored one if she was living. 

Miss Jarvis became a tireless pro
pagandist, but ~ot, happily, one of 
those who bore innocent bystanders 
to distraction and disgust. It re
mained for press agents hired by 
florists, confectioners and telegraph 
companies nearly to succeed in do
ing that, .their genius for vulgarizing 
anybody and everybody being .the 
most desolating manifestation of 
modern "go-getting." 

But Miss Jarvis' dream was too 
innocent and pretty to be thus 
wrecked. She was persistent but 
tactful in the thousands of letters 
which she wrote to persons of in
fluence in both public and private 
life. Tact won. 

Thus · the above enlightening 
paragraphs taken from a newspaper 
story tells quite a bit with little re
gard for "press agents," which to our· 
minds are nothing more or less then 
"sensation seekers" for the press. 

In 1912 the governor of Texas 
began observance of the festival by 
pardoning a certain number of de
serving prisoners. In 1913 Nebras
ka made Mother's Day State Flag 
Day in honor of the pioneer mothers 
of the commonwea1th and living 
mothers who were carrying on the1r 
valiant tradition, and in the same 
year Pennsylvania made it into a 
State holiday .. 

In 1913, too, came national rec
ognition of the first festival of this 
kind in the secular annals of man
kind, the Congress of the United 
States commending observance of 
the day to the nation. In 1914 Con
gress authorized the President to 
designate by annual proclamaition 
the second day Sunday of May, as 

Mother's Day and to 
display of flags on 
buildings and homes. 

request the 
government 

On May 9, 1914, Woodrow 
Wilson issued the first of such 
presidential proclamations, calling 
for the obs~rvance, he said, "as a 
public expression of our love and 
reverence for the mothers of our 
country." 

Once when Mr. Wilson was on a 
visit to his birthplace,. Staunton, Va., 
he was presented with a miniature 
of his mother painted in the days 
of her youth. Gazing attentively at 
it, his eyes filled with tears and he 
said, "I had not remembered that 
she was so beautiful.." If one must 
have a slogan it would seem that 
the spirit of that tender retrospect 
voices a seemly slogan for Mother's 
Day. 

--{8J!- --

Artigas Local Printing 

Our correspondent in Montvideo, 
Mr. Hermann R. Stoeckle, Casilla 
Correo 24, sends us a copy of the 
recently issued 50 centesimos Arti
gas stamp, first placed on sale 
December 8, 1934. In an attempt 
to imitate the work of W aterlow & 

Sons, the local printers, A. Barreiro 
y Ramos, have not been successful. 
The workmanship is crude and the 
colors--a . nondescript brown-is 
void of luster. · 

Mr. Stoeckle also submitted an 
ent·irely new color shade in the 1 
centesimo Waterlow-printed Artigas 
stamp. The former dark violet is 
superceded by a decided brown
violet. The color difference is quite 
marked. 
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The Buffalo Balloon Stamp· 
- BY ERIK HILDESHEIM .,,. and the King Ascension 
THE Buffalo balloon stamp is 

an interesting memento from 
.the cradle ·days of airmail when 

the Parisians maintained mail con
tact with the outer world during the 
siege of the French capital in the 
Franco-Prussian war 1870-71. The 
rapid development of mail trans
portation by air has saved this Ten
nessee item from oblivion in spite 
of its unofficial status. The story of 
its fate makes interesting reading, 
for in stampdom, as in real life, rec: 
ognition comes often only long after 
the hero did and died unnoticed. 

When the well known, veteran 
American aeronaut, Samuel Archer 
King, made his balloon trip from 
Nashville on June 17, 1877, we 
know that he did not realize the 
future significance of the mail feat
ure connected with it, as the now 
defunct, local newspaper The Daily 
American in its June 19 issue of that 
year published this statement by 
King: "As to the great problem of 
navigating the air the same as the 
sea, I think it will never be solved." 
\Vhich goes to prove the rashness of 
many predictions of limitations. 
While the oldtime aeronaut did not, 
and scarcely could, visualize the 
coming heavier-than-air develop
ments, he did not foresee either that 
a light power plant was all that was 
needed to make a dirigible airship 
out of the free balloon. However, 
King's Nashville ascension was on 
a higher level than many similar 
events forming part of the amuse
ments on July 4.th celebrations or at 
county fairs and circus perfor
mances; for the Buffalo carried, as 
on a previous trip from the same 
city ·in a different balloon, a local 
staff member of the U. S. Signal 
Service (now Signal Corps) to make 
meteorological observations. Finan
cial contribution toward the de
frayal of the expenses in connection 

at Nashville, 1877 
with this ascension of the Buffalo 
was also received from this official. 
source, and we shall later see how 
the Signal Service office ·was even · 
announced as the place where to 
hand in mail with the special bal
loon stamp to go up in the Buffalo. 

There are two unofficial American 
aeronautical stamps; the "Buffalo" • 
one represents the lighter-than-air 
side while the "Rogers Aerial Post 
-'-Vin Fiz" stamp is the heavier
than-air represep.tative. By a strange 
coincidence they were first repro
duced together in the December 
1929 issue of The Airpost Journal. 
As announced in the first issue of 
that publication it carried a story on 
the pioneer transcontinental flight 
which was responsible for the air
plane stamp. ~lsewhere appeared 
an illustration of the Buffalo stamp 
under the headline: "From the Edi
tor's Scrapbook" It was an inquiry 
starting thus: "Here is another 
mystery piece which offers the 
amatenr detective a splendid oppor
tunity to do some sleuthing. The. 
stamp illustrated is in imperforate 
condition, and a dull greenish-blue 
color. What it is or was, no one 
seems to know. Does the "Buffalo" 
refer to the well known City on 
Route No. 20, or is it the name of a 
particular balloon? The general 
impression of the stamp is that it is 
very similar in workmanship to 
several Confederate stamps issued 
during the Civil War. The color 
and imperforate condition help this 

. illusion. Perhaps the South insti
tuted a balloon service during the 
war, similar to that employed by 
Paris during the Franco-Prussian 
war." 

It will thus be seen that the 
stamp sens_e of this airmail enthusi-

ast stood him in good stead and that 
he was on the r.ight track to run 
down the origin and use of the 
Buffalo stamp. This particular 
sp~cimen came from the renowned 
collection of Major Steinmetz in 
Philadelphia, one of the earliest 
champions of the airmail cult, which 
·enhanced its chance of being more 
than a good April's fool joke. After 
the death of this outstanding collec
tor his wealth of material was sold 
by auction in the spring of 1929. 
Prices soared to new pinnacles for 
such material and the sale was an 
eye-opener to the stamp world that 
hence accepted the fact that good 
airmail covers had an intrinsic value 
and were here to stay as a fascinat
ing collecting. field. The Buffalo 
balloon stamp was one of the few 
pieces to sell cheaply on this occas
ion, and further research ceased for 
a time when it was afterwards sold 
and incorporated in a collection. 
This completed at least the circle, 
for many Buffalo balloon stamps 
had formed part of old fashioned 
stamp collections and had been 
ruthlessly weeded out together with 
much other "rubbish." 

Peculiarly enough our curiosity in 
the subject was pricked on to fur, 
ther activities from England and 
finally helped to a solution by Mr. 
Fred J. Melville, of London. A 
British airmail dealer had handled a 
tete beche pair and a single mint 
copy of the Buffalo stamp and in 
his search for information took the 
short cut to the Great Lakes city and 
jumped to the conclusion that this 
was where the balloon stamp came 
.into being. He gave the Buffalo 
Historical Society as his informant. 
They could only have told him that 
Professor King, to give him the title 
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he generally goes by, had so pleased 
the people of Buffalo previously 
that they collected and presented 
him with $1,500 wherewith to 
build a new balloon. It was made 
of oiled cotton cloth from the 
W amasutta Mills, was of a large 
size for exhibition work (91.000 
cubic feet capacity) and was named 
"Buffalo" in honor of the city of 
the donors. When King went up 
from Nashville in the Buffalo this 
balloon had been in storage almost 
a year since his ascension in it from 
Philadelphia during the Centennial 
Exposition there during August, 
1876, and he did not contemplate 
to ascend in it any more because of 
the cost of using a balloon of that 
size and its unwieldiness in packing 
and transportation after landing. 
King made his first balloon ascen
sion on September 25, 1851 , from 
the Zoological Gardens in Philadel
phia, where he was born in 1827, 
and the first ascension in the Buffalo 
from Buffalo just after its construc
tion there in 1873. 

.In 1877 there were two dally 
newspapers in NashviJle : The Ame
rican, that has since ceased publica
tion, and The Banner, that had 
started to appear the previous year. 
Old files of the latter were not 
found available when I recently 
went to Tennessee to look into ~he 
matter, whereas the State Library 
had a set of The Daily American 
and very kindly accommodated me 
with a complete transcript of all 
references to King's two balloon 
ascensions at Nashville. In the June 
1.5 .issue appears the following edi
torial notice under the headline: 
"Balloon Postage Stamps." 

We have received a stamp thus named 
from Wheeler Bros., No. 20 North Cherry 
street, designed by Jno. B. Lillard, and en
graved by Mr. J. H. Snively, of this city. 
It is lYs by 1¥8-inch, has the words 
"Balloon Postage, five cents" in straight 
Jines at the top and bottom, and is printed 
in blue, with a good picture of the Buffalo 
in the centre. All letters left at the signal 
office with this stamp and bearing a United 
States three-cent stamp will be taken up in 
the Buffalo. The American reporter will 
take up a supply to put on all letters he 
drops from the clouds. 
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This statement had been reprint
ed in the Philadelphia Philatelic 
Monthly at that time. In his article 
on "The Buffalo Balloon Stamp" 
(The Stamp Lover, April 1934) 
Mr. Melville tells how he recently 
chanced upon this forgotten refer
ence to it. Then, when he saw the 
reproduction of the stamp in the 
Standard Airpost Catalogue (which 
gave wrong years of issue and made 
erroneous conclusions about the 
stamp), he gave the clue in his re-

. view of the catalogue in Mekeel' s 
lf/' eekly. After which it was easy 
going, or rather should ~ave been. 
For time has played havoc with our 
most likely sources of information; 
it waits for no man, and all the 

"active participants in the event have 
passed on. The printing and book 
shop of . Wheeler Bros. exists no 
longer, the street has been renamed, 
nor is Mr. Lillard available to tell 
how he got the idea for the special 
balloon stamp, or who gave it to 
him and was to benefit by the pro
ceeds. We can only surmise that the 
revenue from the sale of this bal
loon stamp supplemented the in
come of the aeronaut from .this as
cension, for we Know from the 
contemporary newspaper reports 
that King's expenses were not cov
ered by the advance subscriptions of 
$100 each by a number of public
spirited citizens, and the amount of 
paid admissions was small as usual 
in aerial exhibitions, because out
siders see almost as much and as 
well as the inner circle. The airmail 
feature was not on this occasion re
served for the paid spectators, as 
was the case in later years, when it 
was used as a drawing card by 
promotors of exhibition flying. The 
published partial list of subscribers 
mentions the U. S. Signal Service 
and 'also gives the names of A. C. 
Ford, its Nashville observer, who 
was delegated to participate in the 
Buffalo ascension and make a mete
orological report. Together w~th 
Duncan R. Dorris, city editor of 
The Daily American, Sergeant Ford 
-to give him his military rank, or 

Dr. Ford as the newspaper style 
him-seems to have been the most 
active passenger. After the inter
mediate landing he substituted for 
the former as the American's repre
sentative when Dorris rushed back 
to Nashville to describe his im
pressions. Lillard was the reporter 
of the Banner on the Buffalo trip, 
so the local press covered the event 
fully. Beside King's assistant, 
Robert, the passenger list comprised 
further C. R. Staley of Nashville, 
and J. H. Andrews, from Pulaski, 
who both came forward during the 
filling preparations and paid $100 
each for the privilege of going up. 
In keeping with the chevaleresque 
atmosphere of the South, King had 
stated ithat ladies caring to join 
~ould be carried free of charge, but 
the fair sex was not actively repre
sented on this occasion. 

There are two direct contempor
ary references to the Buffalo balloon 
mail. The Daily American of June 
19, 187.7, says in part : 

"Our special reporter carried up with 
him several large envelopes upon which 
was 'Message from the Balloon Buffalo. 
To the Nashville American. Please deliver 
to the operator at the nearest telegraph 
station who will send contents to the 
American. To these were attached streamers 
about nine feet long, made of tissue paper 
representing the flag of our country. Ea.ch 
envelope contained an ounce of shot to in

crease its velocity downward. Several of 
these envelopes were dropped during the 
trip; one which was picked two miles out 
on the Gallatin pike, at 5: 30 p. m. by R. 
C. Bowers had the following contents '1,800 
feet high-Prof. King had a passenger con
cealed on the train. He intends to drop the 
Monsieur out in a few minutes, with a 
parachute. The Monsieur is made of air 
proof cloth, and is about six feet high. 
The country spread out before us presents a 
fine appearance. The green groves look 
magnificent. The air is growing cooler, 
and the present stage could not be m~re 
delightful. The balloon moves so easily 
that writing is a pleasure. Prof. King does 
not think that he can go beyond Gallatin." 

" D ORRIS ." 

The Buffalo was in fact landed at 
Gallatin after a two-hour trip and 
weighted down there for the .night. 
It is then mentioned that one of the 
first to greet them there was Captain 
Turpin "for whom, D. R. Dorris 
reports, Dr. Ford, Prof. King and I 
had. especially mnveyed our compli
ments on an American envelope 
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with red, white and blue stream~rs 
attached." Owing to the loss of gas 
overnight the balloon could the next 
morning only ascend again with 
King, Ford and Andrews. It drifted 
this time slowly back toward Nash
ville and came down at noon three 
miles from Taylorsville. 

Two pairs of tete beche Buffalo 
balloon stamps and about a dozen 
single copies in mint condition are 
known to exist. They were freely 
advertised for sale in the old phila
telic press. At least one envelope 
which pertains to this event has 
survived and caine to light in recent 
years. It is postmarked "Gallatin, 
June 18," but the three-cent pos~age 
stamp is not t.ied by the cancellation. 
The Buffalo balloon stamp appears 
in the top left corner. There is alsq 
a hand-written request to mail the 
letter, and some additional, illegible 
writing which does not seem to be a 
statement by the finder about the 
time and place of the find, such as 
I know to be the general practice in 
similar cases from my own experi
ence as a balloon pilot. There is 
thus, unfortunately, no longer any 
means of telling whether this en
velope was dropped from the bal
loon during the ascension and 
found, or was brought to the post 
office after the landing. 

In the case of the Vin Fiz stamps 
on post-cards, some may still rest 
and be found in post-card collec
tions. The chance of learning of 
additional Buffalo balloon covers 
should be based mainly on the 
possibility that some oldtime South
ern philatelist has maintained an 
interest in these souvenirs and has 
preserved them among his entires. 
I will be very glad to hear from 
such parties and also to receive re
ports of existing mint stamps, be 
they of the Buffalo or Vin Fiz 
variety .and on or off card, used. 

ERIK HILDESHEIM, 

143 West 49th St., 
New York City. 

---~!---

Subscribe now. Only $1 the year. 

Silver Jubilee Colonials 
THE CROWN AGENTS' ISSUE 

The new Colonial Commemo
rative stamps to be issued in the 
respective Colonies on May 6th next 
in honor of the Silver Jubilee of the 
King's Accession are being supplied 
by the Crown Agents to n~ f ew~r 

. than 43 Colonies, each of which will 
have four denominations in the 

· uniform design showing the profile 
of H. M. the King, wearing the 
Crown in a medallion framed by 
the Garter, above which are the 
dates 1910-1935. In a panel to the 
left is a view of Windsor Castle. 

Four stamps each of 43 Colonies 
mean 1 72 stamps in this one design, 
and this, of course, takes no account 
of the Silver Jubilee stamps likely 
to be issued in other parts of the 
Empire not ·served by the Crown 
Agents in the matter of stamp 
supplies. 

The stamps are being printed 
intaglio, in two colors, by three dif
ferent printing firms, as already 
announced exclusively in the Stamp 
Collectors' Fortnightly. They will 
be on sale on May 6th, and will 
remain in use in their respective 
colonies until December, 1935, 
when any remainder will be with
drawn and destroyed. During the 
period of their sale the correspond~ 
ing values in the permanent stamps 
in use in the Colonies will be dis
continued. 

The following is a full list of the 
Colonies to have the King and 
Windsor Castle design, and the offi
cial details of the denominations: 

LIST OF T ERRITORIES PARTICIPATING IN THE 

SPECIAL I SSUE OF SILVER J UBILEE 

POSTAGE AND R EVENUE STAMPS 

N AME 

A ntigua ... .. ... .. . . 
Ascension ... . ...... . 
Bahamas . ... , . . .. . . 
Barbados ...... . . . . . 
Basutoland .... .. . . . . 
Bechuanaland 

Protectorate . . ... . . 
Bermuda ..... .... . . 
Briti•h Guiana ... .. . . 
British Honduras . . .. . 
Cayman Islands ..... . 
Ceylon ........ . ... . 

DENOMINATIONS 

ld. 1Y,d. 2Y,d . 1/0 
l Y, d. 2d. 5d. 1/0 
1Y, d. 2Y, d. 6d. 1/0 
ld. 1 Y, d. 2Y, d. 1/ 0 
ld. 2d. 3d. 6d. 

ld. 
ld. 
2c. 
3c. 
Y,d. 

6c. 

2d. 3d. 6d. 
lY,d. 2Y, d. 1/0 
6c. 12c. 24c. 
4c. 5c. Z5c. 
ZY,d. 6d. 1/0 
9c. ZOc. 50c. 

Cyprus . . . . . . . . . . . . jl.j p. 1 Y, p. ZY,p. 9p. 
Dominica . . . . . . . . . . . ld. l Y,CI. ZY,d. 1/0 
Falkland Islands..... ld. .ZY,d. 4d. 1/0 
Fiji . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 Y, d. Zd. 3d. 1-/0 
Gambia . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 Y, d. 3d. 6d. 1/0 
Gibraltar . . . . . . . . . . Zd. 3d. 6d.. 1/0 
Gilbert and Ellice 

Islands . . . . . . . . . . . ld. 
Gold Coast. . . . . . . . . . Zd. 

1 Y,d. 3d. 1/0 
3d. 6d. 1/0 

Grenada . . . . . . . . . . . Y,d. 
Hong Kong . . . . . . . . . 3c. 

ld. I Y, d. 1/0 
Sc. 1 Oc. 20c. 

{(~~~~a Ug~~d~;. Pr~~ ld. 
1 Y, d. 6d. 1/ 0 

tectorate and Tang-
anyika Territory 
(joint issue) . ...... ZOc. 30c. 65c. 

Leeward l slands . . . . . ld. 1 Y, d. ZY,d. 
Malta . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Y, d. 2Y, d. 6d. 
Mauritius . . . . . . . . . . 5c. 12c. 20c. 
Montserrat . . . . . . . . . Id. l Y, d. 2Y, d. 
Nigeria . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 Y, d. 2d. 3d. 
Northern Rhodesia . . . ld. Zd. 3d. 
Nyasaland Protectorate ld. 2d. 3d. 
SaintChristopher-Nevis ld. lY,d. ZY,d. 
Saint Helena . . . . . . . . 1 Y, d. 2d. 6d. 
Saint Lucia..... ... .. Y, d. 2d. 2Y,d. 
Saint Vincent. . .... . . ld. lY,d. 2Y, d. 
Seychelles . . . . . . . . . . 6c. 12c. 20c. 
Sierra Leone....... . . ld. 3d. Sd. 
Solomon l slands 

Protectorate . . . . . . . 1 Y, d. 3d. 
Somaliland Protectorate la. 2a. 
Strai ts Settlements. . . . 5c. Sc. 
Swaziland . . . . . . . . . . ld. 2d. 
Trinidad . . . . . . . . . . . 2c. 3c. 
Tu rks and Caicos 

6d. 
3a. 

12c. 
3d. 
6c. 

1/0 
1/0 
1/0 
lR. 
1/0 
1/0 
6d. 
1/0 
1/0 
1/ 0 
1/ 0 
1/ 0 
lR. 
1/0 

1/0 
lR. 

25c. 
6d. 

24c. 

Islands . . . . . . . . . Y, d. 3d. 6d. 1/ 0 • 
Virg in Islands... . . ld. l Y,d. ZY, d. 1/0 

-Stamp Collectors' Fortnightly. 

----C8:Jr- 

RoanOke (Va.) News 
A special meeting of The Roa

noke Stamp Club (arranged by Mrs. 
J. W. Williams, Jr., President), was 
held at the Patrick H enry Hotel, 
Monday evening, February 18th. 

Dr. Don Preston Peters, Mr. 
Carter Glass, Jr., and Mr. Milton 
Moses of the Lynchburg, Va. Club 
were guests. 

Mr. Moses, president of the 
Lynchburg Club, made a short talk 
for the good of the order. Mr. 
Glass explained the operations of 
the Virginia Federation of Stamp 
Clubs and exhibited his collection 
of Lindbergh Air Mail Covers. Dr. 
Peters, who is an authority on Con
federate States stamps, gave 'a most 
interesting talk, illustrating same 
with exhibits from his famous col
lection. 

It was a successful and interesting 
meeting, approximately forty collec
tors being present, and the Roanoke 
Club is indebted to the visitors from 
Lynchburg · for their assistance. 

R. D. BOWERS, 

Secretary Roanoke Stamp Club. 
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Confed. Express Cover 
Among the Express companies 

operating in the Southern States 
during the Confederacy was "The 
Southern Express Company of 
Georgia," successor to Adams Ex
press Company. Here is a relic of 
that institution. 

A hand-made cover of better
grade straw paper has been sub
mitted, addressed to "Parson O' -

• Neal, Crawfordsville, Ga." The 
envelope contains a receipt form of 
the Southern Express Company ( ap
proximately 5'Ax8'A, printed in red 
on white paper) to "Q. Oneal," 
dated "Crawfordsville, Sept. 1st, 
1862 " for "Five Hundred and 
Ninety-three Dollars and 45 Cents," 
which amount is to be delivered to 
Milton Creighton of Albany, Ga. 
It is signed by G. L. Burk, as agent 
for the Express Company. 

The cover also contains a letter 
from Creighton to O'Neal, dated 
"Daugherty Co., June 19, 1862." 

The face of the cover bears the 
address: "Parson O'Neal, Craw
fordsville, Ga." In the upper left 
corner, in manuscript, "Value, 
$583.28," and in the right upper 
corner, likewise in manuscript, 
"Paid I. K." There is no hand
stamped Express Company marking. 
The flap on the back is sealed with 
a great daub of red wax without 
insignia of any kind. The label 
illustrated above is attached to the 
right. It is printed in black on 
highly glazed vermilion-color sur
faced paper, which is fast oxidizing. 

(In his serial "Civil War Mail Carric;d 
by Express Companies," which appeared m 
T he Southern Philatelist in 1925, the 
author, Mr. Edward S. Knapp, makes no 
mention of this label.-EmTOR.) 
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.-~---. . -. -. I 
tearfully complain
ed that he was get
ting into trouble at 
his place of em
ployment because 
he could not sepa
rate the stamps 
properly. 

"AnyOld ThingGoes" 
Somnolent Philadelphians have 

been accused of shooting postmen, 
because of their grey uniforms as • 
late as the gay nineties; but New 
York City, as late as 3 P. M. Apr. 
21, 1934, did not recognize Jefferson 
Davis on a lOc. blue type AS, since 
the cover bearing that stamp was 
accepted for postage, and delivered 
without any postage due on Man
hattan Island in this 20th Century. 

-CHARLES CORWIN. 

----lZ11---

$ 50for72 Misperf. l~d. 
The Daily Mail understands that 

the new 10 d. stamp is to undergo 
a . slight alteration which, while 
hardly noticeable to the general 
public, will be of considerable inter
est to philatelists. 

It is suggested that the contem
plated alteration may do something 
to alleviate the dislike that many 
people have to dealing with the 
stamps in la:rge quantities. There is 
a complaint that the color of the 
stamps makes them difficult to 
handle, particularly in artificial light. 

Meanwhile a remarkable error · 
has been discovered, and the stamps 
in question are in the possession of 
Mr. F. H. Vallancey, a philatelist, 
of St. Bride-street, E. C. Three 
rows of 10d., a block of 72 alto
gether, have been perforated across 
the King's head. 

" It is an error in a million," said 
Mr. Vallancey, _"and no one knows 
how it occurred. It was not noticed 
at the post office for the. block of 
stamps was sold in the ordinary way 
to an office boy from a City firm. 

"The boy returned to the post 
office later, however, and almost 

. I 

"The post office clerk obligingly 
changed the block, and I now have 
it. But what that office boy bought 
for $2.25 cost me $50.00. Yet, 
from a philatelic point of view, it 
is a bargain, as it is a rare ·~rror ' 

in British stamps." 

---iZl---

1917 Stock on Hand 
For the information of your sub

scribers, the local post office has on 
hand a quantity of the old combina
tion 1 and 2c. stamp booklets which 
sell for 7 3c. The postmaster will 
accommodate collectors who remit 
by money order and send stamped 
envelope for the return of any 
purchases. This is issue of 1917. 

W.R. WARE, 
4.04 E. 10th and Leslie Sts., Stuttgart, Ark. 

---!Zl1--

"Can You Believe ?" 
We have received a copy .of a 

sort of Ripley booklet under the 
above title, by Wilfred Myers, A. 
M., issued by Robert L. Smith Bick
ford, 1102 Second Ave., Rome, Ga., 
who also publishes The Interna
tional Stamp Magazine. Its 32 pages 
contain many curious facts directly 
related to stamp-collecting. No 
price stated. Write to the publisher. 

---lZJ1--

Konwiser Wants Data 
Any of our readers having knowl

edge as to the type of postmark 
used at Castroville, Texas, in 1869-
7 5 period are asked to write to 
Harry M. Konwiser, 30 East 42nd 
Street, New York, who seeks to 
know also whether a 30-cent 1869 
was likely to have been used there. 
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"Official" Forgeries of the Great War 
THE exact number of enemy 

stamps alleged to have been 
fprged by the British Govern

ment in the Great War, and the full . 
extent of their employment, may 
never be generally known . High 
officials are habitually coy about 
their own achievements; and mysti
fication of the public is a game they 
not only enjoy for its own sake, but 
because conscience tells them that it 
is for the public's own g()od. 

In war-time any method of 
damaging the enemy must be judged . 
on its merits. The wholesale for
gery of German paper money and 
its circulation on the Continent was 
contemplated by the Government 
quite early -in the war, but the 
British tradition of fair play tri
umphed, and the idea was . aban
doned, because it was felt that we 
stood to lose more than we gained if 
any "dirty work" of that kind was 
set on foot. 

Schemes for the forgery of 
German stamps did not become 
practical politics till 1916. Jealousy 
between the War Office and the 
Admiralty, so notorious in their 
struggle for the soul of the Air 
Wing, persisted in the attitude of 
their high officials towards the 
multifar.ious queer suggestions for 
helping to win the war, which wer'e 
put forward by private individuals 
in these hectic years. It is believed 
that the idea of forging enemy 
stamps was actually taken up by the 
Admiralty after being turned down 
by the War Office. 

Forgeries of the German lOpf. 
rose-carmine and 15pf. slate violet 
("Germania" type) are quite com
mon in mint condition, and are 
occasionally seen used. They are 
listed in Kohl's catalogue in which 
appears the following note: 

"In · 1922, Behrens. the sramo dealer of 
Bmnswick, bought forgeries of the lOpf. 
~nd 15pf., which were said to have come 
from a diplomat, and which had bee.n made 
on specially prepared paper by the Entente 
during the War for espionage purposes. 

Reprinted from Philatelic Journal 

of Great Britain. 

also are the outlines of the lettering. 
The background of the spai:drels and 
behind the name BAYERN 1s too ob

~· .... ------------0~ viously striated; in the genuine,. the 
lines are little more than suggestions. 
The color is a deep rose-carmine-not 
unlike some shades of the issued 
stamps. Finally, and this betrays them 
at once, the perforation is 15 by , 14 
instead of 14 by 14_0. 

This paper was of a kind which made it 
possible for important messages t.o be 
written on the backs of the stamps rn so
called invisible, or syi:npathetic ink; such 
messages could only be made v!sible by 
the receiver. Letters franked with these 
forgeries bearing the invisible message were 
posted to persons in neutral countries, and 
in this way actually passed the German 
censor without being noticed. There are 
said to be still some such letters bearing 
the forgeries, in the possession of the 
diplomats concerned. 

Although this explanation is not alto
gether satisfactory, it yet appears to be a 
fact that such forgeries actually were made 
by the Entente for definite war yurpose~, as 
it was admitted by the Belgian ~mister 
for Posts in an open sitting of parltam~nt 
in reply to a question addressed to him. 
The forgerie~ are strikingly well done and 
printed on very white watermarked paper. 
In the inscriptions the horizontal strokes 
of the letters, as for example in the '.'T" 
and "H" either fail entirely, or are very 
faint. The horizontal perforation is 14~ , 
instead of 14." 

It was· not till . quite recently, 
however, that the writer saw the 
forgeries of the Bavaria lOpf. (Scott 
No. 96) and the Austrian lOh., 
(Scott's No. 148) when the remains 
of a broken sheet of each came into 
our Publishers' possession in a mixed 
lot, presumably the property of so~e· 

deceased official connected with the 
business, in whose handwriting was 
a note on ' the envelope containing 
the stamps "German (sic) stamps 
forged by the Admiralty during the 
1914-18 War. The suggestion to 
forge them was proposed to the 
War Office and rejected." 

The fact that the stamps were 
printed in sheets-apparently of 
considerable size-is interesting, be
cause it seems to show that the 
preparation of considerable quanti
ties must at one time have been 
contemplate!=l. . 

The followin~ is a description of 
the genuine and counterfeit: 

BAVARIA.-The imitations are, like 
the genuine. produced by photograv
ure, but evidently through the medium 
of a coarser screen. · The outer frame
lines, if examined under a glass are 
very obviously composed. of dots, as 

AusTRIA.-Both originals and coun
terfeits are typographed, but the latter 
are immediately betrayed by the color 
of the paper, which is buff and ch~lk
surfaced. The details of the design 
are not so· sharp and the imrri?t o~ the 
artist, Rudolf Junk, at foot, 1s 1lleg1ble. 
The perforation is of the same gauge 
as the original, namely 12_0. 

It is not easy to conjecture what 
exactly was in the minds of the 
British authorities in going to such 
expense in the preparati.on of t~ese 
stamps, which are beautifully print
ed and must have entailed a con-

' siderable capital outlay. 
In the case of a successful whole

sale forgery of high value stamps, a 
very considerable loss might be im
posed on the victim country's reve
nue but the Central Powers had no 
sta~ps of a higher face value thari 
S marks, and no attempt was ever 
made to forge them anyway. 

It could scarcely be hoped that 
the forgery and circulation of a 
comparatively sm.all number of low 
value stamps would cause Ger
many any appreciable finanoial loss, 
though the discovery that such fakes 
were in circulation would undoubt
edly cause great uneasiness to the 
German post office, and would 
waste the time of many officials in 
their detection and extirpation. 

One is driven back, therefore. to 
the theory put forward by Kohl th~t 
these forgeries were intended for 
the use of spies, and this theory is 
corroborated by at least one individ
ual of our acquaintance who paid 
several clandestine visits to Germanv 
in war time. Our friend himself 
believes that . the idea of writing 
messages on the backs of ordinary 
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stamps was surreptitiously suggested 
by the Germans themselves, who 
then kept watch on known spies in 
the hope of trapping valuable infor
mation, and that the British fooled . 
them by the use of a special paper. 
This theory, of course, we cannot 
verify, nor have we heard of experi
ments being made on the paper of 
any of these stamps to see if there 
was any truth in the tale of their 
mysterious manufacture. 

So far as we know, these Austrian 
and Bavarian forgeries , unlike the 
German ones, were produced too 
late in the war to be actually put 
into circulation: Certainly we have 
not heard of any genuinely used 
copies. We should be glad to hear 
from any reader at home or abroad, 
who can shed light on this interest
ing subject, especially from the 
purely philatelk point of view. 

---~,____ __ 
Stamps and Counter

feiting 
It is announced that the Ameri

can Philatelic Society will appeal to 
Congress at 1its next session for re
peal of the law which forbids photo
graphing and reproducing of United 
States postage stamps. When I first 
perfected the photointaglio method 
in 1881 by which I covld engrave 
intaglio by photography I thought 
of engraving portraits to be used as 
poster stamps for advertising. I en
graved a stamp by this method and 
showed proofs to some United 
States Secret Service officials. 1bey 
became alarmed, begged me not to 
make such stamps, and had the 

. present law enacted to prevent 
counterfeiting. 

It would be well for philatelists 
to know that, should this present 
law be 1"epealed, there would be a 
flood of counterfeit rare stamps that 
would defy detection, and the joy of 
stamp collecting would disappear. 
-STEPHEN H . MORGAN in The 
Inland Printer. 

---~1-----

S u bscribe now. Only $1 the year. 

The Isles of Juan Fernandez 
Four hundred 

miles west and 
south of Valparai

. so is a group of 
islands which bear 
the name "Juan 
Fernandez.'' These 

are owned by the Republic of Chile, 
and are associated with a famous 
work of fiction. 

An English sailor, Alexander 
Selkirk, was marooned for five years 
on the largest island, now known 
as Masa Fuera, and was rescued by 
William Dampier in the Duke 
privateer. 

Upon this basis Daniel Defoe 
wrote his famous story, •"Robinson 
Crusoe," a work which has been 
translated into many languages, and 
the Juan Fernandez group became 
familiarly known as "Robinson 
Crusoe Island," although the actuai' 
locality of the island, as defined by 
Defoe, was supposed to be some
where off the coast of Brazil, on the 
other side of the South American 
continent. 

The republic of Chile was quite 
aware of this romantic aspect of its 
lonely possession, and it occurred to 
a prominent postal official that much 
money might be obtained from col

·1ectors and admirers of Defoe's 
works if a special set of stamps was 
provided for the island. 

Accordingly a decree was issued · 
over the signature of the President 
of the Republic on June 25, 1910, 
authorizing their preparations by 
means of an overprint on the cur
rent Chilean stamps. 

ISLAS DE 
JUAN Fl!RNANDBZ 

ISLAS DE 

JUAN FERNANDEZ 

10 Cts. 
As a result the inscription "Islas 

de Juan Fernandez" was applied to 
certain values of the current set, 
whilst at the sarrie time new sur
charged values were added in all 

instances except in the case of the 
one d0llar . denomination of which 
some did not receive a surcharge. 
The stamps overprinted were: 

5c. on 12c., 1,500,000; lOc. on 
$1, 400,000; 20c. on $1, 400,000; 
without surcharge, $1, 200,000. 
All these bear the overpr.int above 
referred to. 

The stamps w~re first placed on 
sale in Santiago on July 23, 1910, 
but the next day an order arrived 
forbidding their sale, as it was con
sidered by the Director of I,'osts that 
they should be either sold only in 
the islands or over the whole of 
Chile. The official notice in regard 
to the matter was worded in Spanish 
to this effect: 

"In view of the note received by 
the Ministry from the Director
General of Posts in which he states 
that there is no necessity for the use 
of the Juan de Fernandez Islands 
stamps, since these islands are 
Chilean territory and the inhabitants 
are very few, with a consequence 
that very little correspondence 
emanates from the said islands, and 
their postage may be franked with 
the ordinary stamps in circulation. 
Therefore: - The surcharged Juan 
Fernandez stamps may be sold for 
use for both interior and exterior 
postage in all the Fiscal Treasuries 
and Post Offices of the Republic, 
and this decision is to be made 
known to the Universal Postal 
Union at Berne." 

This wise decision effectively 
cteared the Government of the 
charge of speculation, but as the 
printing was fairly small, the 
stamps were never common, espec
ially the one dollar (peso) value. 

The main island, Masa Fuera 
(House of Fire) is now a convict 
settlement, and the inhabitants are 
now, at the present time, almost as 
much isolated as was Alexander 
Selkirk so many years · ago.-T he 
Australian Stamp Monthly. 
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Hugo Junkers,Aeronaut 
BY JOSEPH CHARLES SALAK 
~01---------------·~ 

H AS Germany forgotten her 
famed airplane and engine 
manufacturer, Dr. Hugo 

Junkers who passed away at 
Munich, Germany on February 3rd, 
1935 on his 76 birthday? 

The Zeppelin is shown on the 
German stamps of 192 7 in honor 
of Count Zeppelin who made the 
first successful ascent in 1900. 

Dr. Hugo Eckener, skipper of 
the famous Graf Zeppelin, has also 
appeared philatelically, but Pro
fessor Junkers apparently has been 
overlooked by Germa.ny-but not 
by Roumania who, on their 1931 
Air post issue, portray a Junkers 
Monoplane on adhesive No. 517 
AP3 a 21 dull green value. 

Dr. Junkers centered his energies 
for years on the idea, of constructing 
a serviceable motor and in the early 
days of aviation worked continually 
on the idea of combining an aero
plane and a motor. 

In 1889 while in partnership with 
Oechelhauser, he founded an ex
perimental station for g~s motors at 
Dessau, Germany which has now be
come the nucleus of the great Junk
ers Airplane Construction Works. 
Otto and Daimler f1rst introduced 
the gas motors and with that intro
duction, Junkers began to specialize 
in motors and before long a Junkers . 
plane made the east to west flight 
across the Atlantic, piloted by Baron 
von Huenef eld, Capt. Koehl and 
Maj. Fitzmaurice, the first time the 
flight from Europe to America was 
successfully completed. 

Shortly afterward, in 1910, Junk
ers created a metal motor plane and 
took out a patent on what was to 
prove the foundation for a world's 
network of airplanes bearing his 
name. 

It was a Junkers plane that held 
the first world record for endurance 
of 66 hours, later broken by the 

· United States, in the air by means 
of refueling while in flight. . 

Though the creative brain of 
Junkers is at rest, it seems as if Dr. 
Hugo Eckener is the :Oext "eagle" 
for Germany to look to for guid
ance. Even at the present time this 
crafty, confident and supreme com
mander of the air is preparing a 
new Graf Zeppelin as a more 
modern opposition to the French 
luxury liner, N ormandie and Eng
land's ocean mistress, Queen Mary. 

The new Graf will be completed 
and scheduled for her first trip in 
July, 1935 and will make a trial 
trip across the North Atlantic, the 
first "heat" of a spirited race for 
supremacy, air versus water, for 
ocean trade. 

Not forgetting our own country, 
reports reveal that an American air 
transport firm plan to inaugurate a 
high-speed air service from America 
to the British Isles. Speed-speed 
-and more speed is the pass-word 
for a nation that will and must be 
on the top! · 

-----[8J1---

Rapkin Alone Eligible 
G. F. Rapkin, London's philatelic 

accessories manufacturer, appears to 
be the sole eligible to exhibit at the 
British Industries Fair, to be held in 
London from February 18 to March 
1 of this year. 

The regulations strictly forbid the 
showing of any goods other than 
those actually made in the stall
holder's own factory, which is to be 
deplored, as it entirely prevents any 
stamp dealer from exhibiting. 

At any rate, Philately will be 
represented at this great Fair. 

-----[8J1---

STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING 
strives to foster the interests of both 
dealer and collector. Only one dol
lar the year. Twice as much real 
assistance than you get elsewhere. 

Do Burglars Borrow 
Your Keys? 

CONFEDERATE "REPRINTS" 

Advertising recently appeared (in 
two of our contemparary weeklies) 
offering 12 varieties, a set, of the 
general issues of the Confederate 
States, as "Reprints" at a price of 
25 cents. 

As is well known, there never 
were any reprints of any of the 
regularly issued Confederate general 
issues, except from the plate of the 
5c. blue, De La Rue, London, design 
which was altered to 1 Oc., and .from 
the plate of the le. Calhoun design, 
which was altered to 2c. The sets 
are, of course, counterfeits, which I 
expected when I bought a set for 
examination. 

The 1861, 5c. green; 1862, 2c. 
green and 5c. blue; 1862, 5c. blue, 
De La Rue, and the le. Calhoun, 
orange, are very well executed and 
may deceive many collectors. The 
paper is very white, and in the other 
values of the set, the colors are not 
so good. 

"Produced at a huge expense 
from fac-simile die plates." As a 
matter of fact, they are apparently 
zinc etchings reproduced from the 
set of "Fae-Simile Die Proofs" (in 
enlarged size), which August Dietz 
prepared about sixteen years ago in 
advance of publication of his great 
book on the stamps of the Confed
erate States. I doubt, though, that 
Mr. Dietz has given anyone per
mission to copy his productions, if 
his permission was asked. 

The addition of counterfeits to a 
collection to serve as "space-fillers" 
usually casts an unfavorable reflec
tion upon every other stamp in the 
album.-GEORGE B. SLOANE in 
Stamps. 

------{8):-~ 

The Duke of Argyll, the Marquis 
of Bute, Lord Gosford, Lord Walde
grave and Lord Kilmaine are stamp
collecting members of the House of 
Lords.-F:AWCETT in Washington 
Star. 
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Atlanta's Show a .Big Success 
Stamp collecting has been given 

another boost in this' section as a 
result of the splendid Stamp Exhi
bition held at the H enry Grady 
Hotel, January 17th, 18th and 19th, 
which was sponsored by the Atlanta 
Stamp Society. Visitors throughout 
the State and other sections express
ed themselves ·as being pleased with 
the show. 

Among the outstanding frames in 
the Exhibition entered for competi
tion was the specialized collection, 
the Indian State "Bophal," which 
was displayed by Mr. Julian Bach
rach, of the New York American. 
We were also honored by a beauti
ful Map frame of South America 
showing the attractive stamps of 
each country, which was entered by 
H . E. Harris Company. The out
standing frame of the Exhibition 
for competition, and which received 
the loving cup, was that of Mr. W. 
D. Armstrong, who displayed im
perforate stamps from 1902 to date, 

· complete. · The first prize for the 
United States Division, was awarded 
to M. H. Judd, Dalton, Georgia, 
for a unique frame of cancellations. 
Second, Mr. R. L. Taylor, for a uni
que frame of all types of the 1912 
issue of le. stamps. Third, was 
awarded to Mr. J. H. Hardwick, for 
frame of Wines and Tobacco Reve
nue stamps. In the Foreign Div~s
ion, the first prize was awarded to 
Mr. H. C. Bode, for his frame of 
Cape of Good Hope triangles. 
Second prize to Mr. C. S .. Bolen, for 
his attractive exhibition of Manchu
kuo. Third, to Mr. John H. Jones, 
for his display of Canadian stamps. 
In the Miscellaneous Division, first 
prize was awarded to Mr. F. W. 
Cate for his frame illustra.ting 
Shooting of Animals by Camera, 
and second prize to Mr. Cate for his 
attractive frame entitled, "George 
Washingtqn." Third, J.B. Clark, for 
his complete issue of the National 
Parks stamps, signed by . Superin
tendents of the respective Parks. 

The awards in. the Junior Divis
ion were as follows: 

First, awarded to Philip Francis 
for the frame of Luxemburg, Dutch
ess and her children; second prize 
being awarded :to Albert, Florence 
and Joyce Lacour, for their frame 
entitled "Geography and Stamps 
for Children," this being a map of 
South America with attr\]-ctive 
stamps from each country. Third was 
a warded to Lewis Zahn, for Colonial 
Art Exhibition of Italian Colonies. 

An attractive display of stamps 
and stamp accessories was shown by 
Atlanta stamp dealers, namely: 
Pathe Stamp Co., Arcade Stamp Co. 
and Miller's Book St9re. 

Previous to the Exhibition Davi
son-Paxon Company were kind en
ough to display in their wind.ow,, a 
group of the frames used in the 
Exhibition which :).ttracted great at
tention. •Leading stamp publications 
donated a generous supply of sam
ple copies for distribution to visitors. 

At 6:30 o'clock on tl;i.e evening 
of January 17th, the annual dinner 
of the Society was held in the Dixie 
ballroom of the H enry Grady Hotel 
with sixty-four collectors present. 
Major Senay acted as toastmaster of 
the occasion, and the banquet was 
honored with the presence of Mr. 
H. L. Lindquist of New York City, 
who gave a most interesting talk on 
collections th(lt have not received 
mention in the Philatelic Press. 

----!Zl--

N ew Stamp Type on Sale 
The Washington Star reports that 

a new type of the current 2-cent 
stamp has gone on sale in several 
cities without any announcement of · 
its manufacture and distribution. It 
is an experimental variety, and rep
resents a new technique of printing. 
Detaile<l information is not avail
able, but it is said that sheets show 
guide lines composed of dashes in
stead of the usual straight lines
BARRY in N. Y. Herald Tribune. 

Death of Elmer Clark 
Mr. EJmer L. Clark ( 40) of 27 

North Franklin Street, Lynn, Massa
chusetts, passed away at the 
Massachusetts General Hospital on 
January 11, 1935, of heart trouble. 

Mr. Clark was a native of Lynn, 
the son of Moses B. and Lydia Ann 
Clark. During his lifetime he not 
only carried on a successful printing 
business, but was an energetic ·and 
untiring worker for the many or, 
ganizations with which he was 
affiliated. 

He was one of the founders of 
the Lynn Philatelic Society, being 
member number five. He was secre
tary from the beginning of the club. 

Mr. Clark was also secretary t0 
the United Stamp Societies. This 
office he had held since 1921. Dur
ing this period he carried on the 
editorial work for their publications. 
He was a member of the Boston 
Philatelic Society for twenty years. 
· He held membership in Palestine 
Encampment I. 0. 0 . F., Richard 
W. Drown Lodge of Oda Fellows, 
Osoka Sanctorium of Odd Fellows, 
and several rabbit clubs. 

While Mr. Clark said very little 
· about his stamps, he specialized in 

certain countries. These he had 
very nearly complete. 

Funeral services were held on 
Sunday at 2: 30 p. m. at the Boston 
Street M. E. Church, Rev. Charles 
T. Allen, Pastor, officiating. Inter
ment was in the Pine Grove Ceme
tery. His loss will be keenly felt · 
by his many friends. 

----!Zl---

FamousNegroStamps 
Stamps in tribute to the memory 

of three celebrated American Ne
groes have been requested by a 
group of Philadelphia citizens and 
indorsed by the Afro-American 
press. Frederic Douglass, orator; 
Paul Laurence Dunbar, poet, and 
Booker T . Washington, educator, 
are specified for recognition.
FAWCETT in Washington Star. 
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~i~~ Dramatic Story of an Hawaiian 
i 2 :I BY 

1 

~~ L.~~~~::~F~~~~~~~c.s. 2-Cen t Postage Stamp 
TwoCents. ~ ~ · · · , 

CHAPTER XL VII 

SOME OF THE COUNTRIES, WHICH ARE APT TO 

BE FORGOTTEN . 

Philately, on the S. S. Gloriana, was certainly not go
ing to sleep. On coming up from lunch, the same day as 
Linie had been drilling me with a new Adam, and a fresh 
Eve I read on the notice board. 

"Some of the Countries, which are apt to be among the 
Forgotten" tonight, by D. Kosova of Jugoslavia, at 8:30 
tonight." 

I thought of that newborn country, sandwiched in be
tween Austria and Hungary in the north; Roumania, and 
Bulgaria on the east, with its sea border, the Adriatic, and 
Albania in the south, and determined to get two seats. I 
knew Doreen would b,e keen. It was not often I was 
ahead with anything new, so went along to find her. 

"Something new, eh, John? I suppose you don't want 
me to come with you?" ' 

The answer had to be restricted to the dry unvarnished 
truth, and could not even be stamped in the way I, at 
least, would have most appreciated. 

Kosova I had met several times, though he consorted 
chiefly with his own fellow countrymen, of whom there 
were two or three on board, was, I knew, a fluent linguist, 
so that when he rose to speak I was not astonished at his 
grasp of English. 

"Let us look at a few countries, which are apt to be 
given what you so well describe, by your English idiom, 
the 'cold shoulder'. Will you permit me first to say that 
collectors are roughly divided into three main groups. 
First: those who collect British Colonials; secondly, those 
who collect Foreign stamps, and lastly, those whose inter- . 
est is world-wide. 

"Still, even these last may overlook certain stamps, to 
some of which I wish to draw your attention to tonight. 

"Abysinnia: This country did not issue stamps till 1889. 
We see a portrait of Menelik II, and later one with The 
Lion of the Tribe of Judah. Later still we are shown the 
Throne of Solomon. 

"In 1917 a Coronation issue, the stamps of 1909 being 
overprinted with what the casual observer might take as 
two sums in simple addition. 

"In 1919 we find a series of birds, animals, and portraits. 
"Afghanistan: H ere we are introduced to the first bogus 

stamp of this country, which according to your good pub
lishers, Stanley Gibbons of London, was produced about 
1888, in Kabul, for a scientist who was, for the time, 

travelling in the country. He was deluded into believing 
it to be a genuine issue. It is of no value, on white · laid 

paper. 
"Of the genuine stamps, the intriguing feature of many 

consists of the. center, which in your mind you might con
strue as a cat's head: a shrew's; or even that of a clown. 

" In 1892 we come to the first orthodox shapes, as we 
recognize them. From now on, there is shown a steady 
improvement in design, and we are aware that there is a 
master mind behind the result. 

"On the 1921 issue we find the building_of the Ministry 
of Education, Kabul. 

"Albania: Should you be an expert in pronunciation, 
you may be able to tackle the names of the view stamps 
of 1922. 

"An error, 1921 for 1925, occurs once in each sheet of 
fifty on one of the issues, which might suggest that already 
this little country had the collector of such philatelic gems 
in his mind," Kosova's eyes twinkled as he used the word. 
"No doubt the authorities had an eye to future revenue. 

" In 1925 we have the first aeroplane shown in the 
foreign section of the Stanley Gibbons catalogue. 

"Andorra: Those first printed were types of Spain, over
printed. All with the exception of No. 1 have blue figures 
on the back. • 

"Let us look at the stamps of the November 1929 issue. 
First of all we have La Vall. Here is surely a house of 
mystery. Next we come to St. Juan de Caselles, and you 
wonder who has peeped out of the tall slitted windows of 
the tower in the foreground. Then St. Julia de Loria. 
Look at this closely, it will repay you. lf you are romantic 
you may conjure up a lover running up the steps to· reach 
that' side door, or if made of sterner stuff, you envision 
conspirators leaving the door stealthily, in the dead of night. 

"Finally the General Council of Andorra, in, shall we 
surmise, their robes and hats of office?" 

"Armenia: She started off with surcharged stamps of 
Russia in 1920. "These are rapidly fqllowed in 1921 by 
designs, which at first may antagonize, by their very de
parture from all accepted design, but which, on closer 
inspection, have an interest, all their own. 

"Let us look at a few. Imagination might conjure up a 
prehistoric bird on the firs t. The inscription at the head, 
to the English mind appears, I would say, as a succession of 
straight strokes. Next we see a sickle and an axe crossed. 
Then 'Wall Sculpture of Ani'. I think you have a little 
dog in your country," glancing at the very English contin
gent, who had segregated themselves on . an 'island'. of the 
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saloon, "called the Dachshund, hi~ stomach nearly touches 
the ground." Came a gust of laughter at this quaint de-
scription. 

"Ruins of Ani,' . I visit your country, England, and go 
to the theatre, there I see, what you call: a 'drop scene' 
here you have one, with the curtain, and effects. Now 
more sculpture. It is a _woman's face? If so I am sure 
Armeni a will get its share of attention. Let us follow on, 
and be introduced to the 'Armenian soldier'. Again more 
sculpture. What is it? Shall we call it a sheep, with 
folded wings? Comes a stamp with a star at .the top, en
closing the sickle and axe as in our second stamp. 

"Mount Ararat. A snow-capped peak, an indistinct 
figure of a man, and an animal, whose head I leave you to 
discover. 

But now we· come back to real life. A Fisherman of 
Lake Van. His dress is surely ample. He looks more like 
an official in high office whose dress, with its ample folds, 
tends to make walking an art of some difficulty. 

"Erivan: here two buildings, and a snow-capped peak fill 
the picture. You are left to wonder where is the town. 

"More Ruins of Ani, but this time with form and shape. 
An archway with what looks like a castellated top. The 
'Street in Erivan' you may look for the footpath in vain. 

"Lake Goktcha and Sevan Monastery is shown, with a 
weird looking fish, on the right hand side of the label. 

"More sculpture follows on. This time a bird, certainly 
a prehistoric monster. A comb must have been used to 
the wings. Again Mount Ararat. This time we are shown · 
·a man ploughing, with, may we guess, an ox. The un
happy animal looks as if it were falling over on its side. 
Another stamp of Mount Ararat, which is followed by a 
woman spinning. Next a star, which shines on axe and 
sickle laid to rest. Last, having missed some figures we 
see a man on horseback, riding, shall we say beneath the 
shadow of still a further representation of Mount Ararat. 

"Azerbaijan Republic, Russia. Her stamps are worth 
more than a passing glance. Let us take them in order. 

"The first shows a warlike individual, with a banner. 
Next, is it the Sphynx, gazing at the rising sun? The third, 
Baku. This city of oil wells. Fourth, the Temple of 
Eternal Fires. Has this been suggested · by the occasional 
conflagrations which sometimes occur there? Now we 
arrive at the charity stamps. The Mougic, with his sleigh. 
One sees the h_orse. The distant pine trees, the solitary 
homestead, the row. of Russian names. All is there, save, 
shall we say, the sleigh bells and wolves. 

"The second, a mother with her babe, and a boy holding 
on to her skirts." 

"We next have the 1921-22 issue. 
"The first stamp shows a particularly dejected looking 

horse drawing a plough guided by a man. In addition you 
find an anvil, the hammer, and a cart wheel. The second 
stamp a petroleum well. The third stamp shows the Bibi 
Eibatt oil field. The fourth the Khan's Palace, Baku. The 
fifth the globe of the world, with sickle and hammer. 

Beneath sit two men, evidently taking life easily. The 
sixth label gives us the Maiden's Tower, Baku. The 
seventh Goukasoff House. The seventh two men at work. 
Hammer and anvil are again to the fore. The eighth the 
Hall of Judgment, Khan's Palace. 

"Estonia. The Republic was proclaimed in 1918. Here 
we see an old time galley, prbpelled by oars and sail. 
The View of Reval on the 1920 issue is too small to reveal 
much. Her air stamps are triangular, with a faint net
work background in the colors of the frames. The 1924-
'27 issue gives us two theatres, which are certainly im
pressive buildings. Her Charity stamps, instead of depict
ing sweet charity at work, are views of Arensburg Castle, 
Dorpat Cathedral, Parliament House, Reva! Narva Fortress, 
and finally Reva! itself. 

"Finland. The first stamps were issued under Russian 
rule in 1856. If your pocket is sufficiently deep I can 
advise the purchase of the five kopec blue, on vertically 
laid paper. It is only £200. 

" In 1928 we find Philatelic Exhibition stamps of 1917 
overprinted. 

"In 1929 we come to the Seventh Centenary of the 
Foundation of Abo. The first stamp sho~s the S. S. Bore 
leaving Abo. Then Abo Cathedral; third, Abo Castle. The 
1930 type has Nyslott Castle, Lake Saima, and lastly a 
wood cutter. 
• "Fiume, in her 1919 issue shows a striking head of 
Liberty. The Clock Tower over the market in Fiume. An 
allegorical figure, and the Port of Fiume. 

" In 1919 Charity stamps we have the Statue of Romulus, 
Remus and Wolf; a Venetian Galley, and the Piazza of 
St. Marks, Venice. On a second series of Charity stamps 
we are shown Dr. Grossich. In 1920 the head of Gabriele 
d' Annunzio. 

" In 1920 there are four stamps which are commemorative 
of the Capture of Fiume, by d'Annunzio's 'Legionaires.' 

" In 1923 four stamps which show a vessel in full sail. 
A Roman Arch, St. Vitus, and an Attic Column. 

" In 1923 an Express Letter stamp, giving a view of 
Fiume as she was in the 16th century. 

"Roman States. A brief reference to these stamps of 
Crossed Keys is added as the stamps themselves are cer
tainly unique in design. Further, except the two highest 
values of the first issue, all are well within the reach of the 
collector who needs to go slow when purchasing. 

"Latvia, Lettland. If only you collect the issues 1919 to 
1920 you will have what, to my mind, approximates in 
stamps more closely to Christmas cards than any issue l 
know. 

"The Red Cross stamps of 1920 are printed-on the back 
of blue Bolshevik notes; on the back of green Bermondt 
notes, and lastly on the back of red, green and brown 
Bolshevik notes. 

"Liechtenstein. Her early issues are unique, both as to 
paper and design. While her recent issues are gems of 
pictorial art. 
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"Lithuania gives us, m her Air Post stamps, a most 
striking picture of an Angel, whose wings were surely 
meant to soar to heaven. 

"In 1928, the 10th anniversary of Independence, we 
have as striking an Allegory of War as it is possible to 
conceive. Central Lithuania has some remarkable pictures 
in her 1920 issue. A smiling girl's face, a warrior, Ostra
brama Sanctuary, the Cathedral and Tower, Vilna, and 
General Zeligowski. 

"The 1921 issue embraces amongst other pictures one of 
St. Stanislaus Cathedral. Another the Union of Lithuania 
and Poland in 1569.' 

"Of her. Postage Due stamps it might be said they are 
possibly the tiniest in all stampland. 

"Monaco. Surely a small State, but her stamps will make 
an interesting picture gallery. Here you see the Oceano
graphic Museum, The Royal Palace, Monaco. If we wait 
long enough she may oblige us with views of her gaming 
tables. Perhaps she fears a descent of Philatelists, if she 
did so, with a resulting strain on her hotel accommodation. 

"Montenegro. Here we find the Monastery near Cettinje, 
and the Royal Mausoleum. Her 1910 pictures are striking 
little types. 

"In 1902 she changed her currency to hellers and krone. 
The remainder of her stamps show King Nicholas at 
various stages of his life. 

"Panama. In November 1903 Panama seceded from 
Colombia, and established an independent Republic. Here 
you have map stamps, showing her position . Her various 
surcharges should surely be a veritable gold mine to the 
specialist. 

"By 1906 we come to a more settled and recognizable 
issue of heads. · 

"In 1913, the 400th anniversan of the discovery of the 
Pacific Ocean, we are given Balboa viewing the Pacific 
on a 2 Yz centesimos. · 

"In 1915 Balboa as he reaches the Pacific. 
"In 1918 various views of the Canal itself. 
"In 1921, the Centenary of Independence, we find the 

Old Gateway, Panama ; Government House 1821-1921; 
and Bolivar's Speech. 

"On the 1926, Bolivar Congress Commemoratives we 
have Bolivar, Bolivar's Monument, and Congress Hall , ' 
Panama. 

"In 1.928 Lindbergh Commemoratives. The first 'The 
Spirit of St. Louis' and Old Tower of Panama, and 'The 
_Spirit of St. Louis' over the Isthmus of Panama. These 
are surely sufficiently interesting to make you wish to start 
a collection of her stamps, if you do not see your way to 
a visit. 

"Siam. Here again is a field for the specialist. I will 
only mention View of Wat Cheng, 'Temple of Light,' 
the Garuda Bird, and the Coronation Stone. 

"Ukraine. Where we get off. She presents us with what 
to my mind is the most striking portrait gallery we possess. 
The Poet Shevtschenko, Spectre of Famine, Death and 

Peasant. The two last are surely sufficient to stimulate 
your imagination, if not a desire to collect her stamps. 

"There are many other tiny little spots in our Philatelic 
Gallery which have not been touched on. If I have shown 
you even a bit of what these small places can give I shall 
have don well ." 

CHAPTER XL VIII 
"YouR CABIN WAS ENTERED, LAST NIGHT, MR. HIPPS" 

The introduction to the less well known and collected 
places on the philatelic map had certainly been an eye 
opener to those of us who had, perhaps, been inclined to 
scoff at the new children who had appeared in our catalogs. 

After the interesting glimpses given us scoffing was no 
longer possible. . 

It was Monday night, on which Linnie had first slept in 
my cabin. The day following I had experienced a sense 
of lightness I had not had for some days. 

At breakfast Doreen remarked. 
"I've not seen you look so chirpy for an age. " 
"You are right. I feel A.1." 
"Companionship," she remarked, cryptically "is a great 

thing." The day had passed uneventfully. I played a 
couple of games of deck tennis, a hand of bridge, and, in 
the evening, as Doreen was making up a four ~ith Rennie, 
Linie and Mrs. Hurst Harden, I took myself off to the 
smoking room with a novel. 

It was a good yarn, and I soon became interested, so 
that it was not till the smoke room· steward broke in with 
"Sorry, sir, but I'm going to switch off the lights . It has 
just struck six bells." 

On descending to my cabin, I found that Linie had 
preceded me. 

"Miss Wellyn and I knocked spots off the others. We 
were fifteen hundred up, when we finished." I made some 
reply, but somehow felt so sleepy, that all I recall were his 
last words, as I pulled the sheet up, before falling off ... 
"You're an unsociable kind of beggar, Hipps." 

It was breakfast, the next morning. Doreen had begun, 
when I arrived. She glanced up, as I sat down, and our 
eyes met. In them I saw interrogation, and something 
more. What, I could not fathom. 

"Slept well?" 
"Like a top. I might almost have taken some of those 

famous sleeping tablets." Instead of a smile I saw her 
face become grave. She returned to the dish before her, 
and was strangely silent, during the rest of the meal. 

"John," she whispered as we left the saloon together, 
"do something for me, will you?" 

"Not to make a fourtl) against you and Linie, I hope. 
He told me how you two wiped the floor with the others 
last night. Indecent, I call it." 

"No, nothing so frivolous . I only want you to get Linie 
down the Chief's cabin in a quarter of an hour_;, 

"But .. .' ~ 
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"Ask no questions, and you will be told no cuffers," she 
replied, but the smile was the faintest I had ever known to 
touch her lips. · 

I departed to do her bidding, feeling pretty mystified. 
What was in the wind now, I wondered. 

Having found Linie, we made for the old Chief's cabin. 
On the way my cabin companion pumped me in turn, but 
all I could reply was that I was as much in the dark as 
himself. 

On the Chief's " Come in" we entered his cabin to find 
the girl sitting on his most comfortable chair, while the old 
chap was standing at the table, filling his pipe. 

"Well," I said. "I've carried out your orders. Linie is 
wondering if you want to pluck the Chief, as your lu~k's 

on.:' 

"Sit down, you two, after you have shut the door. " 
"Now, lieutenant, I want to ask you a question. Did 

you sleep well last night?" 
"Never better. I must, like friend Hipps here, have 

fallen into the arms of Morpheus." 
"Told you so, young leddie, makin' a muckle' 'o trouble 

over naething at all, in your sweet mind" and the chief 
removed the briar from his lips to give voice to this 
pronouncement. 

Instead of replying, she arose from her chair, and going 
over to Linie, put her hand on his shoulder. 

"Lieut, tell me, this is no joking matter. Are you sure 
you did not leave the cabin in the night?" 

"Leave the cabin? n,ot much. I'd know if I'd done so, 
but ... ?" She ignored the obvio,us question by turning to 
the Chief. 

"I wonder if you can get hold of that extra night watch
man, without exciting comment, I . . . " just then there was 
a tap at the door, and the Surgeon entered. 

"Not intruding, am I?" 
"No, come right in, Doc. The little leddie here was 

just speerin' if I could get hold of the extra night watch
man, as she's wantin' to ask him a question." 

"Perhaps I can answer her question." He replied, a~ I 
thought, gravely. . 

"I want to ask the night watchman if Lieut. Linie left 
his cabin last night." 

"As a matter of fact,, the night watchman has reported 
to me, as I told him to do." 

"And he said?" the words came quickly. 
"That Lieut. Linie came out of Mr. Hipps's cabin at 

3 a. m ., and walked along to his own, where he remained 
till four, when he came back. He did not speak to Lieut. 
Linie. 

Linie sprang to his feet, as the Doctor ended. 
"What a counfounded lie! I suppose he went off watch 

himself, and wanted to throw the blame on me." Before 
the Surgeon could reply Doreen spoke. 

" I thought so. The night watchman was right. You 
did leave Mr. Hipps's cabin . I was pretty sure of it, but 
I wanted to give you outside proof." To say that we all 

looked at her in astonishment, except the doctor, would be 
to put it mildly. 

"When I left you," turning to me. "I descended the· 
companion stairs. There was no one about. I reached your 
cabin. I entered, and ... " she paused a moment. I could 
see she was laboring under some strong emotion. "Your 
cabin was entered, last night, Mr. Hipps, by a third person, 
I know, for the Aura of an antagonistic personality is 
strong there." . 

"But I did not leave the cabin, and anyone entering 
would have awakened me," persisted Linie, stubbornly. 

"Didn't you say that you slept as if you had taken some 
sleeping tablets," she asked gravely. 

"By jove, yes." 
«In that hour, when the ground was clear your cabin 

was entered, and not only was it carefully searched, but 
whoever entered it, made sure you had nothing concealed 
about your person," turning to me. 

"They found nothing," was ~y prompt reply. 

"That was why you were not murdered. In the search
er's mind was the suspicion that what he sought was riot 

in the cabin. If he killed you it would never be found, at 
least by him." 

"'You think then, that this is just a new beginning." 
She bent her head silently. 

"~ut the night watchman, he would surely have seen a 
second man, as he saw Linie?" 

" It depends on two factors," came the quick response. 

"The person, whoever he is, either knew exactly when 
the watchman was likely to parade this particular alley
way, or he is in league with him." 

"Ye gods!" broke in the Chief. 

"And tonight you will _sleep in your own cabin, Lieut. 
Linic." 

"No . ." as he held up protesting hands. "Trust me." 
"I will,"· I replied, even if Linie doesn' t "and may I 

suggest that you get the extra man taken off. I'll keep 
awake tonight." To my surprise Doreen replied, "That 
is exactly what I was going to suggest. 

CHAPTER XLIX 

"EVEN A LIB!AN CAN OVERCOME A R OMAN . LEGIONARY" 

Was it that that meeting of the morning preye~ on my 
mind, or that I now realized, as never before, what an 
enormous responsibility I had taken on my shoulders. In 
any case the thought of the Hawaiian stamp was never far ' 
from my mind, as the day wore on. 

" Good night, John, and trust me" were her last words, 
as I clasped her in my arms and kissed her before descend
ing to my cabin, but I could not, for the life of me, avoid 
an unaccountable feeling of unrest. How could she defend 
me? 

"You're not going to sit up," I had said to her, and she 
had replied, mendaciously: "No, I shall sleep like an 
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owl," but it was not till afterwards that I realized what she 
had said. 

I undressed slowly. A-r. any rate, whoever it was, they 
would find nothing. They might come again, but it would 
be with the same result. The hiding place was one no one 
would think of. 

And then I climbed into the upper bunk. 
Wji.en I opened my eyes, the morning sun was shining 

through the open port hole. I pulled out my watch, from 
beneath the pillow. It was 7: 30 a. m. Good Lord, for 
once Perkins had forgotten me. No, I had made a mistake, 
the good fellow had put the coffee and fruit on the dress
ing table. Evidently finding me asleep he had decided not 
to disturb me till the dressing bell at 9. 

I swallowed the coffee, did justice to the fruit, and then 
proceeded to dress. 

Shaving with cold water was no new thing, and I was 
out of the cabin by 7:40. There was only one thought in 
my mind as I reached the deck- Doreen. She was pacing 
up and down. Hearing my low call she turned, and came 
to· meet me, with a new light in her eyes, and a new ex
pression on her face, from which all trouble and fear had 
disappeared. 

"You slept well, Mr. Hipps?" 
"Like a log," smiling at her "Mr. Hipps." 
"By the way," pausing before the Cafe Verandah. "I've 

some stamps I'd like to show you. One is Victory, are you 
interested?" I looked at her without speaking, for a 
moment, and then she continued: 

"Even a Libian Sybil.can overcome a Roman Legionary." 
"I fear you are beyond me, this morning, so I ·await your 

explanation. 
"Supposing we sit here, Mr. Hipps." I saw she was 

determined to tease me. "Then I can unfold my learning, 
for your especial edification. "Here, then is the Roman 
Legionary, on the five centime stamp of Libia, one of the 
Italian Colonies. You see here," she held out the small 
album, "the Libian Sybil on the five issues of '24. I have 
just told you she overcame the same gentleman, with a 
resulting Victory, as on the one lira of 1921. But, to come 
back to the Libian Sybil. I_t is the only specimen we have 
of Michaelangelo's work given in Philately. The design is 
by A. Calcagnodoro, from the fresco by the great sculptor, 
which is seen in the Sistine Chapel in Rome. Do you know 
anything about Michaelangelo, Mr. Hipps?" 

"No? I thought not. Well I'll give you a bit of history." 
"Michaelangelo Buonarroti was born in 1475, and died 

in 1564. Against his father's wish he became articled as a 
paid assistant in the workshop of the brothers Ghirlan
daio. Domenico Ghirlandaio, who had started as a 
jeweller, had become Florence's most famous painter. He 
started in the Brancacci chapel, and it was here, in reply 
to a taunt flung at a fellow student Torrigiano, that he 
received a blow on his nose, which disfigured him for life. 
About this period he executed a statue· of a recumbent 
Cupid. On completion it was suggested that this should 

'be so tinteq as to represent a real antique. This he did, 
without increasing his price, simply for amusement. So 
clever was the result, that it was sold as a genuine piece of 
antiquity to a· Roman collector, Raffaelle Riario, Cardinal 
san Giorfio; the dealer appropriating the ·profits. 

"When die Cardinal discovered the fraud he made the 
dealer refund the purchase price. It was then represented · 
to Michaelangelo that if he went to Rome the amateur, who 
had involuntarily paid so high a tribute to his skill, would 
befriend him. He was disillusioned. 

"He then returned to Florence, and executed the collosal 
statue of David. Later returning to Rome, where, for Pope 
Julius, he executed a likeness in bronze. 

" In the technical part of metal casdng he was inexperi
enced, yet owing to the incapacity of his assistant he had to 
discharge him, and continue the work alone. T~is done, 
he was ordered by the Pope to paint the Sistine Chapel, 
with the twelve Apostles. 

"Michaelangelo proposed a design of many hundreds of 
figures, embodying the story of Genesis, from the Creation 
to the Flood, with the necessary accessories-Prophets and 
Sybils, dreaming on the N ew Dispensation to come. 

"He worked at this, lying with face upwards for four 
and a half years. So rapidly did he work, that it is calcu
lated that he finished each of the enormous figures of men, 
considerably more than life size, in four days. 

"A. day was usually taken for the head, which was ten 
feet high. A fresco, as you are aware, is a wash of liquid 
pigment over freshly laid surface of lime plaster, which 
remains incarporated with it, when dry. I could tell you 
much more, but perhaps, for the moment" with a Jnerry 
twinkle in her eye, "yoU" are more interested with the 
romance which tinctured his later years. That of his 
platonic attachment for Vittoria Colonna, widow of the 
Marquis Piscara. For ten years she was the greatest solace 
of his life. On her he poured the treasures of his mind, 
and all his impriso;ied powers of tenderness and devotion. 
She it was who inspired his interest in poetry." Doreen 
paused for a moment. . 

"And the Roman Legionary, whom the Libian Sybil 
overcame?" I whispered quizzically . . 

"Mr. Perkins, your cabin steward." Then, without wait
ing for me to recover from my astonishment she was gone, 
only throwing at me, over her shoulder as she went: "See 
you in the Captain's cabin after breakfast." 

I was just trying to collect my scattered wits, and wonder 
if I should go after her, when Linie, the irrepressible, en
tered the door of the Verandah Cafe. 

(To be continued) 

"I can almost say I owe my life to 
hobbies- especially stamp collecting. " 
- FRANKL IN D. RoosEVELT. 
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''Cannons Into Saints'' capitaICityCeiebrates 
On March second 1935 the Capi

uait--~~~~~~~~~~~i®oo 

(Statues, dedicated to the Prince 
of Peace and to the Queen of Peace, 
made from these mt,irderous instru
ments of war.) 

BY REV. F. CECH 
cn(l~~~~~-~~~~--1~ 

The Christ of the 
Andes. Lowerleftthe 
Chilean flier, Senor 
Dagoberto Godoy, 
who, in 1916, flew 
over the Cordillera. 

Sp a i n, Spanish
American Union is

sue of 1931. 25c. blue, Scott's 752 

THE CHRIST OF THE ANDES 

When war threatened between 
Chile and Argentine, the Argentine 
bishop of San Juan conceived the 
idea of erecting a .statue of Christ 
the Redeemer on one of the lofry 
Andean peaks near the Chilean 
frontier. The statue, the work of a · 
young sculptor of Buenos Aires, 
Sefior Miateo Alonso; faces north, 
not turning its back upon either 
country, and was made from cannon 
captured during the Paraguayan 
war, One of the most cruel ever 
waged. It is also the largest statue, 
up to this time, ever cast in America. 
The complete monument itself, in
duding the figure is thirty feet high 
on a granite column base, twenty-two 
feet high, and the gigantic cross at
tains a total height of sixty feet. 

The left arm of the Christ ho1ds · 
the cross, the right is raised in 
benediction over the two kneeling 
figures, symbolic of Argentine and 
Chile. On its pedestal is the in
scription, "He is our Peace who hath 
made both One." It is often as
serted that the inscription reads: 
"Sooner shatl these mountains crum
ble into dust than shall Argentinians 
and Chileans break the peace which 
at the feet of Christ they have sworn 
to maintain." This is not the in
scription but a passage from a 
speech delivered at the unveiling. 
(The Church in the South American 
Republics, Ectwin Ryan, D. D.). 

Notre Dame 
de France
Here, too, we 
find a case of 
death-dealing 
cannon having 
been cast into 
a noble, peace

ful statue. France 1933 issue, Scott's 291. 

NOTRE DAME DE FRANCE 

This colossal statue on the Rocher 
Corneille at Le Puy on V elay was 
cast from the iron of 213 pieces of 
artillery · taken by Pelissier at Sebas
topol, which Napoleon the Third 
placed at the disposal of Bishop 
Morthon. The statue weighing more 
than 330,000 pounds was dedicated 
on September 12th, 1860. It is too 
bad that they tried to crowd every
thing on this stamp. The little 
church of St. Michel-cl' Aiguille is, 
on a great volcanic rock in the left 
background. In the center is the 
great iron statue, also on a rocky 
eminence. And finally there is the 
cathedral, dating from the 12th cen
tury, -around which centers the life 
of this little town of lace makers. 

tal City Philatelic Society of Harris
burg, Pa. will be ten years old, hav
ing attained a membership of 185. 
This event will be celebrated by a 
stag banquet at the Penn Harris 
Hotel on March 14th, at 8 P: M. 

· Coincidently this banquet will be 
the 300th meeting, giving us a dual 
celebration. It is hoped to have 
several celebrities as our guests and 
speakers. At this annual meeting 
the By-Law and Constitution Com
mittee will present their recommen
dations for action. 

--------01---

Stam p Exchange Moves 
The Washington Stamp Ex

change, of 252 Washington St., 
Newark, N. J., announces the re
moval of its offices to 128 Market 
St., corner of Halsey, on March 1st. 

--------0---
Subscribe to the magazine that's 

not hamstrung and defends the 
rights of dealer and collector. Only 
one dollar the year. 

1r· 
· lmperforate Issue, March 15th 

FIRST DAY COVERS FROM W ASHJNGTON 

High Grade Bond Envelopes, Heavy Fillers, Neat Addressing 
and Affixi11g of Stamps. 

Parks, set of 10, bearing sirtgles (strip le., pair 2c.) ______________________ $1.50 

set of 10, bearing blocks of 4------------------------~----------- 3.25 

Parks, le. Souvenir issue, strip of 3 showing inscription between 2 stamps__ .15 
3c. Souvenir issue, pair showing inscription_______________________ .15 

Century of Progress le. Souvenir issue, strip of 3 showing inscription 
between 2 stamps________________________________ .20 
3c. Souvenir issue, pair showing inscription _______ _ 

Little America, 3c. Souvenir issue, pair showing inscription _____________ _ 
.20 

.15 
16c. Airmail-Special Delivery (an outstanding cover) ____________________ .30 
Mothers, Flat, Jc. (American War Mother's Official Cover) : Single, !Sc., 

block, 25c., center line pair_ _________________ _: ______________ ; _ .30 

Wisconsin, 3c. Same prices as Mothers. 
Newburgh, 3c. (To be issued perf. in sheets of 400) center line pair______ .30 
Byrd, perf. (To be issued perf. in sheets of 200) center line pair------- - .30 

No Cover Orders Accepted for Less Than $1.00. No Stamps Accepted. 

· WILLIA'M T. RALEY 
1~19 STEWART BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C., U. S. ~I 
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Washington Newsreel President Roosevelt was invited 
recently by one of the Washington 
clubs to give a stamp radio talk, but 
declined, but it is expected that he 
will later speak for the A. P. S. 

BY WILLIAM T. RALEY 

The "Farley Friends" issues of 
ungummed and imperforate stamps, 
for which 'no one can make a logical 
excuse for Mr. Farley, received its 
proper stigma from collectors' clubs, 
the help of press associations, and 
an amng in Congress, which 
brought out the usual smoke screens, 
and herring trails. Twenty regular, 
commemorative and Parks issues 
will again be "new issues" for the 
collector's album, and the collector 
"pays"-he always pays-but · this 
time because of official indi'scretion. 

.And so, on March 15 the Phila
telic Agency will supply "even you 
and I" with those "dynamite issues" 
in quantities suitable to your "cash 
and carry" ability. Did you say you 
wanted them autographed? You 
must think it is Bargain Day at the 
"3, 5 and 10." Be your age! 

DescriptionofSheetstobe Issued March 15,1935 
l e. Parks, 200 to full sheet. ........ . ... . $ 2.00 
2c. Parks, 200 to full sheet.............. 4.00 
3c. Parks, 200 to full sheet... ...... ..... 6.00 
4c. Parks, 200 to full sheet..... . ........ 8.00 
Sc. Parks, 200 to full sheet.............. 10.00 
6c. Parks, 200 to full sheet . . ..... ,. .... . 12.00 
7c. Parks, 200 to full sheet.............. 14.00 
Sc. Parks, 200 to full sheet. ......... . ,.. 16.00• 
9c. Parks, 200 to full sheet.. ..... ....... 18.00 
lOc. Parks, 200 to full sheet. ............ 20 .00 
le. Parks, Souvenir, 20 panes of 6 (120 

stamps) to full sheet...... . .... ..... 1.20 
3c. Parks Souvenir, 20 pan es of 6 (120 

stamps) to full sheet. .... ... .. .. ,.... 3.60 
3c. Little America, Souvenir, 25 panes of 

6 (150 stamps) to full sheet. ......... 4.50 
l e. Century of Progress, Souvenir, 9 pan es 

of 25 (225 stamps) to full sheet...... 2.25 
3c. Century of Progress, Souvenir, 9 panes 

of 25 (225 stamps) to full sheet.. . ... 6.75 
16c. Airmail.Special Delivery, 200 to full 

sheet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32.00 
Jc. Mothers, 200 to full sheet... . ........ 6.00 
3c. '~'isconsrn, 200 to full sheet.......... 6.00 
le. Proclamation of Peace, 400 to full 

sheet (Perforated)'................ ... 12.00 
le. Little America, 200 to full sheet 

(Perforated) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.00 

Total Cost of Complete I ssue., . ... $190.30 

After the name of Albert F. 
Kunze should appear three R's : 
Reading, 'Riting and Rhetoric. A 
delver into obscure philatelic . and 
historical data, an author of recog
nized ability, and as President of 
the Washington Stamp Club of the 
Air presenting programs that give 
the hobby the proper dignity to 
Mrs. C. L. Manning at the Smith
sonian "knows her stamps." 

command respect from the non-col
lector. His spare time (and he has 
little of that) he spends courting 
that jealous mistress-the law. 

"Did you ever hear a stamp 
clerk talk" in any of the seventy 
postal stations in Washington and 
admit he had any Parks stamps in 
stock? I' 11 say you did not. They 
said "Go to the Agency." While 

·the 19 34 figures showed an increase 
of $400,000 in sales at the Agency 
-all supposed to be gravy-we 
wonder how many thousands were 
spent for the Parks and imperforate 
issues which were used on regular 
mail? 

Did you ever go in the philatelic 
corner of the Smithsonian? Since 
1913 about 60,000 United States 
and foreign stamps have been 
placed in proper frames for the edi
fication of the public. There is a 
feeble agitation for a Philatelic 
Museum at the Post Office. Why, 
we don't know. They would find it 
necessary to get a philatelist then. 

The "Sold Out" sign at the 
Agency now lists the Arbor Day 
and Oglethorpe stamps. In the re
moval of the Arbor Day stamp per-

. haps collectors were inclined to 
"give the little girl (and boy) a big 

hand." --IZJi---

Tercentenary Cachet 
Through the cooperation of the 

Medford (Mass.) High School 
Alumni Association, the Medford 
High School Stamp Club, of which 
the organizer, Mr. George F. Ser-

. son, is president, is preparing an 
appropriate cachet in honor of the 
school's 300th birthday. Plans are 
yet indefinite. Ideas from collectors 
.regarding the cachet, and sugges
tions for the celebration, are invited. 
Address Mr. George F. 'serson, 113 
George St., Medford_, . Mass. 

--IZl-
Subscribe now. Only $1 the year. 

A REAL BARGAIN ! ! ! 
For the Specia_lizing Collector in Loose-Leaf Album Pages 

As long as they last, we offer the following to the collector and dealer: 
No. 100: A quadrilled sheet, artistically printed in two colors (pale blue 

and gray) for mounting of specialized collections. The full size of the sheet 
is 8x9Yz inches. The border (gray) is 5%x8 inches. The quadrilling is 
4-15/ 16x7-3/ 16 inches. The paper was specjally made for these - pages and is 
equal to a 32-lb. ledger. There is arpple margin on the left of the sheet for 
punching or inserting in any type of binder. 

Binders may be secured from various sources to fit this sheet, however we 
do not hantlle them. It is . an excellent buy for the collector who is now special
izing or who wishes to properly mount his collection on very attractive pages. 

Prices: 100 sheets, or less , 3c. each. 100 to 250 sheets . 2l/zc. each. 250 or 
more 2c. each. 

No. 200: This sheet is quadrilled, like above, with a very handsome gray 
border. The sheet size is lOxll inches, and the border size is 6o/.jx8Yz inches. 
The paper for this was also specially made and is equal to a 100-lb. Index board. 

For specialized collections we believe this No. 200 is without a parallel. 
It makes a very attractive page for artistic mounting. Ample margin is on the 
left-hand side for punching or inserting into any cover. Binders may be secured 
to fit this size sheet, however we do not sell them. 

Prices: 100 sheets, or less , Sc. 100 to 250 sheets 4c. 250 or more 3\/zc. each. 
Samples will gladly be sent upon request for 3c. 

ST AMP AND COVER COLLECTING 

109 EAST CARY STREET RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 
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Qtl]r §pringfirlh §tamp O!Iub. 

'By the President 

WI LLIAM C AR LOS S T ONE 

A PROCLAMATION 
WHEREAS, in the year one thousand eight hundred and 

ninety-five certain persoqs associated t hemselves together 
in an organization to encourage and promote t he study of 
philately, assist in procuring and disposing of stamps and 
to promote sociabilty amo ng themselves; 

A nd Whereas, the eigh.th day of February. of the p re
sent year will be the fortieth anniversary of the founding of 
said o rganization: · 

Now therefore, by virtue of the power vested in me as 
President of the Club, I do hereby designate and appoint 
said day to be a day of 

·i\rjoiring an~ lJi easting 
And I. do hereby summon afl members of the Club to 

assemble at the Hotel Worthy at seven o'clock in the even
ing of said day to celebrate the anniversary. 

Given under my hand and seal of the 
Club, this twenty-fifth day of I anuary 
in the year of our Lord one thousand 
nine hundered and 'thirty-five and of the 
existence of the Springfield Stamp Club 
the fortieth. 

By the President, 

~eo/)(?to/X ~u?h' 
Secretary, 

iflnng ifliue tqe §pringfielll §tnmp <!rluh ! 

Auction $so,oooStamp 
Mrs. P. Costa Scala, widow of 

Arthur Hind, announced this week 
that the famous 1856 one-cent 
magenta stamp of British Guiana 
had been turned over to Gordon R. 
Harmer, of Harmer Rooke & Co., 

Ltd., for sale at auction in London 
during the coming season. Mr. 
Harmer predicted that the stamp 
would command at least $50,000. 
According to press reports, the 
stamp has been insured with Lloyd's 
for £10,000.-R. A. BARRY in N. 
Y. Herald Tribune. 

Rare CollectionStolen 
SAINT Loms, Mo., 

February 18, 1935. 
GENTLEMEN: 

Up to February 9, of this year, I 
was the proud possessor of a com
plete set of stamped, canceled, ad
dressed covers from each country 
listed on Lindbergh's February 4, 
1934, fifth anniversary commemora
tive flight of the Pan American 
Good Will Flight of 1929, at which 
time air mail service was established 
between North America and South 
America. The collection was mount
ed on a large easel covered with 
cellophane, twenty-nine envelopes 
surrounding a large illustration of 
Lindbergh, with a notation of the 
significance of the flight sponsored 
by the Pan American Airways. Each 
cover bore the following inscription: 

. "The Honorable W . R. Jackson, 
Postmaster, 
St. Louis, Missouri." 

The caches included stamps from 
· the following Central and South · 
American countries: 

Antarctic 
Bahamas 
Antigua 
Argentina 
Brazil 
British Guiana 
British Honduras 
Canal Zone 
Chile 
Colombia 
Costa Rica 

·Cuba 
Dominican Republic 
Dutch Guiana 
El Salvador 

French Guiana 
Guatemala 
Haiti 
Jamaica 
Mexico 
Nicaragua 
Panama 
Peru 
Puerto Rico 
St. Lucia 
Trinidad 
Uruguay 
Venezuela • 
Virgin Islands 

Last week I had the set on dis
play on the mezzanine floor of a 
leading Saint Louis hotel, when dur
ing the period between Saturday 
night, February 9, and Monday 
morning, February 11, the envel
opes were removed from the frame. 

As I valued this stamp collection 
highly, I would consider it a great 
favor if you would give some publi
city to this matter in your magazine. 

Any assistance that you could 
give me in my efforts to recover this 
prize set, would be greatly appre
ciated. W. RUFUS JACKSON, 

Postmaster. 
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Airmail and Cachet News 
_ CONDUCTED BY AUGUST DIETZ, JR., AND COOPERATORS. 

All news pertaining to this department should be addressed to August Dietz, Jr., 
109 East Cary Street, Richmond, Virginia. 

THE recent crash of the Macon 
has, ·to a great/extent, increased 
interest in U. S. dirigible cov

ers. Hundreds of collectors are 
again taking a keen interest in the 
"gas bag" cachets and from all news 
reports it is evident that Uncle Sam 
will wait a long, long time before 
attempting to fly another airship. 
Collectors who have these covers 
possess fragments of a dark chapter 
of ..:\merican aeronautics. They will 
likely be in greater demand as the 
years roll by. 

The last month has witnessed 
many interesting flights and cachet 
events. Canadian air mail flights 
have been in the forefront with the 
Collins-Pickle Crow and the Nor
way House-Cross Lake and Berens 
River-Winnipeg flights. Few im
portant, if any, U. S. flights took 
place, but Washington's birthday 
was ceremoniously celebrated by en
thusiastic cachet sponsors. The most 
important, and I should say "offi
cial" of these, is the marking ap
plied by the Postmistress at Wash
ingtons Birthplace, Virginia. Miss 
Washington is doing a great service 
to philately by issuing cachets at her 
postoffice ori commemorative dates. 

John H. Hill, 132 Walnut St., 
Uniontown, Pa., will sponsor a 
cachet on June 16 commemorating 
the 2nd anniversary of the N. R. A. 
It will be printed in two colors and 
is said to be very attractive. 

Remember, always send 6% en
velopes, properly stamped and ad
dressed. Use commems. on your out
side wrappers when possible. They 
are appreciated by the sponsors. 

Robert S. Kelly, the well-known 
Tennessee cachet director, 204 
Spring St., Nashville, Tenn. will 
sponsor a cachet on March 19 for 

S-£i'fss 
~~·~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

the William Jennings Bryan me
morial. 

H. E. Warner, cachet director St. 
Petersburg Chamber of Commerce, 
P. 0. Box . 1795, St. Petersburg, 
Fla., will sponsor a ·cachet about 
March 15 to honor the arrival of 
H. M. S. Danae. 

Anthony Di Rocco, 28 Vernon 
Ave., Brooklyn, N . Y., will sponsor 
a cachet on April 6, commemorating 
the discovery of the North Pole by 
Admiral R. E. Peary. Covers will 
be mailed from the U. S. S. Peary 
and nine other ships, and also from 
Peary, Virginia. Send le. forward
ing charges for each cover and send 
as many as you like as soon as 
possible. 

Louis Bernstein, 2 Lafayette St., 
New York City, will sponsor a 
cachet on April 3, commemorating 
the 75th anniversary of the first 
Pony Express from St. Joseph, Mo. 
Send covers as soon as possible with 
le. forwarding charge. 

Henry W. Crawford, P. 0. Box 
314, Branchville, N . J., will hold 
covers for the Dow airport dedica
tion to take place at Newton, N. J., . 
very soon. All covers should be 
sent unsealed and each will be 
autographed by pilot and airport 
officials. 

John P. Sabroe: 804 President St., 
Brooklyn, N. Y., will handle covers 
for 250th anniversary of birth of 
Johann Sebastian Bach in Germany. 
Send 12c. in coin with each cover 
immediately to handle postage and 
forwarding charges. 

I have had to "kill" all of the 
news on forthcoming Macon cachets 

because of the tragic accident to 
America's "Queen of the Skies." 
There were plenty of cachets plan
ned by enthusiastic caGiet directors. 

Don't forget the Bach cacheted 
cover as listed above by Mr. Sabroe 
-cost is only 12c., including post
age and forwarding charges. 

George F. Serson, 113 George 
St., Medford, Mass., was recently 
elected President of the Medford 
High School Stamp Club and is 
planning a cachet for the 300th 
anniversary of this famous school. 
Interested cover collectors should 
write Mr. Serson immediately and 
make suggestions. He will be de
lighted to hear from you. 

Collectors are invited to send two 
stamped and addressed covers to 
State Dept. V. F. W. of Kentucky, 
1418 St. Anthony Place, Louisville, 
Ky., for two cachets to be forth
coming. 

John P. Sabroe, 804 President St., 
Brooklyn, N. Y., is spcinsor1ng two 
more important foreign cachet 
events: In May will be the 50th an
niversary of the death of Victor 
Hugo. Covers will be mailed from 
Paris, France. Send 12c. per cover 
to pay for stamp, forwarding 
charges, etc. On May 29th will be 
the first voyage of the S. S. Nor
mandie from Havre to New York. 
Send 12c. per cover for this event 
which will probably carry the ship's 
postmark. Rush your covers im
mediately. 

H . R. Bellis, Box 853, Salisbury, 
N. C., will sponsor an Easter cachet 
from Faith, N. C. Have covers 
reach him before April 19 and in
clude le. per cover forwarding 
charge . . 

D. W. Graveman, our old "stand
by," sent in some very interesting 
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German covers during the past 
month. One in particular is the 
"Reichswi"nterhilfe 1934-35 Lot
terie" which are sold on the streets 
with two cards in each envelope for 
50 Pfg. and the pr:oceeds go to the 
needy in winter. About every 150th 
card has a special ·stamp affixed 
which is recognized by the German 
P. 0. Department. These special 
stamps are valued at from 5 to 6 
marks. Some of the other envelopes 
contain cash · prizes. Why not have 
some stamp lotteries here · to raise 
funds since most folks are playing 
the "numbers" every day? 

See you next month. 
Cooperators, and many thanks to 

each: **** ***D. W . Graveman, 
* * * * * * *Bob of the Northland, 
**'HDt. S. E. Hutnick, ***J. P. 
Penning, * * *W . G. Crosby, *W. 
C. Phillips & Co., ** **Homer D. 
Hubba:rd, Don Dickason, *George 
Washington Memorial Committee. 

~-

Stop Press · 
MYRON F. McCAMLEY, 

U.S.C.S. No. 179 
5526 N . Delaware, Portland, Or. 

Future mailings with special 
cachets, cancds, paquebots, . and 
foreign cancels are from: 

SHIP PORT OF CALL SAILING 

MS Portland, Antwerp ... . . . . . . . Mar. 19 
SS Deiftdyk, Liverpool. . . . .. . . .. Mar . 20 
SS Hindanger, Havre ..... . .... . Mar. 28 
SS Pac. Trader, London .... .... Mar. 29 
SS N. West. CiJy, Cardiff ... . ... . . Apr. 8 
SS Elbe, Hamburg .. ... ... .... .. Apr. 9 
MS San Francisco , Havre . . ...... Apr. 18 
SS Bokuyo Maru, Yokohama .. . . . . Apr. 19 
M s India, Copenhagn . .. ... . . .. .. . May 6 
SS Leikanger, Buenos Aires . .. ... ... May 6 
SS Pt. M ontara, Christobal. .. ..... May 25 
SS Rakuyo Maru, H ongkong .... .. May 26 

Collectors wishing envelopes dis
patched on these ships are asked to 
send Mr. McCamley self-addressed 
and stamped covers ready to go at 
le. per cover. Forwarding-service 
fee is asked of non-U.S.C.S. mem
bers. Above is Series No. 2 as I 
have already mailed over 2,500 on 
1st series. I am going to do my 
part in promoting the Merchant 
Marine Cover };lobby. 

Our Monthly Puz~le 
Try your .luck! Here's a delightfully fascinating game. You may 

need the assistance of fellow-collectors in correctly working the puzzle. 
But find the right answer-it's fun! . 

To the fir~t five readers who send in the correct answer we will give a 
fine cacheted cover priced at $1.00. Send to Contest Editor, STAMP AND 

COVER COLLECTING, Richmond, Va. 

CIRCLE 
PUZZLES 

GIVE YOU 
FACTS 

' 

COPYlllGHT, 1933, BY 

It is a Fact 
7hat 

P. P. SAUNIER 
RICHMOND, 

VA. 

if you fill in all the words in the Circle Puzzle, from the outside towarJ 
the centre. (The numbers in parenthesis indicate the number of letters 
in the word) . Then read the circle of letters (A) plus the circle ( C) and-

YOU WILL LEARN AN INTERESTING FACT. 

1. Steal from. ( 3) 
2. Musical work (of a composer). (4) 
3. Up to that time. (5) 
4. A part of a chain. ( 4) 
5. W ear away. (5) 
6. Spinning toy. (3) 
7. Walk heavily. (5) 
8. Small devil. ( 3) 
9. Require. (4) 

10. Place to keep motor-cars. (6) 
. 11. Pupil of the eye. ( 4) 
12. Feminine relative. ( 6) 
13. Hurt ; pained. ( 4) 
14. Anger. ( 3) 
15. Disease which swells the face. ( 5) 
16. Material object of worship. ( 4) 
1 7. Amorous feeling. ( 4) 

18 . . Hail (Latin). ( 3 ) 
19. Crimson color. ( 3) 
20. William --, former President. ( 4) 
21. Monster (of fairy tales). ( 4) 

.n. Small pond. (4) 
23 . Tree, genus Ulmus. (3) 
24. Rodent. ( 3) 
25. Connecting link between mind and 

matter (occultism). ( 5) 
26. Contrivance for baking. ( 4) 
27 . Get up. (4) 
28 . Before (prefix) . ( 4) 
29. Waiter's carrier for dishes. ( 4) 
30. Occupant; resident. ( 6) 
3 1. Back of the nee~. ( 4) 
32. Sudden puff of wind . ( 4) 

The answer for December's Puzzle was: Approximately seven million 
families in. these U. S. are served by rural mails. 
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"To Promote Further Interest in the Collecting of Postmarks as Applied by United States Navy Mail Clerks." 
Address all communications to ROBERT c. THOMPSON' ST AMP AND COVER COLLECTING, 

Glen Allen, Virginia. 

t.et==============================================================---
A PRIL 6th.-R. E. Peary dis- Rhode Island, is sponsoring a cachet Navy Yard, Virginia-March 10th 

_fl_ covers the North Pole. An as is the Navy Mail Clerk, U.S. S. (Overhaul). 
appropriate cachet commemo- MacDonough, Navy Yard, Boston, U. S . . S. Nitro-Puget Sound, 

rating this historical event will be Mass. Cove~s to Mr. Ickeringill Wash.-March 21st; Mare Island, 
applied to all covers sent to An- should include ~ne cent (le.) for- Calif.- March 29th; .San Pedro, 
thony Di Rocco, 28 Vernon Ave. , warding postage. Calif.- April 5th; San Diego, Calif. 
Brooklyn, N. Y. Cover will be -April 6th; Balboa, Canal Zone-
mailed from ten different ships in- M h bb d April l9th; Norfolk, Va.-April 
eluding the u .. S. S. Peary and the arc 26th.-Mr. Roy Hu ar ' 27th. 
postoffice at Peary, Virginia. Be 6126 Girard Ave., Philadelphia, 

· 1 d ( ) f Pa., is sponsoring a commemorative U S S Ramapo San Pedro sure to me ti e one cent le. or- · · · - ' 
warding charge with each cover. cachet for the 175th Anniversary of Calif.-March 25th. 
Deadline is March 16th. the treaty of peace between Spain U.S. S. Vegas-San Diego, Calif. 

and Morocco. All covers, unstamp- -March 31st; San Pedro, Calif.
ed, but accompanied by 12 cents April 4th. 

April 21st. - Easter Sunday. 
Cachet will be sponsored by Capt. 
W. V. Miller, 1309 Murrell Ave., 
Columbus, Ohio. All covers will be 
mailed o'n board the U. S . S. Black 
Hawk in Asiatic waters. One cent 
( 1 c. ) forwarding postage per cover 
is requested. 

March 17th.-St. Patrick's Day 
cachet will be sponsored by Hal W. 
Dierst, 223 Sprucewood St. , Pitts
burgh, ( 10) Pa., and covers will be 
mailed on board some ship. Include 
one cent ( 1 c. ) forwarding postage 
with each cover. 

A copy of "Handbook of Naval 
Postmarks" is at hand and my con
gratulations are extended to Joseph 
M. Hale, Everett Wallster and John 
Gill for their wonderful addition to 
the collector's library. The booklet 
is well gotten up and the ini.unerable 
illustrations are clearly executed. 

March-?.~The new destroyer, 
U. S. S. MacDonough, will be com
missioned sometime in March. Mr. 
P. J. Ickeringill, Box 85, Edgewood, 

each will be mailed from Tangiers 
bearing Spanish surcharged stamps. 
Or, if . you desire, covers will be 
mailed from U. S. naval vessels' in 
domestic waters provided the usual 
one cent ( le ) forwarding post.age 
is included. 

Just received a unique cover from 
my friend W. G. Crosby, ·San Pedro, 
California, that is a real boost for 
an "Old Ironsides" commemorative 
stamp. The cover is postmarked 
"Ironsides," Maryland, February 
12, 1935, franked with a 3-cent 
Lincoln reprint. The cachet in two 
colors, orange and red, has for the 
central design a life preserver in the 
center of which 'is a miniature 
photograph of "Old Ironsides" en
tering San Pedro harbor. The slo
gan "Keep on fighting for ·an 'Old 
Ironsides Stamp' " appears at the 
top in red. Cover is signed by Cora 
A. Milstead, postmaster. Thanks, 
W. G.! 

Naval Transport Sailings: 
U. S. S. Chaumont-Norfolk 

Tentative dates of commission
ing: U.S:S. MacDonough at Boston 
Navy Yard, April 15th; U. S. S. 
Dale at Brooklyn Navy Yard, July 
1st; U. S. S. Monaghan at Boston 
Navy Yard, May 1st; U.S. S. Aylyn 
at Navy Yard, Philadelphia, May 
15th; U.S. S. Porter at <;::amden, N. 
J., December 3rd; U. S. S. Shark at . 
Groton, Conn., August 3rd; U.S. S. 
Tarpon also at Groton, Conn., Nov-
ember 3rd. · 

My thanks .to the following co
operators: Anthony Di Rocco, D. 
C. Bartley, M. F. McCamley, W. G. 
Crosby, Vivian M. Green, Clara T. 
Crowe, Bill Mersinger, Jimmie 
Crum, H. P. Faust, Aug. Dietz, Jr. , 
J. J. Haag, J. J. Walsh, R. R. Razz
ette, F. R. Purdy, M. R. Hall, C. E. 
Ceder, F. W. Davis, J. A. Matak 
and the Universal Ship Cancellation 
Society. 
~---

STAMP AND CovER CoLLECTiNG 
only $1 the year. Subscribe now. 
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Q!qr itutqerfntil §tamp <ttluh Vir~inia P~i latelic f e~eration 
A. P. S. CHAPTER No. 81 

Meets Every Monday Evening at 8 o'clock Except Holidays, 
at 287 Feronia Way, Rutherford, N. J. 

OFFICERS 

P~esident,. ADOLPH KLINGENSTDIN, 740 Hudson Ave., West New York, N. J. 
flue-Preszderzt-0 . G. REICHELT, Paramus, N. J. 
Secretary-S. LAKE P. 0. Box No. 136, Rutherford, N. J. 
Treasurer-]. H. GJESECKE, 126 Prospect Place, Rutherford, N. J. 
Salu Manager, W. 0. STAEB, 287 Feronia Way, Rutherford, N. J. · 
Exchange Manager, MONTROSE ERNST, 99 Nassau St., New York City. 
Cable Address-Staeb, Rutherford, N. J. 
Official Organ-STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING. 

SALES REPORT 

I must again impress upon the buyers the 
necessity of enclosing the report slips with 
the circuits when returning, together with 
remittance by money order or check payable 
at Rutherford . We had a case lately where 
a buyer sa.id he sent cash, but we did not 
find it enclosed with the shipment. Had 
the member sent a check, he would have 

Use Gravure for More 
Stamps 

British postage stamps are being 
printed by rotogravure. How long 
will it be before Uncle Sam wakes 
up to the fact. that this is a more 
economical way to print picture 
postage stamps, now in greater de
mand than they can be supplied? 
Many years ago, when The In
land Printer w'!s making printers 
everywhere acquainted with Karl 
Klietsch' s masterly invention of roto
gravure, it suggested its use for bank
note and postage-stamp printing. 

The British government was the 
first to take it up for the printing 
of millions of Treasury notes in the 
brief est possible time, a native of 
Baltimore being its adviser. Prized 
by stamp collectors for many yea,rs 
have been the gravure-printed 
stamps of Bavaria, 1914; Egypt, 
1923, as well as those of Belgium 
and Switzerland. The first British 
gravure-printed stamps have been on 
sale since last August, and other de
nominations have been issued since. 

There is a solid background be
hind His Majesty's head; the grav
ure stamps being richer in color than 
previous ones. Intaglio presses that 
produce these stamps are capable of 
speeds of 8,000 an hour. 

Our Bureau of Engraving and 

had a record of the transaction and could 
have stopped payment. 

Now that the holidays are over there 
should be no excuse for delayed shipments. 
Please co-operate by returning as quickly as 
possible, so that we can make larger sales, 
by keeping the books moving. 

Material sold for members in 1934-
$8,270. 

Printing, of Washington, turned out 
223,209,266 sheets of stamps last 
year, weighing 2,000 tons, or fifty 
carloads. Now the demand for 
picture postage stamps exceeds the 
possibility of the Bureau manufac-

, turing them, the answer to the 
problem is gravure.-STEPHEN H. 
MORGAN in The Inland Printer. 

~--

Soviet Subway Set 
The "Labor Front" of the U. S. 

S. R. (Russia) has constructed a 
subway-the "Metro"-in Moscow, 
completing the engineering feat in 
eighteen months. In celebration of 
this achievement four special stamps 
have been issued as follows: 

5 kop. orange: View of construction 
of the tunnel. 

10 kop. blue: Escalators and plan of 
the network of the Metro at 
Moscow. 

15 kop. carmine: Tunnel and station. 
20 kop . green: Car of the Metro at 

station. 

It's just another of the colorful 
exploitation sets of the Soviet postal 
administration. Printed in rotograv
ure, perf. 14. 

THE BUREAU SPECIALIST 

A monthly publication of .the Bureau 
Issues Association. -Devoted exclusively 
to United 1States stamps. Serious collec
tors please write for sample copy. 

WEST, SOMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS 

f4RJl--~~~~~~~~~~~-l©.o 

Last month brought forth considerable 
comment of all kinds in regard to the 
P ostmaster General's action in giving away 
a few sheets of autographed imperforated 
Mother's D ay stamps. 

The Norfolk Stamp Club, whose able 
Secretary-Treasurer brought this matter to 
the attention of the press and other collec
tors , with the co-operation of his local press 
gave it the widest publicity. This writer 
recently had a lgng chat with Mr. Wahrman 

• in Norfolk, and from the letters and press 
clippings of praise from all over the coun
try, that the Norfolk Club received, it sure 
has been in the limelight and front pages 
of the press, which also identifies it as a 
very live club, and we sure would like to 
see them in our State Federation to help 
carry on our work. The Norfolk Club has 
around 65 members, hold good meetings, 
and we trust that 'fore long we may have 
the pleasme of having them with us. 

Press reports have announced that inas
much as the collectors in general have pub
licly condemned the practice of the Post
master General in giving away sheets of · 
stamps that were not available to the public, 
that in the near future there will be placed 
on sale thru the Philatelic· Agency in Wash
ingron, imperforated sheets of those stamps. 
T o which we add, "All well and good." 

Don't forget this is your publication, 
make the most of it by sending in "News" 
of your club doings. 

Sincerely, 
ALFRED HAASE , Publicity Director, 

Petersburg, Va. 

---IZJl---

Byrd Mail Cancelled 
Radio dispatches from Charles F. 

Anderson, United States Post Office 
cancellation expert at Little Ameri
ca, report that all the special mail 
has been canceled and stored aboard 
the S. S. facob Ruppert, now en 
route to New Zealand. When the 
ship reaches Dunedin the mail will 
be transferred to the S. S. Mariposa, 
which sails March 9, arriving at San 
Francisco, ·March 25, 1935. After 
postal inspection the covers, bearing 
the postmark and cachet of Little 
America, will be forwarded to their 
owners in the United States and 
other parts of the world.-R. A. 
BARRY in N. Y. Herald Tribune. 

---IZJI---

STAMP AND C OVER COLLECTING 

declares an "open season" for faker
hunting all the year round. 
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Burlington, Iowa First Flight 
BY REX 0 . COPP 

THIS city had been promised 
airmail s·ervice for some time 
and was scheduled· to receive 

same when the cancellation of air
mail routes were ordered. At that 
time they were a flag stop on the 
United Air LiRes, Chicago-Dallas 
route. The Postoffice Department 
announces additional mileage rais
ing same to 35,120,792, including 
this was an additional trip between 
Chicago and Kansas City. 

Announcement was made Nov. 
30, 1934 that Burlington would re
ceive airmail service soon as a stop 
on AM-9 and the postmaster was 
furnished with a special cachet. A 
few days later the date was an
nounced, not allowing ample time 
for collectors to send · in covers. 
Postmaster advises that he has re
turned a good many covers that 
were received too late for the flight. 

The southbound plane left Chi
cago at 7: 15 a. m. December 10th 
with pilot B. I. (Whity) Powers at 
the controls but was forced back be
cause of mechanical trouble, this 
flight was cancelled. Assistant Super
intendent of Airmail Service James 
A. Cruickshank instructed that all 
mail be put aboard the nor,thbound 
plane. 

The northbound plane scheduled 
to leave Kansa.s City at 8 : 40 a. m. 
was held for the arrival of the west
bound TWA ship and departed at 
10 :08 a. m., arriving in Burlington 
at 11 :45 a. m. The ship, a Braniff 
Airways monoplane with Art Mills 
piloting was greeted by Mayor E. 
G. Marquardt; Postmaster, J. Tracy 
Garrett; Assistant Postmaster H . 
Baumle; Art Hartman, airport 
manager who incidently is an Early 
Bird and one time worked for the 
Wright Brothers; Newton Derby, 
President C. of C.; C. W. Bond, 
Secretary C. of C.; J. A. Cruick
shank of Washington, D . C., other 

city officials, newspaper men and 
Mr. Chester W. Johnson who sent 
all data acquired. 

The cachet was of a circular type, 
applied in black depicting modes of 
transportation-water, air, and land 
with appropriate wording. 

Postmaster J. Tracy Garrett per
sonally placed the first pouch of 
mail aboard the plane. This pouch 
contained 52 pounds of mail, 4,608 
pieces, over 4,500 being for collec
tors. Southbound covers were can
celled 8: 30 and northbound 10 : 30 
a. m. 

The first southbound plane was 
flown December 11th with very 
little collectors' mail aboard. 

Iowa has three other cities as 
stops on airmail lines, they are Des 
Moines, Iowa Ci,ty and Sioux City. 
Cedar Rapids was at one time a stop 
but service was discontinued some 
time ago. 

--------0---

President Terra's Visit 

. In honor of the recent visit to 
Brazil of . President Terra of Uru
guay, a set of four stamps has been 
issued to mark the occasion. We 
are again indebted to our correspon
dent in Rio de Janeiro, Senor 
Bernardino Souza, for specimens, 
both on a first-day cover and unused. 
There are ·two similar designs. The 
values are: 200 Reis orange, 300 
Reis yellow, 700 Reis blue and 1000 
Reis violet. 
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Everybody's Hobby 
Is the Outstanding Monthly Tabloid siu 

Hobby New> paper in the World. New! 
Different! Young! Terse! Distinctive! Color
ful! Profusely Illustrated. Complete articles 
by famous authorities. Its deJ>artments cov.er: 
Stamps, Coins, Curios, Antiques, Books Indian 
Relics, Firearms, Gems, Autographs and many 
other interesting subjects. Sample copy lOc., 
6 months' trial 25 cents, One Whole Year 
Only 3 5 cents. 

Everybody's Hobbies 
DEPT. NS, CROOKSTON, MINN. 

48th Auction Sale 
March 23, 1935 

GENERAL COLLECTION 

Illustrated Catalogs Sent on Request. 
W ANTED-U. S. "Collections and 
Rari.ties" and remember that immediate 
payment is made. Cash to any amount 
is avai lable for important purchases. 

Y. SOUREN CO. 
384 Park Ave., NEW YORK CITY 

PHILATELIC AGENCY 
One Day Service. 

For dealers only, 5% commission plus 
forwarding charges. Orders must be 
over $5.00. 

(Ord~rs under $5 .00, 10% , minimum 
charge 25c.). 

P. 0 . Money Orders, Express Money Orders, 
or Cash. 

We Collect Stamp Accounts 
Ask About Our Rates. 

ST AMP DEALERS CREDIT 
· BUREAU 

P. BRUYERE, Manager 
1115 15th St., N. W., Washington, D. C. 
(This publication is a subscriber to our Service.) 

EL PERU FILATELICO 
Bi-Monthly Review 

Official Organ of the "Centro Filatelico" of Peru 
ln every number articles on the differ.en! 

issues of Peru, as well as a General Catalo~ue 
of the Stamps of Peru, in Spanish and English. 

Membership subscription, per annum, U. 5. 
$1.0~(one U. S. 'Dollar) . 

Address all corres~ondenoe regarding sub
scriptions and advertisements to 

APARTADO No. 2177 
LIMA, PERU, S. A,. 

JAPAN ! COVERS .! LABELS! 
10 di ff. Jap. Trans.Pacific Ship Covers .. $1.00 

10 a~~ff·c!:a.".n.".s~ . ~.'~~.a:'. .~r.s'. .~~~ .~o.~e.r~ LOO 
20 d<ff. Japanese pictorial ·first day 

cachets cards. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.00 
20 di ff. ·Covers and cards of Japan, 

China ans Manchukuo. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.00 
Short explanatory notes in English 

to each cover. 
1,000 diff. lovely Jap. Match Box Labels 1.25 

All post free! Satisfaction guaranteed! 
List free with 50 diff. fascinating Labels 

for lOc. postage! 

ICHIRO YOSHIDA s 
3600 M.EJtRO, TOKIO, JAPAN. FP ~D~ 
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ADDENDA 

A SPECIALIZED CATALOG 
OF THE 

POSTAGE STAMPS 
OF THE 

Confederate States of America 
Prin tcd and Published by 

The Dietz Printing Co., Richmond, Va. 

COPYRIGHT, 1928 
THE DIETZ PRINTING CO. 

RICHMOND, VA. 

CONTRIBUTORS THIS MONTHS 
The material listed in this month's i nsta lment 

of our Catalog was subm'itted by Capt. R. R. 
R eeves, Dr. M. Y. Dabney, M essrs. Finley Clarke, 
P aul M . Fink, M orris E verett, R. T . Freema11 
and Stephen D. Brown. 

GEORGIA 
Rome, Ga. 

:PAID 

j~ 
Sc. handstamp, value in manuscript, black S.00 

Darien, Ga. 

PAID ,r-
Sc. handstamp, value in manuscript, black 5.00 

Atlanta, Ga. 

JOc. T ype II woodcut " 10" over "S," black S00.00 

KENTUCKY 
Columbus, Ky. 

(PAID) 

;/ ...... 
Sc. handstamp, v alue in manuscript, black 1.;o 

MISSISSIPPI 
Aberdeen, Miss. 

Sc. handstamp, blac/1 ........ . .. "·...... S.00 

Corinth, Miss. 

Sc. handstamp, v alue in manuscript, black S.00 

NORTH CAROLINA 
Forrestville, N. C. 

PAID I c 
J Oc. handstamp, value in manuscript, black S.00 

Hendersonville, N. C. 

PAID/~ 
JOc. handstamp, value in manuscript, black S.00 

TENNESSEE 
Memphis, Tenn. 

">AID 10 
lOc. handstamps, black.. . . ........ . . .. . . S.00 

Tazewell, Tenn. 

(PAID)@ 

Sc. handstamps, black....... . . . ... . . . .. S.00 

TEXAS 
Hollandale, Tex. 

Sc. converted canceller, black.. .. ..... . . S0.00 

Semi-Official 
(Without Franking Privi lege) 

NORTH CAROLINA 
Surgeon General 's Office, Raleigh, N . C . 

· jmg.e.nn ()Stnmtl't: ®flffece. 
RALEHHi, N. C. 

OFFICIAL BUSINESS. 

U nused, $10.00 Used , $10.00 

Collectors of Confederates are urged 
to subm.it new finds in Varieties, es
pecially. "Paids," fo r listing in this 
Catalog. Register and enclose return 
postage and registratior: fee. There is 
no c1,_rge for illustraung and · lisung. 

Nashville's Election 
At the regufar meeting of the 

N ashville Philatelic Society on Feb. 
25, 1935, the following officers for 
the coming year were elected : L. C. 
Wetterau; President: H. D. Batson, 
Sec'y-Treas . . Board of Vice-Presi- , 
dents: Rev. Jno. T. Reed, Walter 
Steffan and Jos. W. Hart. This 
society is planning to put on a stamp 
exhibition in April. 

l'.ebruary, 1935 

T"~ 

~IN• 
NEW CATALOG No. 7. 

Just Published -• 

New Stamp Albums! 

New-Stock Books! . 
Engraved Title 

Sheets! 
(88 Different Countries) 

Mint Sheet Files! 
AND MANY OTHER NEW ITEMS 

W rite for 

New Complete Catalog No. 7 

ELBE F1LE & BINDER Co., INc. 
• Manufacturers since 1909 

215 GREENE ST., N BW YORK, N. Y. 

Large complete 36-page li.t, including Britioh 
North America, Arrow and Center-line blocks, 
used blocks, etc. 

U. S. LIBRARY 
Vol. I. Issues 1847-69 .. .. . . .. - . .... .. . $ .50 
Vol. II. Issues 1870-93.... . ... . ....... .50 
Vol. Ill. Issues 1894-1900...... ..... ... .50 
Vol. IV. 20th Century, Complete . . ..... . 1.00 

T hese volume's are indispensable to every U. S. 
collector, whether beginner or advanced student. 

ILLUSTRAt:ED LIST OF U.S. AND B.N.A. 
Prices Proofs, Telegraph stamps, Center lines, 
dS~ etc., Soc. 

qol7sTANLEY G~BBONS, INC. 
38z PARK ROW, NEW YORK, N. Y. 

25 misc. cacheted airma.il covers; 15 
diff. a irport dedications; .15 di ff. first 
official flights; 7 .cliff. FAM Flights; 
IO pilo.t-signed airmail" covers; 20 diff. 
naval cancels and cachets; per lot 
$1.05 postpaid. Alaskan Emergency 
Star-Route Air Service covers, 5oc. ea. 

Multnomah Gover Service 
5526 Delaware, PORTLAND, OREG. 

What all do you need fro~ 

ECUADOR 
Obtainable from PERRONE & CAMPANA. 

P. 0. Box 749 

GUAYAQUIL, ECUADOR, S. A. 
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Ben and Jeff 
BY A. C. LEDUC 

(Dialing 3-0-0-0) ... Long dis
tance operator? . . . Please connect 
me ·with the office of the Postmaster 
General at Philadelphia. This is 
Richmond 6284. Mr. Davis speak
ing ... Hello, ... Hello, . . . may 
I speak with Mr. Franklin? . . . 
What's that? ... Yes, Mr. Franklin, 
Mr. Benjamin Franklin, the Post
master-General. . . Hello, that you 
Ben? This is Jeff. Calling from 
Richmond . . . Yes, things are look
ing a little better down here. It's 
a long time since you were down 
this way. . . The Rebels won't let 
you through? ·I'll see about that. 
Anytime you can come, just let me 
know and I'll send my car to meet 
you in Washington. . . What I 
wanted to speak to you about today 
especially was th.e .new set of stamps 
for th~ Confederacy ... Oh, yes, we 
want to put out a nice set. We 
can't let Mussolini and Hitler get 
all the glory .. . Now, Ben, don't 
fall down on the job. I know you 
are working on the Washington 
bi-centennial issue, but put on some 
more N. R. A. help. I want my 
commemorative set out by the end 
of next month when we celebrate 
the victory at the Suwanee River .. . 
On that 35c. value with Jackson's 
picture, can't you get one · showing 
him with a smile? .. . · Can't, eh? 
Well get a picture of him with a 
side view. Something like that one 
of you on the le. 1851 but not so 
serious. Do you know, Ben, every 
time I look at that stamp with your 
picture, it makes me feel sad. Can't 
you get a picture showing yourself 
with a smile-like the time you 
beat me eating some of that real 
Virginia peanut-fed ham? . . . I 
think so, too. We both ought to put 
out some more life-like stamps ... 
Yes, showing more pep and life to 
them. . . Colors, did you say? 
Nearly anything suits me, so long 

as they are bright. . . Let me know 
as soon as you can when you can 
start on my Parade of States ... Oh, 
yes. I want each stamp to show a . 
map of each State in the Confeder
acy. Don't you think that's a good 
idea? . . . I know it will make a 
long set but if we don't make any 

·of them in the set over 50c., I feel 
sure collectors will buy them. They 
ought to buy enough so I can equip 
three gunboats to keep the Missis
sippi river free of your lousy craft ... 
Now Ben, nothing personal, I was 
just making a wise crack. 

----1~1---

S till They Find Them! 
N. PALO AL'rO, CALIF. 

!GENTLEMEN: 

Enclosed clipping sounds interesting 
to me. D o you folks down there know 
anything about it? If you do, please 
Jee us gee the particulars chru your 
magazine. Every one likes to read 
about finds. 

FRANK HELM. 

Fortune Found in Old Stamps 
SAN JosE, Jan. 26-0ld letters 

and documents were being scanned 
closely today as the experience of 
Mrs. Edna Bushman's sister became 
noised abroad. Mrs. Bushman re
ceived a letter · from h~r sister, 
Grace, in Hattiesburg, Mass., saying 
that a $20,000 collection of old 
stamps had been found in an ancient 
suitcase in the Bushman barn. 
· The elder sister made a lifelong 
practice of clipping stamps from 
every envelope which came into her 
hands. About nine years ago her 
sight failed and the stamps were 

packed into a suitcase and stored 
away. 

A visitor who happened to be a 
collector last week asked to see the 
stamps and found that there were 
38,000 of them, some of them over 
200 years old. A dealer was called 
in and appraised the value at $20,-
000.• One stamp has a value of 
$1,400, Mrs. Bushman said.
Special to The Chronicle . 

That "200-year old stamp" interests us. 
Also we are amused at the knowledge of 

· the average reporcer.-EDITOR. 

~--

Surplus Explained 
A well-known firm in Auckland 

recently engaged a new office boy. 
Soon after his arrival it was noticed 
that the Post Office account for post
ages had, for some mysterious 
reason, jumped to unprecedented 
heights. The solution of the mys
tery was, however, fairly simple. It 
was found that the green junior had, 
with praiseworthy but quite mis
directed zeal, been filling in his 
lunch hour by practicing on the 
office postal franking machine.
The Australian Stamp Monthly. 

"REAL BARGAINS" 
Send me your subscription to the STAMP AND 

COVER COLLECTING and a stamped envelope, 
I'll send you a packet of 100 diff. stamps. 
Ten cents and stamped envelope will bring 
you .a packet of 25 diff. foreign stamps, no 
1unk, satisfact_ion guaranteed-:-3 r.acks 25c. 
Fifty cents com or stamps, will bnng you a 
bundle of' 75 di ff. stamp magazines all o1d 
and a f ew obsolete. 

JOSEPH CHARLES SALAK 

63+8 FAIRFIELD AVE., CHICAGO, ILL. [x] 

Build Your Naval Cover Collection I 
ON A BUDGET PLAN 

How much ca~ you spend a week in building up your co!J.ectio_n ?. soc.? 
$r.oo? $z.oo? Write for details concerning our budget plan of bml·drng up 
your ooll ection to fit your pocket book. 

-----
To test the .advertising strength of STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING we offer 

a fir>t day cover of the Charleston stamp, April 'C?• 1930, mail ed on the 
U. S. S. Florida (since d-ecommis.sioned) cancelled with a type 8 cancel for 
only 25 cents .in coin or mint stamps. 

"Handbook of Naval Postmarks" (reviewed in January number} 
$1.00 per copy. 

HALE & WALLSTER COMPANY 
STATION A, BOSTON, MASS. FP 
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Mail Service in the West in '65 
BY BILL ELLIOTT 

THE Wells-Fargo E:icpress Com
pany, which combined mail, 
banking and express rbusi9ess, 

reach.ed every town and mining 
camp on the Pacific Coast through 
the means of stage coach, steamboat 
and railway. 

Then the people had more confi
dence in the Express company than · 
the United States Government. The 
E:x;press messengers ran on the very 
steamer, the same railway carriage 
with those of the United States mail 
and three-fourths of the business 
men entrusting their letters to the 
Express · company, which invariably 
delivered them in advance of the 
government service. 

To mention one instance that 
happened in San Francisco: A party 
dropped a letter in the mail, making 
an engagement for the next week 
with a gentlemap residing a mile 
from the hotel where he was stop
ping. Three days after the ap
pointed_ time his friend appeared 
and said: "I have just received your 
letter, why didn't you send it by 
Wells-Fargo?" 

A1bert D. Richardson in writing 
of this service tells: "that tu found 
and systematize a great enterprise 
like this, extending over half a con
tinent, new, thinly settled, with poor 
means of communication, along 
routes infested by robbers and In
dians, requires more capacity than to 
run the government in ordinary 
times. When the operations of the 
Wells-Fargo Express Company were 
confined to the Pacific Coast and the 
steamers bet:ween San Francisco and 
New York, it transported twenty
three hundred thousand letters an
nually. Two and a quarter million 
of writers paid nine and a half cents 
extra not to have the Government 
handle the letters. What stronger 
proof of the folly of the Govern
ment conveying letters? It might 

· with as much propriety sell gro
ceries, convey heavy freights, or de
liver washing. Abolish the post 
office department. Leave this, like 
other carrying trade, open to private 
competition, and the mail service of 
the United States would be per
formed fifty percent cheaper and 
one hundred percent better than it 
is today.'" 

What would Mr. Richardson say 
today of the service? Of the vast 
distances the first class mail is 
carried for three cents an ounce, of 
the safety of the mail, and the con
fidence the pUiblic has in the Gorv
ernment' s ability to despatch your 
letter to its destination in the least 
possible time? 

~'--

Heavy Demand for 
Imperf orates· 

Postmaster General Farley's un
precedented decision to throw 
wholesale quantities of ungummed, 
imperforate stamps on the philatelic 
market will bring $1,000,000 to the 
Government. 
. This is the estimated business 

which the Philatelic Agency of the 
Post Office Department, sole sales 
agency for the new issues, expects 
to handle when the stamps am 
placed on sale March 15 . 

Unequipped for such a tremend
ous flood of 9rders, the agency faces 
a serious problem. Efforts are be
ing made to obtain extra · clerks 
from other postal divisions, as no 
funds are available for employment 
of additional help. 

Capital dealers, seeing in the 
imperforates an undreamed of 
opportunity in their first-day cover 
business are · making extensive prep
arations to_ fill requests. Som.e are 
reported to have received orders for 
40,000 and 50,000 envelopes.
New York American. 

----{8]1--

Subscribe now. Only $1 the year. 

February, 1935 

U.S. Color Error 
lYic: Violet Envelope 

Around 800 copies of the I~ violet circular 
die envelope have been located. This is 
printed in the violet of the 3c. instead of the 
normal brown. All copies are on size 6, win
dow envelope and we offer a magnificent 
entire unused copy at a special price of $4.00. 

If you ate looking for any~hing else in the 
way of U. S. postal or revenue issues your 
want list is solicited. Our stock of U. S. is 
unsurpassed. 

W e are in the market at all times to pUr
chase anything outstanding or unusual in the 
way of U. S. issues. 

PHILIP H. WARD, JR. 
1616 Walnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 

"An Introduction to 
Stamp Collecting" 

A Handy Pocket Booklet that the beginner 
.finds indispensable; thirty-six pages of handy 
information for everybody. You'll want one 
to keep handy in your pocket at all times. 
Send 3c. stamp to cover cost of mailing. 

WEEKLY PHILATELIC 
GOSSIP 

Box 30, HOLTON, KANSAS 

Marvelous-They All Say 
During . the Exhibition of the Virginia Phi

latelic Federation in Richmond ending 
November 17, a limited number of specially 
prepared env.elopes were cacheted and can
celled at the Post Office in the Exhibition hall. 

These envelopes were made from panes of 
70 stamps printed from the electro of the ' 
"Five" altered to "Ten" cent of the Confed
erate General Issues. It is a remarkable 
example of a "home-mad.e" War-Between-the
States cover1 and is perhaps the most unusual 
modern exhibition piece obtainable. 

Less than fifty are on hand for sale. 
Price $1.00 each, or three for $2.00. 

STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING 

109 East Cary St., Richmond, Va. 

URUGUAY 
I offer Uruguay in Quantities of 1, 

10, 100, 1,000, and larger, at prices 
that defy competition. Largest stock 
in Uruguay. 

ESTEBAN WEINBERGER 
Vazquez 1252, Montevideo, Uruguay, ! 

South America. 

To All Collectors of 
BRITISH COLONIALS-

You cannot beat my selections at 7Jrd-l/6th 
Scott; buying as I do in the World's cheapest 
market, London, I give you value unobtain- I' 
able elsewhere, as my many satisfied customers . 
know already to their profit. Refer ences on · 
deposit appreciated from new customers. Spec
ial Offer: 1,000 Different British Colonials 
(No Gt. B.) $9.50 . 

EDMUND s. EASTICK (B . P. A.) 
22 BANKSIDE ROAD, BOURNEMOUTH, ENG. [p.s.J 
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News from the Antipodes 
BY J. ST. PAUL 

New Western Samoan Stamp Issue 

A new Samoan pictorial issue is 
to make its appearance in the near 
future. It will consist of nine 
values, ranging from ,Yid to 3/-. 
The set is to supplant the whole of 
the current "Hut" issue, and the 2/ 
and 3/- "Admiral" overprinted 
stamps besides. Consequently, some 
of the values now existing in the 
"Hut" type will be withdrawn and 
not replaced. 

The denominations of the new 
issue, together with t.heir respective 
designs, are as follow: 

Y,d. Samoan girl and kava bowl. This 
design is perhaps faindy reminiscent of the 
Jamaican "Arawak making cassava" penny 
scamp. 

ld. View of a portion of the water
fron t at Apia, the seat of Government of 
Wes tern Samoa. 

2d. A Samoan river scene. A native is 
depicted plying his canoe on a river be
tween banks thickly clothed with native 
palms and foliage. 

2Y,d. This shows a Samoan couple in 
native dress, and standing before a "fale", 
or native house. 

4d. Samoan canoe and house. The canoe 
is of the deep sea cvpe used mainly for 

-~hing purposes. 
6d. Vailima. T his view is of the house 

which, in its firs t form, was built by R. L. 
Stevenson, the novelist, who spent the latter 
years of his life in Samoa. The house is 
now used as the residence of the Adminis
trator of the territory. 

1/-. A glimpse of Stevenson's tomb, 
situated on the summit of Vaca Hill. 

2/-. Lake Lanuto's. This is a small 
crater lake on one of the high peaks in the 
Island of Upolu. 

3/-. Falifa Falls, a beautiful scenic at
traction. 

It is perhaps unfortunate that the 
three .most . beautiful designs are 
those of the three highest denomi
nations, and they will, I might go 
so far as to say, be practically never 
used postally. Then again, the 
beauty of the whole issue is, as it 
often · occurs, marred to some extent 
by the design of one stamp. In this 
case it is the 6d. value. The build
ing illustrated is a particularly poor 

stamp subject. It is backed by a 
heavy, shapeless belt of trees, and 
fronted by a great mass of color. 
The border also, while being artistic 
and original on the other designs, is 
heavy, and devoid of the originality 
on this value which, especially in 
the 1/-, 2/- and 3/- denominations, 
lends so much added interest to the 
designs. The lettering also on this 
6d. stamp, is unbalanced and mal
formed, while on the other values it 
is even and symmetrical. 

All the designs bear the title 
"Western Samoa'', the word "West
ern'', it is said, being added at the 
request of the authorities controll
ing the United States portion of 
Samoa. 

Australia's Virtoria Centenary Issue 

An issue of three postage stamps, 
commemorating the Centenary of 
the State of Victoria and the City of 
Melbourne made its appearance in 
Australia last month. 

The subject of the design, which 
is common to all of the three values 
- the 2d. red, 3d. blue, and 1/
black-is pictorial in character. The 
Y arra River is shown, with an 
aborigine on the left bank, looking 
across the River towards the right 
side, which is covered with build-

' ings. 
Above the left bank appears 

"1834'', and above the opposite 
bank " 1934", and the stamp design 
represents a contrast between the 
view one met with 100 years ago: 
the left bank barren, while the right 
bank depicts the view obtained to
~ay, giving an impression of an in
scription at the foot of the stamp is 
"Centenary of Victoria'', and, be
low this, "Australia." 

The stamp is quite up to the high 
standard of the other recent Aus
tralian commemorative issues, and 
it is the same size as the Harbour 
Bridge and Kingsford Smith stamps, 
with the same perforation-100 . 
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l'.ISb OUR 197T H 
'"JOJ7 (March ) Sale in Preparation 

A fine general sale of U.S. 
and Foreign including large 
lots, wholesafe, room sale, etc . 

• : G et on our mailing list now. 

"'jli--·~·~·· '(Only un-reservei:I sales) . l No Stock Carried. 
M. OHLIMAN 

1160 Nassau St., N. Y. C. 

To Stamp Clubs 
Want to make some money for 

the Club, kick up some excitement 
.and make buyers happy? If so, let 
me tell you what some other clubs 
have done with those Brit ish West 
Ind ia and Central America P ackets 
I have been offering here. 

A. C. TOWNSEND 
6229 Eddy Street, CHICAGO, ILL. 

Be Sure to Advertise in 
STAMP AND COVER 

COLLECTING 
Rates very reasonable for the first four 

months, after which they will probably advance. 

One Inch ....... . ...... . .. . . . $ 1.00 
T wo Inches . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.00 
Third Page . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9.00 
Full Page . . . ......... . . . .... 27.00 

Copy must be in by the 15th of the month 
preceding date of issue. The circulation will 
amaze you. 

Stamp and Cover Collecting • 
RICHMOND, VA. 

READ ... 

Colonial and Revolutionary 
Posis 

BY HARRY M. KONWISER 
One of the most exhaustive and comprehen~ 

sive books1 written in a delightful, fascinating 
style, on ' tnc American Postal System from the 
earliest times through the Colonial and Revolu
tionary Periods. A book that should be in 
the possession of every philatelist and library. 

Price $2.00 Postpaid. 
T H E DIETZ PRESS 

109 E. CARY STREET 
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA. 

Rare Covers 
Some fine covers at bargain 

prices. Mailed to Germany and 
returned here. 
lOc 1867, 9x13, (Cat. $7.50) . .. ...•.. $ 4.00 
lOc 1867, llxll , (Cat. $15.00)........ 7.50 

6c 1871, No. 159, (Cat. $1.50) . . .... . 1.00 
7c 1871, No. 160, (Cat. $45.00) ... ... 10.00 
Sc Taylor, No. 179, (Cat. $1.50). .. .. .75 
Sc Garfield No. 205, (Cat. 50c.). . ... . • .30 

A. C. TOWNSEND 
6229 E ddy Street, CHICAGO, ILL. 
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Reissue Sale March 15 

Philatelic Agency, in Capital, to 
Handle bnperforates 

After the recent decision of the 
Post Office Department to re-issue 
imperforate and ungummed sheets 
of all stamps issued in "specimen" 
sheets, otherwise known to collec
tors as "presentation" sheets, since 
March 4, 193 3", it was announced 
that these imperforate and ungum
med stamps would be placed on sale 
at the Philatelic Agency in Wash
ington in full slieets and in blocks 
of four stamps, March 15. 

The stamps to be placed on sale 
are: 3-cent Newburg, perforated, in 
sheets of 400; Century of Progres~ 
I-cent and 3-cent, complete imper
forate sheets of nine souvenir panes, 
25 stamps to the pane or 225 stamps 
to the sheet; Byrd Expedition, 3-
cent, complete imperforate sheet's of 
25 souvenir panes, six stamps to the 
pane or I 5 0 stamps to the sheet; 
National Parks, I-cent and 3-cent, 
complete imperforate sheets of 
twenty souvenir panes, six stamps 
to the pane, or 120 stamps to a 
sheet; imperforate sheets of 200; 
3-cent Mother's Day flat plate; 3-
cent Wisconsin Tercentenary, Na
tional Parks, 1-cent to 10-cent in
clusive, and 16-cent air mail special 
delivery, Byrd Expedition 3-cent, 
perforated, in sheets of 200. 

Stamps issued since March 4, 
1933, which do not exist in "speci
men" sheets and therefore wili not 
be re-issued imperforate, ~re: Cen
tury of Progress 1-cent and 3-cent 
postoffice panes of 100; Kosciusko 
5-cent; Maryland Tercentenary 3-
cent; Graf Zeppelin 50-cent; NRA 
3-cent; air mail 6-cent, and Mother's 
Dav rotary press. 

Collectors are advised to make 
separate requests for these re-issue0 
stamps and not include them with 
orde.rs for other stamps at the Phila
telic Agency. The agency will not 
prepare first-day covers.-R. A. 
BARRY' in N. Y. Herald Tribune. 

Get into this Contest 
The Bronx Cou:nty (N. Y.) 

Stamp Club is about to hold a stamp 
contest consisting of nine questions 
and a CO!T\position, open to every
body excepting the members of the 
Club. The awards, consisting of the 
following prizes, will be made on 
April ~th, I935. 
1st Prize-Roosevelt Blank Album and Case 

•2nd Prize- Elbe Madison Album 
3rd Prize-Elbe Stock Book 

The que~tions, Rules for Contest 
and names of the Judges are as 
follows: 

QUESTIONS 

1-What stamp of what country portrays 
the ·inventor of the electric dynamo' 

2-What country portrays· the tree called 
the "Balsam of Peru" on a postage 
stamp? 

3-0n what U. S. stamp is the steamship 
Sr. Paul portrayed? . 

4--What country portrays a picture of the 
cotron gin, invented by Eli Whitney, 
an American, on a stamp' 

5-What country was known tO the old 
navigators as the Grain Coast? 

6-What goddess is portrayed on the 3c. 
U. S. Victory stamp No. 537? 

7-What country portrays the "Queen's 
Staircase" on a stamp? 

8-What stamp of whM country portrays 
the "Vernal Falls" of Yosemite Park, 
California? 

9-Stamps of what country are frequently 
called {a) Bomba Heads (b) Bull 's 
Eyes? 

10-Write a composition of not more than 
150 words telling what is "The great
est invention appearing on a stamp 
and why?" 

RULES OF CONTEST 

I-Everyone is eligible except members of 
die Bronx County Stamp Club. 

2-All questions must be answered fully or 
no credit will be given. • 

3-/dl answers must be submitted on or 
before March 31, 1935, to William H. 
Montgomery, 30 Pine St., New York, 
N. Y. 

JUDGES OF CONTEST 

Raymond F. Marti, Past President Bronx 
County Stamp Club. 

F. R. Bruns, Stamp Editor-New York S11n. 
Dr. E. W. Lawrence, Vice-President York

ville Stamp Society. 

Further information and copies of 
the questions may be had by address
ing Mr. William H. Montgomery, 
30 Pine St., New York City. 

ELMER w. BROWN, 

Contest Secretary. 

----[8J--

STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING 

only $1 the year. Subscribe now. 

The Illustrations Bill 
The Congressional bill of the 

greatest interest to the philatelist is 
what is commonly kq.own as the 
Illustrations Bill. It has been intro
duced in both the House and Senate. 
On the opening day of Congress 
Representative Montague (Va.), in
troduced a bill "to 'foster American 
industry, promote education, and 
facilitate pursuit of the avocation of 
philately." It is the same bill that 
has been before previous Congresses 
but failed of passage. 

The proposed law reads as fol
lows: "Be it enacted by the Senate 
and House of Representatives of the 
U. S. in Congress assembled, that 
notwithstanding any other provision 
of law, the pictorial representation 
for philatelic purposes of postage 
and revenue stamps issued under 
authority of the U. S. or any foreign 
government shall not be unlawful if 
such pictorial representation is in 
compliance with such rules and 
regulations as may be prescribed by 
the Postmaster General. Nothing in 
this act or the rules and regulations 
prescribed hereunder shall be deem
ed to alter, amend, or repeal the 
laws relating to the counterfeiting 
of such stamps." 

This bill has been referred to the_ 
Committee on Post Offices and Post
roads, of which Rep. Mead, New 
York, is chairman. -Mr. Mead. has 
informed Wm. M. Stuart that the 
committee is willing to hear from 
the societies. Mr. Stuart is chairman 
of the S. P. A. committee. It is ex
pected that ·the interested parties 
will formulate a definite program 
very soon.-W ashing ton Post. 

----c8J---

Mrs. Shaughnessy.Promoted 
Mrs. Myrtle C. Shaughnessy, 

famous among collectors for her 
devoted service in the Philatelic 
Agency since I922, has been "pro
moted" to a new assignment fo the 
division of stamps. She was trans
ferred to non-philatelic work.
FAWCETT in Washington Star. 
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Catalog Suggestions 

DEAK .l\.:(R. DIETZ: 

RICHMOND, VA., 
February 6, 1935. 

The article by Mr. Steve Brown in the 
January STAMP AND (OVER COLLECTING 
impresses me as the best work that I have 
seen or heard on the subject with which it 
deals. I am glad that he is going to help 
with your new catalogue, and think rhat 
you are most fortunate in having his assis
tance. 

So far as the classification of the PAIDS 
is concerned, it seems ro me that Mr. 
Brown has thought the matter om logically 
and thoroughly, and has said about all that 
need be said about it. I should however · 
lik~ to hear from him further in amplifi'. 
canon of his last paragraph, i. e. as to the 
pricmg of material. The "yardsticks" he 
su'ggests are good, if available; but, at this 
stage of the game, who can say how many 
examples of a PAID are known' Or the 
best price _at which sold? Or who can get 
much sausfacuon from auction returns 
(when they can be had) , unless he can 
examme the specific items for condition 
etc.? ' 

Your idea of having the work done by 
States is evidently designed to he! p along 
rhe above lines, for, presumably, a. collec
tor will know the relative scarcity of items 
from his own and nearby States much 
better than that of those from distant terri
tory. But, even so, he may never have 
seen. an. example of a specific item, and in 
all. likelihood knows but little of the prices 
paid for such material, either at private 
sale or in auctions. 

I t seems to me, therefore that in mak
ing up rhe catalogue, a few' arbit~ary rules. 
must be adopted; which should control all 
en~age~ in the enterprise. Among them, I 
rhmk It should be decided at the outset 
what grade of condition is to be considered . 
My vote would be for "fine" as against 
"average" or "good:· I think, too, a base 
figure should be fixed, from which values 

· should ?: estimated up or down, according 
to condmon, rarity, etc. 

Further, it seems to me that some con
sideration should be, given rhe character of 
cancellation as to size, unusual makeup, 
year date, etc.; for, unquestion'<lbly, a can
cellauon can add much to the attractiveness 
of a eover, and, indeed not infrequently 
lends it its greatest char~. 

It_ is probably too early to give special 
consideration to addiitonal postal markings 
or to PAIDS on pacriotics, prisoners' letters, 
too, as well as for a listing of Soldiers' 
Lett•ers, till now an almost neglected branch. 
However, the time will come for this. 

. What do you think of bespeaking rhe 
aid of your collaborators 11nd especially of 
Mr. Brown on the lines suggested herein? 

Yours very truly, 
J. McD . WELLFORD. 

_[ Mr. . We!lford, a prominent attorney of 
Richmond, is one of the co-editors of rhe 
Confederate Catalog.-E:>ITOR.} 

List U.S. UsedinConfederacy 
SUMTER, S. C., Feb. 3, 1935. 

DEAR MR. DIETZ: 
May I. offer a suggesrion for your forth

commg issue of the "Specialized Confed
erate Catalog?" I would like to see rhe 
U. S. sramps us_ed under the Confederacy 
cataloged. I believe rheir authentici ty can 
be established by the date on the cancel
larion. H the daring is complere, rhis is 
pmna fcme eyidence. If no year date is in 
the cancellation, but stamp is tied on a Con
federate Patriotic, I believe this could be 
accep ted as evidence of use under the Con
federacy. Of course, date of use would 
have to be afrer the date of secession of 
the State in which ir was mailed. This 
second method could probably be faked. 

:May I submit the following covers 
which I believe should class as Confederate; 

3c. U. S. 1857, Type II, on a 7-star 
Confederate colored envelope wirh a 
"Charleston, S. C., l\fay 24, l861" can
~ellation. 

3c. U. S. 1857, Type II , ried on a Con
federate Patriotic envelope (picture of Jeff. 
Davis, Our First President) cancelled 
"New Orleans, La. 21 Mch ." ' 

3c. U. S. 1857_, Type II , tied on en
velope as above with blue star cancellation 
and postmarked "Richmond, Tex. , Mar. 30': 
m blue. 

.3c. U. S. 185.7, Type II, tied on envelope 
with black grid, posrmarked "Galveston, 
Texas, Mar._ 26, 1861" with pasted-on 
photo-medallion of "Jeff. Davis, Our First 
President." 

3c. 1861 Envelope, cut square post
marked "Richmond , Va. May 24, ' 1861." 

Scott's U. S. Catalog gives value of $3 .00 
to rhe 3c. 1857, Typ~ II , on patriotic cover, 
which, I pr.esume, 1s for Northern patri
oucs. I believe rhe Confederate patriotics 
are very much scarcer, at any rare. I have 
seen very few listed in auction catalogs. 

I would like very much ro see some 
more discussion along this line. Also to 
hear of any other similar covers. 

I enjoy your Confederate articles very 
much, ood, for my part, you cannot print 
too many m your paper. 

Sincerely, 
A. R. REEVES, Capt. F. A. 

[Capt. Reeves' suggestion is qJJite in line 
with our plans, and we call on some collec
tor, acquainted with this material, to volun
teer as editor of this secri~n.-EDITOR.} 

Puzzles Educational 
Findlay, Ohio. 

DEAR PUZZLE EDITOR: 
I did it 1 I did it this time after falling 

down the last couple puzzles. I took it one 
night to night school as the teacher had 
previously :emarked that cross word puz
zles were simple and ·that she didn't work 
them 3:ny more, as they didn't help much in 
eaucat10n: She found this circle puzzle 
was .a different proposition, and after an 
evenmg spent. at it, she gave up, but the 
old bull-dog m me wouldn't give in, and 
today I finally found that "William Mul
ready designed an envelope for postal use 
before stamps were used." 

Puzzlingly yours, 
WILLIAM ELLIOTT. 

An Oldtimer Reminisces 
Tucson, Arizona. 

DEAR Sm: 
In your copy of the STAMP AND COVER 

COLLECTING I see an article from an old 
collector that I_ met here several years ago, 
and I can say like him rhat I still have my 
love of the old issues of the 19th century 
and have an old Mekeel 's Album that I 
bought 39 years ago, and some of the 
stamps that I collecred at char time I have 
lefr in the old book. 

I have drifted over the U. S. A. sdme 
and_ have not lost the habit of collecring 
various ob1ects of all kinds , and enjoy the 
vanety as much as the stamps, although I 
have no_ place to show many of them as I 
would like to display them. 

I am hoping rhat in ' the near future I 
may have a chance to display them in good 
shape for the benefit of others who like to 
see such things as well as myself. 

Like my old friend Michaels I had coins 
and fossils as well as some oth~r quite rare 
ob1ects, and one I have is a rarity. It is a 
small h.orse cast out of nairive copper, and 
was said to have been dug up out near 
?ante Fe, New .Mexico, some years ago. It 
1s crude, but still a very good copy of an 
Indian 's idea of a horse. 

And by ch: way, I am keepipg it and 
hope to have it where I can show it with a 
collection of stamps of horses, which I 
have been accumulating for slime time but 
which is far_ from complete as yet. ' 

Fnend M1Chaels says " us old boys," and 
I can say that I have been at the game since 
47 years ago, so am e!U'itled to- be one of 
them I think, as I still carry the Number 
of 487 in the A. P. S. and well remember 
the time when it was the A. P. A. and we 
had the control stamps to place where we 
took a stamp out of the circuit books, and 
have a few of them yet as a curio of the 
days of long ago. 

I will say that at present I am Secretary 
?f the Tucson Stamp Club and we have 
maugurated an idea of giving broadcasts 
over the radio for the benefit of those who 
care to listen to the talks by the members 
of our club . We are on the air at 7 p. m. 
every Thursday evening, over K.VCA and 
I understand that it works at 1260 kilo
cycles, and it has helped out in the atten
dance of our meetings very much, and we 
are getting the publici ty of stamp collect
ing all over our State. 

With best wishes for the best of success 
for the coming year I remain very 

Respectfully, 
E. A. NORTON, Maj . R. 

[And now, let's have some more reminis
cences from the boys over fifty.-EDITOR.} 

Lost Without It 
Asheville, N . C. 

DEAR SIR: 
Since I let my subscription run out 

have b~en lost without your magazine, I 
really did not know that I would miss the 
reading of it so very much until I unfor
tunately let the time slip up and did not 
renew, so please re-enter mv name among 
those present and looking forward to the 
receiving of it again on the usual dates. 

Yours very truly, 
C. E. BOLINGER. 
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Classilied Ads 
Classified advertisements under this head

ing are 4 cents per word, 500 words for 
$12.50. Payable in advance. Copy must 
be received 3 weeks before date of issue. 

WANTED !-Uruguay No. 1 (60c. blue) good 
copy, no thin spots. State price. Also wanted Old 
German States. Write what you have, stating 
condition and price. EDITOR, STAMP AND COVER 
CoLLECTiNG, 109 E. Cary St., Richmond, Va. 

"THE MID-WEST CACHET AND STAMP 
NEWS" offers to the readers of this new maga
zine, a Sample Copy of their publication fru to 
anyone sending their name and address to the 
editor, J . EDW. VINING at 4079 Concordia Ave., 
St. Louis, Mo. All that is necessary is to mention 
the name of STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING. [xl] 

SEND lOc. FOR PROSPECTUS or $1.00 for 
vearly •ubscription. Over 2, 700 memben. INTER
NATIONAL STAMPS EXCHANGE CLUB, 
"SUOMI", Box 144, Helsinki, Finland (Europe). 

GERMANY at face, Last Air Mail issue $3.7S. 
Charity 1934 $1, complete and mint. Postage 30c. 
Payment may be made in U. S. A. mint stamps. 
PAUL HAUSSWALDT, Bad Schandau , Germany. 

' [djf] 

FINE MINT U. S. BICENTENNIALS. Com
plete set single• 704-71S, 79c. Blocks (4), (6) at 
sa'."e. rate. C. B. TUTT;LE, 902 E. Main, N"iles, 
M1ch1gan. . 

BYRD and RAINIER sheet• Fr.cc, details 3c. 
Inverted Postcard l Oc. with approvals, references. 
Postage extra. HUGHES, 2S63 Flower, Hunting
ton Park, California. 

100 DIFFE,RENT CANADIAN POSTAGE 
STAMPS. Fine. Including Commemoratives Pic
torials, ~c., 50c., $1.00 Values( Airmails 'com
plet~ Only $2. SO.-Cavell Do Jar 2Sc. H. L. 
HEliGTVEIT, P. 0. Box 474, Ottawa, Canada. 

PERRY W. FULLER-Stamps and Coin.. Now 
located at 9 East Hamilton Street, Vernon 6086 
Baltimore, Maryland. ' 

.JqlN THE R. F. C. Dues only 7Sc. a year, 
thl5 includes I year membership to the R F C 
Ol)e year's subscription to the Homt Hobit; Magd~ 
~int, half a year to STAMP AND COVER COL
LECTING. Also the Rainbo Booster for only 7 Sc. 
Send your dues to MICHAEL FLEISCHHACKER 
1642 N. Fairfield Ave., Chicago, Ill. ' 

A~ERICAN LOYALISTS. First Day Cover, a 
beau11full large I Oc. stamp commemorating the 
1 SOth annivenary landing in Canada 25e. Small 
•~PJ?lY av.ailable. Cartier First Day' Cover 1 Sc. 
Limited issues. Co/lector,s MagtU.int, Quebec 
Canada. 

AMERICANS! Collect Australian stamps and 
bring your collection up to date. Send a dollar 
note for a choice collection of SO varieties of 
Australian s!amps .contai:iing obsolete, current and 
commemoratives, rncludrng the late!t Victorian 
Centenary. References this paper. A . D . SIMP
SON, 3_4 Dequetteville Terrace, Kent Town South 
Austraha. ' 

~~RE AIRMAIL COVERS. Boyd Lyon Fint 
H~111 N. Y. Cover, J2.50; Sikorsky Brazilian 
Clipper Worlds Recor , $1.50; Post and Gatti 
round the World, $2S.OO each. Bxrd• First Day 
and Depart~re Coven; ~lso rare Trans-At I antics. 
Ask for Circular. Special Byrd Little America 
cancelled Picture card and covers from $1.00 up. 
KATONAH STAMP CO., Katonah, N. Y. 

UNITED STATES-Commems., Precano., 19th 
Cent., Old Envelope•, Revenue• Cancellation• 
Postmarks, hi-value!, many unused' in each packet' 
and a special stampic odditv which you hav~ 
never had before. Onlf the .,.cream of the crop" 
included in thi• Specia U. S. Packet. 15c., plu• 
3c. postage per packet. T. N. PALMER & CO 
346 9Sth St., Brooklyn fFt. H . ), New York. ., 

COMPLETE AND SHORT SETS of Air 
Mails, Commemoratives, New Js5ues, U. S., etc., 
references necessary. H . A. BEHRENDT, Glas
tonbury, Conn. 

COMPLETE PARKS SINGLE SETS-MINT 
70c. Good Used 3 Oc. Approval Service. NEW
COM STAMP CO., New Cumberland, Pa. 

I WILL BUY Entire Stamp«! Envelopes. No 
Cut Square•. L. W. MOLTZ, 1028 E. North Ave., 
Baltimore, Md. 

FREE EXAMINATION.-You take no riskl 
Postpaid both ways first time. Worthwhile foreign 
approval• only. FREDERIC HALL, Dept. C, 329 
Wellington, Roanoke, Virginia. 

WANTED-PARKS USED.-Will pay 20 
cents per set for Parks stamps, used, well-cen
tered, lightly cancelled, no straight-edges-perfect 
pieces. Address: "J. B.", care Editor STAMP AND 
COVER COLLECTING, 109 E. 'Cary St., Richmond, Va. 

RAND McNALLY'S STAMP ATLAS AND 
DICTIONARY, forty cents postpaid with com
memoratives. FREDERIC HALL, A. P . S. 121S7, 
329 W ellington, Roanoke, Virginia. 

WANTED-ST AMPLESS COVERS and used 
air mails of the Western Hemisphere. Write, F. 
R. SCHROEDER, 2330 Scovell Court, Shreveport, 
Louisiana. 

40 U. S. or SO FOREIGN STAMPS We.
different. Send wrapped coin or Money_ Order. 
DARSING, 41S Central Park West, N. Y. C. 

WANTED TO BUY a quantity of. unused 
Confederates at very reasonable pnces. Cheaper 
grades desired. State quantity and prices. "Col
lector A," Care STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING. 

WANTED ALL KINDS of Confederate ma
terial-broadside!, pamphlets, 1861 note!, covers. 
HARRY HARRIS, 401 West Hth St., Richmond, 
Virginia. 

WILL TRADE a good lot of duplicates for a 
full stock, curly maple Kentucky rifle. Send com
plete description of gun. In return will send list 
of stamps. Address 11 Collector B,' ' Care STAMP 
AND COVER COLLECTING. 

WILL BUY a q.uantity 1>f #4 Capes at reason
able prices. "Collector C," Care STAM P AND 
COVER COLLECTING. 

WANTED TO BUY #36 and #S9 Colombian 
Republics on or off cover. "Collector G," Care 
STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING. 

2S MISCELLANEOUS cacheted airmail cov
ers, or 15 different airport dedications, or 15 
different first official flights, or 7 different FAM 
flights, or 10 Pilot-signed airmail covers, or 20 
different naval cancels and cachets for $1.0S per 
lot postpaid. Alaskan Emergency Star-Route Air 
Service covers, SOc. each. MULTNOMAH COV
ER SERVICE, SS26 Delaware, Portland, Oregon. 

REMEMBER, STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING is 
giving a 20-word classified advertisement FREE 
for each annual new, renewal or extension sub
scription to this magazine. Send $1.00 and a 
20-word classified advertisement TODAY. 

WHEN IN RICHMOND visit th; new shop of 
Harry Harris in the Hotel John Marshall. Out
of-town coll ectors will receive a w.arm welcome. 

FOR NAVAL, Old Ironsides and Macon covon 
of the finest write W . G. CROSBY, P. 0. Box 
602, San P,dro, California. 

WANTED CAPE TRIANGULARS on Coven. 
What have you? "Collector J ," Care STAMP AND 
COVER COLLECTIN<;. 

Fine Used U. S. Blocks of 4 
Scott No. Price 
309 1902-3, 1 Sc. olive-green .•••••.••• $1.80 
320b 1903, 2c. scarlet imperforatc ..•••• 2.60 
379 1910, 6c. red-orange .••.••••••.••• 1.20 
399 1912-IS, Sc. Pan Pacific .•.•.•.••• 1.9S 
400 1912-lS, lOc. oran~e Pan Pacific •• 3.SO 
403 191S, Sc. Pan Pacific perf. 10 •••• 1.75 
404 191S, lOc. Pan Pacific perf. 10 •••• S.25 
474 1916-17, 12c. claret-brown .•.••••• 1.10 
S32a 1918-20, 2c. type VI imperforate .. 2.75 
S47 1920, $2 carmine and black, full 

cross center line .•••• . •..•.•.••••• 8.50 
130-33 Uruguay 1897, commemorative, 

complete ..•.•.••••• .•.• ••••••. .• 2. SO 
Send for our Price-List of U. S. and 

Dependencies. Try us with a Want List of 
Foreign stamps. 

M. HERBERT & CO. 
80 NASSAU ST., NEW YORK 

February, 1935 

HOBBIES 
A beautiful, illu•trated magazine for collec

ton of stamps, coins, Indian relics, firearms 
bopk11 curios, autographs, prints, antique1 and 
scores of other interesting hobbies. 

Our sub5cription list includca the famous 
and near-famou•, leading educators and out
standing business men and women who are 
anxious to improve their time with cultural 
and absorbin11: •hobbies. · 

It is popular to havt a hobby and rtad 

Hobbies 
SAMPLE COPY 10 CENTS 

TWELVE BIG ISSUES FOR $1.00 

LIGHTNER PUBLISHING CORP. 

2810 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111. 

READ 
Two of the World's Finest Stamp 

Magazines 
For Only $1.50 a Year-Save 50c. 

Tiu Australian Stamp Monthly 5/- per ann. 
and 

STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING $1.00 per ann. 
One publi•hrd at Melbourne, AU5tralia, and 

the other at Richmond, Vir11:inia, U. S. A.
nearly two extremes of the earth, but assuring 
you of all the news from everywhere. With 
these two fine monthlies coming to your office 
or home twelve times a year, you have all the 
philatelic news that's worth while. Subscribe 
now I 

Send your subscriptions to: 

Stamp and Cover Collecting 
109 E. Cary St., RICHMOND, VA. 

• 

Stamp Trad• Pntntln 
Assoclatln, lie. . 

A Bureau for Collection, 
Protection, Information, 

and Co-operation. 

KALAMAZOO, MICHIGAN , U.U 

HA VE YOU SEEN THE 

Priced Catalog of 
Stampless Covers 
Now running in 

POSTAL 
MARKINGS 

A Dime a Copy; a Dollar a Year 

s. G. RICH 

VERONA, NEW JERSEY 

RIO GRANDE FILATELICO 
lnttrnillional Rt.,itw for Stamp Colltetor1. 

Postcard!, Numismatics, E1paranto. 
Members throughout the world, particularly 

America_ 
Official organ 0 of the "Socicdade Filatelica 

Rio Grandense." 
Specimen copy will be sent on receipt of 

S cents in unused stamps, to cover the COit 
of mailin11:. 

DR. BENJAMIN CAMOZATO 
RUA 005 ANDRADAS, 1431, 

PORTO ALEGRE, BRAZIL 
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A Dar~ain for t~e ~ealer or (olledor 
I have the following stamps for immediate sale, to any one or more parties who send their 

remittance first, at the following prices : 

Washington Bicentennials 

Complete sheets, and parts of sheets, of the 4c., Sc., 6c., 7c., Be. and 9c. may still be secured at 20% above face. 

There are no more copies available of the l/zc., le., 1 l/zc., 2c., 3c. and lOc. Please do not order these items. If 
you need any that are still on hand, better order immediately as the supply will not last long. I still have sheets of the 

and 3c. perf. Chicago, 3c. Penns and Websters. These ma y be had at 10 % above face. 

Most of the above are well centered, but as usual som e stamps on each sheet are not any too good. They are offered 
as th ey are and can not be picked. 

Yorktown Sesquicentennial 
There are 40 complete sheets of 50 stamps and 2,5 oo stamps in broken lots. These are not ~ell centered and 

are offered at 15 % above face. 

Orders for less than $i.oo will not be accepted. Post age or registration must accompany each order. Remittances 
must be made by money order, payable to STAMP AND Cov ER CO LLECTI NG. 

ADDRESS: 

"Collector," care STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING, 109 E. Cary St., Richmond, Virginia 

Early U.S. 
Confederates 
Provisionals 
Our stock is almost complete in 19th 

Century U. S. and contains many 
Speciafized Varieties and Cancellations. 

In the Confederate General Issues 
we have all types, including many 
Blocks, Pairs, Covers, etc. 

Provisionals are well represented 
with such items as Baton Rouge, 
Memphis, Mobile, New Orleans, 
Singles and Covers. 

Selections On Approval. 

Raymond H. Weill Co. 
407 Royal St., New Orleans 

The Home -Hobbiest 
400 Crilly Bldg., Dept. SCC, 

CHICAGO, ILL. 

A Quarterly publication for the hobbies! on 
Coins, Medals, Paper Money, Stamps, Antiques, 
J ndian Relics, Antique Firearms, Curios, 
Autographs, Minerals, Fossils, Military Decor
ations, Lincolniana, Washingtoniana, Celluloid 
Buttons, Transportation Tokens, Numismatic 
Books1 Collectors' Supplies and other hobby 
material such as home needs, etc. Subscription 
SOc. per year, !Sc. per copy. Display ad. 
$1.SO per inch; Classifi ed, For-Sale or Want 
Ads., 4c. per word. Swap ads. le. per word, 
Minimum 25c. 

Subscribe now. Only $1 the year. 

Free !- John J, Goll~ctor-Free ! 
Whether you be John, Joe, Jim , 

Bill, Bohunkus, "Skinny", "Fatty", 
or whoever you be, you will be in
terested in this as a stamp collector: 

Starting immediately, the pub
lishers of STAMP AND COVER COL· 
LECTING will give a twenty.word 
classified advertisement for every 
renewal, extension or new subscrip
tion received. 

Just send in one dollar with a 
twenty-word classified advertise
ment and it will be published in the 
next issue without cost. 

Perhaps, there are some stamps 
you need to fill a few blank spaces 
- advertise for them. Maybe you 
wish to exchange with other collec
tors- advertise the fact. 

That's the story. Just send your 
twenty.word classified copy, "At
tention of our Subscription Depart
ment." Write plainly. 

VAHAN MOZIAN, INC. 
MONT HLY STAMP AUCTIONS 

Catalogue Upon Request. 

10 Eas t 39th St., NEW YORK 

Join The 
RAINBO FRIENDSHIP CLUB 

World-wide membership. 
Rainbo Booster Journal official Club paper. 

Dues only SOc. per year. 
Send in your membership to--

MICHAEL FLEISCHHACKER 
1642 No. Fairfield Ave., Chicago, Ill . 

___ -

American Loyalists 
A Canadian stamp will be issued to 

commemora te the 150th anniversary of 

the landing of the American Loyalists 

in Upper Canada. Ten-cent denomina

tion. First day cover, 15c. ; with block, 

45c.; Mine stamps : single, llc.; pair, 

22c.; block, 44c.; sheet of 50, $5.50. 

Postage extra. Remittance by money 

order. 

Collector's Magazine 

Quebec, Canada. 

FOR A BEGINNING IN 

BUREAU PRINTS 
WE SUGGEST A PACKET 

For insta nce: 
No. 227 400 different ........ .... .... $ 3.00 
No. 228 7 SO di flerent .................. 1 S.00 

INTRODDCTION to Precancel Collec tin&
a 16 page booklet of the necessary informat10n 
on Precancels-2Sc. postpaid. 

HOOVER BROTHERS 
1261 Broadway, Room 811, N EW YORK . 

Please mention STAMP AND COVER 
COLLECTING when writing to our 
advertisers. 
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Announcing 
New Publications for Book Lovers 
Poe and The Southern Literary Messenger 

By DAVID K. JACKS ON 

A remarkable study of Edgar Allan Poe and the outstanding literary maga
zine of the day. Handsomely printed and bound in a limited edition of 500 copies. 
Advance subscription price $3.50. Ready N ovember r. 

Virginia Silhouettes 
By MRS. GEORGE P . COLEMAN 

For the first time the letters · pertaining to Colonial slavery have been un
earthed in the famous Tucker House in Williamsburg, Va., and published in 
book form. An outstanding contribution to American letters. Full of tid-bits 
for the student and historian. Price $3.50. Ready N ovember IO. 

Legends of Virginia Lawyers 
By JOHN H. GWATHMEY 

Another of Mr. Gwathmey's well-known collection of Virginia folk-lore. A 
book that every lawyer and lover of early Virginia will appreciate. Mr. Gwath
mey's former books, Legends of Virginia Courthouses and Justice J ohn were 
among the leading Southern sellers last year and the first editions became exhausted 
in several weeks. Price $z .50. Ready N ovember 20. 

Cavaliers and Pioneers 
By NELL MARION NUGENT 

These are the abstracts of the Virginia Land Grants and Patents published for 
the first time in five volumes. Handsomely printed and bound. For complete 
details write for a prospectus describing the work. 

Send remittances and orders to-

THE DIETZ PRESS 
109 East Cary Street, RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 
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Attention ! "OLD IRONSIDE" Collectors 

ne rast (oast fruise ott~e u I ~.cO~s tttution 
BY C. LEONARD ALBRIQHT 

This book is the first attempt to give a short informal history of each port 
visi ted, to acqua int the reader with the interesting incidents of each visit, and to 
compile the data at hand into au thentic information for the collector. This is 
what yo u are looking for. Check lists of daily cancellations and colored cachets 
are giv en. Illustrations of each pffic ially sponsored cachets are 1reproduced. Thi3 
is a most unusual book. It connects philately and history in a manner which is 
pleasing to the collector and noh-c1ollectoi: alike. 

MAIL YOUR oRJDEk NOW TO 
I , 

~ .:. . . . 

LIMITED TO 

5 0 0 Copies 
Price, $2.00 

Dr. C. L. ALBRIGHT 

PHILATELIC BOOKS 

The Postal Service of the 
Confederate States 

of America 
BY A UGUST DIETZ 

Popular Style bindini • 
Library Style . • • • 
De Luxe Style • • , 

$10.00 
15.00 
50.00 

Specialized Confederate 
Catalut 

EDITED BY AUGUST DIETZ 

The first edition was published in 1932 and 
a Supplement in 1933. No further editions arc 
contemplated within the next six months. 

Pocket size. Bound in gray Fabrikoid. 

Cataloi& $2.00. Supplement $1.00. 
ALL BOOKS SHIPPED POSTPAID. 

STAMP AND COVER 
COLLECTiNG 

109 E. CARY ST., RICHMOND, VA. 

THOSE IN SEARCH OF 

UNIQUE AND HIGH-CLASS 

CONFEDERATE MATERIAL 
OR THOSE WHO VES!RE TO SELL 

SHOULD CO MMUNICATE WITH THE EDITOR 
OF STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING, AUG. 

DIETZ, 2100 STUART AVE., RICHMOND, VA. 

WE NEED AND WILL BUY 
Early United States Stamps, unused, 

used on or off cove~ 
Price liberally and send to us for inspection. 

Prompt cash for what we can use. 

70 Nassau Street, New York, N. Y. 

NASSAU STAMP CO. 

Un-iversity of Ric.hmond, Virginia. 

FREE! FREE! FREE! 
New Year's Trial Bargain Offer 

FREE! 30 different beautiful, pic
torial, genuine commemoratives, with 
6 months' trial subscription to the 
newsy, colorful, illustrated, 44-pages ; 
"Marconi's Monthly Stamp News," 
for only lSc. 

Marconi Publishing Go. 
73-3rd Place, BROOKLYN, N. Y. 

Conf ederatf" Cover and 20 old U. S. (" ,,·trs. $1. 
100 Var. U. S. stamps and 10 old U. S. 

Covers, $1.00. 

SOO mixed U. S. stam p•, SOc., or )00 mixed 
Fort'i~n. 

ALMA NEWCOMB 
South Brewer, Maine. 

Everybody'g Hobby 
ls the Outstanding Monthly Tabloid size 

Hobby New;paper in the World. New! 
Di ffere:lt ! Young! Terse! Distinctive! Color
ful! Profusely lllustrated. Comp lete articles 
by famous autho riti es. Its departments cover: 
S.amps, Coins, Curios, Antiques, Books Indian 
Rt'lics, Firearms, Gems, Autographs and many 
otht'r i nt~rest~ng subjects. Sample copy I Oc., 
6 months tnal 25 cents, One Whole Year 
Only 3 5 cents. 

Everybody's Hobbies 
DEPT. NS, CROOKSTON. MINN. 

"REAL BARGAINS" 
Send me your subscription to the STAMP ANO 

COVER COLLECTING and a stamped envelope 
I'll send you a packet of 100 diff. stamps'. 
Ten cents and stamped envelope will bring 
you a pa~ket ?f 2S diff. foreign stamps, no 
1unk 1 sat1sfacnon guaranteed-3 packs 25c. 
Fifty cents, coin or stamps, will bring you a 
bundl e of 75 diff. stamp magazines all old 
and a few obsolete. 

J OSEPH CHARLES SALAK 

63+8 FAIRFIELD AvE., CHICAGO, ILL. [x) 

PERCY G. DOANE 
608-9 Tribune Bldg. 

154 Nassau Street, 

NEW YORK CITY. 

Auction Sales 
a Specialty 

Catalogues Free on Request. 

~~~ BOSTON 
AUCTION SALES 

I hold auctions regularly in Boston, and 
wou ld be glad to •end my Catalogues to any 
Collector applying tor them. 

I am always in the ."TJarket for collections, 
U. S_ or B. N. A. which I will buy for cash 
outright, or sell at private sale, or at auction 
on a commission basis. If desired, a liberal 
advance against pending sales will be allowed 
on any desirable items. 

DANIEL F. KELLEHER 
Room 404 

7 WATER STREET, BOSTON, MASS. 

URUGUAY 
offer Uruguay in Quantities of I, 

10, 100, 1,000, and larger, at prices 
that defy competition. Largest stock 
in Uruguay. 

ESTEBAN WEINBERGER 
Vazquez 1252, Montevideo, Uruguay, 

South America. 

EL PERU FILATELICO 
Bi-Mo11tlily Review 

Official Organ of the "Centro Filatelico" of PerU 
In every number articles on the different 

issues of Peru, as well as a General Catalo~ue 
of the Stamps of Peru, in Spanish and English. 

Membership subscription, per annum, U. S. 
$1.0!t-(one U. S. Dollar). 

".ld~ress all corres~ondence regarding sub
scnpt1ons and advertisements to 

APARTADO No. 2177 
LIMA, PERU, S. A. 

The Home Hobbiest 
400 Crilly Bldg., Dept. SCC, 

CHICAGO, ILL. 

".l Quarterly publication for the hobbies! on 
Co11:is 1 Meda)s, Paper .Money, ~tamps, Antiques, 
I nd1an Relics Antique Firearms Curios 
A~tograp_hs, ji;\'inerals. Fo~sils, Jl;1ilit;ry Decor~ 
anons, Lincolmana, Wash1ngtomana, Celluloid 
Buttons, Transportation Tokens, Numismatic 
Books1 Collectors' Supplies and other hobby 
material such as home needs, etc. Subscription 
SOc. per year, I Sc. l'er copy. Display ad. 
$1.SO per inch; Classified, For-Sale or Want 
Ads., 4c. per word . Swap ads. le. per word 
Minimum 25c. ' 
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Jant~$ JSn,11anan 
of P~nn~glva:nia 

~ ift~~nt~q~ ~r~~ib~nt oftht l.lnit~b $tat~$ 
£,orn mrnr filarci?r$burg 1 P1.tmi$!Jhiania1 J\prH 2.,, 179m 

1'fob at i.am.:a$f1.tr1 ,Pcnn$ghlanfo, J une i, fSOS 

Age 77 t; 1.tar$ 

James Buchanan, fifteenth President of the United States, was born April 23, 179 l, 
in the southwestern part of Pennsylvania at a little place called "Story Batter," situated in d 

wild gorge at the foot of North Mountain. He was the second child of James Buchanan of 
Donegal, Ireland, and of his wife Elizabeth Speer, of Scotch ancestry. James Buchanan's 
grandfather belonged to the brand of Buchanans that had emigrated from Scotland to Ireland. 
Elizabeth Speer's father had emigrated from Scotland to America. 

When James Buchanan was five years old the family moved to Mercersburg, where his 
schooling began. In nis sixteenth year he was sent to D.ickinson College. Graduating from 
this institution, he went to Lancaster and entered the office of a Mr. Hopkins as a law student. 
Four years later, at the age of twenty-one, he was admitted to the bar. 

This was the beginning of the War of 1812. The capture of Washington, in 1814, 
lighted the flame of patriotism in Pennsylvania. Young Buchanan made his first public speech, 
and was among the first to enlist, serving in the defense of Baltimore. 

In October of that same year Buchanan was elected to the Legislature as a representative 
from Lancaster, .but resigned after two sessions to again take up the practice of law. In 1820 
he was eleaed to the House of Representativ~s, from which he resigned in 1831, when Presi
dent Jackson appointed him Minister to Rmsia; was elected, in 1834, to the U. S. Senate 
where he remained until 1845, being appointed Secretary of State under President Polk. In 
1849 he retired to his estate. "Wheatland," near Lancaster. In 1853 he was appointed Min
ister to England, and, in 1856, was elected President of the United States. 

James Buchanan was the first President D enter the White House a bachelor. There 
was a romance in his youth, almost reaching iato melodrama, yet preserved from every taint 
of the sensational by a high dignity and a life-long devotion. The mistress of the White 
House was the sister Jane's daughter, Harriet Lane, who, too, accompanied him on his diplo
matic career abroad . 

President Buchanan died at Lancaster, Pennsylvania, June 1, 1868. 
His portrait has never appeared on our postage stamps. 
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In Our Next Issue 

Mr. Perry's serial "Why Collect 
Envelopes?" is proving a real phila
telic hit. Collectors who ha e been 
loyally following this too long neg
lected line are finding encouragment 
and renewed pep for the pursuit. The 
Southern Indiana Stamp Club has even 
prepared resolutions, petitioning the 
Department to issue new types, and 
to make available to collectors, by 
stocking envelopes at the Philatelic 
Agency, all current types, sizes and 
colors. And envelopes collectors are 
sending in their subscriptions, in order 
not to miss this story of the U. S. 
Envelopes. 

Dr. Burton's mystery story is draw
ing to a close, and at its conclusion a 
limited edition will be printed in book 
form. Don't you want a copy for your 
philatelic library? It contains more 
historial notes than a set of reference 
works. ' 

Several stamp papers on "Easy-to
CoJlect Countries" will shortly appear, 
which should encourage the collectors 
of modest means. 

The Editor may have another Con
federate stamp story. 

All the other regular features will 
continue in the April number. 

W e hope, too, to re-open our School 
Club Department. 

And, let us hope, the subject of the 
Farley Reprints will be closed. 

In This Issue 
~ 

What the Colonel Thinks 

Native Designs for New Philippines 

Why Collect Stamped Envelopes ? 
(Continued) 

South American Airmail News 
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What the Colonel Thinks . 
•O·------------------- .-... -. ·(!...\:) ! Being reflections ! Cf'!'· 

Th F I R · 0 of the Editor'sre-
e ar ey epnnts nee More action to current 

W ELL, here you are, and I hope everybody is 
satisfied. Farley's Reprints are off the presses 
and enjoying a sale that would make one be

lie~e that four-and-a-half billion had already been 
sprinkled all over this land. 

By mere coincidence a business call took me to 
Washington on that eventful Friday, the fifteenth, and 
I witnessed the rush at ·the Post Office. It was worth 
seeing. Outside the big building curb brokers were 
serving those who lacked the energy to get into the 
push, and probably made a nice clean-up. 

You must "hand it to Jim." He knows how to over
come the chronic deficit of the Post Office Department. 

N__ow, you sit right down here, son, and let me tell 
you how the thing worked out. It' s interesting to learn 
how you have been trimmed again. 

Fi~st, there was the innocent gesture of presenting a 
few incomplete sheets of stamps to friends and friends
of-friends by Mr. Farley. These gift sheets next appear 
in ? ands of a f~w dealers. The press gets the story and 
naively passes it on ·to the millions of collectors in the 
country who, in turn, develop an aggravated case of 
hysteria over this "favoritism." The newspapers fan 
th~ flame. Clubs and individuals-including my noisy 
fn~nd Huey Long-beat the war tam-tam and fling a 
series of outraged-feelings fits. Senators and Congress
men are bombarded with resolutions and demands for 
in:estiga:tion. All of the which is but grist for Jimmie's 
mill, for the whole thing is working out as per schedule. 

Now comes the denouement: Fresh batches of ink 
are mixed-the presses started-and all of the "gift
s tamps" are made available to the public-at so-and-so
much per avail. My friend "Jim" has gracefully ac
ceeded to the demands of Phila:tely. 

There will be another cool million coming into the 
coffers of the Department for which practically no 
se~ice need be rendered. And you are getting Re
prints, pure and simple. "Official" Reprints, of course, 
but reprints nevertheless. 

The Farley Gift Stamps will forever remain the 
"Originals," and even though ~he Postmaster-General 
autograph each unit of the new printings in green ink, 
they will stiU be Reprints. So, let's pass around the 
ha:t while we intone the well-known national anthem 
of Siam, which runs about thusly: 

Oh, what an as-Siam! 
What a big as-Siam! 
Oh, what anass! 

events as they re
late to Philately 
and the welfare 
of her followers. 

~G·--------•;,'i 

The Confederate Catalog 
In response to our last month's announcement some 

three dozen subscriptions to the projected new and 
thoroughly revised "Dietz Catalog of the Postage 
Stamps or the Confederate States" have been received. 
This may--or may not-be encouraging. Most assured-
1!, it is a long way off from the number of subscrip
tions necessary to insure it publication. 

Dealers and auctioneers, in particular, have a very 
decided interest in the re-issue of this Catalog, brought 
up t~ date'. with thoroughly revised text and pricings, 
~nd including that vast quantity of material appearing 
in the Addenda during the past two years. It should 
prove to their advantage to subscribe for a dozen copies, 
even though they presented them to their clients. Like
wise the growing number of collectors of Confederates 
would find in this work a safe guide to values as well 
as information concerning these stamps which is not 
offered elsewhere. 

In view of lthese facts, we repeat the invitation to 
send in your subscription of two dollars now. Immedi
ately two hundred responses are received the work will 
be undertaken. After publication, the Catalog will be 
sold at two-fifty. If, to be thoroughly informed on 
you~ Confederates, is not worth the price, it would be 
advisable to stop collecting them. 

We are planning to publish this Catalog in the early 
Fall, provided the necessary number of subscriptions 
are forthcoming. Yours may decide whether there is 
to be a new edition of the Confederate Catalog-or not. 

Exit World Court 
If . ever a co~rr:emorativ·e stamp, honoring patriots, 

wa~ in o.rder, it 1s now. And so I would suggest a 
design with the tableted names of those Representatives 
of the people who voted against our stepping into that 
old trap of the Allies-the World Court. We have 
enough troubles to adjust at home. 
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Revive the Old S. S. S. S. 
If ever the need was greatest, now is the time to 

revive the old S. S. S. S.-the Society for the Suppres
sion of Speculative Stamps-for Philately is in dire dan
ger of being engulfed by a flood of purely speculative 
stamps-issues for which there is absolutely no need. 

That old society, back ~n the nineties of last century, 
constituted a sort of Klu-Klux or Rangers organization, 
set upon exterminating speculative stamps; or, at least, 
working up sentiment to the extent of making the 
exploiting of collectors an unprofitable business. Nica
ragua, Guatamala, Costa Rica, and a few other Central 
American republics ·have not entirely recovered from 
this campaign which virtually killed the infamous 
"Seebeck" issues. 

We are confronted by a similar situation today. Our 
own country, Great Britain, France, Italy, Germany, 
Holland, Sweden, Spain, Portugal, Denmark, and a 
half-dozen others, are vieing with each other to see just 
how many new, unnecessary stamps they tan foist upon 
us and to what limit we may be exploited. 

Where and how will it end? Just as did the world's 
speculative spree of a decade ago. The bottom is going 
to drop out leaving millions of worthless stamps-and 
then the "Katzenjammer" on "the morning after." It 
is going to shake Philately in its foundations, and only 
the fittest will survive: the classic stamps of the nine
teenth century-unless we revive the S. S. S. S., and 
"sit down hard" on speculative issues. 

"Late ?"-In1possible ! 
Ever ,and again the soft impeachment is voiced by 

some one of our valued subscribers that ST AMP AND 
COVER COLLECTING is "late." As Andy challengingly 
says: "What you mean?" 

I may have this story somewhat twisted, but the 
salient points are preserved. It is related that the 
chieftain of a proud Scottish clan was invited to a 
banquet. The host, ill disposed toward the old laird, 
and intent upon wounding his pride, had him seated 
in a place unbecoming his rank and dignity-near the 
foot of the board. A fellow guest called his attention to 
the studied discourtesy, whereupon the old Scot made 
the prompt reply: "Wherever the Macgregor sits, is 
the head of the table." 

And that illustrates our case precisely. Imbued with 
the dignity of our uplift mission, and unfettered by 
the rules of custom and calendar-whenever STAMP 
AND COVER COLLECTING comes to you hands: That 
day is the first of the month. 

Besides, we did not make the calendar. Had this 
task been given us, there'd be less work-days and more 
interest moratoriums. 

Killing a Fine Sport 
As if it were not bad enough to have our hobby 

honeycombed with counterfeiters and fakers, here comes 
a new device for deception and crooked practices. A 
small perforating machine is put on the market, de
signed ro "remedy" straight-edge stamps. There will 
hardly be enough sale to justify the model, I ween. 
However, it is learned that a few dealers have bought 
the device and are putting it to service. This thing 
cannot be stopt, of course, because any job bookbinder 
can do the perforating, and the old Sieger method of a 
broken darning needle and a block of lead answers the 
purpose just as well. But every trick of that sort drives 
another nail into the coffin of our hobby. As long as 
we were satisfied to collect one-of-a-kind, regardless of 
gum, watermarks, compound perforations, part-per
forates, or imperforates-back in .the eighties, before 
specialization beset us-such "innovations" were not 
thought of; but today, when Philately has gone into the 
hairsplitting lines of specialization, we may look for 
these cancerous growths. 

At some time in the near future collectors are going 
to wake up and look into the question of "what stripe 
of men" are promoting these ventures? 

"Iran" 
Inasmuch as Persia has officially notified the world 

that henceforth she is to be known by her ancient name 
"Iran," we may as well accustom ourselves to this 
euphonious title and look forward to a new set of 
stamps. And that reminds me: old Herodotus stated 
quite definitely that the inhabitants of Iran were 
Aryans. In fact, he asserted that the Persian plateau 
was the homela:nd of the Aryan race. He even goes so 
far as to record that one of their tribes was known 
as "Germanian" ! 

And that explains my strong predilection for old 
Omar Khayyam, for that old bird exemplified all the 
virtues of the race-especially when he stirred up 
things in that long, long ago prohibition movement. 
I seem to see the old boy smiting his lyre and passing 
this thought on to the multitude: 

Here with a Loaf of Bread beneath the Bough, 
A Flask of Wine, a Book of Verse--and Thou 
Beside me singing in the Wilderness-
And Wilderness is Paradise enow. 

I am sure, too, he knew Miss Lalla Rookh and 
Feramorz, there in the Vale of Cashmere, and now I 
shall be impatiently looking for lots and lots of new 
stamps with pictures of our kinfolk in Iran. I seriously 
doubt that Anglo-Saxons can come to this family re
union-surely the ruling Norman strain cannot; but 
the Irish can connect up, for their country's ancient 
name was-Eirean. 
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Death Seeks a Shining Mark 
Rarely, I dare say, has Amerirnn Philately sustained, 

within the last decade, · a blow that was felt more 
poignantly-a loss that was more saddening- than that 
which befell it in the sudden death of Beverly S. King. 

Stricken down in the prime of life and in the midst 
of honorable duties; with the suddenness of a bolt from 
the clear sky, we stand, as it were, before an opea 
grave and ask the world-old question: Why?-to 
which no answer comes. 

I will not attempt to eulogize Beverly King? The 
service he rendered American Philately, in colaboratio~ 
with his faithful comrade Max J ohl, will remain his 
tangible monument. But beyond that were the in
tangible values: those finer qualities which attracted 
men to him and made them his friends ... 

Somewhere it has been said that "all we can carry 
with us into the Beyond is the love and the friendship' 
we have acquired here." Beverly King did not leave 
empty-handed. 

Be Calmed, Faint Soul 
Notwithstanding all the newspaper bluster, the 

sinister diplomacy, the bluffing and saber-rattling of 
the Plunderbund-there will be no war in Europe in 
the near future, unless they lose their heads. In which 
case it will merely be a hastening of the inevitable day 
of retribution. Germany's resurgence is a fait accompli. 

This time it will require more than "5 7 Varieties" 
ganged up to enforce another Versailles. 

Uncle Sam, too, once the Allies' savior, is still hold
ing their repudiated due bills in his burnt fingers, while 
a new, disillusioned generation is at the helm. They 
would need some more convincing slogans than "Mak
ing us safe," to make of us fools again- at any rate 
their fools. There'll be no war. There'll be peace with 
honor to Germany, a better understanding among 
nations, and a sure lifting of the depression. Just sit 
still in the boat, and don't get hysterical. 

It might be well, however, to quietly gather in all 
the stamps of the former German Colonies. 

Approving Our Stand 
If one may judge from the number of commendatory 

letters received, our views on the Confederate Counter
feits, which are being brazenly offered for sale, have 
met with unqualified approval by · aill right-thinking 
collectors. Those who sell counterfeits, under any 
guise; cannot but shake the faith of their patrons. 

It is the duty of the philatelic press to warn against 
and denounce any activity of this kind. If it fails in 
this, it is untrue to its trust. 

Wisconsin Societies' Year-Book 
The Wisconsin Association of Philatelic Societies 

has issued a Year-Book for 1934-1935 which reflects 
great credit on Philately in that progressive State. 
Aside from a list of membership of the thirteen affi
liated clubs, it contains a historical sketch of the move
ment from its inception in the Spring of 1932, when a 
small group of stamp-collectors of Fond du Lac got 
together and-started something. At the present time 
the Association's membership numbers 300 collectors! 

The following beautiful dedication captions the 
textual matter of Wisconsin's first Philatelic Year-Book. 
It is a remarkable tribute of esteem. 

We, the authors and co-workers, who have striven to give to 
the Philatelists of Wisconsin this first attempt at a comprehen~ive 
survey of the activities of the Wisconsin Association of Philatelic 
Societies, feel that this work would not be complete without some 
expression of the deep regard which we feel for the man who 
made all this possible--

Then here's to a man-a philosopher and dreamer of 
dreams, a friend and companion, a worker and a 
doer of great things for a cause he thinks is right; 
To him we dedicate our humble efforts- to the 

father of our Wisconsin Association 
VERNE P. KAU.B. 

Look Out for These Birds 
Now that the migratory season is about to open, 

collectors should be on the lookout for philatelic birds 
of passage-keep a gun handy, as well as an ink pad 
for fingerprints. Another of these tourist traders has 
succeeded- by a clever and well-laid ruse-in gaining 
entrance to the home of a prominent collector of 
Lebanon, Tenn., during his absence, and carrying away 
the better portion of a valuable collection. The story 
is too long to tell here-but our readers should be on 
the lookout for a man with very noticeable gold dental 
work in an upper front tooth. U. S., and better grade 
foreign comprise the loot. Advise the Editor of any 
developments. 

Why not insist on every stranger of this type leaving 
his fingerprints? 

The Museum at Fredericksburg 
Collectors of things Confederate, touring southward, 

should not fail to stop over for an hour in Fredericks
burg, Virginia, and visit the most remarkable museum 
of Confederate relics ever brought together in this 
country. My old friend, Dr. W. J. Chewning, of 406 
George Street, ,will be delighted to show the visitor 
around among his treasures. There are six rooms filled 
with over 80,000 relics, upon which the Doctor, 
throughout a half-century of activity, has expended the 
same number of dollars-the Agan Collection alone 
having been acquired at the price of $28,000. 
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Why "On-Cover" Exclusively? 
Customs change with the times, to be sure. Fashions 

come and go, and reappear in endless repetition. 
Crinolines, corsets, bustles and "bangs" were once "the 
vogue" -now forgotten-but due for a renaissance at 
any time. 

Fifty, forty, thirty years ago, no one collected "on
covers." There were the numerous illustrated albums, 
and we tore off, or soaked off the stamps and pasted 
them in. And that was the end of the story. 

Today, everyone collects "on-covers," and if this 
thing continues, the album makers will wake up some 
morning to find a big stock on hand that they cannot 
move "for love or money." And then, what? 

I think this "on-cover" collecting has gone to ex
tremes. Today it is literally impossible to build up a 
United States collection "on cover." The high values 
of the older issues are simply not to be had in that 
state. Besides, consider the bulk of such an accumu
lation-the unwieldiness of handling-the impossi
bility of enjoying the view of such vast quantities 
of material. 

How much more gratifying to turn the leaves of an 
album and "take in" at a glance an entire issue of 
United States, or any other country's stamps. Some
how, I cannot subscribe to the idea of exclusive on
cover colleaing. 

It is still possible to acquire the entire issues of the 
stamps of the Confederacy on covers. I possess them
and in immaculate specimens-but I prefer, by far, to 
turn to my collection of off-covers, both used and un
used. I can see the assemblage at a glance-and enjoy 
them the more. 

Of course, there are covers which must always 
remain intact. I am thinking of my Confederates 
autographed by General Lee, General Fitzhugh Lee, 
Secretary-of-State Judah P. Benjamin, mixed franka
tures, rare postmarks, bisects, and a few others-but 
aside from such pieces, I cannot unreservedly subscribe 
to the "on-cover" custom of coHecting to the entire 
exclusion of off-cover stamps. 

To those who are in position to humor this trend, I 
say, "go to it" ; but the spread of Philately is not en
couraged by the doctrine "Collect On-Covers Only." 
Out of a half-century's experience I would advise: 
Collect off-covers, used or unused, and get all the fun 
there is in stamp-collecting. 

Connecticut Promised April 26th 
Rice's Weekly Postal News (Box E, Ballston, Va.

Price $1. 00 for S 2 issues) reports that the Post Office 
Department announces the a:ppearanc·e of the Connecti
cut Commemorative stamp for April 26th. 

The Record of Philately 
We welcome among our exchanges Vol. I, No. 1 of 

a new British stamp monthly The Record of Philatel ;, 
edited and published by E. F. Hurt at Dalkeith Road. 
Harpenden, England (price 7 / 6 per annum) . In h :s 
initial bow the editor makes the following statemen ~: 

Our sole excuse for this addition co philatelic publication> 
already in existence is co rry co fill what many collector fri en·ls 
have cold us is a badly needed wane-a journal consis ting entirely 
of articles of perpetual reference value and, more parricularly, d 
Postal History. 

Don't offer any excuses, brother-go to it! Y vu 
have our best wishes for success. 

Scott's Monthly journal Cover 
About the cleverest and most strikingly suggestive 

idea for the cover of a stamp publication dresses Scott's 
Monthly Journal for January, and the artist, whoever 
he may be, 1is .to be congratulated. About a dozen 
well-known foreign postage stamps, selected for their 
illustrations which depict the various modes of letter
carrying, are spread out on a field of which we have an 
aerial view. Out of these pictures the jigsaw has raised 
the figures and objects to life and action. You will 
recognize every one of them at a glance! Well, the 
new dress is well fitted to a worthy textual body. 

Buy at Auction 
The auction season is in full swing, and all serious 

collectors should request the catalogs of sales constantly 
taking place. They should take part in the bidding, 
for in this manner-better than in any other way-they 
may advantageously secure many a stamp long on their 
want lists. Refer to the auctioneers advertising in our 
columns. They are men of the highest type. Write 
them for catalogs. 

Farley Reprints Out Before 15th! 
The Farley Reprints were received in Richmond on 

Monday, March 11-four days in advance of the offi
cially announced date of issue. Let's sing the. second 
stanza of the Siam anthem. 

No Kick on Wannamaker Gifts 
I do not recall that a great fuss was made at the 

time Postmaster-General Wannamaker presented 1m-
perforate Columbians to his friends. , 

STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING only $1 the year. 
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Native Designs for New Philippines 

Woman and Carabao 
Barasoain Church Fort Santiago 

Pearl Fishing Rice Terraces Salt Spri ng Battle of Manil a Bay 

THE Philippine postage stamps 
will all be changed next 
month. This will be the first 

time they will be completely 
changed since America's occupation 
of the Philippines. 

Felipe Cuaderno, assistant direc
tor of posts, is credited with initiat
ing the idea. The purpose princi
pally is to provide a source of 
revenue for the Philippine govern
ment. It is expected that philatelists 
all over the world will buy heavily 
of the new issue. 

Another purpose is to "sell" the 
Philippines to tourists aboard. The 
new stamps will portray not only 
Filipino heroes and industries but 
the most beautiful scenic views. 

The stamps have been designed 
by outstanding Filipino artists like 
Fabian de la Rosa and Fernando 
Amorsolo, painters; Juan Arellano, 
architect and painter; and Guiller
mo Tolentino, sculptor. Rizal's like
ness has been taken from Juan 
Luna's work, which was painted in 
Paris and is now in the possession 
of a sister of the Filipino hero. 

The stamps are being printed in 
\'{! ashington. Bright colors beauti
fully combined have been used, 
thereby giving them an attractive 
effect. The lowest denomination is 
2 centavos and bears Rizal' s por
trait, and the highest denomination 

Filipino Girl 

Through the courte~y of our old frienJ 
Mr. Louis A. W alton, of Baquio, Philippine 
Islands, we have been favored with a copy 
of the mammoth 35th Anniversary edition 
of the Manila Daily Bulletin, which con
tains the following illustrated story of the 
new Philippine stamps.-EDITOR. 

is 5 pesos and shows the famous 
picture of George Washington on a 
white charger. 

The Bureau of Posts has put :m 
order of 5,000,000 for the 2-cen
tavo stamp and 1,000,000 for the 
4-centavo denomination. The order 
for the other denominations varies 
from 50,000 to 500,000. 

For the complete revision of the 
Philippine postage stamps the Phil
ippine legislature last year passed a 
law authorizing the change and ap
propriating 60,000 Pesos. The de
scription of the new Philippine 
stamps as made by the Bureau of 
Posts is as fo llows : 

RIZAL- ( 2 centa VOS ) 

D r. Jose Rizal is the formost Filipino 
patriot and ma rtyr. The fo rce of his writ
ings brought about a general patriotic con
sciousness among h is people. His tragic 
execution at Bagumbayan, Manila on D e
cember 30, 1896 was one of the main causes 
which precipitated the Philippine Revolu
tion against the Spanish regime in the 
Islands . Accord ing to Ferdinand Blnrrien
tritt, a noted Austr ian commentator, he is 
the greatest man the Malayan race has 
produced . 

This picture was reproduced by Fabian 
de la Rosa, Dean of the School of Fine 
Arts , University of the Philippine, from an 
original painting by Juan Luna: y Novicio, 

the celebrated Fi lipino painter. The origi
nal was made in Paris and is now in 
possession of a sister of Dr. Rizal. 

W OMAN CARRYING PALAY CUTTINGS 
STANDING BY A CARABAO-

( 4 centavos) 

This allegorical design symbolizes agri
culture. The Filipino woman clothed in 
native dress is carrying cur rice or palaJ 
stalks from which the heads have not been 
removed. Rice is the principal staple pro· 
duct of the Philippines. The rnrabao is the 
beast of burden used in plowing rice fields. 
This sketch was prepared by Juan Arellano, 
consulting architect of the Philippine gov
ernment. 

FILIPINO GIRL- ( 6 centavos ) 

The "balintawak" worn by the girl is 
one of the typical Filipino woman's dresses. 
This sketch was prepared by Fernando 
Amorsolo, one of the renowned Filipino 
pa 111 rers. 

PEARL FISHING- ( 8 centavos ) 

T his design depicts Moros fishing pearls 
in Mindanao-Sulu, P. I. The original 
painting, made by Fernando Amorsolo, was 
exhibited in the Art Gallery of Paris on the 
occasion of the French Colonial Exposition 
rwo years ago. 

FORT SANTIAG0-(10 centavos ) 

Fort Santiago in Manila is a precious 
rel ic of the history of Spanish colonization. 
Ir preserves a typical method of the Span
iards in protecting themselves against for
eign invas ion. This fort is significant to 
Filipinos for it was here that many illus
trious patriots were imprisoned and tried. 
The sketch was painted by Fabian de la 
Rosa . 

SALINAS SALT SPRINGS-( 12 centavos ) 

This spring which is located at Pingkian, 
Sta. Cruz, province of Nueva Vizcaya, is 
approximately 500 meters above sea level. 
Saline water from the spring is used for 
salt making. The spring issues from the 
top of a great white mound of calcium 
salts accumulating from the water. The 
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water is only very slightly thermal. The 
sketch was prepared by Fernando Amorsolo. 

MAGELLAN°S LANDING--( 16 centavos) 

Magella:i's landing is of paramount 
significance to the history of navigation. 
This discovery of the Philippines in 1521 
by Magellan marked the first circumnavi
gaction of the globe. It was on this occas
ion that the first mass was said on Philip
pine soil, which ceremony served to intro
duce the Christian religion in the Islands. 
This marked the advent of the Spaniards 
in the Philippines. The original painting 
was made by Fabian de la Rosa. 

JUAN DE LA CRUZ-(20 centavos) 

Juan de la Cruz, with his "salacot" tak
ing the place of a hat, and his "barong 
Tagalog" (a national Filipino dress) sym
bolizes the Philippine Islands, just as Uncle 
Sam pe-rsonifies the United States. He typi
fies a Filipino country gentleman in the old 
days. The picture was taken from a bust 
made by Guillermo Tolentino, now the 
foremost Filipino sculptor. 

RICE TERRACES- (26 centavos) 

These are located in the Mountain Pro
vince, Island of Luzon. The Ifugaos, 
possess no suitable lo·w level land on 
which to plant rice, but these terraces sur
round the slopes of mountains in said 
province. They were existing long before 
the Spaniards set foot on Philippine soil. 
Some authorities consider the Rice Terraces 
as the eighth wonder of the world. The 
view was painted by Fernando Amorsolo . 

BLOOD COMPACT-(30 centavos) 

This painting, the original of which is 
now in Malacafian Palace, Mani la , the offi
cial residence of the Governor-General of 
the Philippine Islands, was painted by the 
foremost Filipino painter, Juan Luna y 
Novicio. It is considered as the first real 
historical painting of the Philippines. It 
preserves an incident in Philippine history 
more than four hundred years old known 
as the "Blood Compact." This was the 
friendly alliance entered into between 
Legaspi, the first Spanish Governor-General 
of the Islands and the Bohol chief, Sika
tuna, who, together with another chief, Si 
Gala, acted as pilots to th e Snanish rr>n 
querors in going to the Island of Cebu. 
The ceremony was simple. Legaspi made a 
small cut in his arm and took a few drops 
of his blood . He placed it in a cup and 
mixed same with wine. The Bohol chief 
did the same. They exchanged cups and 
drank their contents . later on they became 
great friends . This picture was reproduced 
by Fabian de la Rosa. 

BARASOAIN CHURCH- (1 peso) 

This church was built by the Spaniards 
in the town of Malolos, province of Bula
can. History says it was in the hall of this 
sanctuary that the famous Malolos Consti
tution was ratified by the First Filipino 
Congress assembled bv Gen ~ral Avuin~ l do 
after the yoke of Spar.ish domination was 
overthrown by the Filipinos. It was here 
that the erstwhile Philippine Republic was 
officially proclaimed by the President which 
event constitutes a glorious chapter in the 
history of the Philippines. What Indepen
dence Hall at Philadelphia is to Amerir0 ns, 
Barnsoain church is ro the Filin in0,. This 
design was painted bv Fabian de la Rosa. 

BATTLE OF MANILA BAY-(2 pesos) 

This battle near the Philippine capital is 
significant for two strong reasons. First, it 
put an end to Spanish rule in the Philip
pines and second, it meant the advent of 
American sovereignty in the Islands. This 
battle is the stepping stone to the transfor
mation of Philippine history in so far as 
her political struggle is concerned. The 
name of Admiral Dewey will linger long in 
the memory of both Americans and Fili
pinos. This was painted by Fabian de la 
Rosa who witnessed the battle from the 
shore of Manila Bay. 

MONTA~BAN GORGE-( 4 pesos) 

This gorge is located in the town of 
Montalban, province of Rizal. Montalban, 
is the source of the water supply of the 
city of Manila. This view of rare natural 
beauty is but one of the many found in the 
Philippines. Tourists who have seen this 
gorge confirm that the view is beautiful. 

GENERAL W ASHINGTON MOUNTED ON HIS 
W'HITE CHARGER-(5 pesos) 

General George Washington, the first 
President of the United States, is well 
known to all Americans as the father of 
their country. It was largely through his 
tact and bravery as a general that the Thir
teen Original Colonies succeeded in anni
hilating the British military forces. The 
name of Washington will forever be re
membered by the Ameriain people. 

The order sent by the Bureau 
Posts to the Bureau of Printing and 
Engraving in Washington, D. C., 
where the stamps are being turned 
out, follows: 

2-centavo, Rizal. Quantity issued, 5,-
000,000. 

4-centavo (Woman carrying palay cut
tings standing by a carabao). Quanttity 
issued, 1,000,000. 

6-centavo (Filipino girl). Quantity is
sued, 500,000. 

8-centavo, Pearl Fishing. Quantity issued, 
250,obo. 

10-centavo, Fort Santiago. Quantity is
sued , 250,000. 

12-centavo, Salt Sprinll. Quantity issued , 
100,000. 

16-centavo, Magellan's landing. Quanti
ty issued, 500,000. 

20-centavo (Juan de la Cruz). Quantity 
issued, 500,000 . 

26-centavo, Rice Terraces. Quantity is
sued , 100,000. 

30-centavo, Blood Compact. Quantity is
sued, 100,000. 

One-peso, Barasoain Church. Quantity 
issued, 50,000. 

Two-peso, Battle of Manila Bay. Quan
tity issued, 50,000. 

Four-peso. Montalban Gorge. Quantity 
issued, 50,000. 

Five-peso, General W ashington mounted 
on his white charger. Name to be printed 
on stamp: "Washington." Quantity issued 
50,000. 

-Manila Daily Bulletin. 

March, 1935 

An Expose 
There recently appeared in Scott's 

Monthly Journal a listing of a 
Venezuela Air Mail "Printed on 
Both Sides." 

It has been rumored and printed 
that there were only two of these 
alleged stamps in existence. This is 
a lot of poppycock! The setting 
calls for 100, and 100 were printed 
on a bioglobina, ten of them being 
so placed that they received none of 
the illustrated matter which appears 
on this map-prospectus. In other 
words, they were clear on both sides. 
Five of them were sold to a New 
York dealer for $25 each. They 
cannot be called proofs for there is 
no necessity of making a proof of a 
stamp which has been issued and 
used for a number of years. 

The matter has been called to the 
attention of the Scott Company with 
recommendation that the listing be 
deleted, and it was further sug
gested that it would be well, in the 
future, to consult specialists of the 
countries involved, before making 
such entries in the catalog. Had I 
been approached in this matter, I 
could have told them all about these 
so-called stamps; I would have 
pointed out to them that in my ex
hibit of Air Mails of this country, 
which were shown, at the "Apex" 
in London in May of this year, there 
appears the following for the world 
to read : "Grave doubts exist as to 
the legitimacy of some of the later 
imperforates-but there is no doubt 
whatsoever of the stamps printed on 
both sides, oftentime with a differ
ent value." 

I hope the above will make clear 
to my fellow subscribers of this 
paper exactly what these "Printed 
on Both Sides" stamps consist of, 
and that they will not be led into 
purchasing something which is 
merely an idle moment impression 
on a piece of waste paper. 

K. WooDWARD, 
President 

Latin-American Unit, A. P. S. 
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Why Collect Stan:iped Envelopes? 
v 

THE collecting of stamped en
velopes, either cut square or 
entire, has never enjoyed such 

comprehensive recognition by cata
logers as has been accorded to ad
hesives. Not that they are entirely 
catalog "orphans," as is the famous 
Boston Tea Tax Stamp, or the 
"Clein Segel" of Holland (Mekeel' s 
Aug. 27, 193 7, page 418), but the 
catalogers' stingy a:ttention to the 
nurture and upbringing of envelope 
collecting is scarcely beyond the 
orphan asylum standard, and falls 
far short of full legal adoptioon. 

Some 161 major varieties of 
stamp dies have adorned our United 
States envelopes from 185 3 to date, 
the last being the 6c. orange (Aug. 
18, 1932). This includes only regu
lar issues and excludes official, de
partment and air mail envelopes. 
Re-valued or surcharged envelopes, 
as well as the scarce provisional and 
private locals are not counted. 

The different denominational 
(but not religious) dies have been 
variously, and not always consistent
ly, described as die A, die B3, re
jected, _retouched, spread dies, and 
the like, such designations becoming 
more or less standardized by com
mon usage. Many of these second
ary dies have resulted from the 
rectification of unsatisfactory pri
mary dies, or from the attempt to 
recut a die for the purpose of ex
tending its usefulness, while others 
obviously replace worn out, broken 
or lost dies. Altogether they afford 
a most fascinating study for the en
velope collector, even though full 
specialization into the many inter
esting minor varieties is not contem
plated. The electrotypes, for gang 
printing of envelopes on large 
sheets of paper, are also worthy of 
careful research. 

A broad perspective view of the 
whole list of envelope dies, like a 

BY THOMAS D. PERRY 
New Albany, Indiana 

hill-top view of a river valley, will 
help the collector to understand 

their sequence and their relation to 

each other. Such a complete refer
ence list is ·presented herewith, in 
print for the first time, the various 
dies being grouped by issues 

TABLE III UNITED STATES ENVELOPE STAMP DIES 

Numerically arranged according to Bartels 

Die distinctions are described in Scott's Standard Catalog, except where marked 
with an asterisk ( *) in which case descriptions will be found in Bartels' Catalog. 

Plus ( +) indicates die found in that issue and minus (-) not found. 

Issues 

Regular Watermarks 

Serial Regular 
Number Designation 

1 3c, die A 
2 3c, B 
3 3c, c 
4 3c, D 
5 *3c, E 
5A *3c, E2 
6 6c, 
7 lOc, A 
8 lOc, B 

9 3c, 
10 6c, 
11 lOc, 
12 le, die A 
13 le, B 
14 4c, lc.+3c. 

15 *3c, die A 
15A *3c, B 
16 6c, 
17 lOc, 
18 12c, 
19 20c, 
20 24c, 
21 40c, 

22 2c, die A 
23 2c, B 
24 2c, c 
25 2c, D 
26 *3c, A 
26A *3c, B 
27 6c, 
28 9c, 
29 12c, 
30 18c, 
31 24c, 
32 30c, 
33 40c, 

34 *le, notch neck 
35 le, 
36 2c, 
37 3c, 
38 6c, 
39 lOc, 
40 12c, 
41 15c, 
42 24c, 
43 30c, 
44 90c, 
45 7c, 

Date 

1853 
1853 
1854 
1853 
1854 
1855 
1853 
1855 
1855 

1860 
1860 
1860 
1860 
1860 
1860 

1861 
1861 
1861 
1861 
1861 
1861 
1861 
1861 

1863 
1863 
1864 
1864 
1864 
1864 
1864 
1865 
1865 
1865 
1865 
1865 
1865 

1873 
1870 
1870 
1870 
1870 
1870 
1870 
1870 
1870 
1870 
1870 
1871 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

2 

+ + + + + + 

3 

1 

+ + + + + + + + 

4 

+ + + + + + + + + + + + + 

5 

2 

+ + + + + + + 
+ + 
+ + + 
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(S. AND C. C. Feb. 1935, p. 135) 
and waitermarks (S. AND C. C. Ja:n. 
1935, p. 93). 

The serial numbers shown in .the 
first column are those assigned ·in 
the various editions of Bartels' cata
logs, with a very few interpolations 
of the author in the interest of com
pleteness and consistency. The en
velope codification of J. M. Bartels 
and his alliterative associates, Bert
hold, Barrett, Berolzheimer and 
Burr, 1s outstanding. No attempt 
has been made to describe the dies, 
except the interpola:tions, as that is 
adequately done m other publica
tions. In these annexed schedules 
the regular standards of issue have 
been recognized, and no note made 
of the fact that most issues have a 
few scattering watermarks of the 
preceeding and succeeding issues, . 
due to either advance samples or the 
utilization of left-over paper. 

The solid horizontal lines divide 
the serial numbers into issues, while 
dotted lines are used to separate 
commemorative from regular issues. 

Not only does such a list give a 
broad perspective view of the prob
lem, but it also -is an invaluable aid 
to .the identification and classifica
tion of United States envelopes 
according to issues, when used with 
proper catalog assistance. 

It would be presuming to expect 
that such a list is free from error, 
but it has been compiled from 
most reliable sources, and conflicts 
harmonized as far as possible. 
Suggestions and corrections will be 
welcomed. 

CAUTION! 
Parks One Cent with Unreal 

Perforation and Pre
cancellation 

By courtesy of L. L. Hague and 
A. F. Gamber the Bee has been 
shown the le. Parks with an entire
ly forged precancellation-Mont
pelier, Vt. in a handstamp imitating 
U-15 more or less. This specim.:n 
1nd others of the same fake ·are con
spicuouslyl' 'reperforated' '-straight-

TABLE IV UNITED STATES ENVELOPE STAMP DIES 

(Continued) 

Issues 

Regular 
Watermarks 

Serial Regular 
Number Designation D ate 

46 le, die A 
46A *le, A2 
47 2c, A 
48 =1c. A 
49 lOc, A 
50 le, B 
51 2c, B 
52 2c. B2 
5'- 2c, B3 
54 3c, B 
55 6c, 
56 , 7c, 
5 7 12c, 
58 l 5c, 
59 24c, 
60 30c, 
61 2c, die C 
61A 2c, C2 
61B 2c, C3 
62 lOc, B 
6'- 5c, A 
64 5c, B 
66 90c, 

1874 
1874 
1874 
1874 
1874 
1874 
1874 
1874 
1874 
1874 
1874 
1874 
1874 
1874 
1874 
1874 
1875 
1878 
1876 
1875 
1875 
1875 
1875 

67 
68 

3c, Hartford 1876 

69 
70 
71 

3c, Phila. 1876 

2c, die D 
3c, C 
5c, 

1881 
1881 
1882 

72 2c, 1883 
73 4c, die A 1883 
74 4c, B 1883 
75 2c, 1883 
76 2c, retouch 1884 
77 2c, 30 links 1884 
78 2c, 2 links 1884 
79 2c, round 0 1884 
80 2c,dieA (Kellog ) 1884 
BOA *2c, A2 1886 
81 2c, B 1884 

6 

2 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ + 
+ 
+ 
+ + 

. + 
+ + + 
+ 
+ 
+ + 
+ 
+ 

Serial number 65 was not assigned. 

6a 7 8 

2 2 5 
6 3 

+ + 

+ + 

+ + + + 

+ 
+ + + 

+ + 
+ 

+ + + + 
+ + 

+ + + 

9 10 11 12 

6 7 7 8 

+ 

+ + 

+ + 

+ + 

+ 
+ + + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 

' + + + + + + 

(Tables Continued on Following Page) 

edge material on which a forged 
perforation has been done. 

The Bee learns from these two 
friends that a person with a name 
suggesting that he utters caution, 
situated in a town in a county near 
Montpelier, Vt. whose name is that 
of a city in the next State famous 
for photographic products, has been 
securing straight-edge precancels 
from gullible collectors and putting 
these false perforations on them. 
The chara..£t~_J2L,th.e . .. l?~.!.f?!ation 

holes and the shape of the teeth are 
conspicuously different in the false 
perforations from the same features 
in genuine ones, and a good gau~e 
shows differences. Be ye wise, 
brethren.-T he Precancel Bee. 

----c8]1--

Enjoys Envelope Article 
SUMMIT, NEW JERSEY, 

February 13, 1935. 
I have especially enjoyed your articles 

on Envelope Collecting. 
ARTHUR RICHARDSON. 
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South American Air
mail News 

Our South American correspon
dent, Mr. A. H. Davis, Casilla Cor
reo 1588, Buenos Aires, Argentina, 
sends the following air mail news: 

A group of prominent local phi
latelists have decided to organize an 
International Philatelic Exhibition 
to be held in this city in October 
next. Dr. Ricardo D. Elicabe has 
been appointed chairman. 

On the 3rd inst. the "Condor 
Lufthansa" all air service between 
Argentina and Germany completed 
one year of existence. It was on · 
that date that the first mail left 
Germany. The route from Argen
tina was opened on 17th April. 

During the year the joint services 
of the "Condor" and the "Deutsche 
Lufthansa A. G." have carried over 
one million letters, thus evidencing 
the popularity of this airmail route. 

It is worthy of record that there 
has not been a single breakdown in 
the services during the whole of the 
first year of their operation. It is 
true that an accident occurred last 
May in Rio Bay but although the 
crew were drowned the mails were 
saved without delay. Also recently 
a plane carrying the homeward 
South American mails was wrecked 
in Europe but they were saved al
though the crew lost their lives. 
This is a remarkable achievement 
considering that the Buenos Aires
Rio-Berlin route covers a distance of 
14,000 km., 3,050 of which are 
flown over the Atlantic. As a mat
ter of fact in a number of cases the 
mails were delivered ahead of 
schedule. 

Another anniversary was noted 
on the 5th inst. as. it is now six .years 
ago that Colonel Charles A. Lind~ 
bergh left Miami and landed at 
Cristobal with the first aerial postal 
consignment sent from the United 
States to the countries of South 
America. 

(Why Collect Stamped Envelopes?-Continued.) 

TABLE v UNITED STATES ENVELOPE STAMP D IES 

(Continued) 

Issues 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

Regular 7 8 11 12 12 13 14 15 16 19 
Watermarks 15a 17 20 

18 21 

Serial Regular 
Number Designation Date 

82 * le, Tiffany 1887 + 
83 le, 1887 + + + + 
84 * 2c, rejected 1887 + 
85 2c, die A 1887 + 
86 2c, B 1887 + + + + 
86A *2c, B2 1887 + -
86B *2c, B3 1890 I + I 
87 2c, c 1887 + + 
88 4c, 1887 + + + + 
89 5c, die A 1887 + + + 
90 le, Columbian 1893 + 
91 2c, 1893 - - + - - - - - - -
92 5c, 1893 - - + - - -- - - - -
93 lOc, 1893 - - + - - - - - - -

--------------- -- -- ------------ -----·--- ------------------ ---- -----
94 5c, die B 1894 + 
95 *le, spur 1895 + 
96 *le, scoop 1895 + + 
97 *le, dbl scoop 1895 + 
98 *2c, die D 1890 + + 

101 le, 1899 + 
102 2c, die A 1899 + 
103 2c, B 1899 + 
104 2c, c 1899 + 
105 4c, A 1899 - + 
106 4c, B 1899 + 
107 4c, c 1899 + 
108 5c, 1899 + 
109 le, 1903 + 
110 2c, 1903 + 
111 4c, 1903 + 
112 5c, 1903 + 
11 3 2c, recur 1903 + 
114 *le, die A Oval 1907 + + + 
115 * le, B 1907 + + + 
116 * le, c 1910 + + + 
117 * le, D 1912 + + + 
118 *2c, A 1907 + + + 
119 *2c, A2 1907 + + + 
120 *2c, B 1907 + + + 
121 *2c, c 1907 + + + 
122 *2c, D 1910 + + + 
123 *2c, E 1913 + + 
124 *4c, A 1907 + + 
125 *4c, B 1907 + + + 126 *5c, A 1907 + + -
127 *5c, B 1907 + + + 
128 *2c, F 1916 + 
129 *2c, G 1916 + 

Serial numbers 99 and 100 were not assigned. 

(Tables Continued on Following Page) 

It is the intention of the postal 
authorities of Latin America in con
junction wi'th the representatives of 
the Pan-American Airways to c~le
bratethis event in a befitting· manner. 

Spain and Germany have entered 
into ~n arrangement for the speed
ing up of the German airmail ser
vice from Europe to South America. 

More anon. 
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(Why Collect Stamped Envelopes?-Continued.) 

T ABLE VI UNITED STATES ENVELOPE STAMP DIES 

(Continued) 

Issues 

Regular 
Watermarks 

Serial Regular 
Number D esignation 

130 *le, die A Circ. 
131 * le, B 
132 *l e, c 
133 * le, D 
134 *2c, A 
135 *2c, B 
136 *2c, C rej. 
137 *2c, D 
138 *2c, E 
139 *2c, F 
140 *2c, H 
141 *3c, A 
142 *3c, E 
143 *3c, E 
144 *3c, H 
145 4c, 
146 5e, 
147 *2e, die H 2 
148 *lY,c, A 
149 *l Y,c, H 2 

150 *2c, D ayton 
151 *2c, Phila. 

152 
153 

154 
155 
156 
157 
158 
159 

*2e, die I 
*l e, E 

le, Bicentennial 
l Y,c, 
2c, 
3c, 
4c, 
5c, 

160 *3e, die I 
161 6c, 

D ate 

1917 
1917 
1919 
1920 
1916 
1916 
1916 
1916 
1917 
1917 
1918 
1917 
1917 
1917 
1918 
1919 
1920 
1924 
1925 
1925 

1926 
1926 

1929 
1930 

1932 
1932' 
1932 
1932 
1932 
1932 

1932 
1932 

21 

19 
21 

+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 

22 23 24 

22 24 26 
23 25 27 

+ + + 
+ + + + + + 

+ + + + 
+ + + + + + + + + + + 

+ 

+ 
+ 

+ + + 

+ + + 
+ 
+ 

24a 

27 

+ + 

25 

28 
29 
30 

+ 
+ 
+ 

+ + 

+ + + + + + 

+ + 

+ + 

26 

29 

+ + + + + + 

27 

31 
32 
33 

+ 
( ?) 

+ 

+ + 

+ + + + + 
( ?) 

+ + 

+ + 

SUPPLEMENTARY N OTES TO TABLES III-VI 

A large volume of bank corre
spondence, examined some years 
ago by J. M. Bartels, revealed the 
following earliest dates of use for 
the first five serial numbers : 

July 11, 1853. 
2 July 7, 1853. 
3 February 24, 1854 (Berthold and 

Tiffany-Bogert-Reehert give 1853). 
4 N ovember 2, 1853. 
5 June 23, 1854 (TDP has a cover May 

30, 1854). 
5A October 20, 1855 (TDP has September 

5, 1855). 
5A Latest use by Bartels, August 3, 1861, 

TDP has cover dated March 15, 1864. 
12 Die A, with period after Postage. 
13 Die B, without period after Postage. 
15 Die A, size 20w x 24h mm. 
15A Die B, size 20w x 25h mm. 

34 Probably appeared in 1873, possibly 
earlier. 

46A Die A2, same as die A, but bust with-
10ut ears. 

BOA Die A2 has enlarged head. 
82 Bust forward and very large. 
84 Bust large and figure 2 awkward. 
86A Die B2, same as die B, but with 

rounded toe on bust. 
86B Die B3, some as die B, with cap over 

figure 2. 
98 Die D , similar to die B, but with ear 

entirely covered with hair. 

(To be Continued) 

---!Zif-----

Subscribe to the magazine that's 
not hamstrung and def ends the 
rights of dealer and collector. Only 
one dollar the year. 

March, 1935 

Canada's Stamp Illus
trating Law 

Notice is hereby given that under 
and in virtue of the provisions of 
subsection ( f) , section 7 of the Post 
Office Act, the following regulations 
governing the photographic repro
duction of Canadian postage stamps 
in newspapers, phila:telic journals, 
etc., have been adopted. 

( 1) Reproductions in any way of Canadian 
postage stamps are not permitted ex
cept under specific authority granted by 
the Post Office D epartment, and under 
conditions set forth hereunder . 

( 2) Photographic reproductions of postage 
stamps in newspapers and other puiJ
lication may be made, in black and 
white only, without regard to the size 
of the reproductions, and without any 
defacement of the stamp. · 

( 3) Photographic reproductions of postage 
1stamps in newspapers and other pub
lications may be made in color with a 
defacing line drawn across the repro
duction, and with the size of the repro
duction either considerably larger or 
considerably smaller than the stamp 
which is being illustrated. 

( 4 ) The dies err.ployed are not to be 
made of steel but of babbit metal, or 
other stereotype-blocks. 

( 5) T his concession is stricdy limited to 
certain special classes of publications 
such as stamp dealers' catalogues, 
books on stamps, stamp albums, articles 
in newspapers, periodicals, etc. Under 
no circumstances will permission be 
given to illustrate or imitate stamps 
for ordinary advertisement purposes. 

When permission is given to a 
newspaper, or other publication, to 
publish photographic reproductions 
of Canadian postage stamps in 
articles relating to postage stamp 
issues or news items, such authority 
may be considered as continuous 
until withdrawn by the Postmaster
General, or until the publication in 
question comes under new manage
ment or ownership. In such event, 
the authorization must be renewed 
before any further reproduction of 
postage s tamps takes place in such 
publication.-Canada Gazette. 

---1Zi1--

0rders Five Copies Catalog 

DEAR MR. DIETZ: 

GLENCOE, ILLINOIS, 
March 21, 1935. 

You may put me down for five copies 
of the new edition of the Confederate 
Catalog. 

JAMES S. HARDY. 
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A MONG foe most interesting
£1.. as well as scarcer-Postmas-

ters' Provisional stamps of the 
Confederacy is the type-set "Check" 
(as Postmaster Francis called them) 
of Marion, Virginia. 

There are at least two features 
about this Local that distinguish it 
from its peers: First-there are no 
varieties of tJpe: every stamp being 
printed from the single type-set ori
ginal form; and, secondly, the 
stamps, as printed, carried no figure 
of value. This was laiter-as occas
ion demanded-handstam ped into 
the.blank space left in the center of 
the form for that purpose. 

Mr. J. H. Francis was postmaster 
of Marion in 1861, at the time these 
stamps were printed and used. His 
brother, W . P. Francis, who suc
ceeded him in office after the war, 
owned and published a small local 
newspaper, in 1861 and printed 
these stamps for him. 

The design is ,a very simple one, 
made up of a type-metal border and 
type-set inscriptions at top and sides. 
This border consisted of eight iden
itical "running" sections, four cor
ner-pieces, and one corner-piece at 
each side inserted between and 
dividing the two border pieces, 
making the form measurement six 
points (printers' measurement) or, 
as it was then called, "one non
pareil'' grea<ter in depth than in 
width, or 2lx23 millimeters. Along 
the left border appears "P. Office", 
along the right border "Marion, 
Va.", and at the top "Check'', all 
in capital and small letters. Directly 
below "Check," and slightly sepa
rated from that word, appears 
"PAID" in capitals. These inscrip
tions all foot to ithe center, leaving 
ample spa,ce for the impressing of 
the figures of value "5" and "10." 

BY THE EDITOR 
~ d~ 

Although Mr. Francis, who was 
quite a garrulous old gentleman in 
his later years, stated in a letter that 
he had "made the 5, 10, 15 and 
20-cent 'checks' (as they were 
called)," there is absolutely no evi
dence that ·the ·two higher values 
mentioned were ever postally used 
-inasmuch as there was no letter
rate requiring these denominations; 
though it is quite probable that 15-
and 20-cent "checks" were prepared 
by Mr. Francis for the purpose of 
"making change" for his patrons, 
whose smallest profferings were 
Confederate one-dollar bills. In this 
connection we may recall ithat the 
Twenty-cent stamp was prepared, 
primarily, for this purpose in 1864. 

All handstamped "Paids" from 
Marion in the first week of the 
"Stampless Period" show the iden
titcal type-figures "5" and "10" of 
the handstamp employed by Post
master Francis in evaluating his ad
hesive "checks." 

Although Francis claimed that 
"immediately after the regular Con
federate stamps were made, and I 
received the first lot of them, I de
stroyed all of my sheets which I had 
made, except a few," he did not 
destroy the type-set form, for he 
further stated: "Even now I can 
get up duplicates of the ohecks and 
do well with them." As a matter 
of fact, duplicates were made after 
the war, and from the original type
set form, a1though I will be chari
table and absolve Francis from this 
charge. He sold the type-set form 
and other-less scrupulous- men 
did make reprintings of these 
"checks." Fortunately they did not 
come in possession of F•rancis' ori
ginal "5" and "10" handstampers, 

with which to make the deception 
complete; but, instead, recklessly 
impressed much smaller printers' 
type figures "5" and "10" on these 
reprints. They are readily detected 
by anyone familiar with the gen
uine, postally used "checks." 

Some forty-odd years ago a great 
number of these "reprints" were in 
existence-marketed (and probably 
printed from the original form) by 
a Confederate veteran in Richmond, 
who eked out a precarious living 
through the gathering and sale of 
Confederate stamps and letters. Un
fortunately, I was one of the viotims 
in his "unloading" of Marions, and 
two of them still grace my collection 
of-Counterfeits. 

The genuine Marion Locals are 
printed in a dull black on heavy 
white paper. The figures of value 
are handstamped and their relative 
position in the blank space allotted 
varies on every copy. In all the 
pieces that have come to my notice 
the figures of value are of a deeper 
black than .that of the printed stamp. 

In keeping with the primiitive 
facilities obtaining in a country 
newspaper office of that time the 
Marion Local .is-as Postmaster 
Francis himself termed it-"quite a 
rough, common affair." 

The absence of a tieing postmark 
should not be considered as evidence 
that a Marion on cover is of ques
tionable status, as long as the post
mark, which must appear on the 
cover, may be identified as genuine 
-for Mr. Francis stated .in one of 
his letters to me: " ... this is noth
ing, for when I used them (his 
'checks') I very often sent the let
ters off without defacing the check." 

It will be noted t~at Mr. Francis, 
in his letter, refers to the destruction 
of "sheets. " This is readily ex-
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pla~ned by the fact that quite cer
tainly a number of impressions from 
the single form were made on small 
sheets and then sheared apart for 
use. Great Britains 1847-54 issue 
as well as Moldavia-Wallachia's 
1862 .issue were printed in the same 
manner. 

While altogether not more than 
eight authentic Mair.ions are known 
to exist on cover, this number is still 
sufficient to confirm the statement 
that but one set-up was employed in 
the printing-all known copies be
ing identical in composition. 

Marion is a small college town in 
Southwest Virginia on the Norfolk 
& W·estern Railroad, some thirty 
miles west of Wytheville, with 
about 4,500 inhabitants a:t the pres
ent time. 

COUNTERFEIT 

Aside from the post-war reprint
ings of this Provisional, previously 
ref erred to, there is a crude woodcut 

• imitation, readily detected by the 
poorly executed lettering, for it is 
practically impossible to successfully 
imitate printers' type, of the small 
size here employed, by means of 
wood engraving. 

In conclusion, I would suggest 
that off-cover copies be first sub
jected to rigid examination before 
purohasing. 

~I--

Odd California Pmk. 

Mr. Louis Lenz of Lake Charles, 
La. submits a fine cover franked 
with a Type V 1857 10-cent green, 
and addressed to a party in Hart
ford, Conn. The stamp is cancel
led with a grid and postmarked 
"Chinese Camp, Cal. Nov. 19" 
(1857 ?), both in blue. 'Ihe un
usual name should suggest some 
digging in early California history. 

ADDENDA 

A SPECIALIZED CATALOG 
OF THE 

POSTAGE STAMPS 
OF THE 

Confederate States of America 
Printed and Published by 

The Dietz Printing Co •• Richmond. Va. 

COPYRIGHT, 1928 
THE DIETZ PRINTING CO. 

RICHMOND, VA. 

CONTRIBUTORS THIS MONTH: 
The material listed in this month's instalm ent 

of our Catalog was submitted by Dr. M . Y. 
Dabney, Me,srs. Stephen D. Brown, Willi am 
Grannis, R. S. Nelson and Paul M. Fink. 

ALABAMA 
Greensborough, Ala. 

PAID 
10 

!Oc. handstamps, black . . .. ........ . . .. . . S.00 

Jackson, Ala. 

Sc. handstamps, black.................. 5.00 

Dayton, Ala. 

Q. Alb 
10 

lOc. handstamp, black......... .... ...... 5.00 

GEORGIA 
Milledgeville, Ga. 

1 Oc. converted cancell er and handstamps, 
black ....... .... .......... .... . .. 100.00 

MISSISSIPPI 
Lexington, Miss. 

lOc. ~?nverted canc;!li:r wi!h " faid 10-
E. H., P. M. m printers type, on 

cream laid envelope, black ..... .... 1,000.00 

March, 1935 

NORTH CAROLINA 
Salem, N. C. 

10c. Type II, woodcut, with "Paid 10," 
in manuscript, black .•..... ... . .... 300.00 

SOUTH CAROLINA 
Columbia, S. C. 

PAID5 ~ 
• I (PAID 

• CONTROL MARK 

Sc. Type IV1 variety with long lbg on 
"5 ," anct control mark on back, blue 75.00 

1 Oc. handstamps, with control mark on 
back, blue. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 200.00 

Greenville C. H., S. C. 

PAID 5 
CONTROL MARK 

Sc. ha ndstamp witlh control mark on 
back, black.. ............ . ... ...... 50.00 

St. Matthews, S. C. 

Sc. ha ndstamp, value in manuscriPt, black 5.00 

TENNESSEE 
Rogersvill e, Tenn. 

Sc. handstamp, black . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S.00 

Collectors of Confederates are urged 
to submit new finds in Varieties, es
pecially "Paids," for listing in this 
Catalog. Register and enclose return 
postage and registration fee. There is 
no cli_rge for illustrating and listing. 

--{8'.]1--

Suggest to your collector-friend 
that he subscribe to ST AMP AND 
COVER COLLECTING if he is inter
ested in the educational features of 
our hobby. Twelve big ,numbers 
for only one dollar. 
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What is a Street Car For? 
BY CAPT. A. C. TOWNSEND 

I F you can stand for another story 
by an old stamp I'll tell you a 
funny one. I'm no great rarity, 

just a 6c. Proprietary of the first 
issue and nothing to have a fit over, 
but one time I did bring a lot of joy 
into the heart of a young fellow, 
and also just about kept a whole 
family from being broken up over 
the argument that was going on. 
And, if they'll read it, it may give a 
lot of youngsters of the present day 
something to scratch their heads 
over and perhaps make them con
clude that they are being pretty well 
treated by their parents after all. 

What the big fuss was about was 
this: Harry was going to graduate 
from high school and wanted to 
spend a lot of money over the event, 
and Mom was inclined to back him 
up. He didn't have any money of 
his own, being very careful to spend 
all of his allowance regularly, so he 
went to Pop and Pop sat down on 
him, hard. 

About the fourth time it came up 
Pop said to him emphatically, "No, 
sir, you can't do it, son. I haven't 
any money to throw at the birds. 
Anyway, it is all a lot of nonsense. 
You are not graduating from col
lege with honors, when there might 
be some excuse for a blowout. You 
are just getting,throl!gh high school, 
which is nothing at all, and you 
want to get a class pin for one thing. 
What does that amount to when you 
get out in the world? Not one 
thing. Just a waste of money. 
After you've been in college a 
couple of years you won't even re
member what it stands for, and you 
wouldn't wear it if you did, for I 
hope then you'll have a ~ciety pin. 
Anyway, you wouldn't think of 
wearing your high school pin there, 
so it would just lay around for a 
while and then get lost-several 
dollars just thrown away." 

Harry tried to get in a word but 
Pop was going strong and he kept 
right on. "And then this nonsense 
about a 'banquet' and a rented 
Tuxedo and taking a girl, and a 
bouquet for her as well as a taxi 
both ways! What are street cars 
for? You boys must think your 
dads are made of money, and I 
know there are a lot of them who 
can't afford it." 

"Gee Whiz, Pop, you did it!" 
Harry broke in. 

" I did not," Pop promptly re
plied. "We got our diplomas right 
at school, and the girls wore white 
.dresses and we boys wore our best 
suits and that was all there was to it. 
And the next morning I went out 
and hunted up a job for the sum-
mer." 

"Gosh! You didn't have much 
fun in those days, did you, Pop? 
What on earth did you do with 
yourselves?" 

"No fun? Why, son, I honestly 
think we had twice as much fun as 
you kids do these days, and we 
didn't have one tenth the money to 
do it on. Let me tell you a few 
things, mister; it may do you good. 
Faithers are not so much better off 
now than they were then, and how 
the kids get the money to do all the 
things they do I'm dogged if I 
know. 

"Cutoff Lake was a good seven 
miles from our house and during 
the summer we used to go out there 
a good deal, fishing and swimming, 
but there wasn't even a car line out 
that way, so we'd get up at five 
o'clock and walk out there, put in a 
good day's fun and then walk home 
at night. I've done it many a time. 

"A few grown people had cot
tages there, but when I went back 
about twenty years ago and took the 
street car out there for old times' 
sake, darned if I didn't find the old 
lake lined with lots of shacks that 
kids owned, and they had canoes 

and sailboats and all sorts of doo
dads. Next time I went back I 
found, in talking to old classmates, 
that their kids had cars and be
longed to the Athletic Club or the 
Squash Club and things of thait sort. 
My friends were as much surprised 
at the difference as I was and the 
only explanation they could give 
was that the kids hammered away 
on them till they got the money out 
of them some way." 

"But, Pop, that was a long time 
ago," Harry protested, " and things 
have changed a lot since then. Now 
this dance . .. " 

"I know they have, and for the 
worse in my opinion. You boys ab
solutely don't know the value of 
money. You've been getting a dol
lar a week spending money all year. 
You knew this dance and stuff was 
coming on. If you'd saved even ten 
dollars towards it you might have 
come to me with a little more grace 
to tell me you need twenty-five 
dollars for clothes and monkey 
business!" 

Harry thought it was well to 
change the subject quickly. "You 
started to tell me what you did to 
have fun, Pop. What else did you 
do besides go fishing in the sum-
mer?" 

"We did a lot of things. We 
used to go to the County Fair. That 
was another four-mile walk, and we 
were given a quarter to get in and a 
quarter to spend and we took our 
lunch with us. And we walked 
back home at night loaded with 
picture cards and souvenirs and as 
happy as larks. 

"Charlie M yers and I collected 
birds' eggs two years and we got a 
lot of mighty healthy exercise out of 
thait. Got so we knew all the woods 
and groves within miles in any 
direction. Now if you kids go more 
than three blocks you want to take 
the car! And Larro Denise and I 
collected tobacco tags. Re~ember 
my showing them to you one time? 
I kept that little cigar box with the 
tags stuck on folded sheets of paper 
in it through all my wanderings. 
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Meant to give 'em to you to go on 
with, but they were too crude for 
you modern boys. I saw them just 
the other day when I was digging in 
that trunk in the attic for something 
I wanted." 

"Say," said Pop suddenly, "if you 
really have to go through all that 
nonsense, why don't you sell that 
stamp collection and pay your own 
expenses? You keep telling me ifs 
valuable." 

"Oh, Pop! I wouldn't part with 
that for anything. I'm going to 
keep that up and then pass it along 
to my boy, just as you meant to do 
with your tags. You never took up 
stamp . collecting at all, did you?''. 

"No, I didn't. About the time 
that hit the school I got an after
noon job down town from two to 
six and ,that kept me busy. Larro 
and Charlie both collected and so 
did half a dozen of the other boys 
in my class, but I just didn't get 
into it. Say, that reminds me! 
When I was looking in that trunk I 
came across a tin box with some 
stamps in it. One of those little 
boxes men used to buy with a 
dime's worth of plug tobacco in it. 
Those on top were all revenue 
stamps. I just dimly remember that 
Herb Cook, I think it was, came to 
school one day with a lot that he 
had got at his father's office. He 
was going to do a big business trad
ing them, but none of the boys 
seemed to collect them, so he got 
disgusted and gave the box to me. 
Said I could use them to start a 
collection. And I saved them, like 
everything else. You can have those 
and spend what you can make out 
of them on this graduation of 
yours!" 

Well! Harry took fire right 
away. Anything in stamps interested 

. him greatly, and if Pop had had 
that box since 1888 it might have 
something good in it. Funny how 
Pop kept digging up something he 
had saved since he was a boy! So 
nothing would do but that the dis
cussion should be dropped and they 

should go up in the attic and get 
out that tobacco box. 

When Pop located it he pulled 
open the cover to show Harry it was 
crammed with a wad of stamps, 
some of them folded and creased in 
jamming them in. Pop grinned as 
Harry's jaw dropped, and he closed 
the lid and handed it over. "Now 
you take that stuff and sort it out," 
he said, "and don't bother me again 
tonight. Remember, you can spend 
all you make on them for this blow
out. Skiddoo!" 

Harry took us to his room, sat 
down at the table and emptied the 
box out on it. We all came out in 
a lump, for some of us had gum on 
and we'd been in there more than 
thirty years and we were all stuck 
together. Harry worked patiently 
on us for a time, talking to himself. 
"Lot of th.e 5c. and 25c. Can't see 
what the names are; all Certificates 
I suppose! Gee! There's a five dol
lar one. Hope it's a Manifest but 
I'll bet it's a Conveyance. Hello! 
There's an imperf dollar one. Guess 
I'd better not risk skinning any of 
them. Wonder what business that 
fellow was in? Insurance, I guess." 

So he took us to the washbowl 
and dumped us in and let the warm 
and cold water run until it was full 
and then sat and let us loosen up. 
He had sense enough not to rush us, 
even then. And then, as we sepa
rated, he got some pincers and be
gan to fish us out one at a time, with 
another wash under the tap, and 
spread us on the paper and cover us 
up with another. And pretty soon 
he began to grin, and when he fish
ed me out he got pretty wild with 
·excitement and jumped over to his 
catalog. And when he finally went 
to bed we were all under some 
books and magazines on his table 
getting properly dried and flattened, 
and it took Harry a good while to 
get to sleep. 

Pop was rather puzzled at break
fast next morning, for when he 
asked, "Find any good stamps?" 
Harry just answered, "Quite a num-

ber I didn't have," and let it go at 
that. Didn't say another word about 
graduation expenses. 

But a week later he went up to 
his room after dinner and came back 
down after a while and walked into 
the living room where his parents 
were and said, "How do I look, 
Pop?" 

Pop simply stared. The kid had 
on a Tuxedo, with all the trim
mings, and a class pin on his vest, 
and he certainly did look good. Pop 
started to ask if he had dared run 
up a bill on him, but Harry beat 
him to it. "All out of that little 
tobacco box, Pop, and enough more 
to pay for taxis and all the rest and 
still have soµie left for college this 
Fall. You don't know stamps, so it 
won't mean much to you, but there 
was a lovely 6c. Proprietary in that 
box, and a strip of five le. Playing , 
Cards, and a lot of other pretty 
good things. I sold the 6c. Prop 
to your friend Mr. Edwards for 
twenty-five dollars and the rest to a 
dealer for forty-five more. I sure 
am glad you liked to save old stuff, 
Pop. Got any more?" 

----01---

"Die Saar kehrt heim '' 
Following closely upon the result 

of the recent plebiscite, which re
turned the Saar to Germany by 
an unprecedented majority of the 
people's vote, a set of four com
memorative stamps has been is
sued to give expression to the 
Reich's jubilation. "The Saar comes 
home!" aptly captions an appealing 
and suggestive design. 

The values are: 3 Pfg. chocolate 
brown, 6 Pfg. deep green, 12 Pfg. 
deep red-brown and 25 Pfg. deep 
blue. 
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Letters of Gen.Jubal A. Early 
BY THE EDITOR 

~------------~ 

SHOULD you ever have the op
portunity of scanning a collec
tion of Confederates gathered 

by a Southerner, you would proba
bly be surprised at the nature of the 
material. Stamps you would see, of 
course; but not stamps alone, for, 
interspersed among the exhibits of 
singles and pairs, and blocks and 
covers, you would encounter many 
objects not exclusively philatelic: a 
rare Confederate note, a bond with 
several of its coupons clipt, a letter 
from some general or statesman of 
that epoch, military passes, fur
loughs, comm1ss1ons, and many 
other souvenirs of " the Lost Cause." 
Such a collection is different from 
that of any other country's stamps. 
And therein lies its greatest charm. 

No apologies are ever offer.ed for 
the inclusion of this apparently 
"foreign" material. 

If you have read John Esten 
Cook's stories, or Augusta Evans' 
novels, or Thomas Nelson Page's 
"In Old Virginia," you will under.
stand. Without this background, I 
would suggest that you sip your 
mint julep-close the album, and
talk about the weather with your 
host. 

If, however, you are "·attunable 
to the atmosphere," you will get 
worlds of · pleasure out of such an 
experience and gain a better under
standing of the real joy of collect
ing Confederates. 

My good friend R. S. Reid of 
Chatham, Va. possesses such a col
lection. His efforts are not limited 
to i:he stamps of the Confederacy
though he possesses a remarkable 
showing of this material-but there 
are documents and letters connected 
with the Lost Cause which he prizes 
as much as his philatelic treasure;, 
for they supply the background a:nd 
reflect the hopes and fears, the pride 
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GENERAL JUBAL A. EARLY 

and the despair of that stirring 
epoch in our country's history. 

Among these "side-lines" to his 
collection are two letters of intense 
human interest. They were written 
by the Confederate General J ub1l 
A. Early shortly after the collapse of 
the Confederacy. 

I have been permitted to reprint 
these documents. 

As I read the originals there 
came to memory a scene of many 
years ago: the pageant at the time 
of the laying of the corner-stone for 
the monument to General Robert E. 
Lee in Rich~ond. It was probably 
the last rendezvous of the men who 
once led "the thin gray lines". . I 
did not leave my shop to see Balfour 
and Foch when they came to Rich
mond. I did not care to let inferior 
shadows pass aslant my memory 
pictures of finer men. There w1s 
General John B. Gordon, embrac
ing a crippled veteran, whom his 
comrades lifted to the saddle of the 
Georginian. The tattered battle
flags waved over them-and then 
the rebel yell. On came Beaure
gard, A. P. Hill, Wade Hampton, 
Fitz Lee and Mosby, and many 
others who had survived. But in
delibly impressed upon my memory 
is the commanding figure of Gen
eral Jubal A. Early--one of Lee's 
trusted paladins-as he rnde his 

prancing charger, leading his vet.:~r

ans as in more stirring years. 
But not alone these seemingly 

unrelated odds-and-ends - though 
they lend an atmosphere all their 
own to Southern collections-make 
up the sum total of interest. There 
are the historical letters, found 
within the old covers, that reflect 
the hope of success at the beginning 
-the despair that beset as the con
flict drew to its close-and those, 
too, that give us a graphic picture 
of the social and political conditions 
immediately after the war. 

It is this phase that prompts the 
reprinting of these letters. The 
covers and the stamps are of little 
catalog value, but the events therein 
narrarted are full of adventure and 
human interest. 

Jubal Anderson Early was a Vir
ginian, born in Franklin County, 
November 3, 1816. He graduated 
at West Point, and served in the 
Florida and Mexican wars. During 
most of the years from 1836 to 
1861, however, he practiced law in 
his native State. On the outbr·eak 
of the War Between the States he 
entered the Confederate service as a 
colonel, and commanded a brigade 
at Bull Run, and a division at Fred
ericksburg and Gettysburg. In 1864, 
after some successes, he was defeat
ed by Sheridan in several battles, 
and Custer also routed him at Way
nesboro in March, 1865. He was 
relieved of his command a few days 
later. After a period of aimless 
wanderings he finally returned home 
and to the practice of law, and died 
March 2, 1894. In 1867 he pub
lished "A Memoir of the Last Year 
of the War for Independence in the 
Confederacy." 

The following two letters fall 
into the period of the South's most 
trying postwar years, and reflect the 
still undaunted spirit of the illu
strious writer. 
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Letter written by Genernl Jubal A. Early to 
John Goode of Bedford Co. 

HAVANA, June 8th, 1866. 
DEAR G OODE : 

As you were one of those friends who 
adhered to me in my reverses, I have deter
mined to write to you. I believe you saw 
the letter General Lee wrote to me in re
gard to my being relieved from command, 
and were aware of the fact that I was on 
my way home very sick when General Lee's 
surrender took place. As soon as I was in 
a condition to travel, I started for the 
Trans-Mississippi Department with the 
hope that Kirby Smith would hold out. 
Three young men started with me, one of 
them being my nephew. We ran the gaunt
let of the Yankee lines through N. Caro
lina, S. Carolina, Georgia, Alabama and 
Mississippi. We did nor hear of Smi·th's 
surrender until we reached Alabama. Two 
of the young men left me, and I continued 
my trip wirh my nephew to get our from 
the rule of the infernal Yankees.-We 
rested some days with Virginius Rodes, 
Brother of the General, on the Yazoo in 
Mississippi, and then resumed the trip. We 
ran the gauntlet also through Arkansas and 
I lost my riding horse, saddle and bridle in 
the Mississippi river, they being taken by a 
party of Yankee soldiers on a steamer on 
which we endeavored to cross our horses.
We had endeavored to swim the river but 
the man in the dug-out got frightened and 
induced us to cross the horses on a steam
boat which was passing, assuring us there 
would be no soldiers on it. I did not ven
ture on the boar myself and it turned out that 
30 or 40 cavalry men were on board. My 
horse was branded U. S. and I had bought 
him just before I started, from Joplin's son 
who was in the Wheeler's cavalry. The 
Yankees took ,the horse, saddle and bridle 
and when I crossed over I found myself on 
the west bank of the Mississippi in a bad 
plight, but Tar River had been hid and my 
nephew mounted him without saddle or 
bridle, and rode him until I got other rig
ging. We went into Texas, keeping north 
and west o.f the Yankees. My nephew be
ing sick, joined a party of Missourians go
ing home, and I got in the upper Brazos 
when I had to hair and recruit as my horse 
was now broken down and I was myself sick. 
I found a good friend who had served in 
Virginia and lost a leg and I remained with 
him until the 6th of October, under an 
assumed name, though he knew who I was. 
He was indeed a friend and raised among 
some of his neighbors several hundred dol
lars in gold, which he presented to me in 
such a way that I could not refuse. When 
I got able to travel the route across the Rio 
Grande had become so unsafe that I deter
mined to leave by water, and I made my 
way, in company with Major Turner, com
mandant of prisons at Richmond, to Gal
veston, wher·e we found another good 
Samaritan, who got us passage and shipped 
us on board of a Yankee vessel, commanded 
by a Yankee captain, all from Boston, 
bound for Liverpool. After we were on 
board, this gentleman, Tohn S. Sellers of 
Galveston, gave Major Turner and myself 
over $500 in gold, which he had raised for 
us, and we set sail. The kindness of these 
people in T exas rook me by surprise, and 
vou may be assured I fully appreciated it. 
But the whole population is not to be 
iudged by them, for there was a _great deal 
of rottenness amongst it as I discovered 
mvself. and these gentlemen also informed 

me. The Yankee Captain who carried us 
off was a true man and thoroughly South
ern in his notions. He knew who we 
were, and would nor rake any pay from us. 
He landed us at the Bernini Islands, a 
wrecking settlement of negmes on the 
Bahama Banks, under the English Govern
ment. W e remained among them nine days 
and were treated very w_ell. We did not 
forger the injunction "When you are in 
Rome, do as Rome does"-and you would 
have been amused to see me taking a drink 
and touching glasses with a great black negro 
fellow, who would have brought at least 
$2,000 in gold in the N ew Orleans market 
before the War. But they were very polite, 
and the authorities, who were negroes. 
quartered us in the Government house. I 
must do these negroes the justice to say 
that the only mark of respect I have re
ceived from any functionary, civil or mili
tary, since I left the States, was from them, 
and they did not know that we were Con
federates. I found that they were not un
friendly to the Confederate cause, but I did 
not deem it prudent to run any risk. We 
finally sailed for Nassau in a wrecking 
schooner with a nigger captain and crew and 
several colored ladies on board. Major 
Turner and myself surrendered the cabin 
exclusively to the ladies, especially as the 
odor was very strong, and we slept on deck. 
At Nassau we got some clothes, and I had 
a gray suit with Confederate buttons made. 
From Nassau we came to this place and from 
here I went to Mexico, where I suid three 
months. My object in going to Mexico 
was to ascertain if there was any prospect 
of a war between Mexico and France on 
the one side and the U. S. on the other, 
and to go into it if there was. But as soon 
as I landed I discovered the utter futility of 
this hope. I found the Empire had no sup
port among the Mexicans and was upheld 
entirely by French bayonets. Maximilian 
has evinced a most ridiculous anxiety to 
conciliate the U.S. Government, and though 
treated with contempt by all the authori
ties. he has endeavored w get a sort of 
back-door influence by showing marked 
honour to even newspaper correspondents, 
who snub him. I contracted a thorough 
conrempt for the whole concern, and 
though I did not see much of the country, 
I became satisfied that it was no place for 
our people, and I believe most of them who 
are there have now become satisfied of that 
fact. I spent the greater part of my time 
in writing a history of my campaign, and 
after it was completed I came here for the 
purpose of going to Canada so as to be 
able to communicate with more ease with 
my friends.. I will sail from here on the 
17th for St. Thomas· and will rake the Eng
lish steamer which leaves that place for 
Halifax, N. S. on the 3rd of July. I will 
publish the account for my campaign in 
Canada in pamphlet form. I shall never 
return to the States until I can do so to 
participate in an effort to redeem our coun
try, of which I do not despair. I see that 
some of our people are greatly enamoured 
of Johnson's scheme of reconstruction. I 
can understand their unfortunate condition 
and the motives which induce them to 
grasp even at straws, but I think they are 
entirely mistaken. I see nothing in John
son's plan or sentiments to applaud. He 
ond the radicals differ only in the manner 
by which the Southern States shall be re
duced to utter subjection and humiliation. 
Johnson has already, by .executive edict, 
abolished the legitimate governments and 
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constitutions, of eleven States and substi
tuted in their places other governments and 
constitutions, the legitimacy of which all 
muse deny. He pretends that the States 
were never out of rhe Union and that ·the 
ordinances of secession were void from the 
beginning. If so, then though the persons 
adminisrering the State governments might 
be subject to the penalties of treason, yet 
the governments and constitutions of the 
States were nor destroyed, and it was only 
necessary for th·em to resume their former 
relations to the United States government. 
Treason on the part of the Governors and 
Legislatures of the Scares can no more de
stroy the State governments and constitu
tions than treason on the part of the Presi
dent and members of the U. S. government 
could destroy the U. S. Constitution. 
Johnson, however, has undertaken, by his 
own authority, to declare .the Sta·te govern
ments and constitutions at an end, and to 
require the formation of new constitutions 
and governments under the supervision of 
officers appointed by himself, and in doing 
this he has required the people of chose 
States to stultify themselves and co adopt 
his views, declaring not only every act of 
their governments from the beginning of 
the War void, bur their constitutions of no 
force. I can conceive of no greater humili
ation to which a people could be subjected. 
And I must really say that I think the re
jection of the Members of Gongress, elected 
under the governments established by 
Johnson's dictation, right in principle, 
though the right name might not be as
signed for it. In the case of Virginia the 
outrage perpetrated by Johnson has been 
greater than in the case of any ocher State, 
for he not only, as a Member of the Senate, 
participated in the wrong by which West 
Virginia was formed, but he has, by mere 
military force, imposed upon the people of 
Eastern Virginia that misrule-government 
formed by a few Tories and Yankees at 
Alexandria. After such flagrant usurpations 
of power as he has committed, I cannot see 
how he can have the impudence to main
tain that the Freedman's Bureau bill and 
the Civil Rights bill were unconstitutional. 
The way in which I view the contest be
tween him and Congress is thus: He hav
ing by most unparalleled usurpation adopted 
one mode of reconstruction, wishes to have 
it carried out, while Congress who, wirh 
more show of authority, desires another 
mode, wishes to set aside the governments 
and constitutions dictated by him to the 
Southern people, and substimte its own. 
So far as the Southern people are concerned, 
both schemes lead to a most abject humili
ation. As for myself, I desire to see 
Thaddeus Stephens' plan carried through 
Congress over the veto. That plan will 
vest the governing power in the Radicals of 
the North, and the negroes of the South. 
They will constitute the minority and will 
govern the majmity composed of the D emo
crats of the North, and the white people of 
the South. This state of things will bring 
on revolution and a disruption of the 
Union, unless the people of the whole 
country shall have become so debased as to 
be unworthy of liberty. It is for this reason 
that I desire Thad to succeed in his pro
jects. The President's plan brings the 
Southern people. with their own consent, to 
the footstool of Federal power in abject 
submission. The plan of Stephens forces 
upon the Southern people a government 
without their consent, and this is not as 
humiliating as the other project. 
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'fhe idea of a reconstruction of the 
Union so as to reconcile the people of the 
South, is utterly fallacious. The Southern 
people, or many of them, worn out by the 
privations and sufferings of a long war, 
were ready, at the close of hostilities, to 
submit to any thing, but this could not last. 
A returning sense of manhood has made 
them ashamed of the pliancy with which 
they submitted to the dictation from W ash
ington. The history of 1he world does not 
afford an instance in which a conquered 
people have submitted with good will to 
the rule of the conquerers. There are some 
instances where the conquering race has 
supplanted the conquered, but none where 
the latter has become reconciled. Look at 
the case of Ireland. If any conquered 
people ever had reason to be satisfied, the 
Irish people have; but they are not and 
never will be. 

I must close. Give my best regards to 
all friends and especially to Wingfield, 
Johnson, e;c. Write me and g!"'.e me the 
history of things, local, not polmcal, I ~ee 
enough of that. But for the hope of seemg 
our country free once more, I would not 
care to live. T his idea is constantly present 
to my mind. 

Truly your friend 
J. A. EARLY. 

P. S. If you write, direct to "].Anderson, 
Esq., Toronto, Canada W." What has be
come of the men who clamoured so for 'that 
great "Bulwark of Freedom and Palladrnm 
of Liberty," that writ o~ habeas corpus? 
Are they among the admirers of Johnson, 
or have they sought the benefit of the 
"great prerogative writ" in some other 
land '-]. A. EARLY. 

Letter written by General Jub~l A. Early to 
Judge James L. Whiu le of Prttsylvanra Co. 

ST. CATHARINES, C. W., 
October 17th, 1867. 

D EAR WHITTLE: 
Your letter was very gratifying to me as 

an evidence of your continued interest . m 
my welfare. The picture v.:hich you give 
of our unfortunate country is a very glow
ing one, and I must confess that I cannot 
see upon what it is you base your expecta
tions that Virginia will soon enter on a 
new career of prosperity. The facts stated 
by you do not warr.ant any sue~ hope. 1!-s 
co the mania for bu1ldmg new Imes of rail
roads-I see nothing in it but the prospect 
of increased burrhens upon our people 
without any corresponding good. W.here 
is the money co come from and what is to 
support the railroads when compl.ered' If 
those already in existence are insolvent 
those in contemplation canno'. prove pr01t
able. It is, I chink, a v~ry mist~ken nouon 
to seek to build up an 1mpovenshed coun
try by the construction of roads, to supp.mt 
which there are not products demanding 
transportation, or crave! requiring such a?
ditional accommodation. D epend upon H , 
that these contemplated improvements can
not force prosperity on the country, and 
will but add to its impoverishment. In 
these schemes I see nothing but desperate 
expedients similar to those which ~ ruine.d 
gambler resorts to in order co retneve ~is 
fortunes. That there is a future of promise 
for ,our poor old State I sincerely trust, but 
it is not to - be forced by any hot-house 
process. 

It is very distressing to me to read your 
account of the demoralization of our people, 
and I hope that you have overdrawn the 
picture. At any rate you do not afford me 
any temptation to wish to return. God 
knows how gladly I would do any thing 
possible to aid in rebuilding up the for
tunes of the old State. But what could I 
do in the condition of things you repre
sent?-! doubt whether I could even keep 
my own head above water. To resume my 
profession and under,take to practice law 
before such tribunals as this country will 
be cursed with, would be a task of which 
I am incapable. It was bad enough to have 
to appear before some of the white juries 
we formerly had, but I am sure I could 
not endure the humiliation of addressing 
die "Gentlemen" of a negro or mixed jury. 
Then to have to come in contact with the 
petty military and Freed-men's Bureau offi
cials would be most galling co my nature, 
and I should be unable to restrain my feel
ings. I should be in a constant state of 
rebellion. Besides all this, I think it very 
likely that I would be exposed to constant 
annoyance on account of the burning of 
Chambersburg, and the contributions I 
levied in Maryland and Pennsylvania. 

My life here is by no means a desirable 
one. In this country, I am unable to do 
anything for my own support. I would 
not be allowed co practice law withour go
ing through a probation of five years, which 
at my age amounts to prohibition. 

My present situation is harrassing in the 
extreme, and my prospects for the fu ture 
are as gloomy as they could be, and the 
question is constantly recurring to me, as to 
what I am to do?-If I had the physical 
ability to work, I would gladly take off my 
coat, and go to manual labour, esteeming 
myself a fortunate man that I was able to 
do so. I feel that it would have been far 
better for me to have shared the fate of 
those who lose their lives on the field of 
battle. 

My health for some-time has' been indif
ferent, as my rheumatism increased very 
much during the last winter. I came to this 
place in the beginning of the summer for 
the benefit of some baths here, and I am 
now much better. Where I shall stav dur
ing the winter I do not know, and it will 
depend on ci rcumstances. My wish is to 
get to some place where I can live with the 
least possible expense, and really at present 
I do not know where rhe means for that 
are to come from . 

As to the condition of political matters 
in our country, I can make no suggestion 
of value. If in the country, and allowed 
to vote, I should most unquestionably vote 
against the adoption of the congressional 
plan for reconstruction, and let the powers 
that be do their worst. I can conceive of 
nothing worse than a government under the 
control of the negroes and the worthless 
whites, who will unite with them. I have 
written a portion of my sketches of my ex
perience in the war, but the work is very 
far from being completed. Whether I do 
complete it will depend on circumstances·. 
If you write to me shortly, which I hope 

. you will" do, direct to this place "St. Catha
rines, Canada W est." Remember me kindly 
to all friends, and with my best wishes for 
your health and happiness, I am, 

Truly your friend 

]AS. M. W HITTLE, ESQ. J. A. EARLY. 

Seek Susan B. Anthony 
Comm em. 

The Post Office Department ran 
into some more stamp trouble yes
terday-this time over a proposed 
issue, rather than one that is out. 

The btest episode found Clinton 
B. Eilenberger, Third Assistant 
Postmaster General, serving as the 
target of a delegation from the Na
tional Woman's party, which sought 
unsuccessfully through him to get 
an interview with Postmaster Gen
eral Farley to urge a stamp issue 
commemorative of Susan B. An
thony, suffrage pioneer. 

Coming to the department from 
their regional conference at the 
Dodge Hotel, the women, headed 
by Mrs. Ralph C. Huntington, were 
told by Eilenberger, it was charged 
last night, that he would not take 
the(Il to Farley and that he was 
against their proposal. Eilenberger, 
who has charge of stamp issues, 
could not be reached for his version 
of the affair. 

Afterward, the vlSltors went to 
the office of \lVilliam J. Bray, secre
tary to the Postmaster General, and 
obtained from one of his aides a 
promise to see Farley tomorrow, 
they said. 

Mrs. Huntington, prominent in 
Baltimore club circles, was accom
panied on the stamp mission by 
Mrs. Ella Schnabel of Philadelphia 
and Mrs. Donald R. Hooker of 
Baltimore. Mrs. Huntington said 
the wives and mothers of American 
leaders have been honored in the 
issuance of the Martha W ashington 
and Mother's Day stamps, and her 
group feels Miss Anthony's labors 
likewise deserve recognition. 

On two previous occasions in the 
last few days the Post Office De
partment has been in hot water in 
connection with stamps because 
some special sheets went to friends 
of Postmaster General Farley.
W ashington Star. 

--0---
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That Incomprehensible 
Pastime 

BY H. L. FELL 

THAT eminent stamp collector 
(the highbrow term is "phila
telist") Dr. X, · has graciously 

consented to tell us what he knows, 
or thinks he knows, about that in
comprehensible pastime stamp col
lecting that insidiously seizes and 
<lerationalizes so many otherwise 
apparently normal human beings
principally males. 

Dr. Z what U. S. stamps do you 
like? I am just crazy about these 
little six-of-a-kind sheets that many 
collectors call "Farley's." They are 
so freakish and have such a nice 
advertisement around the edge. I 
like clever advertising, don't you? 

Doctor, are all U. S. stamps well 
centered? The backs of all U. S. 
stamps are perfectly centered. 

Doctor, why do collectors want 
their stamps perforated all around 
and abhor stamps with a straight 
edge? A straight edge stamp de
tracts from the appearance of a 
colleaion-its uniformity is marred. 
The elimination of such undesir
ables as straight edge stamps, poorly 
centered ones, heavily cancelled 
ones, damaged ones, and those with 
punched initials, is a boon to collec
tors as the others are made more 
valuable by this culling. 

Is it true you declined to accept a 
certified check because it had one 
straight edge? You wouldn' t kid 
me would you, mister? If you de
test straight edge stamps why don't 
you buy a perforating device, they 
can be had? Your suggestion shocks 
me but what does one cost, Satan? 

What do you think of the govern
ment's agency that sells stamps to 
collectors? I think it must be a one
man agency and that poor fellow is 
usually a couple of months behind 
in filling orders. Its slowness de-

lights only the 10 % and 5 % pur
chasing agents in Washington. 

Doctor, do you suppose there 
would be so many issues of special 
stamps if the stamp collectors were 
few in numbers? If there are few 
fish in a stream, you won't see many 
fishermen there. 

Doctor, there has been a lot in 
the press about the presentation of 
freak sheets to certain favored ones 
-care to express any thoughts on 
the subject? I am going to ask 
Huey Long for an imperforate sheet 
of Louisiana first issue. 

Did the government ever sell 5c. 
stamps for 2c. each? Yes, during a 
period of nearly two months in 
1917 about 100,000 were sold. 
Through some strange blunder one 
or two 5c. stamps were included in 
many sheets of 2c. stamps. 

Did you get any of these sen
sational errors? Yes, but mine cost 
me $9.00 each at a stamp shop. 

Do you know of any other fam
ous error in U. S. Stamps? Some 
two color 24c. air mail stamps were 
sold in 1918 and the aeroplane was 
printed upside down. Forty $100.00 
Liberty Bonds might get you one of 
these inverts. There are some other 
inverts but this one is the most 
famous. 

What do you consider the most 
freakish U. S. Stamp? The 1920 
Pilgrim Tercentenary issue. These 
three stamps do not read "United 
States Postage" and there is nothing 
to indicate they were issued by the 
government to prepay postage. 

What U. S. stamp shows an In
dian wearing a high hat? The 5c. 
stamp issued in 1907 during the 
Jamestown Exposition shows Poca
hontas wearing a peculiar looking 
high hat. This is an unique and 
valuable stamp. Wish I had a sheet 

What do you think is our hand
somest stamp? The $1.00 black 
stamp of the 1918 Trans-Mississippi 
Exposition issue. It reproduces the 

noted painting "Western Cattle m 
Storm." A fine copy is a gem m 
any collection. 

What U. S. stamp has a nick
name? The 2c. stamps of 1862-67 
are generally called "Black Jacks." 
This is a black stamp with the por
trait of Andrew Jackson-hence the 
nickname "Black Jack." 

In your opinion what was the most 
unnecessary stamp issued by the 
government? The 50c. stamp issued 
to prepay charges on mail service by 
the German air ship Graf Zeppelin 
in October, 1933. The Zeppelin 
Company received a very large pro
portion of the money collected for 
these stamps. 

Which of our recent commemo
ratives do you consider the most 
attractive? I vote for Yorktown and 
\'Visconsin. The Ohio Canalization 
stamp of 1929 is awarded the palm 
for unattractiveness, with Massachu
setts commemorative a close second. 

The National Park stamps were 
issue~ mainly to advertise our parks, 
do you feel that they served that 
purpose? Too few circulated. The 
dealers and collectors seem to have 
bought most of them. 

What stamp bears the most 
words? The Lexington-Concord 5c. 
commemorative of 192 5. It has the 
opening stanza of Lowell's poem. 

By the rude bridge that arched the flood 
Their flag to April's breeze unfurled, 

Here once the embattled farmers stood 
And fired the shot heard 'round the world. 

What feature of the 1926 Battle 
of White Plains commemorative is 
of much historical interest? The fam
ous "Liberty or Death" battle flag 
of the Revolution appears thereon. 

Doctor, I understand you wish to 
ask the stamp collectors a question 
not easily answered. Yes, the ques
tion is: What two famous generals, 
who once lived in Savannah, Ga., 
have their names on U. S. stamps? 

Doctor, I understand you like red 
stamps. Yes, I like red stamps, red 
neckties, red haired women and red 
liquors, and I have a red nose. 

That will be enough for you, 
Doctor, you are human after all. 
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~Wi!Jie Dramatic Story of an Hawaiian 
~2 ~ BY 

~~:1 ~~~~~:;~F~~ii'~~~~c~ 2-Cent Postage Stamp 
CHAPTER L 

AN ATTEMPT \VAS MADE, BUT ... MY SECRET HIDING 

PLACE WAS A SECRET STILL 

"Hullo, Hipps, still alive, even though I deserted you, 
last night? By the way, I've just been looking at some 
Cook Islands, belonging to the fifth officer. The blighter 
wanted to know who the Chief was on the 2 ,Yid. He 
became quite excited, when I told him the man was Tepou, 
a one time chief of Rarotonga, and that a portrait of the 
old cannibal, by George Baxter, in colors is a frontispiece 
in early editions of John Williams' 'Narrative Enterprises 
in the South Sea Islands.' The Baxter print was the one 
from which the stamp picture was reproduced. Tepou was 
one of the earliest converts to Christianiry in the Cook 
Islands." 

"Got any more philatelic lore, up your sleeve?" I asked, 
sarcastically, though, in my own mind I was interested in 
the bit of history he had just given. 

"Yes, here's another. The tenpence Canada imperfor
ate of 1855, on thin, medium, or stout wove paper. Ever 
struck you, why they didn't print off a shilling, right away?" 

' 'I'd not thought of it." 
"Well, I'll tell you the reason. At the time it was in use 

a number of 'Shillings' of different values were in circu
lation in the Colony, and had the stamp been printed 'One 
Shilling', the Post Office might have had to supply a shill
ing stamp for a coin which might be worth anything from 
60d. to one shilling." 

"Well, cheerio! Glad that you're looking so fit. I am 
sure you will come to love me more and more each day. 
Absence, you know, makes the heart grow fonder," and 
before I could fittingly reply he had gone off whistling: 

"Bring back, bring back 
Oh, bring back my Bonnie to me." 

It was after breakfast that I found myself, together with 
Daniells, Wiggs, Doreen and the Doctor, in the Captain's 
cabin. 

"So, at last, thanks to the indefatigable determination of 
this young lady here, we have the head of the gang by the 
heels," said the skipper, when the door was closed. 

They must have seen my astonishment. I looked across 
at Doreen. 

"There is always a tendency, in the human mind, to 
scoff at whatever has not come within the immediate range 
of its own small intelligence," were her first words. "Per
haps, at the present day, the greatest increduliry is cast on 
the little understood communication between minds, which 

we call telepathy. At times one has the power of going to 
another's mind, and bringing back, to one's own subjective 
mind, information which, in turn, can be raised up to the 
consciousness of the objective mind. I might add" (was it 
because she sensed the quick unbelief in the atmosphere) 
"that the action of one human being upon another from a 
distance is a scientific fact." She paused, and we waited 
eagerly for what was to follow. 

"From a child I have possessed an uncanny power of 
appreciation of certain aurre, given off from people around 
me. That we each give off our own aura, is well known. 
I might say, as far as my abiliry is concerned, that I am 
only aware of two varieties, the aura of hate, and the aura 
of strong affection." 

"A recent experience of this began after the Stamp Even
ing, or perhaps I should say it became intensified then. 
"You," turning to me, "had come on deck. We chatted 
for a few minutes, when you said. 'Feel awfully sleepy. 
Excuse me, Good night.' It was so unlike you. So, I 
went along to the Doctor, here, and told him. He came 
and sat up all night with you. If you remember, you had 
cut yourself, shaving. Then you put on that stuffy mask. 
It made me wonder. Who could have got at you. It was 
probably someone who was accustomed to going into your 
cabin. So accustomed, that the 'going' would cause no 
comment. I thought of your steward. Well, an extra 
watchman was put on, and Lieut. Linie slept in the lower 
bunk. After the second night you came to the table with 
the remark that you had 'Slept like a top'-might almost 
have been taking some of those famous sleeping tablets. 
That answer worried me, perhaps it would not have done 
so, had you not used the words 'Sleeping Tablets'. I knew 
you too well for that. I asked you to go to the Chief's 
cabin and bring Lieut. Linie. In reply to my question if 
he had slept well he said: 'Never better, must have fallen 
into the arms of Morpheus.' Then came my query to the 
Chief. Could he get hold of the night watchman for me. 
Almost on my words the arrival ot the Doctor, who an
swered the question in my mind. He said that the watch
man reported that Lieut. Linie had been absent from his 
cabin for an hour. Here, gentlemen, I was confronted by a 
pretry big problem. Two men, who each averred they had 
slept. Two men who I knew would not take sleeping 
tablets. Yet one had got up in the night and left the cabin 
unprotected. You telling Mr. Hipps to ask Lieut. Linie to 

come with him to the Chief Engineer's cabin, I went 
straight down to the alleyway, in which Mr. Hipps's cabin 
is situated, and there being no one about I crossed the step. 
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Almost at once I felt an aura, strongly antagonistic, so 
much so that it almost made he faint. I knew then that 
someone had been in the cabin during the night, and that 
someone was other than Lieut. Linie. Here, then, was the 
problem to be solved. Ordinary protection would be use
less. One of you leaves the cabin for an hour, and the 
other sleeps as if he had taken sleeping tablets. In what 
way could one reconcile these facts without attributing them 
to some influence outside purely physical control? It 
brought two tl1ings, which were sufficiemly disquieting in 
themselves, very forcibly to the forefront, and these were, 
first, in that hour you, Mr. Hipps, had been pretty 
thoroughly searched and, secondly, that the night watch
man was either in league with this night prowler, or the 
thief in the night knew exactly when he was likely to re
turn. Then came the possibility of another night, when, 
having failed in one way, an attempt would be made in 
another. And the attempt was made. Possibly, never since 
Wilkie Collins propounded that wonderful happening in 
the 'Moonstone' has a parallel case taken place in quite the 
same way. All day," turning directly to me, "you had be
fore you this last attempt on soqiething which you valued, 
and which someone else was prepared to go to any length 
to obtain. He knew your mind would be on this thing, and 
maybe he added the weight of his telepathic power to force 
you to get up in· the night and go .... " She paused, and 
then continued: "Your arm reached out, and then he 
exerted his will to the utmost, but somehow the spell is 
broken, You turn back." (So, my secret hiding place was 
secret still, I breathed a sigh of relief.) "I was watching, 
and as he turned, baffled, I confronted him with my 
automatic. He is now under arrest." 

"So you kept awake, and watched?" I burst out. 
"I told you I was going to sleep like an owl," she re

plied, smiling. 

CHAPTER LI 

W E TAKE A RAPID VISIT TO JAPAN, ITALY, SPAIN, 

TURKEY, URUGUAY, CANADA, PERU, AND 

NEW ZEALAND 

"Well I'm .... Excuse me, Miss Wellyn," broke in the 
Captain. "But" ... he suddenly brought his fist down on 
the table. My God, don't you see?" looking round at us, as 
we sat with tense faces, as he spoke. 'The attempt on 
Hipps's life with a powerful hypnotic. The death of three 
men, who are supposed to have taken an overdose of a 
powerful sedative drug. This man Hartmann, for we have 
discovered his real name, uses them for his own devilish 
ends, and then, having obtained what he desires, poisons 
them, as he attempted to proison Mr. Hipps." 

"Unfortunately we have buried them, sir, and the Jaw 
requires proof," came from the Surgeon. I saw the 
knuckles of the captain's hand go white as he clenched his 
fist in the grip of an emotion which I might say was shared 
by us all equally." 

"Yes, our chance of conv1ctmg this arch fiend on a 
capital charge was gone. All Captain Frast could do was 
to hold him, as being in a cabin under susp1C1ous con
ditions." The snake incident I did not mention. Here 
again proof was Jacking. 

Then there fla:shed into my mind the memory of poor 
Horston's death. Was Hartman responsible for this? 

The incident of The Gap, at Singapore. There was 
more than a probability that Hartmann had hired a Malay 
to accomplish my death, and then have the body searched 
by the driver of the car, in which Doreen and I had driven. 
Possibly when this failed the astute mind of Hartmann had 
decided that it were wiser to search me living than dead. 
Now had come his last throw. 

We had passed Formosa. Within a week we would 
arrive at Tokyo. 

Several new lights had burst on our philatelic horizon. 
Baron Yonuni, of Kobe, gave an exceedingly interesting 

talk on his country's philatelic output. His interesting 
sidelights on the Ceremonial Cap, The Hall of Ceremony, 
The Yohmeimon Gate, The Coronation Temple, and the 
Phoenix, which appeared on some of his country's stamps, 
proved an unexpected delight for all. 

The Code of Kato Kiyomasa, a Samuri of the 16th 
century, was most iluminating, giving an insight into 
Japanese thought at that period. It has been a code by 
which, he said, the Japanese of the present day have been 
evolved. 

From 6 a. m. military service must be practised. Diet, 
unhulled rice. Display forbidden, as regards dress. Danc
ing unlawful. Military amusements alone suitable as con
ducive to the highest type of Japanese. The penalty for 
violation of the above rigid rules of conduct was permitted 
suicide. Generosity to a defeated foe was one of the tenets 
of a Samuri' s ethics. 

A Mr. McCormack told us one night in the Smoking 
Room an interesting story of the five mark Germany 1900. 
A lady, wife of a sales manager of the Philadelphia 
Stamp Club, looking over her husband's shoulder at the 
stamp, exclaimed, "There's my uncle's picture!" It was that 
of Minister von Boetticher, one of the Kaiser's entourage, 
which she had picked out, so clearly was this representation 
of him, on the tiny label. 

Following on this Senor Ferrocelli enlightened us with 
a literal translation of the lines upon the Mezzano stamps 
of Italy. His explanation of the 15 centesimi, sepia, was a 
delightful one. 

"But Rome, ' tis thine, alone, with awful sway 
To rule mankind, and make the world obey." 

The 75 centesimi, rose: "His little children climbing for a 
kiss." A truly beautiful translation, or rather should I say 
interpretation of words, which the picture typified. 

It was not, however, till he came to the four Air stamps, 
that the old smoking room resounded to the hearty claps 
of applause, as he made clear,,what to many could only be 
guessed at; 
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"To them, no bounds of Empire I assign 
Nor term of years, to their immortal line." 

He also elucidated the "Seid Einig, Einig, Einig" of the two 
mark of 1900 of the German stamps: "Be united, united, 
united," and representing ancient German warriors of the 
North and South clasping hands. At the left of the stamp 
we see the Alps, towering above, and on the right a 
glimpse of the Baltic, showing the cliffs of Riigen. Over 
the central figures a winged Victory, holds the Imperial 
Crown. 

Wiggs informed us that Spain had recently issued a 
commemorative set of Christopher Columbus, showing the 
flag ship, Santa Maria and the two caravels; the departure 
of Columbus from Palos, and the first landing of Columbus 
on the island of Guanhani October 12, 1492. 

These had been succeeded by Air Post stamps, showing 
the Monastery of La Rabida; a portrait of Martin Alonzo 
Pinson, and one of Vicente Yanez Pinson, and on a large 
transverse format, Columbus, with a very anxious expres
sion on his face, in his cabin, en route for the New World. 

Miss Seen, the same evening exhibited a novelty of a 
field post envelope of her country, Sweden. On the back 
of the envelope, at a point which would be covered, but 
not injured by the flap when stuck down, was a large 
impressed gummed stamp, in the type of the Arms design. 
This is meant to be cut out and affixed in the manner of 
adhesive stamps, for reply. 

Max Renner drew attention to the Star of Bethlehem-a 
six-pointed star which was issued as an overprint on Turk
ish stamps during the War. It was used by mistake for the 
five-pointed star, the Crescent emblem of the Turks. Re
verting to the Shipwreck of St. Paul on the Maltese stamp, 
he stated that the island is called Melita, in the Acts of 
the Apostles, but the place is now known as St. Paul's 
Bay, Malta. 

Uruguay, he continued, has issued a set ol Charity 
stamps, in large upright format. The design shows an 
aged cripple, who has collapsed on the front steps of an 
Old Folk's Home, through the open door of which wel
coming rays of light are pouring. 

Professor Sames showed the latest fifty-cent blue of 
Canada, depicting the Church of Grand Pre. This took 
us back to Longfellow's "Evangeline." 

Leaving the North he dropped to Peru, where it ap
peared a commemorative set has been printed to mark the 
centenary of the death of Simon Bolivar. 

Linie, who jumped up as Sames dropped into his seat, 
informed us that already 1,181 standard varieties of gov

- emment postage stamps had been issued for use with air 
mail services. 

Effervescing, for any other word would fail entirely to 

describe Linie, he proceeded to tell us that in the last few 
weeks the world had heard of the disastrous earthquake at 
Napier, N ew Zealand, with its appalling loss of life and 
property; the change of configuration of its coast line, and 

the blotting out of a town, which was looked upon as one 
of the Dominion's most prosperous centers. 

"Near this," he continued, "we have Lake Taupo, which 
is seen on the first penny pictorial stamp of New Zealand. 
This picture was subseqtfontly transferred to the fourpenny. 
Now we hear ,of a fourpenny Lake Taupo with an in
verted center." 

"Let us return to Europe" he said, and we applauded 
vigorously. "We discover that Germany is adopting the 
Eagle, instead of the Post Hom, as the symbol of the 
German Post Office." 

Then, like a nose dive of one of his own planes he 
finished by drawing our attention to the unique designs of 
Danzig, done by Max Buchholz, Professor Ernest Petersen, 
and Professor Berthold Hellingrath. We thought he had 
finished, but no! 

"Many of you are interested in the ever increasing 
methods of arranging stamps. It is worth while to read 
the Rev. Loxley Chamings' article in The Stamp Lover 
on a card index method. " As .the Smoking Room lights 
suddenly went out we had to take it that Linie's speech had 
to have thi s only effective stopper placed on it. 

CHAPTER LII 

MISS STENSA CHATS OF ENGLAND, CZECHOSLOVAKIA, 

HUNGARY, POLAND, ESTONIA, JUGO SLAVIA, 

EGYPT AND MONGOLIA 

It was the evening before our expected arrival at Tokyo. 
Everyone had spent the morning packing, but, as all were 
apparently returning by the Gloriana, this had not proved 
the trying business which it usually is, when, not only 
packing, but good-byes have to be said to those with whom 
one has spent so many happy hours. With, or rather I 
shall say in a ship, whose passengers all had the same love, 
the intercourse had been particularly happy. 

Dinner was over, and at the Captain's suggestion we had 
all come together in the saloon, which had been most taste
fully decorated for the occasion. 

"Ladies and gentlemen, I thought, on this last evening 
together of our outward voyage, its memory would linger 
and return in the days to come, if, looking back, we could 
picture a gathering of those who have Jived side by side, so 
amicably in the weeks that are past. 

"Possibly you will recall, after Mr. Max Renner's ex
cursion to the battlefields of the world, that a certain lady 
suggested I should tour Hungary with her, in search of 
philatelic finds. 

"With great difficulty I have persuaded her, on this last 
night, to come forward and give us a final bit off her own 
bat. I am sure you will receive her with acclamation." 

The old saloon rang with cheers, as Miss Stensa had 
been deservedly popular, with that popularity which is 
the outcome of naturalness, lack of pose, and an unaffected 
desire to please everyone. 

"Some say," she began, "that it is the men who rule the 
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world (laughter) others say it is the women (cheers). 
I say it is the tiny pieces of paper we call stamps, which 
are probably the real, yet silent forces which move man
kind along the stream that will one day end in the ocean 
of universal brotherhood. (Terrific applause.) 

"If any of you have doubts as to the correctness of my 
conclusion, may I mention one little thing, which is 
personal. 

"I come from the big country, Europe, where I was lost 
in a crowd. One day something made me look at one of 
our stamps. There I saw two of my countrywomen, in the 
fields gathering in the harvest. Later, I picked up an en
velope with a stamp, showing our Novelist Maurice Jokai. 
Last of all a stamp showing the Royal Palace, Budapest. 

"These three stamps made me think. The women in the 
fields were getting in the harvest which, by their efforts, 
would feed thousands of our people. I thought of the 
novelist. His words were silent messengers bringing new 
thoughts, revealing new possibilities, opening new path
ways to all who read his works. Then I saw the Royal 
Palace. The efforts of the women in the field, the novelist 
with his pen had helped to make the building of that 
Palace possible. Finally, something new flashed into my 
mind ... Stamps. The world was collecting them. Hun
gary, Czechoslovakia, Poland, Esthonia, Jugo Slavia, and 
small Latvia were places which, except to those who lived 
in them, unthought of and unknown. 

"Stamp collecting opened up a knowledge of all these 
small countries w a world which before knew them not. I 
too, decided to collect. 

"Today I have kind correspondents in India, China, 
· South Africa, N ew Zealand, The United States, and Eng

land. I am one, but what of the millions who today col
lect stamps? (Terrific applause.) 

"By our collecting, we get to know each other, under
stand each other, the clouds of suspicion and distrust are 
being swept away from before our eyes, and the day is 
coming when war will be no longer possible. 

"So, I thought you would like to have a few words about 
the countries, some of which you have never thought of, 
as worth collecting and some, which you know quite well; 
but is it not the country we know best that we are still 
ignorant of?" with a charming smile, as she turned to 
glance at the most typical John Bull-Mr. Thomas Jones, 
who collected Victorians of the British Isles only. -

- "England: the home of stamp collecting. The earliest 
record of this was in your 'Notes and Queries,' which 
appeared in June of 1860, when a Mistaire Creswell wrote 
from Tunbridge school that a boy in his form had shown 
him a collection of over 300 different postage stamps. 

"In 1841 a young lady advertised for used stamps to 
cover her dressing room. She had already 16,000. I feel 
so sorry she had not an album. 

"In 1842, your funny paper, Punch said a new mania 
had bitten the industriously idle ladies of England. They 

betray,' it said 'more anxiety to treasure up Queen's heads 
than Henry VIII did to get rid of them.' 

"But Henry VIII was not satisfied with one lady's head. 
He saw beauty in variety." (Storms of applause from us all. ) 

"Postage stamp scarf pins became the rage, and young 
ladies vied with each other in the neatness, and fullness of 
their collection. 

"In one small lane, called Birchin, exchanges were 
started, and women, boys and men, scrambled over little 
bits of paper. 

"In 1866 Dr. A. Legrand first introduced the counting 
of the holes in the space of two centimeters. 

"Your philatelic Society of London was founded in 1869. 

"Before I leave Great Britain I would tell you the story 
of the Orkneyman, who bought half a sheet (120) of the 
first penny black stamps of Great Britain in 1840 to use 
on his letters. H e cut one off and used it, and the rest he 
put away and forgot. Sixty years after a lady found them 
and, in 1902, they were sold for £112. 

"How many little things there are in Philately. 
"You have all heard of the half anna red India with 

nine and a half arches. The arches are found on each side 
of the stamp. In the design subsequently adopted their 
number was reduced to eight. The die for this was first 
of all drawn on stone. Only a few hundred sheets were 
struck off, and it is doubtful whether any were issued to 
the public for postal use. 

"It is worth noting the difference in the first issues of 
Nova Scotia and New Brunswick. The heraldic emblems 
figured thereon are the same, except that, in the case of 
Nova Scotia, one of the roses of England is replaced by a 
mayflower, the emblem of the Colony. 

"The likeness of Queen Victoria with white cap, is 
seen on the stamps of Newfoundland, India and Canada. 
This was after the painting of Professor Von Angelo of 
Vienna, painted at her command. 

"Now we will come nearer to my home. I first men
tioned little things about your own English stamps, and 
British Colonies, because-forgive me if I am wrong-it 
is said that the foreigner knows more about England than 
the Englander himself. The little side paths, do you not 
call .chem? If you have already found them, forgive me. 

"Now Czecho Slovakia. It should not be forgotten. One 
portrait dominates the whole series, that of President 
Masaryk. It is shown on the 1923 issue, and is after a 
portrait by Svabinsky. 

" In 1926-27 we have a pictorial series, with the Presi
dent. In 1928 the tenth anniversary of Independence a 
series of views appear. In 1929 we see St. Wenceslas on 
horseback. Taken from a painting. Later his statue in 
Prague, and then in Brunn Cathedral. 

"Before I leave this country I would ask you to think of 
its composition. A land composed of Bohemia, Moravia, 
part of Silesia, Slovakia, and Carpathian Ruthenia. 

"Masaryk had a Slovak father, ~nd a Czech mother. His 
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self-chosen second name is that of his wife, an American 
lady, whom he met at the Leipzig University. 

"Czechoslovakia is today the best consolidated of all the 
new States of Europe. Dr. Masaryk has welded it out of 
Czechs, the 'Bohemians who had been under Austria ; the 
Slovaks who had been under Hungary, a lesser number of 
Ruthenians, and some Germans. 

"It was postage stamps which first informed us of the 
veiled annexation of that country of the Gobi Desert, which 
is the largest wa'ste track in the Universe. The controlling 
influence of the Department of Philately and Vouchers at 
·Moscow was the power behind this enterprise. 

"Egypt. King Fuad I. is himself a stamp collector. In 
order to bring Egypt more into touch with other nations he 
has done much to foster the holding of various interna
tional congresses in Cairo, for each of which a commemo
rative stamp has been issued. The first, commemorating 
the International Geographical Congress shows the Ibis 
headed god Thoth in the act of inscribing King Fuad's 
name on a cartouche. 

"Moscow established banks all over Mongolia to force 
the natives to exchange their corn and cash for Russian 
paper money. Then come the opening of the post offices, 
and the providing of stamps as a further method of Russi
fication. In its early days the Soviet Government abolished 
postage stamps." 

"Mongolia: Her stamps show one means of peaceful 
penetration. There was a time when trade followed the 
flag, now it follows the postage stamp. Thwarted years 
ago ;in Manchuria by the Japanese, what is now Soviet 
Russia has long had envious eyes on Mongolia. 

Miss Stensa's chat was applauded in no half-hearted 
fashion. It was extraordinary how many little bits of phi
latelic interest she had given us which were new. to most. 
The interest she had aroused, particularly in the few coun
tries she had mentioned, was apparent by the way in which 
she was surrounded afterwards for further information as 
to the places she had brought to our notice. 

(To be Continued) 

International Philatelic Exhibition 
New York, 1936 

All of the preliminary plans for 
the big International Philatelic Ex
hibition, to be held at the Grand 
Central Palace from May 9th to 
17th, 1936, inclusive, have been 
completed. 

The entire first three floors of the 
Grand Central Palace have been 
leased for these dates, and the show 
will undoubtedly be the longest and 
most important exhibition of its 
kind that has ever been held. 

The Honorable Franklin D. 
Roosevelt, President of the United 
States, who is himself an ardent 
stamp collector, is the Honorary 
Patron for the event, and it is ex
pected that he will be personally 
present at some of the sessions. 

The Honorary P r e s. i d e n t i s 
Charles Lathrop Pack, who is recog
nized as America's keenest Phila
telic student, and the Honorary Vice 
Presidents are Col. E. H. R. Green 
and John Luff. 

The active officers of the exhi
bition are: 1\. F. Lichtensrein, 
President; J. J. Klemann, Jr., 
Laurence B. Mason, and Arthur E. 

Owen, Vice Presidents; Admiral 
Frederic R. Harris, Secretary; Theo
dore E. Steinway, Treasurer; Hugh 
M. Clark, J. A. Klemann, Charles 
J. Phillips, and H. L. Lindquist. 

The first prospectus for the Ex
hibition is just going to press and 
will contain the complete plans for 
the Exhibition and other pertinent 
data. Free copies . can be had by 
addressing the Secretary, Frederic 
R. Harris, 27 William St., New 
York, N. Y. 

'the show will be held under the 
auspices of the Association for 
Stamp Exhibitions. Every philate
list is invited and urged to join this 
organization, the dues for which are 
$2.00 per year. 

~1---

Brooklyn and Long Island 
Exhibition 

The Fourth Annual Exhibition of 
the Brooklyn and Long Island 
Stamp Exhibition Association, a 
group of active clubs in the metro
politan area, is to be held in the 
Momart Building, 592 Fulton St., 
Brooklyn, from March 28 to 31 
inclusive. 

American Chemical Indus
tries Tercentenary Cachet 
The three hundredth anniversary 

of the founding of chemical indus
try in America by John Winthrop, 
Jr. ( rirst governor of Connecticut), 
will be celebrated by the American 
Chemical Society at its 89th meet
ing in New York, April 24, 1935. 
This event is of special national 
importance and an attractively 
printed cachet will commemorate 
it. Particular attention is directed 
by this celebration to the essential 
place chemical manufacture held in 
the lives of the earliest white settlers 
in what is now the United States, 
as well as to its important position 
in the advanced civilization of the 
present day. 

Covers to D. H . Killeffer (Chair
man of the Society's Publicity Com
mittee), 60 East 42nd Street, New 
York, N. Y., before April 15th. To 
receive this cachet covers must be 
6% envelopes, white paper, un
stuffed, self-addressed on right half 
only, and must carry first class post
age for return. Do not fold. Since 
this cachet will be printed, covers 
failing to meet these requirements 
will be returned without imprint. 
Commems or imperfs appreciated. 
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Confederate Stamp Alliance 
A .MOST unique and timely sug

gestion has come to me in a 
letter from my good friend 

Dr. M. Y. Dabney of Birmingham, 
Ala. The greater part of the com
munication is of a personal nature, 
wherefore I am merely extracting 
the idea advanced which, in effect, 
proposes an alliance of all collectors 
of the stamps of the Confederacy. 

The Doctor-himself an enthusi
astic savant in this field-believes 
that such an organization could 
render invaluable service to its 
members through the more inten
sive study of Confedera:tes-the ex
change of relevant da.ta-andthe dis
semination of acqufred knowledge. 
In addition, there would be a select 
corps of men, ready at all .times to 
advise .and guide, and protect against 
unscrupulous dealers and counter
feiters who now beset the unin
formed collectors. And, finally, 
there is the fine opportunity of 
forming friendships in a select 
ciircle, with the prospect of meeting 
at some of the national conventions. 

The tentative plan set forth in 
the Doctor's l<Jtter is quite simple. 
There is to be no ponderous corps 
of officers-no voluminous set of 
by-laws - merely a gentleman's 
agreement to abide by the unwritten 
laws of honesty, helpfulness and 
courtesy. Since there are to be uo 
salaried officers, the dues could b:: 
fixed at a minimum-perhaps a 
dollar, or less, per year-merely to 
cover the cost of correspondence 
necessary to the organizing. 

Coupled with this suggestion is 
the request that ST AMP AND COVER 
COLLECTING sponsor this movc
ment--call for the names and ad
dresses of all collectors of Confed
erates in this country, and finally the 
very appropriate name "Confederat~ 
Stamp Alliance"-"C. S. A."-~s 

advanced. 

BY THE EDITOR 

So, there you are. The idea ap
peals ito me very strongly, for, in 
view of the constantly growing in
ter.est in these stamps, there does 
seem to be a very real need for 
closer association and acquaintance 
among their champions-for united 
research - for proteotion against 
fraudulent stamps - for a y.rider 
mart of exchange, and better clear
ing opportunities. 

Confederates are the favorites 
among American collectors today. 
They will become increasingly so as 
long as interest in them is kept alive. 

The registry of these collectors 
would be invaluable to all of us, 
for, in our travels we should find 
kindred spirits along the way, with 

whom we could spend a pleasant 
hour as we pass. 

This movement, too, should prove 
the greatest stimulus to the produc
tion of papers on Confederate 
stamps. These, in turn, would pro
mote correspondence. Such papers, 
if meritorious, would be published 
for the ,members of bhe organizaition. 

In order to test the appeal of 
this idea, a questionaire-a:pplication 
blank, prepared by Dr. Dabney, is 
appended, which collectors are re
quested to fill in and return to the 
Editor of ST AMP AND CovER COL
LECTING. 

Doctor Da:bney, desiring to "back 
up his faith with works," enclosed 
his check and thus becomes "Mem
ber Number One" of the "C. S. A." 

What is your reaction to Dr. 
Dabney' s suggestion? 

QUESTION AIRE-APPLICATION 

Name (printed) ........................................................................................... . 
Address (residence) ...................................................................................... . 

Business or Profession ................................................................................. . 

Do you collect Confederate stamps exclusively? ....................................... . 
Do you prefer Confederate stamps to others? ........................................... . 
How long have you collected stamps? ....................................................... . 

Membership in what philatelic societies? ................................................... . 

Have you held office in philatelic societies? ............................................... . 

To what extent do you deal in stamps? (a) Exchange stamps? .................. . 

( b) Pan-time dealer? .................. , ( c) Full-time dealer? .................. , 
(d) Mail-order business at all? .................. . 

Please give commercial references: ............................................................. . 

Would you care for visiting collectors or dealers to call on you when in 
. I 

your oty. ··································································-·············---·····---·-··· 
Please, list on ·separate sheet names and addresses of others interested in 

Confederate stamps. 

Note- I am enclosing .................. cents in postage to help defray organi-
zation expenses (not necessary for membership) . 
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Airmail and Cachet News 
CONDUCTED BY AUGUST DIETZ, JR., AND COOPERATORS. 

All news pertaining to this department should be addressed to August Dietz, Jr. , 
109 East Cary Street, Richmond, Virginia. 

EVERYTHING seems to be 
"breaking" for the air mail 

, and cover collector during the 
coming months. New flights, artis
tic cachets and a varied number of 
other air and special cover events 
are in the offing. But, one need 
only take care of the events that will 
take place during the next forty 
days to keep them busy and let the 
remaining spring and summer 
months take care of themselves. 

It is believed at this writing that 
a new set of German Zepp and air 
mail stamps will take the place of 
the present issues because of the 
new developments in the Reich. 
Those who have German correspon
dents should get in touch with them 
for first day covers, however our 
friend and monthly co-operator, Dr. 
D. W. Graveman, who always 
volunteers his services will undoubt
edly let us know if anything new 
appears. 

Dr. John A. Fritchey, 2016 No. 
Third St. , Harrisburg, Pa. , will 
sponsor a cachet on April 14 for 
the Sesquicentennial of the found
ing of Harrisburg. 

John H. Hill, 132 Walnut St., 
Uniontown, Pa. , will sponsor a 
cachet on June 16, commemorating 
the Second Anniversary of the NRA. 

Cecil Shell, 410 W. Florence 
Ave. , Los Angeles, Calif., will re
ceive covers and have cachet applied 
a:t the Third Annual Stamp Exhibi
tion in Los Angeles. 

The Cortland Stamp Club, Y. M. 
C. A. building, Cortland, N. Y. , 
will sponsor an attraaive cachet on 
May 11, commemorating the lOOth 
Anniversary of the founding of the 
village of Homer, N. Y.-"The 
Homeville of David Harum." In
clude le. forwarding charges. 

. The Philatelic Club of the Junior 
High School Number Three, West 
State St. , Trenton, N . J., will spon
sor a cachet on May 2, commemorat
ing the 145th anniversary of the 
Industrial Revolution. 

R. J. Geiger, 391 Roycroft Drive, 
Rochester, N. Y., will sponsor a 
cachet on April 27 on Lincolniana. 
The event postponed frqm February 
18 will take place on the April date 

The Times Junior Stamp Club, 
Fairmont, West Virginia, will spon
sor a cachet for the dedication of 
the Hundred, W. Va., Airport very 
shortly. Later in the season the 
Tri-county Airport serving Morgan
town, Fairmont and Clarksburg 
will also be dedicated with an ap
propriate cachet. Send covers for 
both events now. 

Roy Hubbard, well-known cachet 
director of 6126 Girard Ave., Phila
delphia, Pa., will sponsor the fol
lowing printed cachets in color: 
April 17, Guatemala secedes trom 
the United Provinces of Central 
America. Send 12c. for cover com
plete, including all charges. May 
1, commemorating the Battle of 
Manila Bay. To be mailed from 
Manila with imperforated Philip
pine stamps or from ships, as you 
pref er. Rush covers and amounts. 

While the Postoffice Department 
is temporarily silent on official 
cachets, the National Park Service 
of the Department of the Interior is 
taking cachet matters into its own 
hands. Randle Bond Truett, his
torical assistant, will sponsor an offi
cial cachet on April 6 and 7, com
memorating the Battle of Shiloh-

one of the major engagements be
tween the armies of the North and 
the South during the War Between 
the States. The same cachet will be 
used each day, but in a different 
color. This is the first official cachet 
from this Department of the U. S. 
Government announced, so rush 
your covers as quickly as possible to 
Randle Bond Truett, Shiloh Na
tional Military Park, Pittsburgh 
Landing, Tennessee. 

Milton Wigod, care General De
livery, Steinway Station, Long Is
land City N . 0., will sponsor a 
printed cachet in color for Easter. 

John P. Sabroe, 804 President 
St., Brooklyn, N . Y., will sponsor a 
cachet on April 21, the 25th anni
versary of the death of Mark Twain. 
Covers to be mailed from Redding, 
Conn. A charge of 5c. covers every
thing. 

Leo A. Schupp, 19 Adams St., 
Kingston, N. Y., will handle covers 
for the 325th anniversary of the 
colonization of Newfoundland on 
April 18. Send lOc. per cover. 

A considerable amount of space 
has been devoted recently to the 
emergency bicycle mail that occured 
July 6-18, 1894, between San Fran
cisco and Fresno. Arthur Banta, 
1 735 Kirkham St., San Francisco, 
Calif., originator of this unique 
mail-carrying method, will promote 
a bicycle relay over the same route 
on May 1. The project is endorsed 
by a number of West Coast philate
lic societies. Information may be 
obtained by writing to Mr. Banta 
and mentioning this magazine. 

I have not yet received any of my 
Byrd Antarctic covers - have you? 

The Department of Commerce 
says that the new German Airship, 
LZ-129, will start regular round-
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trip service between the United 
States and Europe July 15, and con
tinue with a round-trip every ten or 
fourteen days until October. Won
der if there will be a new U. S. 
Zepp? 

Washington Newsreel 

Remember this-and tell your 
friends, too-this magazine gives 
free of charge a 20-word classified 
advertisement for each new, renewal 
or extension subscription of one 
year. When you renew or extend 
your subscription enclose a 20-word 
advertisement to be published free 
of charge in our next issue. 

It is surprising the change that is 
taking place among collectors. Dur
ing the past few years everything 
has been, "give us U. S." Now, 
the cry is not so vociferous. Hun
dreds are changing over-thousands 
are starting to concentrate on for
eigns. Even in the air mail and 
cover branch of philately I have 
been amazed at the change that is 
gradually taking place. During the 
past month · nine collectors have 
called and all of the nine are start
ing to collect foreign airmail stamps 
and first flights. Covers that only 
six months ago could be procured 
for ten cents to a quarter cannot be 
secured for less than fifty cents. 
And these are all foreign first 
flights. But, don't sell America 
short. Keep what you have and if 
you wish, collect the others too. 
Foreign airmails are interesting and 
most educational. Locate a foreign 
correspondent and get on an ex
change basis with him. 

Co-operators, and many thanks to 
each: ****** **'~'~D. W. Grave
man, **Dr. S. E. Hutnick, **Roy 
Hubbard, * J. P. Penning, Don 
Dickason, *W. G. Crosby, Leo A. 
Schupp, J.P. Sabroe, Milton Wigod, 
R. B. Truett, R. J. Geiger, G. D. 

' Shira, Cecil Shell, J. H. Hill, J. A. 
Fritchey, **Hornet D. Hubbard, 
*Omar R. Watts, ****Bob of the 
Northland, and two others who 
failed to put names on covers. 

---,,-~<----

Subscribe now. Only $1 the year. 

BY WILLIAM T. RALEY 

~I ~ 

WELL, the "Farley gift show
er" developed its cloud
burst on the 15th when it 

drowned collectors and cover dealers 
with these uncalled-for issues. The 
Department rule to sell only :n 
blocks of four or full sheets was 
another reprehensible device to 
mulct the collector and create a sur
plus of undesirable parts of the 
sheets of the dealer who sought to 
give covers with proper identifying 
stamps to di9tinguish them from the 
regular issue. 

The servicing of the Department 
for covers was a joke. Only blocks 
of four with no identifying marks 
to distinguish from regular issue 
(and souvenir sheets not handled) , 
gave the fellow who likes "some
thing for nothing" in this case 
"nothing for something." Well, 
they got what they paid for. 

As soon as the stamps went on 
sale, experts stated that the new 
stamps differed from the originals 
in color and workmanship. 

James Waldo Fawcett, in the 
Washington Evening Star, makes 
these interesting comments: 

Comparisons between samples of the 
presentation sheets and the theoretical " re
plicas" showed many distinctions. Michael 
L. Eidsness, Jr., former superintendent, 
division of stamps and now associate editor, 
Stam/is Mcigazine, New York, said: "I 
have checked over the reprints and find 
many differences. The 3-cent Parks stamp, 
for example, is a red violet in the de luxe 
sheets and a deep violet in the reprints. 
In the case of the 1-cent Parks issue we 
have a yellowish green in the originals and 
a banknote green in the reproductions. Any 
amateur with only a slight acquaintance 
with colors in stamps could tell that the 
one ~~ition is not a faithful copy of the 
other. 

Mr. Eidsness added: "My experience in 
the D epat'tment, covering 26 ye~ rs. made 
me doubtful of the possibility of exact re
printing. but the results are even more 
widely divergent than I had expected." 

Chester L. Lankford, President, Franklin 
D. Roosevelt Stamp Club, Douglas, Ga., 
who had waited all night to be first pur
chaser, examined originals and reprints and 
confirmed the judgment of other experts. 

Mead Johnson, nephew of Gen. Hugh S. 
Johnson, former N. R. A. administraror, 

called attention to differences of color in 
the 3-cent Mother's Day and 3-cent W is
consin tercentenary stamps. 

In the Parks series some values are 
lighter in color and some deeper. Gerard 
Ten Eyck Beeckman, stamp editor, Civilian 
Conservation Corps Weekly, checked the 
entire set and found variations in each of 
the 10 stamps. The 10-cent denomination, 
he said, was "the best"-a fact accounted 
for by the small number printed. 

The origina} de im-;e sheets, it was indi
cated by these discoveries, will retain their 
special character and value as rarities. In 
th.e standard catalogs of the stamp trade 
they probably will · be listed as distinct 
varieties, and the reprints will appear in a 
separate classi fication. 

Post Office Department officials, however, 
took the position that collectors ought to be 
satisfied. Robert E. Fellers, superintendent, 
Division of Stamps, said: "In every in
stance, so far as we can tell, the reprints 
are exact." 

Alvin W. Hall, director, Bureau of En
graving and Printing, declared the plates 
used were the same. 

Meanwhile, an army of collectors and 
dealers stormed all three distribution cen
ters. Mr. Fellers announced that approxi
mately $300,000 worth of orders were on 
hand when the doors opened and estimated 
that the total sales would exceed $1,000,000. 

And still our do-nothing Con
gress shelves the stamp illustration 
bill into the committee files, perhaps 
to die the usual death while all other 
nations prond to allow reproduction 
of their issues. Our legislative 
powers maintain an attitude that we 
are "0-So-yood." It looks like we 
are "nasty nice." 

In the tragic death of Beverly S. 
King, the hobby has lost a student 
and outstanding figure in the scien
tific aspects of philately. And I 
might say in heartful tribute that 
"He was cut down in the midst of 
his usefulness." 

We hear the Connecticut stamp 
will be issued April 2 5 with several 
first day cities. 

~I--

Are You in Doubt? 
Are you in doubt about any Con

federate piece in you collection? 
Send it on for examination, but en
close return postage and registration. 
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'To Promote Further In terest in the Collecting of Postmarks as Applied by United States Navy Mail Clerks." 
Address all communications to ROBERT C. THOMPSON, STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING, 

Glen Allen, Virginia. 

~·1====================================================================1®"t 

ASPECIAL printed cachet will covers for future events. Please in- planning a series of covers marking 
be sponsored by Leonard elude forwarding postage. the birthdays of various ships. You 
Rogers when the U. S. S. may send him covers now, 8 or 10, 

Sturtevant goes into rotating reserve. Mr. M. Pilkington, mail clerk on with one cent forwarding postage 
Date indefinite but covers should be board the U. S. S. Sturtevant is per cover. Only one set to a col
sent to Mr. Rogers, 257 Green St., sponsoring some very nice cachets lector. 
Fairhaven, Mass., before April 25th. for special events and holidays. 

May 30th-Memorial Day cachet 
in commemoration of the U. S. S. 
Macon will be sponsored by Lloyd 
A. Nace, 4028 Norwood Place, De
troit, Mich. First class and air mail 
rates only including forwarding 
postage. Send only standard 6~ 
size covers as cachet is to be printed. 

The H. M. S. Danae, British 
warship, will visit the U. S. shortly. 
Donald Coke, mail clerk, will cancel 
covers. Address him Donald Coke, 
A. B. Yes, le., H. M. S. Danae, 
care of the British Consul General, 
New York, N . Y. Frank covers 
with 5c. postage as several foreign 
ports will be included. 

The British cruiser H . M. S. 
Dragon is still in American waters 
and can probably be reached 
through the postmaster at St. Peters
burg, Fla. These British vessels 
furnish interesting cancellations. 

Mr. Emil Thurman, 1366 La
harpe St., New Orleans, La., will be 
glad to handle covers for collectors 
for short notice events from New 
Orleans. 

Mr. Anders, 2414 Burnham St., 
Pittsburgh, Pa., will also handle 

Keep a few covers with him. Ad
dress care of New York City Post
master. 

Mr. 0. A. Farabee, electrician 
mate on the U. S. S. Portland will 
be glad to hold cov.ers for future 
events. It would be nice to include 
an extra cover for Mr. Farabee's 
collection. Address him in care of 
the Postmaster, San Pedro, Calif. 

The new mail clerk on board the 
U. S. S. Texas is John C. Kane. 
Address in care of the Postmaster, 
San Pedro, Calif. 

Contrary to reports, received offi
cially, that Coast Guard vessels 
would not be issued cancellations I 
am informed that the Coast Guard 
Cutter Ononadago is using a Type 
9 cancel. This Cutter was commis
sioned on December 31, 1934 at 
which time a special cachet was 
used. Address Astoria, Oregon. 

Mr. G. P. Raney is mail clerk on 
board the new destroyer U. S. S. 
Mac Donough. He will hold cov
ers, not more than three, for can
cellations. Address Boston Navy 
Yard, Boston, Mass. 

Mr. Theodore Harrington, 2051 
S. 29th St., Milwaukee, Wis., is 

Many thanks to the following co
operators for covers and news: 
Aug. Dietz, Jr., Clara T. Crowe, 
Jimmie Crum, F. Whitney Davis, 
Myron F. MoCamley, Vivian M. 
Green, John J. Haag, John J. 
Walsh, Richard A. Hardie, W. G. 
Crosby, Marshall R. Hall, Byrd L. 
Powell, Lloyd A. Nace, Leonard 
Rogers, Donald Coke, Emil Thur
man, 0 . A. Farabee, Hunter Tho
mas, Jr., Mr. Anders and Universal 
Ship Cancellation Soci~ty. Muchas 
Graci as! 

---------0'--

N ashville to Have 
Exhibit 

At the regular meeting of the 
Nashville Philatelic Society on 
March 11th, 1935, the following 
officers for the ensuing year were 
installed: 

L. C. Wetterau, President; Rev. 
John T. Reed, Walter Steffen, Jr., 
and Joseph W. Hart, Vice-Presi
dents; H. D. Batson, Secretary
Treasurer. The Society will hold 
an exhibition this year on May 24th, 
25th and 26th. During the past 
year the membership has increased 
from 20 to 48. 

-ROB. S. KELLY, Reporter. 

---------01---
STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING 

only $1 the year. Subscribe now. 
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ti!qr itutqerfnril s;tnmp <t!luh Vir~inia PMlatelic f e~eration 
A. P. S. CHAPTER No. 81 oOI .._ 

Meets Every Monday Evening at 8 o'clock Except Holidays, 
at 287 Feronia Way, Rutherford, N. J. 

OFFICERS 

President, ADOLPH KuNGENSTDIN, 740 Hudson Ave., West New York, N. J. 
l'iu-Pruidtnt-0. G. REICHELT, Paramus, N. /,· 
Suretary-S. LAKE P. O. Box No. 136, Ruther ord, N. J. 
Treasurer-]. H. G1ESECKE, 126 Prospect Place, Rutherford, N. J. 
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Exchange Manager, MONTROSE ERNST, 99 Nassau St., New York City. 
Cablt Addras-Staeb, Rutherford, N. J. 
Official Organ- STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING. 

REPORT OF THE EXCHANGE 
DEPARTMENT 

Your Exchange Manager has always con
tended that his D epartment could be operat
ed to the real benefit of the Club's members. 
If growth of results means anything at all, 
I feel sure that even the most skeptical will 
have to admit that my prediction, at the 
start, that I could develop a volume of 
$1 ,000 .00 per month in exchanges within a 
year's time should be realized. I previouly 
reported: 

An Interesting Notice 
Mr. Howard Lehman, 15 W. 

36bh Street, New York, anothi;r 
enthusiastic collector of Confed
erntes, has permitted the reprinting 
of the following important notice 
of the Post Office Department, ~s

sued in 1869, restricting the Frank
mg Privileges. 

NOTICE TO POSTMASTERS. 

[Pusuc No. 26.] 

AN ACT TO RESTRICT AND REGULATE TH E 

FRANKING PRIVILEGE. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of 
Representatives of the United States of 
America in Congress assembled, That it 
shall not be lawful for any officer of the 
Government, Member of Congress, or other 
person entitled by law to the franking 
privilege, to exercise said privilege other
wise than by his or her written autograph 
signature, upon the matter franked; and 
all letters or other ma il matter, not thus 
franked by the written signature of a' person 
entitled by law to exercise said privilege, 
shall be charged with the rntes of postage 
which are now, or may be hereafter estab
lished by law. 

Approved March 1, 1869. 

The attention of P ostmasters is specially 
called to the provisions of the foregoing 
act " to restrict and regulate the franking 
privilege." 

All fac simile franks , in future, must be 
disregarded. The written autograph signa
ture of the person en.titled to exercise the 
privilege is required; otherwise the mail 
matter thus offered must be prepaid by 
postage stamps as required by said act. 

Au <> ust ........... $250.00 
September . . . . . . . . . 400.00 
October ...... .. ... 400.00 

Now let's add 
N ovember .. . . . . ... $515.00 
December . . . . . . . . . 560.00 
January . . . . . . . . . . . 595 .00 
February . . . . . . . . . . 670.00 

Let me suggest that any member not 
making use of the facilities of the Exchange 
Department get in touch wi'th me at once. 

MONTROSE ERNEST, Exchange Manage1-, 
99 Nassau St., N . Y . C. 

All letters and packages not franked by 
the written siimature, or prepaid by posta,l!e 
stamps, must be held for postage. 

Postmasters are required to preserve this 
notice for fu ture reference. 

]NO. A. ]. CRESWELL,, 
Postmaster Genearl. 

POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT, 

Washington, D . C., March 12, 1869. 

---{8]1--

F arley Plate Numbers 
Rice's Weekly Postal News (F. 

R. and W. C. Rice, Box E, Ballston, 
Va., publishers-$1.00 for 52 num
bers) supplies the following table: 

PLATE NUMJlERS USED TO PR1NT 
"SPECIAL UNCUT SHEETS" 

Newburgh .. 21118, 21119 
1¢ C of P panes 21145, 21159 
3¢ C of P " 21146, 21160 
Byrd perf . . .. 21167, 21168, 21169, 21170 
Byrd panes .. . 21184 
Mother's .... 21202, 21203, 21204, 21205 
Wisconsin .. 21238, 21239, 21240, 21241 
Yosm ite .... 21246, 21247, 21248, 21249 
Gr. Canyon .. 21254, 21255, 21256, 21257 
Mt. Rainier .. 21262, 21263, 21264, 21265 
Mesa V erde .. 21328, 21329, 21330, 21331 
Yello·wstone . 21278, 21279, 21280, 21281 
Crater Lake .. 21320, 21321, 21322 , 2132 3 
Acadia .... . 21333, 21334, 21335 , 21336 
Zion . ...... 21324, 21325 , 21326, 21327 
Glacier ..... 21316, 21317, 21318, 21319 
Smoky Mt ... , 21337, 21 339, 21340, 21342 
Omaha pane . 21341 
Atlantic City . 21303 
16¢ Airmail. . 21312, -21 313, 21314, 21315 

The P. 0. · Dept. has made a 
thorough check of all the plate 
numbers issued' 'as specimen sheets. 

This writer predicted in this column last 
month that in the near fut ure Postmaster 
Genera-1 Farley would issue to us stamp 
collectors, all those imperforated rarities 
that he gave to his friends . He -has gone 
himself over by causing to be issuea on 
March 15, all the Parks in imperforate as 
well as the Mothers' Day, Wisconsin, and 
Air Mail Special D elivery. We wonder 
why he did not include the Maryland also. 
First day covers in blocks of four of all 
the new imperforates will only cost about 
$3.25 . To say nothing of the gravy that 
the Post Office D epartment will get from 
the sale of these new imperforates in blocks 
of four, and entire sheets that we poor 
fools will have .co purchase in o rder to keep 
our collections up to date. We venture the 
opinion that these imperforates will net the 
government about a cold mi llion dollars 
in profit. 

It is very gratifying to see that the 
Lynchburg Club recently visited their 
neighbors in Roanoke. We hope to hear 
of other such reports of good fellowship 
and trust these will help to build up our 
State Federation, that at our next annual 
meeting we will have a larger representa
tion than ever before. 

The Virginia Philatelic Federation is the 
voice of the collectors in this State. We 
speak and act for you, and we can accom
plish a great deal more working collectively 
than individually. 

Sincerely, 
ALFRED HAASE , Publicity Director, 

Petersburg, Va. 

---{8]--

Great Britain's Jubilee 
Colonials 

The design for Britain's Colonial 
Silver Jubilee stamps has been se
lected, and the series will appear 
on May 6th. It is a most dignified 
and withal beautiful composition, 
in keeping with the happy oc:casion 
it marks. The stamp shows a view 
of Windsor Castle and a crowned 
portrait of King George. The com
plete set will consist of 176 stamps, 
a list of which appeared in our last 
month's issue .. 

-----1!ZJ1----

Subscription only' $1 the year. 
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The Day's News and Stamps 
BY JOSEPH CHARLES SALAK 

HEADLINE in the Chicago 
Herald and Examiner news
paper: "Happy Days! Cze

choslovakia Salutes Masaryk, 85, 
and Democracy." 

With the aid of our catalog or 
album and this newspaper clipping 
we find that the portrait of Presi
dent Thomas Garrigue Masaryk, the 
one-time blacksmith's apprentice and 
now Helmsman of Czechoslovakia, 
appeared on the postage stamps of 
his country in 1920, 1925, 1926-27, 
1928. In 193D two different size 
stamps appeared, the first perf. 10 
and the latter, issued in commemo
ration of the eightieth birthday of 
President Masaryk, perf. 130 , 14. 

On March 7, 1935 as twenty-one 
gun salutes boomed out from all 
army garrisons in honor of the 
venerable President's birthday, his 
words echoed throughout the na
tion, "A democracy at peace within 
and without." 

Happy Days! We repeat the 
Examiner's words to you President 
Masaryk. 

* * * 
Hem in the Chicago Daily Tri

b1me: "Duck Stamps Act Raises 
$548,673 to Protect Fowl." 

Bob Becker is the writer of this 
interesting item in which he gives 
figures to the effect that the Federal 
Government is $548,673 richer now 
than it was when the duck stamp 
act was passed last summer. He 
further relates that these $1 stamps, 
sold by postmasters, the ·revenue of 
which, at least 90 per cent of it, 
will be spent in buying or leasing 
and administering marsh and water 
areas to be set ·aside as migratory 
waterfowl sanctuaries. The remain
ing 1 O per cent is being used for 
issuing the stamps and administer
ing the act. 

Mr. Becker emphasizes the fact 
that though . 548,673 stamps were 

sold that it does not mean there are 
that many duck hunters. Oh no, 
hundreds of these stamps were 
bought by collectors. As a matter 
of comparison it is interesting to 
note that the Western States trailed 
the Southern division by some ten 
thousand stamps. The Eastern 
States sold only about sixty thou
sand. The Mid-Western States be
ing, the leader in the stamp sales. 
The State of Minnesota leading with 
49,905 and Missouri trailing the 
list of ten States with a total of 
21 ,253 stamps sold. 

* * * 
Another thrilling he~dline in the 

Examiner: "Political Disturbances 
in Albania Call Attention to a 
Land of Paradox." 

This headline, A Library in 
Miniature (King Features Syndicate 
feature) and a standard postage 
stamp catalogue and we have the 
following story. 

Albania can be said to be divided 
into two unequal parts, the southern 
and the northern divisions. Two
thirds of the population are Mos
lems and the rest are Christians. 
Those living in the southern part 
belong to the Greek church. Those 
living in .the northern part are 
Roman Catholics and usually wear 
black jackets as a mark of mourning 
for their national hero, Scanderbeg 
(George Castriot). 

The portrait of Scanderbeg, who 
died five centuries ago, appears on 
the December, 1913 issue of Al
bania. 

Albania is a land rich with na
tural resources, vast tracts of timber 
and huge mineral assets, all of 
which remain undeveloped due to 
lack of transportation and because 
the farmers are ultra-conservative 
and will not adopt modern methods. 
The country is very mountainous, 
a fact which can be gathered by 
merely looking over the 1922 issue 
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featuring various beautiful views of 
Gjinokastre, Kanina, Berati, Bridge 
at Vezirit, Rozafat, Koritza and 
Dursit. 

The only means of travel in 
Albania is by packhorse, and for 
short distances by motor car al
though it is reported that the air 
service is excellent. The 1925 Air 
Post issue shows an airplane cross
ing· the Albanian Alps. 

The 1922 issue, described above, 
reveals, philatelically as well as 
artistically, that Albania, with 
Tirana its capital, is a land of poli
tical intrigue, which seems to be 
brewing perpetually in its many 
beautiful mosques, wonderous ex
amples of old Byzantine architecture 
and decoration. These stamps also 
show that the streets are of rough 
cobbles, the houses--the few that 
there are-being one-story only, and 
the shops not much better than a 
little rickety wooden box. Modern
ization is very slow in this country, 
where the population is small and 
scattered and where it is a common 
sight to see both men and women 
walking barefoot. 

Try indulging in a bit of "The 
Day's News and Stamps" with to
night's evening paper . . . you will 
be ·amazed to find a large amount 
of real news that would have other
wise passed you by. 

------{8J--

F i rs t -Day Saar Cachet 

g/eJ J JI J-
~tUtfct, ift 

f)it ®41ar ... 

We are indebted to our faithful 
friend Mr. D . W. Graveman, 634 
Morris Park Ave., New York, for 
a first-day cover from Saarbriicken, 
marking the return of the Saar to 
Germany. The postmark is flanked 
by a framed bar of music and the 
words "Deutsch ist die Saar" (Ger
man is the Saar!) The canceller 
date is " l-3-35." 
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Review of New Publications 
The Beginner's Book of 

Stamp Collecting 
Dodd, Mead & Company, Inc. , 

443 Fourth Ave., N ew York, have 
published another book by Stanley 
Phillips, editor of Gibbons' Stamp 
M onthly, "The Beginner's Book of 
Stamp Collecting." The able author 
states in his Preface: "As the pres
ent volume is the fourth which I 
have written with a view to assist
ing stamp collectors with the prac
tical aspects of ,their hobby, it may 
perhaps be suspected that it is mere
ly an expansion of one of the 
smaller ones, or simply a conden
sation of Stamp Collecting, the larg
est and most comprehensive of them 
all. I .ther·efore hasten to assure the 
reader that this is an entirely new 
work. . . As far as the chapter on 
School Stamp Clubs is concerned, I 
feel on safe ground, as I am always 
being asked for information on this 
subject. . . I also hope that the ex
vensive Stamp Dictionary which will 
be found at the end of the volume 
may be helpful." 

The well-.illustrated volume of 
224 pages, red cloth binding, is sold 
at $2.00, and its purchase-especial
ly by School Stamp Clubs and be
ginners, is seriously recommended. 

Austria Specialized Catalog 
Collectors and specialists in the 

stamps of Austria-and there are 
many in .this country- will hail with 
delight the appearance of a special
ized catalog of these interesting 
stamps. It is edited and compiled 
by Ing. Edwin Miiller, editor and 
publisher of Die Postmarke, Wall
nerstrasse 6, Wien (Vienna) I, 
Austria. Thoroughly illustrated, and 
listing every variety of paper and 
perforation, it quotes prices for un
used, used, and on cover. The cata
log is sold at 6 Austrian shillings, 
or Reichsmark 3.60. To be had of 
the publishers. 

Bird Stamps of All Countries 
Grossett & Dunlap, Inc., New 

York, have published another of 
their popular "Stampolog" Albums 
entitled "Bird Stamps of All Coun
tries" edited by William D . Cox. 
To the stamp-collecting friends of 
our f eather.ed "first aviators" this 
album will prove a source, not alone 
of enjoyment, but of information as 
well. The handsome volume con
sists of textual pages opposite pro
fusely illustrated album leaves, with 
stubs. One reads, for example, the 
story of the eagle, the dove, the 
albatross-and on the opposite page 
there are illustrated spaces for 
mounting ohe stamps portraying 
these birds. The album is recom
mended to ~ll those who go in for 
this line of collecting. Price $1.00. 

Kohl's Hand-Book, Sec. 36 
The latest number of the famous 

Kohl Hand-Book- Section 36-
contains the Ionian Islands (a fav
orite set) , followed by the stamps 
of the Irish Free State. The usual 
exhaustive trea'.tment is accorded the 
subjects- for Dr. Herbert Munk 
"leaves no stone unturned" in his 
researches. If the Kohl Hand-Book 
were translated into 1the English 
language, catalogs would become 
superfluous. 

Mitchell-Hoover Catalog of 
Bureau-Precancels 

The fourteenth edition of the 
"Mitchell-Hoover Official Catalog 
of United States Bureau Precancels" 
has come to hand. The new "Burro 
Kitty" continues ithe development of 
the catalog in the direction of being 
both a handbook and a price-list. 
The handbook features that stand 
out are: Classification of the Ten
taitive List by date of placement of 
order; additional footnotes to enable 
collectors to readily distinguish a 

stamp; a Table of Old Type stamps, 
contributed by Jerry Erikson, and 
many other valuable features. This 
Catalog has become a necessity to 
Bureau Precancel collectors. Pub
lished by Stephen G. Rich, 170 
Claremont Ave., Verona, N . J.
Price 75 cents, and well worth it. 

~!--

Hawthorne Active 
The Hawthorne Stamp Club of 

the Western Electric Company, Inc. , 
at Chicago, Illinois, will hold its 
fourth annual exhibition from April 
22 to 26, 1935, inclusive. This ex
hibition will be unique inasmuch 
as other hobbies of the Hawthorne 
Associated Clubs will also be ex
hibited. 

The second floor of the Albright 
Gymnasium, located between 49th 
Avenue and 50th Avenue on Cer
mak Road ( 22nd Street) , has been 
secured for the show. This location 
can be conveniently reached from 
all parts of Chicago and surburbs. 

Forty frames of stamps prepared 
by members of the Hawthorne 
Stamp Club will be displayed. Sou
venirs will be available and a quant
ity of Farley "imperfs" will be on 
sale at nominal prices. 

The decorations for the show are 
being furnished by the Flower and 
Garden Club which will feature 
a miniature landscaped garden. 

The Science Club will present a 
variety of items with exhibits fur
nished by various business firms in 
the Chicago area. 

The Photographic Club will pre
sent a selected display of photo
graphs and ·anticipate taking movies 
which will be displayed later in the 
week. 

The Boot and Saddle Club will 
be represented. 

The Mens' Chorus, Dramatic 
Club, and Table Tennis Club will 
furnish entertainment at various 
times during the exhibit. 

Competitive displays will be con
ducted by the clubs and awards 
presented for the best entries. 
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"Pony Express" Anniversary 
BY L. M. RELLIM 

~ eG'P 

N EXT month will mark the 
seventy-fifth anniversary of 
the establishment of the 

"Pony Express," the fast mail ser
vice which was organized in 1860 
to span the unsettled western part 
of our country. A rare cover which 
was carried by the daring riders and 
bearing the unique frank of Senator 
W. M. Gwinn, who first suggested 
such service, was exhibited by Mr. 
Philip G. Straus at the Baltimore 
Philatelic Societies Third Annual 
Stamp Exhibit. 

Before the inauguration of the 
Pony Express, or "Horse Express," 
as it was first called, the carrying 
of mail between East and West was 
very slow. The first United States 
service to the Pacific coast was to 
Oregon in March, 1847. 

An Overland Mail Stage service 
was established from the Missouri 
river ·in Salt Lake City in 1850. 
Another ha,d been established by 
way of Santa Fe. In 1851, a month
ly line eastward from Sacramento 
to Salt Lake City was begun. It 
required about 60 days .to carry mail 
from East to the Far West. 

ACT OF CONGRESS 

In 1857, and Act of Congress 
provided for a semi-weekly service 
from Missouri river to the Pacific 
coast at a compensation of $600,-
000 per annum. H was awarded 
to the Butterfield group (later to 
become Wells, Fargo & Co.) , who 
carried the mail over the southern 
route from St. Louis and the time 
required to make the trip was about 
21 days. 

About the same time the firm of 
Russell, Majors & Waddell was 
engaged in huge freighting busi
ness in that part of the country and 
employed over seven thousand men, 
owned six thousand freight wagons 
and seventy-five thousand head of 

oxen, used to haul their wagons. 
In the winter of 1859, at the sug
gestion of Senator Gwinn, ·that firm 
organized the Central Overland 
Pony Express Company. Stations 
were established at convenient dis
tances, from 12 to 15 miles apart. 
Horses and supplies were distrib
uted along the route which ran from 
St. Joseph, Mo., to Sacramento, the 
western terminus, and thence by 
boat to San Francisco. 

FIRST EXPRESS 

On April 3, 1860, a pony started 
from each terminal. Eighty riders 
were in the saddle all the time, and 
the average run of each rider was 
about 75 miles. William F. Cody, 
later better known as "Buffalo Bill," 
was the youngest rider of the Pony 
Express, and made a record run of 
322 miles without rest. The time 
by this fast service was reduced to 
about 11 days and was principally 
used by the newspapers of the Far 
West to secure the stining news 
of that day. 

One must visualize the stupend
ous undertaking fraught with great 
physical difficulties in addition to 
the hostility of the Indians. How 
eagerly the coast awaited the elec
tion of Lincoln, the events leading 
to the Civil War and the news that 
Col. Jefferson Davis had been elect
ed President of a Southern Con
federacy. 

During that time the telegraph 
lines were moving eas·tward from 
Sacramento and westward from the 
Missouri river, thereby shortening 
the route of the Pony Express, as 
they were constructed from both 
directions. By October, 1861, the 
lines were completed and connected 
up with New York. There was no 
further use for the Pony Express 
as far as the California papers were 
concerned, with the result :that the 
service ceased operations about No
vember, 1861.-BaltimoreAmerican. 
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£1Sf'\Our May 17-lBth Sale 
\lDJ7 ( 198th) 

Will contain many choice 
U. S., Air Mails, late 20th 
Century, Foreign Pictorials, 
G eneral l ssues, etc. A fine 
Sale. Catalog Free. 

M.OHLMAN 
116L Nassau St., N. Y. C. 

To Stamp Clubs 
Want to make some money for 

the Club, kick up some excitement 
and make buyers happy? If so, let 
me tell you what some other clubs 
have done with those British West 
India and Central America P ackets 
I have been offering here. 

A. C. TOWNSEND 
6229 Eddy Street, CHICAGO, ILL. 

Be Sure to Advertise in 
STAMP AND COVER 

COLLECTING 
Rates very reasonable for the first four 

months, after which they will prc>bably advance. 

One Inch ............ .. ...... $ 1.00 
Two Inches . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.00 
Third Page . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9.00 
Full Page •.................. 27.00 

Copr must be in by the 15th of the !Jlonth 
preceding date of issue. The circulation will 
amaze you. 

Stamp and Cover Collecting 
RICHMOND, .VA. 

READ . .. 

Colonial and Revolutionary 
Posts 

Bv HARRY M. KoNWISER 

One of the most exhaustive and coml!rehen
sive booksh written in a delightful, fascrnating 
style, on t e American Postal System from the 
earliest times through the Colonial and Revolu
tionary Periods. A book that should be in 
the possession of every philatelist and library. 

Price $2.00 Postpaid. 
THE DIETZ PRESS 

109 E. CARY STREET 
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA. 

Rare Opportu nily 
FOR SALE : A magnificent collection of 

Precancels in three lare;e albums and thousands 
unmounted; a collect10n of nearly 500 mint 
U. S. Envelop,ts 20th Century, listed by 
Bartels catalog, also thousands of cut squares; 
a collection of First-Day and First-Flight 
covers franked with odd values and better 
grade commemoratives; a modest collection of 
20th Century U. S., used, unused, pairs and 
blocks. For further information address 

MRS. E. D. JOHNSON 
501 North Allen Ave., Richmond, Va. 
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Beverly S. King Dead 

Noted Philatelist and Deputy NRA 
Administrator Was Crossing 

Street. 

Beverly S. King, 56, one of the 
outstanding philatelists of . the 
country, close personal friend of 
President Roosevelt and deputy ad
ministrator in the National Recov
ery Administration, was killed by 
an automobile at 12 : 15 this morn
ing as he walked across Sixteenth 
Street in front of the Chastleton 
Hotel, where he made his home. 

WROTE ON POSTAL ISSUES 

Before coming to Washington 
Mr. King was a practicing architect 
in New York for 12 years, but for 
a number of years he has devoted 
most of his energies toward the 
modern science of philately. In 
collaboration with Max G. Johl of 
New York, he wrote the classic 
work on the postal issues of the 
United States, the first volume of 
which is now a "collectors' item" 
practically unobtainable on the open 
market. The third volume of this 
work is at present on the press. 

As treasurer of the American 
Philatelic Society, it was Mr. King 
to whom President Roosevelt paid 
his dues. He was a past president 
of the Collectors' Club of New 
York and of Westchester Chap.ter, 
No. 85, White Plains, N. Y., direc
tor of the Association for Stamp 
Exhibitions, a regular contributor of 
Stamps Magazine, Mekeel' s Weekly 
Stamp News, the American Philate
list and other stamp periodicals. He 
was a life member of the American 
Philatelic Society, a regular member 
of the Washington Philatelic Society 
and many other stamp organiza
tions. He took an active part in 
stamp exhibitions. 

SPECIALIZED IN UNITED STATES 

STAMPS 

As a collector he specialized in 
United States stamps, including pre
cancels and revenues, but he also 

was interested in philatelic materials 
of other nations. 

As deputy administrator of the 
industry division of the NRA, Mr. 
King had charge of 60 codes in the 
plant equipment section. 

Mr. King came to Washington in 
August, 1933, from his home in 
White Plains, N. Y. Mrs. King, 
who is an invalid, is at the Summer 
home at Orient, Long Island: One 
daughter, who graduated from 
Smith College last year, is in Europe 
and another daughter is a student at 
Fairfax Hall School for Girls in 
Virginia. A third, the youngest 
daughter, is at White Plains.-The 
Evening Star, Washington, Mar. 4. 

-------01--

Graveman Reports 
Our faithful correspondent, Mr. 

D. W. Graveman, 634 Morris Park 
Ave., New York, sends the follow
ing stamp news. 

Here are a few new issues as per 
official notification through the re
spective Post Office Departments: 

Lttxembourg-Surcharge: 70c. on 
75c. gray-brown. Picture of the 
Grandduchess. Orders placed with : 
Postamt Luxembourg-Stadt, Luxem
bourg. Exchange rate: 25c. for 
Fr.5.00, plus return postage. 

Hungary-Issue: first week of 
April in Honor of 200th Memorial 
Day of the Prince Ferenc Rakoczi 
lI. Denominations: 10, 16, 32 and 
40 filler. Orders will be accepted 
for 5 or more sets ( 1 Pengo-about 
31c., 1 Pengo-100 filler). Ad
dress: Royal Hungarian Sales Office 
for Postage Stamps, Budapest, 114, 
Hungary. Be sure and add 2 % of 
the amount of order for handling 
a fee plus P.1.10 for return postage. 

-------0'--
w oman Designs Stamp 
The German stamps commemo

rating the return of the Saar were 
designed by a woman- Fraulein 
Emmy Glintzer. 

Subscribe now. Only $1 the year. 
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El.BS T•~ 
I.INS 

NEW CATALOG No. 7 
Just Published 

New Stamp Albums! 

New Stock Books! 

Engraved Title 
Sheets! 

(88 Different Countries) 

Mint Sheet Files! 
AND MANY OTHER NEW ITEMS 

Write for 
New Complete Catalog No. 7 

ELBE FILE & BINDER Co., INC. 
Manufacturers 1ince 1909 

215 GRBBNB ST., NBW YORK, N . Y. 

T' T 18~ .... ~.,. 
'l!JFREEA 

Large complete 36-page list, including Briti1h 
North America, Arrow and Center-line blocks, 
used blocks, etc. --

U. S. LIBRARY 
Vol. I. Issues 1847-69 ...• • ••.•.•.•••.• $ .SO 
Vol. II. Issues 1870-93.. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .SO 
Vol. III. Issues 1894-1900. . ... .... ..... .se 
Vol. IV. 20th Centurr, Complete .••••• •• 1.00 

Thrse volumes are indispensable to every U.S. 
collector, whether beginner or advanced 1tudent. 

ILLUSTRATED LIST OF U.S. AND B.N.A. 
Prices Proofs, Tclc~raph stamps, Center lines, 
l'.ISh ece., soc. 

"10f7sTANLEY GIBBONS, INC. 
38z PARK ROW, NEW YORK, N. Y. 

25 misc. cacheted airmail covers; 15 
diff. airport dedications; 15 diff. first 
official flights; 7 ·di ff. FAM Flights; 
10 pilot-signed airmail covers; 26 di ff. 
naval cancels and cachets; per lot 
$r.05 postpaid. Alaskan Emergency 
Star-Route Air Service covers, 5oc. ea. 

Multnomah Gover Service 
5526 Delaware, PORTLAND, OREG. 

What all do you need from 

ECUADOR 
Obtainable from PERRONE & CAMPANA. 

P. 0. Box 749 

GUAYAQUIL, ECUADOR, S. A. 
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Little Georgia 

T HIS little country, called 
Georgia, crammed in between 
the Caucasus Mountains, the 

Black Sea and Armenia, did not 
come into philatelic being until 
after the late war. Up to then it 
formed a part of the great Russian 
Empire and therefore Russian 
stamps were used. It would not be 
exaggerating to say that nine out of 
every ten stamp collectors were 
unaware of its existence. 

Georgia is a mountainous coun
rry, rich in forests and mineral 
deposits and an important com
mercial center, exporting silks, car
pets, cottou, petroleum, tobacco and 
silver ornaments, while stock raising 
and agriculture are carried on ex
tensively. Tift.is is the capital with 
a population of 346, 7 66. 

Georgia had a long and interest
ing history before being annexed 
to Russia in 1801. On the setting 
up of the Soviet rule in Russia, 
she, together with Armenia and 
Azerbaijan formed the Transcauca
sian Republic. But in 1918 Georgia 
declared her independence and a year 
later issued her first stamps. These 
are very interesting both from the 
ordinary and collectors view-point, 
as they bear a picture of St. George, 
their Patron Saint as well as ours. 
This set consists of six values; 10, 
40, 50, 60, 70 kopecs and 1 ruble, 

a nd were printed on wove paper 
of various thicknesses with no 
watermark. In their national cur
rency 100 kopecs are equal to 1 
ruble. The set was issued both 
imperforate and perforated 11 .Y2 
and it is to be noted that the 1 
ruble value is of a slightly different 
and larger size than the kopec 
values. 

In 1920 a set of a different type 
was issued which consisted of three 
values; 2, 3 and 5 rubles. It was 
also issued imperforate and per
forated 11 _y2 on watermarked wove 

paper. The design shows an alle
gorical Georgian sitting on a shield 
with a spear in her hand and is 
somewhat like the picture of 
Britannia. Varieties of these stamps 
are known tete-beche. 

Early in 1921 the Soviet troops 
entered Tift.is and overthrew the 
existing government. The first 
stamps of the new regime appeared 
late in the same year and consisted 
of five values; 500, 1,000 2,000, 
3,000 and 5,000 rubles, in three 
different types. 

There was a famine in Russia in 
certain provinces in 1922, so a 
special charity set was issued to aid 
them. This set consisted of the 
various low values of the preceding 
set which had not been issued 
(owing to increases in the postal 
rates which made them useless) 
overprinted with Georgian charac
ters meaning "For the Hungry" 
and surcharged with new values. 

Following this charity set there 
was a ceaseless flood of surcharges 
owing to the steady depreciation of 
the ruble. These continued until 
October 1923 when a general issue 
was again made for the whole of 

Transcaucasia, and since the begin
ning of 1924 ordinary Russi'an 
stamps have been used in these 
States as they now form a part of 
the United States of Soviet Russia. 

-------lSl--

A n z a c Anniversary 
Stamps 

Special stamps to commemorate 
Anzac Day this year-the 20th an
niversary of the landing-will be 
issued by the Postal Department. 
The stamps will be of 2d. and I/ 
denomination, and will be ready 
about the middle of March. 

The issue is being made mainly 
to meet the wishes of the Returned 
Soldiers' League, which suggested a 
special anniversary stamp. 

The feature of the design will be 
a Cenotaph similar to that in Lon
don, surrounded by a laurel wreath. 
The 2d. stamp will be red, but the 
color of the 1 / - has not yet been 
decided.-The Australian Stamp 
Monthly. 

-------lSl1---

STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING 

only $1 the year. Subscribe no~/!. 

A REAL BARGAIN ! ! ! 
For the Specializ ing Collector in Loose-Leaf Album Pages 

As long as they last, we offer the following to the collector and dealer: 
No. 100 : A quadrilled sheet, artistically printed in two colors (pale blue 

and gray) for mounting of specialized collections. The full size of the sheet 
is Bx9Yz inches. The border (gray) is 5%x8 inches. The quadrilling is 
4-15/ 16x7-3/16 inches. The paper was specially made for these pages and is 
equal to a 32-lb. ledger. There is ample margin on the left of the sheet for 
punching or inserting in any type of binder. 

Binders may be secured from various sources to fit this sheet, however we 
do not handle them. It is an excellent buy for the collector who is now special
izing or who wishes to properly mount his collection on very attractive pages. 

Prices: 100 sheets, or less, 3c. each. 100 to 250 sheets 2Yzc. each. 250 or 
more 2c. each. 

No. 200: This sheet is quadrilled, like above, with a very handsome gray 
border. The sheet size is lOxll inches, and the border size is 63;.lxSYz inches. 
The paper for this was also specially made and is equal to a 100-lb. Index board. 

For specialized collections we believe this No. 200 is without a parallel. 
It makes a very attractive page for artistic mounting. Ample margin is on the 
left-hand side for punching or inserting into any cover. Binders may be secured 
to fit this size sheet, however we do not sell them. 

Prices: 100 sheets, or less, Sc. 100 to 250 sheets 4c. 250 or more 3Yzc. each. 
Samples will gladly be sent upon request for 3c. 

ST AMP AND COVER COLLECTING 
109 EAST CARY STREET RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 
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Stop-Press News I 

C. Jack Woolley, 208 Quincy St. , 
Long Beach, Calif., will handle 
covers for cachet to be applied on 
May 29, the opening day of the 
California-Pacific Internation Ex
position at San Diego. 

John P. Sabroe, 804 President 
St., Brooklyn, N. Y., will handle 
covers ait 12c. each for the cachet 
commeorating the Bach Music Festi
val and the 250th anniversary of the 
composer to be held at Zurich, 
Switzerfand, June 18-29. 

Charles Leslie Carter, 514 Har
rison St., Portsmouth, Va., will 
sponsor cachet on April 20, com
memorating the 74th anniversary of 
the seizme of the Norfolk Uavy 
Yards by the Confederate forces. 
He will also sponsor a Norfolk 
Navy Yards Day Memorial cachet. 

Rice's Weekly News reports: 
"An official of the Bureau of En
graving and Printing states the ma
jority of the 'special uncut sheets,' 
including the National Parks and 
the souvenir sheets, came from stock 
already printed and stored in the 
vaults. Only two inks had to be 
mixed special and collectors should 
remember, light and dark stamps 
are not necessarily new colors." 

Louis F. Brook, 9343 Loomis St., 
Chicago, Ill., will handle covers to 
be cacheted on April 23, from 
Boston, Mass., commemorating the 
300th anniversary of the founding 
of the first public secondary school 
in America. Use commems. on your 
covers, because they will be given 
to the Edward Hines, Jr. , Veterans 
Hospital, Hines, Ill. Mail covers 
immediately to Mr. Brook. 

D. W. Graveman informs us that 
the "Compagnie des Postes et Tele
graphes" in France is favorably 
considering the issuing of a new 
stamp commemorating the maiden 
voyage of the S. S. Normandie. 

The . Chamber of Commerce or 
Winston-Salem, N. C., and the 

local philatelic society will sponsor 
a cachet on April 13, for the dedi
cation of the municipal airport re
cently completed. Send covers to 
Chamber of Commerce, R. E. Lee, 
Hotel Bldg., Winston-Salem, N. C. 

Official notice from the Second 
Assistant Postmaster General states 
that Pan American Airways will 
carry colleotors' mail on the Trans
Pacifir flight at a charge by the 
compl>.-·Y of $1.00 per cover to 
Hawaii and $1.00 for return trip. 
Covers must be sent to Pan Ameri
can Airways, San Francisco, Calif., 
not later than April 8, accompanied 
by remittance. 

John Allen, Box 174, Plain 
Dealing, La., will hold air mail 
covers for Shreveport Eastbound 
event. Add le. per cover charges. 

A beautiful bi-color cachet will 
be furnished by the Cachet Cover 
Club, for the visit of the United 
States fleet to the Hawaiian Is.lands 
this Spring. Covers will be mailed 

· at Hawaii, on board the various 
visiting ships of the Navy, many of 
which will have special cancella
tions for the event. Collectors m:iy 
send any number of covers-there 
is no charge for handling, except 
the usual le. per cover forwarding 
charge. They will be mailed on 
board as many different ships as 
possible. Send all covers at once, tv 
Cachet Cover Club, Clayton, Mo. 

~--

Hobby Round-Up 
The Leisure League of America 

is sponsoring a hobby show known 
as the Hobby Round-Up in Com~ 

merce Hall, Port Authority Build
ing, Eighth A venue and Fifteenth 
Street, May 1-11, inclusive. Sig
mund I. Rothschild, author and 
lecturer on stamp subjects, will have 
charge of the stamp division. The 
Rober,ts Everett Associates, James 
D. Stanley, president Leisure League 
of America, or Mr. Rothschild may 
be addressed at 232 Madison Ave
nue.-New York Herald Tribune. 
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Goya's "Majas" 
Collectors interested in the'' Maj a'' 

stamps of Spain, issued in tribute to 
the painter Goya and reproducing 
one of his most notable works, may 
care to see a brief article, ''When 
the Inquisition Sought Goya," by 
H. S. Ciolkowski, printed in the 
International Studio for June, 1923. 

"A discovery," the author says. 
"has been m'1.de in connc>ction with 
Goya's two masterpieces known as 
the 'Majas' and which it has been 
thought might well be portraits of 
his noble friend, the Duchess of 
Alba. Certain recently found docu
ments from the archives of the 
Inquisition show that the painter of 
the 'Capricios' had trouble with the 
successors of Torquemada. One 
paper is a charge made by the fiscal 
inquisitor, compiled in the secret 
chambers of the Holy Office on 
November 15, 1814, and signed by 
Dr. Zorilla de Velasco, against ce::
tain pictures of 'immoral and ex
ecrable nature' -it happens that they 
were the 'Maj as'. A second docu
ment, dated March 16, 1815, and 
signed by the same hand, orders 
Goya to appear before the courts of 
the Holy Office, there 'to recognize 
the pictures, to declare them as his 
work and to explain why, for whom 
and for what purpose he painted 
them.' 

"It is more than probable that 
Goya never answered the summons, 
which is a pity for us, as the report 
might have revealed the identity of 
the mysterious sitter. Dr. de Velasco's 
authority was not that, by far, of the 
terrible Torquemada. 

"The Holy Office sought Goya 
on a previous occasion, when, sub
sequent to some romantic adventure, 
the tribunal had issued a warrant 
against him. That time, he evaded 
it by leaving the country. 

"Even at the cost of never know
ing the name of the 'Maja' it is a 
relief to known that Goya was not 
put on the rack or submitted to the 
thumbscrew because of her."
FAWCETT in The Washington Star. 
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Wanted: New U.S. Envelopes 
The Southern Indiana Stamp 

Club, New Albany, Indiana, re
cently passed two resolutions, which 
will be presented to the Post Office 
Department, in behalf of the many 
collectors of entires, and in which 
the Department is petitioned to 
make available to collectors, in the 
various postoffices, all varieties of 
stamped envelopes through the 
Philatelic Agency at Washington. 
It is further petitioned that an en
tirely new series of dies be issued 

. portraying either patriotic emblems 
or some national event. 

The movement is a laudable one 
and should receive the support of 
all stamp clubs. 

RESOLUTION 
BY SOUTHERN INDIANA STAMP CLUB, 

February 25, 1935. 

W HEREAS, the collectors of entire stamped 
envelopes are particularly anxious to obtain 
unused envelopes of current issues, as well 
as remainders of former issues, and 

WHEREAS, the United States Post Office 
D epartment requires that extra quality, not 
stanaard, be sold at retail stamp windows, and 

WHEREAS, no adequate, or convenient 
manner is provided by the Department to 
supply collectors' requirements, beyond the 
meager stock provided at most postoflices 
(thus discriminating seriously against en
velope collecting), and 

WHEREAS, the random method of watch
ing mai l for desired watermarks, dies, 
colors or sizes, rn currently used material, 
is uncertain and exceedingly unsatisfactory. 
The present manner of obtaining such en
velopes, when and if found, requires ac
commodation purchases from unknown 
par.ties, whose return card appears on the 
desired envelope. And 

WHEREAS, it is believed that envelope 
collecting could be substantially increased 
and stimulated if reasonable purchasing 
facilities were made possible and conven
ient by the D epartment, and that the D e
partment income could be decidedly in
creased, 

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the 
Post Office D epartment be urged to provide 
an accessible supply of all varieties of 
stamped envelopes for sale to collectors, 
preferably through the Philatelic Agency at 
W ashington, thus removing the present dis
crimination against envelope collectors, and 
thus encouraging the profitable sale of pos
tal stationery of all kinds, and be it further 

RESOLVED, that copies of this resolution 
be sent to the Federation of Stamp Clubs 
for inclusion in one of their questionnaires; 
to other stamp clubs known to be inter
ested ; and to the Philatelic Press. 

Passed at meeting held above date. 

]. LINUS BECK, Secretary. 

RESOLUTION 

BY SOUTHERN INDIANA STAMP CLUB, 
February 25, 1935. 

WHEREAS, the present circular die 
stamped envelopes have been in service for 
approximately twenty ( 20 ) years, passing 
through many minor dies, several color 
changes, and several rates of postage, until 
envelope collecting interest has lagged 
seriously, and 

WHEREAS, the methods of envelope print
ing and embossing do not result in credit
able portraits of prominent statesmen, and 

WHEREAS, a new series of dies would 
awaken new interest in envelope collecting, 
and result in increased envelope sales for 
collecting purposes, as well as be much 
more pleasing and attractive to the public, 

:THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the 
Post Office D epartment be urged to pro
vide, as soon as reasonably possible, a new 
series of stamped envelope dies, either de
picting patriotic emblems, or symbolizing 
some event of national interest, and be it 
further 

RESOLVED, that copies of this resolution 
be sent to the National Federation of 
Stamp Clubs for inclusion in one of their 
questionnaires; to other stamp clubs known 
to be interested; and to the Philatelic Press . 

Passed at meeting held above date. 

]. LINUS BECK, Secretary. 

---lZJ1--

Latest Cahet News 
Memorial Day, May 30th. Printed 

Cachet sponsored by Battleship 
Oregon, Chapter No. 22 of the 
U. S. C. S., will be applied to all 
standard size No. 6y,t. plain or air
mail envelopes (stamped and ad
dressed ) and mai1ed from the 
N aval Radio Controlled vessel U. 
S. S. Lamberton. No dues and l e. 
each cover, forwarding charge, must 
accompany covers. U. S. C. S. identi
fied by membership number are 
exempt. Send covers to Louis R. 
Diesing, Cachet Director, 3627 N . 
E. 73rdAve.,Portland,Ore., to reach 
there not later than May 20th, as all 
covers arriving thereafter will be 
held for some future event. Limit, 
2 covers to any one address or name. 

Special Notice . Effective June 1, 
1935, all covers on file with me fo r 
Macon events will be placed in my 
general fi le and put out on any and 
all events unless instructions to the 
contrary are received before that 
date. L. R. Diesing, above address. 

The "Electric Eye" 
The Philatelic Agency now has 

a supply of sheets from the experi
mental plates made for use with 
the "electric .eye". The margin with 
its· series of dashes and plate num
bers in a new position make distinct 
varieties. If this experiment is not 
considered a success and discon
tinued, those having sheets will 
have something very nice and even 
if continued will have from the first 
plate numbers used. Only complete 
sheets are sold. Face value is $2, 
include postage and i;egistration.
Rice' s Week ly Postal News . 

---lZJ1--

Connecticut Stamp 
The Bureau of Engraving and 

Printing is now making the master 
die for the Connecticut stamp. We 
understand the Post Office requested 
this stamp be printed on the rotary 
presses. Washington will have the 
stamps on sale April 27, at the 
Philatelic A gency.- Rice' s Weekly 
Postal News . 

---lZJ1- 

Byrd Mail 
The mail from Little America 

has been dispatched from San Fran
cisco and should be in collectors 
hands within the next day or so. 
Mr. Anderson is due back in Wash
ington on Wednesday. - Rice's 
Week ly Postal News. 

---~1----

Balto. Hobby Show 
The First Baltimore (Md.) Hob

by Show, taking place April 1st and 
2nd, in the American National 
Aca:demy, will have a handsome 
stamped and embossed cachet to 
ma:rk the event. 

---lZJ1- --

w ant Sheets Recalled 
Now, it seems the Implacables 

want Postmaster Farley to recall all 
the autographed gift sheets. W here 
will this folly end? 
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Our Monthly Puzzle 
Try your luck! Here's a delightfully fascinating game. You may 

need the assistance of fellow-collectors in correctly working the puzzle. 

But find the right answer- it's fun! 

To the first five readers who send in the correct answer we will give a 

fine cacheted cover priced at $ 1.00. Send to Contest Editor, STAMP AND 

COVER COLLECTING, Richmond, Va. 

It is a Fact 
'I hat 

CIRCLE 
PUZZLES 

GIVE YOU 
FACTS 

Cp:Y~?1AJ!Ji3£;T 
RICHMOND, 

VA. 

if you fill m all ,the words in the "Circle Puzzle" from the outside 

toward the center (all six-letter wor4s) and then read ithe outside circle 

of letters (A) from 1 to 32 plus the circle of letters ( C) from 1 to 32 

YOU W ILL LEARN AN INTERESTING FACT. 

1. Superlative of "dry." 
2. Bulbous vegetables . 
3. Phonetic spelling of "Enough said." 
4. Three-legged stand . 
5. Indian devices co indicate tribe and 

family. • 

17. Overfill s with water. 
18 . Rank ; unpleasantly odorous. 
19. Greater than a right angle. 
20. Fabric made from Angora goat hair. 
21. Come hither (Latin) . 
22. A scrip of dried dough (served in 

6. D ecrees; proclamations. 
7. Reply co a question. 
8. Oarsmen. 

soup). 
23. Require as an obligation. 
24. D evice for ascending. 

9. Altho; notwithstanding. 
10. Announcer ; message-bearer. 

25 . D ull; cloudy; cheerless. 
26. Man's name meaning-"earnesc." 

11 . Lure. 27. Books of fiction. 
12 . Great African desert . 28. Motor oil (trade name). 
13. Indian drum. 29. Panegyrie. 
14. Idolizes; worships. 30. Make looser. 
15. Unite in marriage. 31. Fish hawk. 
16. Gratify ; give pleasure. 32. Enough; abundance. 
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"An Introduction to 
Stamp Collecting" 

A Handy Pocket Booklet that the beginner 
finds indispensable; thirty-six pages of handy 
information for everybody. You'll want one 
to keep handy in you r pocket at all times. 
Send 3c. stamp to cover cost of mailing. 

WEEKLY PHILATELIC 
GOSSIP 

Box 30, HOLTON, KANSAS 

Marvelous-They All Say 
During the Exhibition of the Virginia Phi

latelic Federation in Rkhmond ending 
November 17, a limited number of specially 
prepared env.elopes were cacheted and can
celled at the Post Office in the Exhibition hall. 

These envelopes were made from panes of 
70 stamps printed from the electro of the 
"Five" altered to "Ten" cent of the Confed
erate General Issues. It is a remarkable 
example of a "home-mad.e" War-Between-the
States cover 1 and is perhaps the most unusual 
modern exhibition piece obtainable. 

Less than fifty are on hand for sale. 
Price $1.00 each, or three for $2.00. 

STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING 

109 East Cary St., Richmond, Va. 

To the Tr-ade 
We shall be glad to furnish Philatelic 

Agency service to dealers only as to the 
New Imperforates on the date of issu
ance, or as to any other- material at the 
Agency and the new Philippines . Face 
plus 5% on orders over $10.00; under 
$10.00 the charge is face plus 10%; 
Orders from $100 to $250--face plus 
$5.00 ; $250 to $500-face plus $7.50; 
$500 to $1,000 - face plus $10.00. 
Orders filled in order of receipt. Checks 
must be certified. Money orders pre
ferred. Forwarding charges are extra. 

Stamp Dealers' Credit 
Bureau 

P. BRUYERE, Manager 

501 13th St., N. W., Washington, D. C. 

JAPA~ ! COVERS! LABELS! 
10 diff. Jap. Trans.racific Ship Covers .. $1.00 

10 a~~\a:a.".n.e_s~. ~.'~r:'.3~1 .. ~r.''. .~~~ .~o.~e.r~ i.oo 
20 diff. Japanese pictorial first day 

cachets cards ... .. . ..... ............ 1.00 
20 diff. Covers and cards of Japan, 

China ans Manchukuo. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.00 
Short explanatory notes in English 

to each cover. 
1,000 diff. lovely Jap. Match Box Labels 1.25 

All post free! Satisfaction guaranteed! 
List free with 50 diff. fascinating Labels 

for 1 Oc. postage! 

,ICHIRO YOSHIDA 
3600 MEJIRO, TOKIO, JAPAN. 
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R. J. Reid Volunteers 
CHATHAM, VA., March 10, 1935. 

DEAR MR. DIETZ: 
With regard to the proj ected new issue 

of the Confederate Catalog, it seems to me 
that the Postmasters' Provisionals and the 
General Issue~ have been priced accord ing 
to their scaroty, bur I do not think this 
holds true of the "Paids." For instance, 
we find Monterey, Va . priced in the 1931 
Catalog a-t $"b .OO and Pittsylvania C. H. at 
$5 .00. Are not Monterey covers more 
plentiful than Pittsylvania C. H.? Are not 
Big Island, Va . and Bonsacks, Va . (even 
though the value is in manuscript) much 
scarcer than Richmond handstamps? How
ever, the lirst two are priced at $2 .50, 
whereas Richmond Sc. and lOc. are priced 
at $3.00 each . I think the same thing 
should be true in pricing the "Dues." 

Why not ask dealers and collectors 
tlirough the columns of STAMP AND COVER 
COLLECTING to send in a list of the numbe1· 
of "Paids" and "Dues" they have of each 
type-so that some idea\ can be formed of 
the relative scarcity of the various post
offices, and then price them accordinglv 
taking into consideration, of course, tha; 
some offices will be in greater demand than 
others. For instance, if there were the 
same number of Richmond "Paids" in ex
istence as were Pimylvania C. H. "Paids," 
I believe that Richmond would be in 
greater demand. · 

. Be assured, that I want to help, not 
hrndei· this work, so, if there is anything 
that I can do, call on me. R J R 

. . EID. 

Subscriptions Coming In 
BIUSTOL, TENN., Mai·ch 19, 1935. 

DEAR MR. DIETZ: 
Enclosed is my check for $2 .00 as pay

ment for the new Confederate rntalog, 
when, and as you print it. I do not feel 
that you will have the least trouble in 
securing the proper number of subscribers 
to this , as there simply is nothing like it, 
and Confederate collectors would be in a 
sorry plight without it. Of course Scott 
has spread out in the new United States 
catalog, but it can never take the place of 
yours. JOSEPH w. ]ONES. 

Measures Up to Standards 
ME'DFORD, MASS. 

D EAR MR. DIETZ: 
The. writer would apprecia te it very 

much 1f you would send him in care of the 
above address , a sample copy of your ex
cellent magazine. 

I have been informed that your magazine 
measures up to the high standard of jour
nalism comparable to none. Mr. Frederic 
]. Haskin, through his information has 
referred me to you. G F S EORGE . ERSON. 

Baltimore Booming 
BALTIMORE, MD., March 11 , 1935. 

Ever since Mr. Perry's series started I've 
been with S. and C. C.-securing my copies 
from Mr. Fuller. I've tried the puzzles but 
wi th no luck unt il tonight. As it just 
came today I send it to you and-who 
knows? But anyway, it is a very clever 
idea, as is S. and C. C. generally. 

Things are booming here, philatelically. 
The Baltimore Philatelic Society is going 
to have a knock-out Third Annual Exhibi
tion with Cachets and Special Souvenir 
Sheets of Baltimore (Philatelic Society) 
Horseman ; and D orche's Specialized Japan 
(at least a part). a big auction and so forth. 
Anyone from Duboy's other home town 
will surely be welcomed by Phil. Strauss 
the presiding genius of the B. P. S.-Herbi~ 
Sauer who "spreches D ietz" (you'd better 
come, Mr. Dietz !) ; Bill Beck the Philis
tine who went color-wire ove~ 3c. Pinks; 
Perry Fuller, the real Southern gentleman 
from Louisbourg, N. C.; Larry Mol tz
another up-and-coming dealer; 1. M. Rel
lim, the editor of the Baltimore News-Post 
weekly Philatelic Column, which is too 
new for you to know about-and so forth 
and so on. Lots to see: Fort McHenry of 
"Star Spangled Banner" fame; we're get
ting a new why-a-duck; first passenger sta
tion in America; the only old-time shot 
tower; gin fizzes, snakes, and what-not-so 
many things! 

Circulate this around La Belle Cite des 
James and oblige. 

Yours, H. E. JONES. 

Some Cussin' 
NEW ROCHELLE, N . Y ., Feb. 25 , 1935 . 

GENTLEMEN: 
The enclosed card received in the mail , 

which tells me the same thing the last two 
issues did, "Your Subscription Has Ex
pired." 

The last issue I did get was dated "Janu
ary" and received by me on Feb. 10th, 
almost a month and a half behind time. 
That's the reason I gave you up! I replaced 
you with Mekeel' s Weekly, which is in my 
box every week on time. 

J wrote you before tel ling you that it 
was good news to hear that my subscription 
had expired. Who wants to read news 35 
or 40 days old? In these times we want 
up-to-the-minute news, especially being only 
18 miles from New York City, the city 
that never sleeps. 

I have heard that Southerners were slow, 
but your magazine is like "Rip Van 
Winkle"-sound asleep. When got our so 
that news and announcements wi ll be of 
use to the collector, r might consider you. 

Very truly yours, 
] OHN F. CUSSEN. 

Cannot Do Without It 
BIRMINGHAM, ALA, March 12, 1935. 

DEAR MR. DIETZ: 
Pardon my long delay in remitting for 

STAJ\-IP AND COVER COLLECTING. I cannot 
do without it. Please continue my sub
scription from last copy sent, filling in 
numbers needed to complete fil e. 

H. E. W HEELER. 
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Says Origin of Mothers Day 
Story Incorrect 

DEAR MR. DIETZ: March 21, 1935. 

Your story about the origin of the 
Mother's Day stamp .is "all out of join t." 

Miss Jarvis had nothing to do with the 
matter-except tha t she, vainly, tried to 
prevent the plan's success. 

The actual sponsors, as I reported at the 
rime, were: Mrs. W . C. Ochiltree, Mrs. 
H . C. Boone and Mrs. H. H . McClure, 
officers of the American War Mothers 
organization. 

Dragging Miss Jarvis' name into the 
chronicle is a rank violation of truth. And 
I have my doubts about her claim to a 
patent on Mother's D ay-she is a fanatic 
on the subject, and "doth protest too 
much." 

] AMES WALDO FAWCETT. 

Can't Be a "B" 
BUFFALO, N. Y., March 11 , 1935. 

GENTLEMEN: 
I notice on page 132 of your splendid 

magazine, which I sincerely appraise as one 
of the country's best philatelic journals, an 
article headed "U. S. Oddity." It states 
that a Richmond collector, examining a lot 
of 3c. 1861, discovered a variety not here
tofore listed, showing a perfect letter "B" 
as the final letter in "THREE." 

May I respectfully suggest that this 
gentleman look again. A number of times 
I have been startled by what I thought 
was the same error. Upon close examina
tion the "B" has invariably turned out to 
be a defective "E." I'll grant that it looks 
ve~y much like a "B" and only the most 
studious examination reveals the defect. 
Our friend in Virginia may have a "B," 
but after the experience I have had !
wonder? ROLLIN E. FLOWER. 

Approves Our Stand 
CINCINNATI, OHIO, Mai'ch i2, 1935. 

D EAR MR. DIETZ: 
Just a line to compliment you on your 

stand against the advertising of counterfei ts. 
Seems to me that there is too much laxity 
in this matter of dealer ethics, and it is 
nice to know that there still remain a few 
who are willing to speak up in defense of 
philatelic ethics. 

With kindest regards , I am, 
Very truly yours, 

ADOLPH D . FENNEL, 
Editor The American PhilateliJ.t . 

Wants Solutions to Puzzles 
MADISON, W is., January 13, 1935. 

DEAR MR. DIETZ: 
. By the way, why don't you incl ude you 
mclude the correct solution of those dog
gone cross word puzzel games in the fol
lowing issue. No kidding you will have 
my wife nerts if you don 't. She starts ;n 
on them, and gets so darn mad if she can't 
find out what the information is thar a 
completed solution will give. I chink plenty 
of others will thank you for puring the 
correct solution in the follo·wing month also. 

W ALTER W I MILLER. 
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Classilied Ads 
Classified advertisements under this head

ing are 4 cents per word, 500 words for 
$12.50. Payable in advance. Copy must 
be received 3 weeks before date of issue. 

W ANTED!-Uruguay No. 1 (60c. blue) good 
copy, no thin spots. State price. A lso wanted Old 
German States. Write what you have, stating 
condition and price. EDITOR, STAMP AND COVER 
COLLECTING, 109 E. Cary St., Richmond, Va. 

"THE MID-WEST CACHET AND STAMP 
NEWS" offers to the readers of this new maga
zine, a Sample Copy of thei r publication fru to 
anyone sending the1r name and address to the 
editor , J . EDW. VINING at 4079 Concordia Ave., 
St. Louis, Mo. A ll that is necessary is to mention 
the name of STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING. [xi] 

GERMANY at face, Last Air Mail issue $3.75. 
Charity 1934 $1, complete and mint. Postage 30c. 
Payment may be made in U. S. A. mint stamps. 
PAUL HAUSSWALDT, Bad Schandau, Germany. 

[djf] 

JOIN T HE R. F. C. Dues only 7Sc. a yea r, 
this includes I yea r membership to the R. F. C., 
one ycar'!I subscri ption to the Homt Hobit1 Mqga
~int, half a year to STAMP AND CovER CoL-
1.ECTING. Also the Rainbo Booster for onlv 7 Sc. 
Send your dues to MICHAEL FLEISCHHACKER, 
1 HZ N. Fairfield Ave., Chicago, Ill. 

I WANT TO BUY Stamped Envelopes wi th 
Pena lty Overprint. Send w hat you have for 
cnmination. DAVID H. BURR, G loversville, 
New York. [c] 

"HOW MUCH !"-Am I offered for a seven
lesson course THE LANDON COURSE OF CARTOONING 
and eight illustrated course WEST ANGUS SHOW 
CARD WRITING. Either cash or stamps, mint, used, 
foreign U. S., precancels or covers. Describe offer 
in full . Stamped envelope for further details if 
interested . For the TUNIORS send me SO of your 
d uplicate stamps U. ·s. or foreig n, a ll diff., a nd a 
stamped envelope. I'll send vou 40 stamps diff. 
from yours. No favors asked though. Use com
memoratives on letters. JOSEPH CHARLES 
SALAK, 6348 South Fairfield Ave. , Chicago, 
Illinois. [c] 

"A REAL BARGAIN-Send me $1.15, cash, 
check or M . 0., and a stamped envelope. In 
return you w ill get STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING 
for I year, 12 issues, a 20-word adv. free; Kaw 
Chief Sfamp Journal for I year, 52 issues, w eeklv 
and a little blue book ... all this for $1.1 S and 
stamped envelope. Hurry. J. C. SALAK, 6148 
South Fairfield Ave., Chicago, Illinois. [c] 

Father Cox, who has several fine foreign cachets 
to his credit. is sponsoring another for the silver 
jubilee of K ing George V.• This is the 25th 
anni,·ersary of the Kinj?'s accession to the throne. 
T he caohet and first day cover w ill be mailed 
from London, May 6 under one of the new 
jubilee commemorative stamn~ to be issued for 
the first time on that day. The cachet will be a 
~oecial design in silver. There is a charge of 
25 cents which covers everything, the proceed~ 
going to the Father Cox charity fund. Send 
names and addresses to FATHER COX, Old St. 
Patrick's Church, Pittsburgh. [c] 

ANOTHER FATHER COX CACHET. Com
memorating Si lver Jubilee of K ing George V, 
Mav 6, mailed from London. Eng., with special 
jubilee stamp released same date. Beautifully de
signed cachet. Name and address with 25 cents 
covers everything. Proceeds for charity. Address 
FATHER COX, Old St. Patrick's Church, Pitts· 
~~.h w 

WANTED- Old copies of stamp magazines and 
hooks, e~pecially Southern Philatelist, Gouip. 
Quote what you have and .ask for my want list. 
RALPH A. KIMBLE, 8118 Dante Ave., Chicago. 
Illinois. [c] 

SOUTHERN STAMPCRAFTERS, Box 927, 
Bil'll1ingham, Alabama, offer an unusually fine 
series of foreign stamps on anproval to particular 
collectors. Exceptional facilities for securing 
stamps on you r want list. [c] 

LINCOLN CACH ET! 71• h anni,,ersuY. 
nomination fnr Presidency, Send 10c. (coin) for 
everything. D eadline. March 10, KELLY, 204 
Spring, Nashville, T enn. [c] 

GIVEN-GIANT and MIDGET TRIANGLES 
-FREE. To aporoval applicant sending lOt. 
QUALITY STAMP SHOP, Box 18, Fort Logan. 
Colorado. [cl 

WANTED-PARKS, USED.-Will pay 20 
cents per set for Parks stamps, used, well-cen
tered, lightly cancelled, no straight-edges-perfect 
pieces. Address : 11J. B.", care Editor STAMP AND 
COVER COLLECTING, 109 E. Cary St., Richmond, Va. 

WANTED TO BUY a quantity of unused 
Confederates at very reasonable pnces. Cheaper 
grades desired. State quantity and prices. "Col-
1ector A," Care STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING. 

WILL TRADE a good lot of duplicates for a 
full stock, curly maple Kentucky rifle. Send com
plete description of gun. In return will send list 
of stamps. A ddress "Collector B," Care STAMP 
AND COVER COLLECTING. 

W ILL BUY a quantity <>f #4 Capes at reason
able prices. "Collector C," Care STAMP AND 
COVER COLLECTING. 

WANTED TO BUY #36 and #59 Colombian 
Republics on or off cover. "Collector G," Care 
STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING. 

25 MISCELLANEOUS cacheted airmail cov
en, or 15 different airport dedications, or 15 
different first official fli~hts, or 7 different FAM 
flights, or I 0 Pilot-signed airmail covers, or 20 
different naval cancels and cachets for $1.0S per 
lot postpaid. Alaskan Emergencv Star-Route Air 
Service covers, SOc. each. MULTNOMAH COV
ER SERVICE, 5526 Delaware, Portland, Oregon. 

REM EMBER, STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING is 
giving a 20-word classified advertisement FREE 
for each annual new, renewal or extension sub
scription to this magazine. Send $1.00 and a 
20-word classified advertisement TODAY. 

WHEN IN RICHMOND visit the new shop of 
Harry Harris in the Hotel John Marshall. Out
of-town collectors wi11 receive a warm welcome. 

FOR NAVAL, Old Ironsides and Macon coven 
of th e finest w rite W. G . CROSBY, P. 0. Box 
602, San Pedro, California. 

WANTED CAPE TRIANGULARS on Covers. 
What have you? "Collector J .'' Care STAMP AND 
COVER COLLECTING. 

LARGE U. S. WINES 
At Bargain Prices 

le. at 12c., 4c. at 7c., 7;/,c. at 50c., 
lOc. at 7c., 15c. at 20c., 20c. at 6c., 24c. 
at 9c., 30c. at 15c., 60c. at 22c., 80c. at 
18c., No. 4232 4c., 4234 2c., 4236 5c., 
4307 6c., 4309 15c., 4315 6c., 4316 
lOc., 4406 13c., 4423 15c., 4255 13c., 
4257 12c., 4258 9c., 4341 13c., 4339 
14c. Postage extra. 

I BIG u. S. LISTS FREE 

Hawkeye Stamp Co., 
Cedar Rapids, Iowa. 

Rare Covers 
Some fine 

pnces. Mailed 
returned here. 

covers at bargain 
to Germany and 

lOc 1867, 9xl3, (Cat. $7. 50) ......... $ 4.00 
lOc 1867, llxl3, (Cat. $15.00) . ....... 7.50 

6c 1871 , No. 159, (Cat. $!.SO)... .... 1.00 
7c 1871, No. 160, (Cat. $45.00) ...... 10.00 
Sc Taylor, No. 179, (Cat. $1.50)..... .75 
Sc Garfield No. 205, (Cat. Soc.)...... .30 

A. C. TOWNSEND 
6229 E ddy Street, CHICAGO, ILL. 
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HOBBIES 
A beautiful, illustrated magazine for collec

tors of stamps, coins, I ndian relics, firearms, 
books, curios, autographs, prints, antiques and 
scores of other interesting hobbies. 

Our subscription list includes the famous 
and near-famous, leading educators and out
standing business men and women who are 
anxious to improve their time with cultural 
and absorbing hobbies. 

It is popular to have a hobby and rtad 

Hobbies 
SAMPLE COPY 10 CENTS 

TWELVE BIG ISSUES FOR $1.00 

LIGHTNER PUBLISHING CORP. 

2810 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill. 

READ 
Two of the World's Finest Stamp 

Magazines 
For Only $!.SO a Year-Save SOc. 

The Au,/ralian Stamp Monthly SI- per ann. 
and 

STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING $1.00 per ann. 
One publishrd at Melbourne, Australia, and 

the other •t Richmond, Virginia, U. S. A.
nearly two extremes of the earth, but assuring 
you of all the news from everywhere. With 
these two fine monthlies coming to your office 
or home twelve times a year, you have all the 
philatelic news that's worth while. Subscribe 
now! 

Send your subscriptions to: 

Stamp and Cover Collecting 
109 E. Cary St., RICHMOND, VA. 

• 

Stamp Trade Protective 
Anoclatlon, lac. 

A Bureau for Collection, 
Protection, Information, 

and Co-operation. 

KALAMAZOO, MICHIGAN, U.U 

HAVE YOU SEEN THE 

Priced Catalog of 
Stampless Covers 
Now running in 

POSTAL 
MARKINGS 

A Dime a Copy; a Dollar a Year 

s. G. RICH 

VERONA, NEW JERSEY 

RIO GRANDE FILATELICO 
lnternaJional Review for Stamp Collutors. 

Postcards, Numismatics, Esparanto. 
Members throughout the world, particularly 

America. 
Official organ of the "Sociedade Filatelica 

Rio Grandense." 
Specimen copy will be sent on receipt of 

S cents in unused stamps, to cover the COit 
of mailing. 

DR. BENJAMIN CAMOZATO 
RUA DOS ANDRADA!, 1431, 

PORTO ALEGRE, BRAZIL. 
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A Dar~ain for t~e Dealer or (olledor 
I have the following stamps for immediate sale, to any one or more parties who send their 

remittance fi:st, at the following prices: 

Washington Bicentennials 

Complete sheets, and parts of sheets, of the 4c., Sc., 6c., 7c., Sc. and 9c. may still be secured at 20% above face. 

There are no more copies available of the Vzc., le., I Yzc., 2c., 3c. and lOc. Please do not order these items. If 
yo u need any that are still on hand, better order immediately as the supply will not last long. I still have sheets of the 
1 and 3c. perf. Chicago, 3c. Penns and Websters. These may be had at 10% above face. 

Most of the above are well cen'.ered, but as usual some stamps on eac h sheet are not any too good. They a re offered 
as they a re and cannot be picked. 

Yorktown Sesquicentennial 
There are 40 comp lete sheets of 50 stamps and 2,500 stam ps in broken lots. These are nut well centered and 

are offered at 15% above face. 

Ord ers for less than $1 .oo will not be accepted. Post age or regi stration must accompany each order. Remittances 
must be made by money order, payable to STAMP AND Cov ER Cou .ECTI:-IG. 

ADDRESS: 

"Collector," care STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING, 109 E. Cary St., Richmond, Virginia 

Imperf orate Issue 
Better get yours now. Send stamp 

for my list showing com
m1ss1on charges. 

WILLIAM T. RALEY, 
219 Ste wa rt Building, 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

Join The 
RAINBO FRIENDSHIP CLUB 

World-wide membership. 
Rainbo Booster Journal official Club paper. 

Dues only 50c. per year. 
Send in your membership to--

MICHAEL FLEISCHHACKER 
1642 No. Fairfield Ave., Chicago, Ill. 

FOR A BEGINNING IN 

BUREAU PRINTS 
WE SUGGEST A PACKET 

For instance: 
No. 227 400 different ....... ..... ... . $ J.00 
No. 228 750 different .................. 15.00 

JNTRODDCTION to Precancel Collectini:;
a 16 page booklet of the necessary informauon 
on Precancels-25c. postpaid. 

HOOVER BROTHERS 
1261 Broadway, Room 811, NEW YORK. 

50th Auction Sale 
April 20th, 1935 

GENERAL COLLECTION 

b========:===========~ Illustrated Catalogs Sent on Request. 
~' ANTED-U. S. "Collections and 
Rari.ties" and remember that immediate 
payment is made. Cash to any amount 
is available for important purchases. 

THE BUREAU SPECIALIST 

A monthly publication of the Bureau 
Issues Association. Devo1ed exclusively 
to United States stamps. Serious collec
tors please write for sample copy. 

W EST SOMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS 

VAHAN MOZIAN, INC. 
MONTHLY STAMP AUCTIONS 

Catalogue Upon Request. 

10 East 39th St., NEW YORK 

Subscribe now. On ly $1 the year. 

Y. SOUREN CO. 

384 Park Ave., NEW YORK CITY 
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Announcing 
New Publications for Book Lovers 
Poe and The Southern Literary Messenger 

By DAVID K. JACKSON 

A remarkable study of Edgar Allan Poe and the outstanding literary maga
zine of the day. Handsomely printed and bound in a limited edition of 500 copies. 
Advance subscription price $3.50. Ready November I. 

Virginia Silhouettes 
By MRS. GEORGE P. COLEMAN 

For the first time the letters pertaining to Colonial slavery have been un
earthed in the famous Tucker House in Williamsburg, Va., and published in 
book form. An outstanding contribution to American letters. Full of tid-bits 
for the student and historian. Price $3.50. Ready November ro. 

Legends of Virginia Lawyers 
By JOHN H. GWATHMEY 

Another of Mr. Gwathmey's well-known collection of Virginia folk-lore. A 
book that every lawyer and lover of early Virginia will appreciate. Mr. Gwath
mey's former books, Legends of Virginia Courthouses and Justice John were 
among the leading Southern sellers last ye ar and th e first editions became exhausted 
in several weeks. Price $z.50. Ready November 20. 

Cavaliers and Pioneers . 
By NELL MARION NUGENT 

These are the abstracts of the Virginia Land Grants and Patents published for 
the first tim e in five volumes. Handsomely printed and bound. For complete 
details write for a prospectus describing the work. 

Send remittances and orders to-

THE DIETZ PRESS 
109 East Cary Street, RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 
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PHILATELIC BOOKS .· 

The Postal Service of the 
C,011f eder'pte St cf es 

' of America 

BY A UG UST DIETZ 

Popular" StYie binding 
Library Style . • • 
De '-. Luxe Style ·• • 

•· 

.. $10.00 
• 15.00 
• 50.00 

Specialized Confederate 
Catalug 

EDITED BY AUGUST DIETZ 

The first edition was published in 1932 and 
a Supplement in 1933. No furth er editions are 
cuntemplated within the next six montq.s. 

Podiet size. Bound in g ray Fabrikoid. 

Catalog $2.00. Supplement $1.00. 
ALL BOOKS Sll! PPED POSTPAID. 

STAMP AND COVER 
COLLECTING 

109 E. CARY ST., RlCHMOND, VA. 

THOSE IN SEARCH OF 

UNIQUE AND HIGH-CLASS 

CONFEDERATE MATERIAL 
OR THOSE WHO D ESIR E TO SEL L 
SH OULD COM M UN ICATE WITH TUE EDITOR 

OF STAMP AN D COVER COLLECTI NG, AUG. 

DI ETZ , 2100 STU ART AVE ., RICHMOND, VA. 

STAMP AN D COVER COLLECTING 

FREE I FREE! FREE!.. 
New Y eai 's Trial ·Bargain ;Qffer ; 

FREE ! 30 ·different, beautiful, pic
to rial, ge nui ne commem~rativ'es, with 
6 mon ths' tri al subscription . to the 
ne wsy, colorful , j llustr.ated, 44-pages 
"M arconi' s M onth ly ' Stamp' ·New s;;, 
for only 15c. 

Marconi Publishing Co. 
73-3rd Place, BROOKLYN, N. Y. 

Everybody'3 Hobby ' 
Is the Out s.anding M onthly T~bloid' siz e · 

Jl ohby New;pap er in th e World. New ! 
Diff erent! Young! T erse ! Distincti ve ! Color
ful! P rofu sely lllustrated. Complete articl es 
by famous aut hori ties. I ts dera rtments cover : 
Stam ps, Coins, Curios, Antiques, Books Indian 
Relics, Firea rms, G ems, A utogra phs and many 
other interest ing subjects. Sample copy l Oc., 
6 months' trial 25 cents, One VVhole Year 
Only 3 5 cents. 

Everybody's Hobbies 
DEPT. NS, CROOK ST ON , M INN. 

" REA L BA RGAINS" 

Send me your subscription to the STAMP ANO 
CorER COLL ECTI NG and a stamped envelope, 
I ' II mid you a packet of 100 di ff._ stam_ps. 
T en cents and sta mped envelope will bring 
you a packet of 25 cliff. foreign stamps, no 
jun k, satisfact_io11 gua ranteed-:-3 P.acks 25c. 
Fifty cents, corn or stamps, "viii bnng you a 
bundl e of 75 cliff. stamp magazines all old 
and a f ew obsolete. 

J OSEP I! CHARLES SALAK 
63+8 FAIRFI ELD AVE., CHICAGO, ILL [x] 

A REAL BARGAIN ! ! ! 
For the Specializ ing Collector i11 Loose-Leaf Album Pages 

As long as they last, we offer the fo ll ow! ng to the collector and dealer: 
No. 100: A quadrill ed sheet, art isticall y pr :nted in two colors (pale blue 

and gray) for mounting of special ized coll ections . The full size of the sheet 
is 8x9Yz inches. The border (gray ) is 5%x8 inches. The quadrilling is 
4-15 / 16x7-3/ 16 inches. T he paper was speciall y rr.ade for these pages and is 
equal to a 32-lb. ledger. There is ample margi n on the left of the sheet for 
punchin g or inserting in any type of binder. 

Binders may be secured from various sources to fit this sheet, however we 
do not handl e them. It is an exce ll ent buy for the collector who is now special
izi,ng or who wishes to prop erly mount hi s collection on very attractive pages . 

·, Prices : 100 sheets, or less, 3c . each. 100 to 250 sheets 2Yzc. each. 250 or 
more 2c. each. 

. No. 200: This sheet is quadrilled, like above, with a very handsome gray 
border. The sheet size is lOx ll inches, and the border size is 63f4x8Yz inches. 
Th e paper for this was also specially made and is equal to a 100-lb. Index board. 

. Por spec ial ize d collections we bel ieve th is No. 200 is without a parallel. 
It makes a ve ry attract ive page for arti stic mounting. A mple margin is on the 
left-hand sid e for punching or inserting into any cover. Binders may be secured 
to fit this size sheet, however we do not sell them . 

Prices : 100 sheets , or less, Sc. 100 to 250 sheets 4c. 250 or more 3\(zc. each. 
Sa mpl es wi ll glad ly be sent upon reques t fo r 3c. 

ST AMP AND COVER COLLECTING 

109 EAST CARY STREET RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 

PERCY G~ DQA·NE 
' 

608-9 Tribune Bldg. 

154 Nassau Street, 
NEW YORK CITY. 

Auction Sales 
a Specialty 

Catalogues Free on Request. 

;=====================:=:-
: ~~~ BQST·Q~ 1 

AUCTION SALES 
I hold auction. regularly in Boston, and 

would be glad to 5'nd my Catalogues to any 
Coll ecto r a pp lying tcr th em. 

I am al ways in the :11arket fo r collections, 
U. S. or B. N. A. which I will buy for cash 
outright, or sell at private sale, or at auction 
on a comm ission basis. If desired. a liberal 
ad va nce against pending sal es will be a1lowed 
on any d esirable items. 

DANIEL F. KELLEHER 
Room 404 

7 WATER STREET, IlOSTON, MASS. 

URUGUAY 
I offer Uruguay in Quantities of 1, 

10, 100, 1,000, and larger, at prices 
that defy competition. Largest stock 
in Urugu:iy. 

ESTEBAN WEINBERGER 

Vazquez 1252, Montevideo, Uruguay, 
South America. 

EL PERU FILATELICO 
Bi-M onthly Review 

Official O rgan of th e " Centro Filatelico" of PerU 
In every number ar ticles on the different 

iss ues of PerU , as well as a G eneral Catalogue 
of the Stamps of Peru, in Spanish and English. 

Membership subscription , per annum, U. S. 
$1.0~(one U . S. Dollar). 

Address all correspondence rega rding sub
script ions and ad vertisements to 

A PARTADO No. 2177 
LIM A, PERU, S. A . 

The Home -Hobbiest 
400 Crilly Bldg., Dept. SCC, 

CHICAGO, ILL. 

A Quar te rly publication for th e hobbies! on 
Coins, Meda ls, Paper Money, Stamps, Antiqu es, 
Indian Relics, Antique Firearms, Curios, 
Autographs, Minerals, Fossils, Military Deco r
at ions, Li ncolniana, Washingtoniana, Celluloid 
Bu ttons, Transportation T okens, Numi smatic 
Books, Collectors' Suppli es and other hobby 
material such as home needs, etc. Subscription 
SOc. per year, I Sc. per copy. Display ad. 
$1. 50 per inch ; Classified, For-Sale or Want 
Ads., 4c. per word . Swap ads. le. per word, 
Minimum 25c. 
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Abral~Hnn i.in~o1n 
of ll{~ntu.:kg 

:Sixt~~ntllj Pr~$ib~nt ~mt Vlnit~b Staf~$ 
J3orn in J!arNn <Countg1 :Kentud~g, f ebruarg i2, fS09 

'1'ii.rb in Wasl}ingfon, 1'. <C., April i.; , IS'71 
Age 1'1 tr ears 

Abraham Lincoln, sixteenth President of the United States, was born February 12, 1809, 
in Hardin, (now Larue) County, Kentucky, near the present · site of Hodgensville. He was 
the son of Thomas Lincoln and of his wife Nancy Hanks, both of English ancestry. The Lin
colns, in successive generations, lived in N ew Jersey, Pennsylvania, Virginia and Kentucky. 
(Lincoln's father was born in Virginia.) 

In 1816 the Lincolns moved from Kentucky across the Ohio river into Indiana, where 
Abraham's mother died in 1818. His father then married a widow, Sarah Bush Johnson. 
Abraham was sent to the school on Little Pigeon Creek whenever he could be spared from 
work on the farm. In 1830 the family moved to Mac~n County, Illinois. The hardships and 
privations of his boyhood years left their indelible impression on the face of the lad. The 
tall, raw-boned youth went from farm to farm as a hired laborer. Filled with a boundless 
ambition to make a man of himself, he borrowed law books and studied them assiduously. 
From then on he determined to follow the law as a profession. 

At twenty-one, with his ax on his shoulder, he started out to make his own way in the 
world. Splitting rails, working on flatboats, surveying, storekeeping, and doing anything that 
came to hand. He served as an officer of volunteers in the Black Hawk Indian War; was 
postmaster at New Salem, and served in the Illinois Legislature from 1834 to 1840. He finally 
settled in Springfield and engaged in the practice of law, and in 1846 was elected to and 
served one term in the House of Representatives. In 1858 he debated Slavery with Stephen 
A. Douglas in the latter's successful campaign for re-election to the U. S. Senate. 

In 1860 he was elected President of the United States and re-elected in 1864-his term 
of office covering the tragic epoch of the War Between the States. 

Lincoln was shot and mortally wounded during a performance at Ford's Theater by John 
Wilkes Booth, an actor, on April 14. He died the following day and was buried at Springfield. 

Lincoln married Mary Todd of Kentucky, the daughter of Robert Todd, a pioneer settler. 
Of their three children William died in 1862, Thomas ("Tad" ) in 1871, and Robert in 1926. 

President Lincoln's portrait first appeared on the 15-cent stamp of the 1862-66 issue, and 
· I has continued on some stamp of most of the succeeding regular series . II '- ----------
~~~~<~~ 
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In Our Next Issue 
Just two more instalments of Dr. 

Burton's mystery story, and then the 
climax. If you have enjoyed the in
formative stamp talks that took place 
on this trip, you will have the oppor
tunity of securing the work in book 
form. 

Mr. Leon 0 . White of the Richmond 
Stamp Club will tell us a compelling 
story of how a few Northern Patriotics, 
preserved for over seventy years, re
turned to Connecticut to be first-day 
stamped for the Tercentenary. 

Our School Club Department is 
again in operation, edited by Mr. 
Sergio Perez Grau of Puerto Rico. Our 
younger readers will get lots of in
spiration- and information-from this 
enthusiastic writer. 

Mr. Perry's Envelope serial increases 
in interest, and will result in a strong 
come-back for this line of collecting. 
The Envelopes of our country have 
been too long neglected. 

There's a world of historic airmail 
material for the collector of South 
American's in the news from Mr. 
Davis of Buenos Aires. It will appear 
in our next number. 

The Editor will have another Con
federate paper on the typographed 
Provisionals in the next issue. 

All the other regular features will 
continue in the May number. 

In This Issue 
~ 

What the Colonel Thinks 

The Baton Rouge, La. Locals 

Why Collect Stamped Envelopes? 
(Continued) 

An Interesting Cover · 

Byrd Cover Dates Stir Philatelists 

What the Dealer Wants to Sell You 

Our School Club Department 

Clara Barton and the Red Cross 

The Dramatic Story of an Hawaiian 2-Cent Postage Stamp 
(Continued) 

Stamp Provokes Controversy 

State of Connecticut Tercentenary 

National Junior Stamp Exhibition 

W ashingron Newsreel 

Airmail and Cachet News Naval Cancellations 

Liegnirz Zeppelin Stamp 

Addenda Our Monthly Puzzle The Forum 

Club News 

And Other Stampic Events 

~==================================================~ 
STAMP AND CoVER COLLECTING, published monthly by The Dietz Press, 109 E. Cary St., Richmond, Va., U. S . .A. 
Subscription, $1.00 per year; Canada and Foreign, $3.00 . .Advertising, $3 .00 per inch. Entered as second-class matter 
NoY. 1, 1924 at the Post Office at Richmond, Va., under the Act of March 3, 1879. Copyright 1933 by The Dietz Press. 

tll AUGUST DIETZ, Editor. AUG . .A. DIETZ, JR., Assodate Editor and Business Manager. llt 
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•O·---------------·~~~ . ,n . t;:wr--#l• "'· Bemg rerectt0ns ·\;.I -

Th C c d S All' of the Editor'sre-e on1e erate tamp 1ance action to current 
T AST month we published an idea suggested by Dr. 
L M. Y. Dabney of Birmingham, Ala., to the effect 

that collectors interested in the stamps of the 
Confederate States join in forming an alliance for the 
further promoting of their specialty and to the end of 
"getting better acquainted" with each other. The re
sponse, thus far, has been most encouraging. Appli
cations and donations have been received from many 

· Southern collectors, and there is every indicatism that 
the project will come to a happy fruition. One some
what timid application has come from the North. And 
this application has been the most gratifying of all. 
The writer hesitated to apply for membership on ac
count of the fact that he is a "Yankee" and appre
hensive of his welcome among the "Johnny Rebs." .. 

Bless your soul, old Bluecoat, you shall have a seat 
at the head of the board, and the Graycoats will extend 
to you their heartiest welcome. Philately knows no 
"Mason and Dixon's Line," and .the mere fact that you 
are collecting Confederates fully qualifies you for mem
bership in the "C. S. A." Just turn to the Presidential 
Page in this issue of STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING, 
and forget about "Yankees" and "Rebels." 

We want every collector of Conf edeiates to come 
into this Alliance- especially .those fine fellows "up 
North," for we recognize fully how much they have 
done to arouse interest in these stamps, and how their 
enthusiasm has inspired the collectors of the South. We 
give them unstinted credit for this work, and urge 
them-one and all-to fill in the application which 
again appears in this issue, so that we may form ties of 
friendship and jointly labor to be of assistance to each 
other. 

Stop over with us on your Southern tour this Spring 
and Summer. Let us show you our Southland and our 
Confederate stamps, and-possibly a frosted mint-julep 
will bring about a combination of "Star-Spangled Ban
ner" and "Dixie" whose thrill will sweep the nation! 

In our next issue we shall tell of some special features 
of .this special Alliance, particularly some of the bene
fits to accrue to the members. Those who enlist before 
June 1st, will receive their Charter Membership card. 

Whom shall we elect Commander-in-chief? 
Send in your applications now, and do not fail to 

include a list of your friends who likewise collect 
Confederates. 

Don't miss the Laurence Sale of Confederates. 

even ts as they re
late to Philately 
and the welfare 
of her followers. 

~G·--------

Progress of the Catalog 
The appeal for advance subscriptions to the new 

and thoroughly revised "Dietz Specialized Catalog of 
the Stamps of the Confederate States of America," 
which appeared in several issues of this magazine, 
has had an unprecedented response during the past 
month. Aside from several dozen single subscriptions, 
a check was received for one hundred copies! And that 
goes a long way toward assuring its publication this 
Fall. Likewise it is an evidence of the growing interest 
in Confederates, for collectors of these stamps must 
realize that the value of their holdings is sustained in 
ratio to the assistance they give a publication that has 
always promoted the collecting of these historic stamps, 
and a catalog that lists and evaluates them. 

It is recognized that this publication is the champion 
of Confederate stamps. It is admitted that the Confed
erate story and the first edition of the Catalog of these 

· stamps has "put them on the map" to stay-increased 
their value immeasurably-and yet American collectors 
and dealers have been slow to support the one agency 
that gives its service to their material welfare, with no 
axe of its own to grind. 

Therefore, collectors and dealers are once more urged 
to send in their subscriptions to the Catalog now. As 
soon as two hundred checks .or money-orders for two 
dollars are received the work will begin. After publi
cation the price will be two-fifty. Over one-half of 
this amount has been covered. Now for the home run! 

California Stamp May 29th 
According to Rice's Weekly Postal News the Cali

fornia Pacific International Exposition stamp will be 
placed on first-day sale at San Diego, Calif. May 29th. 
The stamp-a 3-ceot, printed in purple or lilac-will 
depict part of the Bay and the Exposition buildings. 
The size will be the same as the present Connecticut 
commemorative. 
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Sale of Walcott's Confederates 
Mr. Robert Laurence, 30 East 42nd Street, New 

York, will sell the George Walcott Collection of Con
federate States Postmasters and General Issues at public 
auction, without reserve, by order of the executors of 
the estate. Walter Scott will be the auctioneer. The 
event takes place in the Collectors Club on Thursday 
afternoon, May 2 3, at 2 o'clock. 

Perhaps no other collection of Cop.federates of such 
magnitude and quality has come on the market in the 
history of American Philately. Even the Hind material 
ranked far below it in the splendid condition of its 
objects. The sale is a sensation of the first order. 

George Walcott took great pride in his Confederates. 
He loved them and studied them. He was a connois
seur and a recognized authority on all that pertained to 
them. There was no second grade or questionable ma
terial in his collection, wherefore those who enter their 
bids in this sale will need no affidavits concerning the 
authenticity of the pieces. 

It had been my good fortune to know George Wal
cott and to inspect his Confederates on several occasions 
-in fact, most of his material may be found listed in 
the Dietz Specialized Catalog of Confederates. 

Mr. Laurence has issued a catalog befitting this event. 
Clear in its descriptions, it is accompanied by an illus
trated supplement of sixteen pages of groupings show
ing hundreds of the rarer objects. We urge upon all 
those of our readers who are interested in Confederates 
to write for this catalog of the sale, and to bid liberally, 
for such an opportunity to acquire exceptional material 
may not be presented soon again. 

See the full page advertisement of the Walcott sale 
in this issue. 

Postmaster Farley to Resign ? 
Reports in the daily press are to the effect that Post

master James A. Farley will resign from the President's 
Cabinet after the dose of the present session of Con
gress. Rumors of such action on the part of the 
Postmaster-General have been afloat for some time, but 
they were usually followed by an official dementi. This 
time, however, no such denial has been forthcoming. 
Therefore, we may assume the report authentic. 

Notwithstanding the mistakes made by Mr. Farley, 
and the calumny heaped upon him in consequence, he 
has been more friendly and sympathetic to stamp-col
lectms than any of his predecessors. Philately has been 
somewhat hypercritical of his actions, and possibly that 
had some bearing on his decision to resign. I am 
afraid we shall miss Mr. Farley. 

STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING only $1 the year. 

Philato-Political Pot Percolating 
The Garfield-Perry Stamp Club of Cleveland, Ohio 

is a live organization, in fact, one of the most active 
branches of the American Philatelic Society. It enjoys 
a large membership which gives it prestige in the coun
cils of the parent society. Last month Garfield-Perry 
celebrated its forty-fifth anniversary and, from all re
ports, the boys had such a good time that festivities 
extended to the third day. 

It was at this gathering that the first guns were fired 
in the campaign for new officers of the A. P. S. and 
support was given the proposed nomination nf Mr. 
Eugene Klein of Philadelphia for President, with a 
Board of Vice-Presidents from Washington, consisting 
of Mrs. Catherine L. Manning, Curator of the United 
States Government Collection, Mr. H. M. Southgate, 
the well-known U. S. Twentieth Century expert, and 
Mr. Philip S. Warren, a well-known collector. Mr. 
Adolph Steeg of Buffalo was mentioned for the office 
of International Secretary. 

The "ticket" is an exceptionally strong one, and if 
Mr. Klein is elected to office it will be but the con
ferring of a well-earned distinction upon a man who 
has done much for Amerirnn Philately. The rest of the 
candidates are equally well selected. Their election will 
spell an era of progress for the society. 

Is This Another Racket? 
Among the Editor's batch of European mail came a 

registered letter from Bucarest decorated with the new 
Rumanian commemoratives, plus several portrait stamps 
of King Carol. This, in itself, is nothing unusual; but 
the letter is interesting, inasmuch as a similar communi
cation may come to some of our reader's. The writer 
(name undescipherable) states that his concern is a 
"continuous importer of overseas stamps and would be 
desirous to enter into business relations" with your 
concern. As a "trial order" he desires you to make a 
"first sending" of unused "Commemorials, Parks, 
States, Pictorials and Bicentennials of the U. S. A., 
further, mint sets of Canada, Newfoundland, etc." 
The total amount of this "first mailing shall not 
'depasse' (exceed, I suppose) $100- £20." We are 
assured that "payment will be made through the Na
tional Bank of Rumania" on receipt of the stamps, 
since advance payments or C. 0. D. shipments to 
foreign countries are not permitted by the Rumanian 
government. 

With the purpose of the visit of Queen Marie to our 
shores, some years ago, still fresh in our memory, we 
are undecided whether to send the stamps or five twen
ty-dollar bills. Egad, they must take us for a bunch 

· of suckers. 
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Not Very Flattering 
A writer in Der Sammlerfreund (monthly supple

ment to Die Postmarke of Vienna, Austria), signing 
himself "R. N.," contributes an enlightening paper 
entitled "American Philatelies" in which some compli
mentary (?) things are said of our mentality and our 
collecting activities. Here are but a few excerpts. 

European collecrors in general look upon those in America wirh 
a certain feeling of pitying contempt. With due respect for their 
financial strength, they are not credited with being "all there." 
This impression, however, is not fully justified, for the l!xistence 
of a small circle of earnest philatelists, whose center is the New 
York Collectors Club, is recoglnized. The contributions of these 
men do not in any way trail behind those of European students. 
But this opinion of American Philately as a whole is applicable ro 
the rank and file of their stamp collectors, for their views are 
virtually those of Europe's several decades ago. Sober and prac
tical as the American is in business, he is in like measure imprac
tical in his collecting. That which he still calls Philately seems 
juvenile ro the European, and his collecting has degenerated to a 
childish pastime. 

His utter lack of critique ability in philatelic matters is particu
larly noticeable. That which we have long ago discarded as 
philatelic fabrication, and which no intelligent European would 
accord serious consideration, attains to high honors in America: 
wherefore the United States is s·till the El D orado for philatelic 
promoters and exploiters- the open market for imaginative pro
ductions- where "Pigeon Posts," "Rocket Posts," and similar 
amusements will always find sensation-seeking patrons. The Ameri
can generally cares little about the origin of his stamps. As long 
as they please him, he does not care ro be jolted out of his joy by 
the sobering discovery that his treasures are downright swindle. 
Fakes and counterfeits, therefore, find a ready mart on the other 
side of the Pond, and are sold by many of their dealers. This is 
especially true of the rarities of the war period. While I have 
found these represented in nearly ·every larger collection, I have 
rarely encountered a genuine piece. 

The bible of the American collector is the Scott catalog- which 
is probably the most worthless of all catalogs in existence-whose 
superficial and uncritical listings seem to fit so well into the psyche 
of the average American collector. With the exception of the 
Collectors Club PhilateliSlt, which here, too, is a laudable exception, 
practically all of their philatelic publications are notable for their 
inane and harmless contents. It is inconceivable that such publi
cations could find subscribers in Europe, but in America their 
constituents run up into the tens of thousands. Sensation is the 
primary aim- the rest is couched in conversational form. Their 
success appears based upon the numerous illustrations they carry. 

But enough. Our "psyche" might not be able to 
survive the rest of the dose. Let's go back of the 
woodshed and indulge in an hour of quiet introspection 
-try to "see ourselves as others see us" -and find out 
how much of that scathing criticism is true. 

Our School Club Department 
We are pleased to announce that our School Club 

D epartment, which had enjoyed great popularity with 
the organizations of collectors in our high schools, will 
again form a feature of this publication. 

I.t should prove all the more .interesting from the 
fact that it is edited by a scholarly young Spanish·. 
American Mr. Sergio Perez Grau of Fortuna, Puerto 
Rico, and though his mother-tongue is the beautiful 
language of Castile, his English is nevertheless as fluent 
and his stories will be entertaining and instructive. We 
bespeak for him the friendship of our younger readers. 

Dads - Please Note ! 
Two letters received from youngsters during the past 

month induce us to address you Mothers and Fathers 
in all sincerity regarding a plan that STAMP AND COVER 
COLLECTING is inaugurating in its subscription depart
ment, beginning this month. 

One letter came from the Middle West; the other 
from a town in New York State. Both were from boys 
who were selling subscriptions to this magazine on their 
own initiative. One, in three nights, secured twelve 
new annual subscriptions from adult collectors and his 
profits were $6.00. The other "brought home the 
bacon" (and $10.50) by selling annual subscriptions to 
twenty-one collectors in his home .town. 

The success and real ability of "Tom and Dick" have 
suggested to us the idea of organizing a S. C. C. Sales 
Club for junior philatelists-an organization of con
genial•fellows to sell this magazine in their home towns 
and in return to receive substantial commissions and 
attractive philatelic prizes. A special column will be 
set aside in each of the forthcoming issues which will 
be devoted exclusively to this Cluo. Hustlers' names 
will be published each month along with good tips for 
the members to follow. 

If you have a son between 10 and 18 years of age, 
may we suggest that you have him enroll in this Club? 
It will not only promote his interest in the hobby, but 
bis efforts will prove remunerative in cash as well as 
in business training. Furthermore, if you know a 
youngster who is alert and anxious to help himself, 
won't you call his attention to the coupon elsewhere in 
this issue? This, we believe, is an excellent opportunity 
for school boys during .the summer months when a 
vocation for a son is desired by his parents. 

First Portuguese Exhibition 
Portuguese Philately is to stage its First Stamp Exhi

bition in Lisbon in June of this year, and great prepara
tions are afoot to make this an event of international 
importance. 

We are indebted to Mr. Charles J . Chambers, Rue 
Candido Reis, 99, Oporto, a member of the Organizing 
Committee, for the programme of this grea:t event. 

The Exhibition will be held in the salons of the 
Hotel de Ville (the City Hall) and be opened to 
the public on June 15. Collectors and dealers are in
vited .to take part. Full details may be had by ad
dressing the Commissioner-General Mr. Luiz de sa 
Noqueira, Rue Gorn;:alves Crespo, No. 41°, Lisbon, 
Portugal. 

Ralph Kimble is doing some fine m1ss10nary work 
in the Stamp Column of The Chicago Daily News. 
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Some Friend Should Tip Him Off 
The following letter appears among the editorials in 

Mekeel's Weekly Stamp News of April 29th. How 
forcibly it brings home to us the vastness of this coun
try-for in some remote corner of .these United States 
an earnest collector is complaining of a dearth of 
special articles on U. S. envelopes, while STAMP AND 
COVER COLLECTING has for months been supplying 
this need. 

COLLECTING STATUS OF U. S. ENVELOPES 

Your editorial dealing with "Envelopes and Revenues" was 
read with interest but the query naturally a.rises: Where are the 
"special articles" on envelopes that you indicate? The answer can 
only be "there is just about nothing on this subject." The reason 
why this is so apparent, is because my own interest in United 
States envelopes is very keen. They are my pets and there is noth
ing or virtually nothing in contemporary philatelic writings about 
them. The squibs by D r. Babcock, and more recently Mr. Ward, 
are valuable and interesting and a scrapbook of these items ar
ranged by catalog numbers make a helpful reference book but 
adhesives have the right of way 990% of the time. It is ~robable 
that the die and paper differences befuddle most collectors, but 
these things make envelope collecting fascinating. There is indeed 
a dearth of literature on this subject and more information in 
regard to U. S. envelopes would be appreciated, not only by the 
writer but by many otl'lers.-KENNETH B. w ARNER. 

Moral: .Subscribe to the publicati,on that meets the 
needs of earnest collectors. 

Who Said It? 
Where in the anyhow did you get the idea that 

STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING was late? Just be
cause the other fellows appear like clockwork on the 
minute? Nothing praiseworthy about that. They 
haven't anything else to do but watch the calendar, 
while we must hustle around to find something to print 
that will be of real benefit in your collecting and con
ducive to your spiritual welfare. What matters it if you 
do miss some obscure first flight or the rubber cachet 
of a hog-killing in Pohunk? We'll get Mr. Farley to 
make reissues for you-or have some more hogs kilt. 

Between counting our money and trying to unmix 
the alphabet, brother, tempus fugits. So, don't disturb 
us in our cogitations-don't shoosh us. You'll get 
twelve numbers of the paper this year, and the news 
matter is up-to-date-always. 

Withdraw Farley Sheets June 15 
Rice's Weekly Postal News publishes the following 

Special: Collectors are informed that the "special un
cut issue" of sheets and blocks of Farley imperforate 
stamps will be withdrawn from sale in the Philatelic 
Agency at the close of business June 15, 1935. To 
receive attention, mail orders must reach the Agency on 
or before that date. 

Connecticut's Commemorative 
Once again the Bureau of Engraving and Printing 

has shown its ·ability to produce pictorials second to 
none-for the Connecticut Tercentenary is undoubtedly 
a creditable piece of engraving and printing-excelling 
most of the Parks stamps in its general pleasing effect. 
If there were room for any criticism it would be to call 
attention .to the inartistic placing of the lettering. This 
principle does very well in Chinese, but the Roman 
alphabet was never designed for "reading from top to 
bottom." This foot-to-head juxtaposition is incongruous. 

We are grateful for the many first-day covers re
ceived from our friends, postmarked both at Hartford 
and New London, Connecticut. Two of these, in par
ticular, were hand designed-the work of Mr. M. 
Stanton Lewis of New London and Hartford. Some 
of the leading dailies and national magazines availed 
themselves of the opportunity to please their readers 
by franking circular letters with the new stamp. Among 
them we note the New York American and Time. 

King George's Silver Jubilee 
On this twenty-fifth anniversary of King George's 

reign, Philately the world over will join in good wishes 
for the health and long life of the Sovereign and his 
Queen. Like our own President, King George finds 
relaxation from the cares of his high office in his stamp
collecting, wherefore the throne and the welfare of 
this kindly man seems very close to us. 

Rellim in the Baltimore American 
The Baltimore American is to be congratulated on 

securing the services of that well-known student and 
writer, L. M. Rellim, for its Sunday feature column 
"Stamps." Every paragraph of his stories is of histori
cal as well as philatelic interest. The American has 
made a "scoop." 

Kelleher Sale of U.S. and Confeds 
Daniel F. Kelleher, 7 Water Street, Boston, Mass., 

will sell at auction, May 25, a remarkably fine collection 
of U. S. and Confederates, especially rich in Civil War 
material. Do not fail to write for the catalog. 

Down in Nashville, F. B. Wilson, President of the 
·local club, is writing high-class stamp features for The 
Nashville Banner. 

R. A. Barry's Stamp Columns in the New York 
Herald T ribune· should prove a strong drawing-card .to 
collector-readers of that favorite newspaper. 
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The Baton Rouge, La. Locals 
THE Postmasters' Provisionals 

represent the sole remaining 
unexplored area in the realm of 

Confederate postage stamps. Aside 
from the possible finding of a com
plete sheet of the famous Frame
Line 10 Cents or the scarcely less 
desirable "Ten" Cents of 1863-
discoveries that would be of maj~r 
importance-there is little left for 
research in the field of the General 
Issues and their varieties. 

But the Postmasters' Provisionals 
-this most interesting class of Con
federate stamps-still hold out their 
challenge to the student. Unlike 
the General Issues, we cannot hope 
to find official records to enlighten 
us on these temporary substitutes 
for postage stamps, for no records 
were made. We must therefore 
concern ourselves with the compara
tively scant material existing and, 
through thoughtful' study, recon
struct their story. It is an alluring 
task, for each one seems to hold 
some surprise in store for us. 

Probably because I am a printer, 
the typographed Provisionals have 
always held the greatest attraction 
for me. Their study has fully re
paid this interest in the way of dis
coveries that enable one to detect, 
without fail, the spurious article 
from the authentic. We come to 
realize that no counterfeiter, work
ing with his hands-no matter how 
skilled-is ever able to imitate com
pletely the original handiwork of 
another mechanic. There is always 
some difference, be it ever so minute. 

In the series of papers that I 
purpose writing from time to time, 
it will be my delight to take up 
these type-set Confederate Provisio!1-
als, analyse their composition, and' 
thus lead the student to a better 
knowledge of these stamps and, I 
trust, qualify him to detect, with a 
fair degree of certainty, any of the 
all-too-numerous imitations with 

BY THE EDITOR 

Notice to Counterfeiters.-The dia
grams illustrating this article will 
not serve for photoengraved repro
ductions of the original stamp, since 
they are not absolutely true in detail, 
and, in addition, contain secret marks 
by which I can positively identify 
such reproductions. They are pre
pared for descriptive purposes only. 
-Aue. DIETZ. 

which, unfortunately, Philately is 
beset at this time. 

We will consider these stamps in 
alphabetical order, beginning with 

BATON ROUGE, LA. 

The story of the Baton Rouge 
Provisional makes but a short para
graph. They were printed for the 
postmaster Joseph McCormick, in 
the job office of the Cornet and 
Gazette, a local newspaper. There 
were three denominations: 2 Cents, 
printed in green on white paper; S 
Cents, green and carmine on white 
paper; and 10 Cents, dull blue on 
white paper. There were two dis
tinct types of the S Cents: the first 
(Type I) with a border of Maltese 
crosses, and Type II, without bor
der. The latter is extremely rare. 

McCormick, who was postmaster 
of Baton Rouge before Louisiana 
seceded, received his official Con
federate appointment from the 
President on April 18, 1862, along 
with a great number of other South
ern postmasters. He held this office 
throughout the war. 

The Baton Rouge Provisionals 
were printed from a group of ten 
type-set forms, arranged in two 
horizontal rows of five. The mar
gin, or gutter between the units, 
was less than lmm. The design is 
a very simple but attractive one. It 
was set up in types current at that 
time, but rarely used by printers of 
today. It is unnecessary to give 
their style-names or indulge in a 

technical description of their char
acter, since no varieties occur in the 
type-setting. The border surround
ing the inscriptions, however, re
quires our especial attention and 
study, since it is here that we estab
lish the varieties, as well as seek our 
best marks of identification of the 
authentic stamp. . 

This framing was made up of 
sections of a border known as 
"Maltese Cross," each unit consist
ing of a type quadrat one-twelfth of 
an inch square. Thirty-four units 
surround the form-9 in width and 
10 in depth. 

;'·..,~~·~ ....... ~ 
THE UNIFORM CROSSES OF THE GENUINE 

The same settings were used for 
the three denominations, with no 
change in the general arrangement, 
save that in the figures of value and 
the addition of the words "Paid" 
and "Cts." on either side of the "2" 
and the "10." 

The background on the S Cents 
value consists of a spiderweb-like 
network made up of a border con
sisting of the pattern here illustrat
ed, and printed in green color. 

THE BACKGROUND IN GREEN 

Let's examine this 5-Cent Baton 
Rouge. It is an attractive stamp
in fact, one of the two first bi-colo(
ed postage stamps issued on the 

· American continent! The other was 
the Livingston, Ala. Confederate 
Postmasters' Provisionals. Did you 
know this? No? Well, you may 
tell Ripley. 

COUNTERFEIT OF THE 5-CENTS 

Before me lie two beautiful 
copies of the S Cents Baton Rouge, 
La. They have been offered to a 
collector by a reputable dealer and 
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guaranteed genuine. This collector, 
however, preferred to have them ex
amined before sending his check. 
They are off cover and unused. 
And, let me state, incidentally, that 
the counterfeit 5 Cents Baton Rouge 
is one of the most deceptive and 
well-executed imitations in the en
tire "Rogues' Gallery," as my good 
friend Hiram Deats long ago styled 
this group of imposters. A glance 
at the stamps before me determined 
their status-they are counterfeits . 
I know there will be disappoint
ment and chagrin in the heart of my 
correspondent when the report 
reaches his hands. I am concerned 
less with the reaction of the "ex
pert" who tried to sell these cou.~

terfoits. Sometimes there is an 
angry flare-up from his quarter- a 
statement of the "authentic history" 
of the stamp-a demand for retrac
tion, with a thinly-veiled threat of 
a damage suit in the event that this 
is not promptiy forthcoming. It 
does not forthcome. I am too old 
to retract. Besides, all that .is to be 
said, has been said, and the incident 
is closed as far as I am concerned. 
Those who market counterfeits do 
not court publicity-but" I am sure 
there are lots of "blackballs" wait
ing for me when St. Peter holds out 
the ballot-box . .. 

Here are two considerably en
larged illustrations of the Baton 
Rouge 5-Cent stamps. One is gen-

uine, the other counterfeit. I am 
omitting the backgrounCI printed in 
green, so that you may more readily 
follow the description of detail that 
distinguishes the one from the other. 

We will take up the two designs 
in detail along down the line. Note 
first the little crosses of the border 
in the genuine stamp. They are 
practically uniform in design. They 
must be, because all were cast in the 
same typefounders' mould. Turn 
to the counterfeit. You will note 
that there is a marked variation in 
the four solid color triangles form
ing the Maltese crosses. This is 
conclusive evidence that type-cast 
border was not used, but instead 
some hand-engraved medium, either 
type-metal or engravers' wood. It 
is quite difficult to determine this on 
the small stamp, without a magni
fying-glass which will readily dis
close the variations. 

Observe the arrangement of this 
border. In the original we find a 
"break" in its horizontal continuity 
both at the top and bottom. On 
the example illustrated we find this 
"break" or open space occurring 
between the 6th and 7th crosses at 
the top, leaving three joined units at 
the right. This is repeated at the 
bottom. 

It must be stated at this point, 
that .these "breaks" in the top and 
bottom rows of Maltese cross bor
der do not always occur in the same 
position in the originals, while all 
munterfeits are of the one type
showing the "break" between the 
6th and 7th crosses at the top. 

In the ten units making up the 
pane there are several variations, 
and these distinguish the different 
"Types," aside from the unit with 
its error in the spelling of the post
master's name "McCcrmick. " 

Inasmuch as a final plating of 
this stamp is practically impossible 
on account of the fact that there are 
no variations from normal in the 
borders at the sides-which could 
guide in determining positions-a 
description of these "break" varie-

ties, along with a meager statistical 
table of quantities of each type re
corded is all that can be offered at 
this time. 

Aside from a dozen or more 
copies in as many private collections, 
and of which I made no detailed 
records at the time of inspection, 
my chief source material consists of 
photographs of the Baton Rouge 
locals in the Walcott, Brooks and 
Hind collections, plus the Ferrari 
material which, however, has been 
chiefly absorbed by this group of 
specialists. 

The following table records the 
statistics which, I know, are far 
from complete, and it is my great 
desire to obtain actual-size or twice
enlarged photographs of other ma
terial, which will, at least, enable 
us to determine the relative scarcity 
of these border varieties; and this 
knowledge, in turn, will lead us as 
near to a reconstructed pane of this 
stamp as we may ever hope to be . . 

STATISTICS 

In compiling this tentative catalog 
and table of statistics, I have taken 
the liberty of esta:blishing distinctive 

. "Types" as far as it has been possi
ble to separate the material of which 
I have record. A description of each 
type precedes the quantity known to 
me. There may be a fourth type, 
but ·up to this time it has not come 
to my notice. 
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TYPE I 
~~~oic~~ ~~~ 

TOP ROW 

~~~~~~ ~~~ 
BOTTOM ROW 

Because I have record of more 
copies of this type than any other, I 
designate it as "Type I," or the 
normal type. It shows the "break" 
between sections 6 and 7 in both 
the top and bottom rows of crosses. 

I have record of the following: 

2 Cents- 3 copies. 
5 Cents-10 copies. 

10 Cents- 1 copy. 

TYPE II 

~~~~~~~ ~~ 
TOP ROW 

BOTTOM Row · 

The variety designated as "Type 
II" shows the "break" between sec
tions 7 and 8 in the top, and be
tween sections 6 and 7 in the bottom 
rows of crosses. 

I have record of the following: 

2 Cents-none. 
5 Cents-3 

10 Cents-I 

TYPE III 

~~~~~ ~~~~ 
TOP ROW 

~~~~~~ ~~~ 
BOTTOM ROW 

The variety designated as "Type 
III" shows the "break" between 
sections 5 and 6 in the top, and be
tween sections 6 and 7 in the bottom 
rows of crosses. 

I have record of the following: 

2 Cents-none. 
5 Cents-1. 

10 Cents-none. 

VARIETY-ERROR 

~~~~~~ ~~~ 
TOP ROW 

BOTTOM ROW 

The well-known error in the 
spelling of the postmaster's name
"McCcrmick" -occurs, as far as 
known, on Type I only. 

I have record of the following: 

2 Cents-none. 
5 Cents-3. 

10 Cents-none. 

Based upon the foregoing table 
we may deduce that the original 
grouping of the pane consisted of 7 
units Type I, 2 of Type II, and 1 of 
Type III, and this would represent 
the comparative scarcity of each. 

COUNTERFEITS 

While all three values of the 
Baton Rouge have been imitated in · 
more or less crudely executed wood
cuts and printed on various tints of 
paper and colors of ink, the 5-Cent, 
which forms the subject of our dis
cussion, is by far the most deceptive 
and dangerous. 

It is unnecessary, too, to illustrate 
the counterfeits of the 2 Cents and 
the 10 Cents for, being so glaringly 
different from the originals-which 
are illustrated in this article-a brief 
description of these differences will 
suffice for their detection. 

2 Cents.-The Words "Paid" 
and "Cts." are spaced about Yzmm 
from the side border in the counter
feit. On the genuine these words 
abutt the border. There is no period 
after "Cts." on the counterfeit, while 
it appears on the genuine stamp. 

5 Cents.-This is the only dan
gerous imitation in the lot. As the 
same styles of types and figures were 
used in its manufacture, the decep
tion is further heightened by the 
perfectly imitated and confusing 
spiderweb background in green. 
However, upon close inspection, 
guided by our diagram and the fol
lowing description, this counterfeit 
may be readily detected. 

A genuine Baton Rouge 5 Cents 
is illustrated opposite the counter
feit. Note the following points of 
difference. 

THE IMPERFECT CROSSES OF THE 

COUNTERFEIT 

1.-The Maltese crosses are not 
uniform in design, but of greatly 
varying shapes, while in the genuine 
the four solid triangles forming 
the cross are practically uniform 
throughout. 

2.-The "break" in the top row 
of crosses always occurs between 
sections 7 and 8 with no pronounced 
"break" in the bottom row. 

3.-Note the position of the dot 
(.) after "P." It falls between the 
"R" and the "o" of "Rouge." Com
pare with the genuine, where the 
period aligns with the right upper 
loop of the "R." 

4.-Note the break in the lower 
loop of the "g" of "Rouge." This 
has been found constant on the 
counterfeit. 

5.-Note the smaller type and 
narrower width of "J. McCormick" 
in the counterfeit. 

6.-Note the wider spacing be
tween "J. McCormick" and the bor
der on the counterfeit compared 
with the narrow space on the gen
uine. This is the simplest test. 

7.-The colors of the counterfeit 
are usually of a deeper hue. 

10 Cents.-The figures "10" are 
in bold, extended type on the coun
terfeit, while the original shows 
these figures in a tall, extra con
densed type. "Paid" and "Cts." are 
omitted on the counterfeit. 

THE 2-CENT AND 10-CENT 

The 2-Cent stamp was printed in 
green on white wove paper, and the 
10-Cent in a dull blue ink on white 
wove. All three values are of the 
same size, measuring 18 Yzxl 9 Yzmm. 
They were probably supplied to the 
.public ungummed. 

Because the identical border for
mations are encountered in all copies 
of the 2-Cent and 10-Cent that have 
come to my notice, as well as the 
same type lines arranged in the exact 
positions as those on the 5-Cent 
stamp, it must be assumed that the 
forms of these ten settings were 
used for all three values, with mere-
1 y the changes in the figures. It is 
therefore not necessary to describe 
in detail these two values, which are 
here illustrated in great enlarge
ment. All that has been stated con
cerning the three types and the 
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ADDENDA 

A SPECIALIZED CATALOG 
OF THE 

POSTAGE STAMPS 
OF THE 

Confederate States of America 

one variety of the 5-Cent will be 
applicable to the 2-Cent and the 
10-Cent, although the necessary 
number of each, required to verify 
these statements, has not yet been 
assembled. 

In view of the brief period in 
which Confederate Provisionals were 
current, a considerable number of 
McCormick's stamps appear to have 
been used in Baton Rouge-espec
ially the 5-Cent value. The 2-Cent 
and 10-Cent denominations, how
ever, are extremely scarce. 

THAT "BREAK" IN THE BORDER 

I am sure that every inquisitive 
student of this stamp has questioned 
the reason for this "break" in the 
continuity of the border in the top 
and bottom rows of crosses. And 
thereby hangs a typographic tale. 

In setting the small form for this 
stamp the printer was governed by 
the width of his longest line-in 
this case the name "Baton Rouge, 
La." Finding it to exceed the space 
of seven sections of the cross border 
-into which it must fit-he knew 
no other road out of this difficulty 
than to separate two sections of the 
border with a blank space, thus 
lengthening the border sufficiently 
to accommodate the longest line of 
type! The printer of today would 
not break his border, but instead 
eliminate the spacing between the 
words or omit the period after "La." 
But the craftsman of 1861, bound 
by the unalterable laws of correct 

typography and punctuation-fast 
as those of the Medes and Persians 
-would have qu~t his job rather 
than deviate one iota from these 
·tenets. To leave out that period, or 
omit the spacing between the words, 
would have been equivalent to high 
treason. And as a result we have 
this "break," characteristic of but 
this one stamp in the catalog. 

THE McCcRMICK ERROR 

This famous error, like that of 
"Goilad" in the Provisional of 
Goliad, Texas, .is purely a typogra
phical error, unnoticed by the print
er in his proof-reading-if he even 
took the pains to read a proof. It 
was apparently never corrected, and 
appears in but one setting of the 
group of ten. 

A PLATING OBJECT 

The Hind collection contained a 
cover franked with the only Baton 
Rouge (a 5-Cent Type I.) I have 
seen that would be of service in an 
attempt to plate this stamp. This 
copy shows the top margin of the 
sheet, a fraction of the border of the 
stamp to the right, and one-fifth of 
the adjoining stamp below. With 
its close, but clear-of-print margin 
on the left, it probably represents 
No. 1 in the pane. 

A NEW TYP = 5-CENT 

Next month I hope to illustrate 
and describe a hither~::> unlisted type 
of the 5 Cents Baton Rouge. 

Prin tcd and Published by 

The Dietz Printing Co., Richmond, Va. 

COPYRIGHT, 1928 
THE DIETZ PRINTING CO. 

RICHMOND, VA. 

CONTRIBUTORS THIS MONTH: 

The material listed in this month's instalment 
of our Catalog was submitted by Messrs. Kenneth 
C. Bentz, Charles Hofmann, and R. T. Freeman. 

ALABAMA 
Dadeville, Ala. 

·PAID 5 
Sc. handstamps, black. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S.00 

Postmaster's FREE Frank "B. T. Smith, 
P. M." in manuscript), black ...... . 

GEORGIA 
Greenville, Ga. 

PAID 10 
lOc. handstamps, black.................. S.00 

Macon, Ga. 

Sc. woodcut handst~mp, black. . . . . . . . . . . S.00 

West Point, Ga. 

PAID)?' 
!Oc. handstamp, v.alue in manuscript, black 3.00 

NORTH CAROLINA 
Murfreesboro, N. C. 

PAID 

10 
lOc. handstamps, black.... . ......... . ... 5.00 

Send in your unlisted "Paids" and. 
other Confederate material for the next 
Edition of the SPECIALIZED CATALOG. 

AI.ways include return postage. 
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Jfhy Collect Stamped Envelopes? 
VI 

TWENTIETH CENTURY EN-
VELOPE KNIVES 

E:X:.CELLENT full sized illus
trations of ·envelope knives 
have been published from 

time to time, .the last being that of 
J. M. Bartels Co. in their entire en
velope catalog of 1911. This is still 
obtainable through book brokers, as 
the publisher's supply is exhausted. 
The author has continued these full
sized illustrations up to date in blue
print form, and will gladly share 
them with oollectors who · desire 
them. 

For general envelope collecting 
requirements, there has been devised 
a simpler way to compare these vari
ous knives, as they may be current 
at any given period. This has re
sulted in a series of miniature draw
ings, with all knives of a size (in 
any one period) grouped together 
for convenient comparison. This 
method may have some limitations, 
in technical accuracy, for the ardent 
specialist, who is respectfully re
ferred to the full-sized series avail
able above. 

DIVISION OF ENVELOPE KNIVES 

INTO P ERIODS 

This method requires the group
ing of all envelope knives (Kl to 
K105) into five periods, as follows: 

Period Issues Years Knives 
1st 1st to 4th 1853-70 1-22 
2nd 5th- 6th 1870-78 23-45 
3rd 7th-13th 1878-93 46-64 
4th 14th-16th 1894-02 65-86 
5th 17th-27th 1903-36 87-105 

(Twentieth Century} 

In addition to the specified knives 
originated in each period, there are 
included in this miniature series all 
preceeding knives that were current
ly used in the period. The first 
three periods embrace the old sys
tem of size designation, both num
eral and letter, with cross ·references 
to the new numbers and the last 

BY THOMAS D. PERRY 
New Albany, Indiana 

two periods have the new system of 
numerical size designation. This 
will be understood more clearly by 
reference to Fig. No. 7 ( S. and C. C., 
February, 1935). Obviously there 
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will be some duplications in these 
period divisions, but only where 
such repetition will facilitate current 
comparison and identification with
in each period. It should be noted 
that the 4th period includes all of 
the 16th Issue, originated in 1899 
and continuing until 1903, and that 
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Fig. No. 13. T wentieth Century Envelope Knives, Sizes 1, 2, 3 and 4. 
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the 5th period includes all of the 
twentieth century issues, exactly as 
covered by Bartels' 1930 catalogs. 
Such an issue as the 16th, split 
across the end of the century, pre
sents a conundrum in classification, 
but the plan established by Bartels 
catalogs has been generally ap
proved and accepted by envelope 
collectors, and may be regarded as 
standard. 

This miniature series, divided in
to five periods, will be presented in 
reverse order, first, because it in
cludes the later knives that have 
never been published, second, be
cause a large number of entire en
velope collectors confine their atten
tion to the twentieth century issues, 
and third, so that collectors may 
learn to use the system as applied to 
envelopes in current use. Succeed
ing articles will treat of the eadier 
periods in the same reverse order. 

KNIVES OF THE FIFTH PERIOD 

The knives of this period fall into 
several groups of similar character
istics. The high back group, mostly 
originated .in 1900, includes a few 
earlier and one later knife, and 
covers all sizes except sizes 1, 6, 10, 
and 11, as follows: 

Size 
2 
3 
4 
5 
7 
70 
8 
9 

13 
14 

Knife 
79 
80 
84 
81 
51 

105 
59 
61 
83 
86 

Originated 
1900 
1900 
1900 
1900 
1878 
1931 
1890 
1890 
1900 
1900 

The common characteristic is that 
the side flaps do not meet and the 
bottom flap is nearly the full height 
of the enve:lope. All extra quality 
envelopes have high backs, as it is a 
sturdier envelope, although some
what more costly to make. High 
backs are never used for window 
envelopes, although they were gen
erally used for the short-lived open 
end envelopes, introduced in 1907, 
on sizes 5, 8 and 13. Other than 
window envelopes are now all made 

regularly with high backs, but this 
rule has some earlier exceptions. 

The other outstanding group in 
this period is the low backs, which 
again is subdivided into several sub
groups. The characteristics of all 
these low backs is a very deep throat 
and side flaps that overlap. Win
dow envelopes, introduced July 1, 
1915, have low backs. The largest 
sub-group contains the first low back 
knife of each size, and is as follows: 

1833 

• 

OVfR l.RP OF T.F. RNO 8 .tr. 
9-101'n"'1. 

Size Knife Originated 

2 94 1912 
3 92 1912 
4 95 1912 
5 87 1912 
6 103 1929 
7 104 1916 
8 91 1912 

13 89 1912 
14 93 1912 

As a rule, the ends of the side flaps 
were nearly square or only slightly 
rounded. Low back knives were not 
made for sizes 1, 7;/z, 9, 10 and 11. 

1884-

SIZE s 

............. 
--'-.... --

OVER J."P OF T.F. lfHD 8 .F. 
4 -5.,,,.,.. 

WINDOW ONLY 

TOP 193S 

Fig. No. 14. Twenti~h Century Envelope Knives, Sizes 5 and 6. 
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The second sub-group, confined 
to sizes 5, 8 and 13, was the result 
of a Post Office Department order 
to increase the overlap of the top 
and bottom flaps in fact this over
lap was more than doubled. For 
some reason this sub-group was only 
used for a very short time and then 
disappeared from view. The ends 
of the side flaps continued to be 
practically square, although with 
narrower ends than in the first sub
group above. These enlarged lap 
knives are as follows: 

Size 

5 
8 

13 

Knife 

99 
97 

101 

Originated 

1915 
1915 
1915 

Envelopes from these three 
knives are found only in the 20th 
and 21st Issues, watermarks 19 and 
20, and are decidedly uncommon, 
though not rare. 

The third sub-group, perhaps 
antedating the second but continu
ing in general use at the present 
time, has as its outstanding charac
teristic rounded and even semi-cir
cular ends on the side flaps. Square 
or nearly square ends presented seri
ous difficulties to the knife maker, 
and it was only natural and logical 
that these square corners, as succes
sive knives were required, were 
eased off gradually into what be
came eventually almost semi-circular 
ends. The extent of .this rounding 
was most pronounced in the sizes 
most extensively used, i. e. , sizes 5, 
7, 8, and 13, and for these sizes new 
knife numbers have been assigned. 
The rounding has not been notice
able on other sizes, although no one 
would be surprised if some were 
eventually discovered. This third 
sub-group comprises : 

Size Knife Originated 

5 90 ( 87a ) 1913-4 
7 96 1921 
8 102 (91a ) 1915 

13 98 (89a ) 1914-5 

The reason for the early number 
(K96) on size 7 is that it was the 

first low back discovered in size 7, 
and the square end size 7 (K104) 
did not come to light until later and 
was assigned a later number, al
.though actually earlier chronologi
cally. Cross references are shown 
to square ends, with the sub-num
bers K87a, K89a and K91a, which 
were used until the fully rounded 
ends appeared and demanded dis
tinct knife numbers. Collectors will 

,' 
/ 

1090 

.·'' 

/ 
/ 

' 

,,' ' 

S tZ E. 9 

. 
' 
' ,' .. ,, 

',,' .. , 

avoid contusion by limiting the first 
sub-group knife numbers to square 
or nearly square ends, and classify
ing distinctly rounded or semi-cir
cular ends in the third sub-group . 

The above three sub-groups in
clude all of the knives originated 
since 1900 (including that year) 
except K88, size 11, which was a 
change in baronial size from l 34x-
108mm. to 140x108mm. 

',, 
',, 

............ 

/ 
/ .. 

191?. 

' 
' 

' ' 

S1z£ II 

T DP 1935 

Fig. No. 15 . T wentieth Century Envelope Knives, Sizes 7, 70 , 9, 10 and 11. 
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C OMPARATIVE CHARACTERISTICS 

OF KNIVES 

In order to make the knife iden
tification easier, reference may be 
made to Figs. No. 13, 14, 15, 16, 
and 17, and the following salient 
differences: 

Size 1. This size was discontinued as of 
June 30, 1915. The only two knives used 
in this period were "hang-overs" from an 
earlier period, K46 ( 1878), and K65a 
( 1894 knife remodelled in 1907). The 
latter is a relict from the Purcell knives 
with left side flap overlaying the right side 
flap (L/R), and is easily distinguished 
from K46, which is R/L. (Fig. No. 13). 

· Size 2 . This size was discontinued on 
blue buff and amber on June 30, 1915, 
and on white on January 1, 1921. Only 
two knives were used, K79 with high back 
and K94 with low back. (Fig. No. 13). 

Size 3. This size was discontinued on 
D ecember 31, 1929. Only two knives were 
used, K80 with high back, and K92 with 
low back. (Fig. No. 13). 

Size 4. This size was discontinued on 
amber on June 30, 1915, and on white . on 
January 1, 1921. Only two knives were 
used, K84 with high back, and K95 with 
low back. (Fig. No. 13). 

Size 5. Six knives were used on this size 
in this period, two of them hang-overs be
fore the days of high or low back types. 
Knife 68 is a Purcell product, during the 
short interval when envelopes were made at 
Holyoke. The left side flap overlaps the 
right (L/R), and it is easily distinguished. 
Its only use during the twentieth century 
was on le. oval, laid paper, watermark 15, 
both white and manila. Knife 75a came 
out in 1899 and was extensively used for 
le. envelopes with most watermarks from 
15 to 25. It is similar to K68, but R/L, 
and easily identified, since it is quite dis
tinct from either the high or low backs. 
The only high back in this period is K81, 
and it appears in every issue. There are 
three low backs, i. e., K87 with nearly 
square ends on side flaps (ends about 
18mm. wide) and small overlap of botrom 
and tOp flap, 4/5mm.; K99 still with 
square ends (about 12mm. wide) and large 
overlap of botrom and top flaps, 9/lOmm.; 
and K90 with rounded and nearly semi
circular ends on side flaps. The large over
lap (K99) is uncommon, and found only 
in issue 20. Knives 87 and 90 are exten
sivdy used, the former during the early 
issues, both for several issues, and the 
latter in the later issues. (Fig. No. 14). 

. Sjze. 6. This size designation, formerly 
mdlCatrng a lower quality paper of size 5 
was dis~ontinued on January 1, 1921, and 
was ass1g:ie? to a new size on January 1, 
1929, exmmg so far only in low back 
window envelopes, Kl03 in Issues 25 and 
27. It is designed especially for check en
closures, and not particularly common, as 
regulations prohibit its sale in less than 
250 lots. (Fig. No. 14). 

except 26, the Washington Bi-centennial. 
There are two low back knives, K96 and 
K104, the former with round ends on side 
flaps was discovered first and given the 
earlier number, which is not according to 
chronological sequence; the latter number 
(Kl04) , actually came out first and was 
limited to use in Issue 21. Knife 96 is the 
common size 7 knife and is found in Issues 
23, 24, 25 and 27. (Fig. No. 15). 

Size 7Y,. This is a new size introduced 
on January 1, 1931 and comes only in high 
back, K105. It is large enough to enclose 
a size 13, without the excess length of size 
7 for the same purpose. It is not in very 
common use, but available at retail post 
office windows. (Fig. No. 15). 

TDP 
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SIZE: 8 

April, 1935 

Size 8. There are four knives of this 
size, the high back, K59, appearing in 
every issue and being a hang over from 
1890 • and easily distinguished. There are 
three low backs, i. e., K91 with wide 
( 18mm.) nearly square ends on side flaps 
and small overlap of top and bottom flap 
(5/6mm.); K97 with enlarged overlap 
(13/14mm.) of top and bottom flap and 
narrow ( 13mm) square ends on side flaps; 
and K102 with rounded or nearly semi
circular ends on side flaps. Knife 97 is 
rather uncommon and appears only in Issue 
21, while K91 and K102 are the common 
knives of this size, the former character
izing the earlier issues, and the latter the 
later issues, with an intermediate time 
when both were in use. (Fig. No. 16). 

"' ., 

/ 
1900 

, 
,,' ' 

,~'' 

' 
,/ 

Siu l.!J 

SIZE IJ 
FORMERLY I( 8Sa. Size 7. Three knives have been used for 

this size. The high back, K51, is a hang 
over from 1878, and appears in every issue Fig. No. 16. Twentieth Century Envelope Knives, Sizes 8 and 13. 
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Size 9. This size comes only in high 
back, using K61, originated in 1890. It is 
not especially common, but appears in all 
issues, and usually is badly creased in 
postal use, because of its excessive size. 
(Fig. No. 15). 

Size 1 O. This small baronial, regarded 
as a ladies' square envelope, was not par
ticularly popular and was discontinued on 

1900 

January 1, 1921. It appears in K85 only, 
and in Issues 17 to 23. (Fig. N o. 15) . 

Size 11 . T his large baronial, quite popu
lar in the 1890s, was a man's baronial, and 
appears in Issues 17 and 18 with K82. 
The size was somewhat enlarged in K88, 
and appears in Issues 19 to 22. This size 
was discontinued on January 1, 1921. (Fig. 
No. 15). 

.. t ..... 

/,,•'/,-~~-Z£ /~''•,,,',,, 
13 /Z r DP t 9J S 

Fig. No. 17. Twentieth Century Envelope Knives, Size 14. 

TABLE VII 

UNITED STATES ENVELOPE K NIVES 87 T O 105 (AND EARLIER) 

5th Period, 1903-36, Twentieth Century 

Oval Circular 
---"----- - - - -------"---------. 

Issues 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 27 
26 

Water- 14 15 16 19 19 22 24 26 28 31 
marks 17 20 20 23 25 27 29 32 

18 21 21 30 33 

New Sizes 

46 46 46 
65a 

2 79 79 79 79 
94 94 94 94 

3 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 
92 92 92 92 92 92 92 

4 84 84 84 84 
95 95 95 ( ?) ( ?) 

5 68 
75a 75a 75a 75a 75a 75a 
81 81 81 81 81 81 81 81 81 81 

87 87 87 87 87 87 87 
90 90 

99 
6 103 103 
7 51 51 51 51 51 51 51 51 51 51 

96 96 96 96 
104 104 

7Y, 105 105 
8 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 

91 91 91 91 
97 97 97 97 97 97 

102 102 102 102 
9 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 

10 85 85 85 85 85 85 85 
11 82 82 

88 88 88 88 
13 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 .33 

89 89 89 89 89 89 89 
98 98 98 

101 101 101 101 
14 86 86 86 86 

93 93 93 

This table subject to correction. 

Size 13. T here are four knives of this 
size, the high back, K83, appearing in 
every issue and being easily identified. 
There are three low backs, K89 with wide 
( 18mm.) nearly square ends on side flaps 
and small overlap of top a.nd bottom flaps 
( 6/ 7mm.) ; KlOl with enlarged overlap 
(12/ 13mm.)' of top and bottom flaps and 
narrow ( 12mm.) square ends on side flaps; 
and K98 with rounded or nearly semi-cir
cular ends on side flaps. Knife 101 is 
rather uncommon and appears only in Issue 
21, while K89 and K98 are the common 
knives of this size, the former character
izing the earlier issues, and the latter the 
later issues, with an intermediate time 
when both were in use. (Fig. No. 16). 

Size 14. This size was discontinued on 
buff and blue on 'June 30 1915 and on 
white on January 1, 1921., It appears in 
Issues 17 to 20 in high back, K86, and in 
low back (K93 ) in Isrnes 20 to 22. (Fig. 
N o. 17) . 

* * * 
A summary of the issues in which 

the different knives were used dur
ing this fifth period is given in 
Table VII. 

With this comparison of knives, 
an envelope collector should have 
no difficulty in properly identifying 
any twentieth century envelopes that 
may come into his possession. A 
similar outline will be presented in 
succeeding articles for the envelope 
knives of the earlier periods. 

(To be contim.f.ed) 

---{8J1---

Roslyn Get~ Together 
The Roslyn Stamp Club of N ew 

York is sponsoring a get-together of 
all stamp clubs and stamp collectors 
on the North Shore, to be held at 
the Legion Dugout on the Paper 
Mill Road in Roslyn on May 20th 
at 8 p. m. 

No admission will be charged. 
There will be speakers and door 
prizes, and philatelic souvenirs for 
all who attend. The main idea of 
the evening is to meet other collec
tors and have a good time. 

Club secretaries are requested to 
write to Alexander Ginsberg, Box 
423, Roslyn, N. Y., president of the 
Roslyn Stamp Club, stating the 
number of members expecting to 
attend, and individual collectors, 
not affiliated with any club, are 
asked to do likewise, so that proper 
arrangements may be made. 
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An Interesting Cover 

M R. CHARLES L. HOF
MANN of Richmond, Va., 
has come in possession of 

the unique cover which is here illus
trated. It will prove interesting to 
specialists in Confederates. The 
owner, himself an enthusiastic col
lector of war-time covers, comments 
as follows: 

This cover bearing the black 
handstamp canc!'!llation "MURFREES
BOROUGH N. c. JUL 6" and "PAID 
10" indicates the posting of the 
letti:r from that place on July 6th, 
1861, its destination being Richfield 
Springs, N. Y. 

On May 31st, 1861 the stamps of 
the United States ceased to be "good 
for postage" in the Southern States, 
by reason of an order of the Post
master General of the United States, 
reading in part as follows : 

There are now no postmasters of the 
United States, in the seceded States, author
ized to sell stamps or collect postage, since 
the 1st of June for this government. Post
masters, therefore, must treat all matter 
since the 1st of June coming from the 
seceded States, a:nd mailed within these 
States, as unpaid matter to be held for 
postage. All such matter is ordered to be 
sent . to the Dead Letter Office at W ash
ington to be disposed of according to law. 

The use of United States postage 
stamps was forbidden within the 
Confederate States by an order is
sued by Postmaster General John 

1-I. Reagan, of the Confederate 
States, on April 13th, 1861, as will 
be noted in the following extract: 

.All postmasters are · hereby required to 
render to the Post Office Department at 
Washington, D . C., their final accounts and 
their vouchers for postal receipts and ex
penditures, up to the 31st of this month 
(May), taking care to forward with said 
accounts all postage stamps and stamped 
envelopes remaining on hand belonging to 
the Pos·t Office Department of the United 
States, in order that they receive the proper 
credits therefore, in the adjustment of their 
accounts. 

Thus the postage stamps of the 
United States became obsolete and 
"not good for postage" as applying 
to all issues prior to that of August 
1861. 

Here, then, we have a cover 
posted in Murfreesborough, North 
Carolina, on July 6th, 1861, Con
federate territory, on which was 
affixed a three-cent 18 5 7 stamp of 
the United States and the "PAID 10" 
showing a prepayment of ten cents 
additional as Confederate postage. 

Who can say by what route or 
means it was carried to Louisville, 
Ky. , where, instead of its being 
"sent to the Dead Letter Office in 
Washington, D. C.," it was back
stamped in the United States post 
office at Louisville, and in the same 
deep cobalt blue. There it was post
marked as shown "soUTHN LETTER 

UNPAID." and "DUE 3'" finally 
reaching its destination in Richfield 
Springs, N ew York. 

' \) // 

~~l ·'l~, 
~~~-
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BACKSTAMPED AT LOUISVILLE, KY. 

Dr. Carroll Chase, in his work, 
"The 3c. Stamp of the United States 
1851-1857 Issue" illustrates a simi
lar postmark in which the abbrevia
tion "soUTHN" is shown with let
ters ot even height. On this post
mark it will be noted that the "N" 
of "souTHN is of a lesser height 
and has a dash under the same
a type which I have not seen before. 

An interesting cover from the 
viewpoint of the collector of the 
185 7 three-cent, or the Confederate 
handstamps. 

CHARLES L. HOFMANN. 

Electric Eye Varieties 
Last week sheets from the plates 

No. 21367-68 went on sale at the 
Agency and several differences are 
apparent. The dashes on 21367 
are not all the same length while on 
21368 they are much narrower. On 
both sheets the dashes do not fall 
in the same relation to the stamps 
as those on the first two plates 
21149-50. 

Also, the horizontal line, guide 
for the horizontal perforations, in
stead of being a solid line is a series 
of vertical lines with just a hair-line 
of white showing between.-Rice' s 
W eekly Postal News, Box E, Balls
ton, Va. 

~---

Please mention STAMP AND COVER 
COLLECTING when writing to our 
advertisers. · 
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Byrd Cover Dates Stir 
Ph • 1 1 • occasion that the new issue would 

1 ate 1 S t S be a~ailab~e exclusively at Litt.le 
America-if collectors wanted 1t, 
they would have to pay the extra 

Three Different Times of Cancel/a- cover fee of half a dollar to get it. 
tion Arouse New Tempest. Reporters asking for a precedent for 

such a ruling were answered: 

BY JAMES WALDO FAWCETT "There isn't any precedent. We like 
Dick Byrd, and we think the stamp 

W)I----------~.-.. collectors of the United States ought 
Postmaster General James A. Far- to be willing to help him." 

ley' s well-meaint effort to help Ad- But philatelists felt that they were 
miral Richard E. Byrd finance his being coerced. They did not relish 
second expedition to the Antarctic paying 5 3 cents for a 3-cent stamp. 
Continent has brought down upon And when the stamp itself appeared 
the postal chief a new avalanche of with the words "U. S. Postage" on 
protests from the stamp collectors its face, they demanded that the 
of the Nation. issue be sold in the Philatelic Agen

The covers which the Post Office 
Department invited the philatelic 
public to send to Little America 
have come back and their recipients 
are critical of the cancellations 
affixed to them. 

cy for use on domestic mail. The 
disturbance finally convinced Mr. 
Farley, and the stamp was released 
by the agency, October 3, 1933. 

Then it began to be rumored tha:t 
the covers designated for Antarctica 
really were not being sent there. 
Hundreds of collectors heard and 
believed that a great quantity of 
them were being held at Norfolk, 
Va., or in Washington. The report 
probably was untrue, but it enjoyed 
wide currency, just the same. 

According to the terms of the 
contract, the collectors were to pay 
50 cents for each envelope post
marked at the "southernmost post 
office in the world," and approxi
mately 54,000 patrons paid their 
money with the understanding that 
all the postmarks would be alike
all of the saime date, January 30, 
1934. 

Long delays followed before any 
covers were returned to the United 
States, and the publicity bureau of 

But the covers now returned the Post Office Department finally 
show three different dates of can- announced that, "because of trans
cellation. Some are inscribed Janu
ary 31, 1934, and some January 30, 
1935. The number actually post
marked on the day specified by the 
Post Office Department-Presider_it 
Roosevelt's birthday anniversary
were a scant fraction of the total 
sent to Antarctica, and .thus have a 
scarcity value greater tnan the others. 

BYRD STAMP BROUGHT PROTEST 

It happens, also, that the postal 
· aspect of the Byrd Expedition never 
was popular with collectors. There 
was complaint when the special 3-
cent Byrd stamp was announced, 
September 22, 1933. The Postmas
ter General told the press on that 

. por.tation difficulties," customers 
would have to wait until the expedi
tion itself came back. 

SAILOR CANCELS COVERS 

Meanwhile, Dr. John Oliver La 
Goree, vice-president of ,the Nation
al Geographical Society had been 
sworn in honorary postmaster at 
Little America, with the understand
ing that the actual work was to be 
done by LeRoy Clark, secretary to 
Admiral Byrd, as assistant post
master. 

Mr. Farley late last Fall sent 
Charles F. Anderson, department 
mechanical expert, to the Byrd ex-

pedition headquarters to "clean up 
the mess." But Mr. Anderson 
found most of the covers canceled 
-Mr. · Clark had done his best 
under difficulties. 

The whole affair probably will 
come before the American Philate
lic Society Convention here next 
August.-W ashington Star. 

------!ZJ--

A us tri a' s Mothers Day 
Stamp 

Following the example set by the 
United States, Austria will issue a 
Mothers Day stamp. The Old 
Vienna Society is pmmoting a 
Mothers Day Exhibition in the 
"Messepalast" (Fair Palace) and 
the first-day sale will take place May 
1st in the special postoffice station 
in the exhibition building. On the 
following day the stamp will be 
available at all post offices, where it 
will substitute the regular issue 24 
groschen for a time. The design is 
by Hans Ranzoni, Jr. after the paint
ing "Mother Love" by lJanhauser, 
in the "Belvidere" in Vienna. There 
is but one value-24 groschen, 
printed in dark blue. Two million 
will be issued.-Die Postmarke. 

------!ZJ- -

F ir st Days from Liban 
First-day covers have been re

ceived from Mr. Benjamin T. 
Baroody, P. 0. Box 153, Beyrouth, 
Liban, franked with the 3 piaster 
brown, showing the ruins of Baal
beck, and the 4.50 pi. deep red with 
the towering stronghold of Beaufort. 
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What the Dealer Wants to Sell You 
TIME amounted to little last 

night, as you will see, so I 
spent six hours in finding out 

-not what the collector is buying 
today, but what the dealer is offer
ing to the collector; or, more ap
propriately, what the dealer wants 
to sell the collector. The results of 
these few hours may be of interest 
to a "corporal's guard," and espec
ially to those who believe that they 
can find vision or the golden fleece 
through the printed word. 

I started by taking four of the 
most popular philatelic magazines 
among which, of course, was STAMP 
AND COVER COLLECTING. Although 
not being burdened with a profus
ion of advertising from the trade I 
have always considered this monthly 
as the real collector's magazine, and 
every dealer advertising therein rep
resenting the "cream o' the crop." 
Each of the four publications were 
dated January, or a week in January 
in the case of the weeklies. Each 
advertisement was measured in 
column inches and classified under 
the following headings: 19th Cen
tury Offers, 20th Century Offers, 
Auctions, and Albums and Acces
sories. Classified advertisements, 
want advs., want lists and general 
approval ·selections were not taken 
into account. A complete classifi
cation and index may be made at a 
later date when several nights hang 
weary on my hands, but suffice it to 
say, I simply wanted to prove to 
myself just what the dealers were 
mainly offering and how much they 
were willing to spend in advertising 
to sell the material. Here are the 
results: 

The four periodicals contained a 
combined total of 15 2 different ad
vertisements of different dealers and 
a total space of 912 inches were 
used. Each dealer used an average of 
six inches for his own advertising. 

Considering the trend towards 
20th century stamps and covers dur-

BY THE OBSERVER 

ing the past few years, it is amazing 
how the cycle of collecting is turn
ing. I dare say two years ago the 
advertising of this century's stamps 
would have led those of last century 
many times, but this is not the case 
today. There were a total of 64 
dealers advertising 19th century 
items and using a total of 220 inches 
to tell the philatelic world about it. 
This gave each dealer an average of 
6.875 inches per advertisement
the highest per advertising space, 
except that of the auctioneers. 

Dealers advertising 20 century 
items came next. There was a total 
of 40 different 20th century adver
tisements, using a total column line
age of 142 inches, or 3.8 inches per 
advertisement. From this it is ap
parent that .the dealers who adver
tise 20th century stamps and covers 
do not use the amount of space per 
issue to say much about their mer
chandise. 

A total of 20 dealers used space 
for offering albums and accessories. 
The total amount of space consumed 
was 100 inches-a good showing 
for those who promote the sale of 
all necessary evils to philately. ·An 
average of 5 inches was taken up by 
each advertisement. 

The auctioneers in this resume 
come last, but by no means the least. 
In fact, from observation, I'd put 
them at the top of the list, because 
1in nearly every instance their ad
vertisements were well displayed 
with plenty of so-called "white 
space" to attract attention. Certain
ly not one of them could be accused 
of conspiring with the manufactur
ers of magnifying glasses to read 
their advertisements. Twenty-eight 
auction dealers used a total of 120 
inches, or an average of 7.857 
inches per individual advertisement 
-a tribute to good merchandising 
and marketing! Besides, all of the 

auction dealers offered something 
free upon request-even though it 
was only a catalog. 

My conclusions or deductions are 
obviously wrong, but the yardstick 
of fact contains no miscalculations 
and each advertisement was care
fully measured and correctly anno
tated. It is evident, therefore, that 
the trade either wishes to dispose of 
an abundance of 19th century stock, 
or they believe that 19th century 
stamps are a sound investment and 
worthy of the collector's first con
sideration. I think the latter state
ment is by far .the most correct. 

It is also evident that purchases 
can be made many times very ad
vantageously through the auctioneer, 
else he would not have the means 
to consistently advertise his services. 

It is also true that thousands still 
buy albums, accessories and 20th 
century stamps, because these deal
ers would otherwise only advertise 
what they could sell. 

All philately is a good investment 
- a golden investment in geogra
phy, history, understanding, comfort 
and relaxation-an investment that 
is too great to measure in dollars 
and cents and lineage, but an invest
ment to the soul wherein is found 
the temple of life. 

--~1:8:]1-----

L inc o l n's Home Club 
The Lincoln's Home Collectors' 

Club of Springfield, Illinois, held 
their 5th Annual Hobby and Stamp 
Show in the corridor-s of the Federal 
Post Office Building April 26 and 
27. 

On Saturday evening the Annual 
Banquet took place at the Hotel 
Abraham Lincoln. The guest speak
er was Hon.· James Rosenthal of 
Chicago, Ill., one of the foremost 
authorities on Lincolniana in the 
United States. Other stamp talks 
were also made. An auction fol
lowed the banquet. 
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Our Sch0»l Club Department 
BY WAY OF lNDRODUCTION: 

I N taking charge of this Depart
ment, formerly conducted by 
Miss Beatrice Master, it is my 

heartiest · desire to maintain its high 
standard of popularity achieved by 
its former Editor. To this end I 
will direct my efforts-willing to 
receive, of course, the sympathetic 
co-ope.ration of my kind readers 
and, especially, the valued help 
from the several School Clubs re
ceiving this magazine. 

I come to you with a baggage full 
of enthusiasm, sincerity and friend
ship and hope to carry through to a 
happy realization various features I 
have in mind, for the betterment of 
philatelic interests in general and 
yours in particular. 

Now, as this copy had to be 
prepared in haste in order to reac3 
timely publication, I have limited 
my first contact with you to the 
following "true" story, which I 
hope will interest you as it deals 
with "the schoolboy who found the 
rarest stamp in the world." 

" THE MOST VALUABLE STAMP 

EVER ISSUED" 

Once upon a time, there lived in 
Demerara (British Guiana) a school
boy named L. Vernon Vaughan. 
This young Vaughan felt such an 
ardent fondness for stamps that he 
was always searching his family's 
archives for old letters. One day 
he found some envelopes, on one 
of which was attached the famous 
British Guiana stamp-the 1856 
le. black on magenta. Not know
ing that he had in his hands a real 
treasure, Vaughan, as was his cus
tom, soaked the stamp off the en
velope and pasted it in his album. 

But ... it seems as if that stamp 
was not destined to make its owner 
famous. At that time, there lived 
in the English city of Bath a stamp 
dealer from whom Vaughan ob-

Contributions from students 
for this Department will be 
welcome, and should be sent 
to the Editor of this Page
MR. SERGIO PEREZ GRAU, 

Fortuna, l'uerto Rico. 

tained complete sets of unused for
eign stamps, and so beautiful did 
our hero find them, that he decided 
to sell some of those contained in 
his collection in order to get more 
of the enchanting ones sold by the 
British dealer. 

And thus it came to pass that his 
ignorance-cursed ignorance! - in
duced him to separate his "ma
genta, " considering it not a good 
specimen and trusting to replace it 
with another in better condition 
when he should delve into the 
family 's papers again. 

Vaughan took his stamp to a 
gentleman named McKinnon, who 
was also an enthusiastic collector. 
Mr. McKinnon looked at the bit of 
paper with marked .jndifference and 
pointed out that he did not like its 
curious octagona,l shape. However, 
Vaughan insisted so earnestly, that 
Mr. McKinnon, considering that he 
was making a daring demonstration 
of generosity, paid the schoolboy 
some 7 shillings for the stamp. 

Ten years elapsed, after which 
Mr. McKinnon sold the stamp in 
London for 25 pounds sterling. 
The London buyer later passed it 
on to the famous Austrian philate
list Count Philippe de la Renotiere 
von Ferrari, who possessed it until 
his collection was sold at auction 

by the French government on which 
occassion Mr. Arthur Hind obtained 
the stamp for about $3 7,500. 

When Mr. Hind passed away, 
his widow married Mr. P. Costa 
Scala, but, according to her deceased 
husband's desire, she retained the 
right to possess the rarest stamp 
known, with at present is valued at 
about $50,000. 

Lately, Mr. Gordon Harmer, 
prominent English auctioneer, has 
arranged to sell the rare British 
Guiana at one of his future auction 
sales in London, possibly during 
May or October of this year. 

How would you, my dear col
lecting-friends, enjoy seeing this 
philatelic treasure! As for me, you 
may rest assured that I would gladly 
place it in my collection, with all 
the ceremony it deserves. 

And now, the sequel. That one
time schoolboy L. Vernon V aughau, 
is still living in Demerara, and not 
at all concerned about the vast 
fortune that might have been his
if he had kept his crudely printed 
magenta-colored paper one-cent 
stamp until Mr. Hind came along! 
How many of us have had similar 
experiences! But, supposing young 
Vaughan had kept that stamp. Count 
Ferrari or Mr. Hind would never 
have heard of it, and it would never 
have been brought into recognition. 
So, you see, in this case (as in many 
others) the prominence and wealth 
of the owners gave that stamp its 
fabulous value. 

To close, please do not forget 
that I will appreciate your writing 
me about this column. I want to 
know your favorite features and 
will be happy to answer any ques
tion you may ask, if you enclose a 
self-addressed, stamped envelope. 

Yours in Philatelic Brotherhood, 

SERGIO PEREZ GRAU 
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''Clara Barton and the Red Cross'' 
I N 1931 the United Stat~s issued a 

two-cent commemorative stamp 
in honor of the fiftieth anniver

sary of the founding of the Ameri
can Red Cross by Clara Barton. This 
stamp was issued in two colors, red 
and black, and met with the greatest 
·praise for artistic and purposeful 
endeavor. The stamp was exten
sively used for postage and right 
now it ·stands pretty high in Scott's 
for an average commemorative. The 
picture depicted on the stamp is that 
taken from the 1930 Red Cross 
poster which shows the figure of a 
Red Cross nurse kneeling before the 
globe with outstretched hands. In 
the upper left hand corner of the 
stamp is a Greek Cross with the five 
equal squares, the emblem of the 
organization, in red. So much for 
the stamp. 

Clara Barton, philanthopist and 
humanitarian, was born on Christ
mas Day, 1821, in Oxford, Mass. 
As a young woman she entered the 
profession of teaching, soon organi
zing a free school at Bordentown, 
N. J. By 1854, at the time she re
signed as head of the school to be- · 
come a clerk in the Patent Office at 
Washington, the institution boasted 
an enrollment of · more than 600 
pupils. 

When the War Between the 
States broke out Miss Barton re
signed her clerkship in the Patent 
Office to become a volunteer nurse. 
She served in army hospitals and a.t 
dressing stations on the battlefields, 
in 1864 being appointed superin
tendent of the hospitals of the Army 
of the James. On several occasions 
she actually wais under fire on the 
battlefields. At the close of the 
war she was given the official as
signment of organizing a bureau of 
records to aid in the search for miss
ing men. In this work she aided in 
identifying and marking the graves 
of more than 12,000 soldiers at the 

BY EDWIN BROOKS, P. J. A. 

Author of: "Stamping Around the 
World" 

National Cemetery at Anderson
ville, Ga. 

At the outbreak of the Franco
Prussian war Miss Barton hurried 
to Germany, where she assisted the 
Grand Duchess of Baden in prepar
ing military hospitals. In 1871 she 
supervised the distribution of food 
and supplies to the people of Strass
burg, and in 1872, after the siege 
of Paris, she headed similar work 
among the distressed people of the 
French capital. She was decorated 
with the golden cross of Baden and 
the iron cross of Germany. 

In 1873 Miss Barton returned to 
the United States, where she im
mediately launched efforts to organ
ize an American Red Cross branch 
and to bring her country into the 
treaty of Geneva. The Red Cross 
at that time was firmly established 
in Europe. The organization had 
grown out of a booklet published by 
Henri Dunant in Geneva in 1862. 
The first Red Cross meeting was 
held in Geneva in October, 1863. 

Miss Barton's efforts were crown
ed with success in 1881, when the 

American Association of the Red 
Cross was founded. She was its 
first president and remained its 
president until her retirement in 
1904. In 1905 the society was re
organized and chartered under the 
name of the American Red Cross. 
The President of the United States 
!:hen became President of the Ame
rican Red Cross. 

Though always active in all' exe
cutive capacity in relieving distress, 
Miss Barton found time to write 
comprehensively of her life's work. 
She published the "Official History 
of the Red Cross" in 1882; . "The 
Red Cross in Peace and War," in 
1898; "A Story of the Red Cross," 
in 1904; and "Story of My Child
hood" in 1907. She died at Glen 
Echo, Md., a suburb of Washington, 
D. C., on April 12, 1912. 

The Red Cross today is establish
ed in more than sixty countries and 
on every continent. In all Christian 
countries and in some that are not, 
such as Japan, it goes under the 
name of Red Cross, but in Moham
medan countries it is the Red Cres
cent, and in Persia the Red Lion and 
Sun. The Red Cross is autonomous 
and independent within each terri
tory, though all organizations are 
linked through the Red Cross 
Geneva Convention, which in 1906, 
revised the international constitution 
and by-laws. A League of Red Cross 
Societies, formed in 1919, more 
closely knits the national societies. 

---!IZJ---

C at a p u 1 t Mail 
The steamships Bremen and 

Europa will resume their ship-to
shore air mail service in May, spec
ial cachets will be applied. For full 
details ask your postmaster to let 
you read the Postal Bulletin of April 
5.-Rice's Weekly Postal News. 

-------0·--
Subscribe now. Only $1 the year. 
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~'i.t/Je Dramatic Story of an Hawaiian 
§~ L\s~~:;;~F~~~~:~!~cs 2-Cent Postage Stamp 
TwoCents. ~ 1~ 

CHAPTER LIII 

"THE DEAD MAN Is NoT HARTMAN 

Doreen and I were busily engaged in discussing Miss 
Stensa's impromptu chat the following morning at break
fast, when the Captain's boy came up, first to the girl's seat, 
and placed an envelope by her side, following which he 
came over to me, with a second. 

"The Captain wishes to see us, after breakfast at 9: 30. 
I wonder what's in the wind now?" I remarked, ~ I laid 
the note by the side of my plate. 

"He says the explanation will be forthcoming, when we 
meet," she added. · 

On going up together after the meal we found Daniells, 
Bonsar, Wiggs, and Linie, also there. 

It was clear, from the grave look on the skipper's face 
that his news was likely to be of some impott. When we 
were all seated he commenced speaking. 

"Miss Wellyn, gentlemen, I have asked you here to 
impart news, which I view with the gravest concern. This 
morning, when the padded room in which Hartman was 
confined, was visited to give him his morning ration, Mr. 
Lanham, the Fourth Officer, who had with him the able 
seaman who carried Hartmann's food supplies found .. .. " 
Frast paused, dramatically, then continued, "a corpse, 
which was quite unrecognizable. It was dressed in Hart
mann' s clothes, but .the features were battered out of all 
recognition." I glanced across at Doreen, but her face was 
inscrutable. The othe;s showed signs of being profoundly 
moved. 

"Well," the silence was broken by Daniells, "one thing, 
much though we may regret such a terrible end I, person
ally, cannot but feel a sense of indescribable relief, that a 
master criminal has ended his career." 

There was no doubt that Daniells' words were but a 
reflex of the thought of all present. 

He had barely finished speaking, when Frast threw his 
bombshell. 

"Miss Wellyn, gentlemen, unfortunately the dead man 
is not Hartmann." 

If we had restrained our feelings before, this statement 
caused them to burst their fetters. 

"What!" we exclaimed, in chorus. 
"On being informed by Mr. Lanham of his discovery I 

at once went down. The dead man wore Hartmann's 
things. The figure was the same as to height, color of 
hair, but ... " again he paused. I could see that, phleg
matic as he was, the man was profoundly moved-"but I 

had an overmastering feeling that it was not Hartman." 
"You will wonder why I have brought you here. I did 

so, because, to the seaman and Lanham, I have accepted 
the dead body as that of Hartmann, and under this name 
he will be buried, this afternoon." 

"Years ago I served in the British India Service. The 
ships on which I sailed, all carried a native crew. Few of 
them could write. At the end of each voyage they re
ceived their pay and signed for it by pressing their thumbs 
on the pay sheet. It is the safest form of signature. 
Forgery" with a smile, "is out of the question. 

"Well, somehow, in the case of Hartmann, I realized 
we had to deal with a master criminal. One who would 
defeat us in the end, if possible. It was therefore neces
sary to obtain his 'prints' without exciting his suspicions. 
Then an easy method suggested itself to me, and one 
which, under the circumstances, would hardly occur to him. 
All eating utensils I had removed after his meals. It was 
not difficult to obtain the cup he used. I managed to be 
alone with the dead man for a few minutes, this morning, 
and the thumb print was not that of Hartmann. 

"You will at once say, Why not search the ship? To do 
this would be impracticable and useless. Hartmann is a 
man, at this juncture, who will make no mistakes. He is, 
at the moment, filling the post of the man who has been 
murdered with the same regard to detail, as has been 
shown in his other enterprises. 

"One of my reasons for bringing you together is, that you 
be more on your guard than ever. Hartman is no ordinary 
breaker of laws. Whether he works alone, or is the head 
of a gang, the future may reveal. 

"At present our strongest defence lies in our accepting 
the dead body in the padded room as that of Hartmann." 

It was Daniells who broke the silence which had fallen 
when Frast ceased speaking. 

"I take it, you have some suggestion, sir, as to means by 
which he may be brought to justice, since from what you 
have said we must conclude that he murdered the unfor
tunate whose body wears his clothes." 

Frast shook his head. "Unfortunately, no. As I re
marked just now, I have accepted the dead body as being 
that of Hartmann. This is the weak link in his future 
plans, as at present he will imagine everyone thinks him 
dead." 

We trooped out on deck. I fear the majority of us had 
faces which were the reverse of cheerful. 

It was Linie, who, with that remarkable readiness, which 
probably had been responsible, more than anything else, 
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for his position as one of the world's most intrepid aces, 
who did just the one thing to disarm suspicion, if sus
picion remained, should even now Hartmann be on the 
watch. 

"By jove, that was mightily sporting of the skipper, get
ting us up to see that map. I'd no idea the Luchu Archi
pelago was so near. So we are to be off Oshinawa Gunto 
about noon. Here are my glasses, Miss Wellyn. See if 
you can pick up the land, before Mr. Brinner." I glanced 
up to see the Second Brinner looking down at us, with a 
merry twinkle in his eye. 

"That reminds me" broke in Wiggs. "I've been reading 
up a bit about the Islands," when Doreen had returned the 
glasses to Linie with the remark that if she wanted to find 
Ashinawa Gunto she would have to get a good glass, mis
chievously. 

-"It's a group, with a coast line of 768 miles. This most 
no11therly point is 80 miles south of Kiushiu in Japan, 
while the most southern extremity of Oshinawa Gunto is 
73 miles from the most northern point of Formosa. 

"The Luchians are shorter and better proportioned than 
the Japanese. The costume resembles that of Japan, except 
that the men use two hair pins made of gold, silver, 
pewter or wood, according to the rank of the wearer. The 
men shave their faces till the age of twenty-five, after 
which beard and moustache are allowed to grow." 

"By Jove, you're a regular gazateer" burst out Linie. 
Wiggs smiled. 

"Not finished yet. It appears that their burial customs 
comprise mire shaped graves. Finally," with a wink at 
Professor Nossi, "each family has to keep four pigs." 

"Say," said Linie, when Bonsar, Nossi and Wiggs had 
disappeared down the companion steps, "do you know 
anything about San Marino? I'm thinking of taking a hop 
over there, in my Moth, when I return. Before 1877 she 
used Italian stamps, but in that year adopted a 'series of 
her own. All the stamps have the inscription 'LIBERTAS', 
and with one exception, show the San Marino arms on a 
hill, surmounted with a plume. The volcanic rock is 
Mount Titano, with its three peaks." 

Doreen turned. "Look here, airman, I can't let you 
have it all your own way. Have you heard of the Franks 
of Spain? These were stamps issued for individuals and 
institutions. In 1869 and '71 Senor Castel and Senor 
Duro were permitted to use special stamps to frank letters 
written by them, and considered of public utility." I 
could see that Linie was bursting to get a word in, but she 
continued, unmoved, despite the desire to laugh. "In 1911 
Switzerland issued three stamps of the Postage Due type, 
with the letters P. P. inserted in the value tablet. These 
were supplied to Charity Hospitals for free transmission of 
postal matter." 

While she paused for breath, Linie let himself go: 
"That reminds me. In 185 3 Spain had the inscription 

'Correo Interior' for her locals, while in 1859-1863 the 
Philippine Islands were stamped 'correos interior'." 

"Oh, you're irrepressible" was her laughing retort, as 
together we made our way to the tennis court, there to 
pick up Remington Bowers for a four-handed set. 

CHAPTER LIV 

"A SLEIGH RIDE, THROUGH THE STATES, IN A CUTTER" 

The same morning a full investigation into the circum
stances attending the death of the man in the padded room 
was carried out by Captain Frast, together with the Chief 
Officer, Chief Engineer, and three of the passengers, 
Daniells, Nossi and Max Renner. 

Afterwards I heard what transpired from Daniells. It 
appeared that the ventilator over the padded room had 
been left open. ' The Ship Surgeon having decided that the 
place q;id insufficient ventilation. As the height from the 
deck to this was about twelve feet, it was deemed that such 
a proceeding would be quite safe. The cell door had been 
locked, the key being in the keeping of the Chief Officer. 
This had been handed to the Fourth Officer on the morn
ing of the discoverey. No watch had been kept, as the 
security of the padded room had never for a moment been 
doubted. There was nothing discovered in the place to 
indicate how the crime had been committed. Every de
partment, from the deck to the engine room was examined, 
but without result. No one was missing, and an inspection 
of the entire ship's company's kits revealed no marks of 
blood, as would be supposed to have stained the murderer's 
clothes during the attack on the dead man. Though a 
thorough search was made nothing was discovered in the 
shape of a weapon with which the crime might have been 
committed. 

As far as possible, Captain Frase had every man's time 
accounted for, when it was proved that the man in ques-

• tion had either been on watch or asleep in his own quar-
ters at the time the deed had been carried out. 

This had been ascertained pretty accurately, as at mid
night men returning to the fo' castle had heard Hartmann 
whistling to himself, as was found to be his habit. At 
2 a. m., for some reasoon, the Second thought he heard a 
noise coming from the direction of the padded room. He 
sent the Quartermaster down. The man returned to say 
that "On hammering at the door he had got no answer, so 
concluded Hartmann was asleep." As Hartmann was 
shown to have been quite a light sleeper it appeared that 
in the hours between midnight and 2, the murder must 
have been carried out. 

The conclusion arrived at was, that the unfortunate man 
had been murdered in his sleep. The burial took place 
the same afternoon. 

The affair, coming, as it did, almost on the top of the 
deaths of Ospopof, Blossom and Pouvain, cast a gloom 
over the whole ship's company. Only amongst those of 
us who had been in Captain Frast's cabin that same morn-
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ing it lay more heavily because of .the sinister hand of my 
ex-steward behind this latest sea tragedy. 

It was Linie, as usual, who, with his irrepressible sense 
of humor, did much to dispel the gloom. 

"Say," to the little circle of us who happened to be 
those who had been together in Frast's cabin, "this kind of 
thing reminds one that even our hobby can give us the 
creeps. What about those mourning stamps of Russia? 
Lenin, on the issue of 1924, and his mausoleum illustrated 
by the set of January 192 5. 

"Then there's that Death's Head Mask of Karageorge, 
and Peter I on the Coronation, commemorative · series ot 
Servia in 1904." 

"You mustn't forget the skull and crossbones of the 
Epirus set," added Max Renner caustically. 

"I think we all want a little shaking up," said Heather 
Wiggs, as Mrs. Coppinger and Mrs. Harden strolled up. 

"If you care for a jaunt with me I'll trot you round, not 
New York or London, but just for a little sleigh ride 
through the United States, in a cutter. 

"Well, what about it?" 
The response was sufficient to send him off, chewing his 

moustache, in order to prepare for the fray. 
"That's the spirit I like," came from Doreen, when we 

were alone a few minutes later. "It is men like Linie, 
Max Renner, and Wiggs, who do more to attain the end in 
view than even they realize. "That suggested sleigh ride 
was just it, eh, Mr. Hipps?" 

"Certainly Miss W ellyn," and together we descended to 

the music room to play a game of Mah Jong. 
At three Heather Wiggs looked round on the assembled 

crowd in the room where Doreen and I had been playing 
our game. 

"Ladies and gentlemen, I do not come from the land of 
the Star Spangled Banner, but I've many friends and 
enemies. By the latter I refer to the individuals who have 
the stamps I have not, who live there" (laughter.) 

"I think if those of us, who collect stamps, look back, 
and are quite frank about it, there are a number who would 
have to admit their first interest in Philately was awakened 
by that wonderful set of Columbians issued back in '93. 

"The first official issue of the United States was in 1842, 
and these stamps franked New York City letters, known 
as penny letters. These were sent by the United States 
City Despatch Post. The stamps bore the portrait of 
Washington, and were for three cents. 

"In 1845, Robert H. Morris, the postmaster of New 
York, issued a stamped envelope and postage stamp of his 
own for the convenience of the public. No envelopes re
main, but rhe stamp, a black one, bearing a portrait of 
Washington is still to be found. 

"The first general Government issue was made in 1847. 
A five-cent brown, with a portrait of Franklin, and a .ten
cent black, with a portrait of Washington. 

"In 1857, perforation was introduced. In 1860 stamps 
of 24, 30 and 90 cents were issued. The 90 cents, showing 

a full faced portrait of Washington in general's uniform, 
after the painting by Trumbull. 

"In 1861 the Civil War broke out. The r'lational Bank 
showed pomaits resembling the preceding, but with the 
letters U. S. in the lower corner. Later a two-cent black, 
issued in 1863 to frank 'drop' letters, that is letters posted 
and delivered in the same town. They bore the portrait of 
Andrew Jackson-called "Black Jacks." The next was a 
fifteen-cent stamp, black, with a portrait of Lincoln. 

"In 1867 Charles F. Steele of Brooklyn was granted a 
patent for a postage stamp 'Embossed, so as to impair its 
texture in parts.' In cancelling the paper its broken por
tions absorb the ink, rendering the latter irremovable, and 
so preventing a second use of the stamp. This embossing 
is termed a 'grill,' and is visible in the form of a rectangle 
of small dots or breaks in the paper. 

"In the next contract, in 1869, the same company pro
duced, amongst others, the fifteen-cent, showing the Land
ing of Columbus, after a painting in the Capitol, and a 
twenty-four cent, the Declaration of lndependence, after 
a painting by Trumbull. 

"With the various issues, commemorative and otherwise, I 
will not detain you. They are too well known for comment. 

"It might, however, be interesting, for a moment to turn 
back to the post which was established in the Far West by 
Messrs. Wells, Fargo and Co. 

This was inaugurated in 1852, when the firm com
menced conveying letters to various parts of the United 
States. It may be compared to the rural post of Russia, 
which provided postal facilities to places unserved by the 
Imperial Post Office. For their services, Messrs. Wells, 
Fargo made a small additional charge. They used the gov
ernment stamped envelopes, imprinting on them a frank of 
their own, to indicate payment of the additional charge. 

"In 1860 the firm issued distinctive envelopes and ad
hesive stamps for use by the famous 'Pony Express' service, 
which, in nine days, accomplished the journey from St. 
Joseph on the Missouri to Sacramento in California, a 
distance of 2,000 miles. This service discontinued in 1862, 
the firm had lost $200,000 by working it. 

"Let us turn for a moment to the portraits. We see 
them often, but it adds much to our interest when we 
know that the profile bust of Benjamin Franklin on the 
one cent is after Rubricht. Washington's portrait on the 
two cents, after Houdon: Andrew Jackson, after Powers. 
Abraham Lincoln on the four cent, from a portrait taken 
during life. General Grant on the five cents, and Presi
dent Garfield on the six cents, are also from photographs. 
Webster on the ten, and Clay on the fifteen, are from 
daguerreotypes. The profile bust of Jefferson on the thirty 
cents is after Caracchi. The likeness of Commodore 0. H . 
Perry on the 90 cents is taken from Walcott's statue. 

"As I have already said, the Government issue of stamps 
commenced in 1847, but two years before, the postmasters 
of Alexandria, Baltimore, New Haven, New York, and 
St. Louis adopted the use of stamps. In the following year, 
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1846, by the postmasters of Brattleboro and Providence, 
and in 1847 by the Postmaster of Millbury. All these 
stamps were issued by the postmasters on their own author
ity, and for their convenience. The franking power of each 
stamp was not recognized outside ·the district of the post
master who issued it. The stamps were different in design. 
New York and Millbury adopting the head of Washington. 
St. Louis shows the coat-of-arms of Missouri. 

"Alexandria issued two of five cents, both now cata
logued at £2,000. Annapolis, showing the head of an 
eagle, a five cent. · Baltimore had four: two of five, and 
two of ten cents. The black on bluish being now worth 
£2 ,000. Boscawen issued a dull blue, a.bout 1846, which 
is now up to the £4,000 mark. 

"Few of you here may be aware that a stoppage of the 
United States post office service, occasioned by the Ameri
can Railway Union strike of 1894, suggested to Mr. Arthur 
C. Banter the manager of the Victory cyclery at Fresno, 
California, to convey letters from that place to San Francis
co a distance of 310 miles by bicycle messengers, who ac
complished the journey in eighteen hours. The Service 
lasted for twelve days-July 6th to July 18th-and 380 
letters were conveyed by it. These were franked by special 
adhesive stamps of the value of twenty-five cents, printed 

in green, or by government stamped envelopes, bearing, in 
addition, an impression of this special stamp. These were 
sold at thirty cents. The design shows us a bicylist riding 
at full speed, and a mountainous landscape in the back
ground. The scene is enclosed within an oval band in
scribed 'Fresno and San Francisco Bicycle Mail Route 
1 894~ ' The shape of the design is a u ansverse lozenge, 
with 'ARU' in the top angle. 'Strike' in the bottom '25' in 
the left, and ' cTS' in the right. 

"Of errors there are three in the 1869 issue. The fifteen 
and the twenty-four cents are found with the central picture 
inverted, and the thirty cents with the flags inverted." 

In conclusion Mr. Heather Wiggs touched lightly on the 
Newspaper stamps of the United States. 

"Even if your love is not a collection of big labels," he 
remarked, "none of you here will but who admit that these 
stamps, representing Ceres, Victory, Clio, Vesta, Peace, 
Minerva, Commerce, Hebe, Minnehaha, Justice, and the 
emblematical figure of America, are all well worthy of a 
niche in any collector's album." 

Nossi, after ;thanking Wiggs, said there was no doubt 
that America had realized to the full the wonderful revenue 
possibilities afforded by her commemorative issues. 

(To be Continued) 

BOYS WANTED 

l 

I want 500 junior stamp collectors to 
enroll in the S. C. C. SALES 

CLUB right away. 

There are no dues and no expense to you, but many good things await every 
boy after becoming a member. 

You can earn cash money by which you can build a fine collection. You can also earn any 
of the many wonderful stamp prizes listed in the Summer Prize Bulletin- all by obtaining 
regular subscribers to STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING right in your own neighborhood. 

YOU GET CASH PROFirrs ON EVERY SALE. 

Join Now! Mail this coupon today! 
I will get you enrolled and started quickly. 

TED THOMPSON, STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING, 

109 E. C ARY ST., RICHMOND, v A. 

DEAR PRIZE M AN: 

You bet I want to earn those stamp pnzes and cash. Send my membership card, full instructions 
and sample copies quickly. 

N ame ...... ·---------------------·-···· ··-········ ····-···-----·····-········-···-·-·-···-·······-····- Age __ ___ ________ __ _ 

Street ---- ···--··--··------------------------------- ----------- -- -- -------- -- ---------City .... _____ __ _______ ____ ___ _ ........................ State---·······-··-····--···· 

(H ave D ad or M other sign the following statement.) 
I shall be delighted to have my son become a mem ber of your Club and take advantage of your offer: 

··········· ··----······-··--···--··--····· ··--------- --- --- -------···-·--·········-----------·····----------- -- -----------·-······ (P aren t ) 

~ 

I 

~""""" """""""""" " '"" " "' " ' " "" " ' "" ' """"" " "" """""" """ ' "" "" """ """"'""" "'"""""""" ' """ """"""""""""""""'"""" " " " ""'""""""""" " "" " """ " IllllTTilllllll!!!ll!ll!! !!ll!ll!l! lll!l!!!lll!~ 
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Airmail and Cachet News 
CONDUCTED BY AUGUST DIETZ, JR., AND COOPERATORS. 

All news pertaining to this department should be addressed to August Dietz, Jr., 
109 East Cary Street, Richmond, Virginia. 

THE past month has been a big 
month for collectors of air 
mails, new issues and cacheted 

covers. The Byrd mail came back, 
the Farley Imperfs. made their ap
pearance, so did the 3c. Connecticut 
Tercentenary, and the Trans-Pacific 
Flight took place as scheduled with
out an accident. Everybody seemed 
to have their hands full keeping up 
with events and the drain on the 
purse was none too pleasant. 

Time magazine used the first day 
covers of the Connecticut Tercenten
ary to good advantage in soliciting 
subscriptions. It was cleverly done. 

The next few months promise to 
be equally exhiliarating to the cover 
collector. Event after event is in 
the offing. Official and unofficial 
flights and cachets will be plentiful 
during the next ninety days-my 
daily mail is evidence that airmail 
and cover collecting is by no means 
on the wane-if anything, it is on 
the increase. 

Before starting to list forthcom
ing events will you pardon me for 
inserting a brief notice of advert:is
ing for STAMP AND COVER COL
LECTING at this point. We are seek
ing the services of several hundred 
wide-awake boys to solicit subscrip
tions in their home towns. We will 
pay them a commission of 50% on 
each new annual subscription sold, 
plus the fact that our new circula
tion manager has arranged a very 
desirable list of prizes to be given 
those who work the hardest. If you 
have a son or a brother who wishes 
to do some constructive, remunera
tive work during the summer 
months please have him write Mr. 
Ted Thompson of this magazine. 
Details will be forwarded immedi
ately. 

Another feature: We are giving 
free of charge a 20-word classified 
advertisement with each new, re
newal or extension subscription to 
this monthly. 

Our reliable monthly correspon
dent, Mr. D. W. Graveman, sends 
so much important information that 
it is difficult .to know just which to 
start with, so here goes with ex
cerpts from his letters: 

The German Postal authorities 
have issued strict orders that all 
philatelic mail for the Ostropa Ex
hibition is to be cancelled separately 
from regular mail and that all can
ce lations must be clean, sharp and 
distinct. . . The National Day of 
Philatelic Fraternity of Germany 
will be held in Mainz August 16-19 
and in commemoration of the event 
there will be issued a set of four 
postal cards. The actual cost of 
postage on the cards is 15 Pfg., and 
on the covers 25 Pfg. Mr. Grave
man generously agrees to handle 
cards and covers for this event for 
readers of STAMP AND COVER COL
LECTING without charge, except the 
actual cost of the card or cover and 
the postage. Do not send him 
stamps, but cash or money order and 
state plainly your wishes. As he is 
handling these as a courtesy please 
do not put him to any unnecessary 
expense. 

Mr. Graveman also sends a very 
interesting letter from the French 
Line, in which they state that a 
special stamp may be issued for the 
maiden voyage _of the S. S. Nor
mandie. A later letter from him in
forms us that the French Line will 

use a special cacheted envelope for 
the voyage and these covers may be 
secured at 25c. each from the French 
Line Philatellic, 610 Fifth Ave., 
New York City. Mr. Graveman is 
trying to have the Line use a special 
cachet for the return trip from New 
York. He also sends the schedule 
of the Graf Zeppelin on its summer 
South American trips, and a com
plete time table may be secured by 
writing F. W. von Meister, 354 
Fourth Ave., New York, N . Y. 

Mr. Graveman also sends a list 
of the sailing dates of the Bremen 
and Euro pa on the ship-to-shore 
flights. He again offers to handle the 
German - addressed covers without 
profit-you to simply pay his cost 
of postage which is only slightly 
over the actual postage rate of 2 5c. 
each for covers. Write: Mr. D. W. 
Graveman, 634 Morris Park Ave., 
New York, N. Y., regarding any of 
the above mentioned events, but 
please do not impose on his good 
nature. 

Bescovers, 3021 Presstman St., 
Baltimore, Md., will sponsor a bi
colored cachet on June 16 com
memorating the 2nd Anniversary 
of NRA. Add le. forwarding 
charges for ship cancellation. 

Stephen Platania, 188 Northland 
Ave., Rochester, N. Y., will sponsor 
cachet on May 16 for .the 75th An
niversary of Lincoln's nomination 
for President. Add le. forwarding 
charges. 

Dr. Henry Neulander, 320 Cen
tral Park West, New York City, 
will sponsor a series of Presidential 
birth and death cachets. June 8, 
Andrew Jackson; July 9, Zachary 
Taylor; July 23, General Grant. 5c. 
per cover include 3c. stamp, envel
ope, forwarding charges, etc. 
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Dr. John A. Fritchey, 2016 N. 
3rd St. , Harrisburg, Pa., will issue 
his 10th bicolored Penna historical 
cachet on May 15. 

Walter V. Lubzik, 125 E. Colum
bia St., Detroit, Mich., will sponsor 
a King George birthday cachet on 
June 3. A 9c. International Reply 
Coupon and 3c. forwarding charges 
per cover will obtain England or 
British Colonial or British Naval 
cancellations on your cover. 

Roy Hubbard, 6126 Girard Ave., 
Philadelphia, Pa., will sponsor a 
cachet on May 20 commemorating 
the inauguration of Gerardo Macha
do as President of Cuba. Cover will 
be. mailed from Cuba with imper
forate stamps. 5c. per cover in
cludes everything. Mr. Hubbard is 
also sponsoring a cachet on July 8 
commemorating the 12 5_th Anniver
sary of the capture of Reunion by 
the British. Send 9c. per cover in 
I. R. C. and 3c. forwarding charges 
for everything. Covers will be 
mailed from Reunion, East Indies. 

F. H. Fogle;Box 115, St. Davids, 
Penna., will sponsor a cachet on 
May 26 commemorating Washing
ton's Campaign at Valley Forge. 
Covers to be mailed at Valley Forge 
Post Office. 

The Canton Stamp Club, P. 0 . 
Box 791, Canton, N. Y., will spon
sor a cachet on May 24 commemo
rating the 140th Anniversary of the 
birth of Silas Wright, noted states
man of the 19th Century and Gov
ernor of New York. 

The Southern Stamp and Cover 
Service, 204 Spring St., Nashville, 
Tenn. , big boosters for this maga
zine, issue very attractive cachets at 
various times. You will do well by 
getting on their mailing list. Write 
them today. 

Dr. S. E. Hutnick, 5933 Lans
downe Ave., West Philadelphia, 
Pa. , whom everyone knows as the 
outstanding designer of beautiful 
and distinctive cachets, will issue a 
very special one in the near future 
for the dedication of the new Phila
delphia Postoffice. Send 6% envel
opes of rag quality (do not send 

bond envelopes) , first class postage, 
addressed in the lower right-hand 
corner neatly. Send them to Dr. 
Hutnick as quickly as possible using 
commems. on your wrapper and you 
will not be disappointed. 

The Knoxville Stamp Club, 1114 
W. Clinch Ave., Knoxville, Tenn., 
will sponsor a cachet on May 18 
when their City entertains the TVA 
authority. 

Scott Nixon, SFC Building, Au
gusta, Ga., will sponsor a cachet on 
May 14 commemorating the Bicen
tennial Celebration of the founding 
of the City of Augusta. 

Always use commemoratives on 
the outside wrappers to your covers 
to show appreciation to sponsors of 
cachets. 

.The Medford High School Stamp 
Club, 113 George St., Medford, 
Mass., will sponsor a cachet for the 
lOOth Anniversary of their school 
on May 16 and 18. Price of cover 
is Sc. 

Jimmie Crum, 1 Central Arcade, 
Santa Monica, Calif., will sponsor 
an official cachet of the Wrigley 
Co., on June 1, for the first trip of 
the new boat from Santa Monica to 
Catalina Island. Send covers ready 
to go, but use commems. on your 
wrappers. 

Stephen Platania will also spon
sor a cachet on June 19th com
memorating the 50th Anniversary 
of the Statue of Liberty in N. Y. 
harbor. 

Don't fail to read the classified 
advertisements in STAMP AND Cov
ER COLLECTING. Maybe someone 
else has something that you need. 

Co-operators and many thanks to 
each: '~*''"~~'*«"~D. W. Graveman, 
~, ~,**'~'~ Dr. S. E. Hutnick, *Time, 
*Waterbury Democrat, **M. Stan
ton Lewis, ~,**John P. Sabroe, 
~'**Wm. T. Raley, *New York 
American, *Chas. A. Canter, *Lewis 
F. Brook, **Sing Sing Philatelic 
Association, * *Soviet Philatelic As
sociation, * *M. Duboy, and those 
who names are listed as cachet 
sponsors. 

April, 1935 

No More Simplified 
Addressing 

Postmaster General James A Far
ley last night signed an order re
scinding that part of Order No. 
6338, dated October 12, 1934, 
which extended the simplified form 
of address to matter to be delivered 
by city and village letter carriers, 
such matter bearing the uniform ad
dress "Householder" or "Patron, 
City Letter Carrier Route," together 
with the post office and State, or, in 
lieu thereof, the word "Local." 

The order discontinuing this pro
vision will not become effective 
until July 1, 1935, so that persons 
and concerns who have in course of 
preparation matter intended to be 
mailed for delivery by city and vil
lage letter carriers may have an op
portunity to do so. 

For years the Post Office Depart
ment has been urged to extend the 
so-called simplified addressing sys
tem from rural and star routes ·to 
city and village delivery services. 
Those who have advocated such a 
tes·t have contended that it would 
result in a large increase in the 
revenues of the Post Office Depart
ment. 

The Department began such a test 
on October 12, last. After continu
ing this test for six months the De
partment has concluded that the 
revenue derived from this source is 
not sufficient to justify its contin-
uance. 

----IZi'--

No New Issue of Ger
man Airmails 

Mr. D. W. Graveman states up
on the authority of the German 
Postmaster-General that no new is
sue of airmail stamps, to supersede 
those of 1934, or higher values of 
that set, are in contemplation. The 
suggestion by Mr. Graveman, to 
memorialize other German pioneers 
of aviation, will be reserved for a 
later date. 
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"I:o Promote Further Interest in the Collecting of Postmarks as Applied by United States Navy Mail Clerks." 
Address all communications to ROBERT c. THOMPSON, STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING, 

Glen Allen, Virginia. 

l,j@t=================================================================l@ll"' 

M AY 30th-Memorial Day future. Forwarding postage appre- non Ave. , Brooklyn, N. Y., writes 
cachet will be sponsored by ciated. me that he is in a position to secure 
F. C. Kenworthey, Lane many nice Naval cancellations and 

Hotel, N. S., Pittsburgh, Pa. Cov- And another Memorial Day will hold any number of covers you 
ers will be mailed from several cachet by my friend Byrd L. Powell, wish to send. _%c. forwarding post
different ships. Mr. Kenworthey Box 197, Long Beach, Calif. Mr. age per cover is requested and no 
has produced some very fine cachets Powell is noted for his fine cachets larger covers than the standard 
and you may rest assured that your which alone make a very interesting 6~ size. 
covers will be well taken care of. display. Forwarding postage with 
Be sure to include forwarding your covers. 
postage! 

Another Memorial Day cachet is 
promised from Louis R. Diesing, 
3627 N. E. 73rd Ave., Portland, 
Oregon. Limit two covers to a col
lector and forwarding postage 
should be included. 

May (?)-The new U. S. Sub
marine Shark is scheduled to be 
launched early in May. Date in
definite. However, Alex Hesse, Jr., 
449 Troutman St., Brooklyn, N . Y., 
will hold covers for this cachet. Be 
sure to include forwarding postage. 

May (?)-Aleutian Survey by 
the 0 glala, Quail, Sand pi per, Tana
ger, Kingfisher and Gannet, will 
get under way shortly. Send your 
covers to the Mail Clerk via San 
Pedro, Calif., or to Milton Wigod, 
General Delivery, Steinway Station, 
Long Island City, N. Y. , will for
warding postage. Milton is spon
soring a cachet for this Survey. 

May 30th-A special cachet in 

memory of the ill-fated U. S. S. 
Macon will be applied to all covers 
sent to D. A. Stone, 145 Ma in St., 
Ashbury Park, N. J. Mr. Stone 
will also sponsor a cachet for the 
U. S. S. Los Angeles in the ne:u 

May (?)-San Diego Exposition 
cachet will be sponsored jointly by 
the Naval Mail Clerk on board the 
U. S . S. Dorsey and Norman K. 
Mary, 305 Walter St., Pittsburgh, 
Pa. Covers will be mailed from the 
Dorsey . Include forwarding postage. 

About June 1st-Commissioning 
of the U. S . S. Dale at New York 
Navy Yard and the decommission
ing of the U. S . S. McFarland at the 
Mare Island Navy Yard. A speci1l 
cachet will be sponsored by Leo A. 
Schupp, 19 Adams St., Kingston, 
N. Y. Mark your outside wrapper 
for event and include le. forward
ing postage with each cover. Mr. 
Schupp will appreciate your using 
commemoratives on your outside 
wrappers. Closing date for these 
two events is May 20th. 

June 8th-Mr. Louis G. Nix, 
1312 Maryland Ave., N. E., Wash
ington, D. C. , will sponsor a printed 
cachet for the 1st ~nniversary of 
the U. S. S. Cuttlefish. Only one 
cover to a collector, unsealed and 
unstuffed, accompanied with one
cent forwarding postage. 

Mr. Anthony Di Rocco, 28 Ver-

The Pacific Fleet Maneuvers are 
on! From Midway Island to Hawaii 
and Alaska, the Navy will carry on 
its game of war until June. Many 
of the ships are providing some 
very nice cachets. Submarines arc 
stationed at Hawaii. 

We bid welcome to a new Naval 
Society-the A. N. C. S. (American 
Na val Cancellation Society), and 
wish them a successful and long 
endurance. Incidentally my good 
friend Marshall Hall, author of 
Linn's Naval Column, is resigning 

·from that weekly and will continue 
relations with the A. N. C. S. Bon 
Voyage on your new venture 
Marshall! 

Many thanks to the following co
operators for covers and news: 
Aug. Dietz, Jr. , Clara T. Crowe, 
Jimmie Crum, F. Whitney Davis, 
Myron F. McCamley, Vivian M. 
Green, John J. Haag, John J. 
Walsh, Richard A. Hardie, W . G. 
Crosby, Marshall R. Hall, Byrd L. 
Powell, Lloyd A. Nace, Leonard 
Rogers, Donald Coke, Emil Thur
man, 0. A. Farabee, Hunter Tho
mas, Jr., Mr. Anders and Universal 
Ship Cancellation Society. Muchas 
Gracias! 
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Stamp Provokes Controversy 

Miss Ka tharine I. Padden of Manila, 
P. I. sends us the following interesting 
clipping from T he Philippine Herald of 
March 1, which will prove interesting to 
our readers . Our thanks to Miss Padden 
for her counesy.-EDITOR. 
"®I 11@1'> 

Is it plagiarism? 
This question, in connection with 

the design on the 4-centavo number 
of the new series of stamps of the 
Philippines, has stirred local phila
telists and artists. 

the women in both drawings are in 
exactly the same position. Both are 
seen to lean on the animal, and the 
position of the left arm is relatively 
the same. 

Another marked point of similar
ity cis the position of the hind legs 
of the an~mals. It can be seen in 
the .tracings that they are exactly the 
same. 

Juan Arellano, government archi
tect, when asked to comment, said 
that "There is nothing new under 
the sun, and I am sure no one 
should suspect plagiarism in the 

April, 1935 

QUALITY 
Second to none ! Cho ice ma
terials, beautiful design, expert 
fini sh compose all ELBE ac
cessori es. Loose-Leaf Album s, 
Stock Books, Approval Cards. 

Send for Catalog 8P 

ELBE-Dept C TH@Tu 
215Greene St.,N.Y.C. ELBE 

LI NE 

l1Sb0ur May 17-18th Sale 
"1017 ( 198th) 

VVill contain many choice 
U. S., Air Mai ls, late 20th 
Cent ury, Foreign Pictorials, 
G eneral Issues, etc. A fin e 
Sal e. Catalog Free. 

M. OHLMAN 
116dNassau St., N. Y. C. 

To Stamp Clubs 
W ant to make some money for 

the Club, kick up some excitement 
and make buyers happy ? If so, let 
me tell you what some other clubs 
have done w ith those Bri tish West 
India and Central America Packets 
I have been offering here. 

A. C. TOWNSEND 
6229 Eddy Street, CHICAGO, ILL. 

Objections have been raised to 
the design on the stamp because of 
the alleged similarity, so marked 
that suspicion of plagiarism are 
aroused, with a statue built for the 
Chicago World Fair in 1893. -

similarity of the two figures. In the · ~============::::; 

Above are reproduced the stamp, 
marked No. 1; the statue, marked 
No. 2, at the right and outlines of 
the figures marked correspondingly. 

According to Pedro V. Com
conde, chief artist of the D-M-H-M, 
while the motif in both is the same, 
there are certain differences. First 
there is the difference in the ani
mals, one being a cow and the other 
a carabao. Second, the woman in 
the first figure carries a sheaf of 
palay, in the second a laurel branch. 

But, he continued, the perspec
tive is the same in both cases. As 
can be seen by the bisecting lines, 

first place in architecture there are 
certain fixed and conventional de
signs, and whatever the artist may 
inject of his own geruius and in
dividuality in his work, in these 
kinds of protrayals he has to con
form to certain standards." 

WORLD'S FAIR GROUP 

Secretary Antonio de las Alas of 
public works, announced he would 
start an investigation, although in 
his opirnion there is not much cause 
for undue excitement- Philippine 
H erald, Manila. 

Be Sure to Advertise in 
STAMP AND COVER 

COLLECTING 
Rates very reasonable for the first four 

months, after which they will probably advance. 

One Inch . ........ . .... .. . . .. $ 1.00 
Two Inches • . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . 2.00 
Third Page • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9.00 
Full Page ........ .... ... .... 27.00 

Copy mu•t be in by the 1 Sth of the month 
precedmg date of issue. The circulation will 
amaze you. 

Stamp and Cover Collecting 
RICHMOND, VA. 

READ ... 

Colonial and Revolutionary 
Posts 

BY HARRY M. KoNWISBR 

One of the most exhaustive and comf!rchen
sivc books1 wri tten in a delightful, fascmating 
style, on tne American Po•tal System from the 
ea rli est times through the Coloma! and Revolu
tionary Periods. A book that shou Id be in 
the posseS!ion of every philatelist and library. 

Price $2.00 Postpaid. 
THE DIETZ PRESS 

109 E. CARY STREET 
RICHMO ND, VIRGINIA. 

The Laurence Sale of W alcott' s 
Confederates takes place May 23. 
Get your bids in early. 
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State of Connecticut, Tercentenary 
T HE story of a lost cause always 

holds a fascination, even when 
the cause is known to have been 

a mistaken one, says Roland M. 
Hooker of New Haven in review
ing the Tercentenary pamphlet, 
"The Loyalists of Connecticut," 
written by Judge Epaphroditus Peck 
of Bristol. The pamphlet has been 
published by the Yale University 
Press for the State Tercentenary 
Commission. 

The dangers which confront a 
wri.ter in dealing with such a sub
ject are twofold, says Mr. Hooker. 
The writer may on the one hand 
sentimentalize the lost cause, or he 
may be so hostile to it that, through 
prejudice, he will lose his histo11ical 
perspective. Judge Peck most ad
mirably avoids both of .these pitfalls. 

The picture he paints of the Con-
. necticut Loyalists, commonly known 
as Tories is quite impartial. He 
makes them living men, not the 
strange monsters that Fourth of July 
orators have claimed them to be, 
but he has not idealized them or 
imputed to them noble sentiments 
to which they have no claim. 

In every revolution there is a cer
tain element, which because of 
vested interest, is opposed to 
change. This is clearly shown by 
Judge Peck in his compariison of the 
types of men who were Loyalists in 
the various colonies. In the colonies 
which were under strict British con
trol those who assisted in the ad
ministration formed the majority of 
the Tories. In Connedicut, where 
there was almost entire local inde
pendence from Great Britain, the 
governor and magistrates favored 
the patriot cause. The Connecticut 
group, which constituted the great 
majority of the Tories, were mem
bers of the Church of England, 
which owed its existence to British 
law, and which had always been dis
criminated against by the Congre
gationalists, who composed the ma
jority of the population. The story 

of the Loyalist party in Connecticut 
is therefore closely associated with 
that of the conflict between the Epis
copal and Congregational Churches. 

As the clouds of war began to 
gather, the position of the Episcopal 
clergymen became very difficult, as 
they were required to pray for the 
King and for the destruction of his 
enemies. Popular feeling was 
aroused against the clergy and, 
shortly afrer the signing of the 
Declaration of Independence, they 
felt that it would be necessary to 
suspend pubLic worship. Large 
numbers of Episcopalians, fearing 
for their safety, left Connecticut for 
Long Island, where many of them 
enlisted in the British army. 

Of special interest is Judge Peck's 
account of the hardships and perse
cutions undergone by the Loyalists 
who remained in Connecticut and of 
how they attempted to aid the 
British cause. A very unbiased pic
ture is given of their treatment at 
the hands of the patriots. That they 
were harshly treated is acknowl
edged but the fact that only one 
Tory was executed in Connecticut, 
speaks well for the moderation 
shown by the Connecticut revolu
tionists. Concerning this single exe
cution, that of Moses Dunbar, an 
excellent account is given. Dunbar 
should be better known to those in
terested in Connecticut history, as 
he holds the place among the Loyal
ists that is held by Nathan Hale 
among the Patriots. Dunbar's career 
closely parallels that of Hale; both 
men held army commissions and 
left the comparative safety of their 
own camps to act as spies. Both 
were captured and as there was no 
question of their activities, were 
executed according to the rules of 
warfare. Both were men of high 
ideals and did what they felt to be 
their duty to their country. The fact 
that they were on opposing sides in 
a great struggle is only another in
dication of how men of the highest 

type w~ll be unable to agree on a 
common course of action in time of 
civir war. 

While all Americans are proud 
of those great men who won for us 
our freedom, this pamphlet gives 
Americans ,the opportunity to un
derstand the mobives of those who, 
though mistaken, were sincere in 
their belief that the future good of 
America was to be found .in con
tinued allegiance to the British 
crown. 

The Chambers of Commerce in 
six Connecticut ot1es prepared 
cachets for envelopes for the first 
day sales of the Connecticut Tercen
tenary commemorative stamp. The 
plan was adopted also by .the Cham
bers of Commerce in many other 
towns and cities and the State and 
by some local Tercentenary Com
mittees. 

This service was rendered by the 
chambers of commerce in Hartford, 
Bridgeport, New Britain, New 
Hav.en, New London and Middle
town. The stamp was placed on sale 
at the Hartford post office on April 
26, and at other post offices in the 
.State on the following day. 

~I-

Canada's Jubilees 
Canada's Jubilee Issue, appearing 

simultaneously with those of the 
rest of Britain's dominions, portrays 
the three generations of the royal 
house of Windsor. The set consists 
of the following: 

le. Princess Elizabeth, granddaugh ter of 
the King and Queen. 

2c. Duke of York, son of the British 
rulers. 

3c. The King and Queen in roya l robes . 
5c. Portrait of the Prince of Wales. 

lOc. Windsor Castle. 
13c. The Royal Yacht. 

Maple leaves-Canada's emblem 
-decorate the design which like
wise shows the years 1910-19 3 5. 
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National Junior Stamp Exhibition 
THE Second National Junior 

Stamp Exhibition (NAJEX-
1935) sponsored by Stamps, 

Jr. (an International Jumor Stamp 
Society) will be held the nrst week 
in June of this year in New York 
City. The Exhibition will be open 
to the public and no admission will 
be charged. 

The purpose of the NAJEX is to 
encourage better collecting among 
the Junior collectors through pro
gressive competition, first by local 
exhibits then by National competi
tion. In this way the collector 
learns to get the most out of his 
stamp collecting activities and to 
improve the oppo~nities that 
stamp collecting present to him. 

Clubs are urged to start work at 
once preparing their own exhibition. 
These local exhibitions should be 
held the latter part of this month or 
the early part of May. Exhibits 
should be limited to one album page 
for each exhibitor in each group. 
Classify your exhibits under the 
following: 

CLASSIFICATION 

Class 1-Juniors 8 to 13 years 
inclusive. 

Class 2-Juniors 14 to 18 years 
inclusive. 

Group 1-United States · and 
Possessions. 

Group 2 - Foreign Countries 
(other than Group 3). 

Group 3 - British Colonies, 
French Colonies, Post War Europe, 
or special grouping of countries. 

Group 4--Type and subject ex
hibits (art, airmails, ships, maps, 
etc.). 

Group 5-Covers, cancellations, 
postmarks, precancels, seals, etc. 

Judging should be based on: 1. 
Originality of ideas; 2. Complete
ness and execution of exhibit; 3. 
Condition of stamps - cleanliness, 
centering, perfectness of specimens; 
4 . . Mounting-care in mounting and 

placing hinges; 5. Arrangement, 
continuity-spacing of exhibit and 
items; 6. Embellishments-writing 
up the exhibit, pen designs, art
work, etc. 

The club should send the first 
award exhibit from each group for 
both classes, and if all groups in 
both classes are represented this 
would bring the total number of 
pages that may be sent to 10. 

A loving cup has been donated 
by Stamps, Jr., and . known as the 
Grand Trophy. The club winning 
the most number of points at the 
NAJEX will have its name in
scribed on the cup for that year. If 
the same club wins the Trophy three 
different times it will remain in 
their possession permanently. The 
award points are 5 for each first 
prize, 3 for each second, and 1 for 
each third prize. 

Mailing the Exhibits-The exhi
bits may be forwarded at any time 
up to May 25th, 1935. Mail flat 
with a backing of stiff cardboard. 
Ship either e:xipress, insured parcel 
post or first class mail to Frank L. 
Wilson, Director Stamps, Jr., 100 
Sixth Avenue, New York, N. Y. 
Exhibits will be returned express 
collect. ---C8:]1----

Australia's Anzacs 

A USTRALIA.-One of our corres
pondents in tpe Antipodes sends us 
the Anzac Commemoration set, con
sisting of two values-2d. red and, 
1 shilling black. The design is 
chaste and dignified and somewhat 
unusual in that it carries an inscrip
tion across the center picture of the 
Anzac Memorial Monument. 

------C8:1---
S u b scribe now. Only $1 the year. 

April, 1935 

DURABILITY!-.. 
They last and last! Manhandle 
them all you want. They'll 
come through sound! ELBE 
Loose - Leaf Albums, Stock 
Books, Pocket Stock Books. 

Send for Catalog SP 

ELBE-Dept C TH@ 
215GreeneSt., N.Y.C. flBE 

LINK 

Large complete 36-page list, including British 
North Amer1ca, Arrow and Center-line blocks, 
used blocks, etc. - -

U. S. LIBRARY 
Vol. I. Issuu 1847-69 . ....••••• ••••• •• $ .SO 
Vol. II. hsuu 1870-93........ . ....... .SO 
Vol. III. Issuu 189~-1900...... • • •• •• •• . SO 
Vol. IV. 20th Century, Complete .• •••••. 1.00 

These volumes are rndispensable to every U.S. 
collector, whether beginner or advanced student. 

ILLUSTRATED LIST OF U.S. AND B.N.A. 
Prices Proofs, Telegraph stamps. Center linca, 
LISb etc., SOc. 

~OflsTANLEY GIBBONS, INC. 
38z PARK ROW, NEW YORK, N. Y. 

25 misc. cacheted airmail covers; ~5 
diff. airport dedications; I 5 di ff. first 
official flights; 7 di ff. FAM Flights; 
ro pilot-signed airmail covers; 20 diff. 
naval cancels and cachets; per lot 
$1.05 postpaid. Alaskan Emergency 
Star-Route Air Service covers, soc. ea. 

Multnomah Gover Service 
5526 Delaware, PORTLAND, OREG. 

What all do you need from 

ECUADOR 
Obtainable from PERRONE & CAMPANA. 

P. 0. Box 749 

GUAYAQUIL, ECUADOR, S. A. 

Rare Covers 
Some fine covers at bargain 

prices. Mailed to Germany and 
returned here. 
lOc 1867, 9xl3, (Cat. $7.50) •••• •.. .. $ 4.00 
lOc 1867, llx13, (Cat. $15.00)........ 7.50 
6c 1871, No. 159, (Cat. $1.50). .. .... 1.00 
7c 1871, No. 160, (Cat. $45.00)., .. .. 10.00 
Sc Taylor, No. 179, (Cat. $1.50)... .. .75 
Sc Garfield No. 20S, (Cat. Soc.)... . .. .30 

A. C. TOWNSEND 
6229 Eddy Street, CHICAGO, ILL. 
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Washington Newsreel 
BY WILLIAM. T. RALEY 

""'®11---------:----~ 

AL VIN W. HALL, Director of 
.fi the Bureau of Engraving and 

Printing, told your correspon
dent that the "rumor" that the spec
ial imperforate issue was taken from 
stock in vaults, and not especially 
made for March 15, was "one hun
dred per cent false," and that he 
had also investigated the allied 
"rumor" that an official of the 
Bureau had given out the erroneous 
information, and he was satisfied no 
such statement had been made. 

Hats off to Henry T. Holtzclaw, 
mechanical expert of the Bureau of 
Engraving, and his associates, for 
the so-called "Electric Eye"-some
thing designed to give us better per
forations. While in its experimental 
stage, it gives promise of better 
things. Still it would be best to get 
your"'Electric Eye" perforations, for 
it is only an experiment at present. 
The new plate numbers for the 
2-cent electric eye stamps are 21367 
and 21368. 

The 1935 membership list of the 
Washington Philatelic Society in
cludes: President Roosevelt, Michael 
L. Eidsness, Jr., Maj. Julius I. Pey
ser, Robert S. Regar and John W . 
Dye among honorary members, and 
Secretary of the Interior Harold L. 
Ickes, Col. Spencer Cosby, Rear Ad
miral C. H . T . Lowndes, Mrs. 
Catherine L. Manning, Judge David 
D. Caldwell and Dr. Marc Peter, 
Minister of Switzerland, among ac
tive members. 

Agency sales figures for the first 
three months of 1935 were $842,-
164. Yet members of the House of 
Representatives ask: "What good 
are stamp collectors?" 

The 3-cent Connecticut Tercen
tenary stamp went on sale at Hart-

ford April 26 and in Washington 
April 27. Designed by Victor S. 
McCloskey, Jr., the cent'ral motif 
shows the famous charter oak in 
which the Colonial charter was hid
den from Gov. Andros in 1687. 

A few Washington collectors ar
ranged for National Capital cancel
lations. 

The plate numbers of the 3-
cent, lilac, Connecticut Tercentenary 
stamp, are 21,392, 21 ,393, 21,394 
and 21,395 thus far. It is possible 
that two additional plates will be 
used. The initial printing calls for 
75,000,000. 

The first printing, rotary press, 
was on April 19 before a delegation 
of Connecticut Representatives in 
Congress and Postoffice officials, 
headed by Third Assistant Postmas
ter General Eilenberger and Direc
tor Alvin Hall of the Bureau of 
Engraving and Printing. 

Postmaster General James A. 
Farley has issued a new order relat
ing to backstamping mail by railway 
postal clerks as follows: "Railway 
postal clerks shall backstamp all 
missent mail and each piece of spec
ial delivery mail handled by them in 
the distribution of mail, except spec
ial delivery registered mail, but 
packages and pouches containing 
special delivery mail only shall not 
be opened in transit for backstamp
ing." 

For the San Diego Exposition the 
Post Office Department may decide 
to bring out a I-cent stamp, as well 
as the 3-cent issue already an
nounced. A 5-cent value, for inter
national use, likewise may be au
thorized and a 3-cent envelope has 
been considered. 

---!Zlr---
STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING 

declares an "open season" for faker
hunting all the year round. 

H. R. 7441 
Representative Dobbins, member 

of the Committee on the Post Office 
and Post Roads, on April I Ith in
troduced the following bill: "Be it 
enacted by the Senate and House of 
Represent·atives of the United States 
of America in Congress assembled, 
That the pictorial representation for 
philatelic purposes of postage 
stamps issued under authority of the 
United States or any foreign govern
ment shall not be unlawful if such 
pictorial representation is in com
pliance with such rules and r·egula
tions in respect thereto as may 
hereafter be prescribed by the Post-
master General." · 

When a member of the Commit
tee thinks enough of the subject to 
introduce a bill it appears there is 
more interest in the illustration laws 
than has ever been manifested 
before. 

Urge your Club and friends to 
write a letter to their Congressmen · 
recommending passage of the Illus
tration Bills. Then write your letter 
also.-Rice's Weekly Postal News. 

~---

Zepp Service to U. S. 
Our alert correspondent Mr. D . 

W. Graveman sends us a communi
cation received from the Postmaster
General of Germany, which states 
that the date of .the great airship 
inauguration of the new Germany
United States service will be an
nounced in ample time to permit 
collectors to . prepare flight covers. 
It is further stated that a single 
value adhesive to mark this flight, 
as well as but one type cancellation, 
is in preparation for use on this 
event. 

---IZJ.---

Postponed 
The Postmaster General stated 

last week that the stamp program 
for the balance of this year will not 
include the proposed Presidential 
Series.-Rice' s Weekly Postal News. 
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Our Monthly Puzzle 
Try your luck! Here's a delightfully fascinating game. You may 

need the assistance of fellow-collectors in correctly working the puzzle. 

But find the right answer-it's fun! 

To the first five readers who send in the correct answer we will give a 
fine cacheted cover priced at $1.00. Send to Contest Editor, STAMP AND 
COVER COLLECTING, Richmond, Va. 

It is a Fact 
1hat 

CIRCLE 
PUZZLES 

GIVE YOU 
FACTS 

Cor~~"l;..t;mE;T 
RICHMOND, 

VA. 

if you fill m all the words in the "Circle Puzzle" from the outside 
toward the center (all six-letter words) and then read the outside circle 
of letters (A) from 1 to 32 plus the circle of letters (C) from 1 to 32 

YOU WILL LEARN AN INTERESTING FACT. 

(Numbers after the definitions indicate number of letters in the word to be filled in.) 

1. One who typewrites. (6) 18. Empty: silly. (5) 
2. Lift. ( 4) 19. Sharp pointed implement. ( 3) 
3. Poetical Abbr. of "even". (3) 20. Stroke with the tongue. ( 4) 
4. Home of a bird. ( 4) 21. Male honey-bee. ( 5) 
5. Ostrich-like bird of New Zealand. (3) 22. Sea Eagle. (4) 
6. The earth and it's inhabitants. (5) 23. Hearken. (6) 
7. Assert. ( 4) 24. Tall wading bird. ( 4) 
8. Secure against loss. (6) 25. Quo **':' (Latin), Whither goest thou? 
9. Noisy feast. ( 5) ( 5) 

10. Come face to face with. (4) 26. Always. (4) 
11. Long sharp missile. ( 5) 27. Rustic; pertaining to the country. ( 5) 
12. *':'* of the King. (Tennyson) 28. Fungus used in breadmaking. (5) 
13. Hindmost. (4) 29. The ringed planet. (6) 
14. Second year in college (abbr.). (4) 30. A food , the lining of a sheep's 
15. Give pleasure to. (6) stomach. (5) 
16. Pardon. (6) 31. By one's self. (5) 
17. Ascend laboriously. ( 5) 32. One sixtieth of an hour. ( 6) 

The answer to the February puzzle was: "Rouletting Is Similar to 
Perforating But No Paper Is Removed from the Stamps." 

VALUE! ___ .... 
Your money's worth, and 
more! ELBE price, like ELBE 
quality is always right . . Loose
Leaf Albums, Stock Books, 
Stamp Wallets. 

Send for Catalog SP 

ELBE-Dept C TH~ 
215GreeneSt.,N.Y.C. ~,.,a 

"An Introduction to 
Stamp Collecting" 

A Handy Pocket Booklet that the beginner 
finds indispensable; thirty-six pa~cs of handy 
information for everybody. You II want one 
to keep handy in your pocket at all times. 
Send 3c. stamp to cover cost of mailing. 

WEEKLY PHILATELIC 
GOSSIP 

Box 30, HOLTON, KANSAS 

Marvelous-They All Say 
During the Exhibition of the Virginia Phi

latelic Federation in Richmond ending 
November 17, a limited number ol specially 
prepared env.elopes were cacheted and can
celled at the Post Office in the Exhibition hall. 

These envelopes were made from panes of 
70 stamps printed from the electro of the 
41 Five" altered to "Ten" cent of the Confed
erate General Issues. It is a remarkable 
example of a "home.mad..c" War-Between-the
States covert and is perhaps the most unusual 
modern exhibition piece obtainable. 

Less than fifty are on hand for sale. 
Price $1.00 each, or three for $2.00. 

STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING 

109 East Cary St., Richmond, Va. 

To the Trade 
We shall be glad to furnish Philatelic 

Agency service to dealers only as to the 
New Imperforates on the date of issu
ance, or as to any other material at the 
Agency and the new Philippines. Face 
plus 5 % on orders over $10.00; under 
$10.00 the charge is face plus 10%; 
Orders from $100 to $250--face plus 
$5.00; $250 to $500-face plus $7.50; 
$500 to $1,000 - face plus .$10.00. 
Orders filled in order of receipt. Checks 
must be certified. Money orders pre
ferred. Forwarding charges are extra. 

Stamp Dealers' Credit 
Bureau 

P. BRUYERE, Manager 

501 13th St., N. W., Washington, D. C. 

Do not miss the Laurence Sale of 
the Walcott Collection of Confede
rates-May 23. 
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mi,r itutlf rrfnril ~tamp <ttlub Vir~inia P~ilatelic te~eration 
A. P. S. CHAPTER No. 81 

Meets Every Monday· Evening at 8 o'clock Except Holidays, 
at 287 Feronia Way, Rutherford, N. J. 

OFFICERS 

President, ADOLPH KLINGENSTDIN, 740 Hudson Ave., West New York, N. J. 
/lia.Prnident-0. G. REICHELT, Paramus, N. l· 
Secrttary-S. LAKE P. 0 . Box No. 136, Ruther ord, N. J. 
Trtasurtr-J. H. GtESECKE, 126 Prospect Place, Rutherford, N. J. 
Sales Manager, W. 0. STAEB, 287 Feronia Way, Rueherford, N. J. 
Exchange Manager, MONTROSE ERNST, 99 Nassau St., New York City. 
Cable Address-Staeb, Rutherford, N. J. 
Official Organ-STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING. 

Since our last report, we have secured 
additional outlets for our material and 
therefore could use a great many more 
books. We have found it necessary to cut 
down on the size of our circuits on account 
of shortage in material and at this moment, 
we could use an additional 2,000 books. 

In order to secure the benefits of being 
associated with us, and on account of the 
large demand for material, we would ad
vise every contributing member to send in 
at least five books at once. 

Sales for the past three months were in 
excess of $2,700. 

Savannah Philatelist Writes 
Article 

H. L. Fell Discusses Some Issues 
In Magazine. 

H. L. Fell, Savannah stamp col
lector, has an interesting article in 
the current issue of the magazine, 
ST AMP AND COVER COLLECTING, 
which gives some interesting infor
mation about certain issues of 
stamps. 

The article is cleverly written and 
is in the nature of an imaginary in
terview with the eminent philatelist, 
Dr. X. 

Some of the popular and valuable 
issues of stamps are discussed in .an 
entertaining fashion. One question 
the doctor asked was unanswered. 
It i's, "What two famous generals, 
who once lived in Savannah, have 
their names on United States 
stamps?" 

Mr. Fell is connected with the 
Central of Georgia Railway.
Savannah Press. 

(The two generals referred t-o are General 
Oglethorpe on the Oglethorpe commemora
tive and General Fremont on the 5c. Trans
Mississippi issue. General Fremont, the 
great "Pathfinder," was born in Savannah, a 
fact not generally known.) 

Those members in the New York area 
may see our books at the Rialto Stamp 
Company, 109 West 42nd Sr., New York 
City, and the New York Stamp Exchange 
at 80 Nassau Street in New York City. 

Members who would be interested in 
buying from our books should write to us 
to ascertain who our representative is in 
their territory. 

Those members who belong to local clubs 
should write to me fo-r representation in 
their locality. 

MONTROSE ERNEST, Exchange Manager, 
99 Nassau St., N. Y. C. 

Interesting Polish Invert 

Die Postmarke, Vienna, Austria, 
illustrates an ·inverted surcharge for 
Poland which should interest spec
ialists of that country. It appears 
that the government printing office, 
in preparing surcharges, also makes 
use of broken sheets, filling in the 
vacant spaces with singles and pairs, 
as the case may require. These in
serts a~e temporarily fastened with 
small strips of adhesive paper, mak
ing the pane complete before im
printing the surcharge. In the case 
of the variety here illustrated, the 
stamp was accidentally set into one 
of these "windows" in inverted 
position with the result shown in 
the illustration. 

---IZJ1---
At Hartford 217,000 First Day 

Covers were mailed and 663,000 
stamps sold.-Rice' s Weekly Postal 
News, Box E, Ballston, Va. 

om $o 

The special meeting of the Virginia Phi
latelic Federation held at the Murphy Hotel 
in Richmond on April 4, was well attended 
with the majority of members present. A 
nice letter was read by Secretary Chas. L. 
Hofmann, from the Staunton Stamp Club 
and we hope to have them in the Federa
tion soon. It was also decided that we be
come a member of the National Federation 
of Stamp Clubs. A committee was ap
pointed by President Jackson to work out 
plans to have circuits amongst members of 
the Federation. We unanimously endorsed 
H. R. 1411, which permits the illustrating 
of our stamps. This bill has been intro
duced in the House by our friend Congress
man Montague of Richmond, and Carter 
Glass, Jr., of Lynchburg wrote us that 
Senamr Harry Byrd will introduce it in the 
Senate. Secretary Hofmann was instructed 
to write all Virginia Senators and Congress
men, endorsing this bill. Every member of 
the Federation in Virginia should also get 
in touch with their representatives· so that 
this bill should become a law. Action was 
also taken so as the permit the revision of 
our by-laws to permit lowei: dues, which 
should greatly increase our membership. 
The regular spring meeting of the Federa
tion will be held in Richmond at the Hotel 
Murphy, at 8 p. m., on May 2, all members 
are urged to be present. 

ALFRED HAASE, Publicity Director, 
Petersburg, Va. 

---IZJ1-

Philly Club Election 
The annual election of officers of 

the Philadelphia Stamp Club, held 
April 2nd, resulted as follows: 

President, Arthur H. Wartman; 
1st Vice-President, Max Casper; 
2nd Vice-President, Paul J. Storm; 
Secretary, Samuel Gittis; Treasurer, 
Harry Smuckler. 

Elected to the Board of Gover
nors for the three-year term: 

Henry Woelke, Carl Young, Geo. 
S. Hill, Willard P. Snyder, Geo. C. 
McNabb. 

The Philadelphia Stamp Club 
cordially invites all collectors to at
tend its meetings, at the Club 
Rooms, 1626 Arch St., Philadelphia, 
each Tuesday. On Tuesday, May 7, 
there will be an auction sale of 
high-grade United States. Mr. Her
man Toaspern, F. H. S. L. , will be 
our guest exhibitor.-B. J. DATT
NER, Publicity Director. 

~~~-~'--~~-

Subscription only $1 the year. 
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Liegnitz Zeppelin Stamp .. ..-~~~~~~~~~~~~ .... 
Based on the article appearing in the 

Handbuch der Luftpostkunde, by Alexander 
Berezowski, and the Sieger-Post, 1921. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~ .... 

T o celebrate the dedication of 
the military dirigible base at 
Liegnitz, the Dresden DELAG 

office decided to send the airship 
"Sachsen" to take part in the cere
monies at the new base. After an 
attempt on November 3, 1913, the 
airship finally reached Liegnitz from 
Dresden on November 5th. The 
"Sachsen" made sevieral flights at 
Liegnitz until November 9th on 
which day it left for Haida, Austria. 

The Liegnitz office of the Ham
burg-American lines, Airship Ser
vice division, authorized the issue of 
a special ser1es of three Zeppelin 
cards, a special vignette, and a spe
cial cachet. They further maode ar
rangements whereby the "Sachsen" 
would carry souvenir mails over 
Liegnitz; cards carrying the special 
vignette · (or semi-official stamp) 
plus ordinary postage were accepted 
for transmission by the airship. The 
vignettes were cancelled with a spe
cial violet cachet "F.ulgpost/ (Lieg
nitz) /date A.D. Katzbach", and the 
mails turned over to the Liegnitz 
post-office at the close of the flight. 
The ordinary postage stamps were 
cancelled y;ith,the Liegnitz postmark. 

The vignettes were printed at 
Dresden in sheets of ten; format in 
two rows of five. The first few 
sheets wer.e printed in light red
brown. This color was deemed un
suitable, and the remainder of the 
issue of 5,000 copies was printed in 
(the regular color) dark red-brown. 

In 1923 counterfeit vignettes and 
cards were produced in Liegnitz. 
These were almost immediately 
recognized ·as counterfeits and con
fiscated; very, very few actually 
reached the market. According to 
available information, no single 
vignettes were marketed-they were 
all affixed to the fake cards. The 
fake cards are very readily recog
nized in that the inscriptions on the 
address side are printed in black 
instead of brown. 

At the time Mr. A. Berezowski 
published his "Deutche Handbuch 
der Luftpostkunde" in 1925, re
prints were made from the unin
jured portions of the original plate 
of the vignette, and issued as a 
complimentary souvenir with the 
"Handbuch.', These reprints were 
issued in blocks of four and each 
vignette has on the reverse a circular 
violet rubber stamp "Barz & Co. 
Garlitz." The total number re
printed consisted of 1,500 blocks 
and the plate was thereafter com
pletely destroyed. 

The following table gives the 
chief differences between the origi
nals and the Barz & Co. (the Bere
zowski firm) reprints: 

ORIGINALS REPRINTS 

Perf. llY,; Perf.11; 
Paper thick and rigid; Paper thin; 
Gum dark yellow; Gum very pale yel-
227{-22 Y,mm. x low· 
34~mm.; 22Y,-2Z~mm.x34~-

Wmk. diamond-point 35mm.; 
network; No Wmk.; 

Poor print; lines of Fine print; all lines 
shading especially of shading stand 
are broken in sev- out definitely; 
era! places; Horizontal shading 

Horizontal shading lines all stand out 
lines in fourth lobe individually. 
of airship combine . 
at right. Arr Post f ournal. 
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HOBBIES 
A beautiful, illustrated magazine for collec

tors of stamps, coins, Indian re1ie1, firearms 
book11 curios, autographs, prints, antiquct and 
scores of other interesting hobbies. 

Our •ub•cription Ii!! includes the famou1 
and near-famou•, leading educaton and out-
1tanding business men and women who are 
anxious to improve their time with cultural 
and ab•orbinl[ hobbies. 

It i1 popular to havt a hobb1 and rtad 

Hobbies 
SAMPLE COPY 10 CENTS 

TWELVE BIG ISSUES FOR $1.00 

LIGHTNER PUBLISHING CoRP. 

2810 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill. 

READ 
Two of the World's Finest Stamp 

Magazines 
For Only $1.50 a Year-Save Soc. 

Tht Au1tralian Siami Month/7 5/- per ann. 
and 

STAMP AND COVEil CoLLBCTING $1.00 per ann. 
One published at Melbourne, Australia, and 

the other at Richmond, Vir11:inia, U. S. A.
nearly two extremes of the earth, but as1urin1 
you of all the new1 from everywhere. With 
these two fine monthlies cominl[ to your office 
or home twelve times a year, you have all the 
philatelic new1 that'• worth while. Sub1cribe 
now! 

Send your aubscriptiont to: 

Stamp and Cover Collecting 
109 E. Cary St., RICHMOND, VA. 

• 

Stamp Trade Protectln 
Association, lac. 

A Bureau for Collection, 
Protection, Information, 

and Co-operation. 

KALAMAZOO, MICHIGAN, U.U. 

HA VE YOU SEEN THE 

Priced Catalog of 
Stampless Covers 
Now running in 

POSTAL 
MARKINGS 

A Dime a Copy; a Dollar a Year 

s. G. RICH 

VERONA, NEW JERSEY 

RIO GRANDE FILATELICO 
lnttrn;:itional Review for Stamp Collutor1. 

Postcards, Numismatics, Esparanto. 
Members throughout the world, particularly 

America. 
Official organ of the "Sociedade Filatelica 

Rio Grandcnsc.,, 
Specimen copy will be ocnt on receipt of 

S cents in unused stamps, to cover the coet 
of mailinii. 

DR. BENJAMIN CAMOZATO 
RuA oos ANouo.u, 1431, 

PORTO ALEGRE, BRAZIL 
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Hungarian Rakoczy Set 

1'\AGY~~.,9~SZ~Qj 

The heralded Rakoczy set ot 
Hungary, commemorating another 
of their national heroes, has appear
ed, and it is a strikingly handsome 
design indeed. There are five values 
-10 f. deep green, 16 f. purple, 
20 f. deep carmine-rose, 32 f. brown 
and 40 f. dull blue. Rakoczy was a 
brilliant leader in his country's war 
for independence, but defeated by 
the Austrians, he sought refuge in 
France and later in Turkey, where 
he died in 1735. 

--~~1---

Germany's Hero Stamps 

GERMANY.-Mr. D. W. Grave
man, 634 Morris Park Ave., New 
York, again sends first-day covers 
bearing the Heroes' Day Memorial 
stamps issued by Germany. There 
are two values-6 Pfg. deep green, 
and 12 Pfg. deep brown-red. Sche
duled to appear April 17th, they 
were placed on sale .the 15th. The 
stamps were entirely sold out before 
noon in some of the principal cities, 
such as Munich, Hamburg and 
Bremen. 

---~1--

Illustration Bill S2610 
Senator Harry F. Byrd this past 

week introduced a bill in ,the Senate, 
identical with the one written by his 
fell ow - Virginian, Representative 
Montague. With so much interest 
being manifested by Congressmen 
there is hope for its passage this 
session.-Rice' s WeeklyPostalNews. 

Another Vatican State Issue " """"""""""""' """""' "" """"' fl 

I FORUM I 

A set of six stamps commemorat
ing the International Jurists Con
gress, held in Rome last year, has 
been issued by the Vatican State. 
There are five designs and values--
5c. orange, lOc. violet, 25c. green, 
75c. carmine-rose, 80c. sepia, 1.25 
lire blue. 

---t8J1---

Commemorative Stamps 
Available at the Phila-

telic Agency 
3c. Newburgh, 1933. 
le. Century of Progress, 1933. 
3c. Century of Progress, 1933. 
3c. N. R. A., 1933. 
5c. Kosciusko, 1933. 
3c. Maryland, 1934. 
3c. Mothers Day (rotary), 1934. 
3c. Mothers Day (flat), 1934. 
3c. Wisconsin, 1934. 

NATIONAL PARK SERIES 
le. thru lOc. inclusive. 
2c. Electric Eye (sheet of 100). 

-Rice's Weekly Postal News. 

---t8J1--

Suggest to your collector-friend 
that he subscribe to STAMP AND 
COVER COLLECTING if he is inter
ested in the educational features of 
our hobby. Twelve big numbers 
for only one dollar. 

---t8J1---
Write to .Mr. Robert Laurence, 

. 30 E. 42nd St., New York, for the 
catalog of the Sale of Walcott's 
Confederates on May 23. 

---t8J1---
STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING 

only $1 the year. Subscribe now. 

jlJL11i1!1 111mlm1111111 11!!!!""!!1! "' 

IN o Extra Service 
EAST ORANGE, N. J., April 10. 

DEAR SIR: 
I always enjoy your paper and on the 

editorial I fully agree but I thought that it 
was obsolete to say as you do on page 167 
"for which no service need be rendered." 
It wouldn't make any difference to the de
partment if every unused stamp in the U. S. 
was suddenly thrown into service they 
wouldn't add one extra carrier or put on 
one more mail car. 

Yours truly, 
ROBERTA ROE. 

Insists there is a "Threb" 
BUFFALO, N .. Y,, Aipril 11, 1935. 

DEAR SIR: 
With interest I have read the letter by 

my pal Rollin Flowers of Buffalo in regard 
to the 00THREB" on the 3c. 1861 issue. I 
have before me two covers one from Bos
ton, Mass., and one from a town in Ken
tucky. Both have the "THREB" and there is 
no doubt about it. I have also seen a mint 
block from plate 11 with the same item. 
This variety w.as caused by .a damaging to 
the plate. This item is scarce and I have 
only found the above two in my search 
for it. Yours very truly, 

HARRY D. DAVIS, 
The Stamp H ouse. 

-----'~'---

Connecticut Tercentenary 
At rioon Friday, April 19, Third 

Assistant Postmaster General C. B. 
Eilenberger threw the switch starr
ing the rotary press printing the first 
sheets of the Connecticut stamps. 
Four plate numbers have been an
nounced and there may be two more 
early this week. 

21392, 21'393, 21394, 21395 
Initial printing order calls for 

75 million stamps.-Rice' s· Weekly 
Postal News. 

-----{8]1---

N ew Issues for Danzig 
Mr. D. W. Graveman reports the 

receipt of four new stamps from 
Danzig: 
Type 1933-34: 20 Pfg. brown and red. 

60 Pfg. dark green and red. 
Surcharges: 6 on 7 Pfg. green. 
Type 1933: 30 on 35 Pfg. blue. 
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Classified Ads Rare Opportunity 
Classified advertisements under this head

ing are 4 cents per word, 500 words for 
$12.50. Payable in advance. Copy must 
be received 3 weeks before date of issue. 

WANTED!-Uruguay No. 1 (60c. blue) good 
copy, no thin spots. State price. Also wanted Old 
German States. Write what you have, stating 
condition and price. EDITOR, STAMP AND COVER 
COLLECTING, 109 E. Cary St., Richmond, Va. 

"THE MID-WEST CACHET AND STAMP 
NEWS" offers to the readers of this new maga
zine, a Sample Copy of their publication fru to 
anyone sending their name and address to the 
editor, J. EDW. VINING at 4079 Concordia Ave., 
St. Louis, Mo. All that is necessary is to mention 
the name of STAMP AND CovER COLLECTING. [xl) 

10 OR MORE different revenues, catalog $1.00 
or more, for 35c. (coin). Satisfaction guaranteed. 
ROBERT KELLY, 204 Spring St., Nashville, Tenn. 

WANTED-Southern States Stampless Covers. 
Will pay cash, or trad e Pennsylvania, New York 
N ew England covers. Send yours with T erms'. 
KENNETH G. BENTZ, 1114 Citizens Southern 
Bank, Atlanta, Ga. 

BYRD COVER, postmarked "Little America" 
with ERROR date-Jan. 3(),. Has cachet and 
AUTOGRAPHED by Capt. English, Bear of 
Oakland. Photograph1c postcard. Price will ad
vance $1.00 in 10 d.ays. Our price, postpaid, 
$1.90. ROBERTA S. ROE, Oraton Parkway, E. 
Orange, N. J. [c] 

BLACKFELLOWS 2Sc., Sheep 30c. Kangaroos 
15c., Anzac 35c. per 100. Rare 3d. Georgian 
overprinted OS 20c. DALLIMORE CORIO Vic
toria, Australia. ' (c] 

Stamps of HAWAII. C. B. Wood Q M. C 
Ft. Ruger, HAWAII. ' . [cc"j 

Ml~T BLOCKS-24 different German! Makes 
except10nally beautiful album display! You need 
these! Only 25c. RELISTAMPS, 1914-B Oak
dale, Chicago, Illinois. [pa) 

Bl-CENTENNIAL V AR!ETIES in blocks of ·4 
SOc. per block, all fine centering: 7c. showing both 
t~e broken and unbroken (N). Y, c. with broken 
circle. The. 4c. broken. circle .. Sc. dot over eye. 
The 2c. with broken inner lme. Used sets Bi
centennial1. fine 15c. First Day Covers, with blocks 
of 4, Ecllson from Menlo P.ark, I Sc. Su ll ivan 
from Geneseo & Perry, set 25c., poor centering. 
La.ke Placid1 strip. of 3 fine, I Sc. Lindy Again 
Flies the ~r Mail, 15c. Lindy stamp first day 
from Washington, D. C., !Sc. Cash with order 
please. Mint U. S. 3c. stamps accepted. Add 
postage if order is less than $1.00. JOHN T. 
DANIEL, 478 29th St., San Francisco, Calif. [pa] 

J~PAN FIRST FLIGHT AIRMAIL COVERS, 
3 different $1.20. Flown Covers 6 different 60c 
Remit, Unit~d States currency' accepted. Writ~ 
:i:ou r Want-List. N. MIYAKE, Box 3S, Tsu City 
Japan. [pamj 

WANTED-Naval and Constitution covers. 
Send list to B. GUZO, 4SOI S. Albany Avenuej 
Chicago, Illinois. [ c 

FIRST DAY Connecticut Tercentenary Cover. 
(Single) I Sc. Stamps, Blocks, Etc. (Postage Ex
tra). H. R. SPAULDING, Box 121, Cooperstownj 
New York. [c 

INTERESTED UNLTED STATES Singles, 
Blocks, will exchange with bona fide collectors. 
Lists wanted and have furni shed. THOMAS H. 
CHAPMAN, Rockwood, Tennessee. [c] 

GIVEN! Copy of The Collector's lldvertiur
ma_gazine of many hobbies. Fine packet of SO 
different stamps from many countries containing: 
Airmail, Map Stamp, Savages, Scenes, Ships, etc., 
for only IOc. Copy of The Collector's Advertiser 
free with each order. R. V. SMITH, 914 Watson 
St., Flint, Michigan. [pa] 

FTNLAND-12S different $1.00, ISO different 
$2.00. SOVIET RUSSIA- 100 different 40c. 
Price list free. LAURI PELTONEN, Hanko, 
Finland. [pam] 

FIRST DAY COVERS for th e San Diego Inter
national Exposition stamp. Two color printed 
covers at face plus 7c. From San Diego or Wash
ington. Deal ers serviced cheap . Rush coin only. 
SOUTHERN STAMP & COVER SERVICE, 204 
Sprinl': St., Nashville, Tenn. [c] 

WANTED-PARKS USED.-Will pay 20 
cents per set for Parks stamps, used, well-cen
tered, lightly cancelled, no straight-edges-perfect 
pieces. Address: "J. B." care Editor STAMP AND 
COVER COLLECTING, 109 E. Cary St., Richmond, Va. 

WANTED TO BUY a quantity of unused 
Confederates at very rea!onable prices. Cheaper 
grades desired. State quantity and prices. "Col
lector A," Care STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING. 

WILL TRADE a good lot of duplicates for a 
full stock, curly maple Kentucky rifte. Send com
plete description of gun. In return will send list 
of stamps. Address "Collector B," Care STAMP 
AND COVER COLLECTING. 

WILL BUY a quantity of #4 Capes at reason
able prices. "Collector C," Care STAMP AND 
COVER COLLECTING. 

WANTED TO BUY #36 and #S9 Colombian 
Republics on or off cover. "Collector G," Care 
STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING. 

2S MISCELLANEOUS cacheted airmail cov
e~s, or 15 di ffer~nt ~irport dedications, or 15 
different first official Rights, or 7 different FAM 
flights, or 10 Pilot-signed airmail covers, or 20 
different naval cancels and cachets for $1.0S per 
lot postprud. Alaskan Emergency Star-Route Air 
Service covers, SOc. each. MULTNOMAH COV
ER SERVICE, 5S26 Del.aware, Portland, . Oregon. 

REMEMBER, STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING is 
giving a 20-word classified advertisement FREE 
for each annual new, renewal or extension sub
scription to this magazine. Send $1.00 and a 
20-word classified advertisement TODAY. 

FOR NAVAL, Old Ironsides and Macon coven 
of the finest write W. G. CROSBY, P. 0. Box 
602, San Pedro, California. 

WANTED CAPE TRIANGULARS on Covers. 
What have you? "Collector J," Care STAMP AND 
COVER COLLECTING. 

CONF EDERATE 
QUESTION AIRE 

FOR SALE: A magnificent collection of 
Precancels in three lar_ge albums and thousands 
unmounted; a collection of nearly 500 mint 
U. S. Envelopes 20th Century, listed by 
Bartels catalog, also thousands of cut squares; 
a collection of First-Day and First-Flight 
covers franked with odd values and better 
grade commemoratives; a modest collection of 
20th Century U. S., used , unused, pairs and 
blocks. For further information address 

MRS. E. D. JOHNSON 
501 North Allen Ave., Richmond, Va. 

WE NEED AN D WILL BUY 
Early United States Stamps, unused, 

used on or off cover. 
Price liberally and send to us for inspection. 

Prompt ca&h for what we can use. 

70 Nassau Street, New York, N. Y. 

NASSAU STAMP CO. 

URUGUAY 
I offer Uruguay in Quantities of 1, 

10, 100, 1,000, and larger, at prices 
that defy competition . . Largest stock 
in Uruguay. 

ESTEBAN WEINBERGER 
Vazquez 1252, Montevideo, Uruguay, 

South America. 

STAMP ALLIANCE 
APPLICATI ON 

Name (printed)--------------------------------------------------------

Address (residence) ------------ ----------------------------------------

Business or Profession---------------------------------------------------

Do you collect Confederate stamps exclusively? _________________________ _ 

Do you prefer Confederate stamps to others?---------------------------

How long have you collected stamps?-----------------------------------

Membership in wha t philatel ic societies?---------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------
Have you held office in philatelic societies?------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------
To what extent do you deal in stamps? (a) Exchange stamps? ____________ , 

(b) Part-time dealer? ____________ , (c) Full-time dealer?------------• 

( d) Mail-order business at all? ______________ , 

Please give commercial references:----------------~----------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------
Would you care for visiting collectors or dealers to call on you when in 

your city?----------------------------------------------------------
Please list on separate sheet names and addresses of others interested in 

Confederate stamps. 

Note--1 am enclosing ___________ cents in postage to help defray organization 
expenses (not .necessary for membership). 
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A Dar~ain for t~e Dealer or Colledor 
I have the following stamps for immediate sale, to any one or more parties who send their 

remittance fi:st , at the following prices: 

Washington Bicentennials 

Complete sheets, and parts of sheets, of the 4c., Sc., 6c., 7c., Sc. and 9c. may still be secured at 20% above face. 

There are no more copies available of the Yzc., le., 1 Yzc., 2c., 3c. and lOc. Please do not order these items. If 
you need any that are still on hand, better order immediately as the supply will not last long. I still have sheets of the 
1 and 3c. perf. Chicago, 3c. Penns and Websters. These may be had at 10% above face. 

Most of the above are well centered, but as usual some stamps on each sheet are not any too good. They are offered 
as they are and cannot be picked. 

Yorktown Sesquicentennial 

There are 40 complete sheets of 50 stamps and 2,5 oo stamps in broken lots. These are nut well centered and 
a re offered at 1 5 % above face. 

Orders for less th an $1 .oo will not be accepted. Post age or registration must accompany each order. Remittances 
mu st be made by money order, payable to STAMP AND Cov ER COLLECTING. 

ADDRESS: 

"Collector," care STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING, 109 E. Cary St., Richmond, Virginia 

First Day Cover 
California Pacific International Exposition, San 

Diego, Ca li fornia, May 29. 

On bond envelope, three colors. Single, r5c ., 

block of 4, 25c. 

WILLIAM T. RALEY, 
219 Stewart Building, 
WASHINGTON , D. C. 

Join The 
RAINBO FRIENDSHIP CLUB 

World-wide membership. 
Rai11bo Booster Journal official Club paper. 

Dues only SOc. per year. 
Send in your membership to--

MICHAEL FLEISCHHACKER 
1642 No. Fairfield Ave., Chicago, Ill. 

FOR A BEGINNING IN 

BUREAU PRINTS 
WE SUGGEST A PACKET 

For instance : 
No. 227 400 c!ifferent ................ $ J.00 
No. 228 7 50 different .................. 15.00 

INTRODDCTJON to Preca ncel Collectin~
a 16 page booklet of the nt'cessary inforrna11011 
011 Precancels-25c. postpaid. 

HOOVER BROTHERS 
1261 Broadwa), Room 81 1, NEW Y ORK . 

52nd ~ 53rd Auction Sales 
May 18th and June 1st, 1935 

GENERAL COLLECTION 

b===================~ I 1 l ustrated Cata logs Sent on R equest. 
\VA NTED-U. S. "Collections an d 
Rarities" and remember that immediate 
payment is made. Cash to any amoun t 
is available for important purchases. 

THE BUREAU SPECIALIST 

A monthly publication of the Bureau 
Issues Association. D evoted excl usivel y 
to United States stamps. Serious collec
to rs please write for sample copy. 

WEST SO~IERVI LLE, MASSACHUSETTS 

VAHAN MOZIAN, INC. 
MONTHLY STAMP AUCTIONS 

Catalogue Upon Request. 

10 East 39th St., NEW YORK 

Subscribe now. Only $1 the year. 

Y. SOUREN CO. 
384 Park Ave., NEW YORK CITY 
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I . 1[J~i1J~: WITHOUT RESERVE 
'::· ·=·-_-::·:···;!.~:~;. ; 
n~u.wo Pt •. \1Ns. . 
'4: -#H:!-O:S.# ~ ' -- The Famous Collection 

OF 

l 

Confederate States Postmasters 
and General Issues 

OF THE LATE 

GEORGE WALCOTT 
" rill be Sold at Auction by order of the Executors 

Thursday, May 23, 1935 
at 2 P. M. 

at the Collectors' Club, 30 East 42nd Street, 
New York, N. Y. 

I 
T h is is the largest and most complete collection of Confederates ever offered 1 

at auction. The Catalog has been carefully compiled and printed on heavy coated 
paper, and contains 16 pages of illustra tions. 

T his Catalog will not be sent to our regula r m ailing list, but 'will be m ailed 
free on request to collectors interested in these items. 

A PRINTED LIST OF P RICES WILL BE 
FURNISHED AFTER THE SALE FOR 

$1.00. 

ROBERT LAURENCE 
Phone, Murray Hill 6-0726 

m ~u-- 30 East 42nd Street, New York, N. Y. I 

L~~~rrm~~~d 
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IO 
CENTS 

CANADM·~FORE16N 
COUNTRIES 

IS¢ ~ 

IN THIS ISSUE 

Tho1ncts D. Perrv 

H. 0. Douglass 

T. Robert Bu 1gess, fr. 

Sergio Perez Gra11 

JfT. I-I. lf/ osencroft 

U7illiaJJl T. Rafe)' 

Dr. L. L. Burton 

Robert C. Thompson 

Dr. f. Il.Hr1rz 'l')' Pirie 

Paul Saunier · 

JUNE 1935 

Boys! Join Ted Thompson's S. and C. C. Sales Club 



PHILAT 

The Posta. ervice of the 
Confederate States 

of America 
BY AUGUST DIETZ 

Popular Style binding 
Library Style • • • • 
De Luxe Style • • • 

• $10.00 
• 15.00 
• 50.00 

Specialized @onfederate 
Catalug 

EDITED BY AUGUST DIETZ 

The first edition was published in 1932 and 
a Supplement in 1933. No further editions are 
Cl>ntemplated within the next six months. 

Pocket size. Bound in gray Fabrikt>'d. 

Catalog $2.00. Suppl,.rr~nt $1.00. 
ALL BOOKS SHIPPED P PAID. 

ST AMP . AND COVER 
COLLECTiNG 

109 E. CARY ST., RICHMOND, VA. 

WE NEED AND WILL BUY 
Early United States Stamps, unused, 

· used on or off cover. 
P rice liberally and send to us for inspection. 

P rompt cash for what we can use. 

70 l'fassau Street, New York, N. Y. 

NASSAU STAMP CO. 

STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING 

FREE! FREE! FREE! 
New Year's Trial Bargain Offer 

FREE! 30 different beautiful, pic
torial, genuine commemoratives, with 
6 months' trial subscription to the 
newsy, colorful, illustrated, 44-pages 
"Marconi's Monthly Stamp News," 
for only 15c . 

Marconi Publishing Co. 
73-3rd Place, BROOKLYN, N. Y. 

VARIETY!---
Selection to meet all your needs 
and fancies! It's yours in ELBE 
Loose - Leaf Blank Albums, 
Stock Books, Approval Cards. 

Send for 40-page C atalog 8P 

ELBE- Dept. C TH~ 
215GreeneSt.,N.Y.C. ··ELBE 

LINE 

REAL BARGAINS 
Send me your subscription to the STA M P 

AND COVER COLLECTI NG and a stamped envel
ope. I'll send you a packet of 25 good foreii:;n 
stamps. T en cents and stamped envelope will 
bring you a packet of 25 different foreign 
from my own collection. $ 1 bill a nd stamped 
envelope will bring you 90c. w orth of mint 
U. S., sing les, pans, blocks, plate numbers! 
commemoratives and ai rs from my persona 
collection. Satisfaction Guara11/eed. 

JOSEPH CHARLES SALAK 
6348 SouTH FAIRFIELD AvE., CHICAGO, ILL. 

Subscribe now. Only $1 the year. 

A REAL BARGAIN ! ! ! 
For the Specializing Collector in Loose-Leaf Album Pages 

As long as they last, we offer the following to the collector and dealer: 
No. 100: A quadrilled sheet, artistically printed in two colors (pale blue 

and gray) for mounting of specialized collections. The full size of the sheet 
is ·8x9Yz inches. The border (gray) is 5%x8 inches. The quadrilling is 
4-15/16x7-3/ 16 inches. The paper was specially made for these- pages and is 
equal to a 32-lb. ledger. There is ample margin on the left of the sheet for 
punching or inserting in any type of binder. 

Binders may be secured from various sources to fit this sheet, however we 
do not handl e them. It is an excellent buy for the collector who is now special
izing or who wishes to properly mount his collection on very attractive pages. 

Prices: 100 sheets, or less, 3c. each. 100 to 250 sheets 2Yzc. each. 250 or 
more 2c. each. 

No. 200: This sheet is quadrilled, like above, with a very handsom e gray 
border. The sheet size is lOxll inches, and the border size is 6%x8Yz inches. 
The paper for this was also specially made and is equal to a 100-lb. Index board. 

For specialized collections we believe this No. 200 is without a parallel. 
It makes a very attractive page for artistic mounting. Ample margin is on the 
left-hand side for punching or inserting into any cover. Binders may be secured 
to fit this size sheet, however we do not sell them. 

Prices: 100 sheets, or less, Sc. 100 to 250 sheets 4c. 250 or more 3\lzc. each. 
Samples will gladly be sent upon request for 3c. 

ST AMP AND COVER COLLECTING 

109 EAST CARY STREET RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 

PERCY G. DOANE 
608-9 Tribune Bldg. 

154 Nassau Street, 

NEW YORK CITY. 

Auction Sales 
a Specialty 

Catalogues Free on Request. 

~~~ BOSTON 
AUCTION SALES 

I hold auction• regularly in Boston, and 
would be glad to send my Catalogu<S to any 
Collector applying kr them. 

l am always in the market for collections, 
U. S. or B. N . A . which I will buy for cash 
outright, or sell at private sale, or at auction 
on a commission basis. If desired, a liberal 
advance agai nst pending sales will be allowed 
on any desirable i tcma. 

DANIEL F. KELLEHER 
Room 404 

7 WATER STREET, BOSTON, MASS. 

URUGUAY 
offer Uruguay in Quantities of I, 

10, 100, 1,000, and larger, at prices 
that defy competition. Largest stock 
in Urugu:iy. 

ESTEBAN WEINBERGER 
Vazquez 1252, Montevideo, Uruguay, 

South America. 

EL PERU FILATELICO 
Bi-M onthly Review 

Official Organ of the "Centro Filatelico" of Peru 
In every number articles on the different 

issues of Peril, as w eII as a General Catalogue 
of the Stamps of Peru, in Spanish and English. 

M embership subscription, per annum, U. S. 
$1.0()- (one U. S. Dollar) . 

Address all corres~ondence regarding •ub
scriptions and advertisements to 

APARTADO No. 2177 
LIMA, PERU, S. A. 

$2 $2 LOTS $2 $2 
Last year w e sold over 2,500 $1 lots, mostly 

repeats-so they must have been good . These 
have been entirely d iscontinued , but we are 
uow making up some splendid $2 lots. This 
ne'v price enables us to put really fi ne ma
terial into these lots-stamps we couldn' t put 
into our old $1 lots. Su:rplus stock of all 
kinds, s tam\)S on old album leaves, &c., &c., 
a re include<. Sli p a $2 bill in to a n envelope 
today and t ry one. All lots have a high cata
logue value; we g uarantee ABSOLUTE 
SATISFACTlO , or we will refund your 
money by return mail. (S.P.A. 6236; A .P.S. 
12066) . 

H. A. L. HUGHES & Co. 
19 Church St., Peterborough, England 
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-6~rn at Point Plcasant1 <Clermont <Countg, 01}fo, April 2 7 , fS22 

1'fo~ at fili t. 6 rcgor, near .-Saratoga, N. t;., J ufg 2~1 fSS'5 
.Aga o~ tr cars 

Hiram Ulysses Grant, eighteenth President of the United States, was born April 27, 1822, 
at Point Pleasant, Clermont County, Ohio. He was the oldest of the six children of Jesse 
Root Grant and his wife Hannah Simpson, daughter of John Simpson of Montgomery, Pa. 
The Grants were of Scotch descent, the pioneer in America being Matthew Grant, who settled 
at Dorchester, Mass. in 1630. Grant's father was a tanner and owned considerable farm land 
which he kept tilled, though he, himself, worked in his tannery. As soon !lS Ulysses was big 
enough, he began to work on the farm when he was not in school. 

At the age of seventeen he entered the Military Academy at West Point, the congressman 
who procured his appointment giving his name by mistake as Ulysses S. Grant. Simpson was 
the maiden name of his mother; and was also borne by one of his younger brothers: this 
doubtless occasioned the error. Young Grant applied to the authorities at West Point and to 

the Secretary of War, to have the blunder corrected, but the request remained unnoticed, and 
when he graduated in 1843, twenty-first in a class of thirty-nine, his commission and his 
diploma, both styled him Ulysses S. Grant, by which name he has since been known. 

He remained in the army eleven years and took part in every battle of the Mexican War, 
except Buena Vista, receiving two brevets for gallantry. Later he was stationed on the Cana
dian border, California and Oregon. Reaching the grade of Captain he resigned his commis
sion in 1854 and removed to Gravois, near St. Louis, where he owned and worked a farm. 

At the outbreak of the W ar Between the States he drilled volunteers and was commis
sioned Colonel of the Twenty-first Illinois Regiment by Governor Yates. In 1862, after his 
capture of Fort Donnelson, he was made a Major General. He captured Vicksburg July 4, 
1863; won the battle of Chattanooga November 24-25, 1863, and finally forced General Lee 
to surrender at Appomattox, Va., April 9, 1865-thus terminating the war. 

Grant married Julia T. Dent, eldest daughter of Judge Frederick Dent, of St. Louis. 
There were four children: Frederick Dent, Ulysses, Jr., Jesse and Nellie. 

Grant was elected President in 1868 and re-elected in 1872. In 1877-79 he made a tour 
of the world. In 1880 he visited the South, Cuba and Mexico. He died at Mt. Gregor, near 
Saratoga, N. Y., July 23, 1885. 

Grant's portrait first appeared on the Sc. stamp of 1890-93 and on several succeeding issues. 
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In Our Next Issue 

Mr. Perry's serial on U. S. Envelopes 
is increasing in interest-evidenced by 
numerous letters of appreciation and 
many new subscriptions. It is surely 
calculated to stimulate envelope col
lecting in our country. 

' The Confederate Stamp Alliance is 
forging ahead, and some of its mem
bers are expected to contribute infor
mational papers on this subject next 
month. 

Several able writers on subjects 
stampic have contributed manuscripts, 
and we shall select the outstanding 
papers for your summer read~ng. 

. . The Editor will probably have an
other Confederate paper in the next 
issue- this time the Typographed 
Provisionals of Goliad, Texas. 

"Gleanings Across the Pond"-our 
regular English feature-will keep us 
posted on the latest stampic news in 
London and the Continent. 

An interesting paper on the new 
issue for N ew Zealand has been con
tributed by Mr. J. H. Paul of Hamil
ton, N. Z. 

Ral~y will reel off the stampic news 
of Washington, regardless of the 
steaming heat in the Nation's capital. 

And, by the way, if you collect 
Confederates, you must join the C. S. A. 

All the other standard features will 
appear. 

In This Issue 

What the Colonel Thinks 

The Fredericksburg, Va. Locals 

Why Collect Stamped Envelopes? 
(Continued) 

Therapeutic Value of Philately 

The Postal System of Germany 

. The Dramatic Story of an Hawaiian 2-Cent Postage Stamp 
(Concluded) 

Confederate Stamp Alliance 

The First Antarctic Post Prices in the Walcott Sale 

Gleanings Across the Pond 

Our School Club Department 

Airmail and Cachet News Na val Cancellations 

Club News 

South American Air Mail News 

Washington Newsreel 

Our Monthly Puzzle The Forum 
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\:> • Being reflections • l:J -· 

A Suggestion for Washington of t~e Editor's re-
action to current 

I T is gener.ally. conceded I think, that the N. R. A. 
stamp, with its empty phrase "We Do Our Part," 
was a flunk, as far as results can be measured. The 

hoped-for psychological effect on the masses did not 
materialize. In fact, it at once became the target of 
ridicule. with one of its quartet of marchers out of step. 
The thmg lacked force-explosive power-it was a 
dud. But .that does r:ot disprove the efficacy of slogans. 
We need but recall" Ecrasez l' inf ame," "I tali a irredenta" 
or "Deutsch/and erwache.'" to realize the miraculous 
potency of a striking challenge. 

Such a challenge ha:s occurred to me, and I have 
confined it to the frame of a postage stamp in the 
somewhat crude drawing heading this editorial. I have 
little hope of its adoption, because I am not one of the 
Heavy Thinkers and have no "pull" with Mr. Farley. 
Bu.t I do assert that it sums up our country's need
pomts the way to its salvation-and at the same time 
hurls a defiance into the teeth of America's manhood. 
Virtually it says: "Damn you! if you've got any 
stamina, stop being a poltroon-get up and fight for 
your heritage!" 
. Incidentally, the reminder "This Is Your Country" 
is no longer to be taken literally by an infinitely small 
percentage of our populaition. 

The idea embodies an inspiration and I labored over 
this drawing for hours. But that can be improved by 
the artists in the Bureau, especially the lettering. The 
" text" is to stand "as is"-no changes. Deletions or 
additions would emasculate it. It is in the vernacular 
of our people-they will understand and, maybe, react 
to it. It might touch their "psyche." 

The elder Roosevelt once said: "If a fellow is down 
pick him up and set him on his feet. If he falls again'. 
pick him up again. But if he is too darned no-account 
to stand up after that, kick the stuffin' s out of him and 
let him lie." 

I think I could suggest, too, where to start the lifting 
up and the-kickin'. 

events as they re
late to Philately 
and the welfare 
of her followers. 

~G·--------•;,': 

TIPEX-1936 
The Advance Program for the Third International 

Philatelic Exhibition - "TIPEX" - has been issued. 
The event will take place in the Grand Central Palace, 
New York, May 9th to 17th, 1936, under the patron
age of the President of the United States. Mr. Charles 
Lathrop Pack is the Honorary President; Col. E. H. R. 
Green and Mr. John Luff, Honorary Vice-Presidents. 
The active officers for the Exhibition are: Mr. Alfred 
F. Lichtenstein, President; Messrs. J. J. Klemann, Jr. , 
Laurence B. Mason and Arthur E. Owen, Vice-Presi
dents; Rear Admiral Frederick R. Harris, U. S. N., 
Ret' d, Secretary, and Mr. Theodore E. Steinway, 
Treasurer. 

The Regional Vice-Presidents as well as the Jury 
have been appointed, and the Rules and Regulations 
governing the entry of exhibits have been formulated, 
and copies of the program may be had by addressing 
the Secretary at 21 William St., New York City. 

With the support of the leading philatelislos and 
philatelic societies throughout the world-and this has 
been assured-this Exhibition bids fair to eclipse any
thing of its kind ever staged before. 

The Exhibition is under the auspices of the Associa
tion for Stamp Exhibitions, membership in which is 
open to any stamp collector at $2.00 dues per year. 

We shall take occasion to present further informa -
tion on this coming event from month to month as the 
~etails develope, and assure the officers of full coopera
t10n on the part of ST AMP AND COVER COLLECTJNG. 

No Addenda This Month 
Due to the fact that but two new Handstamped 

"Paids" have been submitted for listing since our last 
Addenda, this feauture will appear next month. 

Do not fail to read the tempting Summer Bargains 
offered in STAMP AND C"°YER Cou.ECTING this month. 
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Gents: We Have With Us Today 
Mr. Adolph Klingenstein of the Rialto Stamp Co., 
New York City; Mr. Harry Ioor of Indianapolis, Ind., 
and the Fidelity Stamp Co. of Washington, D. C.
each represented by a full page announcement, to 
which we would direct our readers' especial attention. 

RIALTO STAMP Co. 
Mr. Klirigenstein needs no introduction. Late Presi

dent of the New Jersey Philatelic Federation, his firm 
is well and favorably known to all collectors. His page 
of offers in this issue is so varied and wide in its scope 
that every one should find something to attract. It may 
be mentioned, in passing, that he carries a fine stock of 
Mint U. S. and will send you his list of U. S. and 
Foreign Packets for the asking. Mr. Klingenstein 's 
Company is likewise prepared to buy stamps, and so
licits your inquiries. 

HARRY IooR 

Mr. Harry Ioor likewise will require no ballyhoo to 

attract your attention to his page of · offerings in this 
issue. His "Golden Galleon Mixture" is a patronage
getter-and holder-and should make you forget the 
Summer's heat; while his list of available First Day 
Covers is practically complete and-reasonably priced. 
"Take pen in hand" and answer this ad. 

THE FIDELITY STAMP Co. 

The Fidelity Stamp Co., represented by another full 
page advertisement in this issue, is making a concen
trated drive on the "Fifteen Farley Items"-Center
Line and Arrow Blocks--of which they have one of the 
larges-r stocks in the country. They can supply any 
conceivable specialties in this line; so, if you still lack 
anything in the Parleys, write to the fidelity Stamp Co. 
-they have it. 

And, finally, we will esteem it a favor if, in writing 
to any of our adyertisers, you will please add that you 
"read it in STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING." Thanks! 

Walcott's C. S. A. General Issues 
Following the publication, last month, of prices re

alized on the Postmasters' Provisionals in the Laurence 
sale of the Walcott Collection, we are printing, this 
month, an exhaustive report of the successful bids on 
the General Issues and the various side-lines that made 
up this offering. While the prices realized do not tru[y 
reflect values in normal times, nevertheless collectors 
of Confederates will preserve this catalog for reference 
in appraising their own holdings. 

If you collect Confederates, join the C. S. A. 

Dr. Burton's Mystery Story 
Dr. Burton's "Dramatic Story of an Hawaiian 2-Cent 

Stamp" comes to a conclusion this month. If we may 
judge from the number of letters received, this stampic 
mystery story-taking us to every corner of the world 
-has been thoroughly enjoyed by our readers, not 
alone for its romance and adventure, but, too, for its 
veritable encyclopedic information about rare and com
mon stamps and far-away countries and historic per
sonages. Added mystery and charm has been lent by 
the fact thait: the manuscript was written on that solitary 
island in the South Atlantic, where Napoleon was held 
prisoner and where the great Corsican died. 

This story will be revised and published in book 
form in a limited edition. Announcement of dare of 
appearance will be made later. 

Kohl's Handbook, Section Iceland 
Section 3 7 of Kohl's Great Handbook has been re

ceived. Its entire 128 pages are devoted to Iceland, 
one of the favorite countries with American collectors. 
In keeping with the standards set, Dr. Munk's treat
ment is exhaustive and thorough. It would "pay" 
American collectors to acquire a knowledge of German , 
merely for the information afforded in this encyclo
pedic work. Publishers: Verein der Freunde des Kohl 
Briefmarken-handbuchs, E. V., Dorotheen St. 5 3IV, 
Berlin N. W. 7, Germany. 

Check List U.S. Penalty Envelopes . 
We have received a copy of "A Check List of United 

States Stamped Envelopes Overprinted for Penalty 
Use," published by the United States Envelope Society, 
Box 64, Brookline, Mass. This pamphlet will serve as 
a useful reference work with envelope collectors,. and 
comes at an apportune time when interest is being 
revived by Mr. Perry's serial now appearing in this 
magazine. The price of the check-list is 50 cents per 
copy, postpaid. 

Will Appear in Book Form 
In response to numerous inquiries, we desire to 

state that Mr. Thomas D . Perry's paper "Why Collect 
Stamped Envelopes?" will be revised and reprinted in 
book form immediately after the conclusion of its pub
lication in the present serial form. Details will be 
announced later. 

Plan to attend the S. P. A. Convention in Angus~. 

Your country needs you! 
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Remember Patrick Henry! 
HUNTINGTON, w. VA., June 19, 1935. 

STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING, 
GENTLEMEN: 

A short time ago I saw a newspaper item regarding a Patrick 
Henry bi-cenrennial set of stamps in 1936. The article stated 
there would probably be three scamps. A likeness of Patrick 
Henry on one; another showing the home at Red Hill, and the 
ocher a picture of St. John's Church in Richmond, where he made 
his memorable address, in which he said, "I know not what steps 
others may take, but as for me, give me liberty or give me death." 

I just wonder if you could give me any information about this 
proposed issue and if any steps have been taken by any of the 
Richmond stamp societies to have St. John's Church pictured on 
one of the stamps. 

If you will write me at your convenience about this, I will 
appreciate it. 

Yours verv "truly, R. N. WILKINSON. 

The above letter from Mr. R. N. Wilkinson of 
Huntington, West Virginia carries with it a challenge 
to Virginia's organized Philately. It matters not wheth
er the news item referred to is based upon authentic 
information from Washington, or merely voices the 
suggestion of some patriotic collector, the movement 
for a Patrick Henry commemorative should be started 
at once and supported by all. Next year will mark the 
bicentenary of Patrick Henry's birth. 

Thirty-nine years later-to be precise on March 20th 
of 1775-a body of men assembled in Richmond, col
lected from all parts of Virginia, who were destined 
to sever the colony and the country from the harsh rule 
and unjust taxation of England, and to build up a 
mighty State and Nation. This was the Second Vir
ginia Convention and the delegates met in St. John's 
Church, a plain wooden structure on Richmond Hill. 
Outstanding among the assembly was Patrick Henry
tall, spare and slightly stooping; a dark sunburnt com
plexion; a grave thoughtful countenance; a forehead 
high and straight, the eyes dark and deep-set under 
thick black eyebrows, and a mouth expressing fairness, 
gentleness and persuasion. Dressed as a country gentle
man, and with the accent and knowledge of a man un
taught in the schools, he yet possessed the power to 
wield at once the cultivated minds around him. That 
this untaught and indolent man, who spent his days in 
solitude, and whose powers and abilities were unknown 
even to himself, had within him an intellect and energy 
that, when displayed in eloquence, would shake the 
throne of Britain, and limit her powers, and create an 
empire here, seems almost incredible. 

It was a remarkable assembly. No imperial edifice 
on earth has ever sheltered a larger gathering of great 
men than did this humble house of God, seated on 
this memorable occasion. Peyton Randolph, President 
of the First Congress was there, as were Richard Bland, 
George Wythe, Edmund Pendleton, George Mason, 
Richard Henry Lee, Robert C. Nicholas, Thomas Jeffer
son and-George Washington, the Delegate from 
Fairfax. 

After two days of hesitation, and when thanks had 
been given to those who had served in the First ·con
gress, when doubt and indecision sat on every face, and 
men shrank from the idea of a contest with England, 
Henry rose and offered his celebrated resolutions thd.t 
the Colony be immediately put in a state of defence by 
organizing an armed force. It was in this memorable 
debate that, after hearing and allowing full force to 
all that had been urged in favor of peaceful measures, 
he bore down opposition by the force of his eloquence, 
and inspiring his hearers and the nation with his own 
spirit, uttered forth the war-cry of the Revolution, 
"Give me liberty or give me death." 

Do Americans want a Patrick Henry Commemorative 
Stamp in 1936? 

National Philatelic Week 
The following letter has been received from Mr. 

Edward A. Munn, Jr., of the Gateway Philatelic Society 
of Chicago, and the suggestion made therein is assured 
the unqualified approval and support of ST AMP AND 

COVER COLLECTING. 

MR. AUGUST DIETZ, EDITOR 
DEAR SIR: 

CHICAGO, ILL., June 12, 1935. 

At a meeting of the Gateway Philatelic Society held in Chicago 
on ] une 1 Och, a motion was made and passed to se~ aside t~e first 
week in November of each year to be kno,wn as Nauonal Philatelic 
Week. The dates for 1935 to be November 4th to 10th, inclusive. 

We wish to sponsor a movement to set aside this week thruout 
the United States, as we believe that such an observance in this 
country would do much to encourage the youth of this Nation in 
taking an interest in this most educational hobby. 

Knowing that you will approve such a movement, we are count
ing on your support and co-operation with extensive publicity. 

Yours very truly, 
Gateway Philatelic Society, 

EDWARD A. MUNN, ]R., 
4725 Kasson Avenue 

The setting aside of certain days for specific obser
vances has become quite popular, and there seems no 
valid reason for a disapproval of this suggestion, in 
view of the constantly increasing interest in stamp
collecting and its phenomental spread in our country. 

Of course, we need not look for the immediate 
action of Congress on a bill declaring Philatelic Week 
a national holiday, but this should not deter us from 
making a start in that direction. 

Summer Time-Buying Time 
Summer time is the season of the year in which to 

buy stamps. The rush incident to the busy Fall and 
Winter slows down and dealers are wont to present 
tempting offers to the boys who cannot take a trip to 
Europe. It will prove profitable hot weather reading 
to scan the advertisements in this number, as special 
inducements are presented. 
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Our Junior Subscription Club 
Since the organization of our Junior Subscription

Getters Club by Ted Thompson we have received nu
merous requests from boys who have offered their ser
vices to solicit new readers for this magazine. The 
results so far, (and this is written only eighteen days 
after it was announced) have been most encouraging. 
Not simply for the publishers, but for the juniors them
selves. One youngster has sent in six subscriptions 
with a cash profit to himself of $3.00. Another has 
obtained five new subscriptions, and three have secured 
three new subscribers. Eleven youngsters have eac3 
"sold" the magazine to one new subscriber. 

Besides the commissions these boys are earning re'.11 
philatelic prizes. The publishers of STAMP AND COVER 
COLLECTING offer a fairly complete line of stamps, 
packets, accessories, albums and collectors' outifits to 
their junior salesmen. And the boys are making good. 

If you know of a boy in your neighborhood who 
would like to earn some spare money, please recom
mend him to us or have him fill in the blank printed 
elsewhere in this issue and mail to Mr. Ted Thompson. 
No parent will object to a son spending a few hours 
in profitable salesmanship. Will you co-operate with us? 

Some of Our Junior Salesmen 
Last week's mail brought in the following names of 

collectors who have written for a list of the prizes we 
offer for securing new subscriptions to STAMP AND 
COVER COLLECTING. We are pleased to publish this list 
and if you know of any prospective subscribers, kindly 
notify one of our sales force. Here they are: 

Walter ]. Orbison, R. D. 1, Troy, Ohio. 
P. W. Blackmer, 211 N. Oak Park Ave. , Oak Park, Ill. 
L. ]. Raitor, 123 Viola St., St. Paul, Minn. 
E. B. Jones, 14716 Dover Ave., E. Cleveland, Ohio. 
Dana C. Douglas, Jr., South Casco, Maine. 
F. R. Kiefer, 308 S. 11th St., Quincy, Ill. 
Louis Eisenberg, Tulsa, Oklahoma. 
R. A. Conner, Beatrice, Nebraska. 
H. R. MacQueen, 858 S. Fifth, Kankakee, Ill. 
J. L. Rogers, 320 Nissen Bldg., Winston-Salem, N. C. 
Harvey Monroe Eisgrou, Harrington Hotel, Washington, D . C. 
B. Lucas, 388 19th St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Robert W. Henry, 236 E. Washington St., Chagrin Falls, 0. 
Alex Osheroff, 478 18th Ave., Newark, N. J. 
Robert C. Schell, Livingston, . ]. 

Progress of the Catalog 
We are making a determined drive this month

through the various channels of publicity-to round up 
the still-needed number of subscriptions that will 13-

sure the publication of the 1936 Specialized Catalog of 
Confederates. If you have neglected to reserve your 
copy at the Patrons' price of two dollars, the oppor
tunity is still yours for another month. Later $2.50. 

Cover the W odd With These 
May we again call your attention to the fact that we 

are the American representatives of the The Australian 
Stamp Monthly, published at Melbourne, Australia, a 
magazine that, in our opinion, is among the finest in 
all philately. Through its columns you may keep 
abreast of the times in all foreign stamp marts. You 
may do more; you may again find romance and adven
ture in collecting the stamps of other countries and 
broaden the scope of your knowledge of world events. 

We offer a year's subscription to The Australian 
Stamp Monthly and a year's subscription to STAMP AND 
COVER COLLECTING all for $1.50. 

Those who accepted this offer more than two years 
ago have consistently renewed their subscription to both 
magazines-and have been glad of the opportunity. 

You save 50c. 

By Way of Explanation 
In connection with the announcement, in last month's 

issue, that Mr. Robert D . Gilmour, 142 Woodlands 
Road, Glasgow, C. 3, Scotland, would supply, without 
any other charge save postage and registration fees, 
philatelic agency service, such as purchasing mint 
stamps at cost, returning of covers, and similar phila
telic courtesies, we are requested to state that this offer 
does not include the stamps of the British Colonies, 
inasmuch as Mr. Gilmour cannot himself purchase 
these items at cost. His generous offer applies to the 
current and commemorative stamps of Great Britain 
only. Our readers will please bear this in mind in 
writing to Mr. Gilmour. 

Does Your Subscription Expire? 
The publishers of STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING 

have recently installed a new Addressograph equip
ment for the files of this magazine. The date of the 
expiration of your subscription will be found on the 
wrapper. If your subscription expires this month the 
key on the Addressograph plate which is printed on 
the wrapper of your magazine reads: "6/ 35," meaning 
that the expiration date of your subscription is June 
1935. Please renew as quickly as possible, and in ad
vance when convenient, so that our records may be 
changed without further delaying, the mailing of your 
copy. Thank you. 

Whatsermatter ? 
Isn' t it about time some eagle-eyed collector dis

covered scratches, shifts and errors on the Charter Oak 
and San Diego stamps? 
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The Fredericks burgYa. locals 
CONTINUING our series of 

studies of the typographed 
Provisionals of the Confed

eracy we turn to the modest stamp 
of the postmaster of Fredericksburg, 
Virginia. 

It is an unpretentious little stamp 
that postmaster Thom had prepared 
to meet the exigences of the times 
and the requirements of the citizens 
of Fredericksburg, so near to the 
Federal Capital. 

Simple in its typography, there 
is little to attract the student of 
types and varieties, for there are 
few, and the units in the pane of 
ten settings are practically identical. 
A complete sheet, consisting of two 
impressions of the · group-of-ten 
stamps, forming the pane, is in 
existence, and therefore an attempt 
at plating becomes unnecessary. 

Strangely, the Fredericksburg 
Locals have never held a strong 
temptation for the counterfeiter, 
due, I suppose, to the difficulty of 
securing the "Daisy" border origi
nally employed, as well as the pecu
liar thin gray-blue paper used in 
the printing. The counterfeiting of 
a correctly set and clearly printed 
stamp presents no great problem to 
the mechanic, while a carelessly ad
justed form, worn type, poor rollers 
and inferior ink, present almost un
surmountable obstacles in an at
tempt at reprodudion. These are 
the attributes of the Fredericksburg 
Local, and its greatest protection. 

While each of the ten settings 
show minor differences, especially 
in the "breaks" visible in the lines 
dividing the text, as well as in the 
faulty alignment of the small bor
der units, markedly evident in the 
top row, there is but one real variety 
to be recorded, and that is found 
in the ninth stamp-the omission of 
the period after "Thom" in the 
postmaster's name. There is another 
peculiarity-apparent at once to the 

BY THE EDITOR 

UNIT OF THE "DAISY" BORDER 

6 10 
THE STYLE OF FIGURES USE D 

eye of a printer-an earmark that 
will always dist·inguish the genuine 
stamp: there is about 0 mm. greater 
space between the top row of border 
units and the first units of the verti
cal rows where they join at the right 
and left. It will be noted that all 
the rest of the "Daisy" units are 
practically equidistant apart save in 
these two instances. 

In the printing of the two de-

nominations-the 5 Cents in blue, 
and the 10 Cents in red (also a 
brown-red ) the same forms were 
used-the only change being made 
in the figures of value. The type 
employed for the inscriptions is all 
of the same "face" -small capitals 
of what was then known as "Non
pareil' ' (now "6-point") body type, 
while the figures are in bold an
tique. The dividing lines were set 
up of 2- and 3-em type-metal 
dashes, forming part of the material 
in all book and newspaper type
cases. 

There is but one more strange 
freak about this Fredericksburg 
Local-a phenomenon that might 
puzzle even a printer, if he saw it 
on the single stamp. Specimens are 
encountered that clearly show a fine 
line crossing through the top row 
of border. This is explained by the 
accompanying illustration of a com
plete sheet and a brief description 
of the manner of its printing. It 
will be noted that a line of prin-

FULL SHEET WITH TWO IMPRESSIONS OF THE FORM OF TEN 
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ters' "brass rule" was set between 
the two rows of five stamps and 
likewise below the bottom row. No 
rule was placed across the top row. 
The purpose in doing this was 
probably twofold-to stren~t~en 
the form and to serve as a gu1dmg 
line in shearing the stamps apart. 
It will be noted that the sheet of 
twenty un,its was printed in two 
impressions from the form of ten, 
grouped five lengthwise and two 
deep. The available stock was 
probably scantly large enough to 
accommodate the twenty stamps. 
The upper half was printed first, 
then the guides changed for the 
second impression on the lower half 
of the sheet. Lack of sheet space 
probably forced a ~aising of the 
print into the margm that should 
have separated the two halves, and 
caused the top rows of border to 
"strike across" the rule line that 
closed the bottom of the first-prin
ted form. This may not have oc
curred on every sheet, for, quite 
likely, the printer noticed this fault 
and rectified his guides. 

We have no record of the printer 
who produced these stamps for 
Postmaster R. T. Thom, but in all 
probability they were ~ local pr?
duct of the newspaper JOb office m 
Fredericksburg. 

Like all other Confederate Locals 
issued in 5- and 10-cent denomina
tions, the 'higher value is the scarc
est and a fine cover with a 10-Cent 
red Fredericksburg, properly tied 
on with the city's postmark is a rara 
avis indeed. The 5-Cent is moder
ately scarce on·cover, whil.e quite .a 
few unused, but authentic, speci
mens probably represent the small 
stock of remainders on hand when 
the General Issues supplanted the 
Provisionals. 

-C8:)1--

Special Service at San Diego 
Philatelists who visit the exposi

tion at San Diego, Cal., will find a 
special postal station set aside for 
their use on the fair grounds. 

Two Standard Works 
by Delf Norona 

The second volume of the Cyclo
pedia of United States Postmarks 
and Postal History, by Delf Norona, 
edited and published under the su
pervision of the H~ndbook. Corr:
mittee of the Amencan Philatelic 
Society, Inc., has come in for review. 

The first volume of this great 
undertaking appeared in the Fa~l 

of 1933, and now Mr. Norona is 
giving us the results of .his labors 
during the two succeedmg years. 
It has been a wise decision on the 
part of the editor to change from 
the bound volume to the loose-leaf 
system, which readily permits the 
insertion of revised sections and 
additions. 

When Mr. Norona first set out 
to accomplish this task, few of us 
thought that he would succeed. His 
plans seemed too pretentious and 
all-embracing. But with a tenacity 
of purpose he tackled the job, and 
now the second volume attests to 
the herculean efforts of himself and 
his co-workers. The student of our 
postal history will find in t~is work 
a never-ending source of mforma
tive data, while the collector of 
United States Postmarks will rev;l 
in the vast number of illustrations 
and the descriptive text. It is liter
ally impossible to print a compre
hensive review- unless we were 
permitted to reprint the volume
but this may be said: that no col
lector of postmarks-no student of 
our country's postal history-should 
fail to have this cyclopedia among 
the really useful reference works in 
his library. The retail price of the 
volume is $2.50, and it may be had 
of the editor and publisher Mr. 
D elf Norona, Moundsville, W. Va. 

The second publication from Mr. 
Norona is his General Catalog of 
United States Postmarks. This cata
log of 11 O pages and cover lists, 
prices and illustrates all classes of 
Postmarks used in the United States, 
as well as by civil and military post-· 

al agencies of the United States 
abroad from the earliest times to 
the pr~sent, accompanied by brief 
bibliographical and hist?rical note~. 
Our Southern readers will be especi
ally interested in the section devoted 
to the various postmarks of the 
Confederacy, particularly on account 
of the pricings here attempted for 
the first time. This catalog, too, 
will become indispensable to Ameri
can collectors. The price is but One 
Dollar, and it may be had from 
the publisher Mr. Delf Norona, 
Moundsville, W. Va. 

-C8:]1--

12c. August Issue Sold 
A 12-cent stamp of the first issue 

of 1861, popularly known as the 
August issue and one of the rarer 
United States stamps, was sold at 
auction by H. R. Harmer, in Lon
don, last Wednesday for £525. 

The August issue of 1861, some
times called the premier gravures, 
was prepared in the rush after the 
outbreak of the Civil War from de
signs which, except for the 10-cent 
and 24-cent, were rejected before 
the stamps could be placed in use. 

Of the August issue, the 12-cent 
is the rarest, as only five or six 
copies of it are known. The speci
men in the Harmer sale was an 
unrecorded copy, said to have been 
once the property of a Russian 
nobleman, Prince Oldenbourg, who 
fled at the time of the Bolshevic 
revolution, bringing little of value 
with1him except this stamp.-BARRY 
in New York Herald Tribune. 

-C8:)1- --

An Artistic Cover 
We are again indebted to our 

good friend Dr. S. E. Hutnic~, 
West Philadelphia, Pa., for a speci
al-designed and hand-colored cover 
marking Nathan Hale Day-June 
6-and the 300th Anniversary of 
the Beginning of High School Edu
cation in America. Such covers 
make First-Days interesting. 
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Why Collect Stamped Envelopes? 
VIII 

UNITED STATES ENVELOPES 
KNIVES, 1894-1902 

THE knives of the fifth period, 
( 1903-35) described in STAMP 
AND COVER COLLECTING April 

1935, were relatively simple, com
prising principally the two series, 
high and low back, with a few vari
ations. · Thirty-three knives (old and 
new) were used in the thirty-three 
year period. 

The knives of this, the fourth 
period ( 1894-1902), require more 
careful consideration, since thirty
six knives (not including four modi
fied knives) were used in a ten year 
period. The identification is neither 
difficult nor obscure, provided the 
descriptions are carefully followed. 
The knives of this period fall into 
four fairly distinct groups, which 
may be outlined as follows: 

Size Knife Originated 

1 65 1894 
2 66 1894 
3 67 1894 
5 68 1894 
7 · 69 1894 
8 60a 1894* 

10 70 1894 
11 71 1894 
13 72 1894 
14 73 1894 

*K60, 1890 remodelled. 
N. B.-Sizes 4 and 9 were not made at 

Holyoke. 

These knives were made for use 
at Holyoke, Mass. by James Purcell, 
who was awarded the envelope con
tract beginning October 1, 1894. 
Their distinguishing characteristic 
was that the left side. flaps overlay 
the right ( L/ R), and in the case 
of official sizes the side flaps over
laid the bottom flap ( S/ B). This 
may have been done for purposes 
of identification, since the same 
stamp dies continued in use. The 
Purcell equipment and management 
proved to be utterly inadequate to 
supply the demand for stamped en-

BY THOMAS D. PERRY 
New Albany, Indiana 

~ ·~ 
velopes and before many months 
the manufacture of stamped envel
opes was transferred back to H art
ford, Conn. in the Plimpton-Morgan 

plants, contractors before and after 
Purcell. (For more complete . ex
planation of the Purcell fiasco see 
Mekeel's, Dec. 3, 1934, and the 
American Philatelist, July, 1935.) 
Just what arrangement was made 
between Purcell and Plimpton-Mor-

TOP 1335 

Fig. No. 18. 1894-1902 Envelope Knives. Sizes 1, 2 and 3. 
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gan is not clear, but the envelopes 
produced during these few mlonths 
at Holyoke were called the Holyoke 
series, and those later at Hartford, 
the Hartford series. 

With the resumption of manu
facturing operations at Hartford, 
the same stamp dies continued in 
use, but the Holyoke knives were 
abandoned, and the knives formerly 
used at Hartford were again put 
into service. The knives thus re
vived were: 

Size Knife Originated 

1 46 1878 
2 48 1878 
3 49 1878 
4 62 1893 
5 50 1878 

10 54 1886 
11 58 1890 
13 56 1886 
14 63 1893 

Knives for size 7 (K51) , size 8 {K59) 
and size 9(K61) were used during these 
years, but their shape entiled them to be 
classified with the high back series below, 
and quite properly so. 

The use of these former knives 
continued to the end of the Purcell 
contract (Sept. 30, 1898) and for 
a short time under the Plimpton
Morgan contract immediately fol
lowing. They have no outstanding 
characteristic, as they were an aggre
gation of earlier knives, some sur
viving from nearly thirty years of 
service. They were all, however, 
R/L and B / S (official sizes) . The 
side flaps in K48, K49 and KSO 
vary considerably, indicating a suc
cession of knives over the years, 
with slight but not important dif
ferences. 

Shortly after the new Plimpton
Morgan contract began (Oct. 1, 
1898), a few new knives appeared, 
but they were for a limited number 
of sizes, and were short lived. They 
are as follows : 

Size K nife Originated 

2 78 short top flap 1899 
3 77 short top flap 1899 
4 74 1899 
5 75 short top flap 1899 

13 76 short top flap 1899 
14 63a 1899* 

*K63, 1893 remodelled. 

The short top flaps on the most 
used sizes ( 2, 3, S and 13) were 
unsatisfactory, either allowing too 
little space for gumming, or stick
ing to the envelope contents. To 
overcome these serious impediments 
a set of new knives were made in 
these four sizes with top flaps 
several millimeters longer as shown 
in the illustrations. The knives for 
these longer top flaps were as 
follows: 

Size Knife Originated 

2 78a long top flap 1899 
3 77a long top flap 1899 
5 75a long top flap 1899 

13 76a long top flap 1899 

These knives (both lists next 
above) with both long and short 
top flaps, were used on new stamp 
dies, but for little more than a year. 

In 1900 the envelope cutting 
program for all sizes (except ba
ronials) was converted to the high 

/8!J!J 

189-f 

ISOO 

TDP /.93S 

Fig. No. 19. 1894-1902 Envelope Knives. Sizes 4 and 5. 
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back· basis, where the ends of the 
side flaps are some distance apart. 
This had been done on official sizes 
for many years. This required new 
knives for all but the official sizes 
(included for completeness) as 
follows: 

Size Knife Originated 

2 
3 
4 
5 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
13 
14 

79 
80 
84 
81 
51 
59 
61 
85 
82 
83 
86 

1900 
1900 
1900 
1900 
1878 
1890 
1890 
1900* 
1900* 
1900 
1900 

*Baronials not made in high back type, 
but K82 and K85 are a part of and made 
with this series. 

These high backs have the com
mon characteristic of short side flaps 
that do not meet, and a high bottom 
flap ending either in a broad curve, 
or a straight line with curved cor
ners. They continued in almost ex
clusive service for more than a 
decade, until the advent of low 
backs in 1912. 

COMPARATIVE CHARACTERISTICS OF 

KNIVES 

In order to make knife identifica
tion easier, reference may be made 
to Figs. No. 18, 19, 20, 21 and 22 
and the following salient differences: 

Size 1. Only two knives of this size 
used in this period and easily distinguish
able, as K46 is RIL and K65 is LIR. (Fig. 
No. 18) 

Size 2. Four knives of this size are found 
in this period, but easily identifiable, if it 
is realized that K48 is RIL and K66 is 
LIR, and that both occur only with water
mark 12. The other two knives appear 
only in watermark 13; K78 and K7~a h~ve 
overlapping side flaps and K79 1s high 
back. (Fig. No. 18) 

Size 3. Conditions are the same as in 
size 2. (Fig. No. 18) 

K49 is RIL, watermark 12. 
K67 is L/R, watermark 12. 
K77 has overlapping SF, wm. 13. 
K80 is high back, watermark 13. 

Size 4. There is no LIR in this size, as 
it does not appear in the Holyoke series. 
K62 is found with both watermarks 12 and 
13, but has a shallow throat, while K74 
is found only in watermark 13 and has a 
deep throat. The high back type, K84, 
comes only with watermark 13. Conse-

quently identification is not difficult. (Fig. 
No. 19) 

Size 5. Conditions are the same as in 
sizes 2 and 3, viz: (Fig. No. 19) 

K50 is RIL, watermark 12. 
K68 is LIR, watermark 12. 
K75 has overlapping SF, wm. 13. 
K81 is high back, watermark 13. 

Size 6. While this is an official size 
designation, it merely indicates second 
quality paper in size 5 envelope, and occurs 
principally in manila and similar papers. 

Size 7. There are only two knives of this 
size, new K69 for the Holyoke series BIS, 

, , 
, , 

_,,," 
, 

/ , 
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,/ StZE 7 
/8 18 

1890 

SIZE 8 
189+ ( 8/S 1890} 

and the old K51 (SIB). The position of 
the bottom flap is the key to the identifi
cation. (Fig. No. 20) 

Size 8. Conditions are the same as in 
size 7. (Fig. No. 20) 

K60a, Holyoke, SIB, wm. 12. 
K59, BIS, wms. 12 and 13. 

Size 9. No envelopes of this size appear 
in the Holyoke series, and K61 is BIS, the 
only knife of its size in the period, and is 
used with both watermarks 12 and 13. 
(Fig. No. 20) 

Size 10. There are three knives of this 
size in the period, but easily distinguished. 
The Holyoke knife (K70) is L/R with 

, ,, -· 
,' 
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Fig. No. 20. 1894-1902 Envelope Knives. Sizes 7, 8 and 9. 
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wide ends on the side flaps and appears 
only m watermark 12. The older knife 
(K54) is R/L ' and was revived for use 
with watermarks 12 and 13. The new 
knife (K85) has a deep semi-circular throat 
and narrow ends on the side flaps and is 
used on)y with watermark 13. (Fig. No. 21) 

Size 11. Conditions are the same as in 
size 10. (Fig. No. 21) 

K7.1, Holyoke, L/ R, watermark 12. 
K58 R/ L, wms. 12 and 13. 
K82, SF ends narrow, deep S-C throat, 

wm. 13. 

Size 13. There are four knives of this 
size in the period, classified as are sizes 2, 
3 and 5. (Fig. No. 21) 

1, 
,'( , ' , ' , ', 

,' ', , ' 
' ' / ' 

,,~/ Size II '' ...... 

1890 

1886 

189+ 

K56 is R/L, watermark 12. 
K72 is L/R, watermark 12. 
K76 has overlapping SF, wm. 13. 
K83 is high back, watermark 13. 

Size 14. There are four knives of this 
size in this period, with the same classifi
cation as sizes 2, 3, 5 and 13. (Fig. No. 22) 

K63 is R/L, watermark 12. 
K73 is L/R, watermark 12. 
K63a has overlapping SF, wm. 13. 
K86 is high back, watermark 13. 

The differences between K63 and K63a 
are a deeper throat and straighter ends on 
the side flaps in K63 than in K63a. They 

S1zE II 
1900 

IB!H 

/900 

TDP-1935 

Fig. No. 21. 1894-1902 Envelope Knives. Sizes 10, 11 and 13. 

do not normally appear with the same 
watermark. There is only one length top 
flap on K63a, the only difference from 
sizes 2, 3, 5 and ·13. 

* * * 
A summary of the issues in which 

the different knives were used dur
ing this fourth period is given m 
Table VIII. 

TABLE VIII 

United States Envelopes Knives 
65 to 86 (and Earlier). 

4th Period, 1894-1902. 

New Issue 14 Issue 15 Issue 16 
Sizes Waterm'k 12 Waterm'k 12 Waterm'k 13 

46 46 
65 

2 48 
66 

78 
79 

3 49 
67 

77 
80 

4 62 62 
74 
84 

5-6 50 
68 

75 
81 

7 51 51 
69 

8 59 59 
60a 

9 61 61 

10 54 54 
70 

85 

11 58 58 
71 

82 

13 56 
72 

76 
83 

14 63 63 
63a 

73 
86 

New l/R knives were used in Issue 14, 
and earlier R/L knives reused in Issue 15. 

Two distinct sets of knives (except offi
cial sizes) were used in Issue 16. 

Longer .cop flaps on K75, K76, K77 and 
K78 same issue and waterm:uk, are called 
K75~, K76a, K77a and K78a respectively. 

(To be continued) 

(Fig. No. 22, showing the 1894-1902 
Envelope Kn}ves-Size 14, appears on the 
following page-EDITOR.) 
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SIZE /4 
1893 /8S3 /89J°J(NIFC Rr11001uco 

189+ /!JOO 

T"DP -/!US 

Fig. No. 22. 1894-1902 Envelope Knives. Siz<' 14. 

Nash ville Philatelic 
Exhibition 

The first annual Exhibition held 
in Nashville by the Nashville 
Philatelic Society opened at the 
Hermitage on May 24 and con
tinued through May 26. Blue rib
bons and cups were awarded as 
follows. Ribbon for best Confed
erates went to Joseph W . Hart on 
his frame of McNish Provisionals. · 
Mr. Hart also won cup and ribbon 
for first grand prize on this frame. 
R. E. Newton won first place in the 
Patriotic Covers division, also cap
turing cup and ribbon for second 
grand prize on his Patriotics. To 
L. C. W etterau went cup and ribbon 
for best U . S., and Stan M. Wells 
won cup and ribbon for best For
eign. Ribbon for best Precancels 
went to Rev. John T. Reed, and 
Allison Linke won the ribbon for 
best U. S. Specialized. First award 
in the Revenues division went to 
William Grannis, and Miss Jane 
W etterau won first in the Postmark 
section. First prize for Cacheted 
Covers went to Miss Sadie Hollo
well, and N. McKay Bryan won 
first award in the Miscellaneous di-

vision on his Early Covers. To Earle 
Miller went first prize for best Air
mail Covers. 

The Judges were Mr. Ralph H. 
Eilers of the New Hussman Stamp 
Co. of St. Louis and Major C. C. 
Fisher of Springfield, Tenn. The 
committee in charge compris.:d 
Joseph W. Hart, F. L. Wieland and 
L. E. Nordholt. Officers of the 
Nashville Philatelic Society, which 
sponsored the exhibit, are: Pres. 
L. C. Wetterau; Vice-Presidents, 
Rev. John '1. Reed, Walter Steffan, 
Jr. and Joseph W. Hart; Secy.
Treas H. D. Batson. · 

ROBERTS. KELLY, 

0 fficial Re porter. 

~---

Elect Stephen G. Rich 
Stephan G. Rich was elected 

President of the West Essex Phila
telic Society at the annual election 
held the last meeting in May. Other 
officers elected were Miss H. V . 
Anthony, Vice-President, and F. 
Klingenstein, Secretary. The club 
resumes meetings in September at 
the Montclair High School.-BARRY 
in New York Herald Tribune. 

SouthAmerican News 
On the 29th inst. the Panagra 

plane on its regular bi-weekly flight 
to U. S. A. will accept mails for 
the first time, to La Paz (Bolivia) 
via Mendoza, Santiago, Antofagasta 
and Tacna. At Tacna the mails for 
Bolivia will be transferred to an
other plane which will leave on 3 lst 
inst. at 11. 30 a. m. and arrive in 
La Paz two hours later. The return 
flight to Buenos Aires will start at 
7:00 a. m. on 2nd June and arrive 
here on the 4th. The Company 
here have obtained permission from 
the Argentine postal authorities to 
use a special cachet for the occasion. 

Paraguay has overprinted with 
the figures "19 3 5" Scott's 460-464 
for use on mails by the Condor-Zep
pelin service to Europe this year. 
Numbers printed are as follows: 

25 ,000 of the $ 4.50 v:ilue 
15,000 of the $ 9.00 value 
12,000 of the $13.00 value 

D ate of issue, 13th April, 1935 . 
12,000 of the $22.50 value 

7, 000 of the $45.00 value 
D ate of issue, May, 1935. 

As collectors of Paraguay already 
know, the corner stamps of each 
sheet of 100 are perforated by pin
holes because, after printing, the 
sheets are hung up to dry. 

---iZl'---

Elects New Officers 
At the June meeting of the Phila

telic Club of Los Angeles, Calif., 
the following officers were elected: 

R. H. Jenkins, President; A. W. 
Bloss, Secretary; Roy B. Bryant, 
Treasurer; Board of Directors: 0. 
F. Braecklein, Chairman; Dr. H. M. 
Barnhart, J. H. Stone, B. W. H. 
Poole, C. G. Weisbrod, R. W. Cate. 

The New Committee Chairmen 
are : House Committee-]. H. Stone, 
Membership Committee-R. W. 
Cate, Entertainment Committee
C. G. Weisbrod, Publication Com
mittee-B. W. H. Poole, Stamp 
Activities-Dr. Barnhart. 
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Therapeutic Value of Philately 
STAMP collecting as a healing 

agent although not a new idea, 
to this writer's mind should 

receive a much wider publicity as 
one of the most meritorious aspects 
of the hobby. 

There are in this country several 
hundred thousand persons who, as 
the result of accident or sickness, 
are leading lives of seclusion, their 
contacts with normal life curtailed 
.to a greater or lesser degree by their 
disabilities. Next to the will to 
overcome their handicaps, the adop
tion of a serious avocation or hobby 
is of the greatest benefit in making 
the lives of such persons not only 
livable but enjoyable and worth
while. 

Stamp collecting stands preemi
nent as the ideal occupation for the 
person who cannot engage in busi
ness or the ordinary social contacts 
of life. This writer, confined to a 
wheel chair for more than four 
years as the result of infantiJ.e par
alysis, knows whereof he speaks and 

·has readjusted his life by the aid 
of philately into a full, interesting, 
zestful life which takes no notice 

·of the limitations which at first 
seemed insurmountable. 

Shut-ins fall naturally into two 
classes; the one class with sufficient 
income to pursue their hobby widely 
and with the primary object of 
study and specialization; and the 
other class which, due to limited 
incomes, must start in a small way 
and discover means of broadening 
the scope of their activities through 
trading and correspondence with 
-Other collectors. 

Of the first class, not much need 
be said, for, once the interest is 
created, they are at liberty to choose 
their fields of specialization and 
·their benefits are limited only by 
their diligence in study and wisdom 
"in making purchases. Needless to 
say, this class, being able to indulge 
other fancies and make more con-

I 

BY H. 0. DOUGLASS 

tacts with the normal life, is less 
in need of the therapeutic benefits 
of philately than the other class. 

It is this second class of shut-ins, 
who, like this writer, have to 
squeeze their expenditures for the ir 
hobby out of limited incomes, can 
be benefitted to the greatest degree 
by judicious help and advice by 
other stamp collectors. There arc, 
I am glad to say, many stamp so
cieties and individuals who are do
ing very good work in sending 
stamps, albums and accessories to 
shut-ins in many institutions. Not 
so fortunate are the shut-ins who 
are not being cared for in the hospi
tals and sanitoriums but who live 
at home unnoticed by the world at 
large. 

For the collectors of limited 
means, there are many ways of ad
ding to their collections at nominal 
cost. There are places to buy really 
good mixtures, in spite of the many 
disillusioning experiences we have 
had in that line. Correspondence 
with other collectors will prove val
uable in disposing of your dupli
cates for the other fellow's, which 
often will yield many new rarities 
for you. When a dollar or so can 
be spared, it may be put to work for 
you by buying new issues of com
memorative stamps at face value 
when they are to be had at the post
offices. Later, when they are not 
.available, they may be sold at a 
profit. Friends and relatives will 
gladly save stamps and even hunt 
up accumulations of letters and 
waste paper from which good 
stamps are often obtained. Pre
cancelled stamps can be obtained 
readily and may be turned over 
profitably. 

All these activities may be carried 
on by mail and it is surprising what 
a small investment in postage will 

accomplish if a little thought is used 
in writing to other collectors. In 
time, a little business may be work
ed up to further help the limited 
income and widen the scope of in
terest in the hobby. 

This writer, having spent some 
years in hospitals, has been able to 
appreciate the great help that phi
lately has been to other patients as 
well as himself. The patient who 
is interested in a hobby, doctors will 
tell you, not only gets well faster 
but is much happier and a better 
patient while doing so. When one 
is faced with a life that must be 
readjusted, a good hobby, such as 
stamp collecting, is of superlative 
value in ·acquiring the mental re
laxation which is so conducive to 
the formulation of a new philoso
phy of life. 

To stamp collectors at large: if 
you want to perform a fine chari
table act and at the same time do 
a service for philately, find a shut-in 
who needs an inspiration and start 
him or her off with some of your 
duplicates. Spend some time with 
him and explain the hobby to him; 

· tell him how to expand his collec
tion and help him to get in touch 
with other collectors, especially 
other shut-ins. I am sure that you 
will be glad that you took the time 
and trouble when you see the 
broadening horizons and increase of 
zest in the life you have opened up 
to your shut-in friend. 

~--

Early Date Local Five 
Mr. Charles H . Gibbony of Char

lottesville has shown us a cover 
(folded letter) franked with two 
De La Rue Five-Cent Confederates. 
One of these is a Local Print, and 
the postmark reads "Richmond, Va., 
Sept. 1, 1862." This date' is verified 
by the letter. 
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The Postal System of Germany 

,GERMANY-THURN AND TAXIS ISSUE 

NORTHERN DISTRICT 

I HA VE been asked what the 
topic of my discussion would 
be this evening, and my answer 

has been, that while I know very 
little about any stamps, I believe 
that I can talk most intelligently 
about the stamps and the postal 
system of Germany. So many people 
have asked me during the last ten 
years as to just why, of all countries, 
I should have chosen to collect the 
stamps of Germany. Until recently 
I have had the defense that they 
were cheap. I can no longer offer 
that as an excuse, for the time has 
been when I have almost had to 
trade my last shirt for something in 
German stamps that I wanted. 

I used to be-and still am, after 
a fashion-somewhat of a general 
collector of stamps, and all of us 
who are general collectors like to 
have a good showing in one or 
more philatelic groups. I found, 
some years ago, that I had more 
Germans than any of the others, 
and so began to fill in the stamps 
of this country. It was very success
ful for a time, as long as I was able 
to buy penny stamps, but this did 
not last very long, and my country, 
Germany, has become just as diffi
cult, yes, almost as impossible, to 
finish as are some of your much 
more popular countries. In the 
course of my efforts at collecting the 
stamps of Germany I have had to 
"mark time" very of.ten, due to lack 
of funds with which to acquire the 
higher-priced stamps. During these 
periods of abject depression, I have 
undertaken to find out something 

A Paper Read Before the 
Richmond Stamp Club 

BY T. ROBERT BURGESS, JR. 
~1------------,0®"> 

of the development of the postal 
systems of the world in general and 
of the Empire of Germany in par
ticular. I have learned some very 
interesting things ' in this research, 
and of these I am going to pass on 
a few to you tonight. 

As most of us know, the method 
of communication among peoples 
by means of the written message is 
virtually as old as the use of written 
language itself. Many romantic tales 
could be told of the earliest medi
ums of communication. For ex
ample, it is an historical fact that 
at about the time of the third 
dynasty in Egypt slaves were sub
jected to a shaving of their heads 
and a message tattooed on the scalp. 
They were then incarcerated until 
the hair had again grown sufficiently 
to cover .the message, when they 
were despatched on their journey. 
Upon arrival at their destination 
their pate was again shaved and the 
message revealed. Since it was more 
or less difficult to remove the mes
sage from the head of bhe slave, and 
especially if the communication was 
one of an important or secret na
ture, they solved the difficulty by 
removing the head of the unfortu
nate slave and burning the scalp-a 
somewhat radical but effective pro
cedure. 

At a much later time we find at 
least two definite records of letter 
delivery mentioned in the Old Test
ament of the Holy Bible. In Second 
Chronicles we find the statement 
that "the posts went with the let
ters;" also "the post passed from 
city to city." 

But the first real postal system 
of which we have any definite re
cord was established in the Persian 

GERMANY-THURN AND TAXIS ISSUE 

SOUTHERN DISTRICT 

Empire. According to Xenophon, 
the historian, Cyrus the Elder caused 
couriers with saddled horses to 
stand ready at different stations 
throughout his vast domain, and 
stationed one day's journey apart, 
in order to convey to him reports 
from the distant provinces without 
delay. 

However, all of these early posts 
were instituted as an exclusive privi
lege of the rulers and their govern
mental dignitaries, and no provision 
whatever was made for the use of 
this service by the general public. 
In fact, the first postal service of 
Germany--0f which I shall speak
was initited for the sole benefit of 
-the Emperor. 

Frederick III, Holy Roman Em
peror, is credited with having estab
lished a system of posts throughout 
the important sections of his Ger
man and Austrian domains. -;_Very 
little is known about his ipethods of 
letter delivery until some time dur
ing the period from 1440 to 1493, 
when we learn that the first definite 
postal stations were established at 
strategic points, and it is here that 
we find-about 1490-the first 
mention of Roger the First, Count 
of Thurn and Taxis, who entered 
the service of the Emperor and as
sumed charge of his entire postal 
system. 

It may be opportµne at this point 
to call attention to the name 
"Counts of Thum and Taxis," for 
this noble family has exerted a 
greater influence on the develop
ment of the present, modern postal 
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system than any other existing agen
cy, excepting, perhaps, Heinrich 
von Stephan, about whom we shall 
hear later on in this discussion. The 
princely house of Thurn and Taxis 
was of a high rank, with hereditary 
dignities and vast possessions in 
Austria, Bavaria, Wiirttemberg, 
Prussia and Belgium, the heads of 
the two main lines being resident 
at Ratisbon and Laucin in Bohemia. 
They were descended from the 
Della To11re of Milan (whence the 
first part of their name), with a 
castle of Tasso or De Tassis (whence 
the second) . In 1681 the princi
pality of Thurn and Taxis in the 
Netherlands was conferred on the 
head of the house, and in 1698 the 
princely rank and title were made 
hereditary. 

This Roger I, mentioned before, 
was the first of the Thurn and Taxis 
family to become associated with 
the posts of Germany, but little is 
known of his postal activities. 
However, the name of his son, 
Francis von Taxis, is probably the 
most widely known in the history 
of the development of the postal 
service in Germany and, really, in 
that of the world. Francis, un
doubtedly the most famous of this 
illustrious family, is first mentioned 
as a mere post rider in the service 
of his father, in the year 1491. 

There is no record to tell us why 
Roger I finally severed his connec
tion with the posts, but it is prob
able that he disconttnued this ser
vice with the ascension to the throne 
of Philip I. We do know, however, 
that on March 1, 1500, his son, 
Francis von Taxis, was appointed 
by Philip I as "Captain and Master 
of the Posts" for the whole of the 
vast empire. 

Francis evidently rendered very 
satisfactory service in this connec
tion, for in the month of January, 
1505, he entered upon a new con
tract with the emperor, the terms 
of which were destined to open the 
posts to nhe general public, although 
no mention was made of this privi-

HEINRICH VON STEPHAN 

lege in the actual conditions of the 
agreement. 

Under the terms of this agree
ment, and for a yearly consideration 
of 12,000 livre (about $2,220.), 
Francis von Taxis was to establish 
and maintain mounted courier service 
from Brussels, through the French 
Capital, to Philip's own court in 
Spain. He initiated a forty-four
hour service between Brussels and 
Paris, and made the entire trip from 
Brussels to Grenada in fifteen days! 
His first year of this extended ser
vice under the new. agreement was 
very successful. However, at the 
end of this period, when the time 
came for the payment of von Taxis' 
first year's salary, the royal treasury 
was in such a depleted state that 
Philip was unable to meet this obli
gation of 12,000 livre, which were 
due under the terms of the contract. 
Under such discouraging circum
stances, one night have predicted 
the collapse of the postal service
but not so with the ingenious and 
resourceful Francis von Taxis. He 
would not abandon his project for 
the mere matter of a few thousand 
livre. He simply petitioned that he 
be permitted to carry passengers and 
private letters, in order to reimburse 
himself. Philip readily agreed to 
this and the desired privileges were 
conferred upon him by imperial 
grant, with the sole proviso that 
there be no interruption in the royal 
mail service. Francis promptly made 

this concession, and there is no 
record of an interference with the 
speedy delivery of the royal mail 
under the new arrangement. 

We should pause at this point in 
the development of the mail service 
in the German Empire and place a 
milestone in the record of the 
world's postal history, for it was 
here that the general public first 
became a predominant factor in this 
great mail-carrying system. 

Coincident with these events 
there was another-though unoffi
cial-development in the postal ser
vice of Germany that is certainly 
worthy of more than mere passing 
mention. This was the quaint insti
tution of the socalled "Butcher 
Post." The butchers of Germany 
travelled rather widely in their busi
ness of cattle-buying and, being 
regarded as men of substance and 
responsibility, they were given let
ters to carry from one place to 
another, with the result that, for 
forty years, this practice seriously 
interfered with the monopoly grant
ed the Counts of Thurn and Taxis. 
The noble postmen complained bit
terly, but without much avail, for 
private posts were rapidly springing 
up all over Europe. 

There was even-at about this 
time-a private messenger service 
for the letters of one man! Erasmus, 
the great Dutch philosopher, wrote 
more letters than any several men 
had done up to that time, and it 
was he who established a private 
post for the exclusive carrying of 
his mail, not only the letters he 
wrote, but those, too, that were 
written to him. His system ex
tended as far south as Rome! 

Until 1615 the Counts of Thurn 
and Taxis encountered much oppo
sition in their efforts to maintain a 
postal monopoly. However, at this 
time the political power of the 
Counts was very great, for Lamora! 
von Taxis was actually enfeoffed 
with the German Imperial Post, and 
the family, for some time thereafter, 
held this monopoly as an imperial 
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fief-that is, as an estate given to 
a subject for services rendered. And 
so 1 we find that this greatest postal 
monopoly held, save for minor 
competitors, absolute sway for con
siderably- longer than two hundred 
years from the time of the imperial 
grant. It was a profitable business, 
too, for the house of Thurn and 
Taxis. 

In 1800 the income of these 
Princes from their . postal service 
was over a million florins! From 
this time on, however, it was a 
downward path for these Postmas
ter-Noblemen. The independent 
German States demanded the right 
to set up their own postal systems. 
A number of them actually issued 
orders forbidding the delivery of 
letters within their domains by the 
postmen of the Counts. Others, 
less aggressive, purchased their pos
tal independence from 'Thurn and 
Taxis, so that, by 1850, there were 
no less than thirty separately-operat
ing posts in the German Empire. 
This, quite logically, made for a 
great deal of inefficiency in the ser
vice to the public, and the rates from 
one province or State to another 
were so irregular and uncertain that 
the loss of revenue from a lack of 
use of the post was great. 

Realizing the seriousness of this 
state of affairs, a majority of the 
States, in 1866, formed the North 
German Postal Confederation and 
began to knit the service more close
ly together. Concurrent with the 
formation of this confederation we 
see, in 1867, the complete collapse 
of the postal system of the Counts 
of Thurn and Taxis. At this time 
the Prince sold his entire rights, 
privileges, buildings and equipment 
to the Prussian Crown for the sum 
of three million thalers. 

The continuation of organization 
activities of the North German 
Postal Confederation was disrupted 
by the Franco-Prussian War, but the 
purpose of this group was com-plet-· 
ed with the formation of the .Ger
man Empire in 1871. The most 

important matter of postal moment 
at this time was ,the appointment of 
Dr. Heill'rich von Stephan as the 
first Imperial Postmaster-General. 

· The world in general neglects to 
give Dr. von Stephan the credit due 
him for his efforts and results while 
he held this important post in Ger
many. He has been credited as be
ing " the Father of the Modern 
Postal System" and justly so. It 
was directly through his efforts that 
the present Universal Postal Union 
was formed. At the close of the 
Franco-Prussian War he was instru
mental in calling a conference of 
the Powers to meet at Berne, Swit
zerland. This conference assembled 
in September and after only twenty
four days of deliberation was able 
to sign, on October 9, 1874, the 
treaty which brought the Universal 
Postal Union into being. 

Another interesting fact about 
von Stephan is, that he was the first 
person to submit a ·design for an 
open post-card. In 1865 he laid 
his plan before the postal authori
ties of the German States assembled 
in conference at Karlsruhe. The 
idea was rejected, however, and 
Austria was actually the first nation 
to use a postal-card. This innova
tion was introduced in 1869 by a 
Dr. Herrman. 

Adopting an earlier French cus
tom, Dr. von Stephan ~as the first 
postmaster-general to place post 
boxes in all cities ·of the Empire 
and to demand regular stated clear
ances therefrom. 

This first postmaster-general of 
the German Empire devoted his 
entire life to the interests and the 
improvement of the postal system 
of his country, and he was inter
nationally recognized as the world's 
greatest organizer of the posts. 

NORTH-GER.MAN POSTAL CONFEDERATION 

Numerous European governments 
sent representatives to visit him in 
Berlin and to become informed of 
his methods, in order to improve 
their own arrangements for the de
livery of mail. 

To those informed, Dr. von 
Stephan will always stand 'out J.S 

the greatest single factor in the 
designing and planning of the mod
ern system of postal delivery to~; 
with the exception of the added 
convenience of railroad and airmail 
transportation, we employ today the 
identical methods for handling mail 
that he developed for the German 
Empire during the years following 
1865. 

Since his time comparatively little 
of historical interest has occured to 
seriously effect the postal system in 
Germany. 

* * * 

An amusing anecdote, greatly en
joyed by himself, is told on von 
Stephan, and may be apropos at 
this time. 

The German Postmaster-General 
was a strict disciplinarian, quick to 
notice the slightest infraction of 
rules. On his frequent tours of in
spection he would appear unan
nounced and at once put the post
office staff through a grilling ex
amination. If all was well, he never 
withheld praise. 

On one of these official visits, 
during the busiest hburs, the post
master of a small town was very 
much disturbed by the sudden ap
pearance of von Stephan, and upon 
his departure he sent the following 
wire to his confrere in the next 
town: 

"Postmaster Bender: Look out! 
Von Stephan is coming.-Schmidt." 

The telegram was delayed and 
did not reach its destination until 
von Stephan had arrived. By mis
take it was handed the Postma_,ster
General. The following laconic re
ply was ient to Herr Schmidt: 

"Thanks. He's already here.
van Stephan." 
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Our School Club Department 
Will You Acee pt One of These 

Free Gifts? 

A_S announced last month, here 
~ is the interesting contest open 

to all of you, -my dear col
lector"friends. Read · the list of 
premiums and no doubt you will 
endeavor to get any one of them, 
for whichever you may obtain is 
well worth your efforts. 

If ever your co-operation was 
needed, this is the opportunity to 
dispense it, when this magazine is 
holding a campaign to get new 
subscribers. STAMP AND COVER 
COLLECTING wants to test the push 
of its junior readers and the Editor 
of this page, conscious of your 
whole-hearted disposition, invites 
you to say: "We serve. Let us 
make the Colonel think that we 
School Clubbists are material of the 
first class when called upon to co
operate." I trust you, and am sure 
you will make good my words. 

Now, get ready to work! Fortu
nately, what you must do is very 
simple, as you will immediately 
realize after reading the following 
rules. But let me first list the 
premiums, which are: 

No. 1, One Dietz' Specialized 
Confederate Catalog. 

No. 2, A year's subscription to 
this magazine. 

No. 3, One Adventurer Album 
and a packet of stamps. 

The contest consists of two parts, 
each one worth 50 points, both 
totalling 100 points, the highest 
required mark. The first part is, I 
might say, compulsory, and to ac
complish the same you must do the 
following: 

1-You surely have philatelic 
relatives and acquaintances willing 
to help you win one of tpe listed 
prizes. Well, go and invite-better 
persuade-them to subscribe to this 
magazine. Renewals will also count. 

Contributions from students 
for this Department will be 
welcome, and should be sent 
to the Editor of this Page
MR. SERGIO PEREZ GRAU, 

Fortuna, Puerto Rico. 

2~Get the dollar to the Post
Office and draw a money-order pay
able to ST AMP AND COVER COL
LECTING, Richmond, Va., but send 
it to me together with the sub
scriber's name and address. I will 
forward it to the publishers after 
taking due notice for the contest. 

For this first accomplishment, I 
will credit 5 0 points to you. 

Then, include with your remit
tance the answer to the following 
questions. Every correct answer will 
gain 5 points to your credit: 

1-When did the United States 
issue its first postage stamp and 
where was it first put on sale? (I 
ref er to the general issue). 

2-Which is known as the 
"Daddy of the Postage Stamps?" 
Why? 

3-Define the following terms: 
a. Mint Stamps f. First-Day Cover 
b. Precancels g. Blocks 
c. Postmark h. lmperforate 
d. Straight-Edge i. 0. G. 
e. Watermark i. Coil Stamp 

4-When did Puerto Rico cease 
issuing stamps? Why? 

5-If you desire to frank a letter 
with unused C. S. stamps of the 
1902 issue, may you do it or not? 
Why? 

6-Who was the first living 
American to be portrayed on his 
country's stamps? 

7-What foreign stamp depicts 
the "Vernal Falls" in Yosemite 
National Park; California"? 

8-Why are the .two- and five
cent values of the U. S. regular 
issue of 1926 - 27 surcharged: 
"HAWAII,' 1718•1928"? 

9-Why is Mr. L. Vernon 
Vaughan philatelically famous? 

10-What country is symbolized 
by "Juan de la Cruz" and what 
stamp depicts this typical gentleman? 

This contest will close September 
30, 1935, all replies to be post
marked on or before that date. The 
premiums will be awarded in the 
order listed to the three contribu
tors reaching the highest mark. If 
it should happen that, af.ter securing 
the subscription, you are unable to 
send your answers immediately with 
it, you may then mail the subscrip
tion to me at once and have ample 
time to think or find out your 
answers. This suggestion is in be
half of the subscribers who will 
receive the magazine without delay. 
You will then have until September 
30th to send in your answers, but 
I must ask you to do it as soon as 
possible, for in case of a tie the 
premiums will be awarded to the 
answers ·bearing the earliest post
mark. Contestants failing to win 
any of the prizes offered will re
ceive honorable mention by the Edi
tor of this page in due appreciation 
of their co-operation. 

* * * 
I have just received several letters 

from readers of this page that have 
gratified me very much. One of the 
correspondents, Bob Sullivan, of 
New York, asks me if I am the 
author of "The Stamps of Puerto 
Rico In Outline," which appeared 
in the December issue of this maga
zine. Yes, Bob, I am its author, 
and am very glad to learn that you 
enjoyed reading it. To all of you, 
my sincere thanks for having writ
ten me. As the limited space does 
not permit me to refer to every one 
of my corr~spondents, I am answer
ing you directly by mail. 

Yours in Philatelic Brotherhood, 

SERGIO PEREZ GRAU. 
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Gleanings Across the Pond 
COVER collectors will be parti

cularly interested in the pieces 
which are now to be had 

posted by members of the British 
Forces garrisoned in the Saar terri
tory during the Plebiscite of 19 3 5. 
Col. Crouch contributes an interest
ing and informative article to 
Stamp Collecting on the subject. 
A Postoffice was operated at Saar
briicken, and the mail it handled 
apparantly consisted entirely of the 
letters and parcels sent by the 
troops, as there was a possibilty of 
economical people using this means 
of sending letters to Great Britain 
at cheap rates, a damaging business 
for the local postal administration. 
The cancellation to spot is a double 
circle in which is the inscription 
"FIELD PosT OFFICE 10." 

Stamp and Cover CoUecting has 
always seemed to me the at
tempt to trace the world's postal 
history, by providing the actual 
souvenirs of the ventures of man
kind in his endeavor to transport 
mails by the quickest and most 
certain methods. You can adm)it to 
the collection anything which has 
this end in view, and it seems to 
me a sound line upon which to 
build one's collection. Had the idea 
been adhered 'to many of the ridi
culous things done in the name of 
Philately would never . have been 
tolerated, and the condition craze, 
which has almost become a mania, 
might never have begun. I am all 
for ruling out damaged, torn apolo
gies for ·stamps, but when the value 
of a mint stamp is affected because 
it happens to be the slightest mite 
out of center, when "condition" has 
run riot, and we sigh for the return 
of the "good old days," wheri phi
lately was philately and not an in
tolerable seeking out of the slightest 
defect. At some future time I hope 
to say quite a lot. abeut the abuses 
of our hobby, but for the moment 

BY W. H. WOSENCROFT 

139 Gwydir Street, Cambridge, Eng. 

ta • 
will content myself with an expres
sion of opinion. I believe that 
many collectors are absolutely tired 
and fed-up with the .trend of mod
ern philately, with the result that 
there is a very extensive movement 
towards the collecting of covers, 
postmarks, etc. which is, after all, 
true philately, aming at the intelli
gent collection and study of matters 
postal. 

A long-felt want, (common ex
pression as the 2-cents Washing
ton) is at long last to be partly met 
by the energetic and enthusiastic 
firm of Robson Lowe Ltd. None 
other than a Philatelic Encyclopedia 
which will be available in the Au
tumn, or Fall, as you, my reader 
across the Pond, would say. For 
this work the compilers are to con
fine themselves to the British Em
pire, but if the book receives the 
support it deserves then perhaps we 
may hope for a Foreign section 1.o 
follow at no distant date. It will 
aim at providing just the data we so 
often need, but is only obtainable at 
the cost of much ti~ and trouble. 
Just when you are doing a spot of 
"writing up" and would like to 
have the numbers printed of a cer
tain isue, details as to the make-up 
of the plate, and so for.th, all· that 
will be necessary is a reaching out 
for the Encyclopedia, and your 
search will end. In addition to this 
information, the book will also con
tain the 1936 edition of the "Re
gent" catalog,. which caused such a 
stir when it burst in upon us two . 
years ago. By this time most. of us 
will have forgiven · the '.'Regent" 
fpr its pricking. of our bubbles arid 
~poiling our dreams,_ and are now 
ready to. admit thaL itS publis·hers. 
have done the hobby no .harm, and. 

possibly a lot of good. Now for 
the cost, Encyclopedia and Catalog 
12/6, or three dollars. I will let 
you have further details as they 
come, and while not trying to make 
this column an advertisement for 
any dealer, want to keep you alive 
to any ·developments which are for 
the good of .the collector, which is, 
Sir or Madam-you.' 

Philately must continue to grow, 
and while that growth is upwards, 
and towards a balanced develop
ment, 0 . K .; and in different parts 
of the world the trend of our hobby 
is along different lines. Therefore 
you must forgive me if I sometimes 
tread on your corns by expressing 
opinions with which you have no 
sympathy. But if you do disagree:, 
there is no value in simply nursing 
your grievance, cursing the Editor, 
or in a peevish moment vowing 
never to cast eyes on "S. AND C. C." 
again. What you should do is to 
write me, care of this magazine, and 
let me know ( 1) What you don't 
agree with, ( 2) Why, ( 3) What 
about it? W hen we get to know 
each other there may be ways in 
which we can get more enjoyment 
from our hobby, and if you can sug
gest anything to me at this end of 
the pen, you can shoot right away 
I will enjoy it. 

A few cover prices, which seem 
reasonable, and may increase short
ly: Isle of Man-Liverpool. First 
Flight. Jan. 31st, 1935, 2/ - with 
Castletown postmark, 2/ -. Of the 
latter only a matter of 400 were 
flown. Not Air this time, but of a 
rom/antic interest. Read up . a little 
about Tristan da Cunha, and then 
risk 5 0 cents on a cover from the 
barren island. 

Mount Everest Expedition under 
Gen. Hon. C. G. Bruce. Postcards 
with the unofficial stamp at30 cents. 
Perhaps not of re'].l philatelic in
terest, but fascinating for the sou
venir .man, . ' ... \ 
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· Whitfield King, the advocates of 
Simplified Philately, and the caterers 
particularly for the backbone of the 
hobby which are known as the gen
eral collector, again come along 
with their Price List of Airmail 
Stamps. This useful and handy 
booklet is an absolutely different 
publication from their big list of 
stamps, albums etc., and a copy 
should be in the hands of every 
collector, and as it is quite free, 
there should be a massive circula
tion. The Airmail list comes out at 
no definite intervals, but a copy is 
sent to all who subscribe to their 
Philatelic Bulletin, the little month
ly House Journal which, for its size, 
contains more "meat" than many 
papers I know costing a much high
er sum. The price of the Bulletin 
is 1/6, posted for one year to any 
address in the world. It not only 
provides pithy notes on all the new 
issues of the month, but acts as a 
catalog supplement, keeps us in
formed as to the movement of 
single stamps and sets listed in the 
publications of the Ipswick Stal
warts, and contains a variety of 
special offers likely to appeal to the 
large band of readers . Don't think 
that I am giving Whitfield King an 
advertisement, but I am passing on 
some little information concerning 
some literaiture which I think will 
interest you, and be of help in your 
hobby. 

By the way, the Jubilee issues 
are booming tremendously and I 
believe that the dealers are experi
encing such an avalanche of busi
ness as never before. This should 
have the effect of increasing the 
army of collectors, because everyone 
who is buying Jubilee stamps is not 
doing so merely to obtain souvenirs 
of the historic occasion. Many will 
join our .ranks, and here is the right 
hand of welcome to all, men and 
women, young and old. 

---!ZJl---
(Mr. Wosencroft will be glad to 

hear from our readers--:.EDITOR.) 

Washington Newsreel 
BY WILLIAM T. RALEY and the result may be seen in the 

~ ~ large and successful membership. 

T HE new Post Office Museum,. 
located on the sixth floor of 
the new Post Office Building, 

has been opened to the public. It 
is in charge of Mr. Robert Fellers, 
Superintendent Division of Stamps. 

The poster label for the A. P. S. 
Convention is being designed by 
Victor McCloskey, whose work as 
the designer of so many of the re· 
cent stamps, is well known to col
lectors. 

Every three months the Naval 
Directory is issued. It contains 248 
pages and is replete with naval in
formation. Copies may be obtained 
postpaid for 2 5 cents (no stamps) 
from Superintendent of Documents, 
Government Printing Office, Wash
ington, D. C. 

United States and Foreign stamps 
and many covers were sold at the 
Dead Letter sale at the Post Office 
Department on June 19. 

During the Shrine Convention a 
"Shrine Post Office" was established 
at Benjamin Franklin station. No 
special designation was used. 

The City Post Office has a quanti
ty of the 1909 Lincoln 1 cent postal 
cards. Make your remittance only 
to Postmaster, Washington, D. C., 
including sufficient amount extra for 
postage. 

The Collectors Club, branch 5, 
S. P. A., has nominated the follow
ing officers: President, F. A. Bick
ert; Vice-President, E. V. Haines; 
Secretary, C. H . Just, J. B. Merritt; 
Treasurer, Wm. E. Kingswell. Mr. 
F. R. Rice, President and James F. 
Casey, Secretary, declined nomina
tion. For two years they have 
worked for the success of the club 

Here is a true story: A certain 
stamp collector in Washington re
cently sold his house, put his furni
ture in storage and prepared for a 
6-week vacation to San Diego Ex
position. He notified a stamp week
ly ( 5 Oc. yearly) to stop his subscrip
tion while he was away. Told a 
friend collector that he would send 
him some postal cards with San 
Diego postmark if said friend 
would advance the money to buy 
them. 

The 50-Cent Zeppelin airmail 
stamp has been removed from the 
the Philatelic Agency list. Cancelled 
copies are already commanding a 
good price. The total printing order 
was for 3,260,000. 

Alden H. Whitney, R. V. P., has 
been appointed by the Collectors 
Club, branch 5, S. P. A., to prepare 
for e~hibition counterfeit stamps 
which may come on the market. 

Rush bids have been asked for 
trans-Pacific airmail service as soon 
as Congres provides funds. 

The plans are for a round trip 
weekly. Terminals would probably 
be San Francisco, Los Angeles and 
San D iego, and in China at Canton, 
Hong Kong and Mac;:ao Island. 
Initial postage rate about $1. 00 per 
letter. 

The American Airmail Society 
will hold its convention here at the 
Lafayette Hotel, August 15 to 17. 
Mr. Francis B. Leech of this city is 
President. 

The American Philatelic Society, 
which holds their annual convention 
here August 12 to 16, will have 
their headquarters in the Carleton 
Hotel. 
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Dramatic Story of an Hawaiian 
BY 

L~;~~;~.~~:i~:~~~cs 2-Cent Postage Stamp 
~ . 

CHAPTER L VII 

"FLEXTER ... " AND THE Two-CENT HAWAIIAN STAMP 

. The morning of th~ opening of the Congress and Exhi
bition had arrived. 

Prince Cato Sadi, the President of the Japanese Philatelic 
Society, with headquarters in Tokyo, opened the proceed
ings. He welcomed the visitors, and went on to speak of 
the pride which Japan felt in being selected for this par
ticular event. In the past there had been diplomatic rela
tions between the English-speaking race and his country. 
The present event, however, would be the means of creating 
new bonds, .which would bind them not only more firmly 
to Great Britain, but to every country there represented. 

Philately, he felt sure, would become the means of 
breaking down many misunderstandings, and creating an 
"open road," where before had been a closed gate. 

"As you know, ladies and gentlemen, we say here that 
the crane lives a thousand years, and the pine never dies. 
May we not see, in Philately a symbol of unity which shall 
live for ever, and never die?" He briefly touched on the 
difficulties which had to be surmounted, and the responsi
bilities the Committee had faced in handling collections 
and arranging them. "Collections" as the Prince said, 
"which had come from all over the world." 

Following his speech, the exhibition rooms were thrown 
open. It was then, that one appreciated the thoroughness 
which each collection had been dealt with. They were 
numbered with the name and address of the particular 
exhibitor at the top. Books of direction, as they were 
called, were on sale. These we~e in nearly twenty different 
languages, and gave, in addition to full particulars of each 
exhibit, photogravure reproduaions of many of the stamps. 

A souvenir, tastefully printed, and containing a regular 
picture gallery of the most celebrated collectors throughout 
,the world, was given to each visitor. 

All collections were railed off, and a sufficient number 
of police had been drafted in to secure the safety of all 
exhibits. 

.At last I reached what appeared to be the center of 
. interest. This was a room set apart for the colleaions of 

one exhibitor. These comprised a perfea set of uud, 
square-cut of the 1850 issue of British Guiana. .An unuud 
set of January 1852. Three specimens used, and three 
unused of the February 1856 issue. These were placed be
hind a railed-off space. Two watchers, heavily armed, stood 
at either end of the case. On the opposite side of the 
room my eye caught sight of an oval tablet, bearing the 

one word-FLEXTER. Beneath this was a small table, and 
on the center, against a perfectly dark background, lay the 
stamp I had crossed the world to place in the exhibition . 

The interior of the case was lit up by four tiny electric 
bulbs, but the temperature was carefully regulated by some 
special mechanism. I thought of the tropics through which 
the stamp had travelled. 

"I can imagine Flexter's name being on ev<::ry poster 
throughout the world, and being the leading caption in 
every newspaper tomorrow," said a voice at my side. 

"It is whispered that the man who brought that over 
risked his life a dozen times · to ensure its safe arrival" 
came from another who was passing. 

I gazed almost unseeingly at the Guianas . . It was beyond 
belief. Mr. X of the United States was supposed to be the 
only possessor of the world's rarest stamp, the One-Cent 
Magenta. Here was a complete set, used and unused. 

These few stamps would, in any market of the world, 
bring together millionaire purchasers, who would vie with 
one another for their possession. 

Seven thousand pounds had been paid at the Ferrari sale 
for one of those little bits of magenta paper. This collec
tion of Flexter's baffied the imagination, both as to its sud
den appearance and value. 

One well known French collector possessed a collection 
worth over half a million pounds. Names floated before 
my mind's eye, but they all faded into insignificance beside 
this astounding collection brought together by Flexter. 

I had left the brass rail, over which I had leaned, as 
others, in a scare of semi-intoxication of mind, to find one 
of the seats at the moment unoccupied, at the far end of 
the room. Somehow I wanted to rest, and think. 

"You can understand now, why Hartmann risked so 
much," a voice said quietly. I glanced up from the booklet 
in my hand. Linie was by my side. 

"I might have guessed," he continued quietly, "who 
carried on the good work. Only such a stamp could have 
made a man like Hartmann go to the lengths he did." 

"Yes," I said, when he had finished speaking, "but those 
others--British Guianas--who brought them?" 

"Possibly Miss Flexter can tell you," and with an enig
matic glance he passed out through the open door. 

Miss Flexter- I'd forgotten all about her. I drew out 
my watch, there was just time for lunch, before I paid that 
visit to the Secretary. The sooner I got over that wretched 
introduction the better. Bah, how I detested · the very 
thought of it. I could already envision old man Flexter's 
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daughter, bedizened in jewelry, speaking through her nose 
the latest American slang. 

She would kindly condescend to give the tips of her 
well manicured fingers to the man who had brought 
Papa's Hawaiian to Tokyo. How could it be otherwise 
from the daughter of a man whose collection passed the 
wildest dream of avarice. 

I had lunch served in my own room. Somehow I felt I 
could not face Daniells, Linie, and the rest of the happy 
crowd, who had been with me on the Gloriana, and least 
of all Doreen. 

The meal over, I went down to the lounge, where I lit a 
cigarette, then with a sigh I turned to the main entrance. 
Descending the steps I mounted the rickshaw I had ordered. 

A few minutes later I descended. I had arrived at Mr. 
Nushi Kasim's. The last curtain was about to be rung 
down. The final scene had been reached. In a few minutes 
I would have severed myself from the last conneaion with 
the Two-Cent Hawaiian by bidding a courteous adieu to 
Flexter's daughter. 

I was just about to knock when a sweet bell-like voice 
fell on my ear. 

"Going to see your for all time romance, Mr. Hipps?" 
Two dark eyes looked out at me from beneath a mass of 
dark hair, and a hand waved a greeting from the rickshaw 
in which this elf of the South Seas sat. 

CHAPTER L VIII 

THE GARDEN OF THE LOST CHERRY BLOSSOM 

"Mr. Nushi Kasim waits for the gentleman." The rick
shaw had passed on down the avenue of cherry blossoms. 
I turned-a diminutive Japanese stood bowing in the door
way. The secretary came forward as I entered the room. 
His greeting was quiet, reserved, and stamped with that 
hall-mark of grace, which seems to place the Japanese in a 
niche by themselves. 

Greetings over, he indicated a chair. 
"The Congress, you have enjoyed it?" he said gently. 
"Thanks to your organizing ability it can only pass into 

history as the most memorable of the present decade." 
"The Exhibition will have far reaching effects," he re

marked. Flexter's daughter, for the moment, was forgotten 
in my enthusiasm for the work he had so successfully 
brought to so wonderful a termination. 

"It marks an epoch in Philately, that can never come 
again. The world will look on, with admiration, not un
tinged with jealousy. Today, this exhibition is a fitting 
crown of Japanese enterprise. Today your city is the center 
to which all eyes are directed." I spoke with all the fire 
of a boy, who has seen a brilliant firework display, for the 
first time. A display which exceeded his greatest hopes. 
. Nushi Kasim replied as only a Japanese could reply. 

Modestly, sincerely, taking to himself none of that Kudos 
to which he was so justly entitled. 

'.'After all, Mr: Ingfeton, though the sun.shines today on 

Japan, tomorrow it will shine in the West, I thank you for 
your appreciated kindness. This philatelic epoch, perhaps 
on account of some of the exhibits, one of which you 
brought yourself, can never return. 

"To us, of Japan, it is not ours to boast. What has been 
accomplished lies in the hands of those who have, at great 
difficulty and with much denial, made possible, by what 
they have given." 

He paused, and I waited his further speech. 
"Mr. Ingleton, you have never met Mr. Flexter?" 
"No," I replied. "It was my friend who stayed with 

him, and to whom he entrusted the stamp it has been my 
good fortune to carry safely to its intended destination, 
after my friend's terrible death." 

"You succeeded, where another failed." The words 
came quietly. 

'To me there is no credit." I said. "In carrying out 
Mr. Flexter's wish I fear a selfish prompting was the main 
factor in my taking up the part, so well commenced by my 
friend, till he met with his untimely death on the steamer 
coming to London." I paused, Nushi Kasim had been re
garding me keenly as I spoke. At last he spoke. 

'To Mr. Flexter success, no matter how you may view 
it, is before failure, even though your friend was not to 
blame. Your success in Mr. Flexter' s eyes assumes a far 
greater value, because you sunk your personality. As Mr. 
Hipps, you were a nobody. As Ingleton everyone on the 
Glo1'iana would have known you, and treated you as be
came even the temporary owner of the world's Greatest 
Philatelic Rarity." 

"Sir, your reward is great. Mr. Flexter· permits you to 
marry his daughter." For a moment I gazed at Nushi 
Kasim, with a look which must have been one of stupe
faction. Then at last realization came. 

"Marry his daughter! I would not marry his daughter 
if she owned all the Golcondas in the world. Riches do 
not make real love, Mr. Kasim." 

"This is your last word, Mr. Ingleton? Will you not 
consider what you are throwing away?" It seemed as if 
he spoke sadly. To him such an attitude as mine would, 
no doubt be unbelievable. 

"We cannot throw away that which we have never 
possessed." I replied, slowly. 

"It is still not too late to change your mind," as his 
hand touched a tiny bell by his side. 

Before its sound had died away, it seemed that a hand 
touched the long hanging curtains at the end of the room. 

"I came in a poor man, and I go out a poor man," I 
said rising. Introduction to Miss Fl~xter is now unneces
sary, or should I say impossible, knowing what you have 
told me." While I spoke my eyes had been fixed uncon
sciously on the curtain, which a hand seemed about to draw 
aside. As the last words fell from my lips there came the 
sound of retreating footsteps. 

. "Good-bye, Mr. Kasim. I shall return to England, to-
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morrow. There is a P. and 0. steamer leaving then, I 
understand." 

"The world needs more men like you, Ingleton," as his 
fingers clasped mine, and we stood for a moment on the 
threshold of his door. 

Within an hour I had booked my return by the R. M. S. 
Hurdistan. 

I made my way out of the palatial building of Kossi 
Charci, Agents of the P. and 0., into the street. 

"Take the gentleman to the Garden of the Lost Cherry 
Blossom. Gentleman, he look much sad. Perhaps he 
find . . . :" I broke in on what the rickshaw runner at my 
side might have been going to add. 

"Yes, take me to the Lost Cherry Blossom." Why on 
earth I had so answered him, as I climbed into the rick
shaw I can never to this day say. Perhaps it was, as he 
said: I looked sad, and felt sad, and anywhere would do, 
if only to pass the time, which was for me no more. 

What a distance it was. No wonder that this Cherry 
Blossom had got lost. 

We reached it at last, or so I supposed, for the rickshaw 
boy ceased running. Carefully lowering the shafts, he 
turned. "Lost Cherry Blossom, she there." He pointed to 
a gate, beyond which lay a wonderful garden, but the lost 
Cherry Blossom-I could not see it. 

Still, what mattered it. Possibly it was simply a name 
for the place itself. I pushed open the tiny gate, and 
entered. Then I saw it, at the end of a long flower-strewn 
path. Just one solitary tree, but what a sight. As I dropped 
on the little wooden seat, beneath its spreading branches, 
cherry blossoms were all around me. 

"May I offer my congratulations, Mr. Ingleton?" I 
looked up. Doreen Wellyn was slowly coming towards 
me, a smile in her wonderful eyes. 

"Congratulations?" jumping to my feet. "I fear I do 
not understand. There can be no congratulations, on los
ing you." 

She appeared to ignore my last words. 
"So, you are going :to marry the rich Miss Flex~er?" 

"Never.' How could you imagine such a thing?" 
"Well, you see we happen to be old friends, and she 

told 'me of her father's quixotic decision to offer her hand 
to whoever was successful in carrying out his plan for 
sending the Hawaiian stamp to the Congress in Tokyo.'' 

"No, you see I don't love her, and riches to my mind 
are not comparable w love." 

"Curious that we should both have come to the Lost 
Cherry Blossom, Mr. Ingleton." I looked into the eyes 
turned to mine, and in them I saw .... 

"Doreen, you mean? ... " 
"That, in this Garden we have once again found the 

flower we thought we had lost." 
"You see," she continued, as I stood spell-bound, "I 

wanted to prove you. Miss Flexteris very rich, whil~ _I .. " 

"Tomorrow ... " I added, eagerly. 
"While you are riche; still, in my eyes, if you give me 

your love." 
"We could be married . . .?" 
"The fou~ sen, catmine, No. 423 is a nice stamp, John," 

and before I could reply, she had flown dowrt the path 
leading to the little gate. I saw her turn and wave, as she 
stepped into a rickshaw. 

And to me my world was full of Cherry Blossoms. 

CHAPTER L VIX 

THE ROMANCE OF ALL TIME. DOREEN .•. FLEXTER 

How eagerly I dived for my dear old Stanley Gibbons 
at the bottom of my old kit bag, reminiscent of the long 
ago days in Sumatra. 

With fingers that trembled I found Japan, and then
Number 423. The Hall of Ceremony. A carmine stamp. 
Her blushing reply. 

* * * 
A tiny note lay on my plate at dinner, that night. 
"I shall say good-bye to Miss Flexter in the morning. 

Will be ready by ten. Eileen Takau Karika sends her 
love, and says she knew you were going to find your 
romance for all time. 

"DOREEN." 

* * * 
What a beautiful little Hall of Ceremony it was. Linie 

had come forward to be my best man. Someone, he said 
gaily, had whispered in his ear. 

"You'll do the same for me, one day, Ingleton. You 
see I know at last. She told me." 

I stood by the altar in the little Hall of Ceremony. The 
door opened behind me, and I turned. 

Doreen was coming towards me, with a look in her eyes 
that told me more than words. 

By her side was Mr. Nushi Kasim. 
"He has agreed to give me away," she whispered, as the 

surplaced figure came forward. 
"Here, in Japan you sign the book first, Mr. Ingleton," 

noting my surprise, as he handed me the pen. 
"John Ingleton, Bachelor." I raised my head, and held 

out the pen to Doreen. 
She glanced at me for a moment, and then bent over the 

book. I watched her fingers write the word "Doreen . . . 
and then-slowly it formed beneath my eyes. "Flexter." 
As she laid the pen down and raised her head she whis
pered in my ear, as the priest closed the book: 

"I could not say 'good-bye' to her till .now, could I, 
John?" 

EPILOGUE 

Doreen stood beside me. The sun was rising over the 
distant mountains in all the glory of a new coming day. 

"There are no clouds here, John,'' and she pointed to 
the snow-capped peaks in the distance. 

"There are no clouds where you are, Doreen .. ''. . ' 
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We turned from the window at last. I picked up the 
paper which lay on the table, and turned the sheet, when 
my eye caught the heading: 

THE CURTAIN LIFTED .AT LAST 

Under the above heading a New York paper rela-tes the 
story of Erdmann Hartmann. 

Born in 1896 in Niirnberg, Southern Wiirttemberg, 
Germany, the life story of one of the most remarkable 
personalities of the century has just come to light. At an 
early age, young Erdmann was a precocious mimic. As 
both his parents were deaf and dumb the development of 
this power was largely due, no doubt, to necessity. Left an 
orphan, while yet in his teens, young Hartmann was ap
prenticed to a chemist. 

On the outbreak of the Great War, he had already shown 
such extraordinary aptitude in chemical research, that he 
was drafted to Branhardt, one of the largest factories, 
which were then experimenting with poison gas. 

As he showed a natural ability for languages, and was a 
master of disguise, he was, in 1916, drafted to the North
ern sector for espionage work. 

He carried this on with extraordinary success. The week 
before the Armistice, he fell into the hands of the French 
and would, no doubt have been shot, but his lucky star'. 
being in the ascendant, he escaped. 

The next we hear of him, is that he crossed the Channel 
to London. Plausible of tongue, and with an ingratiating 
manner he was soon once more on his feet. 

We now find him employed by a firm of German 
chemists. They sent him abroad. On his return to Eng
land, after some years, it would appear that he severed his 
connection with the firm, owing to some speculations on 
his part, which were evidently of more than a shady nature. 

There now follows an interval, which it is impossible 
wholly to fill up. Evidently he had discovered that the 
shady way is the easier, as we now find him at the head of 
a gang of international thieves. 

Here, his knowledge of languages, disguises, and synthe
tic poisons serves him in good stead. A price was soon set 
on his head, but though the New York police put forward 
the utmost efforts to effect his capture he eluded the fre
quent nets laid for his downfall. 

In the year 1930 it looked as if he had given up his 

usual mode of living, as no further record is to. be found 
of 'any case in which he is implicated. 

At last, owing to the, unremitting tenacity of a young 
reporter the end of Hartmann' s career has at length been 
elucidated. 

It appears he took passage by the S. S. lvernia from New 
York to London, at the same time as a Mr. Horston, whose 
death by strangulation occurred while that vessel was near
ing the English Channel. 

Hartrr:iann was then travelling under the assumed name 
of Baron Fleming. His cabin was next that of Horston's. 

Taking into consideration what occurred during the 
voyage of the S. S. Gloriana later, when Hartmann and 
Perkins were proved to be one and the same person, as 
well as the fact that Fleming had mysteriously disappeared 
from the day the Gloriana sailed, there is little doubt that 
he was responsible for the death of Horston. 

For the moment, however, all trace of the man had been 
lost, after his arrival as Baron Fleming. 

When, however the wireless news of the steward's 
death by poison gas on the Gloriana, a philatelic ship, came 
through, together with his description, there remained no 
doubt as to the identity of Perkins, alias Baron Fleming, 
as Erdmann Hartmann. 

There was no doubt that with forged certificates of dis
charge he had signed on as steward. The main idea had 
been to obtain possession of the famous 1 Missionary' stamp, 
the history of which is now so well known to our readers. 

We ~derstand that at a recent London sale under the 
hammer of one of the leading philatelic auctioneers the 
stamp passed into the hands of Mr. Xavier Grahamsland 

for £20,000. * * * 
I laid aside the paper and looked at Doreen, who was 

seated by my side. 
Her hand had gone up to her neck, from which de

pended a locket. 
"I shall never part with it, John. It is my mascot." 
I bent forward to fook inside, as she snaps open the 

catch. 
w· thin is a photograph of Doreen and I, standing with 

linked hands in our home in Hawaii in the South Seas. 
Below the locket is a circular gold swivelled glass con

tainer. Within lies a tiny miniature of the Two-Cents 
Hawaiian Stamp. 

FINIS. 

Educational Film 
One of the main attractions for 

visitors to the San Diego exposition 
will' be a motion picture depicting 
the journey of a United States post
age stamp from the .time of its print
ing at the Bureau of Engraving and 
Printing up to the arrival at its final 
destination attached· to a letter and 

delivered to the home. This picture 
will be available to philatelic clubs 
within the next few months. 

find a pastime in regumming old 
hinges--for H. E. Harris & Co., 
108 Massachusetts Ave., Boston, 
Mass., have _given us a philatelic 
"Bingo" game. And it's played the 
same way. Two, three, four or five 
collectors gathered together can get 
more fun out of it than a barrel o' 
monkeys. And the price of the 
"Stampo" outfit is but 10 cents. 

---!Z11---

" Stampo" 
Ennuied stamp-collectors (if there 

are such) need no longer attempt 
to cheat themselves in solitaire, or 
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~ months ago the summer .£4"-- .. SS Nashville, Tenn., will sponsor a 
_AS predicted in this column some - - Robert S. Kelly, 204 Spring St., 

months are already becoming _ _.. ;~_ ~ , cachet on July 26, commemorating 
crowded with events of all kinds, i(E)C ~ the 10th anniversary of the death of 
particularly those that appeal to the William Jennings Bryan at Dayton, 
air ma_.il and cover collector. O. R. Watts, Chester, Pa., will Ohio. Covers will be attractively 

sppnsor a cachet on July 23, com- · d s d 1 d d Among the foremost events to prmte . en unsea e an un-
memorating the SOth anniversary of ff d · 1 f h · · come is that of the American Air stu e m ots o t ree, six or nme 
the death of President U. S. Grant. Mail Society Convention which will as there will be three different 
It will be printed in two colors and I d h h be held in Washington from August co ors use on t e ca_.c et. 
covers will be postmarked Ulysses, 

1 S through 1 7. If you can spare The recent auction held by 
the time and a few shekels take a Pa., Simpson, West Va., and Grant, Donald Dickason contained a fine 

N. Y.-the three names of the 
few days off and attend this gather- lot of Rocket adhesives and flown 

President. Naval collectors may al-
ing. The Air post Journal for June covers. They brought exceptionally 

so get Na val cancels. State your 
carried the full program which is high prices, which is evident that preference. Add le. each forward-
always full of ·interest. If Donald this branch of cover collecting is 

ing charges. 
Dickason conducts the auction your making headway among a_.ir mail 

Mr. Watts will also sponsor a 
trip will be well worth while. enthusiasts. Are you following the 

cachet from August 21-30, for the 
Our good friend D. W. Grave- s·l b Rocket flights, or rather, experi-

1 ver Ju ilee Week of the Boy 
man pulled a real surprise. The S 1 b · . mental flights? couts ce e rat10n m Washington. 
Editor of this column received sou- S d b d Mrs. Julia Washington Muse, en no covers, ut sen the stamp 
venir postcards from friend Grave- you desire to be put on each cover. Postmistress at W ashingtons Birth-
man from New Orleans, Texas, You may send ten covers for each place, Va., will apply an official 
Mexico, California, and is now day's different color cachet. Add cachet to all covers on July 4, com-
awaiting word - from him from le. each forwarding charges. memorating Independence Day. 
Canada--or Mars. From his grand Dr. Henry Neulander, 320 Cen- Other July 4 cachets will be 
circuit of the good old U. S. it is tral Park West, New York City, sponsored by Walter C. Miller, 117 
difficult to tell just where he is now; will sponsor a cachet on July 23, Esther St., Michigan City, Indiana, 
however, D. W. will surely land death of President Grant, and an- and Bertha Clift, Route 3, Marsh
back in New York. other Presidential cachet on July 31 , field, Mo. Send all covers immedi-

Between July 29 and August 3 death of President Andrew Jackson. ately. 
there will be special flights between Have you followed our Boys' Roy Hubbard, 6126 Girard Ave., 
Sydney and Halifax, Nova Scocia, Club Subscription Campaign? It's Philadelphia, Pa., will sponsor the 
to celebrate the lSOth anniversary going over in a big way. The boys following cachets: 
of the founding of Sydney. There are out after subscriptions to STAMP July 20th-12Sth anniversary of 
will be different cachets each day AND COVER COLLECTING. They're Colombia's declaration of indepen
and there will be twelve in all. out to win a lot of good philatelic dence from Spain. Printed in Span
Send covers to postmasters with prizes. Help the little chap in your ish with a picture of the Colombian 
money order or Canadian stamps neighborhood by giving him a pros- coat-of-arms. I shall supply the en
at Sc. per cover. pect to this magazine. The list of velopes ready printed for this 

From the exclusive story carried these boys is published elsewhere cachet, so collectors need but send 
in Stamp Collecting it is quite likely in this issue. an I. R. C. (or 9c. cash, and 3c. 
that the Scadta issues will show a Ben Guzo, cachet director for the forwarding postage, before July 1st. 
-decided increase in price and de- Moffett Chapter, U. S. C. S., will July 23-7-Mexico City, Conven
mand as the story goes proper au- sponsor a cachet on July 20 for the tion of Lions International in the 
thorities destroyed a large quantity reopening of the Great Lakes Naval Palace of Fine Arts. Mailed (with 
of the Scadta remainders. Training Station. R. P. 0 . postmark) from Buena-
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vista Terminal, where the National 
Railroad of Mexico has constructed 
an ideal "pullman city" fo r the 

. Our Monthly Puzzle 

Jµ{le, 1935 

accomodation of the conventionists . Try your luck! Here's a delightfully fascinating game. You may 
This city of pullman cars has :i ll '~need · the assistance of fellow-collectors in correctly working the puzzle. 
conveniences for the comfort of the But find the right answer-it's fun! 
lodgers, is surrounded by a high 
fence to keep off curiosity seekers, -
and there is no noisy disturbance :is 
shunting of freight has been trans
fered to other parts of the city. 

There will be a different color of 
the cachet for each day. Collectors 
desiring the cachet should send un
sealed unstamped 6:xi" envelopes, 
with 4c. for Mexican postage, fo r
warding and customs duty. The 
closing date is July 10th. 

The Las Vegas Historical Society, 
will sponsor a series of cachets com
memorating the forthcoming cen
tennial. The first will be affixed to 
covers July 4th in commemoratitm 
of Pioneer Day; the second August 
15, Santa Fe Trail Day. Send cov
ers fully prepaid with two cents 
each extra (in stamps) for handling 
charges to publicity director, Las 
Vegas Centennial Celebration, Las 
Vegas, N. M. 

Co-operators last month, and 
many thanks to each : *** **D. W. 
Graveman, Don Dickason, ~·*Roy 

Hubbard, * J. W. Stoutzenberg, 
***Dr. S. E. Hutnick. 

A Striking Design 
Lovers of the truly artistic will 

admire the beautiful design of 
Costa Rica's Red Cross stamp which 
has just been issued in commemora
tion of the fiftieth anniversary of 
that organization's establishment in 
the Republic. 

To the first five readers who send in the correct answer we will give a 
fi_ne cacheted cover priced at $1.00. Send to Contest Editor, STAMP AND 
COVER COLLECTING, Richmond, Va. 

It is~a Fact 
1hat 

CIRCLE 
PUZZLES 

GIVE YOU 
FACTS 

cc:,y~~~AJU1~1t 
RICHMOND, 

VA. 

if you fill m all the words in the "Circle Puzzle" from the outside 

toward the center (all five-letter words) and then read the outside circle 

of letters (A) from 1 to 24 plus the circle of letters ( C) from 1 to 24 

YOU WILL LEARN AN INTERESTING FACT. 

1. Saint (Spanish). 
2. Testimony ; evidence. 
3. Cleanse after washing. 
4. Empty; silly; void. 
5. The present time. 
6. Honking, swimming birds. 
7. Bent in an arch . 

13. Resources ; property. 
14. Distended wi th air or soft matter. 
15. Long, pointed missile. 
16. Clamor; sound. 
17 Silent; implied but not expressed. 
18. Call to arms ; warning of danger. 
19. Receipts from leased property. 

8. European Blackbird. 
9. Leathern whip of Russia. 

10. Opposite of North. 
11. Valued ; aporaised. 
12. Color of ashes. 

20. Artist's stand. 
21. Locations; positions. 
22. Main organ of the body. 
23. Pertaining to osmium. 
24. Rubbed dry. 

. The answer to the May puzzle was: "Two American Women Appear 

On Semi-Postal Stamps of Turkey." 
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"To Promote Fttrther Interest in the Collecting of Postmarks as Applied by United States Navy Mail Clerks." 

Address all communications to ROBERT C. THOMPSON, STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING, 
Glen Allen, Virginia. 

~·1========================================================================~ 

FOLLOWING is the latest list 
of Mail Addresses of U. S. 
Na val Vessels: 

Care of the Postmaster, New 
York, N. Y. 

Arkansas, Idaho, A storia, Chester, 
Chicago, Houston, Indianapolis, 
Louisville, Minneapolis, New Or
leans, Northampton, Pensacola, 
Portland, Salt Lake City, San Fran
cisco, Tuscaloosa, Babbitt, Bain
bridge, Badger, Barney, Barry, Ber
nadou, Biddle, Blakely, Breckin
ridge, Brooks, Childs, Claxton, 
Cole, Dallas, Dewey, Dickerson, 
Dupont, · Ellis, Fairfax, Farragut, 
Fox, Gilmer, Goff, Greer, Hamilton, 
Hatfield, Herbert, Hopkins, Hull, 
Humphreys, Reuben James, Jacob 
Jones, Kane, King, Lawrence, Leary, 
Manley, McFarland, McCormick, 
Overton, Sands, Schenck, Sturtevant, 
f. Fred Talbot, Tarbell, Tattnall, 
T aylor, Tillman, Upshur, William
son, Yarnall, Cachalot, Cuttlefish, 
Vestal, Brazos, Nitro, Nokomis, 
Dobbin, Bridge, Wright, Salinas, 
Sirius, Vega, Bobolink, Cormorant, 
Grebe, Falcon, Mallard, Antares, 
Rail, Robin, Lapwing, Hannibal, 
Reina Mercedes, Vireo, Woodcock, 
Teal, Semmes, WyomingandSeattle. 

Care of the Postmaster, San 
Pedro, California. 

Arizona, California, Colorado, 
Maryland, Mississippi, Nevada, New 
York, New Mexico, Oklahoma, 
P,ennsylvania, Tennessee, Texas, 
West Virginia, Langley, Lexington, 
Saratoga, Medusa, Cuyama, Bush
nell, Arctic, Kanawha, Neches, 
Ramapo, Relief, Algorma, Brant, 
Pino/a, Kingfisher, Partridge, Son
oma, and Utah. 

Care of the Postmaster, San 
Diego, California. 

Cincinnati, Detroit, Marblehead, 
Memphis, Milwaukee, Raleigh, 
Richmond, Alden, Borie, Broome, 
Buchanan, Chandler, Crowninshield, 
Dahlgren, Decatur, Dent, Dorsey, 
Elliot, Evans, Hale, Hovey, Le.i, 
Litchfield, Long, MacLeish, Perry, 
Philip, Preble, Pruitt, Rathburne, 
Roper, Sic"ard, Simpson, Southard, 
Talbot, Tracy, Trever, T ruxtun, 
Twiggs, Aaron Ward, Wasmuth 
Waters, Wickes, Zane, Barracuda, 
Bass, Bonita, Dalphin, Narwhal, 
Nautilus, Altair, Argonne, Melville, 
Rigel, Whitney, Holland, Gannet, 
Boggs, Sandpiper, Ortolan, and 
Lamberton. 

Care of the Postmaster, San Fran
cisco, California. 

Beaver, Chaumont, Henderson, 
:jjoston, Penguin, Gold Star, and 
Widgeon. 

Care of the Postmaster, Seattle, 
Washington. 

Barker, Bulmer, Edsall, John D. 
Edwards, John D. Ford, Paul Jones, 
Parrott, Peary, Pillsburg, Pope, 
Stewart, Smith-Thompson, Whip
ple, Asheville, Guam, Luzon, Min
danao, Isabel, Black Hawk, Sacre
mento, Monacacy, Oahu, Palos, 
Canopus, Tulsa, Panay, Tutuila, 
Genesee, Bittern, Finch, Heron, 
Pigeon, Seagull, and Swallow. 

Care of the Postmaster, Pearl 
Harbor, T. H. 

0 glala, Breese, Gamble, Mont
gomery, Ramsay, Argonaut, Avocet, 
Keosanqua, Tanager, Whip poor-, 
will, and Swan. 

The Naval Cachet and Cancel 
Club of Portsmouth, Virginia :s 

sponsoring a bi-colored printed 
cachet commeomorating the 2 L;t 
Anniversary of the beginning of the 
World War. Send covers unstuffcd 
and unsealed to T. Nicholson, Pres. , 
724 6th St., Portsmouth, Virginia 
and be sure to include one cent per 
cover forwarding postage. Dead
line is July 30th. 

Leslie Paulson reports that he 
will handle covers for future Naval 
cachets. Many cachets promised. 
Send as many covers as you wish 
and be sure to include forwarding 
postage of one cent per cover. 

------IZl1---

Argentine Comems. 
Our correspondent in Buenos 

Aires, Mr. A. H. Davis, Casilla 
Correo 1588, has sent us the two 
commemoratives issued in honor of 
the visit of the Brazilian President 
to the Argentine. The stamps were 
placed on sale May · 15th, and the 
President was due to arrive on the 
22nd. 

The values are 1 Oc. red (of which 
2,000,000 were printed) and 15c. 
blue (of which 1,000,000 were 
issued). 

-----{8]1---

ST AMP AND COVER COLLECTING 
only $1 the year. Subscribe now. 
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u. S. MINT 
No. Price 
343 . ..... $ .15 
384.... .. .08 
386...... .60 

No. Price 
441. ..... $ .05 
447..... . .60 
448... . . . .05 
449. .. . .. .1 6 
4 52 ..... \. . .05 
453...... .20 
453b. ... . .65 
457.. . . .. .90 
457a. .. .. .50 

No. Price 
458 ... ... $ .40 
486...... .02 
487...... .05 
487a . .... .19 
489...... .07 
490...... .02 
491...... .15 
493...... .07 
495...... .16 

No. Price 
496 •..•.. $ .11 
497... ... .25 
597...... .06 
597a..... .02 
598... .. . .03 
599.. . • . . .03 
600...... .07 
604. .. . . . .07 
604a.. ... .02 

No. Price 
504 . ..... $ .1 5 
507 .. .... .28 
509... .. . .17 
548. . . . . . .15 
554 . ..... .10 
556...... .22 
557...... . 35 
559. .... . .15 
575. . . ... .60 

No. Price 
617 ...... $ .10 
627...... .12 
628.. . ... .25 
629...... .08 
636...... .10 
644...... .18 
645..... . .07 
683... ... .07 
688...... .06 

No. Price 
689 ...... $ .~5 
690...... .05 
703. .... . .05 

387 ...... 3. 50 718...... .06 
390...... .07 
408. . . . .. .07 
409.... .. .06 
+10 ...... .06 
412 . ..... .12 

719...... .10 
724...... .05 
725.. . . .. .05 
726...... .05 
733.. . ... .05 

SEND FOR OUR FREE U. S. PRICE-LIST. WE CAN FURNISH THE COILS IN 
PAIRS AT DOUBLE SINGLE RATE. 

75 used U.S. C OMMEMORATIVES $2.00 

No. 4700 - DUCK STAMP, USED, Obsolete aft e r J une 30th, 6 0 c. 

SUPER RIALTO PACKETS 
30 Abyssinia ..•..... . . $1.00 200 Danzig ....••..•••. $ 3.00 100 Lithuania •.. .. ... .. $2.50 200 Salvador . •.... •. . . $3 .00 

100 Airmails .. .... . ... 2.00 200 Denmark . .... .. ... 4.00 l O•l Luxemburg . .. .. . .. 1.50 25 San Marino . ...... 1.00 
200 Argentine . ... . .... 3.50 100 Ecuador • ..... ..... 2.50 100 Mexico ......... . . . 1.25 100 Siam ............• 2.50 
300 Austria ........... 1.00 400 Germany .... . •.... 2.00 100 Norway . ... ..•.... 1.25 1000 S. & Cen. Am .. ... 9.00 

SO Bolivia ............ 1.00 100 Gr. Britain ...••.... 3.00 100 Paraguay . .. . ... .. . 2.00 200 Sweden . ...... .... 4.00 
100 Bosnia ......... .. . 2.7S 200 Greece (mtd) ...... 2.7S 100 Panama ... . ....... 6. SO 300 Uruguay ......... 11.00 
100 Chile .. .. ... • .. . . . . I.SO 100 Guatemala . .. .. .... 2. SO 200.• Nicaragua .. . ...... 3.50 lSO Venezuela · .... •.•. S.00 
100 Colombia Rep .. . .... 2.50 lSO Honduras .•. . ••.... S.00 100 Peru . .. ........... 2.7S 103o00WUii. rtSte. mMbetrg .. · .. · ..... · · .. · 61 .. 0so0 100 Costa Rica ........ 3.SO 3SO I taly ... .......... . 7.SO 400 Roumania ......... 7.SO d. 
200 Czechoslovakia ..... 2.00 100 Italy Commems .. ... 2.00 100 Saar .. .. .......... 3.SO 400 U. S. Mtd .. .. ..... lS.00 

All above packets and many more in stock. Send for free list. We also fill want. 
lists of most countries. Send in your lists. 

KAREL I A WE BUY STAMPS CARINTHIA 
Complete Country- IS Var.-$2.25 We will pay a liberal price for your stamp Complete Country • , 

collection. Prompt cash. Write us. 
• 65c. 

JAMAICA FINLAND I RAQ 
No. Price No. Price No. Price le. EACH- 33-39-40-41-42-60-61-62-63-67-70- Stamps of this country a re very hard to get 

8 . .... $ .09 62 .. . • . $ .02 9S .... • $ .03 71-72-7 3-74-77 -78-79-80-81-8 3-84-8 5-86-88- and are becoming scarcer. Get them NOW. 
17 .. . .. . 25 63 ... .. .06 96 . .... .OS 89-91 -92-9 S-96-10 5-106-107-10.8-109-110-

No. Price No. Price No. Price 10 ..... .02 64 ..... .03 ~7 ..... .20 111-112-113-11 S-116-118-119-120-121-122-
20 . .... .10 6S ..•.. .04 99 ..... .8S 123-127-130-131-134-13 S-137-138-139-140- 1. .... $ .01 4S ..... $ .02 330 ..... $ .02 
21. . ... .08 66 ..•.. .12 101. .. . - .01 142-143-144-14S-1S7-160-161-l 63-17S-176- 2 ..... .01 46 .. ... .02 332 ..... .03 
23 ..... .4S 67 ... · .. .10 102 ..•. - .08 177-178-179-1 80-181-183- l 8S-18'-187-19S- 3 ..... .03 47 ... .. .02 341. ... - .03 
24 ... .. .02 68 ....• • 20 103 ... .. . 01 202 . 4 .. . . • .01 48 ..... .03 343 .... - .10 
25 ..... . 12 70 ... .. 2.2S 104 . ...• .oz 2c. EACH- 21-31 -32-34-38-6 5-66-100-126-132- s ..... .02 49 ..... .04 34S .. .•• .10 
26 ..... .04 71 .... • .06 105 .• ..• .03 146-162-200-201. 6 ..... .03 so . . •.• .OS 344 ..... .03 
27 ..... 1.10 72 ....• • 2S 106 .. ... .02 

3c. EACH--43-64-99-101-117-149-170-182-191- 7 .. ... .04 S2 ....• .10 347 .• ..• .20 
31. .... .02 73 .•• •• .50 107 . .... .02 

192-196-203. 8 ... . . .OS S3 . .... • 10 348 ... . . .24 
32 ..... .02 7S .. ... .02 108 .. .. . • 04 9 ..... .22 SS ..... .12 349 . .. . • .32 
33 ... .. .03 76 • .... .02 2S2 . ... . .03 No. Price No. Price No. Price No. Price 10 .... . .60, S6 ..... .30 3S1. . ... .90 
34 .... . .02 78 . ... . .12 253 . .... .03 •17 .. $.15 18 .. $.05 20 .. $.20 2Z . • $.04 13 .. . .. .30 310 .. ... .so 3S2 . . ... .9S 36 .... . .10 79 .. . . . .10 2S4 ...•. .07 23 . . . 4S 24 .. . so 3S .. . 18 44 .. • 6S l S . . . . . . 01 311. .... 1.lS 3S6 ....• .01 40 ..... .04 80 .. ... .04 301. .... .03 .±S •. .7S 46 . . . 06 47 .. . 08 48 .. .12 
41 .... . .OS 81. . . .. .20 302 .• . .. .2S 49 .. . 08 so .. .04 SI. . . lS 52 .. .10 18 ... .. .01 313 .. ... .02 3S7 .... . .01 
42 ..... . 12 83 .. ... .40 303 . . • . • .6S S3 .. . 10 S4 .. .30 SS •. .30 56 .. . 60 20 . . . .• .03 314 ... .. .01 3S8 .... . .02 
43 . . . .. .08 84 . .... 1.00 304 ..... .03 68 .. . 08 7S .. 1.2S 93 . . .OS 102 .. . 08 28 ..... .03 31S . .. .. .03 3S9 ....• .oz 
49 . . . . • 1.50 87 . ... . s.oo 30S ....• .02 l 03 .. . 04 • 104 .. 1.7S 125 .. .2S 128 .. . 4S 29 . . . .. . 03 316 ... . . .02 360 .. •.. .03 
so ... . . .01 88 . . ..• .01 306 . . ... . lS l SO .. . 08 164 .. . OS 167 .. .30 168 . . . 30 3():. .... .03 317 . . ... .02 361. . .. • .03 
SI. .... .01 89 .. .. . .01 307 . .... .02 172 .. . 05 173 .. .04 174 .. .1Z 184 .. .OS 31. ... . .03 31 8 ..... .03 362 . .. - • .03 
S2 ..... . 10 90 ..... .01 308 .... . .01 188 .. . 04 189 . . .1 8 190 . . .40 193 .. .06 32 ..... .12 319 ..... .04 363 ...• . .04 
S3 .... . . 1 S 91 . .... .03 309 . .... .06 194 .. .10 197 . . . 04 301. . . 13 302 .. . 08 33 ..... . o~ 320 ..... .04 364 ..... .09 
S7 ..... .6S 92 .. .. . .02 310 ..... .02 303 . . . Q8 304 . . .12 30S . . .08 306 .. .08 34 ..... .1 0 321. . . .. .2S 36S .... . .10 
58 ... . . .so 93 ..... .02 311. ...• .OS 307 .. . 15 308 .. .3 S 309 .. . 06 312 .. . 06 36 ..... .3S 324 . . .. . 2.00 366 ..... .ls 
S9 ..... . 25 94 . ... . .02 
61 .... . .01 313 .. . 08 314 .. . 10 31 S . . . OS 316 . . . 08 37 .. . . . .2S 32S ....• .3S 367 ..... .l S 

317 . . . 10 318 . . . 06 319 .. .08 320 . . . 11 44 ..... .01 326 .. .. . .12 368 ... . . .2S 
Set 401 to 403 SOc. Kalevala set. .. .2S Kivi Commem .... .06 327 ..... .03 

LANDS, DUTCH INDIES, SWEDEN, NORWAY, DENMAR K, or any other countries in 
which you are interested. 

~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
I 
~ 
~ 
~ 

WE ALSO STOCK OTHER ITEMS BESIDES THE ABOVE. SEND US YOUR WANT- ~ 
LISTS OF GERMANY, AUSTRIA, SIAM, CHILE, ARGENTINE, BELGIUM, NETHER- ~ 

m 1 os West 42n;;,::er R iATTcrsT·a MitCO. w :;;;;~K cm .•. ,_ ~1 
ID A. KLINGENSTEIN, Manager ID 
~:lease m ention this Mae:azine i=:=:=:=SSE:=:=:=5JSE=:=:=:5JE=:=:=:5JE=:=:=:=:ie=:=:=::::J~ 
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The First Antarctic Post 
BY DR. ]. H . HARVEY PIRIE 

(Read before the Philatelic Society 
of f ohannesburg.) 

or.in-------- ----ll<i'\' 

To begin with, it will be well 
to state in what sense the word 
"Anitarctic" is here used. I do 

not use it in the limited sense of 
only that portion of the globe lying 
south of the Antarctic circle, 67 0 
degs. S. lat., but include under it 
all territories whether part of the 
continent or isolated islands where 
the climate is definitely of polar 
type, the land largely snow or ice 
covered even in summer, vegetation 
almost or entirely lacking and the 
sea approaches frozen over for a 
great part of •the year. 

Included as Antarctic in this 
sense will come, therefore, the 
Graham Land portion of the Ant
arctic continent, south of Cape 
Horn, and the off-lying South Shet
lands, the South Orkneys, Sandwich 
group, and Bouvet Island lying to 
the south of the Atlantic Ocean, 
and parts of the continent lying to 
the south of the Indian Ocean. 

Further north are various islands 
grouped clima:tically as "sub-Ant
arctic," such as South Georgia and 
Tristan da Cunha in the Atlantic, 
the Crozets and Kerguelen in the 
Indian Ocean, and Auckland Island, 
Macquarrie Island, etc., to the south 
of New Zealand. Those would 
have to come under consideration 
in dealing with the whole subject 
of Arntarctlc posts, but that is be
yond the scope of this note. 

Postal services in or from the 
Antarctic are now almost an every
day affair, or, if not an everyd~y 
one at least .an every-summer one. 
We have, for instance, the Falkland 
Island dependencies with their sum
mer service to the South Shetlands, 
etc., whilst the whaling season is 
on, and the all-the-year-round, ser
vice to South Georgia. On the other 
side of the world there is at present 

the extensive service, mostly for 
collectors, run at Admiral Byrd's 
headquarters in Little America. 

Intermittently there are services 
from two other islands on the 
Atlantic side, Tristan da Cunha 
(British) and Bouvet Island (Nor
wegian). 

In the past, whilst certain explor
ing expediitions have been in the 
far South, there have been postal 
services associated with them, e.g., 
Shackelton ( 1908) and Scott 
( 1911), both of whom had special
ly overprinted NewZealand stamps, 
and Mawson ( 1911), who used 
ordinary Australian stamps. 

With the exception of the Falk
land Island dependencies and the 
irregular deliv~ries from Tristan da 
Cunha, it will probably be agreed 
that most of the Antarctic posts are 
rather of the nature of "stunts." 
Perhaps Gibbons put it more kindly 
when they say in their catalog in 
reference to the King Edward VII 
Land and Victoria Land emissions, 
"whilst not strictly necessary, they 
actually franked correspondence." 

Most persons, if asked what was 
the first Antarctic post, would prob
ably say the post associated with 
Shackleton's 1908 expedition, but 
I wish to put on record one which 
was four years earlier and which 
has so far, I think, been overlooked. 
The honor of establishing what I 
believe to be the first Antarctic post 
belongs to the Argentine Republic, 
which sent a fully accredited post
master to the South Orkneys in 
1904. It came about in this way: 

In 1902 Dr. W. S. Bruce led an 
expedition from Scotland which 
spent the summer of 1902-03 in the 
Weddell Sea ( S. E. from Cape 
Horn and the South Orkneys) do
ing oceanographical work, and 
wintered at the South Orkneys fro
zen up from March 25th to Novem
ber 23rd, 1903. During the winter 
a meteorological station was built 
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ashore and a party of five, of whom 
the writer was one, was left there 
to carry on the scientific work of 
the expedition whilst the ship Scotia 
went north to the Falkland Islands 
and Buenos Aires for a supply of 
food and fuel for a second cruise 
to the far South. 

At Buenos Aires, Dr. Bruce per
suaded the Argentine Government 
to take over the meteorological 
station. They not only did so, but 
have kept it up ever since with a 
yearly relay of staff. 

The first Argentine party consist
ed of three members ( Snrs. Valette, 
Szmula and Acuna), together with 
two from the Scottish party who 
agreed to remain for a second win
ter in th~ islands. These were Mr. 
Mossman, who remained as head 
of the whole party, and Bill Smith, 
as cook and general handyman. Mr. 
Mossman, it may be noted, has re
mained ever since in the Argentine 
meteorological service and is a:t the 
present time Director thereof. 

Sr. Acuna was fully accredited by 
the Argentine postal authorities as 
a postmaster, and was equipped 
with stamps, a special cancelling die 
and a bagful of all the forms (in
cluding telegraph forms) usually 
supplied to a sub-post office. Need
less to say, not many of these were 
used. 

I was not a philatelist in those 
days, and must admit that I had 

. forgotten all about this post until 
a few months ago when I happened 
to be looking through a miscel
laneous collection of old picture 
postcards and found the three which 
I ref er to later. It is unfortunate 
that my opportunity of document
ing the history of the first Antarctic 
postal service was not better taken 
advantage of, but I have thought 
it worth while recording, even if 
imperfectly, in .the hope that some
one in Argentina will be able to 
supply further details. 

The postcards are: ( 1) A British 
one addressed to me at the Falkland 
Islands with a Falkland cancellation 
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dated in January, 1904. This was 
brought me by the Scotia, which 
arrived back at the South Orkneys 
on 14th February. Although it did 
not officially pass through the hands 
of the new South Orkney postmas-

. ter, I was sufficiently interested in 
the fact of there being such an in
dividual that I had him counter
stamp it with his cancelling die. 
( 2) and ( 3) As further "memen
tos" I posted to myself two post
cards (which had been made at 
Buenos Aires) showing the Scotia 
in her winter quarters. One of these 
was stamped, the other was not. I 
had no money to pay the postmas
ter, so he must either have paid for 
the stamp himself or else cooked 
his accounts-I don't know which! 
Also, I may add, the unstamped 
card was not surcharged for "Post
age Due." These cards show not 
only the Argentine postal cancella
tion but also the office stamps of the 
Expedition and of the Argentine 
Meteorological Office. One of them 
is here illustrated. 

It will be observed that the postal 
cancellation indicates that the South 
Orkneys were classified as being in 
postal district No. 24 (Gallegos), 
Rio Gallegos being the name of the 
southernmost portion of the Argen
tine Republic. 

What is the status of this post? 
I think it must be regarded like 

those of King Edward VII and 

Victoria Lands as "not strictly nec
essary" and rather of the nature of 
a stunt performance; but, stunt or 
no stunt, it was officially authorized 
and, unless any other earlier service 
can be authenticated, should, in my 
opinion, be credited with the honor 
of being the first in the Antarctic. 

Only two outside deliveries can 
have been effected by this post. 
One mail was taken by the Scotia 
when she finally left the Islands on 
the 22nd February, 1904; this, I 
imagine (but I must admit the lack 
of certain knowledge), was "post
ed" at Capetown on her arrival 
there on 5th May, with Cape of 
Good Hope stamps affixed, and not 
merely handed over as mail in tran
sit. The second occasion would have 
been when the party left the Islands 
in the relief ship, the Argentine 
gunboat Uruguay, on January 1st, 
1905. They voyaged by way of 
Deception Islands in the South 
Shetlands to Ushuaia in Tierra del 
Fuego, and either there or at Punta 
Arenas, being Argentine territory, 
the mail may quite likely have been 
handed over as "in transit," but of 
this I have no knowledge. 

This ends the history of the 
Argentine Antarctic postal service, 
as I have been informed by Mr. 
Mossman that neither the second 
nor any of the subsequent parties 
sent to the Jslands to carry on the 
meteorological station had a post
master accredited to them. 

The objec·tion might be raised 
that although this post was officially 
authorized by the Argentine postal 
authorities, they had no right to do 
so, as the Islands were not Argen
tine territory and that it should 
therefore not be recognized. I do 
not consider that this argwnent is 
valid. At that date the South 
Orkney group was a "No Man's 
Land." they therefore had just as 
much (or as little) right as anyone 
else for their action, so no objection 
can be taken on that ground. 

It may be just as well briefly to 
give the history of the Islands to 
make this point clear. 

The group was discovered by 
Powell, a Leith whaling captain, in 
1821. He privately annexed them 
as British territory, but he had no 
authority for his action and no 
official claim to ownership was 
made at that period by the British 
Government. Barring occasional 
visits from sealing vessels, the Is
lands lapsed into obscurity until 
1903, and as no claim to owners.hip 
was made by the Scotia party on 
behalf of Great Britain, the Islands 
in 1904 were still definitely a "No 
Man's Land," and they remained 
so until 1908. 

The action of the Argentine post
al authorities in having their post 
office designated as being in the Rio 
Gallegos District and other actions 
by private individuals, such as hav
ing picture postcards of life in the 
Islands described as being in the 
"Islas Orcadas, Republica Argen
tina" (I have one such in my pos
session, sent me by Sr. Valette from 
Buenos Aires in 1906) may be 
taken as indicating a tendency to 
regard the Islands as Argentine 
territory. Officially, however, their 
Government never made any formal 
annexation nor laid definite claim 
to ownership. 

By 1908, whaling in these seas 
had become an important industry, 
largely through Norwegian enter
prise, and it seemed desirable to 
have this under some sort of con
trol (to say nothing of the com
mercial advantages accruing!). Let
ters Patent were published by the 
British Government in that year 
creating the Falkland Islands De
pendencies and appointing the 
Governor of the Falklands as Gov
ernor of South Georgia, South Ork
neys, South Shetlands, the Sandwich 
group, and the territory known as 
Graham Land. 

A very stupid mistake was made 
in the drafting of the proclamation 
- it included "all land situated to 
the south of the parallel of 50 degs. 
S. lat. and between 20 degs. and 80 
degs. W. long." A glance at the 
map of South America will show 
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that this includes a considerable 
stretch of the southern portions of 
Chile and Argentina. This, need
less to say, was not intentional, but 
there it was in black and white. 
Chile and Argentina naturally ob
jected, and new Letters Patent were 
issued later declaring the Falkland 
Islands Dependencies "shall be 
deemed to include, and to have in
cluded (this was the amende honor
able), all islands and territories 
whatsoever between longitude 20 
degs. and 50 degs. W., south of 
latitude 50 degs. S., and between 
50 degs. and 80 degs. W ., south 
of latitude 58 degs. S." This cut 
out the mainland portion of South 
America wrongfully, although un
intentionally, included in the first 
proclamation. 

No objection was lodged, how
ever, to the annexation of the South 
Orkneys and other Antarctic areas, 
so that they can definitely be re
garded as British possession from 
1908 onwards. 

The century-old claim of Argen
tina to the ownership of the Falk
lands could scarcely be held to in
clude their new dependenr:ies. This 
is not the place to go into the 
question of that claim, but I under
stand that it is still formally pre
sented to the British Government 
once a year and the formal claim is 
spasmodically translated into action 
by such things as refusing to regard 
letters posted in the Falklands with 
stamps properly affixed, as having 
the postage prepaid and surcharging 
them at double rates just as if they 
had had no stamps. An instance 
of this, for example, is recorded in 
the Australian Stamp Monthly of 
March 1st, 1934.-The South Afri
can Philatelist. 

----01-

Collectors Club Elects Mason 
At the special May meeting preced

ing the general one, Mr. Laurence 
B. Mason was elected Trustee of the 
Collectors Club in place of Mr. 
Curie, because of the latter's illness. 
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SALES MANAGER'S REPORT 

Our sales for May were over $1,100.00 
and for the 5-month period of 1935, is 
the best since 1931, so it appears that as 
far as the philatelic activities are concerned 
we are on the road of a great recovery. 
. As I expect to be at the APS convention 

to be held in Washington in August, it 
would be interesting to know how many of 
our members will be in attendance, I would 
appreciate a word from those who expect 
to attend. It is always a pleasure to meet 
our members personally and if there are 
any differences or information to be given, 
a personal interview is so much better than 
all the correspondence. 

Naturally at these get togethers we 
always carry with us the best books, so we 
would suggest that you let us have a 

Farley Imperforates. 
Faked Arrow and Center Line Blocks 

I have had an opportunity to ex
amine blocks of the Mother's Day 
and Wisconsin imperforates with 
center lines and arrows drawn in, 
which are alleged to have been 
made in Detroit by a dentist now 
in custody on a Federal charge of 
using the mails to defraud. I have 
not yet seen any of the National 
Parks issue which are said to have 
been fabricated by the same party. 

At first appearance the blocks are 
likely to deceive anyone off guard, 
and I consider them well done, and 
the color of the drawn-in lines well 
matched. But a close examination 
reveals many points which will 
prove their undoing-things which 
are well to look for. As an ex
ample, in some cases the ink of a 
drawn-in line overran the edge of 
the paper and stained it through. 
Typical of lines drawn with a pen 
is the uneven thicknes of the line 
as the,ink on the pen begins to thin 
down, and this unevenness; and I 

selection of your best material, and as inti
mated before. U. S. and British North 
America are the best sellers, so send along 
a book; better still, I would suggest that 
each contributing member send along one 
book, and let us make August the outstand
ing month and call it "the book of the 
month." 

No doubt you are aware that the new 
catalog will come out shortly, and I would 
therefore suggest that you place your order 
with us at once, so that we may know just 
how many catalogs to order from the 
publisher. 

We still need additional books to serve 
all our members, so get busy to make this 
a most successful year both for the con
tributing and buying members . 

W. 0. STAEB, Sales Manager. 

might say slight raggedness, of the 
line is best seen when examined 
closely under a good magni,fier. 
Frequently the drawn-in line shows 
a lightness and a darkness over its 
course. These . points, of course, 
may be laid to carelessness, as in the 
case of one arrow which showed 
small specks and dots of ink where 
the point of the pen probably 
caught for an instant. 

An important point in my mind 
was in the case of blocks which 
showed printing offsets on the re
verse of the stamps. There was a 
center line block which showed a 
very plain offset on the back from 
the next sheet in the stack, but the 
offsetting showed no center lines, 
and in the case of an arrow block, 
there was no offsetting of an arrow. 

There was another center line 
block where the faker selected a 
block which already showed a gen
uine guide line in one direction, 
and he merely drew in one faked 
line to complete a center cross line. 

GEORGE B. SLOANE, 

Official Expert, A. P. S. 
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First Day Covers National Parks 1934-Covers 
Washing ton Bi-Centennial Issue-I9J2 Singles Blocks 4 

Y,c. (block) and 3c. on one Air Cover .lS Parks Wash. Parks Wash . 
Y,c. (pair) and le. (block) on one air 

cover .. .................... .. .. .. lS le. 13c. -- -- --
Y,c. (pair) and 4c. on one air cover ... lS 2c. 13c. 13c. 3Sc. 3Sc. 
le. and 4c. on one air cover.. .. .. .. . l S 3c. l 3c. l 3c. 3 Sc. 3 Sc. 
le. and 1 Y,c. (~airs) on one air cover .lS 4c. J Sc. 40c. 40c. 
Jc. and 2c. (pair) on one air cover . .. lS ~~: ~g~: ~g~: 1gc. 1gc. 
~~: ~~d 0~~· ~i~ 0c~~e~.r .. c~~.e~:::::::: :~~ 7c. 20c. 20c. ss~: ss~: 
All of the above are on a specially Sc. 20c. 60c. 60c. 

d esigned A ir Mail envelope and 9c. 2Sc. 2Sc. 6Sc. 
Postmarked J anuary 1, 1932. l'()c. ZSc. 2Sc. - 7Sc. 

Washington Bi-Centennial, February 22, 
1932 

Birthday covers from Mount Vernon, 
Va., each with a block of 4 of the 
Yzc. stamps with two cachets ....... 10 

Same with another group of cachets ... 10 

2c. Winter Olympics, Jan. 25, I9J2 
Covers from Lake Placid, New York ... 10 

2c, Arbor Day Issue, April 22, I9J2 
Covers from Nebraska City, each . .. . . 08 
Same--Blocks of 4 ... ....... ...... . . . 2S 
Covers from Adams, N. Y .. .... ...... 08 
Same--Blocks of 4 .......... ... . .. .. . 2S 

Summer Olympic.r Games, Ju.ne I S, I932 
3c. Single on cover, Los Angeles ..... 10 
Sc. Single on cover, Los Angeles . . ... lS 

First Day Covers from Washington, D. C. 
June 16, 1932-3c. Stuart, H?rizontal .10 
June 24, 1932-3c. Stuart C01l. ...... JO 
July 5, 1932-Last DG 2c. rate .. .... 10 

u~ ~o~~:i7~~~~e". .. ·a·n·c~~l.e~. :'.~'. .s." .lO 
July 6, 1932-First Day change to 3c. 

rate .. . ....... .. ................ • 15 

Ju~ ~o~;t~;;;-~~.':"e: .~~~~~1.1~~. '.'~'. .s: .10 
July 25, l 932-3c. Stuart Entire Book-

let Leof ....... .. ................. 50 
Oct. 12, 1932-3c. Stuart Vertical Coil .10 

lmparforates of 1935 
Blocks of 4 with Center Lines, 4 arrows and 

center gutters-the very cream of this reissue. 
Price ............................ . . ... . $S5.00 
Set of 15 different plate blocks of 6. . . . . . l 0.00 
20 different H orizontal pairs each with a 

vertical line or gutter. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.00 
Complete set 20 varieties plain blox 4.... S.00 
Complete set 20 varieties plain pairs...... 3.00 
Com\'lete set 20 varieties plain singles. . . . 1. 50 

Al fine copies. Stock limited. 

United States Mixtures 
Here is a superior mixture in every way

one· that wil l bring joy to the heart of any 
Collector looking for shades and cancellations. 
Each lot contains at least 125 varieties and is 
not "loaded" with the current 1, 2 .and 3 centers, 
in fact are not counted as part of the 1,000. 
No revenues, cut squares or rubbish of any kind 
included. 

United States Mixture of 1,000 stamps only 
$2.00 ( lOc. extra for postage). 

Satisfaction guaranteed. 

Canada Silver Jubilee 1935 
le., 2c., 3c., Sc., lOc. and 13c. 

FIRST DAY COVERS, each on a handsomely 
cacheted envelope: 
Complete Set, Singles, 6 Covers ........ $1.00 
Complete Set, Blox 4~ .6 Covers...... . . 2.00 

FINE MINT SETS COMPLETE: 
Singles SOc.; Blox of 4................ 1.7S 

FINE USED SETS COMPLETE.......... .30 

Charles A. Lindbergh 
The world renowned aviator was honored by 

Spain through the issuing of a special airpost 
stamp, the l peso deep green of 1930. Put this 
stamp in your U. S. Collection alongside of the 
U . S. Airpost Stamps issued in Lindbergh's honor 
also. 

Spain 1939-1 peso green mint, lSc. 

Two Famous Aviators 
ZWIRKS and WIGURA 

Both ,,·on the circuit race around Europe in 
1932 and Poland issued a specia l air stamp to 
commemorate the victory. Most all collectors are 
interested in stamps of this kind and nice copies 
are offered at 6c . . each or 40c. per 10. 

Washington-Pulaski-Kosciusko 
Three famous Fighters of the Revolution and 

a ll three pictured on a single stamp-the 30 gr. 
brown of Poland. 

Nonvithstanding this stamp was issued in 1932 
by a foreignJ.overnment, 'it is still popular with 
collectors of . S. stamps. 

It is primed in a beautiful shade of brown and 
is truly a handsome stamp to have in your collec
tion. Fine, Used Copies Only. 

Price Sc. each, or 10 for 35c. 

JC. Daniel W ebster, Oct. 25, I9J2 
From Exeter, Franklin, and Hanover 

N. and H . blocks 4, 2Sc., single ..... 10 Golden Galleon Mixture 
JC. William Pe1111, Oct. 25, I9J2 

From Chester , Philadelphia, Pa. and 
New Castle, Del. Choice blocks 4, 
2Sc., single .... . ........... . ..... 10 

JC. Oglethorpe, Feb. I2, 1933 
Cover~ from Savannah, Ga. Each ..... 10 
Blocks of 4, each .................. . 25 

Century of ProgreJS I933 Jmperforate 
le. strip of 3 .. 15c. 3c. pair ....... lSc. 

Pair of each on one cover .... 20c. 

SC· K osciusko, Oct. IJ, I9JJ 
Covers from St. Louis, Buffalo, and 

Kosciusko, Miss. (limited stock). Each . JO 
Same. Blocks of 4, my choice . ....... 32 

JC. Little America, Feb. 10, I9J4 
IMPERFORATE SHEETS OF 6 

First Day Covers. Pairs. . . . . . . . . . . . . l S 
First Day Covers. Blocks of 4 ...... . 25 
First Day Covers. Entire sheet. . .. ... 30 

6c. Air Mail, July I, I9J4 
First Day Covers, Washington . ... . ... 10 

Per 10, 90c.; per 100, $8.00 

OMAHA, Oct. Io, I9J4 
le. Nat'!. Park Irnperforates, pairs .... 15 

CONNECTICUT TERCENTENARY 
April 26, I9J5 

Covers from Hartford. Singles, l Sc. ; 
Blocks of 4, 25c. Handsome Cachet. 

California Pacific Exposition May 29, 19J5 
Covers from San Diego. Singles, l Sc.; 

Blocks of 4 ...................... . ZS 

TERMS: Cash with 
order. Unused stamps 
not accepted as pay-

Azores, British Guiana, Kenya, Tobago and 
many other lands-ALL these are represented 
in this exceptional mixture. In EVERY box you 
will find over 3,000 stamps from more than 75 
different countries. In addition to all the above 

we have added to each and every pound a 
set of scarce stamps from our surplus 
stock cat. over 2.00 and often having a 
retail value greater than the price of the 

entire mixture.-

One pound (3,000 stamps and scarce 
se,!'), (postage lOc extra) • Only $1.50 

Bargains in Foreign Packets 
SO AFRICA ......... ................. $ .20 
50 AUSTRIAN MILITARY . . . . . . . . . . . . .SO 

100 AUSTRIAN MILITARY . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.00 
lSO AUSTRIAN MILITARY . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.00 

50 ARGENTINA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .25 
SO BALTIC COUNTRIES........... .. . .2S 

100 BALKAN COUNTRIES.. .... . ...... .3S 
200 BALKAN COUNTRIES............. .100 
500 BALKAN COUNTRIES ...... 4...... 4.50 

50 BELGIUM PARCEL POST ONLY... .3S 
100 BELGIUM PARCEL POST ONLY ... 1.2S 
10() BOSNIA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • 2.50 
l SO BOSNIA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 6.00 
40 CENTRAL LITHUANIA............ .2S 
SO CHILE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .60 

100 CONGO .......... ......... , . . .... . 
25 COSTA RICA .................... .. 
JO CRETE ........................ .. . 
25 CRETE . ......... . . .. ... ...•.....• 
50 DANZIG ... .... . ... .............. . 
2S CHINA . ........... . . . . .......•••• 
20 DOMLNICAN REPUBLIC ..........• 
25 DUTCH INDIES .............. ... .. 
50 DUTCH INDIES .................. . 
7S DUTCH INDIES ................. .. 

100 DUTCH INDIES ................. .. 
50 FINLAND . . ............•...••• . • •. 
2S FRENCH MOROCCO .............. . 

100 GERMAN COLONIES .........•..•. 
l SO GERMAN COLONIES ..........•... 

ADDRESS ALL ORDERS TO 

HARRY IOOR 

4.00 
.40 
.20 
.7S 
.20 
.20 
.25 
.20 
.40 

1.00 
2.50 
.20 
.25 

6.00 
10.00 

~ment. 802 STATE LIFE BLDG., INDIANAPOLIS, IND. 

You are invited to visit 
my stamp store when 
going through. Hours: 
9 a. m. to 5 p. m. daily. 
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Prices in the Walcott Sale 
Following are the prices obtained 

in the sale of the George Walcott 
Collection of Confederates. They 
include the stamps of the General 
Issues as well as special items. 
~ ~ 

Asterisk ( *) indicates unused; figures 
m parenthesis, catalog prices. 

5C. GREEN LITHOGRAPH 
*Wide margins block of four , o. g., 

slightly creased, Stone 1 ($100.00) $19.00. 
*V. f. o. g. block of five, right sheet mar

gin, Stone 1 ($112 .00) $30.00. 
*Fine o. g. block of six, pale green shade 

$32 .00. 
*Fine o. g. pair $10.00. 
*V. f. and rare light green block of 

fourteen, no gum, Stone 1, a split, bottom 
strip of three is from a different unit $65.00. 

V. f. used vert. pair, wide margins lower 
stamp, with flaw in C of Confederate $7.50. 

Fine used vert. pair with flaws i:n three 
different places on lower stamp $10.00. 

Beautiful horizontal pair, one stamp 
minute thin spot $7.50. 

V. f. copy, tied to small piece cover $3.00. 
Fine copy tied to piece of cover, double 

line circle Ashland, Va. $3.25. 
V. f. copy tied to piece of cover with 

Pensacola, Fla., Stone 2 $4.30. 
Superb used copy $3.60. 
*Very rare hor. pair, bottom sheet mar

gin with imprint, left stamp has variety 
with curl back of head $21.00. 

V. f . hor. pair tied on piece of cover 
with rare Washington, Texas cane. $11.00. 

V . f. hor. pair tied to piece of cover with 
blue Petersburg, Va. cane. 8.00. 

V. f. copy. Stone 2 tied on piece of 
cover with Port Gibson, Miss. cane. $5.50. 

V. f. hor. pair, wide margins, tied on 
piece of cover with Rodney, Miss. cane. 
$8.50. 

Very rare double print all across bottom. 
The most unusual thing on this stamp 
$21.00. 

* 5c. green, very fine pane of 100, the 
left pane Stone 1, wide margins all around, 
the only one known ($2 ,500.00) $600.00. 

5c. green, very fine, reconstructed sheet 
of 50, Stone 2, four stamps missing, Nos. 
5, 10, 22 and 27 $100.00. 

5C. GREEN ON COVERS 
V. f. and rare pair, olive green. Stone 

A, tied on v. f. cover with Montgomery, 
Al a. town cane. $20.00. 

Fine copy, Stone A, short transfer at 
right, tied on v. f . cover $2.00. 

V . f. copy, tied on v. f. cover with Rare 
Bowling Green, Ky. blue cane. 27.00. 

Fine copy, tied on cover with Allenton, 
Texas town can. Very rare $5.00. 

V. f . copy used on cover, pmk. rare 
Fisherville, Va. R. R. $6.50. 

Fine vert. pair, on cover with red town 
Smithfield, Va. $20.00. 

V. f. copy, tied on cover with red town 
Smithfield, Va. cane. $18.00. 

Fine copy on v. f. cover, cane. with red 
numeral 5. Pmk. in red and Camden, S. C. 
The only one recorded $16.00. 

V. f. turned cover with fine 5c. litho-

graphed used inside and outside. Both tied 
on front with Big Lick, Va. Very rare $7.00. 

V . f. 5c. green used in combination with 
5c. London print. Both stamps tied with 
Vickburgh, Miss. cane., attractive and rare 
cover $18.00. 

V . f. copy, tied on illustrated envelope, 
picture of railroad train $10.00. 

ON U. S. ENTIRE ENVELOPES 
V. f. copy, tied over 3c. entire envelope 

of 1853 with blue town Nashville, Tenn. 
cane. Rare $10.00. 

Fine copy, tied over 3c. 1860, patent line 
Nesbitt envelope. Rare $9.50. 

ON COLLEGE ENVELOPES 
Fine copy cane. with rare Tuscaloosa 

star, on v. 'f. envelope of University of 
Alabama $7.80. 

V . f. copy, light green, tied on Farmville 
Va. Female College envelope $8.10. 

V . f. copy, tied on v. f. cover with blue 
grid, pmk. University of Virginia, Va. $8.20. 

ON PATRIOTIC COVERS 
Fine pair, tied on Patriotic cover, design 

Laurence Cat. No. 2183, with note under 
flag from Francis S. Martow comm:inder of 
brigade of Georgia Reg. "I go to illustrate 
Georgia." Very rare $46.00. 

V. f. copy, tied on Pat. cover with town 
cane. Memphis, Tenn. Also adv. in rec
tangular box. Patriotic in a flag with verse 
at bottom, with large letter T for Tennessee 
in middle of star. Rare $19.00. 

Fine copy, stone A, tied with black town 
cane. Cuthbert, Ga. on v. f. Conf. flag. Not 
in Laurence Pat. cat. $21.00. 

V. f. olive green copy, tied on with blue 
cane. on fine Pat. cover $16.50. 

Fine copy, tied with Jackson, Ten., date 
inverted, on rare regimental Conf. Pat. (7th 
Reg. Miss Vol.) and flag in colors $20.00. 

lOC. 1861-2 LITHOGRAPHED 
HOYER & LUDWIG OFF COVER 

*Superb o. g. pair with bottom sheet 
margin $37.00. 

*V. f. block of four o. g. Very difficult 
piece to procure ($175.00) $76.00. 

V . f. used pair, lightly cancelled .. One 
stamp light crease. Rare and desirable 
item ($200.00) $15.00. 

V. f. copy, bottom sheet margin, cancelled 
in red, with double circle Buck Eye, Geo., 
very rare $27.00. 

Superb copy with two flaws , tied on 
piece of cover. Very unusual and rare 
$10.50 . 

*Sheet of 100, with imprint at bottom 
"Lithograph of Hoyer & Ludwig, Richmond, 
Va.", Ji~htly creased in four places. Very 
fine on face. The only one known ($4,375 .-
00) $450.00. 

]. T. PATERSON OFF COVER 
*Superb block of ten ( 250.00) $80.00. 
*V. f . o. g. block of nine with bottom 

sheet margin. One stamp on top row has 
a thin spot ($208 .00 ) $55.00. 

*Superb .o. g. block of six, deeper shade, 
bottom sheet margin ($150.00) $48.00. 

*V. f. o. g. block of four $16.50. 
*V. f. pair, greenish blue with wide mar

gins between stamps $6.50. 
*V. f. o. g. copy, deep shade $10.50. 
Superb copy, sharply printed, tied to 

piece of cover with Quincy, Flor. $12.50. 

Fine copy, cane. with blue town cane. 
$2.75. 

V . f. pair, cane. Richmond ($125 .00) 
$20.00 . 

Very rare copy, cane. with Estell Springs, 
N . C. R. R. ($85 .00) $10.50. 

V. f. copy, stone Y, cane. blue $4.25. 
*Sheet of 100, partly creased and stained 

($2,500.00) $2 10.00. 
HOYER & LUDWIG ON COVER 

Left sheet margin pair, slightly damaged, 
tied on small cover with Mobile, Ala. ad
dressed to Mobile, drop letter with 20c. 
postage, why? ($200.00) $16.00. 

Superb copy, tied on v. f. small cover 
with Tudor Hall , Va. $11.25. 

V. f . copy, deep color, tied on v. f . 
cover $17.00. 

Superb copy, on v. f. cover with Tusca
loosa Star cane. $10.50. 

Fine copy, tied on v. f. cover with Mar
shall, Texas grid. Rare $14.00. 

J. T. PATERSON & CO. ON COVER 
V. f. pair, tied on v. f. small cover with 

Amelia C. H . Va. Rare ($125.00) $30.00. 
Fine pair, wide margins on three sides, 

close at right bottom, tied on cover with 
Hardieville, S. C. $21.00. 

Superb copy, tied on v. f. cover with 
Richmond, Va. cane. $10.00. 

V. f. copy. Rare ultramarine, tied on 
v. f. cover 16.00. 

Superb copy. Stone Y, tied on v. f. cov
er with Richmond, Va. $7.00. 

V. f. copy, tied on small neat cover with 
Little Rock, Ark. Extremely rare $19.00. 

WALL PAPER 
Fine copy, tied on small wall paper en

velope. The only one in the collection with 
lOc. 1861. Very rare $20.00. 

COMBINATION 
Fine copy, cut in at left, used in com

bination with a pair lOc. London. Both 
tied with black town cane. Very rare com
bination $13.00. 

ON U. S. ENTIRE ENVELOPE 
Fine copy, wide margins on three sides, 

cut close at left, tied with blue town cane. 
over 3c. 1861. Entire env. rare $15.00. 

ON TURNED COVER 
V. f. copy, on v. f. cover, tied with 

Kingston, Ga. inside a fine 5c. blue No. 203. 
Prok. Athens, Ga. Rare combination $17.00. 

ON PATRIOTIC COVERS 
Wide margins pair, creased, tied on cam

paign cover, embossed on flap, Bell & 
Everett $19.00. 

V. f. copy, tied on fine Patriotic cover. 
Laurence cat. No. 3171, cliff. verse $20.00. 

V. f. copy, pen cane. on v. f . small 
Patriotic cover. Laurence cat No. 3215. 
Ten stars $20.50. 

2c. GREEN No. 202 
Very fine sheet of 100. Listed in the col

lection as the only sheet of 100 in existence 
$370.00. 
*V. f. o. g. block of six $40.00. 

*Fine o. g. well centered block of four, 
slightly creased $22.00. 

*V. f. o. g. pair $14.00. 
*Fine copy, pin head thin spot $5.50. 
*V. f. o. g. strip of five, top row $41.00. 
*Fine o. g. left sheet margin copy $19.00. 
Superb pair cancelled "Paid." Extremely 

rare. Gem $30.00. 
V . f. copy, cancelled with Express Co. 

cane. A rarity $20.00. 
V . f. used copy on piece of cover $12.00. 
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ON COVER 
Fine strip of five on face of cover, can-· 

celled Richmond $125.00. 
Fine margins copy, tied on v. f. cover 

$56 .00. 
Fine copy, tied on cover with Savannah, 

Ga. $40.00. 
Extremely rare block of 5, tied on home

made cover with black town Anderson, 
Texas cane. $100.00. 

Two 2c. green used in combination with 
5c. No. 205, tied on v. f. cover with blue 
Columbia, S. C. One of the rarest Confed
erate combinations $135:00. 

Fine copy, tied on v. f. cover with black 
town Athens, Ga. $45.00. 

V. f. copy on hand-made envelope out of 
an insurance circular, tied with town cane. 
$81.00. 

Superb strip of five, pen cane. from Ox
ford , N. C. on turned cover with 3c. 1857 
used inside. Very rare $45.00. 

Fine strip of three and a pair, tied on 
v. f. cover with town cane. Knoxville, Tenn. 
$50.00. 

V. f. copy, tied to large piece of env. 
with blue town cane. Richmond, Va. $40.00. 

5C. BLUE LITHOGRAPHED 1862 
*Very fine block of 197. From late set

ting of stone 2. The largest single piece 
known $410.00. 

*Very fine reconstructed sheet of 5c. 
blue, Stone 3, complete pane, consisting of 
thirteen pairs and thirty-one singles $130.00. 

*Block of twelve, Stone 3, lightly creased. 
The largest block on record of Stone 3 
$35.00. 

*V. f. o. g. block of nine, Stone 2. Bot
tom row from different pane $26.00. 

*V. f . o. g. block of nine, very deep 
shade. Rare block 40.00. 

*V. f . o. g. block of ten, Stone 2 $32.00. 
*V. f . o. g. block of four, Stone 2 $16.00. 
Fine copy, used in combination with 5c. 

No. 206, Variety White Cravat. Both tied 
on half of env. Very rare $10.00. 

V. f. copy, cane. with rare Big Shanty. 
A gem $20.00. 

V. f. copy, cane. in red Camden, S. C. 
$14 .00. 

ON COVER 
Two v. f. copies, stone 3, deep shade, 

both tied on v. f. cover with Uniontown, 
Ala. $15.00. 

Superb copy, tied on cover $6.50. 
Superb copy, stone 3, tied on cover with 

Wilmington, N. C. 5 Paid $9.00. 
Superb pair, stone 3, tied on cover with 

Godson, Va. Rare $18.50. 
V . f. pair, stone 3, a split, bottom stamp 

from different pane, tied on small home
made cover. Very rare $7.00. 

COMBINATIONS 
V. f . copy, 5c. blue used with 5c. green, 

both tied with different town postmark. 
Very rare $13.00. 

V. f. blue used with 5c. No. 205, both 
tied on small neat cover. Rare $14.00. 

Fine copies, 5c. blue and 5c. green, both 
tied with different town cane. $13.50. 

CAN CELLA TIO NS 
Fine copy, close at right, cancelled with 

rare Tuscaloosa Star 4.50. 
Fine pair, stone 3, bottom sheet margin, 

top stamp creased at left top, but tied with 
Abingdon, Va. Star $5.00. 

ON ILLUSTRATED ENVELOPE 
V. f. right bottom sheet margin, tied with 

Savannah, Ga. on v. f. hotel cover. A gem 
$20.00. 

Fine copy, cut in at top, tied with blue 
Norfplk, Va. cane., on rose env. with pic
ture of a packet boat $11.00. 

ON TURNED COVER 
Fine pair, bottom sheet margin, right 

stamp has damaged corner, cane. with red 
grid of Havana, Ala. Inside used with 
1853 3c. env. $3.30. 

ON PATRIOTIC COVERS 
Fine copy, cut in at top, on Pat. cover. 

Blue Flag with Palmetto Tree $17.00. 
Fine copy, stone 3, cut in at top, tied 

blue Petersburg, Va. cane. on v. f. cover 
$15.00. 

lOC. ROSE LITHOGRAPHED 
Very fine reconstructed sheet of 1 Oc. rose, 

complete plating except No. 40. Two very 
fine unused pairs and forty-five singles. 
Used and unused. A gem $1,000.00. 

*Superb o. g. rejoined pair, bottom sheet 
margin with imprint. (Lith. of Hoyer & 
Ludwig, Rich.). Extremely rare $77.00. 

*Wide margins, o. g. strip of four, two 
stamps thin $30.00. 

*V. f. o. g. pair $30.00. 
V . f. used copy, lightly cane. $17.50. 
Superb, carmine rose, cane. in blue 

$37.00. 
V . f . copy, tied on piece of cover with 

Little Rock, Ark. Extremely rare $18.00. 

ON COVER 
Carmine rose, fine wide margins copy, 

cane. black grid, pmk. Aiken, S. C. $22.00. 
V. f. copy, tied on cover with Jackson, 

Miss . cann. $13.00. 
Superb copy, tied on cover with black 

grid, pmk. Chapel Hill, N . C. $25.75. 
V. f. copy, tied on small cover, black 

town cane. $12.50. 
Superb copy, tied on cover with Augusta, 

Ga. cane. $26.00. 

ON U. S. ENTIRE ENVELOPE 
Fine copy over 1861 3c. env. , tied on 

cover with Union Church, Miss. cane. Very 
rare $32.00. 

WITH IMPRINT 
Fine copy with imprint Hoyer & Ludwig, 

tied on v. f. cover with Richmond, Va. Ex
tremely rare $51.00. 

ON TURNED COVER 
Superb copy, tied on cover with Pratt

ville town cane., used inside with a 5c. 
blue No. 203 from Columbia,. Miss. Very 
rare combination $22:00. 

V. f. copy on turn cover, tied on with 
Chattanooga, Ten. cane. $22.50. 

V . f. copy with variety Malformed T of 
Ten. tied on cover with Selma, Ala. $23.00. 

1862 5C. TYPOGRAPH 
BY DE LA RUE AND ARCHER & DALY 

No. 205-No. 206 
*Superb sheet of 100, De La Rue $12.00. 
*V. f. sheet of 100, Archer & Daly on 

London paper, with white cravat variety 
also numerous flaws $31.00. ' 

*V. f. sheet of 100 on thick paper Plate 
3. Very rare in sheet $36.00. ' 

Fine used block of eighteen Archer & 
D aly, cane. Richmond, Va. $37:50. 

V . f. used block of six, on London paper 
cane. Richmond, Va. Very rar $18.00. ' 

V. f . used block of four, lightly cane. 
$14.00. 

VARIETIES AND CANCELLATIONS 
. V . f. well centered pair. Printed on both 

sides, one stamp scissor cut and rejoined. 
Extremely rare ($50Q.OO) $120.00. 

V. f. pair, perforated, cane. Oxford, N. C. 
Very rare $10.00. 

V. f. single, cane. Fisherville, Va. C. R. 
R. $15.00. 

V. f. single, cane. Estell Spring, U. & 
C. R. R. $16.00. 

V. f. pair, half stamp misprinted $2.00. 
*V. f. single with White Cravat variety 

5C . TYPOGRAPHED No. 205-No. 206 
ON COVER 

SINGLE ON COVER 

Fine copy, cut close at right, tied on 
small cover with straight line Jackson, Miss. 
$12.00. 

V. f. copy, tied with Richmond, Va. Also 
pmk. Graham's Turnout, S. C. $5.25. 

V . f . copy, on v. f. cover with corner 
card, tied with blue town cane. Lynchburg, 
Va. $7.00. 

V. f. copy, tied on v. f. cover with blue 
town cane. Albany, Ga. $7.25. 

BLOCKS OF FOUR, STRIPS 
V. f. block of four, lightly tied on .face 

of cover with black town cane. $27.00. 

ODDITIES 
Superb pair, left bottom corner sheet 

margins, lightly cane. Richmond, Va. $9.50. 
Superb pair, very rare deep shade, tied 

on cover with Richmond, Va. town cane. 
$14.00. 

WHITE CRAVAT 
V . f. pair, tied on cover with Richmond, 

Va . town cane., on env. with blue corner 
card $8.25. 

Two v. f. pairs, one over the other, top 
one has cravat, tied with two towns cane. 
Richmond and Chattanooga. Very rare 
$11.25. 

CANCELLATIONS 
V . f. pair, tied on small cover with 

Southern Express Lynchburg. A gem $46.00. 
Two fine copies, tied on v. f. cover with 

rare Estell Springs, N. & C. R. R. cane. 
$21.00. 

V. f. pair, left sheet margin, cane. with 
the rarest of Straight Line cane. Hatche
chubbee, Ala. $18.50. 

V. f. pair, deep shade, tied on cover 
with red , Blacks and Whites, Va. town 
cane. $13.50. 

Superb pair, tied on v. f. cover with red 
Petersburgh, Va. town cane. $4.75. 

Superb pair, London print, tied on v. f. 
cover with red Camden, S. C. town cane. 
$13.50. 

Two superb pairs. One inside. One on 
face. Both lightly tied with different town 
canes . Very attractive $4.25. 

Two v. f . pairs . One inside. One on 
.face of Conf. War D ept. Env. $3.60. 

ON U. S. ENTIRE ENVELOPES 
Two v. f. singles over 3c. 1853 env., tied 

with town cane. Bennettsville, S. C. $2.25. 
Fine pair, thick, hard paper over 3c. 

1860 env., tied with Richmond, Va. $4.75 . 
V. f. pair on 3c. 1860 entire env., tied 

with Richmond, Va. $3.00. 

COMBINATIONS 
Fine copy, used in combination with 5c. 

green No. 200, stone 1, both tied on cover 
with Greenville, Tenn. town cane. $4.00. 

Fine copy, slightly damaged, used in com
bination with 5c. blue No. 203 , tied on 
Davidson College picture cover $5 .00. 

ON WALL PAPER ENVELOPE 
V . f. pair, tied on wall paper env. Rare 

with this stamp $7.80. 
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Superb pair, deep shade, tied on v. f. 
wall paper env. with rare Canton, Miss. 
grid $8.30. 

ON PATRIOTIC COVER 
Fine pair, tied on U. S. Pat. env $12.00. 

2C. BROWN-RED 1863 
*Complete unused sheet of 200 $96.00. 
Fine strip of five, used on piece of cover 

with Carthage, N. C. town cane. ($200.00 ) 
$43.00. 

V. f. strip of three, cane. Richmond, Va. 
.$13.00. 

V. f. strip of four, tied on piece of cover 
20.00. 

Fine strip of three, tied on piece of cover 
.$15.00. 

V. f. single, tied on piece of cover with 
Richmond, Va. $11.00. 

ON COVER 
Fine strip of five, on cover with Aber

deen town cane. ( $200.00) $S4.00. 
V. f. single, tied on cover with Rich

mond, Va. town cane. 38.00. 
V. f. single, tied on cover with blue 

Greensborough, N. C. town cane. $41.00. 
Fine strip of four and a single from same 

strip, tied with Atlanta, Ga. on U. S. entire 
env. le. blue 1860 $50.00. 

Fine strip of five, tied on cover with 
Richmond, Va. town cane. $S9.00. 

Block of five, tied on cover, with a block 
of four in fine condition and a stamp torn 
in half. Very rare $17 .50. 

V . f . pair, tied on cover with Tuscaloosa 
Ala. town cane. Very rare 72.00. ' 

V . f. copy, tied on back of small env. 
with Charleston, S. C. town cane. $2S.OO. 

TEN. O. 208 
*V. f. unused strip of three. Rare $45.00. 
*V. f. unused pair $23.00. 
*V. f. unused copy 20.00. 
*V. f. unused copy 21.00. 
V. f. copy, tied on face of cover with 

Chattanooga, Tenn. town cane. $16.00. 
V . f. copy, tied on piece of cover with 

blue Richmond, Va. town cane. $24.00. 

TEN ON COVERS 
V. f. copy, tied on folded letter with 

town cane. $32 .00. 
Superb copy, tied on v. f. cover with 

Rome, Ga. town cane. $38.00. 
V. f. copy, tied on v. f. cover with blue 

town cane. Enfield, N. C. $32.00. 
Superb copy; tied on v. f. cover with 

Richmond, Va. cane. 49.00. 
Fine pair, tied on cover with Pollard 

Ala. town cane. Very rare $84.00. ' 

lOC. FRAME LINE No. 209 
*V. f. o. g. strip of three. Extremely 

rare $287 .00. 
:Fine o. g. pair, one stamp slightly 

stained. Very rare 52.00. 
· *Fine copy, frame line complete on three 

sides $5 3 .00. 
V. f. pair, lightly creased, small tear on 

lefr stamp in bottom margin. Very rare 
$52 .50. 

V . f. copy, tied on piece of cover with 
Richmond, Va. cane. 34.00. 

ON COVER 
V. f. copy, frame line complete on three 

sides, tied on cover with Mobile, Ala. town 
cane. $60.00. 

V . f. copy, tied on cover with Richmond, 
Va. town cane. $39.00. . . 
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ARCHER & DALY 1863 lOC. BLUE 
Four Plates Were Used in the Manufacture 

oi These Stamps. 
*Two blocks, a block of six Type I, 

showing scrolls at the corners. A block of 
four Type II, encircled by heavy outer lines 
parallel to the design $14.00. 

*Beautiful lot of shades Type I, twelve 
blocks of four, four singles and a pair 
$15.-00. 

*Archer & D aly, complete sheet of 200, 
with imprint No. 1 $34.00. 

*Keating & Ball, sheet of 200, with im
print No. 1 $21.00. 

* lOc. perforated Type II, a block of S 7 
stamps. The largest block on record. A 
real gem $77.50 . 

*V. f. block of four, perforated $10.00. 
*A Superb used strip of six, cancelled 

with a black town cane. $36.00. 
Two v. f. copies, cane. with red towns 

Gaston and Raleigh $4.50. 

10C. 1863-4 ON COVER 
STRIPS AND PAIRS 

Superb strip of four, tied on back of 
small cover with Mobile, Ala. town cane. 
$19.00. 

V. f. pair, tied on v. f. cover, used inside 
with handstamp conf. $5.25. 

ODDITIES 
V. f. copy, pen cane. on cover, franked 

by Robert E. Lee General $28.00. 
Greenish blue, very deep color, tied on 

v. f. cover with target cane. Pmk. Patter
son, N. C. $5.00. 

Superb copy, left corner sheet margins, 
laid paper, tied on v. f. cover with George
town, S. C. $7.50. 

ON U. S. ENTIRE ENVELOPE 
V. f. copy, over U. S. env. 3c. 1860, tied 

with rare town Victoria, Tex. $10.50. 
V. f. copy over U . S. env. 3c. 1860, tied 

with Griffin, Ga. cane. $8.-00. 

COMBINATION AND TURNED COVERS 
Fine copy, used in combination with pair 

Sc. No. 206, tied Richmond, Va. 9.50. 
V. f. copy, tied on turn cover, inside pair 

Sc. No. 206, also tied $3.30. 
V. f. copy, tied on front U. S. 3c. 1857 

type 2 tied inside. Rare $3.25. 

RAILROAD CANCS. 
Fine copy, tied on cover with rare War

trace N & L R. R. in oval. Rare 8.00. 
Fine copy, tied on cover with rare Bum

pass, Va. C. R. R., edges of cover stained 
6.50. 

CANCELLATIONS 
V . f . copy, tied on cover with rare, 

straight line Jackson, Miss. $8.7S. 
V. f. copy, tied on v. f. cover with Meri

dian, Miss. Very rare $3.25. 

GREEN CANCELLATIONS 
V. f. copy, tied on cover with green 

Monticello, Ga. $6.00. 
V . f. copy, tied with green Chester C. H. 

S. C. $6.00. 

PURPLE CANCELLATIONS 
V. f . copy, tied on with purple Augusta, 

Ga. $7.25 . 
V. f. copy, tied on with purple Lynch

burg, Va. $1.00. 

RE·D CANCELLATIONS 
V. f. copy, tied on with red Greensboro, 

N. C. $3.10. 
V. f. copy, tied ori. with red Tunnel Hill; 

Ga. $8.50. 

Fine copy, tied folded letter with red, 
Blacks and Whites, Va. $1S.OO. 

V. f. copy, tied on with red Opelika, Ala. 
$1.70. 

V. f. copy, tied on with rare red Colum
bia, Ga. $2.20. 

Fine copy, tied on with red Woodville, 
Ga. 1.30. 

Fine copy, tied on with red Lynchburg, 
Va. $1.30. 

FORT 
Fine copy, tied on with Fort Gains, Ga. 

$3.10 . 
TOWNS 

V. f. copy, cane. straight line Paid pmk. 
Ridgeway, N . C., inside used corner card 
R. R. env. $5.10. 

V . f. copy, tied on with Quincy, Flor. 
cane. . 3.40. 

V. f . copy, tied on with Huntsville, Texas 
$6.75. 

ODD POSTMARKS 
V. f. copy, tied with Montgomery; Ala. 

also pmk. Macon, Ga. Forwarded 10 $6.2S. 
V. f . copy, tied with Eutaw, Ala. also 

pmk. Richmond, Va. and Advertised 2 in 
odd design postmark $9.25. 

V. f. copy, tied with Halifax C. H ., Va. 
also pmk. Macon, Ga. and missent $6.00. 

V. f. copies on readdressed cover, partly 
on top of each other, two different town 
canes, also Due 10 $6.00. 

10C. PERFORATED ON COVER 
V. f. pair, tied on cover with Demopolis, 

Ala. Very rare $20.00. 
V. f. copy, tied on cover with red 

Lynchburg, Va. cane. $15.00. 

ON WALL PAPER ENVELOPE 
V. f. copy, on v. f. wall paper env. with 

Tuscaloosa, Ala. 6.SO. 
V. f. copy, on v. f. wall paper env. tied 

with Savannah, Ga. $6.30. • 

ON PATRIOTIC COVER 
V. f. copy, pen cane. on fine Patriotic 

cover. Pmk. in blue Lenoir, N. C. $8.25. 

ON OFFICIAL ENVELOPES 
Fine copy, tied on official env. C. S. Nitre 

and Mining Bureau $7.10. 
V. f. copy, on official env. Head Quarters 

Cavalry Corps Army of North. Va. $11.00. 
Fine copy, on official env. Confederate 

Srates Treasury D ept. $3.00. 
V. f. copy, on official env. Conf. States 

Executive D ept. $3.7S. 
Two v. f. copies, on two different cO'Vers 

State of Ga. Quartermaster-General's Office 
4.50. 
Two v. f. copies, on two covers, State of 

N. C. One Executive D ept.; one Adju
tant Gen. Office $6.90. 

Two v. f. copies, on two official envs. 
Quartermaster D ept. and Com'd'nt Con
scripts $8.00. 

V. f . copy, on official env. Quartermaster 
General of Ga. $2.80. 

20C. GREEN 1863 
LINE ENGRAVED BY ARCHER & DALY 

*Right pane of 100, on thin paper, 
double transfer on stamps Nos. 10, lS, 25, 
35 and 80. Very rare sheet $20.00. 

*Right pane of 100, on thick paper 
$49.00. 
. *S_uperb block of six, right pane with 
imprint Archer & D aly. Richmond Va. 
23.00. 

*V. f. top sheet margin o. g. block of 
four, double transfer variety Eyes D ouble 
$15.00. 
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V. f. used strip of three, lightly can
celled. Very rare $37.00. 

V. f. copy, cancelled in red Greensboro, 
N. C. The only one in the Walcott's col
lection off cover $31.00. 

V. f. pair, lightly cancelled with black 
town cane. Very rare $21.00. 

V. f . cover cancelled with black town 
cane. Cheraw, S. C. $13.00 . 

ON COVER 

V. f. copy, tied on small neat cover with 
Galv.eston, Texas cane. Very rare 28.00. 

V. f . copy, tied with gridiron of Rich
mond, Va. This letter, by its contents 
shows that it was probably carried by boat 
up the river to Richmond and cancelled 
on arrival. Very rare 26.00. 

,f air copy, tied on cover with red Peters
burg, Va. The only one on cover in the 
collection $20.00. 

V. f. copy, tied on folded letter with 
Danville, Va. town cane. $26.00. 

Two v. f. copies, tied on cover with 
Richmond, Va. $20.50. 

Top diagonal half, v. f. copy, tied on 
small cover with rare grid $22.00. 

Bottom diagonal half, v. f. tied on cover 
with Galveston, Texas 54.00. 
('I;'hese two top horizontal halves are the 

only copies known) 
Top horizontal half, tied on small cover 

with Chapel Hill, Texas cane. $77.00. 
Top horizontal half, tied on cover with 

Chapel Hill, Texas town cane. $69.00. 

lC. ORANGE 

Very fine, o. g. sheet of 100, printed by 
De La Rue. Very rare in sheets $125.00. 

EXPRESS COVERS 

V. f. express cover with a pair of 3c. 
1857, tied with blue Louisville, Ky. cane. 
Also pmk. in black Adams Express Co. 
Aug. 2, 1861. Letter sealed on back with 
rare Adams Express label giving instruc
tions how to forward letter from Confed
erate States to the North. Very rare item 
$40.00. 

V. f. folded letter from New Orleans to 
N. Y., with a pair of 3c. 1857, tied with 
Louisville, Ky. blue cane. Also pmk. in 
black Adams Express Co. Louisville Ky. 
July 23, 1861. Very rare cover $27.00. 

V. f. 3c. 1860 U. S. entire envelope, 
cane. in black Adams Express Co. Louis
ville, Ky. Aug. 12, 1861. Also pmk. in 
blue Nashville, Tenn. Paid 10. Very rare 
$26.00. 

V. f. cover with embossed corner card of 
The American Telegraph Co Pmk. Adams 
Express Co. Oct. 4, Augusta, Ga. Very un
usual and rare $19.00. 

V. f. American Letter Express cover, pmk. 
Nashville, Tenn. Paid 5, containing a letter 
with the signatures of o.fficials of the com
pany Jenkins & McGill. Also printed cir
culars of how to send letters from the North 
to the South and vice versa by express. 
This cover and its contents has been com
pletely written up by Mr. Charles J. Phil
lips in Stamps, Oct. 13, 1934, page 53 
$34.50. 

OFFICIAL ENVELOPES OF CONFEDERATE 

STATES OF AMERICA 

V. f. U. S. entire envelope 1853, sur
charged C. S. A. P. 0 . Dept. Signed by 
Hamel!. Pmk. Richmond, Va. and Free 
$7.25. 

Fine cover C. S. of America P. 0. Dept. 
Signed by H. St. Geo. Offutt. Pmk. Rich
mond Va. Free $8.00. 

3c. 1860 entire envelope, surcharged C. 
S. A. P. 0. Dept. Signed by H . St. Geo. 
Offutt. Pmk. Richmond Va. Free 5.00. 

Fine 3c. 1860 entire envelope, surcharged 
C. S. A. P . 0. Dept. Signed by A. Dimity 
$8.20. 

Fine orange official envelope C. S. A. P. 
0 . Dept. Signed by B. N. Clements $7.50. 

Fine orange face of envelope, same as 
previous $2.50. 

Fine orange official envelope C. S. A. P. 
0. Dept. Signed by B. Baker, Auditor's 
Office $2.50. 

V. f. 3c. 1860, surcharged Official Busi
ness Office Adjutant and Inspector Gen. 
with a pair of 5c. local print No. 206. 
Also pmk. in red Alexandria, La. Very rare 
$7.00. --01---
Duck Stamps Can be Sold 

to Anyone Under 
New Law 

Stamp collectors and friends of 
conservation who are not hunters, 
may now purchase 1934-35 duck 
stamps without having them affixed 
to hunting licenses or certificates. 
A new law provides that the stamps 
may be purchased by anyone, and in 
unlimited quantities. 

The new law making this effec
tive, approved by President Roose
velt on June 15, opens to the public 
the sale of the first migratory-bird 
hunting stamp, designed by J. N . 
(Ding) Darling and required of 
hunters of ducks and geese last 
season. Provisions of the original 
law that authorized the duck stamp 
made it difficult for non-hunters to 
purchase stamps and also required 
that each stamp sold should be at
tached to a hunting license or a 
special certificate. The stamps may 
now be purchased at post offices at 
one dollar ($ LOO) each, either 
singly, in block, or in full sheets 
of 28 stamps to the sheet. All these 
stamps remaining unsold after June 
30 will be destroyed. 

This announcement is issued by 
the Biological Survey of the Depart
ment of Agriculture, so that persons 
and organizations desiring to make 
their contribution to the migratory
waterfowl program in this manner, 
and stamp collectors who have pre
viously sought the stamps unaffixed 
to a license or a certificate, may now 
obtain as many as desired before 
they are withdrawn from sale. 
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HOBBIES 
A beautiful, illustrated magazine for collec

ton of stamps; coins, Indian relics, firearms 
book1, curios, autographs, prints, antiquca and 
scores of other interesting hobbies. 

Our subscription li•t includes the famous 
and n•ar-famou•, l•ading educators and out
standing busineH m•n and women who are 
anxious to improve their time with cultural 
and absorbini hobbies. 

It i1 popular to havt a hobby and rtlld 

Hobbies 
SAMPLE COPY 10 CENTS 

TWELVE BIG ISSUES FOR $1.00 

LIGHTNER PUBLISHING CORP. 

2810 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill. 

READ 
Two of the World's Finest Stamp 

Magazines 
For Only $1.50 a Year-Save Soc. 

Tht AuJtralian Stamp Monthly 5/- per ann. 
and 

STAMP AND CovElt COLLECTING $1.00 p.r ann. 
One publishtd at M•lbourne, Australia, and 

the oth.r at Richmond, Viriinia, U. S. A.
nearly two extremes of the earth, but assurina: 
you of all the newa from everywhere. With 
these two fine monthlics coming to your office 
or home twelve times • year, you have an the 
philatelic new• that'• worth while. Sub1cribc 
now? 

Send your 1ubscription1 to: 

Stamp and Cover Collectint 
109 E. Cary St., RICHMOND, VA. 

• 

Stamp Trade Pretectlu 
Asuclatlen, l•c. 

A Bureau for Collection, 
Protection, Information, 

and Co-operation. 

KALA MAZOO, MICHIGAN, U. U 

HA VE YOU SEEN THE 

Priced Catalog of 
Stampless Covers 
Now running in 

POSTAL 
MARKINGS 

A Dime a Copy; a Dollar a Year 

s. G. RICH 

VERONA, NEW JERSEY 

RIO GRANDE FILATELICO 
lnltrn"1ional Rt'vitw for Stamp Colltctor1. 

Postca rds, Numismatics, Esparanto. 
Memben throughout the world , particularly 

AmcricL 
Official orga n of the "Sociedade Filatelica 

Rio G randcnse." 
Sp•cimen copy will be aent on receipt of 

5 cents in unused stamps, to cover the coet 
of mailing. 

DR. BENJAMIN CAMOZATO 
RuA DOS ANDUDAS, 1431, 

PORTO ALEGRE, BRAZIL 
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Greetings! 

H ENCEFORTH the "C. S. A. 
Page" is to be a feature in 
STAMP AND COVER COL

LECTING, but I do not want to do 
all the quill-pushing solo . . It is your 
page-not mine-and it is set aside 
for you, whereon to offer sugges
tions and plans for the conduct of 
its affairs-ideas that will be useful 
and beneficial to us all. I know it's 
hot as all blazes, and banging away 
on the old Corona is like pulling 
eye-teeth; but I am positive if any 
one told you that a wooden bag 
of war-time letters was stowed 
away in some barn at" the Equator 
and that they were yours, provided 
you went for them in a fur coat and 
boxing-gloves -you would sally 
forth pronto. Don't I know it! 
And next in interest to finding Con
federates, is talking about them
telling the rest of us about some
thing fine-something unusual- in 
your collection; or asking informa
tion from the rest of us about some 
puzzling markings on a cover that 
you have not been able to "figger 
out" to your satisfaction. 

To give you an idea of how many 
friends and brother collectors of 
Confederates you already have, I 
am printing the first list of the 
membership. Every one has exprest 
the wish to have fellow-members 
visiting in his city call on him and 
get acquainted. The membership
card, which will reach you about 
the time you read this, will repre
sent the credential and the pass to 
your inner Sanctum. Here they are: 
Dr. M. Y. Dabney, 809 Woodward Build

ing, Birmingham, Ala. 
S. W. Richey, 802 Traction Building, Cin

cinnati, Ohio. 
Kenneth G . Bentz, 658 Park Drive, N. E., 

Atlanta, Ga. · 

NON-POLITICAL 

R. T. Freeman, 242 Arcade Building, At
lanta, Ga . • 

Hiram E. Deats, Flemington, N.]. 
H. L. Fell, 506 W. 37th Street, Savannah, 

Ga. 
A. H. Schumacher, 907 Harold Ave., H ous

ton, Tex. 
H arold L. Mills, 19 Millbrook St., W orces-

ter, Mass . 
Louis Lenz, Lake Charles, La. 
Charles H . Drake, Braselton, Ga. 
Reuel W. Smith, Auburn, Maine. 
Scott Nixon, 1007 Hickman Road "The 

Hill," Augusta, Ga. 
Roscoe B. Martin, Forrestville, N. Y. 
Thos. H. Hubert, Jr., 1228 Fourth Ave., 

S. Birmingham, Ala. 
Fred Faulstich, 2285 Sedgwick Ave., New 

York, N . Y . 
Roland C. Noe, 2235 Cleneay Ave., Nor

wood, Ohio. 
George C. Ham, 180 Cliff St., Naugatuck, 

Conn. 
R. ]. Reid, Chatham, Va. 
R. P. Miller, M. D ., Old Hickory, Tenn. 
Birchall Hammer, 503 Spring Ave., Elkins 

Park, Pa. 
W. C. Place, State St., Caledonia, N . Y. 
August Dietz, 109 E. Cary St., Richmond, Va. 

I CONFEDERATE 
QUESTION AIRE 

It will interest you, too, to learn 
that free-will donations - toward 
the modest organizing expenses, 
such as membership cards and post
age-have been received to the 
amount of $17.71, represented by 
checks, cash and stamps. This sum 
will cover all expenditures for the 
present, and it will be left to the 
membership whether any stated 
"dues" at all are necessary for the 
carrying on of our Alliance. The 
sole expense, as far as I can see, 
would be represented by the annual 
membership cards and the postage 
needed for their mailing. 

We might elect a President and 
a Secretary . (without salary!) to 
whom I could turn over this vast 
accumulation of money. It is too 
much of a responsibility and a 
temptation-I might be led astray, 
and bid on blocks of Livingston and 
Marion Locals-and then what? 

Let's have "nominations" for 
these officers in .the next issue of 
our magazine, and some letters 
from the boys. 

AUGUST DIETZ. 

STAMP ALLIANCE 
APPLICATION 

!'lame (printedl---------------------------------------------------------

A.ddress (residence) --------------------------- -------------------------

Business or Profession---------------------------------------------------
Do you collect Confederate stamps exclusively? _________________________ _ 

Do you prefer Confederate stamps to others?---------------------------

How long have you collected stamps?-----------------------------------

Membership in what philatelic societies?---------------------------------

Have you held office in philatelic societies?------------------------------

To what extent do you deal in stamps? (a) Exchange stamps?------------· 
(b) Part-time dealer? ____________ , (c) Full-time dealer? ____________ , 

(d) Mail-order business at all?--------------· 

Please give commercial references:---------------------------------------

\Vould-y~~~-;a-;.~-f~~-~i;iti~g-~~ll~t~~~-~~-d-e-itl~~;-t~-~;ll-~~-y~~--;;h;~-i~ 
your city?----------------------------------------------------------

Please list on separate sheet names and addresses of others interested in 
Confederate stamps. 

Note----1 am enclosing ___________ cents in postage to help defray organization 
expenses (not necessary for membership) . 
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WASHINGTONI~NA 
Send me 100 used commemoratives, 150 pre

cancels or 28c. in mint commemoratives and 
I will send you a newspaper dated D~cember 
31 1799 containing George Wasl11ngton's 
de~th and fun eral notices. 

H. 0. DOUGLASS 

Box 50, Hot Springs, Ark. 

OUR BI-CENTENARY 
(200th) PUBLIC AUCTION 

l'.lS~ July 31st 
\lDfl A fine general lot of United 

States 19th and 20th and 
Foreign. C.atalo11 Free. 

~We are open for 
~ · really fine U.S. and 
Foreign collections for the 
Fall Auction Season. 

M. OHLMAN 
1160 Nassau St., N . Y. C . 

To Stamp Clubs 
W ant to make some money for 

the Club, kick up some excitement 
and make buyers happy ? If so, let 
me tell you what some other clubs 
have done with those British West 
India and Cent ral America P ackets 
I have been offering here. 

A. C. TOWNSEND 
6229 Eddy Street, CHICAGO, ILL. 

Be Sure to Advertise in 
STAMP AND COVER 

COLLECTING 
Rates very reasonable for the first four 

months, after which they will probably advance. 

One Inch . . .. . . . .. . . .. . .. . . • . $ 1.00 
Two Inches . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.00 
T hird Page . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 9.00 
Full Page . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . 27 .00 

Cop:y must be in by the 15th of the month 
preceding date of issue. The circulation will 
amaze you. 

Stamp and Cover Collecting 
RICHMOND, VA. 

READ . .. 

Colonial and Revolutionary 
Posts 

BY HARRY M. KoNw1snR 
One of the most exhaustive and comprehen

sive booksb written in a delightful, fascinating 
style, on l e American Postal System from the 
earliest times through the Coloni al and Revolu
tionary Periods. A book that should be in 
the possession of every philatelist and library. 

Price $2.00 Postpaid. 
T H E DIETZ P RESS 

109 E. CARY STREET 
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA. 

STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING 

STAND UP!--
They stand up under constant 
use ! ELBE accessories give 
long wear and long satisfaction. 
Loose - Leaf Blank Albums, 
Stock Books, Stamp Wallets. 

Send for 40-page Catalog 8P 

ELBE- Dept. C rH(@P. 
215GreeneSt.,N.Y.C. ELBE 

LINf: 

Large comp lete 36-page list, including Briti1h 
North Am~nca, A rrow and Center. line blocks, 
used blocks, etc. 

U. S. LIBRARY 
Vol. I. Issues 1847-69 .•. • •• • .•.• •• •• • . $ .50 
Vol. II. Issues 1870-93 . ... . •• . • •• • • . • • .50 
Vol. III. Issues 18H-1 900 . . . ........ ... .50 
Vol. IV. 20th Century, Complete .••• •. . . 1.00 

T hese volumes are rndispensable to every U.S. 
collector, whether beginner or advanced 1tudent. 

ILLUSTRATED LIST OF U.S. AND B.N.A. 
Prices Proofs, T elegraph stamps, Center linca, 
lJ S ~ etc., 50c. 

\lOfls T ANLEY GIBBONS, INC. 
38z PARK ROW, NEW YORK, N. Y. 

25 misc. cacheted airmail covers; 15 
di ff. airport dedications; 15 di ff. first 
official flights; 7 <iiff. FAM Flights ; 
IO pilot-signed airmail covers; 20 di ff. 
naval cancels and cachets; per lot 
$1.05 postpaid. Alaskan Emergency 
Star-Route Air Service covers, soc. ea. 

Multnomah Cover Service 
5526 Delaware, PORTLAND, OREG.· 

What all do you need from 

ECUADOR 
Obtainable from PE!RRONE! & CAMPANA. 

P. 0 . Box 749 

G UAYAQUIL, ECUADOR, S. A. 

Rare Covers 
Some fine covers at bargain 

prices. Mailed to G ermany and 
returned here. 
! Oc 1867, 9x13, (Cat. $7.50) • •• • •• •. . $ 4.00 
l Oc 1867, llx1 3, (Cat. $15.00 ) . . ••••• • 7. 50 
6c 1871, No. 159, (Cat. $1.50). . . . . . . 1.00 
7c 1871, No. 160, (Cat. $45.00) .• ••• • 10.00 
Sc T aylor, No. 179, (Cat. $1.50) .. ... .75 
Sc Garfield No. 205, (Cat. 50c. ) . ... .. .30 

A. C. TOWNSEND 
6229 Eddy Street, CHICAGO, ILL. 

June, 1935 

"An Introduction to 
Stamp Collecting" 

A Handy Pocket Booklet that the beginner 
finds indispensable; thirty-six pa~es of handy 
information for everybody. You II want one 
to keep handy in your pocket at all times. 
Send 3c. stamp to cover cost of mailing. 

WEEKLY PHILATELIC 
GOSSIP 

Box 30, HOLTON, KANSAS 

Marvelous-They All Say 
During the Exhibition of the Virginia Phi

latelic Federation in Richmond ending 
November 17, a limited number of specially 
prepared env.elopes w ere cacheted and can
celled at the Post Office in the Exhibition hall. 

These envelopes w ere made from panes of 
70 stamps printed from the electro of the 
"Five" al tered to " T en" cent of the CoRfed· 
crate General Issues. It is a remarkable 
example of a " home.made" W ar.Between·the· 
States cover1 and is perhaps the most unusual 
modern exln bi tion piece obtainable. 

Less than fifty are on hand for sale. 
Price $1.00 each, or three for $2.00. 

STAMP AND COVE!R COLLECTING 
109 East. Cary St., Richmond, Va. 

We Collect 
Stamp Accounts 

Write for 

INFORMATION 

Stamp Dealers' Credit 
Bureau 

50113th Street, N. W., 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

ST. STEPHEN 
D uring 1928 and 1929, Hungary issued two 

sets of three stamps each to commemorate the 
death of thei r first king, St. Stephen. . 

T hese stamps are not common and are miss~ 
ing in many collections. They are cat. No. 
422-4 (1928 set) and cat. No. 441-3 (1929 set ) . 

We offer fine used sets as the special low 
!'rice of lOc. for either the 1928 or 1929 set, 
ONLY to applicants for our 

Approvals by Countries 
A list of your favorite countries together 

with references should accompany order. 

THREE RIVERS ST AMP CO. 
BOX 649, EAST PITTSBURGH, PA. [ pj ] 
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No Cuban Cachet 
231-232 La Metropolitana Bldg., 

HAVANA, Cu.BA, June 5, 1935. 
DEAR SIR: 

On page 230 of the April, 1935 number 
of STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING appears 
a paragraph that begins as follows: 

"Roy Hubbard, 6126 Girard Ave., 
Philadelphia, Pa., will sponsor a cachet 
on May 20 commemorating the inaugu
ration of Gerardo Machado as President 
of Cuba. Cover will be mailed from 
Cuba with imperforate stamps. 5c. per 
cover includes everything ... " 
The above was the cause of great aston

ishment to me and to every one who read 
it, as on the 20th of May there was no 
presidential inauguration in Cuba. We 
have a provisional government since the 
fall of Machado's regime in August, 1933 , 
when he was· forced to run away, and I 
can assure you that he will never come 
back to this country. I have lived in Cuba 
for thirty-four years and have had so much 
contact with the Cuban people that I actual
ly do speak and write Spanish much better 
than English, and believe that this fact 
gives me sufficient authori ty to make the 
above statement. 

As I do not think that Mr. Hubbard's 
offer is shady, but due to some misunder
standing or lack of knowledge of Cuban 
affairs, I am simply referring this matter to 
you in order to enable you to rectify as 
you may see fit . 

I am taking this opportunity to inform 
you that next July 1 will begin editing the 
Pan American Philatelic Review, bi-monthly. 
and should like to establish an exchange of 
our respective publications. 

Trusting to hear from you soon, I remain, 
Yours very truly, 

L.A. WOLF. 

Oh, Yeah 
DEAR EDITOR: 

I get many inqumes about the young 
man with "smoke in his eyes," flowing 
goatee and upty-upty collar, reflecting on 
"What the Colonel Thinks." They ask me 
if he is really August, Senior. 

And what a surprise in the June issue 
where in the ninth "Current Event" the 
"Colonel" takes a healthy swing at the 
"chain letters"-and I think in the ancient 
past he had been stung "even as you and I." 

But (and here's the mystery ) : in the . 
parallel (may I call it Reincarnation?) 
column, "Where Lies Atlantis ,"? admitting 
he was the hoary postmaster (that was be
fore the adopted billy-goat style) of that 
low-down city, he asks that collectors and 
dealers send him Atlantis stamps for in
spection. He doesn' t say one word about 
returning them, and he mentions no charge 
for the arduous labor (undoubtedly) neces
sary to develop that negative subconscious 
mind . Is it a new racket, Colonel ? I do 
not doubt but that you have had legal 

advice, but take a tip from a friend and 
watch Crowley or he'll be watching you. 

Here's hoping you keep the smoke out 
of your eyes. WM. T . RALEY. 

Apology to Dr. Oyster 
Jun e 19, 1935. 

D EAR DIETZ: 
Your ad on Williamsburg in Virgini a is 

almost worth the $1.60 in itself. Here is 
my check for the book, which I mean to 
present to the owner of a large private 
school. The prop. visited Williamsbu rg 
and came back with glowing tales for our 
Civic Association about rhe beauty and 
worthiness of the project. 

I am looking forward with great antici
pations to the book on Confeds that you 
are preparing and for which I have for
warded my check. 

Your May issue was unusually valuable. 
I am loaning each copy to a local philatel ic 
neighbor who is interested in envelope 
stamps, thereby doing you out of a sub
scri ption! 

The Hawaiian serial also strikes a re
sponsive chord since my Father lived in 
H onolulu for twelve years and an uncle 
w?.S born there: a Kamaina but nor a 
Kanaka. My Grandfather was a Presby
terian minister there and had a white 
church on Fort Street (nor a missionary). 

By the way, the famous psycho'1ath you 
quoted anonymously on bottom of page 
244, in regard to philatelic stability, w.:s 
Dr. L C. Oyster, a fri end of mine and a 
philatelist. I brought the clipping to his 
anent.ion. He is a good scout and won't 
sue you for omitting a credit line. 

Regards from a temporary resident in 
Connecticut. CHARLES CORWIN. 

TESTED!.._ __ 
Tested and examined over and 
over! That's why ELBE acces
sories come as near to perfec
t ion as possible. L oose-Leaf 
Blank Albums, Approval Cards, 
Pocket Stock Books . 

Send for 40-page Catalog 8P 

E LBE-Dept C rH~ 
215 G reeneSt ., N -Y.C. ~,..c 

Rare Opportunity 
FOR SALE : A magnificent collection of 

Precancels in three lar_ge albums and thousands 
unmounted ; a collect10n of nearly ~00 mint 
U. S. Envelopes 20th Century, listed by 
Bartels catalog, als~ thousands of cu! squares; 
a collection of First-Day and First-Flight 
covers franked with odd values and better 
grade commemoratives; a modest coll ection of 
20th Century U. S., used, unused, pairs and 
blocks. For further information address 

MRS. E. D. JOHNSON 
501 North All en Ave., Richmond, Va-

BELGIUM 75c. "LEOPOLD Ill" 25c. 
7 5c. "Mou~ning" ...................... 25c. 
75c. "Albert /' service ........... ... . . .. 35c. 
70c. "Leopold II" .......... 33c. per 1,000; 

due 3f.50, 35c. E. S. O. Postage extra. 
Ask for our bargain offers of all countries 

(wholesa le ). 

J UL I AR D 
(S. P. A. and A. P. S.) 

12 RUE EMILE CLAUS, BRUSSELS, 
BELGIUM [pjj] 

STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING 

only $1 the year. Subscribe now. 

~~---'Y~_..,,. ..... 'YI 100 Advance Subscriptions 1~_--.'Yt:t1"'_-.:.Y~ 
~~&_~_Xl_~I Needed to Assure Publ i cation _)Si_~&_~~ 

~ 1936 Edition ~ 
~ Dietz Specialized Confederate Catalog ~ 

The publishers of STAMP AND CovER COLLECTING are pleased to ~ 
announce that the new and revised edition of this Specialized Catalog 
of the issues of the Confederate States of America will be ready for 
distribution this Fall. All pricings are being revised according to ~ 
market conditions and all supplemental material, and "finds" since th e 
publication of the first edition, will be included in the new volume. , 

The Catalog will list all known Provisionals, Handstamps, General ~ 
I ssues, Prison Letters, D epartment Frankings, Official Frankings, Plate 
and Stone Varieties, and include chapters on Cancellations and Counter-
feits, as w ell as much other useful data. It is not only a cata log, but ~ 
an encyclopedia for th e collector and dealer in Confederates. The 
volume will be of inestimabl e value to every coll ector because of the 
diversfi ed information it contains on th e various processes of stamp ~ 
manufacture. There will be over 1,000 illustrations and the text will 
cover more than 500 pages. Size 3~x6 in. , bound in fabrikoid, stamped . µ, As only a limited q<i_antity will be printed of thi s edition orders ~ (.. y:s., should be placed now. The subscription price is $2.00 per copy post-

1" ~'1 paid. After publication, $2.50. Usual discount to th e trade. 

M /1 very small number of the book ~ 

~ The !~~!~IT~~r~~~!e o!il~~~t ~??.!~~~~a~~d~!a!i~sh?fac~~;rica ~ 
as long as th e supply lasts. Popular Styl e $10.00; Library Style /ft~~.; 
$15.00; deLuxe Style $50.00. 

Include $1.00 extra with your order for a year's subscription to W STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING-"The Golden Voice of Philately." ~ 

r..n STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING r~..I 
~ 109 East Cary Street R ICHMOND, VIRGINIA ~ 

~~~~~~I Jo~nt:~Pc:7:~:~::t•-1~~~~~~ 
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Classified advertisements under this head
ing are 4 cents per word, 500 words for 
$12.50. Payable in advance. Copy must 
be received 3 weeks before date of issue. 

WANTEDl-Uruguay No. 1 (60c. blue) good 
copy, no thin spots. State price. Also wanted Old 
German States. Write what you have, stating 
condition and price. EDITOR., STAMP AND COVER 
CoLUCTJNG, 109 E. Cary St., Richmond, Va. 

10 OR MORE different revenues, catalog $1.00 
or morel..for 35c. (coin). Satisfaction guaranteed. 
ROBER; KELLY, 204 Spring St., Nashville, Tenn. 

WANTED-Southern States Stampless Covers. 
Will pay cash, or trade Pennsylvania, New York, 
New Erigland covers. Send yours with Terms. 
KENNETH G. BENTZ, 1114 Citizens Southern 
Bank, Atlanta, Ga. 

Stamps of HAWAII. C. B. Wood, Q. M. C.j 
Ft. Ruger, HAWAII. [cc 

25 MISCELLANEOUS cacheted airmail cov
en1, or 15 different airport dedications, or 15 
different first official flights, or 7 different FAM 
fl.ig_hts, or l 0 Pilot-signed airmail covers, . or 20 
different naval cancels and cachets for $1.05 per 
lot postpaid. Alaskan Emergency Star-Route Air 
Service covers, 50c. each. MULTNOMAH COV
ER SERVICE, 5526 Delaware, Portland, Oregon. 

Classified Ads 
FINLAND-125 differ ent $1.00, 150 different 

$2.00. SOVIET · RUSSIA - 100 different 40c. 
Price list free. LAURI PELTONEN, H ankoj 
Fin land. [pam 

WANTED-PARKS USED.-Will pay 20 
cents per set for Parks stamps, used, well-cen
tered, lightly cancelled, no straight-edges-perfect 
pi eces. Address: "J. B.", care Editor STAM P AND 
CovER COLLECTING, 109 E. Cary St., Richmond, Va. 

WANTED TO BUY a quantity of unused 
Confederates at very rea!onable prices. Chea_pcr 
grades desired. State quantity and prices. "Col
lector A," Care STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING. 

WILL TRADE a good lot of duplicates for a 
full stock, curly maple Kentucky rifle. Send com
plete description of gun. In return will send list 
of stamps. Address "Co1Icctor B," Care STAMP 
AND COVER COLLECTING. 

FOR NAVAL, Old Ironsides and Macon coven 
of the finest write W . G. CROSBY, P. 0. Box 
602, San Pedro, California. 

WANTED TO BUY #36 and #59 Colombian 
Republics on or off cover. "Collector G," Care 
STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING. 

WANTED-U. S. ENTIRES. Send material or 
give numbers and prices. COLLECTOR J. O.j 
care STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING. [cj 

REMEMBER, STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING is 
giving a 20-word classified advertisement FREE 
for each annual new, renewal or extension sub
scription to this magazine. Send $1.00 and a 
20-word classified advertisement TODAY. 

WANT November, December 1933, J anuary 
J 934 copies STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING. Send 
terms. ROBERT KELLY, 204 Spring St., Nash
ville, Tenn. [cj) 

GENERAL CATALOG OF U. S. POST
MARK~, 112 pages, 900 illustrations. Price $1.00. 
DELF NORONA, Chairman A. P. S. Handbook 
Committee, Moundsville, West Virginia. [uf] 

APPROVAL SHEETS and other printed forms 
for Stamp Dealers. Samples and prices free. 
FRANK HOYT, 157 Hastings Ave., Buffaloj 
New York. [pjj 

WANTED-Arrington's Des~eradoes of the 
Southwest and Wilbatger's Indian Depredations. 
Send descriptions and prices. J . F. LENTZ:, 
Marshall, Texa' [cjj 

10 DIFFERENT Arrowheads, perfect-35c.; 
35 different fi ne Classified Minerals-$1.25; 
10 different fine Foreign Coins-15c. \ 10 different 
fine Cachet Covers--45c. Scraper, 1 anne,, Stun
Iler, Knife-all 25c. Large Illustrated Catalog-Sc. 
LEMLEY CURIO STORE, Northbranch, Kansas. 

[pjj] 

T hird International Philatelic Exhibition, 1936 
New Y ork, Grand Central P alace, May 9th to 17th 

IIIIIIIIIIl1III11DIIDmmmnnmm:••••••••••••••• ••••11•• •••!!••• ••• ••••011111111t11111111 11 1101011111• ••••• ''''''''''lllllilllllllilllllllDimIDimIIIIIIIIIlIII 

BOYS WANTED 
I want 500 junior stamp collectors to 

enroll in the :S. C. C. SALES 
CLUB right away. 

There are no dues and no expense to you, but many good things await every 
boy after becoming a member. 

You can earn cash money by which you can build a fine collection. You can also earn any 
of the many wonderful stamp prizes listed in the Summer Prize Bulletin- all by obtaining 
regular subscribers to STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING right in your own neighborhood. 

YOU GET CASH PROFITS ON EVERY SALE. 

Join Now! Mail this coupon today! 
I will get you enrolled an d started quickly. 

TED THOMPSON, STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING, 

109 E. CARY ST., R ICHMOND, VA. 

DEAR PRIZE MAN: 

You bet I want to earn those stamp pr,izes and cash. Send my membership card, full instructions 
and sample copies quickly. 

N ame ..... ·-··-·-·-·············--···-······ ·····················-···-········-·-·····-···--·····--·· ·-Age __________ ..... . 

Street ······ ············-· ··-···········--·---·--------····--·--····-····_--···········City .... -.. ··-·······-·-··········-··················· State·-· ··············-·-···· 
( Have Dad or Mother sign the following statement.) 
I shall be delighted to have my son become a member of your Club and take advantage of your offer: 

·----·-··· .... ·--·---·-· . ·--·-·-·-···--·-·· ··-·-··-· ·----·· ·-· -~·-· ··-· ··-·. --· ···--·--··-- ·----· ··-· -·-·--· .. ·-·· ··-·· ·-·. ·-·· ... (Parent) 
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A Dar~ain for t~e Dealer or Colledor 
I h ave the following stamps for immediate sale, to any one or more parties who send their 

remittance fi:st, at the following prices: 

Washington Bicentennials 

Complete sheets, and parts of sheets, of the 4c., Sc., 6c., 7c., Sc. and 9c. may still be secured at 20 % above face. 

There are no more copies available of the Vzc., le., 1 Yzc., 2c., 3c. and lOc. Please do not order these items. If 
you need any that are still on hand, better order immediate ly as the supply will not last long. I still have sheets of the 
1 and 3c. per£. Chicago, 3c. Penns and Websters. These may be had at 10% above face. 

Most of the above are well centered, but as usual some stamps on each sheet are not any too good. They are offered 
as they are and cannot be picked. 

Yorktown Sesquicentennial 

There are 40 complete sheets of 50 stamps and 2,500 stamps in broken lots. These are not well centered and 
are offered at 15 % above face. 

Orders for less than $1.00 will not be accepted. Postage or regi stration must accompany each order. Remittances 
must be made by money order, payable to STAMP AND Cov ER COLLECTING. 

ADDRESS: 

"Collector," care STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING, 109 E. Cary St., Richmond, Virginia 

A Few Cover 
le. PARK IMPERFORATE (Sheet 6) 

Omaha, Nebraska, or Washington, D. C. 

Bargains 
20c. 

3c. CONNECTICUT- Hartford, Conn ., or Washington, D. C.: Single, 
18c.; Block of 4, 30c. 

SAN DIEGO EXPOSITION (three colors ) : Single, 18c.; Block of 4, 30c. 

Philatelic Agency Service 
The best stamps avai lab le at Philatelic Agency at 10 per cent over 

face (with a minimum service charge of 35 cents ) on orders of less than 
$25.00, and 5 per cent over face on orders over $25.00 (wi th a minimum 
serv ice charge of $2.50 ) . Postage and Registration ext ra . 

WILLIAM T. RALEY, 
219 Ste wa rt Building, 

WASHINGTON , D. C. 

b=====================~ 
THE BUREAU SPECIALIST 

A monthly publication of .the Bureau 
Issues Association. Devoted exclusively 
to United States stamps. Serious collec
tors please write for sample copy. 

W EST SOMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS 

VAHAN MOZIAN, INC. 
MONTHLY STAMP AUCTIONS 

Catalogue Upon Request. 

10 East 39th St., NEW YORK 

Subscribe now. Only $1 the year. 

Join The 
RAINBO FRIENDSHIP CLUB 

World-wide membership. 
Rai11bo Booster Journal official Club paper. 

Dues only 50c. per year. 
Send in your membership tc>-

MICHAEL FLEISCHHACKER 
1642 No. Fairfield Ave., Chicago, Ill. 

FOR A BEGINNING IN 

BUREAU PRINTS 
WE SUGGEST A PACKET 

For instance: 
No. 227 400 different . . . . ...... .. .... $ 3.00 
No. 228 7 50 di tferent. . ........... ... .. 15.00 

INTRODDCTION to Precancel ('qJl ectinp;
a 16 page booklet of the necessary information 
on Prt>cancels-25c. postpaid. 

HOOVER BROTHERS 
1261 Broadway, Room 8t1, NEW YORK. 

KEEP IN TOUCH WITH INDIAN 
PHILATELY THROUGH 

The 
INDIAN PHILATELIC 

ADVERTISER 
Indian and Native States finest 

stamp mo11tlzly. 

NEW I SSUES Am MAIL EDITORIALS 
CONFEDERATES COMMEMORATIVES 

BARGAINS 

Everything that the collector wants. 

Address: INDIAN PHILATELIC 
ADVERTISER 

Chetrode, Erode, Coimbatore, S. India 
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rr THE 15 FARLEY ITEMS~ 
Center Line and 4 Arrow Blocks 

The popular demand for these items exhausted our stock long befo re June 

15th; si nce th e 15 th we have been in the active Washington, D. C . market buy
ing up all available holdings which have been offered to us at reasonable 
wholesale quotations. As a result we have a stock on hand which should be suffi

cient to meet a reasonable demand. However, even th is price is subject to 

cancellation without notice. A very p rompt order is your safest assurance that 

our stock will coincide with demand. 

Complete Set of 15 Center Line and 4 Arrow Blocks of each item . . .. $50.00 
Set of 13 (10 Parks, Wisconsin, Mothers and 16c. Air) ... . 45.00 
Set of 10 Parks. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32.50 

Individual Quotations are as follows: Parks le., $1.25; 2c., $1.80; 3c., $1.85; 
4c., $2.75; Sc., $2.75; 6c., $5.50; 7c., $5.75; 8c., $5.75; 9c., $5.75; 
lOc., $6.00. 16c. Air, $12.50; Mothers, $1.90; Wisconsin, $1.80; 
Byrd, $1.50; Newburgh, $2.75. (Newburgh is a cross-gutter block.) 

Prices on Farley items in all conceivable specialties may be had on request. 
Want lists solicited. 

Special Prices on Sets of all 20 Varieties: 
Plain Singles. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1.04 
Plain Pairs. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.00 
Plain Blocks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.00 

Line Pairs, $2.50; Line Blocks, $5.00; Plate Blocks, $15.00; Cross-Gutter 
Blocks of 5 Souvenirs, $2.00. 

POSTAGE AND REGISTRATION IS EXTRA ON ALL ORD ERS. 

Fidelity Stamp Co. 
301 (D) Earle Building, 
WASHINGTON, D . C. II We solicit wholesole offers of center line, cross gutte r and arrow blocks. II 

------·-- · 
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The Dostal Service o1 the 
· Confederate States 

l' 
' of Amtrica 

_By ~!)'cusT DffiTZ 

Popular Style binding 
Library Style • • • • 
De ~liXe Style • • • 

•' $10.00 
• 1£,0Q 
• 51.00 

.,, Specialfzed Confederate 
Catlll fit , 

EDiTED 1BY AUGUST DIETZ 

T e firlt tdilfon was \(>Ublished in 1932 and 
a Su'l>p1enient in 1933. No furthor editions' are ' 
co1ltf"mpla1ed within th• n•xt six . monlbs. 

Pocket size. Bound in gray Fabrikoid. 

Catalog $2.00. Supplement $1.00. 
ALL BOOKS SHIPPED POSTPAID. 

STAMP AND COVER 
COLLECTING 

I 
109 E. 't:ARY ST., RICHMOND, VA. 

WE NtED AND Will BUY 
Ea'tly 'united States Stamps, unused, 

used on or off cover. 
Pri'cc liOerally and send to us for inspection. 

PrOmpt caih for what we can use. 

io 'Nashu Street, New York, N. Y. 

NASSAU STAMP CO. 

ST AMP AND COVER COLLECTING 

FREE! FREE! FREE! 
New Year's Trial Bargain Offer 

FREE ! 30 different beautiful, pic
torfal, genuine comrilemoratives, with 
6 months' tri al subscription to the 

~ newsy, colorful, i!J ustra'ted, 44-pages 
"Marconi's Monthly Stamp - News,"' 
for only lSc. 

Marconi PubHshing Go. 
73-3rd Place, BROOKLYN, N. Y. 

TALl(ED.ABOUTmm 
Talked about for fine quali ty and 
ap.pe.a rance. Wh erever philatelist§ are 
so are ELBE Loose-Leaf Blank Albums, 
Stock Books, Stamp Wall ets. 

FREE-40-page Catalog SP 

ELBE- Dept. S T~ 
215GreeneSt.,N.Y.C. ~Ne 

REAL BARGAINS 
Send m e _your subscription to the STAMP 

AND COVER COLLECTI NG and a stamped envel
ope. I' II send you a packet of 2 5 good foreign 
stamps. T en cents and stamped envelope will 
bring you .a packet of 25 different foreign 
from my own coll ection. $1 bill and stamped 
envelope will bri ng you 90c. worth of mint 
U. S., singles, pairs, blocks, plate numbers! 
comm emorati ves a nd airs from my persona 
coll ection. Satisfaction Guaranteed, 

JOSEPH CHARLES SALAK 
6348 Sourn FAIRFIELD AvE., CHICAGO, ILL 

.Subscribe now. Only $1 the year. 

A. REAL BARGAIN!!! 
"' r.Pbr the SpecialiJting Collector in Loose-Leaf Album Pages 

As long as -they I -~ t, we offer the followi ng to the collector and dealer: 
No. 100: A quad~illed sheet, artistically printed in two colors (pale blue 

and gray} for mounting of specialized collections. The full size of the sheet 
is. 8'f9Yz inches. The border (gray} is 5%x8 inches. The quadrilling is 
4-15/ 16x7-3/ 16 inches. The paper was specially made for these - pages and is 
equ~I. to a 3~-lb. !edg~r. There is am.pie margin on the left of the she.et for 
6unclung or rnsertrng 1n any type of brnder. · 

' Binders may be secured from various sources to fit this sheet, however we 
'd'o J6t handle them. It is an excellent buy for the collector who is now special
izing or who wishes to properly mount his collection on very attractive pages. 

f.• 'Prices: 100 sheets, or less, 3c. each. 100 to 250 sheets 2Y2c. each. 250 or 
'ore 2c. each. 

I 

No. 200: This sheet is quadrilled, like above, with a very handsome gray 
b'6 rd~r. The sheet size is lOxll inches, and the border size is 6%x8Yz inches. 
The paper for this was also specially made and is equal to a 100-lb. Index board. 

For specialized collections we beli eve this No. 200 is without a parallel. 
It makes a very attractive page for artistic mounting. Ample margin is on the 
left-Hand side for pujlching or inserting into any cover. Binders may be secured 
to fit this size sheet, however we do not sell them. 

Prices: 100 sheets, or les s, Sc. 100 to 250 sheets 4c. 250 or more 3Yzc. each. 
Samples -will gladly be sent upon requ·est ior· 3c~-

STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING 

109 EAST CARY STREET RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 

PERCY G. DOANE 
/; .:. ;,( .t 

I 
608-9 'tribune Bldg. 

154• Nassau Street, 

NE~ YORK CITY. 

( -...,! _--- -

Auction SaJ~s 
a Specialty 

Ca,~alogues Free on Request. 
1. 

~~~ BOS-TON/ , 
- ""-----

AUCTION SALES 
I hold auctions rogularly in Boston, and 

would be glad to stnd my Catalogun to any 
Collector applying for them. 

1 am always in the mark•t for collections, 
U. S. or B. N. A. which I will buy for cash 
outright, or sell at private sale, or at auction 
on a commission basis. If desired, a liberal 
advance against pending sales will bt allow•d 
on any desirable items. 

DANIEL F. KELLEHER 
Room 404 

7 WATER STREET, BOSTON, l\jASS. 

• I ' offO~~g~?.~.!~, off, I 
10, ~00, 1,000, and larger, at prices 
that defy competition. Largest stock 
in Uruguay. 

ESTEBAN WEINBERGER 
Vazquez 1252, Montevideo, Uruguay, 

South America. 

EL f.ERU FILATELIGO 
/Ji-M ontlz ly Review 

Olfici~I Organ of the "Centro Filatelico" 1of Peru 
In ev'~1y • ~m.irD.6'e r articles on the oi,fferent 

issues of . Peru, ·as well as a G eneral Catalo~ue 
of the Stam·ps oL.Peru, in Spanish and Enghsh. 

Memb'ership ~ubseri ption, per annum, U. ,$. 
$1. 0{)---c(one U. ,5, bollar). 

Address all correseondenc• regarding sub
scriptions and · advei-tisements to 

APA"RT'.4.DO No. 2177 
LIMA, , PERU, S. A. 

S!AMPS from ENGLAND 
It " -;11 pay you ro see our approval books of 

Briti sh Co lonials. ,W e. are. continually breaking 
up fine old collections, and good stamps only 
are includ~d (no l e. and 2c. stuff). Ou r prices 
are reasonabl e. Hu ndreds of U .. S. A. clients 
are seeiug our books regularly. Why not you? 
A good bank or business reference is absolutely 
essential. It saves time to enclose the reference 
with your letter . 

Our list of " LOTS" will be sent free · on 
applicaiio11) .and you will find . thiJ a very 
cheap <u;ay of buying. 

H. A. L. HUGHES & CO. 
19 Church Street 

. Pete rborough, England 
(S. P. A. 6236-A. P. S. 12066) 
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1.tutlij~rf~rb JSird~arb ]~fag.~~ 
of Oh~o 

Nin~t~~ntfj Pr~$ib~nt oftht'U!nit~b ,$tat~~ 
J3or n at 1'~tawar1.t, 01}fo, Ocfob~r 4, ~$22 
l'icb at f r~mont, Ol}fo1 Januarg i71 11s9:; 

A'.W 7 0 lf ~'1:1'$ 

Rutherford Birchard Hayes, nineteenth President of the United States, was born October 
4, 1822, in Delaware, Ohio. His father, Rutherford Hayes, had died three months before. 
His mother was, before her marriage, Sophia Birchard of Suffield, Conn., of Huguenot ancestry. 

Rutherford's father had been born at Brattleboro, Vermont, and was a grandson of 
Ezekiel Hayes, a blacksmith, and the great-grandson of Daniel Hayes, who had been taken 
prisoner by the Indians in Queen Anne's War and held in captivity in Canada. This Daniel 
was the son of George Hayes, a Scotchman, who had come to the colony of Connecticut, in 1860. 

Young Rutherford and his elder sister Fanny were taught the first rudiments of educa
tion by their widowed mother who trained them thoroughly in reading and spelling. He was 
her constant companion. Mrs. Hayes was a woman of forcible character and kindly disposi
tion and much respected by her neighbors . Both children attended the village school. At 
the age of fourteen his mother took the two children on a visit to her relatives in Connecticut, 
and it was decided that the boy should have a college education. An uncle arranged for his 
tuition at an academy in Norwalk, Ohio. After one year, in which he made fine progress in 
his studies, he was sent to a noted school in Middleton, Conn., kept by Isaac Webb. At the 
age of sixteen he entered Kenyon College in the village of Gambier, Ohio. On hi graduating 
day he delivered the valedictory address, the youngest of his class. He was then wenty years 
old. He then took up the study of law in the office of Thomas Sparrow in Col mbus, later 
entering the law school of Harvard University. Finishing the law course in t o years he 
returned to Ohio; passed the State examination at Marietta, and began the pra tice of his 
profession at Fremont and later became City Solicitor of Cincinnati. 

Hayes served as a Union General during the W ar Between the States and in 1 65 served 
in the House of Representatives. He was elected Governor of Ohio in 1867, and e-elected; 
defeated for Congress in 1872, and re-elected Governor in 1875. 

Rutherford Birchard Hayes was elected to the Presidency of the United State in 1876. 
Hayes married Lucy Ware Webb, a daughter of Dr. James Webb of Chillicothe, Ohio. 

The Webbs had come from North Carolina. There were eight children born to this union. 
President Hayes died at Fremont, Ohio, January 17, 1893. L Hi< pom~t •pptat< on tht 11-ctnt light b!ut <tomp of 1922-26_. ____ ___, _____ _ 

~ 
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In Our Next Issue 

We trust Mr. Perry's instalment of 
his serial "Why Collect U. S. Envel
opes?" will reach us in time for the 
August issue. Our readers are intense
ly interested in this paper, which is 
about the only real study appearing in 
the philatelic press for some time. 

We expect to be "caught up" again 
in our August number, and trust that 
our friends will soon forget the annoy
ance caused them by the "jinks" that 
retarded the last three issues. 

Quite likely there will be the story 
of a Lost Confederate Adhesive Pro
visional. Old photographs, found m 
rummaging, tell interesting tales. 

There are a goodly number of 
manuscripts "on the hook," for next 
month, and we will select the best for 
your hot-weather reading. 

"Gleanings Across the Pond," and 
our "Washington Newsreel" will keep 
us posted on the latest "doings" in 
England and at home. 

The Editor will probably have an
other Confederate paper, and draw 
more fire from his critics. 

·The Confederate Alliance and the 
prospective Catalog will have an airing 
in the next number. 

All the other standard features will 
appear. 

In This Issue 
~ 

What the Colonel Thinks 

The Locals of Goliad, Texas 

Sauntering Around Through the Richmond Postoffice 

The A. S. S. E. S. 

"Hants'', Pistols and Stamps 

Gleanings Across the Pond 

The Stamp Mart of Paris Ferrari and His Stamps 

Confederate Stamp Alliance 

The Struggle for El Gran Chaco Boreal 

New Pictorial Issue of New Zealand 

The Publishers' Column 

My Adventure in Precancel Collecting 

When is a Commemorative Not a Commemorative? 

Is There a Future for the Rocket Post? 

Our School Club Department 

Airmail and Cachet News Naval Cancellations 

Club News 

Washington Newsreel 

Our Monthly Puzzle '.fhe Forum 
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Three Big Events in August 

TWO of the three great annual events in American 
Philately will take place in the Nation's Capital in 
August, and one in St. Louis, Mo. The two cities 

will be hosts to the clans and all indications point to 
record attendances. I intend to "make a stab" at get
ting to Washington for a day or so, provided I am 
promised · iinmuni'ty against the various temptations 
there set to trap the innocent and guileless. I cannot 
disclose where I'll "stop," if I come; in fact, I may not 
be permitted to stop anywhere if they find out that I 
am the only stam·p-collector in this country who has not 
bought a single Farley Reprint! However, any one of 
my implacable enemies, with a haunting desire to spill 
my anatomy, may learn of my hermitage by dropping 
me a postcard; likewise those who desire to acquire the 
fine art of concocting a Virginia julep, may pursue the 
same course. Just don't "talk shop"-Confederate 
stamps- to me while I'm having a day off. 

I am sorry that I can't make St. Louis this time, and 
I earnestly hope the boys will survive sans my moral 
precept and example. 

The three Big August Events are: the Convention of 
the American Philatelic Society, which takes place in 

. Washington from the 12th to the 15th; the Convention 
of the American Air Mail Society, in the same city, 
from the 15th to the 17th; and finally, the Convention 
of the Society of Philatelic Americans, in St. Louis, 
Mo., from the 22nd to the 24th . 

. May all three events be productive of far-reaching 
benefits to American Philately and as socially enjoyable 
as a lot of good fellows can make them. They have 
my blessing. 

A Ludicrous Faux Pas 
In my last month's leading editorial, "A Suggestion 

for Washington," I committed the ludicrous error of 
assigning the Blue Eagle slogan "We Do Our Part" to 
the N. R. A . postage stamp. Of course, this should 
have read "In A Common D etermination." But the 
one is as inane as the other-so it doesn't make much 
of a difference, o r seriously affect my statements. In 
fact, I had forgotten •that unfinished sentence on the 

· N. R. A . stamp and just happened to remember the 
Blue Eagle phrase. And by the way, the rest of that 
slogan-the unwritten part-is ("In A Common Deter
mination) To Loot the Govemment." In the which 
most of 'em "D id Their Part." 

of the Editor's re
action to current 
events as they re
late to Philately 
and the welfare 
of her followers. 

~G' • .,'g 

"Po' Whites" 
Nothing that I can think of better conveys a charac

terization of the parvenu than the term "po' whites," 
which the old Southern darkies instinctively applied to 
men and women who were lacking in those fundamen
tal attributes that distinguish the well-bred from the 
herd. It exprest a supreme degree of contempt for 
such white men as even the Negro slave considered 
below his estate: "poor .whites"-lacking gentility, bare 
of culture- just "po' whites." And he wondered why 
the good Lord bleached their hides and made such 
counterfeits of a gentleman. 

There are lots of these "po' whites" today-men 
who, in addressing you by letter, fail to even prefix the 
customary "Mr." to your name, or begin their imperti
nent requests without the courteous "Dear Sir." It is 
not that we care a rap for titles, but every American 
claims that modicum of courtesy which is due in the 
intercourse among civilized peoples. 

I am a strong advocate of steriliza>tion. 

Dr. Munk's Iceland Co-Workers 
In commenting, last month, on Kohl's Briefmarken

Handbuch, Section 3 7, treating the stamps of Iceland, 
we inadvertently omitted mention of the eminent phila
telists who compiled this study : Messrs. Ch. Holm 
and Aug. Petersen, of Copenhagen. Mr. Holm covered 
the early issues up to 1912, while Mr. Petersen dealt 
with the later emissions. The authors have had the 
assistance of Messrs. Hans Hals, Nils Strandell and 
J. C. Sundberg. 

'Ear! 'Ear! 
The Stamp Collectors' Fortnightly credits the Ob

server with the discovery that the current six groschen 
Austrian stamp represents a peasant "with his ears 
back to front." Well, sinc.e they've been listening to 
Mussolini's blandishments they grow that way in Austria. 
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An Unwarranted Imputation 
The Post Office D epartment recently published a 

timely pamphlet entitled "A Description of United 
States Postage !Stamps Issued by the Post Office De
partment from July 1, 1847, to December 31, 1934." 
The exhaustive study is chiefly designed for collectors 
and students of our country's stamps, and it may be 
had of the Superintendent of Documents, Washington, 
D. C., at .the very nominal price of 10 cents. 

Unfortunately, however, the compiler of this work 
appears to be poorly informed when he attempts to 
make historical statements-pertaining to a certain 
series of stamps- that have no foundation in fact. 

My attention has been directed to this pamphlet by 
Mr. Paul M. Fink of Jonesboro, Tenn., who considers 
the paragraph, which will be quoted below, "an un
warranted slander on the Confederate activities during 
the War Between the States"-with which I am 
thoroughly in agreement. 

In the first article in this pamphlet, describing "The 
Antebellum Issues of 1847 and 1851," the historian ( ?) 
closes with this paragraph : 

These stamps are now obsolete and worthless for postage. A 
reasonable time after hostilities began in 1861 was given for the 
return to the Department of all these stamps in the hands of 
postmasters, and as early as 1863 the D epartment issued an order 
declin ing to longer redeem them, the Confeedrate States having 
adopted their use, and so far as they could be reached in the 
hands of postmasters within the territory of those States, they 
were confiscated to the use of the Confederate postal authorities. 

This remarkable bit of "history" will prove sensa
tional and revealing to those of us who have made a 
study of United States and Confederate postal data, and 
I am reluctant to attribute this statement to a feeling 
of sectional prejudice, preferring that ignorance may 
receive the credit. 

Let us briefly review the facts. In March of 1861 
Postmaster-General Reagan issued the following circu
lar to all postmasters in the Confederacy: 

The Congress of the Confederate States has, by an act approved 
March 15, 1861, provided that the Postmaster-General shall have 
power to issue circular instructions to the several postmasters and 
other officers, in order to enforce the rendition of proper accounts 
and payment of moneys collected by them for account of the 
United States, until the Postmaster-General shall have issued his 
proclamation announcing that the former service is discontinued 
and is replaced by the new service organized under the authority 
of this government. * * * It was hoped that this course would 
have beneficial effects, by removing all doubts as to the duty, for 
the time being, of those ,engaged in the postal service, and by 
showing to the government at Washington that so long as it 
continued to hold itself liable for the mail service of the Confed
erate States, it should receive all the revenues derived from that 
service. 

In May of 1861 Postmaster-General Reagan issued 
his Proclamation assuming full charge of the postal 
service of the Confederacy, and setting June 1, 1861, 
as the date of the final severance of service between the 
two governments. In this proclamation occurs the fol
lowing pertinent sentence: 

And all postmasters are required to render to the Post-Office 
Department at Washington, D . C., their final accounts and vouchers 
for pos tal receipts and expenditures up to the 31st of this month, 
taking care to forward with said accounts all postage stamps and 
stamped envelopes remaining on hand, belonging to the Post
Office Department of the United States, in order that they may 
receive the proper credits therefor, in the adjustments of their 
accounts; and they are further required to keep in their possession, 
to meet the orders of the Postmaster-General of the United States, 
for the payment of mail service within the Confederate States, all 
revenue which shall have accrued from the postal service to the 
said first day of June, next. 

I have elected to quote but these two brief extracts 
from a wealth of material at my command-all bearing 
upon this subject. Suffice it to state, however, that not 
a single postage stamp of the United States was "con
fiscated" by the Confederate authorities and illegally 
used by them, either before or after the date of General 
Reagan's Proclamation. If the facts were otherwise, 
we should have found thousands of such covers franked 
with United States stamps of the 1851 and 1860 issues 
-but there is not one! Likewise there would have 
been no need for Provisionals and handstamped "Paids" 
if the Confederate government had confiscated these 
millions of postage stamps in the Southern postoffices. 

In further substantiation of these facts, let us turn 
to another Proclamation of General Reagan's, issued 
N ovember 27, 1861. I quote but a single paragraph: 

Until a postal treaty shall be made with the government of the 
United States for the exchange of mails between that government 
and the Government of the Confederacy, postmasters will not be 
authorized to collect Unired States postage on mail matter sent to 
or received from those States, and until postage stamps and 
stamped envelopes are procured for the payment of postage within 
the Confederate States, all postage must be paid in money, under 
the provision of the first section of the act of March 1, 1861. 

We might incidentally venture the query : Why did 
the United States Post-Office Department delay issuing 
its order " declining to redeem them" (stamps) until "as 
early as 1863''? Probably this historian believes the 
"August Issue" was "confiscated" by the Confederates! 

It will be claimed that many letters exist, franked 
with United States 3-cent stamps of 1861, and post
marked in Southern towns after Secession. True. But 
these were in hands of citizens and innocently used 
before the severance of postal relations. None can be 
traced to official use. 

It is true that the Confederate Post-Office Depart
ment overprinted a limited quantity of United States 
stamped envelopes for official use by the Chiefs of the 
several divisions of that department, but it may be 
safely affirmed that this stock-on hand in the Rich
mond postoffice at the time-was paid for in the 
settlement with the United States Post-Office Depart
ment. . . . The defense rests its case. 

Will the Department now commission someone 
qualified for the task to revise that paragraph in this 
otherwise very interesting, informative and useful 
pamphlet, and substitute statements in accordance with 
the facts and with unbiassed history? 
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Australian Journal Changes Hands 
We are advised that Mr. A. A. Rosenblum has re

linquished the editorship and ownership of The Aus
tralian Stamp Monthly, which he established some 
years ago. The publication is now owned and con
trolled by the Horticultural Press Printery, Ltd. , and the 
new editor is Mr. P. Collas, who has been assistant 
editor for some years. 

We are grieved to learn of the retirement of Mr. 
Rosenblum, who so well succeeded in making his pub
lication the leading exponent of Philately in Australia, 
but we feel assured that the new management will keep 
it up to the established high standards. The combina
tion subscriptions with STAMP AND COVER COLLECT
ING, which have been enjoyed by many of our readers, 
will suffer no interruption. We have the same agree
ments with the new owners of The A ustralian Stamp 
Monthly. 

The A merican Stamp Digest 
The American Stamp Digest is the title of a new 

monthly publication which will make its bow to the 
public on September 1st. Kent B. Stiles is the editor; 
Ernest A. Kehr, managing editor; D . D . Runes, Ph.D., 
publisher. 

The magazine will be distributed by the American 
News Company from the offices of National Scientific 
Publications, at 325 West 103rd Street, New York. 

The American Stamp Digest will contain a complete 
international news service for collectors and original 
contributions from leading authorities in philately. 

Col. Kimble Doing Good W ork 
There's a twenty-four page paper published by The 

Parents' Magazine Associated Press, Inc. , 9 E. 40th St. , 
New York, nempt Boys' and Girls' Newspaper and 
Story Magazine-IO cents the copy, or $2.00 the year
chuckful of the most entertaining reading for the 
youngsters. But the star feature of the publication is 
its "Stamp Travelog," contributed by the well-known 
philatelic columnist Lt.-Col. Ralph A. Kimble. Parents 
should subscribe to this publication for their stamp
minded youngsters. 

Raley: Scribe, Typo and Artist 
In addition to his crisp Newsreel from the Nation's 

Capital, William T. Raley, our Washington correspon
dent, is a cachet artist and typo of no mean qualifi
cations. The envelopes in which he sends his manu
script are typographically artistic and eligible to any 
cover collection. 

Collecting Stamped Envelopes 
Ever since Mr. Thomas D. Perry's serial "Why Col

lect Stamped Envelopes?" has been appearing in this 
magazine, we have been receiving letters inquiring the 
names of other coHectors interested in this fascinating 
line, as well as dealer sources of supply. Unfortunately 
we have not been able to accommodate these good 
friends for the simple reason that we are not sufficiently 
informed ourselves. 

A very interesting letter has now come to hand from 
Dr. Matthew E. Uznanski of 1530 Darnen Ave., cor. 
Pierce Ave., Chicago, Ill. in which these same questions 
are asked, and it leads to this suggestion-primarily 
addressed to Mr. Perry : Why not organize an Envelope 
Collectors Society? 

STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING will give such a 
movement full support, and to start things agoing, re
quests the names and addresses of U. S. Envelope col
lectors throughout our country, in order that we may be 
enabled, at least, to inform these good friends that 
others are actively interested in the same pursuit. A 
postcard will suffice. 

Incidentally, it would prove profitable to such 
dealers, who specia.lize in Envelopes, to likewise tell 
these prospective patrons, through our advertising 
columns, where they may purchase their needs. 

Charley Hofmann on the Air 
"Sauntering Around Through the Richmond Post

office"-a radio-talk by Charley Hofmann of the 
Richmond Stamp Club-printed in this issue-is good 
enough to broadcast over every station in the country. 
And did Charley put it over! 

Mrs. Diamant Vacations Abroad 
Bon Voyage to Mrs. Henry A. Diamant of New 

York, who is spending a vacation in Europe and ex
pects to return in August. We hope she will enjoy 
every day of it and corner every triangular Cape on 
the Continent! 

Addenda Pricings Omitted 
In view of the fact that the Dietz Specialized Catalog 

of Confederates is now under revision, preparatory to 
the 1936 Edition, objects listed in the Addenda from 
now on will not show pricings. 

With the thermometer sizzling around 98° in my 
Sinctum Sanctum I will not assume responsibility for 
the editorials that ooze out under such conditions. 
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Status of the Confederate Catalog 
In order that the friends of the Dietz Specialized 

Catalog of the Stamps of the Confederate States of 
Am;erica, who have sent in their advance subscriptions 
to insure publica:tiop. of the 1936 Revised Edition of 
this work, may become advised of the progress made 
up to this time, we print a list of its patrons. 

Ashton, E. R., Celina, Ohio. 
Atherton, H. P., Springfield, 

Mass. 
Bentz, K. G., Atlanta, Ga. 
Brehmer, Oscar W., Philadel

phia, Pa. 

Kelleher, Daniel F., Boston, 
Mass. 

Kievi t, Basil, Albany, N. Y. 
Kimble, Ralph A., Chicago, Ill. 
Kistler, Charles E., Morganton, 

N.C. 
Brooks, Harold 

Mich. 
C., Marshall Kracke, F. D. C., ·charleston, 

S. C. 
Brown, Stephen D., Glenns 

Falls, N. Y. 
Burr, David H., Gloverville, N . Y. 
Clarke, Finley, Morganton, N. C. 
Cline, Elmer E., Auburndale, Fla. 
Cobin, Charles Ivy, South Nor-

walk, Conn. 
Elmer D. Colcord, Saco, Maine. 
Dabney, Dr. M. Y., Birming

ham, Ala. 
Davisson, Augustus, Harlem, 

Georgia. 
Deats, H. E., Flemington, N. J . 
Delahoussaye, W. L., Lake 

1Charles, La. 
Drago, N . F., Fairfax, Mo. 
DuBruyne, Robert M., Morgan

ton, N. C. 
Dudek, Rt. Rev. J. B., Yukon, 

Oklahoma. 
Emerson, Hon. Robert S., Pro
-- vidence, R. I. 
Everett, Morris, Cleveland, Ohio. 
Fennell, Adolph, Cincinnati, 0. 
Fink, Paul M., Jonesboro, Tenn. 
Freeman, R. T., Atlanta, Ga. 
Gould, George, Boston, Mass . 
Hale, H. W. K., Montreal, 

Canada. · 
Hall, ]. H. Jr., New York, N. Y . 
Ham, Geo. C., Naugatuck, Conn. 
Hardy, James S., Glencoe, Ill. 
Heller, Dr. George, Englewood, 

New Jersey. 
Hofmann, Chas. L., Richmond,Va. 
Hubert, Thos. H. Jr., Knox

ville, Tenn. 
Huffman, Robert 0 ., Morganton, 

N.C. 
H. E. Harris Co., Boston, Mass. 
Isbell, Fletcher F., 1913 N St., 

N. W., Washington, D . C. 
Johnson, Frank E., Morganton, 

N. C. 

Lechky, John H., Iowa City, Ia. 
Lentz, H. L., Salina, Kans. 
Lenz, Louis, Lake Charles, La. 
Leve, A. Atlas, Syracuse, N. Y. 
Liberty Bell Stamp Co., Allen-

town, Pa. 
Logan, Allen, Overland Park, 

Kansas City, Mo. 
Longshore, R. L., St. Louis, Mo. 
Macy, Carleton, Hewlett, N. Y. 
Marble, Roger, Worces~er, Mass. 
Martin, Roscoe B., Forrestville, 

N. Y. 
Matthews, Eric Jr., Lampasas, 

Texas. 
McDowell, L. B., Westover, Md. 
McNabb, George C., Philadel

phia, Pa. 
Mead, Winter, Morristown, N . J. 
Memphis Stamp Club, Memphis, 

Tenn. 
Mitchell, Dr. L. B., Tampa, Fla. 
Moffat, H. A., Passaic, N . J. 
Needham, Henry C., New York. 
Phillips, Charles J., 15 Central 

Park West, New York City. 
Pollock, E. V., Ottumwa, Iowa. 
Reeves, A. R., Sumter, S. C. 
M. R. Redwine, Atlanta, Ga. 
Reid, R. J., Chatham, Va. 
Ristean, W . J., Wanconda, Ill. 
Schoenfeld, Abraham, N. Y. 
Skinner, H . C., River Forest, Ill. 
Stamps, New York, N. Y. 
Stroeck, Mrs. Chas. H., Beau-

mont, Tex. 
Taylor, Goodwin M., Ronceverte, 

W. Va. 
Trow, Robert C., La Grange, Ill. 
Uznanski, Dr. Matthew E., Chi

cago, Ill. 
Vallancey Press, The, London, 

England. 
Jones, Joseph W., Bristol, Va.- Ware, Warren P., Memphis, 

Tenn. Tenn . 

This represents 81 % of the number of advance sub
scriptions required to guarantee the cost of the work. 
D ealers and auctioneers-who are vitally interested in 
the appearance of this Confederate Catalog-should 
send in their subscriptions now. 

Gents: We Have With Us Today 
Mr. Daniel D. Jacoby, 640 Riverside Drive, New York 
City; Mr. D. Blake Battles, 259 South Balch Street, 
Akron, Ohio; and Mr. B. A. Turner, Box 1492, San 
Antonio, Tex.-each represented by a full page adver
tisement, and all with us for the first time. We would 
suggest that our readers turn to their .pages. 

DANIEL D. JACOBY 

Mr.Jacoby is advertising exceptional things in British 
Colonials at summer prices-among which appear to 
be several "sleepers;" likewise a number of lots and 
complete collections. British Colonials are also sent 
on approval. 

D. BLAKE BATTL E,S 

Mr. Battles' page is made up for the greater part of 
U. S. Covers, chiefly Commems, Airmails, Cachets, and 
that much-sought-after material~old U. S. Covers. 
There are also desirable Foreign covers in his stock. 

B. A. TURNER 

Mr. Turner is advertising U. S. exclusively, and the 
long list-from Scott's N. 33 along down the line to 
No. 683-surely contains something for each and every 
one of our readers. 

We will esteem it a favor if our readers, in patron
izing these gentiemlen, will state that they saw the 
advertisement ·in STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING. 

A Repeated-Unheeded- Request 
After every mailing of this publication anywhere 

from three to ten copies are returned with the notation 
"Removed." Each such piece entails the penalizing of 
the publishers with "postage due." This is not fair to 
us. If you' re moving to dodge rent, we can understand 
-we do some dodging ourselves; But if it's just "go
ing into better quarters," why not be considerate 
enough to advise us of the fact? 

Mr. Perry's Instalment Postponed 
We regret to announce that, due to non-arrival of 

Mr. Perry's copy for the IXth Chapter of "Why Collect 
Stamped Envelopes" in time for this issue, the contin
uation of the serial will appear next month. 

Two More Years in the Purple 
Congress has voted to continue the 3-cent per ounce

rate on. non-local first-class mail for another two years 
-until June 30, 1937. Well, we "keep out of ,the 
red" anyway. 
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The Locals of Goliad, Texas 

TYPE I 5 CENTS 

0 F the sixteen towns in six 
States of the Confederacy, 
that gave us type-set Provisi

onals, four came from Texas, and 
the most interesting of these ar·e the 
Goliads. Interesting because of the 
famous error in the spelling of the 
-name-an error thait occurred i.n 
two values and, apparently, was 
never detected by the printer or the 
postmaster. 

There is no mystery surrounding 
the Goliad Locals. Although we 
have no data concerning the date of 
issue, or the quan6ties prepared and 
sold, we do know the name of the 
postmaster and that of the printer. 
The rest is but a study of typo
graphical detail, and this will form 

BY THE EDITOR 

Notice to Counterfeiters.-The dia
grams illustrating this article will 
not serve for photoengraved repro
ductions of the original stamp, since 
they are not absolutely true in detail, 
and, in addition, contain secret marks 
by which I can positively identify 
such reproductions. They are pre
pared for descriptive purposes only. 
-AUG. DIETZ. 

the chief subject of our discussion 
this month. 

John A. Clarke was the post
master of Goliad, Texas at the time 
of our story in 1861. It further 
appears that there was a local news
paper - The Messenger - owned, 
edited, printed and published by 
the Rev. A. M. Cox, a Methodist 
minister, who seems to have ac
quired a knowledge of the art of 
printing-for it is stated that when 
Postmaster Clarke commisioned him 
to prepare these stamps, he per
sonally set the type and did the 
printing. And he was no mean 
craftsman, though not a careful 
proof-reader. As a result we have 
the "Goilad" errors. 

There are two distinct types of 
the two denominations-S Cents 
and 10 Ce.nts-of the Goliad Pro
visionals, representing, as did all 
the Confederate Locals, the single 
and double letter-rate in 1861. 

TYPE II 10 CENTS 

10 

TYPE I 10 CENTS 

TYPE I 

The first type was a very simple 
affair, consisting of a diamond-pat
tern border, ten units across and 
eleven deep. Within this frame, 
and set close to the border at top 
and bottom, appeared <the words 
"Goliad" in italic capital and small 
letters at the top-a bold figure "S" 
(or "1 O" ) in the center-and 
"POSTAGE" in plain Roman capitals 
at the foot. 

We are reasonably certain that at 
least five - and probably ten -
stamps were set. If five, they were 
in a horizontal row; if iten, they 
were grouped in a form of two 
horizontal rows of five, with one-

TYPE II 5 CENTS-ERROR '"GOILAD" 
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sixth of an inch gutter space be
tween the units. The change of 
value-from 5 to 10-was effected 
by the simple substitution of figures 
without disturbing the rest of the 
settina for there are no variations 

b' 
whatever in the position of the 
inscriptions on all the copies that 
I have seen. Likewise there is no 
discernable difference in type or 
border that could serve in an effort 
to plate ·~he Goliads. The border-:
well-worn even at the time of this 
printing-shows broken or thic.k
ened lines in nearly each of its 
thirty-eight units as well as fillings
in of the printing ink. The print
ing is in black. 

The two values of this Type I are 
known on the following papers : 5 
Cents on white, gray and rose wove 
paper; 1 O Cents on white and rose. 

CLARKE'S CANCELLING SIGNATURES 

PROBABLY NOT CLARKE'S SIGNATURE 

The mode of cancelling the 
stamps of Type I-on all the copies 
that I have seen-was by the ab
breviated signature "Clarke, P. M.", 
written with pen and ink across the 
stamp, as appears in the illustrations 
above. All save one may be readily 
identified as Mr. Clarke's handwrit
ing, by comparison with his aut~

graph. But it also appears that hrs 
assistant "cancelled" some of these 
stamps, for it will be noted that one 
signa,ture reads "Clarcke." 

The chief charateristic, and one 
by which we can test the stamps of 
Type I, is to be found in the spacing 
of the words Goliad and POSTAGE. 
It will be noted that neither line is 
centered within the border-more 
space being at the left of Goliad 
and more at the right of POSTAGE. 

TYPE II 

We now come to the second type, 
which shows a radical change in 
arrangement of the inscriptions. 
The border remains the same, as do 
the figures of value. The italic type 
of "Goliad" is substituted by Roman 
capitals of the same "face" as those 
in "POSTAGE" on Type I, but spaced 
equidistant apart in ord.er to give 
length to the line, matching tha~ of 
"POSTAGE" at the bottom, which, 
likewise, has been changed to a 
bolder face Roman type. The ad
dition of "J. A. Clarke," in Roman 
capitals and small letter~ at the left 
within the border, readmg up, and 
·"Post Master. " in the same type at 
the right, reading down, compl~tes 
the new composition. All four Imes 
of the inscription are set clos·e to the 
border with no clearing space save 
tha,t provided by th_e "s~oulder" o.~ 
the 1type of the lme POSTAGE. 
The line "J. A. Clarke," and "Post 
Master." are even permitted to abut 
the line "POSTAGE," as may be seen 
where the "}" appears to join the 

THE ERROR 

It was in the resetting of the 
forms for Type II that the famous 
error in the spelling of "Goliad" 
was made: one stamp of the group 
showing the town name as "Go_ILAD:" 
And it is remarkable that this mis
take was not discovered, but con
tinued to be present when the 
change in the form was made from 
the 5- to the 10-cent stamps. 

The stamps of Type II---the 5-
Cent and the 10-Cent-were print
ed on both gray and dark blue wove 
paper in black ink. 

WHY A SECOND TYPE? 

The chief reason for the setting 
of a more complete stamp form 
would seem to be that Postmaster 
Clarke found it too irksome to 
cancel each stamp with his signa
ture in pen and ink-tho:1?h the~e 
was no regulation requmng .this 
procedure. However, with the ap
pearance of the new type we find 
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these stamps cancelled with the 
regular "Goliad, Tex." postmark, 
or, in some instances, with merely 
a pen-stroke. 

* * * 
It is interesting to record th1t, 

long after the close of the War 
Between the States, the erstwhile 
postmaster of Goliad was very re
luctant to speak of his connection 
with the postoffice and the printing 
of these Provisional stamps in 1861. 
He seemed to be obsessed with the 
haunting fear that the Federal au
thorities might still hold him ac
countable for the post he held under 
the Confederate government. As 
late as 1881 he penned the follow
ing letter in reply to an inquiry by 
Mr. Hiram E. Deats, concerning 
these Provisionals. 

ROCKPORT, TEX., July 27, 1880. 
DEAR SIR: 

I have received many letters in regard to 
the old stamps issued at Goliad in 1862 by 
the postmaster then acting, bu.t as .I. feared 
there was or might be a d1sposmon on 
the part of some govern~ent official to put 
that individual to some trouble on account 
of them, I have never given any o~e even 
an answer to their letters touching the 
matter. Yours, 

ere~ 
The Goliads rank among the 

rarer Provisionals of the Confed
eracy, particularly the two values 
of Type II printed on dark blue 
paper. 

In connection with the printing 
of these stamps it is interesting to 
quote from a letter received from 
Mr. Fred Green of Fort Sam Hous
ton, Texas, some six years ago. 
After a visit to Goliad he wrote as 
follows: "The old newspaper and 
printing shop at Goliad is ~till do
ing business today. They still have 
the border that went around the 
Goliad Local." Mr. Green succeed
ed in securing several sections of 
this border for me, and they are 
here printed, surrounded by rules 
for protection against wear. 

100000000001 

ACTUAL BOWER TYPES USED IN 

THE PRINTING 
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Sauntering Around Through 
A Radio Tatk over wRvA the Richmond Postoffice 
BY CHARLES L. HOFMANN 

¥V(I ''""" A ND now, if all you good citi-
fl_ zens as well as stamp collec-

tors will please keep quiet for 
a few minutes and pay attention to 
these words of wisdom, you learn 
just exactly what I found out when 
I decided it was time to delve into 
the mysteries of the Richmond Post 
Office. · 

How I got inside the Post Office 
is nobody's business but my own
all of us stamp collectors are classed 
as Public Enemies Number One, so 
beyond merely hinting that I crawl
ed into a package box on Main 
Street, was hauled to the Post Office 
in a sack and was carried by the 
endless belt conveyor to the dump
ing table on the second floor of that 
building and that as unmailable 
matter, the Postal Laws and Regu
lations required me to be taken be
fore Postmaster Clyde W. Saunders 
(which was exactly what I wanted) 
the less said about my unceremoni
ous entry, the better. He could do 
two things, could Postmaster Saun
ders-I could either be sent to the 
Dead Letter Division and be kept 
there thirty days, which would have 
been inconvenient for the Govern
ment (and very profitable for me) 
or he could make a confession of 
what goes on behind the scenes in a 
metropolitan post office. Postmaster 
Clyde Saunders makes quick de
cisions, and from now on you shall 
hear the hitherto unrevealed secrets 
of this remarkable institution-the 
Richmond Post Office. 

The average person believes the 
post office is run by three individu
als - the Postmaster, who does 
everything in the post office; the 
carrier, who delivers the mail to his 
house; and the man who sweeps up 
and runs the elevator. Of course, 

stamp collectors think that only one we stamp collectors became more 
man runs the post office-their · numerous than we are now, he's 
friend at the stamp window who going to have some made! 
always sees that special issues of But, good citizens, don 't get it 
stamps are available for them. This into your heads that the Govern
is an entirely wrong conception and ment makes a profit on every letter 
it is my purpose to correct this er- bearing a three-cent stamp, for, con
roneous impression. 

The Richmond Post Office roster 
lists over 500 employees and its re
ceipts amount to a httle more than 
two million dollars a year. The 
payroll for these 500 employees 
amounts to only one-half of the 
total receipts, which is not to be 
sneezed at, especially when you re
alize that the Richmond office is one 
of the outstanding post offices in 
the country where the Government 
takes in about two dollars for every 
one dollar or so it pays out in sal
aries. When I found this out I 
tried to buy some stock in the Rich
mond Post Office at once, but Post
master Saunders told me that he 
had already bought all the surplus 
stock. 

And what does this immense 
machine do to have such an income 
and such an expense? Well, in the 
first place, it handles around 140,-
000 pieces of first-class out-going 
mail every day and from fifteen to 
eighteen tons of parcel post daily. 
And, by the way, if you really want 
to get into the Big Figures, the na
tion's postal syste~ handles fifty 
billion pieces of mail every year. 

And, while I think of it, did 
you know the doors of the post 
office are never shut? Nights, Satur
days, Sundays, Legal Holidays-all 
are the same to your Uncle Samuel 
in this letter-handling business. I 
asked Postmaster Saunders sternly 
where the keys to the front door, 
were, and he finally admitted there 
weren't any- but he did say that if 

sider the case of a gentleman in 
Texas who wrote to a friend in an 
isolated part of Alaska, where hun
dreds of miles of snow-capped 
mountains and ice-covered plateaus 
had to be crossed by dog sled, and 
whose letter happened to be the 
only one going to that particular 
point in three months. It cost the 
United States Government $2,000 
to get that particular piece of mail 
to its destination, and it cost the 
writer only three cents to mail it
which is a little cheaper than if the 
sender had made the trip himself! 
Mexico, Canada, the Philippines, 
the Virgin Islands, Hawaii, the 
Canal Zone, and literally hundreds 
of distant points are waiting for you 
at the beck and call of a little three
cent scrap of paper! 

You see a little green box on a 
concrete post at the edge of the 
sidewalk, you drop your letter in 
it, and then stagger with exhaustion 
into whatever kind of a place you 
stagger into when you' re exhausted, 
to be revived. You think you've 
done a lot of work mailing that 
missive-and if it happens to be 
your wife's letter to your mother
in-law, you really have done well! 
But did you ever realize that if you 
drop a letter into one of these street 
boxes for collection by a carrier on 
his morning t rip, to an address in 
Richmond, it is delivered that same 
afternoon? And if you really want 
some fast service, just rush into the 
main post office around 12 : 30 A. 
M., mail an air mail letter to At-
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lanta, Georgia, and your letter will 
reach Atlanta at 6: 30 A. M.--0r 
about the same time you get home 
to breakfast. But, to get back to 
the letters which you drop into 
street boxes-some of you may 
think when the collections are taken 
up from such a box that the gentle
man in blue-gray uniform sits on 
the edge of the sidewalk and picks 
out. the. ones addressed nearest to 
him, ·and runs and delivers them to 
the addresses. But this is no longer 
done in the best of well regulated 
post offices. A lot of things happen 
to that envelope before Mr. Adolf 
Snigglefritz gets it-it has to go to 
the main post office building first 
where it is faced up-then it must 
be run through the canceling ma
chine upside down-(this is very 
technical and you have to be a Civil 
Engineer to understand why). Then 
it goes to the primary sorting cases 
for handling, then to the City Di
vision-there it is primaried to the 
carrier station involved, then work
ed in another case and distributed 
to the carrier who serves your resi
dence. The carrier, on receiving his 
mail, cases it according to location 
of street numbers, and after that all 
he has to do is to walk around for 
the rest of the day until he delivers 
fifty pounds of similarly accumu
lated envelopes and packages, hand
ing them out to the proper owners 
with less than one error in ten 
thousand pieces. Just idle, carefree 
playmates are these carriers, strol
ling through life scattering bits of 
paper hither and yon-and if you 
think it's as easy as all that, yon 
come down to the post office some
time and try it! 

Every clerk occupied in handling 
mail in Richmond has to take a 
case examination every year. These 
examinations consist of learning the 
exaGt routing of some eight hundred 
to one thousand different post offices 
and sorting cards, r-epresenting such 
post offices, into proper pigeon
holes by various train names and 
numbers. This test distribution has 
to be made in a limited space of 

time and the Government requires 
it to be done with ninety-five per 
cent of accuracy, and I am told some 
of the Richmond clerks make one 
hundred per cent on these examina
tions. And that, you must admit, 
is as near to perfection as we can 
expect ·them to get! 

And just a word in edgeways 
here about the special delivery ser
vice-did you know for every letter 
that is so handled, nine cents of 
that ten-cent stamp go to the mes
senger? Special delivery mail is de
livered between the hours of 7: 00 
A. M. and 11 :00 P. M. and is al
ways promptly sent out after reach
ing the post office. 

However, part of my agreement 
with Postmaster Saunders was, that 
if I'd go home quietly after the 
commotion (which my tour of in
spection naturally created), I was 
to be shown the stamp vault. I 
wanted to see for myself just how 
they maintain their stock of these 
fascinating labels (for that's what 
they were called when they first 
began to use them in 1840-labels). 
These are the things that we phila
telists rummage around in waste 
paper baskets for. I felt a little 
snooty when we started out to the 
strong room - Postmaster Clyde 
Saunders, Assistant Postmaster Har
ry Lawder, Superintendent of Mails 
Charlie Hartz, Postal Cashier Wal
ter Melton, four guards, three depu
ty United States Marshals, and a 
division of Marine Corps all around 
me. Am I a big man when I go 
visiting in the Post Office? Later 
I learned they had orders to shoot 
me on sight if I made any suspicious 
movement, which shows that the 
Postmaster doesn't believe a man 
can be a stamp collector and remain 
honest-not in a post office stamp 
vault anyway. Just before I entered 
the vault I felt something slip over 
my wrists--0nly a pair of handcuffs. 

And now I think I'd have been 
happier if I hadn't gone in-bun
dles, packages, cases, hogsheads, 
b_a.rrels and_ freight cars full of 
sheets and rolls of ~frainps of all de-

nominations with plate numbers, 
bureau imprints, center guide lines, 
engravers' initials and arrow mark
ings! And here I was___:handcuffed 
and a shotgun in the small of my 
back ready to bang-bang if I took 
just one sheet of a hundred of the 
five-dollar beauties - what's five 
hundred dollars to the post office 
anyway? It cost them ·twenty-six 
cents to print a thousand of the 
little rascals! Well, we went away 
from that place leaving behind rolls 
and rolls of sidewise and endwise 
coils of the vintage of 1917, fl.at 
plate seven-centers of 1922, and my 
broken heart. It's terrible to have 
to be honest. 

Travelling circuitously through 
mountains of piled-up parcel post 
packages with all sorts of desirable 
odd high-value stamps on them, 
which I wanted to cut off and from 
the doing of which I was forcibly 
restrained by half the United States 
Army ably assisted by several De
partment of Justice "G" men, we 
tiptoed to the end of the corridor 
and, cautioned to hold my breath, 
Postmaster Saunders pointed out the 
"Nixie Clerk." Now, a "Nixie 
Clerk," good citizen, is a magician 
who gets all the letters that careless 
people put through the mails, and 
which no ordinary human being 
can decipher. He supplies missing 
directions, and, with the help of a 
crystal ball, a pack of cards, a divin
ing rod, some tea leaves in a cup, 
and a wizard's wand, he decides that 
a letter addressed to "Uncle H-
near the corner by the Filling Sta
tion" is intended for Mr. Heis 
ljardtofind, 333% Crazy Street, 
Ottawa, Canada. A Nixie Clerk 
must be handled with care and 
wrapped up in cotton batting at 
night, otherwise he'd go to pieces 
with frazzled nerves in no time at 
all, colloquially speaking. He knows 
everybody in the United States by 
their first names, middle initials and 
surnames, and who lives on all the 
street corners in the world. He has 
X-ray eyes and is wired for sight, 
sound, television, and intuition. 
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However, I learned that at times 
this work gets the best of the Nixie 
Clerk and he stays in a trance for 
three or four days. Therefore, seri
ously, good citizens, I would suggest 
that all of you see that your mail is 
legibly and compldely addressed
show the street number or post office 
box number, etc., of your correspon
dent instead of simply showing the 
city and State. 

And this, for no good reason at 
all, brings us to the post office bank 
-not the Postal Savings Bank that 
the public uses-that's something 
else again-but the Post Office Bank 
-the official title of which is the 
Richmond Postal Credit Union, Inc., 
the largest in this State operating 
under a charter granted by the 
sovereign State of Virginia, into 
which the postal employees-and 
only postal employees--can deposit 
money, and from which they are 
permitted to borrow. This Credit 
Union has been in operation for 
twelve years without a single loss in 
a carload of loans-that's quite a 
record in itself. 

If you could only see the directory 
department where it costs the Gov
ernment around $8,000 a year to 
correct addresses, the sorting racks, 
the Registry Section, the postage due 
section, operated because the senders 
understamped overweight letters
and a thousand other gems of postal 
mechanism that we take for granted, 
all of which begin to work for us 
when we drop a one-cent postal 
card, or a two-cent local letter, or a 
three-cent domestic item, or a five
cent foreign missive into one of 
those "pinch your finger" trapdoor 
boxes of which there are six hun
dred scattered through Richmond's 
streets, ready to swallow your letters 
twenty-four hours a day, and give 
you a million dollars worth of ser
vice for a few pennies-if you could 
only see all these things as I did, 
you'd write bigger and better bun
dles of bulky blarney to show your 
appreciation! 

But Postmaster Saunders was 
through entertaining for one day, 

and while I thought it was entirely 
unnecessary, he and his aides search
ed me, purdy as a perfunctory 
measure, remembering I was a 
stamp collector and had been in the 
stamp vault - and handcuffed at 
that; and for the life of me, I can't 
understand yet how all those sheets 
of two- and fi.v.e-dollar stamps got 
up my coat sleeve, or where those 
coils of obsolete three- and five
centers came from that they pulled 
out of my pockets-as though I'd 
fall so low as to take stamps when 
nobody was looking! Following 
which two "G" men took me to the 
front door, and helped me down the 
steps with Postmaster Saunders' 
compliments and a warning never to 
come back! But they never did find 
that sixteen-cent special delivery air 
mail stamp sticking to the hem of 
my pocket handkerchief-I'm ahead 
that much anyway! And so, fell ow 
citizens, goodbye until we saunter 
around somewhere, someday, some
how again. 

---{8J--

N ational Plate Block Society 
Collectors interested in plate 

numbers of United States stamps 
have formed the National Plate 
Block Society. Clyde Suttle, of 
Arena, N. Y., is president; Dr. H. 
H. Kretzler, of Edmonds, Wash., 
vice-president; R. A. Miller, of 1 78 
School Street, Chilton, Wis., secre
tary-treasurer, and R. C. Dahlem, 
Jersey City, librarian. Intereste1 
collectors should communicate with 
the ·secretary.-BARRY in New York 
Herald Tribune. 

-~!---

Confederate Humor 
POSTAL AFFAIRS.-The follow

ing is the superscription of a letter 
that passed through the Louisville, 
Ky., post office: 

"Feds and Confeds, let this go free 
Down to Nashville, Tennes·see ; 
This three-cent stamp will pay the cost 
Until vou find Sophia Yost. 

"Postmaster North, or even South, 
May open it and find the truth; 
I merely say my wife's got well, 
And has a baby cross as--, you know." 

Another A. P. S. Slate 
· The following circular letter has 

been received by members of A. P. 
S. It speaks tor itself. 

AN APPEAL FOR VOTES 

July 5, 1935. 
DEAR FELLOW A. P. S. MEMBER : 

. There _has been a noticeable slackening of 
mterest m the American Philatelic Society 
of '.ecent yea.rs . This is evidenced by the 
fallmg off m membership. Antagonism 
~itter feeling, prejudice, have resulted. I~ 
is imperative that we make a Clean Slate if 
Harmony, Co-operation, Fraternity and Pro
gress are to prevail. With sincere ambition 
w cor:ect this condition, a Progressive 
Ticket is offered by the Extension Bureau of 
the A. P. S. (an ·Independent Committee of 
A. P. _S. Members, having at heart only the 
best . mterests of the Society.) The firm 
conviction and opinion is-that our Officers 
should be Collectors. This Ticket has the 
unanimous endorsement of Chicago Chapter 
No. I, Westchester Chapter No. 85, others 
to be reported, and a vast number of in
dividual members. 

The Slate, comprised of "Collectors," in 
the true sense of the word, is : 

For President, Harry S. Swensen. 
For Vice-Presidents, Dr. Iver R. Johnson; 

Adolf F. Boehm; James A. Zalud. 
For Secretary, Palmer H all Stilson. 
For Treasurer, Howard H . Elliott. 
For International Secretary, Clifford W . 

Kissinger. 

For Directors-at-Large, George E. Hig
gins, William G. Windhurst. 

For a great many years I have been a 
General Business Executive, with a broad 
diversified experience, well versed in the 
technique of management, co-ordination of 
details, club and trade association craft. If 
elected your Secretary, I promise my un
stinting best, my office will be one for infor
mation, rendezvous and service to all. I 
welcome responsibility and am confident of 
my ability to efficiently serve the Society 
and its Members; in soliciting your support 
of my candidacy, I beg to suggest your 
straight vote for our entire ticket. Mark 
your ballot X in ink and forward as 
directed; if you cannot attend the Conven
tion, please sign your Proxy in blank, add 
your Number, and mail it to Max G. Joh!, 
Torrence Place, Scarsdale, N. Y. We desire 
a Quorum and will be most grateful for 
your aid. 

With assurance of high regard and sin
cerest appreciation, I am 

Faithfully, 

PALMER HALL STILSON. 

---~1----

Another Dam Stamp! 
There is a request before Post

master-General Farley for a Boulder · 
Dam stamp. How many more dam 
stamps will we have anyway, 1anyhow? 
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The A. S. S. E. S. 
BY CAPT. A. C. TOWNSEND 
~c-----------tG¥ 

THE writer wishes to very diffi
dently and modestly suggest 
the formation of a new stamp 

society. Now wait a minute, wait 
a minute! Don't all jump on me 
at once. Wait at least until you 
know something about the plan. 
Then perhaps you will be glad you 
kept still, and will be one of vhe 
first enthusiasts to join. 

I know there are lots of stamp 
societies now, too many of ' them, 
perhaps, but this is a new kind of 
one. Instead of a society to pro
mote the collecting of stamps, this 
is one to the contrary-one to pre
vent stamps from being collected 
for the simple reason that they will 
not be issued. Does that sound 
complicated? Well, let me explain. 

You know that there are several 
countries that are issuing entirely 
too many stamps, set after set, 
sometimes both perf and imperf at 
the same time, for no earthly reason 
except to help their revenues by 
selling them to stamp collectors. 
And you know some dealers that 
are to be highly commended bemuse 
they have banded together and. said 
they would not even handle the 
stamps of these countries unless 
they stopped issuing a new set every 
time it rained, or because a new 
tourist dropped in, or to celebrate 
the second anniversary of "Be Kind 
to a Goldfish Week," or something 
of that sort. And they have so 
notified those countries, instructing 
them to pull in their horns or be 
dehorned. 

Well, my new society is for the 
total suppression of some of these 
unnecessary stamps. It is proposed 
to call it the American Society for 
the Suppression of Expensive 
Stamps, the ASSES, as our govern
ment is shortening the names of its 
various commissions, etc. That is, 
provided the government has not 

already gobbled up the name before 
we can get started, which I fear 
may be the case. 

Here is the general idea: You 
know how the government is paying 
farmers not to do this and that-to 
plough under every other row of 
cotton or corn, to plant only so 
many acres of wheat or rye, and to 

raise only so many pigs, and is pay
ing the farmers the market price for 
the unraised pigs or crops? In fact, 
it is doing further than that. A far
mer can retire and live on the in
come of his unraised pigs alone. 

He tells the government, "Last 
year I didn't raise (say) 5 0 pigs, 
and you paid me the market price 
for them. We will say there were 
40 sows, which is being liberal with 
you. Those sows would have had 
at least six little ones each this year, 
which is being liberal again, so you 
now owe me for 240 little pigs. 
Please remit." And the govern
ment is doing so. 

Unless the Secretary of Agricul
ture can produce a mythical hog 
cholera that would have killed off 
all those pigs, the <;ountry will soon 
be swamped by their progeny and 
we will be being run over by retired 
farmers in Rolls Royces instead of 
by just ordinary cars! 

Now, I propose something simi
lar in the way of a society to stop 
the numbers of stamp issues that 
are emptying our pocketbooks. We 
form the Society and as. soon as the 
dues have accumulated to a suffi
cient sum we send our President on 
a trip to these prolific countries. (I 
am not asking to be made President 
of the Society. I don't want the 
job. But if you should insist on my 
taking the position on account of 
the languages at my command, I 
would be reluctantly willing to 
undertake the difficult task, and to 
give bond in any amount, the cost 
to be paid by the Society. ) Well, 
as I was explaining, you send me 
(I mean our President) over to 

Italy, say, and I (Oh, I'll just use 
the "I" for the sake of clearness) 
I say to the officials, "How many 
new sets of stamps do you intend 
to get out during the next year?" 

And the Postmaster-General, who 
has heard about farley and his mil
lion dollar what-I-gave-away-sale, 
promptly replies, "Six." 

"And what will be the face value 
of each issue in American money?" 
I ask. Say, he says $2.40. 

"And how many sets do you 
figure stamp collectors will buy?" 
I ask him. 

"All of them, that is, all but the 
few that may be used for postage," 
he replies. 

"But how many will that be?" I 
persist. 

"Well, judging by the sucker 
crop-I mean, by the number of 
past sales, about 18,000 sets." 

Then I argue with him, remind 
him of how the dealers are refusing 
to handle them at all, and finally 
get him down to where he agrees 
that 2,000 sets will tickle him to 
death. 

"All right," I say. Now here is 
what our Society, the ASSES, pro
poses: You plough under three of 
those sets-do not issue them at 
all- and our Society will pay you 
for 2,000 sets of each. 2,000 sets 
at $2.40 is $4,800 9,nd that for 
three sets will be $14,000. I will 
pay you that amount from the funds 
of the Society, and you give me a 
written agreement that you will 
only issue three sets the next year 
instead of six." So he does that 
and everything is fine and I go on 
to the next country. 

So, you see, we have only three 
sets to buy from that country during 
the year at $2.40 a set, or the small 
total of $7.20 each. We don't have 
to buy the other three sets that will 
not be issued. Simple, isn't it? 

Wait a minute! We have already 
paid for those other three sets, and 
didn't even get the stamps! I guess 
the idea is not so hot after all. Let's 
call it the NRA and drop it! Maybe 
it's unconstitutional, or something. 
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"Rants," Pistols and Stamps 
THAR'S a hanted house." 

And that, dear reader, to the 
folks of the South whose tradi

tions and legends are closely en
twined with the negro spirituals and 
lore, means that the dwelling con
tains at certain times mysterious 
inhuman things better known as 
ghosts. A "hanted" house to the 
Southerner is a place to be avoided, 
especially was this uue up to the last 
twenty years, and in the more pro
vincial sections beloW' the Mason
Dixon Line the word still carries a 
significant meaning. 

It was in just one of these back
woods towns that I found mvself 
accosted by one of the old_.time 
darkies. He touched my elbow with 
a reticent reverence ·typical of his 
race that had been raised by the 
cavalier gentry of Virginia. I had 
paused before, what seemed to me, 
to be a mansion of former eminence 
and elegance. The tall white 
columns, the picturesque balcony, 
the ivy and the wisteria had a charm 
that is now found nowhere else in 
the world but "down South." 

I turned abruptly and his voice 
fell to a whisper, "It's hanted and 
thar ain't been nob0dy dere in de 
las' fifty years. I spec's yo is lookin' 
fer a home in dis town, but dat 
house is hanted. Be keerful. I 
gives yo sure warnin', caws I don' 
want no visitor to dis town to git in 
trubble." 

"Thanks! Uncle," I sa~d , and see
ing that "Uncle" touched his vanity 
I completed the coup d' grace by 
slipping him a quarter. l'.fe beamed 
from ear to ear and in less than a 
minute we became fast friends. 

"Who lived here last?" I in
quired. 

"Cunel Roberts and his'n family, 
but dat was a long .time ago. De 
Cunel fought for de Souf, and de 
Cunel's brudder fought for de Norf. 
De house belonged to ole Mars 
Robert, who wuz de f ardder o' de 

BY SOULE SMITH 
tofiJI 1i¥ 
boys, but jis bout time de war ended 
Mars he died widdout leavin' a will 
and de 'state went to de two 
brudders. 

"Arf ter de fightin' stopped de 
Cunel and his brudder come back 
home. De Cunel was boilin' mad 
wid his brudder fer fightin' . fo' de 
Norf and dey had words. Dey bofe 
believed de home was deres and 
bofe had de fightin' spirit of ole 
Mars, so nere one of de boys would 
give in to de udder. 

"Fin'ly dey bofe got married and 
sudd'nly dey bofe lef de house at 
de same time. Nere word has been 
here' d or seen of dem, but de folks 
who knows says dey is bof e still in 
dere, but jis' de hants who is de 
spirits of de boys. Den udder folks 
say dat dey settled de affair wid a 
duel in de big parlor and dat bofe 
were killed, but dat don't rekoncile 
where de ·two wives is." 

"Well," I said, after listening to 
this interesting tale, "hasn't anyone 
been in the home to see, since the 
two men were known to leave?" 

"Nere soul has been in de house, 
and dis is jist as close as dis nigger 
will ever git, " he replied. 

I sat musing over what had just 
been said. The story must have 
some foundation of truth. A duel 
in this quiet town was almost im
possible without the past generation 
knowing all of the details. Perhaps, 
both men leaving at the same time 
might be the more practical solution 
of the mystery. Anyway, it was a 
weird tale and I fully decided not to 
leave until I solved the riddle of 
this forsaken and "hanted" mansion. 
The story that lay buried between 
its thick walls might be the back
ground for a novel that could be 
chock-full of real romance and ad
venture. 

"Say, Uncle!" I asked, "Is there 

any law against going through the 
house?" 

"Dere ain't no law, 'ceptin' de 
law o' de hants, and de law dat 
forbids crazy people to go any
where." 

With ·that he hobbled away and 
for four blocks down the dusty 
walkway he kept his eyes straight 
ahead. 

I sauntered around the house, 
peeping in at every window; but the 
dust and lowered shades obstructed 
every view of the interior. But one 
of the lower back windows was 
open. I lost little time in climbing 
over the casement and found myself 
in a large and well-furnished kit
chen. The pots and kettles and 
other utensils were just as if some
one had recently moved out. Dusty, 
of course, but everything in perfect 
order. So, the old darkey' s tale to 
this point must be true. 

From the kitchen I stepped into 
an ante-serving room and thence 
into a sumptious dining room. The 
plates and cutlery were all around 
the table. It was set for two couples. 
The old tall silver candle-sticks were 
there. A bite or two had been taken 
off each candle by some playful mice 
of long ago and again, ·except for 
the dust, one would imagine that 
guests were expected to arrive by the 
next coach. 

The two big parlors and the ele
gantly furnished library were luxuri
ously furnished and offered a setting 
so typical of Southern homes in the 
ante bellum era. I tip-toed up the 
wide white stairs. Here surely clung 
the atmosphere of a grandeur that 
few have the privilege of experi
enong. 

The six large bedrooms were im
maculate. The four-posters showed 
no siigns of anyone having slept in 
any of them on the night previous to 
what must have been a total de
parture. 
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Through a closet small steps led 
to the attic. I · climbed these and 
found myself in an immense room 
that covered the entire top of the 
home. At one end hung the weath
er-beaten uniform of a Confederate 
Colonel, and at the other end, stand
ing upright as if a man had just 
slipped from out of the clothing, 
hung the blue uniform of a Union 
Captain. The scene was somewhat 
grotesque, I faltered for a moment, 
thinking that two men of different 
opinions faced each other ready for 
combat. And, there beneath each 
uniform, were "horse pistols" fully 
loaded and primed for the final 
word. I ran to the window and 
knocked the glass out for fresh air. 
The breeze that burst in shook the 
uniforms and gently rattled the 
sabers that hung to them. 

A piece of browned paper flut
tered from a nail on the rafters in 
the center of the uniforms. I pulled 
it off and taking it to the light read: 

June 15, 1866, 
Let it be known that the masters of this 

house, Colonel William Roberts, C. S. A., 
and Captain Henry Roberts, U. S. A., sons 
of the late William Henry Roberts, Esq., 
have at midnight on this date agreed to 
settle their differences by the most honor
able method known between gentlemen. In 
the event of the death of either the other 
shall provide a hasty and secret burial and 
shall not be held responsible by law. There 
are no seconds and the distance shall be 
fifteen paces. The command "fire" shall be 
given by a spider on the center rafter when 
her first web couches the floor, or by the 
clock in the library on the twelfth stroke. 

Signed: WILLIAM ROBERTS, c. s. A. 
HENRY ROBERTS, U. S. A. 

P. S. Neither the spider nor the clock in 
the library gave the proper signal. We 
therefore agree to depart from this house, 
leaving all possessions, never to return 
again. 

W. R. and H. R. 

So, this was the secret of the 
"hanted" house. And, what a 
wealth of material for any one 
qualified to write the story! 

I shuddered when I realized just 
how tragic this family of two cour
ageous sons could have come to a 
tragic end .... 

But, there in the corner were 
three trunks. One the trunk of the 
father and the other two belonging 
to .the sons. I opened the larger one 

first. It was filled to the top 'Yith 
every letter both sons had written to 
their father during those eventful 
days of the War Between the States. 
Those from the Army of Northern 
Virginia were franked with every 
conceivable Confederate stamp ever 
issued and "Patriotics" galore. 

- Those from the Captain in the 
Army of the Potomac had reached 
him by flag-of-truce or somehow 
smuggled through the lines. They 
too, were surely gems for the collec
tor, with their stamps from both 
sides. 

The two other trunks contained 
all of the letters written to the sons 
by the father. What a wealth of 
stamps and covers! Provisionals, 
Handstamps and all of the General 
Issues! The letters alone, exclusive 
of the stamps, were a mute saga of 
the most eventful years in America's 
history. They were three autobio
graphies crushed by fate into one
yet separated-but fastened together 
by the strongest bond of life--4:he 
ties of blood. 

I lost little time in getting the 
three trunks in the car and speeding 
northward with a "find" that might 
amaze philate~y. And with me I 
carried the note that solved the 
riddle of the "hanted" house- the 
note that gave evidence that another 
Code Duello had been averted-yet 
I still carry in my heart the feeling 
that the paths of these principals 
may be followed to the end during 
my vacation next year. ,, 

---~f----

Philatelic Museum 
The philatelic museum of the 

Post Office Department was opened 
on June 10, 1935, in rooms on the 
sixth floor of the Post Office De
partment building, opposite those 
occupied by the Philatelic Agency. 
Frames of United States and foreign 
stamps are displayed. This is a 
separate undertaking from the 
Government's exhibit of stamps in · 
the National Museum.-W ashing
ton Stamp News. 

Graveman Returns 
D EAR FRIENDS: 

Vacation is over and, believe me, 
the rea:l work is coming in. If you 
only could get a good look into my 
den, you would be surprised to see 
all the mail piled up, and I am sure 
12 :00 midnight will not be enough 
time to clean up, and the trouble is 
that all mail is important; but-I 
had a good rest-a wonderful vaca
tion and feel 100%. 

On my trip around the good old 
U. S. A. I was fortunate enough to 
meet some of our subscribers and 
believe me, they all are satisfied with 
ST AMP AND COVER COLLECTING. 

H ere are a few bits of stampic news: 

Canada: ew Issues: change in colors 
of the new issues-June 1st, 1935: 
10c.-Royal Canadian Mounted Police on 

horseback. Color: rose, instead of red. 
50c.- Legislative Building, Victoria, B. C. 

Purple, instead ·Of blue. 
$LOO-Champlain Monument at Quebec. 

Blue instead of olive-green. 
Canada: Experimental Flights (Airmail 

Service) between Sydney N. S. and Halifax, 
N. S., July 29, 1935, in honor of the 150th 
Anniversary of the Founding of Sydney. 

Special Cachet from each point, for U. 
S. A. 6c., if the new airmail stamp (Issue 
June 1st, 1935) is desired, the request 
must be made to that effect. 

All covers should be mailed to: Postmas
ter, Sydney, and Postmaster, Halifax, N. S. 

Remember, ·each city has its own cachet; 
so send t0 both Post Offices. Mail must 
reach each point by July 27th the latest. 

Each cover must bear the markings: "Via 
Special Air Mail Flight-Sydney to Hali
fax" ; or, "Via Special Air Mail Flight-
Halifax to Sydney." · 

Luxembourg: Postage Due: green with 
red numeral 35c., and a 70c. regular post
age: violet, 70c., showing profile of the 
D uchess; Official postage: violet, 70c., 
showing profile of the Duchess. 

The U. S. Post-Office D epartment will 
again resume issuing money orders for 
Luxembourg- so everybody will be happy. 
Some j.ob getting money over there without 
knowing the exchange rates. But that is 
all over now Uncle Sam takes care of that. 

' ' 
Just an additional bit of new!): 

J3elgium: Surcharges: Airmail Fr.1.50 
surcharged Fr.LOO. Fr.5.00 surcharged Fr. 
4.00. 

U. S. A.: Color Varieties: Connecticut 
Issue: Plate No. 21392, dark; 21395, light. 
San Diego Issue: Plate No. 21405, dark; 
21407, light. 

The dark hue is very noticeable. 
Danzi?.: Free State: new Issues (June 

20, 1935) , just received on cover: 20 Pfg. 
gray, 25 Pfg. red, 40 Pfg. blue. Surcharge: 
8 on 7 Pfg., green. 
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Gleanings Across the Pond 
BY W. H. WOSENCROFT 

139 Gwydir Street, Cambridge, Eng. 

~ 8~ 

THE 22nd Philatelic Congress ~f 
Great Britain was notable m 
several ways. Held in the his

toric City of Bath, overshadowed by 
hill and woodland, the delegates 
who gathered from all parts of the 
country, and from across the sea as 
well, spent a delightful time, and 
this was in no small measure due to 
the excellent organization by the 
Bath Society, led by the ever popular 
Captain Adrian Hopkins. The ab
sence of Major Heron was regret
table, who, as organizing Secretary 
had striven to ensure the success of 
the Congress, but on the very eve was 
taken ill with a soaring temperature, 
and was confined to bed during the 
whole week. The Congress Hand
book, clad appropriately in ~lue ~nd 
silver in honor of the Philatehst
King' s Silver Jubilee, gave full de
tails of the arrangements, and the 
complete text of the papers read. be
fore the delegates. These orations 
were of the highest order, and I 
personally do not envy the gentle
men who form the jury and whose 
task it is to decide which of the four 
speakers should receive the coveted 
Congress Cup. The award was 
made at the final banquet, and every 
philatelist everywhere will join in 
the rounds of applause which went 
up as the announcement was given 
that the recipient was Mr. Fred J. 
Melville. Not only has this gentle
man done more than probably any 
living person to popularize and 
serve the best interests of our hobby, 
but his paper "The Lives of the 
Forgers" was a notable contribution. 
It deserves the widest publicity, and 
as it is given verbatim in the year 
book together with the other papers, 
collectors who want some good 
stamp literature, might do far worse 
than invest the sum of 2/6 in a 

copy. I believe that there are copies 
still available and no doubt the Bath 
Society would be pleased to supply. 

I see that the £1 black, issued 
with the four other values in con
neaion with the Universal Postal 
Union Congress held in London 
during 1929, is being sold at 13/ 6 
to 15 / -. The price is for used 
copies, and although I am not a 
"tipster" in any sense of the word, 
i.t would appear that a purchase at 
the present price would be worth 
while. I do not think it will reach a 
lower level, and when the stocks are 
exhausted and the stamps absorbed 
into collections, there will certainly 
be a rise. Gibbons catalogs the 
stamps at 30/- used while Robson 
Lowe quotes at 17 /6. 

Returning to matters of Congress, 
the paper by Mr. Hurt on the "Im
portance of Postal History" pro
vided an opportunity for some ex
cellent discussion. The big question 
mark before the delegates was "The 
Stamp's the Thing' ', but some of us 
felt that it wasn't altogether the sole 
reason for our attachment to this 
hobby of dukes and dustmen. Cap
tain Oldfield, with a wealth of phi
latelic experience behind him, put 
our point of view rather neatly in 
words similar to this. "The Stamp 
is the thing-but, not everything." 
Readers of this paper will thorough
ly agree with him, because there is 
a lot of thrills to be found amongst 
the old covers, which very often 
claim more of our attention than the 
stamps with which they are franked. 
Can you recall some? Spend the 
next few minutes trying to bring 
before the mind's eye, a few of the 
pieces which are of importance and 
value, not because of the stamps on 
them, but by reason of the mark
ings, cancellations, and so on. 

The matter can be summed up in 
the parable of the Strawberry. The 

Strawberry is undoubtedly the thing, 
but it's heaps better with sugar and 
cream. Stamps are the strawberries, 
postal history and cover~ are the 
sugar and cream, and once the de-, 
licious fruiits of philately are tasted 
embellished with these other things, 
then we languish for more!! 

Stamp Collecting gives some en
lightening figures regard.ing the 
British Jubilee stamps, which I a~ 
passing along as they are authenti
cally received via the Sunday Ex
press from a postal official. 

Value Number Issued 
Y,d .. . ...... 2, 750,000 sheets 
1d . . . . . .. ... 1,170,000 sheets 
1 Y,d .. . . .... 3, 700,000 sheets 
2Y,d. . . . . . . . 130,000 sheets 

The sale of these has been re
markable and there is every prospect 
of every one being sold before the 
end of June. What the result will 
be no one can say, but the immense 
popularity of this special. iss.ue may 
have the effect of convmcmg the 
postal authorities that low priced 
commemoratives have a popular ap
peal, and incidentally produce a 
substantial sum for the Poor Box. 
On the other hand I do not imagine 
that the British Government will 
run riot with a lot of commems. but 
will stick to the policy which has 
characterized its activities since .the 
day when the Penny Black show~d 
its head. 

On the subject of Jubilee stamps, 
it may interest you to know that 
stocks :in London are remarkable 
low and that the dealers have had 
the 'most hectic of hectic times in 
their endeavor to supply all those 
who want sets of the Colonial and 
Dominion issues. There is a defi
nite shortage, and no further prin~
ings are to be made. However, 1f 
you are short of any sets, and if the 
completeness you aim at is not at
tained, keep cool, and don't make 
the mistake of paying fancy prices. 
The market will not settle yet, and 
you can afford to wait for the d~y 
when the banging of the drum will 
cease, and the price find its rightful 
level. 
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After the magnificent Silver Jubi
lee Exhibition arranged by the Royal 
Philatelic Society, (which H. M. the 
King found time amidst all the en
gagements of the last momentous 
months, to visit) philatelists found 
a rare treat awaiting them at Bath. 
This Exhibition was really extra
ordinary in that its less than 200 
sheets of exhibits were valued at 
the sum of £20,000. Lent by mem
bers of the Bath Society, the show 
was one to excite the most hardened 
collector, while the medium man 
and the junior must have been 
thrilled to the core. I personally 
found it good for my philatelic soul 
to gaze upon the excellencies of 
British West Indians, to marvel at 
the Montserrats, beam on the Ber
mudas, and be charmed by the beau
tiful aspects of the "Pence" Ceylons. 
The ever thrilling triangular Capes 
were strongly represented, "Post 
Paid" Mauritius proved as popular 
as ever, and when we had seen the 
glories of the early Indians and the 
New Zealand "full faces" the 
proofs of modern Newfoundland 
not only provided a contrast, but 
made us feel that the art of stamp 
production had lost little with the 
passage of years. However, amid 
all the wealth of the classics, two 
pieces impressed themselves on the 
mind, ·and will not be forgotten for 
many a day. One was the Penny 
Black used on May 2nd, 1840, four 
days before the date of issue, bear
ing the Bath postmark, and in the 
condition we all dream about. Also 
Bath is again prominent as being 
the receiving station for the first 
Airmail carried over a distance -of 
more than 100 miles. The cover 
was flown in a machine piloted by 
Mr. B. C. Hucks on May 21st, 1912, 
and one could not help comparing 
the triumphs of the Air postman of 
to-day with the heroic efforts of 
those pioneers in the years beyond 
recall. The cover made us all a 
little thoughtful, I think, and was a 
fitting memorial to the men and 
women who have paved the way for 
the modern air services. 

I hope I haven't outstayed my 
welcome this month, but there is 
such a lot I want to chat about. 
Nevertheless I hope to be able to 
serve you well from this side of the 
"big sea water," and if there are any 
matters you are wanting to tell me 
about, or if there is anything you 
would like me to tell about, please 
write. Only I really cannot value 
stamps, nor can I get customers for 
any stamps, etc. you want to sell. If 
I were to do so, it would be vastly 
unfair to the dealers, especially 
when this paper has such an admir
able service of advertising at such 
attractive rates. 

---'IZi'----

Exfiba 
This name-a contraction of Ex

posicion Filatelica, Buenos Aires
has been adopted for the Stamp 
Exhibition which will take place in 
the Capital City of Argentina, in 
October of this year. The event 
will be under the joint auspices of 
the Sociedad Filatelica Argentina, 
Deutscher Philatelisten - V erein, 
Buenos Aires Philatelic Society, In
stituto Bonaerense de Numismatica 
y Antiguedades, and the Sociedad 
Comerciantes de Sell9s Postales. 
Dr. Ricardo D. Elicabe has been 
chosen President, assisted by the 
following gentlemen who constitute 
the Board: Seiiores Felix Simon, 
F. W. Perry, E. Van Der Wee and 
Romulo Zababa. The Exhibition 
will be international in character, 
and further information may be had 
by addressing "Exfiba," Boulogne 
Sur Mer 685, Buenos Aires, -Argen
tine Republic, S. A. 

----<IZJl---

w ashington Exhibits 
Washington, D. C., collectors are 

planning a stamp exhibition to be 
held in the National Museum from 
August 4 to 30, 1935. A frame of 
stamps from President Roosevelt's 
collection will be exhibited.-W ash
ington Stamp News. 

Stamps An Investment 
With the sale in London last 

week of the stamps of Latin Ameri
ca, Hawaii and the Philippines one 
of the world's great stamp collec
tions and the largest single invest
ment in the Arthur Hind estate 
was finally dispersed. Beginning in 
November, 19331 with his United 
States and Confederate stamps, auc
tion sales have been held, first in 
New York and then in London, at 
intervals of a few months where 
group by group collectors have paid 
$875,000 for the stamps from what 
has been popularly called a "mil
lion-dollar collection." 

Hind loved his stamps and liked 
to hear them called the world's 
greatest collection. And it came 
near being so, if c~nsidered from 
the standpoint of diversification. 
He kept an inventory of its cost 
over the years it was in the making 
and annually added 6 per cent as to 
an investment. In pre-depression 
days his worth was variously esti
mated at from $7,000,000 to 10,-
000,000 in textiles, railroad, real 
estate and stamps:._the latter repre
senting about $1,130,000 of the 
total. When the estate was inven
toried last year it had shrunk to 
$1,316,453, of which $680,000 had 
been received trom the sale of 
stamps-$245,000 by direct sale of 
the United States and Confederate 
stamps to the public and $435,000 
from an English syndicate in a lump 
sum for the balance of the collec
tion. The syndicate sales which 
were held in London totaled $630,-
000, making · the price paid for the 
collection by the public $875,000, 
or something better than 77 per 
cent average shrinkage for the en
tire estate. 

We wonder just where an inves
tor would find a solider property 
into which to put his savings.-Edi
torial in New York Herald Tribune, 
July 2, 1935. 

-----"IZI'----

Subscribe now. Only $1 the year. 
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The Stamp Mart of Paris 
J AMES WALDO FAWCETT, 

stamp editor of the Washington 
(D. C.) Sunday Star, who is 

touring Europe, writes a most inter
esting letter from Paris: 

Paris was the capital of the world 
of stamps for many years and still 
has Claims to be considered .in that 
regard. 

It was on the banks of the Seine 
that the science of philately was "in
vented" and the very word by 
which the collecting and study of 
stamps is known everywhere on 
earth was the creation of a French 
connoisseur. 

Also, it was in Paris that philately 
attained its earliest approximation of 
maturity. The story of its evolution 
may be heard from any veteran en
thusiast at the open-air bourse in the 
Champs Elysees on a Sunday or 
Thursday afternoon. 

Two generations of collectors 
have come and gone since groups of 
school-boys originally gathered un
der the chestnut trees of a little park 
area near the Palais of the President 
of the Republic. To picture the 
scene, a Washington reader need 
only to imagine half of Lafayette 
Square filled with a throng of young 
people buying, selling or trading 
stamps. 

But the crowds of the present 
epoch in Paris are not swarms of 
children exclusively. On the con
trary, adults predominate; and the 
explanation is obvious enough. The 
juvenile amateurs of 1880 or 1900 
have become the grown-up profes
sionals of 1935. Briefly, the habit 
of meeting twice a week in informal 
philatelic congress ha:s survived its 
sponsors and most of its secondary 
practitioners and now attracts a third 
clientele. Aged devotees with gray 
beards or snow-white mustaches, re
turning with consistent regularity to 
the spot, proudly tell how they were 
introduced to it by their fathers five 
or six decades ago. 

No one-not even Maurice Lang
lois, dean of French collectors, or 
Louis Francois, his · colleague and 
friend--can be quite certain of the 
date at which the bourse was found
ed. "It was not deliberately started. 
Instead, it grew gradually from 
chance meetings of boys who were 
free from school on Sundays and 
Thursdays." 

To an American, the spectacle of 
the assembly is fascinating. The 
sales stands are portable tables or 
plain boards laid over rented chairs 
and there are scores of them, ar
ranged in lengthy · irregular lines 
along the paths. Dealers bring their 
stocks in suitcases; collectors carry 
their albums or exchange-books un
der their arms. Each individual sets 
up or lays out his wares, then strolls 
about to inspect the offerings of his 
neighbors. A wife, a sister, a 
daughter or a friend watches the 
property in the owner's absence and 
"takes care of business." The initial 
question invariably is: "In what 
country are you interested, please?" 
There are few specialists in the 
throng; almost without exception 
French philatelists are concerned for 
the whole field of stamps, not rigid
ly for any single small fraction of it. 

Prices seem fairly high to a 
stranger, but the people who know 
the bourse best say that they are 
"too low." The Yvert and Tellier 
Catalogue de Timbres-Poste, 39th 
edition, is the accepted criterion and 
selected specimens briQg half or a 
quarter of the listed values. But 
there likewise are numerous "occas
ions" or "bargains" for customers 
who are not excessively particuLar
stamps of very common varieties, 
off-center or damaged. Reprints, it 
is worth mentioning, are plainly 
labeled: "Re-issues." 

Trade ordinarily is brisk and the 
total sales of a seven-hour period, 
from luncheon to dinner time, sure
ly must run close to 100,000 francs. 
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Sources of material include banks, 
department stores, publishers, rail
road and steamship company offices, 
insurance offices, government bu
reaus, schools, hospitals (like those 
for veterans of the Great War) and 
convents. Each dealer has supply 
facilities of his own discovery or 
cultivation. 

One surprising, yet wholly logical 
feature, is the great number of 
French Colonial stamps on cover or 
part-cover, canceled. The popula
tions of the various scattered sections 
of France's imperial domain, it 
seems, are more abundantly literate 
than might be supposed! A pile cif 
several thousand assorted Colonial 
air mail envelopes at one stand and 
similar, if smaller, piles at many 
others is convincing evidence of the 
postal ties between the colonies and 
"home." Proof of the popularity of 
airport service also is demonstrated 
by the circumstance. 

Old covers, too, from the era of 
the President - Emperor Napoleon 
III-Napoleon the Little, as the 
poet Swinburne called him-are on 
sale, in lots of 10 to 4 francs or 
separately at "prices various." 

Collectors of government post
cards-France, Italy, Austria and 
Switzerland, notably-find plentiful 
assortments for their inspection. But 
"mission mixtures" are not to be 
had at any price. "The day of cheap 
miscdlaneous packets is gone for
ever," an American wholesale buyer 
explains. "I have been all over 
Europe, trying to find bulk lots and 
I am going back to New York 
empty-handed." 

Every boulevard, avenue, street 
and even small courtyards out of the 
main streams of traffic has stamp 
shops. The entire city is stamp
minded. Philately is a "side line" 
in nearly all bookshops, railroad 
stations, banks and hotels. 

Collectors of the republic are or
ganized in a fraternity known as the 
Federation des Cercles Philateliques 
de France, of which M. Langlois is 
honorary president and Ernest Dole 
executive president. 
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For especially eminent stamp 
scholars there is L' Academie de Phi
latelie, Henri Kastler, president. 

Among the most important col
lections of the philatelic issues of 
France is that of Etienne Motte
FJipo. Another is the property of 
M. Dillemann. 

The Marquis de Fayolle has a 
magni.ficent collection of Mexico, 
1856 to 1874; and Charles Favry is 
celebrated for his Belgian Congo. 

An active force in stamp journal
ism is Dr. Carroll Chase, an Ameri
can physician, born at Windham, 
N. Y., who joined the medical corps 
of the French Army in 1915, served 
until March, 1919, and has resided 
in Paris continuously since 1929. A 
collector since boyhood, he is a past
president of the American Philatelic 
Society and an acknowledged au
thority on early United States 
stamps. He has earned by the exer
cise of his genius the Crawford 
Medal and the Lindenberg Medal, 
and is a member of the Legion of 
Honor, a corresponding member of 
L' Academie de Philatelie and a fel
low of the Royal Philatelic Society 
of Great Britain. 

------iZ11--

Colors that Run 
A warning in the N ew York Edi

son Club Bulletin states that inks 
now used for printing the stamps 
of ·several foreign countries are solu
ble in benzine and that these stamps 
are ruined if submitted to the 
ordinary benzine watermark test. 
Among the reoent issues thus affec
ted are Great Britain, new rotograv
ure printings; Germany, Graf Zep
pelin, Frederick the Great, Nurem
berg and Saar issues and .the Nor
wegian, Holberg set. Until recently 
the only stamps which appeared to 
be affected by benzine were the 
Bavarian Luitpold issues.-BARRY 
in New York Herald Tribune . 

---IZI---
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Netherland's "Summer" Stamps 
The Netherlands have a way of 

keeping in the philatelic limelight. 
One a:ttractive series follows an
other. This time it is a set of 
"Summer" stamps. They are semi
postals and issued for the purpose 
of financing the Dutch Symphony 
Orchestra-that is to say, the surtax 
is set aside for that purpose. There 
are four values-l 0 c. carmine-red, 
portrait of H. D. Guyot ( 175 3-
1828), founder of the school for 
deaf-mutes in Holland; 5c. sepia, 

- ' . 

• 
Portugal's Exhibtion 

Following the laudable precedent 
set by Uruguay and Brazil, Portugal 
is · according official recognition to 
het First Philatelic Exposition held 
at Lisbon, by issuing a special stamp 
in .the design of Type .Al, 1853, 
Queen Maria~ as per the above illus
tration. Value 40c., red. 

---IZl-- -

Ar cad e's First Auction 
The Arcade Stamp & Coin Co., 

34-A Euclid Arcade, Cleveland, 
Ohio, will have its first sale of U. 
S. and Foreign stamps, on Saturday, 
July 27, at 1 :30 P. M. Airmail 
and Bisects form a great part of 
the offerings. 

portrait of A. J. M. Diepenbrock 
( 1862-1921 ) a Dutch composer; 
6c. dark green, portrait of Prof. F. 
C. Danders (1818-1889) famous 
physiologist and eye specialist; 
120 c. blue, J. Pzn. Sweelinck 
(1562-1621) famous Dutch com
poser. 

The designs are by W. A. van. 
Konijenburg of 's-Gravenhage, 
while the engraving and printing 
was done by the firm of Enschede in 
Haarlem. 

W ashington Clu~'s 
N ew Officers 

The Collectors Club of Washing
ton, D . C., Branch No. 5 of the S. 
P. A. is forging ahead with a mem
bership at the present time of 200, 
and they expect to reach the 500-
mark by January 1, 1936! 

The ambitious plans of this active 
club envision the " largest club in 
Washington, if not in the United 
States." In the election of Mr. 
Frank A. Bickert to the Presidency 
they have an outstanding philatelist 
to guide, while Mr. Alden H . Whit
ney, as Chairman of the Expertizing 
S:ommittee, is to be highly com
mended. 

The dues are $1.20 the year. 
Further information may be had by 
addressing Mr. Whitney at 1107 
Pennsylvania Ave., N. W., Wash
ington, D. C. 

---IZI·- -
Send in your club news-brief 

and to the point-for publication in 
STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING. 
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TheStrugglefor El Gran ChacoBoreal 
FOR three long years hilly, 

mountainous Bolivia ~nd low
lands, pampassed Paraguay 

have struggled for the supremacy of 
the Chac(}--<the present no-man's 
land of South America. Though the 
two nations d1d not declare war 
officially until 1933, they launched 
a brisk and bristling round of hos
tilities in the summer of the previ
ous year. 

On July 15, three years ago, 
when the waters of the Chaco were 
steaming in the torrid heat of this 
contested area a Paraguayan force 
ousted a few Bolivian troops from 
two mud huts. This skirmish, 
though insignificant in itself, was 
the signal that knocked the Phrygian 
cap off the Goddess of Peace and 
started a war which continued al
most without interruption until last 
month. 

The philaitelist with his usual 
keen insight and knowledge of his
tory and geography, gained through 
his study of the stamps of the world, 
probably held a view similar to that 
of military experts when the hostili
ties started. Bolivia, assuredly, was 
hailed in advance as the victor. But 
old Dame Nature was overlooked in 
the prediction regarding :the results 
of this quarrel in El Gran Chaco 
Boreal (The Great Northern For
est) . 

This 115,000-square-mile region 
does not consist exclusively of jun
gle. The venomous snakes and ac
cursed insects flourish only along 
the muddy, sluggish rivers, while 
the interior hells of the Chaco take 
their vari-colored hues from alITU>st 
uninhabitable hot plains of chrome 
grass, greenish-gray cactus, carob, 
quebracho groves and palms. The 
fields of Flanders, the Argonne and 
the Meuse sections were Paradises 
compared to the heat, mud, insects, 
i:eptiles and fever of The Grand 
Chaco. · · 

·The i!nposing army ·of Bolivia, 

A re Two Postmaster Gen era ls 
Asleep on the job? 

BY GUILLERMO A. WALLS 

trained by General Hans Kundt, 
formerly of the Imperial German 
staff, marched down from their cool 
12,000-foot plateau to a bush coun
try more terrible :than the jungle; 
where ·thirst is the greatest foe from 
March to November. The army was 
equipped with $5,000,000 worth of 
munitions. Bolivia had .a popula
tion from which to draw on more 
than three times that of Paraguay. 
All the little nation had was a uni
versal reputation for fortitude and 
courage. In 1870 the forces of 
Brazil, Argentina and Uruguay had 
reduced her population from 1,300,-
000 to 220,000-the worst defeat 
in her history. 

The Paraguayan warriors (In
dians and mix.tures of every nation
ality) were ·acclimated to the hot, 
fever-infested lowlands of theChaco 
jungles which soon sickened the 
Bolivians. The excellent and mod
ern tanks and heavy artillery of the 
Bolivian army proved of no use. 
The men died of thirst, snake bites 
and fever. The Paraguayan numbed 
his stomach by eating coca leaves, 
and a single glass of water sufficed 
for his daily liquid. 

Paraguay mustered 40,000 not 
any too well-armed gray-green uni
formed men to oppose 60,000 Boli
vians of the first order, but outfitted 
in khaki. In the first battle of con
sequence, which took place in Nov
ember 1933, the Paraguayans sur· 
rounded a Bolivian division, killing 
4,000 men and capturing 5,000. 

This signal viaory focussed the 
government's attention on General 
Jose Felix Estigarribia, a short, 
stocky, unassuming officer who was 
not content to remain behind the 
lines and direct the activities of the 

Paraguayan a:rmy, but had his head
quarters at the front. His success in 
this initial campaign cost General 
Kundt his $10,000-a-month job. 

Kundt was immediately succeeded 
by Colonel Enrique Penaranda del 
Castillo, who brought a division of 
fresh troops up by forced marches 
in an attempt to stem the onrush of 
the courageous and jubilant Para
guayans. But even the new com· 
mander could not hold :the offensive 
that was taking place. An eighteen
day truce was called, but Bolivia 
would not admit defeat, so the Para
guayan advance was ·resumed. 

As this is written, the whine of 
the machine guns in the Chaco have 
ceased. Permanently, we all hope, 
but temporarily for a twelve-day 
armistice by invitation of the P.an
American Conference through which 
the differences may be arbitrated. 
Those who recall the abortive 
Christmas truce of 1933 hardly be
lieve that the present lull in hostili
ties will finally end with the white 
Dove of Peace preching itself on the 
topmost mountains of the Chaco. 

Both countries lay claim to this 
land. The claims are based on an
cient titles granted by the Spanish 
Crown before the colonies started 
their fight for independence in 
1810. In 1878, President Ruther
ford B. H ayes, arbitrator in the 
boundary quarrel between Argen
tina and Paraguay, awarded the por
tion of the southern Chaco between 
the Pilcomayo and Verde Rivers to 
Paraguay. But, Bolivia claims a 
portion of this land-and here lies 
the difference that has for years 
caused an untold amount of blood
shed. 

It may be said that during the last 
few years the struggles of the oil 
companies in this section have added 
fuel to the fire. Though denials 
have been made by the oil firms that 
their properties are not within the 
disputed areas, it is evident that the 
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munitions manufacturers have add
ed · cons'iderab1e to their bulging 
coffers. 

In fairness to both of the little 
Republics that are struggling for 
possession of something that each 
believes it owns, the stamp mllector 
will find that neither has attempted · 
to finance the war on we gullible 
souls. The few stamps that have 
been issued since hostilities started 
in 1933 on an official basis cannot 
be .mistaken for war finance labels. 
Such things may come later, but for 
the present the Postmaster Generals 
of Bolivia and Paraguay seem to be 
asleep on the job, or maybe they 
know too well the meaning of that 
expression so a pro pos south of the 
Rio Grande, Hasta mafiana. 

---lZJ1-

Monett Organizes 
Monett, Mo.-An association as 

yet unnamed was formed at a meet
ing Tuesday evening. It was at
tended by stamp collectors of 
Monnett and Pierce City who form
ed themselves into an organization 
of which J. B. Vise of the Ozark 
Distributing Company is president 
and J. M. Woods, secretary and 
treasurer. 

Those from Pierce City attending 
the meeting were Mrs. H. R. Clark, 
Mrs. George Flowers. and Dr. 
Charles S. Moore. The Monett 
members of the new organization, in 
addition to the officers named, are 
Hubert Kaiser and Hershel and 
Milton Kaiser, Raymond King, 
James Randall, William Scott and 
Charles Wait. 

Joplin and Carthage collectors 
belong to the same organization, 
while Springfield has two groups, 
one for the older people and one 
for juveniles.-T he Monett (Mo.) 

Time1. --{8]---

If you collect Confederates, JOtn 

the Confederate Stamp Alliance. 
Non-Sectional-Non-Political. Just 
Fraternity, Research and Coopera
tion. Read the C. S. A. Page. 

New Pictorial Issue of N ewZealand 
BY J. H. PAUL, Hamilton, N . Z. 
.... 11.9" 

.A NEW pictorial issue of 14 val
£1.. ues, ranging from _Yi d. to 

3/ -, and representative of 
characteristic features of the Do
minion, made its appearance through
out New Zealand on May 1st. 
Cover collectors were catered for 
by the issue of six different official 
covers, picturing various features 
of the Dominion. The covers were 
mailed from W ellington on the 1st 
day of issue. 

The issue completely supplant;; 
the King's Head and Admiral types, 
and follows as a result of a pictorial 
stamp designing competition insti
tuted four years ago, and for which 
entries closed in September, 1931. 

The stamps were all, save one, 
engraved by the intaglio process, 
and a small first printing was made 
in England, where the plates were 
prepared. Subsequent printings are 
to be made in N ew Zealand. Every 
stamp in the set, save one, is ex
tremely well designed, and the skil
ful production has made of the set 
as a whole undoubtedly one of the 
finest specimens of stamp engraving 
in the world to date. Criticism has 
been leveled in the Dominion at bhe 
engraving and printing, but person
ally I do not see that it has been 
justified. The exception referred to 
above is the ld. stamp, which, un
fortunately, is the one that will 
travel on letters all over the globe. 
The kiwi featured thereon is too 
much of a museum specimen, (and 
indeed is rarely seen anywhere else 
nowadays), and it is backed by 
quite indefinite and inadequate 
scenery. 

Central designs, and the colors 
employed, are as follow: 

0d. Pied fantail in clematis; bright blue
green. 

ld. Kiwi (a native bird); deep rose. 
10 d. Young Maori woman lowering a 

"kete" of food into a boiling pool for 
cooking; chocolate-brown. 

2d. A carved house, backed by a treefern 
and cabbage tree; bright red-orange. 

20 d. Mount Cook (12,349 ft.)-large ob
long format. Border dark slate blue, 
centre brown. 

3d. Head of Maori girl, in native head
dress; deep chocolate-brown. 

4d. Mitre Peak, at the head of Milford 
Sound. Border in black-brown ; centre 
in jet black. 

5d. Striped marlin swordfish, broaching off 
Piercey Island; large oblong format, 
color vivid royal blue. 

6d. Harvesting scene; bright red. 
Sd. Tuatara lizard; brazil nut. 
9d. Maori carved ornamentation, printed 

in the true colors, rose and black. This 
is the only stamp in the set not engraved, 
and in this case the process employed 
is lithography. 

1/ -. The tui, a well-known New Zealand 
song bird; drab green. 

2/-. Captain Cook landing at Poveny Bay, 
1769. Large oblong format; color bright 
green. 

3/-. Mt. Egmont, in the Province of 
Taranaki. Large oblong format ; border 
in yellow-brown, centre black-brown. 

The 4d., 6d. and Sd. designs are 
of a size between the small stamps 
and the large oblong ones. The 
borders of most of the stamps con
sist of Maori carved designs, and 
the choice of colors has rendered 
each design attractive and lifelike. 
The "Official" overprint has not yet 
been applied to any of .these stamps, 
and the overprinted King's Head 
stamps are still being used and 
issued. The whole set has much to 
commend it, and it should become 
very popular with collectors through
out the world. 

---lZl-- 

Beposta 
The second Berlin Postage Stamp 

Exhibition, publicised under the 
above title, which •stands for "Ber
liner Postwertzeichen -Austellung,'' 
will take place in the club house of 
the famous Berlin Zoo, from Au
gust 30 to September 1, inclusive. 
Interested collectors should address 
Herrn Erwin Lindemann, Hauptstr. 
162-I, Berlin-Schoneberg, Germany. 

-----l~I---

When you quit reading STAMP 
AND COVER COLLECTING sell your 
collection. 
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Ferrari and His Stamps 
BY FRED J. MEL VILLE 

A GROUP of workmen are busy 
.fl_ just now in an old mansion in 

the Rue de Varenne, Paris. 
They are converting it into a suit
able residence for the French Premi
er, with his secretariat around him 
in the same building. Behind the 
heavy double-doors of its courtyard 
stirring events have occurred that 
have made history in France for two 
centuries. The Due D'Enghien 
lived there, and so did the great 
Talleyrand. It had been built for 
the Marechal de Montmorency in 
1721. 

This grand old house also made 
philatelic history, for it was in a 
small part of it that the great col
lector Ferrari lived, in no great 
style, but amassing philatelic and 
other treasures for many years. His 
mother, the Duchess de Galliera, 
had bought the house, quite a pal
ace, and while reserving a portion 
for her own use, placed the greater 
part at the disposal of the Comte 
de Paris. She made only one con
dition to the Comte-that it was 
not to be used for any demonstra
tion against the government in 
power. The Comte broke that agree
ment, the Duchess ordered the 
Comte's family to quit, and altered 
her will leaving the mansion to the 
Austrian Government for use as its 
Paris Embassy, but still reserving a 
petit pavilion for her son Philipp. 

Ferrari is a name to conjure with 
in stamp circles. It has been so 
since very early times, spoken by 
word of mouth, in awed whispers, 
and in amazement. It was scarcely 
ever mentioned in print. The great 
collection was usually indicated as 
"in a Paris collection" or "the col
lection F ..... in Paris," or some 
similar semi-disguise, which was no 
disguise at all. Ferrari is dead, and 
his name is no longer taboo. You 

will see it as you go through the 
present-day collections of well-to-do 
philatelists. They delight to note 
beneath a stamp, that it comes out 
of the world's most famous col
lection. "Ex Ferrari" below a stamp 
on the album page is easy to write, 
and may be significant, or it may 
not. 

In the vulgar but expressive slang 
of to-day, Ferrari was "lousy with 
money." He refused to touch one 
great fortune that came to him, as 
he regarded it as tainted. He had 
wealth beyond the dreams of, al
though founded upon, avarice. 

The founder of the vast fortune 
of the family was a Genoese banker 
Ferrari, who amassed great wealth, 
and with the eccentricities of a real 
miser, kept a very firm hand on it. 
So firm that none but he had the 
secret of his strong room, and none 
other had the means of entry. One 
day he shut himself in by mistake; 
they did not get him out alive. 

His son increased the fortunes, 
and became Due de Galliera and 
Prince of Lucedio. He, too, kept 
vast wealth in secret, but in a dif
ferent way. He had a private libra
ry, to which no one was admitted, 
not even his wife. A short while 
before he died he gave the Duchess 
the key. At his death, she found 
some three hundred leather bound 
volumes uniformly bound, and set 
on book shelves. Each volume was 
fastened by a gold clasp lock. Each 
volume contained 1,000 pages. 
What pages! Every page was a 
1,000 franc French Government 
bond. There were 300,000,000 
francs in this part of his treasure 
alone. 

It is not surprising that Louis 
Philippe was godfather to our richly 
endowed Philipp in 1848, the very 
year of strife and turmoil in Paris, 
which brought that King to his 
downfall and saw his throne burned 
on the Place de la Bastille. Our 

Philipp was a curious child, and re
mained a -rather mysterious and 
neurasthenic character through his 
long life. lie was not normal, and 
in some matters very far from nor· 
mal. He went to school at the 
Lycee Louis-le-Grand, and after
wards at the Ecole Centrale. Then 
he went back to the Ecole in a desire 
to earn his own livelihood. After 
his mother's death, Ferrari, although 
a man of 48, became the adopted 
son of an Austrian officer, and took 
his name, announcing in 1896 "Mr. 
von Ferrari is now to be addressed 
simply as Mr. Ph. la Renotiere. " 
The name consistently given on the 
sale catalogs of the Paris auctions 
is "M. Ferrari de la Renotiere." 

You will realize we are dealing 
with a remarkable and eccentric 
man. He was collecting stamps in 
his school days, certainly by 1861. 
They became a passion with him. 
Almost a religion. When a certain 
French dealer had a squabble with 
the famous pioneer dealer Moens 
(of Brussels) , Ferrari begged him 
to leave Moens alone. "M. Moens 
and M. Mahe" he said, "they are 
my gods." 

Pierre Mahe first met the young 
Ferrari in 1863 when Mahe had a 
little stamp shop in the Rui= des 
Cannettes, Paris. They became fast 
friends , and Mahe became the cura
tor of the great stamp collection, 
and did much of his buying for him 
in later years. 

Born in 1848, Ferrari died in 
1917 at the age of sixty-nine. For 
fifty-four years he was continually 
adding to his collection of stamps. 
His appetite for stamps grew with 
feeding, and although he had ac
quired so much philatelic treasure 
in early days, his expenditure on 

' additions seemed to grow each year. 
In the 'nineties the tales of his 
fabulous expenditure on stamps, led 
trustees or heirs to institute suits 
in the French courts to restrain his 
philatelic acquisitiveness. Will it 
ever be known how many fine col
lections he swallowed whole, like 
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those of Sir Daniel Cooper, and 
Judge Philbrick, two Presidents of 
the London (now Royal) Philatelic 
Society? 

Before we take a hurried glimpse 
at the great collection, you should 
know what Ferrari meant to happen 
to it at his death, and what did hap
pen. Ferrari was still occupying 
that little pavilion in the grand 
house in the Rue de Varenne when 
the Great War broke out. It was 
his favorite house, his headquarter:;. 
But he was no Frenchman, and had 
become an avowed Austrian citizen. 
He had to leave Paris and to leave 
most of his stamps behind him. A 
few favorite albums he managed to 
take with him to Lausanne, where 
he lived until his death on May 
20th, 1917. 

In his will it was found that he 
had bequeathed the vast stamp col
lection to the Berlin Postal Museum. 
At the termination of the war, how
ever, the French Government de
cided ~hat it should be sequestrated 
and sold by public auction, the pro
ceeds to be set against Germany's 
bill for reparations. 

So one scorching hot day in June, 
1921, in a large salon at the Hotel 
Drouot (the great Paris auction 
place) philatelists from all parts of 
Europe and America, jostled and 
crushed amongst an excited Paris 
crowd, to witness or take part in 
the dispersal of the collection that 
had been 56 years in the making, 
and on which untold wealth had 
been spent. The sales in Paris were 
continued through fourteen sessions, 
occupying thirty-nine days, spread 
through the years 1921-1925. There 
were 8,058 lots, from single stamps 
to vast collections. Including the 
French Government tax the series 
realized 26,482,964 francs. The 
franc, which stood at 47 at the first 
sale in 1921, had fallen to 125 at 
the last, in November 1925. Com
puted in English money at the re
spective dates of the sales the total 
came to £402,965. 

I understand that the German 

Government was credited with 
8,000,000 marks on account of re
parations, as a result of the Paris 
sales. 

There was also the balance of 
the collections in Switzerland to 
add before we can reckon the total 
realization value of the collection. 
As Ferrari died in Lausanne, the 
Swiss Government claimed death 
duties on his estate in th~t country. 
The sum claimed was enormous, 
about 3,000,000 Swiss francs, or 
£120,000. The stamp collections 
and other· property were seized and 
held pending a settlement with the 
heirs. These collections ultimately 
came on the market in 1928, and 
were purchased by an Italian syndi
cate. What they realized is not 
stated. They included a magnificent 
collection of Greece, auctioned in 
1929, and important lots of a num
ber of countries, some of which 
came on the market in London. 

The French moralist, La Bruyere, 
reminds us that rumors are often 
the converse of truth. There were 
rumors galore about the Ferrari col
lections, the more readily seized 
upon and spread because Ferrari 
had rarely let anyone see his stamps, 
and never exhibited them. There 
was, and remains, a strong impres
sion that there were considerable 
coHections that escaped the public 
transactions of Paris and Switzer
land. The impression gained !strength 
by the reason that stamps of a high 
degree of rarity, which Ferrari was 
known to have acquired, did not 
figure in the Paris sale catalogs, and 
some have not since been heard of. 
The Great Britain collection in the 
Paris sale was by no means compar
able in strength with the other im
portant countries, and even with the 
additional collection of G. B. in 
Switzerland, lacked most of the rare 
"abnormals" as they are called, the 
stamps "starred" in the catalog. 

But with 8,058 lots, some of 
them very extensive indeed, it is 
probable that some of the rarities 
passed unnoticed in the miscellane-

ous lots. I remember one lot which 
took me a day to skim through the 
albums, and there was a trunkful 
of loose sheets besides. It was the 
"biggest" bargain in the sale, in 
both senses of the superlative. 

I could go on writing and talking 
of Ferrari and his wonderful stamps. 
The world will go on talking of 
him and thinking of him as the 
greatest of stamp collectors. It will 
of ten be brought up against his 
memory that he kept his stamps to 
himself, almost as his Genoese 
miser ancestor kept his fortune. 
The philatelic world, however, is 
indebted to him for having saved 
up these priceless stores of stamp 
treasure, which have since scattered 
joy to the hearts of collectors in 
many lands, and which have greatly 
advanced our knowledge of stamp5. 
-The Stamp Magazine. 

----IZl---

A mericans Elected to 
the Royal 

At the meeting of the Royal 
Philatelic Society of England held 
in London in connection with the 
King George Jubilee celebration the 
following American collectors were 
elected to membership : Arthur E. 
Owen, Max G. Johl, Arthur W_ 
Deas, George R. M. Ewing and R. 
A. Barry. The sponsors were Al
fred F. Lichtenstein, Theodore E. 
Steinway and Harry L. Lindquist. 
-BARRY in New York Herald 
Tribune. 

----IZJ1---

Monmouth Meeting 
A. G. Hall, president New Jersey

Philatelic Federation, Elliot Perry 
and Charles W. Gramm were the 
speakers at the last meeting of the 
Monmouth County Philatelic Socie
ty in Red Bank. At the meeting it 
was announced that the Monmouth 
Count}. Society and the Trenton 
Stamp Club had joined the Federa
tion. 
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FAVORITES!--
Favorites of philatelists everywhere. 
Try ELBE loose-leaf accessories your
self fpr Albums, Stock Books, etc. that 
give long service and complete saris· 
faction. 

FREE--40-page Catalog SP 

ELBE-Dept. S TH~ 
215Greene,St.,N.Y,C. flBE 

LINS 

Large complete 36-paa;e liat, includina; Briti1h 
North America, Arro" and Center-line block•, 
used blocks, etc. 

U. S. LIBRARY 
Vol. I. Issues 184-7-69 .•••••••••••••••• $ .SO 
Vol. II. Issues 1870-93.......... . ..... .SO 
Vol. Ill. Issues 189~-1 900 .............. . SO 
Vol. IV. 20th Century, Complete ..•••••• 1.00 

These volumes are indispensable to every U.S. 
collector, whether beginner or advanced 1tudent. 

ILLUSTRATED LIST OF u.s .. AND B.N.A. 
Prices Proofs, Telee;raph 1tamps, Center linee, 
.1Sb etc., Soc. 

qof7sTANLEY GIBBONS, INC. 
38z PARK ROW, NEW YORK, N. Y. 

25 misc. cacheted airmail covers; 15 
di ff. airport dedications; 15 di ff. first 
official flights; 7 di ff. FAM Flights; 
10 pilot-signed airmail covers; 20 di ff. 
naval cancels and cachets; per lot 
$1.05 postpaid. Alaskan Emergency 
Star-Route Air Service covers, 5oc. ea. 

Multnomah Gover Service 
5526 Delaware, PORTLAND, OREG. 

What all do you need from 

ECUADOR 
Obtainable from PBRRONB & CAMPANA. 

P. 0. Box 749 

GUAYAQUIL, ECUADOR, S. A. 

Old Collection · 
Rich in British, French, Portu

guese Colonies, with many stamps 
hard to find in stock. Selling at 
73 catalog straight through. 

W .ill be glad to quote on want
lists and send approvals. 

A. C. TOWNSEND 
6229 Eddy Street, Chicago, Ill. 
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ADDENDA 

A SPECIALIZED CATALOG 
OF THE 

POSTAGE STAMPS 
OF TH& 

Confederate States of America 
Printed and Published by 

The Dietz Printing Co., Richmond, Va. 

COPYRIGHT, 1928 
THE DIETZ PRINTING CO. 

RICHMOND, VA. 

CONTRIBUTORS THIS MONTH: 
The material listed in this month ' s instalment 

of our Catalog was submitted by Messrs. Chas. 
Hofmann, Stephen D. Brown and A. Schumacher. 

ALABAMA 
Tuscumbia, Ala. 

lOc. Converted canceller, bla~k ....• •.... --

GEORGIA 
Atlanta, Ga. 

Sc. Type II, woodcut, black ... • .•...••. --

SOUTH CAROLINA 
Hamburg, S. C. 

PAID 
Sc. handstamp and woodcut figure "5," 

red .••• ••• •••••••••• •. .•••••••••• --
lOc. handstamp and woodcut figure "10," 

red •••••.••••••••••••••• • •••• • • • • --
(Norn : This handstamped Paid could not be 

definitely placed in the Confederate period-no 
ycp.r dating appearing in the canceller. Collectors 
possessin)$ Hamburg Paids will please submit for 
examinat1on.-EotTOR.) 

VIRGINIA 
Meachum's River, Va. 

PAID5 PAIDj'-
Sc. handstamp and tyi;>e figure "S," black -
Sc. handstamp, value m manuscript, black --

Send in your unlisted "Paids" and 
other Confederate material for the next 
Edition of the SPECIALIZED CATALOG. 

Al1ways include return postage. 

"An Introduction to 
Stamp Collecting" 

A Handy Pocket Booklet that the beginner 
finds indispensable; thirty-six pages of handy 
information for everybody. You'll want one 
to keep handy in your pocket at all times. 
Send 3c. stamp to cover cost of mailing. 

WEEKLY PHILATELIC 
GOSSIP 

Box 30, HOLTON, KANSAS 

Marvelous-They All Say 
During the Exhibition of the Virginia Phi

latelic Federation in Richmond ending 
November 17, a limited number ol specially 
prepared env.elopes were cacheted and can
cel led at the Post Office in the Exhibition hall. 

These envelopes were made from panee of 
70 stamps printed from the electro of the 
"Five" altered to "Ten" cent of the Confed
erate General Issues. It is a remarkable 
example of a "home-made" War-Between-the
States cover1 and is perhaps the most unusual 
modern exhibition piece obtainable. 

Less than fifty are on hand for sale. 
Price $1.00 each, or three for $2.00. 

STAMP AND CovaR CoLLBCTING 
109 East Cary St., Richmond, Va. 

We Collect 
Stamp Accounts 

Write for 

INFORMATION 

Stamp Dealers' Credit 
Bureau 

501 13th Street, N. W., 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

BELGIUM 75c. "LEOPOLD Ill" 25c. 
7 Sc. "Mourning" •••••.•••••••••••••••• 2Sc. 
7Sc. "Albert," service ..•••••••••••••••• 3Sc. 
70c. "Leopold II" .......... 33c. per 1,000; 

due 3f.SO, 3Sc. E. S. O. Postage extra. 
Ask for our bargain offers of all countries 

(wholesale). 

JULIARD 
(S. P. A. and A. P. S.) 

12 RUE EMILE CLAUS, BRUSSELS1 
BELGIUM [p1i] 

STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING 

only $1 the year. Subscribe now. 
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Dear C. S. A.'s: 

I TRUST you have all received 
your membership cards for 1935, 
and will make use of them in 

your vacation travels this summer. 
The membership list, up to the time 
of mailing, will be found on the 
C. S. A. Page, and you will be able 
to work out your visiting list. 

The following gentlemen have 
joined the C. S. A. since the last 
report: Those marked with asterisk 
( *) may be visited by appointment. 

Paul M. Fink, Jonesboro, Tenn. 
John C. Olsen, 1922 N. Clark St., Chicago, 

Illinois. 
Stephen D. Brown, 233 Glen St., Glens 

Falls, N . Y. 
John H . Bailey, Hanbrow Park, Caledonia, 

New York. 
Capt. A. R. Reeves, Sumter, S. C. 
*Robert S. Kelly, 204 Spring St., N . E., 

Nashville, Tenn. 
William H . Parker, 111 Lady Astor St., 

Danville, Va. 
Woodrow McKay, Lexington, N. C. 
Muse Eugene Mann, 1416 Seventeenth Ave., 

Columbus, Ga. 

Suppose we allow thirty more 
days for the entry of names before 
we close the list of Charter Mem
bers. After that time membership 
can only be acquired by application 
-publishing of the names of appli
cants-and voting upon these appli
cants by mail during the thir,ty days 
following. Negative · votes might 
state reason for objection to appli
cant. All votes to be destroyed after 
tabulation by number. No further 
notice to the rejected applicant. His 
name merely does not appear in the 
monthly report. Since the Alliance 
does not aim at numbers, we can 
afford to be circumspect in our 
selecting and electing. 

Because there is some ·space to 
spare on this page, I am going to 
indulge in a little discussion about 
postmarks on Confederates. 

'NON·POLlTXCAL 

It may surprise you to know that 
fully 50% of all covers franked 
with the 2c. red-brown, the 20c. 
green and the 20c. bisect, sent me 
for examina:tion, have faked post
marks; and that fully 90% of these 
two stamps off-cover, or on a small 
piece of cover, postmarked, turn out 
to be in the same class. Frequently 
these spurious postmarks carry con
viction on their face-for example 
1862 and 1863 datings on the 
Twenty Cents, a Richmond post
mark on a bisect, or an 1862 dating 
on a Two Cents red-brown. You 
see, it is impossible to find a stamp 
that first appeared in 1864 to be 
cancelled a year before its birth, and 
Richmond was never without post
age stamps after October 15, 1861, 

CONFEDERATE 
QUESTION AIRE 

hence there cou1d not be a bisected 
Twenty Cents from that city. 

You know, at the close of the 
War Between the States, great quan
tities of stamps were left on hand 
in the postoffices throughout the 
South, including this 2c. red-brown 
and the 20c. green, and for this 
reason dishonest persons have found 
it easy, and made it a business to 
"postmark" unused copies, paste 
them on small pieces of old envel
opes and offer them as genuine. To 
guard yourself against this gold
brick game, I would suggest that 
you study Confederate postmarks on 
genuine covers; take measurements 
of diameter and fix in your memory 
the style of lettering; then memorize 
the year of · issue of each Confed
erate stamp, and note that the post
mark date of the stamp offered you 
does not antedate the year of the 
stamp's issue. After a while you will 
detect the spurious article at a glance. 
. Unfortunately there is much of 

this faked material on the market
usually offered at "a bargain." 

AUGUST DIETZ. 

STAMP ALLIANCE 
APPLICATION 

N'ame (printed}--------------------------------------------------------

.Address (residence} -----------------------------------------------------
Business or Profession ____ _ 

---------------------~-----------------------

Do you collect Confederate stamps exclusively? _________________________ _ 

Do you prefer Confederate stamps to others?---------------------------

How long have you collected stamps?-----------------------------------

Membership in what philatelic societies?---------------------------------

Have you held office in philatelic societies?------------------------------

To what extent do you deal in stamps? (~)Exchange stamps? ____________ • 
(b) Part-time dealer? ____________ , (c) Full-time dealer? ____________ , 

(d} Mail-order business at all?--------------· 

Please give commercial references=---------------------------------------

'\Vould-y~;~c-a-;-;;£~;-~i;iti~g-~~ll~t~;~-~;-d-e~~;;-t;;-~;((-~~-y~~-~h;~-i~ 

your city?----------------------------------- __ _ 
Please list on separate sheet names and addresses - of ~th;;;-f~te-r""e~t;d-i~ 

Confederate stamps. 
Note-I am enclosing ___________ cents in postage to help defray organization 

expenses (not necessary for membership). 
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Washington Newsreel 
BY WILLIAM T. RALEY 

0 FFICIALS of the Post Office 
Department hav.e stoutly 
denied that any new issues 

were contemplated. Then lo and 
behold! a New England newspaper 
announced a new stamp to be issued 
the latter part of July. Well, we 
don't know, but tha,t Washington 
correspondent should have an idea 
of what is going on "on the inside" 
for he is a member of the Publicity 
Department of the Post Office De
partment. 

The postal rate on non-local first
class mail has been continued at the 
3-cent rate, by an Act of Congress, 
approved June 28, for another two 
years, on until June 30, 1937. 

For the year ending June 30, the 
business done by the Philatelic 
Agency amounted to $2,340,484.21. 
For the quarter, April 1 to June 
30, the sales amounted to $1,155,-
084.02. 

The Washington Stamp Club of 
the Air, Mr. Albert F. Kunze, lead
er, has suspended their weekly 
broadcasts until Fall. For three and 
a half years Mr. Kunze has given 
these broadcasts without intermis
sion. The high spots have been the 
foreign and domestic history as de
picted upon postage stamps, while 
guest speakers and the current phi
latelic news have added interest to 
his programs. 

D . H . Davenport has compiled a 
20-page booklet, vest pocket size 
which will be of especial value to 
plate block collectors. It contains 
all plates of commemorative and air 
mail stamps from the Columbian 
issue to date. Twenty cents post-

. paid. He may be addressed Box 
~ 611, Washington, D. C. 

The A. P. S. Exhibition, which 
opens August 4 and lasts until 

August 31, will be held in the foyer 
of the Natural History Building of 
the National Museum. Fourteen 
sloping table cases, seven upright 
cases and six flat cases have already 
been prepared by the Museum. In 
a nearby building will also be the 
permanent exhibit, which is in 
charge of Mrs. Catherine L. Mann
ing, who is an A. P. S. member. 
There will be no charge of admis
sion. Portions of the collection of 
President Roosevelt are expected to 
be on exhibit. 

One of the news associations also 
has carried a story of probable new 
issues in the late Summer. They 
mention series showing develop
ment of postal service, or one de
picting major government depart
ments as those due for early con
sideration. Five or six stamps are 
being considered according to the 
dispatch. 

The American Air Mail Society 
has asked the Post Office Depart
ment to issue a bi-colored printing 
of the 16-cent air mail special de-

1 livery stamp during their convention 
here in August. A stamp has also 
been asked to commemorate the 
200th anniversary of the birth of 
President John Adams. 

/ 

On June 18th the Postal Bulletin 
carried a notice that the Migratory
Bird hunting stamp should be sold 
unaffixed and in any quantity de
sired. Still, on June 29th a collec
tor here was refused a block of four 
of these stamps, and the clerk pasted 
the single he bought, on a card. 
Evidently this clerk neglects his 

'reading. 

They officially tell us that Frugal
ity, Pa., having declined in impor
tance has been wiped off the postal 
map. Then they inform us that 
New Deal, Montana is added. Let 
us hope they will designate "Econo-

my," a branch station for use of the 
U. S. House and Senate. And may 
it live up to its name. 

James Waldo Fawcett, stamp 
editor of the Washington Evening 
Star, is back from Europe. He ·is 
chock-full of stamp stories and his 
luggage with stamps. He was ac
companied by his wife and daughter. 

~I--

All Records Broken 
Total sales at the Philatelic Agen

cy for the fiscal year 1934-1935 
reached the sum of $2,340,484.21. 

Postmaster-General Farley calls 
attention to the fact the postage rate 
of three cents on non-local first class 
matter has beerr continued by Con
gress for another two years, or until 
June 30, 1937. 

Four stamp plates have been 
made to print the new Migratory 
Bird stamps. The plates are flat and 
bear 112 subjects or four panes of 
28 stamps. New numbers are 131,-
980 through 131-983. 

Quoting Alvin W. Hall, Director 
of the Bureau of Engraving and 
Printing, when asked about the 
"Electric Eye" machine and whether 
he considered it was a success, he 
says, "The experimental work with 
the 'electric eye' perforating ma
chine has demon6trated beyond a 
doubt that it is a huge success." 
Figures will soon be available to 
prove how much of a saving this 
machine is. 

Until other machines are so 
equipped only the .two-cent stamps 
will be run on this type of machine. 

The only commemorative stamps 
still on the Agency list are: 5c. 
Kosciusko; Maryland; Mother's Day 
(flat and rotary); Wisconsin; Con
necticut and San Diego. 

Five souvenir panes: le. and 3c. 
Century of Progress; 3c. Byrd; le. 
Omaha and 3c. Atlantic City . 

National Parks le. thru the lOc. 
-Rice Weekly Postal News, F. R. 
and W . C. Rice, Box E, Ballston, Va. 
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·-------------------------------------------------
British Colonials at Lowest Prices 

BARGAINS IN MINT BRITISH JUBILEE ISSUES 
COLONIALS 

Cat. 
Barbuda N o. 5, 6d ..... . ..... . . . .. $ 1.50 

Net 
$ .39 

.49 

.15 

.89 

.16 

.69 

.19 

Superb mint sets, compare my prices with 
those elsewhere. 

Price Barbuda No. 10, 1/ -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.00 
Bechuanaland No. 67, Yzd.. . . . . . . . .60 
British Solomon Islands No. 37, 2/6 . 
Dominica No. 36, ld.. . . . . . . . . . . . . .60 
Gilbert and Ellis Is . No. 1 . . . . . . . . . . 4.00 
Gt. Br. Levant No. 54, N o. 62 on K.E. .80 
Mauritius No. 189 to 198 

Antigua . . ... . . . ... .. . . ..... . .... ... .. .. $ .60 
Bahamas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .75 
Barbadoes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .60 
Bermuda . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .60 
Cayman Islands . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .70 

2c. to 20c.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.69 
Newfoundland No. 127-129-130 

.84 Ceylon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .65 
Cyprus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .69 

Scarce surcharges . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.00 
Nova Scotia No. 11. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.00 
Nova Scotia No. 12 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.50 

1.33 
.33 
.88 
.20 
.12 
.31 

Gibralter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .70 

Fiji Islands KE Nos. 61-70. . .. . . . . .80 
St. Kitts No. 43, 3d. KG. . . . . . . . . . . .40 
Sierra Leone No. 66 KE. . . . . . . . . . . 1.25 
S. W. Africa N os. 99-100 .......... 12.00 
S. W . A. Nos. 381 to 384. . . . . . . . . 12.00 
Togo No. 90, Face 10/- .. . . .. ... . . 
Turks and Caicos Islands No. 4 . . . . . . .85 
Turks No. 54, Rare, off cover ...... 15.00 
Virgin No. 60, Rare, 5/- ... . ...... 10.00 

NEW BRITISH COLONIAL ISSUES 

2.75 
2.75 
2.50 

.22 
3.00 
2.50 

Great Britain . . ....... . ...... . . . ... . ... . 
English Morocco . ... ... ... ... . . ... .. ... . 
Spanish Morocco . ... .. . . ... . .... ...... . . 
French Morocco ..... ....... ... ........ . . 
Tangier ..... . .. . ...... . . . ... . ..... ... . . 
Grenada . ... ... . .. .. ... .. ... . .. . ...... . 
Kenya, Tanganyika . ..... .. .. . ... . ... . .. . . 
Leeward . . .... ...... ... .. ... .. . .. ..... . 
Malta .. . . . .. . ... . . . .. . ..... .. .... .. .. . 
Montserrat ........... . ............ . ... . 
N ewfoundland ..... .. . . ....... . ... .. ... . 
Nyassaland . . .. . . . .......... . . .. ..... . . . 

Price Sc. Kitts .... .. . . . .. ..... . ... .. . .. .... . . 

BAuhstr~lia4Anzac 2d., 1/ .................. $ .35 St. Lucia . .. . ....... . ... .. . .. . . ........ . 
a rein a. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .14 s v· 

M ld 15 07 t. 1ncent . . ............... . .. . ....... . 
orocco ., c. ..... .. .... . ...... . .. · · · ·1 d 

Bahamas New 8d... . . .. .... . .. . . . . ...... .23 Swazi an .. .. . ........... . .. . . . ....... . 
Cayman to 1/-............ .. .. . . . . . . . . .90 Trinidad and Tobago ...... .. ...... . ... . . . 
New Zealand to 3d.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .26 Turks ........ . .. .. . .. .. .. .......... .. . 
N yassaland New 4d., 9d.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .34 Virgin .. .. ... . . .... . .... . ........... . . . 
Sudan Air Mail, scarce, new surcharges (four) .79 JUBILEE ALBUM, fine Loose-Leaf. Bargain . . 

LOTS, COLLECTIONS, ETC. 
FRENCH COLONI!A.LS. A very valuable lot, all in good average condi

tion and containing many scarce varieties. Here is a magnificent buy 
for someone. Cataloged over $750.00. Net $65.00. 

Full refund for any reason. 

S. NIGERIA, 100 various used King Edward. Cataloged $20.00. Net $3.20. 
GOLD COAST, 120 fine used in quantity No. 17, 18, 19. Cataloged $65.00. 

Net Bargain at $10.00. 
Lot in Approval book, mainly used 19th century, all British Colonials, 

Cat. $250.00. A wonderful buy at $35.00. Many very fine stamps. 

.22 

.22 

.22 

.19 

.18 

.55 

.90 

.60 

.65 

.60 

.55 

.60 

.60 

.65 

.60 

.45 

.60 

.75 

.65 
1.75 

Postage and Registration extra under $5 .00. Any item returnable for any reason, money promptly re
funded. Blocks same rate as singles. Order at once as supply is limited. 

BRITISH COLONIAL APPROVALS: Very fine magnificent mint stamps, 19th and 20th century at 
about the lowest prices anywhere. Send $5 .00 deposit and receive a selection. Deposit returnable at any time 
or may be used as payment. It will pay you to see these approvals. 

DANIEL D. JACOBY, 640 Riverside Drive, New York, N. Y. 
FINE MINT BRITISH COLONIAL LOT. CAT. $10.00 SPECIAL AT $2.00. 
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Our School Club Department 
Howdy, Collector-Friends! 

I AM very glad of the favorable 
acceptance accorded this Depart
ment by my good readers. Very 

interesting letters have been received 
and I certainly appreciate the en
comiastic expressions they convey. 
Various readers have offered their 
co-operation and it is needless to 
state here that I am willing to re
ceive it at all times. One of my 
correspondents wrote about an idea 
which I consider most beneficial to 
junior collectors in general, and 
suggested that I consult your opin
ion on the same, but as the proposer 
asked me not to reveal his name, I 
am trying to make him change his 
mind before bringing the matter to 
this page. By all means, you shall 
have information about this subject 
in the near future. 

During the summer months, you 
should not lay aside your collections. 
This season is particularly suited for 
active exchange and other phila:telic 
enjoyments. And remember that 
this is also a good time to do ex
cellent missionary work in 6ehalf of 
our hobby. Apropos, what about 
our contest, ref erred to in this De
partment last month? Set to work 
immediately, friends, as there are 
some prizes worth getting. If you 
failed to read about this contest, 
please refer to our June issue and 
there you will find the few and easy 
rules to be observed. 

This month of July the American 
nation commemorates the glorious 
episode of her independence, and in 
honor to those patriots who charac
terized themselves by their valor 
and enthusiasm, who suffered and 
struggled for a better mankind
and whose portraits have appeared 
on many of our stamps-this writer 
considers it a duty to render them 
the humble tribute of sincere vener-

Contributions from students 
for this Department will be 
welcome, and should be sent 
to the Editor of this Page
MR. SERGIO PEREZ GRAU, 

Fortuna, Puerto Rico. 

ation and deems it an honor to re
call several events pertaining to that 
great Fourth of July. 

As several other glorious dates, 
July 4th, 1776, marks the beginning 
of the Age of Liberty. After that 
date, which glorified the North 
American nation, followed the 
French Revolution to exalt Europe, 
and ·the South and Central Ameri
can revolutions to dignify and make 
the Spanish race to grow young 
again. 

More than magnificent was the 
day when the Puritans, the Quakers 
and the Pilgrims, after crossing the 
Atlantic Ocean, sowed in American 
lands the seeds of liberty which
obedient to the Almighty's will
yielded the precious fruit of the 
Nation of the Stars and the Stripes, 
and whose perfect Constitution came 
forth to crystallize men's rights. 

Walter Raleigh, John Smith, 
Miles Standish, William Penn, 
Oglethorpe-all of them portrayed 
on our stamps-and many others, 
came to American shores with their 
heartfelt desire to constitute a great 
and free home land. And after 
many years of persistent labor, ·those 
colonizers tasted of the happiness 
and prosperity denied to them by 
the English Crown. 

But they were soon surrounded by 
enemies, as the French colonizers 
and the Indian tribes, in a great 
majority, were antagonistic to the 
English settlers. War broke out be
tween France and England and the 
American colonies of both nations 
were soon implicated in the affair. 

This war lasted until the Battle of 
Quebec, when the English Colonists 
achieved victory and thereafter re
mained in peace after throwing the 
French out of their territory. 

It seems as if Humanity's misfor
tunes are beneficial to the same 
Humanity. These years of war be
tween French and Americans fitted 
the colonial people to fight for their 
liberty. England was generous with 
her American colonies as long as 
she needed the American people to 
fight against the French. Her form 
of government was somewhat gentle 
and elastic-though not all the 
colonies enjoyed ·the same maximum 
of liberties-and apparently every
body was satisfied. But no sooner 
had the anti-French war ended when 
the colonies began to experience 
their sufferings. Commerce with 
foreign nations languished to a great 
extent under th~ "Writs of Assis
tance." The "Stamp" and "Towns
hend" acts were justly rejected by 
the people. With this state of 
affairs, the King sent his troops over 
to America and thus disturbances 
began. The glorious epic of Ameri
can Independence originated at 
Lexington, and with inflamed 
hearts, \\t ashington' s men captured 
the city of Boston on St. Patrick's 
Day, March 17. 

Then came the Fourth of July of 
1776. In the old State House at 
Philadelphia the Continental Con
gress assembled. Richard Henry 
Lee, a Virginian patriot, introduced 
an act to declare the colonies free 
and independent States. The pro
position was accepted enthusiastical
ly and a committee was named to 
write up the Declaration, composed 
of Thomas Jefferson, John Adams, 
Benjamin Franklin, Roger Sherman 
and Robert Livingston. Thus, the 
city of Philadelphia was the craddle 
of the United States of America. 

Following the bold signature of 
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John Hancock were those of all ,the 
representatives of the thir,teen colo
nies. Praised be those illustrious 
men who opened the ·road to Liber
ty, Justice and Democracy! 

I have lately received several 
chain-letters from my readers and 
other philatelic friends. Regret to 
be unable to join these clubs (?) as 
the scheme is not allowed by the 
U. S. Postal Laws. I think that we 
should co-operate with the Depart
ment, avoiding the circulation of 
these chains. 

Yours in Philatelic Brotherhood, 

SERGIO PEREZ GRAU. 

~I-

Germany's Series of 
Composers 

Information received from our 
faithful reporter, Mr. D. W. Grave
man-who seems to "stand in" with 
the foreign Post-Office Departments 
-is to the effect that Germany has 
issued another commemorative set
this time in honor of three famous 
composers. The 6-Pfg., printed in 
green, is dedicated to Heinrich 
Schutz (1585-1935); the 12-Pfg., 
red-brown, to Johann Sebastian 
Bach (1685-1935), and the 25-
Pfg., blue, to Georg Friedrich 
Handel (1685-1935). 

Tune in on this celestrial trio. 

Our Monthly Puzzle 
Try your luck! Here's a delightfully fascinating game. You may 

need the assistance of fellow-collectors in correctly working the puzzle. 
But find the right answer-it's fun! 

To the first five readers who send in the correct answer we will give a 
fine cacheted cover priced at $1.00. Send to Contest Editor, STAMP AND 
COVER COLLECTING, Richmond, Va. 

CIRCLE 
PUZZLES 

GIVE YOU 
FACTS 

COPYl.IGHT1 193'.!.t IY 
P. P. SAUNI..,;R 

RICHMOND, 
VA. 

I t is a Fact 
1 ha t 

if you fill m all the words in the "Circle Puzzle" from the outside 

toward the center (all five-letter words) and then read the outside circle 

of letters (A) from 1 to 24 plus the circle of letters ( C) from 1 to 24 

YOU WILL LEARN AN INTERESTING FACT. 

1. Inclined conneaing passages. 
2. Sarcasm. 

13. Aids ; assists. 
14. Asserts ; claims. 

3. Large stone dwelling; palace. 
4. Tie to a tree or post (as a horse). 

15. Those who are duped. 
· 16. Sharp growth on a rose stem. 

5. Tree, genus Acer. 
6. Plant root used in tooth powder. 
7. Sliding loop of rope. 
8. Removes the hat in salutation. 

17. Hurry. 
18. Go into. 
19. Forest ; tree-covered area. 
20. Decaying fl esh ; waste meat. 

9. Bulbous edible root. 21. Floating logs joined together. 
10. Pertaining to birth . 
11. Edible vivalve molluscs. 

22. Dens of ~nimals. 
23. Piers where boats tie up. 

12. Burnt-out bit of wood. 24. Disburse money for goods . 

The answer to the June puzzle was: "Springboks Rampant Are Shown 
On A New South African Stamp." 
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Airmail and Cachet N e-ws 
CONDUCTED BY AUGUST DIETZ, JR., AND COOPERATORS. 

All news pertaining to this department should be addressed to August Dietz, Jr., 
109 East Cary Street, Richmond, Virginia. 

OUR column will be rather 
shortened this month, be
cause of the fact that the 

July issue follows so closely upon 
the June number-a delightful alibi 
to those who have complained in 
the past about the tardiness of 
ST AMP AND COVER COLLECTING. 
We'll be with you on time next 
month-and maybe earlier. 

Our old friend and co-operator, 
D. W. Graveman, is back again in 
New York City after a wonderful 
trip t;Jiat took him over the entire 
U. S. and into Mexico. Perhaps, 
D. W. will write something in the 
magazine on this long philatelic 
journey. He promises much news 
in the future. 

Dr. S. E. Hutnick, the well
known art-cover collector and de
signer of Philadelphia, writes that 
he was given undue credit for a 
cachet I had listed in a recent 
column. Be that as it may, the Doc
tor can hardly be given undue credit 
considering the prestige that he has 
added to cover collecting. His pro
ductions have passed the term 
"cachet" - they are "Hutnick 
Covers." 

Edgar R. Gaubert, 222 Castleton 
Ave., West New Brighton, L. I., 
New York, will sponsor a cachet 
August 15, in honor of the Con
ference House where Benjamin 
Franklin and General Howe held 
a meeting during the Revolution. 

The Junior Stamp Club of Fair
mont, West Virginia, will sponsor 
a cachet September 3-7, during the 
annual American Legion Conven
tion. A different colored cachet 
will be used each day. As the mem
bers of this stamp club are all 
youngsters it is hoped that a few 
loose stamps (your duplicates) will 

Sttf 0 

~E1-~~~~~~~~~~~ 

accompany each sending of covers. 
Send covers to the Junior Stamp 
Club, care of Times, Fairmont, 
West Virginia. 

The Whiteside County Stamp 
Club, Morrison, Illinois, will spon
sor a cachet about September 1 '5 
for the opening of the new Federal 
Post Office. Send covers to Harvey 
L. Shawyer, Morrison, Ill. 

Bescovers, 3021 Presstman St., 
Baltimore, Md., will sponsor a 
cachet on August 24, commemorat
ing the 15th anniversary of the first 
member of the Caterpillar Club by 
taking to his parachute at McCook 
Field, Dayton, Ohio. Include le. 
forwarding charges as covers will 
be postmarked Dayton. 

The Airport at Portland, Arkan
sas, will be dedicated in the very 
near future. I have a cachet notice 
from Mr. George G. Major who is 
handling the covers, but his address 
is so indistinct it cannot be deci
phered. 

And may I suggest that this point 
that those sending in cachet notices 
to please write plainly. It takes a 
Philadelphia lawyer to figure out 
many that come in. 

Among the most important 
events of the season to readers of 
this column is the Annual Conven
tion of the American Air Mail 
Society to be held in Washington, 
D . C., starting August 17. If you 
can spare the time, don't £ail to 

attend this event and meet the 
distinguished members of the A. A. 
M. S. who have done so much to 
promote air mail and cover collect
ing. Donald Dickason, the well-

349 
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Summer Bargains 
During the summer we want to add the names of at least 200 more satisfied customers to 

our mailing list for Auction Catalogs. We are therefore offering the following Bargain Lots 
that we know will please the readers of this magazine. We do not send approvals unless re
quested and prompt refunds will be made if we are sold out of any lots. 

Lot Price 
A-25 different U. S. used Commemoratives. All selected-no straight edges or heavily 

cancelled copies.- Six packets for $1.00 or sample packet. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ .20 

B-35 old U. S. Covers from 1851 to 1910, also a nice Stampless. These contain about 
15 varieties of stamps and a few printed envelopes. Several have advertising cor· 
ner cards and other interesting features. Per bundle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . LOO 

C-30 Printed Envelopes (Entires) about 20 varieties beginning with the 1853 issue and 
all from different towns. A nice clean lot, only . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .85 

D-5 Stampless Covers each with a different stamped postmark . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .60 

E-Combination Lot- 2 First Days, 2 Air Mail Covers with cachets, 3 different Foreign 
Covers, 3 old Bank Checks with printed Revenues, 2 covers with 13-Star Flag Can-
cellations and 2 old Postal Cards-All for . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .SO . 

F-35 Canadian Covers about 20 varieties both 19th and 20th Century. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .85 

G-U. S. Mixture- contains a little of everything both 19th and 20th Century, some off 
paper-Commems., Coils, Revenues, etc. Not a mission mixture as few common 
2c. and 3c. current stamps are in it. Per Pound . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.20 

H - U. S. Cancellation Packet- SO stamps that have been taken from old collections 
and accumulations because of their cancellations. Mostly 3c. Greens, 2c. Red-
browns and other Bank Note issues. Per Packet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .60 

1-35 different European Blocks, mostly mint, including Lichtenstein, Austria, Ukrainia, 
Portugal, Germany, etc. A good lot for traders or re-sale.... .. . . ..... . ... . . .... . .25 

J-60 U. S. Covers mostly late 19th Century each with a different town postmark. Tell 
me which States you prefer and I'll do my best to include some of them. Many of 
these lots also contain Advertising Comer Cards, odd cancellations, etc. Per bundle LOO 

K-30 different Illustrated Advertising Covers from 1861 to 1910. These also include 
quite a variety of 19th Century stamps and cancellations but they are of particular 
interest because of their old fashioned illustrations of Machinery, and other early 
American products. Pet lot.... . ......... . . .... . . ... .......... ... . .. . . ..... .. . .. . 1.25 

Send 6 cents extra in stamps if your order is under $1.00. I have a large stock of other 
U.S. Stamps and Covers, so why not also send your Want-List. ORDER NOW as my supply 
of the above lots is limited. 

D. Blake Battles 
A. P. S. 10929 S. P.A. 7354 

259 South Balch Street, Akron, Ohio 
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"To Promote Further Interest in the Collecting of Postmarks as Applied by United States Navy Mail Clerks." 
Address all communications to ROBERT c. THOMPSON, STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING, 

Glen Allen, Virginia. 

f,j@I===========================================================..,. 
My good friend Myron F. 

McCamley of Portland, 
Oregon sends me a copy of 

"Cruising With the Fleets," a very 
interesting bulletin chock full of 
news. Many thanks, Myron! 

October 10th - Francis Lee 
Browne, 1232 Bonaparte Avenue, 
Baltimore, Maryland, announces 
that he will handle covers for the 
90th Anniversary cachet of the 
United States Naval Academy at 
Annapolis, Maryland. However, do 
not send covers to Mr. Browne. 
Send a 3c. stamp for postage and le. 
for service fee for every cover you 
wish. The deadline is September 
1st. Plenty of time but don't wait 
until the last minute. 

August (?)-Mr. Louis Deising, 
3627 N. E. 73rd Ave., Portland, 
Oregon will handle covers for 
Naval Reserve Training Cruise 
some time in August. Send Mr. 
Deising five covers including le. per 
cover if you are not a member of 
the Universal Ship Cancellation So
ciety. Five different cachets will be 
used. 

The Canadian Na val Cruisers 
H. M. S. Skeena and H. M. S. Van
couver will be in Portland, Oregon 
early in September and cachets will 
be provided. Send your covers to 
Mr. Deising as above. 

]. W. Epstein, 103 Brunswick 
St., Roxbury, Massachusetts will 
hold covers for good Naval and 
Merchant Marine events. Send your 
prepared covers along with le. per 

cover for service fee, or 5c. for each 
cover and he will furnish 3c. stamp, 
printed envdope depictive of the 
event and will address same for you. 
Mr. Epstein promises no cachets 
but will secure .the better types of 
cancels . . 

Mr. Philip Akeo, 155 Olano 
Lane, Honolulu, T. H. offers to 
hold covers for collectors wishipg 
them mailed from Pearl Harbor or 
other Hawaiian locations. Include 
le. per cover for service fee. 

The U. S. S. Porter will be 
launched at the New York Ship 
Building Yards in early August. A 
cachet will be provided by M. Tuch
nisky, 6460 N. Sydenham St., Phila
delphia, Penna., and covers mailed 
on board the U. S. S. Aylwin. 
Please include the usual le. service 
fee with each cover. 

Mr. A. L. Hammock, Mail Clerk 
on board the U. S. S. Kanawha is 
putting out a nice lot of cancella
tions. Send him three or four cov
ers, and, as he is a collector himself, 
it might not be a bad idea to include 
a cover for his collection. Address 
the Kanawha in care of the Post
master at San Pedro, Calif. 

A series of cachets commemorat
ing the anniversaries of various 
Naval vessels is being sponsored by 
Ted Harrington, 2051 S. 29th St., 
Wilwaukee, Wisconsin. Keep a 
batch of covers on hand with Ted 
and when a ship reaches its anniver
sary date he will forward properly 

cacheted covers to the Mail Clerk. 
Be sure to include forwarding post
age of one cent per cover. 

Mr. M. Tuchinsky, 6420 S. 
Syclin St., Philadelphia, Pa., is spon
soring a cachet for the summer 
cruise of the Naval Reserves. The 
vessels U.S. S. Tattnall, Wyoming~ 
Herbert and Talbott have been 
chosen for this cruise and a nice lot 
of cancellations may be had by send
ing each of the ships a few covers. 
Forwarding postage should be in
cluded with covers to Mr. Tuchinsky. 

Labor Day-Mr. Leslie Paulson, 
3 NordlundAve., Cromwell, Conn., 
is sponsoring a cachet for Labor 
Day. Covers will be mailed from 
at least five ships. Be sure to in
clude one cent forwarding postage 
per cover. 

Our thanks to Mr. Paulson. 

Many thanks to the following co• 
operators for covers and news: 
Aug. Dietz, Jr., Clara T . Crowe,. 
Jimmie Crum, F. Whitney Davis, 
Myron F. McCamley, Vivian M. 
Green, John J. Haag, John J. 
Walsh, Richard A. Hardie, W. G. 
Crosby, Marshall R. Hall, Byrd L. 
Powell, Lloyd A. Nace. Leonard 
Rogers, Donald Coke, Emil Thur
man, 0 . A. Farabee, Hunter Tho
mas, Jr., Mr. Anders and Univers1I 
Ship Cancellation Society. Mucha.r 
Gracias! 

---IZI,__ __ 

STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING; 
only $1 the year. Subscribe now . . 
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~====================================================· 

FINE UNITED STATES 
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 

No. Mint Used 
33 3c. red, 1S51 . ...... $ $ .15 
36 12c. black, Cat. $10. . 4.00 
43 3c. red, type I. . . . . . .55 
44 3c. red, type II. . . . . .05 
63 le. ultramarine . . . . . 1.25 .50 
65 3c. red . . . . . . . . . . . . .02 
71 30c. orange . . . . . . . . . 1.25 
73 2c. black Jackson. . . .25 
7S 24c. lilac . . . . . . . . . . . .95 
94 3c. red, grill. . . . . . . . .10 

112 le. buff, 1S69. . . . . . . 3.00 1.65 
113 2c. brown, 1S69. . . . . .60 
114 3c. ultramarine, 1S69 .75 .07 
115 6c. ultramarine, 1S69 2.00 
116 lOc. yellow, 1S69 . . . . . 1.SO 
117 12c. green, 1S69. . . . . 1.SO 
119 15c. brown and blue.. 2.25 
127 lOc. Re·issue . . . . . . . . S.00 
133 le. buff, Re·issue . . . 2.00 
146 2c. red-brown . . . . . . .OS 
147 3c. green . . . . . . . . . . .0·2 
14S 6c. carmine . . . . . . . . .30 
149 7 c. vermilion . . . . . . . 1.25 
150 lOc. brown .. ........ .40 
151 12c. dull violet . . . . . . .90 
153 24c. purple, Cat. $6.50 2.00 
156 le. ultramarine . . . . .05 
157 2c. brown . . . . . . . . . .10 
15S 3c. green . . . . . . . . . . .40 .01 
159 6c. dull pink . . . . . . . .15 
160 7c. vermilion . . . . . . . 1.35 
17S 2c. vermilion....... .09 
179 5c. blue . . . . . . . . . . . .25 
1S2 le. ultramarine . . . . . .05 
1S3 2c. vnmilion . . . . . . . .03 
1S4 3c. green . . . . . . . . . . .01 
185 5c. blue . . . . . . . . . . . .20 
1S6 6c. pink . . . . . . . . . . . .50 
1S7 lOc. brown . . . . . . . . . .35 
lSS lOc. brown . . . . . . . . . .30 
205 5c. yellow-brown . . . .15 
206 le. ultramarine . . . . .02 
207 3c. green . .... : . . . . .02 
209 l Oc. brown . . . . . . . . . .04 
210 2c. red-brown . . . . . . .01 
211 4c. blue-green . . . . . . .25 
212 2c. green . . . . . . . . . . .25 .01 
213 3c. vermilion . . . . . . . .90 
214 le. ultramarine . . . . . .01 
215 4c. carmine . . . . . . . . .25 
216 5c. indig.o . . . . . . . . . .10 
21S 90c. purple . . . . . . . . . 4.00 
219 le. dull blue . . . . . . . . .01 
219d 2c. lake . . . . . . . . . . . .03 
220 2c. carmine . . . . . . . . .01 
221 3c. purple . . . . . . . . . .10 
222 4c. dark brown . .. . . . .02 
223 5c. chocolate . . . . . . . .03 
224 6c. brown-red . . . . . . .75 .25 
225 Sc. lilac . . . . . . . . . . . .50 .05 
226 lOc. green . . . . . . . . . . .03 
227 15c. indigo . . . . . . . . . .50 
22S 30c. black . . . . . . . . . . .55 
229 90c. orange . . . . . . . . . 2.00 

Will pay cash 

No. Mint Used No. Mint Used 
COLUMBIAN ISSUE JAMESTOWN ISSUE 

230 le. blue ......... . . $ .12 $ .02 32S le. green .. . .... . .. $ .20 $ .09 
231 2c. violet . . . . . . . . . . .lS .01 329 2c. carmine . . . . . . . . .25 .05 
232 3c. green . . . . . . . . . . .40 .22 330 5c. blue . . . . . . . . . . . 1.50 .SO 
233 4c. ultramarine . . . . . .30 .07 LINCOLN 234 5c. chocolate . . . . . . . .60 .12 
236 Sc. magenta .40 .09 367 2c. carmine . . . . . . . . .lS .04 
237 lOc. black-brown . . . . .07 ALASKA-YUKON 
23S 15c. grern . . . . . . . . . . 1.00 370 2c. carmine . . . . . . . . .lS .04 

1S94 
246 le. ultramarine ... . 
247 le. blue ...... . .. . . 
24S 2c. pink 'rri. I ..... . 
2.49 2c. carmine-lake T-I. 
250 2c. carmine Tri. I .. . 
253 3c. pu11ple ........ . 
254 4c. dark-brown . . .. . 
255 5c. chocolate 
256 6c. dull brown . . . . . 1.35 
257 Sc. violet-brown. . . . . 1.15 
25S lOc. dark g reen . . .. . . 
259 15c. dark blue ..... . 

1S95 
264 le. ultramarine .07 
265 2c. carmine 'Tri. I ... 
266 2c. carmine T ri . II .. 
267 2c. carmine Tri. III. .06 
26S 3c. purple .... .... . 
269 4c. dark brown . ... . 
270 5c. chocolate .. . .. . . 
271 6c. dull brown ..... . 
272 Sc. violet-brown 
273 lOc. dark green ..... . 
274 15c. indigo ......... . 

1S9S 
279 le. green ..... . . .. . 
279b 2c. orange-red .... . 
2SO 4c. rose-brown 
2Sl 5c. dark blue . ..... . 
2S2 6c. lake ........ . . . 
2S4 15c. olive-green . . . . . . 2.00 

TRANS-MISS. ISSUE 

2S5 le. yellow-green .20 
2S6 2c. copper-red . . . . . . .12 
2S7 4c. orange . . . . . . . . . .90 
2SS 5c. dull blue . . . . . . . 1.25 
2S9 Sc. violet-brown 1.75 
290 lOc. gray-violet . . . . . . 2.00 

PAN-AMERICAN ISSUE 

.12 

.07 

.07 

.07 

.01 

.10 

.04 

.10 

.25 

.25 

.12 

. S5 

.01 

.10 

.17 

.01 

.04 

.02 

.05 

.10 

.0·3 

.06 

.25 

.01 

.02 

.03 

.03 

.07 

.22 

.OS 

.03 

.60 

.60 

.95 

.50 

HUDSON-FULTON 
372 2c. carmine . . . . . . . . .lS 

PANAMA-PACIFIC 
397 le. green . . . . . . . . . . .20 
39S 2c. carmine . . . . . . . . .25 
399 5c. blue . . . . . . . . . . . 1.25 
400 lOc. orange . . . . . . . . . 3.50 
400a lOc. yellow-orange 2.50 
401 le. green, Perf. 10.. .45 
402 2c. carmine, Perf. 10 
403 5c. blue, Perf. 10 .... 1.75 
404 lOc. orange, Perf. 10 .. 

VICTORY 
537 3c. violet . . . . . . . . . . .25 

PILGRIM 
54.S le. green . . . . . . . . . . .10 
549 2c. carmine . . . . . . . . .lS 
550 5c. deep blue . . . . . . 1.00 

HARDING 
611 2c. black . . . . . . . . . . .08 
612 2c. black, Imperf.. . . .30 
613 2c. black, rotary. . . . .35 

HUGUENOT-WALLOON 
614 le. green . . . . . . . . . . .07 
615 2c. carmine . . . . . . . . .15 
616 5c. blue . . . . . . . . . . . .55 

LEXINGTON-CONCORD 
617 le. green . . . . . . . . . . ..os 
61S 2c. carmine . . . . . . . . .15 
619 5c. blue (Bl. $1.SO). .45 

COMMEMORATIVES 
620 2c. Norse-American.. .20 
627 2c. Liberty-Bell . . . . .10 
62S 5c. Ericsson .22 
629 2c. White Plains .05 
643 2c. Vermont Sesq.. . . .OS 
644 2c. Burgoyne .lS 
645 2c. Valley Forge.... .06 
646 2c. Molly Pitcher. . . .10 

294 le. green and black .. .15 .05 647 2c. Hawaii . . . . . . . . .12 
295 2c. carmine and black .15 .03 64S 5c. Hawaii . . . . . . . . .3S 
296 4c. chocolate & black 1.00 .25 649 2c. Aer.onautics . . . . .04 
297 5c. ultra. and black .. 1.00 .50 650 5c. Aeronautics . . . . . .16 
29S Sc. br.·violet & black 1.59 1.15 651 2c. Geo. Rogers Clark .05 
299 lOc. yel.-br. & black . . 1.50 .60 654 2c. Edison, F lat. . . . .04 

LOUISIANA PURCHASE 655 2c. Edison, Rotary. . .04 
656 2c. Edison, Coil . . . . . .OS 

323 le. green . . . . . . . . . . .30 .15 657 2c. Sullivan .04 
324 2c. carmine . . . . . . . . .25 .04 6SO 2c. Fallen T imbers. . .06 
325 3c. violet . . . . . . . . . . 1.25 1.00 6Sl 2c. Ohio Canal. . . . . . .04 
326 5c. dark blue. . . . . . . 1.50 .S5 6S2 2c. Mass. Bay . . . . . . .04 
327 lOc. red-brown ...... 3.25 .90 6S3 2c. Charleston . . . . . . .06 

for your Duplicates, or give good exchange. 

.04 

.04 

.03 

.30 

.30 

.22 

.10 

.07 

.30 
S5 

.10 

.06 

.04 

.60 

.02 

.25 

.10 

.05 

.04 

.45 

.06 

.10 

.40 

.20 

.02 

.10 

.03 

.05 

.12 

.03 

.07 

.10 

.35 

.03 

.10 

.04 

.03 

.02 

.04 

.03 

.05 

.03 

.02 

.04 

B. A. TURNER, Box 1492, San Antonio, Texas 
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The Publishers' Column 
T AST month we received 43 cor
L rect solutions and 9 incorrect 

answers to our Circle Puzzle 
contest from interested readers. Not 
so bad, don't you think? 

* * * 
Have you followed the recent 

auction sales of Messrs. Percy 
Doane, George B. Sloane, Daniel 
Kelleher, M. Ohlman and Vahan 
Mozian? Well, they're worth your 
time-that is, ·the catalogs of these 
distinguished philatelic auction firms. 

* * * 
Believe it or not, but today we 

"signed up" the lOOth salesman in 
our Junior Sales Club who is selling 
STAMP AND CovER COLLECTING to 
the advanced collectors in this coun
try. And, would you believe that 
one of these youngsters has secured 
four different prizes for selling 
twenty subscriptions! This Club is 
conducted by Ted Thompson-and 
what a Club! All of the junior 
salesmen are pepped up over the 
prizes, but the publishers are more 
pepped up over the subs that are 
commg in. • 

Recently, we spent $63.23 with 
.magazines and newspapers that are 
not strictly philatelic publications, 
but which carry stamp columns, in 
an attempt to increase our subscrip
tions and gain subscribers to the 
Dietz Specialized Confederate Cata
log ( 1936 edition). The results 
were anything from encouraging. 
Exactly nine new subscriptions were 
received for the magazine and two 
advance orders for the catalog. A 
total of $13.00 in volume of busi
ness after an expenditure of $63.23. 

* * * 
Later (and during the hotter 

weather with odds more against re
sults (we spent $88.47 wi·th our 
contemporary philatelic publishers. 
It is now too early to total the final 
results, however, up to date we have 

received 211 new annual subscrip
tions to the magazine and advance 
orders for 62 copies of the Catalog. 
A total of $546.00 worth of busi
ness from an $88.47 advertising 
campaign~and orders still coming 
in. Which all leads us to believe 
that the stamp trade is better off by 
advertising in its own publications 
where there is no waste circulation. 

* * * 
Although during the past months 

our own magazine produced more 
subscriptions for the Confederate 
Catalog than our four contempor
aries combined, the odds were with 
us, because we gave it more space, 
and as we see it, more than two 
thousand of our readers collect Con
f eds. However, we wish to pay a 
compliment right here to the result
producing abilities of Hobbies, 
Weekly Philatelic Gossip, Mekeel' s, 
Stamps, Linn's Weekly Stamp News 
and Marconi's-all excellent publi
cations in which to advertise your 
merchandise. 

* * • 
Have you tried the Elbe Line? 

In a casual straw vote taken by the 
secretary of a stamp club last month 
it was found that 31 of the 3 3 mem
bers were using Elbe cover albums, 
Elbe loose-leaf albums and Elbe 
stock books. Not such a bad record 
for a firm to hold within a club that 
is nearly a thousand miles away 
from its headquarters. 

Watch the new advertisements of 
the new dealers who are beginning 
to use the columns of this magazine. 
If they did not want you to read the 
copy tha:t they write, they would 
surely not spend good money to 
have it published. 

* * * 
Would you like to see Dr. 

Burton's "Dramatic Story of an 
Hawaiian 2-Cent Postage Stamp" 
published in book form? The pub-

lishers of ST AMP AND COVER COL
LECTING are thinking of publishing 
it in a limited edition. The book 
will probably sell for $2.00 to ad
vance subscribers. If you are inter
ested, please let us know. 

* * * 
Remember, we are still giving a 

20-word classified advertisement 
free with each new or 1renewal sub
scription. Send your copy m with 
the dollar. 

-------0---

Southern Express Co. 
Cancellations 

Two rare Southern Express Co., 
cancellations on Confederate covers 
have been submitted for catalog 
listing. 

The first-that of Lynchburgh 
(note the spelling!), Va.-is from 
the collection of Mr. Stephen D. 
Brown of Glens Falls, N. Y. It is 
on a cover franked with two De La 
Rue Fives, and cancelled in black. 

The second-of Augusta, Ga.
was submitted by Mr. Birchall 
Hammer of Elkins Park, Pa. It is 
on a fragment of cover, franked 
with a 5-cent blue Hoyer & Ludwig, 
and cancelled in blue. 

Mr. Edward S. Knapp, in his 
serial "Civil War Mail Carried by 
Express Companies" (Southern Phi
latelist, Vol. I, No. 7, May, 1935) 
makes mention of the Augusta, but 
does not list the Lynchburgh. 
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My Adventure in Precancel Collecting 
F OR fifteen years or more I 

have looked askance at the col
lector of Precancels. Not that 

I ever had anything "against" such 
philatelists, but simply because I 
could never generate sufficient en
thusiasm to collect them myself. It 
had always seemed to me that the 
collecting of precancels was just a 
matter of duplicating the same items 
that I already had, except that they 
were more gently cancelled, or 
rather, "used" in a more refined 
way. Instead of taking a chance on 
the postoffice clerks smudging a 
well-centered specimen of a "fiver", 
the Department favored the future 
possessor by having the stamp at
tractively and very nicely _cancelled 
by a local printer. 

But, last month I changed my 
attitude towards the coUector of 
Precancels and Bums, and, believe it 
or not, I ra:te today as one of the 
most enthusiastic and enlightened 
collectors of Precancels in these 
United States of America. 

'·-· 
It came about thusly: 
Billy Williams dropped in the 

other night to look over my stamps 
and fortunately brought with him a 
modest collection of his precancels. 
We looked over two of my albums 
of U. S., and occasionally Billy ex
claimed, "Why, I've got that in a 
double-line, print'', and, "Say, I've 
got that precancelled Podunk'', and 
"What a beauty! Say I wish I had 
that fellow precancelled Omaha, 
Nebraska!" 

Billy's excited exclamations start
ed me thinking. If a fellow-collec
tor could get up that much enthus
iasm over something it must be good 
for the nerves; besides my own col
lection appeared to be getting stale. 
Furthermore, I had about reached 
the end of my purse. Additions to 
my own collection were few and 
far between and each acquisition 
mounted into the dollars. That 
surely wasn't much fun. These 

BY EARLE SUTTON 
"'@1,------------l@>"o 

thoughts passed through my mind 
while turning the pages. 

Suddenly Billy opened his album, 
and for the first time in my collect
ing career I became absorbed in 
Precancels. I saw all kinds and 
varieties. I found that I could again 
recover the old enthusiasm for 
stamps. I learned a plenty about 
this interesting phase of philately 
and, needless to say, inwardly 
pledged myself to start 'a precancel 
collection of my own without delay. 

The next day after Billy's visit I 
started a.,long the path that so many 
precancel collectors have trod. Go
ing through an accumulation of 
years of the cheaper varieties of 
United States, I eagerly sought 
ffijany of the pr.ized precancels that 
Billy had told me about. Every 
cigar box, shoe box and stuffed en
velope was ransacked. The search 
has now lasted for thirty days. Sev
eral hundred choice precancels of 
the early types have been found 
among what I had formerly looked 
upon as "triash." My collection is 
gaining some real consequence. I 
again feel the urge to collect. It is 
more than interesting-'it is fasci
nating, alluring! 

Last night I found two Glen 
Allens. Billy needed one, so today 
he possesses my duplicate "find." 
Each .day brings me new thrills. 

The names of Gunesch and 
Hoover Brothers, dealers long asso
ciated with precancels, have become 
more than "just names" in adver
tisements. They are to me the sym
bols of a great branch of our hobby. 
The work that they have done in 
listing and cataloging Precancels 
and Buros is nothing sh-0rt of mar
velous. In looking over their lists 
and ·catalogs one is amazed at the 
stupendous task tha.t they have un
dertaken-and accomplished. 

And the most pleasant part of 
this pursuit for precancels has been 
the experiencing of a new happi
ness, which I have found-and 
found at the least cost. 

The most fun that I have realized 
was in securing all of the precancels 
of my own home town. It has not 
been easy, nevertheless I only lack 
two copies .... 

But, say, there is the door bell 
and I must answer it to a caller 
before completing this .... 

It's Billy Williams-the same 
Billy who started me collecting Pre
cancels a month 'ago-and what do 
you think he came over for tonight? 

My collection of Precancels of my 
home town is complete. Billy has 
just given me the missing stamps. 

--0---

HoosiersWant Stamp 
for Johnny Appleseed 

Fort Wayne, Ind.-A plea that 
the United States government issue 
a special coin and stamp in com
memoration of Johnny Appleseed, 
famed character who planted apple 
trees in many sections of the coun
try, was suggested to officers · of the 
Johnny Appleseed Association at 
the last meeting of the local · Men's 
Garden Club. 

The suggestion is to be taken 
under advisement by the Appleseed 
Comm'ission and possible action 
taken in the near future. 

A gavel, with it's head resem
bling .an apple and the handle 
shaped like a seed, was presented 
by members of the Appleseed Com
mission to the Garden Club at the 
meeting. It was made from the 
limb of an apple tree which was 
planted near here by John Chap
man, better known as Johnny Ap
pleseed.-New York Sun. 

---jC8:Ji----

Subscribe now. Only $1 the year. 
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When is . a Commemorative 
BY H . 0. DOUGLASS 

....riJl,~~~~~~~~~~~--il(Ao 

THE universal interest in phila
tely and the exchange of ideas 
on the hobby are, of necessity 

based on words and names of defi
nite meaning and of common accep
tance of those meanings. Such terms 
as part-perforate, re-issue, engraved, 
lithographed, semi-postal, and so on, 
have meanings which are generally 
understood and commonly accepted. 

A notable exception to this rule 
comes to mind in one of the com
monest terms in use among collec
tors of postal adhesives-"Com
memorative." The exact meaning of 
the word is clear enough but, if you 
wish to get a variety of interpreta
tions of the term, ask any three 
philatelists which of the United 
States stamps are .commemoratives. 

One will probably answer that 
they are all stamps not included in 
the "general issue." Another will 
say that they are the stamps which 
bear dates. Still another may name 
as commemoratives all stamps that 
picture scenes other than the por
fraits of national figures and ,those 
with portraits which bear dates. 

Or, purchase a packet of . com
memorative stamps and see what 
you get. If it is a large packet, it 
will probably contain Columbians, 
Trans-Mississippis, Victories, Pan
Americans, Panama-Pacifies, Bicen
tennials, Parks and Chicagos among 
the others. These are all generally 
accepted as commemoratives, but let 
us take a look and see if the term 
will fit all of them. 

Naturally the term "commemo
rative stamp" basically denotes a 
stamp which is issued to commemo
rate a prior event, such as the birth 
or death of some important person, 
the anniversary of an important 
event or t:he lapse of some period 
of time, usually a .multiple of twen
ty-five years, following an impor
tant event. Now, let us regard 

Not a Commemorative? 
some of these issues and see if they 
are necessarily commemorative emis
sions. 

The first issue that differs from 
the common practice of showing the 
heads of presidents and other na
tional figures is the issue of 1869. 
In it we see pictured the horseman, 
locomotive, and steamship which 
illustrate modes of transportation 
such as are seen in the commemo
rative issue of 1901 and historical 
scenes such as the Landing of Co
lumbus and the Declaration of In
dependence. Surely this issue ap
pears rightfully to deserve the title 
of commemorative, ~ut, in thi~ 
writer:'s opinion, is not such an issue 
since it was not issued with the 
intention of commemorating any 
person or ev,ent. 

In 1893 came the Columbian 
issue, truly a commemorative issue 
by any standard, to mark the elapse 
of four hundred years since the 
landing of America's discoverer. 
The scenes depicted are relevant and 
the stamps bear the dates "1492-
1892." 

The Trans-Mississippi issue, of 
1898, commonly regarded as com
memorative, does not fulfill these 
conditions, however. The stamps 
show scenes connected with the 
West, but they bear no dates and 
there is no indication that they were 
intended to commemorate any per
son or event. Yet they are con
sidered to be of the elite of our 
commemoratives. 

The Pan-American issue, although 
it bears the inscription "Commemo
rative Series, 1901 ," merely shows 
scenes of various modes of trans
portation and views of Niagara Falls 
bridge a·'ct the Sault Ste. Marie 
Canal locks. There is no indication 
of what they are supposed to com
memorate. 

Although they bear the inscrip
tion "Series, 1902" and the birth 
and death of each person shown, 
the 1902 issue is plainly just an
other series of portraits of national 
figures and not a commemorative 
issue. 

The issues of 1904, 1907 are all 
clearly commemorative as shown by 
their pictures and dates. 

The Panama-Pacific issue of 
1912-15 ushers in an innovation in 
postal custom. Their primary raison 
d'etre was the advertising of the 
exposition held in San Francisco in 
1915. The one cent stamp with its 
picture of Balboa and the ten-cent 
showing the Discovery of San Fran
cisco Bay, might be called com
memoratives, but the motive behind 
the issue was e~ploitation and not 
commemoration. 

The Victory stamp of 1919 was 
issued in celebration of the termina
tion of the World War, but can 
hardly be considered .as being in 
commemoration of it. 

The following issues, from , the 
Pilgrim Tercentenary to the Hawaii 
overprint, all clearly were issued 
for commemorative reasons, al
though the Molly Pitcher overprint 
certainly leaves a lot to one's imagi
nation. 

The catalog footnote tells us that 
the International Aeronautics Con
ference issue of 1928 commemo
rates the twenty-fifth anniversary of 
the first airplane flight in 1903, but 
the stamps tell us nothing about 
this except that there is a picture of 
an old airplane, which might · or 
might not be the Wright brothers' 
plane, on the two-cent denomina
tion. The purpose of the issue was 
to call attention to the Aeronautics 
Conference then in session and can 
hardly be called commemorative in 
that sense. 
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From 1928. to 1932 came a suc
cession of single em1ss1ons, all 
deafly commemorative with the ex
ception of the Ohio River Canali
zation stamp of 1929. This stamp, 
although it bears the dates "1875-
1929," leaves one wondering what, 
if anything, is being commemorated. 

The Washington Bicentenni:il 
issue of 1932 fulfills all conditions 
of a commemorative issue, but the 
Olympic issues, one for Lake Placid 
and one for Los Angeles, obviously 
were for the sole purpose of ex
ploiting those athletic events. 

The Arbor Day, Penn, Webster, 
Oglethorpe and Newburgh issues 
are real commemoratives, but the 
Century of Progress stamps were 
primarily to exploit the exposition 
in Chicago, while the N. R. A. 
stamp tried to popularize the New 
Deal. The Byrd stamp was issued 
to help pay the expenses of the 
Antarctic expedition and are not 
commemorative in any sense. 

The von Steuben Kosciusko, 
Maryland and Wisconsin stamps are 
truly commemoratives, but the 
Mothers' Day stamp is a memorial 
and not a commemorative. The Na
tional Parks series commemorate 
nothing and are purely advertise
ments for the Interior Department's 
park system. 

The Connecticut Tercentenary 
stamp is a fine example of th~ 
commemorative spirit, but one looks 
askance · at rhe San Diego emission 
although it bears the dates "15 3 5-
1935." One seems to see the politi
cal finger beckoning one to visit the 
fair city and the wonderful exposi
tion. 

So! What is a commemorative? 
Suppose you tell me. We certainly 
need a new word to cover these 
special issues. It is strange that a 
word of such loose construction in 
its application has survived so long 
among a fraternity whose keynote 
is precision. 

-C8'J1---

Subscribe now. Only $1 the year. 

WASHINGTONIANA 
Send me 100 used commemoratives, 150 pre

cancels or 28c. in mint commemoratives and 
I will send you a newspaper dated December 
31, 1799 containing George Washington' s 
death and funeral notices. 

H. O. DOUGLASS 

Box 50, Hot Springs, Ark. 

Sell at Auction 
LIS~ Fine material desired for o!lr q0[7 Fall sales. We expect to at

t end the II. P. S. convention 
in Washington and will be 
pleased to diieuu our auction 
term1J etc. 
23 years of unreserved PUB
LIC SALES means "service 
and satisfaction,., in our 
" AU CT I 0 N WITH AC
TION." 

M.OHLMAN 
1160 Nassau St., N. Y. C. 

To Stamp Clubs 
Want to make some money for 

·· the Club, kick up some excitement 
and make buyers happy? If so, let 
me tell you what some other clubs 
have done with those British West 
India and Central America Packets 
I have been offering here. 

A. C. TOWNSEND 
6229 Eddy Street, CHICAGO, ILL. 

Be Sure to Advertise in 
STAMP AND COVER 

COLLECTING 
Rates very reasonable for the first four 

months, after which they will probably advance. 

One Inch ..•.••..••.•..•••••• $ 1.00 
Two Inches • . • . • • . . . • • • . • . . . Z.00 
Third Page • . . . • . • . . . • • • • . . . 9.00 
Full Page ••..•..•...•• • ••..• 27.00 

Copy must be in by the 15th of the month 
preceding date of issue. The circulation will 
amaze you. 

Stamp and Cover Collecting 
RICHMOND, VA. 

READ ... 

Colonial and Revolutionary 
Posts 

BY HARRY M. KoNWISER 

One of the most exhaustive and comprehen
sive booksh writt<n in a delightful, fascinating 
style, on t e American Postal System from the 
earliest times through the Colonial and Revolu
tionary Periods. A book that should be in 
the possesoion of every philatelist and library. 

Price $2.00 Postpaid. 
THE DIETZ PRESS 

109 E. CARY STREET 
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA. 
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HOBBIES 
A beautiful, illustrated magazine for collec

tors of stamps, coins, Indian relics, fircann11 
books, curios, autographs, prints, antiques ana 
scores of other interesting hobbies. 

Our subscription list includes the famous 
and near-famous, leading educators and out· 
11anding business men and women who art 
anxious to improve their time with cultural 
and absorbing hobbies. 

It is popular to have a hobby and read 

Hobbies 
SAMPLE COPY 10 CENTS 

TWELVE BIG ISSUES FOR $1.00 

LIGHTNER PUBLISHING CORP. 

2810 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill. 

READ 
Two of the World's Finest Stamp 

Magazines 
For Only $1.50 a Year-Save 50c. 

The Au•tralian Stamp Monthly 5/- per ann, 
and 

STAMP AND COVER. COLLECTING $1.00 per aon. 
One published at Melbourne, Australia, and 

the other at Richmond, Virginia, U. S. A.
nearly two extrema of the earth, but assuring 
you of all the new• from everywhere. With 
these two fine monthlico coming to your office 
or home twelve times a year, you have all the 
philatelic new1 that'• worth while. Sub1cribe 
now! 

Send your 1ubscription1 to: 

Stamp and Cover Collectint 
109 E. Cary St., RICHMOND, VA. 

• 

Stamp Trade Prat1ctln 
Anoclatlu, lie. 

A Bureau for Collection, 
Prottetion, Information, 

and Co-operation. 

KALAMAZOO, MICHIGAN, U.U 

HA VE YOU SEEN THE 

Priced Catalog of 
Stampless Covers 
Now running in 

POSTAL 
MARKINGS 

A Dime a Copy; a Dollar a Year 

s. G. RICH 

VERONA, NEW JERSEY 

RIO GRANDE FILATELICO 
Intern"1ional Rwitw for Stamp Collutor1. 

Postcards, Numismatics, Esparanto. 
Members throughout the world, particularly 

America. 
Official organ of the "Sociedade Filatelica 

Rio Grandense." 
Specimen copy will be 1ent on nccipt of 

5 cents in unused stamps, to cover the co.t 
of mailinit. 

DR. BENJAMIN CAMOZATO 
RUA DOS ANDKADAS, 1431, 

PORTO ALEGRE, BRAZIL. 
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Is There a Future for Rocket 
Stamps? 

BY FONTAINE LEWIS 

T ET'S look backward for a mo
L ment while considering the 

future of what today can be 
termed as nothing more than an 
experiment. 

It is the early part of this Cen
tury. Two young men better and 
later known as the Wright Brothers 
were experimenting in a bicycle 
shop in Dayton, Ohio, and on the 
sand dunes of Kitty Hawk, North 
Carolina, with a winged contraption 
that was to be the forerunner of the 
modern airplane. At Kitty Hawk, 
by ingenuity, ability, perserverance 
and the Grace of God (in the those 
God-fearing days) they succeeded 
in a performance whereby a plane 
lifted by its own power flew a few 
feet. 

The feat was heralded by the 
press more in skepticism than hard
boiled vision. References were 
made in abstract, to-wit: 

"Aviation is a long ways off. 
While the flight in North Carolina 
may be considered a success it 
means nothing." ... "Two brothers 
have been personally benefited more 
than science" .. . "When they learn 
to carry something more than pub
licity the aeroplane might be worth
while." ... "When our grand
children can fly with a bag of mail 
or gold dust the flight of the aero
plane will be seriously considerecl, 
but now . . . " 

And, so they talked about the 
beginning of aviation, little realiz
ing that in a quarter of a century 
the air mail service was to be one 
of the greatest branches of our Post 
Office Department. But, the future 
of the airplane was soon established 
and now it is taken as a 1llla!tter of 
fact. Who today doubts anything 
that is announced in the field of 
flying. 

Except, of course, Rocket flights . 
It is being relegated to the waste
heap of useless things. 

But, Rocket experimenters are 
more numerous than airplane pilots 
were during the opening of the 
20th Century. The modern scien
tist believes that nothing is impossi
ble. Whatever the human mind can 
imagine will some day become a 
reality, thinks the scientific plodder. 
And, he is surely not opposed to 
Rocket experiments. 

While it is true that the Rocket 
is now in its stages of conception a 
few flights have been made. The 
majority have proven that much 
must still be learned. The power 
that is loosened for pushing the 
Rocket must be condensed and com
pressed even more to emnomize 
weight. The combustion of the ex
plosives must be timed more regu
larly. The empty chambers must be 
utilized. Distances must be equal
ized, and a score of other obstacles 
overcome, but the very fundamen
tals of science (and of success) is 
but the matter of surmounting 
obstacles. 

It has already been predicted that 
the airplane will, in a few years, 
be so perfected that its flight from 
New York to Paris will be a ma:tter 
of only ten hours. In similar fash
ion, and with but a few more years, 
the Rocket, may make the same 
flight in one hottr. It is not im
possible. Previous flights have dem
onstrated that this missile, pushed 
from the rear at a great velocity, 
can attain a speed that is nearly 
unbelievable. Whereas the load of 
the airplane is "pulled" through the 
ether, the Rocket is thrown forward 
from an energy emanating from the 
rear. The difference in principles 
of propulsion mean the vast clif
f erences m speed. 

It is also probable that in time 
the Rocket and the airplane may be 
combined in an effort to reduce 
distances. The construction of the 

plane and its adaptability to human 
maneuvering may mean the ultimate 
success of the present experiments 
in Rocket flights. 

I do not believ·e ithat the Rocket 
should be cast aside without more 
serious contemplation. The work 
of the pioneers may eventually be 
taken over by governments, especial
ly by the scientific departments for 
the promotion of more deadly 
weapons for war. When this · is 
done the success of the Rocket will 
be ·assured. And who knows but 
that it is not already on its way ro 
perfection-in secret. 

--IZJ1- - -

Vargas Visits Uruguay 
We are indebted to our corres

pondent in Montevideo, Mr. Her
mann R. Stoeckle, Casilla Correo 
24, for a series of festive stamps in 
honor of the visit to Uruguay of 
President Vargas of Brazil. The set, 
consisting of six values, was printed 
at the Imprenta Nacional after a 
design by the native sculptor J . 
Zorilla de San Martin. We chroni
cle: 5m. brown, 15m. black, 3c. 
green, 7c. orange, 12c. blue and 50c. 
deep buff. The stamps were sold 
only in complete sets and blocks-of
four. The "edition" is said to be 
10,000 sets. 

Mr. Stoeckle further announces 
the appearance of a new set of air
mail stamps, consisting of twenty 
values, locally printed in the design 
of the London "Pegasus" type. 

Finally the 1 centavo value of the 
Artigas type has appeared, printed 
in Montevideo. Color, pale violet. 

---lZJ1--
Subscription only $1 the year. 
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SALES MANAGER'S REPORT 

Sales for June were $65 3.00, and the six 
months' period has shown the bes t results 
since 193 1. 

Foreign members will pl ease note : That 
all shipments must be sent to us by fi rsc
class mail , and no shipment is to exceed 
$100 cash value and, wherever possible, a 
shipment should be either all unused items 
or all poscally used items·. This is absolute
ly essential , as the postal authorities con
sider unused stamps the same as currency 
ahd therefore there is no delay in passing 
ci\rough the mails. H owever , postally used 
scamps are scrutinized very carefully and 
held up ac the main post office in New 
York City. I have had quite some trouble 
with a recent shipment which was valued 
at over $300 and had to go to various gov
ernmental departments to cry co secure the 
package. I have not the time to spend to 
go to a JI the various governmental agencies 
to gee the packages which have not been 
sent according to my instructions ; and in 
future I will have m turn the papers over 
to a custom house broker to cl ea r the ship
ment, which wi ll cost you approximately 
$10.00. 

We are getting continuous requests for 
circuits and still cannot supply the demand. 
At present there is an u rgent call for posca l
ly used German inflation issues, Czecho
Slovakia, Poland, etc. , also poscally used 
blocks of 4 and airmail issues, particularly 
European. 

Scott's Catalogue is to be released some 

San Diego Stamp Error 
I find the following error on the 

California Pacific International Ex
position stamp : Plate No. 21408 
Lower Right position, stamp position 
No. 45, the stamp just above the 
plate number, and ·it has several 
shifted transfers or what appears to 
be that anyway, all through the I 
panel with the wording "U. S. 
Postage." All of the sheets in this 
number and position have the same 
error, that is all that I have ex
amined. Please let me know if you 
find the same error. - Louis G. 
Simon, 111 Allen St., Kelso, Wash
ington.-Western Stamp Collector. 

time in September and as it is necessary to 
price your material with the latest catalog, 
i c is advisable co. place your order with us 
earl y, so that we may be assured of enough 
copies. Those who have a credit with us 
may order their catalog from us and we 
will debit their account. Others will please 
remit when placing the order. 

W . 0 . STAEB, Sales Manager. 

REPORT OF EXCHANGE DEPT. 

Those members of the club who read my 
report published in the March issue of this 
magazine saw my figures of the results of 
the department's exchanges from the start 
to and including the month of February, 
1935. Lee me summarize those figures by 
seating cha t this department has shown ap
preciable growth each and every month. I 
am glad to supplement the March report by 
seating chat the results of that month were 
grea ter than any preceeding one and chat 
in April we even passed the figur es• for 
March. 

During the past two months several col
lectors have joined our ranks and with 
Daylight Saving available to a great many 
of us, there should be plenty more members 
who wi ll find time for, and pleasure in de
ve loping their collections through the 
medium of Exchange. 

You know the simple, easy method we 
pursue, so gee in touch with me now. 

MONTROSE ERNST, Exchange Manager . 

Trans-Miss. Exhibit 
The Trans-Mississippi Philatelic 

Society will hold its annual Exhibit 
and Convention on Saturday, Aug. 
31st, Sunday, Sept. 1,t, and Labor 
Day Sept. 2nd, at Omaha, Nebraska. 

The beautiful Joslyn Memorial 
building will house the Exhibit, and 
the Hotel Fontenelle will be the 
Convention Headquarters. 

This event last year was the 
largest and the best attended phila
telic show ever held in the Mid 
West, and it is expected, that this 
year it will be even more attractive. 

Mr. R. R. Barber, 4546 N. 40th 
Ave. is general chairman. 

Tri-State ·Collectors 
Unite 

NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA 

The Tri-State Philatelic Associa
tion, an association of collectors 
residing in Alabama-Louisiana-Mis
sissippi, was formed inNewOrleans 
in the fall of 1934, and although 
members have been secured from 
each of these three States, with 
Chapters in two of them, it is felt 
that quite a few members could be 
secured if the small town collectors 
within these three States could hear 
of this movement. For information, 
write : A. E. Tilleux, Secretary, 830 
City Park Avenue, New Orleans, 
Louisiana; and a prospectus will be 
sent you. 

JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI 

A ·delegation from the Tri-State 
Philatelic Association, composed of 
five New Orleans, Louisiana, and 
two Mc.Comb, Mississippi members, 
arrived in Jackson on June 30th, to 
assist local collectors in the forma
tion of a stamp club. During the 
afternoon session, temporary officers 
were elected as follows: J. M. Palm
er, President; S. C. Irby, Vice-Presi
deht; F. C. Langley, Secretary-Treas
urer. All collectors residing within 
the vicinity of Jackson are ·urged to 
contact with the Secretary at 828 
Poplar' Boulevard, Jackson, Miss. 

J)l'EW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA 

The ·Crescent City Stamp Club, 
which tneets on the 1st and 3rd 
Thursdays of the month, was forced 
to skip the meeting scheduled for 
the 4th of July, and will next meet 
on the 18th, as usual, on the mez
zanine floor of the Hotel Roosevelt, 
at 8 p . m. Visitors always welcome. 

~I--

Change of Address 
Mr. Edwin Brooks, Philatelic 

feature story writer, announces his 
removal from 1454 to 1528 South 
Harding St., Chicago, Ill. 
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I FORUM~ 
" "' Better than a~ Mint Julep 

NASHVILLE, TENN., July 6, 1935. 
EDITOR, FORUM, 
DEAR SIRS: 

I feel that you are to be congratulated 
on the last few issues of STAMP AND COVER 
COLLECTING. In my opinion the magazine 
is getting better every. month. 

It is my opinion that you are very for
tunate indeed in securing William T. Raley 
as your Washington correspondent. Mr. 
Raley's well written column is a great asset 
to your magazine. 

Though not a Precancel collector myself,. 
I think the addition of a Precancel column 
would prove a help in securing the sub
scriptions of Precancel collectors. 

The above mentioned features are, and 
would be, beneficial to "The Golden Voice 
of Philately" but there is no feature, in 
STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING or any 
other stamp journal, that can match "What 
the Colonel Thinks." There is only one 
thing wrong with it; it's not long enough. 
Five or six more pages would make it per
fect. I always find out "What the Colonel 
Thinks" first. 

I have had dealings with several of the 
other leading stamp magazines and, without 
re,llection on any of them, I can say that 
from none have I had more courteous. and 
considerate attention than from STAMP AND 
COVER COLLECTING. However, this is prob
ably just another proof that "Southern 
bJ.0od will rel!." 

More congratulations on the Townsend 
stories, the envelope a.rtide and the "Air
mail and Cachet News." 

I am inclosing my application for mem
bership in the ' 'C. S. A." . Will there be 
officers, member numbers, etc.? 

With best wishes, I am, 
ROBERTS. -KELLY. 

We'll Catch Up Now 
MY DEAR MR. DIETZ: 

* * * I enjoy especially the frankness 
with which you treat matters, not only 
philatelic, but also politic, and here again 
not only domestic but also international, 
* * * If I wanted to refer to all the 
articles in your paper which have appealed 
to me, it would take many hours to jot it 
all down, so it is bv far easier to state 
that, so far, I have seen therein very little 
which I could have found any objection to. 

Not even the delay in the paper's ap
pearance, which last month had reached 
the record of about six weeks-taking it 
for granted that it is intended to appear 
on the first of the month-should be cause 
for protest and if the ] uly issue comes to 
my desk in September, I shall be just as 
well pleased with it. 

Some collectors may object to the absence 
of a chronicle of new issues, but I believe 
that you are doing well in not taking more 
than occasional notice of these, in fact, to 
me it is little short of utter disgust, and 

despair, to read every week of the many 
unnecessary stamps that are being foisted 
on the poor saps who think that they must 
collect everything, in order to keep their 
collection complete, because this and that
so-called-posta.ge stamp may turn out to 
become a great rarity. 

It is my honest opinion that the day will 
come when many of the. unnused stamps 
of recent vintages will be nothing better 
than the "remainders" of certain 19th Cen
tury issues; whereas· the same stamps, post
ally used, will in days to come turn out 
to be real rarities, and as 1 still adhere to 
the--perhaps foolish-opinion that a post
age stamp, to be called thus, must have done 
postal duty, I collect my stamps only in 
such condition, and believe that I am not 
\tery much mistaken in stating that the 
majority of these, especially of recent is
sues, will in days to come be by far better 
than the mint varieties. 

I also endorse the statement which ap
pears in the June number of the STAMP 
AND COVER COLLECTING that the question 
of condition of a stamp has been stretched 
to ridiculous proportions, but believe that 
we owe this exclusively to the dealers who 
will always contend that a stamp is N. G., 
if it is not symmetrically centered, or if 
the postmark is "slightly heavy," or any 
such rot which is held under one's nose, 
if one wishes to sell. 

Sincerely yours, 
HERMANN FOCK::. 

Thanks, Doctor ! 
CHICAGO, July 1, 1935. 

GENTLEMEN: 
Enclosed find One D ollar for the renewal 

of subscription to STAMP AND COVER COL
LECTING. Of all the stamp journals and 
magazines I read, I find that STAMP AND 

COVER COLLECTING is the best. The arti
cles are brief and to the point and the 
papers on special subjects are thoroughly 
covered. I wish that your magazine was 
a weekly or a bi-monthly, as a month is a 
long time to wait. 

Sincerely yours, 

MATTHEW E. UZNANSKI, M. D . 

Hurray! 
CHICAGO, ILL., July 9, 1935. 

DEAR DIETZ: 
Your leading editorial "A Suggestion for 

Washington," in the June number, is top 
notch, one of the best I have ever read, 
and God knows we need somebody with 
guts these days! If you happen to have 
photographs of your stamp design, photos 
from which cuts can be made for publica
tion work, I would like a few prints of 
them. If you think honestly that there is· a 
billy-goat's chance of putting such a stamp 
across I will do everything I can to publi-
cize it. Sincerely, 

RALPH A. KIMBLE. 

"Bon Voyage!" 
NEW YORK, N. Y., June 26, 1935. 

GENTLEMEN: 
I have been receiving your magazine fot 

some time and I enjoy reading it, so from 
now on, I wish to be a subscriber. 

I am planning to sail on June 29 for 
a vacation in Europe, but I will return late 
in August. Send your bill then. 

Very truly yours, 

MRS. HENRY A. DIAMANT. 

100 Adv•nce Subscriptions 1t1'.-.... "P'lf'.-..'.:r~ 
NHded to Assure Publication .)S.(_~_&_iA~ 

1936 Edition ~ 
Dietz Specialized Confederate Catalog ~ 

The publishers of STAMP AND COVER CoLLECTl1'G are pleased to ~ 
announce that the new and revised edition of this Specialized Ca1alog 
of the issue> of the Confederate States of America will be ready for 
distribution this Fall. All pricings are being revised according to ~ 
market conditions and all supplemental material, and 11finds" since the 
publication of the first edition, will be included in the new volume. 

. The Catalog will list all known Provisionals, Handstamps, General ~ 
Issues, Prison Letters, Department Fran kings, Official Frankings, Plate 
and Stone Varieties, and include chapters on Cancellations and Counter-
feits, as well as much other useful data. It is not only a catalog:, but ~ 
an encyclopedia for the collector and dealer in Confederates. The 
volume will be of inestimable value to every collector because of the 
divcrsfied information it "omains on the various processes of stamp ~ 
manufacture. There will t'Je pver 1,000 illustrations and the text will 
cover more than 500 pages. Size Hix6 in., bound in fabrikoid, stamped. 

As only a limited quan1ity .,.;11 be printed of this edition ordero ~ 
should be placed now. T he subscription price is $2.00 per copy post-
paid. After publication, $2.50. Usual discount to the trade. 

~ ' /1 very small number of the hook ~ 
The Postal Service of the Confederate States of America 

remain. This volume will not be reprinted. Orders will be accepted ~ 
as long as the supply lasts. Popular Style $10.00; Library Style r 'l-

~ $l5::u::L;:~OOS~~tr!5~~~~ your order for a year's subscription to ~ 
~~ 

109 

ESaTsAtMCPaAryNoStCreoveEtR CoLLECTING-"The Golden Voice of Philately." ~ (,,n STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING r~-' 
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA ~ 

~~~W°~ Join the Confederate W°W°-W-W°W°~ 
~.A,-~.A,---~.A,- St•mp Alll•nce --~.th"':"--~.Ji"':"--~~ 
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Classified advertisements under this head
ing are 4 cents per word, 500 words for 
$12 .50. Payable in advance. Copy must 
be received 3 weeks before date of issue. 

WANTED!-Uruguay No. I (60c. blue) good 
copy, no thin spots. State price. Also wanted Old 
German States. Write what you have, stating 
condition and price. EDITOR, STAMP AND COVER 
COLLECTING, 109 E. Cary St., Richmond, Va. 

10 OR MORE different revenues, catalog $1.00 
or more1.Jor 3Sc. (coin). Satisfaction guaranteed. 
ROBER1 KELLY, 204 Spring St., Nashville, Tenn. 

WANTED-Southern States Stampless Covers. 
Will pay cash, or trade Pennsylvania, New York, 
New England covers. Send yours with Terms. 
KENNETH G. BENTZ, 1114 Citizens Southern 
Bank, Atlanta, Ga. 

Stamps of HAWAII. C. B. Wood, Q. M. Cj 
Ft. Ruger, HAWAII. [cc 

2S MISCELLANEO US cacheted airmail cov
ers, or 15 different airport dedications, or 1 S 
different fint official flights, or 7 different FAM 
flights, or 10 Pilot-signed airmail coven, or 20 
different naval cancels and cachets for $1.0S per 
lot postpaid. Alaskan Emergency Star-Route Air 
Service covers, SOc. each. MULTNOMAH COV
ER SERVICE, SS26 Delaware, Portland, Oregon. 

Classified Ads 
WANTED-PARKS USED.-Will pay 20 

cents per set for Parks stamps, used, well-cen
tered, lightly cancelled, no straight-edges-perfect 
pieces. Address: "J. B.'', care Editor STAMP AND 
COVER COLLECTING, 109 E. Cary St., Richmond, Va. 

WANTED TO BUY a quantity of unused 
Confederate• at very reasonable prices. Cheaper 
gradeo desired. State quantity and price•. "Col
lector A," Care STAMP AND Covn COLLECTING. 

WILL TRADE a good lot of duplicates for a 
full •tock, curly maple Kentucky rifle. Send com
plrte description of gun. In return will send 1ist 
of •tamp•. Addres• "Collector B," Care STAMP 
AND COVER COLLECTING. 

FOR NAVAL, Old Ironsideo and Macon coven 
of the finest write W. G. CROSBY, P. 0. Box 
602, San Pedro, California. 

WANTED TO BUY #36 and #59 Colombian 
Republics on or off cover. "Co11ector G," Care 
STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING. 

10 DIFFERENT Arrowheads, perfect-He.; 
3S different fine Classified Minerals-$1.2S; 
10 different fine Foreign Coins-1Sc;;, 10 different 
fine Cachet Covers-45c. Scraper, l anner, Stun 4 

n.er, Knife-all 2Sc. Large Illustrated Catalog-Sc. 
LEMLEY CURIO STO~E, Northbranch, Kansas. 

[pjj] 

REMEMBER, STAMP AND Covn COLLECTING is 
giving a 20-word clas•ified advertisement FREE 
for each annual new, renewal or extension sub~ 
scription to this magazine. Send $1.00 and a 
20-word classified advertisement TObAY. 

GENERAL CATALOG OF U. S. POST
MARK~1 112 yages, 900 illu•trations. Price $1.00. 
DELF ~ORONA, Chairman A. P. S. Handbook 
Committee, Moundsville, West Virginia. [uf] 

APPROVAL SHEETS and other printed forms 
for Stamp Dealers. Samples and prices free. 
FRANK HOYT, 1S7 Hastings Ave., Buffalo~ 
New York. [piiJ 

MINT SHEET COLLECTORS-If you are in 
the market for sheets of Commemoratives since 
1930 write us. Lowest prices. ROBERTSON 
STAMP CO., Nampa, Idaho. [pj] 

30 DIFFERENT Fine Classified Minerals, $1.00. 
5 di lferent fine polished, genuine Gem Stones, 55c. 
10 different perfect Flint Arrowheads, 3Sc. 10 
different Foret!ln Coins, 15c. S different perfect 
Kenuine Birdpornts, 3Qc. Genuine photo Billy the 
Kid, Wild Bill , Ile. Stamps, Covers, Bonks, 
Beadwork, Curios. Illustrated Catalog, 6c. IN
DIAN MUSEUM, Northbranch, Kansas. [pj] 

Subscribe now. Only $1 the year. 

Third International Philatelic Exhibition, 1936 
New York, Grand Central Palace, May 9th to 17th 

BOYS WANTED 
I want 500 junior stamp collectOrs to 

enroll in the S. C. C. S,i\LES 

CLUB right away; 

There are no dues and no ex·pense to you, but many good things await every 

boy after becoming a member. 

You can earn cash money by which you can build a fine collection. You can also earn any 

of the many wonderful stamp prizes listed in the Summer Prize Bulletin-all by obtaining 

regular subscribers to STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING right in your own neighborhood. 

YOU GET CASH PROFIITS ON EVERY SALE. 

Join Now! Mail this coupon foday! 

I will get you enrolled and started quickly. 

TED THOMPSON, STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING, 

109 E. CARY ST., RICHMOND, VA. 

DEAR PRIZE MAN: 

You bet I want to earn those stamp pnzes and cash. Send my membership card, full instructions 
and sample copies quickly. 

N ame------------------------------·----------------------.---------------------------------------------Age _______________ _ 

Street ----·---·------------------------------- ------------ --- -------------------------City __________________________________________________ State----·-------------------

( Have Dad or Mother sign the following statement.) 
I shall be delighted to have my son become a member of y-0ur Club and take advantage of your offer: 

_____ ----------- ____ -------------------- -- ----------·--- ------------- ______ ---------------------- --------------------------------- (Parent) 

ll!iif!iilill!!!l!!lli!!i!l!iiillii!iiiiliiii!ii!iifjiiilli!iiil!il!!!ii!iiiiijjllliiil!i!!iiillil!llllljjiiiil!iiil!ii!iii!!lii!l!!!ll!!i!!l!!lif!!iiiiiiiiiiilllil!iili!iliii!l!!lll!lll!!fll'"'!!lili!lilti!iiii !!!''"""''"'''"'''''"' ' "'"'''~ 
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A Dar~ain for t~e Dealer or (olledor 
I. have the following stamps for immediate sale, to any one or more parties who send their 

remittance fa·st, at the following prices: 

Washington Bicentennials 

Complete sheets; 11nd parts oI sheets, of the 4c., Sc., 6c., 7c., Sc. and 9c. may still he secured at 20% above face. 

There are no more copies ayailahle of the Yzc., le., 1 Yzc., 2c., 3c. and IOc. Please do not order these items. If 
you 0eed any that-are still on hand, better order immediately as tlie supply will not last long. I still have sheets of the 
1 and le. perf. C.Aic11go, 3c. Penns. and Websters. These may ~e had at 10% above face. 

Most of the above are well centered, but as usual some stamps on each sheet are not any too good. They are offered 
as they are and cannot be picked. 

Yorktown Sesquicentennial 

There are 40 comyle~e she~ts of 50 stamps and 2,5 00 stamps in broken lots. These are not well centered and 
are offered at 1 5 % above face. 

Orders for less than $ 1.00 will not be accepted. Post age or registration must accompany each order. Remittances 
must be made by monGy order, payable to STAMP AND Cov ER COLLECTING. 

ADDRESS: 

"C. IJ~Gtor," car~ STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING, 109 E. Cary St., Richmond, Virginia 

·fF i\! 
'"4-- p ... 

A Few Cover Bargains 
Special I ssue of March 15-Special Printed Envelope with all 

20 varieties . . . . . . $5 .00 
.Only 250 made; only five left. 

150th Anniversary .George Washington Resigning Commission. 
l'ostmarked Annapolis, Md., Dec. 23, 1933 .20 

Cover postmarked "U. S. S. Patoka, Governors Conference, July 
4, 1925," with handstamp back and front "Air Mail Service 
Via U. S. S. Slie11a11doah" 12.00 

,hil;at~'li.c Agency Servic~ 
The best stamps available at Philatelic Agency at IO per cent over 

.face (wi th a minimum service charge of 35 cents ) on orders of less than 
$25_,00, and 5 per cent over face on orders over $25.00 (with a minimum 
. ser~ice ch.arge of $2.50). Postage and Registration extra. 

WILLIAM T. RALEY, 
219 Stewart Building, 

·WASHINGTON, D. C. 

b===================~ 
THE BUREAU SPECIALIST 

A monthly publication of .the Bureau 
Issues Association. Devoted exclusively 
to United States stamps. Serious collec
tors please write for sample copy. 

WEST SOMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS 

VAHAN MOZIAN, INC. 
MONTHLY STAMP AUCTIONS 

Catalogue Upon Request. 

IO East 39th St., NEW YORK 

Subscribe now. Only $1 the year. 

Join The 
RAINBO FRIENDSHIP CLUB 

World-wide membership. 
Rai11bo Booster Journal official Club paper. 

Dues only SOc. per 'year. 
Send in your membership to--

MICHAEL FLEISCHHACKER 
1642 No. Fairfield Ave., Chicago, Ill. 

FOR A BEGINNING IN 

BUREAU 'PRINTS 
WE SUGGEST A PACKET 

For ins1ance : 
No. 227 400 cifferent ........... ..... $ 3.00 
No. 228 750 different .................. IS.Ob 

·I 
INTRODDCTION to Precancel Collectini;

a 16 page booklet of the necessary i11format1011 
011 Preca11cels-25c. postpaid. t 

HOOVER BROTHERS 
1261 Broadway, Roorri 8 li, Niiw YoRK . 

KEEP IN TOUCH WITH INDIAN 
PHILATELY THROUGH 

The 
INDIAN PHILATELIC 

ADVERTISER 
Indian a11d Native States finest 

stamp monthly. 
NEw ISSUES Arn MAIL EDITORIALS 

CONFEDERATES COMMEMORATIVES 
BARGAINS. 

Everything that the collector wants. 

Address: INDIAN PHILATELIC 
ADVERTISER 

Chetrode, Erode, Coimbatore, S. India 



STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING 

Not a Single Complaint-
Only Satisfied Buyers 

The unusual and distinctive covers listed below have been purchased by several hundred collectors
many have re-ordered-with perfect satisfaction. If you are dissatisfied after making a purchase, return in 
ten days and your money will be refunded immediately. Here they arc: 

Williamsburg-Richmond Post Rider Cover 
This cover was carried three years ago during the national celebration of Post Office Day. 

It left the office of Th e Virginia Gazette (where early Colonial mail was first officially used in 
the Colony) in Williamsburg, Virginia, by Post Rider and carried to the W ,illiam and Mary 
Airport. Thence by plane to the airport at Fort Lee, Virginia, and then by United States mail 
truck to the Governor of Virginia at the Richmond Post Office. Official permission was granted 
to these covers on this one occasion and they a.re the only official covers made during this nation
wide celebration . Each cover is postmarked "Williamsburg, Virg.inia," contains the corner card 
of the old Gazette, carries the label of the Post Rider, the plane cachet, rhe truck symbol, back
stamped "Richmond, Virginia," and address ~d to the Governor. The covers are made in the style 
of the Colonial letter-sheets and are not alone interesting philatelically, but historically. The 
item makes a worth-while piece in any collection of early covers. While the supply lasts, 
$r.oo each. 

Ja1nestown, Virginia 
So much history is woven around the first permanent English settlement in America and 

these covers are the first covers cacheted on this historic site. They are cancelled in green and 
purple on May l 3, l 933. The covers are parchment letter-sheets made by hand similar to those 
used during the Seventeenth Century and each .is sealed with a wafer. Within each cover will be 
found the official Proclamation of the Governor of Virginia for "Jamestown Day." Price per 
cover, 50 cents. 

Confederate Reunion Turned Wall Paper Cover 
Only five of these unique items remain for sale. They are mad e of wall-paper similar to the 

real things. A genuine Confederate stamp is affixed on the inside of the cover officially postmarked 
by the Richmond Postmaster June 21, 1862, and then postmarked on the outside the same day
just seventy years later. Official permission was granted from Washington for this event and we 
believe this to be the most rare of all modern historical covers . An excellent item for every col
lector of Confederates. An event that will never again be duplicated. First come, first served. 
Price, $s.oo each. 

ORDER BEFORE IT IS TOO LATE. 

Stamp and Cover Collecting 
109 E. Cary Street Richmond, Virginia 
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The Confederate Stamp Alliance ·:· ·=· ·=· 
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CENTS 

CANADM~FOREIG~ 
COUNTRIES 
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PHI~ATELIC _;BOOKS 
. ., ' ·' 

(r~,e 1~r;·al strJ., ;~~ o/ t~~.;. 
' ' ConfederJte'. St~tes· J ~ 

/ .. , A' qf Arii~rlca \ I·~, :: 
, ,. ; :. I• J I~ JL ' \ I I ; BY ' AUG ,ST ~IETZ, 

Popular Style binding 
Library Style . • • 
De Luxe Style • 

• $10.00 
• 15.00 
• 50.00 

Special. iied~; 6: onfederat1e:· 
' . ). 'J.1 1 11" " . ~· va ,u,,,ug · ;'.i ... : t. ij _y \: " I /. ' t ·i f !TEO B¥. AUGUST DIETZ ' , 

;. ~ ' 11 J ' II I, 

Tqe st edilion lwu_P.ublisbed !l ii 1932 and 
a Supplement .i'! t,_933.!' ,No' fur!he~ ditions a& 
coriiemplated wtthm the next '1X In nths~ 1 ' 

Pocket size. Bound :fin g ray Fib?ikoitt. 

Catalog $2.00. Supplement $1.00. 
ALL BOOKS SHIPPED POSTPAID. 

STAMP AND COVER 
COLLECTiNG 

ufg E. CARY ST., RICHMOND, VA. 
1<.· 

~. WE NEED AND WILL BUY 
E ' rly United States Stamps, unused, 
~· used on or off cove~ 

Pl]i.c~ liberally and send to us for inspection. 
r· Prompt caih for what we can use. 

70 Nassau Street, New York, N. Y. 

NASSAU STAMP CO. 

ST AMP AND COVER COLLECTING 

FREE ! FREE I FREE I 
f:Vew Year's Trial Bargain Offer 

\ . 'f 1 • FREE !1 30 different beaut! u , ·p1c-
l tor~al, gffri.uii)e c;~mlflem.oratives, with 
i b 'months' trial . subscription .t to : the 
.' newsy, colorful, · illl,!str~ted, f4.-pages 

"M arconi's Monthly Stamp News," 
for only 15c . 

1. Marconi·-Pubiishing Go. 
7J3rd Place, . ·BROOKLYN, N. Y. 

I \ 

' ,_ . 

DAY BY D AY .-. -
'j r 

Day by day the p9pularity of ELBE 
accessories increases. ~'hat. else can 
merit this response, but th e fin e quali
ty and va lue of ELBE products. In 
your next purchase look into the 
ELBE line of Blank Albums, Ap-

'

Hoval Cards1 Srock Books, etc. and 
ea rn for yourself th e reason for their 

growing popularity. 
Send for 40-page Catalog SP. 

ELBE- Dept. C TH(@Y. 
215GreeneSt.,N.Y.C. flBE 

LIN S 

REAL BARGAINS 
Send me _your subscription to the STAMP 

ANO COVER COLLECTING and a stamped envel
ope. I'll send you a packet of 25 good foreign 
stamps. T en cents and stampe~ envelope ..yill 
bring you a packet of 25 different foreign 
from my own collection. $1 bill and stamp_ed 
en velope will bring you 90c. worth of m10t 
U. S., singles, pa1rs, blocks, plate numbers 
commemoratives and airs from my personal 
coll ection. SatiJ/action Guaranteed. 

JOSEPH CHARLES SALAK 
63+8 SouTH FAIRFIELD Av•., CHICAGO, ILL. 

.. 'A REAL BARGAIN ! ! ! 
~ 
·~ For the Specializing Collector in Loose-Leaf Album Pages .,, 
'?"~ As long as they last, we offer the following to the collector and dealer: 

No. 100 : A quadrill ed sheet, art istically printed in two colors (pale blue 
and gray ) for mounting of specialized collections. The full size of the sheet 
is 8x9Yz inches. The border {gray) is 5%x8 inches. The quadrilling is 
4-15/ 16x7-3/ 16 inches. The paper was specially made for these - pages and is 
equal to a 32.lb. ledger. There is ample margin on the left of the sheet for 
punching or inserting in any type of binder. 
·~. Binders may be secured from various sources to fit this sheet, however we 
·~ not handle them. It is an excell ent buy for the collector who is now special. 
~i n g or who wishes to properly mount his collection on very attractive pages . 
'! Prices: 100 sheets , or less, 3c. each. 100 to 250 sheets 2\/2c. each. 250 or 
ore 2c. each. 

No. 200: This sheet is quadrilled, like above, with a very handsome gray 
' rder. The sheet size is lOxll inches, and the border size is 6%x8Yz inches. 

\ii!he paper for this was also specially made and is equal to a 100.lb. Index board. 
, For specialized coll ections we beli eve th is No. 200 is without a parall el. 
lt makes a very attractive page for artistic mounting. Ample margin is on the 
left -hand side for punching or inserting into any cover. Binders may be secured 
to fit this size sheet, however we do not sell them . 

Prices: 100 sheets, or less, Sc. 100 to 250 sheets 4c. 250 or more 3Yzc. each. 
Samples wi ll gladly be sent upon request for 3c. 

STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING 

109 EAST CARY STREET RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 

PERCY G. DOANE 
608-9 Tribune Bldg. 

· 154 Nassau S;treet, 

NEW YORK CITY. 

Auction Sales 
a Spei:ialiy 

Catalogues Free on Request. 

I , i 

~~D i '' BOSTON 
AUCTION SALES 

I hold auctions regularly in Boston, and 
would be glad to send my Catalogues to any 
Collector apply;ng for them. 

I am always in the market for collections, 
U. S. or B. N. A. which I will buy for cash 
outright, or sell at private sale, or at auction 
on a commission basis. If desired, a lili$ral 
advance against pending sales will be allowed 
on any d esirable items. 

DANIEL F. KELLEHER 
Room 404 

7 WATER STREBT, BOSTON, MASS. 

URUGUAY 
offer Uruguay in Quantities of 1, 

10, 100, 1,000, and larger, at prices 
that defy competition. Largest stock 
in Uruguay. 

ESTEBAN WEINBERGER 

Vazquez 1252, Montevideo, Uruguay, 
South America . 

EL PERU FILATELICO 
Bi-Monthly Re'Uiew 

Official Organ of the "Centro Filatelico" of Peru 
In every number articles on the different 

issues of Peru, as well as a General Cataloe:ue 
of the Stamps of Peru, in Spanish and Enghsh. 

Membership subscription, per annum, U.· S. 
$1.0C.-(one U. S. Dollar). 

Address all correseondence regarding sub
scriptions and advertisements to 

APARTADO No. 2177 
LIMA, PERU, S. A. 

$2 $2 LOTS' $2 $2 
Last year we sold over 2,500 $1 lots, mostly 

repeats-so th ey must have been good . These 
have been ent1rely discontinued, but we are 
now making up some splendid $2 lots. T his 
new price enabl es us to put rea lly fine ma
terial into these lots-stamps we couldn't put 
into our old $1 lots. Surplus stock of a ll 
kinds, stam ps on old album leaves, &c., &c., 
are includ ed. Slip a $2 bill into an envelop e 
today and try one. All lots have a high cata
logue value; w e guarantee ABSOLUTE 
SATLSFACTIO , or w e will refund your 
money by r eturn mail. (S. P.A. 6236; A.P.S. 
12066 ). 

H. A. L. HUG H ES & CO. 
19 Church St., Peterborough, England 

. (S. P . . A. 623.6-A. P. S. 12066) 
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Jl an1i~$ Abranll 6a11r'f i~Jl!b 
of O!mk~ 

~ u: ~nti~tl~ ~r~~i~~nt oftht 'D!nit~b ,5tat~~ 
..6orn at Orangl.!, O(jfo, :Novl.!mbcr H}, •S~• 

'.Dit?~ at f!b~ron, N~w J~r$ttg , ,S~pt~mbttr -91 11ssi1 

A~~ 40 ti ~ar$ 

James Abram Garfield, twentieth President of the United States, was born November 19, 
1831, at Orange, Ohio. He was a descendant of Edwin Garfield, an English Puritan, who, in 
1630, was one of the founders of Watertown, Mass. His father, Abram Garfield, a native of 
New York, pioneered in 1830 to the Ohio wilderness. His mother was Eliza Ballou, a New 
England descendant of Maturin Ballou, who fled his country on the Revocation of the Edict of 
Nantes, joined the colony of Roger Williams and settled in Cumberland, Rhode Is1and. 

Garfield's father died when the boy was but an infant, leaving the mother to rear their 
four children in that Ohio wilderness, but Eliza Garfield was equal to the task. Undaunted 
she carried on and when James was but three years of age he was carried "pickaback" by his 
sister to the log school house about a mile and a half from their home. His older brother Tho
mas, desiring that James should be educated, worked and denied himself everything ·that could 
help his brother to ambitious manhood. But before he was ten, he took up his share of the 
farm work, laboring as a carpenter, and on board a boat on the Ohio canals. At the age 
of sixteen he entered Geauga Seminary, and after the first year received a certificate to .teach 
Ledge School. He then entered Williams College, graduating after two years with highest 
honors. Returning to Hiram, Ohio, he taught school, delivered lectures, preached for the Dis
ciples, made political speeches engaged in debates, and took up the study of law. He soon 
rose to be President of the college. In 1859 he was elected to the Senate. During the War 
Between the States he served as a General, but resigned in 1863 to take a seat in the United 
States House of Representatives, where he served until 1880, when he was elected w the Senate. 

In 1880 Garfield was elected President of the United States. On July 2, 1881, he was 
fatally shot in the Baltimore and Potomac Railway depot in Washington by Charles Jules · 
Guiteau, and died on September 19th of that year. 

Garfield married Lucretia Rudolph, daughter of Zeb Rudolph, a farmer of Garrettsville, 
Ohio. Her mother was a daughter of Elijah Mason of Lebanon, Conn. and a descendant of 
General Greene. Lucretia and James had been schoolmates at Geauga. They were married in 
1858. Mrs. Garfield died in 1918. There were four sons and one daughter born to this marriage. 

Garfield's portrait first appeared on the 5-cent yellow-brown stamp of 1882, and on a 
number of subsequent issues. 
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In Our Next Issue 

Mr. Perry's interrupted serial "Why 
Collect U. S. Envelopes ?" appears 
again in this number, and will continue 
in interest in September. This thor
ough and exhaustive study is surely 
attracting attention, and enticing many 
collectors to enter the field of U. S. 
Envelope collecting. 

There will be Convention news a 
plenty in the September number, and 
those who could not attend will, at 
least, learn of the doings and undoings 
that took place. 

"Gleanings Across the Pond" and 
our "Washington Newsreei''-which, 
for some unaccountable reason, did no! 
show up this month-will probably 
"make up" in interest for lost time. 

Soule Smith will continue to tell us 
about "Fun in Collecting Triangles," 
and he hopes to lead younger collectors 
into this alluring and inexpensive field. 

Airmail and Cachet Collectors as 
well as Naval Cancellation fans will 
be served the latest news of events in 
the offing. 

The Editor may have another story 
on Typographed Confederate Provis
ionals. 

And Mr. Grau will welcome the 
youngsters back to school. 

All the other standard features will 
appear in September. 

In This Issue 
~ 

What the Colonel Thinks 

Confederate Stamp Alliance 

Twin Virgi11ia Provisionals 

Why Collect Stamped Envelopes? 
(Continued) 

Fun in Collecting Triangles 

Philately in Germany 

"Europe's Rarest Stamp" 

Our School Club Department 

The Mystery of Port Lavaca 

Airmail and Cachet News Na val Cancellations 

Art and Camera Unite 

The Columbians of 1893 

Addenda 

Club News Our Monthly Puzzle The Forum 

~F============================================================~~ 

STAMP AND CovER COLLECTING, published monthly by The Dietz Press, 109 E. Cary St., Richmond, Va., U. S. A. 
Subscription, $1.00 per year; Canada and Foreign, $1.50. Advertising, $1.00 per inch. Entered as second-class matter 
Nov. 1, 1924 at the Post Office at Richmond, Va., under the Act of March 3, 1879. Copyright 1933 by The Dietz Press. 

•t111===== AUGUST DIE1Z, Editor. AUG. A. DIETZ, JR., Associate Editor and Business Manager. =====• 
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'"'· Being reflections • 1;.1 -

Politics 

I T is typical of American politics to rend our upper 
and nether garments in the fervor of advancing the 
chances of our favorite candidate. To us he is a 

Sir Galahad, while his opponent is the Devil personi
fied. As the campaign progresses, charge and counter
charge is hurled from the opposing camps, and these 
recriminations increase in violence up to the very day 
of the election. Usually some particularly deadly gas 
bombs are reserved for the last charge. "Everything is 
fair in love :and war" and--'in American politics. . . 

Finally the day of decision comes. In the nature of 
things, one candidate is successful. Chagrined and 
crushed the defeated side takes its medicine, pays up its 
bets and-forgets about it. The victorious party in
dulges in self-congratulations-enthrones the victor
a.nnoints him with goose-grease, and-forgets about it. 

And in that very "forgets about it" lies 1the root of 
all that is so discouraging in Amerirnn politics and in 
Philatelic campaigns. ' 

If, instead of "forgetting about if ' when the cam
paign is over, both sides would try to "remember" the 
promises made by the victors-check up on the office
holders as they carry on throughout their incumbency
and, if they fall short of the trust, call for a slow-down 
- things might take on a different aspect. 

Nine-tenths of our people don't-give-a-dam how 
slip-shod and criminally-wasteful things are run as long 
as they have the satisfaction of electing their candidate 
a.nd licking the other party. 

And that brings me to the text of my preachment. 
This month our leading stamp-collectors' societies are 
again having their annual conventions and-elections. 
And again the same old discouraging "politics" has 
reared its hydra-head of discord, .threatening the har
mony that seems to necessary in the realm of Philately. 

And what .is it all about? What emoluments beckon 
in. the offices to be filled? What pecuniary profit is 
there in the conducting of c~rtain departments? What 
. does actually go on behind the scenes-who pulls the 
strings-while we poor simps in the audience applaud 
the marionettes on the stage? 

There is much room for improvement in our Ameri
'Can stamp societies; but the greatest forward step would 
be to cut out the ward-politics and the acrimony-the 
card-stacking and the wire-pulling-and all that small
fry stuff that keeps .the majority of attendants on these 
Conventions away from the business sessions. Try for 
the nonce to have harmony and-a real good time. 

of the Editor's re
action to current 
events as they re
late to Philately 
and the welfare 
of her followers. 

~G·--------

Fraternizing American Presidents 
A laudable spirit of fraternalism seems to prevail 

among the peoples of the South American Republics
something that is entirely foreign to us of "America 
del Norte. " Our Presidents, aside from going on a 
fishing-trip semi-occasionally, never think of paying a 
friendly call on their neighbors. Unfortunately, it 
seems to be the rule, once you' re in the White House, 
you're embalmed. All that is different in those Latin
American Republics: their Presidents frequently call 
upon one another and these visits are made the occasion 
of extended festivities and fraternizings and-sets of 
postage stamps. 

It's a fine practice, and we could well profit by it 
Nothing peps up a populace more than a politica) 
picnic. Invite the Governor-General of Canada aM 
the President of Mexico-show them around in our 
country-make them feel at home with us-regale 
them with Smithfield ham, fried chicken, Boston baked 
beans, mint juleps, cocktails, and ABC products-pat 
'em on the back, and tell 'em what good fellows they 
are-let Farley get out a festive stamp-give a few 
imperf and ungummed sheets to our guests-show 'em 
that we don't care how we spend the other fellow's 
money-and then sit back and watch the effect. 

We could profit by imitating Mussolini, Hitler and 
these South American Presidents: Keep the bands 
playing, the flags waving-always have public enter
tainments in petto-study mob psychology and break 
the depression . 

Commemorative for Michigan 
Postmaster-General Farley has authorized the issue of 

a special three-cent commemorative postage stamp in 
connection with the centennial anniversary of Michi
gan's statehood, which will be celebrated November 1st 
of this year. The subjeot of the design has not yet been 
announced. Further details will be found in our 
''Washington Newsreel.'' 
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Two Funny Stamps 
Two postage stamps issued by our government in 

periods of national aberration, exultation, or demorali
zation-either, or all-have, in the light of experience, 
come to appear almost ridiculous. I am sure, we would 
like to "forget them." 

The first is our "Victory" stamp, hurriedly prepared 
-so as not to be outdone by the other fellows- and 
placed on sale at the close of the World War. Grouped 
around Columbia are the flags of the Allies. There is 
a certain irony in the inscription. Although they have 
been chiding us for being " too proud to fight" and 
arriving on the scene when it was "all over (for them) 
but the shouting, " still the doughboys, plus the dough, 
came in mighty handy at the time. And so that "Vic
tory" stamp inspires me to this ditty : 

'Twas then the Allies gladl y grouped 
Around Columbia's flag. 

Today, Columbia, sadly duped, 
Is left to hold the bag. 

The other " funny" stamp is our NRA freak. Maybe 
some H eavy Thinker suggested that methods of mes
merizing our folks 1and turning the tide of the De
pression. The conjure-formula didn't work. And that 
again moves me to remount Pegasus and go off on this 
jaunt : 

Th ey hoped to get us on the hep, 
With ballyhoo, for fair

Today, ten million, o ut of pep 
Are headed- God knows where. 

And that's classic, hot-weather poetry. 

Progress of the Catalog 
Since our 1report in the July issue, .the following 

additional advance subscriptions to the Revised 1936 
Dietz Specialized Catalog of the Postage Stamps of the 
Confederate States of America have been received
publication of names constitutes our acknowledgment. 

Ashbrook, Stanley B., Fort Mit
chell , Kentucky. 

Beatty, A. Chester, London, Eng. 
Boylston Stamp Co., Boston, 

Mass. 
Chase, ]. T., Roanoke Rapids; · 

N. C. 
Dulany, F. R., 511 Amer i c~ n 

Bldg., Savannah, Ga. 
Flick, T. E., Galveston, Texas. 
Goldstein, Nathan, II ., Green

ville, Miss. 
G rannis , Wm., Nashville, Tenn. 
H . A. L. Hughes & Co., Peter

:borough, England. 
Knowles, Edwin M., East Liver

pool, Ohio. 

Kohn, David, Ottaray Hotel , 
Greenville, S. C. 

Morgan, Branch B., Richmond, 
Virginia. 

Mueller, Lieut.-Col. H arrie S., 
Wichita, Kans. 

Norona, Delf, Moundsville, W. 
Virginia. 

Richey, S. W ., Cincinnati, Ohio. 
Shenfield, Lawrence L., New 

York, N. Y. 
Smith, Reuel, W., Auburn, Me. 
Southworth, R. Lee, Fredericks

burg, Va. 
Van Auken, Capt. W . R., U. S. 

avy. 
Virden, Geo. E., Des Moines, Ia. 

The proof sheets for revision are in hands of our 
co-editors, and we hope to soon announce the successful 
completion of the campaign. 

A Museum for All 
Few men, if any, are contributing more to the hobby

life of America than 0. C. Lightner, editor and 
publisher of H obbies magazine, Chicago. 

Not content, as most men would be, with success
fully building up several outstanding magazines, Mr. 
Lightner has started a Hobbies' Museum, in connection 
with his plant on Michigan A venue. Aside from a 
Philatelic Division the Museum will be of immense 
general interest .to every collector, and we know that in 
time, with the personality of its founder to inspire, it 
will be a shrine for the pilgrim to visit when in the 
Windy City. 

More power to men like Lightner!-men who know 
how to use their .t~lents and means for the common 
good, and who :are at their best when sharing them 
with their fellow-men! 

Kohl-Handbook Translations 
T he Collectors Club Philatelist is rendering its mem

bers an invaluable service in publishing, from time to 
time, translations from the Kohl Handbuch. The latest 
paper is from the pen of Mr. Michael Miller and 
presents the stamps of the Danish West Indies . 

The Collectors Club holds the copyright for the 
English translations, but is dependent upon volunteers 
for these tasks. H is extremely difficult to convert a 
technical subjeGt from a foreign language into English, 
and the translator must not alone possess a thorough 
knowledge of the German language, but have an inti
mate acquaintance with scientific <terms-particularly 
those pertaining to the graphic arts-in order to convey 
a lucid interpretation of his subject. These qua:lifica
tions distinguish Mr. Miller's translation in this instance. 

Paris-PEXIP-193 7 
Paris-and when one says " Paris" it means France-

is beginning early to announce the International Phila
telic Eichibition, which will take_..p].aa_..in- that ci·ty in · -
July, two years hence. 

The great event will be under the auspices of the 
Federation of French Societies. Mons. E. Dole, Presi
dent of the Federation, is also the presiding officer of 
the Exhibition Committee. Messrs. H. Kastler, Doe, 
Peleeheid and Farges are the Vice-Presidents. M. le 
Colonel Rochette is ·the Commissaire General, with 
Messrs. J. le Pileur and Miro, General Secretaries. 
Mons. Ch. Tollu is the Treasurer-General. The rest of 
the Committee is represented by names prominent in 
French Philately. The announcement of the Exhibition 
will be found elsewhere in this number. 
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A Suggestion to the Conventions 
While the subject has engaged the attention of 

former conventions, without being definitely acted 
upon, it might be apropos to again agitate the ques·tion 
of branding counterfeits. 

Our country is literally flooded with spurious stamps 
-particularly Confederates-to the damage and dis
couragement of our collectors. Up to the present time 
there is no nationally sanctioned law of philatelic sterili
zation. We need such a law-and need it badly. 

Few would have the temerity to defend the counter
feiter and the dispenser of counterfeits if a movement 
to eradicate this pest were started. But, on the other 
hand, who will inaugurate such a crusade on the floor 
of the national conventions, proposing radical treatment 
of every stamp found to be spurious by a board of ex
perts? Would the conventions side-step responsibility? 

Whenever American Philately will sanction the 
branding of counterfeits on their face-this nefarious 
business will come to an end-and not before. 

Foreign Complaints Against Us 
I have noticed that we are ever ready to indulge in 

a series of indignant yammerings whenever we think 
some "foreigner," with whom we have opened trade 
relations, has gotten the best of us in a deal or an 
exchange. It seems to be the prevailing notion that 
the rules of fair play were all made to keep the other 
fellow straight, while we had license to do as we 
darned please. We must get rid of that complex. 

I frequently receive letters from persons abroad, 
complaining of unfair treatment at the hands of Ameri
can collectors. Some of these "foreigners" are honored 
members of our leading associations, and so are the 
natives who have jipped them. When these gentlemen 
report such cases to the proper officers of our (and 
their) societies, they cannot get action or redress. These 
racketeers are a disgrace to our organizations and 
should be exposed. 

The next complaint that I receive will be followed 
by a letter to the offending party, registered. His reply 
will be published along with the letter of accusation. 
Let's see if that will make 'em "toe the line" of honesty 
and fair play. 

Precancel Stamp Society Convenes 
Due to a regrettable oversight last month-in men

tioning the three conventions that were scheduled for 
August-the fourth , that of the Precancel Stamp Socie
ty-was omitted. This important organization, whose 
membership covers the United States like a blanket, will 
convene in Chicago, in the Hotel Sherman, Clark and 
Randolph Streets, from August 19th to 22nd inclusive. 

Gents: We Have With Us Today 
The Jewel Stamp Co. of Warren, Ohio, and Nicolas 

Sanabria, Inc. of New York City-the former repre
sented by a full page and the latter by a half-page 
announcement, both with us for the first time. 

THE JEWEL STAMP Co. 

This Ohio concern offers a wide range of packets, 
which should hold a strong appeal to our younger 
collectors, while many of the items listed will interest 
the "older boys" as well. Favor this company with a 
trial order. 

NICOLAS SANABRIA, INC. 

Here is the appeal to the Airmail collector. It is 
well known that Nicolas Sanabria has succeed to the 
Standard Catalog of Airpost Stamps, formerly pub
lished by the Scott Company and the 1936 edition of 
this indispensible work will appear September 15. The 
cloth-bound edition will be $1.50; the De Luxe $2.50. 
Turn to Sanabria's announcement. 

And do not fail to mention STAMP AND COVER 
COLLECTING in writing to our advertiser-friends-it 
pleases them and confers a favor on us. 

Birmingham's Show in October 
We have received from the Birmingham Philatelic 

Society the announcement of its Fourth Annual Exhi
bition, which will be held in the Museum of the Public 
Library in that city from October 7th to 31st. The 
event is open to all members of the Society as well as 
all interested collectors. 

An entry form and a set of rules and classifications 
may be had by addressing Mr. J. M. Armington, 1329 
South 16th Street, Birmingham, Ala. 

The Birmingham Society is one of the most represen
tative and progressive stamp clubs in the South, and we 
earnestly bespeak for ,this event a generous number of 
entries and ·a large attendance. Southern hospita,lity 
will welcome you and make you feel at home. 

For Inspiration, Read This 
James Waldo Fawcett, stamp editor of the Washing

ton Sunday Star-and probably one of the best philate
lic writers in the country-contributed an article to his 
paper on philately in Germany. We have taken the 
liberty of reprinting the story, because of its sympathetic 
understanding and inspirational value. Our American 
collectors-from beginner to advanced specialist-will 
find it full of suggestions, and especially enlightening 
on the subject of real stamp-collecting. I do not recall 
reading a more fascinating philatelic travelog in a 
long time. 
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That Tannu Tuva Racket 
The collectors in the United States are acknowl

edgedly the star patrons of the Soviet Philatelic Associ
ation, that government monopoly in Moscow through 
which all Russian stamps must be obtained. For some 
time this junta has been sending letters to dealers and 
publishers offering long sets of Tannu Tuva, one of 
Russia's Mongolian satrapies. These covers are franked 
with specimens of the "merchandise" postmarked at 
Tura, and the registration label reads "R-Turan-
No." with the number in indelible pencil marking. 
Enclosed one finds a letter in fairly intelligible "pigeon 
English," plus a set of photographic reproductions
sometimes, too, the actual set of stamps to be marketed, 
whereupon the poor simp of a publisher promptly 
"falls for it." 

Our stamp papers-either naively ignorant or oblivi
ous to the true nature of these products-have been 
diligently assisting these promoters in "putting them 
over," while many dealers, sensing a big profit, are 
fostering this racket to the detriment of their trusting 
patrons. It is not fair. 

These Tannu Tuva stamps, as well as most of the 
all-too-frequent and unnecessary "issues" from the 
U. S. S. R. have no philatelic standing whatever. The 
Tannu Tuvas never saw that country. The letters 
franked with these labels are all forwarded from 
Moskow with a faked postmark. These stamps may 
be had from the "Soviet Philatelic Association" at a 
great discount from face value, and they are supplied 
either used or unused at the time of issue- wherefrom 
our readers may draw their own conclusions. 

A recent circular letter from the Soviet Philatelic 
Association, addressed to dealers, confirms the question
able nafore of these pretty labels. The values are even 
fictitious! In this circular, dated May 19th, the "Asso
ciation" advises that in future the unused Tuva sets 
will be sold at double the price of used specimens, and 
offers a rebate to all dealers who purchased at the old 
quotations. Now, the used stamps had been sold for 
about one-fourth of the price set for the unused-that 
is, 25 % of the pretended "face value." Under the new 
"market quotation" the unused sets may be had at one
half face-although these stamps are supposed to be 
current in Tannu Tuva! What a chance for a Ponzi! 

The firm of Bela Sekula in Luzerne, Switzerland, is 
stated to be the distributing agents for the Soviet Asso
ciation and to have "placed" great quantities of these 
stamps in the United States-presumably with dealers 
who have a large sucker trade. 

Be careful with your magazines if you wish to keep 
a complete file, as all back numbers are no longer 
available. Those on hand are 25 cents each. 

Dreyfus 
July 12th marked the close of one of the most tragh. 

lives in recent history. Lieutenant-Colonel Alfred 
Dreyfus of the French army died in Paris in his seven
ty-fifth year. 

To those of us who recall his trial for treason-his 
conviction upon framed up "evidence"-his degra
dation, and the years of inhuman torture on Devil's 
Island; Zola's "!' Accuse"-a new trial-again con
victed, :but pardoned by the French President-and 
finally, after years of unceasing effort, chiefly on the 
part of his devoted wife, full vindication of his inno
cence; reinstatement with honors into the ranks of his 
country's army with the conferring upon him of the 
Cross of Chevalier of the Legion of Honor-all this 
comes back as in spirit we bow before his bier and 
speculate on "man's inhumanity to man.". . 

We learn .that he never could rid himself of the 
memory of his disgrace and of the long, hopeless years 
spent in that prison-hell. And it is told tha:t during his 
last years his chief interest was centered in his grand
children, for whom he collected stamps tirelessly and 
supervised their school work-and found comfort in 
dispens•ing charity to children of the poor . . . 

This other crucified Jew, too, loved children and, 
possibly, found Lethe in guiding his grandchildren into 
the brighter fields of Stamps. 

Abyssinia 
It does seem as if "the jig is up" for our old friend, 

the lineal descendant of Solomon and ·the Queen of 
Sheba, Haile Selassie of Abyssinia, and the Institute de 
Gravure in. Paris may prepare to junk the plates of the 
last issue of his portrait stamps which they printed. 
Maybe. I am not so cocksure that a set of Italian over
printed Colonials will be the next stamps on sale at 
Addis Ababa. 

"The Lion of Judah" has appealed in vain to the 
"Christian" governments, the World Court and that 
spineless institution the League of Nations, to protect 
him from Mussolini, intent upon benevolently assimi
lating his domains. Finding himself with his back to 
the wall, he may put up a stiff fight, and, like his 
predecessor, Menelik, in the battle of Adowa in 1896, 
again write "Defeat" on ·the Italian banners. It is not 
very safe to tackle a friendless, desperate people. 

A. P. S. Convention Auction 
Mr. H . A. Robinette of Washington, will conduct 

the A. P. S. Convention Auction Sale, which takes place 
in the Carlton Hotel, 923 Sixteenth St., Wednesday, 
August 14th, at 7: 30 in the evening. 
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THE NORMAL DANVILLE, VA. 

T HERE are two sets of twins 
among the typographed Pro
visionals of the Confederacy

each set represented by stamps from 
two different towns but printed 
from the same type forms, with 
merely the change of the postmas
ter's name. One of these sets of 
twins is named Petersburg and 
Pleasant Shade, patronymic: Vir
ginia; the other set " lived" in Dan
ville and Pittsylvania Court-House 
-likewise Virginians ... 

Some months ago we discust the 
former in this place, and now we 
will take up the case of the second 
pair of philatelic twins- Danville 
and Pittsylvania Court House. 

COLEMAN OF DANVILLE 

William D . Coleman was a man 
of considerable importance in his 
native city of Danville, Virginia, at 
the outbreak of the War Between 
the States. He was the owner and 
editor of the Democratic Appeal, 
the leading local newspaper, and 
Postmaster of the town as well. 
Little did he dream that the mere 
fact of his setting the type and 
printing a postage stamp would 
transmit his name to posterity after 
those of his more illushious contem
poraries were long forgotten. The 
fiery secession editorials-the paper 
itself- are no longer remembered; 
but an insignificant bit of printed 
paper will serve to perpetuate his 
fame for another century or more. 

Following the precedent of sev-
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eral other newspaper publisher-post
masters in the South, Mr. Coleman 
prepared a provisional franking label 
to serve during the .interim which 
we designate as "the Stampless 
Period," extending over that six
month from the beginning of the 
war until the Confederate Govern
ment was enabled to supply its own 
postage stamps. 

Its format is distinctive. It does 
not follow the accepted design or 
shape of a postage stamp. Instead 
of an upright rectangle, it takes on 
the form of an ornate oval, and 
possibly for that reason so few are 
found "cut square" - most of the 
known copies being trimmed to irre
gular shapes. In the galaxy of its 
peers it is an outstanding rarity. 

Of the quantity printed and used 
we have no record, or of the date of 
its coming; but, considering the im
portance of its home, compared to 
the few known used copies, we may 
deduce the fact that it did not ap
peitr long before the General Issues 
that superseded it. 

Like most of the ·typographed 
Provisionals of the Confederacy, it 
is a straight type-and-border set 
form composed of the material 
available in the "job office" of the 
newspaper. The types of the in
scr iptions were: Nonpareil (now 6-
point) Boldface Roman capital and 
small letters for "Paid"; Long 
Prir-ier (now 10-point) Condensed 
Boldface Roman capitals for "5 
CENTS." and Nonpareil Lightface 

oman cap:tals for "w. D. COLE-

THE NORMAL PITTSYLVANIA C. H., VA. 

MAN P. M." The surrounding orna
mental border consisted of three 
sections of an ornate pattern no 
longer in use today-a right and 
left "corner-piece," and a "center
piece." Two each of the former and 
four of the fatter were required m 
the composition of each stamp as 
shown here. 

~ · 
LEFT CENTER- RIGHT 

CORNER-PIECE PIECE CORNER-PIECE 

As far as I know, no complete 
sheet, or pane, exists, and there is 
not sufficient material to enable one 
to attempt a reconstruction; but a 
study of the photographs at my dis
posal leads me to the belief that not 
more than four-possibly five-set
tings were made. Five settings 
would require ·twenty "center
pieces" of the border and, unless the 
shop's outfit contained several 
"fonts" of the material, this number 
of settings would be impossible. 

I have been able to identify but 
two varieties by damaged sections of 
the border and a broken "c." There 
may be others, but as my reference 
material comprises but seven photo
graphs, these units all tabulate un
der this trinity. Assuming, there
fore, that there were three "normal" 
settings-that is to say, showing no 
broken letters or border sections
the complete form may have con
sisted of five units to the pane. 
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The "normal" stamp presupposes 
no "breaks" in the border sections 
or the inscriptions and no other 
typographical errors, while the 
"varieties" are identified by these 
mutilations of either border sections 
or letters (or figure~) in the inscrip
tions, or by errors in spelling. 

THE NORMAL TYPE 

The illustration captioning this 
paper shows the normal type of the 
Danville Provisional. The type of 
the inscriptions as well as the border 
sections show no mutilations or 
other abnormalities. All lines are 
perfectly centered. 

THE VARIETIES 

There are two distinct varieties 
which, plus the normal stamp (of 
which there may have been either 
two or three) , are conclusive evi
dence that more than one sebting 
\Vas made. 

BROKE N CE N TER- PIECE AT F OOT 

The first of these is particularly 
marked by the broken center-piece 
at the foot-the entire "spear" of 
that design being absent. It is a 
case of "broken type." In addi
tion, this same stamp shows a 
"break" in the line of the lower 
curl of the center-piece at the left. 

~ 5 C!E!Wil'S1 
t 

BREAK IN CURL 

In this variety "CENTS" is off-center, 
with more space to the right. 

INDENTED CURL AN:> BROKEN "c" 

The second variety is represented 
by two distinct marks of identifica
tion: an indented section in the 
upper curl of the center-piece at the 
left, and a "break" in the lower loop 
of the "c" of "CENTS." 

The Danville Provisional was 
printed in red on white wove paper. 

THE PITTSYLVANIA COURT HOUSE 

And now we come to the twin 
stamp of Pittsylvania Court House, 
Virginia, identical in composition 
with the Danv,ille, save in the 
change of the Postmaster's name. It 
is shown at the head of the third 
column on the previous page. 

The well-known facts concerning 
this Provisional are that Mr. Cole
man of Danville printed these 
stamps for Postmaster Johnson of 
Pittsylvania, using the settings of his 
own stamp and merely substituting 
the name of J. P. Johnson for that 
of W . D. Coleman. In proof of 
this statement I might advance that 
the three photographs of the Pitt
sylvania, which have served in my 
study, luckily show the identical 
varieties which appear on the Dan
ville stamps- the missing spear of 
the lower center-piece and the 
broken line in the curl on the one, 
and the indented section on the curl 
of ·the left center-piece plus the 
broken "c" on the other. Hence 
there can be no doubt of the fact 
that the Pittsylvania Provisionals 
were printed in the job-office of the 
Democratic Appeal, by Mr. Cole
man, in Danville. 

This stamp, too, is printed in red 
on white w.ove paper. 

The Pittsylvania Court House is 
one of the rarest Provisionals of the 
Confederacy. The relative size of 
the place would not indicate an ex
tensive use of the post, while the 
brief duration of the service period 
of this stamp but adds to its esti
mated scarcity. On the other hand, 
this fact would seem to suggest that 
Postmaster Johnson's supply was 
not entirely used up before .the 
appearance of the General Issues, 
and that unused copies may turn up 
as a result of diligent search in that 
vicinity. 

* * * 
Incidentally, the standard cata

logs, in their listings of the Dan
ville and Pittsylvania C. H. Provis
ionals, illustrate these items with 
the design of the-counterfeit! 

COUNTERFEITS 

I have no record of counterfeits 
of the Danville, though a somewhat 
dangerous imitation of the Pitt
sylvania Court House stamp has 
been attempted, but fortunately not 
sufficiently successful to mislead the 
collector who has ever seen a copy 
of the authentic stamp. This coun
terfeit is a woodcut, and while the 
general appearance of the original 
is adhered to, the detail engraving 
is entirely different from the design 
of the types used in the setting of 
the orig.inal. It is also readily iden
tified by an injured "T" in "cENTs," 
and with a comma ( ,) after the 
Postmaster's name. One of these 
spurious "stamps" is here illustrated. 

THE COUNTERFEIT 

* * * 
The Editor has always deplored 

the fact that a number of the well
known holders of the rarer Confed
erate Provisionals seem reluctant to 
supply even photographs of their 
material, which would serve for 
purposes of study and result in a 
better and more widespread knowl
edge of these interesting stamps. 

He is attempting, in these papers, 
to preserve for Philately the srnt
tered fragments of informa;tion 
gathered throughout many years. 
The reference material has been 
scant, as he possesses none of these 
rarities. But the generous gift of an 
accumulation of old photographs, 
made many years ago by Mr. Hiram 
E. Deats of Flemington, N. J., has 
been a source of inestimable value 
in these studies of the Typographed 
Provisionals of the Confederacy. 

Only that knowledge which we 
are willing to share can add to the 
wealth of others without ·taking a 
whit from our own. 
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Why Collect Stamped Envelopes? 
IX 

UNITED STATES ENVELOPES, 
1878-93 

T HERE are only twenty-one 
knives in this, the third period 
( 1878-93) and their identifica

tion is not difficult. The principal 
problem presented to the collector 
are the changes in s1ize designations 
by the Post Office Department in its 
official schedules. The old numeri
cal system was used through the 
11th issue (1887-9) with regular 
watermarks 2, 5, 6 and 7, and the 
letter system appears only in the 
12th and 13th issues (1890-3) with 
'watermarks 8 and 13. A bird's eye 
view of the whole size designation 
system is given in Fig. No. 7 (Feb., 
1935, S. AND C. C.). In order to 
reconcile these two numbering sys
tem, or both. If the new size num
bers, frequently different from the 
old, are shown in parenthesis ( ) . 
The size designation, without paren
thesis, indicates the purpose for 
which .the knife was first made, and 
the parenthentical numbers show 
other and later uses of the same 
knife. In the illustrations the size 
designations indicate whether the 
knives were used under the old 
numbering system or the letter sys
tem, o rboth. If the new size num
ber is given, it shows that the knife 
was subsequently used after the 
per1iod covered by this article, and 
such data is for information only. 

The knives of this period are K46 
to K64, and only one knife of an 
earlier period appears. In fact all 
of the knives (except K43 used in 
the 8th issue, 6c. red on white, and 
rare) antedating K46 seem to have 
wholly disappeared from service in 
1878, and were probably destroyed. 

The envelope manufacturiing con
tract terminating in 1878 was .that 
of the . Plimpton Manufacturing 
Company, and the subsequent con
tract was awarded to the combina-

BY THOMAS D. PERRY 
New Albany, Indiana 

tion of the Plimpton Manufacturing 
Company and the Morgan Envelope 
Company, (sometimes called the 
Hartford Manufacturing Co.), but 
usually designated "Plimpton-Mor-

S1ZE-OLD S 
1814 

gan." The author's reasoning would 
lead to the conclusion that Morgan 
decided, for some reason, to make 
an entire new set of knives, perhaps 
of an improved type that would cut 
more envelope blanks at a time, but 
at this late date no tangible evidence 
is to be expected. It is true that 

1818 

Fig. No. 23. 1878-93 Envelope Knive.r. 01d sizes 1, 2, 3, 4, 4;/, and 5. 
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minor dimension changes were 
made in many sizes, but whether 
this was the result or the cause of a 
new set of knives is not clear. We 
do know, however, that about this 
time considerably thinner steel was 
used in making knives, the second 
definite thickness reduction since the 

• N esbitts (Issues 1-4), the other be
ing on the Reays (Issue 5). 

The different sets of knives with
in this period do not appear to have 
particularly consistent charactevistics, 
and a considerable number of new 
sizes were launched, some of which 
became firmly established, such as 
current size 8 (originated in 1890) 
and current size 13 (first appearing 
in 1886 as old size 9) . Many of 
the envelope . sizes of this era have 
long since disappeared. The first set 
of knives in this period only pro
vides seven sizes, as follows: 

Size 

Old No. Letter New No. _ Knife Originated 

1 (L) (1) 46 1878 
2 47 1878 
3 (A) (2) 48 1878 
4)/, (C) (3) 49 1878 
5 (D) ( 5) 50 1878 
7 (G) (7) *5 1 1878 

_ 8 __ (H) (9) 52 1878 

*K51 was BIS and K5la was S/B. 

Many successive knives were 
made to patterns K48, K49 and 
K50 with minor variations in the 
ends on the side flaps , but they are 
not important and are best ignored. 
The above set of knives remained 
in use for about eight years, until 
1886, when the following were 
added as new sizes: 

S ize 

Old No. Letter New No. Knif~·iginated 
2 5 3 1886 

10 (M) (10) 54 1886 
11 (N) (11) 55 1886 
9 (F) (13) 56 1886 

- ------
Other new knives were made four 

years later, but under the letter size 
designation regime, as follows: 

Si ze 

Old No. Letter New No. _Kn if e_Originate~ -- -
(9) F (13) 57 1890 

( 11) N ( 11) 58 1890 
H (8) 59 1890 
H (8) 60 1890 

(8) I (9) 61 1890 
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The other new knives in this 
period appeared in connection with 
new sizes for the Columbian Ex
position · envelopes, and were as 
follows: 

Si ze _ _._ __ _ 
Old No. Letter New No. Knife Originated 

p (4) 62 1893 
Q (14) 63 1893 
R 64 1893 

Baronial size R ( K64) is the 
largest of its type ever found 'in 
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U. S. stamped envelopes, and was 
only used on Columbian envelopes. 

Designating envelope sizes by let· 
ters began with the 12th issut 
( 1890) and continued four yean 
until the end of 1893, but proven 
unsatisfactory. It was displaced by 
a new numeral system in the 14th 
issue, but the numerous size changes 
that happened in the " letter" era, 
forced an entire new numbering 
system, in which a few sizes retained 
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Fig. No. 24. 1878-93 Envelope Knives. Old sizes 7 and 8, also letter H. 
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their former numbers, but most 
were changed and much confusion 
resulted, that took some time to 
overcome. 

It is unfortunate that the govern
ment system of numbering, built on 
tradition, with little or no present 
significance, does not correspond 
with the envelope size designations 
used by the makers of commercial 
unstamped envelopes; i. e. a size 6 
stamped envelope is entirely differ
ent from a size 6 unstamped. Here 
is another job for the Bureau of 
Standards. 

COMPARATIVE CHARACTERISTICS 

OF KNIVES 

In order to make the knife identi
fication easier, reference may be had 
to Figs. No. 23, 24 -and 25, and the 
following salient differences: 

Old Size 1, Letter L (New 1). This size 
has only one knife in this period, K46, that 
has done continuous service from the 7th 
to the 19th issues ( 1878-1915) except in 
the Columbian (11th). (Fig. No. 23). 

Old Size 2. This size does not appear in 
either the letter or new numbering and was 
discontinued with the 11th issue. There are 
really two sizes using this size designation, 
K47=78xl39mm. and K5 3=80x130mm. 
In the 12th and succeeding issues "size 2" 
became the standard size designation for a 
larger envelope, i. e., new size 2 was the 
same as old size 3. The only need for 
identification is when found with water
mark 6, (8th and 9th issues), and the 
measurements are the determining factor. 
(Fig. No. 23). 

Old Size 3, Letter A (New 2). This size 
has only one knife, K48, used for every 
issue in this period, and it appears only 
once subsequently in the 15th issue. (Fig. 
No. 23). 

Old Size 4, Letter B. Used only to desig
nate a lower quality of paper in old size 3 
and Letter A. 

Old Size 4Y, , Letter C (New 3). There 
is only one knife of this size, K49, appear
ing in every issue of this period. (Fig. 
No. 23). 

Let~er Size P (New 4). This is a new 
size not found in the old numbered sizes, 
used only in the Columbian envelopes. 
There is only one knife on this size, K62 . 
(Fig. No. 23). 

Old Size 5, Letter b (New 5) . There 
are two knives of this size in this period, 
K43 (a revival of an 1874 knife and used 
only on one envelope, 6c. red on white, 
8th issue), and K50, which continued in 
service with many minor changes of shape 
jn the side flaps. It was used in all issues 
of this period except the 11th (Colum
bian), and also appears in subsequent 
issues. (FiJ?:. No. 23), 
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Old Size 6, Letter E. Used. only to desig
nate a lower quality of paper in old size 5 
and letter D. 

Old Size 7, Letter G (New 7). There is 
one basic knife of this size in this period, 
K51 which is BI S, and its envelopes are 
found in every issue of this period. In the 
7th and 8th issues it is also found SI B and 
called 5la. The latter comes in square gum 
only, watermarks 2 and 5 and is uncommon. 
(Fig. No. 24). 

Letter Size H , (New 8). This is a new 
size not found in the old numbered sizes, 
beginning with the 12th issue. It supplies 
the wide gap between old sizes 7 and 8 and 
has eventually become the most used of the 
official (legal) sizes. There are two knives 

/8J O 

in this period, which are easily distin
guished, K59 has a bottom flap 93mm. high, 
and K60 measures 102mm. at the same 
point. (Fig. No. 24). 

Old Size 8, Letter I (New 9). There are 
two knives of this size in this· period; K52 
is SIB, always with square gum, in the 7th 
to 12th issues inclusive (but not the 13th) 
and K61 which is BI S in the 12th and 13th 
issues with round gum. (Fig. No. 24). 

Old Size 9, Letter F (New 13). There 
are two knives of this new commercial size, 
K56 originated in the 9th issue and appear
ing also in issues 10, 11 and 12, but not in 
the 13th. It is RI L with a broad throat. 
The other knife in this size is K5 7, found 
only in the 11th and 12th issues, and oddly 

SIZE LETR 

ro,. IMS 

Fig. No. 25. 1878-93 Envelope Knives. Old sizes 9, 10 and 11, also leners q and K, 
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1/R with a narrow deep throat. Its pres
ence with the unusual 1/R is hard to ex
plain and it is rather rare. (Fig. No. 25). 

NOTE: There is opportunity for confus
ion in the way size designations 8 and 9 
were juggled around between the old and 
new systems, consequently their relation is 
further shown in the following comparison, 
to eliminate all possible confusion. 

= 
Old Letter New Dimensions (HxL) 

7 G 7 98x225mm. 
None H 8 105x241mm. 

8 I 9 lllx257mm. 
9 F 13 95xl 71-3mm. 

Old Size 10, Letter M (New 10). There 
is only one knife of this size, K54. (Fig. 
No. 25). 

Old Size 11, Letter N (New 11). The 
two knives of this size in the period, K55 
and K58 are rather similar, but K55 has 
rounding ends to the top and bottom flaps, 
while K58 has angular ends. In addition 
K55 is found only i'n watermarks 6 and 7, 
while K58 has only watermarks 8 and 11. 
(Fig. No . 25). 

Letter Size R. This is an extra large size 
11, appearing only in the Columbian issue 
(11th) , with only one knife, K64. Its over 
size distinguishes it from the regular size 
11. (Fig. No. 25) . 

Letter Q (New 14). This is a new size 
not found in the old numbered sizes, and 
has only one knife, K63. D uring this 
period it appeared only in the Columbian 
(11th) issue, but it had considerable subse
quent use. (Fig. No. 25). 

* * * 
A summary of the issues in which 

the different knives were used dur
ing this third period is given in 
Table IX. 

Railroad Stamps 
Not least among the instructive 

features of stamp-collecting are the 
commemoratives that mark inven
tions and scientific achievements. 
W e need but mention among many 
others, those that honor Pasteur, 
Pazinotti, Gramme, von Stephan, 
Zeppelin and Lilienthal. In a few 
more years we shall be able to 
donate the old Encyclopedia to some 
institution for the mentally retarded 
and have reference to our stamp
collections. 

Last month two countries have 
issued stamps to commemorate the 
centenary of the locomotive. Bel
gium and Ge~many have each given 
us an attractive set, depi0ting its 
evolution from the earliest type to 
its present high-speed development. 

TABLE IX 

UNITED STATES ENVELOPE KNIVES 
46 TO 64 (AND EARLIER) . 

1 
2 

3-4 
4Y, 

5-6 

7 

8 
9 

10 
11 

Letter 
Size 

A-B 
c 

D-E 
F 

G 
H 

1 
M 
N 
p 
Q 
R 

3RD PERIOD, 1878-93. 

46 46 46 46 
47 47 47 

53 53 
48 48 48 48 
49 49 49 49 

43 
50 50 50 50 
51 51 51 51 

.5la 51a 
52 52 52 52 

56 56 

54 54 
55 55 

Issue 12 Issue 13 

~ 

" .D 

~~~ 
46 (1) 

53 
48 (2) 
49 (3) 

(5) 
50 
51 (7) 

52 (9) 
56 ,(13) 
57 
54 (10) 
55 (11) 

Watermark 8 Watermark 11 

New 
Number 

Size 

48 48 
49 49 
50 
56 
57 
51 51 
59 59 
60 
52 
61 61 
46 
54 
58 58 

62 
63 
64 

( Continued) 

(2) 
( 3 ) 
(5) 

(1 3) 

( 7 ) 
(8) 

(9) 

(1) 
(10) 
( 11) 
(4) 

(14) 

The Belgian set, of which two 
types are here shown, consists of 
twenty-four values-10, 20, 30, 40, 
50, 60, 70, 80 and 90 centimes, 1, 
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 20, 30, 40, 
50 and 100 francs. 

The German set, likewise illus
trated above, consists of but four 
low values-6 Pfg. showing the first 
railway engme operated m Ger
many. "Puffing Billy" made his 
first run between Ni.irnberg and 
Fur.th; 12 Pfg. a modern express 
train; 2 5 Pfg. depicts the "Flying 
Hamburger" a modern streamliner; 
and 40 Pfg. illustrates a super
streamline train. 

---41dS]c----

Our correspondent in Nitheroy, 
Brazil, Senor Bernardino Souza, 
sends the new set of commemo
ratives marking the 400th anniver
sary of the "Captaincy" of Pernam
buco. There are ·two values-200 
Reis, claret and light brown, and 
300 Reis, purple and dark brown. 
Seventy stamps to the sheet, water
marked CRUSEIRO. 

~--

New Danzig Values 
It is officially stated that the fol

lowing new values ·for Danzig will 
appear shortly: 20 Pfg. gray, 40 
Pf g. blue, 70 Pf g. green and red, 
and 80 Pfg. brown and red. 

---ldS]c----

Subscribe now. Only $1 the year. 
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Fun in Collecting Triangles 
TIME and again the question is 

asked, "What may I collect that 
doesn't cost so much?" 

There might be as many a.nswers 
to this queshon as there are collec
tors, because every philatelist be
lieves to an extent that his own col
lecting proclivities require so little 
outlay of cash compared to the 
enormous sums that are invested in 
stamps by .those in more fortunate 
pecuniary circumstances. However, 
if the question were put: "What 
may I collect that will not cost too 
much and which will give me a 
great deal of enjoyment," I would 
then reply: "Brother, for days of 
genuine enjoyment build for your
self a complete collection of the 
triangular stamps that have been 
issued by the various countries of 
the world." 

Last year I found myself wander
ing and wondering in and about the 
future course I was to pursue with 
my collection. While it is true that 
I had not cornered the world, nor 
accumulated all of the cheaper 
priced stamps, I had reached a point 
at which interest was lagging. My 
collection of United States had 
reached such proportions that, if 
another purchase was made, the 
home would necessarily have to be 
mortgaged. The foreign countries, 
in which I had for years specialized, 
were gmwing stale; the 'newer issues 
held little interest and those items 
that it lacked in 19th Century were 
beyond the reach of a meager purse. 

So I turned back the pages of 
time to my boyhood when the glory 
and grandeur of stamp collecting 
lay in the beauty of a three-cornered 
Cape of Good Hope. If this odd
shaped and beautiful stamp started 
my collecting career, then why not 
muster up the same thrill for the 
pyramid-shaped adhesives again? It 
started me thinking that perhaps a 
collection of all the triangular 

Beginning a series of mrmthly 
articles on all the trian

gular stamps issued. 

BY SOULE SMITH 
..@I I@» 

stamps ever issued might form a 
group of rare charm and beauty. 

Reaching for the old "Scott's" I 
scanned every page, made notes of 
every country that had issued a 
triangular, culled every leaf in my 
six albums for them, and the follow
ing day wrote to four dealers for 
triangulars on approval. The deal
ers, from whom I had for the past 
years purchased rather wisely and 
judiciously of the so-called "better 
class" items, thought that I was get
ting "wuzzy"--or something simi
lar. Anyway, two of them wrote 
back and asked if they understood 
the letter correctly. 

Needless .to say, within a week I 
was hard after completing my col
lection of triangulars on a depres
sion-purse basis, and, having more 
fun than I've had for ten years. I 
never knew there were so many dif
ferent kinds of odd-shaped three
cornered stamps-so I've learned a 
lot. Now the collection, after ten 
months, is nearly complete, and I 
doubt if there is another collection in 
the world to equal it forsheer beauty. 

Would you believe that twenty
five different countries have issued 
triangular stamps? It was a sur
prise to me. And would you be
lieve, that with rare exceptions, all 
of the triangulars ever issued may be 
obtained at no great cost? 

Of course, the first three-cornered 
stamp was issued by the Cape of 
Good Hope in 1853 and probably 
"set the pace" for future issues 

(which pace, incidentally, has never 
been equalled) , but for the sake of 
logic, let's start at the beginning of 
our catalog and go right on through. 
For your information, and to prove 
my theory, I might be pardoned for 
telling you about prices I paid for 
a number of pieces. 

The first triangular listed in the 
catalog is that of Austria issued dur
ing the World War in 1916. It is 
a special delivery stamp and issued 
while the country was still a mon
archy. Being a triangular, I con
tend that's one vote in favor of a 
Monarchy! The picture in the cen
ter shows the head of Hermes; it is 
unwatermarked, perforated, and in 
two denominations-the 2 Heller 
and 5 Heller. I paid ten cents per 
block of four for each of the two 
values-a grand total of ttflenty 
cents expenditure for blocks of my 
Austrian triangulars, and the collec
tion is complete. 

Next in the catalog comes Bolivia, 
and I have always had a hankering 
for the stamps of this Republic in 
the central part of South America. 
First, because the country was named 
after Simon Bolivar, the great 
liberator; and second, because it 
doesn't require such an outlay of 
hard-earned cash to complete a fine 
collection of its stamps. But, I am 
digressing, as we are considering 
strictly triangular issues alone. 

Not to be left out in this article, 
the Bolivians issued all of their 
three-cornered labels in 1931. They 
came through in a grand and glori-

. ous style with two of the flashiest
color.ed stamps commemorating the 
Revolution of June 25, 1930. Each 
denomination carries the symbols of 
the Revolution. They are unwater
marked and perforated. The 15 
centavo is scarlet and the 50 centavo 
a bright violet. Covers franked with 
these adhesives are excellent show
pieces. 
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At the same time the Postoffice 
Department issued a set . of six 
values of Postage Due triangulars. 
Although quite uninteresting in de
sign as well as otherwise, they cost 
little and add a great deal to a color
ful collection of pyramids. The en
tire lot of Bolivian triangula:rs cost 
me the magnificent sum of One 
Dollar! 

As I skim through the pages of 
the catalog I wonder why the many 
other countries have not issued 
stamps of the triangular design. 
Certainly, the excuse cannot be that 
they are too difficult to separate, be
cause every Postoffice Department 
on earth is surely catering to its best 
customer: the Stamp Collector. It 
must simply be an oversight. Per
haps, if the matter was brought to 
the attention of the Hon. ·James A. 
Farley, "Big Jim" might certainly 
accommodate the boys by squeezing 
together the two top corners of any 
commemorative and give us a trian
gular issue. Then, wouldn't we 
mail some covers. Business for the 
P. 0. D. would show a greater in
crease than any series of chain letters 
could produce. 

Now we come to the most inter
esting and beautiful of all triangular 
issues-those of the Cape of Good 
Hope. The figure of "Hope" is 
seated beside an anchor. These is
sues have a flavor that is indescrib
able. They scintillate with beauty. 
They breathe an atmosphere of far
away, enchanted lands. They per
sonify the noblest in the hobby. 
They are stamp collecting, because 
who would not pause to pay rever
ence to a Cape of Good Hope trian
gular! 

The first were issued in 1853, and 
printed by the firm of Perkins, 
Bacon & Co. There is the 1-pence 
red and the 4-pence blue, water
marked with an anchor. These ap
pear on so-called "blued paper" and 
may easily be distinguished from the 
later issues by this tinting, clearly 
visible on the backs. 

Later in 1855, and for three 
years, the same firm printed four 

denominations-1-pence rose, 4-
pence lilac and 1-shilling yellow
green-all on white paper. 

In 1861 appeared the well-known 
and so-called "wood blocks," which, 
in truth, were not wood blocks at 
all, but the stamps were printed 
from stereotypes. They are crude 
in design and workmanship, but 
ql}.ite scarce, and the toughest items 
on the purse in our collection of 
triangulars. Only two denomina
tions were issued-the 1-pence and 
4-pence, however both, by mistake, 
were printed in the two colors of 
red and blue. The "errors," for ob
vious reasons, may be omitted from 
our collection, but I mention them 
only for reference. This issue was 
printed by Saul Solomon & Co., is 
unwatermarked and on laid paper. 
Reprints may be secured for a few 
dollars, but not of the errors. 

In 1863 and 1864, the contract 
for printing the last of the triangu
lar issues of the Cape of Good Hope 
was awarded to the famous firm of 
De La Rue & Co. of London. It is 
quite possible that De La Rue, hav
ing lost the contract for printing the 
Five Cent "London prints" for the 
Confederate States of America about 
this time, obtained the Cape order 
for printing. The 1-pence was 
changed in color to a brown-red, the 
4-pence to a dark blue, the 6-pence 
to a rich violet, and the 1-shilling to 
a beautiful emerald green. The last 
is certainly a "bloom" for color and 
adds a distinctiveness to any collec
tion of triangulars. It is the rarest 
of the Cape triangulars, excepting, 
of course, the "wood blocks." 

To name a price for a complete 
collection of the major varieties of 
the Cape Triangulars would be ab
surd in this article. Mine were 
purchased at intervals. However, 
for a~ investment, and by purchas
ing singly, the cost is by no means 
prohibitive and the collector will in 
time have an accumulation of the 
peers of all classics and triangulars. 
Certainly there can be found in all 
stamp collecting no greater joy than 
in the possession of a complete col-

lection of the stamps of the Cape of 
Good Hope. 

In next month's issue of STAMP 
AND COVER COLLECTING we will 
carry on to many more interesting 
and inexoensive issues of these 
apexed st;mps, and I hope that you 
will firJJi as many days of pleasure 
as I have in acquiring and studying 
these fascinating off-shaped ad
hesives. 

--------01-

Michigan Centennial 
Postmaster General James A. 

Farley announced July 20th that he 
has authorized the issuance of a 
special three-cent c"ommemorative 
postage stamp in connection with 
the centennial anniversary of the 
inauguration of the statehood of 
Michigan, which is to be celebrated 
on November 1, 1935. 

The new stamp, which is to be 
the same size as the current Special 
Delivery stamp, will be printed in 
purple ink. It is planned to place 
this new issue on first-day sale on 
November 1, 1935 at Lansing, 
Michigan, State Capital, which is 
also the headquarters for the Michi
gan Historical Commission and the 
Michigan State Historical Society, 
under whose sponsorship the anni
versary is being colebrated through
out the State. 

The November 1 celebration 
marks the 1 OOth anniversary of the 
date on which Michigan's State 
Government was established, fol
lowing the adoption of a Con5titu
tion and election of officers. Michi
gan, however, was not formally ad
mitted to the Union by Congress 
until January 26, 1837. 

Stamp collectors are urged not to 
submit orders for the Michigan 
Centennial Stamp to the Philatelic 
Agency' until the announcement of 
more definite details, which will be 
made later by the Post Office De
partment. 

--------0--
STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING 

only $1 the year. Subscribe now. 
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"Philately in Germany" 
JAMES WALDO FAWCETT, 

stamp editor of the Washington 
(D . C.) Sunday Star, contributes 

the following interesting story, to 
his paper: 

Germany is the most .interesting 
country in Europe from the point of 
view of the philatelic traveler. Its 
geographical position is one expla
nation of its attraction. Located in 
the center of the Continent, it is a 
natural cross-roads for the universal 
postal service of the Eastern Hemi
sphere. To and from the ports of 
the North and Baltic Seas move 
great streams of shipping, with the 
result that cities like Bremen, Ham
burg and Danzig are notably stamp 
conscious. Again, the north route 
of railroad traffic from Amsterdam, 
Brussels and Paris runs through the 
Reich to Moscow, Warsaw, Buchar
est and Istanbul and stamps are a 
password all along the line. Con
tact with Switzerland, Austria, Hun
gary, Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia 
and Italy likewise is constantly main
tained through the normal channels 
of industry and trade. And, finally, 
it should be mentioned, not even the 
Great War and all the troubles of 
the sad years since the armistice of 
1918 have been sufficient to break 
the ties which German business 
houses, banks and cultural institu
tions enjoy with the Far East, Afri
ca South America and the scattered 
islands of the South Pacific-phila
telic sources of supply still exist in 
those distant portions of the globe 
and the stamp shops of Berlin, 
Leipzig, Munich and Stuttgart fur
nish proof of the fact. 

But it is not for new issues par
ticularly that Germany is justly fam
ous as a philatelic market. Rather, 
it is for less common stamps of i1le 
nineteenth century that the Ameri
can collector ought to visit Mid
Europa. Nowhere else are such 
quantities of the classics to be found 
-at one establishment, for exam-

ple, the pilgrim will be shown no 
less than 34 huge vaults filled with 
treasures of the rich period between 
1850 and 1900. The German 
people became enthusiastic ~bout 
stamps in the very dawn of philate
ly and, characteristically, they were 
mindful of quality as well as quan
tity. Specimens offered for sale 
customarily are superior examples
clean, well centered, well preserved. 

The stamp trade is nationally 
organized and carefully regul~ted 
and ethical standards are high. 
Damaged specimens are plainly 
labeled as defective and reprints are 
frankly called by that name. Practi
cally all dealers speak English-at 
least enough to make the customer 
comfortable. A visitor may inspect 
a shop without incurring any oblig~
tion to buy. The atmosphere is 
friendly and polite. 

Price standards are gauged by the 
Michel Briefmarken-Katalog. The 
book is a monumental encyclopedia 
of philatelic informatio.n. . 

The philatelic press is a vigorous 
force in maintaining collectors' in
terest. There are more than 30 
different periodicals dealing with 
philately in general or with different 
phases of the subject especially: . 

Economic and political conditions 
in Germany naturally have had 
effect upon the current trend of 
philatelic enterprise throughout the 
country. The experience of the war 
and subsequent changes in govern
ment has promoted an active patrio
tism in the Reich which is reflected 
in the preference of collectors for 
stamps of the homeland, its lost 
colonies and erstwhile allies. To 
Americans, most German issues are 
apt to seem commonplace, but to the 
Germans themselves they are replete 
with variations worthy of notice. 
The stamps of the inflation era, for 
example, all "look alike" to Ameri
can eyes, but not so in Germany. 
Instead, they are considered worthy 

of special examination and are the 
subject of considerable attention in 
specialized German catalogues like 
that of Robert Wrona, recently pub
lished at Hamburg. 

The average German collector 
also observes distinctions of use. He 
desires a complete showing of each 
type of specimen-unused ( unge
braucht), used (gebraucht), on 
cover, blocks of four and strips of 
various numbers, plate number 
blocks or strips, etc. He also may 
collect postmarks and have in his 
albums the cancellations of a great 
many different cities, towns or dates. 
Of a single common stamp he may 
choose ·to make a thorough study 
and in the end have an entire 
volume devoted exclusively to that 
type. 

Furthermore, he will be apt to be 
interested in stamped envelopes, 
postcards, parcel post and airmail 
labels, poster labels and all other 
related materiaol available. He re
gards each "scrap of paper" as a 
fragment of history deserving of 
preservation, and his philatelic 
library invariably manifests the en
thusiasm, patience and devotion of 
an authentic connoisseur. The sales 
value of his collection perhaps is 
inconsequential, but that does not 
trouble him-he collects for recre
ational and cultural reasons; not for 
speculation. 

"Old-time" philatelists in Ger
many are not a large company, but 
they are very loyal to their hobby. 
There are many clubs in practically 
every community. The "old fel
lows," however, often meet quite 
informally at favorite cafes or 
restaurants or even in the public 
parks to talk of stamps, to show an<l 
to exchange selected copies. 

The second class of philatelists 
are the ardent young collectors
boys and girls with a certain pass
ionate intensity of attitude remark
able to witness. They are the youth 
to which the National Socialist 
Germany of today is so particularly 
dedicated. Class-conscious, keen and 
alert, they have replaced the ·~rost 
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generation"-the men and women 
who now would be from 40 to 50 
years of age had they not died in or 
because of the war. 

Many of these youngsters have 
extensive collections inherited from 
older brothers or other relatives and 
developed by the present owners as 
a kind of memorial to their original 
sponsors. 

But money is a commodity hard 
to acquire in Germany and most 
junior collectors have to rely on a 
policy of exchange and not on 
straight-out purchase for cash. It 
follows that an art or technique of 
barter has been perfected, and in the 
field of stamps such a device does 
very well, indeed. 

Parenthetically, some juniors are 
specializing in postal-meter mark
ings and have large and interesting 
collections of novelties of that sort. 
A few adults also have entered the 
same aspect of the game. 

Ranking philatelists are cautious 
in estimating the number of collec
tors in the Reich. But a fair estimate 
appears to be about 5,000,000, all 
grades included. 

----0--

A. P. S. Jubilee Label 
Collectors of Convention and Ex

hibition Propaganda Labels will 
have another fine specimen to 
mount. The Golden Jubilee official 
label of the A. P. S. is an artistic 
product. A tall rectangle shows an 
excellent i:eproduction of the Wash
ington City Despatch stamp, while 
the inscription "American Philatelic 
Society, Golden Jubilee, Washing
ton, D . C." appears in display below. 
It is printed in purple, orange and 
black. Designed by Victor S. Mc
Closkey, Jr. of the Bureau of En
graving and Printing, the offset 
printing was done under the direc
tion of Herman Bocorselski of 
Webb & Bocorselski. Strips of three 
are sold at ten cents plus postage, 
and may be had of the General 
Committee of the Convention, Hotel 
Carlton, Washington, D . C. 

ADDENDA 

A SPECIALIZED CATALOG 
OF THE 

POSTAGE STAMPS 
OF THE 

Confederate States of America 
P rin ted and Published by 

The Dietz Priutmg Co •• Richmond. Va. 

COPYRIGHT, I 928 
THE DIETZ PRINTING CO. 

RICHMOND, VA. 

CONTRIBUTORS THIS MONTH: 

The material listed in this month's instalment 
of our Catalog was submitted by Messrs. H . E. 
Deats, Geo. J. Hood, Wm. S. Siddells Chas. L. 
Hofmann, Stephen D. Brown, Birchall Hammer 
and Branch B . Morgan. 

ALABAMA 
Mobile, A la. 

lOc. " Paid 10" surcharged on "Paid 5" 
with additional "Paid 1011 on cover 
black . ............. . .......... . . : 

SOUTH CAROLINA 
Yorkville, S. C. 

PAID@ PAID/V' 
!Oc. handstamps, black ........ . . . ..... .. --
1 Oc. handstamp and value in manuscript, 

black .. ........ ..... .......... .. . --

TENNESSEE 
Greenville, Tenn. 

PAIDO 
Sc. handstamps, black .. .. ........... ... --

Jonesboro, Tenn. 

PAID5 
Sc. handstamps, black ...............••. --

Nashville, Tenn. 

Sc. converted canceller (or woodcut), blaclt -
(From D eats photographs) 

VIRGINIA 
Wytheville, Va. 

PAID 
10 

!Oc. handstamps, black ...... . 

Southern Express Co. 

Augusta, Ga. Lynchburgh, Va. 

Macon, Ga. New Orleans, La. 

Information Wanted 

~!D) 
bJ 
-~ 

The cover w ith the "Paid 5" here shown bears 
.an illegible postmark, resembling "SwodbodalJ
State name not visible. Who can identify this 
piece ?-EDITOR. 

Collectors of Confederates are urged 
to submit new finds in Varieties, es
pecially "Paids," for listing in this 
Catalog. Register and enclose return 
postage and registration fee. T here is 
no ch~rge for ill us crating and listing. 

---IZJl----

Do You Collect Confeds ? 
If you collect Confederates, join 

the Confederate Stamp Alliance. 
Non-Sectional-Non-Political. Just 
Fraternity, Research and Coopera
tion. Read the C. S. A. Page. 

---IZJl----

Trans-Mississippi Exhibit 
The Prospectus of the Trans

Mississippi Philatelic Exhibit, which 
takes place in the Joslyn Memorial, 
Omaha, Nebraska, from August 31 
to September 2, contains full direc
tions to prospective exhibitors. A 
copy may be had by addressing 
Trans-Mississippi Philatelic Society, 
1716 South 27.th St., Omaha, Nebr. 
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"Europe's !Rarest Stamp" 
I N the Austrian journal Die Post

marke, Herr Direktor Orvar 
Olsson, of Halsingborg, Swe

den, contributes an interesting paper 
on "The Yellow Three-Skilling 
Stamp of Sweden"-Europe's rarest 
postage stamp. 

This stamp, which is listed in 
Scott's catalog as "3s. orange, error" 
and priced, used, at $9,000, is-as 
the author tells us-not alone one 
of the most sought-after and inter
esting objects of study, but a stamp 
th.at has been accorded the most 
thorough investigation at the hands 
of experts. Only one copy is known 
to .exist, but this piece is in an ex
cellent state of preservation. The 
print is sharp and clear in a pleasing 
pale orange-yellow. The object is 
nicely centered and the postmark 
light and legible, showing the can
cellation to be 

N . KOPP 
13 

18 -
7 

which has been identified as the 
postmark N (ya) Kopp ( arberget) . 

Concerning this stamp, it has 
been definitely established that its 
color of pale orange-yellow is gen
uine-that is to say, it is the color 
with which the plate was originally 
charged and impressed on the paper. 
The stamp has been subjected to ·the 
most rigid chemical, microscopical 
and quartz-light tests, with the re
sult that there is no possibility of a 
color-change having been brought 
about chemically. 

While the 3-Skillings - Banco 
stamp of 1855 appeared in green 
only, this pale orange-yellow rarity 
is a perfect color-matching of the 
8-Skillings-Banco of 1857. This 
fact, therefore, would indicate that 
the 3-Skilling in question is an error 
of color of that later issue and not 
of 1855. 

A further ·examination of the 
paper on which this 3-Skilling yel
low stamp was printed confirms this 

opinion. Three - Skillings - Banco 
stamps were only printed in 1855, 
and the paper used for this value, as 
well as the rest of that issue, was 
thin. There was little need for a 
?-Skilling value, and a second print
mg never took place. However, 
there was great demand for all the 
other denominations of the Skilling
~anco stamps, and successive print
mgs were made from the original 
plates on a heavier paper. Both 
papers were hand-made in the Gov
ernment paper mill in Tumba. The 
rare 3-Skilling pale orange-yellow 
stamp is on the thick paper, identical 
with that of the 185 7 issue and 
must therefore be chronicled ~nder 
that year. The error of color is ex
plained by the presumption that, in 
printing the 8 - Skillings - Banco 
stamps in 1857, one of the electro
types of the 3-SkiUing of 1855, in 
some inexplicable way, came to be 
set into the group of the 8-Skilling 
and, because of the similarity of the 
figures "3'' and "8," passed un
noticed at the time. All that we do 
know is that a yellow 3-Skilling was 
printed, passed through the post, 
used in the regular manner. 

The paper then traces the history 
of the stamp from the date of its 
finding by a fourteen-year old lad 
- the present Lieutenant-Colonel G. 
W. Backman in Boras, Sweden
among the letters of his grand
father's correspondence. He was 

glad to sell the stamp to a Herr H. 
Lichtenstein, a dealer in Stockholm 
for 7 Kronor! Shortly thereafte; 
Lichtenstein refused an offer of 300 
Kronor, but in 1894 sold the stamp 
through the Viennese dealer Friedl 
to Ferrari for 4,000 Gulden. This 
was the highest price paid for a 
postage stamp up to that time. 
When Ferrari's treasures were dis
persed at auchon, in Paris, the 3-
Skilling - Banco orange - yellow -
scarcely noticed by collectors-was 
bought by the Swedish philatelist 
Baron Erik Leijonhufvud at the 
comparatively low figure of 35,250 
Francs. Philately began to take 
cognizance of this rarity, and several 
years later Baron Lei jonhufvud sold 
it to the civil engineer C. A. Tamm 
of Stockholm for 20,000 Kroner. 
~nterest in the stamp has constantly 
mcreased. It became the center of 
attraction in every international ex
hibition .in which it was displayed, 
and recently, when it was rumored 
that Herr Tamm contemplated dis
posing of the stamp, fears were ex
prest that it might be taken from 
Sweden. But this apprehension was 
set at rest by the announcement that 
the jurist Herr Johann Ramberg of 
Gotenburg, Sweden, has purchased 
the stamp for 37,500 Kronen, the 
equivalent of $10,000 American. 

It is enlightening to scan a com
parative table of Europe's rarities, 
prepared by Mons. Theodore 
Champion of Paris and printed .in 
his Bulletin Mensuel. They line up 
as follows: 

Spain, 2 Reales 1851: .error of color
blue instead of red. Three copies known. 

Baden, 9 Kreuzer 1851: error of color
green instead of rose. Three copies known. 

Austria, 3 Kreuzer 1867: error of color
red instead of green. Three copies known. 

Against these the 3-Skilling-Ban
co ·error of color-pale orange-yel
low instead of green, with only one 
copy known, has been considered by 
the leading authorities on the Con
tinent as the rarest stamp of Europe, 
and by M. Jurion, chairman of the 
Groupement Philatelique de France, 
as the rarest stamp in the world. 
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A Scientific A pproch 
to the Detection of Coun
terfeits and the Study of 
Stamps 

Recent discussions over chemical 
changlings in stamps has resulted in 
several laboratory experiments, by 
competent students in Physical 
Chemistry, on the basic problem 
"Can one, by optical analysis sup
plementing and extending that of 
visual examination with a sunlight 
source, detect differences when 
existent in paper and pigment." 

The commercialization of the 
quartz lamp for this purpose was a 
step, although a very small and 
somewhat abortive one, in the right 
direction. Through the interest of 
J. W. Andrews of Westfield, N. J., 
stimulated by Stamps, and corres
pondence with other students, has 
resulted in a beginning which it is 
hoped can be continued on a some
what larger scale. With a compara
tively small amount of money, a 
suitable laboratory could be set up, 
and research students engaged to 
carry on a series of experiments. 

Some of the specific problems in 
the U. S. field are: A study of the 
lake shades of some of the later 
stamps ( 2c. Pan-Pacific, 2c. York
town, etc.) to see if they are chemi
cal changelings, error offshoots of 
the postage dues, or just what; iden
tifirntion of .the 3c. "pinks"; a study 
of the Franklin Carriers; study of 
the 3c. Victory red-violet; and iden
tification of the "Special Printings." 

These problems have all been 
suggested by Prof. Andrews and in 
a few random shots with the Han
ovia lamp he says: "the real 3c. 
pinks_ were a soft heliotrope-a 
beautiful shade-while the refer
ence stamps were a dirty brown. 
The Franklin Carriers broke down 
into three groups. The originals 
looked dark blue. Some of the re
prints were a dirty brown, while 
others showed a beautiful dark 
green fluorescence. Many other ex
periments along various lines were 

conducted-enough to show thait 
there is a big field for development 
-and we hope that the Collectors 
Club may assist in making this work 
possible."-Collectors Club Phila
telist. 

~1---

Pexip-1937 
The Federation of French Phila

telic Societies has the honor to an
nounce the organization, for the 
summer of 1937, of an 

INTERNATIONAL PHILATELIC EXHI-
BITION AT PARIS (PEXIP 1937) 
The patronage of the highest 

authorities of the Government of 
the French Republic has been ac
corded. Further, the Minister of 
the Postes, Telegraphes et Tele
phones has assured us of his effective 
aid and good-will. Many collectors 
of the highest rank have promised 
to participate, so that a successful 
international exhibition already 
seems certain. 

It has been deemed wise to choose 
the date mentioned as the great 
Universal Exposition of the Techni
cal Arts will be under way in Paris 
at this time. 

The opening date of the PEXIP 
will be fixed so that visiting phila
telists may take advantage of the 
remarkable festivals which are be
ing prepared for the great Exposi
tion of the Arts, both French and 
foreign. 

The Committee proposes to or
ganize, particularly for the ·philatelic 
visitors, various attractions such as 
musical and theatrical evenings, ex
cursions, and visits to the historic 
beauty spots in the region of Paris. 
Thus, in add~tion to the philatelic 
attractions the visitors to the French 
capital may, we hope, carry away 
with them a lasting remembrance of 
Parisian hospitality. 

Various important philatelic 
groups notably the International 
Federation, the National Federation, 
the International Federation of the 
Philatelic Press, and the Internation-

al Air-Post Society will each hold 
its congress during the period of •the 
Exposition. A dealer's bourse is 
also being organized. 

The Minister of the Postes, Tele
graphes et Telephones has most 
kindly promised, for the exposition, 
a special issue of stamps which will 
recall the history of the French post. 

A block of four stamps of diverse 
value is proposed, reproducing cer
tain of the older issues, but in colors 
differing from .the originals. This 
block of stamps will be presented to 
each purchaser of an entry ticket for 
the exhibition. 

Following the present custom the 
Committee has decided to constitute 
a guarantee fund. We trust we may 
have your valued collaboration and 
that you may plan to visit the 
PEXIP at Paris in 1937. 

--~C8J1----

Some Stamps ! 
Mr. Hall, director of the Bureau 

of Engraving and Printing, in a re
cent radio address, stated: 830 tons 
of paper are used annually to print 
13,800,000,000 stamps, the face 
value of which totals $458,775,500. 
Fifty tons of ink and 60 tons of 
gum are consumed in the process. 
Equally distributed among the entire 
population of the United States, 110 
stamps would go to each man, wo
man and child.-RELLIM in Balti
more American. 

~·-

StampPlates of the U.S. 
The Washington Star announces 

the publication of a booklet enbitled 
"Stamp Plates Used in Printing of 
Commemorative and Airmail Issues 
of the United States from 1893 to 
1935." Complimentary copies may 
be had by its readers who send self
addressed standard-size envelopes 
for the purpose to D. H. Davenport, 
Advertising Department The Star, 
Washington, D. C. 

~·--
Subscribe now. Only $1 the year. 
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Our School Club Department 
Howdy, Collector-Friends! 

I PRESUME you have done a lot 
of swimming, golfing, and many 
other fine things during this 

vacation, including of course, your 
collecting activities. This is just a 
nice time to di¥ert your mind and 
to strengthen your body, as you are 
free from study ·at school. 

Although not so long as I had 
desired, my vacation went along 
most satisfactorily. I have just set
tled to work again, after having 
spent some happy days and enjoyed 
many interesting hours of stampic 
pleasure at an isolated little island 
not very far from Fortuna. 

"La Isla del Frio" -something 
like "The Isle of Cold," in English 
-lies on the southern coast of 
Puerto Rico. It is not inhabited 
but fishers and bird-hunters v~sit it 
frequently, and there I went with a 
group of friends for a short stay of 
about ten days. Life there was 
really interesting, as besides our 
swimming, fishing, and boating, I 
had my particular philatelic enjoy
ments, which I am going to mention. 

I established a sort of philatelic 
office on the island, conveniently 
equipped with a small table and this 
typewriter (well, you don't see it) . 
From there I dispatched my corres
pondence, as did also my fellow
campers. And as we had to place 
our letters in the Fortuna post-office, 
we made use of a boatman who 
sailed away every other afternoon 
and on his return to the island 
brought us our incoming mail'. 

· Matters went 0. K. a.t our office 
but so much did we write that on~ 
day we noticed that our stock of 
writing-paper was almost exhausted. 
And that's not all. 

That same evening, our "mail 
carrier" brought me a letter from 
Mr. Dietz requesting me to let him 
have the July copy for this Depart
ment as quickly as possible. I had 

Contributions from students 
for this Department will be 
welcome, and should be sent 
to the Editor of this Page
MR. SERGIO PEREZ GRAU, 

Fortuna, Puerto Rico. 

forgotten to order some paper from 
Fortuna and, moreover, the mail
boat from Puerto Rico to the United 
States was scheduled to leave next 
day. What could be possibly done 
so as not to miss this boat? 

Well, I had two sheets of paper, 
not very fine, to my regret, but still 
needed another one. Two blank 
pages that I tore out of a book 
remedied the situation, though not 
very properly. Immediately I typed 
my July copy and again sailed away 
our kind messenger in a special trip 
to the post-office at Fortuna and 
with my letter as his only cargo. 

This was not, however, the sole 
experience I had. One day-just 
the one on which we were to leave 
for our homes-I started out ex
ploring the island accompanied by 
one of my friends who, by the way, 
was the only stamp-minded of the 
excursionists, besides myself. When 
we returned to our tents, I was 
terribly agitated on finding that my 
tent had disappeared and a fire of 
some intensity raged in its place. 

What has happened? I repeatedly 
asked in my excitement. 

Nobody seemed to offer an ex
planation, as all those present were 
trying to extinguish the flames. At 
last, information was given to me. 
They told me that a fire-whose 
origin they did not know-devel
oped inside my tent. They could 
only rescue the small table, the type
writer and the canvas of the tent. 
All other things, including stamps 
and magazines - they said - had 
been reduced to ashes. 

I made an effott tb appear that I 
believed it was all a joke, but my 
inner despair was inconceivable. I 
examined the ashes-there was not 
a bit of charred paper, and so I re
fused to believe that my plilatelic 
literature and stamps might have 
run ·that ill luck. 

Finally, I accepted my friends' 
story as true and became resigned 
to my great loss. Our departure 
from the island was about to take 
place in a moment and everybody 
appeared to have forgotten what 
had happened. 

Now, three days after my return 
to Fortuna, I received a regular
sized parcel, franked with Farley's 
Follies, and bearing the postmark 
of Ponce, P. R. It came from my 
philatelic fellow-camper, who lives 
in that city, and contained every
thing I was told had been burnt! 
Not a single hinge was lacking! My 
friend wrote me a letter explaining 
that he had been an accomplice in 
the fire-crime, and according to his 
story, it all happened as follows: 

When we both were touring the 
island on that unforgetable day, the 
remaining friends made a bundle of 
all my papers, stock books, etc., 
tumbled down my tent, put aside 
the table and the typewriter, and
set afire a lot of newspapers and 
tree-branches they had gathered ... 

Isn't it a very painful joke, 
friends? Surely it is, and I sincerely 
hope that it may never be played on 
you. Great, indeed was the mental 
suffering it brought to me! 

Again, I want to call your atten
tion to the contest that is going on 
under the auspices of this Depart
ment. Not only are the prizes 
offered very fine, but the work to 
be done is also very easy. Just 
obtain a subscription (or renewal) 
to this magazine from any one of 
your many acquaintances, send it to 
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me with a money order payable to 
STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING, 
Richmond, Va., and half the way 
toward the first prize (a beautiful 
Confederate Catalog) is gained. 
The other half consists of some 
questions you must answer, which 
you may find in our June issue. And 
remember, if you fail to obtain any 
of the three prizes offered, you will 
nevertheless be complimented phi
latelically by the Editor of this 
Page. Isn't it worth your co-opera
tion? I repeat, School-Clubbists are 
Philately's strong nerves, and to 
demonstrate it, I again invite you to 
participate in this contest. 

Yours in Philatelic Brotherhood, 

SERGIO PEREZ GRAU. 

~-

Wheeling, W . Va. on 
the Calendar 

The Ohio Valley Philatelic Socie
ty and the Fort Steuben Philatelic 
Society will hold a joint open house 
meeting at the Windsor Hotel, 
Wheeling, W. Va., this fall. A 
bourse, with free tables for dealers; 
an exhibition at which selections 
from some of the country's famous 
collections have been promised; and 
one of Donald Dickason' s popular 
Berkshire Auction Sales will be the 
outstanding features of the first 
stamp party held in Wheeling-the 
home of the country's First Pr,e
cancel. 

October 4th, 5th and 6th have 
been tentatively selected as the dates 
for the meeting. 

---izs::J,___ __ 

China $1 Stamp, £130 
In the tenth sale of the Hind 

Collection, conducted by the firm of 
H . R. Harmer, London, and which 
included Asiatic and African coun
tries, the result amounted to £2,292. 
The highest-price item in this event 
was China One Dollar (Gibbons 
No. 133) , bid in at £130. 

Our Monthly Puzzle 
Try your luck! Here's a delightfully fascinating game. You may 

need the assistance of fellow-collectors in correctly working the puzzle. 
But find the right answer-it's fun! 

To the first five readers who send in the correct answer we will give a 
fine cacheted cover priced at $1.00. Send to Contest Editor, STAM.P AND 
CovER COLLECTING, Richmond, Va. 

It is a Fact 
7hat 

CIRCLE 
PUZZLES 

GIVE YOU 
FACTS 

COPYRIGHT, 1933, BY 
P. P. SAUNIER 

RICHMOND, 
VA. 

if you fill m all the words in the "Circle Puzzle" from the outside 
toward the center (all five-letter words) and then read the outside circle 
of letters (A) from 1 to 24 plus the circle of letters ( C) from 1 to 24 

YOU WILL LEARN AN INTERESTING FACT. 

1. Body of Horsemen. 
2. Pains; aches. 
3. King of birds. 
4. Biting insects that infest animals. 
5. Hairy people of Japan. 
6. Stringed instrument larger than a violin. 
7. Thomas *****, English tragic drama

tist, 1651-1685. 
8. Metal strips upon which cars run. 
9. They themselves, (Latin. Fem.) . 

10. Protruding teeth. 
11. One who consumes food. 
12. Principal organ of the body. 
13. Pertaining w osmium. 

14. Two-footed animal. 
15. What a horse does to unseat his rider. 
16. Young Men's Order of Ancient Hiber

nians (abbr.) . 
17. Lowest deck of a ship. (Danish). 
18. A book of the largest size made by 

folding once. 
19. The largest leg joints. 
20. Indians of ancient Peru. 
21. *****-glycerine, a powerful explosive. 
22 . Implement for broiling. 
23. Gentlemen, (abbr.). 
24. A black fungus (its tincture used in 

medicine). 

The answer to the July puzzle was : "Richmond Once Had the 
World's Most Profitable Post Office." 
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The Mystery of Port Lavaca 
BY THE EDITOR 

SOME time ago, on these pages, I 
exprest the belief that we had 
not yet found and listed the last 

of the Provisional Stamps of the 
Confederacy; that there probably 
were sev·eral others, issued during 
the "Stampless Period," of which 
but a·few had been used for postage, 
and these either destroyed or still 
hidden away in some old trunk in 
the garret, waiting to be discovered 
by a lucky hunter, rummaging 
among old letters for Confederate 
stamps ... 

This faith seems to have found 
one confirmation, at least, in the 
accidental uncovering of an un
listed Confederate Provisional- that 
is to say, in the finding of the photo
graph of the Port Lavaca, Texas. It 
reads like a mystery story. 

* * * 
Back in the nineties of last cent

ury, Mr. Hiram E. Deats of Flem
ington, N. J. possessed- as we all 
know-one of the most complete 
collections of Confederates-Locals 
and General Issues-ever brought 
together. He was one of the few 
men who early sensed the value of 
these stamps, aind he diligently set 
about to acquire them. Advertising 
in newspapers throughout the South, 
he came in possession of virgin ma
terial, and innumerable rarities now 
gracing the great collections in this 
country and abroad trace back to 
this early source. Among the older 
collectors of Confederates, the name · 
of "Hiram Deats" is still one to 
conjure with. 

It might be mentioned, in pass
ing, that the rare Boscawen of the 
Hind collection was among one of 
his earlier finds. 

But to our story. It was in an
swer to one of these newspaper 

notices that Mr. Deats received a 
small .lot of ordinary Confederates 
-"the best thing among them" as 
he writes, "being a damaged 10-
cent rose." He laid the lot aside, 
but later found, within one of the 
covers, this Port Lavaca, Texas 
Local. AU the envelopes of this 
"find" were addressed to "Miss 
Puss Clietts' ' and bear the Port 
Lavaca, Tex. postmark. Only this 
one letter, however, was franked 
with the adhesive Provisional. Sub-· 
sequent dates were franked with 
sta·mps of the General Issue. 

Port Lavaca is situated on the 
Gulf coast of Texas, on Matagorda 
Bay, and was probably a place of 
some importance during the early 
part of the war. 

Mr. Deats recalls selling this cov
er through a dealer at a high price, 
but he was never informed of the 
identity of the purchaser. And so, 
with the passing of the years-the 
sale of Mr. Deats' collection-the 
filing away of old records and 
photographs of Confederates-this 
stamp, too, found its way to the 
forgetting. 

The stamp has never been cata
loged and there is no r:ecord of its 
present whereabouts. Had not mere 
chance brought to light this photo-

graph-which Mr. Deats recalls 
having made at the time-all knowl
edge of a Port Lavaca Provisional 
would have been "spurlos versenkt." 

With the illustration of the cover 
before us, a description becomes 
superfluous. However, it will be 
noted that the stamp is a typo
graphed product, extremely simple 
in composition, showing a Missis
sippi River boat and below this 
"10 cents" in bold roman type, 
"POSTAGE" in capitals of a light 
face roman, and "Lavaca" again in 
the same type as "10 cents." As 
well as Mr. Deats recalls, the print
ing is in black on white wove paper. 
The postmarking is "Port Lavaca, 
Tex., Jan. 19, 1861," likewise in 
black. 

No more than this is known of its 
story - nothing remains but this 
photograph. But even this frag
mentary clue should be sufficient to 
arouse Texas collectors to search for 
this lost Provisional of the Confed
eracy. 

Where is the Port Lavaca, Texas 
Local today? 

* * * 
I reiterate-there are still other 

Provisionals of that period waiting 
to be discovered. 
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A SEASON OPENER! 
JEWEL STAMP co.=== 

HEADQUARTERS FOR PACKETS 

"Regular Fellers" in stamp collecting want to see the World through their 
stamps, hence they collect as many countries as possible. Our packets will help 
you to do this most economically. Just compare JEWEL PACKETS with the 
pnce and quality of others-you will want more. 

Here you will find a few suggestions-

SIAM 
How many of these strange, weird stamps do you 

have? Here's your opportunity to get SO different for 
only 4S cents. 

GREECE 
C lassic lmperfs, complete sets, bi-colored commemo

ratives and charities in this packet of 100 different 
for 40 cents. 

CZECHOSLOVAKIA 
A fine collection of 300 varieties of 11 country which 

you can complete. 
Our price is $S.9S 

BRITISH COLONIES 
If you like many countries for your money-here's 

your packet-SOO all face different for only $2.60. 

I TA LY ~COMMEMORATIVES 
Step right up for these large fine commemoratives of 

Italy-the country now in the limelight. 

SO different ------------------- $ .4S 
100 different - ------------------ l.6S 

TURKEY 
This stra11ge country with its peculiar customs offers 

you many s•tamps at bargain prices. 

200 different ------------------- $ .9S 
300 different ------------------- 2.40 

COSTA RICA 
All of these stamps are of the better grade--stamps 

which you will like. 

2S different -------------------- $ .3S 
SO different -------------------- .8S 

FINLAND 
Scott's lists about 200 stamps for this country. You 

may have about half or 100 different for only 4S cents. 

ECUADOR 
Airmails, bi-colors, pictorials, etc. make these popu-

lar packets. SO different __ ·-- - - - ---- $ .4S 
100 different - ----------- 1.30 

AUSTRIA 
A beautiful collection of the old stand-bys with many 

attractive stamps. 
SOO All different_ _______________ $2.7S 

LUXEMBURG 
You will like these if for no other reason but that 

they are beautiful. Has all attractive stamps. 
I 00 Different_ __________________ $ .95 

LATVIA 
Large pictorials and commemoratives, stamps printed 

on the back of bank notes, etc. 

SO different ------------------- $ .SS 
100 different ------------------- l.6S 

FRENCH COLONIES 
Beautiful t.arge stamps make these favorites all of 

the time. 
200 different ------------------- $ .95 
SOO different ------------------- 3.2S 

1,000 different ------------------- 9.90 

GUATEMALA 
Airmails, bi-colors, elusive surcharges and other hard 

to get stamps you will find. 

100 different ---- - ----------- - - - $1.30 
ISO different ------------------- 3.60 

Jewel Stamp Co. 
Box 683=cc WARREN, OHIO Box 683=cc 

I l1==================-- =====:;;;::;;::;::~.~-:;::::::==;, ;:;::::;;;;::;:::;:::;;::;;;;:;:;; 
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Airmail and Cachet News 
CONDUCTED BY AUGUST DIETZ, JR. , AND COOPERATORS. 

All news pertaining to this department should be addressed to August Dietz, Jr., 
109 East Cary Street, Richmond, Virginia. 

EVERYONE seems to be get
ting ready to attend the 
annual convention of the 

American Air Mail Society in Wash
ington, D. C., starting August 17 
and continuing for three days. Even 
if you are not a member of ithe So
ciety, I am sure that you wiU be 
royally welcomed as a guest. Hav
ing had the privilege of attending 
the convention that was held in the 
Capital City three years ago, I can 
tell you thait it is composed of the 
finest and most enthusiastic air mail 
collectors in the world. You are 
immediately "made at home" and 
at the end of the third day you are 
sorry it's all over. Make your reser
yations to attend now--or simply 
drop in and make yourself acquaint
ed. The members will do the rest. 

Our old friend, D. W. Graveman, 
is back again in New York and 
from now on, he says, there will 
appear plenty of news in this de
partment. As a starter, he sends 
the following information: 

Canadian offi.cial inaugural flights 
will start on August 15, between the 
following points: Kenora-Cole, 
Cole-Kenora, Cole-McKenzie Is
land, McKenzie Island-Cole. Four 
separate and distinct cachets will be 
applied to all covers. 

Dr. S. E. Hutnick, the well
known artist-cachet collector of 
5933 Lansdowne Ave., West Phila
delphia, Pa., scored a real scoop last 
month in the air mail cover line. It 
consists of a complete set of real 
covers and it all happened like this: 

The new Postoffice was dedicated 
and had its official opening. The 
old Postoffice had its last day. An 
autogiro delivered and carfi.ed off 
mail. The result, thanks to the Doc
tor, was five distinct covers and all 

ssd· 
~1~~~~~~~~~~~-~ 

gems. Perfect gems from the hand 
of this artist. 

And here are the results for quan-
tities on these events: 

Outbound air mail .. .. .. .... 650 
Inbound air mail. ......... . 540 
First class dedication ........ 870 
Official opening . . . . . . . . . . . . 73 
Last day old Poswffi.ce. . . . . . 30 

There you have the official figures 
and now you can estimate the value 
of each cover. I hope you have one 
of these. And, by the way, one 
cover was sent to Japan. 

E. F. Bauer, Jr. , will receive cov
ers for the airport dedication August 
17, and the air show on the 18. 
Send to E. F. Bauer, Jr., Conestoga, 
Pennsylvania. 

Milton Wigod, 3072 36th Sf., 
Long Island City, N . Y., will spon
sor a cachet on September 12, for 
the keel laying of the United States 
cruiser Honolulu at the Brooklyn 
Navy Yard. Include le. forwarding 
charges. 
- John P. Sabroe of Brooklyn, N . 

Y., who has sponsored many cachets, 
especially foreign covers, ran into 
difficulty on the Normandie first 
trip. Mr. Sabroe offered to furnish 
the envelope, stamp, forwarding 
charges and everything at cost. It 
later developed that, after no cachet 
was assured, an official cachet and 
stamp appeared. It was a sudden 
event and not so sweet to the Ameri
can collector. Few covers had the 
time to get over to France and then 
back on the first trip. Likewise, on 
t he Prague and Cartier covers. 
Anyway, Mr. Sabroe is endeavoring 
to purchase covers from any source 

Marked variations of color are 
noted among the different printings 
of the last Saar issue, particularly on 
the 3 and 12 Pfg. values. 
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"To Promote Further Interest in the Collecting of Postmarks as Applied by United States Navy Mail Clerks." 
Address all communications to ROBERT C. THOMPSON, STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING, 

Glen Allen, Virginia. 

~Ii===================-===============================================~ 

THE U.S. S. Dale was placed in 
commission on June 17, 1935 
and at that .time no special mail 

cancellation stamp had been received 
by the Mail Clerk. The Dale is 
scheduled for a shakedown cruise 
about August 10th in Mediterran
ean waters. Should be a good 
chance for some foreign markings. 

The vessels Minissippi, Rail, 
Barker, Whipple, Cincinnati and 
Raleigh are reported as using new 
types of cancellations. 

August 15th-Closing date for 
covers for the 11th Anniversary 
cachet of the U. S. S. Marblehead. 
Mr. R. A. Aiken is the sponsor and 
the cachet will be printed. Send 
your covers unsealed and unstuffed 
to Mr. Aiken, Slayton Settlement 
Road, R. F. D. 4, Lockport, N. Y. 
Be sure to include the usual 1 cent 
forwarding postage with each cover. 

Augus.t 21st to 30th-The Boy 
Scouts of America will stage their 
Silver Jubilee at Washington, D. C., 
at this time and a special cachet is 
being prepared by Mr. 0. R. Watts, 
Chester, Pa. Do not send covers! 
Send only the stamps you wish to be 
used plus 1 cent forwarding postage 
and Mr. Watts will do the rest. 
The event wiU continue for 10 days 
so if you wish Mr. Watts will mail 
your covers each day of the Jubilee 
if you request it. 

I have just received a very inter
esting letter from Meyer Tuchinsky, 

6460 N. Sydenham St., Philadel
phia, Pa., in which he states that he 
will be glad to handle covers for the 
following events. Be sure to include 
the usual 1 cent forwarding fee with 
each cover. Here they are: 

August and September-4 Re
serve Cruises, with the first cruise on 
August 3 and the rest in September. 

September (?)-Launching of 
the U. S.S. Porter at Camden, N. J. 
Covers will be cancelled on the 
Aylwin if that ship is available. If 
not some other Naval vessel will 
handle the mail. Meyer says that 
this event may be postponed due to 
the New York Ship Builders' strike 
which has been in effect for the last 
eight weeks and still continues. He 
has over 500 covers on hand for 
this event and will hold them unbil 
the ship is launched. 

September 15th-Decommission
ing of the S-48 scheduled for this 
date at the Philadelphia Navv Yard, 
however, the actual decommission
ing mav take place within ten davs 
either way of that time. Mever will 
see that a special cachet and cancel
lation is aoplied to covers. Send 
vours to him now with the 1 cent 
forwarding postage per cover. 

He suggests that readers of ST AMP 
AND COVER COLLECTING send him 
ten covers for mailing out as the 
events come uP. Being an emplovee 
of the Navy Yard at Philadelphia he 
is readilv informed of the arrival of 
shins and events of interest 'to col
lectors. 

Mr. Tuchinskv is doing a ~reat 

work for Naval collectors an<l we 
certainly do appreciate his efforts. 

He intends using all ' the pennies 
sent him to improve on the types 
of cachets he is using. Being a 
member of the U. S. C. S., and 
Chairman of the New Construction 
Committee we know our covers will 
receive good care. 

September 23rd-Mr. Jack Con
way, 3 713 Bandera St., Pittsburgh, 
Pa., is sponsoring a commemorative 
cachet in memorjam of the Naval 
disaster at Hondo Point, California 
twelve years ago. On this day the 
Destroyers U. S. S. Lee, Fuller, 
Delphy, Woodbury, Nicholas, 
Y oimg and Chauncy, lost twenty
two men when they went on the 
rocks. Don't forget the usual ser
vice fee. 

Many thanks to the following 
cooperators for covers and news: 
Aug. Dietz, Jr., Clara T. Crowe, 
Jimmie Crum, F. Whitney Davis, 
M. F. McCamley, Vivian M. Green, 
J. J. Haag, J. J. Walsh, R. A. 
Hardie, W. G. Crosby, M . R. Hall, 
Byrd L. Powell, L. A. Nace, L. 
Rogers, Donald Coke, Emil Thur
man, 0. A. Farabee, Hunter Tho
mas, Jr. , Mr. Anders, Francis Lee 
Browne, Louis Deising, J. W. 
Epstein, Philip Akeo, M. Tuchnisky, 
A. L. Hammock, Ted Harrington, 
Leslie Paulson, R. A. Aiken, 0. R. 
Watts, Jack Conway and Universal 
Ship Cancellation Society. 

~1---

Send in your club news-brief 
and to the point-for publication in 
STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING. 
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Art and Camera Unite 
One of Germany's 

leading magazines, 
Die Sammlerwoche, 
contains an interest
ing and instructive 
story by Austria's 
famous stamp design

er, Lieutenant - Colonel Ludwig 
Hesshaimer, in which this artist de
scribes the progressive stages in the 
designing of a stamp, from the 
photographic snap-shot to the final 
engraving. His subject is the 50-
Rappen value of that striking air
ma~l set, with the eagle as a motif, 
which Hesshaimer recently designed 
for Liechtenstein. A free transla
tion is here presented. 

~ have been repeatedly asked, he 
writes, .how I succeed in portraying 
these birds of prey in such wonder
fully natural postures and fl.ight
movements-positions which, for a 
thousand reasons, the human eye 
could never "catch" and retain· or 
i~ , by chance, I "know these posi~ 
t10ns by heart"-have them com
mitted to memory . . . 

Visitors to the Zoological Garden 
in Vien~a, he goes on, have prob
ably noticed a number of artists with 
the~r easels and sketching pads 
patiently standing before the cages 
?f the animals and birds, or scurry
mg about to catch some characteris
tic movement of muscle or wing, 
and fasten it with quick pencil 
strokes. Every one of them are 
striving to portray the natural move
ments of these creatures. This, 
however, is extremely difficult, for 
~he small cage is a prison, and its 
m~ate rarely succeeds beyond a few 
strides or a brief fl.uttering of wings. 
From beginning to end these move
ments are almost instantaneous
too quick for the human eye to 
gra~~-or see-every phase and 
position of limb and muscle thus 
brought into action. 

To realize just how difficult it is 
to catch and portray a phase of 

~·~°11'- ~ 
HESSHAIMER's SKETCH ./ 

motion, I need but point to the 
utterly false positions presented of 
a galloping horse. For centuries 
the world's famous painters have 
given us heroes and emperors and 
kings astride of - hobby-horses! 
Even in their sketches and studies 
the horse has been represented as a 
pattern-simply as a type, in a stiff, 
unnatural, thea:trical expression of 
movement. It was not until the 
"artificial eye"-instantaneous pho
tography-came to serve us, that we 
really learned to "see," in so far as it 
applies to the lightning-speed move
ments of limb and wing. Thus, the 
cor~ect motions of a running or gal
lopmg horse have been revealed to 
us through the snapshots of the 
movie-film. And how vastly different 
they are from our standard patterns! 

But success did not at once attend 
t~e camera in this field. A genera
tion labored patiently to attain the 
desired results. Thousands upon 
thousa:nds of "snaps" were made, 
with equally as many failures, be
fore "seeing-talents" succeeded in 
obtaining satisfactory results. And, 
strange as it may seem, these suc
cessful camera talents were not pro
fessional artists, but mere amateurs! 

We are for·tunate in possessing in 
our Austria - so rich in artistic 
talent-an outstanding genius in the 
field of bird snapshots-Dr. Fritz 
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DR. GoRGL's SNAPSHOT 

Grogl, an enthusiastic friend of the 
feathered tribe, whose successful 
snap-shots, I dare say, are unequal
led anywhere. 

In my search for motifs to serve 
in designing the airmail set of 
Liechtenstein, I spent days before 
the bird cages in Schonbrunn, and 
hours in the Studio of the "Urania" 
followed by a rummaging amo~g 
the volumes in our great libraries 
for subject material that would give 
me correct models for these stamps. 
Finallr I discovered these photo
graphlC gems of Dr. Gorgl in the 
Menagerie at Schonbrunn. 

Dr. Gorgl does not hesitate to 
enter the cages of these birds of 
prey and seems to enjoy the intimate 
intercourse with eagles and vultures. 
With infinite patience he waits his 
opportunities, and when his camera 
clicks there is a result worth while. 
Dr. Gorgl's fame as a photographer 
of birds in flight extends far beyond 
the borders of Austria and so I too 
~vailed myself of his' art in m~ de: 
signs of the stamps for Liechtenstein. 

Of course, from a successful snap
shot to a miniature of the graphic 
arts-in particular a postage stamp 
-there 1s somewhat of a distance. 
If it were so simple, every snapshot 
would be a completed stamp. That 
such is not the case, however, all 
those who judge a stamp on its 
artistic merits, will testify. Rare in
deed . ar·e the instances of really 
beautiful postage stamps which 
unite in their design all ·that is de
sirable-correctly true to nature in 
design, artistic eminence, decorative 
effect, and that rare aesthetic balance 
and simplicity which is the hall 
mark of all true works of art. 
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fu~~'S!il·~li]~~ 

I SCOTT STANDARD CATALOGUE 
~!l OF AIR POST STAMPS . 
m . •_,,,: 

~l 
m 

FORMERLY PUBLISHED BY 

SCOTT STAMP & COIN CO. 

·.~ 

NOW PUBLISHED BY 

NICOLAS SANABRIA, INC. 
J:) 
El 

f:l 
i3 
t:i 

The 1936 Revised Edition will consis t of 300 or more pages, 
containing I ,400 halftone ,illustrations on calendered paper. Pages 
5_%x7,%, cloth and leather bound. This is not a, price list but 1s a 
real Catalogue, prepared by Philatelists for Philatelists. 

Ready September 15 
. . . . $2.50 De Luxe Edition, 

Cloth Bound Edition, 1.50 i I* CORRECTING AN ERRONEOUS REPORT * 
: The Mexican Stamp, Overprinted on the Occasion of the Amel~a 

i Earhart Flight, April 16th, 1935, will POSITIVELY be listed ·in 
(•~ 

~;•• I the 1936 Catalogue as we believe it is the duty of a Cataloguer to 
list every postage stamp issued by a Recognized Government. Thiis 

(3. 
Stamp had a tentative ! ~s ting in Scott's Monthly Journal, June, 1935. 

~ NICOLAS SANABRIA, Inc, 
~i 17 EAST 42nd_~TREET IEW YORK CITY flt 
~~~.e:~:m·~ill~Sl 

BARGAINS 
THREE APPROVAL SERVICES! 

No. 1.-TIIOUSANDS of stamps-all dilfer
eut- from old collections-at le., 2c. each. 

* * * 
No. 2.-Higher values-19th and 20th cent-

ury-50% to 7 5% discount from catalog. 

* * * 
No. 3.-U. S., B. N. A., priced as to condition. 

* • • 
Write today, stating preference. If unknown 

to us, references invariably required. 

MACY STAMP COMPANY 
8114 S. Maryland Ave., CHICAGO, ILL. 

r UNITED STATES SETS 
Unused Used 

#658-668, lc.-lOc. Kansas ..... $1.80 $1.20 
:f¢669-679, lc.-lOc. Nebraska.... 2.15 1.60 
;'t70+-715, l/,c.-lOc. Bicent..... 1.00 .15 
t'l 306-03 , 10c.-20c. Airmails... .55 .25 

Blocks pro rata. Anything returnable. I U. S. Price-List on request. 

1 ROCK EFELLER CENTER STAM P SHOP· 
30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York City , 

used BRITISH COLONIAL 
JUBILEE stamps 

We have now good supplies of these on 
hand and .am making them up into 5-1 00 
Dollar parcels. Many colonies and higher 
val ues are included . Post Free. Cash w ith 
ord er. 

J . D. HARRIS & SON 
43 Lightwoods Hill, Birmingham, Eng. 

Marvelous-They All Say 
During the Exhibition of the Virginia Phi

latelic Federation in Richmond ending 
November 17, a limited number of specially 
prepared envelopes were cacheted and can
celled at the Post Office in the Exhibition hall . 

These envelopes were made from panes of 
70 stamps printed from the electro of the 
11 Five" altered to "T en" cent of th e Co11fed
erate General Issues. It is a remarkable 
example of a "home-made" War-Between-the
States covert and is Perhaps the most unusual 
modern exhibition piece obtainable. 

Less than fifty are on hand for sale. 
Price $1.00 each, or three for $2.00. 

STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING 
109 East Cary St., Richmond, Va. 

August, 1935 

"An Introduction to 
Stamp Collecting" 

A Handy Pocket Booklet that the beginner 
finds indispensable ; thirty-six pa~es of handy 
information fo r everybody. You II want one 
to keep handy in your pocket at all times. 
Send 3c. stamp to cover cost of mailing . 

WEEKLY PHILATELIC 
GOSSIP 

Box 30, HOLTON, KANSAS 

Bl-CENTENNIALS 
Complete Set-Mint, postfree, 83 cents 

THE HOBBY SHOP 

141 N. Gay St., BALTIMORE, Mo. 
Stamps Bought and Sold 

When in Baltimore make our Office your 
H eadquarters . 

We Collect 
Stamp Accounts 

Write for 

INFORMATION 

Stamp Dealers' Credit 
Bureau 

501 13th Street, N. W., 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

URUGUAY PACKETS 
110 different stamps ........ . , ........ $1.00 
150 different stamps. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.00 
200 different stamps.. ... ........ .... . 4.00 

These packets contain only stamps listed by 
Scott's Catalog, and having specialized in this 
line, the quality being unbeatable. All please 
cash wilh order. Anyth ing unsatisfactory, 
money back. 

HERIBERTO L. MEYER 
MEMOER: A. P. S.-S. P.A. etc. 

Paysandt'.i, URUGUAY, S. A. 

used BRITISH JUBILEE stamps 
The issue of these ceased on July 6th and 

they are now obsolete. 
PRICES: 

V, d .... 60 cents a 100 1 V, d . .. 3 6 cents a 100 
ld .. ... 94 cents a 100 2V,d .. 60 cents per 12 

All postage fr ee. Remit by dollar bills or 
imperf. issue stamps. Mint. 

MEMOFR : Philatelic Traders Society. 

J . D. HARRIS & SON 
43 Lightwoods Hill , Birmingham,.Eng. 
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The Columbians of 1893 
THIS series probably led more 

men to collecting stamps than 
any one issue. There seems to 

have been a general idea that the 
stamps were going to be rare, be
cause we find that large numbers of 
them were bought for speculation, 
and subsequently sold at a loss. 
Until a quite recent date the high 
values of this issue have been quoted 
at a discount far below their face 
value. But now the market seems 
to have absorbed the supply and the 
Columbians are on the upgrade 
agam. 

The earliest printings, which were 
of deep color, always had dark 
brown gum and the difference be
tween them and the later printing 
can easily be detected. They list as 
follows: 

ONE CENT: Representing Colum
bus in Sight of Land. From a paint
ing by W. H. Powell. Deep blue. 

Two CENTS: Representing the 
Landing of Columbus. From a 
painting in the rotunda of the Na
tion's Capitol at Washington, D. C. 
This is the duplicate of a picture of 
our old friend. who first appeared on 
the fifteen cents of 1869. Printed 
in violet. 

THREE CENTS: Representing the 
Flagship of Columbus, the Santa 
Maria, taken from a Spanish engrav
ing. Green. 

FOUR CENTS: Depicting the 
Fleet of Columbus, composed of the 
Santa Maria, Nina and Pinta. Ultra
marine. The rarest of the Colum
bian issue is the Four Cents printed 
in a decided blue. 

FIVE CENTS: Depicting Colum
bus Soliciting Aid from Queen Isa
bella. From a painting in the 
Metropolitan Museum of Art in 
New York City. Chocolate. 

Six CENTS: Showing Columbus 
Welcomed at Barcelona, from one 
of the panels on the bronze doors of 
the Capitol at Washington. Purple. 

EIGHT CENTS: Representing 
Columbus Restored to Favor, after 
a painting by Jover. Magenta. 

TEN CENTS: Show.ing Columbus 
Presenting Natives as proof of his 
discovery of a new world. From a 
painting by Gregori in the Univer
sity of Notre Dame, South Bend, 
Indiana. Black-brown. 

FIFTEEN CENTS: Representing 
Columbus Announcing his Discov
ery. From the painting by Baloca 
in Madrid, Spain. Dark green. 

THIRTY CENTS: Showing Colum
bus at La Rabida. After a painting 
by Maso. Orange-brown. 

FIFTY CENTS: Representing the 
Recall of Columbus. From a paint
ing by Heaton in the Capitol at 
Washington. Slate-blue. 

ONE DOLLAR: Representing 
Queen Isabella Pledging her Jewels, 
from the painting by Degrain, now 
in Madrid, Spain. Salmon. 

Two DOLLARS: Showing Colum
bus in Chains, from the painting by 
Lentzo, now in Providence, R. I. 
Brown-red. 

THREE DOLLARS: Representing 
Columbus Describing his Third 
Voyage, from a painting by Jover. 
Yellow-green. 

FouR DOLLARS: Bear.ing a por
trait of Queen Isabella on the left 
and Columbus on the right. The 
portrait of the Queen is from a 
painting in Madrid, Spain. That of 
Columbus is from a painting by 
Loto. Crimson-lake. 

FIVE DOLLARS : Showing a pro
file portrait of Columbus, taken 
~rom a cast of the fifty-cent piece 
issued at the World's Fair. Black. 

Some years ago a prominent phi
latelist in Cleveland, who is now 
dead, obtained a sheet of the Four 
Gents from the post office, which 
were printed in a dark blue, unlike 
any Four-Cent stamp, but similar to 
the One-Cent. No more have ever 

been found, and there is no doubt 
but what it is a genuine error. All 
values of this issue are known im
perforate but were not regularly 
issued that way. However, some of 
the Two-Cent imperforates did get 
out, and ar·e now in the hands of 
collectors. 

--~IZl--

Rice's News Budget 
On July 26, stamps from the new 

"electric eye" plates Nos. 21399 and 
21402 went on sale at the Philatelic 
Agency. There is a difference in the 
size of the horizontal dash (it being 
longer and narrower) on these two 
plates than on the previous four that 
have been made. 

On July 22, Representative Chas. 
A. Plumley, of Vermont, introduced 
a resolution in Congress ( H. J. Res. 
361) authorizing the Postmaster 
General to issue a special 3-cent 
stamp commemorating the eminent 
services of the late Calvin Coolidge. 

Robert E. Fellers, Superintendent 
of the Division of Stamps, stated 
this week nQ re-order had been is
sued for either the Connevticut or 
San Diego stamps. The original 
order of 75 million of each still 
stands. 

On the next revision of the Post 
Office booklet entitled "Description 
of the Postage Stamps qf the United 
States" there will be incorporated a 
list of every commemorative plate 
number ever made-whether used 
or not sent to press.-Rice' s Weekly 
Postal News, F. R. and W. C. Rice, 
Box E, Ballston, Va. 

-----<IZ!t----

P late in Dealer-Hands 
It is stated that the original plates 

for Spain's recent Exposition sets 
are in hands of a Spanish stamp 
deailer. Reprints of the Ibero-Ame
rican set have appeared on the 
market. 

-----<IZ!i----

STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING 
only $1 the year. Subscribe now. 
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i.nqr mutqrrfnrh ~tamp Q!lub 
A . P. S. CHAPTER No. 81 

Meets Every Monday Evening at 8 o'clock Except Holidays, 
at 287 Feronia \ Vay, Rutherford, N. ]. 

OFFICERS 

President, ADOLPH KLI NCENSTEIN, 740 Hudson Ave. , W est New York , . J. 
f/iu-President-0. G. REI CHELT, Paramus, N. J. 
Suretary-S. LAKE P. 0. Box No. 136, Rutherford, N. J. 
Treamru-J. H. GtESECKE, 126 Prospect Place, Rutherford, N. ]. 
Sales Manager, 'vV. 0. STAEB, 287 Feronia Way, Rutherford, N. ]. 
Excha 119e Manag er, MONTROSE ERKST, 99 Nassau St., New York City. 
Cable Address-Staeb , Rutherford, N. ]. 
Official Organ-STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING. 

REPORT OF EXCHANGE MANAGER 

In spite of all the heat and vacations our 
Exchange D epartment continues to move 
forward. I have not at any time changed 
the goal to which I am pointing, namely 
to make this unit the biggest and finest in 
the country and just a little more co-ope
ration on the part of the members who 
have not already joined me would bring 
this end within our immediate reach. 

Let me suggest that every member get in 
touch with me, secure a few empty books 
and then during the balance of the summer 
fill and enter them. By so doing we could 
start the fall season with so much momen
tum that nothing would or could stop us 
from becoming the leading Exchange 

Ladies' Night 
Ladies' night was observed by the 

Washington Philatelic Society at the 
Carlton House on Wednesday night. 
Entertainment was provided by a 
committee headed by Mrs. W. C. 
Rice, assisted by Miss Irene Pistoria 
and Miss Alice B. Cilley. 

Dr. Haworth called the meeting 
to order and presented Mrs. Rice, 
who outlined the program. Miss 
Pistoria introduced as the speaker 
Earl A. Trager, of the Bureau of 
Research and Education, N ational 
Park Service, who spoke on national 
parks. The lecture was illustrated 
by scores of handsome pictures. The 
national park issue of stamps of 
1934 was an event of unusual im
portance and the series was in com
memoration of national park year. 
The speaker referred to the scenes 
depicted on the stamps. 

The women of the clubs of Wash
ington exhibited many of their 
stamps and covers. Among the 
stamps displayed were the follow
ing: Mrs. C. L. Manning, United 
States Offices in China, 1919 issue, 
Philippine issues, and many rare and 

Medium. If there are any doubts or ques
tions in anyone's mind let him write to me 
and 1' II refer him to enough of our fell ow 
members who are pleased with the results 
they have had to satisfy even the most 
skeptical. 

Please remember that it is more to your 
benefit than to mine to wake up and get 
busy. This is your exchange department 
and I am merely the manager. If you are 
a true collector you surely want to see your 
collection grow and this is one of the best, 
easiest and leas t expensive ways available 
to you. 

117 hat do you say? 
MONTROSE ERNST, Exchange Manager, 

99 assau St., N. Y. C. 

interesting United States and for
eign covers; Mrs. M. L. Wilson 
early United States on covers and 
early cancellations of unusual inter
est; Miss Cilley, block of four "of 
the 1928 Australian Philatelic Exhi
bition stamp, cover of the first Aus
tralian autogiro flight at Melbourne 
in November, 1934, MacArthur 
1934 stamps, and acirplane labels; 
Miss H elen Voorhees, first flight air 
mail covers; Miss Pistoria, stamps of 
the Italian States of Tuscany and 
two Sicilies, the Vatican City issues 
of 1929 to 1931 , and the National 
Park stamps with a large United 
States map showing the parks, and 
Mrs. Rice, N ational Park precancels, 
and center line blocks of the stamps 
of March 15 . 

The program for the convention 
of the American Philatelic Society to 
be held at the Carlton August 12 to 
15 is practically completed. A trip 
to the Bureau of Engraving and 
Printing, with lunch and the con
vention photograph will take place 
August 13. A tttip to Arlington 
and Mount Vernon is planned on 
the following day.-W ashington 
Post. 
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HOBBIES 
A beautiful, illustrated magazine for collcc· 

tors of stamps, coins, Indian relics, firearms 
books, curios, autographs, prints, antiques and 
scores of other interesting hobbies. 

Our subscription list includes the famous 
and near-famous, leading educators and out· 
sta nding business men and women who arc 
anxious to improve their time with cultural 
and absorbing hobbies. 

It is popular to have a hobby and read 

Hobbies 
SAMPLE COPY 10 CENTS 

TWELVE BIG ISSUES FOR $1.00 

LIGHTNER PUBLISHING CORP. 

2810 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill . 

READ 
Two of the World's Finest Stamp 

Magazines 
For On ly $1.50 a Year-Save Soc . 

Tiu Au•tralian Stamp Monthly 5/· per ann. 
and 

STAMP AND CovER COLLECTING $1.00 per ann. 
One publish rd at Melbourne, Australia, and 

the other at Richmond, Virginia, U. S. A.
nearly two extremes of the earth, but assuring 
you of all the news from everywhe re. With 
these two fine monthlies coming to your office 
or home twelve times a year, you have all the 
phi latelic news that 's worth whiTe. Subscribe 
now! 

Send your subscriptions to: 

Stamp and Cover Collecting 
109 E. Cary St., RICHMOND, VA. 

• 

Stamp Trade Protectln 
Association, Inc. 

A Bureau for Collection, 
Protection, Information, 

and Co-operation. 

KALAMAZOO , MICHIGAN, U. · 

MITCHELL-HOOVER 
BUREAU PRINT 

PRECANCEL CATALOG 
15th Edition 

Published August, 1935 
75 CENTS POST FREE 

s. G. RICH 

VERONA, NEW JERSEY 

RIO GRANDE FILATELICO 
Intern"1ional Rwitw for Siami Collutor1. 

Postcards, Numismatics, Esparanto. 
Members throughout the world, particularly 

America. 
Official organ of the "Socicdade Filatclica 

Rio Grandense." 
Specimen copy will he sent on receipt of 

S cents in unused stamps, to cover the COit 
of mailin1t. 

DR. BENJAMIN CAMOZATO 
RUA DOS ANOUDAS, 1431, 

PORTO ALEGRE, BRAZIL 
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Dear C. S. A .'s: 

E VERY one of you, I trust, is 
off on a vacation-away from 
·the sizzling heat thait is curl

ing ev·ery one of my full sheets of 
o. g . "Tens" and Frame-Lines
while I am here, glued to the edi
torial tripod, questioning the sanity 
of that fool poet who whined about 
"The Good Old Summertime." But 
why fret and fume about the heat? 
N obody seems inclined to do any
thing about it. Might as well grin 
and bear it and look forward to the 
cool Autumn days. All disagree
able and uncomfortable things come 
to an end someti.mes, you know, ex
cept the Depression, increased taxes 
and interest-due dates. 

Our little, select Alliance is grow
ing nicely. The fo llowing additional 
collectors of Confederates have 
come into our circle since t he last 
report, and we ex•tend a real hearty 
welcome to them. We hope that 
their benefit from associating with 
us will equa,l our pleasure of having 
them in our midst. We welcome: 

Lieut.-Col. Harrie S. Mueller, 145 Main St., 
Wichita, Kans. 

W ill iam S. Ahern, 102 East Franklin St., 
Richmond, Va. 

Charles L. H ofmann, 901 West Grace St., 
Richmond, Va. 

Dr. D on Preston Peters, Medi.cal Arts .Bldg. , 
Lynchburg; - v a. 

Branch B. Morgan, 1534 Park Avenue 
Richmond, Va. ' 

Milton Moses, 91'6 Main St., Lynchburg, Va. 
J. McD. Wellford, 409 W. Franklin St., 

Richmond, Va. 
George F. Scheer, 1411 E. Main St. , Rich

mond, Va. 
Paul Ashburn, 224 S. Main St., W inston

Salem, N. C. 
Jos. W . Jones, 101 Pennsylvania Ave. , 

Bristol, Tenn. 
Robert S. Nelson, 635 Young St., Selma, Ala. 
August Dietz, Jr., 109 E. Cary St., Rich

mond, Va. 
Osca.r W. Brehmer, 5722 Broomall Ave., 

Philadelphia, Pa. 

NON·POLlTXCAL 

Raymond H . W eiH, 74 Neron Place, New 
Orleans, La. 

H on. A . H . Benners, 1414 H uncsvilie Ave .. 
Birmingham, Ala. · 

Roger G . W eill , 407 Royal St., New Or
leans, La. 

H enry C. Needham, 89 Hancock St., Brook
lyn, N. Y. 

Since we are all interested in 
Confederates, the most encouraging 
news concems the new and revised 
Catalog of these stamps, the publi
cation of which is now practically 
assured, thanks to the generous re
sponse from its friends all over the 
country and even in England, where 
Confederates have always been great 
favorites . 

It is vitally necessary that we have 
a Specialized Catalog of Confed
erntes-whether we coi.lect these 
stamps for the historic interest they 

hold, or for the sound investment 
they represent. A catalog most cer
tainly serves to stabilize values and 
keep alive interest-wherefore 1.t 1s 
to our advantage to support any 
movement along this line. 

The following letter has been re
ceived from our good friend, Mr. 
Birchall Hammer of Elkins Park, Pa. 
I am in favor of the "Button" -
what say you? 

ELKINS P ARK, PA ., July 20th, 1935. 

MY DEAR M R. D IETZ: 

Have received the membership card to 
the C. S. A.- many thanks. 

N ow, what we want i~ a lapel button 
corresponding to the emblem on the card. 
Let's put it up to a vote of the members! 

Very truly yours, 
BIRCHALL H AMMER. 

Now, let's have a list of names 
from you of every collector of Con
federates among your acquaintances 
and friends . Suggest to them that . 
they join our Alliance. 

W hat about a post-card ballot 
fo r a Pres ident and a Secretary
Treasurer? 

Fraternally yours, 
AUG. D IETZ. 

~mmmn11111111• "'' 111111111111111111111111 1111 111111011 .. 11111111 ~ . . .... . . . ... .... . .... . . . . .. .. .. ... ,,, , ,,,.,,11''!!' 

CONFEDERATE 
QUESTION AIRE APPLICATION 

N'ame (printedl------- -------------------------------- ------- -----------

1\ddress (residence) ---- - - - - -------------------------- ------------- - - ----
Business or Profession_ --------------------------------------------------
Do you collect Confederate stamps exclusively? _________________________ _ 

Do you prefer Confederate stamps to others?------- ---- ----- --- --------

How long have you coll ected stamps?---------------- ---------- - --------

Membership in what philatel ic societies?---------------------------~-----

Have you held office in philatelic societies?--------- - - - ------------------

To what extent do you deal in stamps? (a) Exchange stamps? ____________ . 
(b) Part-time dealer? ____________ , (c) Full-time dealer? ____________ , 

(d) Mail-order business at all?- -------------· 

Please give commercial references:-- -------------- ------- ----------------

'\Vould-~~-;.--c~-;.~-f~~-;,i;~i~g-~~l~t~~;-~~--;fe-al~~;-t~-~;ll-~~-;~~--;h;~-i~ 

your city P-------- ----------------- ---------------------------------
Please list on separate sheet names and addresses of others interested in 

Confederate stamps. 

Note-I am enclosing ___________ cents in postage to help defray organization 
expenses (not necessary for membership). 

~'"'''11'''''11''''''"'11''!11''''11''''''' ' '' ' '''''''''''''''"'''''' 11,,,,,11,,119,,,ll ,,,, ,ll,,,, ,m,11111111111m1111111111 ,, 11 ,,11,,, 11 11,,,,,,,,,,,, 11 ,,,,, , ,,,~ 
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Manchuria or Man
chukuo 

Colonel A. G . B. Buchanan raises 
an interesting point in a letter from 
which the following is an extract : 

"In the interests of consistency 
would it not be a good thing for 
Stanley Gibbons to lead the phila
telic world back to the word 'Man
churia" in place of 'Manchukuo' ? 

"Properly speaking Manchukuo 
(or more correctly Manchoukuo) is 
the romanisation of the Chinese 
name for what we have for many 
years called Manchuria. If we are 
to be consistent we ought to call 
China 'Chungkuo' and Mongolia 
'Mengku.' Apart from the correct
ness of the word, Manchuria is 
easily pronounced, and practically 
no one pronounces Manchukuo 
properly. 

"Sir R. F. Johnston (formerly 
tutor to the Emperor and now Pro
fessor of Chinese in London Uni
versity) alludes to this in his recent 
book, T wilight in the Forbidden 
City (p. 255) ." 

Personally I am all in favor of 
sticking to the old names as long 
as possible, and on the basis of 
Colonel Buchanan's information, 
G.S.M. and the Gibbons Catalog 
will revert to the use of the oB 
form "Manchuria" in future.
Gibbons' Stamp Monthly. 

U Special ~u:n;ner Bargains S 
No. Price No . Price 
190 30c, 1879 ... 70 1461 $1.00 P.P ...... 4S 
308 13c, 1902 .. . 18 2214 50c du e '79 ... 80 
407 7c, 1912 ... 24 22S6 !Oc du e 1911. .10 
430 7c, 1914 . .. 13 • 2403 6c env. '74 . ... 1S 
S73 $S, 1922 ... . SS 403 6 SOc. rev. ' 98 . .. 14 

Above ar e good quality, not seconds. 
Price-Li st Free. Postage extra under 7 Sc. 

R. J. LEWINSON 
825 West End Ave., New York, N. Y. 

BELGIUM BY 100 PIECES 
7S cent " Mourning" . ...... . . . .... .. . $ .2S 
7 S cent Leopold III. . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . .28 
1914, 3S cent Exhib. .. .. . .... . . . . . .. .40 
1894, 25c. " Antwerp" , mint. . ... .... . .25 

Bargains offer all countri es free (wholesale). 

JULIARD (s. P. A., A. P. s.) 
12 rue Emile Claus, Brussels, Belgium 

ST AMP AND COVER COLLECTING 

only $1 the year. Subscribe now. 

WASHINGTONIANA 
Send me 100 used commemoratives, 150 pre

cancels or 28c. in mint commemoratives and 
I will send you a newspaper dated December 
31, 1799 containing George Washington's 
death and funeral notices. 

H. 0. DOUGLASS 

Box 50, Hot Springs, Ark. 

Sell at Auction 
l'.JS!"'i Fine material desired fo r our 

'1017 ;:,;~ ~/,~'/!. w/ s~~~c~v~~ti'::~ 
in Washington and w ill be 
pleased to di1cuss our auction 
terms, etc. 
23 years of unreserved PUB
LIC SALES means "service 
and 1atisfaction" in ou r 
"AU CT I 0 N WITH AC

TION." 

M.OHLMAN 
1160 Nassau St., N. Y. C. 

To Stamp Clubs 
Want to make some money for 

the Club, kick up some excitement 
and make buyers happy? If so, let 
me tell you what some other clubs 
have done with those British West 
India and Central America Packets 
I have been offering here. 

A C. TOWNSEND 
6229 Eddy Street, CHICAGO, ILL. 

Be Sure to Advertise in 
ST AMP AND COVER 

COLLECTING 
Rates very reasonable for the first four 

months, after which they will probably advance. 

One Inch .......... . . . ....... $ 1.00 
Two Inches . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.00 
Third Page . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9.00 
Full Page . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 27 .00 

Copr must be in by the 15th of the month 
preceding date of issue. The circulation will 
amaze you. 

Stamp and Cover Collecting 
RICHMOND, VA. 

READ ... 

Colonial and Revolutionary 
Posts 

BY HARRY M. K0Nw1SER 
One of the most exhaustive and comprehen

sive books1 written in a delightful, fascinating 
style, on the American PO!tal System from the 
earliest times through the Colonial and Revolu
tionary Periods. A book that should be in 
the possession of every philatelist and library. 

Price $2.00 Postpaid. 
THE DIETZ PRESS 

109 E. CARY STREET 
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA. 

NO "BUTS" __ _ 
There are no " buts" attach ed to 
ELBE accessori es. They are low
priced a11d of fin est quality. They 
a re beautifully mad e and durable. 
You ca n be sure of comp lete satisfac
tion wh en choosing ELBE blank Al
bums, Stock Books, A pproval Cards. 

Send for 40-page Catalog SP. 

ELBE-Dept. C 
215GreeneSt.,N.Y.C. T~ 

~~~~~~~~~~~-~~====~~~ 

La rge complete 36-page list , including British 
North Ame rica, Arrow and Center.line blocks, 
used blocks, eic. --

U. S. LIBRARY 
Vol. I. Issues 1847-69 . . ............... $ .50 
l 'ol. 11. !mies 1870-93................ . 50 
Vol. Ill. Issues 18H-1900 . . . . ........... SO 
Vol. IV. 20 th Century, Complete ... . • .•. 1.00 

Thrse volumes are indispensable to every U.S. 
collector, w helher beginner or advanced student. 

11.LlJSTRATED LIST OF U.S. AND B.N.A. 
Prices Proofs, Telegraph stamps, Center lines, 
l'.JS!"'i etc. , SOc. 

\IDflsTANLEY GIBBONS, INC. 
JS z PARK ROW, NEW YORK, N. Y. 

25 misc. cacheted airmail covers; r S 
di ff. airport dedications ; 1 S di ff. first 
offici a 1 flights ; 7 di ff. FAM Flights; 
10 pilot-signed airmail covers; 20 diff. 
naval cancels and cachets; per lot 
$r.05 postpaid. Alaskan Emergency 
Star-Route Air Service covers, 5oc. ea. 

Multnomah Cover Service 
5526 Delaware, PORTLAND, OREG. 

What all do you need from 

ECUADOR 
Obtainable from PERRONE & CAMPANA. 

P. 0. Box 749 

GUAYAQUIL, ECUADOR, S. A. 

Old Collection 
Rich in British, French, Portu

guese Colonies, w.ith many stamps 
hard to find in stock. Selling at 
YJ catalog straight through. 

Will be glad to quote on want
lists and send approvals. 

A. C. TOWNSEND 
6229 Eddy Street, Chicago, Ill. 
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We Don't Read 'Em 
NEW YORK, N. Y., July 26, 1935. 

D EAR Sm: 
STAMP AND COYER COLLECTING, July, 

1935 issue, page 325, right column
Envelope Society. 

Where the heck have you been the las t 
ten years? There is a live and thriving en
velope society and has been for at least 
10 years, viz.: U. S. Envelope Society, 
Secretary: Knut E. Luttropp, Box 64, 
Brookline, Mass. 

T. D . Perry, ]. M. Bartels, D . H . Burr, 
R. H . Mason, and myself-mention only 
a few-have been active members a long 
time. :Among other things the Sociery pub
lishes up-to-date lists of current ,envelopes, 
which I have compiled and which I keep 
up rn dace by chronicles in Stamps. The 
latter has repeatedly mentioned the Sociery. 
Read your exchanges! 

Cordially, 
D . D . BEROLZHEIMER, P.]. A. 

Orchids for Graveman 

SAVANNAH, GA., July 17th, 1935. 

GENTLEMEN: 
Some short time ago I became a sub

scriber to your magazine and have gotten 
lots of pleasure and information out of 

same. Being new in the hobby I needed 
lots of both . 

Thru your columns I became acquainted 
with Mr. D. W. Graveman, of New York, 
who has been very fine to me, giving me 
all the details about events of which I 
would have been in total ignorance had I 
not had a friendly hand like his guiding me. 

In the rush and bustle of this present 
day I think bouquets should be given where 
they are deserved and in this spirit I am 
writing you about Mr. Graveman. Like 
Mr. Winchell I hand Mr. Graveman orchids. 

I enjoy reading the magazine and as long 
as I have the $1.00 it will go for a sub
scription. 

Wishing you continued success and look
ing forward to each issue of STAMP AND 
COVER COLLECTING, I am, 

Yours sincerely, 
Mrss THELMA <A. BERGIN. 

Must be Hot in Newbury 
NEWBURY, MASS., July 29, 1935. 

STAMP AND COYER COLLECTING, 
RICHMOND, VA . 
D EAR Sm: 

In some way a copy of the July issue 
of your publication was sent to me. I 
turned the first page and after reading the 
Editorial "A Ludicrous Faux Pas" I threw 
the paper in the waste basket. Political 
discussion has no place in a stamp paper, 
particularly lying and scurrilous discussion. 
See that I never get the magazine again. 

L. P. DODGE. 

------C8J1---

Subscribe now. Only $1 the year. 

~ ~-"Y"tfT'_,,,,....,_"f"I 100 Advance Subscriptions ll:fT'-.-."Yl:fT'-.~~ 
~\;.tSi_~.A(_~I Needed to Assure Pub licat ion .A(_~.A(_~~ 

~ 1936 Edition ~ 
~ Dietz Specialized Confederate Catalog ~ 

The publishers of STAMP AND COYER COLLECTING are pleased to ~· 
announce that the new and revised edition of this Specialized Catalog 
of the issues of the Confederate States of America will be ready far 
distribution this Fall. All pricings are bei ng revised according to ~ 
market conditions and all supp lemental material , and "finds" siuce the 
publication of the first edit ion, will be includ ed in the new volume. 

T he Catalog will list all known Prov isionals, I-landstamps, General ~ 
I ssues, Prison Letters, Department Frankings, Official Frankings, Plate 
and Stone Vari eties, and include chapters on Cancellations and Counter-
feits, as well as much other useful da ta. It is not only a catalog, but ~ 
an encyc lopedia for the co llector and dealer in Confed erates. The 
volume will be of ines timable value to every collector because of the 
diversfi ed information it romains on the various processes of stamp ~ 
manufacture. There will f>e over 1,000 illust ra tions and the text wi ll 
cover more than 500 pages. Size 3tix6 in., bound in fabrik oid, stamped. 

As only a limit ed quantity wi ll be printed of this edition orden; ~ 
should be placed now. The subscription price is $2.00 per copy post-
paid. After publication, $2 . 50 . Usual di scount to the trade. 

~ A very small number of the book ~ 
The Postal Service of the Confoderate States of /\ merica ~~-· 

remain. This volume will not be reprinted. Orders will be accepted 
as long as the supp ly lasts. Popu lar Styl e $10.00; Library Style 

r ~~ $15.00; deluxe Style $50.00 . LJ ;;, 
M include $1.00 extra with your order fpr a year's subscrip tion to ~ 
~ STAMP AND COVER CoLLECTINC-"The Golden Voice of Philately." ~ 

c.n STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING r~ -' 
~ ro9 East Cary Street R ICHMOND, V IRGINIA ~ 

~~~~:r!~I Jo~~:~Pc:7:~::::te I~~~~~~ 

Egypt 
Egypt, with her 12,7 50,918 

people, is one of the most interest
ing countries of the world. She is 
noted for her great kings, temples 
and monuments, her ancient civili
zation and Biblical interest, the 
Sphinx and the Pyramids. 

Egypt is one of the few countries 
who depict their history on their 
postage stamps. The 1-millieme 
stamp of 1914 shows the N ile River, 
which is mainly responsible for the 
country's agricultural products, as 
very libtle rain falls during the year. 

The ancient monuments, the 
Sphinx and Pyramids, appear on 
many of the early issues and on the 
4-mil. and 5-mil. values of the pic
torial set of 1914. In the same 
series we find the Colossi of Thebes 
on the 10-mil., while the 20-mil. 
shows the Pylon of the Temple of 
Karnak at Luxor. The 100-mil. 
gives us a picture of the carved fig
ures on the Rock Temple of Abu 
Simbel. 

The 15-mil. of 1922 bears a 
statue of the Monarch Rameses II. 
And on that of the 2-mil. of 1914 
we find a picture of the goddess Isis. 
The bird-headed god, Thoth, is de
picted on the Geographical issue of 
1925. Thus we have stamps relat
ing to the ancient religions of Egypt. 

The Naval Congress set gives us 
a view of the ancient Egyptian ship 
which is taken from one of the walls 
of the Temple of Deir el Bahari. 
The Palace of Ras el Tin is shown 
on the 3-mil. of 1914. The iarnous 
Citadel of Cairo is pictured on the 
50-mil. of the same issue. The 200-
mil. gives us a view of the great en
gineering feat, the Assouan Dam, 
which holds up the water of the 
Nile. The air-mail stamp of 1926 
shows a plane in fl ight over the 
Nile Delta. 

King Fuad-an ardent stamp-col
lector-is shown fi rst on the stamps 
of 1922 which bear Egyptian in
scriptions only while a few of her 
stamps have the inscriptions m 
French and English. 
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Classified advertisements under chis head
ing are 2 cenrs per word, 500 words for 
$8.00. Payable in advance. Copy muse be 
received 3 weeks before dace of issue. 

WANTED !-Uruguay No. 1 (60c. blue) good 
copy, no thin •pot•. State p rice. Aloo wanted Old 
G erman States. Wriu what you have, stating 
condition and price. EDITOR, STAMP A ND COVER 
COLLECTING, I 09 E. Cary St., Richmond, Va. 

GENERAL CATALOG OF U. S. POST
MARKS, 11 2 pages, 900 illustrations. Price $1.00. 
DELF NORONA, Chairman A. P. S. Handbook 
Committoe, Moundsville, West Virginia. [uf] 

WANTED- Southern States Stamp less Covers. 
Will pay cash, or trade Pennsylvania, New York, 
New EJ!&land covers. Send yours with T erms. 
KE NETH G. BENTZ, 1114 Citizens Southern 
Bank, Atlanta, Ga. 

25 MISCELLANEOUS cacheted airmail cov
ers, or 15 di ffercnt airport dedications, or 1 S 
different first official flight!, or 7 different FAM 
flights, or 10 Pilot-signed airmail covers, or 20 
different naval cancels and cachets for $1.05 per 
lot postpaid. Alaskan Emergency Star-Route Air 
Service covers, 50c. each. MULTNOMAH COV
ER SERVICE, 5526 Delaware, Portland, Oregon. 

30 DIFFERENT Fine Classified Minerals, $1.00. 
5 different fine polished, genuine Gem Stones, 55c. 
10 different perfect Flint A rrowheads, 35c. 10 
different Fort111n Coins, 15c. 5 different perf ect 
genuine Birdpornts, 30c. Genuine photo Billy the 
Kid, Wild B ill, 15c. Stamps, Covers, Bonks1 

Beadwork, Curios. Illustrated Catalog, 6c. IN
DIAN MUSEUM, Northbranch, Kansas. [pj) 

Classilied Ads 

WANTED- PARKS USED.-Will pay 20 
cents per set for Parks stamps, used, well-cen
tered, lightly cancelled, no straight-edges-perfect 
pieces. Address: "J. B." care Editor STAMP A ND 
CovER COLLECTING, 109 E. Cary St., Richmond, Va. 

WANTED TO BUY a quantity of unused 
Confederates at very rca.sonable prtces. Chea_per 
grades desired. Statt- quantity and prices. "Col
lector A,'' Care STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING. 

WILL TRADE a good lot of duplicates for a 
full stock, curly maple Kentucky rifle. Send com
plete description of gun. In return will send list 
of stamps. Address "Collector B," Care STAM P 
AND COVER COLLECTING. 

FOR NAVAL, Old Ironsides and Macon coven 
of the finest write W. G. CROSBY, P. 0. Box 
602, San Pedro, California. 

WANTED TO BUY #36 and #59 Colombian 
Republics on or off cover. "Collector G," Care 
STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING. 

10 OR MORE different revenues, catalog $1.00 
or more'rfor 35c. (coin). Satisfaction guaranteed. 
ROBER KELLY, 204 Spring St., Nashville, Tenn. 

10 DIFFERENT Arrowheads, perfect-35c.; 
35 different fine Classified Minerals-$1.25; 
10 different fine Foreign Coins-1 5c;.i. 10 different 
fine Cachet Covers--45c. Scraper, 1 anner, Stun
ner, Knife-all 25c. Large Illustrated Catalog- Sc. 
LEMLEY CURIO STORE, Northbranch, Kansas. 

[pjj] 

Does a nybody know the present address of J. D. 
LLOYD, formerly of Washington, D. C. Address, 
Business Manager, STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING. 

II!I!!1] 

REMEMBER, STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING is 
giving a 20-word classifiod advertisement FREE 
for each annual new, renewal or extension sub
scription to this maga:r,ine. Send $1.00 and a 
20-word classified advertisement TODAY. 

SEND 75c. FOR YOUR COPY OF H UGHES' 
PHILATELIST'S INVENTORY, in which you 
can get the exact catalog value of you r collection1 
its sales worth1 and also list it for appraisal anct 
insurance. This Inver. :ory book is just as essentia l 
as your album or catalog. Sent postpaid. Order 
from the originator: A. J. H UGHiES, Box 330, 
Wyoming, ew York. 

U. S. 572-73, good copies. Both 75 cents. No 
punched or initialed. Mailed in Commemorative 
Cover. PRl NCE WARREN, 604Y, North Cl a rk 
St., Chicago, Ill. [pa] 

I HAVE A 3c. 1869 COVER with the Collep;e 
of Vi' illiam and Mary illustrated on the face. An 
unusual item and distinctlv an excellent piece fo r 
collectors of imprint and Americana covers. M ake 
offers. Address: T. F. ROGERS, care Peninsular 
Bank & Trust Co., Williamsburg. Va. [cas] 

WILL TRADE FINE DIAMONDS for fine 
U . S. stamps. U. S. stamps bought. PAUL 
ASHBURN, 224 South Main St., Winston-Salemj 
N. C. [ ca 

WANTED TO BUY a quantity of General 
Issues Confederate stamps on and off cover. 
COLLECTOR K, STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING. 

W ILL EXCHANGE unused U. S. 20th century 
for fine old U. S., foreign and Confederates. 
COLLECTOR M, STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING. 

"""""'"""""""""""""""""~ 

BOYS WANTED 
I want 500 junior stamp collectors to 

enroll in the S. C . C. SALES 
CLUB right away. 

There are no dues and no expense to you, but many good things await every 
boy after becoming a member. 

You can earn cash money by which you can build a fine collection. You can also earn any 
of the many wonderful stamp prizes listed in the Summer Prize Bulletin-all by obtaining 
regula r subscribers to STAMP AND CovER CoLLECTING right in your own neighborhood. 

YOU GET CASH PROFITS ON EVERY SALE. 

Join Now! Mail this coupon today! 
I will get you enrolled and started quickly. 

T ED THOMPSON, STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING, 

109 E. CARY ST., RICHMOND, VA. 

DEAR PRIZE MAN: 

You bet I want to earn those stamp prizes and cash. 
and sample copies quickly. 

Send my membership card, full instructions 

N ame_·---·---·-·-·-·---·----------·····························-···-····-·······-·········-······-·-·-Age _______________ _ 

Street -·· .......... ··-···· ......... ·-· ..... ·····-········-··--···-·-·-·-·-·-------·---City ..... ·-·-···-··--···--·-·· ....... ·-·········-·-··- State----·-··-·-·-·--····----

( Have D.ad or Mother sign the following statement.) 
I shall be delighted to have my son become a member of your Club and take advantage of your offer: 

···-···-···-·-········-···········-··-···-·-·---·-···--- ············-···-··········--···-·············--·-·--·-·-············-···- ( P arent) 

~!!i!fl !!!lf!!lll!'ili!ii!l'!!!!!l!llfllli!!!ii!!f!! !!11 11 1!i!!I"!! '"'"'' "''' '"'' '' "'''"' ' ''''''"''"'''''"'''''"'''''"''''''''"''''''"''''"'''""'"''''i!!liiiiiill!lll!lil!!illlll••1111111111•11••!1 il l!lliiiiilliiii!!lii il il!lliiiiiiilli ii lil!l lll•11111~ 
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A Dar~ain for t~e Dealer or (olledor 
I have the following stamps for immediate sale, to any one or more parties w h o send their 

remittance first, at the following prices: 

Washington Bicentennials 

Complete sheets, and parts of sheets, of the 4c., Sc., 6c ., 7c., Sc. and 9c. may still be secured at 20% above face. 

There are no more copies available of the Yzc., le., 1 Yzc ., 2c., 3c. and lOc. Please do not order these items. If 
you need any that are still on hand, better order immediately as the supply will not last long. I still have sheets of the 
3c. Penns and Websters . These may be had at 15% above face. 

Most of the above are well centered, but as usual som e stamps on each sheet are not any roo good. They are offered 
as they are and cannot be pi cked. 

Y orktown Sesquicentennial 
There are a few stamps in broken lots. These are not well centered and are offered at 15% above face . 

Ord ers for Jess than $1.00 will not be accepted. Postage or registration must accompany each order. Remittances 
must be made by money order, payable to STAMP AND COVER. COLLECTING. 

ADDRESS: 

" Collector," care STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING, 109 E. Cary St., Richmon d , Virgin ia 

A Few Cover Bargain s 
Special I ss ue of March 15- Special Prin ted Envelope with all 

20 varieties . . . . . . . $5.00 
Only 250 made ; only five left. 

lSOth Anniversary George Washington Resigning Commission. 
Postmarked Annapolis, Md., Dec. 23, 1933 .20 

Cover postmarked "U. S. S. Patoka, Governors Conference, July 
4, 1925,'' with handstam p back and front "Air Mail Service 
Via U. S. S. Shenandoah" 12.00 

Philatelic Agency Service 
The best stamps ava ilable at Philatelic Agency at 10 per cent over 

face (with a minimum service charge of 35 cents) on orders of l ess than 
$25.00, and 5 per cent over face on orders over $25.00 (with a minimum 
service charge of $2.50). Postage and Reg istration extra. 

WILLIAM T. RALEY, 
219 Stewart Building, 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 

Join The 
RAINBO FRIENDSHIP CLUB 

World-wide membership. 
Rainbo Boos/tr Journal official Club paper. 

Dues only SOc. per year. 
Send in your membership to--

MICHAEL FLE ISCHHACKE R 
1642 No. Fairfield Ave., Chicago, II I. 

F OR A BEG INNING I N 

BUREAU PRINTS 
WE SUGG EST A PACK E T 

For instance : 
No. 227 400 different ............. .. . $ 3.00 
No. 228 7 50 different . ............. .... 15.00 

INTRODDCTION to Precancel Collecting
a 16 page booklet of the necessary information 
on Precanceis-25c. postpaid. 

HOOVER BROTHERS 
126 1 Broadway, Room 811, NEW YORK. 

KEEP IN TOUCH WITH INDIAN 
PHILATELY THROUGH 

Th e 
INDIAN P.HILATELIC 

ADVERTISER 

b========:===========~ 
fodia11 and Native States finest 

stamp monthly. 

THE BUREAU SPECIALIST 

A monthly publication of .the Bureau 
Issues Association. Devoted exclusively 
to United States stamps. Serious collec
tors please write for sample copy. 

WEST SOMERVILLE, MASSACH USETTS 

VAHAN MOZIAN, INC. 
MONTHLY STAMP AUCTIONS 

Catalogue Upon Request. 

10 East 39th St., NEW YORK 

Subscribe now. Only $1 the year. 

NEW I SSUES AIR M AIL EDITORIALS 
CONFEDERATES COM MEMORATIVES 

BARGAINS 

Everything that the collector wants. 

Address: INDIAN PHILATELIC 
ADVERTISER 

Chetrode, E rode, Coimbatore, S. India 



STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING 

Not a Single Complaint 
Only Satisfied Buyers 

The unusual and distinctive covers listed below have been purchased by several hundred collectors
many have re-ordered-with perfect satisfaction. If you are dissatisfied af ter making a purchase, return in 
ten days and your money will be refunded immediately. H ere they are: 

Williamsburg -Richmond Post Rider Cover 
This cover was carried three years ago during the national celebration of Post Office Day. 

It left the office of The Virginia Gazette (where early Colonial mail was first officially used in 
the Colony) in Williamsburg, Virginia, by Post Rider and carried to the W .illiam and Mary 
Airport. Thence by plane to the airport at Fort Lee, Virginia, and then by United States mail 
truck to the Governor of Virginia at the Richmond P ost Office. Official permission was granted 
to these covers on this one occasion and they are the only official covers made during this nation
wide celebration. Each cover is postmarked "Williamsburg, Virginia," contains the corner card 
of the old Gazette, carries the label of the Post Rider, the plane cachet, the truck symbol, back
stamped "Richmond, Virginia," and addressed to the Governor. The covers are made in the style 
of the Colonial letter-sheets and are not alone interesting philatelically, but historically. The 
item makes a worth-while piece in any collection of early covers. While the supply lasts, 
$r.oo each. 

Jamestown, Virginia 
So much history is woven around the first permanent Engl.ish se ttlement in America and 

these covers are the first covers cacheted on this· historic si te. They are cancelled in green and 
purple on May 13, 1933 · The covers are parchment letter-sheets made by hand similar to those 
used during the Seventeenth Century and each .is sealed with a wafer. Within each cover will be 
found the official Proclamation of the Governor of Virginia for "Jamestown Day." Price per 
cover, 50 cents. 

Confederate Reunion Turned Wall Paper Cover 
Only five of these unique items remain for sale. They are made of wall-paper similar to the 

real things. A genuine Confederate stamp is affixed on the inside of the cover officially postmarked 
by the R ichmond P ostmaster June 21, r86z, and then postmarked on the outside the same day
just seventy years later. Official permissi_on was granted from Washington for this even t and we 
believe this to be the most rare of all modern historical covers. An excellent item for every col
lector of Confederates. An event that will never again be duplicated. First come, firs t served. 
Price, $s.oo each. 

ORDER BEFORE IT IS TOO LATE. 

Stamp and Cover . Collecting 
109 E. Cary Street Richmond, Virginia 
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CENTS 
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COUNTRIES 

1;¢ 
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William Lefew 
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PHILATELIC BOOKS 

The Postal Service of the 
Confederate States 

of America 
BY AUGUST DIETZ 

Popular Style binding 
Library Style • • • • 
De Luxe Style • • • 

• $10.00 
• 15.00 
• 50.00 

Specialized Confederate 
Catalog 

EDITED BY AUGUST DIETZ 

The first edition was J>Ublished in 1932 and· 
a Supplement in 1933. No further editions arc 
contemplated within the next six months. 

Pocket size. Bound in gray Fabrikoid. 

Catalog $2.00. Supplement $1.00. 
ALL BOOKS SHIPPED POSTPAID. 

STAMP AND COVER 
COLLECTING 

109 E. CARY ST., RICHMOND, VA. 

WE NEED AND WILL BUY 
Early United States Stamps, unused, 

used on or off cover. 
Price liberally and send to us for inspection. 

Prompt cash for what we can use. 

70 Nassau Street, New York, N. Y. 

NASSAU STAMP CO. 

STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING 

FREE! FREE! FREE! 
New Year's Trial Bargain Offer 

FREE! 30 different beautiful, pic
torial, genuine commemoratives, with 
6 months' trial subscription to the 
newsy, colorful, illustrated, 44-pages 
"Marconi's Monthly Stamp News," 
for only lSc. 

Marconi Publishing Co. 
73-3rd Place, BROOKLYN, N. Y. 

DAY BY DAY-.. 
Day by day the popularity of ELBE 
accessories increases. What else can 
merit this response, but the fine quali
ty and value of ELBE products. In 
your next purchase look into the 
ELBE line of Blank Albums, Ap-
r. roval Cards, Stock Books, etc. and 
earn for yourself the reason for their 

gro"ving popularity. 
Send for 40-page Catalog SP. 

ELBE-Dept. C THC@]), 
215GreeneSt.,N .Y.C. flBE 

1.INE 

REAL BARGAINS 
Send me your subscription to the STAMP 

AND COVER COLLECTING and a stamped envel
ope. I'll send you a packet of 25 good foreign 
stamps. Ten cents and stampe~ envelope 'Y1l1 
bring you a packet of 25 different foreign 
from my own collection. $1 bill and stamped 
envelope will bring you 90c. worth of mint 
U. S., sing les, pairs, blocks, plate numbers! 
commemoratives and airs from my persona 
collection. Satisfaction Guaranteed. 

JOSEPH CHARLES SALAK 
6348 Soun1 FAIRFIELD AVE., CHICAGO, ILL. 

A REAL BARGAIN ! ! ! 
For the Specializing Collector in Loose-Leaf Album Pages 

As long as they last, we offer the followi ng to the collector and dealer : 
No. 100 : A quadrilled sheet, artistically printed in two colors (pale blue 

and gray) for mounting of specialized collections. The full size of the sheet 
is 8x9Yz inches. The border (gray) is 5%x8 inches. The quadrilling is 
4-15/ 16x7-3/ 16 inches. The paper was specially made for these- pages and is 
equal to a 32-lb. ledger. There is ample margin on the left of the sheet for 
punching or inserting in any type of binder. 

Binders may be secured from various sources to fit this sheet, however we 
do not handle them. It is an excellent buy for the collector who is now special
izing or who wishes to properly mount his collection on very attractive pages. 

Prices: 100 sheets, or less, 3c. each. 100 to 250 sheets 2Yzc. each. 250 or 
more 2c. each. 

No. 200: This sheet is quadrilled, like above, with a very handsome gray 
border. The sheet size is lOxll inches, and the border size is 63,4x8Yz inches. 
The paper for this was also specially made and is equal to a 100-lb. Index board. 

For specialized collections we believe this No. 200 is without a parallel. 
It makes a very attractive page for artistic mounting. Ample margin is on the 
left-hand side for punching or inserting into any cover. Binders may be secured 
to fit this size sheet, however we do not sell them. 

Prices: 100 sheets, or less, Sc. 100 to 250 sheets 4c. 250 or more 3Yzc. each. 
Samples will gladly be sent upon request for 3c. 

ST AMP AND COVER COLLECTING 

109 EAST CARY STREET RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 

PERCY G. DOANE 
608-9 Tribune Bldg. 

154 Nassau Street, 
NEW YORK CITY. 

Auction Sales 
a Specialty 

Catalogues Free on Request. 

~~~ BOSTON 
AUCTION SALES 

I hold auctions regularly in Boston, and 
would be glad to send my Catalogues to any 
Collector applying for them. 

I am always in the market for collections, 
U. S. or B. N. A. which I will buy for cash 
outright, or sell at private sale, or at auction 
on a commission basis. If desired, a liberal 
advance against pending sales will be allowed 
on any desirable items. 

DANIEL F. KELLEHER 
Room 404 

7 WATER STREET, BOSTON, MASS. 

URUGUAY 
I offer Uruguay in Quantities of 1, 

10, 100, 1,000, and larger, at prices 
that defy competition. Largest stock 
in Uruguay. 

ESTEBAN WEINBERGER 

Vazquez 1252, Montevideo, Uruguay, 
South America. 

EL PE RU FILA TELICO 
Bi-Monthly Review 

Official Organ of the "Centro Filatelico" of PerU 
In every number articles on the different 

issues of PerU, as well as a General Catalo~ue 
of the Stamps of Peru, in Spanish and Enghsh. 

Membership subscription, per annum, U. S. 
$1.0(;-(one U. S. Dollar} . 

Address all correspondence regarding sub
scriptions and ad vertisements to 

APARTADO No. 2177 
LIMA, PERU, S. A. 

Stamps from England 
It w ill pay you to see our approv al books. of 

British Colonials. \Ve a re continually breaking 
up fine old collections, and good stamps only 
are included (no le. and 2c. stut!). Our prices 
are reasonable. Hundreds of U. S. A. clients 
are seeing our books reg ularly. Why not you ! 
A good bank or business reference is absolutely 
.essential. It saves time to enclose the reference 
with your letter. 

Our list of "LOTS" will be se11t free 011 
application, and you w ill find this a very 
cheap w ay of buying. 

H. A. L. HUGHES & CO. 
19 Church Street 

Peterborough, England 
(S. P. A. 6236- A. P. S. 12066) 
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~l1i~'.$f ~r Alan Art!i~nr 
of l14trmont 

~ iV~ntg---f ir$f ,Prg;$ib~nt of th~ 1Jlnit~b ,$taf g;$ 
..6orn at fairfi~tb, u~rmont, Odob~r -;, fS~o 

1'i~b at N~w tr ork <Citg, Nov~mb~r •S1 mss~ 

Ag~ 1~ tr~ar$ 

~ 
Chester Alan Arthur, twenty-first President of the United States, was born October 5, 1830, 

at Fairfield, Vermont. H e was the eldest of nine children of the Reverend William Arthur
who had come to the United States a few years before, after graduating from Belfast College 
in Ireland-and of his wife Malvina Stone, the granddaughter of a New Hampshire pioneer. 

When Chester was five years old the family moved to Greenwich, Washington County. 
There, at Union Village, his school days began. From here he was sent to Schenectady, N . Y., 
to prepare for college. At fifteen he entered the Sophomore class at Union College and at 
once became popular with his ' associates, conspicuous for being able to "argue without losing 
his temper." He taught school for two terms while in college. Graduating at eighteen, he 
entered the Ballston Spa Law School, remaining but a few months, then returning to Lansing
burg where he continued his law studies while tutoring boys preparing for college. From 1851 
to 1853 he was principal of an academy at North Pownal, Vermont. Saving up a few hun
dred dollars, he decided to locate in New York, entering the office of Erastus Culver as a law 
student, and was aqmitted to the bar this same year. Shortly after he became a member of 
the law firm of Culver, Parker and Arthur. 

An ardent anti-slavery partisan, he helped organize the N ew York State Militia, and 
when the War Between the States began, he was appointed Quartermaster-General and equip
ped State troops for service at the front. In 1871 he was appointed Collector of the Port 
of New York. In 1880 he was delegate-at-large to the Republican National Convention and 
led the fight to name General Grant for a third term, and in the interests of harmony was 
placed on the ticket for Vice-President. 

He succeeded to the Presidency upon the death of President Garfield. 
Arthur married Ellen Lewis Herndon of Fredericksburg, Virginia, the daughter of Com-

mander William Lewis Herndon of the U. S. Navy, who, in 1851, explored the Amazon River. 
There were three children-W. 1. H. Arthur, who died in infancy; Chester Alan Arthur, Jr., 
and Ellen Herndon Arthur. Mrs. Arthur died before her husband became President. The I 
mistress of the White House in Arthur's Administration was his sister Mary, wife of John E. 

,., I McElroy of Albany, N. Y. 
Arthur's portrait has never appeared on a United States stamp. I 1 I I_-. ----------~ 

~~-~~~~~~ 
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In Our Next Issue 

With the opening of the Fall Season, 
and the renewed activity everywhere, 
STAMP AND (OVER (OLLECTING will 
l}eep abreast of all the happenings in 
the far-flung fields of our hobby, keep
ing its readers informed, while pro
moting the spread of Philately. 

,Mr. Perry's serial "Why Collect 
Stamped Envelopes?" is proving a 
stimulating force in this long neglected 
but most interesting field of collecting. 
The story continues in our next number. 

Several interesting and instructive 
manuscripts on stampic subjects are 
held in reserve to make the September 
number unusually attractive. 

"Gleaning Across the Pond" and 
our "Washington Newsreel" will keep 
us posted on the happenings at home 
and abroad. 

The usual crop of news and events 
will be posted for the Naval Cancel
lations and Airmail collectors. 

We hope to present other conven
tion news from Chicago and St. Louis 
next month. 

The Editor may have another story 
about Typographed Confederate Pro
visionals. 

Soule Smith will tell us more of the 
fun to be had in collecting triangular 
stamps. 

All the regular features will appear. 

In This Issue 
~ 

What the Colonel Thinks 

Macon's Quartet of Locals 

New Zealand Jubilees 

My Greatest Thrill in Stamp Collecting 

Why Collect Stamped Envelopes? 
(Continued) 

American Philatelic Society Co~vention 

American Airmail Society Convention 

Fun in Collecting Triangles 

Gleanings Across the Pond 

Speeding the Mail Through the Ages 

What Becomes of all the Stamps and Covers 

Interview by James Waldo Fawcett 

Adventures in Philately 

Pittsylvania Variety 

Confederate Stamp Alliance 

Airmail and Cachet News Naval Cancellations 

Addenda 

Club News Our Monthly Puzzle The Forum 

en,.===================================================~ 

STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING, published monthly by The Dietz Press, 109 E. Cary" St., Richmond, Va., U. S. A. 
Subscription, $1.00 per year ; Canada and Foreign, $1.50. Advertising, $1.00 per inch. Entered as second-class matter 
Nov. 1, 1924 at the Post Office at Richmond, Va., under the Act of March 3, 1879. Copyright 1933 by The Dietz Press. 

411 AUGUST DIETZ, Editor. AUG. A. DIETZ, JR., Associate Editor and Business Manager. ... et 
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In Washington 

W ITH more success than the proverbial flea, who 
planned to save up enough to buy himself a 
dog, I collected a sufficient number of subscrip

,tions to this uplift magazine to defray the fare to 

Washington and back. I did not stay to take part in the 
political seances of the Convention-it was hot enough 
in Farleytown without getting into that simoom. 

Whenever I attend these gatherings it is with the 
sole object of meeting again with old friends of other 
years and greeting those of the younger generation 
who, too, beoome part of the pleasant memories I take 
home with me. All this I accomplished and said adieu 
"while merriment was at its height." 

The attendance at the Convention was gratifying; 
the stamp exhibit, while not large, attracted many dele
gates and visitors, the President's colleGtion, of course, 
forming the cynosure; the visit to the Bureau of Print
ing and Engraving, with the courteous and intelligent 
guidance provided, proved most instructive, and the 
lunoheon served in that great institution was most 
palatable-in fact, the entire program arranged by the 
Washington Club, as host to the American Philatelic 
Society on the occasion of its Golden Jubilee Conven
tion, was well planned and carried out. All praise to 
our good friends in the Capital City. 

One of the pleasant events at the opening session 
was the brief address by the Hon. Harold Ickes, Secre
tary of the Interior, who does not claim to be a "Phila
telist"-but just an every-day general collector. He 
was cheered to the echo. 

Another incident marked the first assembly: ex
Presiden.t Herbert Hoover's application for membership 
was presented and favorably received amid applause. 
Thus the A. P. S. may boast of two Presidents of the 
United States on its roll. 

The balloting resulted in the election of Mr. Eugene 
Klein to the presidency for the coming term. It was a 
gracious tribute to the man who has done much for 
American Philately. His lieutenants, too, are well 
selected, and 1936 should prove a banner year in the 
annals of l1he Society. 

There is but one objectionable feature. We stage our 
stamp conventions in August, just at the time when old 
Sol focusses his blessings right down on the spot where 
we gather. If we pushed the events thirty days forward, 
I think it would please everybody, and at the same time 
reduce our laundry bill. Omaha, Nebraska will be the 
1936 Convention City. 

action. to current 
events as they re
late to Philately 
and the welfare 
of her followers. 

~G·--------•;,': 

Wanted - and Wanted Badly 
Several months ago I printed the translation, in part, 

of an article that appeared in a widely circulated Aus
trian philatelic magazine in which the writer indulged 
in a scathing criticism of American philately, calling 
attention in particular to the negligible contributions in 
the field of research by students of our country. The 
first reaction to this Philippic was one of resentment, 
but upon calm analysis we were compelled- though 
reluctantly-to confess that there was considerable 
justification for the strictures administered. It is galling 
to be classed among the mentally retarded; but when 
we review our philatelic publications we are forced .to 
admit the deplorable paucity of original research. 

There are, however, quite a number of earnest stu
dents in our country- men who are just as competent 
as their European contemporaries-who look upon 
Philately as a science, and who have made a thorough 
study of some particular country's issue, and are just as 
qualified to write on their chosen subject-but, un
fortunately, they do not come forward and make known 
their achievements. 

This condition must change. I personally know of 
several earnest students who have given years of re
search and study to the stamps of certain countries, and 
to single issues of the United States and of the Confed
eracy, but modesty prevents their offering the results to 
the press. I have been urging these students to contri
bute their manuscripts to STAMP AND COVER COLLECT
ING, and it is hoped that they will finally decide to do 
this. In the meantime the general invitation is extended 
to subm'it such studies to the Editor for publication. 
Let's get out of the juvenile class, to which we have 
been assigned by our European critics. The stamps of 
our own and neighboring coun.tries offer a wide field 
for such studies. Let's go to it! 

STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING is a magazine for 
the earnest collector. It aims to present the best in 
philately-not merely Words-Words-Words, that offer 
as little of sustenance as matzes and wet water. 
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BreakersAhead-and New Stamps 
Europe's cauldron of devil's brew is beginning to 

simmer again, and there is danger of the lid blowing 
off at any moment. 

Italy, short-changed in .the division of the loot at 
Versailles, and following the precedent long ago sanc
tioned by her land-grabbing neighbors, is determined 
to claim the last remaining, unstaked fat slice of 
African territory-the independent kingdom of Abys
sinia-in order to gain an outlet for her fast growing 
population and, incidentally, the markets and raw ma
terial so necessary to her industrial life. Besides, there 
is the old score of Adowa to wipe out. 

This campaign, to be inaugurated whenever Mr. 
Mussolin'i decides to advance-and he will not be 
swerved from his purpose-would, per se, be of no 
great importance to the world, were it not for the fact 
that Italy is getting uncomfortably close to the preserves 
of Great . Britain and France, who believe themselves 
divinely endowed with the keepership of the Dark 
Continent, since appropriating to .themselves the former 
German colonies. 

And so, there is again a case of jitters developing in 
the chancellories of the former members of the Plunder
bund, and again "hands-across-the-sea" are reaching out 
Americaward to "feel Uncle Sam's pulse" if, per 
chance, he might be lured into another Quixotic expedi
tion .to "Make Africa Safe for Democracy" (and its 
present squatters) . 

The old boy, generally afflicted with meddler's itch 
and subject to altruistic world-saving emotions, seems, 
up to this time, little inclined to heed .their yammerings. 
He is still sitting on an eiderdown cushion as a result 
of his last bumping. Besides, he has learned many 
lessons since 1917, and is at present intent on straight
ening out .the tangles into which his own nephews 
have twisted themselves. 

Strangely, we learn nothing whatever concerning 
Germany's attitude on these questions. Well, she has 
heeded my advice: to sit still in the boat, remembering 
the old adage, "When .thieves fall out, honest men get 
their dues," and when this coming war is over, and the 
smoke clears away, she will have annexed Austria, taken 
back Alsace, closed the Polish Corridor, and recovered 
her lost colonies without the firing of a gun or the loss 
of a single life. 

Then prepare for new sets of stamps galore! 

Poor Haile Selassie 
Oh, Haile Salassie, I fear me you hassie 

Prayed for the Cup's Passing in vain 
11 Duce, he massie much men to harassie, 

But-maybe you get him again! 

War on Counterfeiters 
At last some decisive action seems about to be taken 

toward the rounding up of counterfeiters and stamp 
racketeers- that set of Pariahs who prey upon the fol
lowers of our hobby and mulot the trusting collector. 
Chief Moran of the Secret Service has given assurance 
.that his department will take up and prosecute all cases 
of this kind brought to his attention. The Hon. Harold 
Ickes, Secretary of the Interior, in his address to the 
Convention of the American Philatelic Association in 
Washington, voiced the hope that Philately would rid 
itself of this cancerous growth and keep collecting clean. 

STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING, long ago, has de
clared uncompromising war on these outcasts and 
intends to persecute them relentlessly. 

The man who will "create" rarities by the trimming 
of a perforated stamp, or the perforating of an imper
forate---or the printing and sale of imitations under 
the guise of "reprints"- is a crook, and should be 
exposed and shunned by all decent stamp collectors. 

American Phila,tely is honeycombed with the pro
ducts of this ilk. It is time that we have a clean-up. 

Death of Dr. Richard A. Metcalf 
Virginia collectors especially will be grieved to learn 

of the death of Dr. Richard A. Metcalf, which occurred 
at his home in Clarksville, Ga. on the night of Saturday, 
August 10th. Dr. Metcalf was in his seventy-first year. 

Born in Damariscotta, Maine, Dr. Metcalf had lived 
in Richmond for many years as editor of the high 
school depar.tment of the B. F. Johnson Publishing Co. 
He was a recognized authority on text books. 

Dr. Metcalf was affiliated with the Richmond Stamp 
Club, and even after leaving the city to retire to his 
country home in Georgia he retained his membership 
and never failed to visit the club when in Richmond. 

A gentleman of the old school-cultured, generous 
and broadly tolerant-he had endeared himself to all 
with whom he came in contact. 

Dr. Metcalf is survived by his widow and a son, A. 
Mitchell Metcalf, of Indian Springs, Ga., to whom our 
deepest sympathy goes out in their sore bereavement. 

Mills and Milreis 
At last we' re catching up with Brazil and her "Reis," 

one thousand of which make 1 milreis. When we get 
our "Midget Money" our dollar will split to the same 
fraction. And then n1 get even with that chesty stamp 
clerk who forces me to accept a Yz-cent stamp as 
change, when I buy a l Yz sticker. In future I'll insist 
"Gimme five mils, mister-and be quick about it!" 
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"Stamp Collecting for Profit" 
Whenever Col. Ralph A. Kimble essays to write on a 

stamp subject the text is well worth a morocco binding. 
His latest brochure-and one that will appeal to 

ninety percent of our fraternity-bears the above allur
ing title-and the contents fully justify the caption. 
There is so much meaty matter crowded into the 68 
pages, that even a casual review would stretch beyond 
the space over which I am permitted to ramble. There
fore just a facetious paragraph taken at random from 
the Introduction: 

Stamp collecting is first of all a game, a pastime, a pleasure, 
and I believe that should be the principal object of engaging in 
the pursuit. I do not advise the average person to start collecting 
stamps just for the money there is in it, because he is likely to 
make so much money that he will lose sight of the pleasure of the 
game, and stamp coUecting started out as a pleasant game, and 
still is that to many collectors. 

Few men, I dare say, are better qualified to write 
authoritatively on this subject, and I predict this first, 
numbered edition of 1,000 copies will be exhausted 
"before you can say 'Jack Robinson'." 

The book is "Beverly Handbook Number One" and 
published by the Educational Committee of the Beverly 
Hills Philatelic Society, 10410 S. Maplewood Ave., 
Chicago. Unfortunately I cannot find the price printed 
an_)(where-but send a signed check, you will not be 
disappointed. 

The Stamp Auction Reporter 
We welcome to our desk The Stamp Auction Re

potter, a semi-monthly magazine devoted entirely to 
the publication of prices realized in stamp auctions. 
Mr. S. Bruce Somervell, 7 East Seneca Street, Buffalo, 
N. Y., is the publisher and the subscription price is 
$1.00 the year in the United States, $3.50 in Canada, 
and $1.50 in other countries. 

We recall an earlier attempt along this line, several 
years ago, but unfortunately that venture was short
lived, due to the lack of support on the part of dealer 
and collector. We do trust that Mr. Somervell's ven
ture will meet with a better luck, for there are few 
publications of more value to the collector who patron
izes the auctions. The first number lists the prices 
obtained at four sales in different parts of the country. 

Our readers will profit by subscribing to this publi
cation. 

' Percy G. Doane, 154 Nassau St., New York City, 
announces his 277.th auction sale for September 6th and 
7th. Fine lots of U. S. and foreign . Send for catalog. 

See that your name is registered with M. Ohlman, 
116 Nassau St., New York City, and receive the cafa
logs of his auction sales. 

Progress of the Catalog 
The advance subscriptions to the 1936 Revised Edi

tion of the Dietz Specialized Catalog of Confederates, 
received since our last report in August, have brought 
the required number well in sight of the goal, and the 
proof sheets are now in hands of the specialists, who 
are subjecting every stamp and cover listed to a syste
matic analysis in their aim to establish values based on 
the logical premise of comparative scarcity. The new 
Catalog will, we feel sure, reflect a sane evaluation of 
these historic stamps, and prove .a safe guide to collec
tors for years to come. 

The following subscriptions have been received since 
our last report and this publication of names again 
wnstitutes our acknowledgment. 
Antrim, Earl, Nampa, Idaho. 
Barry, R. A., New York, N. Y. 
Chamberlain, D r. F. T., Aquia, 

Virginia. 
French, H . Edgar, New Castle, 

Indiana. 
Gardner, J. R., Jr. , Birmingham, 

Alabama. 
Gibson, Dr. Edwin F., Norwich, 

N ew York. 
Hammer, Birchall, Elkins Park, 

Pennsylvania. 

Hood, Geo. ]., Lawrence, Kans. 
Murchison, A. H., Long Beach, 

California. 
Paramount Stamp Co., Chicago, 

Illinois. 
Schroeder, Fred. R., Shreveport, 

Louisiana. 
Tedesche, Dr. Leon C., Cincin

nati , Ohio. 
Vanston, W . J. K., New York. 
Weatherly, A. Earl, Greenboro, 

North Carolina. 

The Catalog-as far as we can see ahead-will 
appear in the late Fall. 

What Was Your Greatest Thrill? 
The story 1in this number by Mr. Harry Lyons on 

"My Greatest Thrill in Stamp Collecting" leads us to 
make an offer to our readers for additional human
interest stories of this type. . 

Every colledor has experienced some big thrill in his 
collecting proclivities- and such exper-iences are always 
read wi1th a. great deal of interest by other members 
in the hobby. 

During the next six months the publishers of this 
magazine wiU pay $5.00 each month for the story which 
is accepted for publication as the best "thriller," and 
$2.50 for the second best. For any others published in 
this series $1.00 will be paid. 

So, try to recall your greatest thrill in stamp collect
ing and let's have it. 

The Calendar Caught Up With Us 
A.f ter much urging, prodding, persuation, cajoling 

and hard work the Calendar has managed to catch up 
with us again and STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING is 
appearing the first week of the month. We hope ,that 
all those ·who stayed away from c,hurch on that account 
will come back. All is forgiven. 
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Tolerance 
. Some one has aptly said "the height of tolerance is 

tG be tolerant of the intolerant," or words to that effect. 
The Editor receives on an average of a half-dozen 

letters per diem in which the writers either make favor
able or extremely acrid comment on this publication, 
and especially •its editorial policy, as may be observed 
by turning to our "Forum." Modesty forbids the print
ing of most of the former, while a feeling of fair play 
prompts us to publish the letters of those who do not 
agree wiith us. The editor of a paper usually "has the 
last word," but we waive that privilege, preferring to 
let them "get it out of their system" without comment 
on our part. W·e are rather inclined to let our readers 
form their own opinions as to the merits in the case. 

OrdinaDily, a fellow would get "r·iled" at these
sometimes unjust-strictures and retort in kind, because 
there is always some vulnerable point in such vitriolic 
letters-some "opening" through which to "get back 
at 'em good and hard. " But, what's the use? Surely, 
if some one has been unwittingly offended, a personal 
apology is made at once; but if the "dressing down" is 
justified, there's no "crawfishing" on our part. 

Unfortunately, we are not of the "Yes-Yes" breed, 
and there will be no condoning of wrongs done to 
Philately. We intend, always, to "speak out in meet
ing" and those who disagree with us "have the floor" 
in the Forum, with no protest on our part. After all, 
it is a matter of viewpoint. 

' H. E. Harris & Co.1935 Catalog 
. We have received a copy of "The Stamp Collector's 

Annual Catalog" issued by H. E. Harris & Co., 108 
Massachusetts Ave., Boston, Mass. The booklet of 80 
pages fittingly reflects the importance of this concern 
in American Philately, and should be in the hands 
of every buying collector. The publication includes, 
among other serviceable information, a copyrighted 
feature "The Stamp Finder," which will prove of great 
help to the beginner. 

The "Bewhiskered Colonel" 
It was more fun than a barrel o' monkeys- at the 

Washington convention-to note the look of disap
pointment that spread over the faces of several of my 
newly-made friends when we first met. These good 
readers of STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING had formed 
a mental picture of the Editor, suggested by Fred 
Seibel' s cartoon captioning the first editorial page, and 
when they found his facial .topography a:t variance 
with the accepted type of the genuine, they forthwith 
graciously and tactfully accepted the counterfeit. 

Gents, We Have With Us Today: 
Mr. Harlow Ross, 420 North 24th Ave., West 

Duluth, Minn., and the Tatham Stamp & Coin Co., 
Springfield, Mass., both represented by a full page 
announcement. 

HARLOW Ross 

This firm offers a wide range of foreign stamps at 
very attractive prices, and solicits want-lists. They carry 
an exceptionally large stock of Airmails and will send 
approvals. Favor Mr. Ross with a trial order. 

TATHAM STAMP AND CoIN Co. 

This Springfield concern is making a special drive on 
the Scott 1936 Catalog, offering this standard work to 
their patrons through the medium of rebate coupons on 
purchases. This should increase their clientele and 
place the catalog in many hands practically free of cost. 

Mention ST AMP AND CovER COLLECTING in writing 
to our advertisers. We thank you. 

Visitors 
Returning to their homes from the Washington con

ventions, a number of distinguished collectors detoured 
to Richmond' and paid an all-too-brief visit to the 
Editor. It was very pleasant to welcome Dr. L. L. 
Steimley and Mrs. Steimley, of the University of Illi
nois, Urbana, Ill.; Lieut.-Col. Ralph A. Kimble, Messrs. 
A . P. Streff, Walter J. Roznim, R. J. Cambell and 
Freeman S. Church, of Chicago, Ill., and finally my 
dear old friend William Carlos Stone of Springfield, 
Mass. May they trek Virginiaward again . 

Will Rogers-Wiley Post 
Fittingly the memorial services for the two men, 

whom everyone loved, were preluded with "Wotan's 
Prayer" from "Die Walkiire." Vikings-both of them 
-they sped to ·the North, and-thence up to Valhalla. 
There is a sharp pain in the heart of America-and a 
vacant space in our homes-now that Will Rogers and 
Wiley Post are gone. 

A. P. S. and Precancel Meets 
Due to the fact that we had not received the story 

of either .the S. P. A. or the Precancel Stamp Society 
Conventions-meeting in St. Louis and Chicago-up 
to the time of going to press, the record of these events 
will probably appear in our October number. Such 
data is never late, and always worth preserving. 

Subscribe to the new Dietz Confederate Catalog. 
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Macon's ~art et of Locals 
(r ~ 

POST OFFICEe 
-----------
FIVE 
CENTS. 

MACON, GA. 

~ -!) 
TYPE III 

ORMAL TYPE- LINES CENTERED; PERIOD 
AFTER "POST OFFICE ." 

E VER at the mere mention of 
Macon, Georgia, reminiscent 
thoughts turn to my appren

tice days and to the man who taught 
me "The Art Preservative." 

Major Lewis H. Andrews was an 
outstanding artist-printer of his 
time-a man of rare understanding, 
culture and kindness. A native of 
Macon, Georgia, he laid down his 
composing-stick and his dreaming at 
the outbreak of the War Between 
the States-a mere boy of sixteen
and followed the flag of General 
Gordon- followed it throughout 
the long struggle to the end. At 
Manassas, when the color-sergeant 
fell, he seized the flag of his com
pany, bereft of its commanders, too, 
and led the remnant onward until a 
saber-cut across his forehead choked 
the rebel-yell. Snatched from deabh, 
he recovered, and later-again for 
gallantry-he was breveted Major 
on the field. "The Major," as we 
fondly called him, bore no malice 
after Appomattox. His brother was 
killed beside him in the "Wilder
ness" - but there was no hatred of 
the North in his soul. I never heard 
an unkind word. True, at times, a 
quick flash of light would come into 
his eyes at the mention of Lee and 
Gordon-but that was all. . . 

I am digressing. Still there is a 
link-up - in my thoughts - with 

BY THE EDITOR 

Notice to Counterfeiters.-The dia
grams illustrating this article will 
not serve for photoengraved repro
ductions of the original stamp, since 
they are not absolutely true in detail, 
and, in addition, contain secret marks 
by which I can positively identify 
such reproductions. They are pre
pared for descriptive purposes only. 
-AUG. DIETZ. 

"my" Major Andrews and the Ma
con, Georgia Provisionals. We do 
not know who printed these stamps. 
But Lewis Andrews' father owned 
and edited a newspaper in Macon
and there was a job office in con
nection-and Lewis was the job 
printer when the war came on. And 
so I have always thought-though I 
failed to question him during his 
lifetime- that, possibly, these stamps 
were set and printed by the man 
who became to me the personifi
cation of all that was fine in my 
craft- and all that was chivalrous 
in the Old Soubh. It is but a vagary 
of my mind-but we' ll let it go at 
that, and him to a study of Type
set Provisionals of Macon Georgia. 

There were four different settings 
for the Macon Provisionals-one 
for the Two Cents and three for the 
Five Cents and, as in the cases of 
all the typeset stamps, ordinary shop 
material was used, consisting of 
borders and such job and book type 
as the printery had on hand in suffi
cient quantity for the work. Noth
ing in particular distinguishes the 
Macon stamps, save tihat three of 
them give no indication in their text 
of the purpose for which they were 
created-neither "PAID," Postmas
ter's name nor city and State appear 
on the Two-Cent or on two of the 
Five-Cent stamps. The third type, 
however, tells us that it emanated 
from the POST OFFICE of MACON, 

GA. in addition to its value of FIVE 

CENTS, thus forming the only textu
ally complete stamp of the Macons. 

((- ~ 
POST OFFICE, 

FIVE 
CENTS. 

MACON, GA. 
~---------!_) 

TYPE III 
VARIETY- "FIVE" OT CENTERED ; COMMA 

AFTER "POST OFFICE," 

The Macon Provisionals have 
never been plated-due, perhaps, to 
the scarcity of available material and 
the nearly total absence of pairs, 
strips or blocks. However, it should 
prove an interesting study to estab
lish the number of distinct varieties 
to be found in each of the four 
types and the number of settings. 

With sufficient material, the stu
dent would find no difficulty in 
establishing these varieties, for I 
have encountered at least a half 
dozen on the limited number of 
photographs among my reference 
material. 'fihere are marked in
stances of broken and scarred letters, 
and damaged and transposed border 
sections. The largest of the Macons 
-Type III-presents an exception· 
ally fine subject for such study, for 
there are innumerable marks by 
means of which we may identify 
these varieties. 

)~~( 

Jrwo CENrs( 
)~~( 

THE Two CENTS 

The Two Cents represents the 
smallest stamp of the Confederacy 
-in fact, of bhe United States
measuring but 20y;lx8y,j:mm. This 
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denomination represented the Con
federate Drop Letter rate, and its 
use was restricted to local letters and 
newspapers. It is printed in green 
on gray-green wove paper. 

~ 
BORDER SECTION OF THE Two CENTS 

The simple set-up consists of six 
sections of a Nonpareil (now 6-
Point) "Bon-Bon" border - two 
each at top and bottom, and one 
each ac the sides. These frame the 
inscription "TWO CENTS," which is 
set in capitals of Brevier (now 8-
Point) Scotchface Roman. It will 
be noted that the shading on the 
top and bottom border pieces is 
thrown to the margin side, while 
that of the two side pieces faces 
inward. I have but six photographs 
at my disposal for study, and all are 
of this "normal" arrangement. 
However, it is possible that varieties 
exist showing one or more sections 
reversed-that is to say, the shaded 
side "turned the other way." 

(11 ~ 

I FIVE 
CENTS. 

~ ~ 
FIVE CENTS-TYPE I 

Because it represents the simplest, 
least ornate, of the three types of 
the five-cent stamps, we will desig
nate the tri-parallel-lines design as 
Type I. It measures 14xl1 .Yzmm. 
and is printed in black on yellow 
wove paper. 

BORDER AND CORNER PIECES OF TYPE I 

The modest set-up consists of 
four sections of Nonpareil border
straight heavy line flanked by light 
lines-and four corner-pieces of the 
same design formed to a curve. The 
inscription, in two lines, is centered 
within this frame-"FIVE" being set 
in Nonpareil Extended Roman capi
tals, and "CENTS." in Nonpareil 

Boldface Antique capitals. This 
type is known in five varieties, dis
cernable in either worn or broken 
letters, scars in the border, or slight 
variations in the spacing of the in
scription lines-all too minute and 
insignificant to illustrate. This type 
exists tete-beche, indicating that the 
group probably consisted of ten 
units and that these were printed on 
the small sheets "work-and-turn" -
that is to say, the first impression 
fell on one-half of the sheet, which 
was then turned (left-to-right) and 
the second printing made on the 
other half. 

FIVE CENTS-TY~E II 

Type II is represented by the 
identical type-setting as Type I, save 
that a Floret border is substituted 
for the tri-parallel-lines design. 
This border, of "Minion" body (9-
Point) consists of ten sections. 
There are no corner-pieces-the de
sign forming its own continuity. 

B ORDER PIECE OF TYPE II 

The stamp measures 14y,j'.x-
12 Yzmm., and is printed in black 
on yellow wove paper. The group 
was made up of ten settings and 
tihere are equal as many varieties, 
consisting chiefly in transposed sec
tions of the border, scarred letters 
and broken serifs, as well as worn 
curls on the florets-again too in

significant to illustrate. 

FIVE CENTS-TYPE III 

The third type of the five-cent 
Macon probably represents the last 
setting of this value, inasmuch as it 
departs from the mere "label" prin
ciple and develops into , a real 
"postage stamp." Postmaster Wash-

ington Poe, encountering other Con
federate postmasters' provisionals, 
and noting the shortcomings of his 
"stamps," evidently decided to fall 
in line and issue a provisional with 
an inscription that would identify 
the city of origin and its postal 
purpose. 

This type-the more common of 
the Macons-is known printed in 
black on both gray-blue and gray
green wove papers. It measures 
14.Yzxl2.Yztnm. and, up to •the pres
ent time, four distinct varieties have 
been identified. 

B ORDER AND C ORNER PIECES OF T YPE III 

This type, too, is made up of a 
simple border of parallel lines, con
sisting of eight "running" sections 
and four corner pieces. The inscrip
tion is in four lines - "POST 
OFFICE" is set in Nonpareil Saotch
face Roman capitals, "FIVE" in 8-
Point Bold Extended Roman capi
tals, "cENTs." in Nonpareil Bold
face Roman capitals, and "MACON, 
GA." in Nonpareil Roman .capitals. 
The dividing lines separating "POST 
OFFICE" from "MACON, GA." are 
Nonpareil 2- and 3-em dashes. 

This type is known in four varie
ties, identified by the uneven center
ing of the line "FIVE" as well as the 
differing lengths of the dashes 
separating "POST OFFICE" and 
"MACON, GA." The two chief 
varieties shown on the preceding 
page-the others are too minute 
and insignificant to be illustrated. 

* * * 
COUNTERFEITS 

Students of the Provisionals of 
the Confederacy know that some
time in the seventies of last century 
a certain Dr. Petri, travelling in the 
South, found and secured many 
genuine Provisionals as well as ori
ginal wood-engravings and type-set 
forms of these stamps. Realizing 
that there was a market for these 
little-known provisionals, he did not 
hesitate to have reprints made from 
either the remaining original cuts. 
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old settings, or of new settings, for 
which he willingly paid these unsus
pecting Southern printers. Among 
them there is a reprinting of Type 
III of the Macon, Ga. Several sec
tions of these spurious sheets came 
into the possession of Mr. Hiram E. 
Deats of Flemington, N. J. in that 
long ago. They are here illustrated. 

It may be noted that the units are 
printed from a single setting by a 
mere moving of the sheet, evidenced 
by the varying margins. No such 
official printing was ever made of 
Type III of the Macon Five Cents 
stamp. In view of this fact, it is 
advisable never to buy a Macon off 
cover, unless "on-piece" showing 
the authentic postmark of that city. 

THE POSTMARKS 

The postmarking of genuine cov
ers appears in the ,two types of the 
well known cancellers. The Two
Cent stamp is sometimes merely can
celled with a "PAID." However, all 
Macon Provisionals should be sub
mitted for examination to recog
nized authorities before purchasing. 

* * * 
I seriously recommend a study of . 

the Macons to collectors who have 
access to this material. It is an er
cellent subject for a monograph. 

--1ZJI---

STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING 

only $1 the year. Subscribe now. 

American Winners 
American prize winners at the re

cent International Philatelic Exhibi
tion, Ostropa, Konigsberg, Prussia, 
June 23 to July 3, 1935, were: 

Dr. C. W. Hennan, Chicago, Ill. 
-Brazil. Silver gilt medal and sil
ver cup. 

Jacques Kilcher, Atlantic City, 
N. ].-British Colonies. Bronze 
Medal. 

Hans Lagerloef, New York, N. 
Y.-Brazil. Honor Prize-signed 
photograph of Hitler in a silver 
frame with inlaid gold plaquette; 
also a gold medal for showing the 
balance of his other collections and 
for assisting .the exhibition by enter
ing many collections. 

Alfred F. Lichtenstein, New 
York, N. Y.-British Columbia and 
Vancouver Island. Honor Prize of 
the Ostropa and Silver Cup with in
laid amber. 

Laurence B. Mason, Cranford, 
N . ].-Confederate States. Silver 
Medal. 

Dr. H. E. Radasch, Gladwynne, 
Pa.-Great Britain Mulready En
velopes and Letter Sheets. Silver 
Medal. 

James Starr, Philadelphia, Pa.
China. Gold Medal. 

--1ZJ-

Standard Catalog Out 
September 23 

The Scott Stamp and Coin Com
pany announces September 2 3 as the 
publication date of the 1936 edi
tions of the "Standard Postage 
Stamp Catalogue" and the "Stand
ard Catalogue of United States 
Coins and Currency." The first in
stallment of the "advance sheets" of 
the stamp catalogue were released 
July 29 and these installments wi~l 
continue until the complete book 1s 
ready for distribution. 

---C8:]1-----

Subscribe now. Only $1 the year. 

New Zealand Jubilees 

BY J. ST. PAUL, Hamilton, N. Z. 

The special issue of stamps on 
the occasion of the Silver Jubilee of 
His Majesty King George V's Reign 
was made available throughout New 
Zealand on Tuesday, May 7th. 
Within seven weeks after their first 
day of issue they bad been with
drawn from sale. 

The set comprised three values, 
y:; d, ld and 6d, c0lors green, car
mine-rose and vermilion respective
ly. There was only the one design, 
a full-faced portraiture of the King 
and Queen, surrounded by a border 
largely of maori motifs. 

The plates, of which there were 
several, were engraved by Messrs. 
Bradbury, Wilkinson & Co., Eng
land, and the stamps were printed 
in Australia in sheets of 120 each. 
'the perforation used was llxl 1 % . 

Concurrent with the Jubilee 
stamps, the new ordinary pictorial 
stamps of like denominations were 
also on sale at the post offices 
throughout the country, and it 
would seem ~hat because of the 
much more convenieq_t size of the 
pictorials, compared with the large 
horizontal Jubilee stami:s, more of 
the small pictorials were used than 
of the special issue. The practice of 
selling Jubilee stamps at the same 
time as similar values of the ordi
nary issue was not indulged in by 
any other British colonies, where the 
ordinary stamps were temporarily 
withdrawn to give place to the 
Jubilee emission. 

The production of the New 
Zealand set is very pleasing, and it 
deserves a place in the album of 
every collector. 

--1ZJ1--

Stephen G. Rich, of Verona, N. 
J., reports forged precancellations 
of the 1-cent National Parks from 
Montpelier, Vt., some straight-edge 
stamps have been perforated also. 
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My Greatest Thrill in Stamp Collecting 
F IVE years ago this summer I 

had the greatest thrill I've ever 
had in more ·than twenty years 

of being an ardent collector of the 
fascinating bits of adhesives. 

I was city born and city bred, as 
the old expression goes, but some
where deep in my soul was an ever
yearning for the country. Perhaps, 
this yearning was not for the mos
quitoes, the cold nights that blast 
through the lean boarding on a rural 
homestead, or the inconvenience of 
attending to one's habitual duties in 
what "The Specialist" has termed 
"four narrow walls with a slanting 
well-ventilated roof," or the many 
other primitive methods of living 
customary with our country cousins 
-but the country of hills and dales, 
of .a rustic home amid languid and 
pleasant -surroundings, the aroma of 
new mown hay, bacon, eggs, 
chicken, moonlit nights and bright, 
sunny days. Ah, how well I was 
both disappointed and highly 
pleased! 

My first real visit for a month's 
stay satisfied my inner yearning and 
wQetted it for more. 

After a week of orientating a 
"cityfied" person to the rigors of 
country life I started in quest of 
those elusive treasures-old stamps. 

I tramped and drove to every 
farmhouse within a radius of twelve 
miles. I soon became aware that 
first I had to sell myself to the 
farmers before any mention could 
be made about old letters and 
9tamps, but experience is the best 
teacher and soon I became an 
idept in a good stereotyped form of 
urban conversation. But the results 
were nil. It appeared as if no one 
ever wrote or received a letter in 
these parts in the early days, and 
furthermore if any had been "saved" 
Sy the merest coincidence, then they 
had been gotten many years ago by 
stamp collectors who unfortunately 
nreceeded me. 

BY HARRY LYONS 

(After reading this article by Mr. Lyons 
your attention is invited to an editorial in 
this issue regarding similar "thrills" from 
our readers.- EDITOR's NOTE.) 

..cill 

After three weeks trekking about 
the countryside and acquiring a hay
seed look I became pretty discour
aged and wondered if the city, after 
all, wasn't the best place to search. 

Two days before my departure 
for the office, motor car fumes, 
street ca11s and soft drinks, I wan
dered into the store at Three Forks 
Junction to buy my last dime's 
worth of home-spun twist. I had 
been there befor.e, but never men
tioned the word "stamps," but this 
time the store-keeper popped the 
question: "Say, young fellow, ain't 
you seekin' old letters and stamps?" 
"Yes," I fairly screamed. "I am, 
and do you know where any are 
around here?" 

"Sho do," says he, "jist go in the 
back room to this yere store and if 
you don't mind dirtyin' yer clothes 
thar is two boxes full of old letters 
my pa writ to his gal, I reckon about 
seventy years ago." 

I lost little time in getting the 
boxes to my car and taking them up 
the road to the farmhouse. But, be
fore leaving inquired about the 
price. "Don't bother 'bout the 
price, jist come back next year and 
set the boys up like ye did last 
Saturday night," he replied. 

My expectations were more than 
fulfilled and though most of tihe 
covers might be classed in the one
cent to one dollar category, the 
minori•ty were nothing to be laughed 
at. There were sixteen 1847 5-cent, 
and six 10-cent on cover. Two City 
DespatGh from Philadelphia on cov
er. A large assortm.ent of every de
nomination of the 1869 issue, and 
though these were not used on l.et
ters to his "gal," they were used 
from a bank handling the owner's 

financial transactions. The issue of 
18 51 was also well represented and 
all three types of the 1-cent blue 
were found in the lot. An unusual 
cover contained a block of eight 
three-cent '51 's. Two covers had 
the New York 1845 5-cent bluish. 

Though the lot contained no out
standing rarities I believe it was one 
of the nicest "finds" experienced by 
a discouraged coUector for many 
years. A conservative catalog value 
of the material placed it at $3,600, 
and the amount sold upon returning 
home more than paid for ten similar 
trips that I have, and will take, 
during the coming years. 

It was my greatest thrill in stamp 
coUecting and if I never have an
other I am well satisfied. 

----i~I-----

More Commemoratives 
Mr. D. W. Graveman, 634 

Morris Park Ave., New York, sends 
the following official announcement 
received from the Post Office De
partment in Copenhagen, Denmark. 

This year marks the century since 
the poet H. C. Andersen published 
the first pamphlet of his Fairy Tales. 
This event has been made the oc
casion for the issue of a set of 
commemoratives. 

The stamps will appear end of 
September or the beginning of 
October (the exact date has not as 
yet be fixed) . 

5 ore. green, a Swan 
7 ore. lilac, Portrait of the Poet 

10 ore. orange, a Mermaid 
15 ore. red, Portrait of the Poet 
20 ore. gray, Portrait of the Poet 
30 ore. blue. Portrait of the Poet 

----{8'.]1---

The Kosciusko commemorative 
stamp was first placed on sale Octo
ber 13, 1933, a total of 45,138,217 
being issued to date of removal 
from the list. The Maryland first 
issued March 23, 1934, and recently 
removed, totaled 46,259,219 copies. 
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Why Collect Stamped Envelopes? 
x 

UNITED STATES ENVELOPE 
KNIVES, 1870-8 

KNIVES K23-K45, AND EARLIER 

W HILE this second period 
( 1870-8) includes only two 

issues (5th and 6th) , it is 
prolific in knives, 25 being used in 
8 years. Some knives hav·e relative
ly obscure differenc·es, while the 
commoner sizes are much smaller 
than at present. Entire envelope 
collecting was then in its infancy, 
and minor knife and die differences 
were exaggerated, at least from our 
present viewpoint. It should be 
realized, however, that the range of 
envelope collecting embraced less 
than 50 knives, while it is now over 
100, and a similar ratio exists in 
stamp dies. The judgments and de
cisions of these old time envelope 
collectors and students must be 
viewed, therefore, with reasonable 
tolerance, sinc·e it is now too late to 
change the standards that have been 
accepted for many years, even 
though they now seem somewhat 
inconsistent. 

The size designations of this 
period are the old style numbering, 
and except for K43 (rare and only 
6c.) , the use of the knives of this 
period ceased with its close in 1878. 
The lapse of more than half a cent
ury has covered up many fads col
lectors would like to learn, but the 
more prolific philatelic literature* 
of t:hose days has recorded many 
interesting items. 

There was considerable confusing 
negotiation between the end of the 

•The best references for this period a re: 
" The Stamped Envelopes of the Uni ted States", 

Dr. W . E. V. Horne r. Published by L. W. Durbin, 
Philadelphia. 1st edition 1879; 2nd ed. 1884 ; 
3rd ed. 1889. 

" The Stamped Envelopes, Wrappers and Sheets 
of the United States)), Messrs. John K . T iffany 
R. R. Bogert and Joseph Rechert. P ublished by 
Scott Stamp '& Coin Co., N. Y. City, 1892. 

The author calls attention to some slight di ffe r
ences in 11umbering systems which have been 
made rnor.e consistent in modern philatelic litera
ture, than in these early books. 

BY THOMAS D. PERRY 
New Albany, Indiana 

Nesbitt contract in 1870 and the be
ginning of the Reay contract, caus
ing temporary extensions and delay
ing the issue of stamped envelopes 
with new dies and knives. There 

· .. . 

were similar difficulties between the 
Reay and Plimpton contracts in 
1874. These complications, to
gether with the special reprinting of 
certain envelopes for exhibition 
purposes, mentioned elsewhere, 
makes this period abound with oddi
ties and variations that are interest-

1870 
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Fig. No. 26. 1870-8 Envelope Knives. Old sizes 1 and 2. 
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ing and worthwhile items for an 
envelope collection, some of them 
decidedly rare, ahd. none ·of therµ 
common. 

There are now known to have 
been three thicknesses of steel used 
in making envelope cutting knives; 
the thickest or heaviest during the 
Nesbitt regime, when only a rela
tively small number of sheets of en
velope paper could be cut into en
velope blanks at each operation; the 
definite reduction . in thickness of 
knife steel in the Reay (5th) issue 
( 1870-4) with an increase of cutting 
capacity; and the still thinner steel 
knives introduced by the Plimpton
Morgan combination in 1878. En
velope blanks were more accurately 
and uniformly cut to shape .in these 
'early periods. 

A public exhibition of the pro
cess of printing, folding and gum
ming envelopes was installed at the 
Centennial Exposition in Philadel
phia in 1876, and the Philadelphia 
die (double line under "Postage") 
was used to make enve1opes on the 
Exposition grounds. 

An attempt was made to exhibit 
all previous postp.l issues at the Cen
tennial Exposition, and all obsolete 
issues were called in from all post 
offices. These, toge\her with the 
stock in the government vaults, 
failed to yield all th_e varieties called 
for on rt:he official schedules, and 
:authorized official reprints were 
made to supply the v'.1-cancies. These 
:were soon discovered to vary, more 
'or less, from the originals in paper, 
gum, knives and dies, and showed 
·evidence of more care in prepara
.tion than in the case of regular stock 
·printings. This reprinting gave rise 
to a number of unusual and some 
very rare varieties of stamped envel
opes, intended for exhibit purposes, 
but nevertheless good for postage, 
although seldom found used at time 
of issue. 

There ar-e two series of knives ·in' 

this period, the first being that of 
1 th~ Re~y (5th) issue, viz. : 

Old' Siz~ Knife Originated 

1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
5 
5 
5 

23 
24 
25 
26 
27 

9 P. L. 
28 
29 
30 
31 
3la 
32 

1870 
1870 
1870 
1870 
1870 
1860 
1870 
1870 
1870 
1870 
1870 
1870 

1860 OLD SIZE 3 

f' , :..- RO/JNDED 
~ ,,. 
~ ,,"'',,,...' ......... 

,,""' ............. 
,--' 0Lo S1zE 3 '-,, 

1870 

1871-

5 
7 
7 
8 

33 P. L. 
34 
35 
36 

1870 
1870 
1870 
1870 

Nesbitt K9 was pressed into ser
vice for patent line use on size 3, 
and is the only survivor of the Nes
bitt era in this period. The story of 
the Reay "Ruled Envelopes" ·is best 
quoted from Bartels 1911 entire 
envelope catalog, page 2 7: 

"The Reay contract of October 7, 1874 
"(1870-4) called for 'Ruled Envelopes' in 

0LO .StLE .3 
1870 

/fJ74 

.,. o P l!J.JS 

Fig. No. 27. 1870-8 Envelope Knives. Old size 3. 
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"two styles, i. e. with black lines printed 
"on the inside, and with three faint blue 
"Jines ruled on the outside, but the official 
"schedule contained no list of either black
"ruled or blue-lined envelopes. The Act of 
"Congress, approved June 8, 1872, which 
"reduced the postage on transient printed 
"matter to one cent for each two ounces, 
"also authorized the . Postmaster-General to 
"furnish suitable letter and newspaper en
"velopes, provided that no stamped envel
"ope so furnished should have any 'litho
"graphing or engraving or printing thereon 
"except the r·eturn request.' The wording 
"of .chis Act was construed to forbid the 
"issue of 'ruled' and 'blue lined' envelopes 
"which were accordingly suppressed, and 
"this is the reason of the rarity of the 
"ruled Reay envelopes." 

The second series of knives in this 
period is the Plimpton (6th) issue, 
viz.: 

Old Size Knife OriginaJed 

1 37 1874 
2 38 1874 
3 39 1874 
3 40 1874 
3 41 1874 
5 42 1874 
5 43 1874 
40 44 1875 
4Y, 45 1877 

The Plimpton issue continued the 
use of Reay knives (K34 and K36) 
for official sizes (old sizes 7 and 8) . 

The hand application of square 
gum (see Fig. No. 12, STAMP AND 
COVER . COLLECTING, June, 1935) 

· began to be superceded, gradually, 
by machine applied .mund gum in 
October 1875, although square gum 
is found with K52 as late as 1892. 
This change in gumming methods 
was said to save 60c. per .thousand 
envelopes (about 2 5 % of total 
cost) in cost of r_nanufacturing. 

COMPARATIVE CHARACTERISTICS 
OF KNIVES 

There is only one watermark 
( wm. 2) in this period, but the 
Reay stamp dies (issue 5) and the 
Plimpton dies (issue 6), serve as a 
ready means of identification be
tween the issues. These stamp dies 
are fully illustrated and described in 
Scott, Bartels, or other catalogs. 

In order to make the knife iden
. tification easier, refer.ence may be 

had to Figs. No. 26, 27, 28 and 29, 
and the following salient differences: 
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Old Size 1. There are three knives of. 
this size in ~his period; K23 with very deep 
throat and exceedingly broad curve at top of 
bottom flap, found only in the Reay issue 
and rare; K24, the usual Reay knife for this 
s·ize, with shallow throat and pointed bot
tom flap; and K37, the only Plimpton knife 
in size 1. (Fig. No. 26). 

Old Size 2. Four knives of this size are 
found in this period; K25 with patent lines, 
Reay only; K26 with side flaps L/R in the 
Reay only; K27 with the usual R/ L side 
flaps an<l the common Reay knife of this 
size; and K38 the only Plimpton knife in 
size 2. (Fig. No. 26) . 

Old Size 3. There are seven knives of 
this size in this period to harass the callee-

0Lo S1z£ S 
1870 

0Lo StzE S 

tor, K28, K29 and K30 in the Reay series, 
and K39, K40 and K41 in the Plimpton 
issue. The other is K9 with patent lines, 
carried over from the Nesbitt issues and 
the only Nesbitt knHe used after 1870. 

In the Reay issue, K28 has a very shallow 
throat ( lmm. at quarter length point). and 
K29 a less shallow throat ( y,(mm. at same 
point); both K28 and K29 have rounded 
ends on the left side flap; K30 has a square 
end on left side flap. 

In the Plimpton issue, K39 and K40 have 
a top Rap 43mm. high, while K41 has a 
40mm. top flap; K39 has a rounded end on 
the right side flap, while K40 has a straight 
vertical end; K41 has the deepest throat as 
shown in Fig. No. 27. 

1871 

F 
~ 

POINTED 

B . .F.' 

: ___ _:::~_ 
,/' -=--=--=--=--=-><-__ ... -- _____________ .. .. 

1()70 OLD SIZE .S 

1814 1874-

TOP IS3S 

Fig. No. 28. 1870-8 Envelope Knives. Old sizes 4Y, and 5. 
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Can Someone Tell Why-
BY H . 0. DOUGLASS 

Postal clerks seem to take such a 
fiendish delight in daubing up the 
nice commemorative stamps on 
the covers I get with a heavy 
coating of cancelling ink? 

Dealers ask fifteen to twenty cents 
for Bi-Centennial sets and when 
I have some to sell, they will 
offer but two or three cents for 
them? 

Our standard United States Catalog 
lists overprints on other stamps 
but refuses to list bureau prints 
which are applied a:t the same 
time the stamps are printed? 

Fig. No. 29. 1870-8 Envelope Knives. Old sizes 7 and 8. 

Som:e one doesn't take action against 
dealers selling mint U. S. stamps 
under a law, still in effect, which 
prohibits the selling of U. S. 
postage stamps ·at a higher price 
than the post office sells them for? 

Old Size 4. Used only to designate a 
lower quality of paper in old size 3. 

Old Size 4V,. This s,jze was introduced 
in 1875, when K44 was made with rounded 
end on bottom flap; K45 appeared in 1877 
with pointed end on bottom flap; both are 
found only in the Plimpton issue. (Fig. 
No. 28). 

Old Size 5. There are six knives of this 
size in this period; K31 and K 31a are both 
high back, i. e. side flaps do not touch each 
other or overlap; K31a has a much wider 
bottom flap than K3 l. Both are limited to 
Reay use, K31 being very rare and K3}a 
quire unusual. The common size 5 of ~he 
Reay issue is K32, while K33 (Reay) is 
the only patent line knife found in size 5 
in any period. 

The · Plimpton knives are K42 with a 
50mm top flap and K43 with a 44mm. top 
flap. The end of the bottom flap in K42 
is slightly rounded, while K43 is pointed. 
(Fig. No. 28). . 

Old Size 6. Used only to designate a 
lower quality of paper in old size 5. 

Old Size 7. There are two knives of this 
size in this period, both originating in the 
Reay issue; K34 has narrow curved ends 
on the side flaps and appears only in the 
Reays; K35 has wide curved ends on ~he 
side flaps and was used for both Reay and 
Plimpton issues. (Fig. No. 29). 

Old Size 8. Only one knife (K36) in 
this size was used in both the Reay and 
Plimpton issues. (Fig. No. 29). 

* * * 
A summary of the issues in which 

the different knives were used dur
ing this second period is given .in 
T able X . 

T ABLE x 
UNITED STATES ENVELOPE KNIVES 

23 TO 45 (AND EARLIER) 

2ND P ERIOD, 1870-8 
W ate11mark 2 used in both issues 

Old 
Number 

Size 

2 

3-4 

40 

5-6 

7 

8 

Issus 

5 6 

23 
24 

37 
25 
26 
27 

38 
9 

28 
29 
30 

39 
40 
41 
44 
45 

31 
31a 
32 
33 

42 
43 

34 34 
35 
36 36 

NOTE CORRECTION 

New 
Number 

Size 

(1) 

(2) 

( 3) 

(5) 

( 7 ) 

(9) 

August, page 369, Article IX, 
column one, line 19 of the text 
should read "terns, in this article, 
the new size num-" . 

(To be Continued) 

A straight-edged stamp, which oc
curs only nineteen times in a hun
dred stamps, is less valuable than 
the normal variety, which occurs 
eighty-one times? 

In selecting the N ational Parks to 
be complimented in the Parks 
series, no recognition was given 
to Hot Springs National Park, 
Arkansas, the oldest National 
Park in the country? 

Private perforations on Farley 
Follies imperfs. should not be 
recognized as well as the private 
perforations on coil stamps listed 
in the catalog? 

Our British cousins maNe such a fuss 
over our Farley Follies while 
cleaning up on their Jubilee issue 
which will be demonetized at the 
end of the year and not good even 
for postage? 

~I--

Vallancey, of London,has brought 
out an excellent album for all of 
"The Silver Jubilee Stamps of the 
British Empire 1935." It provides 
spaces for each stamp in the jubilee 
series. 
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American Philatelic Society Convention 
T HE Golden Jubilee Convention 

of the American Philatelic So
ciety was a grand success. That, 

in any case, was the verdict of 
veterans like William C. Stone, 
Springfield, Mass., a former presi
dent of the organization, who has 
been attending annual meetings 
since 1887. 

Paid registration at convention 
headquarters in the lobby of the 
Hotel Carlton, Sixteenth street, 
reached a total of 263, but a large 
additional number of collectors who 
did not enroll were present at the 
several meetings beginning Monday 
and continuing until Friday. 

The traditional reception to the 
·national officers, held at the Na
tional Museum, Constitution avenue, 
Monday evening, brought out a 
crowd estimated at 500. In the re
ceiving line were Roscoe B. Martin, 
president; Carter Glass, Jr. , vice
president; Dr. Holland A. Davis, 
secretary; Howard H. Elliott, treas
urer; Eugene Klein, international 
secretary; A. H . Wilhelm, director 
at large; Mrs. Catherine L. Mann
ing, philatelic curator, Smithsonian 
Institution; Philip Simms Warren, 
chairman, General Committee; Al
bert F. Kunze, chairman, Exhibition 
Committee; Dr. Ellis H aworth, 
president, Washington Philatelic So
ciety, and, representing the Smith
sonian regents, Dr. Alexander Wet
more, assistant secretary. 

Formal proceedings began Tues
day morning at the Carlton, when 
the first business session was called 
to order by Mr. Martin. Visitors 
were welcomed in the name of the 
District Commissioners by Capt. 
Howard F. Clark and in that of the 
host society by Dr. Haworth. Presi
dent Roosevelt's message was read 
and prolonged applause greeted the 
announcement that former President 
Herbert Hoover had applied for 
membership in both .the national 
and the local bodies. 

BY JAMES WALDO FAWCETT 
in Washington Post. 

But it was the keynote address of 
Secretary of the Interior Ickes which 
was the most notable contribution to 
the initial meeting. Introduced by 
Gerard Ten Eyck Beeckman, he de
scribed himself as "a barnyard varie
ty of stamp collector who has had 
lots of fun collecting and not a 
philatelist, whose pleasure it is to 
study stamps for little cracks and 
other minor faults." 

The Secretary's remarks bristled 
with epigrammatic wisdom. "Col
lecting," he said, "is distinguished 
from other 'alleged mental diseases' 
by being contagious. * * * I think 
we can defend our hobby. Psycholo
gists appear to be agreed that a 
hobby is a good thing. Especially 
as we grow older we find we need 
something outside our ordinary rou
tine work to occupy our leisure, to 
give us recreation and mental peace." 

Mr. Ickes urged the society to 
make it a duty to keep collecting 
"clean." Those who break the rules, 
he insisted, should feel the rod of 
the organization's wrath. 

A tour of the Bureau of Engrav
ing and Printing was the feature of 
Tuesday afternoon. The members 
were greeted by Alvin W. H all, 
director; had luncheon in the Bureau 
cafeteria, and were conducted 
through the currency and stamp 
printing divisions by expert guides. 

Tuesday evening offered three at
tr.actions. The exhibition at the 
Museum was open, the Collectors' 
Club, Branch 5, Society of Philatelic 
Americans, entertained at .the Thom
son School, and there was a dinner 
at the Carlton for philatelic journal
ists and their friends. Mr. Kunze 
was toastmaster at the last-named 
meeting and the speakers included 
Mr. Martin, Mr. Klein, Mr. Glass, 
Mr. Stone, Mr. Beeckman, R. A. 

Barry of the New York Herald Tri
bune, Franklin Bruns of the New 
York Sun, Justin L. Bacharach of 
the New York American, Eugene L. 
Pollock of the Philadelphia In
quirer, Roland E. Flower of the 
Buffalo Evening News, Col. Ralph 
A. Kimble of the Chicago Daily 
News, Harry L. Lindquist of Stamps 
Magazine, David H. Davenport of 
The Star and Mekeel' s Weekly 
Stamp News, August Dietz of 
STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING, 

Max G. Johl, Delf Norona and 
others. 

Meanwhile, Mayo Dudley, chair
man Credentials Committee, an
nounced .the victory of the Garfield
Perry ticket in the recent mail bal
loting. The successful candidaites 
were: Mr. Klein, president; Hugh 
M. Southgate, Mr. Warren and Mrs. 
Manning, vice-presidents; Dr. Davis, 
secretary; Mr. Elliott, treasurer; 
Adolph Steeg of Buffalo, interna
tional secretary; Mr. Wilhelm of 
San Francisco and Dr. Clarence W . 
Hennan of Chicago, directors at 
large, all ·to serve two years begin
ning September 1. 

Wednesday's program began with 
a business session at which routine 
business was discussed and ways and 
means debated for checkmating 
counterfeiters. Dr. Prichard von 
David, San Antonio, Tex., brought 
the audience to its feet applauding 
with an announcement to the effect 
that he had been assured that the Se
cret Service division of the Treasury 
Department stands ready .to coope
rate in the society's campaign to stop 
fraudulent tampering with stamps. 

A pilgrimage to Mount Vernon 
by way of the Lincoln Memorial, 
Arlington and Alexandria was made 
Wednesday afternoon by more than 
200 delegates, and there was an 
active and interesting auction at the 
Carlton under the direction of 
Howard A. Robinette and Walter S, 
Scott in the evening. 
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The third business session Thurs
day morning was devoted to changes 
in the society's by-laws, the discus
sion being led by Frederick W. 
Green of Cleveland. 

Mr. Glass was toastmaster at the 
convention banquet at the Carlton 
Thursday evening. In his role as 
principal speaker, Mr. Hall de·
fended stamp collecting as a useful 
and helpful avocation. "The collec
ting and study of stamps," he said, 
"promote peace of mind, tolerance 
and fellowship. Philately has been 
a godsend to America in these years 
of depression." Others who spoke 
were: Mr. Stone, Mr. Martin and 
Mr. Klein, the president-elect caus
ing an enthusiastic demonstration by 
his recital of a supposed dream in 
which he described a national head
quarters for the society in Washing
.ton-a m~gnificent marble building 
in which there would be a museum, 
a library, laboratories, offices, a 
school for junior collectors and an 
academy for seniors and other long
desired facilities for the scientific 
study of stamps. 

The final business session was 
held Friday morning, when Omaha 
was selected for the convention of 
1936, and news of the tragic death 
of Will Rogers and Wiley Post was 
received by a reverent minute of 
silence, the entire convention stand
ing. Mr. Stone moved final ad
journm'ent, a privilege which he said 
he had been exercising for 31 years. 

Before the delegates disbanded, 
Mr. Martin gave out the text of a 
message received by cable from Lon
don. It was an acknowledgment of 
a greeting to King George V, and 
read as follows : "The King com
mands me to ask you to convey to 
the American Philatelic Society the 
sincere thanks of his majesty for 
their kind greetings and good 
wishes on the occasion of his silver 
jubilee. His majesty congratulates 
the society on the attainment of 
their golden jubilee and sends his 
best wishes for their continued pros
perity. (Sir) Samuel Hoare, Secre
tary of State for Foreign Affairs." 

Birmingham's Show 
The exhibition which will be 

held in the Museum of the Birming
ham Public Library from October 
7th to October 31st will, as usual, 
be open to all members of the Socie
ty and to all other interested 
collectors. 

There will be no fees charged for 
any exhibit. Small frames, 16"x20" 
will be available without charge to 
the exhibitor who may select such 
pages as he wishes to display and 
be allotted the number of frames he 
desires. If, however, the number of 
these frames is not sufficient to meet 
the demand, the Exhibition Com
mittee reserves the right to reduce 
any or all allotments of small frames 
in such manner as will benefit the 
exhibition as a whole. 

Attention is called to the Rules 
and Classifications-copy of which 
may be had by addressing Mr. J.M. 
A~mington, 1329 South 16th Street, 
Birmingham, Ala.-which are based 
on the Rules of the National Phila
telic Exhibition, Inc., and which 
were written at the request of the 
President of the Society as a step 
toward a permanent code for our 
exhibitions. You will note that a 
Junior Class has been added to all 
groups, thereby doing away with the 
Junior Section. There will, of 
course, be separate awards for each 
class in each group and section. 

The Commlittee is not offering 
prizes other than the Award Certifi
cates, however, it will appreciate any 
special prizes which the members or 
friends of the Society care to offer. 
It is suggested that any such offers 
be for award in the Junior Class. 

SPECIAL NOTICE 

The Society has arranged to pur
chase a number of exhibition frames 
24"x36" in size. These frames will 
display six to eight album pages 
without crowding and will obviously 
present a more attractive appearance 
than the small frames available at 
the Library. A rental of 25c. per 
frame will be charged for these 
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larger frames, and remittances must 
accompany the application for entry. 
The Committee has set a tentative 
limit of four large frames to the 
exhibitor, but reserves the right to 
make such reductions as may be 
necessary. In case of reduction of 
frame allotment, proper refund will 
be made to the exhibitors affected. 

----{;g]---

N ew Luxembourgs 
Our correspondent Mr. D. W . . 

Graveman sends the following offi
cial bulletin reoeived from Luxem
bourg: 

In Honor of the coming Philate
lic Exhibition in Esch-Alzette, 
Luzembourg, a special stamp is to 
be issued. Denomination Fr. 2.00 
plus 50c. additional charge; imper
forate, watermarked paper. Quanti
ty issued 75,000. 

This stam:p is valid for postage 
until December 1935. 

Sale at all post offioes is limited 
to one ( 1 ) month, from August 
15th until September 15.th, 1935, 
unless all stamps are sold before 
that date. No additional printings 
will be made, and all stamps, left 
over after September 16th are to be 
destroyed. 

Orders may be mailed to Post 
Direction, Wertzeichen Abtlg. , Lux
embourg-Ville, Luxembourg. 

Exchange rate of. Franc: about 
5c., International Money Order. Do 
not forget the return postage, which 
must be regist·ered mail. Orders 
must be mailed quickly, as no 
guarantee is given that all foreign 
orders will receive consideration. 
Remember, no additional printing 
of the above issue will be made. 

-----!ZJ1-

History of Air Mail 
H. M. Konwiser, librarian of the 

Collectors' Club, author of "Postal 
History of the Texas Republic" and 
other philatelic works, is assembling 
data for a history of the air mail. 
Collectors are invited to submit in
formation. 
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American Airmail Society Convention 
THE sixth annual convention of 

the American Air Mail Society 
opened on Thursday and con

tinued through Saturday at the 
Hotel Lafayette. About 50 dele
gates and friends were present dur
ing the week's exercises. 

The convention opened on Thurs
day at 10 a. m. with '<in address of 
welcome by Louis J. Heath, presi
dent of the Washington Air Mail 
Society, the host to the convention. 
Mr. Heath was brief in his address 
and formally presented the national 
president, Francis B. Leech, of 
Washington. In his address, Mr. 
Leech reviewed the work of the so
ciety during the year and reported 
affairs as being in a most prosperous 
condition. The usual convention 
committees were appointed and 
matters of routine nature discussed 
and acted upon. 

OFFICERS ELECTED 

The annual election of officers 
was held this year, the vote being 
by mail. James 0. Peavey, of Wash
ington, chairman of the board of 
election, reported the following-his 
report being accepted unanimously: 

President, Francis B. Leech, 
Washington; vice-presidents, Walter 
J .Conrath, Albion, Pa.; Erik Hildes
heim, New York City; W.R. Win
nipeg, Manitoba; Richard L. Sing
ley, Lancaster, Pa.; secretary, George 
W. Angers, Springfield, Mass.; 
treasurer, Frank A. Costanzo, Punx
sutawney, Pa.; directors, Alton J. 
Black, L. B. Gatchell, Perham C. 
Nahl, Charles G. Riess, T. F. South
ard, Dr. Leon G. Tedesche and 
Fred H. Wilde. 

At noon the convention photo
graph was taken in front of the 
Lafayette. The afternoon was passed 
in visiting the crime bureau of the 
Department of Justice and the ex
hibition of the American Philatelic 
and Washington Philatelic societies 
at the National Museum. The air-

mail section at the exhibit was 
especially enjoyed. Messrs. Leech, 
Gatchell, Heath, Peavey, Parker and 
Angers had excellent displays, and 
the exhibit of Miss Irene Pistorio of 
air mail and Miss Alice Cilley of 
air-transport labels were exception
ally interesting. Maurice Petty had 
an interesting grouping of airport 
dedications. 

During the evening members at
tended the banquet of the A. P. S. 

On Friday a business session was 
held in the morning, and in the 
afternoon a visit to the Bureau of 
Engraving and Printing was in 
order. The director, Alvin W. Hall, 
personally escorted the delegates on 
a tour of the Bureau. In the even
ing the annual auction sale was 
held, being arranged by Donald E. 
Dickason, Wooster, Ohio. There 
were 719 lots disposed of. 

CONVENTION CLOSES 

The final business session took 
place yesterday morning. In the 
evening at Hotel Lafayette the an
nual banquet was held. Louis J. 
Heath was toastmaster and informal 
addresses were made by President 
Leech; Director A. W. Hall, of the 
Bureau of Engraving and Printing, 
R. M. North, D eputy Third Assis
tant Postmaster General; Superin
tendent Cissler, of the Railway Mail 
Service; Charles P. Graddick, of the 
Air Mail Service, and Herbert S. 
Chamberlain, philatelic agent. Su
perintendent Robert E. Fellers, of 
the Division of Stamps. A letter 
was read from President Roosevelt. 

Among the delegates present 
were the following: George W. 
Angers, Springfield, Mass.; William 
H. Beck, Baltimore, Leon Berman, 
Detroit; C. F. Blackenburg, Kala
mazoo, Mich.; Walter J. Conrath, 
Albion, Pa.; Jacques Creed, Phila
delphia; L. B. Gatchell, H . E. 
Goudket, Daniel Newman, and S. 
Rodviem, New York City; H. H. 

Griffin, Euclid, Ohio; F. W. Kessler, 
Brooklyn; Charles G. Reiss, Albany; 
R. L. Singley, Lancaster, Pa.; H . A. 
Truby, Pittsburgh; Frank A. Cos
tanzo, Punxsutawney, Pa., and Louis 
J. Heath, Francis B. Leech, E. W. 
Beitzell; Miss Alice B. Cilley, James 
0. Peavey, Maurice S. Petty, . Miss 
Irene M . Pistorio, Claude W. 
Parker, Miss Helen E. Vorhees and 
William M. Stuart, Washington. 
-Washington Post, August 18. 

- - -ilZ!---

For Your Album 
For a collector's album inscrip

tion, the following prose poem from 
the Canadian Post Office Weekly 
Bulletin is suggested: "Consider 
·the postage stamp. It is inexpen
sive, unobtrusive and well-nigh 
ubiquitous. But how much it can 
convey of sorrow or joy! Hast thou 
a friend? Thou canst write him a 
word of cheer, and drop it in the 
box, and the little postage stamp 
will carry it aLl the way. Hast thou 
a neglected brother? There is ever 
available unto thee a post office and 
a Thorne of Grace, and both of 
them are blessings of high order. 

"There are many lessons of the 
postage stamp, but there is one 
which, though it be not new, is so 
important I could wish that all men 
might learn it. The success of the 
postage stamp is in this, that it doth 
stick to one thing until it doth ar
rive at its destination and achieve 
its result. 

"If thou hast before thee any 
worthy object, stick to it like the 
postage stamp, and verily, though 
thou are punched and defaced, thou 
shalt eventually arrive." 

-----lZJ1---

Iran has overprinted the recent 
airmail series of 1 7 values. The 
surcha,rge was necessitated by the 
change in the official name of the 
country from "Persia." 
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=-== = 
"To Promote Further Interest in the Collecting of Postmarks as Applied by United States Navy Mail Clerks." 

Add ress all communications to ROBERT c. THOMPSON, STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING, 
Glen Allen, Virginia. 

e,(.(e)E-=::======================================================================1@1'a 

My friend Mr. Kenworthey, 
Lane Hotel, N. S., Pitts
burgh, Pa., is holding covers 

for future Naval events. He says 
that five interesting cachets will be 
issued in the next few months. 
Send as many covers as you wish but 
be sure to include the usual le. for
warding postage with each cover. 

Our Pacific Coast friend, Myron 
F. McCamley, National Director of 
Merchant Marine mailings for the 
U. S. C. S., sends in the following 
list of Marine vessels for which 
cachets will be issued and cancella
tions obtained: Merchant Marine 
ships to be covered are: 

S. S. Berganger, S. S . Canada, 
S. S. Gothic Star, S. S. India, S. S. 
Lerne, S. S. Lochmonar, S. S. Mau
malei, S. S. Narenta, S. S. Oregon, 
S. S. Pacific President, S. S. Silver
beech, S.S. Tottori Maru, S.S. Wis
consin, S. S. Wyoming . 

Substitutions will, no doubt, be 
made but all covers will be cacheted. 
Members of the U. S. C. S. need not 
send forwarding postage. All others 
must include the usual le. per cover 
extra. Send all covers to Mr. Louis 
R. Deising, 3627 N. E. 73rd Ave., 
Portland, Oregon. 

Mr. P. J. Ickeringill, P. 0 . Box 
85, Edgewood, R. I., will hold cov
ers for all commissionings and 
launchings on the East Coast. Re
member the usual courtesies! 

October 27th-Navy Day cachet 
will be sponsored by Mr. D . A. 

Bishop, 366 Potters Ave., Provi
dence, R. I. Closing date is Sep
tember 25th. Usual courtesies to 
Bishop. 

September 14th-The U. S. S . 
Case and Cunningham will be 
launched simultaneously at the Bos
ton Navy Yard. No cachet data 
available but Mr. Ickeringill, as 
above mentioned, will take care of 
your covers. 

September 25th-A cachet in 
commenoration of the disaster of 
the S. S. City of Rome-U. S. S. 
S-51, off the coast of Block Island, 
September 25, 1925, will be spon
sored by the Veterans of Foreign 
Wars. All covers must be of the 
standard 6)4 size and le. forward
ing postage included with each 
cover. 

Naval vessels in dock for over
haul and repair are: 

At Mare Island Navy Yard, Cal.: 
U. S. S. Wright, Richmond, New 
York, Barracuda and Langley. 

At Puget Sound, Washington 
Navy Yard: U. S . S. New Mexico 
and Worden. 

At Norfolk Navy Yard, Norfolk, 
Va.: U. S. S. Fairfax. 

The U. S. S. Trenton, flagship of 
the Special Service Squadron, is 
making a cruise of South American 
ports. This might be a chance for 
some special markings. Send covers 
to the Mail Clerk, care of the Post
master, Coco Solo, Canal Zone. 

Mr. W. C. Foster, Mail Clerk on 
board the U. S. S. Grebe, believes in 
putting out good cancellations in a 
variety of colors. Some cachets, too! 
When sending Mr. Foster covers, 
why not include one for his collec
tion? Address the Grebe at San 
Diego, California. 

Many thanks to the following 
cooperators for covers and news: 
Aug. Dietz, Jr., Clara T. Crowe, 
Jimmie Crum, F. Whitney Davis, 
M. F. McCamley, Vivian M. Green, 
J . J . Haag, J. J. Walsh, R. A. 
Hardie, W. G. Crosby, M. R. Hall, 
Byrd L. Powell, L. A. Nace, L. 
Rogers, Donald Coke, Emil Thur
man, 0 . A. Farabee, Hunter Tho
mas, Jr., Mr. Anders, Francis Lee 
Browne, Louis Deising, J. W. 
Epstein, Philip Akeo, M. Tuchnisky, 
A. L. Hammock, Ted Harrington, 
Leslie Paulson, R. A. Aiken, 0. R. 
Watts, Jack Conway and Universal 
Ship Cancellation Society. 

__ __,C8J1---

The Silver Jubilee stamps of 
Great Britain will not be reprinted. 
Total sales are reported as 1,03 5,-
500,000. 

-----0---
Iceland announces two new land

scape stamps, described as follows: 
lOaur, light blue, Dynjandi Falls, 
and lkr., green slate, Mount Kekla. 

-----0--
Portugal has brought out two new 

issues. The design shows an ancient 
ruin, and the values are 4-cent, 
black, and 5-cent, blue. 
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Fun in Collecting Triangles 
BY SOULE SMITH 

~u------------J~ 

PART II 

T AST month we rambled among 
L countries that have issued 

triangle stamps, which today 
can be purchased at very nom~nal 

prices, except for a few rarities, but 
a collection comprising just the so
called "cheaper" issues is one of 
magnificence and splendor! For ar
tistry of striking designs, colors, and 
the odd-shapen and very fascination 
that attracts one to these stamps, 
which are an assortmentof "apexed" 
labels I still believe that they are 
unbeatable. 

Since the first installment of this 
series appeared last month I have 
received seven letters from collectors 
who are very much interested in 
starting a collection of triangles and 
each wanted .to know from whom 
they could procure the issues that 
will be listed. My suggestion to 
these correspondents, and to any 
others who may inquire further, 1is 
to write any of the stamp dealers 
who advertise in this magazine, and 
I am quite sure that they will be 
able .to supply the greater number 
of all triangles issued in the postal 
history of the world. 

It is indeed a pleasure to realize 
that some will soon start on this 
interesting pursuit of completing a 
collection of the .three-cornered 
stamps of the world-and I wish all 
of you luck and the same joy 1!hat I 
have had in the past mpnths. 

But, on with the story! 
Last month we stopped with the 

issues of the Cape of Good Hope
probably the most beautiful and cer
tainly the most famous of all trian
gles ever issued. 

The next country we find as we 
skim through our Scott! s, is that of 
the Colombian Republic-and be
hind the two stamps issued by this 
South American Republic lies a 

somewhat personal story-a story of 
my first adventure into the realm of 
collecting triangles. 

Twenty-two years ago my collec
tion numbered about six hundred 
varieties. It represented the efforts 
of twelve months, but it lacked one 
thing-and that one thing was a 
triangular stamp. I had my heart 
set on a Cape of Good Hope trian
gle. Its peculiar . shape, the picture 
of Hope seated beside an anchor 
and the fact that it was the only 
triangle stamp with which I was ac
quainted, held a certain mysterious 
lure of a far-away land, somewhere 
along the rim of the world-a land 
of dreams, romance and adventure. 

I started in searoh of this elusive 
and much-wanted stamp, but none 
could be found. I finally wrote to a 
dealer whose advertisement I had 
read. He offered "approvals" and 
requested "want lists." In time, I 
received a marvelous selection of 
"Seebecks" and the two Colombian 
Republic triangles on approval with 
a letter from the dealer stating that 
the Colombians were the only ·two 
triangles that he had in stock. They 
were priced at ten cents each. 

I bought the two stamps and, in 
time, there grew within me a certain 
warmth of feeling for these two ill
shapen, poorly designed, unattrac
tive issues. 'they probably repre
sented the lowest taste in the graphic 
arts-yet they grew on me more and 
more. 

In time, I found myself writing 
to other dealers for copies, until I 
believe I had purchased about every 
Colombian triangle obtainable! 
And, within a few years, the price 
had soared to five and ten times at 
what I had originally bought them. 

The first of these Colombians 
was issued in 1865-the 2.Yz cen
tavo lilac. The other was issued in 
1869 and 1870-a 2.Yz centavo 
violet. The first printing was on 
wove paper, the second on laid and 
later in 1870 a printing was macde 
on laid batonne paper. The first 
two issues (Scott's No. 36 and No. 
59) are catalogued $1.25 each, used 
or unused; while the laid papers of 
No. 60 and No. 61 are catalogued 
at $2 5.00 and $20.00 respectively. 

The reprints are, naturally, more 
numerous than the originals and 
found on magenta colored paper 
wove and ribbed. Counterfeits of 
these issues are also numerous, and 
though I cannot see the wisdom of 
"faking" a stamp that only catalogs 
$1.25, and which is certainly not in 
demand, it is nevertheless true that 
many spurious copies are floating 
the rounds. 

Regardless of this, a collection of 
the genuine stamps forms a very in
teresting array for serious study. 
They are not easily procurable and 
are seldom found on covers. A 
plating of both issues will take some 
time for any studious philatelist and 
I would like to see this done. 

Our next t·riangle-issuing country 
is Ecuador. This little South Ame
rican republic added luster to its 
postal history by the well-known 
and much-admired series of 1908. 
Although the 1 centavo and the 1 
sucre are oblong in shape, the 2c., 
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5c., lOc., 20c. and 50 centavos are 
triangular. The stamps were issued 
to commemorate the 25th anniver
sary of the opening of the Guaya
quil-Quito Railway, and all of the 
triangles in this issue are bi-colored 
and show the por·traits of the men 
who were instrumental in the build
ing of the railway. 

The entire set of seven stamps 
may be obtained for around one dol
lar. For beauty they are worth the 
price. 

Next in line are the two air post 
issues of Estonia of 1920 and 1924, 
and strange to say, but this little 
republic in northern Europe whioh 
was formerly a part of Russia, but 
received its independence following 
the World War, has never issued 
any other shaped air post stamps ex
cept triangles! And a total of 
eighteee different air post stamps 
were .issued from 1920 to 1924! 
Surely, the Postmaster General or 
the Minister of Posts of Estonia 
appreciates the philatelic value of 
three-cornered stamps! 

First was issued the 5 Marka in 
yellow, blue and black-a peculiar 
designed issue, but a very colorful 
one. The same issue was surcharg
ed, three years la:ter, with "1923" 
in red; and again it was surcharged 
"15 Marka-1923." Later, pairs of 
the firs·t issue were suroha'.rged in 
black or red with a higher denomi
nation, and two values were per
forated. 

The issue of 1924 did not enjoy 
the many surcharges of the initial 
air post issue, and five denomina
tions were printed. They show vari
ous views of airplanes in flight and 
each stamp is bi-colored, but with a 
faint network of pale tints covering 
the stamp. These are imperforate. 

Except for the perforated sur
charged issue of 1920, the remain
ing eleven stamps were added to my 
collection for the total sum of $2.50 
and the other two, whioh are the 
highest priced, were bought at auc
tion for $4.35. I consider this a 
very good ,investment in air mails. 

Our next country is Fiume. You 
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recall the Fiume of Gabriele D' An
nunzio, the poet, who ~rganized and 
seized this little city and its sur
rounding territmy on the Adriatic 
Sea immediately following the 
World War. Well, in 1919 and in 
1920, Fiume issued three triangle 
stamps which were for newspapers. 
As the designs and purpose of these 
labels were inconsequential, it is 
needless to elaborate on them. 
They are catalogued at 2c. and 3c. 
eaoh and may be picked off any ap
proval selection for le. apiece. 

Other than being triangulars and 
issues that should go into a complete 
collection of three-cornered stamps 
we can leave them with this passing 
mention. 

In next month's issue of ST AMP 
AND COVER COLLECTING we will 
carry on to many more .issues
mostly inexpensive and easily to se
cure. In the meantime, without 
taking your catalog in hand, can you 
guess approximately the cost of ac
quiring a complete collection of the 
triangular issues of the world? My 
guess, made a year ago, proved 
rather rediculous-but which way? 
Try it yourself. 

--lZl--

Los Angeles Club 
At ·their 440th Regular Meeting 

Monday evening, August 19, Mr. 
G. R. Cooper, of the Santa Monica 
Stamp Club entertained with a talk 
on "Color on Postage Stamps." It 
was an interesting subject, and Mr. 
Cooper presented it so that we 
learned a few things we might 
otherwise have overlooked. 

There are many children in the 
hospitals and institutions who would 
make good stamp collectors if they 
had stamps to collect. If you have 
any accumulations you don't need, 
regardless how cheap or common 
the stamps may be, bring them to 
the club and Ed Palm will see that 
they get distributed where they will 
be appreciated. 

--lZ]1---

Subscribe now. Only $1 the year. 

Will Rogers-Wiley Post 
A Tribute 

On Thursday, the 15th of August, 
the plane carrying Will Rogers and 
Wiley Post crashed in far-away 
Alaska. The ne~t day, Friday, the 
news trickled through and a world 
was shocked with the deepest grief. 

Rich and poor, prince and peasant 
loved Will Rogers. Who couldn't? 

Wiley Post, too, was loved and 
greatly admired. Who could with
hold the highest admiration for this 
intrepid adventurer of the air? 

Their death left two vacant niches 
in the hall of the mortal immortals. 

To stamp-collectors their loss is 
doubly felt. 

Rogers was not only a believer in 
aviation, but an ardent supporter. 
Seldom a trip was taken, and espec
ially on foreign flights, that he did 
not return with souvenir covers as 
mementoes - and all autographed 
by the pilots with whom: he flew. 
Time and again he boosted the send
ing of letters by air mail and never 
failed to signally honor a flier in his 
daily press columns. He knew most 
of them personally and loved them 
all. What greater champion could 
philately ever wish for than Will 
Rogers? 

Post gave to aviation and to air 
mail collecting a continuous thrill. 
His endurance flights and 'round
the-world hop added a zest to cover 
collecting that few, if any, have 
equalled. His Winnie Mae was 
reverently touched by hundreds of 
admiring philatelists; his visits to 
various cities received the attention 
of scores of cachet sponsors, and 
above all his own hobby-heart for 
flying found a responsive chord in 
millions of stamp hobbyists. What 
greater personality could represent 
philately in the air tihan Wiley Post? 

--lZ]i---

Many letters are being received in 
Washington from New York with 
the 3-cent Century of Progress sou
venir stamp with perforations and 
gum. 
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Gleanings Across the Pond 
HERE are some of the prices 

which are being asked for 
Jubilee sets in used condi

tion. There is obviously going to 
be a great call for these issues (at 
any rate for the next year or so), 
and it doesn't take a very great 
prophet to prognosticate that l:!he 
mint sets will not hold their present 
value. Now what do you think of 
these quotations? Will they rule 
.ten years hence? Is someone going 
to have singed whiskers? Those in 
favor, say "Aye"!!! Gilbert and 
Ellice Islands top the tree, bracketed 
with Nauru a:t 7 /6; lots come in 
the 6/6 category, Ascension, Solo
mons, Caymans, Gambia, Morocco, 
Mauritius, Turks and Caicos, St. 
Helena, Seychelles; round the 5 /
mark we find hovering Australia, 
Bahamas, Somaliland, Jamaica, 
Nyassaland, Papua, Malta, St. Ghris
topher and Nevis, Newfoundland, 
Sierra Leone, Virgins, Nigeria, 
Gibraltar, British Honduras, South 
Africa, (in pairs), and Cyprus. 
Antigua, Barbados, Basutoland, 
Bechuanaland, Basutoland Bermuda, 
Canada, Dominica, New Zealand, 
Leewards all come in the 3 / 6 cate
gory, while the others are at varying 
sums until, perhaps surprisingly, 
Great Britain comes in with the 
"also rans" at 3d. I hope you will 
be able to draw your own conclus
ions, that is if you are not like me, 
bored beyond comprehension with 
all .this mercenary matter. Never
theless, I suppose we are all inter
ested in some measure, and for .this 
reason I pass on the news, and will 
welcome any views on the subject 
which you care to send over to me. 

Variety fiends, get out your mag
nifyers, as I have mine! Here's 
something to intrigue us all, and 
with all suitable apologies to any 
who may already be in the know, 
lets turn to the Canadian Jubilee 
One Cent Green, with the charming 

BY W. H. WOSENCROFT 
139 Gwydir Street, Cambridge, Eng. 

..ao ~ 

and winsome portrait of Princess 
Elizabeth. A flaw in the printing 
plate has resulted in a mark on the 
little lady's cheek, giving every ap
pearance of a falling tear. The 
variety has been christened the 
"Crying Princess", and while wish
ing that the result had been to give 
us a happier stamp, there is little 
argument that this variation is inter
esting and a genuine differentiation, 
which will be sought after by spec
ialists. From the note which appears 
.in Stamp Collecting the credit for 
discovering this variety goes to Mr. 
G. Deeks of Shanklin, I. 0. W ., 
and he has given us the additional 
information that the stamp appears 
at the top left corner of the sheet, 
the first stamp in the third row. 

The biggest bargain for many 
years looks like coming from Ips
wich. Users of the splendid simpli
fied Whitfield King Ca:talog will be 
glad to hear that with the fonh
coming edition, promised for Sep
tember 2nd, all the former good 
qualities are to be included, every 
word will be in new "easy to read" 
type, the information about water
marks is to be extended, and much 
useful 'information added. Puzzling 
perforations, shifty shades, vacuous 
varieties are confronted with the 
notice, "No Admittance," but ev·ery 
stamp ever issued by every country 
will find a home within the covers 
of this great little book. Oh! the 
most important matter of all I near
ly forgot-the price is to be reduced 
5/-, and at this price there is no ex
cuse for anyone floundering in Phi
lately, and writing .to long-suffering 
editors for information which is 
here in Whitfield King's volume. I 
predict, and hope for a big sale. 

When the red flag, signifying 

Danger, not Communism, goes up 
philatelists should tell the world 
about it. I learn from several people 
that the photogravure stamps are ex
tremely sensitive to benzine, and 
that a bath in this spirit is by no 
means good for any copies which 
happen to be especially precious. 
There is a difference of course be
tween the pure spirit, and the less 
highly refined article, but my own 
experience has been that in most 
cases the former is harmless. Any
how I do not think any one of us 
would steep any of our best speci
mens in anything where there was 
the slightest danger of their suffer
ing as a result. I am just wonder
ing how the readers of this paper 
have fared in using benzine for the 
detection of watermarks, etc. I 
should like to know myself, and the 
pooling of experiences would be 
very helpful to other collectors. Just 
a postcard will be sufficient, if you 
have anything to tell us! 

Another danger signal was flown 
by a well known dealer some little 
time ago, in a letter to Stamp Col
lecting. In it he told the sorry 
story of a collection which came 
into his hands, with the majority of 
the stamps protected, (sic!) by 
transparent envelopes-the crystal 
sort. The trouble lie in the fact that 
considerable shrinkage haid set in, 
and no one needs to be told what 
happens w.hen an envelope which 
fits the stamp like , a glove, gets 
smaller. The stamp doesn't! Moral: 
use only the very best quality cello
phane covers for your .treasures, and 
be certain tha:t the stamp is smaller 
than the pochette. Better an oveer
size protector than a stamp ruined. 

Philatelic Societies on the look
out for an interesting discussion 
might do worse than debate the 
floods of wmmemorative 1issues 
which many countries are letting 
loose upon a willing (or unwilling, 
according to your point of view) 
world of collectors. The lively 
Brighton Society did it with the con-
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spicuous success which is usual with 
the fixtures of this seaside club, and 
after all was said, the folk in favor 
of commems. carried the evening 
with a majority of four. Mr. Shera
ton in supporting the motion "That 
Commemorative stamps are condu
cive to the interests of philately" 
had an excellent argument in the 
Jubilee issues which were then 
carrying all before them. H e was 
undoubtedly right in saying that 
these pictorial fragmen ts were a 
source of attraction to the non-col
lector, and conceivably might add 
many more to the brotherhood of 
stamp lovers . However he had a 
worthy opponent in Mr. John Ire
land, charming fellow and high 
priest of the "simple life collecting" 
cult, who contended that these kind 
of unnecessary stamps were far too 
numerous, and the result was that 
those countries which issued them 
were being avoided by collectors. 

I personally think that as long as 
the commems. are kept within 
reasonable bounds, and that high 
values are not inflicted upon us, the 
value of special stamps as a means 
of jogging the national memory on 
great historical events, or helping to 
honor the memory of the shining 
names in the story of the world 
vastly outweighs the obj ections. To 
illustrate my point, I bring out the 
many issues of the United States, 
which can be had for various sums, 
usually a few cents, but all are rich 
in historical associations, and give 
an added interest to the collection 
of the emissions of the "Land of 
the Free." 

DuckStampRoseLake 
Scott lists the new revenue hunt

ing stamp as $1 rose lake, showing 
"canvasback ducks taking to flight." 
It also credits the stamp to the De
partment of Agriculture. It is un
watermarked, flat press printing 
perf. 11.-WM. M . STUART in 
Washington Post. 
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Ohlman Visits P resident 
Stamp collectors, regardless of 

their station in life, can always find 
a topic of convers <!'tion when they 
meet. Max Ohlman, one of New 
York' s leading stamp experts, talk
ed stamps and only stamps last week 
when he had tea at the White House 
with America's Number One Stamp 
Collector, President Roosevelt. 

He found tlut Mr. Roosevelt was 
as ardent a follower of his hobby as 
time permitted. Each week the 
President gets a large bMch of 
stamps from the mail received by 
the various departments of the Gov
ernment. On the particular day of 
Mr. Ohlman's visit he was shown 
a number of used high value foreign 
stamps which had been sent to Mr. 
Roosevelt by the State Department. 

Similar to Secretary Ickes, the 
President finds relaxation in his 
stamp collection. One or two small 
albums are always at his elbow to 
be examined when a chance moment 
presents itself. Nearby is a small 
bookcase which houses the Chief 
Executive's stamp books . . 

Mr. Roosevelt was keenly inter
ested in the affairs of the American 
Philatelic Society which convened in 
Washington last week. He has 
been a member of the stamp collec
tor 's organization for many years. 
He expressed h!s regrets to Mr. 
Ohlman at not being able to attend 
the gathering because of the press of 
governmental business. 

When Senator Carter Glass of 
Virginia, in a fr iendly chat with .the 
President last week, complained of 
his inabili,ty to sleep properly, Mr. 
Roosevelt suggested to him that he 
permit h is son, Carter Glass, Jr., a 
retiring vice~president of the Ameri
can Philatelic Society, to interest 
him in stamp collecting as it was an 
excellent method to rest one's mind. 

Before Mr. Ohlman left the White 
House the President added that he 
hoped some day to be able to attend 
the complete sessions of a future 
convention of the American Philate
lic Society.- Philadelphia Inquirer. 
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HOBBIES 
A beautiful, il1ust ratcd magazine for collec

tors of stamps, coins, I ndian relics, firearms 
books, curios, autogr aphs, prints, antiques and 
:!!Co res of other inter esting hobbies. 

Our subscription list includes the famous 
and near-famous, leading educators and out
standing busi ness men and women who are 
anxious to imp rove their time with cultur al 
and ab!orbing hobbies. 

It is popular to hav e a hobby and read 

Hobbies 
SAMPLE COPY 10 CENTS 

TWELVE BIG ISSUES FOR $1.00 

LIGHTNER PUBLISHI N G C ORP. 

2810 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill. 

READ 
Two of the World's Finest Stamp 

Magazines 
For Only $1.50 a Year- Save 50c. 

T he AuJtralian Stamp Monthly 5/- per ann. 
and 

STAMP AND COVER COLLECTI NG $1.00 per ann . 
On e publish•d at Melbourne, Australi a, a nd 

th e oth er at Richmond, Virgi ni a , U. S. A .
near ly two extremes of the earth, but assuring 
you of all the news from everywhere. With 
these two fine monthlies coming to your office 
or home twelve times a year, you have all the 
philatelic news that's worth while. Subscribe 
now! 

Send your subscriptions to : 

Stamp and Cover Collecti11g 
109 E. Cary St., RICHMOND, V A. 

• 

Stamp Trade Prot1ctlY1 
Association, Inc. 

A Bureau for Collection, 
P rotection, Information, 

and Co.operation. 

KALAM AZOO, MI CHIGAN , U.U . 

MITCHELL-HOOVER 
BUREAU PRINT 

PRECANCEL CATALOG 
15th Edition 

Published August, 1935 
75 CENTS POST FREE 

s. G. R ICH 

VERONA, NEW JE RSEY 

RIO GRANDE FILATELICO 
Intern;ztional Review f or Stamp Collectors. 

Postcards, Numismatics, Esparanto. 
Memb ers throughout the worl d, particularly 

America. 
Official organ of the " Sociedade Filatelica 

Rio Grandcnsc." 
Specimen copy will be sent on receipt of 

5 cents in unused stamps, to cover the cott 
of maili ng. 

DR. BE NJAMIN CAMOZATO 
RUA DOS ANDRADAS, H31 , 

P ORTO ALEGRE, BRAZIL. 
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Speeding the Mail Through the Ages 

3800 B. C., the Runner,-Time of Sargon. 

"WINGED WORDS." The 
Greeks had a word for it, 
as usual. Homer made that 

phrase .thousands of years before 
mail planes were thought of, but
interesting to remember-not be
fore mails were flown. Air mails 
were common enough before his 
time. The gray goose on the Chinese 
postal flag was a letter carrier in 
ancient China. The falcon was used 
as a messenger by hunting barons of 
antiquity, and the carrier pigeon 
dates back to the flood, as the an
cestor from which Time has fledged 
our great-winged couriers of the sky. 

A more interesting fact is that the 
planes haven't yet entirely displaced 
the pigeons, and that that modern 
communication still finds a use 
somewhere in its vast system for 
every type of carrier that has ever 
proved useful, whether by land, air 
or water. This and the tradition of 
faithful service .that runs continu
ously through <the story of the mails, 
blend past and present in a vivid 
texture of romance. 

The Mail Coach Was Once "Good Picking" 
for Marauding Redskins, But the 

Mails Kept Moving. 

The Courier. Time of Queen Esther, 
600 B. C. 

BY AUBREY BOYD 
in Richmond Times-Dispatch 

Pictures reproduced through the courtesy 
White Wyckoff Mfg. Co., Holyoke, Mass. 

~ l'f'"J 

Between pigeon and plane the 
span of progress is of course im
mense. King Solomon's air mail to 
the Queen of Sheba traveled at the 
pigeon's flying speed of 40 miles an 
hour for a possible range of 500 
miles a day, not to mention its 
limited cargo. Mussolini can send 
less ardent but voluminous docu
ments to the modern Queen of 
Sheba-Empress Zauditu of Abys
sinia-from a much greater distance 
at three times the speed. 

Where the Greek used pigeon 
mails to carry the names of Olympic 
victors to sport fans in the various 
Attic cities, planes now rush photo
graphs of Olympic events to dis
patch centers from which they are 
telegraphed to the newspapers of 
the world. 

Perilous Mail Service Rendered by the In· 
trepid Pony Express Featured a Romantic 

Postal Period. 

The Roman Relay Postal System. 

PIGEONS 'COME BACK' IN 

EMERGENCIES 

But the pigeons have always had 
a way of "coming back" in emer
gency. During the siege of Paris in 
1870, the beleaguered city lay help
less with its wires cut, severed from 
communication with the outside 
world. The French had no planes 
then, but they had gas balloons, and 
they sent these up with carrier 
pigeons in the baskets to be blown 
abroad by the wind. Other cities 
picked up the balloon, and returned 
the pigeons, with minute photo
graphs of newspapers and letters 
rolled in quills and attached to the 
tail feathers. In Paris these tiny 
films were reflected on stereopticon 
screens and enlarged 300 times. 
Copied by clerks, they were for
warded to the addresses-as many 
as 40,000 messages being received 
in one flight, owing to fine reduc
tion in the negatives. 

In the World War, when many 
cycles of history came full circle, 

Th e First Steam Engine Brought Out the 
Countryside and Inaugurated a New 

Mail Era. 
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Perilous Service to Islands in Lake Erie. 

plane met pigeon on a common 
field~the oldest and newest of air 
mail carriers matched in a fiery test. 

Verdun was in crucial danger, 
blasted by an incessant barrage, Fort 
Vaux, key fort of the "ga:teless 
barrier" had exhausted its ammuni
tion and lost contact with headquar
ters. The commander, knowing that 
to yield would mean the fall of the 
whole ring of forts , threw a carrier 
pigeon into the air with ·the historic 
dispatch: 

"We sti ll hold out but are 
.undergoing gas and smoke attack. 
It is urgent to relieve us. . 

"Communicate through Souv11le 
optical station, which does not re-
ply to our calls. . 

"This is my last pigeon. 
-RAYNAL." 

This pigeon, later cited and deco
rated by Marshall Foch as "Poilu, 
the Winged Messenger," delivered 
the message safely, and in half an 
hour every available man and gun 
was being rushed to Ver dun' s de
fense. 

"LEG MAN" STILL HAS FEATS 

TO P ERFORM 

On land, the story of the mails 
shows the same dramatic interweav-

The Santa Claus Myth Is An Actuality In 
Our Own Alaska Where Reindeer Are 

Sometimes Used To Haul 
the Mails. 
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ing of past and present. The first 
courier was a foot runner, of whom 
the glorious exemplar is Phillipides, 
the Athenian, who ran original 
marathon to tell with his last breath 
the news of victory at Thermopyhe. 
Today, runners are an indispensable 
part of the mail systems in Africa, 
India and Latin America. While the 
"leg man" of our mails usually 
moves at a milder pace, there are 
still some roadless frontier reaches 
where, on foot or snow-shoes, he is 
put to tests of endurance which the 
Greek would have respected. 

The "word of mouth" courier 
survives in the diplomatic and secret 
services of modern governments, 
which sometimes send messages too 
dangerous to be entrusted to written 
or telegraphic codes. Where writ
ten messages are necessary, the ruses 
now used by the Secret Service to 
safeguard .them hardly surpass in 
ingenuity those of the ancient 
Persian. One of these tricks was to 
tattoo or brand a message on the 
courier's shaved scalp, and let his 
hair grow. When he reached his 

- destination, his scalp was shaved 
again so that the message could be 
read. 

Post riders, however, were the 
most direct ancestors of the modern 
mails. King Ahasuerus, in the Book 
of Esther, "sent letters by post on 
horseback and by riders on mules, 
camels and dwmedaries," but the 
use of mounted couriers in relays 
was invented by Cyrus, the Persian, 
according to H erodotus, "the father 
of history," who describes how the 
Persian ·riders passed a dispatch 
from hand to hand, "like the light 
in the torch race which the Greeks 
celebrate to Vulcan." 

RIDERS' AND COACHES FOLLOW 

ROAD OPENINGS 

With good roads, the Romans 
improved on the Persian relay idea 
by establishing along the mail route 
"mansiones," or lodgings and sup
ply sta:tions for riders and mounts, 

Mush! Mush! And the Alaskan Mail Is Off. 

and eight stables for change horses 
in the line of one day's journey 
marked with posts (from which the 
post office of today derives its 
name) , and the highways they 
traveled were called "post roads." 

The benefits of the system were 
not enjoyed by private citizens until 
the time of Diocletian, and were 
soon afterwards destroyed by the 
fall of the Roman Empire. 

Much later, in France, a royal 
stage route which Louis XI adapted 
from the Roman plan was finally 
thrown open to the public. Coaches 
drawn by four or six fast horses 
with "postillions" in the saddle sup
plemented the work of the post 
riders, and this system, copied 
throughout Europe, came to Ameri
ca from England in colonial times. 

But our colonial roads were so 
bad that for a long time the coach 
was a rarity. Mails depended large
ly on lone riders, who often had to 
blaze their own trails through the 
wilds. Six weeks was fast mailing 
time from Philadelphia to Boston, 
and charges were high. Even after 

Three Months from New York to California 
in Early Days of the Fony-niners 

Before Stage Coach and Pony 
Express Cut the Time. 
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Delivering Mail to Tillamook Rock Light
house on the Pacific Coast. 

Benjamin Franklin, from Philadel
phia to Georgia, a letter from end 
to end of the route cost 10 shillings 
-real money in those days. It was 
well patronized, however, and play
ed a great part in winning the War 
of Independence. 

After the war, roads improved 
and the mail coach burgeoned forth 
-a brilliant vehicle with green 
body, vermillion wheels, and the 
letters "United States Mail Stage" 
painted on it ,in yellow Roman capi
tals, under a spread eagle of the 
same color. 

"IRON HORSE" CHANGED MAIL 

CARRYING PICTURE 

The "Iron Horse" gradually 
changed the picture by making post 
relays unnecessary, at least to the 
end of steel. But pioneers were 
pushing westward far ·in advance of 
the rails. So many were drawn to 
the Far West by the California gold 
rush of '49, and the demand for 
news and letters became so intense 
both in the East and West that three 
daring enterprises were launched to 
fill the gap. 

First of these was a new steamer 
route, the "Pacific Mail," with two 
side-wheelers plying the Pacific and 
two on the Atlantic side, joined at 
the Isthmus of Panama by a short 
link of railroad. The idea for the line 
occurred to a shipwrecked magazine 
writer named Cooke, while maroon
ed on St. Thomas Island. 

Then by land, the "Overland 
Mail" pushed a transcontinental 
stage line from St. Louis to San 
Francisco by way of El Paso with an 
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equipment which soon included 100 
stage coaches, 1,000 horses, and 150 
drivers. A stage left both ends of 
the system six days in the week, 
and covered 2, 759 miles of wild 
country in the remarkable time of 
21 days. 

Still the cry was for speedier 
mails, until the firm of Russell, 
Majors and Waddell, with the 
sturdy and pious Kentuckian, Colo
nel Alex Majors, as its guiding 
head, inaugurated the famous "Pony 
Express," probably the keenest out
fit of hard riders and game horses 
the world has ever seen. "Buffalo 
Bill" Cody, F. A. Aubrey, "Pony 
Bob" Haslam and Jim Moore were 
among the star riders of the string. 

In the early spring of 1860 St. 
Joseph, Mo., was the Western rail
road terminus. Between it and the 
Pacific stretch a vast expanse of 
plains, mountains and deserts, with 
all the native hazards of raw coun
try, from blazing hea:t to searing 
cold, blizzards, floods, wild animals, 
and wilder savages. Unlike the 
Overland Stage driver, the Express 
rider traveled alone, stripped of 
every ounce of extra weight, and 
with only a revolver, a knife and a 
handful of ammunition for defense. 

EXPRESS CUT OVERLAND TIME 

IN HALF 

Two hundred and fifty miles a 
day was their riding gait. Often a 
rider had to double or treble his 
time in the saddle when accident, 
death or Indian raid disrupted the 
relays. His mail bags were two 
leather pouches strapped to the sad
dle before and behind. These con
tained 20 pounds of dispatches, 
written on the thinnest of paper 
(postage $ 5 as against the 10 cents 
per half-ounce of the Overland 
Mail) sealed in oiled silk and 
locked. The Express mail reached 
San Francisco from "St. Joe" in 
10 days. 

The Pony Express continued for 
16 months until displaced in Octo
ber, 1861, by the telegraph, which 
left its promoters bankrupt. In the 

Unloading Mail from Leviathan to Mail 
Boat President Through Chute. 

same year Wells Fargo and Com
pany bought the Overland Mail, and 
in 1864 the Union Pacific Railway 
took over the job. 

Today the United States Postal 
Service carries some twenty billion 
letters a year. 

Many carriers, but with the single 
thought which was so well express
ed ages ago by Herodotus in de
scribing the mounted relays of the 
Persian, and which is engraved now 
in large letters on .the stone front of 
the New York Post Office: 

"Neither snow nor rain, nor heat 
nor gloom of night can stay these 
couriers from the swift completion 
of their appointed rounds." 

New! Timely! 

"DAISY" 
STOCK BOOK 

Only $3.60 
Complete 

Companion to the famous "Daisy" Album 
Finest buy on the market. 

Consists of: 

e High-grade Imitation Leather Spring 
Back Binder in choice of five colors. 
In Blue or Red, with embossed 
border design on cover; Black, 
Green or Brown without border. 

e Sturdy Inner Folder with Stock 
Sheet. 

9 20 Extra Fine Manilla "Lie-Flat" 
Stock Sheets. 

FREE! 40-page catalog showing ELBE 
Albums, Stock Books, Approval Cards, 
Stamp Wallets, Mint Stamp Files, 
Glassine Envelopes, etc. in a variety and 
price range for all needs. 

ELBE TH~ 
Deaartment C ~INS 

215 GREENE ST., NEW YORK CITY 
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at 287 Feronia Way, Rutherford, N. ] . 
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P~esident,_ ADOLPH KLtNGENSTEtN, 740 Hudson Ave., West New York N J 
Pue-President-0 . G. REICHELT, Paramus, N. _T . ' • • 
Secretary-$. LAKE P. 0. Box No. 136, Rutherford, N . J. 
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SALES MANAGER'S REPORT 

Sales for July were $780. 
Now that the vacation per iod is over 

and the new Scott's catalogue is out there 
should be no excuse for delaying further in 
sending us chat material chat we are urgent
ly in demand of. 

Those who are receiving our circuits 
should return them as quickly as possible, 

in chis way you will be assured of better 
material and our books will circulate 
quicker and create larger sales for che 
owners. 

Why don't you appoint yourself a com
mittee of one and secure a new member 
for your Cl4b. This would be the best recom
mendation of what you chink of the Club. 

W. 0. STAEB, Sales Manager. 

Vi r~i n ia P~ ilatel i( r e~er ation , ............. ,,,,,,,",,,,,",,,,, ,,,,,,,,","''"'''''"'''''",,,,,,,, ... "., ...... . 
Stop-Press News 

The hoc weather will soon be over and 
v:e can again turn ta our stamps for pas
time. Three big Philatelic Conventions will 
have deliberated and we hope chat the 
Scamp Illustrating Bill will soon be a 
reality. Let us all push. 

A new commemorative for Michigan is 
promised for November 1. A Boulder Dam 
scamp will follow chat, and then what? 
How about the good "ole Constitution·' 
scamp) Has that been forgotten) 

Our Annual Fall meeting and exhibit is 
again drawing near. Where and when will 
it be held? 

Our new Pose Office building in Peters
burg will be started in the near future. A 
cachet may be forthcoming for its dedica
t10n. If it is decided to have a cachet all 
fans will ~e notified in ample time;' but 
please don t scare sending covers now. 

Sincerely, 

ALFRED HAASE, Publicity Director, 

P. 0 . Box 406, Petersburg, Va. 

BELGIUM BY 100 PIECES 
7 5 cent "Mourning". . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ .25 
7 5 cent Leopold I II. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28 
1914, 35 cent Exhib................. :40 
1894, 25c. "Antwerp 11

1 mint. ....... ,. .25 
Bargains offer all countries free (whol esale). 

JULIARD (s. P. A., A. P. s.) 
12 rue Emile Claus, Brussels, Belgium 

U. Used Commemorative Sets S. 
Columbian, lc.-lOc ................... $ .95 
Trans-Mississippi, lc.-lOc... . .. . ...... 2.75 
Louisiana, complete . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 2. 9 5 
Jam estow1j:l1 complete.................. .88 
Nat~onal arks, complete, perf......... .40. 
National Parks, complete, imperf....... .50 

Postage is extra on orders und er 7 Sc. 
Mon ey back guarantee. Price-l ist Free. 

R. J. LEWINSON 
825 West End Ave., New York, N . Y. 

Walter Feeney, Cachet Director 
of the Centennial Committee Town 
Hall, Irvington, N. J. , will ~pply a 
cachet to all covers on September 
19, when the City will celebrate its 
1001.ih birthday. 

Walter Kaner, 3118 36th St., 
Long Island City, N. Y., will spon
sor cachets for the following events: 
S~ptember 11, Battle of Brandy
wine; September 16, Battle of Har
lem Heights; September 19, Battle 
of Saratoga. Add le. per cover for
warding charges. 

Allentown, Penna., will be em
braced on AM-1, on or about Sep
tember 14. Send covers to the Post
master for official cachet. Covers 
may also be sent to the Allentown 
Chamber of Commerce where they 
will be held and properly attended 
to when the flight takes place. 

According to an official bulletin 
from Washington All~ntown, Pa., 
will be embraced as a stop on AM-1 
(Newark to Oakland route), on or 
after September 14. Official cachet 
will be applied by the postmaster at 
Allentown, where covers should be 
sent. 

Moscow - San Francisco 
Flight 

In connection with the flight 
Moscow-San Francisco across the 
Norrh Pole conducted by Hero of 
Soviet Union Aviator S. Levanevski, 
the Soviet Post Office has set the 
overprint: 

"Flight Moscow-San Francisco 
across the North Pole 1935 

1 rouble'' 

on the 10 kopecks postage stamp of 
~he "Tcheluskin" set bearing the 
image of Hero of the U. S. S. R. 
Levanevski. 

These stamps have been used for 
postage on the air mail which the 
Moscow Central Post Office de
livered on board the aeroplane 
"URSS No. 025" in the night fol
lowed by August 3rd. 

The rate of postage for an ai r 
mail letter sent by this flight has 
been set at 1 rouble 1 O kopecks. 

The stamps were sold to the 
public at the Moscow Central Post 
Office during one day on August 2. 
!he number of stamps sold that day 
1s about 5, 000 (the entire issue of 
this stamp being 10,000). 

All correspondence mailed by the 
public for conveyance with this 
flight were accepted likewise at the 
Moscow Central Post Office. All 
stamps have been cancelled wirh the 
date of departure of the aeroplane 
(August 3rd, 1935) and each letter 
has been marked by a special india
rubber stamp reading in Russian 
and English "Moscow-San Francis
co Across the North Pole." 

FREE VALUABLE PACK.ET OF 100 
ALL DIFFERENT FROM 100 
DIFFERENT COUNTRIES IF 

YOU RUSH 25c. FOR A TRIAL SUB
SCR!PTJON TO 

The International Stamp Magazine, 
1102 SECOND AvE., ROME, GEORGIA 

Approvals V2c. and Up 
15,000 Varieties 

Send ten cents. and will incl~de fifty different 
from fifty d1 ffer ent countries and surprise 
packet. 

A. C. CARBON 
Dept. C., Sharon Pa. 
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Airmail and Cachet N eW"s 
CONDUCTED BY AUGUST DIETZ, JR., AND COOPERATORS. 

All news pertaining to this department should be addressed to August Dietz, Jr., 
109 East Cary Street, Richmond, Virginia. 

W ELL, the conventions are 
over and the great autumn 
season for stamp and cover 

collecting is well on its way .to the 
biggest year the hobby has ever had. 
It is predicted by the wise ones that 
the winter of 1935-36 will find phi
lately intrenched in the hearts of at 
least a half-million more enthusias
tic collectors-and that business 
which serves the hobby will be on 
its grandest uptrend. 

T he convention of the American 
Air Mail Society in Washington, 
D . C., was a distinct success. The 
organization ·is rapidly growing and 
today is one of the recognized phi
latelic societies of the world. If you 
are not a member, take this sugges
tion and join. If you did not attend 
the, convention, do so next year. It 
is an inspiration. 

Cachet events for this season of 
the year are not lacking by any 
means. Sponsors are doing their 
share in promoting the hobby, and 
while it is true that many are worth
less, it is also true that many events 
promoted by gentlemen are of the 
first order. I have always attempted 
to chaff the wheat from the weed 
in listing events, however some 
"bum ones" do slip by occasionally, 
but on the whole the majority are 
A-1. 

During the past several months, 
and while in conversations with air
mail collectors from all parts of the 
country, I have found that airmail 
stamps are more in demand than 
covers. Used varieties are more in 
demand than unused varieties. Two 
weeks ago a collector fr.om a small 
mid-Western town showed me a 
collection of air mail stamps for 
which he paid 90% of cataloit 
value, and in turn he would not 

dispose of the collection for 100% 
catalog. A similar conversation took 
place in Norfolk last week. A col
lector had selected $167 worth of 
used airmail issues for which he 
paid full catalog-and was de
lighted with the purchase. 

Needless to say, that in both in
stances none of the issues were 
United States. They were all for
eign airmails. 

Not being very v1s10nary, but 
nevertheless predicting this same 
future for airmails more than three 
years ago in bhis column, convinces 
me still further that such issues have 
not reached their zenith. Further
more, I am told that one of the 
well-known firms in New York, 
specializing strictly in airmails, will 
soon promote this branch of philate
ly to a point where it belongs. 
When this happens you may find 
that the few pennies and dollars 
that have been spent by hundreds of 
collectors will prove real invest
ments. A fine collection of these 
issues is about as good as any on 
the market. 

Mr. Lionel F. Ascher of New 
York City, writes an interesting 
letter regarding a crash cover in his 
collection. On January 10, 1930, 
the plane flying between Cheyenne 
and Chicago on C.A.M. 18, crashed 
near Sydney, Nebraska. A cover 
was aboard for Mr. Ascher. It was 
enclosed in an "ambulance" envel
ope and forwarded to Limay, Nica
ragua, its destination. While on this 
flight south it flew on the first flight 
of F.A.M. 8 from Brownwille, 
Texas, .to San Lorenzo, Honduras, 

and the ''ambulance'' cover received 
the official cachet. It is believed 
that this unique piece is the only 
one of its kind and it is guaranteed 
by the well-known airmailist, L. 
Charlat of New York City. 

Every letter from D r. S. E. Hut
nick .rings true, and the D octor .is 
always extending a helping hand to 
air mail collectors the worl,d over. 
Now he is planning two very inter
esting cachets--0ne is for the keel
laying of a naval vessel in the Phila
delphia port, and the other is for 
the decommissioning of the U. S. S. 
S48. Send only 6~ envelopes, ad
dressed in lower right-hand corner, 
unsealed and unstuffed, with le. for
warding oharge per cover. Send as 
soon as possible .to Dr. S. E. Hut
nick, 5933 Lansdowne Ave., West 
Philadelphia, Pa. 

H. S. Groat, 110 Madison St., 
Seattle, Washington, will sponsor 
the following cachets: August 31, 
commemorating Lafayette's birthday 
from Lafayette, Oregon. Another 
is a Navy Day cachet on all U. S. 
ships. The third is :the Masonic 
Historical cachet in commemoration 
of important American characters. 
Add le. forwarding charge for each 
cover and send as many covers as 
you wish. 

Wayne Erwin, 503 W. Grant St. , 
Kelso, Washington, will sponsor a 
Navy Day cachet for mailing from 
25 American ships on October 27. 
Send at least 25 covers, or more if 
you like. 

Silver and Gold Jubilee. Nampa, 
Idaho, September 2, 1935. Picture 
of bucking broncho and rider. Send 
return postaPe stamp loose as Tubi
lee envelopes are now printed. 
Cancellation on above date. Old 
commemoratives on your letter. 
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please. Send early as poss~ble as 
addressing requires much time. 
Robertson Stamp Co., P. 0. Box 
888, Nampa, Idaho. 

Our good friend, D. W. Grave
man, sends the following informa
tion regarding the official Canadian 
flights: September 15, between 
Prince Albert-Dore Lake and return; 
Dore Lake-Beauval ·and return. 
Four different cachets will be issued 
and all covers should be mailed to 
Dis·trict Superintendent of Postal 
Service, Saskatoon, Canada, by Sep
tember 14. Money orders should be 
used for postage and rate is 6c. per 
cover to U. S. and lOc. per ounce 
to Europe. 

Mr. Graveman also sends the 
following letter, and except for the 
fact that I am one of the payless 
employed it sounds pretty good to 
me. If there are any superfluous 
and fat political jobs in Washington 
that pay well I am making applica
tion herewith on the strength of 
brother Graveman's suggestion: 

REFERENCE TO AIRMAIL STAMP ISSUES 

A short time ago, Mr. Farley, our Post
master-General was asked, if he thought it 
necessary to issue a Special Airmail stamp 
for the coming event of the new Zeppelin, 
No. 129 making its first round trip Ger
many-American-Germany, whereupon he re
plied "No, there have been four airmail 
stamps issued for such events and this is 
merely a repetition."' 

Well, Mr. Farley, the stamps which were 
issued for events such as the coming (by 
the way, it will most likely be by the middle 
of October, 1935) the stamps issued were 
s·ol<l out, what was left over of the first 
iss·ue the 65c., $1.30 and $2 .60, was de
stroyed-at least that was the statement 
made. The next issue became a 50c. stamp 
and this stamp is also taken away from the 
Philatelic Division, so all these stamps can
not be purchased any longer through the 
Post Office Department unless the P hilate
list (and he is the one, who made the Post 
Office Department what it is today-look 
up the amount taken in during the last 
"Farley"' imperf. sale) buys. his supply 
through the channels of a dealer. Well, he 
has to pay a high premium, but in this 
particular case, where the flight will surely 
cost $LOO in postage or over, the Post 
Office Department is surely making a lot of 
money again and it is the Philatelist and 
Cover Collector, who is bringing the money 
home to Mr. Farley. We should be able 
to write an address on the coming flight 
covers, but if Mr. Farley does not intend 
to issue another stamp for the Special 
Flight, how many 6c. Airmail Stamps must 
we attach to the Flight Cover and where 
are we go.ing to put them? Surely one 
wou.!d want airmail stamps on covers such 

as this. But let us· look at it the other way, 
the regular airmail service requires a high
er denomination beside the 6c. stamp. Let 
us see: Argentine 55c., Bahama Islands, 
lOc., Barbados 20c., Bolivia 40c., Brazil 
50c., British H onduras 15c., Canal Zone 
20c., Colombia 35c., Guatemala 15c., Peru 
40 and 65c., Venezuela .45c. postage. Here 
we have a complete new Issue of 10 or 11 
values~namely: 6, 10, 15, 20, 30, 35, 40, 
45, 50, 55 and 65c. And please let us have 
some varieties in illustrations, not always 
the same old thing. How come the Philip
pine Islands has a nice looking set of air
mail stamps printed by the U. S. A. Gov
ernment (look at your Carra! Zone Issue, 
another pretty set) but we here have to put 
up with the same design and colors. Just 
as if we could not produce artistic designs 
the same as other governments do it. Are 
we that poor, that we cannot afford a busi
ness proposition such as: this? I call it a 
business proposition, because it means 
money for the P. 0. Department who al
ways claims to be in the red, but it really 
is a needed item in the cause of airmail 
transportation. The Philatelist and Cover 
Collector will bring in the profits because 
the sets he buys, will see no service, the 
business world of the export trade will 
cover the cost of th~ printing and selling 
of the stamps; so no matter which way you 
look at it, the P. 0. Department will never 
be the loser in this game and it will keep 
men in jobs to do the printing. Therefore, 
you Philatelists, Cover Collectors, Members 
of the various Clubs and Fraternities, sub
scribers to STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING, 
let us get together and implore Mr. Farley, 
beg him, to take our money, but to give 
us a decent, complete set of Airmail Stamps 
in the near future, a set which is worth 
while having and of which the U. S. Post 
Office D epartment can be proud-a set 
from which other governments can take a 
lesson and which will compel them to say: 
That is an Airmail Set issued by the U.S.A. 
. Being that Mr. August Dietz, Jr. has a 
lot of time on his hands-not knowing 
what to do with himself-he could be the 
manager of this "Demand"' affair and we 
all write to him to go about it in the proper 
manner, the way which will lead to results, 
the same as the wav which brought results 
for the S. and C. C. 

Let"s go and don"t be hanging behind, 
thinking and saying, "Oh, let the other fel
low write in for it, I am coo busy right 
now, my vote or my demand does .not even 
count or is not needed, there will be so 
many ' others. No, yours as well as mine and 
the other fellows" vote is needed badly, so 
coine ahead, at the same time another 
Fellow Citizen (Mr. Dietz, Jr.) is honored 
with a iob and does not have to call him
self "Jobless."' 

Yours philatelically, 
D. W. GRAVEMAN. 

Co-operators, and many thanks to 
each: *«"uDr. S. E. Hutnick, 
* * * * * * *D. W. Graveman, 
~· ~· * *W. T. Raley, Don Dickason, 
~·w ayne Erwin, Larry Hoover, Bert 
McGraw and J. P. Penning. 

Subscribe now. Only $1 the year. 

September, 1935 

25c. Summer Special 25c. 
Complete set Bicents, block of Xmas seals, 

$5 revenue stamp, $2 revenue stamp, SOc. 
Franklin, Columbian cut square, British Colon
ial cat. SOc. to $1, 10 diff. mint foreign blocks, 
5 diff. buros, 5 diff. city type precancels. 
In cacheted cover. Postage extra. 

H. 0. DOUGLASS 

Box 50, Hot Springs, Ark. 

BUY AT OHLMAN'S 
Unreserved Public Sales 

~S~ If you have never bought 
D at Auction start now. If you 

buy at Auction and are not 
on my list start now. If you 
have fine material to sell 
write now to Ohlman's "Auc
tion witll Action." 

M. 0 H L MAN 
1160 Nassau Street, New York City 

To Stamp Clubs 
Want to make some money for 

the Club, kick up some excitement 
and make buyers happy? If so, let 
me tell you what some other clubs 
have done with those British West 
India and Central America Packets 
I have been offering here. 

A. C. TOWNSEND 
6229 Eddy . Street, CHICAGO, ILL. 

Be Sure to Advertise in 

STAMP AND COVER 
COLLECTING 

Rates very reasonable for the first four 
months, after which they will probably advance. 

One Inch ...•••• . ..••• •.•. ... $ 1.00 
Two Inches . . . . . . . . • . . . • • . . • 2.00 
Third Page • . . . . . • . . . • • . . . . • 9.00 
Full Page ..............•.•.. 27.00 

Copl' must be in by the 15th of the month 
preceding date of issue. The circulation will 
amaze you. 

Stamp and Cover Collecting 
RICHMOND, VA. 

READ ... 

Colonial and Revolutionary 
Posts 

BY HARRY M. KONWISER 

One of the most exhaustive and comprehen
sive books1 written in a delightful, fascinating 
style, on the American Postal System from the 
earliest times through the Colonial and Revolu
tionary Periods. ' A book that should be in 
the possession of every philatelist and library. 

Price $2.00 Postpaid. 
THE DIETZ PRESS 

109 E. CARY STREET 
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA. 
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What Becomes of all the Stamps and 
YESTERDAY while idling 

away a few hours in one of 
the shops on fascinating Nas

sau Street a gentleman of middle-age 
and of the middle-class with 
his middle-extremities protruding 
slightly (first signs 9f coming pros
perity) entered ye shoppe with his 
twelve-year old son. The boy was 
just sta11ting a stamp collection and 
dad was obviously enthused over 
his scion becoming a "Philatelist" 
(what a beautiful, alluring word
and may the good Lord bless that 
one Frenchman who coined' it), so 
during lunch hour they were making 
a shopping tour for albums, acces
sories and stamps. 

As my friend, the dealer, pulled 
forth an array of albums, hinges, 
tweezers, watermark detectors, 
packets and other innumerable sup
plies, dad asked his son what he 
wanted in the way of stamps. 

The first choice was a set of U. S. 
Zepps. These were pulled forth at 
the price of $14.00. "Great Scott!" 
exclaimed dad, "Why, I could have 
bought them at the postoffice a 
couple of years ago for $4.65 and 
now you want nearly four times 
face. What in the world became of 
the thousands bhat were sold?" 

My friend, the dealer, just grin
ned. "They aren't so numerous 
now," says he. "Furthermore, my 
price is the cheapest along this street 
and I have only two sets left. Doubt 
if you can pick such excellent copies 
up anywhere else at the price." 

-"so, $14.00 more was added to 
the bill. 

"Now, dad," says sonny-boy. "I 
want some of the A. E. F. covers
used by the doughboys in France 
during the World War. Got any?" 

"Yes," replied the dealer, as he 
produced about ten rather soiled 
envelopes from out of a drawer be
neaJth the counter. 

"How much for these?" asked 
the elder. 

Covers? 
BY WILLIAM LEFEW 

"Dollar a cover for these six and 
fifty cents each for the four that are 
not so hot," slowly retorted the 
seller. 

"By the jumping jimminies!" ex
claimed the prospect, "One buck 
apiece for those covers! Why, mil
lions of 'em, and more millions 
were sent during rtihe war. The 
mails were flooded for eighteen 
months with letters from the boys 
in France to the folks at home. I 
sent darnded near two every day 
myself, and I was over there for 
deven months. Say, where do all 
of the stamps and covers go any
way? Can millions of an item dis
appear in fifteen years and the re
mainders run up in value to fifty 
times their face?" 

"I dunno," replied the dealer, 
"but these covers are getting scarcer 

· every day and I believe my price is 
among the cheapest you'll find along 
Nassau. If you don't want these 
covers just leave them as I haye two 
other collectors who are very inter
ested and will probably drop around 
this week." 

"We'll take 'em." 
"Now, what next?" asked dad. 
"Some Farley imperfs," said little 

Johnny. 
"Want singles in sets, pairs, 

blocks, lines--0r how do you want 
'em?" inquired my friend the dealer. 

"Blocks with the lines," retorted 
dad. 

"All right," says the dealer as he 
shoved an envelope already pre
pared containing the complete series 
in blocks before his stunned custo
mer, "Double face." 

"My Gad," was the reply, "And 
just thirty days ago they could be 
obtained at face-and now they' re 
twice the original price! I thought 

that millions were sold and that 
nearly every person in the country 
had 'em by singles, blocks and 
sheets. What in the world becomes 
of all the stamps that are sold? 
Don't they ever turn up again, or 
do they just hide around indefi
nitely." 

"Search me," says the dealer, 
"but that's the price and she'll more 
than likely take a rise before long 
at that. " 

''I'll take them," says dad, "just 
add up the bill and I'll call it the 
most astonishing day I've had for a 
long time." 

Thus, they departed, and as they 
left I started thinking about just 
what does become of all of the 
stamps and covers issued and sent 
through the mails, .especially the 
philatelic material. 

Just a;t this time there is reported 
an army of approximately 240,000 
Italian troops in Africa, ostensibly 
to be near some trouble in Ethiopia. 
It is assumed that each of these 
soldiers will write at least one letter 
home each week, so every ~onth 
that they are in Africa there will be 
sent nearly one million letters from 
the Halo-African Expedition. Cer
tainly, each will contain an army 
cancellation of some kind. It is also 
calculated that Mussolini will have 
nearly a half million troops on the 
war path before long, so at this rate 
and after twelve months nearly 
24,000,000 letters should find their 
way to the sunny land of Italy from 
the sun--tanned Romans somewhere 
near Addis Ababa. 

Now, what becomes of these 
covers? Surely, thousands of them 
will be colleoted by the youthful 
philatelists of Italy and of other 
countries, yet I daresay that after 
ten years what remains of these 
twenty-four odd-million Halo-Ethio
pian franked covers will be as scarce 
as hen's teeth. 

But, the real question is, does the 
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supply dimish so rapidly or is the 
demand increasing so enormously? 

I believe that both are taking 
place. The loss through fire, care
lessness, indifference and ignorance 
in many homes cause ·each year an 
apalling loss in stamps for future 
generations. And to intensify this 
annual loss is the fact that .thousands 
of colleC:tors are joining the ranks of 
Philatelia each year-all seeking and 
striving in the building up of a 
hobby that knows no boundary 
lines. The same question will be 
asked hundreds of times and I pre
sume just as many answers will be 
given. 

------01--

Scott' s 178 Statistics 

BY J. T. CHASE 

You may recall that I am inter
estied in cancellations on the two
cent vcermilion, Scott's Nos. 178 
and 183. A conservative estimate 
would be that one hundred thou
sand of these have been examined 
in the past ten years, I recall one 
batch of twenty thousand. 

These facts may be of interest to 
your readers. In the entire ex
amined lot I have found 546 with 
town and month date cancellations, 
with the year date appearing once 
in awhile. The towns, or cities, 
represented list as follows: 

Miscellaneous (one each) . . . .. 145 
New York, N. Y . .. . . . .. . ... 199 
Boston, Mass ... . . .. ... ... . .. 104 
Philadelphia, Pa. . . . . . . . . . . . . 51 
Newport, R. I. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24 
Chicago, Ill. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 
Brooklyn, N. Y. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 
Washington, D . C.. . . .. . .. . . 4 
Roxbury Station, Mass. . . . . . . . 4 

Total, (from 100,000) : . . . 546 

It was years before I obrained a 
" Paid" cancellation; a double im
pression was found, and cancella
tions in all colors of the rainbow 
appear, but a conclusion I will ven
town cancellations will command a 
Town cancellations will command a 
somewhat advanced premium. 
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Our Monthly Puzzle 
Try your luck! Here's a delightfully fascinating game. You may 

need the assistance of fellow-collectors in correctly working the puzzle. 

But find the right answer-it's fun! 

To the first five readers who send in the correct answer we will give a 
fine cacheted cover priced at $1.00. Send to Contest Editor, STAMP AND 

CovER COLLECTING, Richmond, Va. 

It i.s a Fact 
'/hat 

CIRCLE 
PUZZLES 

GIVE YOU 
FACTS 

CoPYlllGHT I 19 33.t IT 
P. P. SAUNleR 

RICHMOND, 
VA. 

if you fill in all the words in the "Circle Puzzle" from the outside 

toward the center (all six-letter words) and then read the outside circle 

of letters (A) from 1 to 24 plus the circle of letters ( D) from 1 to 24 

YOU WILL LEARN AN INTERESTING FACT. 

1. Cu. (chemical symbol) . 
2. Humbles; dishonors. 
3. One who attests signatures . 
4. Excites; stirs up. 
5. Turn down corners of pages. 
6. Impressed with awe. 
7. Not afloat. 
8. Closer to. 
9. Small swiveled wheel. 

10. Exotic fl ower (genus Orchis.) 
11. Popular American breakfast beverage. 
12. An insulating material made of vul

canized rubber. 

13. Enlighten; instruct ( 5 letters) . 
14. Young people. 
15. Enclose in a cyst. 
16. Pertaining to the teeth. 
17. Same as No. 12. 
18. Pertaining to Iran. 
19. Table linen. 
20. German merchant vessel, Friedrich der 

*** *** 
21. End ure pain. 
22. Pays for gratuitously. 
23. Chinese counting device. 
24. Those who move. 

The answer to the August puzzle was: "The Favorite Hobby of King 
George Now Is Stamp CoHecting." 
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Interview by James Waldo Fawcett 
JAMES WALDO FAWCETT, 

of the Washing ton Star, never 
disappoints collectors who watch 

for his column in the Sunday issue 
of that great newspaper. Here is a 
recent interview, which should be 
hinged in your U. S. collection. 

" If there is a man in the United 
States who knows all about native 
postage stamps that individual is 
Third Assistant Postmaster General 
Hazen, under whose supervision the 
new issue of stamps was designed, 
and of him a Star reporter this 
morning requested information as 
to the old stamps. When were they 
first used? 

" 'Our first postage stamps,' said 
the general, 'appeared in 1847, the 
denominations being 5 and 10 cents. 
These lasted until 1851, when letter 
postage was reduced to 3 cents. A 
new series of stamps was then intro
duced, the first issue consisting of 1 
and 3-cent stamps only. Afterward 
the series was enlarged by the addi
tional denominations of 5, 10, 12, 
24, 30 and 90 cents. 

" 'The next series came in 1861 
and for a curious reason. When the 
Civil War broke out there was a 
vast quantity of stamps outstanding 
in the hands of postmasters in the 
Southern States. These stamps were 
scattered broadcast, the postmasters 
doubtless supposing they would 
never be called upon to account for 
them. For the protection of his de
partment and to avoid rendering an 
equivalent in service for stamps that 
had never been paid for, Postmaster 
General Blair promptly declared 
that upon a given date all stamps 
previously issued would no longer 
be valid for postage. Only a short 
time was allowed and holders were 
given notice that during the interval 
the stamps would be redeemed if 
presented for the purpose. This was 
immediately followed by a new issue 
of stamps, known as the series of 
1861.' 

" 'How long did that series last?' 
" 'It was ·replared in March, 

1869, by a new issue, popularly 
known as "the horseback, steamboat 
and railroad stamps." The supposed 
"fitness of things" did not strike the 
public in that light, and, owing to 
the unpopularity of the stamps, they 
were superseded in May, 1870, by 
a new issue. In this series return 
was made to the custom which had 
prevailed from 1847 to 1869 of 
adorning the stamps with the por
traits of dead American celebrities. 
The people were glad to see Wash
ington et al back again, and the new 
stamps were pronounced a success. 
The series of 1870 wa:s discontinued 
on February 22, 1890, but in the 
intervening twenty years so many 
changes had been made in the de
signs and colors that the original 
series is hardly recognizable in the 
stamps just passing into postal his
tory. · The late series therefore 
lasted twenty years.' 

" 'Wha:t was the average life of 
the previous issues?' asked the re
porter. 

" 'There were four different is
sues from 1847 to 1869, and their 
average duration wa:s therefore five 
and one-half years. The changes I 
referred to were in colors and took 
place mainly in the latter part of 
1887. * * * There were previously, 
however, some modifications in the 
designs and colors, occasioned prin
cipally by changes in the rates of 
postage. The design of the 1-cent 
stamp was changed in 1887. The 
head of Franklin was allowed to re
main, but it was re-engraved and a 
new border substituted. It continued 
to be printed in ultramarine blue. 
The 2-cent stamp, originally printed 
in brown, was changed to vermilion 
in 1875, for the reason that the 10-
cent stamp, being printed in a 
slightly different shade of the same 
color, the two denominations were 

frequently confounded with each 
other. 

" 'On October 1, 1883, letter 
postage was reduced from 3 cents to 
2 cents; and since Washington had 
always filled the leading place in 
the various issues, a new 2-cent 
stamp bearing his portrait was got
ten out, replacing the head of Jack
son on the old one. It was printed 
in metallic red, but this color was 
changed in 1887 to a light green. 

" 'The 3-cent stamp, not repre
senting any single rate of postage, 
was discontinued, but, some demand 
having arisen, its issue was shortly 
resumed. As before, it was printed 
in dark green, but in 188 7 this color 
was supplanted by vermilion. The 
4-cent stamp was adopted in 1883 
to meet the new double rate of letter 
postage. The head of Jackson, 
abandoned on the 2-cent denomina
tion, was placed on the new stamp. 
It was printed in dark green and 
this was changed ·to carmine in 
1887. The 5-cent stamp was intro
duced in 1875 to meet the uniform 
foreign letter rate established by the 
international postal convention of 
1874. It bore the head of Zachary 
Taylor and was printed in deep 
blue. In 1881 the old design was 
replaced with a new one, bearing 
the head of Garfield and printed in 
chocolate. This color gave way to a 
steel blue in 1887. 

" 'The 6-cent stamp, bearing the 
bust of Lincoln, introduced in 1870, 
remained unchanged in design and 
color (cochineal red) up to the 
present time. The same was the 
case with the 10-cent stamp, con
taining the head of Jefferson and 
printed in light brown, and also 
with the 15-cent stamp with the 
profile of Webster in orange. 

" "f.he 30-cent stamp, containing 
the bust of Hamilton and printed in 
black, went unchanged in design 
and color until 1887 when it ap
peared in brown, without any altera-
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tion of rhe design. The 90-cent 
stamp, containing the handsome 
features and symmetrical head of 
Perry, with beautiful and appropri
ate surroundings, was .also left un
touched in design, but in 1887 the 
gallant commodore was stripped of 
his dress of carmine and robed in 
royal purple. 

Adventures . in Philately 

" 'The series originally embraced 
a 12"cent stamp, with the bust of 
Henry Clay, printed in a neutral tint 
of purple, and a 12-cent stamp, 
with the head of Winfield Scott, in 
pure purple. A 7-cent stamp, bear
ing the profile of Stanton, was 
added shortly after the introduction 
of the series in 1870, but this de
nomination, as well as the 12 and 
24-cent stamps, was discontinued 
July 1, 1875 '." 

--------0---

Whitman -Spalding 
Stamps 

The Spalding Park Memorial As
sociation, of Lewiston, Idaho, is the 
leader of a group which has peti
tioned Postmaster General James A. 
Farley to issue a stamp next year in 
connection w.ith the centennial cele
bration throughout the Pacific North
east of the arrival of the Whitmans 
and the Spaldings in that country. 
Dr. Marcus Whitman and the Rev. 
Henry H. Spalding and their wives, 
Narcissa Whitman and Eliza Spald
ing, it is stated, were the leaders of 
the first band of settlers in that terri
tory, and it was the example set by 
these pioneers that encouraged 
others to follow and win this im
portant section of the country for 
the nation.-R. A. BARRY in New 
York Herald Tribune. 

--------0--
In the literature section of the 

A. P. S. exhibit at the National Mu
seum there is an interesting story, 
''The History of the Philatelic 
Agency," by M. L. Eidness, Jr., 
taken from The Washington Post, 
April 12, 1922. 

BY EDWIN BROOKS 
Copyright, 1935, by Syndicated Press Association 

Philately is one 
of the branches of 
collecting that puts 
a premium on er
rors. Misprints of 
various kinds loom 

large accordingly among the stand
ard rarities of the stamp world. The 
first 9 kreuzer stamp of the Grand 
Duchy of Baden was printed nor
mally in black upon rose-tinted 
paper, whilst green was the other 
color assigned to the 6 kr. value. 
Apparently some confusion arose 
between the two plates, with the 
result that some 9 kr. stamps were 
accidentally run off on the green 
paper. 

Forty years later this interesting 
mistake came to light, and although 
it may be looked upon as a doubtful 
copy, experts agree on ii. ts authenti
city. In the Berlin Postal Museum is 
to be found a copy on original cover, 
which was acquired from the great 
Ferrari collection for $8,000, and it 
now ranks as the second rarest 
European stamp. 

But although the above rarity took 
40 years in being discovered, we 
have the tale of one that :took 76 
years to come to light. This is the 
rarest stamp 1in Europe, and in 
Swedish issues, i. e., the 3 skilling
banco of 1855, printed in error in 
the color of the 8 skilling banco. It 
is believed to have occurred through 
the inadvertent substitution of a 
wrong cliche in the printing form 
of the higher denomina:tion. The 
variety is vouched for by the Swed
ish Post Office as well as by the 
principal philatelic exper.ts, and its 
present-day value is about $5,000 or 
perhaps a little better in these days 
of high prices. 

Some of these "rarities" are look
ed on with caution by collectors, 
who have been fooled so many 

times by various underhand methods 
through the hands of crooks and 
racketeers, that very few believe 
anyone trying to sell a valuable 
stamp. Many are the duplicate (or 
rather reprint) copies of valuable 
stamps now floating in the market, 
some priced so ridiculously low as to 
make any prospective buyer suspici
ous, unless of course, he knows very 
little of stamp collecting, and ·is in 
it for the money. Thus, we reason, 
is the fact that up to a few years 
ago the Spanish 2 reales stamp in 
blue, the color of the 6 reales, in
stead of the normal red, was re
garded by philatelic students as 
a fake. The production, however, of 
a large block of nineteen stamps, 
eighteen of which were of the 6 
reales and the odd one of a 2 reales 
denomination, established it to be 
genuine beyond all question. A verti
cal pair cut from this block showing 
the two values together, sold for 
$12,0QO and in all probability has 
been sold again, sin~e the late 
Arthur Hind had it 1in his collection. 
A single copy, one of two others 
known, sold for the small price of 
$6,000. 

--------01---

Nazi Youth Movement 
Stamps 

Mr. Graveman reports, according 
to news received from Germany: 

Three new stamps ar1e promised 
in honor of the Nazi Youth Move
ment, but cannot give detailed in
formation, as I have not received 
same from P. 0. Department in 
Germany up to this time. 

The stamps have since come to 
hand and represent a bugler of the 
Hitler Youth.-EDITOR. 

--------0---
Send in your club news-brief 

and to the point-for publication in 
ST AMP AND COVER COLLECTING. 
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Dear C. S. A.'s: 

O UR purely fraternal Alliance 
is growing in membership 
"by leaps and bounds." This 

is just fine, and some day, I hope, 
we may look forward to a "Conven
tion" of our own, somewhere either 
in the North or the South. It would 
be wonderful to have such a gather
ing right here in Richmond in the 
Indian Summer season and stroll 
around among the historic places 
that mark the postal history of the 
Confederacy. Let's plan to do this! 
Perhaps we can "make it" next year. 

Quite a number of collectors of 
Confederates have come to join us 
since the last report, and we wel
come the following comrades real 
heartily: 

C. R. W omack, Jr ., 212 W. Broad Street, 
Cookeville, Tenn. 

Hillyard Paschall, 814 Independent Life 
Building, N ashville, Tenn. 

Dr. R. P. Miller, Old Hickory, Tenn. 
A. Earl Weatherly, E3, Irving Park Manor, 

Greensboro, N. C. 
William John Risteau, Jr. , 4835 Jackson 

Park Blvd., Chicago, Il l. 
Allen Logan, Overland Park, Kansas City, 

Kansas. 
R. A. Barry, Scamp Edi tor H erald Tribune, 

'New York, N . Y. 
William B. Grannis, 25 00 W est Linden 

Ave., Nashville, Tenn. 
Robert Wiseman, 840 Mai n St., Danville, 

Virginia. 
R. L. Longshore, 5868 D e Givarville St., 

Sc. Louis, Mo. 
John A. D ollison, Quaker City, Ohio. 
Dr. M. P. von D avid, Box 11 81, San An

tonio, T ex. 
Stanley B. Ashbrook, 64 Arcadia D rive, 

Lakeside Park, Fore Mitchell , Ky. 

Two letters have been received in 
response to the suggestion that we 
have a post-card ballot for President 
and Secretary-Treasure~. Here they 
are: . 
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NON-POLITICAL 

ELKINS PARK, PA., August 13, 1935. 

MY DEAR M R. DIETZ: 

In reference to Pose Card Ballot for 
Officen; in the C. S. A.-Y ou know the 
members best from your correspondence 
with them. Why don' t you make the selec
tion? I'm sure the rest of us will agree 
with any you pick out . 

Very truly yours, 
B. H . HAMMER. 

NASHVILLE, T ENN ., A ugust 10, 1935 . 

DEAR MR. DIETZ: 

My vote for President of the C. S. A . 
goes, without contest, co H on. August 
Dietz. For Secretary-Treasurer, and also 
without contest, H on. August Dietz. Fur
thermore, I move (if the above nominees 
are elected) chat the gentlemen nominated 
be made permanent occupants of their re
spective offices. 

Cordially yours, 
R OBERT S. K ELLY, C. S. A. N o. 28. 

P. S. I vote "Aye" on the membership 
buccon.-R. S. K . 

CONFEDERATE 
QUESTION AIRE 

All this is very fine and I appre
ciate fully the spir1t that dictated 
these letters; but I have so lit.tie time 
for these added duties, that I do 
hope this notice will not fail to 
bring a postcard expression from 
every member of the C. S. A. And, 
please, eliminate my name from the 
ballot. I far prefer to serve in the 
ranks. 

Our Charter Membership Roll 
closes on the first of September. 
The next report will include all col
lectors enrolled up to tha:t date. 
From September 1st all applicants' 
names will be published and voted 
upon by postcard. The votes will 
be destroyed after the count. Re
jected applications will be recog
nized by the absence of names in 
the following month's list of new 
members. Since there is no appli
cation-fee, none will be returned. 

What are your wishes concerning 
the C. S. A. button? Shall I look 
into this matter? 

Frnternally and sincerely, 

AUGUST DIETZ. 

STAMP ALLIANCE 
APPLICATION 

Name (printed)--------------------------------------------------------

J\ddress (residence)----------------------------------------------------

Business or Profession--------------------------------------------------
bo you collect Confederate stamps exclusively? _________________________ _ 

Do you prefer Confederate stamps to others?---------------------------

How long have you collected stamps?-----------------------------------

Membership in what philatelic societies?---------------------------------

Have you held office in philatelic societies?------------------------------

To what extent do you deal in stamps? (a) Exchange stamps? ____________ • 

(b) Part-time dealer? ____________ , (c) Full-time dealer? ____________ , 

(d) Mail-order business at all?--------------· 

Please give commercial references=---------------------------------------

Would you care for visiting collectors or dealers to call on you when in 

your city?----------------------------------------------------------
Please list on separate sheet names and addresses of others interested in 

Confederate stamps. 

Note-I am enclosing ___________ cents in postage to help defray organization 

iiiii@illiil!Hl!ill!i! 

expenses (not necessary for membership.}. 
iiillililiilbl!Oilli!t!lfltlii!!liiiiililii@i! ll!llfiili0!!11111fi~ 
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rF FINE USED AIRMAILS! 
The following items represent random selections from my la rge stock of low and medium 

priced airmail stamps. All are up to my usual high standard of condition- well centered and 
lightly cancelled. All are offered under a rigid policy of absolute satisfaction or your m oney 
and postage immediately refunded. 

ARGENTINE 
501. ..... ... ....... . ... $ 
502 ...... .. ........... . 
503 .. ..... .... .... . .. . . . 
505 . ....... . . . .. . . . . .. . 
S06 ..... .. ... . ....... . . 
507 ... . ............. . . . 
508 . . .. . . . .. . .... . .. .. . 
509 . ... . .. ....... ... .. . 
511 ............. . . .. .. . 
514 . . . . . .. ....... .... . . 
515 .. .... ........ .. ... . 
519 .. . ... .. . . . . . . . . . .. . 

BRAZIL 

.04 

.OS 

.08 

.10 

.15 

.14 

.15 

.15 

.25 

.4S 

.40 
1.90 

CONGO 
501 . .... . .. .. . . .. . .... . 
502 .......... .. ... . .. . . 
503 . ..... . . . . .... . . . .. . 
504 . ... . ....... . ... .. . . 
505 .... . ..... . . .. ..... . 
510 .. . .............. . . . 

CUBA 
701. .. ... ........ . . . . . . 
702 . . . ........... ... .. . 
703 . . . .. .. . .. ...... . . . . 
704 . . . .. . .. . .. .. . . . .. . . 
705 . . . .. .. .... .. ... . .. . 
707 . ..... . ..... . ..... . . 

917 . . . . . . .. ...... . . ... . $ .02 712 ... . . . .. . .. .. .. . . .. . 
918 . . .. . .. .. .... .. .. . . . . 02 713 . . . .. . .... . .. . . .. . . . 
919 .. ................. . 
920 ... .. ........ . . ... . . 
921 .. ..... . .... .. . .. .. . 
922 ..... . ... . .... . . . .. . 
923 ...... . ............ . 
924 . . . .. ... ..... . . . ... . 
925 . ... .. . ... . .. . ..... . 
930 . .. .... . . .. ... . .. .. . 
931 . . . ..... . . . ... . . . .. . 
932 .. . . ...... .. ... . . . . . 

. 04 

. 02 

. 03 

. 07 

.12 

. 25 

.10 

.90 

.18 

. 02 

COLOMBIAN REPUBLIC 
482 .. . . . ....... . .... . . . $ .06 
483. . . ...... . .. . ...... . .OS 
484.. .... .. .... ... . . .. . .07 
48S... ............... .. .02 
486. ...... .. ... . .... .. . ~5 
487.. . . . .. ... . .. ..... .. .09 
488..... .. . ........... . .18 
489 .... .. ..... .... ... . . .24 
490. . . .... ..... .... . .. . .3S 
491 ....... .. ......... .. .30 
492 ... .. . ....... .. .. .. . .70 

WANT LISTI 

ECUADOR 
401 . . .. . . .. .. ... ... . . . . 
402 . . ... ..... ...... . .. . 
403 .. . ............ . ... . 
404 ... . .... . . ... . . .... . 
405 .. . ... . ... ...... . . . . 
406 . . . . ... ... .. .. . . ... . 
409 . ........... . ...... . 
410 . .. ... ...... . ... . . . . 

GE RMANY 
637 . . . . . ..... ..... .... . 
638 ... . . . ..... . . . .. ... . 
629 . . . ..... ... .... . . . . . 
630 . . ..... .. .. . ....... . 
631 .... . . . ..... . ..... . . 
632 . . ........ .. ....... . 
633 ... . ............ ... . 
648 . .. . ... . . ... ...... . . 
649 . . ... ... . .. ... ... . . . 
650 . . ... . . .. . .. . . .. .. . . 

M ember: 
I have hundreds of other varieties- all 

fine and fairly priced. Your want list will 

bring matchl ess approvals. 

A. A. M. S. 
A. P. S. 

INDIA 
$ .02 501. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ .04 

.04 502.. . ... .. ...... . ... . . .07 

.06 503 . ... .. . . .. ... . . . .. .. .07 

.lS 504... .. .. . . . ... . . .... . .10 

J APAN .40 
.10 

451-452 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $4.50 

MEXICO 
$ .08 902 . .... ... . ........... $ 

.12 903 . . .. . ... ... . . . ..... . 

.12 905 . ... . .. ... .. .. .. ... . 

.05 908 .. . ..... .. .. .. . . ... . 

.10 909 ..... .. . .. . . . .. . . .. . 

.25 910 ... .. ... . . . . . .. .. .. . 

.04 913 .... . . . • . .... .. . .... . 

.09 914 .... . .. .. .. . ....... . 
915 ...... .. . . . ...... .. . 
916 . . . .... ... . ........ . 

$ 02 917 ... ... . .. . . . ... .... . 
"02 920 .. . ..... . .. . .. ..... . 
"02 923 .......... .. . . ... . . . 
"03 924 . .. . .. ......... . . .. . 
"09 925 . .. .... . .... .. . . .. . . 
"3s 928 . . . .... . .. .. .. .. ... . 
"12 932 ......... . ... . ..... . 
·85 940 ...... . ...... .. .... . 
. 943 ...... .. . . .. . ..... . . 

953 ....... .. .. . . ...... . 
956 ... . ......... . .. . .. . 
1172 .... . .... .. . . .... . . 
1176 . . .... .. . . ....... . . 

$1.00 

First Seven V a lues 
President .. . .... . . ... . 
5 peso Pres . .. . . ... . .. . 

NETHERLAN DS 

.18 

.12 

.12 

.14 

.18 

.40 

.06 

.10 

.10 

.12 

.14 

.3S 

.03 

.03 

.03 

.17 

.12 

.42 

.OS 

.9S 

.04 

.85 

.60 

.60 
1.25 

1.90 
.02 
.02 
.03 
. 07 
.18 
.02 
.04 
.05 

701 ...... . .... . ........ $ ~6 
702.... . ... . . . . .... . . . . .07 
703 .. .. . . .... .. . . ... ... .09 

A PPRO VA L S ! 

I have one of the largest stocks of used 
airmails in America. Approvals will be glad
ly sent to those who will write me concern
ing their needs. 

" 420 No. 24TH AVENUE, HARLOW ROSS WEST DULUTH, MINN 11 
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Pittsylvania Variety 

BY THE EDITOR 

Following the appearance of the 
paper on the Danville and Pittsyl
vania Court House, Va. Typeset 
Provisionals, last month, I have re~ 
ceived several photographs of these 
stamps on cover and, while the 
normal as well as the two varieties 
there described and illustrated are 
confirmed, a third has been identi
fied, represented by two specimens. 
This additional variety is here illus
trated. 

The identifying marks are indi
cated by arrows-,c,hief of which is 
a space between the "T" and "s" of 
"cENTs" . In addition the second 
"o" in "JOHNSON" is broken at the 
bottom, and there is a break in the 
loop of the right center-piece. 

While it is reasonably certain that 
the Danville stamps were printed 
first and merely the postmaster's 
name changed for the Pittsylvania 
edition, I ihave not yet found a Dan
ville showing this error of spacing 
in "cENTs." Quite probably it 
exists; unless, during the changing 
in the forms from the Danville to 
the Pittsylvania, the line "5 CENTS" 

became loosened--or "pied"-and 
in the readjustment the printer care
lessly slipt a space between these 
letters instead of at the end of that 
type line-in which case it would 
not, of course, be found on the 
Danville specimens. 

To verify this theory, collectors 
possessing copies of the Danville 
should exam'ine their pieces and re
port if this variety is represented. 

ADDENDA 

A SPECIALIZED CATALOG 
OF THE 

POSTAGE STAMPS 
OF THE 

Confederate States of America 
Printed and Published by 

The Dietz Printing Co., Richmond, Va. 

COPYRIGHT, 1928 

THE DIETZ PRINTING CO. 

RICHMOND, VA. 

CONTRIBUTORS THIS MONTH: 

The material listed in this month's instalment 
e>f e>ur Catale>g was submitted by Messrs. H. E. 
Deats, A. H. Schumacher and A. Earl Weatherly. 

NORTH CAROLINA 
Lenoir, N. C. 

!Oc. handstamps, black ....... . . . .... .... --

TEXAS 
Fredericksburg, Tex. 

20c. handstamp, v.alue 'in manuscript, black --

Hallettsville, Tex. 

0~ 
ZOc. handstamp, value in manuscript, black --

New Braun Fels, Tex. 

20c. handstamp, valu e in manuscript, black --

Port Lavaca. Trx. 

PAID 'I 0 
!Oc. handstamps, black ........ .. ...... . . --

Adhesive Provisional 
Port Lavaca, Tex. 

iiki.\ 
lOcenta 
1'05TAGE 
l.a"t'aca -

!Oc. Typeset and press-printed, black ..•.. --
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A- Startling Newcomer Among 
Stamp Publications ! 

For rhe stamp collectors who have. 
long •been looking for a popular pub
lication free from prejudices and inde
pendent of dealer influences in ed1iro.ri.al 
content THE AMiERiiCAN •STAMP 
DIGEST is the publication they will 
w.anr to receive re.gularly. It ·is a pub
lication permeated with a sense of 
l.ight-:heavted.ness for .readers who right
ly re.gar.cl the hobby as a deJ.ightful 
avocarion. 

THE AMERICAN STAMP DI
GEST is more than <a review of other 
magazines .in the field. It conta0ins 
articles written especially for it by 
leading contributors w.ho are authorities 
on phHately. 

'DHE AMBRI.CAN STAMP DI
GEST •is alive, human. It assures its 
thousands of readers thorough coverage 
of all of the :hobby's major branches . 
.It is .intended both for the ad ult •and 
adolescent coll ector, for the veteran 
and the beginner. It is .the one maga
zine of its kind~a-nd the kind the 
collector cannot miss .to .have. 

Free Information Service 
Leading .authorities on phil ately will contri

bute regularly on every phase of stamp 
coll ecting. A special department will serve 
junior coll ectors. The latest in STAMP news 
will be publ ished monthly, selected by a staff 
of competent editors. 

anJat~co"~;a~ta~HA~-ii~ kniY~~cJillfERff~~ 
THE AMJERICAN STAMP DIGEST by re
turning coupon below with your remittance 
e>f ONE Dollar! 

Among the advantages that a subsc ription 
t<> THE AMERICAN STAMP DIGEST brinl'( 
to you is the FREE INFORMATION e>n all 
problems of philately. A special Book and 
Stamp Service is also at the subscriber's 
disposal. 

CLIP COUPON 

THE AMERICAN STAMP DIGEST, 
Dept. INS-9, 
325 W. 103td Street, New York, N. Y . 
GENTLEMEN: 

I am enclosing $1.00. Pl ease enter my name 
as charter subscribe r tC> your publication. 

Name . .. .... . .. .... ..................... . 

Street . . .....• . ......•.. .......... . . ...... 

City ........ . ........... . State ...........• 
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Bulgaria's Latest Issue 

BY WM. B. YUHASE 

BULGARIA is planning to issue 
a set of stamps on the 4th of 
August to commemorate the 

Battle of Varna, on that same date 
in 1444. 

A mousoleum is to be erected on 
~he battlefield and unveiled at that 
time. The stamps bear the portraits 
of Wla:dislas, the young Polish 
King and of John Hunyaidi, the 
great Hungarian general, fighter 
and later Regent of Hungary. An
other will be taken from the great 
Polish painter Matejko' s pic;ture 
''The Battle of Varna. '' 

History records that Hunyadi 
made war on the Turks, fighting 
and defeating them several times 
between the years 1440 and 1444, 
in fact, the Turkish Sultan was 
much harrassed and offered advan
tageous peace terms. Wladislas 
( Ulaszlo in Hungarian) at first ac
cepted these terms. But the Papal 
Nuncio did not favor them, and 
finally the young Polish king re
jected the proposed terms and de
cided to attack. Hunyadi, in his 
element, went with him to Varna 
and had the battle very much in 
his favor. The young King, in
spired with zeal and ambition, ven
tured into the thick of the fray with 
his body guard. This move cost 
him his life, and his death demoral
ized the Hungar~an and Polish 
armies. 

Hunyadi himself had a very nar
row escape and had to cut his way 
through the Osman lines. 

This old warrior had met and de
feated the hordes of the Sultans 
forty times. His victories were 
recognized by the Christian world. 
In the year 1456 he won an over
whelming victory a:t Nandorfeher
var (now Belgrade), while the rest 
of F•1rope, offering no assistance, 
selfishly and fearfully looked on. 
After the battle Pope Calistus III 
was so touc;hed that he ordered all 

the cathedral bells to ring at high 
noon. And this order, kind reader, 
has never been revoked-thus the 
custom prevails until the present day. 

I wonder why the Hungarians let 
a neighboring nation beat them to it · 
in honoring this hero of the Turkish 
wars? __ __,0--

Rice's Weekly Postal 
News 

Box E, Ballston, Va. 

AGENCY'S SUPPLY EXHAUSTED 

Two more commemora:tive stamps 
have been removed from the list of 
stamps on hand at the Philatelic 
Agency. 

Sc. Kosciusko and 3c. Maryland. 

PHILIPPiNE STAMPS 

The Bureau of Engraving and 
Pr.inting is now working on a series 
of five stamps for "The Common
wealth of the Philippines." The 
values are 2, 6, 16, 36 and 50 cen
tavos. It is understood the same 
design will be on all five values, but 
what the design is has not been an
nounced. The Philippine Trade 
Commissioner requests collectors 
not to send in orders or money until 
the date of sale has been announced. 

MORE SAN DIEGOS 

A letter from the Postoffice De
partment informs us a misfiled order 
resulted in their giving out the er
roneous information that no addi
tional printing had been made of 
the San Diego stamps. Twenty-five 
million more were ordered, making 
a total of 100 million. 

PHILATELIC AGENCY HAS THE FOL

LOWING STAMPS ON HAND 

3c. Mothers Day, flat or rotary. 
3c. Wisconsin, 3c. Connecticut 

and 3c. San Diego. 
lMPERFORATE SOUVENIR SHEETS 

le. and 3c. Chicago (25 stamps 
to sheet). 

3c. Little America ( 6 stamps in 
sheet). · · · 

le. and 3c. National Parks ( 6 to 
sheet). 

NO "BUTS" __ _ 
There are no "buts" attached to 
ELBE accessories. They are low
priced and of finest quality. They 
are beautifully made and durable. 
You can be sure of complete satisfac· 
tion wren choosing ELBIE blank Al
bums, Stock Books, Approval Cards. 

Send for 40-page Catalog SP. 

ELBE-Dept. C 
215GreeneSt.,N.Y.C. T~ 

~N. 

Lar11:e complete 36-pa11:e list, includio11: British 
North America, Arro .. and Center-line blocks, 
used bloc~•, etc. 

U. S. LIBRARY 
Vol. I. Iuues 1H7-69 .•••••••••••••••• $ . SO 
Vol. II. Issues 1870-93 ............ .... . SO 
Vol. Ill. b1Ues 1894-1900. ... .. .. . ..... .St 
Vol. IV. 20th Centurr, Complete . .. • •••• 1.00 

These volumca arc rndi1pcn1ablc to every U.S. 
collector, .. hetber he11:inner or advanced 1tudent. 

ILLUSTRATED LIST OF U.S. AND B.N.A. 
Prices Proofs, Telee;rapb 1tamp1, Center lines, 
ftSh etc., 50c. 

qof7sTANLEY GIBBONS, INC. 
38z PARK ROW, NEW YORK. N. Y. 

25 misc. cacheted airmail covers; 15 
diff. ai rport dedications; 15 diff. first 
official flights; 7 d i ff. FAM Flights; 
10 pilot-signed airmail covers; 20 diff. 
naval cancels and cachets; per lot 
$1.05 postpaid. Alaskan Emergency 
Star-Route Air Service covers, 5oc. ea. 

Multnomah Cover Servlc1 
5526 Delaware, PORTLAND, OREG. 

What all do you need from 

ECUADOR 
Obtainable from PBRRONB & CAMPANA. 

P.O. Box 749 

GUAYAQUIL, ECUADOR, S. A. 

Choice Confederates Wanted 
Cash value paid all varieties on or 

off cover. 

ODD CANCELLATIONS 

PATRIOTICS LOCALS 

Member: A.J?. S.~CollectorsClub, N. Y. 

Reference: Any Kamas Oity bank or 
business house. 

ALLEN LOGAN 
OVERLAND PARK, KANSAS [pson] 
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r~[i]~@S·~~~~~ 

. STANDARD CATALOGUE OF 
AIR POST STAMPS 

FORM ERLY PUBLISHED BY 

SCOTT STAMP & COIN CO. 

Now PUBLISH ED BY 

NICOLAS SANABRIA, INC. 

1 The 1936 Revised Edition will consist of 300 or more pages, 
~-!? containing r ,400 halftone ,illustrations on calendered paper. Pages 

5);,ix7);,i, doth and leather bound. This is nol a price list but 1s a 
real Catalogue, prepared by Philatelists for Philatelists. 

Ready September 15 
.... $2.50 DeLuxe Edition, 

Cloth Bound Edition, 1.50 

;~ CORRECTING AN ERRONEOUS REPORT * . ' 
The MeX!ican Stamp, Overprinted on the O ccasion of the Amelia 

Earhart Flight, April 16th, 1935, will POSITIVELY be listed in 
the 1936 Catalogue as we believe it is the duty of a Cataloguer to 
list every postage stamp issued by a Recognized Government. This 
Stamp had a tentative list ing in Scott's Mo nthly 1 ournal, June, I 935. 

Nicolas Sanabria, Inc. 

~~~~~ 
BARGAINS 

THREE APPROVAL SERVICES! 

No. !.-THOUSANDS of stamps-all differ
erit-from old coll ections-at l e., 2c. each. 

* * * 
No. 2.-Higber values-19th and 20th cent

ury-SO% to 7S% discount from catalog. 

* * * 
No. 3.-U. S., B. N. A., priced as to condition. 

* * * 
Write today, stating preference. If unknown 

to us, references invariably required. 

MACY STAMP COMPANY 
8114 S. Maryland Ave., CHICAGO, ILL. 

UNITED STATES SETS 
Unused Used 

#6S8-668, l c. -! Oc. K ansas . .. .. $1. 80 $1.20 
#669-679, l c.- ! Oc. Neb raska.. . . 2.! S 1. 60 
#70~-71S, Y,c.- !Oc. Bicent..... 1.00 .lS 
#1306-0 8, 10c.-20c. Ai rmails . . . .S S .ZS 

Blocks pro rata . Anything returnable. 
U. S. Price-List on requ est. 

ROCKEFELLER CENTER STAMP SHOP 
30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York City 

100 ~rh. EGYPT 
A W on derful Start for This Fascinating 

Country-Net Only $1.2S. 
W e a re in a position to fi ll w ant- lists from 

Egypt. Ou r stock is quite comp lete. 
Egypt ALBUM SECTIONS complete to date-SOc. 

Postage Extra. 

H . E . WILSON & CO. 
3S63 ARMITAGE AV,E., CHI CAGO, ILL. 

Marvelous-They All Say/ 
During the Exhibition of the Virginia Phi

latelic Federation in Richmond ending 
November 17, a limited number of specially 
prepared env.elopes were cacheted and can
celled at the Post Office in the Exhibition ball. 

These envelopes were made from panes of 
70 stamps printed from th" electro of the 
uFive" altered to " Ten" cent of the Coafed
erate General Issues. It is a remarkable 
example of a "borne-mack" War-Between-the
States cover1 and is perhaps the mo>t unusual 
modern exhibition piece obtainable. 

Less than fifty are on band for sale. 
Price $1.00 each, or three for $2.00. 

STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING 
109 East Cary St., Richmond, Va. 
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"An Introduction to 
Stamp Collecting" 

A Handy Pocket Booklet that the beginner 
finds indispensable; thirty-six pages of handy 
in formation for everybody. You'll want one 
to keep handy in your pocket at all times. 
Send 3c. stamp to cover cost of mailing. 

WEEKLY PHILATELIC 
GOSSIP 

Box 30, HOLTON, KANSAS 

Bl-CENTENNIALS 
Complete Set- Mint, postfree, 83 cents 

THE HOBBY SHOP 

141 N. Gay St., BALTIMORE, Mo. 
Stamps Bought and Sold 

W hen in Baltimore make our Ol!ice you r 
H eadquarters. 

We Collect 
Stamp Accounts 

Write for 

INFORMATION 

Stamp Dealers' Credit 
Bureau 
Box 376, 

Benjamin Franklin Station, 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

URUGUAY PACKETS 
110 different stamps .. .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . $1.00 
lSO di ffierent stamps ... . . ... . . . ....... 2.00 
200 di ffe rent stamps . .... . ............ 4. 00 

T hese packets contai n only stam~s listed by 
Scott' s Catalog, and having specialized in this 
lin e, the qualtty being unbeatable. All pl ease 
cash with ord er. Anything upsatisfactory, 
money back. 

HERIBERTO L. MEYER 
MEMBER : A. P. S.-S. P.A. etc. 

Paysandu, URUGUAY, S. A. 

"CAN YOU BELIEVE" 
By Wt LFRIED MYERS 

NEW , ASTOUNDING-P ages and pages of 
interesting and peculiar facts. The Believe it 
or Not of the stamp world . No collecto r shoul d 
be wi thout a copy. T he most interes ti ng work 
ev.er tur r.ed out by any P hi latelic writer. 
SATISFACTION GUARANTEE D. 

Only ! Sc. Post paid. Ord er now. 

ROBERT L. SMITH BICKFORD 
1102 SECON D AVE., ROME, GEORGIA 
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A Tatham Super Bargain Offer ! 
READ CAREFULLY-HOW YOU MAY ACTUALLY RECEIVE 

SCOTT'S 1936 
POSTAGE STAMP CATALOGUES 

PRICE $2.50 FREE PRICE $2.50 

The regular price, by all dealers on the new 1936 Edition of the STANDARD 
CATALOGUE, as well as the SPECIALIZED UNITED STATES CATA
LOGUE, will be $z.50, plus postage. 

Send us your order, accompanied by cash, check, money order, or postage stamps 
-whichever is convenient to you-and we will send catalogue, PLUS AN ATTRAC
TIVE PREMI UM, '*PREPAID AND INSURED! 

With each order we will enclose ten ( ro) cash rebate coupons. Each coupon will 
be good for 25c. cash, part payment for stamps, coins , albums, or supplies, from our 
approvals, or price lists (with exception of Mint U. S. stamps). When you have used 
all of the coupons, in trade for other merchandise, you actually receive your 1936 
Catalogue, FREE OF CHARGE/ 

COUPONS ARE TRANSFERABLE AND MAY BE SOLD TO OTHER COLLECTORS 

THilS OFFER IS LIMITED TO 1,000 ORDERS 

Everyone will want the new 1936 Cata
logue. Its predicted sale will double all pre
vious editions. It will contain hundreds of 
price changes- al/ upward, ranging from 10% 
to 40%, due to the devaluation of our dollar 
in foreign countries. 

1No real stamp collector can afford to be 
without this new revised edition, which will 
keep you posted, up to date on current stamp 
values! 

Rush your order today and your catalogue 
will be shipped within 24 hours after it has 
been issued. (We guarantee safe delivery, as 
we will insure all orders! No extra charge 
for this service.) Delivery on or about Sep
tember 15, 1935. Orders received after cata
logue is issued will be filled by return mail. 

Last year's edition was out of print in six 
months and we turned down hundreds of 
orders. 

AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT AND PLACE YOUR ORDER TODAY! 
ALL ORDERS WILL BE ACKNOWLEDGED 

CASH REBATE COUPONS WILL ACCOMPANY ALL ACKNOWLEDGMENTS 
N. B. If you desire the Thumb Indexed Edition, send 

us $3.00 and you will receive 12 cash rebate coupons 
instead of ten. 

REMEMBER! All Catalogues sent *prepaid, insured, 
plus an attractive premium I 

FARLEY IMPERFORATES USED ON PARCEL 
POST PACKAGES 

*Sent prepaid in U. S. A. only. Canada, Hawaii, 
Philippines, etc., 25c. extra. 

Premium we send will retail from 20c. to 50c. net! 
Choice of U. S. or Foreign approvals sent with each order. 

_________________________ .ORDER BLANK ________________ _________ . 

TATHAM STAMP & COIN CO. 
DEPT. 70, SPRINGFIELD, MASS. 

GENTLEMEN: 

______________________________ 193 ___ _ 

Please send . me Scott's 1936 Catalogue, as checked, for which I enclose $----------- ------------- : 
D Standard Catalogue, $2.50; D Thumb Index Edition, $3.00; D U. S. Catalogue, $2.50. Catalogue is 
to be sent prepaid and insured, plus a premium and cash rebate coupons. 

SEND T 0--------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------- ----------
A DDR E ss _________________________________________ c IT y ------------------- ST AT£ __________________ _ 
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91 """"""""""" """"""""'"' "'~ 

I FORUM I 
ii"'''"'"'''"'"'''""'''"'"""""'"''''"'"''"'"''"''''''"''"''' 'Bi 
Graveman Ready to Serve 

NEW YORK, N. Y., August 11 , 1935. 

MY DEAR MR. DIETZ: 
Having received our beloved STAMP AND 

COVER COLLECTING in the most prompt de
livery and on schedule rime, I have noticed 
the praise extended to me by Miss Thelma 
A. Bergin for a little work I had the pleas
ure to do for the lady. I am very proud 
to know that the subscribers do appreciate 
my work for them, but I also desire to state 
that I am always glad and happy to assist 
at any time, day or night, to give whatever 
information I can. 

I must insist though, that Miss Bergin 
is under a wrong impression, if she thinks 
that she is taking up my time. I always 
have time for those who care to ask me 
questions, but I also must give Miss Bergin 
credit for raking such great interes t in the 
Art of Collecting Covers and Cachets . She 
most certainly deserves mention, because I 
have yet to see a "Newcomer" (hope she 
will not get angry for calling her so) be
ing taken over in such fashion as she has 
shown and, believe me, she certainly does 
want to get all details and I predict she 
wi ll become a serious Cover and Cachet 
Collector, because she se lects only the mos t 
important and attractive covers, as well as 
cachets, 

Thanks a lot, Miss Bergin, for your kind 
letter. 

Yours respectfully, 
D. w. GRAVEMAN. 

Constructive Suggestions 
NEW YORK, N. Y., August 12, 1935. 

MY ::>EAR MR. DIETZ: 
I get a great thrill out of your editorials 

-the best part of your paper. A "spade is 
a spade" to you, and I have heard others 
say they admired you for that. I take so 
many stamp papers that I sometimes lack 
time to read them al l. At such times I 
threaten to cut out the monthly ones, but 
when I come to yours I can't bear to part 
with it. 

Have just read some of the August num
ber, and want to cungrarulare you especially 
on three of your editorials: 

First-Politics. Opposition might be all 
right if feelings could be restrained from 
rancor, but this seems impossible. 

Second-For years I have advocated the 
branding of counterfeits, reprints and re
paired stamps- see articles enclosed.* 

Bryan said all reforms rake ten years. 
This one has taken longer. I am not advo
cating branding all counterfeits. Only those 
obviously bad. Therein lies some of the 
opposition-a lack of grasp of what we 
want. To brand those about which there 
may be difference of opinion between ex
perts would seem to me wrong. Any error 
should be on the side of ca urion. 

Third-While there are foreign com
plaints against us , no doubt we have them 
against the foreigners. The rule should 
work both ways, and I hope you will follow 
your design to print both the complaint and 
defense. This is fair. But many times the 
accused will not reply to your letters . 
Then simply stare that fact. For fifty years 
I have kept a list of frauds. 

C. F. RICHARDS. 
•Mr. Richards will, I am sure, be glad to send 

interested collectors a reprint of his article "Coun
terfeits-Their Finish" which appeared in the 
August issue of Stamp Trade.-EOITOR. 

~tf';.....;.iyl:f';.....,_"f"I 100 Advance Subscriptions l "tf_;,....._"f"tf'_;,...._C"t:f ~J. 
~~&~&~I Needed to Assure Publ ication &~&~~ 

~ 1936 Edition ~ 
~ Dietz Specialized Confederate Catalog ~ 

The publishers of STAMP AND CovER COLLECTING are pleased to ~ 
announce that the new and revised edition of this Specialized Catalog 
of the issues of the Confederate States of America will be ready for 
distribution this Fall. All pricings are being revised .according to ~ 
market conditions and all supp lemental material, and "finds" since the 
publication of the first edition, will be included in th e new volume. 

The Catalog will list all known Provisionals, Handstamps, General ~ 
Issues, Prison Letters, Department Frankings, Official Frankings, Plate 
and Stone Varieties, and include chapters on Cancellations and Counter-
feits, as well as much other useful data. It is not only a catalog, but ~ 
an encyclopedia for the collector and dealer in Confederates. The 
volume will be of inestimable value to every collector because of the 
diversfied information it ,1;ontains on the various processes of stamp ~ 
manufacture. There will ~e over 1,000 illustrations and the text will 
cover more tha n 500 pages. Size 3}8x6 in., bound in fabrikoid, stamped . 

As only a limited quantity will be printed of this edition orders ~ 
should be placed now. T he subscription price is $2.00 per copy post-

r ~~ paid. After publication, $2.50. Usual discount to th e trade. ~J "l 

~ A very small number of the book ~ 

~ The ;.~~!~IT~~r!~~!e o!il~~~t ~??.~~~~~a~~d~!a"~i~sb?fac~:.:rica ~ 
C. n as long as the supply lasts. Popular Style $10.00; Library Style !ft~~.; 

$15.00; deLuxe Style $50.00. 

Include $1.00 extra with your order for a year's subscri~tion to 
~ STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING-"The Golden Voice of Philately." ~ 

c.n STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING r~-' 
~ 109 East Cary Street RICHMOND, VIRGINIA ~ 

~~fiJE;~~I Jo~nt:'::Pc:7~~::::te l~~~F,~~ 

Grand merci ! 
NEW YORK, N. Y., August 11 , 1935. 

DEAR MR. DIETZ: 
I cannot but express my satisfaction and 

pleasure at seeing your note in the current 
.STAM P AND COVER COLLECTING about 
Dreyfus. . . 

His life offers a lesson to all preiud1ced 
people, who may realize that in his case 
France lost a life of va luable usefulness to 
itself, through the blindness of some of her 
other sons. 

Thanks to your continued thoughtfulness 
in sending me a copy each month, I am 
enjoying your splendid features and short 
interesting items. 

Very truly yours, 
HERBERT L. SHATZ. 

Our Old Friend Comes Back 
LOUISVILLE , KY., August 10, 1935. 

MY DEAR MR. D IETZ: 
I enclose one dollar in payment for one 

year's subscription to STAMP AND COVER 
COLLECTING-send to address below. A 
few years ago I dropped our from. amo.ng 
your subscribers to Southern. P~dateltSt, 
along with several other publtcanons, but 
your August, 1935 sample copy, just re
ceived, revives interest in it. 

I shall take up with the Executive Com
mittee of Louisville Stamp Society the mat
ter of buying copy of your Confederate 
Catalog when it is published . 

Very sincerely, 

W. E. GREENAWAY. 

Too Hot to Disagree 
• NEW YoRK, N. Y., Atugust 11 , 1935. 

DEAR EDITOR: 
D o you agree tha.t the editor of a 

Specialized Catalogue should inquire into 
the morals of an issue? As Editor of the 
1936 Standard Catalogue of Air Post 
Stamps, I rake the position that all stamps 
issued for Air Post service; officially ordered 
to do that, merit listing. 

The same rule applied to the Farley 
favors which brought the issue known as 
the Philatelic Follies, yclept also Farley 
Follies. 

HARRY M . KONWiSER. 

Ow-a! Ow-a! 
ELKINS PARK, PA., August 13, 1935. 

MY DEAR MR. DIETZ: 
I note your letter from Newbury, Mass. 

in the Forum. N othing makes me hotter 
than an outburst from the average narrow
minded citizen of the State of Massachusem. 
My Grandfather was in the 150th Pennsyl
vania Regiment, captured at Getrysburg and 
died at Libby Prison, bur I fully believe, 
just the same, that H ell is paved with the 
bones of H arriett Beecher Stowe and Henry 
Lloyd Garrison. 

You' re right, it's hot irr Elkins Park, too. 
Very truly yours, 

B. H . HAMMER. 
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Classified advertisements under this head
ing are 2 cents per word, 500 words for 
8.00. Payable in advance. Copy must be 

received 3 weeks before date of issue. 

WANTED !-Uruguay No. 1 (60c. blue) good 
copy, no thin spots. State price. A lso wanted Old 
German States. W rite w hat you h ave, stating 
condi tion a nd price. EDIT OR, STAMP A ND COYER 
COLLECTING, 109 E . Cary St., Richmond, Va. 

GENERAL CATALOG OF U. S. P OST
MARKS, 112 pages, 900 illustrations. Price $1.00. 
DELF NORONA, Chairman A. P . S. Handbook 
Commh toe, Moundsville, West Virginia. [ufj 

WAN.TED-Southern States Stampless Covers. 
Will pay cash, or trade Pennsylvania, New York, 
New E ngland covers. Send yours with T erms. 
KENNETH G. BENTZ, 1114 Citizens Southern 
Bank, Atlanta, G a. 

W A TED-COVERS of Match, Drug, P er
fum ery Pl aying Card firms-1862-1 883. Also 
match boxes with stamp. H OLCOMBE, 321 W est 
94th St., New York. [ cs] 

WANTED- M exico No. 1, 2, 3, 59, 61, 109, 
120. If you h ave any considerabl.e number at at
tractive prices, w ri te and make offer by lot or 
piece. H. EDG AR FRENCH , Newcastle, In
ilimL M 

Classilied Ads 
WANTED- PARKS USED.-Will pay 20 

cents per set for Parks stamps, used, well-cen
tered, lightly cancelled, no strai_ght-edges-perfect 
pieces. Address: "J. B.", care Editor STAMP AND 
COV ER COLLECTING, 109 E. Cary St., Richmond, Va. 

WANT ED T O BUY a quantity of unused 
Confederates at very reasonable pnces. Chea_per 
grades desired. State quantity and prices. " Col
lector A ," Care STAMP A N D COVER COLLECTING. 

WILL TRADE a good lot of duplicates for a 
full stock, curly maple Kentucky rifle. Send com
plete description of gun. I ri. return will send list 
of stamps. Address "Collector B," Care STAMP 
A ND COVER COLLECTI NG. 

FOR NAVAL, Old I ronsides and Macon cover, 
of the finest write W . G . CROSBY, P. 0. Box 
602, San Pedro, California. 

WANT E D TO BUY # 36 and #59 Colombian 
Republics on or off cover. "Collector G," Care 
STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING. 

PANAMA AND CANAL STAMPS-40 all 
different $1.00. R UDOLPH M ONTILLAt Box 
585, Panama. pson] 

Does any body know the present address of J. D. 
LLOYD, formerly of Washington, D. C. Address, 

Business M.anager, STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING. 

REMEMBER, STAMP AND COVER COLL~CTING is 
giving a 20-word classified advertisement FREE 

" for each annual new, renewal or extension sub
scription to this maga:iine. Send $1.00 and a 
20-word classified advertisement TODAY. 

SEND 75c. FOR YOUR COPY OF H UGHES' 
PHILATELIST' S INVENTORY, in which you 
can get the exact catalog value of your collection , 
its sales worth1 and a lso list it for appraisal and 
insurance. T his Inver ;ory book is j ust as essentia l 
as your album or catalog__: Sent postpaid. Order 
from the originator: A. j . J-JUGHiES, Box 330, 
W yoming, New York. 

I H AVE A 3c. 1869 COVER with the Colleg;e 
of Willi am and Mary illustrated on the face. An 
unusua l item and distinctly an excellent piece for 
collectors of imprint and Americana covers. Make 
offers. Address : T. F. ROGERS, care Peninsular 
B ank & Trust Co., W illiamsburg. Va. [cas] 

W ILL EXCHANGE PRECANCELS, any State, 
stamp for stamp or cal'al o~ value. GEO. W OOD, 
852 21st, San P edro, California. [ss] 

W ANTED TO BUY a quantity of General 
Issues Confed erate stamps on and off cover. 
COLLECTOR K , STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING. 

W ILL EXCHANGE unused U. S. 20th century 
for fine old U. S., fo reign and Confederates. 
COLLECTOR M, STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING. 

Third International Philatelic Exhibition, 1936 
New York Grand Central Palace, May 9th to 17th 

BOYS WANTED 
I want 500 junior stamp collectors to 

enroll in the S. C. C. SA LES 
CLUB right away. 

There are no dues an d no expense to you, but many good things await every 
boy after becoming a member. 

You can earn cash money by which you can build a fine collection. Y ou can also earn any 
of the m any wonderful stamp prizes listed in the Summer Prize Bulletin- all by obtaining 
regular subscribers to STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING right in your ow n neighborhood. 

YOU GET CASH PROFITS ON EVERY SALE. 

J oin Now! Mail this coupon today ! 
I will get you enrolled and sta rted quickly. 

T E D THOMPSON, STAM P AND COVER COLLECTING, 

I 09 E . CARY ST., RICHM ON D, VA. 

D EAR PRIZE MAN : 

You bet I want to earn those stamp pr.izes and cash. Send my membership card, full instructions 
and sample copies quickly. 

N arne----------------------------------·---·---·----- --------------------------------------------------Age _____________ __ _ 

Street ________ --- __ ----_ -------____ ---------------------------------__ -: _________ ______ City. __ ___ --------------------- ____ __ _______ -----_____ State ___ ---------------------

(H ave Dad or Mother sign the follow ing statement.) 
I shall be delighted to have my son become a member of your Club and take advantage of your offer: 

____ __ __________ . ____ ------------------------------------ ______ ------------ _____________ ___________ ___ -------------__ _______ _______ ( P arent ) 
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A Dar~ain for t~e Dealer or (ollector 
I have the following stamps for immediate sale, to any one or more parties who send their 

remittance fi.!:st, at the following prices: 

Washington Bicentennials 

Complete sheets, and parts of sheets, of the 4c., Sc., 6c., 7c., Sc. and 9c. may still be secured at 20% above face. 

There are no more copies available of the Vzc., le., I Yzc., 2c., 3c. and IOc. Please do not order these items. If 
yo11 need any that are still on hand, better order immediately as the supply will not last long. I still have sheets of the 
3c. Penns and Websters. These may be had at 1S% above face. 

Most of the above are well centered, but as usual some stamps on each sheet are not any too good. They are offered 
as they are and cannot be picked. 

Yorktown Sesquicentennial 
There are a few stamps in broken lots. These are not well centered and are offered at 15% above face. 

Orders for less than $1.00 will not be accepted. Postage or registration must accompany each order. Remittances 
must be made by money order, payable to STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING. 

ADDRESS: 

"Collector," care STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING, 109 E. Cary St., Richmond, Virginia 

A Few Cover Bargains 
Special Issue of March IS- Special Printed Envelope with all 

20 varieties . . . . . . . $5.00 
Only 250 made; only five left. 

150th Anniversary George Washington Resigning Commission. 
Postmarked Annapolis, Md., Dec. 23, 1933 .20 

Cover postmarked "U. S. S. Patolw, Governors Conference, July 
4, 1925," with handstamp back and front "Air Mail Service 
Via U. S. S. Shenandoah" 12.00 

Philatelic Agency Service 
The best stamps available at Philatelic Agency at IO per cent over 

face (with a minimum service charge of 35 cents ) on orders of less than 
$25.00, and 5 per cent over face on orders over $25.00 (with a minimum 
service charge of $2.SO). Postage and Registration extra. 

WILLIAM T. RALEY, 
219 Stewart Building, 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 

Join The 
RAINBO FRIENDSHIP CLUB 

World-wide membership. 
Rainbo Boosltr Journal official Club paper. 

Dues only SOc. per year. 
Send in your membership to--

MICHAEL FLEISCHHACKER 
1642 No. Fairlield Ave., Chicago, Ill. 

FOR A BEGINNING IN 

BUREAU PRINTS 
WE SUGGEST A PACKET 

For i11stance: 
No. 227 400 c!_ifferent ... . ..... .. ..... $ J.00 
No. 228 750 different. ................. 15.00 

INTRODDCTJON to Precancel Collectin~
a 16_ page booklet of the necessary informalion 
on Precancels-25c. postpaid. 

HOOVER BROTHERS 
1261 Broadway, Room 811, NEw Yo1<K. 

KEEP IN TOUCH WITH INDIAN 
PHILATELY THROUGH 

Tlze 
INDIAN PHILATELIC 

ADVERTISER 

b========:===========~ Indian and Native States finest 
stamp monthly. 

THE BUREAU SPECIALIST 

A monthly publication of .the Bureau 
Issues Association. Devoted exclusively 
to United States stamps. Serious collec
tors please write for sample copy. 

WEST SOMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS 

VAHAN MOZIAN, INC. 
MONTHLY STAMP AUCTIONS 

Catalogue Upon Request. 

IO East 39th St., NEW YORK 

Subscribe now. Only $1 the year. 

NEW lssuEs Am MAIL EmrnR1,1Ls 
CoNFEDERA.TES COMMEMORATIVES 

BARGAINS 
Everything that the collector wants. 

Address: INDIAN l'IllLATELIC 
ADVERTISER 

Chetrode, Erode, Coimbatore, S. India 

, 
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Not a Single Complaint-
Only Satisfied Buyers 

The unusual and distinctive covers listed below have been purchased by several hundred collectors
many have re-ordered-with perfect satisfaction. If you are dissatisfied after making a purchase, return in 
ten days and your money will be refunded immediately. Here they are: 

Williamsburg- Richmond Post Rider Cover 
This cover was carried three years ago during the national celebration of Post Office Day. 

It left the office of The Virginia Gazette (where early Colonial mail was first officially used in 
the Colony) in Williamsburg, Virginia, by Post Rider and carried to the W .illiam and Mary 
Airport. Thence by plane to the airport at Fort Lee, Virginia, and then by United States mail 
truck to the Governor of Virginia at the Richmond Post Office. Official permission was granted 
to these covers on this one occasion and they are the only official covers made during this nation
wide celebration. Each cover is postmarked "Williamsburg, Virginia," contains the corner card 
of the old Gazette, carries the label of the Post Rider, the plane cachet, the truck symbol, back
stamped "Richmond, Virginia," and addressed to the Governor. The covers are made in the style 
of the Colonial letter-sheets and are not alone interesting philatelically, but historically. The 
item makes a worth-while piece in any collection of early covers. While the supply lasts, 
$r.oo each. 

Jamestown, Virginia 
So much history is woven around the first permanent Engl.ish settlement in America and 

these covers are the first covers cacheted on this historic site. They are cancelled in green and 
purple on May 13, 1933. The covers are parchment letter-sheets made by hand similar to those 
used during the Seventeenth Century and each .is sealed with a wafer. Within each cover will be 
found the official Proclamation of the Governor of Virginia for "Jamestown Day." Price per 
cover, 50 cents. 

Confederate Reunion Turned Wall Paper Cover 
Only five of these unique items remain for sale. They are made of wall-paper similar to the 

real things. A genuine Confederate stamp is affixed on the inside of the cover officially postmarked 
by the Richmond Postmaster June 21, 1862, and then postmarked on the outside the same day
just seventy years later. Official permission was granted from Washington for this event and we 
believe this to be the most rare of all modern historical covers. An excellent item for every col
lector of Confederates. An event that will never again be duplicated. First come, first served. 
Price, $s.oo each. 

ORDER BEFORE IT IS TOO LATE. 

Stamp and Cover Collecting 
109 E. Cary Street Richmond, Virginia 
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PHILATELIC BOOKS 

The Postal Service of the 
Confederate States 

of America 
BY A,UG UST DIETZ 

Popular Style binding 
Library Style . • 
De Luxe Style . 

• $10.00 
• 15.00 
. 50.00 

Specialized C onf eJ erate 
Cataluf 

EDITED BY AUGUST DIETZ 

The first edition was published in 1912 and 
a Supplement in 193 3. No further editions are 
contemplated within the next six months. 

Pocket size. Bound in gray Fabrikoid. 

Catalol( $2.00. Supplement $1.00 . . 

ALL BOOKS SHIPPED POSTPAID. 

ST AMP AND COVER 
COLLECTiNG 

109 E. CARY ST .. RICH:\10ND, VA. 

WE NEED AND WILL BUY 
Early United States Stamps, unused, 

used on or off cover. 
Pri ce liht:rally and send to us for inspection . 

P romp1 caith fo r what WC' can use. 

70 Nassau Street, New York, N. Y. 

NASSAU STAMP CO. 

ST AMP AND COVER COLLECTING 

FREE! FREE! FREE! 
New Year's Trial ' Bargain Offer ' 

FREE! 30 different beautiful, pic
torial, genuine commemoratives, with 
6 months' tri al subscription to the 
newsy, colorful, illustrated, 44-pages 
"Marconi's Monthly Stamp News,", 
for only lSc. ' ' ' 

Marconi Publishing Go. 
73-3rd Place, BROOKLYN, N. Y. 

.WANTED 
100,000 Used Conn. and San Diego 

or any Portion in Units of 100. 
Will pay $2.50 per 1,000 or pro rata. 

SPOT CASH 

L E E W . DRISCO 
11 2 F ULTON ST., NEW YORK C ITY 

Conductors of New York Stamp Bou rse. 

REAL BARGAINS 
Send me _your subscri ption to the STAMP 

A NO COV ER COLLECTI NG and a stamped envel
ope. I ' ll send you a packet of 25 good foreign 
stamps. T en cents and stampe~ envelope 'Y'll 
bri ng you a packet of 25 different fo reign 
from my own collection. $1 bill and stamp_ed 
envelope w i ll bri ng you 90c. worth of mint 
U. S., sing les, pairs, blocks, plate numb ers! 
comm emorat ives and airs from my persona 
coll ection. SatiJ/ actio TZ G uaranteed . 

JOSEPH CHARLES SALAK 
63+8 Sourn FAI RFIELD AVE., CHICAGO, ILL. 

A REAL BARGAIN ! ! ! 
For the Specializing Collector in Loose-Leaf Alb.um Pages 

As long as they last, we offer the following to the collector and dealer: 
No . 100: A quadrilled sheet, artistically printed in two colors (pale blue 

and gray ) for mounting of specialized collections . The full size of the sheet 
is 8x9Yz inches. The border (gray ) is 5%x8 inches. The quadrilling is 
4-15/ 16x7.3/ 16 inches. The paper was specially made for these - pages and is 
equal to a 32.lb. ledger. There is ample margin on the left of the sheet for 
punching or inserting in any type of binder. 

Binders may be secured from various sources to fit this sheet, however we 
do not handle them. It is an excellent buy for the coll ector who is now special· 
iz ing or who wishes to properly mount his collection on very attractive pages . 

Prices: 100 sheets, or less, 3c. each. 100 to 250 sheets 2!/2c. each. 250 or 
more 2c. each. 

No. 200: This sheet is quadrilled, like above, with a very handsome gray 
border. The sheet size is lOxll inches, and the border size is 63;.lx8!/2 inches. 
The paper for this was also spec ially made and is equal to a 100.lb. Index board. 

For specialized collections we believe this "No. 200 is without a parall el. 
It makes a very attractive page for artistic mounting. Ample margin is on the 
left-hand side for punching or inserting into any cover. Binders may be secured 
to fit this size sheet, however we do not sell them . 

Prices: 100 sheets, or less, Sc. 100 to 250 sheets 4c. 250 or more 3Yzc. each. 
Samples will gladly be sent upon request for 3c. 

STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING 

109 EAST CARY STREET RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 

PERCY G. DOANE 
608-9 .Tribune Bid~. 

154 Nassau Street, 

NEW YORK CITY. 

'Auction Sales 
a Specialty 

Catalogues Free on Request. 

~~~ BOSTON 
AUCTION SALES 

I hold auctions regularly in Boston, and 
would be glad to oend my Catalogues to any 
Col lector a pplying kr them. 

I am always in the ;-r1 a rket for collections, 
U. S. o r B. N. A. which I will buy for cash 
outright, or sell at pri vate sal e, or a1 auction 
on a commi ssion basis. If desired, a liberal 
ad vance ag ainst pending sales will be all<>wed 
on any desirable items. 

DANIEL F . KELLEHER 
Hoom 40-1 

7 WATElt STREET, BOSTON, MASS. 

URUGUAY 
I offer Uruguay in Quantities of I. 

10, 100, 1,000, and larger, at prices 
that defy competition. Largest stock 
in Uruguay. 

ESTEBAN WEINREHGER 
Vazquez 1252, Montevideo. Uruguay, 

South America. 

E L PERU FIL A TEUCO 
Bi-Monthly Rcvirv.: 

Official Organ of the "Centro Fi la telico" of PerU 
In every numbe r a rtic les on the different 

issues of Pe n'.i. , as well as a General Cata lo~u c 
of the Stamps of Per u, in Spanish and E nglish. 

Membershi p subscription, per annum, U. S. 
$1.0(>-(one U . S. Dollar). 

Address all correspondence regarding sub
script ions and advert isements to 

APARTADO No. 2177 
LI MA. PERU, S. A. 

$2 $2 LOTS $2 $2 
Last year we sold over 2,500 $1 lots, mostly 

repeats-so they must have been good. These 
have been entire ly discontinu ed, but we a re 
now ma ki ng up some splendi d $2 lots. Thi s 
new price enables us to put really fine ma
ter ia l into these lots-stamps we could n't put 
into our old $1 lots. Surp lus stock of .all 
kinds, stamps on old album leaves, &c., :&c. , 
are includ ed. Sli p a $2 bi ll into a n envelope 
tod ay and t ry one. A ll lots have a hi gh cata
logue value; we guarantee ABSOLUTE 
SATlSFACTION, or we will refund your 
money by return mail. (S.P.A. 623 6 ; A.P.S. 
12066). 

H. A. L. HUG HES & CO. 
19 Church St., Peterborough, England 

(S. P. A. 6236-A. P . S. 12066) 
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Grover Cleveland, twenty-second President of the United States, was born March 18, 
1837, in Caldwell, New Jersey, the fifth of nine children. His father, Richard Falley Cleve
land- a descendant of Moses Cleveland of England, who settled near Woburn, Mass. in 1635 
- was pastor of the Presbyterian church at Caldwell. His mother, Ann Nealy, of Baltimore, 
was the daughter of a merchant of Irish birth. 

When Grover was four years old his father accepted a call to a church in Fayetteville, 
N . Y. , and it was here that he received his early schooling. Four more children came to the 
Clevelands during the following nine years and the strain of maintaining his family on a 
salary of six hundred dollars a year finally underminded the pastor's health, and when the 
Home Missionary Society offered him an agency at one thousand dollars a year, he accepted 
and moved his family to Clinton, New York. 

When the boy was sixteen his father died and Grover left school to clerk in a store in 
Clinton. He taught, with another brother, in the New York City Institution for the Blind; 
he made up a herd book for his uncle, Lewis F. Allen, a stock breeder at Black Rock near 
Buffalo. Circumstances had forced him to abandon all idea of a college education, but he 
resolved to learn the profession of law, and bent every effort to that end. He had to work 
all day and half the night, and by great economy he saved enough to complete his studies at 
Buffalo, and was admitted to the bar in 1859. In 1863 he became Assistant District Attorney 
of Erie County, and Sheriff in 1870. In 1881 he was elected Mayor of Buffalo, and in 1882 
Governor of New York. 

He was elected President of the United States in 1884; defeated in 1888, but re-elected 
in 1892. After leaving the White House, he settled in Princeton, N. J., and upon the change 
of control of the Equitable Life Assurance Society of New York he was made a trustee. He 
died in Princeton June 24, 1908. 

Grover Cleveland married Miss Frances Folsom, the daughter of his law partner Oscar 
Folsom in Buffalo. The ceremony took place in the White House. There were five children 
born to this union-Ruth, Esther, Marion, Richard Folsom and Francis Grover. 

I I Grnve. dmlmd'' ponui< 'PP"" on the 12·«nt brnwn.violet "'"'P of 1922-26. I I 
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In Our Next Issue 
The November issue will mark the 

beginning of Volume Three, and we 
hope to present a real festive number, 
replete with bits of stampic lore and 
information. The standard features 
will continue into the new year and 
keep our interest alive. 

A battle royal is going on today be
tween the forces promoting the spread 
of speculative stamps and those op
posed to this exploitation of philately. 
The November number will shed con
siderable light on the situation. 

The Editor expects to have another 
paper on the Typographed Provisionals 
of the Confederacy and to continue 
this series until the list of the printed 
stamps is exhausted. 

Mr. Perry's serial on "Why Collect 
United States Envelopes?" will hold 
the stage in the October number. This 
remarkable study is attracting collec
tors far and wide. 

Air Mail and Cachet news, and 
Naval Cancellations will continue to 
keep the fans posted in these interest
ing fields. 

Our English correspondent will 
have his usual harvest of happenings 
in London's great stamp mart. 

In addition, there are a number of 
other timely and interesting articles 
in petto. 

Your subscription renewal is due. 

In This Issue 
~ 

. What the Colonel Thinks 
This Hobby of Bureau Prints 

The Locals of Beaumont, Texas 
When is a Stamp Not a Stamp? 

Why Collect Stamped Envelopes? 
(Continued) 

Fun in Collecting Triangles 
A Gallery of Greek Gods 

My Greatest Thrill in Collecting 
S. P. A. Convention Thoughts 
"Chinese" Gordon on Stamps 

Precancel Society Convention, Chicago, Ill. 
The Celebration of the Famous "Mulready" 

Gleanings Across the Pond 
The Joy of Collecting 

Airmail and Cachet 1\Jews Naval Cancellations 

Addenda 
History of Charity Stamps 

Our School Club Department 
A Banker Speaks of Stamp Collecting 

Club News Our Monthly Puzzle The Forum 
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What the Colonel Thinks~~ 
•O·---------------·<!.A~'\ · ,fl · (';'"'-'1• 

Close of Volume II. 

STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING has come to the 
close of another year, and this, its twelfth number, 
spells the completion of Volume Two. 

In the relentless flight of Time the milestones that 
mark the months have passed so quickly that, looking 
backward to the promises made in .that year-ago yester
day, we question today if they have been frulfilled-if 
all has been accomplished that we planned to do. 

At the beginning of every task-at the dawn of 
every new year-earnest men resolve to do better things 
-to make greater effort-to strive onward and upward 
with greater zeal to finer goals-and, inspired by these 
principles,. they pledge themselves to do many things. 
At the end of the task-at the close of the year-they 
look backward along the trail and with bowed head 
confess to their shortcomings. 

Perhaps it is well so. If we fulfilled all that we 
promised it would be an admission that we had set our 
goal too low. There must always be some ideal to 
reach out for and-never attain. That keeps us alive, 
physically and spiritually. If we ever completed our 
collections-if there remained no want-lists--our in
terest in stamps would come to an end. If we had 
succeeded in giving all that we promised-all that we 
hoped to give-at the beginning of this volume, the 
number before you would be the last of STAMP AND 
COVER COLLECTING, for there would be no want-list 
of stampic information on your part. 

Some few things, however, were accomplished-and 
of these we are pardonably proud. STAMP AND CovER 
COLLECTING. has, above all, remained "the friendly 
magazine"-in place of a "high hat" it holds out a 
helping hand in broad sympathy with every trend of 
our hobby. It does confess to "playing favorites," and 
its pet penchant has been (and will probably continue 
to be) the stamps of the Confederacy. In justification 
of this "weakness" we might advance the thought that 
it would be well if every philatelic publication would 
specialize to a certain extent in the study of some par
ticular country or issue. Another "weakness" may be 
found in its uncompromising attitude towards all that 
is harmful to our hobby-unfair practices, counterfeit
ing, exploiting of every kind, in short, war on all that 
menaces American Philately. All this, too, will con
tinue in the coming year. 

But why mention more? Let's close the volume and 
be thankful that it wasn't worse. 

""' · Being rerections • \:J -

of the Editor's re
action to current 
events as they re
late to Philately 
and the welfare 
of her followers. 

~G' ~~ 

Editor Fennel Retires 
~-----,- ... ~~---~-IW' -~~GWA 

It is with a feeling akin to personal grief that I learn 
of the retirement of Mr. Adolph D. Fennel from the 
editorship of the American Philatelist, official organ of 
the American Philatelic Society. The fine old journal 
will seem a stranger when he is no longer at the helm. 

Fennel was one of the few editors of a stamp journal 
whose fine personality was reflected throughout its 
pages. Broad of mind, kindly and generous to a fault, 
one could not withhold admiration for his qualities and 
a strong and lasting affection for the man. Although 
he steps down from the tripod, I trust his influence for 
the good of Philately will continue for many more years. 

The Boulder Dam Stamp 
From various sources comes the news that the long

heralded Boulder Dam stamp is really to appear, and 
the day set is September 28th, which will mark the 
completion of this stupendous engineering feat. The 
stamp-value 3 cents, printed in purple and same size 
of the Special Delivery-will have a view of Boulder 
Dam, reproduced from an airplane picture. It will be 
placed on first-day sale at the postoffice in Boulder 
City, Nevada. Fifty million stamps represent the De
partment's first requisition. 

The Fall Season Opens 
Vacation time is over and collectors everywhere are 

again turning to the old album stored away during the 
hot summer months. What a delight so sit under our 
student lamp in our cozy den and again "play with 
our stamps." None but real stamp-collectors can feel 
the thrill of this experience. And, with business "pick
ing up" let's get in touch with the dealers who offer 
their wares in our columns, and see that our name is 
on the mailing list of the auctioneers. There'll be a 
bumper crop this Fall. 
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Confederate Catalog -A Request 
The work of revising both text and pricir'lgs in the 

forthcoming 1936 Edition of the Gonfederate Catalog 
is being done with a degree of thoroughness that should 
result in a truly standard work on these stamps. The 
men engaged in this stupendous task are analysing 
every entry with regard to its eligibility and its com
parative scarcity, which, in turn, guides them in fixing 
a catalog price. 

But there is still some data required, and our friends 
are asked to assist us in this matter. We desire to have 
submitted the following objects for a few days' inspec
tion and photographing. They may be sent either to 
the Editor at 109 E. Cary St., or, preferably, to Mr. 
Stephen D. Brown, 233 Glen St., Glens Falls, N. Y. 
Best of care will be taken of such material, and return 
made promptly. We do hope that this request will 
meet with general compliance, inasmuch as it is to the 
advantage of those who possess these objects to have 
them properly listed. 

ALABAMA.-Jacksonville, Lowdensborough, Talladega (three 
varieties) . 

GEORGIA.-Augusta (converted canceller), Kingston (Type III 
"'PAID-5-CENTS" in three Jines), Marietta ( 1 Oc. on provisional 
5c.), Oglerhorpe ("T. H. Morgan-Paid 10") . 

SouTH CAROLINA.-Camden ( lOc. Type II, covered by pair 
5-cent Local Print), Fraziersville, Sumter (signed "M. Watchman" ). 

TENNESSEE.-Athens ( "Paid 5-C. S. A."" in circle). 
TEXAS.-Hempstead (5c. on lOc.), Millican, Navasota, Tyler 

("'Geo. Yarbrough-Paid 1 O"). 
VIRGINIA.-Balcony Falls, Christiansburg, Danville (three types 

of the 5c. initialled "W. B. P."), Norfolk ("Register's Office"-
5c.), Randolph-Macon College. 

Another subject of especial importance concerns the 
including of "United States Stamps Used Under the 
Confederacy." Major A. R. Reeves of Sumter, S. C. is 
making a study of this material, and collectors possess
ing covers showing Confederate datings on U. S. 
stamps will materi·ally assist in adding to the value of 
the Catalog by communicating with Major Reeves, 401 
North Church St., Sumter, S. C. Material may be sub
mitted either to the Editor, 109 E. Cary St., or, pre
feraibly, to Major Reeves. 

The following additional pre-publication subscrip
tions to the Confederate Catalog have been received: 

Barger Arthur, Flushing, N. Y. 
Cone, Bernard M., Greensboro, 

N. C. 
Drake, Chas. H., Braselton, Ga. 
Fuller, Claud E., Chattanooga, 

Tenn. 
Evans, R. W., Macon, Ga. 
Hertzberg, B., Oakland, Calif. 
James, Dr. A. 0., Ghatham, Va. 
Klein, Eugene, Philadelphia, Pa. 
Lehman, Howard, New York. 

Mann, Muse E., Columbus, Ga. 
Moses, M., Lynchburg, Va. 
Nash, J. Pope, Richmond, Va. 
Noske, F. W. Milwaukee, Wis. 
Remington-Putnam Book Co., 

Baltimore, Md. 
Rights, Douglas 1., Winston-

Salem, N. C. 
Stohe, W. C., Springfield, Mass. 
Streeter, R. A., Cedar Rapids, Ia. 
Tittman, A. 0., London, Eng. 

The offer of the reduced pre-publication subscription 
price of two dollars is still open to our friends. After 
publication the price will be $2.50. 

Anent Those Tannou-Touvas 
In our August number we took occasion to express 

ourselves in no uncertain language abou:t the gaudily 
colored Tannou-Touva labels, incidentally disclosing 
their status and warning against contributing good 
American dollars to this latest Ponzi scheme. 

Our editorial has drawn fire from the attorney of 
Mr. Bela Sekula in New York, and he desires to state 
that neither his principal, nor any connections of his 
firm, are engaged in the sole distribution of these 
"stamps" in the United States. We are glad to print 
this. However, pending the receipt of replies to a 
questionaire, which we prepared for Mr. Sekula's at
torney, as well as information requested of several re
liable European and English sources, the further dis
cussion of the Tannou-Touva case is reserved for a 
later issue of STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING. 

Standard Air Post Catalog Out 
We have received a copy of the 1936-Edition of the 

Standard Catalog of Air Post Stamps, published by 
Nicolas Sanabria, Inc., 17 E. 42nd St., New York, 
N. Y., formerly published by the Scott Co. It is com
piled and edited by Nicolas Sanabri·a and Harry M. 
Konwiser, and forms one of our standard American 
reference books. It is complete in its range, and its 438 
pages embrace, aside from the catalog proper, all the 
information necessary to the intelligent collecting of Air 
Mail stamps. The volume is excellently printed and 
bound in green cloth. The doth-bound edition is $1. 50, 
the De Luxe, $2.50. An indispensable publication. 

What of the Patrick Henry Stamp? 
Some months ago, taking up the suggestion of Mr. 

R. N. Nicholson of Huntington, W. Va., we urged a 
campaign for a Patrick Henry staimp--or even a set of 
three values-in 1936, to commemorate the bicentenary 
of that Patriot's birth. It is hoped that this movement 
will not be abandoned. It seems impossible that 
American collectors could remain inactive in this under
taking. To remind of the man who voiced the war-cry 
of the Revolution is of inestimably more importance
just as this time-than dozens of meaningless Dam 
sites and other similar subjects on our stamps. 

A New "Elbe" Product 
The ELBE FILE AND BINDER Co. call attention to 

their new "Daisy" Stock Book. To those who are ac
quainted with the Elbe products, no further recommen
dation is necessary. See the Elbe advertisement. 
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The Deviltry Has Begun 
Some time ago we called the attention of our readers 

to a set of counterfeits of the General Issues of Con
federate States stamps being offered for sale under the 
false and misleading designation of "Reprints." These 
dangerous imitations are photo-engraved reproductions 
made direct from the large pattern drawings in our Con
federate publications. No permission to do this was 
either asked of or granted by the owners of the copy
right, thereby establishing an act of theft under the law. 

These counterfeits are extremely dangerous, inas
much as dim~nisions, colors and paper have been closely 
imitated. The advertisements of this product appear 
in several of our American stamp papers, and the sale 
of these imitations goes on. 

And now the results are beginning to show up. Last 
month several specimens of these counterfeits have 
been submitted for examination and opinion. One of 
these consisted of a block-of-four of the 2-cent green, 
bearing the faked postmark of Savannah, Ga. Contrary 
to the statements of the concern selling these spurious 
"stamps," no legend appears on the back to identify 
them as fac-similes. They are not "Reprints"-there
fore an act of fraud is committed whenever they are 
sent through the United States mails. But the real 
danger-and we warned against just this-is now be
come a fact: these counterfeits are appearing on the 
market with faked cancellations, making them doubly 
dangerous to collectors, and calculated to repeat the 
effect that Dr. Petri's and Upham's nefarious imitations 
of Confederate stamps had on philately during the 
latter part of last century~practically destroying all 
interest in these historic objects. 

True, the law does not prohibit the illustratinJ< of 
Confederate stamps, but the case takes on an entirely 
different aspect in view of Section 2340 of the United 
States Postal Laws covering the counterfeiting of post
marks, which reads as follows: 

"Whoever shall forge or counterfeit any postmarking stamp, 
or impression thereof, or shall make or knowingly use or sell , or 
have in possession with intent to use or sell, any forged or 
counterfeiting stamp, die, plate or engraving, or such impression 
thereof, shall be fined not more than $1,000 or imprisonment 
not more than five years, or both." 

Agencies have been set to work to trace the source 
of these faked cancellations and disclosures may be 
expected in the near future. In the meantime collectors 
receiving offers of similar fraudulent material are re
quested to send it to us, accompanied by the letter and 
postmarked envelope in which it was received. 

The fake-cancelled counterfeit block-of-four 2-cent 
green Confederates referred to will be found illustrated 
and described elsewhere in this number. 

Our leading philatelic associations could find few 
better problems to take up than this growing menace of 
counterfeits and fakes. Will they "start something"? 

The American Stamp Digest 
We welcome among our exchanges No. 1 of Vol. I 

The American Stamp Digest-"The Newsmagazine of 
Philately," edited by Kent B. Stiles, and published 
monthly by Dagabert D. Runes, 142 W . 42nd St., New 
York City. There is an imposing array of associate 
editors, among whom may be mentioned Lyndon Bab
cock, Elbridge Colby, Charles Corwin, James A. 
Decker, Elizabeth Forman, Oscar Karl Goll, Manne! 
Hahn, Ben Hamilton, Jr., Herman Herst, Jr., Elliott 
B. Holton, Harry E. Huber, Ralph A. Kimble and 
Bertram W. H. Poole. 

Of handy pocket-size-5 y,f: x8}<4-and carrying eigh
ty pages and cover filled with well-selected material, 
this publication, I predict, will be a success. Price 15c. 

"Philatelic Accessories" 
We have received a copy of "Philatelic Accessories

Catalog One" from the Accessory House, West Cum
mington, Mass., Thomas F. Whitbread and E. Douglas 
Cameron, proprietors. 

This concern inaugurates a unique service. Collec~ 

tors may here secure any of the countless philatelic 
accessories now manufactured and, in addition, it offers 
an information service on all matters concerning col
lecting. Consult them in the selection of an album 
best suited to your collection; ask their advice in the 
matter of mounting your stamps; in short, "tell them 
your philatelic troubles" and get their advice. The 
Gatalog sells at 1 O cents, and this amount is credited 
on your first order. 

Rapkin's Folded Peelable Hinges 
Who has not known the annoyance and loss of time 

caused by the process of folding hinges in mounting 
our stamps-especially if we aim to be neat and careful 
about it? And what a comfort to be relieved of this 
tedious task. 

Well, it has been done. Mr. G. F. Rapkin, the 
philatelic accessory manufacturer of 151-7 Goswell 
Road, London E. C. 1, has solved the problem for us 
by the simplest of meuhods: he is supplying a ready 
creased and folded, peelable hinge of the very best · 
quality, and they sell at 15c. per 500, 25c. per 1,000. 
This "Peerless" hinge marks a great stride in the im
provement of the collectors' chief accessory. To be had 
of all progressive dealers. 

See that your name is registered with M. Ohlman, 
116 Nassau St., New York City, and receive the cata
logs of his auction sales. 
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Let's Keep Out of this Scrap 
Stamp-collecting, intelligently pursued, gradually im

bues us with "the broader view" and eventually makes 
of us world citizens. We venture beyond the boundaries 
of our country and become interested in the aims and 
ambitions of other peoples, following intently the poli
tical events in their kaleidoscopic change-for these 
events are generally first reflected in Philately-and we 
speculate on the effect they will have on our own 
fortunes. It is this world-interest that leads me, some
times, to voice opinions not always in harmony with 
those of the masses-but ever in line with the best 
interests of our own country. I am just now thinking 
of this Italo-Ethiopian crisis-and how we may be 

. again enmeshed in its snares. . . 
By the time this is being read, II Duce's legions may 

have crossed the boundaries of Haile Selassie's king
dom, and the conquest of Abyssinia will be but a matter 
of time. All of which would merely be a soon-for
gotten incident, like the ruthless British and French 
campaigns in the ·Dark Continent, were it not for the 
fear that this purely colonial enterprise may spread to 
the Continent of Europe and perhaps again become th~ 
torch that fires a greater conflagration. In such an 
event, how would it affect these United States? With 
our proverbial meddlers' itch, will we keep out of it? 

I hold no brief for Italy. My sympathy is always 
with the under dog. But Abyssinia is but "the bullet of 
Sarajevo"-soon forgotten in the bigger events im
pending. In a year from now there will still be Abys
sinians-but that's all. 

Let me call attention, first, to a subtle campaign of 
propaganda going on in this country for some time. 
We have already been brought around to view Italy in 
nearly the same light as they pictured to us . the "Hun" 
of the World War-atrocious, and bent upon "im
perialistic world conquest"-with a "weak Christian 
people" selected for the sacrificial lamb. Aw hell. . . 

Italy, single-handed, has virtually challenged the 
supremacy of Great Britain both in the Meditteranean 
and in Africa, while defying the League of Nations to 
brook her designs. Will the "Vaster Empire" take up 
the gauntlet? I think not. Nor will France, who 
k11ows better. 

Before the curtain rises on another world drama, 
let's see (~ we are being just and fair to the Italians. 
Let's look closer into this hypocritical prating about 
"saving" the last independent "Christian" nation in 
Africa, and this bluff about "applying sanctions." 
Let's hear Italy's case. 

None, as far as I am aware, blame Italy for "starting 
the World War." In 1914, bound by an alliance to 
the Central Powers, she hesitated a while to carry out 
her pledged obligations and, finally, wavering between 
fealty and fear, she succumbed to the threats cif Great 

Britain on her seacoa.st and the promises of loot made 
by the Allies. Deserting her friends, she joined the 
"47 varieties" and conti:ibuted to the final defeat of 
the Central Powers. History will properly appraise 
that step. There was a "scrap of paper," too, among 
those promises, assuring Italy of a "free hand" in 
Abyssinia. But they don't like to talk about that now. 
It might upset the propaganda program. . . 

Came Versailles. Italy, weakened by her stupendous 
sacrifices and internal unrest-fast drifting to com
munism-was powerless to enforce her demands, and 
so the Plunderbund gave her a "raw deal " in the pay
out. She was jipped for fair. Then, in the hour of 
her greatest need, appeared her savior-Mussolini. 
The very force of this man's character had an electri
fying effect. He succeeded in raising Italy from the 
depths of despondency to the heights of an inspired, 
unified nation-virile and purposeful. Slowly-but 
with his goal ever in view-he set to work welding 
his people into a formidable fighting force, now quite 
able to demand of Britain and France that the cove
nants be kept. Will they back down and "come 
across"? I am sure Italy will not forego her purpose. 
Mussolini's place in history-nay, Italy's future-de
pends upon the outcome of this throw of the dice. 
And Italy will not back down. 

Let us, therefore, guard against being carried off our 
feet by propaganda and being taught to hate the Italian 
people. Let us ask: "Who controls the greater part of 
the African continent, and how was this overlordship 
acquired, and, how is that stewardship administered?" 
If fairly and humanely, Britain and France need have 
no fear of Italy as a neighbor. Let's weigh the facts, 
before we again "lose our heads." 

And, finally, let's bear in mind that Britain has never 
fought a w'1!r with a first rate power single-handed. She 
has always been clever enough to "induce" her neigh
bors (and her fool cousins) to do the job for her. 
Italy fights alone. Messieurs, Grande-Bretagne is in 
one hellofa fix this time-literally between Scylla and. 
Charybdis-and unless we can be again "worked up" 
to a state of hysteria and led into this scrap, I don't see 
how she can save her face this time. 

I hope we have acquired better sense. . . Let's go 
back to our stamps. 

Kimble's Book Going Strong 
Col. Ralph A. Kimble writes that the price of 

"Stamp Collecting for Profit"-which was omitted in 
the announcement-is 75 cents. The first edition of 
1,000 was sold out in twenty days, the second is going 
fast, and the third printi~g will be off press in a 
short bime. Better get your copy now. Beverly Hills 
Philatelic Society, 10410 Maplewood Ave., Chicago, 
Publishers. 
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Plating the "Frame Line'" 
Mr. Stanley B. Ashbrook, well-known authority on 

United States and Confedera:tes, has decided to again 
take up the plating 'of the Frnme Line 10 Cents, begun 
some years ago in collaboration with Mr. Edward S. 
Knapp. This difficult task, when completed, will rep
resent the greatest achievement in American Philately. 

Mr. Ashbrook, who supplied the photographs for 
the illustrations of the Frame Line in my Confederate 
book, and who is a member of our Confederate Stamp 
Alliance, desires to have those of us who possess copies 

. of this stamp either supply him with a full description, 
by letter, or, preferably, send the objects for photo
graphing. Best of care and. prompt return is assured, . 
and it is hoped that this appeal will meet with a gener
ous response. No other stamp in the catalog holds so 
much of mystery and challenge as does this stamp with 
the framing lines and the countless retouches-none 
has so persistently defied the plater. Will you help 
Mr. Ashbrook succeed? In return, the story will be 
given you in STAMP· AND COVER COLLECTING. 
· Mr. Ashbrook' s address is 64 Arcade Drive, Lake
side Park, Fort Mitchell, Kentucky. 

i;:>r. Burton's Hawaiian Story 
It is the purpose .of the publishers to have Dr. Bur

ton '. s Hawaiian mystery story, which was printed as .a 
serial in STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING, appear in 
book form, provided a sufficient number of advance 
subscriptions are secured to justify the venture. "The 
Dramatic Story of an Hawaiian Postage Stamp" - aside 
from its intriguing mystery and romance-is a veritable 
encyclopedia for those who collect stamps for the tales 
they tell-a storehouse of information for the lecturer. 
The price-in the event of publication-will be $2.00. 
We will be pleased to hear from our readers. 

M.-H. Buro Precancel Catalog 
We have received a copy of The Mitchell-Hoover 

Official Catalog of United States Bureau Precancels, 
Fifteenth Edition, published by Stephen G. Rich, 170 
Claremont Ave., Verona, N. J. Price, 75 cents. 

This well-known and accepted reference work needs 
no extensive review. Suffice it to state that Bureau 
Precancel collecting would be aimless without its 
guidance. 

Several of my good friends among the readers of ·this 
uplift magazine hav;e timorously told me that iny levity 
was unpardo'nable. I am sorry they take me seriously, 
and I would remind them of the fact that ""the mummy 
ain't had no fun in more than three thousan:d years." 

Why NottheFirstAmerican Bible? 
The New York Sun states that General Farley has 

received a request to issue a special stamp commemo
rating the 400th Anniversary of the first English print
ing of the Bible, which occurred in 1535. 

Why not commemorate the first printing in America? 
For the information of our church historians, let it be 
stated that the first Bible printed in America was in 
the German language, and came from the press of 
Christoph Saur of Germantown, Pa., in 1743. 

Flood Damages Stowell Pri~tery 
Our old friend J. W. Stowell, far-famed philatelic 

printer of Federalsburg, Md., sends us newspaper clip
pings showing scenes from the disastrous flood that 
put his shop under six feet of water, resulting in great 
damage to paper stock and work in transit, with an 
estimated loss of $25,000. We are indeed grieved to 
learn of this misfortune. 

And Now a Potato Stamp 
And now, in addition to the Duck stamp, we are to 

have a Potato stamp. The Department is said to be 
undecided as to the design. Why not select from the 
Congressional Picture Gallery? Plenty of suitable types 
there; or-well, I came near saying something that 
would "get me in bad". . . 

Kelleher's October Sale 
Daniel F. Kelleher, 7 Water St., Boston, Mass., has 

issued the catalog of his 384th Sale of U. S., U. S. 
Possessions, Confederates and British North Americans 
from the collection of the late Edward E. Hardy. The 
sale will take place Saturday, October 19th. Send for 
catalog. 

Michigan Commemorative 
It is stated that the Post Office Department has not 

as yet decided upon the design for the Michigan com
memorative stamp. A suitable design of a historical 
nature is said to be desired. 

Why not consult Harold Brooks. 

Ti-IE JEWEL STAMP Co., Box 683-A, Warren, Ohio, 
again call attention to their full page ad in our August 
issu·e, stating that you are not too late to, avail yourself 
·or the opportunities there presented. They also send 
approvals of U. S. and foreign. · · 
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This Hobby of Bureau Prints 
BY N. R. HOOVER 

..c'i>I l®i.o 

THE most active branch of 
stamp collecting is Bureau 
Prints. I don't mean the most 

active in Precancels. I mean, in the 
entire realm of stamps. 

That's taking in considernbleiterri
tory. It's a big mouthful of a claim. 
It may make fighting cocks out of 
many regular postage collectors. 

If these same regular postage 
followers persist in ignoring the 
signs of the times and allow these 
illusive Government issues to get 
away from them, they are just stand
ing in their own light. They have 
no one but themselves to blame 
when they wake urp and see what a 
lucrative branch of stamp collecting 
an array of Bureau Prints make. 

There are so many signs indicat
ing the tendency. 

1. Literally hundreds of new 
Bureau Print collectors are being 
created each year and when they 
come in they stay in, each one comb
ing the country to complete 1, 142 
old style and, right now, 1,650 cur
rent style issues. 

2. Every issue of the Bureau 
Print Catalog (published each six 
months and edited by a collector) 
shows an advance in the catalog 
value of the stamps listed. 

3. These advances in price scare 
off none of them. They indicate a 
healthy demand for the stamps and 
each drags in more collectors. 

4. The editor, Dr. W . I. Mitchell, 
has to keep himself curbed in mak
ing prices because of this persistent 
demand for these stamps, which 
conduces of itself to keep the mar
ket tense and at the same time under 
control. 

5. To show the abnormal de
mand there is for Bureau Prints, 
notwithstanding the editor's sitting 
on values so they will not skyrocket 
with this pressure behind them, in 
the last Catalog issued in August, 
the 15th edition, there was an in-

crease in values of over 50 per cent 
of the 1, 142 old style obsolete 
stamps. (The current stamps were 
more stable, as they should be.) 

6. It is a demonstrable fact that 
there are not enough copies of the 
old style Bureau Prints to go 
around. Sixteen copies of Liberty, 
Mo. Bl02 are absolutely known. 
There are probably twenty in exis
tence in the entire country. The 
second most scarce stamp is Batavia, 
Ill. B52 of which thirty are known 
and possibly there may be twenty 
more in other collections which 
haven't been publicized. Tonawan
da, N. Y. B102 with 75 known, and 
perhaps 25 more unheralded, exist. 
How can any one reason that, with 
these collectors all vying with each 
other to attain completion, there can 
be anything but a mad scramble to 
get these rarities every time one 
comes on the market and only less 
in proportion for those that exist in 
larger quantities? 

7. With a fixed, known quantity 
of Bureau Prints in existence, each 
one definitely identified, a collector 
always knows how far away he is 
from completion and that goal is 
forever luring him on. 

8. The last Bureau Print Catalog 
sale was 1,500 copies, each edition 
being consistently larger than the 
one preceding. These 1,500 men 
and women have their teeth set in 
the prdblem of completion. This 
select group of stamp collectors, 
each intent upon the goal he has 
laid out for himself, is the influence 
that has created this certain. definite 
hardening in demand which has 
been going on for the past ten years. 

9. A Liberty 102 came on the 
market in August of this year cata
loged at $75 .00. The best wav to 
describe the sensation it caused is 
to sav that "Things Bureau Printi
cally" stopped in their tracks until 
the transfer to the new owner was 
ma,de. It sold for double catalog, 
$150.00, altho several enthusiasts 

afterwards stated they would have 
paid a still higher premium in order 
to own it. 

All of which leads up to-
10. In the last auction held on 

Friday evening, September 6, at the 
New York Rrecancel Club meeting, 
the most sensational reaching for 
scarce items was witnessed. Ordi
narily about a dozen out of 200 lots 
go over catalog. In this sale it is an 
actual fact that a total of 56 out of 
224 lots went over catalog. Here 
they are: 

The most sensational was Duns
muir, Calif. B71. The next was 
Springfield, Mass. B122. Bureau 
Print collectors will be much inter
ested in the rest of them: Muncie 
51; South Bend 51; Davenport 52; 
Scranton 10; Memphis 105; Salt 
Lake • City 8; Montgomery 71; 
Jamestown 92; Springfield 12 5; 
Adrian 123, 124; Syracuse 122; 
Troy 71; Cleveland 89; Urbana 
140; Denver 84; Atlanta 85, 123; 
St. Paul 89; Jefferson City 121; 
Joplin 92; Omaha 82; Portland 145; 
Harrisburg 122; Cairo 71 ; Chicago 
125; E. St. Louis 71; Springfield 
12la; Muncie 123; Fort Ma,dison 
94; Newark 126, 131; Albuquerque 
71; Oil City 121; Paradise 70; Pitts
burgh 83; Kingsport 71; Waco 94; 
Bellinghil!ffi 71; Fort Atkinson 121; 
St. Paul 11, 140; Binghamton 140; 
Jersey City 92; Denver 6, 52; 
Columbus 102; Fort Worth 103; 
AHanta 3; Fort Worth 102; Grand 
Rapids 124; Milwaukee 72 , 77, 81. 

This almost frantic reaching for 
items needed by the 140 bidders on 
this auction bears out more elo
quently than I can say, the sensa
tional demand there is for Bureau 
Prints. 

I have completed my thesis. I 
submit tha:t I have made my case. 
Bureau Print precancel collecting is 
in the throes of a major boom and 
withal has behind it all the elements 
which enter into a steadily advanc
ing, firmly intrenched stability that 
makes them, in my estimation, the 
most attractive field in stamps that 
exists to-day. 
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The lGcals of Beaumont, Tex. 
FOUR Texas towns have given us 

Typographed Provisionals dur
ing the Confederate period

Goliad, Helena, Victoria and Beau
mont-and the two types of this 
latter place form the subject of our 
study this month. 

Diligent search through my Con
federate Post-Office Department rec
ords, as well as among the long list 
of Postmasters' names submitted to 
the Confederate Congress by Gen
eral Reagan and approved by Presi
dent Davis, fails to disclose the 
name of the Postmaster of Beau
mont, Texas; or have I been able to 
learn the name of the printer of her 
Provisional postage stamps in 1861. 

The town of Beaumont is situated 
in the extreme eastern portion of 
Texas, near the border of Louisiana, 
on the Sabine River in Hardin 
County, and was probaHy a place of 
some importance at the outbreak of 
the War Between the States, for it 
supported a newspaper whose edi
tor-printer was, in all likelihood, the 
postmaster of the town. 

But I shall leave the "digging up 
of data" to Texas Philately-who 
should place Beaumont on its 
"agenda" for a thorough research
and turn to the discussion of the 
stamps themselves. 

There were two distinct types of 
but one denomination-lo Cents
and this fact might lead us to specu
late on the possible existence of a 
5-cent value. However, thus far, no 
Beaumont of .that denomination has 
been found, and we may conclude 
that these two stamps were not is
sued until the ten-cent letter rate 
had become effective. 

The first type is an unpretentious 
affair. The three-line inscription 
"BEAUMONT-PAID-10 CENTS," 
surrounded by a tri-parallel-line bor
der which, well worn at the joining 
points of its sections, shows numer
ous "breaks" in its continuity. 

BY THE EDITOR 

Notice to Counterfeiters.-The dia
grams illustrating this article will 
not serve for photoengraved repro
ductions of the original stamp, since 
they are not absolutely true in detail, 
and, in addition, contain secret marks 
by which I can positively identify 
such reproductions. They arc pre
pared for descriptive purposes only. 
-AUG. DIETZ. 

Irr ---~ 

BEAUMONT. I 

PA.ID II 

IO CENTS 1 

Ill Ill 
~ ---~ 

TYPE I 

\fr ~ 

~**~I BEAUMONT, 
TEXAS. 

PAID 

10 CfNTS 
POSTAGE. 
~**~ ~ ~~ 

TYPE II 

These "breaks," in varying loca
tions, as well as a few scarred letters 
in the text, enable us to estimate 
the number of settings-or varieties 
-in the printing form. Since three 
definitely different examples are 

known, it is reasonable to conclude 
that there were five settings of 
Type I. 

The printers' types employed in 
the setting were styles of letter in 
vogue at that time, but practically 
"out of style" today. "BEAUMONT" 
appears in Nonpareil (now 6-point) 
Condensed Roman capitals ; "PAID" 
in Brevier (now 8-point) Heavy
face Antique capitals, and " 10 
CENTS" in Pica (now 12-point) 
Extra Condensed Title Roman capi
tals. The surrounding border con
sisted of "running pieces" and a 
corner-piece to match, the lines of 
which curve slightly outward, form
ing an arrow point. This border is 
Nonpareil in body and the running 
pieces are sections of multiples of 
its quadrat. 

BORDER AND CORNER-PIECES 

The greatly enlarged illustration 
of Type I shows the normal state of 
the stamp; while one of the out-

NT standing varieties is readily 
recognized by three broken 

" letters in "BEAUMONT" and 
broken off serifs on the letters "N" 
and "T" of "CENTS." 

Type I was printed in black on 
both yellow and pink papers. The 
design measures 18x22mm. 

For some unaccountable reason 
another setting was made-possibly 
to identify the State and the use of 
this label for postage. 

Type II is an elaborate affair. 
The format has been considerably 
·enlarged and there are the addi
tional lines of "TEXAS" and "posT
AGE," plus ornamentation at top 
and bottom. The border is the same 
as that employed on Type I, but
save in the case of the word "PAID" 
- every other line of the inscription 
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shows ·the use of a different design 
of letter. "BEAl:JMONT" has been 
set in Brevier. ( 8-point) Condensed 
Roman capitals; "TEXAS" in Brevier 
small capitals, " 10 CENTS" in 
Double Small Pica (now 18-point) 
Condensed Gothic (sans serif) capi
tals, and "POSTAGE" in Brevier Ro
man capitals. The ornaments above 
and below the inscription were units 
of decorative material found in most 
ante-bellum printeries in the South. 
These pieces are here illustrakd. 

~* They were on Nonpareil type body. 
The chief distinguishing feature 

of Type II is found in the spacing 
of the lines "TEXAS." and "PAID"
both being markedly off center. 

Type II was printed on yellow 
pruper, the design measuring 20x-
30mm. 

Unfortunately a lack of reference 
material, up to this time, precludes 
a thorough study of Type II, which 
would enable us to identify varieties 
and establish the number of settings 
and the size of the sheet. 

~1--

Twentieth Century 
United States 

Volume III of the work "United 
States Postage Stamps of the Twen
tieth Century," which is being writ
ten by Max G. Johl, co-author wirh 
the late Beverly King of Volumes I 
and II, will be ready about October 
1, according to the announcement 
of H. L. Lindquist, publisher. This 
third volume deals with the regular 
stamp issues from 1922 to date, par
cel post, airmails and other special 
duty stamps used in that period, and 
includes illustrations of designs and 
varieties and diagrams of plate 
make-up. Volumes I and II, which 
are out of print, have recently been 
selling at $40 and $10 each, respec
tively.- N ew York Herald Tribune. 

- - - IZJ1------
S TAMP AND COVER COLLECTING 

only $1 the year. Subscribe now. 

Whenis~aStampNo~aStamp? 
BY THE EDITOR arose as to the status of this object 

~'-----------l(i!l,.o when removed from the book and 

An interesting 
question has arisen 
concerning the sta
tus of a Confederate 

Provisional. It concerns a copy of 
the Gonzales, Texas, go1d on garnet, 
unused, which, as we know, was the 
firm label of Coleman & Law, "im
pressed" for postal use during the 
"Stampless Period." 

The history of this "conscript 
stamp" may be briefly told. Cole-

presented as an unused Gonzales 
Local. 

The writer, in expressing his 
opinion, employed the simile, that 
a tadpole does not become a frog 
until it loses its tail, and by the same 
token, a Coleman & Law label does 
not become a stamp until it is post
ally used on the cover of a letter. 
There can be no such thing as an 
"unused" Gonzales stamp off cover. 

What is your verdict? 

man and Law were booksellers and IZi'----
druggists in Gonzales, Texas. Dr. 
John B. Law, one of the members United States Historical 
of the firm, was appointed postmas- C } 
ter, and the post-office, during the over Cata og · 
War Between the States, was located It is always with a great deal of 
in their store. The firm-as is the joyful anticipation that hundreds of 
custom even today- had a supply of airmail collectors look forward to 
small lithographed firm labels which the publication of the United States 
were pasted on the front or oack H istorical Cover Catalog each year, 
inside covers of the books they sold, and the present 1935 edition again 
and probably, too, on the pill boxes fills an hour of genuine joy. It is a 
and bottles of physics put up in notable contribution to cover collect
their apothecary. These small bbels ting and the publisher, Edwin H. 
- there were three varieties: one on Brennecke, is to be congratulated on 
dark blue paper, the other on gar- the work that he has admirably done. 
net, and the third on black, all The volume is attractively printed 
printed in go1d-were pressed into and bound and contains 164 pages 
service as provisional postage stamps of material which is of exceptional 
during the "Stampless Period" in interest and value to those who fol-
1861. The blue represented the low this branch of philately. 
5-cent denomination, while the gar- The contents consist of very ac
net and the black represented 10 curate listings and pricings of the 
cents. following historical covers: Macon, 

Postmaster Law added no handc Graf Zeppelin, Akron, first days, 
stamping of any kind in order to special issues, commemoratives, his
identify the labels he used for toricals, Washington Bicentennials, 
stamps, and the only way we can Maryland Tercentenary, Constitu
determine the status of a Gonzales tion, Relief, first and last day N avals, 
is when found on cover properly World's Fair, Dr. Brock, Wiley 
postmarked. Then, and then only, Post, Post-Gatty, Coste-Bellonte, 
this firm label takes on the dignity Admiral Byrd and Balbo Tour cov-
of a Confederate Local. ers. A complete and creditable list. 

Now, this Coleman & Law firm The price is $1.00 and may be 
label is sometimes found in old law ' secured from the publisher at 422 
books, which seem to have been the N. LeClaire Ave., Chicago, Illinois. 
firm's chief line, and recently one of IZi'----
these volumes turned up with the 
garnet firm label. The question Subscribe now. Only $1 the year. 
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Why Collect Stamped Envelopes? 
XI 

UNITED STATES ENVELOPE 
KNIVES, 1853-70 

KNIVES K l-K22 

THIS first period (1853-70) of 
envelope knives takes us back 
to the very beginnings of 

United Sta<tes envelopes in 185 3. 
Private stamped envelopes had been 
made by local carrier and delivery 
companies since 1845 and semi-offi
dal stamped envelopes were pro-

·vided by some postmasters about the 
same time. Some of these postmas
ter provisionals were little more 
than the pre-application of post
marks before the sale of the en
velope to the user. As usual the 
government was a follower, rather 
than a leader, in the adoption of 1 

envelopes with the stamps directly 
embossed thereon. 

The issue of stamped envelopes 
was authorized by an Act of Con
gress, approved August 31, 1852, 
as follows : 

"The Postmaster-General shall be and he 
"is hereby authorized to provide and fu r
"nish to all postmasters and other persons 
··applying and paying therefor sui taible 
" letter envelopes, with such watermarks or 
" other guards against counterfeits as he 
"may deem expedient, and with one or 
::more suitable postage stamps, wi th such 

device and of such denominations and 
"value as he may direct printed or im
"pressed thereon, which envelopes shall be 
"sold at the cost of providing and furnish
"ing the 'Same as near as may be with the 
"addition of the value or denom'ination of 
" the pos tage stamps, so printed or attached 
"thereto as aforesaid; and the letters when 
"enclosed in such envelopes * * * shall 
"pass in the mails as prepaid letters," etc., 
etc. 

The United States Post Offi,ce 
Department has never made the 
stamped envelopes thus authorized, 
and the negotiations for the early 
contracts, as well as their extensions, 
seem to have been the subject of 
much contention. N o complete rec
ords of these early transactions have 
been ·preserved and a few quoted 
excerpts will give a general outline. 

BY THOMAS D. PERRY 

N ew Albany, Indiana 
~!------------~~ 

"Such envelopes as are authorized by the 
"above law are now in pveparation, and 
"will soon be issued." 

(Report of P. M.-G. D ec. 4, 1852.) 

"G. F. Nesbitt has shown to the Post
"master-General an embossed stamp for 

Stz£ I 
1~53 

---~---

.;:~:~--=-:=':::,::_ --
1860 SIZE 2. 

1861 

"prepaid envelopes which has been accept
"ed, and the manufacture will at once pro
"ceed. Such however is the labor and care 
"required for their p roduction, that none 
"wi ll be ready for delivery before the mid
"dle of next April." 

(Scientific American, Feb. 5, 1853.) 

The field for the use of stamped 
envelopes, only available for pre
paid mail, was much widened when 

- _ ',.,,._ -2: 
•)' ...... ,' 

.,,,,+ - - - /<, 
~ :-:"'--=-= _-;::' ............. 

18()/ SIZE I 

TD P 13:.JS 

Fig. N o. 30. 1853-70 Envelope K nives. Old sizes 1 and 2. 
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the prepayment of postage was 
made compulsory on Jan. 2, 1857. 

The Postmaster-General's report 
for 1878, in a short historical sketch, 
states that five million envelopes of 
the 3c. and 6c. values were distri
buted to postmasters in June 185 3, 
to be placed on sale July 1. The 
best authorities agree that these were 
dies 1, 2, 3 and 4 on knives Kl, K2 
and K3, although there is consider
able doubt whether Kl appeared be
fore September. The Nesbitt seal 
or crest on the tip of the top flap 
was denounced in the daily press of 
July 6, 1853, and its use was offi
cially forbidden on July 7, with the 
statement that it had never been 
authorized. It probably appeared on 
all of the first five million, as well 
as on those printed up to the date 
of prohibition. 

Apparently it was the original 
plan to have the post offices sell only 
in quantities of 100, adding to the 
postage value, 18 cents for note size 
( 1), 20 cents for letter size ( 3), 
and 32 cents for official size ( 7), 
thus permitting retailers to add their 
own profit. 

The firm of George F. Nesbitt & 
Co. were well established envelope 
makers when they undertook the 
manufacture of government stamp
ed envelopes in 185 3, and continued 
to be the sole source of supply until 
1870, although several of the con
tract extensions were severely criti
cised. This firm is still in existence. 

It must be realized that, in the 
50s, the envelope was a relatively 
new product, and that the process 
of making them was in its infancy. 
In fact machinery in all manufactur
ing arts was meagre and often slow 
and clumsy, at least from our pres
ent view point. The theory and 
practice of standardization was hard
ly known, and individual skill and 
craftsmanship was the rule in all 
manufactured goods. 

The knives for cutting envelopes 
were of the same general type as 
are in use today (Fig. No. 9, S. and 
C. C. May, 1935) , but those of the 

Nesbitt era were very thick and only 
a few sheets of paper could be cut 
into envelope blanks at one ope
ration. 

The sequence of knives in the 
Nesbitt issues must be regarded as a 
growing development, in which 
many steps were experimental, and 
characterized by many radical 
changes in shape. The original set 
of three k111ives had all projections 
broadly rounded, with no narrow 
points or sharp corners, viz.: 

~ . 
~ I ... 
°' : . 

I . . 

,,,·· 
/ 

I 
I 

CO I 

">/ 
I 

I 
I 

1864 

S1z£ 7 

Old S_i_ze ___ K_ nif_e __ 0:iginated 

1 1 1853 
3 2 1853 
7 3 1853 

Individual folding pecularities 
vary the sizes as much as 2 milli-

, m~ters, and sometimes more. These 
three knives come both R/L and 
L/ R, the former being the more 
usual, but the difference is not re
garded as significant in these early 
knives when hand folding was the 
rule. 

............... ~ 
........_ _____ _:::;,.)I~ 

104- .,,,.,., 

TD P 1935 

Fig. No. 32. 1853-70 Envelope Knives. Old sizes 7 and 8. 
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The second group of knives are 
known as the "Patent Lines", made 
under Patent No. 13,833, issued to 
Imanuel Harman, and dated Nov. 
20, 1855. The lines were printed 
on the bottom or side flap, folded 
inside, indicating faintly, on the en
velope face, where the address 
should be written, and providing the 
lines that many required to write 
horizontally. They are as follows: 

Old Size Knife Originater!:__ 

3 4 1859 ? 
3 5 1859 ? 
1 6 1859 ? 
2 7 1860 
2 8 1860 
3 9 1860 
1 10 1861 

Bartels' 1911 catalog gives K4 
and K5 as appearing in July 1853, 
but this seems doubtful, and prob
ably they were first issued in 1859. 
Messrs. Tiffany, Bogert and Rechert 
state ( 1892) that K4 came out in 
1855 and K5 in 1856 or 57, but 
later quote a report of 1878, the 
Postmaster - General's historical 
sketch, as follows: 
"'up to October 1859, the stamped envel
"opes used had all been plain, but at that 
"time a self-ruling envelope was added to 
"the series, meeting, however, with only a 
"moderate demand.'" 

The report of the Postmaster
General for 1860 mentions the in
troduction of envelopes of "novel 
description, embracing what is call
ed a self-ruling improvement." 

While K6 is given in Bartels · as 
originating in 1860, (Messrs. T. B. 
and R. give 1859) it seems probaible 
that it, too, may have come out in 
1859, thus bringing the appearance 
of patent line envelopes, sizes 1 and 
3, into the year 1859. 

The reason for the early retire
ment of K4, and the relative scar
city of its product, was probably due 
to the catching of succeeding envel
opes on the overhanging lower ed
ges of the side flaps. A collector who 
is fortunate enough to have a dozen 
envelopes from this knife, can dem
onstrnte this faot, although the writer 
has only eight! The peculiar and 
awkwarc{ shape of the blanks cut by 
K4 and K5 is shown in Fig. No. 33. 
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The second issue, with narrow 
upright oval stamps, came out in 
1861, just as the Civil War was 
starting and was speedily superseded 
by the third issue with outline or 
contour letters. As rapidly as en
velopes of the third issue could be 
supplied, both of the previous issues 
were returned and demonetized, or 
rendered valueless either for postage 
or redemption. This was done to 
prevent the use of these envelopes 
by post offices not under the exist-

185.9? 

ing government at Washington. 
This unusual manufacturing press
ure undoubtedly accounts for the 
large number of knives appearing 
in 1861, among which were new 
sizes 5 and 8. 

Old Size 

3 
5 
8 
2 
7 
8 

Knife _ __0igina!!_d _ 
11 1861 
12 1861 
14 1861 
18 1861 
19 1861 
20 1861 

Several knives, among them K13 , K15: 
K16 and Kl 7, (not included above) are 

S!ZE.1 

' ----~-) ' ,, 
l-~-;,.:::;_,7'A''"'._, 

1860 S1z£ .j 

S1z£S 
1861 

T 0 P- 19.3$' 

Fig. No. 31. 1853-70 Envelope Knives. Old sizes 3 and 5. 
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.known to have been made and used for 
proofs only, and envelopes cut on them 
were not regularly issued for public sale. 

The tongue-shaped top flap ap
peared first on K6, and reappears 
on K14, K19 and K20. This pecu
liar re-entrant curve on the top flap 
lasted, on letter sizes, well into the 
1880s. The curves on the knives 
listed next above are much sharper 
and more pointed than on earlier 
issues. 

There are only two other knives 
in the Nesbitt issues, both with ton
gued top flaps, viz.: 

__ O_l_d_S1_·z_e ___ K_ nife _ __Q,.iginat:!-__ 

7 21 1S64 
1 22 1S64 

The lack of size standardization 
among the Nesbitt knives is quite 
apparent. · Size 3 is fairly uniform, 
but size 1 varies widely as do sizes 
7 and 8. Envelopes cut on the same 
knife, so far as can be determined, 
of ten vary several millimeters in 
size, due to folding variations. 

COMPARATIVE CHARACTERISTICS 
OF KNIVES 

In order to make knife identifi
cation easier, reference may be made 
to Figs. No. 30, 31 and 32, and the 
following salient differences: 

Size 1. There are four knives of this 
size in this period, two without patent lines 
and two with. The differences between Kl 
and K22 (without P. L.) are obvious broad 
points on top and bottom flaps on Kl, a 
tongue-shaped top flap and narrow curved 
point on bottom flap on K22. The distinc
tion between K6 and KIO is seen at a 
glance, K6 has a tongued top flap, while 
KIO has one broadly rounded. In addition 
K6 is much smaller than KIO, almost en
ough to make it a distinct and separate size. 
(Fig. No. 30). 

Size 2. There are three knives here, KlS 
without patent lines stands alone. The two 
parent line knives, K7 and KS, are not so 
easy to identify: KS has a top flap almost 
pointed , while K7 is broadly rounded: the 
left side flap (carrying patent lines ) on 
K7 is considerably higher toward its end 
than KS; and the end of the right side flap 
on K7 is more nearly semi-circular than 
on KS, which is nearly vertical. (Fig. No. 
30). 

Size 3. Although there are five knives 
of this size, only two are confusing, K2 
and Kll, without patent lines. K2 has a 
broadly rounded top flap, while Kl 1 is 
nearly pointed, and this is the only impor
tant difference. In the three patent line 
knives, K 4, K5 and K9, the differences are 
easy to detect ; K4 has the lines on the 
bottom flap, the others are both on the 
left side flap; K5 has a wide curved throat. 
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while K9 has a narrow pointed throat. En
velopes from K4 proved unsatisfactory and 
as it was used but a short time they are 
comparatively rare. (Fig. No. 31). 

Size 5. Time makes marked changes, as 
this was regarded as a very large envelope 
in the Nesbitt era, with only one knife, 
K12. Now (1935) it is the smallest of 
the schedule sizes offered for sale to the 
public. (Fig. No. 31). 

Size 7. This is the first of the official 
sizes, and K3 is broadly rounded, as are 
all of the first three knives. T ongued top 
flaps characterize K19 and K21, the former 
being narrow between the tips of the side 
flaps, and the latter much wider at the same 
point as indicated. The bottom flap has 
sharply clipped corners in K19, and is 
rounded in K21. The bottom flap also 
tapers more in K21 than in K19. (Fig. 
No. 32 ). 

Size 8. There is a distinct size difference 
between these two knives, K14 and K20, 
and the bottom flap tapers more and is 
higher in K20 than in K14. (Fig. No. 32). 

* * * 
A summary of the issues in which the 

different knives were used during this first 
period is given in Table XI. 

TABLE XI 

U.S. ENVELOPE KNIVES Kl TO K22 
lST PERIOD, 1853-70 

Watermark 1 used in all issues. 

Old 
Sizes 

2 

3 

5 
7 

s 

Dimensions 
m mm. 

11Sx65 
120x73 
120x73 
122x76 
137x77 
137x77 
140x7S 
139xS3 
139xS3 
139xS3 
139xS3 
139xS3 
160x90 
221x97 
226x97 
225x9S 
241x100 
249x104 

6 
1 

2 
4 
5 

3 

Issues 
2 3 4 - ----
6 6 

1 
22 

10 
7 7 
s 

lS 
2 2 2 

5 5 
9 9 9 

11 11 11 
12 12 

3 3 
19 
21 21 
14 
20 20 

Kl3, K15, K16 and K17 used for proofs only. 
(To be Continued) 
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Fig. No. 33. Blanks for Patent Line Envelopes. Upper, K4, easy to cut and print, but 
clumsy to file. Lower, K5, awkward to print, but satisfactory to file. 
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Fun in Collecting Triangles 
BY SOULE SMITH 

PART III 
~1-------------~ 

T AST month we ended our travels 
L among the triangular issues of 

Fiume and, strange as it seems, 
as we skim through the old catalog 
in search . of more three-cornered 
stamps we pass by those important 
countries of France, Germany, Great 
Britain and Greece without finding 
a single issue of these attractive 
apexed labels. Perhaps, it will do 
well for tihe Postmaster Generals of 
these prominent countries-not ex
cepting our own Mr. Farley-to 
look into the matter of preparing a 
set of triangles; if only for the de
light of the home-town philatelists. 

If General Farley doesn't take 
kindly to this suggestion I intend 
passing it on the next RepUJblican 
Postmaster-General for considera
tion. Just one triangular stamp is
sued by the United States Postoffice 
Department in commemoration of 
anything should keep the Demo
cratic party in office for at least an
other term. 

But, back to our story: 
It's the little Central American 

republic of Guatemala. To com
plete this country in its entirety is 
not a difficult nor an expensive task, 
but a very alluring and enjoya:ble 
pursuit. A few cents here and there 
and you have all of the stamps 
issued by Guatemala,. " 

In 1929 seven official stamps 
were issued in the shape of a pyra
mid. The design carries a Quetzal 
and scroll. The quetzal is a bird 
that is sometimes mistaken by we 
North Americans for a parrot-and 
if there is a difference between the 
two I have never been able to find 
it. The complete set may be pur
chased from most approval selec
tions for around 50 cents. Although 
very plain the entire set makes a 
colorful page in our collection. 

c 

Our next country is Iceland. Long 
before Ripley started his "Believe It 
or Not" columns I remember in 
school the old question was "Is Ice
land or Greenland the coldest?" 
Well ... if you don't know, Green
land is considered colder than Ice
land. 

ln1930 the Parliament Millenary 
issue appeared commemorating the 
thousandth anniversary of the Par
liament of this North Atlantic 
island. The 10 Aurar appeared in 
triangular shape in deep ultramarine 
and gray blue. A falcon is pic
tured in the center. The same year 
this stamp was surcharged in red 
for air post service. It is an attrac
tive item for any collection and may 
be purchased freely for a nickel. 

Next we come to Latvia, the 
little republic in Europe bordering 
on the Baltic Sea and the Gulf of 
Riga, which was created into a sov
ereign State after the World War. 
Except for its main product of pulp 
wood its next best occupation seems 
to be issuing stamps for philatelists. 
They have been very prolific in this 
respect and have succeeded in gain
ing nearly six pages in the catalog
a feat that is surely worthy of 
notice. 

In 1921 Latvia found that she 
couldn't be outdone by her contem
poraries and issued a set of four 
rather weak-looking air post trian-

gles of two denominations-the 1 O 
Rublis and the 20 Rublis-perfo
rated and imperforated. Again in 
1928 the 10 Santimu, 15 Santimu 
and 2 0 Santimu were issued, and 
once more in 1931 the 10 and 15 
Santimu appeared on Swastika 
watermarked paper. To further 
the interest of their Postoffice De
partment the three values in per
forated and imperforated condition 
were surcharged in violet, blue and 
red for semi-postal air post duty in 
1931. 

Thus in ten years little Latvia 
gave to the philatelic world fifteen 
different triangular stamps - not 
very attractive, but essential to our 
complete collection of these three
cornered stamps. The lot may be 
purchased judiciously here and 
there for a sum around $2.00. 
Frankly, the supply is greater than 
the demand for these items and in 
my humble opinion they are not 
worth a cent more. 

. Again in 1932 Latvia issued six 
more triangulars, perforated and 
imperforated, with a surtax added 
for the benefit of the Reserve Army. 
Because of the denominations of 
the stamps and the added tax the 
six may cost in the neighborhood of 
$3.00 to $4.00. These two may be 
classed as unnecessary evils, how
ever they too are necessary for our 
complete collection. 

Now that Latvia is done for, we 
come to Liberia and its beautiful 
triangular issues. Except for the 
Cape of Good Hopes I believe that 
the Liberians have appealed to 
more collectors than any other simi
lar issues. One cannot say with 
justice that this little negro republic 
on the West Coast of Africa 
thought of commercializing its 
postal issues as far back as 1894 
with two triangular stamps, and 
regardless of the ill repute that has 
followed many of it Postmasters 
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we can still def end the issuance of 
its triangles by the remark that it 
was only "copying" the beautiful 
stamps of the Cape of Good Hope. 

So, in 1894, there appeared a 5-
cent denomination perforated and 
imperforated in carmine and black. 
The design is of "Commerce" seat
ed beside the globe and of natives 
in the distance. It is a good-look
ing triangular and worthy of a pro
minent space in any album. Each 
of the two stamps are catalogued at 
$1.00. I have not found them as 
plentiful during the past two years 
as before then, yet they may still be 
picked up at half catalog. A copy 
of each unused and postally used 
add quality to a page. Copies 
genuinely used on cover are scarce 
items and are worth a little effort in 
securing. 

Not again until 1909 did Liberia 
issue another three-cornered stamp. 
Then appeared the 10 cent plum 
and black illustrated with Com
merce with Caduceus. For beauty 
I pick this above the 1894 issue. It 
may be picked up at random for 
ten cents a copy. Recently, I saw a 
genuinely used block of eight on 
cover. It easily brought $3.50 from 
an admiring collector-more than 
three times catalog! Pairs and 
blocks make very fine center pieces 
for a mounted collection. 

The same year t>he same stamp 
appeared rouletted, and in 1910 the 
rouletted and perforated issues were 
surcharged with "3 Cents Inland 
Postage." There are two different 
color varieties-the plum and black 
and the ultramarine and black. 
These five items catalog only 30 
cents used and may be purchased 
from most approval selections for 
half catalog. 

In 1918, the 10.-cent plum and 
black was surcharged with "3 
Cents" in red. It is the scarcer of 
the overprinted varieties, yet is fre
quently found on approval selec
tions for the modest sum of fifteen 
cents. 

The same year appeared a new 
Liberian set in which the 25-cent 

denomination is of triangular shape. 
It depicts the Traveller's Tree, perf
orated, and printed in dark green 
and green. In used condition, it 
may be bought for five cents. 

In keeping with the policies of 
many other countries the Liberian 
Republic could not be outdone, so 
the triangular of the 1909 issue was 
surcharged in 1915 with the Red 
Cross and an extra 2 Cents, and the 
official stamp of 1913 met the same 
fate. Likewise, the regular issue of 
1918 was surcharged with the Red 
Cross and 2 Cents. These three are 
listed as Semi-Postal stamps. They 
are not scarce and may be picked 
up for about a quarter for the three. 

Now we come to the Registration 
and Official stamps of Liberia and it 
is very apparent that officials of all 
degrees in this African Republic 
thought it a "".ise and pretentious 
idea to make these issues as plenti
ful as possible. I have of ten won
dered to just what use they were 
put, but nevertheless as the stamps 
were issued and must be included to 
form a complete collection of the 
triangles of the world I am forced 
to list them. 

In 1919 there appeared five rou
letted triangulars, all of the 10-Cent 
denomination for Buchanan, Gren
ville, Harper, Monrovia and 
Robertsport. The illustration in the 
center is of the Liberian coast and 
not very alluring. Each is in two 
different colors and of course this 
adds to their attractiveness. 

Again in 1921 another series was 
issued of similar striking colors, but 
of slightly different design. A huge 
Python adds the charm and fear 
of an African jungle to the center 
of the stamps. During the latter 
part of the same year this same is
sue was surcharged "1921." 

So, here we have fifteen multi
colored triangular Registration 
stamps with a catalog value of 
$2.60, which may be picked off of 
occasional approval selections for 
$1.00. They are not very desirable, 
but make a colorful page. 

In 1909 there appeared the regu-

lar is·sue surcharged "os" in various 
colors, so here we find our Com
merce with Caduceus with the Offi
cial stamps. Both the perforated 
and rouletted ultramarine and black 
stamps were surcharged, and to 
complete .the order the regular sur
charged issue of 1910 was again 
surcharged for Official use with the 
"os" on the rouletted and perfo
rated issues. 

Likewise, in 1918 the Red Cross 
issue was surcharged with the a
bominable "os", and the regular 
issue of 1918, the 25-Cent chocolate 
and green fell under the same fad 
and may be found with the Official 
issues. With .this the Liberian trian
gles have ceased. I may be one of 
the gullible collectors, but some
how I hate to believe t:hat there will 
be no more apex-shaped stamps 
from this interesting Negro republic. 
The official issues listed may easily 
be secured for one-half, or less, 
catalog. They are plentiful unused 
and cancelled to order. 

All in ali a collection of only the 
triangular issues of Liberia make a 
beautiful display. Easily obtainable, 
mostly well-centered and in good 
condition, several pages can be filled 
with singles, used and unused, and 
a page or two of blocks and pairs 
are a delight to the eye of any 
juvenile. 

If you have started forming your 
collection of pyramidic stamps may 
I suggest that you make a thorough 
study of them. Space does not per
mit telling you much of the history 
that lies behind each, however this 
is the fun that you will find when 
getting deeper into the pursuit. 

Until next month I'll be waiting 
for you sitting on top of a Pyramid 
at Gizeh. 

~1---

The extension department of 
,,Harvard University is offering a 
series of eight lectures on stamp col
lecting, prepared under the direc
tion of the Brookline Stamp Club 
and the Middlesex Philatelic Socie
ty.- F A WCETT. 
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A Gallery of Greek Gods 
What <a rollicking, 

roistering, amorous, 
yet, withal, heroic crew 
lived on Mount Olym
pus in the dim apo
cryphal dawn of the 

HERMEs ancient world's rel1igi-
ous and literary mnsciousness. Prob
ably no group has so influenced the 
world's liternture nor occupied so 
much of its stage as this galaxy of 
immortals without a knowledge of 
whom one cannot appreciate the 
classics. 

Tons of marble a,nd acres of can
vas have been used by the w:orld's 
artists to record the likenesses and 
activities of the Olympians which 
comprise a large par,t of the contents 
of the museums and art galleries. 
But not many of us poor mor.t:als 
can own more than a few reproduc
tions of these masterpieces. 

Stamp collectors, however, are in 
an enviable position in this respect. 
Out of a,n ordinary general collec
tion they may assemble a miniature 
gallery of Greek gods, no less than 
twenty-,three of the Hellenic heroes. 
Many of them can be seen in more 
than one pose. 

As might be expected, Greece and 
Crete furnish the greatest variety of 
portraits of their ancient gods and 
demigods. Many other countries, 
however, have honored the immor
tals by portraying them on postal 
paper. In going through the cata
log the following list has been com
piled. The writer realizes that it 
probably is not complete and would 
appreciate hearing from readers (if 
any) of other stamps which should 
be included in this group. 

Most appropriate of the mytho
logical heroes as the central figure 
of a postage stamp is Hermes, the 
messenger of the gods. We should 
expect to find his likeness of ten est 
in the caitalog. If it were not for 
the great duplication of the picture 

BY H. 0. DOUGLASS 

of Ceres on the many colonial 
stamps of Portugal, that would be so. 

Hermes, in many different poses 
is found on no less than twenty-nine 
different stamps of nine different 
countries. Starting with Austria, we 
find the messenger of the gods the 
motif of the N ewspaper stamps, 
type Nl and N5 to Nl 1. Also on 
the Special Delivery stamps types 
SDI to SD3 and the Military News
paper stamp type MNl. Going on 
through the catalog, we find Hermes 
depicted on the following types of 
stamps: Azores, PPl; Belgium, 
A74; Brazil, A76; Canada, AP2; 
Crete, A6 and A23; Greece, Al, 2, 
8, 11, 12, 13, 14, 24, 26, 27, 28 
and on the Occupation stamp of 
Samos, S2; Liberia, A64 and Uru
guay, A39, 58, 97, PPl and 3. 

Ceres, the goddess of grains and 
field crops, has been propitiated on 
more stamps than any other of the 
Olympian patriarchy. This is large
ly due to the fact that she is the 
central figure on one ·type of stamps 
issued for use in all the Portuguese 
colonies in grea,t long sets running 
up into twenty and thirty denomina
tions each. Thus portrayed we find 
her on the following stamps: An
gola, A7; Azores, A30; Cape Verde, 
A6; Guinea, A6; Inhambane, A2; 
Mac;:au, A16; Madeira, A6; Mozam
bique, A6; Portugal, A64 and A85; 
Portuguese Congo, A3; Portuguese 
India, A21; Quelimane, Al; St. 
Thomas and Prince Island, A9; 
Tete, Al and Timor, A7. Other 
countries honoring the bucolic deity 
are: Argentine, Corrientes, Al and 
2; France, Al, A7 to 11, A13 and 
A14; French Colonies, A4, A6 and 
A7; Italy, A109; Salvador, A61 and 
A63 and Uruguay, A55. 

The other characters in our H el
lenic galaxy are not nearly so ubi-

quitous, occurring at 
the most on three dif
ferent stamps. Greece 
and Crete, quite fit
tingly, provide the 
greatest variety for our 
gallery of the gods. CERES 

Arranged alphabetically, we find the 
following to report: JEneas, the 
original hitch-hiker is shown on 
Italy's A106, 7 and 8 and A114. 
Anchises, father of JEneas, who 
saved him for a life of adventure by 
rescuing him from burning Troy, 
lives again on Italy's A107 and 
Al 12. Ant<eus, original wrestling 
champion who lost the title to 
Hercules, re-enacts the memorable 
contest on Greece, A19. Apollo, 
the Clark Gable of history's dim 
dawn, makes feminine hearts flutter 
on Greece, A 15. 

Ariadne, who had a string on 
Theseus and by it led him out of the 
labyrinth of Minos, adorns Crete, 
A 1 7. Atlas, champion weight lifter, 
performs on Greece, A16 and A18. 
The only living rumble seat, the 
Centaur, is shown on Uruguay, A89. 
Diana, or Artemis, as she was listed 
in the Olympian di1reotory, hunts 
again on Crete, A12 . Electra, whose 
namesake, electricity, is such a vital 
adjunct of modern life, occupies the 
center of Uruguay's A68. Eros, 
whose machinations provide the 
bulk of the world's activities, is ex
posed on Uruguay's A75 and A80. 

Europa, who rode the bull but 
couldn't throw it, is shown on her 
mount on Crete A18. On Crete, 
A 7, we see Hera, the incestuous 
wife of Zeus, Olympian Mussolini. 
Hercules, who worked harder for 
less pay than anyone before or since, 
gets a total of three pictures, France, 
A26 and Greece, Al8, Al9. On 
the Icariah Occupation stamp of 
Greece, I1, we find Icarus, a high
flying youth who crashed in the sea. 
The Hellenic Kingfish, Jupiter, or 
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Zeus as he was better known on 
Oly~pus, is the motif of Crete, A15. 

The military department of Olym- . 
pus was commanded by Mars, better 
known as Ares at home, and is 
shown on Uruguay, AlOl. Crete, 
AlO shows Minos whose labyrinth 
was 'harder to negotiate than an in
come tax report. Neptune, who 
still plagues the uninitia~ed on tr~n~
equatorial cruises, occupies Danzig s 
SP3. Pegasus, the nag on which my 

money should have been, flies aloft 
on Uruguay's AP6. Talos was com
memorated on Crete, A9, but for 
what we can't find out. The he
mermaid, Triton, depicted on Crete, 
A16, winds up this list of ancient 
celebrities. 

Nearly all of the above stamps 
may be procured at quite modest 
cost and should make an interesting 
sub-collection when neatly mounted 
on blank album leaves and written 
up in an interesting manner. The 
student of mythology, especially, 
should be able to do great justice 
to the subject. 

--IZJl---

N ew Orleans Society 
The Philatelic Society of New 

Orleans held its first meeting of the 
fall season Thursday night, Septem
ber 5th, in its air-cooied quarters in 
the Monteleone Hotel. 

Plans were discussed pertaining 
to the Annual Exhibition, which is 
to be hdd November 22nd through 
24th at the Hotel Monteleone. 

B; all indications, this ex?ibit~on 
will be one of the finest of 1ts kmd 
ever held in the South. Mr. L. P. 
E. Giff roy, Chairman, has suggested 
that all out-of-town philatelists 
wishing to exhibit their collections 
write to him at 2815 Bell St., New 
Orleans, for prospectus.-W. C. 
SIMPSON, Secretary. 

My Greatest Thrill 
"" BY PETE GIBBONS ...., inCollecting 
THE article in last month's 

STAMP AND COVER COLLECT

ING on "My Greatest Thrill in 
Stamp Collecting" brough~ back 
memories of my greatest thnll. 

Thirty years ago "our gang" had 
that pleasant pastime of going down 
to the river for a swim, and I am 
sure that there are few boys who 
never enjoyed this amphibian pur
suit. Boyhood isn't complete with
out its old swimming :holes. 

Gliding only a mile from our 
town ~as the river with its many 
then-famous swimming holes, bet
teer known as "Home", "Devil's 
Bottom", "Hell's Pool" , "Rock 
Bottom" and "Slippery Eel." They 
were all within a stone's throw of 
each other, but each held a certain 
charm for lovers of acquatic sports. 

They were reached by a winding 
path nhat led down to the banks 
where the brush and reeds grew
endowed by nature with a sure pro
tection for boys who believed that 
swimming could only be correctly 
done in the unencumbered nude 
state. 

On .the hill overlooking the broad 
sweep of the river and reached by 
the winding path was the home of 
the Gillikens. They had a beauti
ful farm, but somehow the "gang" 
always avoided it, because one time 
in the long distant past "Old Man 
GiHiken" had shot a load of raw 
meat at one of Mother N afore' s 
bathers and since then even the 
apple orchard held no charm for the 
boys who frequented the joys that 
Father Neptune offered. 

But, one day the Gillikens moved 
-and they moved far, far away. 
That was all we ever knew. As the 
days passed and springtime changed 
into early autumn and no one moved 
in, it was decided to explore the 
home of the Gillikens. 

We climbed up the hill and 
found all of the doors and windows 
locked but no lock has ever been 
fashi~~ed to withstand a group of 
inquisitive boys. A window was 
finally prized open and the gang 
entered. 

Nothing was lefit except broken 
bits of furniture, bottles, pictures 
and useless bric-a-brac. It was a 
completely deserted home. 

Someone suggested looking in 
the attic, so we climbed up and all 
that was left there was an old hair 
trunk. The lock already broken, and 
in the dim light we found nothing 
but bundles of old letters. Being 
the only stamp collector in the 
crowd I took possess~on of the cov
ers and the other boys took the 
letters. For a week the love letters 
and legal correspondence of the 
Gilliken family became the talk of 
the town. Every gossip told of the 
letters which she had and because 
they were so terrible she had de
stroyed them. Of course, all of this 
was the purest sort of small town 
gossip, because all of the letters 
which I. read were nobly done. 

But, there were the covers which 
I held on to dearly. They were of 
the 1847 through the 1865 vinbage. 
All kinds and all denominations. 
At that time they did not have any 
great value, although ten years later 
I sold the entire lot, wiith one ex
ception, to a dealer for one thou
sand dollars, and two days later be
came a blushing bridegroom. 

Today, the same material would, 
in my humble opinion, realize an 
amount five times that price; how
ever I am not complaining, because 
I still have a modest collection and 
a gloriously beautiful wife. What 
greater thrill can come to any stamp 
collector? 
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. S. P. A. Convention Thoughts 
So many things come to view 

after a Convention is closed, 
and so many happen in differ

ent spots, to different people, that it 
is obviously impossible to report 
them all, even in part. 

To say that the S. P. A. Conven
tion was a success, is merely adding 
to the known facts a little compre
hensive approval. 

We know from direct contact that 
the sessions were good, fully attend
ed, and productive of several major 
results, of which more will be heard 
as cumulative effort produces re
sponse. 

We also know that the Banquet 
was a record in both attendance, ar
rangement, menu, toastmasters and 
speakers; that the Committee lived 
up to its every promise; that the 
Postal Station was a grand success, 
finely handled, politely serviced by 
clerks who "knew their stamps," 
and of major interest because of the 
material offered (better than the 
Washington Agency list) ; .that the 
Exhibition was again an "actual 
cross section" of the mind of the 

· average collector, with side lines, 
individual ideas, Parleys in full 
sheets, all plate numbers and recon
structed sheets, special and unusual 
U. S. sheet material, a full set of 
U. S. Post Cards (find a better with 
all plate varieties!) and covers; but 
-mark this: no single frames with 
a bored guard to say "That's it, 
$10,000 is the value." A classy 
showing, of major interest in nearly 
300 frames, for which the Valley 
collectors should thank the Com
mittee and Mr. Nouss. 

That the river session was a suc
cess, and the ride delightful; that St. 
Louis was not even hot; that we 
saw, met and chatted with our old
est past-president (E. W. Heus
inger) , also the low number man, 
with the Memphis representative of 
a great Valley Club, with the Presi
dent of one paper and the editors 

of two others, and with many other 
notables. 

That the Bourse, the Auction, the 
floor traders, and the interest was 
all a material surprise, and a great 
gratification. 

But thru all these thoughts runs 
one of more material interest to 
everyone. These people were "aver
age" collectors. Real self-starters, 
human and neighborly, interested 
and inquiring. 

No one touted the ability of the 
group to control the destinies of col
lecting, to indicate its exclusiveness 
or its superiority-they were " just 
folks" -real home folks. 

Aind from that we could build 
many a moral-many a tale. 

Broadly speaking, the success was 
due to weather as well as people, 
but to go to St. Louis in August and 
to hold a Convention without seeing 
anyone overcome, or even moppmg 
his bald head with the bandana, is 
in itself a record beyond our fond
est hopes. 

Resolutions concerning the Re
perforation matter, the issuance of 
Commemoratives and the National 
Stamp Week were given earnest 
consideration. 

The smoothness of the sessions 
was due to the preparation and fore
thought of the President; and the 
"well-oiled" harmony of program 
events was due to J. Edw. Vining 
and his Committee. To name these 
would be to repeat names of the 
whole Branch. 

The outstanding features of the 
evening out-door opera, the "Zoo 
excursion" and the Parks trip, will 
have to be told by someone beside 
the subscriber because "one cannot 
be in more than one place" and the 
"hired man" sure did some work in 
out of session hours. 

Taken as a whole, it was a record. 
Taken as an event, it was unparal
leled. Taken as Philatelic study, it 
was invaluable. 

I forgot the bawl (excuse, pliz!) 
Ball game, and the rooting of the 
suave Editor of Stamps. Yankees 
lost. Tough. 

To build on these things one 
thought, is natural. St. Louis being 
the same town that produced the an
cestors of Stamp study and collect
ing-it is still a center. Its ances
tors and those of the Valley are still 
first in knowledge of many things, 
first in good fellowship, and seem
ingly first in "knowing how" to get 
results and enthusiasm. 

Beyond this, nowhere have we 
encountered more courtesy, more 
evident planned and directed adapt
ability, or more interest. 

If you were to ask me to write of 
the 1,200 miles of road travel each 
way, that would be another story. 
We found Chic. Sales double func
tioning in one City postoffice, and a 
more courteous and adaptive effort 
could not meet window purchasers. 
We found odds and ends in many 
offices, and courtesy in most. We 
saw a green country in the seven 
States crossed, and evidences of 
good, if not bumper crops. The 
stops were all of interest. Taken all 
in all, no one con:vention in a long 
time has given so much, or been as 
colorful. Thanks St. Louis, and 
agam "Thanks."--F. S. C. 

~--

Ambiguous Legend 
Following the King's Silver Jubi

lee issues, Great Britain's colonies 
are giving us additional pictorials, 
both in singles and sets, of the most 
attractive designs and colors. The 
latest newcomer is the 30c. from 
Ceylon, in deep green and claret, 
showing the portrait of King 
George and the inscription "Ancient 
Irrigation Tank." The scene is that 
of a body of water with mountains 
in the distance. No "tank" is visible. 
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"Chinese" Gordon on Stamps 
BY MONTGOMERY MULFORD 

0 NE of the most colorful issues 
of stamps, replete with his
torical significance too, has 

been issued by Sudan. These are in 
deference to General "Chinese" 
Gordon, the great English military 
leader. The stamps commemorate 
the death of this 
soldier, who died 
fighting, January 
26, 1885 . The 
stamps appeared 
in January, 1935. 

George was 
the British de
f ender of Khar
toum in Africa, 
but he earned hissobriquet of 
"Chinese" in a campaign in China. 
In 1860 the general was fighting in 
China, and so ferocious a leader was 
he that he earned that name. 

Then he was sent to assist the 
Egyptian forces of England, during 
the fanatical Mahdi ( Mohamme
dan) rebellion there. Gordon al
lowed himself to be trapped at 
Khartoum, where he and his men 
were annihilated. English reinforce
ments had been sent, but they ar
rived just two days too late. Gor
don was dead. 

Heading this column we see the 
50 piastre value, which pictures the 
memorial services for the General. 
This service, by the way, was con
ducted by the late Lord Kitchener, 
thirteen and a half years after Gor
don's death! 

There are nine stamps in this 
issue from the Sudan, all told, 
honoring Gordon (born January 28, 
1833, so that he died two days be
fore his birthday!) . In such a way 
does an empire remember its heroes! 
And it may be added that one of the 
most extensive portrait galleries in 
the world is to be found in the 
stamp album. 

Few of the renowned historical 

persons are omitted from stamps. 
Napoleon Bonaparte is not repre
sented; but Joan of Arc is. The men 
and women, the boys and girls, who 
have played important parts in the 
struggles of their countries, are por
trayed or in some manner honored, 
on stamps of their nations. Molly 
Pitcher, that grand woman of the 

American Revo
lution is not por
trayed; but her 
name 1s over
printed upon a 
two-cent stamp 
of the United 
States. 

Heroes of the 
remote past, of 

the nearer-past, and of the present, 
figure on stamps from all parts of 
the world. There is Kang Teh of 
Manchukuo, who was Henry Pu Yi 
when Manchukuo was a republic, 
and was Hsuang when he ruled as 
boy-emperor of China. 

It has been stated that a custom 
exists in the United States that no 
living persons shall be shown on 
our stamps. But the custom has not 
been followed. The Red Cross com
memorative shows the likeness of a 
woman who is living; and the Arbor 
Day stamp of 1932 pictures a boy 
and a girl-Alvin, Jr. and Ruth 
Hall-who at the time were very 
much alive. 

Thus stamps have a purpose be
yond their use exclusively as postage 
on mail-matter. They are issued to 
advertise a nation, its products, his
tory, and people, past and present. 
As such, stamps take on a new 
meaning, and are pieces of national
ist propaganda in reality! 

• 
---c:sJ1---

Send in your advance subscrip
tion for the Revised Confederate 
Catalog and save fifty cents. Pre
publication price $2.00-after that 
$2.50. 

That Potato Stamp 
In the Washington (D.C.) Even

ing Star of September 13th ap
peared an editorial which we con
sider worth reprinting. 

POTATO STAMPS 

The philatelic public soon is to have 
ano~her series of stamp novelties to pur
chase, study and argue about. Under the 
potato acreage control scheme of the De
partment of Agriculture the commissioner 
of internal revenue must bring out a set of 
"tax-paid" and "tax-exempt" stamps to be 
attached to sacks of tubers sent to market. 
The initial difficulty in the matter is that 
of the choice of subject material for the 
designs. Every stamp, tradition says, must 
picture something. George Washington was 
portrayed on the handsome revenue issues 
of 1862; a profile of Liberty adorned the 
2-cent, blue, issue of 1875; a battleship 
and an allegorical representation of com
merce were the ornamental ~hemes of the 
proprietary and documentary issues of 1898 
and 1899, and geometrical labyrinths were 
used on the ordinary issues of 1914-1935. 

But for the projected potato stamps, it 
may be supposed, an artistic effort of super
lative character will be desired. The Gov
ernment certainly will wish to make the 
most of the opportunity to dramatize the 
great cause of agrarian recovery. It em
ployed stamps to popularize the late 
lamented N. R. A., and to aid the Byrd 
Expedition to Little America; to advertise 
the Century of Progress and San Diego Ex
positions and the national parks; to help 
to finance the visit of the Graf Zeppelin 
to Miami, Akron and Chicago in 1923 ; to 
commemorate the tercentennial celebrations 
of Maryland, Wisconsin and Connecticut, 
and to mark the inauguration of the com
bination airmail-special delivery service. 
The humble vegetable known to botanists 
as solanum tubernsum and to humanity at 
large as "spuds" is too important a factor 
of culinary science and national economy 
to be dealt with summarily. Indeed, a con
ference is to be held to discuss the problem. 
The best brains of the Treasury and the 
Post Office as well as of the A. A. A. are to 
be enlisted toward the achievement of a 
satisfactory solution, and before actual 
printing is begun the approval of the coun
try's premier philatelist, President Roose
velt, will be solicited. 

Perhaps the countenances of Sir Francis 
Drake and Sir Walter Raleigh might be re
produced, if reliable presentments of those 
worthies are available. The one is credited 
with having introduced the sweet potato to 
E·ngland and the other is reponed to have 
sponsored the first planting of the "Irish" 
potato in Ireland. But in philatelic circles 
a third suggestion has been offered namely 
that the stamps should show doryphora 
decemlineata, the busy little beetle whose 
fate it will be to go hungry under the New 
D eal effort to increase food prices. The 
potato bug, subjected to famine, decimated 
by the cutting of acreage, it seems. should 
have a monument, and what could be more 
fittinp; than that the stamps which are to 
signify his ruin should depict his perishing 
species and be paris green in color? 

------0--
S u b scribe now. Only $1 the year. 
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Precancel Society Convention,C hicago, Ill. 
W HAT would a P. S. S. con- STEPHEN G. RICH in The Precancel 

vention be without a stamp Bee. 
exhibition? It's our bid for 

publicity for the hobby and the so
ciety; it isn't held for the sake of 
the conventioneers, but for the pub
lic of the convention city. Chicago 
folks came to see the show in a 
steady stream. 

This was a good show-a very 
good show. All credit to Adolf 
Gunesch and his co-workers for the 
really fine results of their labors. 
First of all, it was just the right size 
-big enough to be interesting, 
small enough not to tire visitors. 
The quantity of stamps shown just 
about matched the precancel section 
at Philadelphia in the joint P. S. S. 
- S. P. A.-Ledger show last year, 
and the precancel shows at New 
York in 1931, and Berkeley in 
1932. Next, it was a show of fine 
stamps-quite evidently many ex
hibits had been specifically asked 
for. Hard-to-get precancels and 
complete series were conspicuous. 
Then it was a show of well-mounted 
stamps. On the score of mounting 
and display, it marks a new summit 
for precanceldom. 

One thing has shown up clearly 
from this show: there is no active 
interest in collections "by issues" 
except commemoratives. Not even 
one exhibit of 1908 and earlier, of 
1908-1920, or 1922 and later, 
shown as suoh, was entered. These 
groups can be left out of all future 
precancel exhibition classifications. 

Judged by number of entries, city 
collections, commemoratives and 
Bureau Prints are the really popular 
fields of collecting. Specialty col
lections, including denomination 
collections, come next. The few 
fans on envelopes, foreigns, reve
nues, etc., continue to show their 
specialties with undiminished en
thusiasm. Double-line electros as a 
special field , like city-type coils, con
tinue to hold a small group. 

'"""' J@.o 

The judging of the exhibition 
was by no means an easy task in 
certain portions. In two groups, 
city collections and specialties, the 
first two exhibits were very closely 
matched. As originally appointed, 
the judges were Albert L. Jones, 
Emil Jahnke and myself, with Mrs. 
Evaleen W. Severn as alternate for 
those groups in which a judge was 
exhibiting. We found it advisable 
to secure a special group of three 
judges, well informed in that field, 
to handle the Bureau Print exhibits. 
H. C. Miller, W. H. Wilson and 
Henry Goetzelt were the group ap
pointed. 

The seven of us got together and 
agreed upon point scales for rating 
the exhibits. For the non-Bureau 
e:>Ghibits the total of 100 points 
maximum was divided thus: Com
pleteness (including rariity), 20; 
Condition, 20; Philatelic Knowl
edge, 40; Mounting and write-up, 
10; Display, 10. For the Bureau 
Prints, Completeness, 30; Condi
tion, 40; Philatelic Knowledge IO· 
Mounting and write-up, 10; ' Dis~ 
play, 10. Each judge operated in
dependently, making a rating of all 
exhibits coming within his purview; 
Mrs. Severn, of course, judged in 
those classees in which any of 1the 
judges had exhibits. 

We then got together and pooled 
our results. The total number of 
points possible for any exhibit was 
300; and when it is realized that no 
less than four exhibits scored over 
285 points, the high quality of the 
show can be judged. There was no 
d!fficulty in assigning the cups 
either ; the Hoover Cup for "Best in 
the Show" the only one for which 
there were two possible candidates. 

The awards were as follows : 
THE WHITEBOURGH CuP for Bureau Print 

Coil Pairs to Ralph .Hedges for his Pairs 
showing All Four Varieties. 

THE GuNESCH Cup for Bureau Prints to 
George J . Hajny for his Bureau Print 
Singles. · 

THE RICH CUP for the Best Mounted and 
Bes t WriHen Up Exhibit to Allan P. 
Vestal for his Indianapolis . 

THE HOOVER CUP for the Most Outstand
ing Exhibit to Dr. H. P. H oskins for his 
Michigan. 

Class D . CommemorctJives. 
1st-R. H. Gobrecht, Summer Olympics. 
2nd-Lawrence Masche, Bicentennials. 
3rd-F. W. Banks, Commemoratives 

from Kansas and Oklahoma. 
Class E. City Collections. 

1st-Allan P. Vestal , Indianapolis. 
2nd-Howard S. Wheeler, Boston. 
3rd-Alvin Krause, Racine. 

Class F. State Collections . 
1st- Dr. H. P. H oskins, Michigan. 
2nd-A. F. Gamber, North Dakota. 
3rd-Dr. R. C. McDaniel, Pennsylvania. 

Class G. D enominctJion and Sp ecialty Col
lect10ns. 

1st- S. G. Rich, Synopsis of Precancels 
of the World. 

2nd-H. H. Griffin, 13-cent Apple 
Greens. · 

3rd-S. S. Rosendorf, Jr., U. S. Varieties 
1900-1935. 

Class I. Double Line Electros . 
1st-August H. Schoell, U-14-15-16. 
2nd- Charles Metz, Selected Pages. 

Class ]. Type Collection.<. 
lst--C. E. Reed, Type Groups. 

Class K. Errors, Doubles, Etc. 
1st- D r. H. P . Hoskins, Errors and 

Oddities . 
Class l. City Typ e Coils. 

1st-Adolf Gunesch, Coils and Imper
forates. 

Class M. Bureau Print Singles. 
1st-George J. Hajny, All Bureau Types. 
2nd-l. H. Brigham, Nearly All Bureau 

Singles. 
Class N. Bureau P1·int Blocks. 

1st-l. H. Brigham, Bureau Blocks. 
Class 0. Bureau Print Coil Pairs . 

1st- Ralph Hedges, Pairs Showing All 
Varieties. 

2nd-C. J . Boetter, B-11 and B-11 Coil 
Pairs with All Varieties . 

3rd-l. H. Brigham, Pairs with All 
Varieties. 

Class P. Bureau Print V arieties. 
1st-George ]. Hajny, Errors and Re

pairs. 
Class Q. Envelopes and lVrappers. 

lst- E. ]. Newcomer, Entire Envelopes 
and Wrappers. 

Class R. Foreign Precancels. 
lst- S. G . Rich, Netherlands. 
2nd-S. G. Rich, Hungary. 
3rd-Charles Metz, Belgium. 

Class S. Revenues. 
lst-M. D. Joyce, Emerson Drug Com

pany Proprietaries. 
Class T. Magazines and Literature. 

lst-S. G. Rich, Bureau Print Catalog. 
2nd-Adolf Gunesch, "Precancels." 
3rd-S. G. Rich, Th e Precancel Bee. 

Class U. Parcel Post. 
lst- T. R. Boker, 1912 Parcel Post. 
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The Celebration of the 
Famous "Mulready" 

BY RICHARD GORDON 

0 NE of the most outstanding 
events in philately will take 
place in less than six years. 

For the first time (and many of us 
have not thought of it in this re
spect) will stamp collecting take its 
place as one of the hobbies in the 
field of antiques. The event will 
be the celebration of the lOOth an
niversary of the famous "Mulready 
envelope" - the first so-called letter
sheet used officially and postally by 
a government, and which prepaid 
the carrying of a message through
out !:he realm of Great Britain. 

The cover was designed by W. 
Mulready, R. A., and engraved by 
John Thompson---two men who, in 
the not far future, will be signally 
honored by millions of collectors .in 
every part of the world. 

H eretofore, the great fraternity 
of philatelists have had the lure and 
charm of the hobby ·to boast about; 
its exceptional educational features ; 
the economy of accumulating; its 
appeal to persons in all stations and 
walks of life, and its international 
scope, but in the year 1941, your 
hobby and my hobby will have 
reached its one hundredth birothday 
- and will we be proud! 

It has been suggested that ·the 
entire year be set aside in which to 
properly celebrate and publicize the 
event. The idea is certainly worth 
the fullest consideration of every 
stamp collectors' club and society
not simply for the sake of exploiting 
the hobby, but mainly to give it its 
deserved place among all hobbies. 
Today, it is unquestionably preemi
nent in the long list of collectibles, 
but it deserves more than this-it 
deserves the throne as the "King of 
all hobbies", if alone for its millions 
of followers And, surely upon- at-

raining the age of a centenarian it 
will achieve this enviable position. 

N otwithstanding the great event 
it is surely not too early for definite 
plans to be made now, even if they 
are completed quickly and then 
pigeon-holed until the year prior to 
the event. A conservative estimate 
was made recently in which it was 
stated that there are more than 
12,000,000 stamp collectors in the 
world, and approximately 5,000.-
000 in the Uni.red States of Ameri
ca. These figures are not doubted, 
because it seems that on an average 
of one member in each family has a 
collection or the formation of some 
sort Of a collection. However, if 
these figures are nearly correct it is 
safe :to guess that the number will 
double before the famous "Mul
ready" celebrates its lOOth anniver
sary. And, if this assumption turns 
out to be a reality in six short years, 
then something of consequence 
besides "new issues," "Farleyites" 
and ""Jubilees" must take place to 
hold the interest of the millions of 
new arrivals within the folds of 
philately. 

It is obvious that a celebration for 
the one hundred year-old cover will 
be of inestimable value, and every 
collector will naturally feel more at
tached to a hobby that is listed 
among, what may be termed " the 
antiquities. " 

You might start planning for the 
celebration alone, or with your club. 
I am sure that the editor of STAMP 
AND COVER COLL ECTING will glad
ly welcome any such plans or sug
gestions that you have for publica
tion in these columns. As the event 
will be of world-wide interest it be
hooves every collector to offer any 
suggestions for the furtherance of 
the hobby. I trust that you will do 
your part. 

October, 1935 

Philippine Commora
tive Stamps 

Our faithful co-worker, Mr. 'o. 
W . Graveman, 634 Morris Park 
Ave. , New York City sends the 
following official circular concerning 
the coming issue of stamps for the 
Commonwealth of the Philippines: 

PHILIPPINE TRADE COMMISSONER 
928 Barr Building 

WASHIN GTON, D . C. 

A ugust 15, 1935. 

Memorandum on Commonwealth Com
memorative Stamps: 

On or about November 15th , 1935 , the 
Philippines will iss,ue a set of five stamps 
commemorating the inauguration of the 
Commonwealth of the Phi lippine Islands. 
The following is the official description of 
the stamps: 

T HE P HILIPPINES ADMITTED TO THE TEM

PLE OF UNNERSAL PROGRESS 

The Phi lippine Islands, having attained 
such progress in almost every field of 
human endeavor, as compares favorably 
with the most progressive and cultured 
countries in the world, is admitted to the 
temple of human progres·s, represented by 
several figures which symbolize the Arts, 
Science, Agriculture, Industry and. Com
merce. Leading the Phi lippines is a matron 
representing the United States of America, 
as her ( the Philippines) guide and guardian. 

The Arts , Science and Agriculture are 
represented by symbolic figures. 

Industry and Commerce are appropriately 
represented. 

Leaves and flowers are scattered on the 
floor to denote that the Philippines, a new
comer to the temple, expressed clearly by 
pillars, is welcomed to it . 

T he United States of America is repre
sented by a figure with the flag of the stars. 
and stripes as a cloak. 

The Philippines is represented by a fig
ure dressed in typical Philippine clothing . 

The artist has in mind making the en
semble as typically Filipino as poss ible. 

The denominations of the stamps will be 
2, 6, 16, 36 and 50 centavo. 

The stamps will be sold in this office on 
the date of issue and thereafter. 

The stamps will be so·ld in sets only at 
55c. a set. H owever, complete sheets of 
the two centavo and six centavo stamps may 
be obtained. Each sheet has thirty stamps. 

!V e urgently request that orders be not 
placed for these stamps before October 1st. 
On and after October 1st advance orders. 
may be sent to this office and will be held 
and delivered on the date of issue. First 
day covers must be obtained from the 
D irector of Posts , Bureau of Posts, Manila,. 
Philippine Islands. 

---@--

STAMP AND CovER CoLLECTIN(;. 
only $1 the year. Subscribe now. 
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Gleanings Across the Pond 
M Y sincere apologies are due 

for the lapse in these arti
cles and my best thanks are 

due to all those who have written in 
such a friendly way. I am delighted 
tha:t these gleanings have proved so 
interesting, and the many new 
friends which I have made may rest 
assured that I shall do my best to 
ensure that this feature of STAMP 
AND COVER COLLECTING will ap
pear regularly. Please write if I 
can assist in making your hobby 
more interesting, but please refrain 
from asking me to sell your stamps, 
or give valuations. It really is so 
difficult, and money values do bore 
me beyond endurance. I am a 
stamp lover, and I believe that the 
real value of our fragmentary 
chums is not to be calculated in the 
"gold that perisheth." 

All kinds of happenings are re
ported where the Jubilee stamps of 
our island and the Colonies are con
cerned. Prices for mint specimens 
seem to have found a level, which I 
think is only temporary, and we 
must wait for fuller information as 
to quantities printed, etc., before we 
can be sure whether quotations will 
rise or fall. Used copies are in 
great demand, and there is certain 
to be an excellent market for these, 
and probably a definite call for 
Georgian colonials which had fallen 
from grace during the past few 
years. I recommend the obtaining 
of the higher values of any Jubilee 
sets whenever the opportunity pre
sents, but don't pay fancy prices!!! 

British Air covers are booming. 
The labels issued by the various 
companies engaged in transporting 
mail by 'plane have done what all 
popular issues do, advance in price, 
while the covers are certainly good 
property. It -is not easy just now 
to pick up any of the cards or covers 
which flew from London to Wind-

BY W. H. WOSENCROFT 
139 Gwydir Street, Cambridge, Eng. 

~·,-----------~~ 

sor, and the same thing applies to 
any of the other semi-official postal 
matter which a few years ago were 
looked upon as mementos, and 
nothing more. Why, a friend of 
mine was offered a card taken by 
Grahame White on his seaplane ad
venture in 1912, and he made a 
terrific speculation in outlaying six
pence on it. A similar piece was 
disposed of in auction recently for 
a figure exceeding £6. At present 
prices the recent British first day 
covers are worth picking up. 

With the arrival of the new 
British catalogues the season gets 
fully into its stride. There are some 
startling innovations, the greatest of 
all being the reduction of Messrs. 
Whitfield King's publication from 
7 / - to 5/-. Verily the cost of living 
is dropping! But if anyone suspects 
that this world famous catalogue at 
a cheaper price is below the stand
ard of previous issues, let me hasten 
to assure them that far from such 
being the case, the quality both of 
production and contents is actually 
improved. Gibbons, in both the 
foreign and colonial sections goes 
from strength to strength, and this 
year as one turns the pages of the 
familiar red and green volumes, 
there is a sense of wonder and ad
miration for all the research and 
patient editing which have gone on 
since the first slim "Gibbons" made 
its timid bow. For the beginner, 
and the man who wants to collect 
stamps intelligently there is nothing 
finer than Whitfield King's five 
bobber, and there are many I know 
who cannot be bothered with perf
orations and minor varieties. How
ever th~re are crowds who have ad
vanced along the road sufficiently 
far to require information and ad-
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vice on the finer points of our 
hobby, and for these Gibbons has 
provided a royal feast. Personally 
I like to work with a simple cata
logue, but I should certainly be lost 
and bewildered if the detailed works 
were not close at hand. 

One of the most interesting, fas
cinating, and informative of all phi
latelic papers for those who are 
keen about ·the study of postal his
tory comes from Cheltenham in 
England. The editor is Mr. Alcock, 
of the "Hurt" school, which means 
to say that he is very enthusiastic 
about anything which throws side
lights upon stamps, and apart from 
his personal . business, which is 
stamp dealing, is always ready to 
assist any one of us who becomes 
stuck on matters connected with 
covers, especially if they are of 
British origin. This little magazine, 
The Philatelic Adviser, is necessarily 
an organ of the House of Alcock, 
but in it are to be found sections 
with special appeal to the postmark 
"fans," Paquebots, and all unusual 
aspects of our hobby, together with 
lots of offers of pieces, stamps, etc., 
to gladden the heart of all who con
sider, in the words of Captain Old
field, "The stamp's the thing, but 
not all." The magazine is sent out 
four times a year, and the cost 1s 
40 cents; 1/6 in our coinage. 

What's happened to the 3d. and 
2/ - Australian Jubilees? It is diffi
cult to get copies, and even then 
there seems a little hesitation about 
selling. The sensible man waits! 

A small world, ladies and gentle
men! Here am I tapping these 
words for an American broadcast, 
over the pond they go, back again 
to-well, here's one letter from 
Canada, another from Australia, 
and just look at this from Austria. 
He, the correspondent, has a love 
for Ukrainian stamps, and he has 
made a specialized study of the 
earlier issues, which so many of us 
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look upon as "junk," etc., just like 
the old fox snarled "They' re sour" 
when he failed to reach the blue 
grapes. Of course you may think 
they really are too complicated, and 
life is too short for bothering about 
them: you may have tried to form 
some kind of collection of the 
"Tridents" but wherever you stand 
Andre Stohmann is willing to help 
any who want to open a new section 
in their collection, or who may be 
deeply interested in these stamps, 
but just cannot get any information 
abmitthem. Well, here is the gen
tleman's address, and he is very 
keen to get a circle of Ukrainian 
specialists at work. "Jump on the 
wagon! " III/ l Linke Bahngasse Nr. 
13, Vienna. 

Those readers who wrote me a 
month or two ago have kept the 
Jubilee stamps with which I deco
rated the envelopes, I hope. Most 
of them had inverted watermarks, 
and from present quotations these 
are worth 36 cents for the 0 d., 50 
cents for the penny, and the l 0 d. 
is round the figure of 60 cents. I 
don't often do things like this but 
when I do I pass on the good things 
to friends and comrades in stamp
craft. Before the final curtain, one 
announcement. If you have any 
problems with your stamps, or I can 
help you in any way other than 
valueing or selling your stamps, tell 
me how. If the young man. who I 
was able to give some solid advice 
to recently reads this, I would like 
to hear how matters are progressing. 

BARGAINS IN GOOD U. S. 
PERF. 10 WMK. 

433 t oe. yellow ... Cat .. 08, fin e .03, good .02 
438 20c. ultram . . . Cat. .30, fi ne .10 , good .OS 
439 30c. or. -red .. Cat. .35, fine .17, good .10 
440 50c. ,- iolet .. . Cat. .85, fin e .45, good .25 

U . S. Ap provals ag ainst References. 

B. A.TURNER 
Box 1492, SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS [tf ] 

FREE VALUABLE PACK.ET OF 100 
ALL DIFFERENT FROM 100 
DIFFERENT CO UNTRIES IF 

YOU RUSH 25 c. FOR A TRIAL SUB
SCRIPTION TO 

The International Stamp Magaz ine, 
11 02 SECON D AVE., ROME, GEORGIA 
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The Joy of Collecting 
BY CALLISTHENES 

~D-----------ie1 

Some days ago a stamp-collector 
of judgment and enthusiasm came 
to our Stamp Department and after 
a few moments ' inquiry and scrutiny 
bought a rare foreign stamp for £95. 

That is not a sensationally high 
price as such things go. But even 
from the purely business point of 
view we look at the transaction with 
special pleasure, for such a sum of 
money given for a single stamp in
dicates an inspiring amount of con
fidence between the -customer and 
the store. 

But what struck us about the 
transaction was more the human 
than the financial aspect. As the 
customer made his purchase we saw 
the perennial and enviable collec
tor's fervor. The stamp may have 
been bought partly as an investment, 
since most stamps at that price have 
a steadily appreciating value. But 
it was clear that the chief pleasure 
was that of the collector who was 
having the joy of adding to his al
bum a specimen which he had long 
desired and sought. H e looked at 
it affectionately. He handled it ten
derly. He stowed it safely in his 
pocketbook as if it were the Koh-i
noor. 

This, we think, is one of the re
turning pleasures that come with 
returning national prosperity. 

One of the deprivations of the 
bad trade years through which the 
world has been passing was that so 
many have had to give up a pleasure 
of collecting which they had pre
viously been able to indulge. One 
of the checks on culture and edu
cation has been that fewer young 
men have been able to become col
lectors of one kind or another. 

But the pleasure is returning. It 
is not only that the number of 
stamp collectors is increasing, and 
if we may judge by our own De
partment, increasing rapidly. We 

see in other Departments the obser
vant and meditative demeanor of 
those who are not buying for neces
sity's sake, but for the enduring and 
recondite satisfaction of adding to 
a collection which pleases them as 
connoisseurs and as artists. 

We have visits from those who 
collect jades, and often we have 
seen a customer with just the same 
look of deep and quiet satisfaction 
which characterized the stamp pur
chaser. So it is with the collector 
of old pieces of jewelry, of un
usual and lovely things from the 
silversmith, of lace or china or glass. 

There are a mellowness and re
pose about these collectors' searches 
and purchases which are often lack
ing from the transactions dealing 
with food and clothing. They create 
an atmosphere and they need an at
mosphere in which to flourish. We 
are glad that prosperity is bringing 
these purchases back into English 
life, and that the friendliness and 
confidence and value in our Depart
ments are bringing them to our 
Store.-SELFRIDGE & Co., London. 

--- C8:J'---

The Earhart Stamp 
In connection with the Mexican 

Earhart stamp that Scott refuses to 
recognize, L. W. Charlat, the New 
York air-mail authority, is quoted 
as saying in Stamps that, "quite 
apart from its historic and romantic 
appeal and solely on its philatelic 
merits, the remarkably colorful Ear
hart stamp takes its place among the 
authentic postal issues of Mexico 
and among the most attractive 
stamps ever issued. "- Washington 
Post. 

-----C8:)1- -

Mention ST AMP AND COVER 
COLLECTING to the Boys at the 
Club, and, in answering advertise
ments, please do likewise. 
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Airmail and Cachet News 
CONDUCTED BY AUGUST DIETZ, JR., AND COOPERATORS. 

All news pertaining to this department should be addressed to August Dietz, Jr., 
109 East Cary Street, Richmond, Virginia . 
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T. HE only-and in truth-the Graveman so please do not ask for 

best evidence that I have that the impossible. His address is: 
this column is read is by the 634 Morris Park Ave., New York 

number of letters received, and the ~~-----------~ City. 
last thirty days must have been an about December 1. Add le. for- Floyd Harrill, Ellenbom, N. C., 
exception. Before me are 226 let- warding charges. will sponsor a cachet on October 11, 
ters and post-cards-all giving some The Fort Plain, N. Y. Landing for the Sesquicentennial of Ruther
form of news. It is impossible to Field cachet and celebration receiv- fordton, N. C., where gold coins 
answer so many kind and thought- ed plenty of news space. I have were minted from 1851 to 1840. 
ful remembrances, but each of you been sent several dailies in which The Westmont Cover Club, 
may feel assured that every word is the event was given front-page Westmont, Ill., will sponsor the fol
read and that every letter and card streamer space. lowing cachets: November 4, Na
is highly and sincerely appreciated. Mr. Graveman informs us that tional Stamp Week; November 6, 
I know that there are 226 friends the new Zepp will not make its 75th Anniversary Election of Lin
somewhere in all parts of the world maiden voyage to America this year, coln; November 28, Thanksgiving 
-fellows who are struggling for but it will come in the early spring Day; November 30, lOOth Anniver
an honest living in an age that de- of 1936. Special German stamps sary birth of Mark Twain. Add le. 
mands the best of all of us, and yet, are planned and probably the same per cover forwarding charges. 
I know that these boys and men are will apply to some foreign govern- Edwin H. Brennecke, 422 N. 
finding a few minutes each day or men ts . LeClaire Ave., Chicago, Ill., advises 
night amid the pleasurable pastime Elsewhere in this issue you will us that the Chicago Cover Club will 
of stamp and cover collecting. My find a review of the United States hold the Cover Exhibit in connec
heart goes out to you and my best Historical Cover Catalog for 1935 , tion with the Hobby Show Novem
wishes are with you. published by Edwin H. Brennecke ber 4 to 9 at the Sherman Hotel. 

It is also impossible to list all of of Chicago. Mr. Brennecke should There will be four classes: air mail, 
the news, because some of it isn't have the loyal support of every cov- first days, navals and historicals. 
"news" by the time this appears, so er collector. The catalog is a gem Frames available at $1.00 each. For 
in case you do not always find your and well worth the small price of reservations write Mr. Brennecke, 
name in this column please forgive. $1.00. His address is: 422 N. or the Club. 

I am glad to know that Don Le Claire Ave., Chicago, III. Get Walter Kane, 3131 35th St., 
Dickason is ba:ck on the job after a your copy today. Long Island City, N. Y., will spon-
serious of illness. Everybody who At this writing the flight of Pan- sor the following cachets: October 
ever met Don loves him. American Airways from San Fran- 4, Battle of Germantown; October 

Our regular contributor, D . W . cisco to Gualffi has not taken place, 7, Battle of Kings Mountain, N. C.; 
Graveman of New York, is also on but momentarily expected. Covers October 19, Battle of Yorktown, 
the job and throughout this column off this plane should prove of real Va., and October 28, Battle of 
you will find much news that he has value. White Plains, N. Y. Add le. for-
sent in during the past month. He Our faithful friend, Graveman, warding charge per cover. 
never forgets and never fails to again makes a splendid offer. The Always use commens. on your 
lend a helping hand to a brother- Philatelic Society of Buenos Aires outside wrappers. They are appre-
collector. will issue a miniature sheet of four ciated by cachet sponsors. 

M. F. Partridge, 301 Union Trust special stamps about October 15 . Dr. Henry Neulander, 320 Cen-
Building, Petersburg, Va. , will They will sell for about 40c. a sheet. tral Park West, New York City, 
sponsor cachets for the first day Mr. Graveman will gladly order a will sponsor the following cachets: 
postal service on U. S. S. Yorktown sheet for any subscriber to this October 30, 200th anniversary birth 
very soon. Also cachet for launch- magazine if yon will remit the cost. of John Adams; November 2, 140th 
ing of same ship at Newport News There is no profit in it to Mr. anniversary birth of James K. Polk 
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and on same date the 70th anniver
sary birth of Warren G. Harding. 
5c. covers cover and postage. 

Robert S. Kelly, the w~ll-known 
Southern cachet sponsor of 204 
Spring St., N. E. Station, Nashville, 
Tenn., will sponsor a cachet on 
October 30 in honor of the Bicen
tennial anniversary of the birth of 
John Adams. Add le. per cover 
forwarding charges. 

F. W. Kessler of New York has 
just published The Air posts of 
Colombia-well-bound and pro
fusely illustrated. Price $1.00. 

May I again call your attention to 

the fact that Mr. Nicolas Sanabria, 
17 East 42nd St., New York City, 
is now publisher of the Standard 
Catalogue of Air Post Stamps, which 
was formerly issued by the Scott 
Stamp & Coin Co. The 1936 edi
tion was published on September 20 
and consists of more than 300 pages 
with over 1,400 illustrations. Price 
$1.50, and it should be owned 
by every collector of air post stamps. 

I regret that the information sent 
by Messrs. W. G. Keyworth and 
John A. Fritchey is too late to pub
lish. 

H is reported that about 400 cov
ers of the Post-Gatty flight were 
found in the effects of Wylie Post. 
At the time of the flight it was ex
pected that these would come on the 
market but they did not. Perhaps, 
they will very soon. 

V. C. Timmermann, care Jordan 
James, 84 Lawrence Ave., Brooklyn, 
N. Y., will sponsor a three-color 
cachet on December 15 commemo
rating 34th birthday of Lindbergh. 

The Atlantic City Chamber of 
Commerce, N. J ., will sponsor a 
cachet on October 15, commemorat
ing the 25th anniversary of Well
man's attempted flight to cross the 
Atlantic in 1910. 

Louis Bernstein, 2 Lafayette St., 
New York City, will sponsor a 
cachet on November 6, commemo
rating the 75th anniversary of the 
election of Lincoln to the Presi
dency. Add le. forwarding charges. 
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Effective October 1, 1935, or as 
soon thereafter as possible, Bethle
hem, Pa., will be embraced as a stop 
on AM-1, Newark to Oakland 
route. A special cachet will be fur
nished the postmaster at Bethlehem 
for application to first flight mail. 
Should you desire us to handle this 
for you we will do so for 2 5c. for 
each cover, which will be addressed 
direct and have cachet applied. 
Club members will be sent cover in 
accordance with their standing 
orders.-"C. E. NICKLES, 213 Seaton 
Place, N. E., Washing.ton, D. C. 

Co-operators, and many thanks to 
each: * '~ * '~ * ~, * * ~'D. W. Grave-
man, * J. P. Penning, ****Dr. S. E. 
Hutnick, Don Dickason, Francis J. 
Field, M. F. Partridge, E. H. Bren
necke, Floyd Harrill, Westmont 
Cover Club, ** Leroy Bates, Walter 
Kane, Dr. Henry Neulander, Robert 
S. Kelly, Dr. John A. Fritchey, W. 
G. Keyworth, *John Patterson, 
*Francis J. Field and Walter Kaner. 

------c8]:--

Great Idea, George 
George B. Sloane, famous for his 

wit as well as for his expert skill in 
philatelic science, says: "A recent 
letter in the "Voice of the People" 
column in the New York Herald
T ribune suggested that all of those 
who oppose the present Washing
ton administration might manifest 
this disapproval by turning their 
stamps upside down on all their 
mail matter. If the movement gets 
off to a good start it may be general
ly adopted as a means of showing 
otir dissatisfaction over other things. 
For instance, stamps could be put 
on sideways to show that we don't 
like our Congressman and that he 
can keep the railroad fare and not 
bother to come home. But th;i,t 
might be too good a trick to waste 
on a Congressman, since I have 
been told that Congressmen are not 
personailly fingering their mail now 
that the dime-chain-lebter fad has 
petered out."-JAMESWALDOFAW
CETT in Washington Star. 

Englewood's Exhibit 
Tentative classifications for the 

Fall Stamp Exhibition which the 
Association of Bergen County Phi
latelists will hold in conjunction 
with the Second Annual Hobby 
Show of the Englewood Stamp Club 
were announced today. The show 
will be held in Liberty School gym
nasium, West Palisade A venue and 
Tenafly Road, Englewood, October 
24, 25 and 26, and will be the lar
gest ever held in the county. 

The classifications are not final as 
the judges will be empowered to 
subdivide the classes in making 
awards if they deem it necessary to 
give full credit to various exhibits. 
Persons intending to exh~bit are re
quested to state in which classifica
tion their exhibit belongs although 
the registration committee reserves 
the right to change the listings if it 
sees fit. Registrations close Octo
ber 10. 

VARIOUS CLASSES 
The tentative classes follow: 

United States-Nineteenth Century post
age, Twentieth Century postage, first day 
covers, other covers not first day, commemo
ratives, possessions, miscellaneous (revenues 
departments, cancellations, etc.) 

British Nor·th America. 
Mexico, Central and South America-

regular issues, miscellaneous. 
Great Britain, dominions and colonies. 
Europe--regular issues, miscellaneous. 
Rest of World. 
Airmail and airmail covers. 
Educational (subjects, types, historical, 

etc.) 
Specialized. 
Winners division (any exhibit which has 

won first prize in a national or international 
exhibit.) 

Any stamp collector residing in 
Bergen County or belonging to a 
Bergen County stamp club may ex
hibit. Registration blanks may be 
obtained from the chairman, John 
H. Wood, 430 Rutland Avenue, 
West Englewood, N. J. 

Clubs belonging to the Associa
tion are the Englewood Stamp Club, 
Hackensack Philatelic Society, Hills
dale Stamp Club, Ridgefield Park 
Stamp Club, Rutherford Stamp 
Club and South Bergen Stamp Club 
(East Rutherford) . 
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Washington Newsreel ton, D . C., October 1. A notice of 
twelve days was given collectors, 
which was later extended to four
teen to get covers in. Perhaps this 
was for ','political expediency." W HEN, on December! , 1934, 

an official of the Byrd Ex
pedition bought the remain

ing stock of Little America stamps 
from the Philatelic Agency many of 
us wondered what the reason was 
for the investment of a sum said to 
run into "six figures." 

Perhaps the most recent an
nouncement of the Expedition clears 
up the mystery. 

The Expedition office now offers 
collectors sheets of the stamps at a 
premium of $1 per sheet, $2 .50 
additional for autographed sheets. 

Coincidentally, it becomes known 
that Mothers Day and Park stamps 
were cancelled at Little America, in 
spite of the Post Office Depart
ment's statement that none but Byrd 
stamps would be used there. 

Another mystery is a Department 
release which tells collectors that 
Pan American Airways, Inc., a pri
vate col'poration, will sponsor a 
flight from San Francisco to Guam 
and return, and that cacheted covers 
will be available at $1.25 one way 
or $2.50 round trip. The post 
office, it is explained, has let no con
tract for carrying mail on the flight, 
and therefore can postirrtark covers 
only, not actually service them. 

There is one splendid way for 
collectors to stop rackets, and that 
is by refusing to pay extortionate 
prices for things of dubious value. 

Perhaps you wonder how long 
James Faldo Fawcett of the Wash
ington Evening Star has collected 
stamps (as you do about the 
"Colonel's" goatee). According to 
September STAMP AND COVER COL
LECTING he interviewed Third Post
master General Hazen (in 1893) 
about U. S. postage stamps. As 
Wal do was born that year he must 
be credited with the "inquiring 
streak" early in life. · 

The pickle manufactureer who 
became famous has nothing on the 
members of the Philatelic Fourth 
Estate who . attended the recent 
Journalists' Dinner in Washington. 
There were "5 7 varieties" ( includ
ing Ralph Kimble, Al Kunze and 
"The Colonel") . 

William A. Verhas, long a whole
sale dealer, has opened a retail store 
at 1107 Pennsylvania Avenue, un
der the name of The National 
Stamp Mart. 

The emany friends of J. B. Mer
ritt, active in local and national 
stamp clubs, will be glad to learn 
that he is recovering from his recent 
illness. 

They say a race horse named 
"Postage Due" won the other day. 
Louis Nix of Viking Crew, A. N. 
C. S. , tells me that a Scotchman sent 
him some covers for a free cachet 
and they were markeed " Postage 
Due," but "Scotty" lost- Louis is 
Scotch too, and he wouldn't have 
them for 2 cents. 

The Boulder Dam stamp made its 
appearance at Boulder City, Nev., 
on September 30 and at Washing-

The initial printing is for fifty 
million. 

The Philadelphia Inquirer tells us 
that in the new $5,000,000 post
office (which covers a city block) in 
the City of Brotherly Love, you 
may, after a long and diligent search 
( wjth the need for a guide), find 
the one and only slot for home
and outgoing mail. 

The supply of the" following 
Philippine stamps have become ex
hausteq and have been removed 
from their list: 

Imperforate stamps (peso val
ues); pictorial stamps ( 4, 12, 20, 
24 and 32 centavo); and Xth Far 
Eastern Olympic Games ( two-cen
tavo values). 

The new set of stamps commemo
rating the inauguration of the Com
monwealth of the Philippine Is
lands, will be issued about Novem
ber 15. They will consist of 2 6 
16, 36 and 50 centavos. Orders ~ill 
be received on and after October 1 
by . the Philippine Trade Commis: 
sioner, 928 Barr Bldg., Washing
ton, D . C. 

The following is a list of postage stamp plate numbers issued during 
the month of August 1935: 

Plate N o. D enomination Class Series Subject 

21 439 3c. 1932 400 
21440 3c. 
21441 2c. 1922 
21442 2c. 
21443 llc. 
21444 llc. 
21445 11c. 
21446 ll c. 

.The following is a list of postage stamp plate numbers sent to press 
durmg the month of August 1935: 

Plate No . D enominat ion Class Series Subject Date Sent to P1·ess 
------- - --

21417 Ordi.~ary St~;nP 2c. (El~~tric Er,e) 1922 400 Au~ust 21, 1935 
21418 2c. " 21, 
21419 2c. 22, 
21420 2c. 22, 
21375 3c. 1932 29, 
21376 3c. 29, 
21 385 3c. 29, 
21386 3c. 29, 
20729 25c. 1922 14. 
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D ear C. S. A.'s: 

I T is pleasing to report the steadi
ly growing membership of our 
Alliance. Again a list of well

known names is added to our circle, 
including several prominent collec
tors. We extend a hearty welcome. 
It will not be long before the CS.A. 
is recognized as one of the elite or
ganizations of American Philately
an altruistic body intent upon en
couraging study and research and 
for mutual assistance. Here they are: 

Arthur Barger, 144-44 Sanford Ave., Flush
ting, L. I., N. Y. 

William Carlos Stone, 21 Princeton St., 
Springfield, Mass. 

Harry H arris, John Marshall Hotel, Rich
mond, Va. 

Howard Lehman, 119 W. 7lst St., New 
York City, . Y. 

Mis.s Lelia Murphy, New Market, Tenn. 
Mrs. J. S. Reese, 701 North Palafax Street, 

Pensacola, Fla. 
]. B. Samuel, 418 Clark Street, Knoxville, 

Tenn. 
Royal A. Streeter, 807 C. Ave., N. W., 

Cedar Rapids, Iowa. 
M. C. Woodward, 120 N . D aisy St., Morris

town, T enn. 

(Correct this address: Mr. Allen Logan, 
Overland Park, Kansas.) 

The question of selecting a Presi
dent and a Secretary-Treasurer is 
still in abeyance, and I do hope it 
will be disposed of before the next 
report. Until that time, I shall try 
to "hold down the job." 

The following letter--<:0ntaining 
several good suggestions (omitting 
that relative to the writer) has been 
received. When once we have a 
presiding officer all these matters 
should be considered and acted upon. 

ATLANTA, GA., August 27, 1935. 

DEAR MR. DIETZ: 
I am delighted with the prospects of the 

C. S. A. Many things can come later-for 
example--an all Confederate Exhibit and 
Conference. At such a conference plans 
could be developed for organized and 
thorough research and survey. 

NON·POLITICAL 

I am sure you ought to be first President 
and will nominate you if that is in order. 
The Secretary-Treasurer ought to be some
one near you tho perhaps not in Richmond. 
If you would approve I will address the 
entire membership and propose a slate with 
you as President and with your nomina
tions as to who should work with you. T he 
first election will have to be a little irre
gular-until we get under way. 

By all means there should be dues $2 
to $5. The Alliance will some day become 
prominent and fairly exclusive--that is its 
membership will include only serious Con
federate collectors and the fee will help to 
provide that exclusiveness; in addition to 
providing for the smaller club costs. 

The South has been accused of letting 
all or most good Confederates get away 
from them and into the larger collections 
of. the East and Europe. The one great 
ob1ecnve should be to so popularize Con
federates that all stamp shows everywhere 
will have a good showing but particularly 
all Southern shows will feature Confederates. 

Yours to command, 
KENNETH G. BENTZ. 

And now, something that vitally 
concerns every collector of Confed
erates. The spread of counterfeits 
-and I have in mind counterfeits 
of Confederates especially-is be
coming more alarming every day, 
and unless this body takes upon it
self the laudable task of inaugurat
ing an energetic campaign against 
this menace, Confederates are going 
to experience a recurrence of the 
conditions that obtained during the 
eighties of last century, when the 
spurious fabrications of Dr. Petri 
and S. C. Upham practically killed 
all interest in Confederate Locals. 
Today, again, dangerous counter
feits of the stamps of the General 
Issues are being brazenly offered 
unsuspecting collectors under the 
guise of "Reprints," and already 
these counterfeits are being further 
manipulated by the addition of fake 
postmarks! 

It therefore occurs to me that one 
of the first and most important steps 
to be taken by our Alliance is to 
bring this matter to the attention of 
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the authorities·. The use of the U. 
S. mails to defraud is a serious mat
ter, and our members should send 
me any material of this kind offered 
for sale, including the letter and 
postmarked envelope in evidence, 
which will be turned over to the 
authorities in Washington. Pay for 
the stuff by check-complete the 
transaction in every way-let me 
attend to the rest. In fact, keep me 
advised of any questionable ap
proaches made by these crooks. We 
have the assurance from Chief Wil
liam Moran of the Secret Service 
that matters of this kind will be 
prosecuted, and Secretary Ickes is 
outspoken for a clean bill of health 
in American Philately. So, let's 
round up the counterfeiters! 

One of our members, Mr. Stanley 
B. Ashbrook, is engaged in the diffi
cult task of plating the "Frame
Line," and we are called upon to 
send him a description of such 
pieces as we possess, or loan them 
for a few days for the purpose of 
photographing. I hope the response 
will be 100 percent. The task of 
plating this "Mystery Stamp" is the 
most difficult of any yet undertaken, 
and when completed will represent 
an outstanding achievement. See 
editorial. 

Lack of space on this page pre
vents the printing of our Applica
tion for Membership form this 
month. However, applicants should 
request a copy of the form, which 
will be sent promptly. · 

Mr. William B. Grannis writes: 
"I favor the C. S. A. button." Fine! 
Who else is in favor of the button? 

With the advent of Fall and its 
cooler nights there will be renewed 
activity in Confederates, and it is 
suggested that our members get 
their names on the mailing lists of 
the auctioneers (see their advertise
ments in our columns) in order that 
these opportunities to secure miss
ing objects do not escape them. 

Aue. DIETZ. 
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"To Promote Further Interest in the Collecting of Postmarks as Applied by United States Navy Mail Clerks." 
Address all communications to ROBERT c. THOMPSON, STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING, 

Glen Allen, Virginia. 

-..®11=========================================================:cl©"t 
O CTOBER 27th-Clarence T. This will be a printed cachet so U. S. S. Gridley-Bethlehem Ship

Munson, 27 St. Charles St., leave your covers unsealed and un- building Corp., Fore River, Mass. 
West Hartford, Conn., writes stuffed, standard 6% size. Include 

that he will sponsor a special cachet the usual courtesies. Somers - Federal Shipbuilding 
for Navy Day and covers will be Corp., Kearney, N. J. 
mailed on board Naval vessels. Corp., Quincy, Mass. 

Covers must be in by October 15th. October 12th and 27th-The Warrington-Federal Shipbuilding 
One cent per cover forwarding post- Naval Cachet and Cancellation Corp., Kearney, N. J. 
age is requested per cover. Club, Portsmouth, Virginia is spon-

soring two cachets for Columbus Dunlap - United Shipbuilding 

The U. S. S. Porter will be 
launched shortly and a special cachet 
is being applied by the Mail Clerk 
on board the U.S. S. Alwyn at New 
York City. Send your covers to 
Mail Clerk, care of the Postmaster, 
New York, N . Y. 

My friend Dr. S. E. Hutnick, 
5933 Lansdowne Ave., Philadel
phia, Penna., is sponsoring two 
Naval cachets in the near future. 
His requirements are: envelopes 
must be of the standard 6% size, 
of good rag quality paper, unfilled, 
unsealed and stamps must be placed 
as near to the upper right hand 
corner as possible so as not to inter
feJ;e with the printing of the cachet->. 
Also be sure to include 1 cent for
warding postage with each cover. 

For good cancellations on the 
U. S. S. Eagle No. 19 send a few 
covers to Mr. R. R. Maynard, Eagle 
No. 19, care of the Navy Yard, 
Boston, Mass. Maynard collects 
stamps and would appreciate your· 
duplicates. 

Mr. Al Hesse, Jr., 449 Troutman 
St. , Brooklyn, New York, is spon
soring a cachet for the launching of 
the U. S. S. Pike in the near future. 

Day and Navy Day. Include the Corp., New York, N. Y. 
usual 1 cent forwarding postage. Fanning - United Shipbuilding 
Commemoratives on wrappers ap- Corp., New York, N . Y. 

preciated. Bagley-Norfolk Navy Yard, Nor-

Mr. M. F. Partridge, 301 Union 
Trust Bldg., Petersburg, Virginia is 
sponsoring a special cachet for the 
launching of the U. S. S. York town. 
Deadline is November 1st. Include 
1 cent extra per cover. 

Mr. M. Tuchinsky advises that 
there will be six different Naval 
events in Philadelphia prior to Janu
ary 1st and that a special cachet will 
be issued for each. Better send him 
half-a-dozen covers with the usual 
1 cent postage. 

An anniversary cachet commemo
rating the commissioning of the U. 
S. S. Mississippi will be sponsored 
by Mr. R. A. Aiken, Settlement 
Roa:d, R. F. D. No. 4, Lockport, 
N. Y. Send standard 6% covers, 
unsealed and unstuff ed with the us
ual 1 cent. 

Ships under construction at Navy 
Craven - Bethlehem Shipbuilding 
Yards are: 

folk, Va. 

My thanks to the following co
operators: Clara T. Crowe, August 
Dietz, Jr., Jimmie Crum, F. Whit
ney Davis, M. D ., M. F. McCamley, 
Vivian M. Green, J. J. Haag, J. J. 
Walsh, R. A. Hardie, W.R. Crosby, 
M. R. Hall, Byrd L. Powell, L. A. 
Nace, L. Rogers, Donald Coke, 
Emil Thurman, 0. A. Farabee, 
Hunter Thomas, Mr. Anders, Fran
cis Lee Brown, Louis Deising, J. W. 
Epstein, Philip Akeo, M. Tucinsky, 
A. L. Hammock, Ted Harrington, 
Leslie Paulson, R. A. Aiken, 0. R. 
Watts, Jack Conway, The Naval 
Cachet & Cancellation Club of 
Portsmouth, Va., F. C. Kenworthey, 
"Peejay" lckeringill, D. A. Bishop, 
W. C. Foster, Clarence T . Munson, 
Dr. S. E. Hutnick, R. R. Maynard, 
Al Hesse, Jr., M. F. Partridge, and 
Universal Ship Cancellation Society. 

--{ZJI---

Send in your club news-brief 
and to the point-for publication in 
STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING. 
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ADDENDA Be on Your Guard! New Orleans Local on 
A SPECIALIZED CATALOG London Paper 

OF THE 

POSTAGE STAMPS 
OF THE 

Confederate States of America 
Printed and Published by 

The Dietz Printing Co •• Richmond. Va. 

COPYRIGHT, 1928 
THE DIETZ PRINTING CO. 

RICHMOND, VA. 

CONTRIBUTORS THIS MONTH: 

The material listed in this month's instalm ent 

F~e~~r3 nC=~~o~0be~~ L~~r;:;~~ee~ by Messrs. R. T . 

ALABAMA 
Cahaba, Ala. 

PAID 10 
! Oc. handstamps, black . .. ... .. .. .. . .. . . . - -

Eutaw, Ala. 

PAID5 
5c. hand stamps, black . ... ... ... . .... . . . - -

Hayneville, Ala. 

A 
'\:__) 

5c. handstamp, print ers' type, black .... . --

Prattsville, A la. 

PAID 

10 
!Oc. handstam ps, black . .. .... . . ... .... .. - -

Union, Ala. 

5c. handstamps, black . . . .. • ... 

GEORGIA 
Macon, Ga. 

PAID/@ 
15c. handstamp, value in manuscript, black --

TEXAS 
Allenton, Tex. 

!Oc. handstamp, black . .... . . .... . .. .. . .. --

THE BLOCK OF FOUR COUNTERFEITS 

Our readers are cautioned tObe 
on their guard against counterfeit 
Confederate stamps with faked post
marks now being offered unsuspect
ing collectors by persons who are 
headed direct for trouble. 

We illustrate such an object-a 
block-of-four two-cent green, post
marked "Savannah, Ga. Apl. 26" 
in black. 

The stamps themselves are of 
those dangerous counterfeits being 
sold under the guise of "Reprints," 
but with no legend on either face or 
back to indicate their true character. 

THE FAKE POSTMARK 

The postmark was applied with a 
rubber stamp made from a type-set 
form. While it is a poor imitation 
of the Savannah canceller, neverthe
less it is extremely dangerous when 
lightly applied to these stamps. 

Blocks-of-four of the Two-cents 
green are unknown. There was no 
8-cent rate. Pairs on cover exist, 
but in every instance these are "false 
frankatures"-that is to say, a pair 
of ·twos (similar in color to the 5-
cent green) were used for the ten
cent rate and passed through the 
mails undetected. 

LON DON 

Mr. J. M. Bartels of 17 John St., 
New York City has submitted a 
most unique item from his coming 
auction sale. It is a New Orleans, 
La., Provisional 5-Cent brown on 
white, well-margined and post
marked with both PAID and the 
regular city canceller. But there is 
something else about this stamp that 
sets it apart from others of its kind, 
for on its back, in clearly visible em
bossing, appears the small but beau
tifully designed arms of Great Bri
tain, and below this the word 
LONDON. k c<;nters perfectly on the 
stamp. The design approximates 
the above illustration, save that the 
arms proper are in an oval frame. 

Now, the question arises : Were 
these New Orleans Provisionals -
printed on English-made paper? 

The stock is thin and crisp, of 
wove texture. The design is not a 
watermark, but an impression from 
a steel die. 

~--

That Austrian's Ears 
Recently we indulged in some 

mild jesting anent that Aust·rian 6 
groschen stamp with the peasant's 
ears turned to the rear. This error 
has been corrected, and we show 
both forms as illustrated in Gib
bons' Stamp Monthly. 

REARWARD FRONTWARD 

Well, Austria seems to be head
ing toward her natural destiny any
way-heeding the call of her kin. 

~I---

Subscribe now. Only $1 the year. 
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History of Charity Stamps· · 
D 0 you remember back in the BY PHILIP p JACOBS PH D causes Go t h · d · · · , · . · vernmen patronage as 

mi -Victorian days when ,,.... 'been e t d d t th 1. 1 " ,, • ..,,. l@I> x en e o ese itt e messen-
post office was a popular gers of helpf l · · h d l u ness m a score of 

parlor game quite approved by t e eve opment of similar charity differe t t · d 
d d d t .d 1 n coun nes an as you buy 

se ate mammas an gran mammas? s amps on a w1 e sea e throughout your littl Ch · t S 1 h" 
Probably from some such ga:me as the United States and other coun- to help. ~ htn: ~as ta .s t. is year 
that came the idea for the charity tries. Einar Hoelbell, a Danish town in gyo uStertcu osids ~n your 

. h h. t 1 l k . d h ' , ur a e an m your 
stamp wit w ich the young women pos a c er , conceive t e idea of country don't f t th t d h 

f h 6 
• · 1 , orge a aroun t e 

o t e Os earned goodly sums of usmg a sea or stamp in addition to world m"ll" f · · . th l 1 10ns o men, women and 
money for the Samtary Comm1ss10n. e regu ar postage stamp as a children ar b · · .1 · k 
The charity stamps were sold by the means for raising money for a chil- to do th . e uy:ntg simi arlsticbers 
b 11 f N h . . .d drens' tuberculosi·s sanatori"um and eir par o contra tu er-
' e , es o ort ern cities to provi e culosis or t h l ff · 
h 

· · 1904 · h h o e p some su erer m 
ospital treatment for wounded m , wit t e aid of the Danish thei·r part"c l t · d · . K " d i u ar coun nes an com-

sold1ers, and there are stones that ·i~g an Queen, the first of a long munities. 
the face value of the stamps was senes of seals of this character was A d . 
sometimes augmented by the wiles born. Jacob Riis, an American Dane " n so .~ram the kisses of the · fi 11 d post office days to the ch"ld ' 
and coquetry of the attractive sales- rst ca e attention to the idea in . 1 · rens 
ladies. this country. Miss Emily P. Bissell, health camps of today, from the 

Be that as it may, the idea of the a plucky little woman in Wilming- charity stamps of our grandmothers 
stamps or similar devices as aids in ton, Delaware, gave the seal its to the tuberculosis nurses and tuber
promoting social or philanthropic American christening in 1907, when culosis associations of today, is not 
work seems to have fallen pretty she sold the little health stickers for such a far cry. We carry on and 
much into disuse after that period, the first time in the United States to ~old aloft the torch which they 
although here and there it cropped help provide care and treatment for lighted, and evermore do we keep it 
up in isolated places. The earliest patients in a tuberculosis sanatorium burning brightly. 
record that we have of devices of on the banks of historic Brandywine ---0---
this sort being used in connection Creek. 
with tuberculosis work is a stamp It wasn't long before the idea M·arch 15 Imperf6r'ates 
sold in New South Wales in 1897 took hold and in a few years the 
for a tuberculosis hospital. In Por- Christmas Seal became a regular 
tu gal and in certain other places holiday feature. Today people look 
around the world the idea of aug- forward to Christmas Seals as they 
menting the regular government look forward to Christmas bells 
postage by adding a small amount Christmas holly and Christma~ 
for some particular charity, or by . carols . The double-barred cross 
selling some sort of charity stamp Christmas Seal with its cheery pic
as was done in the Civil War, seems ture and its message of help and 
to have been tried, but in no in- health is known toalmosteveryman, 
stance did the idea get a foothold woman and child in the country. 
and continue to develop. This year's seal shows a girl of the 

It was not until the middle of the 1860's putting a letter in a mail-box. 
first decade of this century that the Not only in the United States but 
charity stamp idea really took root around the world has gone the idea 
and we began to see this new device of the charity stamp. The dream of 
contributing to particular forms of Einar Hoelbell that his device might 
philanthropic work, especially to help to rout tuberculosis is rapidly 
tuberculosis work. becoming true. In more tha~ 40 

Two men of Danish extraction countries Christmas Seals and tuber
one a citizen of Denmark and on~ culosis stamps have been sold and 
an American citizen, gave birth to in many other countries charity 
what is now known as the Am~rican stamps are being sold at various 
tuberculosis Christmas Seal and to times during the year for other 

Some ungummed sheets of the 
ten Parks, 16c. airmail, Mothers and 
Wisconsin left in stock when the 
Philatelic Agency discontinued their 
sale on June 15, have returned to 
the Bureau of Engraving and Print
ing to be perforated and gummed. 
They will be distributed on requisi
tion. The Agency does not contem
plate attempting to separate these 
from the original perforated and 
gummed stamps. So far as is known 
now, they could not guaranty them 
to be the imperforates.-C E. 
NICKLES. 

---01---

New Liechtenstein 
Mr. D . W. Graveman advises 

upon official information, that th~ 
new design 2 Fr. deep orange, 
Grandduchess, appeared on sale· 
August 20th. 
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mi,e ~utqerfnrh §tamp Qtlub Stamp News from 
Scotland A. P. S. CHAPTER No. 81 

Meets Every Monday Evening at 8 o'clock Except Holidays, 
at 287 Feronia Way, Rutherford, N. ]. BY ROBERT D. GILMOUR 

OFFICERS 

President, ADOLPH KLINGENSTEIN, 740 Hudson Ave., West New York, N. J. 
Suretary-S. LAKE P. 0. Box No. 136, Rutherford, N. J. 
Treasurer-]. H. GIESECKE, 126 Prospect Place, Rutherfo rd, N. J. 

Used Jubilee sets of the British 
Crown Colonies are selling at 
double face value. Sales Ma11aqer 1 W. 0. STAEB, 287 Feronia Way, Rurherford, N. J. 

Exrhange Manager, MONTROSE ERNST, 99 Nassau St. , New York City. 
Cable Address-Staeb, Rutherford, N. J. The 65-cent recently issued Ken

ya, Uganda and Tanganyika (com
bined territories) air stamp should 
turn out well as the rate was re
duced to 50 cents shortly after it 
was issued, thus making it obsolete. 

Official Organ-STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING. 

SALES MANAGER'S REPORT 

Recently I sent out a letter to all our 
sales managers indicating a method of co
operation. Many have replied. If you have 
not done so please let me hear from you 
at once. 

Sales for August were about $500. This 
small sale was due to the fact that many 
clubs had not been functioning during the 
summer months, but from now on I look 
for better results. 

Those who are using our service should 
co-operate and recommend us to their phi
latelic friends. 

Those who enter Precancels will find the 
following suggestions as to pricing helpful 
in moving their s.tamps. Material listed ac
cording to Hoover's catalog should discount 
their material 30 to 35% of the catalog for 
ordinary reasonably good specimens. Buros 
-fine specimens-can go at 80% of Mit
chell-Hoover catalog (15th Edition) . The 
Rich catalog is priced on the basis of actual 

Vir~inia PMla.teli( re~eration 
(Written in Cleveland Ohio, Sept. 3) 
While here in this beautiful city attend

ing the Letter Carriers' Convention as rep
resentative of the good Ole City of Peters
burg where we have 15,000 delegates and 
visitors, amid the blare of 38 bands from 
all over the country, I went to Cleveland's 
new post office to mail a parcel. I was 
attracted by a sign over one of the many 
stamp windows which read "Philatelic 
Window." I went over to it, introduced 
myself, and learned that this window is 
open four hours daily for the benefit of the 
large number of stamp collectors in this 
city, and where these clerks in charge are 
all philatelically inclined and every courtesy 
possible is shown the collectors- which 
proves a great source of revenue. 

In mailing my package I bought a block 
of 5c. Parks and asked the clerk not to ruin 
them. H e handed me the canceller and let 
me stamp them; then he took a slip of 
paper and placed it over the stamps. I en
quired why the stamps were covered up, 
and I was informed that if they were not 
covered in that manner they would (the 
stamps) be "killed for fair" upstairs. Such 
consideration deserves mention and Post
master O'Donnell, a former letter carrier 
here, deserves great credit for the Philatelic 
window which he established. 

ALFRED HAASE, Publici~y Director, 
Petersburg, Va. 

P. S. This office has all the Parks ex
cept the le. and 4c.; also le. and 3c. C. P., 
which can be had for face. plus postage. 

net for superb copies. Our calls are mainly 
for Buros. At the moment we could use 
Wisconsin issues. 

Yours truly, 
W . 0. STAEB, Sales Manager. 

EXCHANGE MANAGER'S REPORT 

This issue of STAMP AND COVER COL
LECTING ushers in the Fall Season. The 
new catalogue is out and if you have not 
already gotten your copy I will send one 
to you upon receipt of proper remittance. 

Now is the time to start an active par
ticipation in either the Sales or Exchange 
Department or both. For the past year the 
Exchange D epartment has been a notable 
success. "Climb aboard and let's go," so 
that we can attain even greater results. 
Just communicate with me. 

MONTROSE ERNST, 
Exchange Manager. 

STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING 

only $1 the year. Subscribe now. 

The most elusive of the used 
Jubilee Dominion stamps is the 2/ 
value Australian. 

Another good stamp to keep an 
eye on is the 1/- Australian "An
zac" in used condition. 

Meter mails are beginning to be 
more widely collected, a club hav
ing been formed lately with head
quarters in Aberdeen. 

Up to time of writing, the re
mainder of the Silver Jubilee issues 
namely Nauru, Papua and New 
Guinea have not yet been received 
from these islands. 

~~illi:I ~~~~~ ~&_ 100 Advance Subscriptions I , ' 
~ Needed to Assure Publication ® 

~ 1936 Edition ~ 
~ Dietz Specialized Confederate Catalog ~ 

The publishers of STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING are pleased to ~ 
announce that the new and revised edition of this Specialized Catalog 
of the issues of the Confederate States of America will be ready for 
distribution this Fall. A ll pricings are being revised according to ~ 
market conditions and all supplemental material, and "finds" since the 
publication of the first edition, will be included in the new volume. 

T he Catalog w ill list al l known P rovisionals, H andstamps, General ~ 
Issues, P rison Letters, Department Frankings, Official Frankings, P late 
and Stone Varieties, and include chapters on Cancellations and Counter-
feits, as well as much other useful data. It is not only a catalog but ~ 
an encyclo/Jedia for the collector and dealer in Confed erates. ' T he 
volume wi I be of inestimable value to every collector because of the 
diversfied information it ~ontains on the various processes of stamp ~ 
manufacture. There will f>e over 1,000 illustrations and the text will 
cover more than 500 pages. Size 3~x6 in., bound in fabrikoid stamped. 

As only a limited quantity will be printed of this edition orderti ~ 
should be placed now. The subscription price is $2.00 per copy post-

1" ~<d paid. After publication, $2. 50. Usual discount to the trade. • 

M A 'Very small number of the book 'f:,J "l 
~ The Postal Service of the Confederate States of America ~ 
c.. n remain. This volume will not be r eprinted. Orders will be accepted ~ 

as long as the supply lasts. Popular Style $10.00; Library Style r '1-' 
$15.00; deLuxe Style $50.00. LJ "l 

Include $1.00 extra with your order fpr a year's subscription to ~ 
~ STAMP AND CovER COLLECTING-"The Golden Voice of Philately." ~ 

c.. n STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING r~-' 
~ 109 East Cary Street RICHMOND, VIRGINIA ~ 

~~~~~~I Jo~nt:~PC=~~~::::te 1~~~~1i~ 
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Our School Club Department 
Howdy, Collector-Friends.' 

SCHOOL-DAYS are here again, 
and like a flock of pigeons com
ing back after their coveted, 

nutritious grains, students return 
merrily to school in pursuit of the 
intellectual grain of study. As all 
things of the past, vacation time is 
now only a happy recollection that 
must encourage all of us-scholars 
and others-to resume work and 
study with pleasure and determina
tion, since there is no better tonic 
than the holidays to restore our 
weakened health. 

School clubs are now able to meet 
regularly. Their scattered members 
have again renewed their mutual 
stampic relations and with their 
spirits invigorated by a pleasant 
vacation, they are in a position to do 
much for the benefit of their respec
tive clubs. No doubt all of you had 
the opportunity to discuss matters 
philatelic with fellow-collectors 
whom you met during your vaca
tions. Well, you should turn over 
to your club the benefits obtained 
through these discussions. If you 
have heard of any effective activity 
to increase membership, your club 
deserves your co-operation in that 
direaion. Did you gather quite 
good duplicates while away from 
school? You must offer your fel
low-clubbists the chance to acquire 
these in exchange. 

And now that I have referred to 
club activities, let me tell you about 
a "philatelic debate" of which I 
have been informed. May be your 
club finds it interesting. 

Let everyone of the members 
write three, four or as many stampic 
questions as may be determined, on 
an equal number of separate bits of 
paper. Fold these twice or thrice 
and gather them together in a hat 
or any other proper receptacle. The 
"debate" must be presided over by 
the Chairman, who must secretly 

~ljjljj iilf!l l iii iiljli ii i j iii jliil i ii il iil!!f!llliiii ii l ljliii iiillf!lll i ijl ii ij iji iijil~ 

I Contributions from students 
for this Department will be 
welcome, and should be sent 
to the Editor of this Page
MR. SERGIO PEREZ GRAU, 

Fortuna, Puerto Rico. 

write a number to be guessed by the 
other members. 

The one succeeding in telling the 
correct number, takes the start, and 
approaching the hat, withdraws one 
of the folded papers. He unfolds 
it, and if, after reading the question, 
he is a:ble to answer it correctly, ac
cording to its author's intention, the 
presiding Chait:man must credit a 
point in his favor. The notation of 
credits continues as long as the an
swerer hits the mark with successive 
questions, but if he ever fails, he 
must pass the question on to ·another 
member, selected at his own discre
tion. When a correct answer is 
given, the debate goes on until all 
the questions are drawn out of the 
hat. Finally, the credits are verified 
and the member having the highest 
number in his favor, gets the prize 
offered to the winner. 

This activity has been found very 
amusing, and in order that all the 
members of the club may partici
pate, the Chairman may designate 
different members to preside at 
future debates, thus assuring his 
participation in the contest. 

If your club should ever try this 
activity, won't you kindly let me 
know the results? And remember, 
also, that suggestions of this nature 
are always welcomed by your Club 
Editor. 

OUR NEWS-BOARD 

The writer has been asked by 
several readers whether the contest 
that is being carried on in this De
partment has to do with the STAMP 

AND COVER COLLECTING Sales Club 
organized by Ted Thompson. In 
this connection, you are informed 
that although the end pursued is 
just the same, these two activities 
are in no way connected. And in 
order to comply with the request of 
some juniors who have manifested 
their desire to first assure for them
selves some of the prizes offered by 
Mr. Thompson, I do gladly post
pone the closing date of our contest, 
which was originally announced as 
September the 30th, so as to give a 
chance to these and other readers to 
participate of both activities. 

I have at hand a letter from 
Harry Lambert, of Chicago, inform
ing me that, although he is not a 
regular subscriber to our magazine, 
he enjoys reading it occasionally. 
Of course, you are losing a lot of 
pleasure, Harry. Permit me to sug
gest that you supscribe as soon as 
possible, and-many thanks for 
your good words of exhortation. 

A fellow-collector, Antonio Pen
na, sends in the following joke: 

"When the domestic rate of 
postage was increased to three cents, 
a man went to the Post-Office and 
bought some sheets of the 2-cent 
stamp. A friend, who was nearby, 
on seeing the transaction, asked: 

'Say, why are you buying so many 
stamps?' 

'Oh!' answered the purchaser, 
'Don't you know these stamps will 
be worth three ·cents each next 
month?'" 

In our July issue I made mention 
of an idea suggested by one of my 
correspondents and promised to 
have you informed about the matter 
in a near future. Next month I 
will refer to this subject and hope 
to learn your opinion on the same. 

Yours in Philatelic Brotherhood, 

SERGIO PEREZ GRAU. 
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Try your luck! Here's a delightfully fascinating game. You may 
need the assistance of fellow-collectors m correctly working the puzzle. 

But find the right answer-it's fun! 

To the first five readers who send in the correct answer we will give a 

fine cacheted cover priced at $1.00. Send to Contest Editor, STAMP AND 

COVER COLLECTING, Richmond, v ~. 

It is a Fact 
1hat 

CIRCLE 
PUZZLES 

GIVE YOU 
FACTS 

C~Y~~1~AJY1~i:y 
RJCHM.OND, 

VA. 

if you fill in all the words in the "Circle Puzzle" from the outside 

toward the center (all five-letter words) and .then read the outside circle 
of letters ( B) from 1 to 24 plus the circle of letters ( D) from 1 to 24 

YOU W ILL LEARN AN INTERESTING FACT. 

1. Henry * * * * * Lodge, Senator from Mass. 13. N ot old. 
2. Lay up for future use. 14. Obstructs passage. 
3. Inexpensive 15. Shrink; flinch. 
4. Common; Hackneyed. 16. Farewell (Spanish). 
5. Little (French) . 17. Extreme pain or uffering. 
6. Dig into ; penetrate. 18. Closely crowded. 
7. Pains ; hurts. 19. Emergency paper money. 
8. He comes (Latin). 20. Burdens. 
9. Flavor somewhat like licorice. 21. Glowing coal. 

10. Small worn down pencils. 22. Powdered corundum. 
11. Measures of area. 23 . Bodily temperature, abnormally high. 
12. Pertaining to the Dorian . 24. Obsolete spelling of "smithy." 

The answer to the September puzzle was: "Canadian Cockeyed King 
Stamps Are Worth Fifty Times Face." 

October, 1935 

HOBBIES ·. 
A beautiful, illwn~atcd magazine for collec

tors of ~ r am p~. coins, Indian relics, firearms, 
books, curios, autographs, prints, antiques and 
scores of other imercsting hobbies. 

O ur ~uh"cri ption 1i~1 includes the famous 
and Ilt"ar-famous, leading educators and out
~tanding hu~i ncs! men and women who are 
anxious to improve their time with cultural 
and ahsorbi ng hobbies. 

It i.s popular to hav~ a hobby and r~ad 

/-I obbies 
SAMPLE COPY 10 CENTS 

TWELVE RIG ·ISSUES FOR $1.00 

LIGHTNER PUBLISHING CORP. 
2810 S. M ichii(an Ave., Chicago, Ill. 

READ 
Two of the World's Finest Stamp 

Vlagazines 
For n o!'" $1.50 a Y.ar- Sav< Soc. 

Tiu Au..•11a/ian Stamp Mont/Jly 5/- per ann. 
and 

STAMP ANU Covirn COLLECTING $1.00 per ann. 

O ne l-- ublishrd at Melbouruc:, Australia, and 
the othtr at Richmond, Vi rg-inia, U. S. A.
nearly two extrenu:s ot the earrh, bm assuring 
you of all thr nr-w~ from rv'"rywhrn. W ith 
these two fine monthlies coming to your office 
or hnme twelve times a year, you have all thr 
phila1elic news that's worth while. Subscribe 
now ! 

Send your subscriptions to: 

Stamp and Cover Collecting 
109 E. Cary St., R1CH~IOND, VA. 

• 

Stamp Trade Protective 
Assoc ation. Inc. 

A Rurrau tor Collection, 
Protrction, Information, 

and Co-operation. 

KALAM/ZOO, MICHIGAN, U.SJ. 

MITGHELL-HOOVER 
BUREAU PRINT 

PRECANCEL CATALOG 
15th Edition 

Published August, 1935 
75 CENTS PCST FREE 

s. G. RICH 

VERONA, NEW JERSEY 

RIO GRANDE FILATELICO 
l11tt.rn.ltiuna/ Rl*Vil'w fur Stamp Collutor1. 

Postcards, Nurni!!imatics, Esparanto. 
Membero throughout the world, particularly 

A mrrica. 
Official orga11 of the "Sociedade Filatelica 

Rio Grandcn!'le." 
Specimen copy will be sent on receipt · of 

5 cent!'- in unused stamp!!i, to cover the COit 
of mailin~. 

DR, BENJAMIN CAMOZATO 
RUA DOS ANORADAS, IHI, 

PORTO ALEGRE, . BRAZIL. 
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A Banker Speaks on Stamp Collecting 
(The author of this article wishes to 

remain anonymous for reasons that are 
obvious.-EDITOR.) 

.... -ONE year ago . this autumn I 
I was initiated into the Inter
national Order of Philately. 

To one in my position as the presi
dent of a bank in a medium-sized 
city it was quite a treat. There were 
no dues, no secret pass-words, no 
slap-on-the-back, no signs or mystic 
symbols-nothing but an awakening 
of interest in the most fascinating 
hobby in the world-that of st.amp 
collecting. 

Needless to say, I soon beheld all 
of the mysteries of this great Order. 
I became intimately acquainted with 
Kings and Emperors, Queens, ad
venturers, explorers, cut-throats and 
all the flotsam and jetsam that have 
honored and harried this terrestrial 
globe since man first peeped at the 
dawn somewhere amund the Neo
lithic Age. I found the reasons, 
and many of them pictured on 
stamps, of why civilization moved 
in so many directions. I found com
merce, industry, wealth, govern
ment, religion, economics, animal 
life, bird life-in fact, I saw and 
reaid about everything i:n the world's 
history on stamps. I soon became 
a part of every age in which the 
slow grow,th of the world has been 
nurtured. 

No other hobby is so intensely 
interesting and educational as that 
of stamp collecting, but it is still in 
its infancy. 

Perhaps, that assertion will need 
some qualifying. I feel sure that it 
will, because my collector-friend 
and dealer-friend who graciously 
started me along the beckoning path 
of this hobby were rather vociferous 
when they stated that there are more 
than three miUion stamp collectors 
in the United States alone, and that 
the business done in stamps and 
accessories amounted to something 
like ten million dollars each year. 

I do not wish to belittle their 
statements. In fact, I honestly be.
lieve that they have taken a conser
vative banker's vjewpoint of ·the 
matter. In my own city there must 
be four or five hundred adult collec
tors and a probable two thousand 
juvenile enthusiastics. It seems that 
one in every ten folks collect 
stamps. I never knew it was such a 
prolific ho5by. 

But to get back to the point 
where I stated-that stamp-collect
ing was only in its infancy: 

I now subscribe to and read two 
of .the leading monthly · philatelic 
magazines and four weeklies. They 
are all good. Each contains articles 
written by scholarly writers, and as 
for a banker being a literary critic, 
I might add that they are delight
fully edited-but, here is where my 
bouquets cease. 

In my own calling as a banker I 
also attempt to keep abreast of the 
times in financial happenings by 
reading our "trade journals." Fur
thermore, I subscribe to four na -
tional weekly magazines and per
haps a dozen monthlies. 

The obvious difference between 
all of the last mentioned and the 
philatelic periodicals is that of space 
and color. The " trade journals"
weeklies and monthlies-attract the 
reader by an abundance of color, 
especially in the advertisements. 
Believe it or not, but I look at all 
of the advertisements in the general 
magazines before I read a single 
article or story. I am still a child in 
so far as color and attractive illus
trations hold the greater part of 
attraction. I feel t.iha:t a magazine 
carrying color advertisements and 
plenty of pictures represents the 
ult.iimate in beauty and persuasive
ness. It surely reflects the success 
and vision and courage of its ad
vertisers. Color and pic·tures at first 
glance put the magazine and its 
clients in the A-1 class. And then, 

too, there is the question of spam. 
Most of the successful advertisers 
do not clutter up their space with a 
lot of words set in the smallest type 
and with every line crowded. They 
give ample space so that each word 
may be read with ease and at a 
glance. 

But not so, I regret to state, with 
all of the philatelic publications that 
I reaid. Several use a secondary 
color on the back page which does 
little to augment the appearance of 
the display. In none of the six 
periodicals have I found a single 
advertisement printed in color on 
the inside pages. 

What does this mean? 
It signifies that money is being 

wasted. I would be willing to 
wager that a dealer, using a full 
page in color, will bring him five 
times the number of inquiries or 
orders that he would receive from a 
black-and-white page. If the pub
lishers of the philatelic magazines 
charged three times the regular rate 
for a page in color both the adver
tiser and the publisher would bene
fit-the subscriber would be highly 
.pleased. 

And, have you ever noticed the 
philatelic advertisements and their 
composition? At the present stand
ard of typography I believe if one 
of the publishers announced that 
they have a type just one-half the 
size of the smallest type (six-point, 
I think it's called) many of the ad
vertisers would start specifying this. 
Then surely would there arise the 
necessity of using a magnifying 
glass. Even now it requires good 
eye-sight to find one item advertised 
that you may be looking for. 

As to illustrating an advertise
ment. Why, such an advertiser in 
philately seems to be as scarce as 
the 1-penny British Guiana. There 
just "ain't no sich animule." 

Every advert.iser must think that 
a preponderance of "copy" creates 
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the most favorable impression and 
produces the greatest number of re
plies. If this is true then all of our 
national advertisers who spend 
money by the millions must be 
wrong and in turn should "hire" 
the boys who frame up the stamp 
advertisements. 

Coming back to my two friends 
who started me collecting, and the 
three million collectors, and the ten 
million dol1ars worth of annual 
business done in stamp collecting, I 
am wondering if-through the ad
ditions of color and illustrations, 
and the deletion of much copy~the 
number of collectors could be in
creased to six miUion and the an
nual business stepped up to fifty 
million? 

My own expenditures for addi
tions to my collection run from ten . 
to fifty dollars a month. It is not 
much money, but fifty or one hun
dred customers in this class would 
give any dealer a nice income every 
twelve months. 

But what dealer wants this busi
ness? Surely few, if any, advertise 
their merchandise in a way that 
offers the greatest appeal to us 
gullible fellows, who like pictures 
and color. 

I would like to see the philatelic 
publishers and dealers get together 
and develop stamp collecting into a 
business that will be on a par with 
other lines, by using the latest prin
ciples of modern advertising. Cer
tainly such a procedure would do no 
more to "commercialize" the hobby, 
and yet I am convinced it will add 
millions more to its fold and accom
plish untold good. 

---c8'J1--

Mehrig & Son's Wholesale 
Catalog 

We have received a copy of M. 
Mehrig & Sons, Inc. , ( 116 Nassau 
St., New York) wholesale stamp 
catalog. This price-list is in.tended 
exclusively for dealers . It lists sets, 
packets and single stamps as well as 
philatelic supplies. 

NEW! TIMELY! 
"DAISY" STOCK BOOK 

Companion to the famous "DAISY" Album. 
One of the finest buys of the day! 

CONSISTS OF: 

e High-grade Imitation Leather Spring Back Binder 
in choice of five colors. Blue or Red with em
bossed border design. Black, Green or Brown 
without border. 

e Sturdy Inner Folder with Stock Sheet. 
e 20 New, Improved Manilla Stock Sheets. The 

famous "Lie-Flat" Stock Sheets, now double
hinged, double-strength. 

Only 

s3.&o 
Complete 

FREE! 40-page ELBE CATALOG 
showing the well-known ELBE Al
bums, Stock Books, Approval Car<ls, 
etc. Write for it! 

ELBE Dept. C THE~ 
215GreenSt.,N.Y.C. ~LINB 

Ask for Free Samples and 
Album Catalog No. 243 

~ tOlD H/J\t~~ 
EVER·READY HINGES 

ARE ALREADY 

~;[•]. •] =t ·~ 
2 5 cts. per 1,000 from your dealer 

In case of difficulty write direct. 

G. F. RAPKIN 
Album Maker to the World 

151-7 Coswell Road, LONDON, ENG. 

Too Late! 
No, you are not too late to get some of those fine bargains 

which were offered in our full page ad. of the August issue ... 

BUT 

If you are really interested in saving money and joining 

the great throng of those who are going to start collecting 
foreign stamps this fall, it would be wise to send right now 
for our FALL BARGAIN LIST of packets. You'll be glad. 

APPROVALS ?- yes, indeed we are glad to send appro

vals of U. S., foreign or new issues when requested. . . . If 
unknown, a good commercial reference is essential. 

Yours for JOY in COLLE.CT/NG. 

JEWEL STAMP CO. 
Box 683-A, WARREN, OHIO 
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A Startling Newcomer Among 
Stamp Publications ! 

For the stamp oollectors who 1have 
long 'been looking for a popular pub
lication free from prejudices and inde
pendent of dealer fofiuences in editorial 
content THE AMERICAN •ST AMP 
DIGEST is the publication they will 
want to receive re,gularly. I t is a pub
lication permea.ted with a sense of 
l.ight•heaPtedness fur readers who right
ly regard the hobby as a ddightful 
avocation. 

THE AMERICAN STAMP DI
GEST is more .than a review of other 
magazines in the fie.Id. I t contains 
articles written especially for it by 
leading contributors who are authorities 
on philately. 

TRE AMERICAN STAMP DI
GEST is alive, human. It assures its 
thousands of readers thorough coverage 
of all of the :hobby's major branches. 
It is ~nten.ded bo~h for the adult and 
adolescent collector, for the veteran 
and the beginner. It is the one maga
zine of its kind-and the kind the 
collector cannot miss .to have. 

Free Information Service 
Leading authorities on philately will contri

bute regularly on every phase of stamp 
collecting. A special department will serve 
junior collectors. The latest in STAMP news 
will be published monthly, selected by a staff 
of competent editors. 

Take advantage of this intwductory offer 
and become a CHARTER SUBSCRIBER to 
THE AMiERICAN STAMP DIGEST by re
turni!l_g coupon below with your remittance 
of ONE Dollar! 

Among the advanta*s that a subscription 

:~ T~Ei~~~RJstf INFi~~}'fg~To~ri~ft 
problems of philately. A special Book and 
Stamp Service is also at the subscriber' s 
disposal. 

CLIP COUPON 

THE AMERICAN STAMP DIGEST, 
Dept. INS-9, 
325 W. 103rd Street, New York, N. Y. 
GENTLEMEN : 

I am enclosing $1.00. P lease enter my name 
as charter subscriber to your publication. 

Name ... . . . ....... . . . . .. . .. . .. . . . . . . . ... . 

Street ...... .. .. . .. . • ................. . . . . 

City .....•....•......... . State . ..... .. .. . . 

STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING 

We Collect 
Stamp Accounts 

W rite for 
IN FORMATION 

Stamp Dealers' Credit 
Bureau 
Box 376, 

Benjamin Franklin Station , 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

Marvelous-They All Say 
During the Exhibition of the Virginia Phi- 1 

latelic Federation in Richmond ending 
November 17, a limited number o/ specially 
prepared envdopes were cacheted and can
celled at the Post Office in the Exhibition ball. 

These envelopes were made from panes of 
70 stamps printed from the electro of the 
"Five" altered to "Ten" cent of the Confed
erate Gener81 Issues. It is a remarkable 
example of a "home-mad.c" War-Bctween-thc
States cover, and is perhaps the mo:tt unusual 
modern exhibition piece obtainable. 

Less than fifty are on hand for sale. 
Price $1.00 each, or three for $2.00. 

STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING 
109 East Cary St., Richmond, Va. 

"An Introduction to 
Stamp Collecting" 

A Handy Pocket Booklet that the beginner 
finds indispensable; thirty-six pages of handy 
information for everybody. You' ll want one 
to keep handy in your pocket at all times. 
Send 3c. stamp to cover cost of mailing. 

WEEKLY PHILATELIC 
GOSSIP 

Box 30, HOLTON, KANSAS 

BARGAINS 
THREE APPROVAL SERVICES I 

No. !.-THOUSANDS of stamps- all differ
ent-from old collections-at le., 2c. each. 

* * * 
No. 2.-Higher values-19th and 20th cent

ury-50% to 75% discount from catalog. 
* * * 

No. 3.- U. S., B. N. A., priced as to condition. 
* * * 

Write today, stating preference. If unknown 
to us, references invariably required. 

MACY STAMP COMPANY 
8114 S. Maryland Ave., CHICAGO, ILL. 
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WANTED 
To hear from all collectors that would ap

preciate really nice approvals priced reasonably 
as to worth and regardless of catalog prices. 
I carry a general stock of stamps and cat~r to 
the general collector who wishes to build a 
first class coll ection. 

B. A. TURNER 
Box 1492, SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS [tf] 

WANTED 
CONFEDERATE STATES 

Singles, Blocks, Covers, Collections 
WHAT HAViE YOU? 

llS~ A. H. SCHUMACHER 
~Df7 907 Harold Ave., Houston, Texas 

Have You 

HERE 
F OR PAGES ~~~~Or:, 

~v ~o 9 • ~ "'· ~o 

Then ... 
You Wi ll Appreciate 

Accessory House 
where you may order any 
m ake of every accessory 

Big Complete and 
Illustrated List 

ONLY TEN CENTS 
(Credited on your first order) 

SEND FOR IT TODAY 

Accessory House 
West Cummington, Mass. 
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More German Stamps 
Following close upon the appear

ance of the neat little stamps for 
the Hitler Youth Movement, come 
two more to commemorate the great 
assembly of the "Reichspartei" in 
the ancient city of Niirnberg. There 
are again but two low values-6 
Rpfg. deep green and 12 Rpfg. 
clairet~both of the same design: 
eagle holding the wreath-enclosed 
Swastika suspended above a view of 
the quaint old town of toys and 
"Lebkuchen." 

---C8'.]t----

W oodward Named Expert 
K. N. Woodward, of Jackson 

Heights, has been named by the 
Metro Stamp Club, the philatelic or
ganization of the Metropolitan Life 
Insurance Company, as the club's 
expert to pass on the genuineness of 
stamps offered club members. The 
club meeting days have been chang
ed to the second and fourth Mon
days of the month. Regular meet
ings will be held through August. 

---C8'.Jr---

A no th er Stamp Wanted 
An appeal has been made to 

Third Assistant Postmaster-General 
C. B. Eilenberger for a stamp to 
mark the centenary of the Dutch 
settlement of Brooklyn, N . Y., next 
year.-FAWCETT. 

UNITED STATES SETS 
Unused Used 

#6S8-668, lc.-lOc. Kansas ... .. $1.80 $1.20 
#669-679, lc.-lOc. Nebraska. ... 2.lS 1.601 
#70+-71S, Y,c.-lOc. Bicent..... 1.00 .lS 
# 1306-08, 10c.-20c. Airmails.. . .SS .2S 

Blocks pro rata. Anything returnable. 
U. S. Price-List on request. 

R OCKEFELLER CENTER STAMP SHOP 

30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York City 

U. COLLECTION BUILDING S 
PACKETS 

A-SO varieties Cut Square Envelop.es . . $ 1.00 
B-30 varieties (different from A) .... l.8S 
C- 17 varieties (commems. and airmail) 2. l S 
D-20 var. (different from A, B and C) 2.SO 
E-20 varieties (still different). .... . . 4.7S 
F-lS varieties (higher p riced· items).. 6.SO 
All six Packets, 1 SZ all different cut 

squares-a nice collection ... . ..... 18.00 
R. J. LEWINSON 

82.S WEST END An., NEW YORK, N. Y. 

STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING 

25c. Summer Special 25c. 
Compl.ete set Bicents, block of Xmas seals, 

$5 revenue stamp, $2 revenue stamp, SOc. 
Franklin, Columbian cut square, British Colon
ial cat. SOc. to $1, 10 diff. mint foreign blocks, 
S di ff. buros, S diff. city type precancels. 
In cacheted cover. Postage extra. 

H. 0. DOUGLASS 

Box 50, Hot Springs, Ark. 

BUY AT OHLMAN'S 
Unreserved Public Sales 

~S~ If you have never bought 
D at Auction start now. If you 

buy at Auction and are not 
on my list start now. If you 
have fine material lo i ell, 
write now to Ohlman's "Auc
tion with Action." 

M. 0 H L MAN 
1160 Nassau Street, New York City 

To Stamp Clubs 
Want to make some money for 

the Club, kick up some excitement 
and make buyers happy? If so, let 
me tell you what some other clubs 
have done with those British West 
India and Central America Packets 
I have been offering here. 

A. C. TOWNSEND 
6229 Eddy Street, CHICAGO, ILL. 

READ ••• 

Colonial and Revolutionary 
Posts 

BY HARRY M. KONWISER 
One of the most exhaustive and COmJ?rehen

sive books written in a delightful, fascmating 
style, on the American Postal System from the 
e.arliest tim~ through the Colonial and Revol!'
tlohary Periods. A book that should be in 
the possession of every philatelist and library. 

Price $2.00 Postpaid. 
THE DIETZ PRESS 

109 E. CARY STREET 

RICHMOND, VIRGINIA. 

u Price and Check List s 
' Vri te for your FREE copy todaY.. As a 

check list it is indisp.ensable i for pn ces and 
quali ty it can't be beat. 

NORMIL CLOUGH 

156 Summer Street, Somerville, Mass. 

CONFEDERATE STATES 
2c. 1863 #207. Fine copy tied to neat 

~~~e~ ... ~~~~~~t~~~: . ~~1:. ~~~~:~~. $ 3 0. 0 0 
20c. green #212 (block 2.00) mint. ... . . SO 

l!Sb A. H. SCHUMACHER 

~Df7 907 Harold Ave., Houston, Texas 

October, 1935 

Large complete 36-page list, including British 
North America, ArrOVf and Center-line blocks, 
used blocks, etc. 

U. S. LIBRARY 
Vol. I. Issues 1847-69 .. .. . ........ . ... $ .50 
Vol. I I. Issues 1870-93...... . . ........ .50 
Vol. III. Issues 1894-1900........... . .. .59 
Vol. IV. 20th Century, Complete .. .. . ... 1.00 

These volumes arc rndi1pensablc to every U.S. 
collector, whether beginner or advanced student. 

ILLUSTRATED LIST OF U.S. AND B.N.A. 
Prices Proofs, Tclc2'raph stamps, Center linca, 
ll Sb etc., SOc. 

~DflsTANLEY GIBBONS, INC. 
l8z PARK ROW, NEW YORK, N. Y. 

z 5 misc. c acheted airmail covers; 15 
diff. airport dedications; 15 diff. first 

official flights; 7 di ff. FAM Flights; 

10 pilot-signed airmail covers; 20 di ff. 
naval cancels and cachets; per lot 

$Lo5 postpaid. Alaskan Emergency 

Star-Route Air Service covers, 5oc. ca. 

Multnomah Cover Service 
5526 Delaware, PORTLAND, OREG. 

What all do you need from 

ECUADOR 
Obtainable from PBRRONB & CAMl'ANA. 

p_ 0. Box 749 

GUAYAQUIL, ECUADOR, S. A. 

Choice Cont ederates Wanted 
Cash value paid all varieties on or 

off cover. 

ODD CANCELLATIONS 

PA TRIOTICS LOCALS 

Member: A.P.S.~Colleotors Club, N. Y. 

Reference: Any Kansas City bank or 
business house. 

ALLEN LOGAN 
OVERLAND PARK, KANSAS [psonJ 

URUGUAY PACKETS 
110 different stamps ............ ...... $1.00 
1 SO di ff.erent stamps. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.00 
200 different stamps ... .. .... ... . ..... 4,00 

These packets contain only stamps listed by 
Scott's Catalog, and having specialized in this 
line, the qualit}' being unbeatable. All please 
cash w ith order. Anything unsatisfactory, 
money back. 

HERIBERTO L. MEYER 
MEMBER: A. P. S.-S. P. A. etc. 

Paysandii, URUGUAY, S. A. 
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f F.ORUM"i 
Ii """"""" """"""""""""""""""' ~ 
Masses Prefer the Mediocre 

August Dietz, publisher, S TAMP AND 
COVER COLLECTING, Richmond, calls 
for scholarship in the philatelic press. 
"There ane quite a number of earnest 
students in our country,,, he said, 
"but, unfortunately, they do not come 
forward and make known their 
achievements. "-Washington Star) Sep
tember 10, 1935. 

DEAR EDITOR: 
, The above item was shown to a pro
fessional writer of merit, who occasionly 
delves into the philatelic arena, and he said: 

"Assuming D ietz is correctly quoted and 
assuming there really are quite a number 
of earnest students, etc., it must be evident 
these earnest students are sufficiently mental
ly equipped to visualize the entire picture 
of philatelic labors. 

"They will see that whilst the amateur 
writers- in the stamp press-sow, they do 
not reap; their words of knowledge are 
carefully conserved by the professionals 
(the buyers arrd sellers of stamps) and the 
'earnest student' gets-nothing at all. 

" It is my firm belief that the reason 
European stampsters devote more time to 
serious studies is because when these S. S. 
come to light, the students are properly 
acclaimed; recognition is given them. 

"In these United States your student 
writer is villified and denied his opinion
not by fellow students, but by the profes
sional crowd, with an axe to grind . 

" In the older civilization brain, in the 
wri.ring form, was acclaimed; today the 
demogogue with the glib tongue, the scan
dal-mongering folks are heeded . 

"When American philately pays its 
proper respect to those who write to make 
Stamp Collecting (the hobby) more inter
esting-then, and then only will American 
stampsters achieve study-rating equal to the 
Europeans. 

"There are just a few writers along ori
ginal lines, in organized Stampdom. If 
there are not more the blame is entirely on 
the professional side of philately. The 
selling side has overshadowed the hobby 
side, and old Money Bags is the King! 

GORDON E. WHEELER." 

Tells of His Triangles 
MERCHANTSVILLE, N. J., Sept. 9, 1935. 

DEAR EDITOR: 
I find Soule Smith's article of Triangle 

stamps very interesting, because it is one of 
my "fads" inside the big hobby of stamps 
and covers. 

My triangles include bisects of Samoa, 
British Honduras, Colombia; and a U. S. 
2c., old red stamp- that was the guardian 
of mail before the 3c. arrived to disquiet 
- cut vertically (not triangular), and pass
ed through the mails with a 2c. as com
panion-a complete "3-center." 

I have 90 Triangles of 20 countries
with the 5 Airs, of Paraguay, 11 of Estonia 
and 1 Air of Dutch Indies. I have 4 
singles and 2 pairs of those intriguing 

little triangles of Guatemala ; 5, of "Avia
tion Meet" of France, 18 (and 2 fairs) of 
Liberia, etc. I forgot, also the 5 o Switzer
land, like France's, "not in Scott." I be
lieve my highest values in Triangles are 
(Scott 1935) Cape of Good Hope, No. 3 
and No. 4-$1-0.00 and $3.00. 

Air Mail covers are my chief philatelic 
delight and I have 351 covers, with some 
International First Flights, as: U. S. to 
Uruguay, and the Return First ; Australia 
to Singapore; one of Commander Ulm's 
"First Official" to Papua and New Guinea. 
New Caledonie's First ; South Africa's; 
Philippine Firsts-and C. Z. First, Ocean to 
Ocean, carrying U. S. Liberty Bonds- with 
this, I have also C. Z. first Submarine, 
Ocean to Ocean, carrying L. B.'s-during, 
just after the War. 

Then, too, I do like Postal covers-and 
have 316, of 115 countries with, of course, 
Tin Can Island! 

This has outgrown the brief note I be
gan-I am, of course a stamp devotee-a 
semi-invalid, it is my chief refuge from 
myself! B. Lou::>uN, 

Wellford Manor, G-3, 
Merchantville, New Jersey. 

Welcome, President Hoover 
NASHVILLE, TENN., August 17, 1935. 

HON. AUGUST DIETZ, Editor, 
STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING, 

D EAR COLONEL: 
Well, well, well! American politics are 

really becoming philatelized. I note in the 
"secular" press that, '"Mid shouts of ap
plause Ex-President Herbert C. Hoover was 
received as a member by the A. P. S. at its 
annual convention in Washington." Per
haps the ex-President waited to announce 
his candidacy for the G. 0. P. nomination 
until he had at least made a bid for the 
stamp collector vote. Not such a bad idea, 
either. Perhaps Colonel Knox, Senator 
Vandeberg, Governor Landon, Senator 
Borah and Governor Hoffman-not to men
tion Huey P., Father Coughlin, Milo Reno 
and Mr. Townsend-will soon blossom our 

as stamp collectors. Hut, seriously speak
ing, I, as a wholehearted admirer of the 
former President, think all philatelists 
should-forgetting politics-join in wel
coming this great man to the fold of 
Philately. 

With all best wishes for the best stamp 
magazine now being published, I am, 

Cordially yours, 
ROBERT S. KELLY. 

P. S. The "Hon." is entirely without 
sarcasm. I understand you were once a 
member of the diplomatic corps.-R. S. K. 

Envelope Collectors, Note 
GLOVERSVILLE, N . Y., Sept. 6, 1935. 

GENTLEMEN: 
In pursuance of the suggestion in the 

July STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING, I 
want to make myself known as a collector 
of U. S. postal stationery. 

I shall be glad to ·hear from other col
lectors and to help them out with any of 
their problems so far as I am able. 

And I urge all other interested collectors 
to communicate with the U. S. Envelope 
Society, K. E. Luttropp, Secretary, Box 64, 
Brookline, Mass. 

This is a going concern and will fill the 
need you mentioned for such an organi
zation. Very truly yours, 

DAVID H. BURR, 
242 E. Fulton St., Gloversville, N . Y. 

Mr. Hillyer Likes It. Thanx. 
EAST LIVERPOOL, OHIO; May 4, 1935. 

GENTLEMEN: 
.J am enclosing money order for one dol

lar ($LOO) , for anoth~r year's subscription 
to your magazine. Believe it the best I 
have ever read. 

Very truly yours, 

HARRY D. HILLYER. 

STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT, CIRCULATION, ETC., RE· 
QUIRED BY THE ACT OF CONGIESS OF AUGUST 2.f, 1912. 

Of Stamp and Cover Collectinll, publiobed moatbly at llicbmond, Va., for October 1, 1935. 

STATE OF VIRGINIA, 
County of Henrico, ss.: 

Before me Grace M . Strotmeyer, a notary public in and for the State and county aforesaid 
per~onally app1eared August Dietz, Jr., who havinJ?: been duly sworn according- to law, deposes 
and says that he is the Busi-ness Manager and Part Owner of Stamp and Cover CoJ.lecting, and that 
the following is, to the best of his knowledge and belief, a true statement of the ownership, management 
ttc. , of the aforesaid publication for the date shown in the above captio;i, required by the Act of 
August 24, 1912, embodied in section 411, Postal Laws and Regulations, printed on the reverse of this 
form, to-wit: 

1. That the names and addresses of the publisher, editor, managing editor, and business managers 
are: Publish<r, The Dietz Printing Co., 109 E. Cary Stre<t. Editor, August Dietz, 109 E. Cary St. 
Managing Editor, none. Business Manager, August Dietz, Jr., 109 E. Cary St. 

2. That the owner is The Dietz Printing Co., 109 E. Cary St.; August Dietz, partner; August 
Dietz, Jr., partner, 109 E. Cary St. 

3. That the known bondholders, mortgagees, and other security holders owning or holding 1 per 
cent or more of total amount of bonds, mortga~es, or other securitirs arc: None. 

4. That the two parag:raphs nrxt above, giving the namrs of the fJwners, stockholders, and security 
holders, if any, contain not only the list of stockholders and security holders as they appear on the 
books of the company but also, in cases where the stockholders or security holder a'fpears upon tht 
books of the company as trustre or in any othrr fiduciary relation, the name o the person or 
corporation for whom such trustee is acting, is ~ivrn; also that the said two paragraphs contain 
stattments embracing affiant's full knowledge and belief as to the circumstances and conditions under 
which stockholders and security hold.rs who do not appear upon the books of the company as trustees, 
hold stock and securities in a capacity other than that of a bona fide owner; and this affiant has no 
rrason to believe that any other person, association, or corporation has any interest direct or indirect in 
thr said stock, bonds, or other securities than as so stated by him. 

AUGUST DIETZ, JR., Business Manager. 

Sworn to and subscribed before me this 24th day of October, 1935. 

My commission expires Tanuarv 21. 1938. 
(Seal) Grace M. Strotmever, Notarv Public. 
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Classified advertisements under this head
ing are 2 cents per word, 500 words for 
$8.00. Payable in advance. Copy must be 
received 3 weeks before date of issue. 

WANTED !-Uruguay No. 1 (60c. blue) good 
copy, no thin •pot•. State price. Aloo wanted Old 
German States. Write what you have, stating 
condition and price. E.DITOR, STAM P AND COYER 
COLLECTING, 109 E. Cary St., Richmond, Va. 

Does anybody know the eresent address of J. D. 
LLOYD, formerly of Washington, D. C. Address, 
Business Manager, STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING. 

WANTED-Southern States Stamp less Covers. 
Will pay cash, or trade Pennsylvania, New York, 
New England covers. Send yours with Terms. 
KENNETH G. BENTZ, 1114 Citizens Southern 
Bank, Atlanta, Ga. 

· STARTING A STAMP COLLECTION? Learn 
about all albums before you bux one. Write for 
our big illustrated catalog describing every stamp 
coll ector 's need. Price lOc.-Credited on first 
orde r. ACCESSORY HOUSE, West Cummington, 
M~ ~ 

WANTED TO BUY a quantity of ·unuoed 
Confederateo at very rcaoonable pnces. Cheaper 
grad.,, d~•ired . State quantity and pricco. "Col
lector A," Care STAMP ANO COVER COLLECTING. 

25,000 COVERS FOR SALE. Rare Xmas Seals. 
Pony Express Medal 25c. Wanted-Patriotic, 
Telegraph, Music, Hotel and Medical covers. 
A. ATLAS LEVE·, Syracuse, N. Y. "Only real 
Stamp Shop in Syracuse." [oJ 

U. S. WANT-LISTS SOLICITED. I buy early 
U. S. (mint) i... Used Farl ey's Y, face . GOLD 
STAMP CO., JjQX 36, Greenv ill e, Miss. [c] 

Classified Ads 
WANTED-PARKS USED.- Will pay 20 

cents per set for Parks stamps, used, well-cen
tered, lightly cancelled, no straight-edges-perfect 
pieces. Address: "J. B." care Editor STAMP AND 
COVER COLLECTING, 109 E. Cary St., Richmond, Va. 

GENERAL CATALOG OF U. S. POST
MARK~t 112 pages, 900 illustrations. Price $1.00. 
DELF NORONA, Chairman A. P. S. Handbook 
Committoe, Moundsville, West Virginia. [uf] 

WILL TRADE a good lot of duplicatco for a 
full •tock, curly maple Kentucky rifle. Send com
plete description of gun. In return will oend list 
of •tamps. Addre" "Collector B," Care STAMP 
AND COVER COLLECTING. 

FOR NAVAL, Old Iron•idco and Macon coven 
of the finest write W. G. CROSBY, P. 0. Box 
602, San Pedro, California. 

WANTED TO BUY #36 and #59 Colombian 
Repub1ics on or off cover. "Collector G ," Care 
STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING. 

PANAMA AND CANAL STAMPS-40 all 
different $1.00. RUDOLPH MONTILLAt Box 
585, Panama. pson] 

WILL EXCHANGE PRECANCELS, any State, 
stamp for stamp or catalog value. GEO. \VOODj 
852 21st, San Pedro, California. [ss 

WILL PAY WiELL for names of Post Offices 
having following stamps for sale: Rogers-Clark ; 
Braddock, Von Steuben; Pennj Webster; Pulaski; 
Yorktow n, 2c., 3c . .L5c. Olympics; ~c. , l y.ic., 3c., 
1 Oc. Washington .ui~Centennia l ; Red Cross; Lin 
coln Re-Issue; Maryland; Beacon Airmai ls, Air
mail s before 1926; Comms. before 1931. P. 0. 
Box 888, Nampa, Ida ho. [ po] 

REMEMBER, STAMP AND COVER COLL!CTING i• 
giving a 20-word cla.,ifiod advertisement FREE 
for each annual new, renewal or extension sub
scription to thi• magai;ine. Send $1.00 and a 
20-word clasoified advertisement TObA Y. 

SEND ?Sc. FOR YOUR COPY OF HUGHES' 
PHILATELIST'S INVENTORY, in which you 
can get the exact catalog value of your collectton, 
its sales worth1 and also list it for appraisal and 
insurance. This Invecrory book is just as essential 
as your album or catalo~ Sent postpaid. Order 
from the originator: A. J. HUGH.ES, Box 330, 
Wyoming, New York. 

THIE FINNS-They Pay Their Debt.: Send 1 Oc. 
for Prospectus or $1.00 for 1936 subscription. 
Over 3,000 members. INTERNATIONAL STAMPS EX
CHANGE CLUB, "SUOMI", Box 144, Helsinkij 
Finland (Europe). [o-d 

SCOTT'S General or United States Catalogs, 
$2.25 . Send remittance (no stamps accepted) at 
once and get premium. Thumb indexed General , 
$2.75. All Scott Albums at 10% discount. Post
paid with commemoratives. SOUTHERN ST AMP 
& COVER SERVICE, 204 Spring St., Nashville, 
T enn. [co] 

WANTED TO BUY a quantity of General 
l ssues Confederate stamps on and off cover. 
COLLECTOR K , STAMP ANO COVER COLLECTING. 

WILL EXCHANGE unused U. S. 20th century 
for fine old U. S., foreign and Confederates. 
COLLECTOR M, STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING. 

TE AIR MAIL STAMPS and Three Cacheted 
Covers for 25c. WILLIAM ELLIOTT, Station S. 
706, Los Angeles, Calif. [o] 

APPROVALS1 Philippines, United States .. Ref.
erances Requirea. PHILUS, Geneva, N. Y. [o-m] 

==============================-
lllIIID 

BOYS WANTED 
I want 500 junior stamp collectors to 

enroll in the S. C. C. SALES 
CLUB right away. 

There are no dues and no expense to you, but many good things await every 
boy after becoming a member. 

You can earn cash rponey by which you can build a fine collection. You can also earn any 
of the many wonderful stamp prizes listed in the Summer Prize Bulletin-all by obtaining 
regular subscribers to STAMP AND CovER COLLECTING right in your own neighborhood. 

YOU GET CASH PROFITS ON EVERY SALE. 

Join Now! Mail this coupon today! 
I will get you enrolled and started quickly. 

TED THOMPSON, STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING, 

109 E. CARY ST., RICHMOND, VA. 

DEAR PRIZE MAN: 

You bet I want to earn those stamp pr.izes and cash. 
and sample copies quickly. 

Send my membership card, full instructions 

N ame ... ·-·-·· ····-·--··-·-·----·--···· --- ·----· -···· ---·-·----------------------------------- ---------Age ............... . 

Street -----------·-- -····-·---------- -- -------·-----·-·--··--------···-·-··---·--··---City .................... .............................. State--------·-·-·-------·-·-
( Have Dad or Mother sign the following statement.) 
I shall be delighted to have my son become a member of your Club and take advantage of your offer: 

. _ ... ·--·-- ·-- -- ------·--- ________________ ·---------·-·- __ _____ ___ _______ _________ --·------·- __ . _ -·--------- .. _______ ·---· ..... .. _ ( Parent) 

~11111 11 11111111111 11 1111111111m11111111111111 



ST AMP AND COVER COLLECTING 

A Dar~ain for t~e Dealer or Colle(tor 
I have the following stamps for immediate sale, to any one or more parties who send the ir 

remittance first, at the following prices : 

Washington Bicentennials 

Complete sheets, and parts of sheets, of the 4c., Sc., 6c ., 7c., Sc. and 9c. may still be secured at 20 % above face. 

There are no more copies available of the Yzc., le., 1 Yz c., 2c., 3c. and lOc. Pl ease do not order these items. If 
you need any that are still on hand, better order immediately as the supply will not last long. I still have sheets of the 
3c. Penns and Oglethorpe's. Thes e may be had at 15 % ab ove fac e. 

Most of the above are well centered, but as usual some stamps on each sheet are not any too good. T hey are offered 
as they are and cannot be picked. 

Yorktown Sesquicentennial 

T here ue a few scamps in broken lots. T hese are not well centered and are offered at 25% above face. 

Orders for less than 1.00 wi ll not be accepted. Postage or registra tion muse accompany each order. Remi tta nces 
must be made by money order, payable to STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING. 

ADDRESS: 

"Collector," care STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING, 109 E. Cary St., Richmond, Virginia 

MICHIGAN FIRST DAY COVERS 
My usual Hig h Gra de Envelopes w ith color design. 

From La nsing on November l 

Single, 15 cents Block of 4, 25 cents 
(Pl ease do not ask for plMe numbers on blocks.) 

Covers from Washington, D. C . sam e rates. 
Mint Stamps-Selected panes of 50, mail ed fl at. ....... . ... .. . . . ... .. $2.00 
Block of + (mail ed in First Day Cover, Washington)....... . ... ..... .30 

SAN DIEGO EXPOSITION 
offer a LAST D AY Cover in three co lors. 

Single, lOc. Block of four , 20c. 

PHILIPPINE COVERS 
The Commonwealth Issue will be released abourt November I 5. 

First Day Covers-5 covers- 2, 6, J 6, 36 and 50 centavo. 
Singles, set, $1.50 Blocks, set, $3.50 

T hese Covers will be mail ed in M an il a day of iss ue. 

All orders must be in by October 10. 
Mint Stamps- mailed from W ·a hington day of issue: 

Singles, 5 values, 75 cents. Blocks of four, $2.75. 

Philatelic Agency Service 
T he best stamps availahle at Ph i,l atel ic Agency at 10 per cent over face 

(wi th a mi nim um se rvice oharge of 35 cents) on orders of less than $25.00, 
an d 5 per cent over face on o rders over $25.00 (with a mi nimum service 
charge of $2.50). P o&tage and Registration extra. 

WILLIAM T. RALEY 

IL315-17 STEWART BLDG., WASHINGTON, D. c._JI 

Join The 
RAINBO FRIENDSHIP CLUB 

W orld-wide membership. 
Rainbo Booster Journal official Club 

Du es only Soc. per year. 
Send in your membership to--

paper. 

MICHAEL FLEISCHHACKER 
1642 No. Fairfield Ave., Chicago, Ill. 

FOR A BEGINNING IN 

BUREAU PRINTS 
WE SUGGEST A PACKET 

For instance: 
No. 227 400 di fferent .... . .. . ... . .... $ 3.00 
No. 228 7 50 different .. . ..... . . . . . . . ... I 5. 00 

INT RODDCT I ON to P recancel Collectinr;
a 16 pag e bookl et of th e necessary inform ation 
on P recancels- 25c. postpaid. 

HOOVER BROTHERS 
126 1 Broadway, Room 811, N EW Y ORK. 

$$ CASH $$ 
l wi ll pay cash for fine U. S. and Foreign. 

I will give good exchange if you prefer. 
V\l rite-

B. A. TURNER 
Box 1492, San A ntonio, T exas [tf] 

THE BUREA U SPECIALIST 

A monthly publication of .the Bureau 
I ssues Association. Devoted exclusively 
to United States stamps. Serious collec
tors please 'H ite for sample copy. 

W EST S OMERV ILLE, l\1ASSACH USETTS 



STAMP AND COVER COLLECTING 

Not a Single Complaint 
Only Satisfied Buyers 

The unusual and distinctive covers listed below have been purchased by several hundred collectors
many have re-ordered-with perfect satisfaction. If you are dissatisfied after making a purchase, return in 
ten days and your money will be refunded immediately. Here they are: 

Williamsburg-Richmond Post Rider Cover 
This cover was carried three years ago during the national celebration of Post Office Day. 

It left the office of The Virginia Gazette (where early Colonial mail was first officially used in 
the Colony) in Williamsburg, Virginia, by Post Rider and carried to the W .illiam and Mary 
Airport. Thence by plane to the airport at Fort Lee, Virginia, and then by United States mail 
truck to the Governor of Virginia at the Richmond Post Office. Official permission was granted 
to these covers on this one occasion and they are the only official covers made during this nation
wide celebration. Each cover is postmarked "Williamsburg, Virginia," contains the corner card 
of the old Gazette, carries the label of the Post Rider, the plane cachet, the truck symbol, back
stamped "Richmond, Virginia," and addressed to the Governor. The covers are made in the style 
of the Colonial letter-sheets and are not alone interesting philatelically, but historically. The 
item makes a worth-while piece in any collection of early covers. While the supply lasts, 
$1 .00 each. 

Jam es town, Virginia 
So much history is woven around the first permanent English settlement in America and 

these covers are the first covers cacheted on this historic site. They are cancelled in green and 
purple on May 13, 1933· The covers are par.chment letter-sheets made by hand similar to those 
used during the Seventeenth Century and each .is sealed with a wafer. Within each cover will be 
found the official Proclamation of the Governor of Virginia for " Jamestown Day." Price per 
cover, 50 cen ts. 

Confederate Reunion Turned Wall Paper Cover 
Only five of these unique items remain for sale. They are made of wall-paper similar to the 

real things. A genuine Confederate stamp is affixed on the inside of the cover officially postmarked 
by the Richmond Postmaster June 2 l, l 862, and then postmarked on the outside the same day
j ust seventy years later. Official permission was granted from Washington for this event and we 
believe this to be the most rare of all modern historical covers. An excellent item for every col
lector of Confederates. An event that will never again be duplicated. First come, first served. 
Price, $s.oo each. 

ORDER BEFORE IT IS TOO LATE. 

Stamp and Cover Collecting 
109 E. Cary Street Richmond, Virginia 
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